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PREFACE
TO TI-IE THIRD EDITION

T

HE second edition of this work having sold out unexpectedly quickly,
it became apparent that there was still a demand which would have
to be met. The problem then arose as to how a third edition could
be produced without jettisoning what seemed among the main advantages
of its predecessor, namely its relative cheapness. In the meantime the cost
of printing had gone up by leaps and bounds, and the sole practical course
therefore appeared to be to dispense with the setting up of new pages so far
as possible, and to leave most of the changes to be recorded in an extended
A ddittons and CorrectIons. Considerable saving has been achieved by
abandoning any attempt to bring up to date the bibliographical references
in the footnotes to the Introduction, pp. 18-24c. An inevitable defect of
the marginal notes which form so large a part of the work has been the
impossibility, except at enormous expense, of replacing the original citations
by others more correct or more easily accessible; for instance, I should
have liked to use Anthes's edition ofthe Hat-nub texts with greater frequency_
More serious has been my inability (in general) to reconsider my opinions
in the light of E. Edel's great A ltagyptische Grammatzk, 1, 1955; of Lefebvre's
second edition, Cairo, 1955; of Sander-Hansen's Studien zur Grammatz"k der
Pyramidentexte, Copenhagen, 1956; ofThacker's Sen~itic and EgypHan Verbal
Systems, Oxford, 1954; of Vergote's essay on a kindred ~t.lbject published
in Chronzque d'Egypte for January, 1956; and of Westendorf's Der Gebrauch
des Passt'vs in der klassichen Lt'teratur der A'gypter, Berlin, 1952. In fact, I
admit having left my critics plenty of scope for their animadversions. In
conclusion I must express my great indebtedness to several colleagues;
above all, to Dr. T. G. Allen, not only for his able review in jNES x. 287-90,
but also for a long list of minor corrections. Among others to whom lowe
valuable comments are A. de Buck, J. Cerny, E. Edel, and H. James. To
the Oxford University Press my debt is immense j also to the Griffith
Institute, which has again sponsored my task with its usual generosity.

VIl
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PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION

T

H E revision that has here been undertaken is more extensive than
will appear at first sight. This fact is disguised by the retention of
the same pagination as in the first edition throughout the whole of the
grammar proper (pp. 25-421). That retention was desirable for many reasons,
not the least being the need for economy. It was clear from the start that
photographic reproduction would have to be the basis of the new edition,
and that the bulk of the alterations must consist of fresh words and sentences
pasted in over the original text. This has involved much time-robbing com
pression and counting of letters, but the plan proved feasible, and it has
been necessary to append only six additional pages (pp. 422-7) to contain
longer passages and new paragraphs which could not be inserted in the way
just mentioned. From p. 428 onwards the pagination of the first edition has
had to be altered, and in the Sign-list and the Vocabularies which follow it
the lay-out has needed considerable change in order to introduce fresh
matter, though photography continued to be used as thetechnical procedure.
Not a few new words have been added to the Egyptian-English Vocabulary
in the hope that, in the absence of any trustworthy and at present obtainable
hieroglyphic dictionary, that Vocabulary may prove of greater assistance
to the beginner. I have, however, disregarded the Book of the Dead, as
well as the medical and mathematical texts, partly because these belong to
later stages of the student's reading, and partly because here provisionally
adequate indexes already exist; also catalogue-like writings such as the
Longer List of Offerings and the Ramesseum Onomasticon have been
ignored; more names of places and deities have been introduced, I am
afraid rather capriciously, but no names of private persons or royalties have
been admitted. The expansion of the Egyptian-English Vocabulary has
increased the bulk of the book and consequently the cost of production; in
order to avoid further extravagance I have regretfully refrained from serious
additions to the English-Egyptian Vocabulary,- which thus remains what it
was intended to be at the outset, a help towards the satisfactory accomplish
ment of the Exercises. The t preliminaries' have required to be reprinted
almost in their entirety. Having discovered that neither pupils nor teachers
make use of my elaborate 'Contents' (pp. xi-xviii of the 1st ed.) I have cut
those pages to the bare minimum, substituting detailed subject-indexes at
the end of the volume. And, needless to say, the List of Abbreviations has
had to be completely reset.
ix
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To turn now to the alterations in the grammatical section, it must be
admitted that but few newly published texts have been laid under contribu
tion. In this abstention there is, however, the compensating advantage that
those new texts will serve as touchstones to test the validity and comprehen
siveness of my grammatical rules. A certain number of new examples have
been added, but not enough to render seriously incomplete the admirable
index of passages utilized, contained in Mme Gauthier-Laurent's Supplement
to Gardiner's Egyptian Grammar, N euilly-sur-Seine, 1935; although the
grammatical notes there prefixed to the index by myself have now become
superfluous through incorporation in the present new edition, the index
retains all its utility and will, I trust, continue to be widely used. No small
part of the corrections in my text consists of better formulation or'necessary
qualification of statements there made, and it is here, though by no means
solely here, that the acute criticisms of myoid friend Battiscombe Gunn
have proved specially valuable. There is a certain irony in the fact fhat a
reform for which I am personally responsible has imposed upon me the
arduous duty of modifying throughout the book the form in which examples
taken from hieratic texts are quoted, see below, p. 422, § 63 A. As regards
grammatical doctrine, although I have taken scrupulous pains to read and
weigh all dissentient criticisms that have appeared since 1927, I have been
unable to persuade myself of the necessity of abandoning any of my main
positions, particularly in respect of the theory of the verb; I have replied
in a recent review (JEA. 33,95 ff.) to Polotsky's able assault on my account
of the nature of the Imperfective stimf form. A bone of contention between
Gunn and myself has long been the status and the formal aspects of the so
called Prospective Relative Form; an important new discovery by Clere
seems to me to have greatly strengthened my own case, so much so that
what in the first edition was described in that way now receives the appella
tion Perfective Relative Form, a name previously accorded to the relative
form here given the title 'the sdmw-nj Relative Form'-a change very
satisfactori1y marking the relationship of the latter form to the narrative
stim·njform; see on this subject below §§ 380. 387- 411 and the addition to
p_ 303 on p.426- The only other terminological change in the book has
been that from 'the m of equivalence' to 'the m of predication', an obviously
more exact description, which nlay, mJreover, beconle an absolute necessity
if Cerny's conjecture recorded in § 38, OBS. proves, on further investigation,
to be justified by the evidence. On minor points of detail lowe much, not
only to the reviews by Griffith and Allen already utilized by me in Mme
Gauthier-Laurent's book, but also to a list of suggestions from Lefebvre,
himself the author of an admirable Grammaire de l' Egyptien classtque (Cairo,
x
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1940), and to further suggestions from Clere, Allen, and several others.

In the Sign-list the greatest improvements have been due to that learned
and judicious scholar L. Keimer, though in this respect he has been almost
rivalled through the acute powers of observation of Nina M. Davies, my
close associate in Egyptological enterprise over a long series of years. My
cordial thanks are due to all the above-mentioned, but my greatest debt is
to Gunn, who, as a teacher, has used my manual ever since its first appearance
and without whose invaluable aid this second edition could hardly have
been undertaken with success. Gunn has read and discussed every page
with nle. It would have spoken ill for the independence of mind of each of
us if we had always found ourselves in agreement, but I have accepted a
high percentage of his criticisms, and for the infinite pains he has taken in
seeking to improve my book, no words can express the gratitude that I feel.
I return to my opening statement that this second edition has involved
more extensive revision than may appear at first sight. In point of fact there
is hardly a page that has not been plastered with pasted-on corrections the
safety of which has been the source of constant anxiety alike to the printers
and to myself. As the result of this and of the vastly increased cost of pro
duction, the expenditure on the book in its republished form will not be far
short of that on the original edition. It is with equal relief and gratitude,
therefore, that I acknowledge the signal generosity of the Committee of
Management of the Griffith Institute in consenting to finance the work as
one of the Institute's own publications. It is in my eyes of the highest im
portance that they have also consented to sell the book at a price which,
though necessarily higher than that of the first edition, will not place it be
yond the reach of any but the poorest students. The tale of my indebtedness
would be incomplete without reference to the enthusiastic and unflagging
assistance rendered by my friends at the Oxford University Press, as well
a.s by my personal secretary Miss N. M. Myers, who very rapidly acquired
the necessary skill in preparing for the printers the preliminary pasted.up
models required by them.
In conclusion, I would beg students and teachers alike to read once
again the first page of my Preface to the First Edition. It contains my
answer to certain critics who have complained of the formlessness of my
work. Since the whole exposition centres round a series of thirty-three
progressive Exercises it could hardly have assumed a very different shape,
and I reiterate with all possible emphasis my conviction that no student will
ever obtain a mastery of Egyptian or of any other foreign language unless
he has schooled himself to translate into it with a high degree of accuracy.

June, 1949.
Xl
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PREFACE
TO THE FIRST EDITION

W

HEN the plan of the present work was first conceived, little more
was intended than to provide English-speaking students with a
simple introduction to the Egyptian hieroglyphs, and it was with
this object in view that the first few lessons were drafted. It soon became
apparent, however, that the book was destined to obtain a wider scope, both
as the result of my own predilections and also through the necessities of the
case. And so what has remained in form a book for beginners has become
in substance an elaborate treatise on Egyptian syntax. I have tried to
mitigate this discrepancy by a fullness of statement that would have been
unnecessary for advanced scholars, and have not shrunk from repetition
whenever repetition appeared to serve a useful purpose. Much thought has
been devoted to the order in which the different topics are presented. I had
long held that the learner ought to become thoroughly familiar with the
forms of the non-verbal sentence, and also with the little words of the
language (prepositions, particles, &c.), before tackling the complicated and
difficult problems connected with the verb. At the same time I have always
believed that reading of actual hieroglyphic texts, as well as translation from
English into Egyptian, should begin at the earliest possible moment, and for
those purposes some elementary knowledge of the verb is indispensable. It
has been attempted to reconcile these conflicting principles by making shift
with the sgmj and Sdnt'l1j forms throughout the first twenty Exercises. To
the Exercises I attach the greatest possible importance. Without them the
beginner might well be bewildered by the mass of information imparted.
Since, however, the sentences given for translation have been so chosen as
to illustrate the more vital syntactic rules, the pupil who will take trouble
with this side of his task ought to find himself rewarded by a firm grasp of
the most essential facts. Like everything else in the book, the Sign-list at
the end has assumed proportions which were not originally intended. The
Egyptian-English Vocabulary in no sense constitutes a dictionary of Middle
Egyptian, but will, it is hoped, enable students to translate easy pieces like
many of those given in Professor Sethe's handy reading-book.
After these preliminary explanations I turn to the real business of this
Preface, namely the statement of n1y manifold obligations to others. Were
I to expatiate on my indebtedness to published works I should have a still
longer tale to tell. The marginal notes relieve me of this necessity.
Nevertheless, special mention must be made of Professor Adolf Erman's
XHI
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION
A egyptische Grammatik, for many years past the indispensable guide of
every aspirant to a knowledge of hieroglyphics, as well as of Professor Kurt
Sethe's fundamental and epoch-making treatise on the Egyptian verb.
Although I have borrowed from these classics as much as seemed relevant
to my purpose, their utility is very far from having been exhausted. In
particular, Professor Sethe's work should be consulted on all questions
connected with phonetic changes and the relation of Old and Late Egyptian
to Coptic, aspects of the subject left almost entirely untouched in the present
volume. But also on matters where our books overlap, I would earnestly
recommend constant reference to these two earlier treatises by scholars
whom I am proud to acknowledge as my teachers, and to whose personal
influence and friendship my debt is enormous.
To Professor Kurt Sethe I am also directly indebted for many acute
suggestions and criticisms on the first half of the book, which I was permitted
to read throug.h with him in manuscript during two visits to Gottingen in
I921 and 1922 respectively. At an earlier stage I had ample opportunities
of discussing Egyptian syntax in all its aspects with Mr. Battiscombe Gunn,
and his contributions to my book are very considerable. Some of Gunn's
remarkable discoveries have been published in his Studies in Egyptian Syntax
(Paris, I924), but there are other important observations due to him which
have not hitherto found their way into print. Points on which I am definitely
conscious of having received new ideas from Gunn are as follows: the
unequal range of meaning displayed by iw when its subject is nominal or
pronominal (§§ 29. 1I7); the signification of iIJ (§§ 40, 3; 228); the inversions
quoted in § 130; the distinction between ir m-&t and lJr m-!Jt (p. 133, bottom);
the function of ink pw to introduce narratives or answer questions (§ 190, 1);
the rule as to the position of a nonlinal subject after the negatival complement
(§ 343); lastly, th'e preference given to iw sdm·tw over iw·tw s{fm·tw (§ 463).
Some of these points are of great interest, and I can only regret that their
discoverer is not the first to announce them. As it is, I am grateful that
the privilege has been accorded to me. Furthermore, Gunn read not once
only, but many times over, my manuscript of the first six Lessons, and here
I often had occasion to avail myself of his advice.
Three visits to Berlin enabled me to supplement my own extensive
collections with references from the Berlin dictionary; the Sign-list and the
sections on the prepositions and particles are those parts of the book that
have derived the most benefit from this source. Latterly, Professor Grapow
and Dr. Erichsen have been most kind in answering from the Berlin
Zettelkasten inquiries put to them by letter. Dr. Blackman has favoured
me with notes on the expression prt·!Jrw (p. 172). Professor Griffith has
provided the hieroglyphic transcript of the sample of demotic in Plate II.
XIV
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Mr. P. W. Pycraft of the Natural History Museum has given valuable help
as regards the signs representing birds, beasts, and fishes. Professor
Breasted has permitted me to quote from the still unpublished Edwin Smith
papyrus. My assistant, Mr. R. O. Faulkner, has been of much service in
connection with the Sign.list, Vocabularies, and preliminary matter. I also
owe a few valuable hints to Dr. A. de Buck.
The printing of the Grammar has brought in its train a whole host of
further obligations, particularly in connection with the new hieroglyphic
fount here employed for the first time. I should be the last to minimize the
magnificent services rendered to Egyptology for more than fifty years by
the Theinhardt fount. Nevertheless that fount, for which Richard Lepsius
was mainly responsible, labours under two serious disadvantages. In the
first place, the three-line nonpareil size is too large for convenient combina
tion with ordinary romans, and in the second place, many of the forms,
being derived from originals of the Saite period, are not palaeographically
suitable for the printing of Middle Egyptian. These two considerations
prompted me to undertake the production of a new fount based on Eighteenth
Dynasty forms. After much unsuccessful experimenting, I was fortunate
enough to obtain the co-operation of Mr. and Mrs. de Garis Davies, whose
many years of work in the Theban necropolis have given them an unequalled
familiarity with the Tuthmoside hieroglyphs. The admirable drawings
which they provided would, however, have availed me little but for the skill
of the technical craftsmen into whose hands they fell. The firm of Messrs.
R. P. Bannerman and Son, Ltd., to \vhom the making of the matrices was
entrusted on the advice of the late Mr. Frederick Hall, Controller of the
Oxford University Press, has executed them in a manner for which I can
barely find adequate words of praise. The unflagging enthusiasm and
exceptional ability of the actual cutter of the matrices, Mr. W. J. Bilton,
ensured the success of an enterprise which in less capable hands might
easily have proved a failure.
The printed book itself is the best testimony to the extraordinary care
that has been devoted to it at the Oxford University Press. No trouble
could be too great for the late Mr. Frederick Hall, whose personal interest
in the book I shall always remember with gratitude. It was thanks to the
present Printer, whose connection with Egypt is of long standing, that I
entrusted the work to Mr. Hall in the first instance; he too has shown an
untiring interest in the task from start to finish, and has met my exacting
demands in every conceivable way. I regret that I am unable to name
personally all those members of the Oxford staff whose admirable efforts
have contributed to the final result. The author's proof-reading has been an
arduous affair, but I have been admirably seconded in it by Mr. G. E. Hay.
xv
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Berl. AI. AgyPtisC/ze Inschrlften aus den kfJni'glichen Museen ~u Berlin, 2 vols. Leipzig, 1913-24.
Berl. Hi. Pap. Rieratische Papyrus aus den konigit'chen Musem zu Berlin,s vols. Berlin, 190I-II.
Berl. leather A. DE BUCK, The Building Inscription of the Berlin Leather Roll, in Studia Aegyp#aca I, 48.
Rome (Pontificium Institutum Biblicum), 1938.
P. E. NEWBERRY, El Berslteh, in Ardzaeologi'cal Survey of EgyptJ 2 vols. London (Egypt
Bersh.
Exploration Fund), [1893-4].
Billi. Or. Billiiotheca Orientalis, 6 vols. Leyden (Nederlandsch Instituut voor het nabije Oosten), 1944-9.
Brit. Mus. Ste]ae, statues, &c., quoted by their old registration nos., not by the new exhibition nos.
Mostly published in ni'eroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, Crc., i'n the Bdtish Museum,
8 parts. London, 1911-39. A good photograph of the often quoted Brit. Mus. 614 in
A. M. BLACKMAN, The Stele of Thethi, in Journal of Egyplt'an Archaeology, I7, 55.
BR. Thes. H. BRUGSCH, Thesaurus Inscriph'onum Aegyph'acarum, 6 vols. Leipzig, 1883-91.
DE BUCK A. DE BUCK, The Egypti'an Coffin Texts, 3 vols. Chicago (Oriental Institute Publications),
1935-47·
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E. A. WALLIS BUDGE, Tile B()()R of Ihe Dead: lite chaplers of coming forlh by day, 3 vols
London, 1898. The black-bound edition, quoted by author's name only with number o
page and line in page.
BURCHARDT M. BURCHARDT, Die allkanaanaisclten Fremdulorle und Eigennamen im A"gyptischen. Leipzig
BUDGE

19 0 9- 10•

Bukn

D. RANDALL-MACIvER and C. LEONARD WOOLLEY, Buleen, 2 vols., in University of Pennsylvani'a
Eckley B. Coxe Junior Expedihon Itl NUbia. Philadelphia, 191 I.
Bull.
Bulletin de l'Instilut Fratlfai's d'Art!tlologie Orienlale, 47 vols. Cairo, 1901-48.
c.
common gender.
Cairo
Inscriptions in the Cairo Museum published in the Cala/oKI", glnlrat des aatifjuites Igyplienne
du musle du Caire. Numbers between 1 and 653 are to be sought in L. BORCHARDT
Statum und Slatuetten von Konige. und Privalieulen, 2 vols., Berlin, 19II-25; between
20001 and 20780 in H. O. LANGE and H. SCHAFER, Grab- und DenRsteine des Mittleren
Reichs, 4 voIs., Cairo, 19°2-25; between 28001 and 28086 in P. LACAU, Sarcophage
antmeurs au nouvel empire, 2: vols., Cairo, 1904-6; between 34001 and 34186 in P. LACAU
StUts du tlouvel empire, 2 parts, Cairo, 1909-26.
CAPART, Rue 1. CAPART, Une rue de tombeaux a SalJlJarale. Brussels, 1907.
CART.-NEWB. Th. IV, HOWARD CARTE'R and P. E. NEWBERRY, The Tomb of Thoulm,Js;s IV (M,
The(Jdore M. Da'lJis' EXCQ'OtJliflflS). London, 1904.
Cal. d. Mon. I. J. DE MORGAN, U. BOURIANT, and others, Catalogue des Monuflltnls II Inscriptions de f EgYPIe
Antique. TOtM Premier, De fa F,ontiere de Nuble a Kom Ombos. Vienna, 1894.
CAULFEILD A. ST. G. CAuLFtlLD, The Temple oflhe Kings at Abydos. London, 1902.
caus.
causative.
Cem. of A6yd. Cemeteries of A6ytlos, vol. i by t. NAvILLE, vols. ii, iii by T. E. PEET. London (Egypt
Exploration Fund), 1913-14.
Cen.
H. FRANK.FORT, The Cenolaph of Sen I at A6ydos, 2 vols. London (Egypt Exploration Society),
1933·
~onfer =

compare.
CHAMPOLLION LE lEUNE, Monuments de l'Egypte et de ta Nubie. N()lic~s Desmptives,
:3 vols.
Paris, 1844-79.
CHASS. Ass. E. CHASSINAT and CR. PALANQUE, Une Campagne de FfJUilles dans /a Nlcropole d'Assiou/, in
Mlmoires . .. tie f Instilut ,Franfais d'Archlologk Ontntale du Cain. Cairo, 19II.
cl., ds.
clause, dauses.
CL-VAND. J. 1. Cd;RE and 1. VANDlER, Texles tie Ia premiere plriode i'tttermldiaire et tk la X.fltt" Dynastie,
1St fascicle. Brussels, 1948.
Coffins
Middle Kingdom coffins, quoted {rom unpublished copies. See too below under DE BUCK.
conj.
conjunction.
D.e/B.
E. NAVILLE, The Temple of Deire! BaRari, 6 vols. London (Egypt Exploration Fund), [1895]
1908. Quoted by plate-numbers only, these running consecutively through the volumes.
D. el B. (XI). E. NAVILLE, The XIIII Dynasty Temple al Deir el-Ballan', 3 vols. London (Egypt Explora
tion Fund), 1907-13.
DAlt. Osh-. G. DARESSY, Ostraca, 2 vols., in Catalogue Glnlral des AntilJui/lt Egypt/ennes au Musl, du
Caire. Cairo, 190 I.
DAV. Iren. N. DE G. DAVIES, TIte Tomb of I(en-Amun at Thebes, 2 vols. New York (Metropolitan Museum
of Art), 1930.
DAv.Ptan. N. DE G. DAVIES, TIt.e Maslaha of Flanhelep and ARMllt.elep at S"'Iqareh, Parts if ii, in
Artleaeologita/ SurtJey of Egypt. London (Egypt Exploration Fund), 19 0 0-1.
DAv. Rekk. N. DE G. DAVIES, TIt.e TQm/) ofRekh-mi·,er al Tkbes, 2 vols. New York (Metropolitan Museum
of Art), 1943
Dentl.
W. M. F. PETRIE, Dellliereh. London (Egypt Exploration Fund), 1900.
Denkm.
See under Leyd.
dep. prone dependent pronoun.
if.
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Destr.

t. NAVILLE, La Destruction des Hommes par les Dieux, in Transactions of the Society of .Biblical

A,cluzeology, iv. (1876), 1-19; viii. (1885), 412-20. New edition by CH. MAYSTRE, .Bull.
40, 53- l I S.
det.
determinative(s).
D:iv. Grapk. E. DtVAUD, L'Age aes Papyrus Bgy/fiens Hilrati'lues d'apres les Graplues ae Certains Mots.
Paris, 1924.
do.
ditto.
DUM. H.I. J. DOMICHEN, Hislorische Insc/znjten altdgyptiseher Denkmiiler, 2 vols. Leipzig, 1867-9.
Dows DUNHAM, Naga..ed-Dlr Stelae of the Fif"St Intermediate Period. Published for the Museum
DUNH.
of Fine Arts, Boston, U.S.A. London, 1937.
G. EBERS, PapJros Ebers, das Mrme/iscM Buen fiber die Arzeneimittel tier alten Acyptlr, 2 vols.
EI.
Leipzig, 1875. Conveniently transcribed in W. WRESZINSKI, De,. Papyrus Ebers. Leipzig,
19 1 3.
Stela of Amenophis II from Elephantine, published by CH. KUENTZ, Deux stetes a'AmEno/his II,
ElepA.
in Bi61iotneljue a'llutk de /'Institut Franfais d'Ar,/zIologie Orienfale. Cairo, 1925.
encl. part. enclitic particle.
ERM. Gramm.' A. ERMAN, AgyPli'sche G,ammattR, 4th edition, in the series Porta linguarum orientalium.
Berlin, 1925.
ERM. Hymn. A. ERMAN, Hymnen an das Diadem der Pharaonen. Extracted from Ab/tandlungen tier
kOnigl. Preuss. ARademie tier Wissenscha/ten. Berlin, 19B.
ERM. Neutig. Gramm.· A. ERMAN, NeulJgyptiscke Gramfl,ati'R, 2nd edition. Leipzig, 1933.
ERM. Spr. a. Westc. A. ERMAN, Die Sprache des Papyrus Weslcar. Gottingen, 1889.
ex., exx.
example, examples.
Exerc.
Exercise.
f.
feminine.
Five Tit. T. N. DE G. DAVIES, FtfJe Th~ban TombS, in Archaeological Suroey of Egypt. London (Egypt
Exploration Fund), 19 I 3.
Florence The numbers are those given in E. SCHIAPARELLI, Museo Archeologico di Firenze. Anticltita
Egis;e. Rome, 1887.
foIl. by
followed by.
FRA.SER, S&ar. G. FRASER, A Catalogue of tlte Scarabs belonging fo G. Fraser. London, 1900.
GAILLARD C. GAILLARD, Les Poissons Rtprlsenlls dans Que/tjues Tombeaux Egyptiens de rAncien Empire,
in Memoires ... de rInstitut Fran(ois d'ArcAlologie Orientale au Caire. Cairo, 1923.
GARD. Sin. A. H. GARDINER, Notes on the Story of Sinuhe. Paris, 1916.
Gebr.
N. DE G. DAVIES, The Rock Tombs 0/ DeiI' el Ge6rtiwi, Parts i, ii, in Archaeological Suroey
of Egypt. London (Egypt Exploration Fund), 1902.
Gemn.
F. W. VON BISSING, Die Mastaba ties Gem-ni-kai, 2 vols. Leipzig, 1905, 191I.
Giza
H. JUNKER, Gtsa I, &:c., 8 vols. Vienna (Akademie der \Vissenschaften), 1929-47.
GoL. Naufragl W. GOLiNISCHKFF, Le Conte du Nau/rage, in JJibliotlzetjue d'Elude de rInstimt Fratl(ais
d'Arddologie Orientale. Cairo, 1912. See too under Sh. S.
Griff. Stud. Studies presented fo F. Ll. Gn1fith. London (Egypt Exploration Society), 1932.
GUNN, Stud. B. GUNN, Stuaies in Egyptian Syntax. .Paris, 1924.
GUNN, Ttti C. M. FIRTH and B. GUNN, Ten' Pyramid (eme/eries, 2 vols.; vol. i, Text. Cairo, 19 26 •
Hamm.
J. COUYAT and P. MONTET, Les Inscriptions Hurog/ypAi'tjues et Hilralitjues au Oudd; Hammamat,
in Mlmdres .• , al l'I'Ilstitut Franfais d'Arcltlolol(ie Onentale au Caire, 2 vols. Cairo, 1912-13
ljfaremlmb Stela published in \V. MAX MOLLER, EgyPt%gical Researches, i. 90-104, in Pu61ications of the
Carnegie Insti'tution. Washington, 1906.
ljfar!J..
Tomb and sarcophagus of l;Iarl].otpe published in G. MASPERO, Trois Annles de Fouilles, pp. 133
So, in Mlmoires ... de la Mission Arc/zlologitjue Franrtlise au Cain. Paris, 1885.
Harris
Facsimile of an Egypli'an hieratic Papyrus of 1M R~i'gn of Rameses III, 110111 in the British
Museum. London, 1876.
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Hieratic inscriptions from the quarry of Hat-Nub, transcribed in EI Bersheh (see above, Bersh.
ii. pIs. 22-3. Quoted mainly from here, but for improved editions see above under ANTHES
W. C. HAYES, OstTaka and Name Siones from the Tomb oj Sen-Mid (No. 7z) at Thebes. New
HAYES
York (Metropolitan Museum of Art), 1942.
G. A. REISNER, The Hearst medical Papyrus, in University oj Californi'a publications, Egyptia
Hearst
Archaeology, vol. i. Leipzig, 1905. Conveniently transcribed in W. WRESZINSKI, De
Londoner medi'zz"nisdte Papyrus und der Papyrus Hearst. Leipzig, 1912.
The fragmentary story of the Herdsman, published in A. H. GARDINER, Die Et"ziihlung tie
Herdsm.
Sinuhe und die Hirtengescnichte, in A. ERMAN, Literarische Texte des mittleren Rekhe
(Hieratische Papyrus aus den klJnigli't;hen Museen zu Berlin, Bd. v.). Leipzig, 1909.
F. LL. GRIFFITH, A Collection oj Hieroglyphs, in Archaeological Surve)! of Egypt. Londo
Hier.
(Egypt Exploration Fund), 1898.
lb.,
ibidem == in the same place or in the same book.
ideo.
ideogram.
Ikhern.
Stela of Ikhernofret, published by H. SCHAFER, Die Mysterien des Osiris in Abydos, in K. SETHE
lhltersuchungen zur Geschithte und Altertumskunde Aegyptens, vol. iv, part 2. Leipzig, 1904
imper.
imperative.
imperf.
imperfective.
indep. pron. independent pronoun.
inf1n.
infinitive.
Inser. dldie. H. GAUTHIER, La Grande Inscription Dldicataire d'Abydos, in Bibl;otlz4que d'Elude de rItrstitu
Franfa;s d'Arcktologie Orientale. Cairo, I9IZ.
interrogative
interrog.
Iouiya
E. N AVILLE', The .Funeral Papy1'tls oflouiya, in Theodore M. Davis' Excavations. London, 19°8
Journal oj the Afllerican Omntal Society, 68 vols., Boston, &c., 1849-1948.
JAOS
Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, I2 vols. London (Egypt Exploration Society), 1914-26.
JEA
G. JRQUIER Les Fnses d'Objets des Sarcophages du Moyen Empire, in Mlmoires •.. de l'Institu
JEQ.
Franfa;s d'Arch/%gle Orientale au Caire. Cairo, 192 I.
JNES
Journal oj Near Eastern !.l'tNdies, 1 vols., Chicago, 1942-8.
JUNKER, P.L. H. JUNKER, Die Politisclze Lehrt 'Von AIemphis, in Abhandlu11gen der Preusstschtn Akadem
der WtssetZsehaften, Berlin, 1941.
Kopt.
'V. M. F. PETRIE, Koptos. London (Egyptian Research Account), 1896.
Kuban
P. TRESSON, La StUe de Kouban, in Bibliothttjue d'itude de I'Institut Fra'llfais d'Archlologi.
Onentale. Cairo, 19:22.
L. D.
R. LEPSlUS, IJenkmtiler aus A'gypttn tlnd A'thiopien, 6 vols. Berlin, 1849-58.
L.E.
Late Egyptian.
L. to D.
A. H. GARDINER and K. SETHE, Egyptian Letters to the Dead. London (Egypt Exploratio
Society), 1928.
LAC. Sarc. P. LACAU, Sarcophages Antlneurs au Nouvel Em/,"re, 2 vols. in Catalogue Glnlral des Antiquitl
Egyptiennes du Musle du Caire. Cairo, 1904-6.
LAC. TB.. P. LACAU, Textes Religietlx Egyptiens, Premiere Partie. Paris, 1910. Quoted by chapter and
line. Chs. 85-7 will be found in Buuer1 de Travaux (see below, Bee.), vols. 32-4.
A. ERMAN, Gespriidt tintS .1.ebmJmiiden mil seiner Seele, extracted from Abhandlungen der konigl
Leb.
Preuss. Akademie der I¥lssensclulften. Berlin, 1896.
LEDR.
E. LEDRAIN, Les Monuments Egypti'ens de la Bibliotlttl/ue Nationale. Paris, 1879-81.
LEF. Gr. G. LEFEBVRE, Grammaire de I'Egyptien Class;tjue. Cairo, 1940.
LEF. Setkos. E. LEFEBURE, Les Hypogles Royaux de Tldbes, in Annales du Musle Gu;met. Premiere division
Le Tombeau de SIll pro Paris, I886,
Leyd.
Objects in Leyden, published in P. A. BOESER, Beschreibung der a'gyptischen Sammlung . .. ;'1
Leiden, 12 vols., The Hague, 19°8-25. The vols. here used (qu. as .Denkm. i. ii. iv) are
vol. i, Die nenkmCiler des alten Reidzes; vol. ii, Die Denkmiiler der Zeit f,Wlsc!ten dem alten
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find mittleren Reich 'lind des mittleren Retches: erste Abltilung, Stelen [the stelae are here,
however, mostly quoted as Leyd. V 3, &c., the old museum designations]; vol. iv, Die

De1fR1IIaler des neuen Reiclzes: ersle Abtalung, Graber.
J.-E. GAUTIER and G. JRQUIER, Mlmo,·re sur les Fou;!les de Lithtt in Mlmoires ••• de l'Instilu!
Franfais d'Arch!ologie Orientale. Cairo, r902.
literally.
lit.
Stelae quoted by registration nos., e.g. Louvre C II. Chief publications: P. PIERRET, Recueil
Louvre
d'Inscriptions Inldites du Musle EOPlien du Louvre, 2 parts. Paris, 1874-8; A. GAYET,
Musle du Louvre: Stiles de la XIP dynastie, Paris, 1889, in Bioliothipe d, l'Etole des
Hautes Etutles.
H. F. LUTZ, Egyptian Tomb Sleies and Offen'ng Siones of Ihe Museum of Anlhropology and
LUTZ
Elhnology of lhe UNIversity of California. Leipzig, 1927.
Stelae quoted from NoJice sur les An/iquills Egyp/iennes du Musle de Lyon, in TH. D.EV.ERIA,
Lyons
MlfNlires II Fragments (Bi6liolJdque Egyplologique), i. 55-rI2. Paris, 1896.
masculine.
m.
Middle Egyptian.
M.E.
Middle Kingdom.
M.K.
M. u. K.
A. ERMAN, ZaubersjJriI(he fur Mutter und Kind, extracted from Abhandlungen der RlJnigl.
Preuss. Akatkmle der Wissensthaffen. Berlin, I90r.
MAR. Abyd. A. MARIETI'E, Abydos, 2 vols. Paris, 1869-80.
MAR. Karn. A. MARIETTE, KarnaR. Leipzig, 1875.
MAR. Mast. A. MARIETTlt, Les Maslabas de l'Ancien Empire. Paris, 1889.
W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE, Medum. London, 1892.
Medtlm
A. M. BLACKMAN, The RocR Tombs of Mdr, 4 vols., in Ardzaeologlcal Survey of Egypt; London
Meir
(Egypt Exploration Fund), 1914-24.
Mil. Masp. Mllanges Masptro, I. Onenl Ancien. Cairo, 1935-8.
Menthuw. C. L. RANSOM, The Siela of Menlhlt-flltser, publication of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
New York, 1913.
Mett.
W. GOLRNISCHEFF, Die MetlernidlSlele. Leipzig, 1877.
A convenient transcription of the Millingen papyrus in JiZ. 34, 38-49. See also G. MASPERO,
Mil/.
Les Enseignements d' Amenemhail pr a son Fils Sanouasrlt .fer, in Bib/jotheljue dlE/ude de
r Instilu/ Franfais d'Arduologie Orientale. Cairo, I914.
Misc. Greg. Miscellanea Gregoriana: Raceolla di seritli pubblicali nel / cenlmario della fonda.ione del Museo
Egizio. Rome, Vatican, 1941.
NUt. viii. ix. Milfheilungen aus den orientalischen Sammlungen. G. STEINDORFF, Grab/untie des mittleren
ReiChes in den RlJnigliChen Museen zu Berlin. Heft VIII, Das Grab des MtnluMlep.
Heft IX, Der Sarg des &bk-o-Ein Grabfund aus Gebeltn. Berlin, 1896, 1901.
Mill. Kairo Mille#ungen des deulschen Inslituts for iigyp/z'sclze AI/er/umskunde In Kairo, 13 vols. Cairo,
1930-44·
MOLL. HL. G. MOLLER, Hieratische Lesesfiicke. 3 vols. Leipzig, 1909-10.
MOLL. Pal. G. MOLLER, Hieratische Palifographie. 3 vols. Leipzig, I909-12.
MOLL. Rhind G. MOLLER, Die beiden TolenpaplIrus Rhind des Museums zu Edinburg, 2 vols. Leipzig, 1913.
MONTET
P. MONTET, Les ScentS de la Vie Pnvee dans les Tombeaux Egypft"ens de.I'Anden Empire, in Publi
cations de la FaCtlll1 des LeI/res dt l' Untversifl de Strasoourg.. Strassburg, 1925.
Stelae published in \V. SPIEGELBERG, A'gyptisclu Grabs/eine find Denlesfeine au! sfJd-deulsclun
Munich
Sammlungen: II, Milne/zen, von K. DVROFF and B. PORTNER. Strassburg, 1904. Quoted
by the numbers of the stelae indicated in the plates.
Mus. 'g.
E. GREBAUT (later G. MASPERo and P. LACAU), Le Musle Eoptien, 3 vols. Cairo, 1890-1924.
noun.
n.
n., np.
note, notes.
Ha'Un'
F. LL. GRIFFITH, The Abydos Derree of !)eli 1, in Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, 13, 193-208.
Lislll

J
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E.

NAVILLE, Das agyptische Todlenbuch der XPIII. bis XX. Dynastie, 3 vols. Berlin, 188
Quoted by chapter and line.
Nebesh.
W. M. F. PETRIE, Nebeshen (Am) and Dtjennek (Tall;anJus). Bound up with W. M. F. PETRI
Tams II. London (Egypt Exploration Fund), 1888.
Nominals. K. SETHE, Der Nominalsalz im Agyplisdun und Koplisc!ten, extracted from Abnan41ungen d
philologisdz..kistonstnen Klasse der ROnigl. Slichsisclten Gesel/sclzajt der W,ssensthaften, xxxiii,
Leipzig, I916.
non-cncl. part. non~nc1itic particle.
NORTHAMPT. MARQUIS OF NORTHAMPTON, W., SPIEGELBERG, and P. E. NEWBERRY, Report on som
ExcavaliOns in the Thellan Necropolzs. London, 1908.
Nu
The papyrus of Nu, containing an XVIIlth Dyn. version of the Book of the Dead. Publishe
in E. A. W. BUDGE, TIte BooA of lite Dead. Facsimiles of Ike Papyri of Hu;'efir, Anha
Keras!te, anti Hitekemet, willi supplementary texifrom tk papyrus of Nu. London, 1899
obj.
Object.
Observation.
Obs.
O.E.
Old Egyptian.
O.K.
Old Kingdom.
OLZ.
Orientalislisclte Litteratur..Ztitung, 29 vols. Berlin, then Leipzig, 1898-1926.
p., pp.
page, pages.
P.
papyrus, papyri.
Po Bout. xviii. Papyrus de Boulaq, xviii, published in facsimile by A. MARIE'ITE,.uS Papyrus Egyptiens d
Musle de Boulaq, Cairo, 187-1-2, vol. ii, Pls. 14-55. Quoted by the section numbers give
in the transcription by A. SCHARFF published in ZeilsdmJt ftlr agypliscM Sprache fin
Altertut1lsRuntie, vol. 57, 1**-24**.
P. Kah.
F. LL.. GRIFFITH, Hieratic Papyrifrom Kahun and Guroll, 2 vo)s. London, 1898.
Po Leyd.
F. CHANAS (C. LEEMANS), Aegyptisdze Hieratisclse Papyrussen I J4J-71 fJ(ln hel.Nederlandsc
Museum fJan Oudlleden Ie Leiden. Leyden, 1853-62.
Po Louvre)236. Papyrus of accounts published by H. BRUGSeH, Tkesaurus lnsmptionum Aegyptiacarum
Part 5 (Leipzig, 189 1 ), I079-II06.
P. math. Mosc. W. W. STRDYEt Mathemaliscner Papyrus des Staallt"tMn Museums der sclwnen Ki/nsle i
MosRau. Berlin, 1930.
P. med. Ber/. W. WRESZINSKl, Der grosse medi'sinisclte Papyrus des Berliner Museums. Leipzig, 1909.
P. 1Md. Lond. W. WRESZINSKI, Der Londoner medisinisclle Papyrus und der Papyrus Hearst. Leipzig, I9U
P. M()(Jk
W. SPIEGELBERG, Ein Gerichlsjrrot()k()ll aus der Zeit Tkutmons IV, in ZeitsdzrtJI fur iigyptisdl
Sfratlle, 63, 105-15·
Po Pet.
[W. GOLENISCHEFF], Les Papyrus Hilratiques Nos. lIlJ, 1116 A et 11160 de I'Ermitage Imp/ria
St.-PltersDourg. [St. Petersburg], 1913.
P. Ram.
Papyri from a tomb below the Ramesseum, mostly unpublished. See, however, under Semna
Dzsp.
P. '.Iitrin F. ROSSI and W. PLEVT&, Papyrus de Turtn, :2 vols. Leyden, 1869-76.
Paheri
J. J. TVLOR and F. LL. GRIFFITH, The Tom/J of PaMri at EI Kab, bound up with E. NAVILLE
Annas ei Metlineh. London (Egypt Exploration Fund), 1894.
part.
participle. Or sometimes particle, especially in encl. part., non-encl. part.
Peas.
The story of the Eloquent Peasant, published by F. VOGELSANG and A. H. GARDINER, Di
X/agen des Bauern, in A. ERMAN, Llterariscke Te:xte des mittleren Rekhes (Hieratis(!t
Papyrus aus den klJniglicMn Museen su Eel'lin, Bd. iv). Berlin, 1908. The individua
papyri are quoted as R (Ramesseum), Bt (Butler), B I (Berlin 3023), and B :2 (Berlin 3025
See too below, V 00. Bauer.
perf.
perfect 0' perfective.
pers.
person.
PETR. Abyd. W. M. F. PETRIE, Abydos, 3 vols. London (Egypt Exploration Fund), 1902-4.
NAV.

a
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PETR. Court. W. M. F. PETRIE, Tombs of the Courtiers and Oxyrlt.yniluJs. London, 19:15.
PETR. Eg. Hier. H. PETIUE, Egyptian Hieroglyplt.s of the First and Seeon4 .DyntJSfies. London, 1927.
PETR. Qurn. W. M. F. PETRIE, Qurnen. London (School of Archaeology in Egypt), 1909.
PETR. RT. W. M. F. PETRIE, The Royal Tombs of tke Earliesl Dynasties, 2 vols. London (Egypt Ex
ploration Fund) 1900- I.
phon.
phonetic.
phon. det. phonetic determinative.
PIEHL, IH. K. PIEHL, Inscriptions H';Irogb'Pkiques Reeueillies en Europe et en Egypte, 3 vols. Stockholm
Leipzig, 1886-95.
PIERRET P. PIERRET, Recueil d'Inscriptions In/dites du Musle Egyptien du Louv,e, 2 vols., in Etudes
Egyptologiques, livraisons 2 and 8. Paris, 1874-8.
pl., plur.
plural.
POL.
J. POLOTSKY, Zu den Inscnriften der 11. Dynastic, in K. SETHE, Untersuekungen su, Gesckiekte
und Alterlumskunde Aopiens, vol. xi. Leipzig, 1929.
POL. £1.
H. J. POLOTSKY, Eludes de syntaxe Copte. Cairo (Societe d'archeologie Copte), 1944.
P,.
G. JiQUIER, Le Papyrus Prisse et ses varianles. Paris, 19II. This abbreviation is used almost
only for the maxims addressed to Kagemni, Pap. Prisse, pp. 1-2, see too Journal oj
Egyptian Archaeology, 32, 71-4. For the maxims of Ptalitlotpe, see beloW', Pt.
pred.
predicate, predicatival.
prep.
preposition.
pron.
pronoun.
PSBA.
Proceedings of tlze Soaidy of BiDlkat Arc!t.atology, 40 vols. London, 1879-1918.
E. DivAUD, Les Maxlmes de Pta1tJwtep, lexle. Fribourg (Suisse), 1916. Quoted by the
Pt.
numbers in the right-band margin of Devaud's transcription.
Plak. (E.R.A.) R. F. E. PAGET and A. A. PIRIE, Tke Tom" of Ptak-keleP, second part of the volume
entitled J. E. QUIBELL, Tlze Ramesseum. London (Egyptian Research Account), 1898.
N. DE G. DAVIES, Tke Tomb of Puyemrl at The1Jes, in Publirations of Ike Metropolitan Museu",
Puy.
of Arl, Egyptian Expedition: Ro"b de Peyster 1}tus Memorial Series, 2 vols. New York,
19 22 -3.
Pyr.
The religious texts found in the to-nbs of five kings of Dyn. V-VI at SaWrah. See below,
p.I8.
K. SETRE, .Die altdgypliseken Pyramitlentexte, 4 vols. Leipzig, 1908-22. Also posthumously.
Py"
OlJerselzung und Komlllentar BU de" aitdgyptiscMn Pyramidenlexten. Gluckstadt-Hamburg,
no date.
quo
quoted (in full).
QUIB. Saqq. J. E. QUIBELL, EX(afJalions al Sal/I/ara, 6 vols. Cairo, 1907-23.
R. IN.
E. DE ROUGE, Inscriptions HiI,oglYphi'lutS Cop,.Ies en EoPte, 3 vols., in Eludes Egyplo/bgiques,
livraisons 9-II. Paris, 1877-8. The plates run consecutively, so that no volume number
is quoted.
Reateil de Travaux .Rtlatifs a la Pkilologie et a l' Arcklologie Egyptiennes et Assyriennes, 40 vols.
.Rec.
Paris, 1870-1923.
.Rein.
P. E. NEWBERRY, Tlze Lift of .Reikmara. London, 1900. See too DAV. .Rein. above .
reI.
relative.
.Renn,
J. J. TYLOR, Tke Tom" of .Renm, in Wall Dnmlings and Monuments of EI Kab. London. 1900•
.Rev. d'Eg. Revue d'EOPl%gie, 5 vols. Paris (Societe fran~ise d'Egyptologie), 19.33-46•
.Rev. eg.
Revue Igypt%giqtJe, 1St series, 14 vols., 2nd series, 3 vols. Paris, 1880-1924•
.Rkind
T. E. PEET, TIte .Rhind Matltematlcal Papyrus. London, 1923 .
.Riftlt
Tombs of Rifah, quoted by tomb-number and line, as published in F. LL. GR1FI'ITH, Tlu
I,lscriplions of Sid! and D!r Rtjen. London, 1889.
L. BORCHARDT, Das Grabdenkmal ties Konigs Sal{t.ti-rer (in AusgralJungen Je,. dtullcken Orient.
Sail.
gesel/scluzll), vol. 2 (in two parts, text and plates). Leipzig, 1913.
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Sat/f]. Mast. i.

M. A. MURRAY, Saqqara Mastabas, Part I. London (Egyptian Research Account), 1905
Ag. Denkm. T. SXVE-SODERBERGH, Einige ligyp#sche DenRmiilerin Sclz'lueden. UppsaJ

SXVE-SODERBERGH,

1945
A. SCHARFF, Archaologische Beitrage zur Frage der Entslelzung der l/ieroglyphemchnft,
Sitzungsberichte der Bayenschen Akademie der Wlssenschaften, Munich, 1942.
Seas.
W. M. F. PETRIE, A Season in Egypt, 1887. London, 1888.
SebeRRhu T. E. PEET, The Stela of Sebek-khu, in The Manchester Museum RandbooRs. Manchester, 191
SebeRn.
J. J. TYLOR, The Tomb of Sebeknekkt, in Wall Drawings and Monu1lzents of El Kab. Londo
18 9 6 .
Semnah Disp. P. C. SMiTHER, The Semnan Dispatches, in Journal of Egyptian ArclZluologj, 3 1 , 3-10. S
too under P. Ram.
sent., sents. sentence, sentences.
SETHE, A'chtungstexfe. K. SETH&, Die Jlchtung feindlicher Furs/en, VOlker und Di'nge aul altagyptiscn
Tongifassscherben des Mittleren Retches, in Abhandlungen der Preusslschen Akademie d
Wtssenschaften. Berlin, 1926.
SETHE, Alphabet K. SETHE, Der Ursprung ties Alphabets, in Nachrickten von der K. Gesellschaft d
Wissenscha/ten su Gollingen. Geschaftltche Mittellungen, 1916, Heft 2.
SETRE, Lesesliidu K. SETHE, A"gyptisc/te Lesestiicke. Leipzig, 1924.
SETHE, Rechts K. SETHE, Die Agypttsc/ten Ausdrilcke /iir reeAts und lz'nks und die Hieroglyphenzetchen fi
Westen und Osten, in Nachrickten der K. Gesellschall der Wtssenscha/ten zu GOl/inge
Philologisch-htston'sche Klasse, 1922.
SETHE, Zeitrcchnung. K. SETHE, nie Zdtrechnung der alten A'gypter lm Verhaltnts zu der der andern Volke
in Nachrkhten von der K. Gesellscha/t der Wi'ssenseka/ten su Gollingen. Philologisch.lzistorisc
Klasse, I9I9-20.
Sh. S.
The story of the Shipwrecked Sailor, Papyrus Leningrad IIIf, published as above, see P. Pe
Convenient transcription of the text in A. M. BLACKMAN, Middk-Egyp#an Stories, Part
pp. 41-8, being Bibliotheea Aegyptiaca, II, Brussels, 1932. See too above, GOL. Naufrag
Sign Pap. F. LL. GRIFFITH, Tke Sign Papyrus, in Two Hieroglyphic Papyri/rom Tanis. London (Egy
Exploration Fund), 1889.
Slm.
similarly.
Sin.
The story of Sinuhe, published by A. H. GARDINER, nie Erzithlung des Sinun.e und d
Hirtf,ngeschichte, in A. ERMAN, Li'teraf'lsche Texte des mittleren Reiches (HierahscM Papyr
aus den koni'glichen Museen zu Berlin, Bd. v). Leipzig, 1909. The principal manuscrip
are quoted as R (Ramesseum papyrus) and B (Pap. Berlin 3022). Convenient transcriptio
in A. M. BLACKMAN, Middle-Egyptian Stories, Part I, pp. 1-41, being Bi'bliotheca Aegyptiac
II, Brussels, 1932. See too above, GARD. Sin.
Sinai
A. H. GARDINER and T. E. PEET, The Inscriptions of Sinai, part I. London (Egypt Exploratio
Fund), 1917. Second edition, by J. CERNV, in preparation.
sing.
singular.
Sitz, Bay. All. ,s'itzungsberzchte der Bayen'schen Ahademie der Wz"ssenscha/ten.
Sits. Bert. Ak. Sitzungsberichte der koniglich Preussiscken Akodemie der Wz·ssenscha/ten.
Siut
Tombs of Asyut, quoted by tomb-number and line, as published in F. LL. GRIFFITH, T
Inscription of Siut and nEr Rifeh. London, 1889.
Sm.
J. H. BREASTED! The Edwin Smith Surgical PapJ1rus, 2 vols., being Oriental Institute Publication
voL iii. Chicago (University of Chicago Press), I930.
Some Aspects A. H. GARDINER, Some Aspects of the Egyptian Language, in Proceedt'ngs qf the BritI
Academy, vol. xxiii. London, 1937.
SPlzin:t:
Sphinx, Revue Critiqueembrassant Ie nomaine Entierde t'Egyptologie, 22 VO]S. Uppsala, 1897-192
SPIEG.-PORTN. 1. \V_ SPIEGELBERG and B. PORTNER, A'gyptische Grabstcine und Denkstelne aus siid-deutsch
Sammlungen, I Karlsruhe, Mtilhausen, Strassburg, Stuttgart. Strassburg, 1902.
Stud. Aeg. I Studia Aegyptiaca I, in Ana/teta Orientalia, 11. Rome, 1938
SCHARFF
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A. H. GARDINER and M. GAUTHIER-LAURENT, Supplement to GardiMr's Egyptian Grammar.
Neuilly-sur-Seine, 1935.
T. Cam_ The Carnarvon tablet, published by A. H. GARDINER, The Difeat of tlte Hyksos by Kamise, in
Jowrllal of Egyptian Archaeology, iii. 95-uo.
TarllkanI W. M. F. PETRIE and others, Tarkkan I and Memphis V. London, 1913.
Theban T"",bs Series, edited by NORMAN DE G. DAVIES and ALAN H, GARDINER. London (Egypt
Th. T. S.
Exploration Fund [Society]), 1915-33. Vol. I, The Tomb 0/ AmenemMt, by NINA DE
G. DAVIES and"ALAN H. GARDINER.
Vol. II, The Tomb of Ante/olpr and 0/ his Ulife Senet, by NORMAN and NINA DE GA.RIS DAVIES.
Vol. Ill, The Tombs of Two OJlidals of Tut/t1ll(Jszs IV, by NORMAN and NINA DE GARIS DAVIES.
Vol. IV, The Tomb of Ffuy, by NINA DE GARIS DAVIES and ALAN H. GARDINER.
Vol. V, The Tombs of 111e1rkheperrasonb, Amenmose, and Anotker, by NINA and NORMAN DE
GARIS DAVIES.
G.. STEINDORFF, Das Grab des
in Veroffintlickungen der Ernst flon Sieglin Expedition in
Ti
ADPte". Leipzig, 19 r 3.
TId
F. B(ISSON DE LA) R(OQUE), TJd (1934 1936). Cairo (Institut Franyais d'Archeologie Orientale).
1937·
trans.
transitive.
Turin
Stelae quoted by the numbers given in A. FABRETTJ, F. ROSSI, and R. V. LANZONE, Rep
Museo dt: Torino, 2 vols. Turin, 1882-8.
Two Stulplors N. DK G. DAVIES, TIte Tomb 0/ Pwo Sculptors at Thebes, in .PuIJ/ieations of the Metropolitan
Musellm of Art, Egyptian Expedt.'tl"on: Bobb de Peyster 7}tus Memorial Series. New York,
19 2 5.
Unto
K. SETHE, Unttrs'IIe/zungen sur Geschidzte und Altertumskunde Agyptens, 7 vols. Leipzig,
1896-1915.
UrR.
G. STEINDORFF, Urkuntien des agyptiselten Altertums.
Section I, K. SETHE, Urllunden des alten Reichs. Leipzig, 1903.
Section IV, K. SETHE, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, hislorise/z-IJiographische UrRunden, 4 vols.
Leipzig, [906-9; vol. i, second edition, 1927-30.
Section V, H. GRAPOW, Religiose Urkuntien, J parts. Leipzig, 19[5-17
VAND. Mo. J. VANDlER, [Tomb of Ankhtifi·Nakht at Mocalla]. Publication in preparation.
vat.
variant.
VARILLE, Karnak I. A. VARILLE, Karnak I. Cairo (Institut Fram;.ais d'Archeologie Orientale), 1943.
vb.
verb.
Verbum
K. SETHE, Das acyptisene Verbum 1m altagyptisclztn, neuagyptisehen, und Roptisc/ztn, 3 vols.
Leipzig, 1899-1902.
virtual.
virt.
VOG. Bawer F. VOGELSANG, Kommentar zu den Klaten des Bauern, in K. SETHE, Untersuchungen sur
Gesehichte und Altertumdunde AgypteRs, vol. vi. Leipzig, 1913.
vs.
verso, l.c. on the reverse of a papyrus.
Wh.
A. ERMAN and H. GRAPOW, WiJr/erouch der agyptischen Spraclte, S vols. Leipzig, 1926-31.
WEILL, DIt,.. R. WEILL, Les Dtcrets Royaux de l'Anden Empire Egyptien. Paris, 1912.
Westc.
A. ERMAN, Die Mdrcken des Papyrus Westcar, in Mittheilungen aus den Orientalischen Sammlungen,
Heft v. vi. Berlin, 1890'
Wilb. Comm. A. H. GARDINER, TIu Wi/IJour Papyrus, 3 vols. Vol. II, Commentary. Brooklyn and
Oxford, 1948.
WOLF, Bewaffnung. W. WOLF, Die Bewaffnung des a/tagyptisehen Hewes. Leipzig, 1926.
WZKM
Wiener Zei/schnl/fur die Kunde des MorgenlantitSt SI vols. Vienna, 1886-1948.
ZahlftJtWte. K. SETHE, Von Zalzkn und Zaklworlen be; den alten Agyptern, in SeArlften der Wissenscha/tliclzen
Gesel/schaft Strass/Jurg, part 25. Strassburg, 1916.

subj.

Swppl.

n:

a
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS
THROUGH the skill of the Oxford University Press minor errors, mostly pointed
out by Dr. T. G. Allen and often consisting of no more than a single sign, letter or
numeral, have been corrected on thirty-four pages without necessitating new nega
tives. On thirty-four other pages, however, the details to be rectified seemed important
enough to call for photographic rep]acement. The pages in question are 51, 65, 67, 69,
72 , 7l, 74, 81, 88, 99, Il5, Il7, 13 8, 139,144,145,156 , 18 9,195,197, 2of, 206, 258, J5 8,
36 3, 402, 40 5, 408 , 427, 445, 452 , 5 J 5, 557, 58 5, and attention is invited especially
to those pages the numbers of which have been printed in italics. F or the rest, what
now follows is necessitated by the reason stated in my Preface to the present edition;
here, it will be observed, have been incorporated all the Additions and Corrections
on p. xxviii of the Second edition.
pp. xix-xxviii. Additional abbreviations used in the marginal notes:
BARNS
J. W. B. BARNS, The Ashmolean Ostracon of Sinulte, Oxford, 1952.
EDEL
E. EDEL, A lliigyptiscke Grammatik, I, in A nalecta Orientalia l4, Rome,
1955·

FIReH.
Kamose

O. FIl<CHOW, Agyptologisclze Studien, Berlin, 1955.
Stela of king Kamose found at Karnak and to be published by

LABtB

HABACHI.

LAc.Stelejur. P.

Une stele juniii'lue de Karnak, SupplIment aux Annales
du Service des Antiquites de fEoPte, Cahier No. Ij, Cairo, 1949.
Lit. Fr.
R. CAMINOS, Literary Fragments in the Hieratic Script, Oxford. 1956.
Motalla
J. VANDIER, Motalla, la tomoe d'Ankhtzji et la tom!Je de Sebekkotep,
Cairo, 1950.
Oudlt. Med. Leiden, Rijks.Museum van Oudheden, Oudlteidkundige Mededeelingen.
Leyden, second series, 1920, foll.
P. Qelf.
T. G. H. JAMES, The Ifelfanakhte Papyri. In preparation.
P. Ram.
See now SIR ALAN GARDINER, The Ramesseum Papyri, Oxford, 1955; also
for Nos. 1-5, J. W. B. BARNS, Five Ramesseum Papyri, Oxford, 1956.
WINLOCK
H. WINLOCK, TIte Rise and Fall of tke Middle Kingdom in Thebes,
New York, 1947.
p. I, § I, I. 3. It must be mentioned, however, that A. Scharff placed the accession
of Menes in 2850 B.C.
p. 6, § 4, end. The date and localization of the Bol}.airic dialect are discussed anew
in P. E. Kahle, Bala~izaht Oxford, 1954, i. 248-52.
p. 12, n. I. Gpfi}th's admirable article has now been reprinted, :1EA 37, 38 fo11
LACAU,
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p. 15, 11. ~5 foil. from bottom. Champollion, however, mistakenly took m to read m,
not ms, see :1EA 38, 127.
p. 23, n. 7. Add: Now published in full LAC. StUe jur. [for this abbreviation see
above].
p. 24 b, 1. 3 from end. For Neferro1)u read Neferty, see G. Posener in Rev. d'Eg.
8, 174:
p. 27, n. 3. = for m already under Kamose, Alln. 39, 252.
p. 78, n. 18. Add: Sim. ky·s mnd' her other breast', P. Ram. IV, D 2. 2.
p. 94, 11. 6, 5 from end. .Some modification is needed in the statement' The other
form of wnll, namely ~-- (§ 107), is probably never used in simple affirmative
statements with adverbial predicate.' For an exception see: Qc:=-~~~~=~:j
~i~r~c:=- ir m wn·i m !J,rd, wn·i m smr when I was a child, I was a Friend,
ANTHES 22, 2-3. Here and in other cases the verb-form wn1 (§ 448 ; p. 373,
1. 7) appears to carry an implication of past time as in later stages of the language.

p. 110, § 140. To the second ex. add the affirmative one: =~D(.O~0"h~~ !J,sy pw
grt Ipjt ' base it is to destroy', varr. of M and C to P. Pet. III6 A. 121.
p.120. In n. 2 delete Amrah 29,2 and in n. 4, 1. 7 for ib. 390,7 read Urk. iv. 390,7.
p. 130, n. II. For 110, 3 read 110,4. To n. 16 add: Sim. Ann. 4,130,10.
p. 135, n. 18. This supposed use must be cancelled, see BARNS, 24, 33.
p. 152, § 202.. For exx. of the negative relative adjective written Q}o see Mocalla,
Index, p. 293. See too my article :1EA 34, 23.

p. 156, § 205, 4, l. 5. Delete M}Q ~ tfwi 'evilly' together with n. 36a. Edel has
shown me that this writing, taken as an adverb p. 8 I, 1. 3 from end in the 2nd
edition, but now corrected, is merely an unusual writing of the adjective M}~;
he points out that the status of this stem as a triliteral is proved by the masculine
infinitive in sriw(i-i) 'calumniating me' Urk. i. 223, 16; a further proof is the
writing of the adjective in J}1Ql bw tfwy 'evil' (n.) quoted below, p. 417, 1. 8.
p. 165, n. 10.

Delete the reference Sin,. B 255-6, see BARNS, 28, 46.

p. 176, last line but one.
p. 198, n. 15.

For hands read fingers.

For Sinai 139, 8 substitute now Sinai 2 , 141 w. 8.

p. 180, § 239. JAMES quotes an example where tv srim-jrefers to past time: ~!!~
'9""1::."':~:s:.r IJr wn Ifr !tr mrt grg·(i) s(y) now Horus wished that I should
restore it, Mocalla la 2.

p. 202. In the heading EXPENDITURE OUT OF THIS AMOUNT it would be preferable to
substitute for the first word ApPORTIONMENT or SPECIFICATION; for this use of
slmw, not in my Vocabulary, see Wb. iv. 290, 13; for the following IJnt see
§ 174, 2.
XXXIl
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p. 204, n. 4. For my reply to Edel see '7NES 8, 165 foIl.
p. 210, n. 7. Another ex. of the rare transitive use of spss, see '.lEA 38, PI. 8, 97.
p. 223, § 298, end. For forms like m~~J">J mswt showing the plural strokes see the
Sign-list, Z 2 (p. 536) with n. 19.
p. 225, § 300. In the ex. marked (b)/or ~ read
p. 226, § 301, 1. 9. For Nb-/prw-Rr read Nb-I;pt-Rr; hence also' Neb1).epetre c • in 1. 10
and see below on p. 499, P 8.
p. 223, § 304, I. Much rarer is the use of I;r+infinitive after rdi, ex. ~}~~41~
q~~~-~~},~, di·w st I;r stim iI(r)s n r/mw they placed themselves at the
service (lit. at hearing the call) of the Asiatics, K amose 18; somewhat similarly
Amarn.6, 15,6.
p. 240, n. 8d, 1. 5. Before 49, insert '7 A as.
pp. 248 foIl. VERGOTE in his article La /onction du psatdoparticipe in FIReH. 338
foIl. classifies the uses of the Old Perfective somewhat differently. I t is un
fortunate that he. like Lefebvre and Edel, retains the lucus a non lucendo
nomenclature' pseudo-participle '.
p. 246, § 322, first ex.,/or :§~LJ read E~LJ.
p. 2S0, 1. 7 from end, for ijrp- read S!tm-, see Gunn's note '.lEA 3 I, 6, n. 7, and in
1. 5 from end read -powerful/or -leader.
p. 255, 1. 6. As an alternative to the negation of the construction with r+infinitive
by nn stim-j JAMES quotes :::t}<>.! nn sw r !tpr he shall not come into exis
tence, Mo'alla IIa 2.
p. 256. At the end of sentence (4) in the Egyptian-English exercise/or ~ read ~2.
Three lines lower down add the note: 2 See § 76, 2.
p. 26 I, n. 34. After Pt. omit: 65, quo § 349.
p. 262, § 342, 1. I of third paragraph. For ;.~ ....... read ;,. ........
p. 267, § 352A. For the negative w, extremely rare in M.E., add: .ll..JJ}l~~4~~-
C7~~}t }~~lft-- ssp w ./fmll, iSwtf nb, iwr w sw iwri l:lemen will not
receive any things of his, and his heir shall not inherit from him, Moralla II I,
6-7 (p. 206); sim. ib. III. 5. II.
p. 278, top line. For p. 303, n. 19 read p. 304, note oa, to which add: tidy!. ANTHES,
20,6.
p. 294, 11. I. To Hamm. 47, 10-1 ; add 19 1, 5 ;
p. 304, § 387,3. The sf/mw-nel form. EOEL, §§ 665-7 has convincingly shown that
all the O.E. writings with ending -ware either plurals or duals, and he therefore
argues that the form should be called the stimnf, not the stimwnf, relative form
(his spellings). He may be right, though his attempt to explain away the three
M.E. exceptions quoted by me can hardly be regarded as satisfactory.
p. 314, delete n. 4a of the 2nd edition; I revert to my former reading wnn, see my
arguments quoted BAI<NS, p. 23, top left.

±.
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p. 32 I, § 407, 2. A clear ex. of srimt! after m is ~~Q!.! QQo~l.=! m wnt IJryt (tnr
TI-wr when there was war with the nome of Abydos, Cairo 46048.
p. 325. The omitted n. 6 should read: 6 Berl. AI. i. p. 258, 20.
p. 347, § 434· Add to the last line: But the negative verb tm can also be used, ex.
;'~,=~~.J.)r~~~"'<=>IEh;, tm·kl r* stpwt r nmt-nlr choice pieces of meat
shall not enter into the god's slaughter-house, DE BUCK, ii. 174, i.
p. 348, n. lod. Add a second ex.: IJr(y)fy·i st 'so say I it', LAC. Stele jur. 18.
p. 359, § 446. R. A. Parker, in his article The Funct£on of the Imperfective sgm·f in
Middle Egyptian (Rev. d'Eg. 10, 49 foIl.) produces demotic evidence in favour
of Polotsky's theory of this verb-form, but I see no reason for modifying my
own statement on the subject.
p. 363, § 447. This paragraph has been left unaltered save for a short precautionary
addition to n. I, partly because I do not fully understand Edel's objections
raised in correspondence with me, and partly because I have seen no means, in
the limited space at my disposal, of bettering my general argument. I take it
that Edel has no fault to find with my sub-sections (I) and (2). The forms
ending in -w quoted under (3) have certainly become less mysterious through
his fine discovery of a distinct srimwf form with infixed formative -w, see his
§§ 511-30; most, if not all, of my M.E. exx. are accepted by him; some of them,
especially the sridw'bt of p. 365, n. 18, clearly have prospective or future meaning.
My sub-section (4) requires further consideration, but I do not agree with Edel's
at.tempted refutation of Sethe's view as stated at the bottom of my p. 363; the
(try! and i(trf of Pyr. 923a stand as direct variants of one another, and the
writing iflnw in Pyr. 1346a is not disposed of by his § 514. On the other hand
I have no great confidence in my argument at the top of p. 364. As regards
the following paragraph Clere's doubts printed on p. 427 of my 2nd edition still
appear to me valid, but have been omitted in the present edition because no
advantage is to be gained by prolonging discussion on so hypothetic a matter.
p. 377, § 45 6, first paragraph. Clere has shown (FIRCH. 38 foIl.) that in both the
cliches here discussed im·(i) should be read and that the general sense is ' Nothing
(bad or reprehensible) came about from (or through) me '.
p. 389. § 468, end, add as a second OBS.: For iw followed by a noun other than the
subject see below the addition to p. 412, § 507, I.
P.392. At the end of § 477 add: 5. For a unique case of r(tr followed by an adverbial
predicate James quotes ---tl~---tl1: ::-;-~ <=>;;. -MI rT} r(tr rs m(tt II pn r dr/flr
sdlw 'and so South and North, the entire land is a-tremble' (lit. 'under trembling'),
Mofalla II,8 2. The ex. in 4 above is quite consistent with this, since the old
perfective is in use the equivalent of an adverb or adverbial phrase (§ 31 I). See,
moreover, the ex. with rl,tr·n here immediately following.
XXXIV
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p. 393, § 482, 1. At end add: A case closely similar to that quoted as an addition to
p. 392 is once found: --lJt::~ ~ c:::> ~ ~!J !,.~~~ ~"- r1:zr·n tJ pn r rirf Ilr
sIJr nb ridyf then was this entire land subject to every counsel spoken by him,
ANTHES, 20, 5.
p. 407, § 498. An exceptional use of pw is found in the context 'to make transforma
tions into a phcenix, a swallow, a falcon or a heron, o} ~~<:;:?' pw mr·k whichever
you will', Urk. iv. I 13, 14. A somewhat similar employment of iSst is quoted
in § 500, 5·
p. 410, 1. I. For~} read ~~.
p. 412. To § 507, I add: DE BUCK quotes cases 'where zw introduces a noun other
than the subject, exx. ~}~~::}.::~~ zw Ijr rdiw (§ 465) nf irtf to Horus
has been given his eye, BUDGE, 139,5 (corrected); sim. NAv.ch. IB, 13 (fa);
had zw rdzw irt nt lfr nf been written, this would have conformed to the rule
of § 507, I, but would have offended against the rule of word-order § 66. A
somewhat similar case quoted by the same scholar is ~}~I"='>':~<:>I';tN,..~~J~Qr
iw Nwt tn srwri N pn ssp·s this Nut, this N makes to flourish her light, DE BUCK,
vi. 154, k.
p. 4 IS, 1. 8. For plan read foresee.
p. 417, ll. 11-13. Allen makes the plausible suggestion that we should render' I
have said this and what I have said is truth '. I n that case the exceptional use
postulated by me would be disposed of.
p. 442, A I. n. O• Allen, quoting DE BUCK iii, p. ix, n. 2, points out that the Coffin Text
exx. where the Jft of 11 is replaced by Q are doubtful evidence of the reading si.
p. 462, under F 5, 1. 3. After' prescription' read: also det. in J!. c~['J bIJnt 'pylon'
Urk. iv. 167, I5.-Under F 14, to n. 2 add: Sim. £6. 109, 17.
p. 466, F 46, n. I, 1. S. Delete the reference Saqq. fifast. i. 2. Cerny notes that dbJl
here means, not the weight, but a basket or box, see Wb. v. 437, 16.

p. 470, G 26, 1. I. For Det. read Ideo.
p. 470, G 27, n. 2. A damaged, but certain, ex. of [dsJr 'flamingo' in the Ramesseum
Onomasticon, see AEO. i. 9.
p. 470, G 29. The Latin name of the jabiru should have been given as Mycteria
ephippiorhYllcus seu senegalensis, SHAW; and in n. I for 30, 1. read 30, 12.

p. 481, M 19, The sign ~ is more completely explained by M. A. MURRAY, Ancielzt
Egypt 1929,43; Q here is a later perversion of one of the half-loaves (gsw, LI X 7)
seen on the earliest offering-tables, exx. Saqq. Mast. i. 1. 2. 23; ~ depicts a vase
of the type shown £6. 22, cf. also DAv. She£kh Sa£d, PI. 9. In hieratic a sign like
M 43 is substituted for ~, see MOLL. Pal. i, No. 286.
p. 489, N 28. For the reading see ~a DE BUCK i. 46, a.

n
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p. 495, 0 21. IJnI is used also as a more general word for 'temple', 'chapel', WO. iii.
465, 6, masc. in Urk. iv. 734, 15; 743, 7.
p. 498, 0 48. After Use as last insert: Phon. m/J1" in .!..:'. mont' carnelian', see
YEA 38, 13.
P.499, P 8. The existence of variants of the prenomen ( 0C7 giving 17 (see n. 4
and \VINLOCK, PI. 40, 5; 41, 9. 17; 42, 19) shows that 1 there represents a
feminine word which, in spite of Sethe's view JlZ. 62, 3 foIL, can only be ~ 1
{zPt 'oar', see below Aa 5, n. 5 and WO. iii. 68, 4. The reading No-lzpt-Rr (so
in my 1st edition, but changed to l\TO'/p"W (?)-Rr in the 2nd) is further indicated
by arguments showing that the king Mentb.otpe whose name was written with
the oar was identical with him whose prenomen is written .&~; see my article
to appear in vol. i of the resuscitated Mi'tt. Kaz'ro. At all events the word orwt
'oar' listed in WO. iii. 324, 6 lacks any foundation and should be deleted; the
origin of the phonetic value or(w) of 1remains unknown.
p. 508, S 34. For the reading of sr with initial r Allen quotes DE BUCK iii. 399, e,
B5C; see too Bersh. ii. 6, 5.
p. 5 I 3, T 14, 1. 4 from end: for (e) read (f) and before it insert: (e) of T S 38 and
1S 39 in ~,71 rwt 'animals.'l3a Also add as note: 13& Hamm. 110,2.
p. 520, U 36. Add to n. 4: also Rev. d'eg. i. 104.
p. 524, ft V 19; at end of n· I read: MONTET 95; according to KEIMER, Bull. de
tInst. d'Eg. 32, 10 the horizontal stroke merely represents the ground-level.
To n. 12 add: In T-Veste. I I, 7 ' Gepa.ck' is suggested WO. v. 5 I, 12; so too
FAULKNER in YEA 37, 114·
p. 524, V 20, left, 1. 2,for cross-bar react horizontal stroke.
p. 539 Aa 2 0, 1. 8, after 'embalmer' add: hence also phon. det. in :;:}~ mrwt
, love·' .11& A t end add as note I I a: H ammo 110, 8; 19 I, 7, further perverted
to ~ in ~~~ ANTHES, 20, 4. 16; 30, I.
p. 553, left-hand column, 1. 8 from end, z'nstead of estate, property read transfer of
property.
.p. 557, left. T.;t.~1 rwt comprises sheep and goats, but excludes oxen and the like;
it is used also of wild animals generally. The sense' flock' 'herd' given by me
is not entirely satisfactory.
p. 584, left. hand column, after 1. I I z'nsert: ~ oy 'what a .... !', § 258A, p. 427.
p. 591, left-hand column, 1. 7 from bottom, after shrine of Anubis add: temple, chapel.
p. 593, right-hand column; I 13, z'nstead of (probably caus.) read.: (caus., infin. stilt).
p. 594, right-hand column, 11. 13-1 I from bottom, delete from Tp (If) -Smrw ... to
Elephanti ne. I hope to show elsewhere that the true reading is Tp-rs, and that
the expression means no more than' the extreme South'.
p. 603, right-hand column, 1. 4, after same sense imert: also trans., amuse someone.
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INTRODUCTION
A. THE EGYPTIAN LANGUAGE

§ 1. THE subiect of this manual is the Language of the ancient Egyptians as
revealed in their Hieroglyphic Writings. The earliest inscriptions go back as
far as the First Dynasty, which can in no case be placed later than 3000 B. c., while
some authorities favour a date many hundreds of years earlier. The same script lived
on far into the Christian era; the latest hieroglyphs known are at Philae and dated
to A. D. 394; the next latest show the names of the Roman emperors DiocIetian
(yr. 12, A. D. 295) and Traianus Decius (A. D. 249-25 I). Thus the use of the earliest
fornl of Egyptian writing, though at the last confined to a narrow circle of learned
priests, covers a period of three or even four thousand years. I n the course of so
many centuries, grammar and vocabulary were bound to change very considerably, and
in point of fact the Egyptian spoken under the Roman occupation bore but little
resemblance to that which was current under the oldest Pharaohs. It is true that
the new modes of parlance which came into existence from time to time were by no
means adequately reflected in the contemporary hieroglyphic inscriptions; for in
Egypt the art of writing was always reserved to a conservative and tradition-loving
caste of scribes, upon whose interests and caprice it depended how far the common
speech of the people should be allowed to contaminate the 1~} ~ I mdw n!.r, 'the
god's words '. None the less, the idiom in which the public records of the Twentieth
Dynasty (about 1200-1085 B. c.) are couched differs widely from that found, for
example, in the royal decrees of the Sixth Dynasty (about 2420-2294 B.C.). To
avoid confusing the beginner's notions, it is obviously desirable that he should confine
his attention to some special phase of the language; and there are many reasons
which render Middle Egyptian more suitable for that purpose than any other phase.
§ 2. It is with Middle Egyptian, therefore, that this book will be exclusively
concerned. Middle Egyptian, as here understood, is the idiom employed in the stories
and other literary compositions of the Middle Kingdom (Dynasties IX-XIII, roughly
from 2240 to 1740 B.C.), as well as in the public and private monumental inscriptions
of that period and also far down into the Eighteenth Dynasty (15
314 B.C.).
Much later, when the scribes of the Ethiopian and Saite Dynasties (715-525 B.C.)
adopted a deliberately archaistic style of writing, it was to Middle Egyptian that
they reverted. There is evidence to show that the renaissance which, after a certain
I
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interval of disruption, followed the end of the Old Kingdom, was marked by a grea
development of literary activity; a florid, metaphorical style now came into vogue, an
a number of tales and semi-didactic treatises were written which obtained a wid
celebrity, and were copied and recopied in the schools. For this reason, the perio
covered by Middle Egyptian may be considered the classical age of Egyptian literature
Another reason which makes the language of the Twelfth Dynasty particularl
suited to the purposes of the novice is that linguistically the business document
belonging to that time differ less from the contemporary literary works than thos
of any other period. Middle Egyptian has further the advantage of being mor
consistently spelt than other phases of the language, and it is in this phase that th
inflexions of the verb are best displayed in the writing. Lastly, the number o
Middle Egyptian texts which have been preserved is very great, and comprise
religious, magical, medical, mathematical, historical, and legal compositions, beside
the literary works and business documents already mentioned.
§ 3. Affinities and characteristics of Egyptian.1 The Egyptian languag
is related, not only to the Semitic tongues (Hebrew, Arabic, Aramaic, Babylonian
&c.), but also to the East African languages (Galla, Somali, &c.) and the Berbe
idioms of North Africa. Its connexion with the latter groups, together known a
the Hamitic family, is a very thorny subject, but the relationship to the Semiti
tongues can be fair1y accurately defined. In general structure the similarity is very
great; Egyptian shares the principal peculiarity of Semitic in that its word-stem
consist of combinations of consonants, as a rule three in number, which are theoreti
cal1y at least unchangeable. Grammatical inflexion and minor variations of meaning
are contrived mainly by ringing the changes on the internal vowels, though affixed
endings also are used for the same purpose; more important differences of meaning
are created by reduplication, whole or partial (exx. in 'brother', insn 'be brotherly
towards'; smsw 'elder " later form imsm 2), or, in one or two special cases, by prefixed
consonants (causatives in $, like frnlJ 'cause to live'; nouns with the formative
consonant tnt like m!Jnt 'ferry-boat' from I1ni 'row'; n-formations, like nftft 'leap
away', beside fift 'leap '). There are, moreover, many points of contact in the
vocabulary (exx. Eg. ltJb 'count', Arab. ltasaba; Eg. ink 'I', Hebr. 'alloki; Eg
\

1 The present state of the question is well summarized in G. LEFEBVRE, 'Sur I'origine de la langue
egyptienne' in Ckronique d Egyjde, July, ] 936, with full bibliography; see too the same scholar's Grammain
de rigyplien dassique, §§ 1-7- The relationship to both families is certain, but comparisons of vocabulary
become the more hazardous the further they are pushed. For the Semitic affinities see especially A. EMBER
Egypto-Semitlc Studies, Leipzig, 1930; FR. CAL ICE, Grundlagen der agyptisch·semilischen Worlvergleichung
Vienna, 1936; for the Hamitic, E. ZVHLARZ, Unprung und Spracltcharakter des Altligyptischen, Berlin, 1933
The comparison with Hamitic labours under the difficulty that hardly any ancient written records exis
white that with Semitic has rendered much good service, particularly in the realms of morphology and syntax
• Egyptian writing omits the vowels, so that our transliterations of 1be hieroglyphs display only th
consonantal skeleton; see below, § 7.
l
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6UtJtW • eight " Hebr. Sht!111ih/-t'h) , though these are very frequently obscured by

metathesis and-by unobvious consonantal changes (exx. Eg. sti"~ 'hear', Arab.
sa1llir ll; Eg. ib 'heart " Arab. lubbu; Eg. sub' be healthy't Arab. salitlla). In spite
of these resemblances, Egyptian differs from all the Semitic tongues a good deal
more than anyone of thein differs from any other, and at least until its relationship
to the African languages is more closely defined, Egyptian must certainly be classified
as standing outside the Semitic group. There are grounds for thinking that it is
a language which, possibly owing to a fusion of races, had, like English as cOlnpared
with the other Teutonic dialects, disintegrated and developed at an abnormally
rapid pace. This may be well illustrated in the case of the verb: no trace of the
old Semitic imperfect has survived in Egyptian, where, moreover, the old Semitic
perfect is already nluch restricted in its use; and it is exceedingly interesting to note
that the participial formations by which these tenses have been or are being replaced
(Srjlli/' heard of him' · he hears'; stint·",!· heard to him' = 'he has heard ') find
analogies in certain of the 1110st recent offshoots of the Semitic family, nanlely the
N eo-Syriac dialects. 1 The state of affairs just described is exhibited even in the
oldest known stages of Egyptian. The evidence from the noun is less illuminating,
but the oldest forms which can be deductively reconstructed (exx. tuir 'face t; lul.tB y
, god ') show by the quantity of their vowels that the case-endings of early Semitic
had already vanished. The entire vocalic systelTI of Old Egyptian may indeed be
proved to have reached a stage resembling that of Hebrew or modern Arabic as
compared with classical Arabic; the free and open vocalization of the earlier times
(cf. in classical Arabic 'ra,gtelun) has given place under the influence of a strong tonic
accent to a system in which all the secondary syllables are shortened down and
subordinated to the one accented vowel in the ultimate or penultilnate syllable;
a theoretic, prehistoric lla/lira/a 'goddess) has in historic Egyptian become 6 n taret,
which we may infer to have been the pronunciation about the time of the Pyramids. 2
Towards the end of the Old Kingdom new grammatical tendencies manifest
themselves. The' synthetic' tenses srjtlt! and Stil1t·11./ mentioned above are first
supplemented and then gradually replaced by • analytic' forms. Thus i'lfJ! tty sgm
, he is upon hearing' (cf. French z'l est a lire) appears in Old Egyptian side by side
with s4m,/' he hears', though it does not wholly replace the latter until the Coptic
period (below, § 4). In Late Egyptian, i. e. the vernacular of the Eighteenth Dynasty
and after, such analytic forms already predominate. In various respects the relation
ship of Late Egyptian to Middle Egyptian is closely parallel to the relationship of
French and the other Romance languages to their common parent Latin: in the
already mentioned substitution of analytic for synthetic verb-forms, cf. je vais jaZ:re,
vergleidumden Gf'am)}iatik def' semitisc!eCl{' Sprachen, ~ §

1

See

2

See Appendix A and the literature there quoted.

BROCKEL?ll.-\NN, Gf'undf'iss def'
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, I am going to do " as against Latinfaciatn; in the possession of an indefinite articl
derived from the word for 'one' (Late Eg. "IJ)f, French ult) and a definite articl
derived from a demonstrative adjective (Late Eg./JI, French Ie = Latin -ille); in th
substitution of new words for many old words signifying quite common things (ex
, head', Middle Eg. tp, Late Eg. till];; Latin cajlli, French tete, fronl Latin testa
and, lastly, in the fact that Middle Egyptian, like Latin, survived as the 1l1onument
and learned language long after it had perished as the language of everyday life.
The most striking feature of Egyptian in all its stages is its concrete realism
its preoccupation with exterior objects and occurrences to the neglect of those mor
subjective distinctions which play so prominent a part in modern, and even in th
classical, languages. Subtleties of thought such as are inlplied in (lnight', 'should
'can', ' hardly', as well as such abstractions as ' cause " ' motive " duty', belong t
a later stage of linguistic development; possibly they would have been repugnan
to the Egyptian temperament. Despite the reputation for philosophic wisdom
attributed to the Egyptians by the Greeks, no people has ever shown itself mor
averse from speculation) or more wholeheartedly devoted to material interests; an
if they paid an exaggerated attention to funerary observances, it was because th
continuance of earthly pursuits and pleasures was felt to be at stake, assuredly not ou
of any curiosity as to the why and whither of human life. The place taken elsewher
by meditation and a philosophic bent seems with the Egyptians to have bee
occupied by exceptional powers of observation and keenness of vision. Intellectu
and emotional qualities were ordinarily described by reference to the physical gesture
or expressions by which they were accompanied, thus' liberality t is 'extension o
hand' (/WI-r) , 'cleverness' is 'sharpness of face (sight)' (Spd-lzr). Another featur
of Egyptian is its marked preference for static over dynamic expression; apa
from the rare survivals of the active Old Perfective, there is no genuine active tense
all others being derived from passive or neuter participles. 2 No less salient
characteristic of the language is its concision; the phrases and sentences ar
brief and to the point. Involved constructions and lengthy periods are rare, thoug
such are found in some legal doculllents. The vocabulary was very rich, thoug
as may be inferred from our previous statements, not equally well developed in ever
direction. The clarity of Egyptian is much aided by a strict word-order, probabl
due in part to the absence of case-endings in the nouns. There remains to b
mentioned a certain formality that is conspicuous in Egyptian writings-a rigidi
and conventionality which find their counterpart in Egyptian Art. The force
j

J This general verdict is not vitiated by the sporadic occurrence of texts showing a real speculative
scientific interest, such as the exegetic text published by BREASTED under the title' The Philosophy
a Memphite Priest' (AZ. 39, 39), or the Edwin Smith medical papyrus edited by the same scholar. The
were doubtless the creations of individuals far above the average intellectual standard.
S GARDINER, 'Some Aspects of the Egyptian Language', in Proc. Brit. Acad. XXIII, 1937.
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tradition discouraged originality alike in subject-matter and in expression, but there
are some notable exceptions. F or a brief estimate of the value of Egyptian literature
see below, p. 24C.

§ 4. Different stages of the language.1 Bearing in mind the fact that the

written language reflects the spoken language of the different periods only to a limited
extent, and that monumental records on stone are always more conservative than
business documents and letters 011 potsherds and papyrus, we nlay roughly dis
tinguish the following linguistic stages:
OldEgyptian: the language of Dynasties I-VIII, about 3180 to 2240 B.C. 2 This
Inay be taken to include the language of the Pyramid Texts (below, § 13), which,
however, displays certain peculiarities of its own and is written in a special ortho
graphy. Otherwise the surviving documents of thi·s stage are luainly official or
otherwise fornIal-funerary fornltllae and tomb-inscriptions, including some bio
graphical texts. Old Egyptian passes with but little modification into
Middle Egyptian, possibly the vernacular of Dynasties IX-XI, about 2240
1990 B. c., later contaminated with new popular elements. In the later form it survived
for some monumental and literary purposes right down to Graeco-Roman times, while
the earlier form was retained as the religious language.
Late Egyptian: the vernacular of Dynasties XVIII-XXIV, about 1573 to
7 I 5 B. C., exhibited chiefly in business documents and letters, but also in stories and
other literary compositions, and to some extent also in the official monuments from
Dyn. XIX onwards. There are but few texts, however, wherein the vernacular
shows itself unnlixed with the • classical' idiom of Middle Egyptian. Various foreign
words make their appearance. For some other characteristics, see above, pp. 3-4.
Demotic: this term is loosely applied to the language used in the books and
documents written in the script known as Denlotic (see below, § 8), fronl Dyn. XXV
to late Roman tinles (7 I 5 B. C. to A. D. 470). Here again the old · classical' idiom is
blended with later, vernacular elenlents, often inextricably.

Coptic: the old Egyptian language in its latest developments, as written in the
Coptic script, from about the third century A. D. onwards; so called because it was
spoken by the Copts,S the Christian descendants of the ancient Egyptians, in whose
churches it is read, though not understood, even at the present day. After the Arab
conquest (A. D. 640) Coptic was gradually superseded by Arabic, and became extinct
as a spoken tongue in the sixteenth century. Coptic is written in the Greek alphabet
supplemented by seven special characters derived ultimately from the hieroglyphs,
1 B. H. STRICKER, 'De Indeeling der Egyptische Taalgeschiedenis', in Outllzeidkuntli'ge Metledeelingen,
XXV, Leyden, 1944.
! The dates adopted are approximately those given by SEWELL in The Legacy of Egypt, Oxford, 1942 ;
those prior to Dyn. XII are much disputed.
$ The name Copt is doubtless a corruption of the Greek' Aiguptos', i.e. Egypt.
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sit = hieroglyphic ~ 1(/)
q = 1 =
"
-I
~ = kit =
"
1 tJ(/), only in the

namely:

ID

=

Bo~airic dialect;
a differentiation from ~ answers the same purpose.
2. = h = hieroglyphic ::: !z
'X = dj =
"
A d(;)
(5 = ,,>(T =
,.
t = ti =
"
~ di!
The importance of Coptic philologically is due to its being the only form of Egyptian
in which the vowels are regularly written.l It must not be forgotten, however, that
Coptic represents a far later stage of the language than even the most vulgar
examples of late Egyptian. The vocabulary is very different from that of the older
periods and includes many Greek loan-words, even such grammatical particles as P./71
and 8/. The word-order is more Greek than Egyptian. To a certain extent, at least,
Coptic is a semi-artificial literary language elaborated by the native Christian monks;
at all events it is extensively influenced by Greek biblical literature. The first tentative
efforts to transcribe the old Egyptian language into Greek letters belong to the second
century A.D., and are ofa pagan character (horoscopes, magical texts, and the like). Several
dialects of Coptic are distinguished, of which the following are the most important:
I. Akhmimic: the old dialect of Upper Egypt, which early gave place to $actdic.
2. ~acidic (less correctly written Sahidic): the dialect of Thebes, later used for
literary purposes throughout the whole of Upper Egypt.
3. Bol;1airic: doubtless originally the dialect of the Western Delta only,2 but later,
after the removal of the Patriarchate to Cairo in the el~venth century, the literary
idiom of the whole of Egypt.

the Akhmimic

~,

B.

THE EGYPTIAN WRITING

§ 5. The hieroglyphic writing 3 is an offshoot of pictorial art, a very early
and important function of which was to provide a visible record of facts and occur
rences, accessible to those who for one reason or another were beyond the range of
the spoken word. The limitations of pictorial art as a medium for conveying or
storing information are, of course, obvious; and recorded history may be considered
to have been non-existent until, shortly before the end of the Pre-dynastic period, the
Egyptians discovered the principle of the rebus or charade. The new departure
consisted in using the pictures of things, not to denote those things themselves or any
See Appendix A at the end of the book.
2 See CRUM'S remarks, JEA. 27, 180.
For the general theory see SETRE, Das hieroglyphische Schrtftsystem, Leipzig, 1935; also in wider
perspective,ID., Vom Bilde zum Buchstaben, Leipzig, 1939. A popular account by the presentwriter,JEA.2,6I.
1

S
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cognate notions, but to indicate certain other entirely different things not easily sus~
ceptible of pictorial representation, the names of whick chanced to have a similar sOtl,nd.
Obviously proper names could only be communicated in this way, and it is perhaps

Verso

OF THE SLATE PALETTE OF NARMER.

(DVN. I).

This is one of the oldest specimens of Egyptian writing known.
The name of the king, written with the nrr-fish and the mr-chisel,
occupies the rectangle (below, p. 72) between the Hathor-heads. The
other small hieroglyphs give the names or titles of the persons over
whose heads they are written; the captured chieftain may have been
named Washi (harpoon wr, pools). The group at top on right was
probably intended as explanation of the picture in the centre; at this
early date the gist of complete sentences could apparently be con
veyed only by symbolical groups of which the elements suggested
separate words. The conjectural meaning is: The falcon-god Horus
(i. e. the king) leads captive the inhabitants of the papyrus-land (.1}
mlJ,w 'the Delta '),1

with them that hieroglyphic writing began (see the annexed cut). The method was
that by which Prior Burton, in the Middle Ages playfully symbolized his name by
a thistle or burr placed upon a barrel or tun. In similar manner, the notion of high
J

1

See

RANKE

in Studia Orientalia (Helsingfors) I925), 167 ff.; KEIMER in Aegyptus, 1, r69 ff.
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numbers such as 'thousand' or 'ten thousand' could only have been conveyed
pictorially by the thousandfold or ten-thousandfold repetition of a stroke or of the
object to which the number referred; and even if the draughtsman had accomplished
this laborious task, the spectator desirous of grasping the meaning would have been
condemned to the hardly less laborious task of counting the strokes or objects so
depicted. The Egyptians adopted a simple way of avoiding this difficulty. The
word for 'thousand' in Egyptian was kha, and that for 'ten thousand' was d/eba r ;
but kha in Egyptian also meant' lotus' and d/eba r meant' finger'. In order, there
fore, to write • 32,000 cattle' in hieroglyphs all that was necessary was to depj.ct three
fingers and two lotus-plants in close proximity to the image of an ox, thus :-~~~~ll.
As is hinted by the example just quoted, Egyptian hieroglyphic writing did not
attempt completely to replace pictorial elements by sound-elements; throughout the
entire course of its history that script remained a picture-wrt'tz'ng eked out by Ph01zetic
elements. Hieroglyphic writing may be said to have come into existence as a properly
differentiated entity at the moment when, in a given pictorial representation, one
portion of the objects figured was shown in miniature and was clearly intended to be
interpreted in terms of language, while the other portion, of larger size, was no less
clearly intended to be construed purely visually without reference to language. The
development of Egyptian writing is well epitomized in those sculptured scenes on the
walls of tombs or temples where what cannot easily be represented pictorially is
conveyed by sequences of hieroglyphic signs graven above the figures to which
they refer. By this means we may not merely watch the ancient craftsmen at their
work, but even overhear their banter and listen to the songs they sang.

§ 6. Even in the fully developed form of hieroglyphic writing only two classes
of signs need be clearly distinguished. These are: (I) sense·signs or ideograms
(Greek idea' form' and gramma 'writing '); (2) sound-signs or phonograms
(Greek phone' sound' and gramma ' writing ').
I.

Ideograms or sense·signs signify either the actual object depicted, as

0

, sun', ~ 'hill-country', or else some closely connected notion, as 0 the sun in the
sense of 'day', ~ a scribe's palette, water-bowl, and reed-holder in the sense of
'scribe', 'write', or 'paint '.1
2.

Phonograms or sound·signs are signs used for spelling, which, although

originally ideograms and in many cases still also employed elsewhere as such, have
secondarily acquired sound-values on the principle explained in § 5. Examples
are <> r, from original <::> 'mouth', in Egyptian ra; LJ p + r, from original LJ
, house', Egyptian paru. 2

1 In strictness ideograms represent words rather than objects or notipns connected therewith.
Never
theless, substitution of the term' word-sign' could only obscure the clear distinction above made.
2 The pronunciations here given are reconstructions from Coptic po 'mouth' and -nwp in 7S.enenwp 'roof'.
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Vowels not written.1 In reading the last section, the student has doubt

less noted that the sound-values derived from c::::-, the ideogram of the mouth' (ra),
and from ["'"], the ideogram of the 'house' (piiru). were said to be, not ra and payu, but
simply the consonantal elements entering into those two words, namely rand p + y.
To put it differently, the Egyptian scribes ignored the vowels in writing. It thus came
about that both these signs could be used in a far greater number of different words
than would otherwise have been the case: c::> might virtually represent ra, ra, re, re,
ar, lir, er, er, or any other combination of vowel and r that the Egyptian language
might contain; similarly C"J might stand, not only for piiru, but also for per, apr, cpr,
cpra, and so forth. A like neglect of the vowels is seen in Phoenician, Hebrew, and
Arabic, though in certain other Semitic scripts (Babylonian, Ethiopic) the vocalization
is always indicated. The reason for the Egyptian omission of the vowels is not far to
seek. It is characteristic of the family of languages to which Egyptian belongs that
one and the same word presents different vocalizations according to the forms that it
assumes and the contexts in which it appears; thus the ideogram for' house' C"J,
pronounced par (from paru) in isolation, may well have represented *pfJr 2 when
followed by a genitive and *pra(yyu) in the plura1. Such a variability of the vowels
could not fail to engender the feeling that the consonants were all that mattered,
whereby it became easier to utilize the sign C"J for writing other words pronounced
with p + r in that order, whatever vowels they may have possessed. In actual fact
LJ is found in the writing of words which we have reason to believe may have been
spoken as *priirif or *perrarif, 'he habitually goes up', and *priiyet 'spring'.
f

§ 8. Hieroglyphic writing is only one of three kinds of script which in course
of time were evolved in Ancient Egypt. Out of hieroglyphic sprang a more cursive
writing known to us as hieratic, and out of hieratic again there emerged, towards
700 B.C., a very rapid script formerly sometimes called enchorial but now always
known as demotic. None of these styles of writing utterly banished the others,
but each as it arose restricted the domain of its progenitor. In the Graeco-Roman
period all three were in use contemporaneously.
Hieroglyphic owes its name to the fact that in the latest times it was employed
almost exclusively for' sacred' (Greek hieros) inscriptions 'sculptured' (Greek gluPho)
on temple-walls or on public monuments. At the outset hieroglyphic was used for
all purposes; on stelae of stone and the like the signs are incised, or more rarely in
raised relief, without interior markings; in temples and tombs where their decorative
effect was of account the hieroglyphs were often executed with the most elaborate
detail and beautifully coloured; upon papyrus the outlines were, on the other hand,
abbreviated to a very considerable extent. For specimens of these different types of
1 Sethe's convincing views on this topic are vindicated by De Buck in Bibl. 01". I,
in Sifz. Bay. All. 1942, 72, n. 3II.
2 The asterisk * indicates that the reconstruction so marked is purely hypothetical.
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hieroglyphic writing see the Frontispiece, Plate I. As time went 011, hieroglyphic
became restricted nlorc and more to monumental purposes, though (or religious texts
it was in general employment even on papyrus down to the end of Dyn. X X ; as an
occasional medium for writing texts on potsherds or papyrus it survives right down
to Christian times.
Hieratic/ so cal1ed because in the Graeco·Roman age it was the usual scrip
employed by the priests (Greek kieratZ"kos • priestly'), is the name now given to all the
earlier styles of writing cursive enough for the original pictorial forms of the signs to
be no longer clearly recognizable. Hieratic was nothing more, in the beginning, than
hieroglyphic in the summary and rounded forms resulting from the rapid manipula
tion of a reed-pen as contrasted with the angular and precise shapes arising fron1 the
use of the chise1. Under the Old Kingdom, hieratic is hardly differentiated from
hieroglyphic. Under the Middle Kingdom and in the Eighteenth Dynasty hieratic i
invariably used on papyrus, except for religious texts; it is developing a relatively
consistent orthography of its own and distinguishes both more and less cursive
varieties. Religious texts on papyrus begin to be written regularly in hieratic abou
Dyn. X X I, and from that time onward sporadic inscriptions on stone in the sam
script are found. In the latest period, as already said, hieratic was generally employed
by the priests when writing religious texts on papyrus.
Demotic 2 (Greek de11tolikos 'popular '), or enchorial (Greek enkhorios native '
as some of the earliest decipherers called it, is a very rapid form of hieratic
that made its first appearance about the time of the Ethiopian Dynasty. Throughou
the Ptolemaic and Roman ages it was the ordinary writing of daily life, and is occa
sionally found even upon stelae of stone.
For specimens of hieratic and demotic see Plate 11. With demotic we are no
concerned at all in this work, and with hieratic we deal only in so far as it has been
converted or, to enlploy the tlsual tenn, 'transcribed', into hieroglyphic. Individua
hieratic hands differ as all handwriting is apt to differ; for this reason Egyptologists
before translating a hieratic text, habitually transcribe it into hieroglyphs, just as the
modern printer sets up a modern author's manuscript in type.
I

c.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EGYPTIAN PHILOLOGY

§ 9. The tradition and its interpreters.:! As Christianity spread throughou
Egypt, the knowledge of the old native scripts and lore, long since the jealously

1 See MOLLER, Hieratisehe Pali1:ographie, 3 vols., Leipzig, 1909-I2; Ergiinzungsheft, I936; also ID
Hi'erati'sehe lisestuehe, 3 vols., Leipzig, 1909-10. On the transcription of hieratic see Add. § 63 A.
2 See \V. SPIEGELBERG, Demolische Grammati'k, Heidelberg, 1925; 'V. ERICHSEN, Demo/isene Leses/ueh
2 vols., Leipzig, 1937-9; FR. LEXA, Grammaire dlmotiqtte tgyptienne, I, II, Prague, 1939-40.
3 See P. MARESTAIN~;, Les krill/res 19yptimnes et l'nlltiqllill dnssique, Paris, 1913; H. SOTTAS nn
E. DRIOTONt Il1troducfi'oll t'i rill/dt'd{'s hilrog(yp/zes, Paris, 19 22 •
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SPECIMENS OF HIERATIC AND DEMOTIC
with hieroglyphic transcriptions in a modern Egyptological hand.
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guarded secret of a dwindling priestly caste, fell into oblivion. In the second century
candidates for the priesthood had still to show a knowledge of demotic and hieratic.
In the third century demotic is no longer used for documents, though there are
demotic inscriptions at Philae dating as late as A. D. 452,1 i. e. some sixty years
after the final disappearance of the hieroglyphs. After this, there remains only the
tradition of the classical writers and the early Fathers, whose confused and mutually
contradictory statements, if they point anywhere, point in a direction diametrically
opposed to the truth. Scattered remarks in Herodotus, Diodorus, and Tacitus, to
mention only the better known authors, do indeed imply that plain narratives of
historical events formed part, at least, of the substance of the hieroglyphic inscriptions,
and Josephus expressly states that the celebrated work of the historian Manetbo was
compiled frool such sources. An obscure passage in the Stromateis of Clement of
Alexandria (Jlor. A. D. 200) may also be interpreted as affirming that the hierog1yphs
comprised phonetic signs. But the sane testimony just mentioned was altogether
outweighed by the assertions of those whose beliefs and predilections were of
a mystical kind. In the treatise On I sis and Osiris Plutarch compares the content
of the hieroglyphic writings to the nlaxims of the Pythagoreans. The climax was,
however, reached by H orapoHo, a native of Upper Egypt who flourished in the
second ha1f of the fifth century. His treatise H£erog'lyphica, written probably in
Coptic but surviving only in a Greek translation, combines correct notions of the
meanings of many hieroglyphic signs with the most grotesque allegorical reasons for
those meanings. Thus, the goose ~ symbolizes' son' because of that bird's intense
love of its offspring, the hare ~ serves to write the word for' open' because the
hare's eyes always remain open, and so forth. Fantastic explanations of this type
appealed all too readily to the medieval mind, and until the beginning of the nine
teenth century the opinion persisted almost as an article of faith that the Egyptian
hieroglyphs gave symbolic expression to recondite philosophical and religious
doctrines. That erroneous opinion derived a new impetus from the learned specula
tions of the very man to whom the western world owes the revival of its interest in
the Coptic language and literature. This was the Jesuit Athanasius Kircher, an
accomplished Orientalist to whom was entrusted the translation of a Coptic~Arabic
vocabulary brought home from Egypt by Pietro della Valle. Kircher's Prodrofflus
Coptus s£ve Aegypt£aclts, published in 1636, marks the beginning of a long sequence
of books upon Coptic, a subject upon which no inconsiderable volume of information
was available when at last scholars obtained the key to the decipherment of the
hieroglyphs. 2 For this, however, the time was not yet ripe; and the theories of
Kircher as to the content of the hieroglyphic inscriptions exceed all bounds in their
F. LL. GRIFFITH, Demotic GratJiti of Ihe Dodtcasdzoenus, p. II.
See the admirable account given by ET. QUATREMERE, Recherches sur la langue ella lilterature de
I'EgYPle, Paris, 1808.
J
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imaginative folly. The cartouche of the Pharaoh A pries, encountered on a Roman
obelisk, signifies to Kircher that' the benefits of the divine Osiris are to be procured
by means of sacred ceremonies and of the chain of the Genii, in order that the
benefits of the Nne may be obtained '.

§ 10. The decipherment of the hieroglyphs. 1 Against such fruitless specula

tions the occasional acute observations of exceptional men like de Guignes, vVar
burton, and Carsten Niebuhr could avail but little in the absence of some definite
due to the decipherment of the ancient scripts. Such a clue was at last provided
when some French soldiers~ working on the foundations of a fortress at Rosetta,
came across a trilingual inscription in Greek, demotic, and hieroglyphic (1799). This
inscription! ever since famous under the name of the Rosetta stone, proved from its
Greek portion to be a decree in honour of the young king Ptolemy Epiphanes,
which the priests of Egypt caused to be erected in all the temples of the land
(196 n. c.). Unhappily only a relatively small portion of the hieroglyphic text is
preserved, and doubtless it was for this reason, though partly also on account of
the symbolic nature then attributed to the hieroglyphs, that scholars first directed
tbeir attention towards the demotic section. The stone itself" had passed int<r the
hands of the English, but a copy remained with the celebrated French orientalist
Silvestre de Sacy. After an abortive attenlpt of his own, de Sacy handed the copy
on to the Swedish diplomatist Akerblad, a man of considerable attainments at that
lime devoting himself to oriental researches in Paris. \Vithin the short space of two
months Akerb1ad succeeded, by a comparison of the Greek and the demotic texts, in
identifying in the latter all the proper nanles occurring in the former, besides
recognizing, alphabetically written in their correct Coptic forms, the words for
· temples' and for' Greeks', together with the pronominal suffix for' hinl and' his',
In the Lettre d ]VIr. de Sa(J', published in 1802, a first and most important step is
taken towards the goal reached by Champollion just twenty years after. That
Akerblad failed to make any further progress along the road where he had proved
so admirable a pioneer was due to a prepossession from which he was unable to free
himself; the words deciphered by him had been alphabetically written, and he
therefore believed that the demotic writing was exclusively alphabetic.
The next great advance was due to an Englishman, no less a personage than
the celebrated ThOillas Young, the author of the undulatory theory of light. A man
of deep learning and wide interests, Young was ever ready to try a new puzz1e; so
when in 1814 a copy of the Rosetta stone fell into his hands he attacked the prob1em
with zest. \VhiJe approving of Akerblad's results so far as they went, he quickly
realized that demotic teemed with signs that could not possibly be explained as
J

I See particularly 1\. ER;\IAN, Die Elltzijferung der Hieroglyphen in Silztmgsberichte der preussischen
Akademie drr l.¥issem,,·haften. 1922; and an excellent article [by F. Ll. Griffith] in The Times Llterary
::,'uppll1Jlellt, 2 February 1922.
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alphabetic. Further, he grasped the fact that the demotic and hieroglyphic systems
of writing were intimately related. Noticing that the Greek section was full of
words which repeated themselves, he used these as a basis for dividing up all three
sections into their component words, and it was not long before his Greek-demotic
vocabulary amounted to eighty·six groups, most of them correct, though his attempts
to indicate the sounds of which they were composed and to adduce Coptic equiva
lents were as a rule mistaken. In 1816 he announced further discoveries obtained
from material other than the Rosetta stone. He had now identified long passages
on papyri (belonging to the • Book of the Dead ') written in hieroglyphic and in
hieratic, and had so established the equivalence of the pictorial and cursive forms
of the signs. He was certain that both demotic and hieroglyphic consisted largely
of phonetic elements; and having demonstrated the fact, guessed long before by
de Guignes and Zoega, that the ' cartouches ' or ' royal rings seen in the hieroglyphs
contained the names of kings and queens, 'very ingeniously but rather luckily
identified the cartouche of Berenice in addition to the known one of Ptolen1Y, and
correctly suggested that another cartouche must be that of Manetho's Thuthmosis
of the XVlllth Dynasty. He also pointed out in hieroglyphic the alphabetic
characters for f and I, and the" determinative" used in late texts for feminine names,
and recognized from variants in the papyri that different characters could have the
same powers-in short, the principle of homophony. All this was mixed up with
many false conclusions, but the method pursued was infallibly leading to definite
decipherment '.1
Meanwhile Jean FranC(ois Champollion, the young French scholar who was
destined to win immortal fame as the decipherer of the hieroglyphs, had as yet but
few positive results to record. Born at Figeac in the Departement du Lot on the
23rd December 1790, Champollion's interest in Egypt had awakened at a very early
age. In his twelfth year he was already conversant with the rudiments of Hebrew
and Arabic, and from that time onward his enthusiasm for things oriental, warmly
encouraged by his elder brother Jacques Joseph Champollion-Figeac, never flagged.
As a student at Grenoble he applied himself to the study of ancient history, together
with Coptic and all alphabets and systems of writing which might lead him to his
then already clearly perceived goal, the decipherment of the Rosetta stone. At the
age of eighteen he became professor at the same university. A few years later his
republican sympathies brought him into serious trouble. Banished from Grenoble,
he returned in 1816 as a schoolmaster to his native town of Figeac. In 1817 he is
back at Grenoble, conducting a school and serving as librarian of the local Academy
of Sciences. These posts he lost in 1820, and sought refuge with his brother in
Paris. Throughout this agitated period of his life, despite keen interests in other
directions, J ean Fran~ois was constantly adding to his store of Egyptian and Coptic
t

1

Professor Griffith's verdict, in the article quoted above, p.
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knowledge, ever and again trying new solutions of the problem; when at last th
truth was borne in upon him with all the vividness of a revelation, his complet
mastery of the available materials enabled him to extend his discoveries with a speed
and a sureness far beyond the scope of any of his contemporaries.
Passing over Champollion's early writings, the first and most ambitious of which
was the geographic portion, in two volumes, of a projected encyclopaedic work to b
called L'Egypte sous les PharaottS (18 (4), we now turn our attention to the actua
decipherment. Close study had brought him the conviction that the three kinds o
Egyptian writing were mere modifications of one another, and when, in the summe
of 1821, he printed his brochure on the hieratic script, he had no difficulty in convert
ing the demotic groups known to him into hieratic, and thence into hieroglyphic
With the name of Ptolemy both in hieroglyphic and in demotic he was long since
familiar from the Rosetta stone, and about this time he became acquainted with the
demotic papyrus Casat£, where he found and, as his biographer assures us, at once
transcribed into hieroglyphs a name which he rightly conjectured to be that o
Cleopatra. Confirmation of this conjecture was, however, for the moment missing
But only for the moment. In 181S W. J. Bankes, exploring the temple of Philae
had discovered a base block covered with Greek inscriptions in honour of Ptolemy
Physcon and the two Cleopatras, near to a fallen obelisk which appeared to
have stood upon it. Both the base and the obelisk were transported to England
in 1819 to adorn Mr. Bankes's park at Kingston Lacy. A lithograph of the
Greek and hieroglyphic inscriptions was made for Bankes in 182 I, and in the
following January Letronne forwarded to Champollion a copy with Young's
suggestion of Cleopatra scribbled by Bankes against the cartouche. I t seems
highly improbable that either on this occasion or previously Young's ingenious
but unproven conjectures can have materially helped Champollion, or even have
influenced him in any way; but his failure to state exactly what he knew of the
Englishman's work has done untold harm, however unmerited, to Champollion's
reputation.
Akerblad had read the demotic name of Ptolemy alphabetically, and Champollion,
though always inclined to hark back to his incompatible theory of the purely
symbolic character of the hieroglyphs, had proved, by his identification of the demotic
signs with those contained in the cartouche of Ptolemy c.f\~~~~, that the
hieroglyphs also could, at least on occasion, be alphabetic. The values attached by
him to the individual hieroglyphs were now confirmed by the cartouche of Cleopatra
(i.e. ~ f\ o:~~~:::~~, for in both cartouches the signs 0 for p, f\ for oland ~ for I,

I The earlier stages of Egyptian, as we have seen (§ 7), do not indicate the vowels.
Just as in the
Hebrew writing of German employed by the German-Polish Jew the old semi-consonants waw andyodh are
employed for 0 and i respectively, so too here the loop, originally 101 (see § 19 for this mode of trans
literation), is secondarily employed for o. See }fZ. 34, 54 j also Zeitselzr. d. delltselz. J£orgenl. Ges. 77,145-7.
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were found standing in exactly the positions where they were to be expected. The
sign c. for t in ' Ptolemaios' differed, indeed, from the sign = which represented t in
'Cleopatra', but the discrepancy could be easily explained by the principle of homophony
(the representation of the same sound by different signs), of which Champollion was
well aware. For the rest, the two cartouches provided him with a number of other
equivalences which could not fail to assist him in his search for further identifications.
These the following months brought in unexpected abundance; among the cartouches
successively transliterated and identified were those of Alexander, Berenice, Tiberius,
Domitian, and Trajan, besides others containing such imperial titles as Autocrator,
Caesar, and Sebastos.
The problem was thus solved so far as the cartouches of the Graeco-Roman
period were concerned. But what of those belonging to the older times? Were the
hieroglyphs of an earlier age also in part alphabetic, or were they wholly figurative, as
Champollion had so often suspected? I t must be remembered that he was far less
well equipped with material for answering this question than many of his English
contemporaries. It was on the 14th September 1822 that he received from the architect
H uyot copies of bas-reliefs in Egyptian temples which finally dispelled his doubts.
The first cartouche which he noticed was from a rock·temple at Abu Simbel between
~ ~ m~
he at once recognized
the first and second cataracts. I n this cartouche
the two-fold r familiar to him from his alphabet. Separated from this by a problematical
sign was the circle of the' sun', in Coptic reo The royal name Ramesses or Rameses
flashed across his mind, as he read re-?-s-s. The possibility thus envisaged became
a certainty a few minutes later, when on another sheet he observed the cartouche
c~mr] with the ibis Thoth at its head and, following the ibis, the signs which he
assumed to read meso Surely this could be none other than the king Tuthmosis 1 of
Manetho's Eighteenth Dynasty. Confirmation of the value of m was soon found by
him in the Rosetta stone, where this hieroglyph formed part of the group corresponding
to the Greek YEvEO).ta, a word which at once suggested the Coptic mid, mose r give birth '.
From that moment onward each day brought its new harvest. Champollion
realized that there was no longer any reason for holding back his discoveries, and
on the 29th September he read at the Academy his memorable Lettre a M. Vader
relative a l'alphabet des h-ierOl[lyphes phonetiques. In this letter he characteristically
makes no mention of his decipherment of the names Ramesses and Tuthmosis.
Those discoveries, together with numberless others, were reserved for the marvellous
Precis du systeme hieroglyphique, which appeared in 1824. Prolonged visits to Turin
and to Egypt filled no small part of the remainder of Champollion's short life. On
the 4th March 1832 he died, at the early age of forty-one.

G

D

§ 11. The successors ofChampollion. The collection of new materials and the
1

More familiar to the general reader under the erroneous modern form Thothmes.
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investigation of these left Champollion no time for setting forth a reasoned account
his conclusions, nor yet for forming pupils. Long before his death he had acquired
deep instinctive knowledge of the old Egyptian language; he could elicit with ease t
meaning of most simple inscriptions and texts on papyri, and the whole perspective
Egyptian history lay clear before him. The posthumous grammar and dictiona
appeared between 1836 and r844, and though edited by Champollion-Figeac with th
devotion of which the elder brother had shown himself so splendidly capable. sad
betrayed the lack of the master's revising hand. An unworthy scepticism as to th
value of Champollion's achievement signalizes the years following his death. A ne
inlpetus was, however, given to the study of hieroglyphs by Richard Lepsius's Letb
M. Ie prifessclty H. I?osellini, published at Ronle in 1837. Here the emine
German scholar, whose colossal DOlk1'JZ.liler a1tS A~fJypte1t 1tlld Nub£en later suppl
mented the great publications of monuments by Champollion and Rosellini, submitte
the decipherment to a penetrating and judicious re-examination and pronounced th
foundations to be sound. Samuel Birch, whose first publications date from 1838, w
an indefatigable translator and editor of hieroglyphic texts. His short but admirab
D£ctionary 0./ Hieroglyphics (1867), printed in the fifth volunle of Bunsen's work entitle
E,{[)'pts Place ilt UlIiversal History, was at length succeeded by Heinrich Brugsch
far larger Hieroglyphisch-Demolisches rVifrterbuch (vols. i-iv, 1867-8; supplenlen
vols. v-vii, 1880-2), which, even at the present time, retains a considerable valu
Brugsch's philological work embraced all corners of the field, but his principal di
coveries were in demotic, of which he may be considered the real pioneer (Gra1nmaz'
dtmotiqzte. 1855). In hieratic the greatest advances were made by Goodwin in Englan
(1817-1878) and Chabas in France (1817-1882). In the latter country Enlanuel d
Rouge (181 1 - 1872) was a brilliant translator of hieroglyphic texts and author of a
important grammatical work. The late Sir Gaston !\1:aspero, whose published wor
covers the years 1871-1916, had an admirable feeling for the civilization of Ancie
Egypt, and his vast activities, extending over the entire range of the subject, make hi
the outstanding figure among the Egyptologists of two generations ago. The prese
survey deals with philology alone, but it would be wrong to omit all reference to th
excavations which have added so greatly to the linguistic student's nlaterials. Her
the chief name is that of Mariette (1821-1881), whose excavations began in 1850; fro
1 884 onwards the late Sir Flinders Petrie broughtnewand stricter archaeological method
to bear; subsequently the Americans Reisner and Winlock improved even upon thes
I t is, however, only during the last sixty years that our knowledge of the Egyptia
language has come to rest upon a really scientific basis. The year 1880 saw th
appearance of two grammars of the highest importance, the /{optische GraJn1Jlatik o
Ludwig Stern and the Neu~()'ptische Gra1tlmatik of Adolf Erman. The latter, whic
dealt with the vulgar dialect of the New Kingdom, was supplemented in 1889 by a
elaborate study of the language of a papyrus containing stories written in Midd
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Egyptian (Die Sprache des Papyrus Westcar). In 1894 appeared a little manual of
Egyptian Grammar by Erman which long formed the indispensable guide for every
beginner (English translation of the first edition, by J. H. Breasted, 1894; fourth
German edition, 1928). The study of Coptic was greatly advanced by G. Steindorffs
short grammar of the $actdic dialect (first edition, 1894; second edition, 1904). A
yet more important contribution to Egyptian philology was Kurt Sethe's extensive
and laborious treatise Das iigypt£sche Verbunl (1899-1902), still a fundamental
authority for verb-forms and for the general relationship of Egyptian to Coptic. The
Zeitschrift fiir iigyptt'sche Sprache served as a focus for new light thrown by Erman's
pupils on the structure and details of the Egyptian language, but now, after the second
world war~ has come to a temporary standstill. In c10se sympathy with, though in
dependent of, the work of the German school and its adherents in other lands were
F. Ll. Griffith's remarkable successes in the palaeographical field; his decipherment
of the cursive hieratic texts belonging to the ivliddle Kingdom and of the early demotic
papyri opened up tracts thitherto unexplored. In the domain of demotic W. Spiegelberg
proved the most prolific and serviceable editor of texts; in England Sir Herbert
Thompson collaborated closely with F. Ll. Griffith in the publication of certain im
portant papyri. Egyptian grammar made a brilliant advance with Battiscombe Gunn's
Studies itt Egyptian Syntax, Paris, 1924. As regards lexicography, Erman and his
colleagues inaugurated in 1897 a vast enterprise of which a more extended account is
called for. The Wiirterbuch der iigyptischel/, Spra{/t.e promoted by the German
Academies was to be based upon a collection of all words in all known inscriptions and
manuscripts. The collection of the material, in the end amounting to more than a million
and a half slips, was a task in which scholars from many different lands participated.
Their part, however, necessarily terminated when the working out of results demanded
,he concentration of effort exclusively in Berlin. Erman, Sethe, and H. Grapow now re
mained as sole editors, and when the first-named became crippled with old age and
failing eyesight and the second was claimed by other tasks, practically the whole respon
sibility came to rest on Grapow's shoulders. The last-named was fortunate in having
the help of the Danish scholar Dr. (now Professor) Erichsen, to whose admirable
handwriting we owe the five volumes of the Worterbuch proper (1926-31). By a less
fortunate decision, however, the publication of the all-important references to texts;
later expanded into actual citations, was deferred until the skeleton of the whole
should be complete. Down to 1940, when the last part appeared, these references
(Belegstelle1l) had reached only to the end of the letter IiJ h, and the publication of the
remainder is unpredictable. Lexicography thus constitutes our principal desideratum!
though for the final stage of the language an immense stride forward was made by
W. E. Crum's great Cop#c Dict£01zary, the title-page of which bears the date 1939.
1 For further observations on this matter see A. H. GARDINER, Annent Egyptian Onomastica, Oxford,
1947, vol. i, pp. xiii-xxi; also the article inJEA. vo1. 34, pp. I2-I8.
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U nti! quite recently another urgent need was a handy selection of passages for stu
since K. Sethe's widely used AgypHsche Lesestucke (Texte des Mittleren Reiches, 19
is no longer available and is likely to have been a war-casualty, The place of t
work has, however, now been taken by A. de Buck's Egyptian. Readingbook. vol
(Leyden, 1940).
In general, Egyptian philology has shown some progress since the first edit
of the present work appeared, but not in the same degree or at the sanle speed
in the generation immediately preceding. In any case, we stand too close to
contributions which would have had to be recorded to make it desirable to bring t
sketch further up to date.
D.

BRIEF SURVEY OF EGYPTIAN LITERATURE

§ 12. Throughout the entire course of history no people has been more afflic
with the scrwendi cacoethes than the Egyptians. The decorative character of
hieroglyphic script and its dose connexion with pictorial art made it a natural a

handy medium of ornamentation. Hence in temple and tomb there is hardly a w
but bears hieroglyphic inscriptions, and even the common objects of daily life, such
toilet utensils, boxes, jewels, and weapons, often display the names and titles of th
owners, or the cartouche of the Pharaoh under whom they were made. I t would
tedious to enumerate all the types of inscription that have come down to us; but t
Introduction may fitly include some account of those texts from which our knowled
of Egyptian granlmar and literary style is derived. We shall confine our attention
the earlier periods and only the more important documents will be mentioned. 1

§ 13. The religious literature.! The oldest body of religious texts is the la
collection of spells known as the Pyramid Texts/ since the most ancient and co
plete versions were discovered on the walls of chambers inside the pyramids of f
kings of the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. These texts, for the most part of very gr
antiquity, are exclusively concerned with the welfare of the dead king; they con
of incantations whereby his place in the sky and the other prerogatives of a dead k
are assured to him; and they also incorporate the ritual which was recited in connex

1 The bibliographical references in the footnotes give only the best or the most easily accessible editi
Invaluable for inscriptions still in situ in Egypt is the Topographical BiMiography of Ancient Egyp
Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs, and Paitltings by B. PORTER and R. L. B. Moss, 6 vols., Oxford, 1921-39comprehensive guide to Egyptological books and articles down to 1941 is provided by IDA A. PRATT, Anc
Egypt: Sources of Information 'in the New York Public Library, 2 vols., New York, 1925 & 1942.
2 A considerable collection of translatioqs into German will be found in G. ROEDER, UrRunden
Reli'gi'ott des allen A'gypten, in Religiose Slimnun der Vcilker, h.erausgegeben von Walter Otto, Jena; 19I5
S KURT SETRE, Die altiigyptischen P):ramidentexte, 4 vols., Leipzig, 1908-22; 10. (posthumous
Uberselzung 1md Kommentar zu dm Altiigyplischen Pyramidentexten, 4 vols., Gltickstadt-Hamburg, no d
A handy, though not wholly reliable, vocabulary in L. SPELRERS, Les /extes des pyramides 19yptiem
vol. ii., Brussels, 1924.
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with the daily offerings made in the pyramid-temples. At a later date these texts were
usurped for their own benefit by the nobles, and many excerpts are found written in
the interiors of the larg.e wooden coffins of Dyn. IX-XI..
The coffins just mentioned also contain an important collection of spells which
are known specifically as the Coffin Texts. l These were composed on behalf of
non-royal personages, and comprise incantations affording protection against hunger,
thirst, and the manifold dangers of the netherworld, incantations for enabling the
deceased to assume whatever forms he pleased, and incantations by virtue of which he
could remain in the enjoyment of his former pastimes and partake of the society of his
relatives and friends. The name of 'Coffin Texts' is reserved for those spells which
are peculiar to the early coffins and do not recur later-not at least until the Saite
period, when some of them were sporadically revived.
Other texts from the same source and of precisely the same nature constitute the
nucleus and the earliest recension of a collection of texts to which Egyptologists have
given the misleading name of the Book of the Dead. This is not really a book at
all, but a heterogeneous assemblage of funerary spells of various dates, including also
a few hymns to Re( and Osiris, selections from which were written on papyrus and
deposited in the tombs of most well-to-do Egyptians right down to the Roman period.
The number of spells (wrongly called 'chapters') contained in individual copies, and
the order in which they occur, vary greatly. The most complete' Books of the Dead'
belong to the Ptolemaic period, and count upwards of 150 spells, often embellished
with vignettes. Fine specimens of rather less extent emanate from the tombs of the
dignitaries of Dyn&. XVIII-XIX ; these are often admirably written and sumptuously
illustrated in colour. I t is thus convenient to distinguish three versions of the Book
of the Dead: (I) the Middle Kingdom version, principally found on the early coffins; Z
(2) the New Kingdom version, consisting of papyri dating from the Eighteenth to the
Twentieth Dynasties; 3 (3) the versions of the late period, from Dyn. XXlonwards.~
Other religious books, many of them very ancient, have survived only in copies
1 Standard edition, still incomplete, A. DE BUCK, The Egyptian Coffin Texts, in University IJ/ CAkaglJ,
Oriental Instilllte .Pullkafions, 3 vols., Chicago, 1935-47. See too P. LACAU, Sarcop/zag"11 anttrieurs au
nouvel empire, 2 vols., Cairo, 1904.,.0, in Catalogue glnlral aes anJUjuilis Igyptiennes au ",usle au Caire;
P. LACAU, Ttsles relz"gieus Igyptiens, in Realeil ae Travaux, vols. 26-34, also separately, Paris, 1910; besides
other publications oftess importance. The kind of writing employed for these texts may be seen
S. BIRCH,
Egyptian Texts 0/ Ike Earliesl Period/rum Ille Coffin of Amamtl ;n til' British Museum, London, 1886.
I Being gradually incQrporated into the work by DE BUCK cited in n. I.
, The chier works, mostly in need of completion and revision, are; E. NAVILLE, Dos ogyplisdl4
Tod/uzIN'" der XVIIL 6is XX. Dynastie, 3 vols., Berlin, 1886; E. A. WALLIS BUDG&, Tk BOfJk of llu
Dead: TIu Clw.pters. of coming/orlA lJy Day, 3 vols., London, 1898 (a later, rather fuller, re-edilion, 19 10);
ID., TIte BOOR of Ihe Dead, Facsimiles, &c., including complete text of the important papyrus of N u, London,
British Museum, 1899 j E. NAVILLE, TAe Funeral Papy,us of Iouiya, London, 1908; [E. SCHIAPARELLI],
RelaJionesu; 1a'lJOri dena Miss,:one . .. in Egilto, Turin, [1927,] vol. ii, pp. 33-63 (the papyrus of Kha<);
Catalogue 0/ Egyptian Religious Papy"; in tile BrilisA Museum, [Part] I, by A. W. SHORTER, London, 1938•
• The most famous of all is R. LEPSJUS,.Das TodtenIJuth de, Agypter, Leipzig, 1842.
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of Dyn. X I X and even later. Such are the Ritual of the Divine Cult,I the spe
accompanying the daily service performed in the temples of the gods, the most com
plete copies of which are found in the temple of Sethos I at A bydus. Of rather mo
limited extent is the Ritual of the Funerary Cult, the vignettes and texts of whic
are found in the tombs of many Theban nobles. 2 The tombs of the kings at Theb
bring to our knowledge four theological works of high importance: the Book ofwh
is in the Netherworld,3 often called the Am Duat, describing the strange regio
and inhabitants visited by the sun-god during his nocturnal journey underground fro
west to east; the Book of Gates ~ and the Book of Caverns/ two other treatis
dealing with the topography of the netherworld; and the so-called Litany of th
Sun.6 Of exceptional interest, though very corrupt, is an old magical text of whic
the most complete copies are found in the tombs of Sethos I and Ramesses III, r
eounting the Destruction of Mankind 7 by Re c, the sun-god, and the establishme
in the heavens of the celestial cow-goddess.
Hymns to the gods are found, not only in the Book of the Dead and o
sepulchral stelae or grave-stones,S but also elsewhere. Some curious hymns to th
snake-goddesses who were identified with the crowns of Pharaoh have been publishe
by Erman from a papyrus of Dyn. XVII-XVIII formerly in the possession
M. Golenischeff. \I Still earlier is a hymn to the crocodile-god Sobk (Greek Sucho
discovered in a tomb beneath the Ramesseum. 10 A hymn to the Nile is ancient, b
very corrupt. ll The hymns to Amen-Ret on papyri in Cairo 12 and Leyden 13 are

1 Definitive copies of the scenes and texts in A. M. CALVERLEY and M. F. BROOME, The Temple
King Sethos I at Abytios, vols. i, ii, London, Egypt Exploration Society and Chicago, University of Chica
Press, 1933-5. See too A. MORET~ Le Biluei tlu culte tlirJin journal;er en Egyp/e, Paris, 1902.
2 N. DE G. DAVIES, The Tomb oj Beklz-tni·Bit' at I'hebes, New York, Metropolitan Museum of A
1943, vol. ii, PIs. 96-IIO. Other versions t E. SCHIAPARELLI, Illibro tlei funerali tlegli an/leh; Egizian
3 vols., Turin, 1881-9 0 •
3 Earliest examples, P. BUCHER, Les Textes ties tom/Jes de Tlwutmosis III et d' AmblOphis II, vol. i,
Mimoires de l'Insti/ut Frat/fats d'Archiologie Orientale, Cairo, 1932. Versions from later tombs, E. LEFEBUR
Les HYpogtes royaux de Thebes, 3 parts, Paris, 1886-9, being Annales du Music Guimet, vols. 9 and 16.
4 CH. MAYSTRE and A. PIANKOFF, Le Livre des Portes, vol. i, in Mcmoins de I'Institut Franra
d'Arch(ologi'e Orientale, Cairo, 1939-46.
I A. PIANKOFF, Le Livre des Quererts, extracted from Bulletin de l'lnst:'tul Franrais d'Archlolog
II
NAVILLE, La Lilanie du Soleil, Leipzig, 1875.
Orientale, vols. 41-5, Cairo, 1946.
7 CH. MAYSTRE, Le Livre de la Vache du Ciel, in Bulletin de l'Institut Franrais d'Archiologie Oriental
40, 53-lIS; for the accompanying picture in the tomb of Sethos I seeJEA. 28, PI. 4.
8 Those on stelae are collected in SiUM HASSAN, Hymnes religieux tlu Moyen Empire, Cairo, 1928.
9 A. ERMAN, Hytnnen an das Diadem der Pharaonen, Berlin, 191 I, in Abhandlungen tier komgl. Preus
Akadetnie der Wissenschaften.
to Still unpublished.
11 G. MASPERO, Hymlle au Nil, Cairo, 1912, in Bibli'otneque dt/tude de I'Institut Franfat's d'Archeolog
Orientale. A damaged duplicate text with numerous divergences in P. Chester Bealty V, rt. I, 12-5,
published in A. H. GARDINER, Hieratt'c Papyri in the British. Museum, Third Series, PIs. 23-4. Londo
1935. An early Dyn. XVIII copy of the opening lines is on an unpublished writing-board now in th

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
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later date; the latter indeed belongs to the border-line of the period covered by this
book, as do also the wonderful hymns to the Aten lor Solar Disk inscribed in the tombs
of EI-Amarna and inspired by the heretic king Akhenaten (about 1373-1357 B.C.).
The stelae which all the larger collections of Egyptian antiquities possess in
hundreds must here be mentioned. 2 Some record merely the names and titles of
their dead owner and his relatives; but more frequently a stereotyped formula gives
expression to his desire for funerary offerings, and this formula is often expanded in
an interesting way, with adjurations to passers-by to recite the requisite words, or with
enumerations of the benefits hoped for in the life after death. Scraps of autobiography
or self·lauc1atory phrases are not infrequently appended. s Sometimes, as a1ready noted,
hymns to the gods take the place of the more usual texts.
The magical papyri in Turin, Leyden, and other collections are mostly later
than the Eighteenth Dynasty;' though many of them doubtless represent much older
archetypes. One collection of magical spells falls, however, well within our period;

A. MARlETTE, Les Papyrus Igyptltns du Musle de Boulaq, Cairo, 1871-2, II, 11-13.
Zeitschrift fur agyptische Sprache, 42t 12-42.
J N. DE G. DAVIES, Tlg Rock Tombs of El Amarna, especially vols. 4 and 6, in Archaeological Survey
of Egypt published by the Egypt Exploration Society, London, 1903-8. Mainly excerpted thence in a
convenient single volume, M. SANDMAN, Texts from the Time of Akhenaten (Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca, VIII),
Brussels, 1938.
t The principal publications are as follows.
Cairo: H. O. LANGE and H. SCHAFER, Grab· und
Denkst,ine des Mittleren Reichs, in Catalogue glnlral ...• du muste du Caire, 4 vols., Cairo, I 902-25. London:
Jiieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, ~c., in tlte Britisk Museum, 8 parts, London, I9II-39. Paris:
P. PIERRET, Recueil d'inscriptions inLdites du musee Igyptien du Lou'lJre, 2 parts, Paris, 1874-8; A. GAYET,
Muslt du Louvre: Steles de la XIIe Dynastit, in Bibliothlque de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes, Paris, 1886,;
A. MORET, Calalogut du Musee Gut'met, Galerie !gyptjenne, 2 vols., Paris, 1909. Brussels: L. SPELEERS,
Recueil des inscriptions tgyptiennes des MUIles Royaux du Cinquantenaire aBruxelles, Brussels, 1923. Berlin:
if'gyptische Ins,hrijten aus den kontKlkhen Museen zu Berlin, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1913-14. Vienna: W. WRE
SZINSKJ, A'gyp#sche InsdznJten aus dem k. k. Hofmuseum in Wien, Leipzig, 1906. Various German and Swiss
Museums: Agyptiscke Grabsttine und Denksteine, vol. i. Karlsruhe, Mulhausen, Strassburg, Stuttgart, by
W. SPIEGELBERG and B. PORTNER; vol. ii. Mundten, by K. DYROFF and B. PORTNER; vol. iii. Bonn,
Darmstadt, Frankfurt a. M., Gen!, NeucMtel, by A. WIEDEMANN and B. PORTNER; Strassburg, 1902-6.
Leyden: P. A. A. BOESER, Beschreibung der ligyptischelz Sammlung in Leiden: Die Denkmiiler der Zeil
zwisdzen dem alten und mittleren Reich ultd des mittleren Retches.' erste Abte£lung, Stelen, The Hague, 1909.
Copenhagen: M. MOGENSEN, Inscriptions hitroxl,yphiques du musle national de Cop'mhague, Copenhagen,
1918; O. KOEFOED-PETERSEN, Les Stiks igyptiennes, being Publtcations de la Glyptothlque AY Carlsberg,
No. I, Copenhagen,J948. Stockholm: M. MOGENSEN, StNes Igyp#ennes au musle national de Stockholm,
Copenhagen, 1919. Berkeley (Univ. of California): H. F. LUTZ, Egyptian Tomb SIdes and Offering Stones,
Leipzig, 1927. The stelae of many other museums, in Ita1y, Russia, &c., have likewise been published, but
it has been necessary to confine this note to publications of primary importance. Two valuable works not
restricted to any single collection are D. DUNHAM, Naga-cd-Dlt' stelae ofthe First Intermediate Period, Boston
(Museum of Fine Arts). 1937; J. J. CLERE and J. VANDlER, Textcs de la premiere pin'ode intermtdiaire el
de la XIltNe Dynastie (Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca, X) Brussels, 1948.
S J. JANSSEN, De traditioneele Egyptische autiJbiograjie w&r hel nieuwe rijk, z vols., Leyden, 1946 .
.{ Magical fragments of the late Middle Kingdom exist in the still unpublished Ramesseum papyri.
Others written in Dyn. XIX belong to the Chester Beatty papyri referred to above, p. 20, n. II.
It
11
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it contains spells for the protection of mothers and their children. 1 It was the common
belief that the dead could exercise a potent influence upon the fortunes of the Ii ving
for good or evil; hence the letters addressed to deceased parents and other relative
which have been found upon earthenware vessels deposited in the tombs. 2 Likewise
inscribed upon pots are denunciations of various foreign chieftains and others deemed
hostile to Egypt; 3 and a fresh series of similar character has been discovered written
upon actual i·mages of the enemies in question.4,

§ 14. Secular non-literary documents. Out of the practice of magic arose
the science of medicine; some important medical papyri have survived. s The oldes
pages, dating from the end of Dyn. XII, were found at Illahun (wrongly known as
Kahan) and deal with gynaecological cases; 6 from the same place came fragments o
a veterinary pflpyrus. 7 Far surpassing these in both size and interest are two magni
ficent manuscripts written at the beginning of Dyn. XVI I I: the Ebers papyrus 8 give
instruction in the treatment of many maladies, besides describing the heart's action
and explaining various medical terms; the Edwin Smith papyrus" is mainly concerned
with wounds, but adds on the verso a number of magical and medical prescriptions o
sundry kinds. Later than these is a well-preserved papyrus 10 showing marked affinity
to the Ebers. To be assigned to the Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasty are severa
other manuscripts 11 of which the archetypes were certainly many centuries earlier
This class of composition presents serious difficulties owing to the technical nature o
its subject-matter; further obstacles to comprehension are the many unidentifiable
names of drugs and diseases, not to speak of the probability of textual corruptions.

1 A. ERMAN, Zauuersprliche fur Mutter und Kind, in Auhand/ungen der konigl. Preuss. Akademie de
Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1901.
S A. H. GARDINER and K. SETHE, Egyptian Leiters to the Dead, London (Egypt Exploration Society)
1928. Other examples found later,/EA. 16, 19-22; 20, 157-69.
3 K. SF-THE, Die Achtung feindlicher FiJrsten, VOlker und Dinge auf alliigyptischen Tongifassscherben de
Mittleren Reiches, in Abhandlungen der Preuss. Akademie tier Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1926.
4 G. POSENER, Princes et pays d'Asi'e et de Nubie, Brussels, 1940.
ii Convenient editions of the main texts by \V. Wreszinski.
General characterization, see H. GRAPOW
Untersuchungen iiber die altligyplischen medizini'schen Papyri, Leipzig, 1935. Many details have been dis
cussed by such scholars as V. Loret, F. von Oefele, B. Ebbell J and W. R. Dawson.
• F. LL. GRIFFITH, Hieratic Papyn'from Kahun and Gurob, London, 1898, PIs. 5-6.
7 OJ. dt., PI. 7,
The unpublished Ramesseum papyri (Dyn. XIII) contain fragments of three more
medical texts, only one of which, however, shows any degree of completeness.
8 G. EBERS, Papyros Ebers, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1875.
Transcription of the whole into hieroglyphic
\V WRESZINSKI, Del" Papyrus Ebers, Leipzig. 1913.
II J. H. BREASTED, The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, 2 vols., Chicago, 1930.
10 G. A. REISNER, The Hearst Medical Papyrus, Leipzig, 1905; transcribed in 'W. "VRESZINSKI, Dc
Londoner medizinische Papyrus und tier Papyrus Hearst, Leipzig, 19 r 2.
11 The largest are the London text published by \Vreszinski (op. cit.) and one in Berlin edited in his
work Der grosse t1udizinische Papyrus des Berliner Museums, Leipzig, 19°9. Other more fragmentary
examples in A. H. GARDINER, Hieratli: .Papyri in 1M British Museum, Third Series, London, 1935,
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Several works on mathematics have been found; the two most important are
the Rhind papyrus in the British Museum 1 and another in the Moscow collection. 2
The problems dealt with are all of a purely practical order, but in some cases involve
a considerable degree of know1edge.
A lexicographical book emanating from the already-mentioned Ramesseum
find contained lists of birds, animals, cereals, parts of an ox, geographical names, and
the like, but the earlier portions are very fragmentary.s
The legal documents which have been preserved are less numerous than one
might have expected. Some wil1s were discovered among the Illaht1n papyri, as well
as deeds of sale, census-lists, &c." From the neighbouring site of Medinet Ghurib
come several agreements concerning the work of certain female slaves, together with
the proces-verbal of a lawsuit connected with the same subject. 5 A more obscure
document in which a fema1e slave plays a prominent part 6 is interesting for its legal
form and terminology, agreeing with those of a highly important stela discovered at
Karnak more than twenty years ago, but unfortunately still unpublished; T this records
the sale of the office of mayor at EI-Kib under an obscure king of Dyn. XVII. The
only other proces-verbal of a lawsuit falling within our period dates from the reign of
Tuthmosis IV and is very fragmentary.8 A long inscription in a tomb at AsyCtt (early
Dyn. XI I) records the arrangements made with the local priesthood for periodic
funerary offerings to be made on behalf of the tomb-o'Wner after his death, the text
being set forth in a number of paragi"aphs well illustrating the character given to
written contracts at this period. 9
Of high importance for our know1edge of the administration of Egypt are a
long inscription of Dyn. X V I I I setting forth the duties of the vizier and a comple
mentary text recording the advice given to the vizier 10 on the occasion of his appoint
ment by the Pharaoh. l l Earlier than the phase of the language covered by this book
are the royal decrees, dating from the Old Kingdom, conferring upon the staffs of
1 T. E. PEET, The Rlzi"tlMutJumatical Papyrus, London, 1923; A. B. CHACE, TIz~ Rlzi"d Mathemahtal
Papyrus, 2 vols., Oberlin, Ohio, 1927.
t W. W. STRUVE, Matlzemati's(lzer PaPJ'f'Us des staat/idle" Museums der sdziJ'n~n Kunsle ,'n MosRall,
Berlin, 1930; see too Andent EgyPt, 19 1 7, 100,.-2; JEA. IS, 167-85. Fragments of similar treatises,
GRIFFITH, op. cit., PI. 8; ZeitscArlftfii' agypnsche Spache, 38, 135-40; 40, 65-6.
I A. H. GARDINER, Ancient Egypnan Onomastica, 3 vols., Oxford, 1947; the Ramesseum Onomasticon,
vol. i, pp. 6-23; vol. iii, PIs. 1-6.
Co GRIFFITH, op. cit.
r; Zeitselmlt fiir aOpnsche Sprache, 43. 27-45
II P. C. SMITHER, The Report conc~rnillg the Slave-girl Sinkt, inJEA. 34, 31-4.
'I Caito 52453, see Bulletin de PInslitut Franfais d'ArdzloJogU Orlentak, 30, 891.
• P. Mook, see Zeitschriftfor dgypliscM Sprathe, 63, 105-15.
I F. LL. GRIFFITH, The Inscnpti'ons of Siul and Db Rlfth, London, 18891 PIs. 6-8; translation ana
discussion by G. Reisner, JEA. 5, 79-98.
11? N. DE G. DAVIES, The Tomb of RtRh-mi-Rlr at Thou, two vols., New York (Metropolitan Museum of
Art), 1943 j the texts, vol. ii, PIs. 26-8, II9-22; translation, vol. it pp. 88-94
11 Op. dt., the texts, vol. ii, PIs. 14-15, U6-I8; translation, vol. i, pp. 84-8.
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various temples 1 immunity from external interference. Dispatches passing between
the Capital and certain officials stationed in the fortresses of the Second Catarac
throw light upon sides of Egyptian official life not illustrated elsewhere.' Many frag
ments of account-books and the like have been found, the most interesting being a
journal detailing the distributions of food made at the court of a king Sebkl)otpe o
Dyn. XIII,3 the records of a royal dockyard of the time of Tuthmosis III;· and some
apparently related accounts on two papyri at Leningrad 5 and on two others in the
Louvre.'
A large number of private letters exist, some dating back as far as Dyn. V l
The finest of al1, still unpublished, were discovered by H. Winlock in a Dyn. XI tomb
at Thebes and deal with the agricultural and domestic interests of one Be~anakhte
and various associates and relatives of his. T Many more come from IllahOn and belong
to the s~cond half of Dyn. XII.' Curiously few letters of Dyn. XVIII have come to
hand, but a series of six, all centring round the person of a scribe named (Ahmose, wel
illustrate the epistolary style of the period. s
Turning now to historical records 10 of one kind and another, the earliesr o
these are the private autobiographies from the tombs and the royal decrees jus
mentioned; of great interest also are the inscriptions 1eft by the leaders of expedition
to distant mines or quarries such as those of Sinai 11 and the Wady Bammamat. 12 I
is not until the end of Dyn. X I I that official monuments with historical texts really

R. \VEILL, Les Dlerels royaux de ranaen empire Igyptten, Paris, 1912. Additional examples, edited by
W. C. HAYES, seeJEA. 3 2 , 3-23.
2 P. C. SMITHER, The Semnalz Dispatches, loco cit., 31, 3-10.
II A. MARIETTE, us Papyrus /gyptiens du Musle de Bou/aq, 2 vols., Paris, 187I-2: No. 18, completely
transcribed. with commentary by A. SCHARFF in ZeilsckrtJt fur agypti'sclte Spracne, 57, 51-72, and aut()o
graphed pages 1-24**.
' Ed.ited by S. R. K. GLANVILLE in op. cit., 66, 105-21; 68, 7-41.
fi On the (so-called) verso of Pap. Leningrad 1116 A and B in the publication cited below p. 24tl, n. 4
II Pap. Louvre }226, published in H. BRUGSCH, 'I7tesaurus Inscriptionum aegyptiacarum, Leipzig
1883-91 (vol. v), I079-III8.
7 Sole consecutive account as yet, Bulktin of the Melr%/#an Museum of Art: The Egyptian Expedition
1921-1922, pp. 3 6 -49.
• GRIFFITH, Hteratic Papyri from Kaltun and Gurob, PIs. 27-37. From later finds, A. SCHARFF
Briefe aus Illahun, in Zeilsehriftfiir agypliscM Sprcuhe, 591 20-51, and autographed pages 1-12.
• Those in the Louvre edited by T. E. Peet in JEA. IZ, 70-4, those in the British Museum by
S. R. K. Glanville,JEA. 14, Z94-312.
10 A convenient but incomplete collection of the texts, Urkunden des iigyptischen AlJertums lterausgegekn
von Georg Steindor/!; the historical texts edited by K. SETHE: Abt. I, Urkunden dls aiten Reiches, 2nd ed.
Leipzig, 193z-3; Abl. IV, UrRunden del" J8. Dynastie (4 vols. to end Tuthmosis III), Leipzig, 1906-9
(voL i, 2nd ed., 1930); Abt. VII, Vrkundtn des mittleren Reiches, one part only, 1933. For Dyn. XI, see
above, p. 2J, n. 2, end. Many pieces are given also in the reading-books of K. Selhe and A. de Buck
(p. r8, top). For translations see J. H. BREASTED, Anaent Records of Egypt,s vols., Chicago, 1906-7.
11 A. H. GARDINER and T. E. PEET, TIte Insmplions of Sinai, Part 1', London (Egypt Exploration
Fund), 1917; a revised and enlarged edition is being prepared by J. Cerny.
12 J. COpYAT and P. MONTET, inscriptions hiiroglyphi'ltlts et hilrati'ltles du Ouad; Hammtfmat, in
Mlm();res . ••• de I'Institut Fran{ats d'AnM%gie Ortentale du Caire, 2 vols., Cairo, 1912-13;
1
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begin; among the oldest are some boundary-stones erected by Sesostris I I I at Semnah
in the Second Cataract. In Dyn. XVIII such monuments become frequent; they
record either warlike campaigns or the dedication of great buildings to the gods;
particularly valuable are the many texts of the kind which Tuthmosis I I I caused to be
placed in the temple of Karnak.
§ 15. The literature of the early periods. 1 Several stories have been
preserved to us from the Middle Kingdom. The masterpiece is the tale of Sinuhe,2
an official at the court of Ammenemes I, who, overhearing the news of the murder of
that king, fled away in panic to Palestine; there he rose to a position of great influence,
but in old age was overcome by longing for his Egyptian home; his pardon and return
to the royal palace are recounted with great vivacity and humour. Another book tells
how a peasant of the Wady Natrtln, the oasis nearest to Egypt, is robbed of his asses
whilst on his way to that 1and; he complains to the high steward of the king, and with
such eloquence, that the high steward is ordered to detain him and to make him talk;
in the end the peasant's petitions are reported to the king and the wrong inflicted is
made good. 3 The romance of travel finds expression for the first time in the story of
a shipwrecked sailor who is cast upon a wonderful island where a kindly serpent holds
sway.' Of more popular character is an unfortunately mutilated book of tales relating
wonderful events which happened in the reigns of the Pharaohs Djoser, Nebka,
Snofru, and Cheops; the last tale of the four contains a legend of the origin of the
Fifth Dynasty.''1 A fragment seems to deal with the fortunes of a cowherd who was
tempted in the marshes by a goddess in human shape.'
Didactic treatises containing wise maxims and proverbial truths were greatly
to the taste of the Egyptians. The· earliest complete example of such a sooyet or
, instruction' is ascribed to the vizier Ptal}l}otpe who lived' under Asosi of the Fifth
I See A. ERMAN, The Literature of the Awnt Egyptians, translat~d by A. M. Blackman, London,
1927; G. LEFEBVRE, Romans et Contls Igypliens, Paris, 1949; most of the texts mentioned below are
translated in one or both of these important books, so that no further references to them will be given.
Three stories have been translated also by B. Gunn in B. LEWIS, Land of Enchanters, London, 1948.
, A. H. GARDINER, .Die Ersahlung des Sinuhe und dte Hirlengeschichte, Leipzig, 1909, in Literarische
Texte des mittleren Reidzes, herausgegeben von A. Erman; also In., Notes on the Story of Sinuhe,.Paris, 1916.
The text also in A. M. BLACKMAN, Middle-Egyptian Ston"es, Part I (Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca, II), Brussels, 1932.
3 F. VOGELSANG and A. H. GARDINER, Die Klagen des Bauern, Leipzig, 1908, in Literarische Ttxte
des mittleren Reichu, herausgegeben von A. Erman; also F. VOGELSANG, Kommenfar zu den Klagen des
Battern, Leipzig, 1913, in K. SETHE, Untersuchungen zur Gesc1zzehte und Alterfumskunde Agyptens, vol. 6.
Translation by A. H. Gardiner inJEA. 9, 5-25.
4 [W. GOLiNISCHEFF], Les Papyrus hilratiques, Nos. IIIj, IlI6 A e/ IlI6 B de l'Ennitage Implrial a
St.-Pltersbourg, 1913, PIs. 1-8. Transcription, transiation J and notes by A. Erman in ZeitscluijtjiJriigypliscM
Naujragt, Cairo, 1912, in .Bibliotldque
Sprache, 43, 1-26; the text also W. GOLENISCHEFJi', Le Conte
d'ltude de l'Institut Franfazs d'Arch/ologii Orientale; A. M. BLACKMAN, op. a't., pp. 41-8.
I See A. ERMAN, .Di'e Miirchen des Papyrus Wes/car, Berlin, 1890, being Mittheilungen aus den Ori'enta
/i.sc/ten So.mmJungen, part S.
I Published in the book mentioned above in note 2.
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Dynasty, and contains advice, much of it unfortunately obscure, which migh
his son in his administrative career.l The same papyrus preserves the rem
similar counsels addressed by a vizier of the Third Dynasty to his children, o
one, named Kagemni, followed him in his high office. 2 A book that enjoyed im
popularity in the schools, but which has come down to us only in a late and imp
corrupt version, is the • Instruction of Akhtoy, the son of Duauf'; here the
trades and professions are reviewed, and the conclusion is drawn that the occ
of scribe alone confers dignity and staves off misery.3 Two kings left' instru
as a legacy to their successors; no book was more admired than the' Instruc
Ammenemes I', the literary testament of a Pharaoh of great achievements who a
in a dream to his successor Sesostris I and recounts the story of his assassinati
of the ingratitude with which his favours had been rewarded. 4 Of no less int
the advice given to his son and heir Merikare( by a Ninth Dynasty king whos
is lost; here much stress is laid on piety and reference is made to various hi
events.S The actual authorship of the various works above mentioned is of
open to doubt, the more so since the Egyptians' love of ancient attributions is
attested in the medical writings and the Book of the Dead.
A related group of texts is best described under the name of pessim
literature. This kind of literature seems to have sprung up under the in
of the catastrophes which overwhelmed Egypt at the close of the Sixth D
bringing in their train centuries of social upheaval and political disruption.
key-note is one sounded by the conservatives and aristocrats of all ages: wick
and misery are everywhere rife, and the poor have usurped the place of th
Such a book of laments is that of the prophet Ipuwer, who none the less seem
to descry the dawning of a happier day.s Another prophetic book predic
coming of king Ameny (i.e. Ammenemes I, the founder of Dyn. XII); the su
speaker is a sage of the time of Snofru (Dyn. IV) named Neferrol)u. 7 One K
perra(sonb, a priest of Heliopolis, is yet another critic of his own age, who n
voices his desire for original phraseology and new expressions wherewith to un

1 G. JiQUlER, Le Papy,us Prils, tt ses varian/es, Paris, 19II j E. DivAUD, Les Maximes de P
Fribourg, 1916.
2 Transcription and translation by A. H. Gardiner in JEA. 3 1 , 7(-4.
S H. BRUNNER, Die Lehrt dtS elttli, Soltnu dfS Duauf, in Agyptologische Fors&hung,,~ herau
von Alexander Scharff, Heft 13, GIUckstadl-Hamburg, 1944•
.. G. Mt\SPERO, Les Enseignements d'Amenemhaft Ier a son fils Sanouasrit pr, Cairo, I9I4, in Bibl
d'uude de J'lnstitut Franrais d'Arcmologz"e Orientale; A. VOLTEN, Zwei altiigyp/i'sche politt."sche Sch
Analteta Aegypliaca, vol. iv, Copenhagen, 1945, pp. 82-128. See too the article by B. Gunn inJEA.
15 Pap. Leningrad I1I6 A, recto, [W. GOLlfNISCHEFFI, op. cit., PIs. 9-14, Suppl. A-C; A. VOLTEN
PP.3-8r. Also translated by A. H. Gardiner inJEA. I, 20-36.
6 A. H. GARDINER, The Admonitions ofan Egyptian Sage, Leipzig, 1909.
; Pap. Leningrad 1II6B, recto, see [W. GOLl1NISCHEFF], 01'. cit., Pis. 23-5, SuppJ. C-D. Tr
by A. H. Gardiner inJEA. I, 100-6.
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his troubled heart.l A composition of a very unusual type is the dialogue between
a man weary of life and his own soul; 2 in stanzas of considerable beauty the man
describes his disgust at the world he lives in and his longing for death, but he is
haunted by the fear lest in seeking a voluntary death he may be deserted by his soul;
the arguments on both sides are full of obscurity, but the soul appears to give way in
the end, won over by the man's plea that the dead have power, like gods, to chastise
the evil of the world they have left.
Of secular poetry little remains. Some hymns to Sesostris I I I a well illustrate
the use of the refrain and the penchant felt by the Egyptian writers for a rhythmical
parallelism of members. Music and ~;ong were the regular accompaniment of every
banquet, but the legends written be~jide the figures sculptured on the tonlb-walls
seldom give more than the opening words. In the tomb of Neferl)otpe at Thebes
a harper urges his Hsteners to eat, drink, and be merry, for death is the common lot
and none may tell what lies beyond.~ On the opposite wall such cynicism is sternly
rebuked: r, is not the West the universal home, where all may find rest and where
wrangling is no more? The Nineteenth Dynasty has bequeathed to us some tender
little love-songs; 6 of these a few may well belong to the Middle Kingdom.
To sum up, what has survived to us from the literature of Early Egypt is but
a small selection of fortuitous samples. We are fortunate enough to possess a few
of those writings by which the Egyptians themselves laid most store; but the study
of other books of which we have but single copies, and which may therefore be
conjectured to have enjoyed less celebrity, shows that the ancient taste differed
considerably from our own, and that possibly many works in which we could find
real poetic beauty have been lost through lack of appreciation at the time they were
written. The best characteristics of Egyptian literary art are its directness, its love
of the picturesque, and its sense of humour; the worst defects are a leaning towards
bombast, a monotony in the metaphors used, and a very limited range of sentiment.
The impression with which we are left is that of a pleasure-loving people, gay,
artistic, and sharp-witted, but lacking in depth of feeling and in idealism.
British Museum 5645, published as an appendix in A. H. GARDINER, Adm()nitions, see above, n. 6.
A. ERMAN, Gesprach cines Lebensmiiden mil seiner Seeie, in Abhandlungen der klinigl. preuss. Akademie
der Wissenscha/ttn,.Berlin, 1896; A. SCHARFF, Der Bertchl uber das Strlitgespradt tines LebensmiJden mit
seiner Seele, in Silzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie tier Wissenscha/ten, Munich, 1937. For the con
clusion see the article by H. Junker in Anuiger der phil.-hist. Klaue der (jsterretchischen Akademie der
Wissenscha/tcn, 1948, Nr. 17.
:l F. LL. GRIFFITH, Hierattc Papyri/rom Kahun and Curo", London, 1898, Pis. 1-3.
4 For this and other such poems see now M. LICHTHEIM, The S()ngs of th, Harpers, inJ()urnal of Nca,
Eastern Studies, iv. 178-212.
i A. H. GARDINER, In Praise of Death, in Pr()ceedings of lhe Society of Biblical Arduuology, 35, 165-9
e W. MAX MULLER, op. cit. Important new examples in A. H. GARDINER, The Chester Beatty Papyri,
No. I, London, 193 1 , ch. 3.
I
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EXTRACTS ADAPTED FROM ORIGINAL EGYPTIAN TEX
AND USED AS READING-LESSONS
Funerary wishes from the tomb of Ameneml;let. Th. T. S. i. PI. 27..
From the Poetical Stela of Tuthmosis III. Urk. iv. 61 I.
From the autobiography of the vizier Rekhmere c•

620.

A'-z. 60,

.

69 .

From the funerary stela Louvre C 172. SHARPE, Eg. Inscriptions, i. 82.
From the stela of Tjetji, Brit. Mus. 614. YEA. 17, PI. 8.
Funerary wishes from the tomb of Ameneml;let. Th. T. S. i. P1. 27..
From the stela of Nebipusenwosret, Brit. Mus.

101.

J EA.

'21,

PI.

1.

From the accounts of the Royal Court, P. Boul. X V I I I, 3 I. Own copy,
liz. 57,58.
Legend accompanying a scene of foreigners bringing tribute to the viz
Rekhmere c. U,'k. iVa 1098-9.
From the archives of the temple of Illaht1n. MOLL. HL. i. p. 18.

Beginning of Chapter 30 B of the Book of the Dead as found on heart scara
From the papyrus of N u in the British Museum.

From the hymn to Re( on a door-jamb from the tomb of the general 1:1 are m l
Brit. Mus. 552. Hieroglypltic Texts, viii. PI. 27. .
Autobiographical text from the stela of Beb, Leyden V 88. BOESER, ii. 10.
From the precepts ascribed to the vizier Ptal:tl;lotpe. P. Brit. Mus.
(1-14 = [DtvAUD], Pt. 264-74. .

1050 9

Inscription 011 a rock in the island of Sehel in the First Cataract. Urk. iv. 81 4From the medical Papyrus Ebers, 78,

6-10.

From the stela of Sesostris III at Semnah. Berl. A"I. i. p. 257.
F rom the tale of the Eloquent Peasant, B

1,

82-6.

.

From rules given to the vizier for the administration of his office,
Rekhm., PIs. 2-3.
Hymn to the White Crown of Upper Egypt.

ERM.

Hymn.

NEWBERR

1,1-2, I.

From the autobiography of the sailor (Al;lmose. Urk. iv. 6-7. .
From the book of tales relating to the

SOl1S

of Cheops. Westc. 9,
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LESSON I
§ 16. Direction of writing.-Hieroglyphic inscriptions consist of rows
of miniature pictures arranged in vertical columns or horizontal lines. These
columns or lines, as well as the individual signs within them, read usually
from right to left, but more seldom, and then only for special reasons, from
left to right. In spite of the preference shown by the Egyptians for the direction
from right to left, that from left to right has been adopted in modern printed
books on grounds of practical convenience.
The signs that represent persons, animals, and birds, as well as other signs
that have fronts and backs, almost always face the beginning of the inscription
in which they occur, so that the direction in which this is to be read is but rarely in
doubt. l For example, the words ~}Jft~j'h1l=~="}Jft must be read from left to
right because the birds, men, kid, and basket with handle all face toward the left.
Upper has precedence over lower, both as regards lines of hieroglyphs and
as regards the signs within the lines. Thus in the word ~~~.:: the order of
the signs is ~ -I- ~ + -I- 0 -I- ~ + -- +-
Here is a short inscription written in all four possible ways. The arrows
show the direction in which the writing is to be read in each case; the letters
give the order of the lines; the numbers indicate the sequence of the individual
signs.
<:>

B~A

21
'2.~
~
C
S

~~~~

~~B
~ d 1 ,,.

~~. ~

,.~
6

~

+-

~~!~A

~01'~~B
!
C:2.~

~

A~~~~
Blrr'110
~i~
~.d2.~

Note the effort that is made to arrange the hieroglyphs symmetrically and
without leaving unsightly gaps. Observe, further, that no divisions are marked
between the individual words.

§ 17. Phonograms or sound-signs (§ 6, 2) are of three kinds:
Uniliteral or alphabetic signs, representing single consonants.
Exx. --I; <:> r.
2. Biliteral signs, or combinations of two consonants.
Exx. E j m + n (or
more briefly mn); ["J p + r (pr). See below, § 3 I.
3. Triliteral signs, or combinations of three consonants. Exx. ~ n +1+ r
(nlr); ~ !z+ t +P (!ztp). See below, § 42.
These three kinds of phonograms will receive detailed consideration in turn.
The most important, as being the most frequent of occurrence, are the uniliteral
or alphabetic signs (§ 18).
I.
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I Exceptions occur
in vertical columns,
but affect only the
order of these, not
the signs within them;
exx. P. Kak. 7; MAR.
Karn. 16; Rekk. 2. 9.
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§ 18. The alphabet 1 is shown in the adjoining table (p. 27). How the
Egyptians named their letters is unknown; the student will find it convenient to
refer to them in terms, partly of the sounds which they approximately represent
(column 4 of the table), partly of the objects which they depict (column 3); thus
- is called 'bolt s'; -. is 'n'; ~ is ' the vulture'.
F or transliteration into English writing, the symbols given in the second
column should be used; these are our own letters differentiated by diacritical
points or marks wherever the sounds to be indicated are unknown to English or
would there have to be represented by more than one letter.
The remarks in column 5 should be carefully read, though the comparisons
with Hebrew and Arabic letters will be of interest only to students acquainted
with Semitic languages.

§ 19. On transliteration. 2-As in other languages, words in Egyptian

were made up of sounds partly consonantal and partly vocalic; but, as explained
in the Introduction (§ 7), hieroglyphic writing consistently ignored and omitted
the vowels. Thus the two signs }r might in effect represent was, wes, ews,
awsa or any other combinations of vowels with w + s which the language per
mitted. Since we are thus as a rule ignorant of the actual pronunciation of
early Egyptian words, the only mode of transliteration that can be regarded as
strictly scientific is a mode which renders the consonants alone; therefore in
most recent books on hieroglyphs }r will be found transliterated simply ws,
without reference to the particular vocalization attaching to those consonants in
each individual word.
A little practice will accustom the serious student even to such uncouth
transliterations as (mr, rgl, wiJ, or rl; but since he will need sometimes to refer
orally to the words thus rendered into modern written characters, a convenient
method of pronunciation must also be devised. The course usually adopted is
to use the English vowel e in every case except where the consonants I and r
occur; in those two cases a (pronounced as in French) is substituted for e.
Thus the following pronunciations are obtained: men for mn, djed for id, sedjem
for sim, 1Zffrct for l1/rt; but (zena for {mr, adja for ril, weya for wb and aa for r,.
Individual teachers have their own methods of pronunciation, but the method
just described is probably as good as any, and is recommended here. In order to
help the beginner, vocalized transliterations of the kind just indicated have been
added to the purely consonantal transliterations in the vocabularies accompany
ing the first two lessons. Thus'! bt (" chet") thing' must be understood as
meaning that the Egyptian word !, having the signification 'thing', is to be
transliterated in writing as ~t, but may be pronounced conventionally 'chet',
with' ch ' as in Scotch' loch " see the alphabet, column 4. But it must never be
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SIGN

TRANS
LITERATION

OBJECT DEPICTED

APPROXIMATE SOUND-VALUE

REMARKS

~

I

Egyptian vnlture

fhe glottal stop heard at the commence
ment of German words beginning with
a vowel, ex. der Adler.

1corresponds to Hebrew ~ 'dlepk and t
Arabic i 'alif hamzatum_

~

t

nsually consonantal),; at the beginning
of words sometimes identical with 1.

!corresponds to Hebrew' yodh, Arabi
t..S yd.
1used under specific conditions in the la!
syllable of words, see § 20.

(l)~~

»

(2)\\

....-LJ

}

Y

flowering reed
1(1) two reed-flowers
(2) oblique strokes

!

)'

r

forearm

W

quail chick

w

a guttural sonnd unknown to English

J

b

foot

b

0

P

stool

P

1corresponds to

Hebrew r rayin, Arabi

train.

~

f

~

m

owl

m

1t

water

n

<=>

r

mouth

r

I

ru

h

reed shelter in field,

k as in English

1corresponds to

~

It

wick of twisted flax

emphatic k

corresponds to Arabic

C (ta.

®

IJ

placenta (?)

like ek in Scotch lock

corresponds to Arabic

t

-

II

e=:=
~

(2)r
1

=

s
S

homed viper

animal's belly with teats

1(I)
bolt
(2) folded cloth
pool

LJ

.,fo

hill-slope

<::::::A>

k

basket with handle

ill

g
t

stand for jar

f
d

tethering rope

d

snake

a
~

c:::::::,

~

loaf

hand

f

1corresponds to Hebrew J nun, but als
to Hebrew" lamedk.

corresponds to Hebrew , resk, mor
rarely to Hebrew" /timedk.

perhaps like ,k in German ick

Hebrew

11

ke, Arabic

kti.

! IJ,

!la.

interchanging early with
~
in certain words.

=

1,laterwit

loriginally two separate sounds: (I);
mnch like our Z; (2) I, unvoiced s.
early hardly different from.....,. IJ.

s
sk
backward k; rather like our q in queen

1corresponds to
"j l;iij.

Hebrew i' qoph, Arabi,

{corresponds to Hebrew ~ kapk, Arabi c
~ktif. Written #C7 in hieratic.

k

hardg

t
originally tsh (lor ti)

I

during Middle Kingdom persists in som
words, in others is replaced by Q t.

d

originally dj and also a dull emphatic s
(Hebrew ~)

1words,
during Middle Kingdom persists in som
in others is replaced by c= d.

OBS. Later alternative forms are ~ for w, = for m, 'r:;/ for n, and ~ for t. Of these, ~ arose from an
abbreviated form of } in Middle Kingdom hieratic, so that it appears in our transcriptions of hieratic
texts belonging to a time when ~ was not yet written in hieroglyphic; 2 = and ~ originate in the
biliteral signs for im 3 and ti respectively, while 'r:;/ is taken from the word nt 'crown of Lower Egypt ',4
Note also that 'h is used for g in a few old words.
I The form ClCl usually employed in printed books is not found on the monuments until a quite late period; early detailed forms are
E'3I and 1IIlIlIIIIIIIl.
I Az. 29,47.
S As m not before Tuthmosis I, Az. 35, 170.
• Already sporadically as n from
a.rly XII Dyn., ex. PETRIE, Gizek and Rifeh 13g.
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

1 See SETHE, AI
p"abll Ilnd the Sign
list at the end of this
book.

§ 18. The alphabet 1 is shown in the adjoining table (p. 27). How the
Egyptians named their letters is unknown; the student will find it convenient to
refer to them in terms, partly of the sounds which they approximately represent
(column 4 of the table), partly of the objects which they depict (column 3); thus
- is called' bolt s'; - is 'n'; ~ is ' the vulture '.
For transliteration into English writing, the symbols given in the second
column should be used; these are our own letters differentiated by diacritical
points or marks wherever the sounds to be indicated are unknown to English or
would there have to be represented by more than one letter.
The remarks in column 5 should be carefully read, though the comparisons
with Hebrew and Arabic letters will be of interest only to students acquainted
with Semitic languages.

AZ.

§ 19. On transliteration. 2-As in other languages, words in Egyptian
were made up of sounds partly consonantal and partly vocalic; but, as explained
in the Introduction (§ 7), hieroglyphic writing consistently ignored and omitted
the vowels. Thus the two signs }~ might in effect represent was, wes, ews,
awsa or any other combinations of vowels with w + s which the language per
mitted. Since we are thus as a rule ignorant of the actual pronunciation of
early Egyptian words, the only mode of transliteration that can be regarded as
strictly scientific is a mode which renders the consonants alone; therefore in
most recent books on hieroglyphs }~ will be found transliterated simply ws,
without reference to the particular vocalization attaching to those consonants in
each individual word.
A little practice will accustom the serious student even to such uncouth
transliterations as (mr, r(/I, wil, or rl; but since he will need sometimes to refer
orally to the words thus rendered into modern written characters, a convenient
method of pronunciation must also be devised. The course usually adopted is
to use the EngHsh vowel e in every case except where the consonants I and r
occur; in those two cases a (pronounced as in French) is substituted for e.
Thus the following pronunciations are obtained: men for mn, d/ed for tid, sed/em
for stint, nfjret for nfrt; but (ulla for ~llr, ad/a for rtil, weya for wiJ and aa for rl.
Individual teachers have their own methods of pronunciation, but the method
just described is probably as good as any, and is recommended here. In order to
help the beginner, vocalized transliterations of the kind just indicated have been
added to the purely consonantal transliterations in the vocabularies accompany
ing the first two lessons. Thus' ~ IJt (" chet") thing' must be understood as
meaning that the Egyptian word !, having the signification' thing', is to be
transliterated in writing as
but may be pronounced conventionally' chet "
with' ch' as in Scotch' loch " see the alphabet, column 4. But £t must never be

I

62.

See

340 51

ot,
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SEMI-VOWELS AND WEAK CONSONANTS

§ 20

matical endings, though full writings might there have appeared indispensable
for the avoidance of ambiguity. For example: ~} ddw means' speaking',
a masculine participle, but this is very often written summarily as ~ tid; the
same writing ~ tid is also, however, the proper form of the infinitive tid' to say'.
Here we touch upon one of the principal sources of difficulty in the inter
pretation of Egyptian texts. Summary writings are so much commoner than full
ones, that grammatical distinctions are obliterated and become a mere matter
of inference. When, in a given context, the beginner is told that a form written
tid is to be understood as ddw, he should take this assertion on trust until such
time as he is able to appreciate or criticize the reasons which prompted it.
~ is transliterated i because it seems, from the start, to have possessed two
sound-values in Egyptian: I,y or i like \ )Iodh in Hebrew, ex. ~-nn irlt'moon',
Hebrew CI~, Coptic IO~; 2, I, ex. ink, 'I', Hebrew \~jtt, sometimes written ~:: in
the Pyramid Texts.
~ Q y is barely found as initial letter in Middle Egyptian except in the inter
jection QH.I'I ylt 'hey' (§ 258).1 Elsewhere it is employed only in grammatical
endings corresponding to ii or simply i in Old Egyptian. Whereas ~ ~ can occur
either as last letter or as last but one, exx. rnasc. ':-Q Qmry 'beloved', fern. ':-QQ ""
mryt, \\ (less often II) can occupy only the last place; 2 there it has the value y of
t, which it sometimes replaces, ex. !.~@ .[h-ty 'Djerty' (a town), Dyn. XVII I
for ~J~@ [Jrti,3 Dyn. XI. For the origin of \\ see § 73, 4.
~ J and c:::> r may be termed weak consonants, since they are very
susceptible of change or omission; both tend to be replaced in writing by Q i.
21. Absence of the artic1e.-Old and Middle Egyptian dispense, as
a rule, with any equivalent of the English article, whether definite or indefinite.
Thus:: rn may be rendered, according to the demands of the context, by 'the
name', 'a name', or simply 'name'.
ORS. For Egyptian equivalents ofboth articles, appearing first in Middle Egyptian
and becoming regular only in Late Egyptian, see below, §§ IIZ end; 26z, I.

EXERCISE I
(a) Learn and write out from memory, both in hieroglyphs and in tralts
literation, the following words:

~ m (' em ') I, in; 2, by means of, with (of instrument); 3, from, out of.
n (' en ') I, to, for (in sense of dative); 2, to (of direction, only to persons).
c::::::::> r (' er ') I, to, into, towards (of direction towards things); 2, in respect of.
JW.HM

~ pn (' pen ') this m(aSCUline)}

c::::::.

tlt (' ten ') this, f(eminine)

.
follows 1ts noun.
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IInym'sea',Onom.
i. 162*, JI is 'group
writing', § 60.
2

An obscnre excep

tion, § J 77.
S TiJd, pI. 22. Sim.
'fwny for ea rlier 'lwltt,

Cairo

20001.
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

'C7'l~~ ky ('key') other, another, m.)
'C7'l

.
precedes Its noun.

kt (' ket ') other, another, f.

a

~~

zm (' yem ') there, therein, therewith, therefrom.

J} bw (' bew ') place, m., singular only.
~ !;t (' chet ') thing, f.

~~ Pt!t (' Ptel) ') Ptah, name of the god of Memphis.
~}

=::

zw (' yew') is, are.
rn (' ren ') name, m.

~ tid (' djed ') say, speak.

~= !tn( (' l)ena ') together with.
(b) Wrz'te z'n hz'eroglyphs the Jollowz'ng combz'natz'ons

of letters:

(N.B. Here and elsewhere the student should conform to Egyptian usage with its
preference for a symmetrical arrangement of the signs (§ 16). The individual words will,
however, best be kept separate, contrary to the practice of the monuments.)

hn, (rip, gr!t, iff, ptr, my, snb, !Jrd, b!;. wil, tis/, ipnd, ptpt, wfb, fsm.
(c) Translate into Egyptian, addz'ng transl£terations to the hieroglyphs:
(N.B. The words are to be translated in the order of the English, unless a different
order is indicated by small numerals before the words, or unless instructions to the contrary
have been given in the Lessons or Vocabularies.)

(I) To another place.

(2) To Ptah.

(3) 'Another 3 t hing lis there. (4) In
this name. (5) 2Ptah lis there in this place. (6) Together with another name.
(7) A 'thing lis in this place. (8) 2Ptah lspeak(s) in respect of this thing.

L E S SON

II

§ 22. Ideograms or sense-signs, as we have seen § 6, I, are signs that
convey their meaning pictorially. More often than not they are accompanied by
sound-signs (§§ 6, 2; 17; 18) indicating the precise word to be understood.
Thus 0, a picture of the sun, immediately suggests to the mind, besides the
notion of the sun itself, also the notions of light and time; the addition of
sound-signs is indispensable to define the exact meaning and the exact word
intended in a particular context. Hence 0 enters into the words :':0 r( 'sun',
, day' (also written q»; ~3t0 hrw 'day', 'daytime' (also written q»; ~0 rk
'time', 'period'; 3tJ-; wbn ' rise', 'shine' (also written 3tJ~).
OBS. Note that one and the same word may often be written in several different
ways j such different writings are called variants of each other.
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§aa

Similarly, ~, depicting a boat, appears in the words }~~~ wil 'solar
bark'; .!, ~ IJd' fare downstream'; ~ ~ dpt 'boat '.
~ (also, but less frequently, ~) represents a combined palette, water-bowl,
and reed-holder. Hence it is used in the words ~~ ss' write' (the spelling ::;~
is almost confined to the Old Kingdom; ~:it ss 'scribe'; :::::Jl~ nrr ' smooth "
'finely ground', originally of pigments .
.tJ, an animal's ear, is found in .e~ stirn' hear', more rarely written ~~~
with all the component consonants; also in ~~ id, =.tJ sl1' be deaf', and various
other words.
As the example of .tJ~ shows, it is by no means necessary that an ideogram,
when accompanied by phonograms, should be accompanied by atl the signs
needful to express its complete sound-value. It is only from full writings that
the sound-value of ideograms can be ascertained; these are, however, on the
whole rarer than short and summary writings.

§ 23. In several of the examples quoted in

the ideogram follows one
or more phonograms and ends the word. In cases such as these it is called a
determinative, because it appears to determine the meaning of the foregoing
sound-signs and to define that meaning in a general way. Words written
ideographically may also have determinatives, ex. ~i ss' scribe '.
Only some of the commonest words, like :::J. rid ' speak "
!mr 'together
with', lack determinatives; and many, like J~~:it /;/fr 'hungry man', }~1.J1
wrr 'flee " have more than one.
§ 22

C:

OBS. The name 'determinative' is in many cases historically inaccurate, the
ideogram having been the original sign with which the word was first written, and
the phonograms having been prefixed to it subsequently for the sake of clearness. In
such cases it might be more truly said that the phonograms determine the sound of
the ideogram, than that the ideogram determines the sense of the phonograms.

§ 24. Generic determinatives.-Ideograms that serve to determine a
considerable number of different words can naturally only express the kind of
sense borne by these, and not their specific meaning; they are therefore called

generic determinatives.
The following is a list of the more important generic determinatives; they
may be learnt gradually. For fuller details the Sign-list at the end of the book
must be consulted.

i

man, person.

~ old man, old, lean upon.

Jj

woman.

ri official, man in authority.

A (Dyn. XVIII ~ or~), exalted

:it~
people.
J J I

1ft child, young.

person, the dead.
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~ god, king.

Q......l]

offer, present.

8~

~

arm, bend arm, cease.

A~

or .~ king.

~ god, king. 1

o

~ or ~ goddess, queen. 1

r=w

'f high, rejoice, support.
J3 praise, supplicate.

jleg, foot, actions of foot.

":jj

force, effort.

envelop, embrace.
phallus, beget, urinate.

..fj

walk, run.

~

move backwards.

~

limb, flesh.

~ 2 eat, drink, speak, think, feel.

~

tumours, odours, disease.

lillift, carry.

rt3 bodily discharges.

~ weary, weak.

~ and ~ cattle.

.w

~ savage, Typhonian:3

enemy, foreigner.

~ enemy, death.

~ skin, mammal.

n

~ bird, insect.

j

or ~ lie down, death, bury.
mummy, likeness, shape.

~ small, bad, weak.

f3J head, nod, throttle.

~

ill hair, mourn, forlorn.

"'LM-. snake, worm.

fish.

Ll2>-

eye, see, actions of eye.

otree.

~

actions or conditions of eye.

,

~

(less accurately
contempt.

&)

nose, smell, joy,

~,

tooth, actions of teeth.

~ force, effort (interchangeable with ~).
.-....Il

~ or
~

dJ ear, states or activities of ear.

substitute for ~ in hieratic, less often
in hieroglyphic.

plant, flower.

n

vine, fruit, garden.

wood, tree.

...-CD corn.
'"
.
I:> I:> I:> or ~ gram.
~

sky, above .

G sun, light, time.

1 The king was often thought of as the incarnation of the falcon-god Horus, and the queen as the incarnation of the
cobra-goddess Edjii, commonly known as BuIO; moreover, both deities were typical of their class, whence the employment
of falcon and cobra as delerminatives of royalty and of divinity; but the former alone was so used at an early dale.
2 Note the difference from
in the position of both arms.
S This animal represents the god Seth, identified by the Greeks with Typhon, the brother and murderer of the good
god Osiris, and the enemy of Horus, son of Osiris.

11t
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T night, darkness.

*

~

Il fire, heat, cook.

"'\' bind, document.
~

yair, wind, sail.

D

copper, bronze.

0

x break, divide, cross.

:::::.. water, liquid, actions connected
with water.

=

knife, cut.

""'C.... hoe, cultivate, hack up.

sand, minerals, pellets.

0

rope, actions with cord or rope.

~

stone.

o

sacred bark.

l? clothe, linen.

star.

c::::J

(less often c::::::::l) sheet of water.

'CJ

cup.

o

vessel, anoint.

e (less accurately 0)

n: irrigated land.

G bread, cake.

:f:;;:3: road, travel, position.

=

or

~

'\:§:}

festival.

desert, foreign country.

I foreign (country or person).
@

pot, vessel,

beverages.

land (later often replaces n:).

<::::::::J

=

loaf, cake, offering.

~ (also vertically ~, older form ~)
book, writing, abstract.

town, village, Egypt.

n

house, building.

o

=

door, open.

lone; the object depicted (§ 25).

1==1

box, coffin.

I I I

it

shrine, palanquin, mat.

~

1

royal name, king.

(also

I

I,

I
I I'

000)

several, plural.

'\. substitute for signs difficult to draw
(mostly hieratic).

boat, ship, navigation.
I

§ 24

The hieroglyphs spelling the royal name are written inside this; see below, p. 7+

This occasion may be taken to urge upon the student the desirability of
acquiring a good hieroglyphic handwriting. In writing, the printed forms of the
hieroglyphs may be abbreviated where needful, but care must be taken not
to ignore any essential or characteristic feature. The transcriptions from the
hieratic and demotic shown in Plate II (facing p. 10) are examples of the author's
own hieroglyphic handwriting; though not to be regarded as models to be copied,
they will serve to show the kind of way in which modern Egyptologists represent
the old hieroglyphic script. Note that these transcriptions are written from right
to left, i. e. with the signs pointing to the right (§ 16). It is important for the
student to be able to write with equal ease in both directions, so that, when
copying a text, he can retain the direction of his original.
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1

JiZ. 45, 44.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

§ 25. Purely ideographic writings.-When ideograms stand for
actual objects which they depict, the phonetic signs that would indicate
names of those objects are often dispensed with. Ideograms so employed
usually followed by the stroke-determinative ,; if the noun is feminine,
stroke is preceded by
t, the feminine ending (§ 26).1
Masculine exx.: ~ r( sun; ttr face.
Feminine exx.: o.@, 1ziwt town, city; ~ I~t horizon.
0.

the
the
are
the

r

OBS. 1. The stroke, was early extended to other uses as well; not only was it
retained when such words as <f r( / sun', ? f:zr ' face' were employed in their deriva
tive meanings of ' day' and' sight' respectively, but it is sometimes found also with
ideograms that have become purely phonetic, the whole ideographic word being
transferred to a phonetic usage j so ~ SI ' son ',which is written with an ideogram
belonging to the old word zt (zJt) , pintail duck '.
OBS. 2. Ideograms meaning what they depict, and therefore accompanied by the
stroke, , were in the Old Kingdom often accompanied by phonetic signs; a few cases
and ,)i)'
have survived in M.E., ex. i": S 'man' (varr.

"if

h J n status at-solntus
(§ 78) the thad proh
ably fallen as early as
O.K., cf. Hebr. Arab.
and see A'Z. 44, 80,
n. 2.

§ 26. Egyptian distinguishes two genders, masculine and feminine.
Most feminine words ended in t {probably vocalized -at),la exx. :-~ st 'woman',
c:.@' niwt ' town '.
Most other nouns are masculine, as
r( 'sun', ttr 'face '.
0.

::0

r

§ 27. Verbal sentences are those in which the predicate is a verb-form
having the sense of a simple finite verb in English or Latin (' loves', ' loved',

amat, amavit).
In such sentences the normal word-order is: I. verb, 2. subject, 3. object,
4. adverb or adverbial phrase (preposition with noun).
Exx. )J";:::0~~ wbn r( m pt the sun rises in the sky.
~~ili11ir.!J~~~ rIJ ss s!;r m hrw pn the scribe knows a counsel on this day.
ORS. Sentences having in the Egyptian a verb-form serving merely as copula
are in this book grouped for convenience sake with the non-verbal sentences, see § 28.
2 K. SETHE, Der
Nominaisatz im dgyp
tischen und kopti
schen; see in Abbrevia
tions under Nominals.

§ 28. Non-verbal sentences. 2- This is a convenient class-name for all
those sentences which either have in the predicate no proper verb at all, or else
have one with the attenuated meaning of the copula (' is', ' are', 'was', etc.).
The copula (i. e. that 'link' between subject and predicate expressed in
English by some part of the verb' to be ') is often left unexpressed in Egyptian,
as happens regularly in Semitic and less frequently in Greek and Latin.
Ex.
~~ r(m pt the sun is in the sky.
Non-verbal sentences are classified according to the nature of their predicate.
There may be distinguished:
I. Sentences with adverbial predicate, such as 'the scribe is there', ' the
scribe is in the city'. Note that a preposition together with its noun constitutes

:::0
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NON-VERBAL SENTENCES
an adverbial phrase, so that predicates like' in the city' come under this head.
See in detail Lesson X.
2. Sentences with nominal or pronominal predicate, such as 'the
scribe is a knave', 'he is a knave', 'I am he', 'who are you?' The term
'nominal' here means' consisting of a noun' (Latin nomm) and the reference is
to nouns substantive only. See Lesson X I.
3. Sentences with adjectival predicate,.. such as 'the scribe is good'.
See Lesson X I I.
No small part of the first twelve lessons will be devoted to mastering the
different ways in which Egyptian expresses sentences of these three kinds.
OBS. 1. Hitherto it has been usual to group together the sentences described
by us as 'non-verbal' under the heading of the' nominal sentence'. This is a term
borrowed from Arabic grammar and has a signification rather different from' non
verbal sentence' as here employed.
OBS. 2. The sentences expressing existence or non-existence described below
§§ 107-9 are partly verbal, partly non-verbal. Another type of sentences to be dealt
with in Lesson XXIII is non-verbal in form, though its predicate has verbal meaning;
we shall refer to it as the' pseudo-verbal construction'.

§ 29. Sentences with adverbial predicate.-The word-order is the
same as in verbal sentences (§ 27); since there is no object, and since the copula
is in many cases omitted, this means that the order is
adverbial phrase.
Exx. ::0~~~ Rr 1m (the sun-god) Rec' (is) there.
::0~~ rr m

I.

subject,

2.

adverb or

pt the sun (is) in the sky.

To introduce such
an old verb (perhaps a
has only this one form,
with the meaning of the

sentences the word ~} iw is frequently used. This is
specialized variation of the verb .I.l} iw 'come') which
and is employed in certain cases to be specified below
copula (' is', 'are', etc.).

Ex. ~}::0~~ lw rr m pt the sun is in the sky.
When the subject is a noun, the word lw occurs only in independent statements
or assertions made with a certain detachment, and in these the presence of lw
is much more common than its absence. Thus the difference between iw rr m pt
and rr m pt is that, whereas the former type of sentence gives considerable
prominence and importance to the affirmation which it contains, the latter is the
form of words chosen for simple, unobtrusive descriptiolt, particularly when there
has to be expressed the equivalent of an English adverb clause, i.e. clause of time,
circumstance, condition, etc.; see the next section.
When the subject is a pronoun, the sentence. with lw has a wider use, see
below, §§ 37. I 17.
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§ 30

§ 30. Dependence, tense and mood in Egyptian.-The student must
realize from the start that Egyptian is very sparing in its use of words meaning
'when', 'if', ' though', 'for', 'and', and the like; consequently, it often devolves
upon the translator to supply the implicit logical nexus between sentences, as
also between words.
Similarly, distinctions of tense and mood are not marked in the same clear
way as in English.
What is said here applies both to verbal and to non-verbal sentences, though
in verbal sentences the ambiguity of meaning may sometimes result from the fact
that the omission of vowels in the writing has obliterated differences between
verb-forms which were really distinct and possessed distinct significations. In
their particular contexts any of the following renderings may be legitimate:
the sun rises in the sky
the sun rose in the sky
the sun will rise in the sky
when the sun rises in the sky
when the sun rose in the sky
if the sun rise in the sky
let the sun rise in the sky
that the sun may (might) rise in the sky, etc.
the sun is in the sky
the sun was in the sky
let the sun be in the sky
when the sun is (was, will be) in the sky
the sun being in the sky (circumstantial), etc.
When, however, a sentence with adverbial predicate like the last is intro
duced by iw, the range of possible meanings is narrower, and almost confined to
main clauses embodying an assertion (see above § 29, below § I 17); thus we obtain:
the sun is in the sky
~}:::8 ~~ iw yr m

pt

{ the sun was in the sky
but also to express an emphatic contrast:
whereas the sun is (was) in the sky.

At the present stage of his knowledge, the beginner will do well to translate
all these sentences as referring to present time. On the other hand, if the sense
appear to demand it and the rules already given permit, he may insert in his
renderings such an English word as 'when '.
Ex. }J";::8~}~~=}C6~ wbn yr, iw tJ m rswt, (when) the sun rises,
the earth is in joy.
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VOCABULARY
~~ rlf (' rech') become acquainted

~.}0 hrw (' herew ') day, day-time.

with, know.
@ ~..J\-

Ifm (' chern')

~lT gr(e (' gerel) ') night.

not know, be

~jt ~~ rSwt (' reshwet') joy, glad

ignorant of.

~~ gr (, ger ') be silent, cease.

ness.
e::::::.~ dpt (' depet ') boat.

~ ~ IJd (' ched ') fare downstream,
northwards.

Do

e::::::.

.}~~~

riJ~.Jl lu (' ha ') go down, descend.

particularly divine ship.

d7~ stim ('sedjem') hear; with n'to',
hearken to, obey (a person).
~ wbn (' weben') rise, shine forth.

'~r~ j

1'r ('

ntis (' nedjes ')

poor man,

commoner.

.}J

=:0 var. ~

'lvil (' weya ') ship, bark,

~

it

ra ') sun, day; with

1

~

---c:Do-

it, 1 it

varr.

,

s (' se ) a man.

: :~ st (' set ') woman.

det. ~, Re(, sun-god.

~j

~--nl) ir(e (' yaeh ') moon.

ss (' sesh ') scribe.

(QI 11ft (' achet ') horizon.

01

~ II (' ta ') earth, land.

o 0 pt (' pet 1 sky, heaven.

C(

pr (' per') house.

@

niwt (' neywet') town, city.

01

F=;J

r~~ sor (' secher') plan, counsel.

~ var. ~

s (, she ') lake, pool.

EXERCISE II
(a) Transliterate at"d translate:
~J-<=>

~~

~~~<=>!I:::
~l)

(6)

1

Q]

~ --n0B~0

(1).Jr

(2)

~.-- ffi~-.\)
-=a{
0
~

it 1<=>J.: !i!

(4)d7~~j~-~J~

~~..J\-~~~~~r!J

!I~-=:}o 6~

(8)

(7)

(3)

~~~j

(5)~}=:0~~l=

riJ~.Jl~~:.<=>~q.}

d7~t;r~j~=

(9)

~}~~~j~ C( ~

(b) Write in hieroglyphs and in transliteration:
(N.B.

Words in brackets are not to be translated.)

(I) The scribe goes down into another boat. (2) Ptah knows this counsel.
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(3) (When) this poor man fares downstream to the city, the house is in joy.
(4) The moon rises in the sky. (5) The scribe is silent by day and by night
(render: in day, in night). (6) This land is in joy, (when) Re( goes down into
the bark. (7) A pool is in this city. (8) This woman hearkens to the scribe.
(9) A man is there in the house.

L E S SON

III

§ 31. The biliteral signs (§ I 7, 2), or combinations of two consonants, are
of great importance, and a few must be learnt in each of the next lessons.
i. Signs with I as the second consonant:

AA Pi

>
t

ml

~I

! til

6, old ~, SI (5/)

fJ

~bl

~

11>

~

U

SI

51
kl

tl
tJ

~ rjl

!21

§ 32. Phonetic complements.-The biliteral signs (and similarly the
triliteral signs, see below § 42) are almost always accompanied by alphabetic
signs expressing part or the whole of their sound-value. Thus l!!:S ~ is to be
read II, never SII, which would be written l!!:S~~; similarly J~~ is to be read,
not 0011, but simply OJ. Alphabetic signs used in this way are called phonetic
complements.
The exact mode of combination varies with the individual signs. In the
list of § 31, fl.,
~, U, £&' and A follow the pattern of l!!:S~, the remainder
(except -=-) vacillating between this arrangement and that exemplified by J ~~,
where the first consonant precedes the biliteral sign and the second follows it;
with ....... the exceptional arrangements ::~ and:::; are found. What is customary
in each case must be learnt by use.
The complete absence of phonetic complements is uncommon, but is seen ill
such words as 1 tJl ' thousand', ~ it SI ' son', ~1ft bJk ' servant', ~~ kit 'work',
, construction'.

>,

§ 33. The personal pronouns appear in Egyptian under several different

forms, each of which has its own restricted field of employment.
distinguished:
I. Suffix-pronouns, see below § 34.
2. Dependent pronouns, see below § 43.
3. Independent pronouns, see below § 64.
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§ 34. The suffix-pronouns (more briefly suffixes) are so called because
they must follow, and be suffixed to, some preceding word. They are as follows:
Sing. I, c. i·i I, me, my.
Also fem.,l ~ not occurring before
Dyn, XIX,2 Kings sometimes ~
(§ 24) ; 3 ~,rarely for kings in Dyn.
X II,4 is replaced by ~ 5 or ~ 6 in
Dyn. XVII 1, when ~ occurs for
gods. 7 Other writings of the suffix:
AS or ~J:lP on early M.K. coffins; in
inscriptions sometimes ~,1O seldom l,u
The suffix was regularly omitted in
O.K.; so too sometimes later.12
Reversed in hieratic, viz. =.
Sing. 2, m, c:;o 'k Thou, thee, thy,
Later also
·t.
Thou, thee, thy.
"
2, f. ~ 'f
He,
him,
his,
it,
its.
" 3, m. - J
Old only ~ ·s, later also She, her, it, its.
" 3, f. ~·s
We, us, our,
Rarely -
Plur. I, c, ;7r ·n
You, your,
Or ::: .{It, later also
or ~ ·bz.
2, c.
·{It
"
Or
,L
'SIt
(old
'slt),later
also written
They,
them,
their.
3, c. r;"'; 'm
"
-~, or --.
II
n n
I 12a
__ ; exceptlOl1a y I',
I':,
I I I
3, c. l'>"' W They, them, their. Also written I ~ I' a later suffix, a few
"
examples of which are found as early
as Dyn. XVIll,13
Dual I, C. '7 ·tty We two,us two, our.}. Ob I
E 'marc h alstlc
..
=
y
so ete .m M
. . except
2, C, -- ·tny
au two, your.
"
n~ Th
h
texts; 14 usually replaced by the
3, c, I' \\ 'sny
eytwo, t em two, I I ffi
15
.
P
ura su xes.
t h elr.
0

m

1 LAC. TR. '7,9;
"Vestc. 6, 7.
Ii MAR. Abyd. i. 25.
S Berl. AI. i. p. 258;
l1rk. iv. 163.
• lkhern. 6. 8.
5 Urk. iv. 366; 8,,0,
7·
6 Urk. ix.808, 14;
813, '4·
7 D.eIB.47; Urk.
iv. 612.
8 LAC. TR. 22,3;
24, r.
9 LAC. TR. '3, 16.
25; '4, r. 7.
10 Bersh. i. '4,9. I I.
12; l1rk. iv. 119.
11 Cairo 20057, q.
12 Dyn. XI, Hamtn.
114, 13-16; .Dyn.
XVIII, Urk. iv. 572,
2.6; '°3',2-'°.

m

.

OBS. I. For 1n0' -0. st 'them " , it' (§ 46) as object of the infinitive, i. e. used like
the suffixes, see § 300.
OBS. z. For the forms assumed by the singular suffixes after dual nouns, see
below § 75, 2.
OBS. 3. In f~~ imylw'IlY 'between them' (§ 177) "1)1 might be a very rare
suffix 3rd pers. dual;
or ,~ after verbs is best explained differently, see §486, OBS. z.
OBS. 4. The exceptional writings of 'S1l without 1t are paralleled by even rarer
ones with '!Il; reasons have been given 16 for thinking that the final 1Z fell away at an
early date, though revived for ·tn in Coptic.

12_ AmI.

J "'A

29,

6;

16, 6+ (~); 24,
6, n. 15.

IS First of all in
lw.w ' they are', exx.
l1rk.iv.54, 10; 1021,4.

" ERM. Hymn. 12,
3; '3,5; MAR. Abyd.
i. 19.
15 Urk. iv. 362, J 2 ;

4 2 5, '7·

1

'7

§ 35. Among the chief uses of the suffix-pronouns are the following:
I. as genitive after nouns, with the sense of our possessive adjectives.
Exx. C(- prJ' his house', lit. 'house of him'; !I r,~ niwt'sn 'their city', lit.
'city of them',
39
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after prepositt'ons, as

'i n·i 'to me';

l::~

(tnr·s 'together with her '.
Exx.::;:''=' tid·k ' thou
sayest' (§ 39); d1~= stim'n't 'thou (f.) hast heard' (§ 67).
2.

3. as nomz'natz've with the simple tenses of the verb.

1 Cf. also P. Pet.
1116 B, 6, quo § 96, 2.

OBS. Note that pr:f in Egyptian may mean, not merely' his house', i. e. 'the
house of him " but equally well' a house of his', contrary to the use of the English
possessive adjectives; exx. below in § IIS.l

§ 36. 'Myself', 'thyself', etc.-Egyptian distinguishes no special reflexive
pronouns. Hence ~""=-:: tidj llj could quite well mean' he says to himself'.!
For emphatic' myself', 'thyself', etc. use may be made of ~ ris', later also
181.
• Louvre C 3, 16.
written :':t, with appended suffix.3 This is found
Sim. T. Cam. 2; Urk.
iv. 364, 10; after ink,
1. after nouns, as in ~~'n""=- Rr tisj Re( himself, i.e. in person. 4
Louvre C 3, 7 ; sw tis:!
• himself', Brit. Mus.
2. to strengthen a suffix when used as genitive; ex. : : i 'nit rll,·i ris·i my
55 2 ,2.
own name. 6
• B 1I. i. 26, 197.
Sim. Siut I, 278--9;
3. adverbially, with the meaning' by one's own effort'; ex. ~~:;;~~ ~~
Cairo 20C03, 7; Westc.
6, 24. Anticipating a
S1l n·k Iprwt tiS'S1l the bolts open to thee of themselves. 6
suffix serving as sub
ject, Westc. 7. R.
In later times' myself', 'thyself' are regularly paraphrased by l~!i !trw·i
6 Urk.iv. 1I6. Sim.
Pt. 181. l}s try, Adm.
(§ 73, 3), l~!'=' !trw·k, lit. ' my (thy) members'; early examples also occur, some
2, 12.
preposition always preceding. 7
7 M 1;(w:/, Peas.
2 Exx. Sebekkku 8 ;
Peas. B I, 22; Cairo
20497, I; Westc.II,8.
3 Without suffix, Pt.

B

I,

83. sim. Bersn. ii.

22,9,16. R1;(w 'than

itself'. Sin. B66. Wpw
hr (,(w.k qs.k 'except
thyself', BUDGE, p.
29f, fO; 366, 10. N
!jh/J.l 'by myself',
, alone', Mill. 2, 2.

§ 37. The suffixes as subject of q} iw.-Like other verbs, ~} iw 'is',
'are' (§ 29) may have a suffix for its nominative. The student must remember
that the sentence with iw, though here for reasons of convenience classed as
non-verbal (§ 28), is verbal in actual form.
Ex. ~}:71~ C(""=- iW'n m prj we are in his house.
We have seen above (§ 29) that, if the subject of a sentence with adverbial
predicate is a noun, the effect of placing iw before it is to give it the importance of
a more or less independent assertion. This rule does not necessarily hold when the
subject is a suffix-pronoun; the suffixes must lean on some preceding word, and
ZW is the word most commonly used to support the suffixes in the case before us.
Hence such a sentence as iW'n m prj may have two meanings: (r) either it
is a main clause, the assertion' we are in his house', as above; (2) or else it may
be a subordinate clause of some kind.
Ex. ::~~~i~}~7])~ ~""=- rs ss, iw·n m prj the scribe rejoices, (when) we
are in his house.

§ 38. Sentences with the ~ m of predication.-Egyptian cannot say
iw·k ss for' thou art a scribe', but only
~}=~~i zw·k m ss, lit. thou art (as) a scribe.
Here the preposition ~ m has the signification' in the position of', 'as'; hence
it may be termed the m of predication. By its aid the pattern of the sentence
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with adverbial predicate may be adopted in order to express sentences which in
English have a nominal predicate. An example with nominal subject would be:
~1>S~~:it~~~Jft iw 1Ujs p", m ss this commoner is a scribe.
OBS. The predicate here usually, if not always, expresses what in logic is termed
an' accident " an acquired attribute rather than a permanent' property'.

§ 39. The sdm.f form of the verb.- We have incidentally become
acquainted with a form or tense of the verb in which the subject, sometimes
a noun (§ 27) and sometimes a suffix (§ 35, 3), is added directly to the signs
expressing the verbal notion; exx . .e'~ - - sgmf' he hears', .e'~~:it sgm s1 ' the
scribe hears'. I n describing the various parts of the Egyptian verb it is usual
to take the verb .e'~ sgm 'hear' as paradigm or model j and since, following the
example of Semitic grammar, precedence over the 1st pers. sing. is given to the
3rd pers. sing., the verb-form to which reference has just been made is known
as the sdm.!l form (pronounce sediemef).
We shall see later (§ 411, I) that the sgm-j" form appears to have originated
in a passive participle followed by a genitival suffix-pronoun j an original' heard
of him' came to mean 'he hears' or 'he heard'.
To create the passt."ve of the sgmf form, an element 01> ·tw, sometimes more
briefly written 0 ·t(w), is inserted immediately after the verb-stem, as in ~ 01>
7 !. sgm·tw r pn ' this utterance is heard', .e'~ 01>- or ~~ sgm·twf' it (i. e.
this utterance) is heard '. The element ·tw is really an indefinite pronoun
like our' one " French on, and is sometimes still so used independently, ex. !.:'t~
rJd·tw 'one says " 'it is said' (see too below § 47) j from this use sgm·twf 'he
is heard' was doubtless derived on the analogy of the active sgm!
OBS. The suffix-pronoun after ·tw was undoubtedly felt as the subject of a
passive, not as the object of an active j otherwise the dependent pronouns (§ 44, I),
not the suffixes, would have be-en used. 2 However, such constructions as br·w ltim·
tw:f (§ 239), Iw·tw Itjm·tw:f (§ 463) show that the origin was not altogether lost from
sight.

The full form

~

follows any determinative that the verb-stem may have, as
is known '. The shorter writing
may either precede or
follow the determinative, but
is more correct than
The passive
ending ·tw is in all cases inseparable from the verb-stem.
The full paradigm of the sgmf form is as follows:
Active
Passive
1st sing. c. d1~:it sgm·l I hear
4 1>:it or 4 i sgm·tw·i I am heard
2nd " m. ~ c::» sgm·k thou hearest .cIJ~ 1>c::» or 4~ sgm·tw·k thou art heard
" " f. ~== sgm·l thou hearest .e'~ 1>== or .e'~": sgm·t-zh·l thou art heard
3rd ,t m. ~ - sgmfhe (or it) hears 4 1>- or .e'~': sjm·twf he is heard
" " f. ~ ~ sgm·s she (or it) hears 4 1> ~ or .e'~ ~ sgm·tw·s she is heard
"';~~- rO·twf' he

0

e::::

e-e:.

0

0

Q

Q

0

0

41
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1 The translitera
tion with I is here
adopted since the term
has to apply to Old
Egyptian no less than
to Middle Egyptian.
The paradigm and
ax. below are written
with s, as being solely
Middle Egyptian.

I 'It1rl'llJ sl in U,k.
iv. 658, 4 is ' that one
might pull them' ra
ther than 'that they
might be pulled'.
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Active
1st plur. c. 47~~ st;/m·n we hear
2nd " "d7~~ st;/m·tn you hear
3rd " "d7), ~:71 st;/m·S1l they hear

Passive

4171 st;/m·tw·n we are heard
st;/m·tw·tn you are heard
~ I~ or d7~ ~:71 st;/m·two S1t they are

d7~O).~ or

4
d7~

0

).~

0

).

heard
411,0)' or

Before nouns 411\ st;/m hears or hear
~ st;/m·tw is or are heard
Indefinite 41),0). st;/m·tw one hears.
The duals are omitted, since they are ordinarily replaced by the plurals;
nor has it been considered necessary to encumber the paradigm with the variant
writings of the suffix-pronouns, for which see § 34.
When the subject of the st;/mf form is a suffix, this is inseparable from the
verb-stem or, in the passive, from the verb-stem accompanied by ·tw; ·tw is
itself inseparable from the verb-stem.
Wlien, on the other hand, the subject is a noun, this, under given conditions
(§ 66), may be separated from the verb.
Exx. ~r:: t;/d·s nf she says to him.
~::~i

t;/d nf S5 the scribe says to him.

:::t~::7~

t;/d·tw 1tf r pn this utterance is said to him.

~).~::0 ~~

zw grt rr m pt now the sun was in the sky.
When the agent has to be expressed after the passive of st;/mf, or indeed
1

Old perfective, ex.

SII. S. 40; participle,
exx. Eb. I, 13; Urk.
iv. 331, n; infinitive,
see § 300.
I Exx. Sin. B 305
6; Louvre C 3, 12.
s Pt. 634; Eb.47,
19; Urk. iv. 137, 10;

490 , 17·

after any other passive form of the verb,l it is introduced by the preposition
l., zn 'by'.
Ex. ~~7N~J-~ t;/d-tw r pn zn s this utterance is (to be) said bya man. 2
Much more rarely, the preposition.!
for the same purpose. 3

!Jr,

properly' with' or 'near', is used

§ 40. Meaning of the /;(jmoi form.-This difficult topic is reserved for
detailed discussion in Lessons XXX, XXXI. Provisionally, it may be said
that the simf form excludes the meaning of hardly any English tense or mood;
see too above § 30. As a past tense, it is to no small extent replaced by another
form, the st;/m·nl (pronounce sedjemnef) form, to be described in Lesson V. In
most cases the student will do well, at this stage of his knowledge, to render
simf as an English present. But to serve as indications of the wider meaning,
three common uses are here specified, and may be utilized at once; the employ
ment in clauses of tt'me has been previously mentioned (§ 30 end).
I. The st;/mf form is often used without any introductory particle in rendering
the equivalent of an English clause ofpurpose; see below §§ 21 9. 454, 3.
Ex. ro~J~~.i::t~r.!~ hlb·k S5, tidf sl;r·k thou sendest the scribe that
he may say thy plan.
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§ 40

Or else it may express a wish or exhortatz"oll; see §§ 440, 5; 450, 4.
Ex. ILl ~J~~it hlb·k ss mayst thou send (or send thou) the scribe.
3. Preceded by the particle ~!, £/;, the fundamental meaning of which
appears to be 'then' or ' therefore' (§ 228), the stim! form serves to express a
consequence destined to take place in the future, or else an exhortation based on
previously stated facts.
Exx. ~!':::J ~<:>ti it ilJ tid sr then the official will say.
~.!~=-- ~=- ilJ tid·k 11- sl·k then shalt thou say to thy son.
2.

VOCABULARY
~~~

I~rnm IJI office, hall, diwan.

mJlsee.

~~ kit construction, work, device.

l~~ til cross; ferry across.

=G5~

lb7.i lily

rS rejoice, be glad.

2

vizier.

ru~J..J1 hlb send.

~ ~ r I donkey, ass.

~lft Sl son.

W~ fJ ~~ ssfl secret.

~ ~ Sit daughter.

'i-=-Ji'= itrw river.

nO~MANM

~

~~~ var.~.i it (not itf or tf) 1

T ~ ms/:t crocodile.

-= r mouth, utterance.
I

father.

~ /:tr face, sight.

~ ~.i blk man-servant.

~ /.tr upon, concerning, because of;

~ ~~ blkt maid-servant.

before suffixes written ~

-=
~ m in, with (of instrument), from, as;
before suffixes ~~ im.

fl~~ var. ~ wit road, way,
side.

1 The apparent / written in this word has been shown to he a determinative with some unascertained symbolic
meaning, see Ann. 43, 3II. Until recently It and If were held to be distinct words, see Az. 48, 18.
, For the reading with final -y see Cairo 20184, k; Brit. MlIS. 572.

E X E R CIS E

III

(a) Transliterate and translate:

(I)

~~::~~~lft~

~}~~=}OG5~

(3)

(2)

~~~~l~~~~C)~

l~~=0~~~}'~~~

(4)

ru~J..J1

43
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(5)

o
(8)

(6)

~t3~l&7~~~~~rr

(7)

~~d7~~r~fJ~~

~~~~~7~~~

~}~~~a~~

(6) Write in, hieroglyphs and translz'terati01t :
(I) The crocodile is in the river. (2) The moon rejoices, when the sun is
in his horizon. (3) Then (iIJ) shall thy name be heard by the vizier. (4) This
scribe is in his office by day (and) by night. (5) The donkey goes down to the
city upon another road. (6) The scribe sends this boat, that we may cross in it.
(7) He rejoices because of thy utterance. (8) This land is in joy, when thou art
in the sky. (9) He fares down to this city, his daughter with him.

L E S SON

IV

§ 41. Biliteral signs (continued from § 3 r) :
ii. with i as second consonant:
1 Sometimes used
to accompany, or even
to replace, a simple II~
when used as a gram
matical afformative.

~ mi

Q.-LJ,

less accurately

--.0,

~ ti

mi 1

iii. with r as second consonant:
..6-

wr

iv. with w as second consonant:
~

JW

~iw
NNWV\

o
~

nw (rarely also for ilt)
nw

~

(tw (rare)

~ sw

A.-fJ

IJw

~

t

mw

tfw (later dw)

sw (old sw)

v. with b as second consonant:

~ Jb

'C7

nb

§ 42. The triliteral signs (§ 17, 3) represent combinations of three con
sonants, and have naturally a far more restricted use than the biliteral signs.
They need be learnt only as occasion arises.
Like the biliteral signs, they are usually accompanied by phonetic com
plements (§ 32). Two ar~angements are particularly frequent: the one consists
r(tr stand up, arise; .! Ijpr become;
in adding the third consonant only, exx.
~ stfm hear.

,:t

44
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§ 42

*

The other consists in appending both the second and third consonants, exx.
Sf-"; rnlJ live; !zip rest, become at peace.

1ifr good, happy, beautiful;

OBS. The student may be puzzled at finding ,p in s4m here treated as a triliteral
sign, while in ~ 22 it was described as an ideogram. This contradiction must be
explained. In the case of the triliterals the distinction between phonograms and
ideograms becomes particularly precarious. Thus probably all words containing the
consonants If + t +P are etymologically connected with the verb-stem Iftp 'rest', 'be
propitiated'; they are, moreover, all written with the sign d:, representing a loaf
placed on a reed-mat-a sign taken over from a word ~ Iftp'altar', perhaps literally
'place of propitiation '. The sign d:, in any given word may be described as
ideographic in so far as any connexion of meaning is discernible between that word
and the word for' altar', 'place of propitiation'; it may be described as phonetic, on
the other hand, in so far as the sound-value outweighs, or throws into the shade, such
similarity of meaning.

§ 43. Personal pronouns (continued from §§ 33-5):
2. The dependent pronouns 1 are less closely attached to a preceding
word than the suffix-pronouns (§ 34), but can never stand as first word of a
sentence.
Sing. I, c. } 1ft wi I, me.
Or ~ 1ft. Varr. as in the corresponding
suffix (§ 34), }~,2 }~,3 }~,4 },5 etc.
2,m. =} tw Thou, thee. Later also ~ two
"
= tn
2, f.
Later also ,:, tn.
"
"
"
3, m. t} sw He, him, it. Originally sw.
"
She, her, it. Early ~; later also written \\ or-.
3, f. ~\\.ry
"
Originally sy.
3, f. ~o st
(see § 46).
Later writings :-' ~, 7,oa. Originally Sf.
"
Plur. I, C. I I I 1t
We, us.
}
Rarel y -- n.
2, C.
You.
tn
later
also
~ or
tn
also used
Or =
I I , -tn
-. ,
I I I
-.
•
as suffi es
"
sn They, them. Or ..L sn, later also written ~ (§ 34).~b
3, c. nI', , I
"
or
Originally sn.

=

1

See )iZ. 30, 16.

2

Urk. iv. 158, 16.
Urk. iv. 385, 4.
Urk. iv. 158, 17.
Hamm. 199,6.

S

4
6

5' SPIEG. - PORTN.

I. 4, [6.

0

=.

OBS. 1. For the sw, sy, and st which, from Dyn. XVIII onwards, are occasionally
found as subject to an adverbial predicate or to the old perfective, and which may
stand at the beginning of the sentence, see below § 124. See too Add., § 148, I, OBS.
OBS. 2. A form ~m is very rarely found as object in place of In 'you '. 6 In one
text:::'" 'thou' (f.) is used strangely as a suffix-pronoun. 7 Both are probably explicable
by § 34, OBS. 4.

§ 44. Among the chief uses of the dependent pronouns are the following:
1. as object of any form of the verb 8 except, as a rule, the infinitive.
Exx. ru~j~}1ft hlb·k wi 'thou sendest me'; i~~::t} til·nf sw 'he
ferried him over'.
OBS. Sn as object is uncommon, usually being replaced by st of § 46; some exx.
may, however, be quoted. 9

45
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Db So too an archa
istic dual, sny, ERM.

Hymn.

I"

2.

• ERM. Gramm.'
p. 83, n. 2.
7 ERM. Hymn. p.
40 •
S After active old
perfective, ex. LAC•
.TR. I, 54; after im
perative, Sh. S. 179 ;
after participles and
ltimty-.fy form, see §
375·
• Dend. 9. JJ A;
U"k. v. 162, 6; Urk.
iv. 346,12; 618,5'
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§ 44
n.

1 See
I.

above p. 44,

t Sin. B.363. Sim.
Sit. S. 108.

3 Exx. below § 119,
I.

, Sin. B 333-4.

6

Sin. B 173-4.

6

Sin. B 31.

=

after a number of particles like Q~== lst '10', ~~ mk 1 'behold',::: nn
'not',
ntt 'that', as well as the relative adjective:: nty 'which' (§ 199); in
these cases the pronoun frequently serves as subject when an adverbial predicate
follows.
Exx.. ~~c:>1ft~J)r.~l:::~ mk 1 wl m-b,!t·k behold, I am before thee. 1I
~~== 1> ~j;.1ft 1ft mk tw m b,k·l behold thou art my servant, lit. as my servant.
Note that the m of predication (§ 38) is employed also in this case. 3
:::~ ~ '9'1ft nn s(y) m lb·l it was not in my heart. 4
~):'~.!::} 1ft!,.'6.... ssm pn nty wi Ilrf this state in which I was, lit. this
state which I (was) under it.5
2.

3. as subject after adjectival predicate.

Ex. ~~~[:1ft nfr tw !tnr·l thou art happy with me; 6 tw here is for tw, and
is to be carefully distinguished from the indefinite pronoun of § 47.

, S;'. S. 16,: tw,
ib. 13, 72; sw, Eb. 52,
J;.!J', Westc. 10, 7; [n,
Urk. iv. 656, 1.

Inferred from the
old extended form III,
)/Z. 30, 20.
8

§ 45. Reflexive use of the dependent pronouns.-Like the suffixes
(§ 36), the dependent pronouns are used reflexively.
Ex. ::-} 1ft~:=;1ft rdl·w(l) wi !tr Ilt·l I placed myself on my belly. 7
§ 46. The pronoun ~Q st appears to be an old form of the dependent pronoun
3rd sing. f.,8 which has been specialized for certain particular uses, mainly in place
of the 3rd plur. 'they', 'them', or of the neuter' it '.
as object of the verb.
Exx. =L\.~~r", rnn·sn st they turned themselves about. 9 Note the reflexive
meamng.
~41~rQ ~'=' dl·k srjm st sl·k thou shalt cause (that) thy son hear it.lO
I.

9

West,.

11,

15.

10 Siut I, 370. Sim.
S!. S. 86--7.

after the particles, etc., named in § 44, 2.
Exx. ~ rQ~~'=' mk st tJlt !tr·k behold, they (my gifts to thee) are before
2.

11

Siul

I, 372.

11 Weslc.

9, 3-4' Sim.
Sit. S. 115, after nn.
18 S;'. S. 13+ Sim.
Ur1e. iv. 693, 8.
15& Unusualorprob
lematic uses, seep. 41,
n. 2; M.u.K.vs.6, 5.

B Ur1e. iv. 1090. Mk
tw followed by 1!r +
infinitive, see § 324,
second ex.

'='

thee. 11

J}::t Q~ bw nty st tm the place where it is, lit. which it (is) therein. I2
3. as subject after adjectival predicate.
Ex. ~~~Q<:::>~~~ nfr st r tJt nbt it is more beautiful than anything. III
OBS. For

sl

as object of the infinitive, like a suffix, see § 300• 13a

§ 47. The indefinite pronoun",} tw 'one', French on, which we have
found used like a suffix in the 1rjmf form, ex. ~~ rjd·tw 'one says' (§ 39), may
also be employed after the particles mentioned in § 44, 2 and others like !Jr,
§ 239; k/, § 24 2 .
Ex. ~~~~~ mk tw rjd·tw behold, one says, lit. behold one, one says. a
OBS. For an independent use of tw at the beginning of a sentence, see below
§ 333; a unique ex. before s{/tn·tw, see Add. § 148, I, OBS. For its employment as
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indicating the passive voice in the

stimj and

§ 47

other forms of the suffix conjugation see

§§ 39. 4 10 ; in the pseudo-verbal construction lw·tw occurs (an ex. in § 33z), as well
as W1Z·i1Z·tw (§ 470); cf. also fJr.tw (kHw, iw·tw) Stjm·tw-f, §§ z39. 242. 463. A very
exceptional example after the infinitive used absolutely, § 306 (last ex. but one).
Syntactically, tw is treated as of masculine gender, see § 511,5.

§ 48. Adjectives may be used as epithets, as pred£cates, or as nouns.
I. when used as ep£thels they follow their nouns, agreez"ng with them tit
number and gender. The ending sing. f. is <:> I, as with the noun; for the plural,
see below §§ 7 2 • 74.
Exx. r~t~J h:.. s!Jr pn bin this evil counsel.
!::~~ 1ft nbl nfrl every good thing.
These examples illustrate the fact that 'IV' llb 'every', 'any', 'all', and
demonstrative adjectives which, like pn, follow their noun, have precedence of
position over other adjectives. So too the suffixes when used possessively.
Ex. ~ ~"=-~~i:. sll:/ sri! his little daughter.
The word for' other', m. ky, f. kt, precedes its noun, see Exercise I (a); so
too the demonstratives PI 'this' and pf(y) , that', see below § I I 1.
With the adjective nb the plural ending (§ 72) is usually, the fern. ending often,
omitted in writing, exx. ",'IV' ntrw 1lb(w) 'all gods'; ~!Jt nb(t) 'everything'.
OIlS.

The masc. plur. endil'lg is, however, sometimes shown;o Copt. nim is invariable.

2. when used as predicate, the adjective precedes its subject, and t·s z"nvariable
bolh in gender and in number.
Exx. ~~~~ nfr ib·i my heart is happy.
J~~r\\ bin sy she is bad.
Note that a dependent pronoun, not a suffix, is here used as subject (§ 44,3).
3. when used as a noun, the adjective is generally followed by some appropriate
determinative. Exx. ~~~Jfl> sri' small boy', 'lad'; ~~~ nfrt 'beautiful
woman';
llfrl ' beautiful cow'.

o Dyn. XII, Ann.
39, 189, 8; Adzl. p.
2~; Dyn. XV~II, Urk.
iv. ~8.,., I.

r=:lJBI

§ 49. The ending ~' ·wy, much more rarely 1 written }, as regularly in Old
Egyptian, is sometimes added to adjectival predicates in order to give them an
exclamatory force.
Ex. r:::~'C? ,!,. nfr·wy pr pn how beautiful is this house! 2
OBS. It is probable that this ·wy is merely the masc. dual ending (below § 7z)
with a special signification; in this case nfr·wy would mean' twice beautiful', compare
modern Arabic marlJabaten 'twice welcome '.

§ 50. The Egyptian adjective has no special forms to indicate the degrees
of comparison. Comparison is effected by means of the preposition <> r,
which here signifies' more than " literally perhaps' relatively to '.
Ex. ~ ~<:><>!:: 'SI sl r 1;1 nbl they were more numerous than anything.3
47
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1

Siut 3,

I2 ; .,., 31 ;

Urk. iv. 817,9,

• Exx. P. Kah.

II; Pt.6~7. 639;

~,

EllM.
Hy",n. 6, I; Cairo
20089, d6.

S

U,k. iv. 693, 8.
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§ 51

1

Pt. 299. Sim. nfrt,

bint, Peas. B I, 152.
2 Peas. B 1,"39.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

§ 51. The sense of the English neuter (' it', 'thing') is expressed in Egyptian
by the feminine. Exx. ~}~ tiwt ' an evil (thing)', ' evil' ; 1 .!J /tr·s' on account
of it'.2 Compare too the use of st, see above § 46.

rc

§ 52. The meaning of the dative is rendered by means of the preposition
-- n 'to', 'for '.
Exx. ro~J~~j- 'j'= h,b·k S5 n nb·k thou sendest the scribe to thy lord.
~:7'I~~ tid'n n·{n we speak to you.

VOCABULARY

&var.
<::::>

~

L...£J

d" give, p1ace. 1

<::::>
£.......ll l' t

var.

Sf ~

~~~ var. ~

di give, place. 1

1

rnIJ live; life.

~~ ~ i*r excellent.
~}~

~ ht'P rest, go to rest, become at
00 .
peace; set (of sun); peace (noun).

~~ r/t r stand up, arise.
.=n~ IJr appear, shine (of sun, gods or

~::: nfr good, beautiful, happy.

sw

empty, free (with m of,

from).

\1I ib heart, wish.

i

var. ~ Jzb lord, master.

'C7

nb every, any, all.

MIWM

mw water.

king).

rr~~ sIJI remember.

r, great, large.

~ ~ hrd child.
~fl'



J~§: bin bad, miserable.

~~~~fi ity sovereign, monarch.

~}~ tiw evil, sad.

~~ mi like.

~ r51 plentiful, rich, many.
,',7'

~~ ~ mitt likeness; m mitt likewise.

1 In this verb appearing in two variant forms (§ 289, I) Ii. is probably an ideogram depicting some gift, perhaps
a loaf; 4-Jl, increasingly common as Dyn. XVIII is approached, represents a hand holding such a gift. For 4-Jl is
sometimes substituted --.II, the two usually not being distinguished in hieratic; 4-Jl dt is not identical with Q....JI mi.

EX E R CIS E

IV

(N.B. In analysing complex examples like (1) and (z), the student should first
transliterate the whole, and then divide it into its component sentences and clauses.)

(a) Transliterate and translate:

(I)

~~~~d7l\~MIWM~~~~~Ll\gfo~r.!J~~~

rr~~~t}~~~~::J~::~~<~t}~~~
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';:

(2)

~~
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=0~ [Q]~J-~ ~ Dot~'V I~~ ~

~o

.-..lI

IJi

~~}=~}~~=
2~~

(5)

~t!~

n-q
~
I I "fJi

()3

~r==J®='C7..Q:>..~~I'1

0

(4)

Exerc. IV

In-~\\

I.j~Ji

:J~ro-~~~~fi~~~~-~~~

::~~~\C(~~t~~~~r:

(6)

~~:::r!:'~

ru~J.Jlr-:"'I~~= !I~~~~}~~r

(7)

(6) Wrz"te in ht'eroglJphs and translitera#on:
(I) How beautiful is this thy house! Behold, it is in my sight (lit. face) like
heaven. (2) The sun sets in life ~ every day. (3) Behold, thou art with me as
a maid-servant. (4) She is more beautiful than her daughter. (5) Evil is on
every side (lit. road). (6) Then we will stand up (and) speak to our good lord.
(7) Every man is in joy, when he hears (lit. they hear) it. (8) Mayest thou go
down in peace to thy city. (9) How excellent is this thy counsel in (lit. upon)
my heart, (0) sovereign, my lord!
1

For the plural suffix see §

510, J.

2

A common Egyptian phrase meaning perhaps' to set in full vigour'.

LESSON V
§ 53. Biliteral signs (continued from § 41):
vi. with p as second consonant:

Vwp

r=kp

vii. with m as second consonant:

.

=tm

i

nm

o or t:J !zm

LJ km

;p=tm

~gm

viii. with n as second consonant:
~in

+ 'Wn (rare)

tt nn

M

~wn

~

mn

'\. ~n

~ Iln

Iln

~

S1t

(in), later

!

Q sn

PECULIARITIES OF HIEROGLYPHIC WRITING.l

§ 54. The classification of the hieroglyphs into (I) ideograms or sense-signs
and (2) phonograms or sound-signs (§ 6) covers the entire ground, but, as shown
in § 42, OBS., the line of demarcation between the two classes is often difficult to
draw. Nor must it be imagined that all the signs contained in the sub-divisions
of these main groups stand on an equal footing and conform to identical rules;
on the contrary, custom plays a very important part in deciding what writings
are possible and what are not, though variant spellings are very numerous. A
few examples will make this statement clearer.
49
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1 See ERM. Gramm.'

§§ 16-89. where this

subject is dealt with
in greater detail; also
LEF. Gr. §§ 9-66.
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, House' (pr) is written C(, much more rarely n; such a writing as ';;'n is
never found.
To be firm', 'remain' (mn) is always :2~ or the like, never ~.
The club-sign ~ is used with phonetic (or semi-phonetic) value in a few
words like hft ft,m 'slave', ~o~ I.zmt' female slave', as well as in the common
expression ~~ I.zmf' His Majesty' (see further below, Excursus A, p. 74); but it
has not otherwise obtained currency as a biliteral for I.zm, the sign t:J being used
for that purpose.
Yet again, some signs used phonetically must be preceded by letters repre
senting the whole of their sound-value: so h1l in Qj'Jril=~ ib 'thirst', which
is phonetic inasmuch as the entire word QJ'Jril ib 'kid' enters bodily into th~
writing of the etymologically unrelated verb for', thirst'; here 'Jril alone is not
phonetic, since such a writing as ~=~ without Qj would be quite abnormal in
early times. I t is useful to describe such signs as phonetic determinatives; other
examples are ~ in !. ~ ~ f;n 'sentence', 'saying'; f (tr) in
U~ /.ttri' pair of
horses'; Q\ (Ir) in ~ Q~~ mlir 'miserable '.
Enough has been said to indicate that a correct theoretical account of all
hieroglyphic spellings would be a very long and tedious undertaking. The
method of thz's book is largely based upon the view that beginners, having once
mastered the main princz'ples of tlte writing, should not inquire too curiously into
the nature 0/ individual spelkngs, but should learn both the hieroglyphic groups
and their translz'tera#ons mechanically. It is as unnecessary-to take an extreme
instance-for the beginner to know why t':'~ 'king', strictly' king of Upper
Egypt', variant to~, is to be read nsw and not swln 1 as it would be for a learner
of English to know why the word pronounced plow is now written' plough '.
The student must, accordingly, expect to find in the Vocabularies a number
of spellings which he will not at once understand. In order, however, to elucidate
a few simple problems that may perplex him at an early stage, some paragraphs
will be devoted to certain types of peculiar writing.
I

t:

>

1

See )[Z. 49, 15;

Rtc. 38, 69-70. Ety
mologicall y the word
appears to mean ' be
longing to (nl) the
sedge (swt)', the plant
emblem of Upper
Egypt, as the papyrus
wid was of Lower
Egypt. The etymolo
gical feminine t of swt
remains in the writing
of 'king', although
variants show nsw to
have been the conson
antal value as early as
the Pyramids. Some
scholars prefer to
lransli terate nlfwt or
n-fwt, but serious
difficnlties then arise
in the case of the deri
vatives nsl'! 'king
ship', nsyw 'kings',
etc. A recent alterna
tive view regards nsw
and nlfwt as entirely
different words, see

jNES.6,8.

§ 55. Abbreviations.-These are commonest in monumental inscriptions,
stereotyped phrases, formulae, titles, and the like.
Exx. ¥H (nf; Wcjl snb, in full ¥-;}L~~rJ 'may he live, be prosperous, be
healthy' (below § 3 I 3, end), attributes bestowed on the king and on honoured
persons by the gods, and prayed for by men on their behalf; often appended as
a token of respect to wor.ds for' king', 'lord', etc.
:=::: or ~ ~ mlf-f;rw, fuller writing ~!J}~ 'true of voice', an epithet added
to the names of dead persons and hence often practically equivalent to our
'deceased '. Originally applied to Osiris with reference to the occasion when
his regal rights, being disputed by Seth, were vindicated before the divine
50
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§ 55

tribunal in Heliopolis. The same epithet is also used in connexion with Horus
as the' triumphant' avenger of the wrongs done to Osiris.
j Sf wlzm rlt/} 'repeating life', another epithet given to deceased persons in
Dyn. XVII I and thereabouts.
kl nfl/, in full ~~~~, 'victorious bull', an attribute ascribed to the
Pharaoh.
~ n-sw-bi/ 1 , king of Upper and Lower Egypt', literally' he who belongs to
the sedge of Upper Egypt and the bee of Lower Egypt'; compare ~oM bUy
'king of Lower Egypt', a derivative in -y from bit.1
~ ~Jty-r, literally' foremost in position', a common term for local princes or
maYQrs.
~~i~ imy-r ~mw-nir 'overseer of the priests', more fully ~7iHi (§ 73).

a

1

Vocalized as in
in a cuneiform

si~a

tablet from Boghaz
Keui; see A"Z. 49, 17.
I

A·z. 28, 125 ; 49,

19·

I See Ree. 25, 139;
§ 56. Graphic transpositions.3-Signs are sometimes transposed, either
J7r. iv. § 17.
in order to give a more pleasing appearance or for some less assignable reason.
A small sign may be placed under the breast of a bird even when the latter
has to be read first; thus ~, according to the word in which it occurs, may be
read either tw or wi; o~ similarly either II or II.
Thin vertical signs show a peculiar tendency to precede a bird which they
ought properly to follow. Exx, t} wi instead of }t; l} wil in place of }A i
l~: I~t' field' as variant of ~l:i ~~=>~ mr' pyramid' always for ~~c>~.
Economy of space is one reason for such writings as ~*j for U* sbl ' star' ;
4 Probable meaning
lDl'lj for !JjW lJry-#(t) 4 'lector-priest'. So too in vertical columns QJ is of 'holder
of the ritual
book', hence I)b(/),
frequent occurrence for QQo -yl and 11&1 for Dl'I11 lJr rdwy 'under the feet (of)'.
not I)b; seeJEA. 4',

§ 57. Transpositions with honorific intent.-There is a common
tendency to write words like t':~ nsw 'king' and i~ ntr 'god', as well as the
names of specific kings and gods, before closely connected words which in actual
speech were pronounced first. Exx. t~ sI1zsw 'scribe of the king'; i~ !zm-ntr
'servant of god'. i. e. 'priest'; 0~ mi Rr 'like Re('; Q:::~~Q Qmry lmn 'beloved
of Amlin '.5 Note that abbreviated writings are here frequent.

§ 58. MonogramS.-(I) In certain verbs involving the notion of movement
the ideogram Jl is combined with a phonogram.
So with Qi: ~QJl Ii come.
" - s: QA is go (imperative); ~A ms bring, offer; A jJl sb bring,
conduct, pass.
" = I: 5.f'~Jl 1m go.
"
c= t: 5f'~ it take, carry off.
"
0 nw, in: 1. in bring, fetch.
" ~ S§m: ~Jr.~Jl sIm guide, lead.
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", n. 3.Sim.br(t)·,,{r
'necropolis' omits the
fem.en<1ing,JEA.24.
244; so too nb(t),
§ 48,

I.

I Cf. also' beloved
of his lord' written
"bl ""ry, e.g. Si"ai
87; , praise god' writ
tenn!rdw,.e.g.p.173.
last ex.
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§ 58

(2) Some other common monograms are:

f

or I in tr season
~ in rnp be young
~ mi, m

Reading from late
variants (BRUGSCH,
Worterbuck 976) and
from Coptickenke. Cf.
also the play on words
PYI"· 37,39.
1

la See
Onom. II,
237*'

M. BUR
Die altka
naaniiischen Fremd·
worte und Eigenna
men im Aegyptiscken,
Leipzig,1909-lo.Also
particularly W. F.
EDGERTON,' Eg. Pho
netic Writing' inJA
OS 60, 473, mainly
an answer to W. F.
ALBRIGHT, The Vo
calization of the Eg.
Syllabic Orthography,
New Haven, 1934.
3 JEA. iv, PI. IX,
10. Sim. {Irk. iv.648,
5; 650, 6.
4 Urk. iv. II19, 2.
Sim.in Dyn.XII,BH.
ii. p. 30.
2 See
CHARDT,

~

Leb. 145-6.

, See

A'Z.

56,61.

7 Sh. S. 38, con
trnsten with 106. Sim.
n&t(·tl),Peas.B I, II6.

9
10

11

Peas. B I, 199.
Urk. iv. IIII.
(Jrk. iv. II 12.

~

mm
1: rs(w) southern
iff Smrw Upper Egypt

~

fJrt-hrw..daytime
-t rlz palace
wt;jr judge

'*

§ 59. Defective and superfluous writings.-Such writings as ::: ,~~
for rm1 'men', 'people', and l~G for Izn# l ' beer' are in no way at variance with
the rules already given, but are apt to puzzle beginners. The omission of m and
n here is probably due to calligraphic reasons; but the Egyptian was under no
obligation to prefix to an ideogram more phonetic signs than were needed to
remove obscurity. Conversely, a superfluous w is inserted in Q} ~ i(w)f' flesh',
'meat', Coptic showing that if is to be read. 1a

§ 60. Group-writing. 2 -A peculiar method of writing with biliteral instead
of alphabetical signs, e.g. -- r, for r, t~ IzI for Iz, and with some other groups,
e. g. ILl ~ hI for h, '0 ~ for t; especiaily often in foreign words or etymologically
obscure names, e.g. Q~ ILl}Q'}~, a foreign land, to be transliterated 'lhZ. not
'iJhwiw 3; ::::;=,} rm1, not r,mi1w,' a man's name. Traces already in the Pyramid
Texts, and partial exx. even in some M.E. words, e.g. ~~Q~ dda/for t;jdtj, § 409.
§ 61. Determination of compounds.-Compounds and other closely
connected groups of words may show one common determinative or group of
determinatives; exx. j,}=~~ bw-nb 'everyone', lit. 'every place'; :!:~~i
rb-bt 'a wise man', lit. 'a knower of things '.5 Doubtless for this reason titles
preceding the name of thf!ir owner are usually left without a determinative of
their own, ex. f11~i S5 Nbt 'the scribe Nakht '.
§ 62. Avoidance of the repetition of like consonantal signs in con
tiguity. 6 _ When, for inflexional or other reasons, two like consonants either fen
together or else came into close contact so as not to be separated by a full vowel,
there was a strong tendency to write them but once. Thus, within the limits of
a single word, ~~ m(w)t 7 is written for ~~~~ m(w)t·ti (§ 309), j:: in! for
in·nf (§ 4 1 3)' In the kind of verbs known as geminating (see below § 269)
this rule is still stricter, the alternative writing with repetition being practically
excluded.
The same tendency not seldom manifests itself when a word ending with
a certain consonant is immediately followed by another word beginning with the
same consonant, ex. ::~ ~ ~Q ir'lz-Z ist for ir·n·i is st '10, I did it '.8 This case
occurs particularly often with uniconsonantal words or the like, so that they then
find no expression at all in the writing; exx. A~~~~::~ t;jl'tw irf m for
rjl·tW irf m m 'by what means (lit. with what) shall one ferry across?' ; 9 rg~~
smi·snf for smi·sn nf' they report to him' 10 beside rgr2,n

J..::
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§ 62

Conversely, a consonant is sometimes abnormally repeated, doubtless to mark
the retention of a sound that in other combinations had fallen away; exx. A j./l
~:7;-}:it sb'sn-1t wi for sb·Jn wi • they shall convey me';1 ~~-} it mlnn wi
for mit/. wi ' behold ye me' ; S -fl ~~m wl1I·n for wit·n • our road'. a
See Add. for § 62A.
§ 63. Doubtful readings.-A consequence of the complex and often defec
tive nature of hieroglyphic writing is that scholars are still often in doubt as to
the correct transliteration of words. Thus l~6 {m/ft' beer' (§ 59) is in other
books on Egyptian almost universally read {t/ft; in old-fashioned works i-':~
nsw ' king' is regularly rendered as swln; and so forth. Among readings which
are not yet fully established we incline to g'ltwty for ~~ 'sculptor', StjlWty for fi\J
'treasurer '. Where there is a choice, shorter readings are preferable to long
ones; thus we read mni for :::Q~~ 'moor " though the stem is probably mini.
See Add. for § 63A.
§ 64. Personal pronouns (continued from §§ 43-6) :
3. The independent pronouns 4 almost always stand at the beginning of
the sentence (exceptions § 300), and are more or less emphatic in meaning.
I.
Also written Q.g.,5 Q.g.i or .g.it; early
Sing. I, c. ~ itzk
also .g.Q:it 6; king sometimes .g.~,7 .g.~ 8
Thou.
2, m. ~ nlk
"
Thou. Later also:: nU.9
2, f. ~ nil
"
He, it.
3, m. ~ ntf
"
She, it. From Dyn. XVIII also :£
3, f. 7~ nls
"
Plur. I, c. Q€Dm, Q(71 inn We.
Hitherto noted only in very late texts. to

1

Sin. B I7r. Sim.

LAc. TH. 47. 31. 23.
For the loss ofn in.m,
in see § 34, ODS. 4
I LAc. TR. 78, 3;
MAR. Abyd. ii. 30 , 33.
8 Peas. B I, 7-8•
Sim. Sh. S. 7; /(olt.

8,6.9. So.aJreadyln
Pyr., see AZ. 4.., 80,
n. 3 and above p. 34,

n. In.

«

Az.

29,

HI;

30,

15; GUNN, Studies,

P·46•
• Cniro 20007.
• .AZ. 23.8.
f Urk. iv. 813,9.

• Urk. iv. 835. 15.
I

M. u. K.

10

JEA. 27.

7m

2.

8. 9.

106.

" 2, c.
nlln
You.
Later also 7tTi nUn.
" 3, c. 7~:7; nlslt
They. Later also 7;:;
These pronouns often stand in parallelism to the particle (§ 227) or pre
position (§ 168) ..l in followed by a noun, and are clearly related to that word
etymologically.
OBS. This series is closely connected with the personal pronouns in Hebrew and
Arabic. The element in is probably demonstrative in origin,u the t may be that of
the feminine, and the variable endings are mainly those of the suffix-pronouns.

In the Pyramid Texts and the Old Kingdom the place of the forms above
given for the 2nd and 3rd pers. sing. is occupied by an earlier type of independent
pronoun formed from the dependent pronouns by the addition of 1.12 The two
masculines have survived into Middle Egyptian as archaisms.
Later "J~ Iwl. IS
Sing. 2, C. c=}O {wi Thou.
" 3, c. t Jt swl
He, she, it. Originally swt.
OBS. Twt and Jwt were originally masculines only; in Middle Egyptian they
are found for both genders. 1i Swt as a particle meaning' but " see below § ~5+
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11 PSBA. 33, 335.

\2 A.'Z. 30, 17. For
fit see above p. 46. n.8.

18

Already in ERM.

Hymn. 1,5.
14

Twl,

see ERM.

Hymn.
3U,
10.

I, 5; Urk. iv.
10; 3391 13 ; 343.
Swt, see ib. 331,

14; 357,9. II; 358, 3.
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

§ 65. The uses of the independent pronouns to be noted at this point are:
I. as subject of sentences with directly juxtaposed nominal predicate.
Exx. g,.q-=-it<::::::>, ink it·k I am thy father.
~~r l l t j SI'S he is her son.
= }"'C7itit twt nb·i thou art my lord.
2. as sul!fect of sentences with adjectival predicate.
This use IS almost
confined to the 1st pers. sing.
Ex. ~*::: btk nfr I am good.
In both uses a certain degree of emphasis rests upon the pronouns, and in
some contexts it would be desirable to translate, 'it is I (who am) thy father',
, it is I (who am) good', etc.
Observe carefully that it is against Egyptian usage to employ the indepen
dent pronoun when the predicate is adverbial; 'thou art in the house' may be
rendered by q,}<::::::>' ~ C( or by ~~=,}~ C(, but not by ~~ C(
§ 66. Word-order.- -I t is now necessary to supplement what was said on
this score in §§ 27. 29.
The dative (§ 52) differs from other adverbial phrases (i. e. preposition
accompanied by a noun) in its tendency to follow as closely as possible the word
that governs it. The following sentence exemplifies the usual word-order.
r~q~~it::fl~t:::', ~ 'j'- ~!I': smi ss sst/ pn n nbf m niwt tit the scribe
reports this secret to his lord in this city.
This word-order is, however, modified when the subject or object is a pronoun;
also when the preposition It governs a suffix-pronoun so as to form a dative case.
In these conditions the rule is that a 1Z0UIl must not precede a pronoun and that

1 Sh. S. 86-7. Sim.
Peas. B 2, 38-9.

2

Urk. iv. 368.

SPeas. B 2, 26.
4

Urk. iv. 1166.

G Common as a m.
proper name.

the dependent pr01Z01t1t must not precede a suffix.
Exx. I'iJ ~ J~=,} hlbf t,w he sends thee.
I'iJ~J...1=}tWit hlb t.w ss the scribe sends thee.
!~ ~~~- til t.ll slf his son ferries you across; or 'you ferry his son
across', since t.1t may be the suffix just as well as the dependent pronoun.
,}=Jx~"i:::.t wsb·n·i nf st I answered (Sdm·nf form § 67) it to him;1
'!::ro~it in ?t·k st S5 the scribe brings it to thee.
I'iJ~J;;.m¥:7I~:::::;!.~ h,b'n n'n nb'n nfr srt ~r's our good lord has
sent to us a despatch about it.
.JH~\=ro twt·wy n's st how like (to) her it is! 2
nn 1t'k st it does not belong to thee, lit. it is not to thee. 3
q,}::~~ iw n·k hrw 1ifr holiday is thine, lit. a good day is to thee."
q,}-"i iwf n·i he is mine, lit. he is to me. 5
Certain particles, termed enclitics (§ 226), which cannot stand at the
beginning of a sentence, may take precedence of the subject (when a noun) or

:::::;;;;,ro
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§ 66

the object or the dative. Such are grt ' now' (often best left untranslated), r/
(with wishes. commands, questions, etc.), and (tm 'assuredly' in the following
examples.
::::~~'~<:>~~~~1! ir·,z·(i) grt mr(trt·(i) r rd It nt.r (J now I made my
tomb at the staircase of the great god. l
r::rit:::;:g~=r: sad·i 1:/ n·k mitt iry let me relate to thee the like
thereof.~

n

Similarly in more complex constructions. as
~t:I~~ qq.:::, ti sw IJill iyf ' and
now indeed he was returning '.3 See § 148, I.
Such non-enclitic particles as ~~ mk ' behold '. ::: nn ' not' (§ 44, 2) stand
at the beginning of the sentence, preceding even the verb. Examples below
§ 1 19, and often.
ORS. Exceptional word-order is more often than not due to motives of emphasis,
see below §§ 146 foIl.; but compare also § 507.

§ 67. The sf!m.n.f form.-This second common form of the verb is
constructed, as regards its pronominal or nominal subjects, as well as in its mode
of expressing the passive, exactly like the samf"form (§ 39). From that form it
differs only in the insertion of an inseparable element - n immediately after the
verb-stem or after any determinative which the verb-stem may have.
Exx. d7~ "i ~} ~'I.=- sam·n·" lJrwf I heard his voice.
d7~

-1 ~ ~} ~

sam·n nt.1' lJrw the god heard the voice.
d7~ -~ol~ sam'1/, st ltt.1' the god heard it.
d7~=i!}~ sam·n·tw lJ1'w the voice was heard.
~;: "-- pr·n-Jhe went out.
ILl~J;::;;¥=" hJb'n n·k nb·k thy lord has sent to thee.
mr~r::it ms·n·tw·i I was born.
Observe that the rules of word-order given in § 66 apply also here. A full
paradigm is unnecessary; the one point to remember is that the formative n is
inseparable from the verb-stem.
In its origin the sam'ltf form appears to have resulted from the combination
of a passive participle with a dative of possession or agential interest. Thus
~;: - pr'l1f would mean' gone out to him', d'7~:: sam·n-J' heard to him '.
Since the sam·nf form expresses essentially what occurs or happens to
someone or by his agency, it was at the start no less indeterminate, as regards
time-position, than. the samf form. We shall later on become acquainted with
one affirmative use (§ 414, 5) in which the sam·n-f must be translated as an
English present; and so too very frequently when it is preceded by the
negative word n 'not' (§ 105, 3). These are, however, exceptional cases; almost
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I

Cairo 20099,

2.

Sim. ib. 20538, ii. C J;
20539 ii. b 6.
2 Sk. S. 2J. Sim. ib.
J3; before dep. prOn.
16.10.
3

Sin. R 15.
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1 Leb.141. Sim.l'.
Kak. 28,21; 29, 12;
U,·k. iv. 10 90 , 14.
2 BH. i. 8, 10. Sim.
Peas. R 7· 59.

3 Westc. 8, 8. Sim.
Sin. B 189-90; P.
Kak. 30, 3'; Peas.
HI, 74-5; Urk. iv. 17,

7·
4 Sk. S. 67.
Sim.
BH. i. 25, 13; Brit.
Mus. 614, 3; Hamm.
113,9; 199,6; Cairo
20 538, ii.b 3· 4; 20 543,
a 13; Crk. iv. 34, 5.
11.16; 55, 16; 131,
14; 748, 2.6. 10.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

everywhere else the stim·nf form is restricted to past time. It is thus employed
of past time in affirmative sentences, where it may have the meaning of the
English past tense (' he heard '), of the English present perfect (' he has heard '),
or of the English past perfect (' he had heard ') ; the latter two uses are particularly
common in clauses 0/ time (see below § 2 I 2).
Exx.... as a man longs to see his home ;::f~i~~'~I~~ali lr·nf rl1,pwt
rht m Jujrt (when) he has passed many years in imprisonment. l
His Majesty proceeded in peace, r~7=:=~~~ stJr·nf tJftywf (when)
he had overthrown his enemies. 2
§ 68. The compound verb-form iw sdm.n.f.-We have seen (§ 29) that
Q} lw, properly the copula' is' or 'are " confers upon sentences with adverbial
predicates the value of a detached or independent statement. It is also frequently
employed before the stim·nf form in main clauses to mark some more or less
important event in a narration.
Exx. The prince came to the king and said: ~ <?.J1=i ~~ ~ 1" iw in·n·i .()di
I have brought Djedi. 3 English present perfect.
Q}~:::~7Iw wp·nf rf l"i he opened his mouth to me. 4 English past
tense.
The student should make use of this form at the beginning of narrative
sentences in the Exercises, reserving the simple stim·nf for subsidiary sentences.
The form iw stim·nf, to which we shall return later (§ 464), gives a certain
smoothness and elegance to recitals of past events.
§ 69. Verbal sentences as noun c1auses.-A striking characteristic of
Egyptian is the ease with which it can treat an entire sentence as a noun. We
often find words having the form of verbal sentences, without any equivalent of
English 'that' by way of introduction, as object of verbs of saying, thinking,
wishing, etc., or as subject of their passives; and a similar use occurs after
prepositions. Sentence-like groups of words thus used we call noun clauses.
We shall be much concerned with such constructions in the later parts of
this book. F or the moment all that is needful is to state the principle and to
illustrate it in one particular case, namely after the verb (r)dl 'give', 'p]ace',
, cause' (§ 70).

~ Cairo 20538, ii.b9.
Other exx. see § 452,
I a.

• Sin. H 238.

§ 70. The sf/m.t form after (r)di.-The verb (r)di 'give', 'place' often
takes as object another verb in the stimf form, and then means' cause' or ' allow'.
Ex. A.....JI:itd1~~ di-i stim·t.n I cause you to hear, lit. I give (that) you hear.s
Similarly as subject of the passive of (r)dl.
Ex. ~=-qq:it~~~~Q~~~ rdf.t(w) iry·; hrw m 1" I was allowed to pass
(lit. one gave I passed) a day in Y aa. 6
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LESSON V
VOCABULARY

!iE 15,}

~ in bring, fetch, remove.

interior; det.
(royal) Residence.

.WW>M

V
ox

wp open.

7f' ~.11

-L~

1m go, walk.

slave.

(ordinary) priest.

t::~

t

t

II var. II~ Illr god.

hungry.

G

D

~Jkn=~ ib thirst (vb.); thirsty.

f ~ mnlJ efficient,

~ -:: ~ snt sister.

varr. ::~. D ~ nsw king
of Upper Egypt, king.

wfb answer (n 'to' persons).

~~~ (tlfr hunger (vb. and n.);

~

brother;

the

~ I~ (zm (male) slave; ~7~ (zmtfemale

~

wrb be pure, clean; det.

~ jx~

SIt

@,

~~ (zmt woman, wife.

~~gmfind.

Of=

[--:J i}nw

t bread.

=
t~, e (znlft beer.

beneficent, ex·

lJ ~ I? (zbs clothes, clothing.

cellent.

~t~~~j? (ay naked.

:: ~)r]

LJ ~ ~ K mt the Black Land, i. e.
Egypt.

rEP (early also 6)
I

~~
Dlrt the Red Land, i. e. the
~

.--Jl

t.sm hound, dog.

back; m-sl at the
back of, following after.

J

I

SI

r hand, arm.

Desert.

EXERCISE V
(a) Transliterate and translate:

(I)

~}~::'i~-l~~~~~e-~J~=~l2t lJ~T~

lt~~~Tl2t

~~~~~

(2)

fIJ~J.11 ~..,A '7-.A=LJ ~
~

1~0

I I I MIWN\

~\) D

I

2f

D

_.Jr'

9:fn::3: LJl n-

(5)

Gg LJ

1".Jr' D~_ I D 1_I'~~~De
01.Jl-¢o=L ~l ~96~
II 2f~Jr19~ 1".Jr' I I

(j

)l~-.A/NWM~~

~@JJ_2f~DI

(3) ~}t::~~C(~g~::0~~~

~~ ~ -~='mrO~ @

6~

_.Jr'2f

(4)

n~

I I

LJl

~~~

J -.A.Jl (6) ~ '""""'"
~
.Jr' _1:!f2f
~ ---. n?-..,A 'V I
(7) ~I ("'i'l !)j=2f~ (8) ~}~=
O/NWM\)~~~D

~~

D

~

(9) LJlW'·.. .,'" fIJ~.11 )r.D\)=f) D ~=
_1'1 I I ~ C/.I 'f!]
~=.Jr'

IW\MM
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

(b) Wr£te in hieroglyphs and trallslilerat£o1t:
(I) The scribe opened his mouth that he might answer the king: (0)
sovereign, my lord! Thou art greater than any god. Thou art my lord, I am
thy slave. This thy humble servant! is like a hound following after thee. The
Black Land (and) the Red Land rejoice (because) thou art (iw·k) beneficent king.
(2) He caused them to go down to the boat. (3) How evil is thy utterance;
thou art not (§ 44, 2) my brother. (4) She is my sister; she is in thy hand as
a slave.
1 'This thy humble servant' is to be rendered simply blk 1m 'the servant there', a respectful circumlocution for the
1st pers. sing. in Middle Egyptian. See ;iZ. 27, 122; 30,126.

L E S SON VI

1 Also with value
Ib, § <fI.

§ '11. Biliteral signs (continued from § 53) :
ix. with r as second consonant:
>
.<S:2:>- zr
n pr
flli !J.r (not to be confused with ill g).
mr!

f

~ wr
\- or "'C... mr
? !zr
x. with !z as second consonant:

C}

rir

2 Also with value
bw,§4 1•

3 See FAULKNER,
The Plural and Dual
in OldEgyptian , Brus
sels, 1929; ERMAN,
Die Pluratbildztng des
AC..fyptischen, Leipzig,
I 87S; also Rec. 35,
7~. For the dual, see

AZ. 47, <f2.

§ 72. Number of nouns and adjectives. 3-There are three numbers in
Egyptian, singular, plural, and dual. The dual is used only for pairs of things
or persons.
Sing. m. has no special ending.

"

f. ends in -I.

Plur. m.

"

..Lit sn brother.

Ex. ~:: ~ snt sister.

" ·-w.

Ex. ~:i,lft, snw brothers.

f.

"

,,-wi.

Ex. ,..L ~}'" ~ snwt sisters.

Dual m.

"

,,-wy.

Ex. 1-~\it it snwy pair of brothers.

" -Iy.

Ex. ,..L~~~ snly pair of sisters.

"

"f.
• Cf. ityw ' fathers'.
but here -yw is written
out only rarely bef~re
Dyn. XIX, see AZ.
4 8 ,25'

Ex.

I

Note that the plural of nsw ' king' is written

I

:t:::.. qq}! or :t:::.. qq~! nsyw (?)

4

§ 73. Writing of the plural and dual.-I. The oldest method consisted
in the repetition of the ideogram with which the singular was written, thrice for
the plural, twice for the dual.
Dual
Plur.
Exx.
Sing.
R prwy the two houses.
~n prw houses.
n (~) pr house.
::: irly the (two) eyes.
irt eye.
.<Q>.,

(:-;)
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WRITING OF THE PLURAL AND DUAL

§ 73

This method of writing is archaistically retained in many monumental
inscriptions of the Middle and New Kingdoms. The phonetic spelling of the
words often precedes the ideograms, which thus appear a's determinatives (§ 23)'
Exx. Plur. r-=-}!1t!1t!1t srw officials. Dual ~~\nn ttJ,nwy pair of obelisks.

" m}"'OOO nnw! trees.

" ~~ rly pair of limbs.

2. On the same principle, words that are written purely phonetically may
have their component sound-signs, or some of them, repeated. This again, so
far as Middle Egyptian is concerned, is for the most part a consciously archaistic
practice.
Dual
Exx.
Sing.
Plur.
11 ttirwy pair of gods.
1 nir god.
111 tttrw gods.
<::> rn name.
rttW names.

l!L !ekl magic.

===

lUUU !eklw magical spells.

3. Towards the end of the Old Kingdom a determinative of plurality,
consisting of three strokes I I I, .... III or I, more rarely of three dots ••• , :, came into
general use. 1 As a rule it accompanies some sign or signs which in earlier times
would have been written thrice, and serves as substitute for the repetition.
Exx. ..L o}, ~, snw ' brothers' for old ..L o}. it it it
1I nirw 'gods'
" " 111
LJI -It
'h
I I I yrw
ouses'
"" LJLJLJ
I
I
I
Sometimes, however, the' plural strokes' stand independently as the mark
of plurality, as in ~ ~ nJrw 'beautiful' (m. pIur.); they may even accompany
words that are plural only in meaning, not in grammatical form.
Exx. r~ sn they. ;:~,~, rtJ,yt people, subjects. ~ rSI many.

I Superstition,
as
well as motives of
abbreviation, helped
in the development;

see RIC. 35, 73 ; JiZ.

51, 18.

4. The sign \\, less frequently II, which is seen in the dual endings }' -w)'
and ~ -ty (§ 72), was originally a mark of duality employed, like the plural strokes
I I I, to obviate the repetition of ideograms; thus the archaic writing J..~ snty
'pair of sisters' was at first no more than an abbreviation of
~~. Since,
however, Old Egyptian orthography habitually omitted the -y of the dual endings
-wyand -/y, the substitute \\ of the original pair of ideograms soon came to be
interpreted as that semi-vowel. By the beginning of the Middle Kingdom,
accordingly, \\ had ceased to be a special mark of duality and had become a
sound-sign for:y, with a use restricted to the terminations of words. Henceforth
'pair of sisters' is written .i~~~ snty, where \\ is y and where the determinatives
~~ have to be added.

r:-

OBS. The sign qoriginally represented consonantal (semi-vocalic) J', but at the
beginning of some words it seems to have possessed a value indistinguishable from
~ I; hence it is transliterated i. At the end of words J' is written qq or \\, but
not as a rule interchangeably; qQ may occur as last letter but one, see above § 20. 2
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§ 74. Omission of the plural and dual endings.-As seen in the last
section, the plural and dual numbers of nouns were usually indicated by repetitions
of signs or by the use of special determinatives. All the more readily, therefore,
could the actual phonetic terminations -wand -wi, -wyand -ty, be omitted in the
wrltmg. Hence we find r<:>1i,~, in place of rTil~, srw' officials', ;:~~ in place
of ~~~ 11bty , pair of ladies'; indeed, the abbreviated spellings are the commoner,
the full feminine plural being especially rare. For example, ~~! usually, nay
possibly always, replaces the theoretically correct full writing *t1}C,~, ~mwt
'women', 'wives',
In the case of adjectives, the plurals and duals of which were formed in the
same way as with nouns, such abbreviated spellings are yet more common. The
ending of the feminine plural is here 1lever fully written out, and even the plural
strokes may be omitted; *~ and
are equally legitimate writings of 1lfrwl. In
the masculine plural of the adjective the plural strokes are often dispensed with,
exx. }'O!,~",-::f~16 Jpdw t;/dJ(w) 'fat birds'; 1 "9:l~! T} low WJ(jw 'sturdy oxen '.2

r:

1 Peas. R10 5=Bl,
62. Sim. Sin. B 196;
SII. S. 165; llrk. iv.

IJOS, 4.
2 Th. T. S. ii. n.

Sh. S. 87.
• Sin. B 16.

3

• AZ. 13,76.
6 Sin. B 63.
7 P. Kah. I, 3.
sPeas. B I, 167.
9 P. Kah. 6, 9.
'0 SII. S. 85; see
Ret.38,197. A con
vincing ex. Arm. 103,
8.

11

Leb. 65.

12 Leb. I06. See too
below § 26.h I.lrsn-nw

·sy.

13

Coffins, B 4 C, 84.

OUS. As we have seen (§ 48), " 7 1lb • all', 'any', 'every' was early often written
as though invariable, but occasional variants show that this was not the case.

§ 75. After nouns in the dual
I. the sign for the suffix 1st pers. sing. IS occasionally preceded by ~ ~ y,
exx ~~'44j rwy·i 'my hands'; a ::4Q.i.fit rdwy·i 'my feet ',4
2. the suffixes 2nd and 3rd tn. sing. and 3rd f. sing. sometimes show an
ending \\ -y," exx. ~3?'''-\\ rwyfy 'his two hands' 6 (also written ~~'_ 7) ;
r~~~ spty-ky 'thy two lips';8 :::oJi~\\ l1mty·sy 'her two thighs '.9 In this
case the dual ending is occasionally omitted after the noun, ex. ~~ gs(W)'):/Y
•its two sides ',ttl
§ 76. The use of ~ fy just mentioned (§ 7S, 2) is extended, strictly speaking

inaccurately, to certain words
I. having dual form but singular meaning, ex. N~ P(z(wy)fy 'its end '.11
2. having singular form but a meaning with some implication of duality,
ex. r;;M}j,,~ slz-nw!y 'his fellow', lit. 'his second '.12

§ 77. Apparent duals and plurals.-l. Certain words ending in -w,
mostly abstracts, are by a false analogy written like plurals (§ 73, 2. 3); exx. ~ ~ ~
nfrw 'beauty' ; ~ mnw 'memorial', 'monument'; fiJ},}~~ hJW' neighbourhood',
, time '. Similarly, certain words ending in -'[(:y and -ty, though not really duals,
are apt to be written as such; exx. 1}':J?'T !pwy 'night'; 8 (var. c>~J 1liwty
'belonging to a town '. However, m (var. J)J p~ty 'strength' was early a true
dual;13 whether l~~~~ {mty 'period', 'end' was so or not is doubtful.
2. Other words sometimes written like plurals, such as
irp 'wine',

r:,?,
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§ 77

=:

~

nbw 'gold', are treated grammatically as singulars;
mw 'water' is some
times a plural,l sometimes a singular. 2
3. Many collectives 3 in -I are written with the plural strokes, though they
are really feminine singulars and are so treated syntactically; exx. ~~C>,~
mnmnt 'herd'; ~ qqo,~, I1nyl 'sailors '.
4. The plural of ::i rmt 'man' (Latin homo) is written ::,J!f, or ::,i,4, but
appears from such phrases as :: ~f~ 'all men'" to be properly a feminine collec
tive rml(t); very rarely the writing ~,~,,? rmlt nbt is found.'

§ '18. Status pronominalis.-When a suffix-pronoun is added to certain
feminine nouns, an apparently intrusive -w occasionally appears before the
feminine ending -t. Exx. ~ ~ dpt 'boat', 6 but ~}~"=- dpwtf' his boat'; 7/
(j~ wrbl' meat ',8 but rJ}~"=- wrbwtf' his meat '.9
OBS. This phenomenon is due to a displacement of the accent when the suffix is
added j some such pronunciation as dape (from original dcipwat) may be assumed
for the status absolutus, becoming dejYu/dtej, with the original w retained under the
protection of the accent, in the status prollominalis. The Latin terms here used are
borrowed from the grammarians of Coptic, where such modification of the noun
before the suffix is regular.

t Leyden V 3, +;
Westc. 9, IS.
I Sill. B 333.
, See Nee. 31, 83.

• Peas. R 53.
5

Siul

I,

us.

See

too Rec. 35, 77.

• Peas. B I, u6.
7 Peas. B 2, 103.
8 Siut I, 376.
• SiutI,275. Othe
exx., see JEA. iv. 35
n. 8; also St/lwJ.l, Brit
Mus. 574,12-13 and
withy for w, sl/l),I.(/)
Siul 5,7.

10 See AZ. 19, 44
§ '19. Adjectives in .y/o-The ending -y is employed to form adjectives
44,93·
from nouns and prepositions. Exactly the same formation exists in the Semitic
languages, and the Arabic grammarians have invented for it the term nisbe
adjectives, or 'adjectives of relationship'; this name is sometimes applied to
the Egyptian counterparts. Examples are:
11 See AZ. 44, I.
From ±}=9 rsw 'south wind', mY
From "':'=9 m(i,yt ' north wind', £'11
sing. m.
or rsy 'southern '.
:dn , :d or : ' m(i,yty (m(i,0') 'northern '.
" f. ±:I or to rsyt (rst).
:In or :J m(i,yt)Jt (m(i,tt).
plur. m. i}17, or t} rsyw (rsw).
~~, ~ I or":,~ m(i,ytyw (m(i,0'w).
" f. ±I f I or ±o rsywt (rswt, rst).
~I 7I or ~ mlfylywt (m(i,twl, m!ttt).

±:'t

t

From the preposition
r (Q-=- ir) 'to'.
sing. m. Q~~, Q~ or Q<:::> iry 'relating to', 'connected with '.
c::::;.

r:\ll

" f.
or r~ iryt (irl).
0<:::>\9\'
•
•
I
pur. m. 'i }> ~ I tryw,
trw.
" f. q~~! or q~~ irywt (irwt, irt).
As the above writings indicate, the formative -y is never written out
in the feminines, and the semi-vowels y and Ware also elsewhere usually
suppressed; for reasons of practical convenience, the less correct transliterations
given in brackets are to be preferred as a rule. The:y of the m. sing. is often,
but by no means always, written out, and as regards the m. plur. the latent
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§ 79

Differing from I,
with which it is often
confused, only in the
rounded back of the
head and the rather
plumper breast. But
in painted inscri p
tions the colour is
brown.
2 Pt. 69. 75· 435.
1

presence of that semi-vowel is betrayed by the use of the sound-sign ~ liw
(ryw) 1 in derivatives from f. nouns (so m!zyryw above) or from m. words ending
in t, ex. ? ~I~I Ifftyw 'opponents', 'enemies', an adjective used as a noun and
derived from the preposition ~ Iffl 'before', 'opposite '.
OBS. In Old Egyptian the formative was either omitted or else written with
An alternative ending } -w survives in some nouns like .!.} IJrw 'lower
part' and ~~ mitw 'peer '.2
~

-z.

DO

Prepositions that have a special form before the suffixes exhibit the same or
a similar form in their derivative adjectives in :y.
Exx.
iry 'relating to' from -=- r 'to' (form with suffixes -=- r· but
occasionally also ~ <::> ir·)
,
9
\\
hr1!'
above'
9 hr.)
9
hr
'upon'
I •
<::>
<::> •
("

r:t?i
F==;j

•

./

~+~ imy '(who is) in'

" This hieroglyph
represents the tongue,
which is 'what·is-in
the-mouth'; hence its
value 1m),'" is due to
a kin~ of graphic pun,
see AZ. 40, [42; 42,
I4 2 •

4 Siut [,350. The
suffix in ",(d),/, 'his
northern olle', sci!.
'boundary', B.H. i.
25,50, has its ordinary
possessive sense; sim.
the first ex. on p. 63.

"
"

"

"

m 'in'
~~ im·)
(" "
"
In titles and the like these adjectives are sometimes abbreviated in such
a way as to be indistinguishable from the preposhions from which they are
derived. Exx. ~<=- imy-r 'ov~rseer', variants .~ 7, ~ ,3 lit. 'one-who-is-in-the
mouth' (of his subordinates); ~ !zry-tp (I ' great chief' of a province, lit. 'great
one-who-is-over-the-head '.
Owing to their resemblance in sound to duals, some adjectives in -y from
feminine nouns are written with a twofold ideogram (see above § 77, I).
Exx. ~ niwry from ~I niwt 'town' in the expression 1~ 1z/.r 'Itiwty 'local god '.
:Sl Ilfry ,,~/lft 'horizon'"
"
~:Sl lfr Ilfry 'Horus of
the horizon'.
~

§ 80. Adjectives derived from prepositions may, like the latter, govern a
noun or pronoun.
Exx. !J~~~ !zry ssf/ 'he who is over the secret', a common title.
~ +~.:. inrytj' what is in it', lit. that-being-in it.
The adjective g~ mity (also mitw, § 79 OBS.), which is derived from a f.
noun g.,: mit 'copy', may similarly take a suffix, ex. g~~- mity/'his equal'."'
From the noun !f tp 'head' and its derivative preposition !f tp 'upon' (§ 173)
comes the adjective o~" varr. ~, 6), tpy, also written ~, with the two meanings
(1) 'foremost', 'chief', 'first' and (2) 'being upon', ex. ~~}~~ 'lnpw tpy
tiwf' Anubis (who is) upon his mountain '. There is also a secondary adjective
~~ ipty , first', but this hardly occurs until Late Egyptian.
The beginner must bear in mind that such adjectives in -y, in their most
summary writings, are easily mistaken for their originating prepositions; the
example 'lnpw tpy tiw/ just quoted is a case in point, doubt here being the more
justifiable, since a prepositional phrase may sometimes be closely linked to a noun,
ex. ::;:;:~J1 1zb-r-tir 'lord of the universe', lit. 'lord to the end' (§ 100, I); see
further § 158.
02
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§ 80

On occasion some word may intervene between an adjective in :y and the
word it governs.
Exx. ~ rI7,~ imt'sn (ut 'their originals', lit. their that-being-in-front. 1
rlr'=7r')r- ~ iry nb ssm every functionary, lit. everyone-relating-to a husiness. 2

+

-,} it0~

ny wi Rr I belong to Re c, lit. I am (§ 44, 3) belonging to Re C• 3

§ 81. Like other adjectives, those ending in :y are often employed as nouns.
Exx. .n.M.~it s!Jty 'peasant', ' fowler', properly' one-belonging-to-the-country
s!Jt'.
J~ imntt • the west', from J~ imnty 'western '.
l!.~ !J,r(t)-ntr 'the necropolis', lit. 'that under-(i. e. possessing-)-the-god '}
!.,}~ ftryw-s r ' those-upon-the-sand', i.e. the Bedawin.

llM:

VOCABULARY
ir make, do.

.<Q>..

n

<=>

..fj

E::j

pr go forth, go

000

up.

~
ph. reach, attack.
.A

~~

ml'

love, wish.

M'WM

I I I

~~~G nftft eternity.
o~=

fl.~x:IT tJS boundary.

~~~~ db(z ask for, beg.
\\

~o ~ mnmnt cattle.

/W'oMN',

~j rdfoot.

if~Ll\:jj ftJ/f capture, take as plunder.
o

E::j

<=>~
rmt man; <=>it~
rmt(t) people .
l!::= 1:!:[
l!::= I I I

~ mft fill (m with).

r

mnw monument .

f~fj, mr pyramid.

•
t.mnty
western.

. .·m

tJ ~ ilbty eastern.

I I I

~ wr great, important, much.

~ lit body.

it barley, corn.

<=>
Cfi

~ Ipst hill-country, (foreign) country.

~~ KJS Ethiopia, the Cush of
the Bible (f.)

n
'1001
A:2:>-

~I

I

lir under, carrying, holding (pre

@,

irtt (earlier
irtf) milk.
.

<=>

position).

EX E RC IS E VI
(a) Transliterate aild translate:

n~ _ns

d}.

(I) 'lJr'c::::::,..d.J ~~lH!~~

=n

MWM """"" MWW\

~ ~

'lJr'

MWM

n

n

A:2:>-

I~ '1001

MVoMI\ MWM

1'1 I

~
I I

(2)

~}~~
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1 Urk. iv. 99; cf.
Peas. B I, 193.
2 Urk. iv. IIo6.

SEb.l,7·

• See above p. 51,
n·4·
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

( ) ":l-e-= ~I~ <:::> nfNoNM ~~ ltD
4 fNoNM~Jt;J9

(6)

I 1'1

I

~~L..Jlli:5f'~.l\=~~jji
(8)

~ t&

I~I

I I

(7)~}

7i :::Jr

~+~?r~
(10)

~}~~~0~~2~~}0

(b) Wrz"le z"n hieroglyphs and Ira1tSNlen,tio1t:
(I) They went forth to Cush, they reached its southern boundary, they
captured its towns, they brought away all its inhabitants (lit. those-under it) (and)
all its cattle. (2) He loved his brothers (more) than his own wife. (3) I have
made for thee many great monuments (and) have placed them in the Southern
City.l (4) Thou fillest thy hands with (~r) all good things. (5) Re c placed him
as king in this land, all southern (and) northern countries (being) under his feet.
He is our beneficent lord; all his plans are like (those of) Re c himself. (6) He
is the god who-is-in my body.
1 C

Southern City' was n name commonly given to Thebes.

L E S SON VII
§ 82. Biliteral signs (continued from § 7 I) :
xi. with s as second consonant:

~ is

mms (ms)

\

o Is (Is)

ns (ns)

c:::= gs (gs)

xii: with ~ as second consonant: ~ r~
xiii. with k as second consonant:
xiv. with tas second consonant:
~ mt

~ mt (also mwt)

r

sk (sk)

-if sl (S/)

SYNTAX OF NOUNS AND PRONOUNS

§ 83. Subject and object.-Egyptian shows no trace of case-endings,
and the syntactic relations of nouns were indicated either by the word-order
(§§ 27. 66) or by the use of prepositions and the like, e.g. the use of n 'to', 'for'
to express the dative (§ 52).
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SYNTAX OF NOUNS AND PRONOUNS

§ 83

With the personal pronouns, the subject of narrative verbs, i.e. the nomi
native, is expressed by the suffixes (§ 35, 3), and the object, i.e. the accusative,
by the dependent pronouns (§ 44, I).
OBS. The use of the Latin case-names vocative, dative, etc., in reference to
Egyptian is more convenient than strictly scientific. In the case of the genitive, at
all events, it could hardly have been avoided.

§ 84. Verbs taking two direct objects hardly exist in Egyptian. o To express
the predicative adjunct found in English after verbs of ' making', 'becoming "
and the like, Egyptian uses the 11t of predication (§ 38).
Exx. ::} :it~\\ '\. Q~;;\\~ ir'1/, wi r1'y·i m rIJIJy my pen made me celebrated,
lit. as a known one. 1
':::::} ~~!I __ rdi·nf wi m ~r)' 1z.iwtf he placed me as chief (01', he made
me chief) over his town. 2
~::~n! Ii lJprf m I9 it becomes 19. 3
The same construction is found with verbs of' seeing' and' knowing', as
~~~ m" • see', 'regard (as) ',4 -= ~~ sil 'recognize (as)',6 and ~~ gm
. find (as) '.6
After the verbs of 'appointing', 'making' c::::> r 'to' is apt to be used in
place of m, with little, if any, difference of meaning.
Ex. ::::t}C::::>]:~ rdi·nf sw r r-~t ~/ty-r he placed him as (lit. into, i.e.
so as to be) prince and chieftain. 7
The verb U* ~ ~ sbl 'teach' takes a direct object of the person and
introduces the thing taught by <:> r 'concerning'. 8
See Add. for § 84A.
§ 85. The genitive is of two kinds, dt'rect and indirect. Sa
A. The direct genitive follows the noun that governs it, immediately and
without connecting link.
Exx. ~-=-C(I imy-r pr overseer of the house, i.e. steward.
C7Q ~ nb imJIJ possessor of veneration, venerable.
1:~~~ rIJ lJrl-ib nbjknowing the desire of his lord.'
This form of genitive is usual wherever the connexion between governing
and governed noun is particularly close, as in titles, set phrases, etc. Hence an
epithet belonging to the governing word will normally follow the genitive.
Ex. ~<::>.QMQ ~,~,=:~ imy-r slJtyw mnIJ an efficient overseer of fowlers.lo
Examples where the direct genitive is separated from its noun are of
extreme rarity.ll
In expressioI;ls like i ~ ~m-lItr ' priest', lit. 'servant of god', i g~ ~wl-lttr
'temple', lit. • house of god',
C(I pr-nsw 'palace', lit. 'house of the king "
~ Sl-1tSW 'prince', lit. 'son of the king', the priority given to 'god' and
'king' is purely graphic, and due to honorific reasons i see § 57.

+.:

+.:
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o See, however,
8 below.

D.

1 Urk. iv. 119. Sim.
PSBA. 18, 201, I. 5.
2 Bersh. i. 33. Sim.
BH. i. 44, 7.
s RIn'nd 24. Sim.
Peas. B I, 237; Urk.
iv. 113, II.
4 Adm. 1,5; lkhe,·".
8. Ratherdilferently,
BUDGE, p. 46, 14.
6 Urk. iv. 1°95, I •
t U,k. iv. IZo8,6.

T BH. i. 25. 46-7.
Sim. Sebekkhu 14. Ii;
Peas. B I, 237; UrI:.
iv. 31, 9; after II"
• make'. PI. 486.

• PI. 37. 399· Very
rarely with two ob
jects, Brit. Mus. 581 ;
Lit. Fr. 6, 3, , I.
8&

Combined e.g. in

the frequent st ijr 111

rnhw 'Horus-throne
of the living', UrI:. iv.
137, 12 and passim.
, Brit. Mus. 6'4,

I.

II Sin. B 244. Sim.
Peas. B I, 16.

II

3°1.

Exx. S;ut

I,

288.
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&85

ljrk. iv. 1. Sim. ib.
30,6; 1119,2.

I

2, II;

2 Blf. i. 26, 159.
SeeA"Z.12,s; 49,95;
71,6tj; much material
ANTHES, passim.

2& Note the suppres
sion of the fern. ending
·1; seeJEA. 27,44,

n.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

After Dyn. XII filiation is sometimes expressed by the help of the direct
genitive, ex. -mr~~1U~'i:' 'lrtz-mssJ 'jIm cAl)rnose, son of Yeben'.l In
Dyn. XII and earlier a peculiar inversion is frequent; ~~~'5l~~f5.l~"
Ntzry SJ .{f1l'm-tztp SJ lInm-tztp 2 means' Khneml)otpe, son of Khneml)otpe, son of
Nel)ri', not' N., son of Kh., son of Kh.' as it would have done later; and here, as
often, the determinative is absent after the two fathers' names. This mode of
writing shows much variation, the word for' son' being sometimes omitted.
The use of the suffixes after nouns with the meaning of English possessive
adjectives (' my', 'thy', etc. § 35, I) also exemplifies the direct genitive.
OBS. Coptic shows that the direct genitival relation led to loss of accent and
consequent reduction of the vowel in the first of the two words, cf. Copt. 1teb-ei' lord
of a house' beside lleb 'lord'; yek-eloole I vineyard' beside yoke' field', Eg. JlJt. 2a
The status COllstrltctlls so formed has left no trace in hieroglyphic writing.

I.

2b Perhaps a demon
strative in origin, see
PSB.A. 22, 322.

s Eb. 74,12.
, LAC. TR. 2, 61 ;
22, 92; 23, 19.

&

Sin. B 165.

, Th. T. S. i. ,)0 F.
• Louvre C 3.

" Peas. R 42.
9

I.
II

Urk. iv. 185.

1'eas. R 35.

Ft. 442.

12 Sin.
B 28,-S.
Sim.ih. B3:l-1 j flopt.
8, 2.

§ 86. B. I n the indirect genitive the noun is preceded by the genitival
adjective """" 1~)' , belonging to " a derivative in -y (§ 79) from the preposition """"
It 'to' 'for'.2b The genitival adjective agrees in number and gender with the
governing word as follows:
plur. m ? nyw
rare and \ dual m. _~\ nywy 3.
sing. m. -- lZy
" f.:;: ltyt
,,£ :: 7lywt
archaisticf" f. :: nyty 4
The transliterations given are those demanded by strict etymology. but
since these words were probably already much reduced by the M.K., there is some
ground for the handier renderings m. sing. n, m. plur. 1lW, £ sing. and plur. nt.
At an early period the genitival adjective shows a tendency to become
invariable in the form -. The dual is very rare; from M.K. on 9 is often
replaced by --, which may also, though far less frequently, stand for :;:.
Exx. t::~"""~!1 ltsw n Knzt, the king of Egypt. 5
o@I:-TI0 nlwt nt ntztz, the city of eternity.6
~~l?~j~ wrw ltwJbqw, the great ones of Abydus. 7
::;:~~.:J1M~~~ rJW It s!J.ty pn, the asses of this peasant. s
~,~,-:rii {tnzwt Ilt wrw, the wives of the chiefs. 9
When an adjective or other word intervenes between a noun and its
genitive, it is tpe indirect genitive which is used.
Exx. ,],91C7*~~M..Q: inw 1tb tl/r n s!J.t all good produce of the country.to
~<::>,~,"=?:~:Ji'~~~ inzyw-r·k mo rwyt thy overseers of the portal.l l
@~~~--:;:[""]1[""] sdlwt im! Itt pr-{tq valuables were in it belonging to the
See Add.
treasury.12
OBS. For the genitival adjective as predicate, see § 114, 2; before tdm:! and
1dm·n-f, see §§ 19 J -2; before the infinitive, see § 305; before prep.
§ 158 ; after adjectives, see § 95; after passive participles, see § 379, 3.
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§ 87

§ 87. The vocative may stand at the beginning or at the end of a sentence;
more rarely it stands in the middle, but it must not interrupt a sequence of words
belonging very closely together.
Exx. H}~U~~!,=~--~ !zsw, Its tw ijry-sf 0 praised one, may
Arsaphes (the god of Herakleopolis Magna) praise thee. 1
di' ~~'i~:it stim rk ?t·i, (tlty-r hearken thou to me, 0 prince. 2
~~}:it-=-~~-D::;:in-=fiM~:itr+~-+t~l:it mk wi r 1tltm (J·k, SIJIJI, !zr
wJlmj smr·i I will take away thy ass, peasant, because it is eating my corn.~

In ordinary parlance no introductory interjection was used; but in religious
and semi-religious texts ~ ~ i, var. q1 4 is frequent for • 0', the synonym IIJ~ hl,5
var. ru~.h, being much rarer. Exx. ~~~ i nb snti' 0 lord of fear' ; 8 ~~sr!
i rnIJw '0 living ones';7 1IJ~.J.\f6i1=~~~ hI ss Nbsn)I' 0 scribe Nebseny'.8

§ 88. Adverbial uses of nounS.-I. Indications of tt'me are often
expressed by a noun used absolutely, i. e. without preposition. The normal
position of such a noun is towards the end of the sentence, in the position
regularly occupied by adverbs.
f !. ~:;:; sms ib· k tr 1t w/tn· k follow th y desire so long as
Exx. ij ~.J.\ Y
thou Ii vest, Ii t. ti me of thou-art. 9
q}~sr:!:~gqg}@f.f,Ll~r::: lUI sr nIJ·1l·(i) 'Iwmitrw rnpwt Ifsnt I nourished
(the town of) Imiotru in troubled years. 10
Very common as adverbs are ~ tit 'eternally', lit. • eternity', and ~ rr 1Ib
•every day'. Note the mathematical use of;;n sp 10 'ten times',H
If the adverbial phrase is a date, it may begin the sentence:
Ex. fe ~ ... } i~ k'_ ~/t-sP 12 ... Wtil !zmj year 12 •.. H is Majesty proceeded. 12
2. Nouns may further be employed to qualify adjectives or adjective verbs,
like the accusative of respect in Latin or the genitive in Arabic; a very common use.
Exx. ~'!'~r spd !zr sharp of face, i. e. clever.13
1~~::;Jt" nfr·fn bur mrwt your lovable god, lit. your god sweet of 10ve.14
Z::'l-.:,!:it:::.y rIJ'llf JIJ·i nf lb he knew I was serviceably minded towards
him, lit. that I was beneficial to him in heart. 15

=..:

§ 89. The noun with the function of a sentence.-I. This use is
frequent in headings, lists and the like.
Exx. ~ ~I ~ I kt pbrt another remedy. Title introducing a prescription. l6
~~,..... I wrs 1

head-rest, 1. I tern in a list of goods. l7
~~~ ifty NIJt the brewer Nakht. Written over the picture of a brewerY
2. Not infrequently; however, such self-sufficient phrases convey comments
or even narrate a fact.
Exx. ?~~~ ssr mJr a real remedy. Comment accompanying a spell. tll
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1 rear. B I, 196.
Sim. ib. R 90; Si".
H 156; Leo. 17; P.
Pd. JlI6 B, 6.
2 Sh.. S. 12. Sim.
Peas. n I, 26; B 2,
133 ; P.Kah.. I, 2 •. ,
S P,·as. B I, 11-2.
Sim. P. Pel. 1116 H,

12-;\.

• Sill/ .'\, 1 ; Louvre
C 166; C 177; Cairo
20538 i. C 12.
6 Wb. ii. 171 ; these
p:uticJes always at the
beginning of the sen
tence.
I Cairo 20089. 7.

Sim.

LAC.

T.R. 7, I;

8,

1.
7 Cairo 20014.
ib. 20003, I.

I BUDGE,
T2.

Sim.

p. 467,

• Pt. 186. Sim.
Peas. BI, 139; /'SBA.
18, 202, 8; Hamill.
111, 4.
)0 Cairo 20001. Sim.
Sill. B 45.
11

Rkil/li

to. 6.

I.

Sim.

It Seas. no. 310. Sim.
Sin. R 5-6; Peas. B I.

224·

13 SH. i. 8,10. Many
exx. Si". B 48 full.
14 Cairo 20119, C 1 j
Sim. 20040, 17-8.

II llerlinAI.ii.p. 26.

II Eb. 44, 19. Sim.
headings of accounts,
etc. I! BOlli. xviii. 2.
10. 16. 19, 23.36.
17 P. Kah.. 18, 15.
II DR. i. 29.

It Eo. 2,6. Rather
differently, Wes/c. 10,

21.
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§ 89

~U}':..Q>..44°'i kt (tswt iryt 1t'i another favour that was done to me.

811. i. 26, 121.
Sim. IEamlll. IIO, z;
Urk. iv. 940, 4; Az.
69,30, 16.
2 P. Rah. 31, 5.
1

In
the midst of a narrative; the favour is then recounted as a kind of apposition. 1
If the eleven workmen are waiting here for their remuneration (?), Je<::::7'~
bw 1lb ttfr all well and good, lit. everything good.s
OBS. These uses will be found recurring in the case of the nominal parts of the
verb: with the infinitive § 306, and with the participles and relative forms § 390.

§ 90. Apposition.-Words in apposition may be separated from one
another by other words.
Ex. ~~ i 1 <=>[Q) ~--~0~~
(1' 1lt.r I' Ilftf, 1l-sw-bU S{ttp-ib-R( the god
mounted up to his horizon (i. e. his tomb), the king of Upper and Lower Egypt
Sel},erepibre c. 3
A suffix-pronoun may be used to anticipate a noun placed in apposition
after it.
Ex. How shall this land fare ~~:~-.i'~=~~ m Ifmtf, u{r pf mlltJ
without him, that beneficent god? 4
A style of apposition common to Egyptian and the Semitic languages fa is
found in three special cases :.5
I. to indicate the mater£al of which a thing ;s made.
Ex. C:::~l ~ 44lf ~ {tn( ($ 1f'.J(t) wrt together with the great altar of cedar,
lit. together with cedar, the great altar. 6
2. with measures and members.
Ex. l~ e~e II {ttzlpt, ds 2 beer, two jugs, i. e. two jugs of beer. 7
3. with indications of locaHIy.
Ex. !~!I~J~ TJ-wr lbtlwAbydus in the Thinite nome (province), lit.
Thinite nome,. Abydus. 8

"D

I Sill. R 6. Sim. ib.
B 240; Brit. Mus. 614,
H.13·

4 Sill. R 6j-8. Sim.
IVes/c. 9, 15; LAC.

TR.6, 1 ; Zl,.p ; 23,
29·
In Arabic known
as badal • substitu
tion', AZ. 71, 56.
6 See Az. 28, 15.

.>

8 Louvre C 11, j.
Sim. P. Kah. 19,16;
Urk. iv. 206.635.636.
7 Feas. B 1,84. Sim.
ib. R 5; Rhilld .p, 4;
42,4; Urk. iv. 6, 7-8.

• Leyd. V 3, 4. 8.
Sim. ib. 7; Cairo
20105; Urk.iv.80,'5'
See liZ. 29, 120.

• Sh. S. 47-8. Sim.
Peas. B I, 8".; lVestc.

9,23·
'0 BH. i. 8, zoo

11 Cairo 20093, 3.
11 P. Kak. Il, "..
Sim. Cairo 20001,6;
Sittt I, 286.

OBS. For the nominal subject in apposition to a dependent pronoun, see §§ 132.
139; to the demonstrative pw, see § 130. For the 11l of predication emphasizing a noun
in apposition, see § 96,2. For It is negativing a noun in apposition, see § 247, 2.

§ 91. Co-ordination and disjunction.- I. Egyptian has no special word
for' and'. The co-ordination of nouns or adjectives is often effected by direct
juxtaposition.
Exx. ~ ~ i"-= ~J'Fl'b1 714 ~~:t.q~ gm·lI·i dlbw ilrrt im I found figs and
grapes there. 1I
i=.o.7-~~d til! rsy ml,tly its southern and northern boundary.10

The repetition of a preposition, a suffix or an adjective may help out the
sense.
Exx. 1\71 LJLJLJ
ilwt·{n prw·{n your offices and your houses. 11
!~~r~~~~!, tJt·i nbt m II m 1ziwt all my property in country and In
town.1S

m m
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SYNTAX OF NOUNS AND PRONOUNS

§ 91

Closely connected words may be coupled by means of ~ ttr, lit. 'upon '.
Ex. ::t~~l~QQs t/r ttr !zyl wind and rain. 1
Or else 1::;' !zltr ' together with' is employed, especially when the co-ordination
is less close.
Ex. m~}~~it1::;,ro},~~it msw·i {tn r slzw·i my children and my brothers. 2
2. 'Or " like' and', may be left unexpressed.
Ex. =}~C7 [sw no {tlly-f no any commander or any prince. 3
Here the repetition of no assists the meaning; a repeated preposition or
suffix may have the same effect, as was seen in the case of' and' above.
A special word for' or' is 70} r-pw, which is placed after the last of the
alternatives.
Ex. ~C7:i~Er~.!.i~~liit7~ 111, no, 111, sn, In IInms r-pw as lord, as
brother, or as friend.·

'4.

1 Wellc. II,
Sim. Siu! ... 17; l'rle.
iv. 659, 16.

'S". S. u8. Sim.
P,as. B 1,94; Sill. B
84; Siut I, 3°4.
• Kopt. 8, 90 Sim.
Cairo 2oo.ofO, 9-15;
E6. 99, 2-30

4 Pt. 279. Sim. Eb.
6. J4; 2 .... 3; 93,6-7.
After each oC two
alternatives. E6. 39.
17·
a BU. i.8. 10. Sim.
Sin. R 55; Uri. iv.
697,9.
• Cairo 20025, J 2
13;Siut".13-4; Urk.
iv. 689. 10. 15.

§ 92. Gender of nouns.-A few remarks must be added to what has been
already said on this topic (§ 26).
I. The names of foreign countries are treated syntactically as feminines,
ex. '=" ~~=~ Kis !lsi' the vile Ethiopia (Cush) '.5 The same holds good of
names of towns' and, in part at least, of those of the nomes or provinces. 7
, Sillt I. 151; Brit.
Mus. IZ03; but m.
2. ~~ hi (orig. iIJ/) is fern. when it means' things' or ' property', but is apt
see BR. i. 8. lO.
to be treated as a masc. when it means' something " , anything " ex. !~t~.~ !JI
IS". S. 124; P.
Turin I3'. 9. Sim.
mr 'something painful '.8 With the plur. the use is variable. sa
bt (I. Sin. B 2I 5. See
E6. -42. 18: 107,
3. :; bl 'wood', 'tree' is not really a fern., the I being radical; cf. :;f~~ too
20.
8_ P.Ram.IV.Cu;
bl nt/m ' sweet(-smelling) wood ',. :;Ll~ J bl ;1 'a high tree '.10
Hearst 6,2 .colltrasted
4.
!ll 'body', • belly' is usually fem.,ll but instances occur where it is with Eb. J. 20; 47,9.
• lJri. iv.719, 3.
treated as mase.l2

:=:

10

S.i. S. 156.

u E6. 36,6. IS.

VOCABULARY
~~

~Qy~ sl (earlier st) shoot, throw,

r; enter.

}r=..Il

wstn var.
stride.

}r::",..Jl

*'.B

wsln

~~ nol be mighty, victorious;
cD Q
mighty (adj.).

pour.
dWI

adore (in the morning).

l\~ mwt mother.

=r'J sns worship.

mrfi var. mr~~ ms child.

~~ var~

~ t/w mountain.

;tJtt lsp receivp., take.
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Vocab.

1l ~

r I~~~var. r I~~ s!jlW remem

st place.l

!J}~ varr. ~},

bran(;;c, JTH::rnory.

fJrw VOIce,

=-<:>

y~ varr. ~J1 ,
=~

sound.

rJ* ~n
n)

Jrl I I

~ ~~~ var. ~ wti~w (for wd~w,
2) table of offerings.

*

doing.
n~

=

::dIJrI I I

U

0

J1l1r

true, real,

(det. also LJ; abbrev.
sbJ door.

r~ imnt (also r~ imutt § 8 I) the

q~r~ var. ~~~ is/t evil, wrong
c:::::J

=

just.

~ ~ ~ IWt oblations, offerings.

§ 19, ODS.

~1J

sbw food.

West.
o

LJ dU'lt netherworld.

~ tit eternity, everlasting.

~ (tst praise, favour (noun).
J

~

<=>

Ifr with,

For the reading see ;fZ. 46,

before, (speak) to.

107.

E X ERe I S E

VII

(a) Study the follou,illg f1t1zcra1Y wishes from a Thebatt noble's tomb (Dyn.
.<'!; V 111) I :
=
LJ
~<=

~~

I

pr

55

'lmn-m-!ut

of the house,

scribe

Ameneml)et,

lJ!zy-r (§ 79)

o overseer
LJ..I1
<=~

pr·k

r~

~

~r7~

y

wstll·k

~r

'Imnt

m

r*·k
true .of voice
}
§ 55
or Just!'fi ed see ' .

n

Mayst thou
enter (and)

*~
dwJt

sbl

go forth from the West, mayst thou through the door of the netherworld,
mayst
stride
thou adore
~
I

7~ }J~~ ~

=rl~ t}

Rr

wbnf

m

tiw

SJls·k

Re(

(when) he rises

in

the mountain,

mayst thou
worship

111t
~

.~sp·k

~};~;

cD

Iwt

~tp·k

c::b~

Y
I

9~~

hr

mayst thou oblations (and) be because of
satisfied
receive

sbw
food

sw

c::b~
00

(ttpf

~
m

him (when) he sets in

y
I

~ .

(tr wd/:tw
(from) the
upon altar

NWWV\

'C7

1l

nb

of the lord

Q]
11ft
the
horizon,

~
tit
(of)
eternity.2

Adapted from Th. T. S. i. 27.
The' lord of eternity' is Osiris, the god of the dead. A large part of the temple offerings was passed on for use in
private tomb-chapels' after " as the tex.ts say, 'the god had been satisfied therewith '_
J

2
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Exerc. VII

(0) Traltsliterate a1ld translate:

(I)

~~~~=~~~7~~I,~}n~I~~~~m~}~~~~

ffi~}~~~m

(2)

~}~-t~'i'=~~~~~~~~~!,~,71::

~ll0 (3) ~~111~+~~"*~~~~!}~}~~~~~~~
(4) ~}U}QI~I~~+:: C( (5) ~=0~=:~LJ~-=:E'7
(6) LJ Jll

Q 1..... 1

0

~

nJ*"R LJLJ~

-=~"f_~_~I'

:-1r~~

(8)

~~ 1

(7) ~ Q.......LJ~~ ~Q~i
~~I I I~~ ~I

e}~~~7~~,~±~,

(c) Write in hieroglyphs and transliteratioN, :
(I) I am (one) good of counsels in the house of his lord. (2) Mayst thou
hearken, 0 sovereign my lord, to this (the) daughter of thy handmaid. (3) The
overseer of the city found his brothers and sisters at (~r) the door of the palace.
(4) My praises reached heaven. (5) The wife of the priest went down into the
boat. (6) Thy hands are mightier than (those of) all the gods of Egypt.
(7) The gods are satisfied when they receive oblations upon their altars.
(8) May I hear thy counsels every day. (9) He sees the gods in their beautiful
places of the West.

EXCURSUS A
The Titulary and other Designations of the King. l
The student now possesses the knowledge of Egyptian writing and grammar
requisite to decipher the royal names and titles occurring on innumerable
monuments of stone. The' titulary , (-;J~~ 1zlJbt) II consisted of five 'great
names' c:~ r1l wr),a which were assumeci by the Pharaoh on the day of his
accession. We have not here to study the gradual development of the titulary i
it will answer our purpose to illustrate it in the forms in which it occurs in
Middle Egyptian. The following is the full titulary of Sesostris I (Dyn. XI I) :
~-?-m}o~-?-m}of~~~~uJ~C1W':=J~-?-~1gq0~ lfr rntJ mswt, nbty rntJ
mswt, lfr now tntJ mswt, n-sw-bU .(fpr-kl-Rr, Sl Rr S-n- Wsrt, di rn!J ddt WIS mi
Rr it Horus' Life-of-births', Two Ladies' Life-of-Births', Iiorus of gold' Life
of-Births', King of Upper and Lower Egypt' Kheperkere c ' [, the ka of Re c
comes into being '], Son of Re c 'Sesostris' [' man of (the goddess) Wosret '],4
(may he be) granted life, stability and wealth like Re c eternally.5
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1 See H. MULLER,
Dieformale Entwick
lungder Titulaturaer
ii.gyptischen Kiinige,
Gliickstadt, 1938; A.
MORET, Du caractere
religieux de fa rOJlaut!
pharaonique, Paris,
1903, ch. I.
2 llrk..iv.80,1l;160,
I I ; HR. Thes. 1077,19'
a llrk. iv. 261, 3.
J 4-17 ;
HR. Thes.
1077, 19·
'The name S-Il
Wsrt belonging to
three kings of Dyn.
XII was formerly read
Wsrlsn (Usertesen),
whereby its identity
with the Sesostris 0 f
Manetho (see p. 76, 11.
I) was obscure~. See
llnt. 2,1-24; )fZ. 4I,
43·
6 OH. i. 25,59- 62•
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A titulary of Tuthmosis III (Dyn. XVIII) from Sinai is similar in form:

~~~a~ 1@~rtJ~~~~~f ~~~! ~(0E5m] ~C~m~m] ~~~~:~~~

Ijr kl 1Zbl br m 1I/,sI, nbty WI/.z nsyt 111i Rr 111 pi, Ijr nbw s!Jm Plfty tisr trw, 1Z-SUJ
bit MlI-IJpr-Rr, Sl Rr .{}/.zwty-ms-nfr-!Jpr(w), mry Ift/.zr nbt m/klt Horus' Strong

1 Sillai 196; after
the first cartonche is
a longstring ofepithets
not belonging to the
name. Both the tit\1
laries qnoted conclude
with epithets not be
longing to the names
(' may he be granted
life', etc. and 'be
loved of II athor "
etc.). These are so
typical that it seemed
advisable to retaill
them.

2

Seas. pp.

21-2;

2& On these symbols
see JEA. 30, 50-I.

bull-arising-in-Thebes', Two Ladies' Enduring-of-kingship-like-Re<-in-heaven',
Horus of gold' Powerful-of-strength, holy-of-diadems', King of Upper and Lower
Egypt' Menkheperre<' [, the form of Re< remains (?) 'J, Son of Re<, 'Tuthmosis
[, Thoth is born 'J beautiful-of-forms', beloved of Hathor, lady of the turquoise. l
The comparison of these two titularies discloses five elements common to
both; these common elements are followed by names that are variable in the
case of every king. The underlying idea is that the king, while being the
re-incarnation of Horus, or protected by the goddesses called the Two Ladies, or
appearing as the golden Horus, reveals his individuality by exhibiting the divine
nature under some aspect peculiar to himself; thus Sesostris I is the Horus who
infuses life into all who are born, Tuthmosis I II is the golden Horus who is
powerful of strength and whose diadems are holy. Similarly, the names in the
two' cartouches ' or 'royal rings' describe the nature of the king in his capacity
of' King of Upper and Lower Egypt' and of' Son of Re(' respectively. Whereas
an Englishman distinguishes two different kinds of name, Christian and family
name, the Egyptian kings distinguished five, which we term the Horus name,
the nebty name, the golden Horus name, the prenomen and the nomm. These
we shall now consider in turn.
I. The Horus name, less suitably called banner-name or ka-name, represents
the king as the earthly embodiment of the old falcon-god Horus, who early
became the dynastic god of Egypt, and as such was identified with the sun-god
Re(, himself also at some very early period the dynastic god. This
name is frequently written within a rectangular frame, at the bottom
of which is seen a design of recessed panelling such as we find in the
fa~ades of early brick tombs and in the false doors of Old Kingdom
ma~tabas ; 2 on the top of the rectangular frame is perched the falcon
of Horus, in more elaborate Dyn. XVI II examples crowned and
accompanied by sun and uraeus ; 2a see the annexed figure. It is not
quite certain whether the building symbolized by the rectangle and
fac;ade (together termed the ~-=;ftlil11 sr!J.) 3 was the king's palace or his
tomb. The former alternative is the more probable, since in the
oldest times the Horus name was the commonest designation of the
king, and it is unlikely that a purely sepulchral name should have
been chosen for the purpose. Still, its associations with the ka or ' spirit' came
to be very close. On the whole, we may conclude that the Horus name denotes
the aspect of Horus worn by the king whilst dwelling in the palace.
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Excurs. A

The nebty name, so called because the probable reading of the group
~ is nbty 'the two ladies ',1 displays the king as standing in a special relation
to the two principal goddesses of the period immediately preceding Dyn. I,
when Egypt was still divided into two kingdoms i these were the vulture
goddess +J~~ N!Jbt Nekhbet of the Upper Egyptian city of EI-Kftb and the
cobra-goddess 1",g Wltjt Edj o la of the Lower Egyptian city of ~ Dp i these
cities were in the close vicinity of the early capitals of ': Nljn Hieraconpolis
and ~ P Pe respectively, and it is to this reason that the two goddesses owed
their prominence. Probably Menes, the founder of Dyn. I, was the first to
assume the mbly title, symbolizing thereby the fact that he had united the two
kingdoms. II The Greek interpretation K'6ptOt; (JacTL'AetwlI 'lord of crowns' is probably
secondary; doubtless protection by the goddesses was in the mind of the Egyptians,
not merely ownership of the crowns with which the goddesses were identified.
2.

3. The golden Horus name is more disputed. Some high authorities 3
have supposed, on the strength of the Greek equivalent aVTt1Ta'Awvlnr€pTepot;
. superior to (his) foes' on the Rosetta stone, that the monogram ~ symbolized
Horus as VIctOrious over F1@ Nbt(y) 'the Ombite', i. e. the god Seth who was
worshipped at Ombos near the modem ~1is" This was, no doubt, the inter
pretation of Greek times, but the evidence of the earlier periods points in another
direction. In a context dealing with the titulary of Tuthmosis I I I that king
says' he (Amun) modelled me as a falcon of gold' Ul}=>-~-~ Uk n nbw),5 and
I:-Iashepsowe calls herself' the female Horus of fine gold' (~'" 71;': lfrt nt tjrm); 6
the concept of the golden falcon can be definitely traced back to Dyn. XI,7 and
an inscription of Dyn. XII describes the golden Horus name as the' name of
-gold' C:-F1 rn n nbw).8 King Cheops (Dyn. IV) and king Merenre c (Dyn. VI)
have the title ~ with two falcons over the' gold' sign i but the two falcons are
normally a circumlocution for the reconciled enemy-gods Horus and Seth, so
that, on the hypothesis here combated, Horus and Seth would both seem to be
indicated as vanquishers of Seth. Lastly, the names following the group ~ are
far from being always of a bellicose character. There seems but little doubt
that this group meant' Horus of gold' except perhaps in the very latest periods ; ~
but exactly what god was intended is a problem still unsolved.
4. The prenomen is the name which follows the title ~ n-sw-bit ' he who
belongs to the sedge and the bee' i the plant +7'\ swt symbolizing Upper Egypt
is supposed to be identical with the flowering sdrpus-reed or sedge, Egyptian ~
smr, a common emblem of Upper Egypt; 10 the exact connexion of the bee with
Lower Egypt is still obscure. In effect the title means 'king of Upper and
Lower Egypt', and the Rosetta stone translates it by {JacTL'Aevs TWlI TE a.vw lCa~
"WI! lCa"w xwpwv. The prenomen itself is almost always compounded with the
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I Ree. 17, 113;
PSBA. 20, 200.

10 Commonly called
Buto, see above p. 32,
n. I; alsoJEA. 30,
55·

I See Unto 3, 13;
also Ann. 44, 279 fT.

a H. BRUGSCH, Die
AtgyfJl(J/ogie (Leipzig
1897),

202;

SETHI!:,

in J. GARSTANG, Ma
lufsnaandBit KhalMf
(London, 1901), 19.
• Wemnstcarefully
distinguish between
this Ombos, which is
that mentioned by Ju
venal in his fifteenth
Satire, and the other,
the
present Kom
Ombo. some 25 miles
north of Aswln, where
there is a much visited
temple dating from
Graeco-Roman times.
G Urk. iv. 161.
4 Urlt. iv. 237.
7 LAC. TR. 55, 5.
8 Berl. AI, i. p. 138.

• So MORET, op.cit.
p. 22, quotiog his ear
lierwork Ree. 23,23;
THIERRY,ol. cit. 66
83·Fl1rtherdiscl1ssion,
Mill. Kairo, 4, 9ff.

10 GRIFFlTH,Hiero

Glyphs, p. 29. Keimer
agrees, however, that
the sign is too sche
matically shown to be
identifiable with any
particnlar species.
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o Ranke (JAOS70,
6S) has made it prob
able that the divine
name l{ec wns origin
ally read before -orj,
in which case the
Herodotean Chephren
would be due to Iatcr
misinterpretation.
I Examples show
ing the rope as such
are rare, even in quite
early times.
That
here illustrated is from
Cairo J S58, a relief
dating from the reign
of SahUliiC (Dyn. V).
2 JiZ. 3S, 4; QUI
BELL, Hierakollpo/is
(London, 1900), i. 38.

" )lZ.34, 16j.
• Sin. B213; Urk.
iv. 82, 13; 102, II;
283, 16. A less plaus
ible explanation Bu/l.
I I, 141.
ft AZ. 43, ISS.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

name of the god Re(; typical examples are 0~~U S{ltp-ib-Rr' propitiating
the heart of Re(' (Ammenemes I), 0'="~J Nb-mJrt-Rr 'lord of truth is Re(
(Amenophis II I); one of the first cases of Re( as an element in a king's name
is with (v~J Rr_!;rfO Chephren of Dyn. IV, and the instances without Re(
all date before Dyn. IX. The prellomen and 1tOmm are invariably written
within' cartouches' (this French word means an ornamented tablet of stone,
wood, or metal destined to receive an inscription) or
'royal rings '. The cartouche depicts a loop formed
by a double thickness of rope, the ends tied together
so as to offer to the spectator the appearance of a
straight line; 1 strictly speaking the loop should be
round, as it is in one or two very early examples,2 but becomes elongated
and oval because of the length of most hieroglyphic names enclosed in it.
The Egyptians called the cartouche 510';0 snw 3 from a verb-stem sni ' encircle "
and it seems not unlikely that the idea was to represent the king as ruler of all
'that which is encircled by the sun " a frequently expressed notion.· Another
name of the cartouche, not found before Dyn. XIX, is S:o 11111-$.0
5. The nomen is introduced by the epithet ~ Sl Rr ' son of (the sun-god)
Re< '. The name in the cartouche was, as a rule, that borne by the king before
his accession to the throne; it is almost the equivalent of our family name, for
Dyn. Xl affects the nomina] ~ 'I1l-tf Antef and =}~ Mntw-{ltp Mentbotpe.
Dyn. XII the nom£na QS:l\~ 'Imn-m-{llt Ammenemes and
S-n-Wsrt
Sesostris; Dyn. X I I I shows several kings of the name ~ ~ Sbk-{ltp Sebkl:lotpe
and Dyn. XVIII consists almost entirely of rulers named QS:~ 'Imn-!ttp
Amenophis and ~m !)!twty-ms Tuthmosis. The first Egyptian kings to
distinguish a nomen and a prenomen were those of Dyn. V.
In the period covered by this book the five names of the titulary have
a rigidly fixed order. The principal name is the prenomeJZ, and this is often
found alone or accompanied only by the 1zomm. Only very rarely does the
Horus name serve for identification purposes, ex. ~~~ .lfr .(Jr-m-111Ir t ' Horus
Appearing-in-truth " i. e. Amenophis III.6
To introduce the king's name the phrase t~ !tm n is often found; this we
translate 'the Majesty of', but the origin of the expression is obscure. One
example will suffice:

1r:-=

r

• TarkhG11 i. 79, I I ;
MAR., Kam. 34, 29·

7
8
8

10

II

Hamm: 17, I.
Urk. iv. 158, I~.
Urk. iv. 101, I.
Sin. B 236.
Werle. 5, 2. 3.

f~()'i,\\'!J~I~=C~J~GS:l\..£>J (lit-sf 19 lJr !tm n nty 1ifr nb tlwy
N-mJrt-Rr, Sl Rr, 'Jmn-m-I;~t year 19 under the Majesty of the good god, lord of
the two lands Nema<re<, son of Re<, Ammenemes (III).7
As speaker the king often refers to himself as ~ ~ {lm·i ' My Majesty ',8 var.
h!l !tm·;'; 9 he is addressed as ~~ !tm·k 10 'Thy Majesty', var. ~ I f>=; 11 the 3rd
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pers. ~~ ftmj"' His Majesty ',1 var. ~ I~- 2 is also exceedingly common. The
word ftm also occurs in the stilted phrase ~ L~",~["J m ftm n stp-SI 'in the
Majesty of the palace'. 3 The plural Hi ~ ftmw'ln is found addressed to gods or
even to honoured men (' your worships ') ; 4 Bashepsowe, who styled herself king,
though a woman, employs the feminine form io~ ftmH.5 The translation of
!zm as ' Majesty' is a mere makeshift; the precise meaning of the Egyptian word
thus used is unknown, though a word of similar appearance means' slave '.5a
The ordinary word for king is :t.:, :t0~ nsw (§ 54); far less common is
Q~~~II ity, var. ~~,6 which we conventionally translate' sovereign'; another
fairly common appellation is <:::7Jl nb 'the Lord '.7 We cannot here discuss
other epithets of the king, such as 1~ nlr nfr 'the good god' (perhaps rather
'the beautiful god '), <:::7= nb tlWy 'the lord of the two lands', ~<:::7+["J ljr nb
f!z ' Horus, lord of the castle'; for nb-r-rlr see § 100, I. As regards the term
Pharaoh (Hebrew 1"IP"J', Greek CPapaw, Coptic nppo: nO'b'po),8 the facts are as
follows. 9 The Egyptian original ;2 Pr-fl 'Great House' was used in the Old
Kingdom as part of many phrases like smr Pr-fJ 'courtier of the Great House',
and clearly there referred to the palace itself or to the court, and not to the
person of the king. From the end of Dyn. XII onwards the term is written
;2LJ f H Pr-f, ruff Wt!1 snb 'Great House, may it live, prosper, be in health'
with the auspicious wish-formula discussed §§ 55. 313; but still it seems to mean
only the palace. The earliest certain instance where Pr-r, refers actually to the
king is in a letter to Amenophis IV (Akhenaten), which is addressed to ;;; sr- A~<:::7
Pr-fl rnff wt!J snb nb' Pharaoh, 1. p. h., the Master '.10 From Dyn. XIX onward it
is used occasionally just as !zmf' His Majesty' might be used; we read' Pharaoh
went forth', ' Pharaoh said', etc. In other words the term has become a respectful
designation for the king, just as the head of the Ottoman government was
termed the Sublime Porte. The final development was when a proper name
was added to the title, as in the' Pharaoh Hophra' of the Old Testament;
the earliest Egyptian example of this use is under one of the Shoshenl5:s of'
Dyn. XXII.
In conclusion, a few words must be said concerning the way in which the
royal names may be best represented in English. The Horus name, nebty name,
and golden Horus names ought perhaps to be translated; so far as that is
possible, at least, for the epithets employed as names are often very obscure in
their meaning. The prenomen and nomen, on the contrary, must be left in their
Egyptian forms, for to replace (e.g.) 'king Tuthmosis' by 'king Thoth-is-born'
would be obviously absurd. The question now arises as to how such names as
.oftwty-ms should be vocalized, for only in the rarest cases do we know how an
old Egyptian name was really pronounced. The practice followed by a number
of writers, to whom the author of the present work belongs, is to utilize the names
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1 Hamm. 192, 3.
, Westc.6, 1.2. 13.
3 See GARD. Sill.
p.83·
4 AZ. 47,89; TaI'
khan i. 79, 5.
D Urk. iv. 363, 6,

5. Recent discus
sions: AZ. 75, II>;
JEA. 29, 79.

8

PI. 7; Sh. S. 173;

Ul"k. iv. 15,9.
7 P.BOfll.xviii,2.12;

Urk. iv. 1092, 14;
1112,13·

8 AZ. 53, 130.
, PSBA. 23, 72.

10 P. Kak. 38, 17.
However, Arne. pl.
93, 5 probably dates
from Tuthmosis III,
see ib. p. 160; cf. also
Brit. Mus. 148 (Hiel".
Texts vii, pI. 43),
Tllthmosis IV.
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I Manetho was an
Egyptian priest con
temporary with the
first two Ptolemies,
who wrote an Egyp
tian history in three
books. Only excerpts
remain, which are pre
se"eci in the works of
Josephus, Africanull
and Eusebiu&. See
WADDELL, Manetho
(Loeb Classical Lib
rary), London, 1940.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
given by the historian of Egypt Manetho (first half of the 3rd cent. B.C.),l so far
as the forms handed down by the excerptors of Manetho are fairly recognizable
as transcriptions of the hieroglyphic writing j so, for example, Tuthmosis for
f)kwty-ms, Sesostris for S-n- Wsrt, and so on. When, however, the Manethonian
form is either absent or barely recognizable as an equivalent of the hieroglyphs,
a guessed transcription will be found preferable, for example l:fareml,1ab for
,lfr-m-!z,b, where Manetho gives Harmais. We shall deal further with such
guessed transcriptions in Appendix B at the end of this book. Here we need
only warn the student against one specially barbarous transcription of a royal
name j Thothmes is still used for the Manethonian Tuthmosis by many Egypto
logists who ought to know better.
For the various names of the Egyptian kings see H. GAUTHIER, Le Lt'vre
des rois d'Egypte, 5 vols., Cairo 1907-17, in Memoires ... de l'lnstltut /ran(ais
d'arckeologle orientale. In English there is the smaller work, E. A. W. BUDGE,
The Book of tke Kings of Egypt, 2 vols., London, 1908.

LESSON VIII
§ 93. Biliteral signs (continued from
xv. with d as second consonant:

§

82) :

~ tid (later dd).

~Jd

xvi. with tI as second consonant:

=

rtl (later rd)

~ wd (later wd,

l)

SYNTAX OF ADJECTIVES

I Siul I, 237.
a Siu/ I, 377. Sim.

wr 1m.!" ,,11, ill.

I,

3118.

Stut I, U5'
a Eb. 70,... Cf.
smr-wrtJl "b, BH. i.
35, 101, quo § 137.
f

§ 94. The sentence with adjectival predlcate will be treated fully below in
Lesson XII.
For the adjective as epltket, see above § 48, I, where it was seen to follow
its noun and agree with it in number and gender. It remains to be noted that
such an adjective may on occasion be separated from its noun by a genitive or
by an adverb.
Exx• .d,7,-:-c;::;n:-~Q+.Kt:'}@ swtf nt R-/irrt {/srt Imt SlWt his
holy places of Ro~ereret which are in Sitit. 2
:tQ~~ wr 1m nb each one thereof. 3
Occasionally, however, epithet and noun adhere so closely together that
they are treated as a compound. Exx. G+A' "~:-;-: t-tzt!·sn ' their white bread';'
~.!.~ ~:7, gs-lzry· sn 'their upper side '.11
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SYNTAX OF ADJECTIVES

§ 94

Two much rarer methods of expressing the adjective as epithet now call for
description:
I. The adjective is used as a noun and the qualified noun follows as an
indirect genitive.
Ex. l~~~it-1f.~~:i !twrw n rlJty a wretched washerman, lit. a wretch of
a washerman. 1
OBS. See below 1 262, I for wr n • one', • a '; the construction of nn n, nJ n
•these' (I I I I) is also comparable, as well as nky n • a few', 'a little " and
(§ 99)·

Iflf

1Z • many'

2. The adjective follows its noun as an indirect genitive.
Ex. ~-1=.J~-1 r n t.bwt n !z4 a pair of white sandals, lit. of sandals of
white. 1

OBS. Here again the adjective is used as a noun.
with noun clauses, see below 1 191.

For a similar construction

§ 95. It has been seen (188, 2) that nouns may be used, like the accusative
of respect in Latin, to qualify adjectives. The £ndirect genitive is sometimes
employed similarly, when a suffix-pronoun follows. the noun in question.
Exx. ~jq~-~~~- sJ l;r n dbrwl a scribe excellent with (lit. of) his
fingers. 3
Twenty women .~J:::':'!7l~! ~~I m njrwt nt !trw'sn who are beautiful of
body, lit. as beautiful ones of their members.'
In the masculine instances it is not quite certain that n is the genitival
adjective. It might be the preposition n j for a similar ambiguity see § 379, 3
below.
§ 96. The emphatic and the emphasized adjective. I. It happens
not seldom that an adjective bears an emphasis such as to make the meaning of
the whole sentence dependent upon it.
Exx. q<>'9'~~~~~r:-~~j~-Y- lr ib ;n m st ;snt, sn-nw pw 11- nbf
as for a heart (which is) brave in evil case, it is the equal of its lord. 6
~°t\~'.B-~Tt)~<>=~~ wr tWI n sfw,. nlJt greater is the claim of the
mild man than (that of) the strong.
~:ni~ tid·i wrt I speak a (thing that is) important. 7
2. As the above renderings show, the emphasis of the adjective often
requires to be brought out in English by a relative clause (' which is', 'that is ').
Egyptian occasionally utilizes the m of predication (§ 38) with the same intention;
the adjective then ceases to be a mere epithet, and is employed as a noun.
Exx. Seek out for me ~jt7i~~d~~~j*:i . 7i~Q~~ sl·tn m Sll, m·tn m
i;r a son of yours who is (lit. as) wise, a brother of yours who is (lit. as) excellent. 8
--Q q~~~ iry·i m wrt I will do (something) which is (lit. as) great. 9
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1 Peas. B I, 169.
Sim. i6. 175; BerI.
AI. i. p. 261, a.

p.
Sim. Bn's". i.
14, •• 7; UrR. iv. "97,
8; 654,1+
I LAC. Sart. i.

• 6.

• SII.S.I88. Other

exx. Rec. a8, no.
, Weslc. 5,

10.

• Adm. p. 10+ Sim.

below § I+ft ...

• Pt. a19. Sim.
Peas. B I. 284, quo
§ 148, a·
7 Cairo 20538, ii.
c 9.

• P.Pel. lIl611, 6.
Sim. Westc. 5, 10
quo §95; JEA. iv.
Pl. 8, 7-8; Urk. iv.
81 4, 17·
• Uri. iv. 350.
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§ 96

1

Cairo 20026. Sim.

Benk. i.

14, 2.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

I t is not possible to distinguish between m + adj. used as noun and the case
where m + a real noun is employed as a kind of emphasized apposition.
Ex. ~~-9- .}~.} 7~ Itit!I~JJ! ..... ?~~ ~ i ('n!Jw tpyw tJ, m {zmw-n{r
{zmwt-ll{r ..... nw r-pr pn 0 ye who live upon earth, such as are (lit. as) priests
and priestesses ..... of this temple. 1
OBS. We shall find similar uses in connexion with the relative adjective (§ 199,
end) and the participles (§ 393).

§ 97. Comparative and superlative.-The Egyptian adjective has no

I Peas. BI, 53.88.
Sim. Westc. 9, 7. See
too J/Z. 55, 65.
3 Urk. iv. 410.
• BH. i. 32. Sim.
ib. l6, '52 (lmy n);
LAC. TR. 80, l8; also

Siut 1, 224 (spd wn

lmy ntrw); cf. further
Urk. iv. 893, 16 (nty
111 instead of lillY).
8 Cair020750j BH.
i. 25, 54.
6

7

Bersh. i.

14, I.

Ex. Pens. B 2, 132.

8 Urk. iv. 68. Sim.
ib. 495, 14; 557, 3·

special forms for the degrees of comparison. The preposition <=> r is used, as
we have seen (§ 50), to render the meaning of the comparative.
The meaning of the superlative may be conveyed by a genitive.
Exx. ~~-~.}I~I wr n wrw greatest of the great. 2
~ ~ ~ ~ 7::<=>~- ink wy wrw m tJ r tir! I was greatest of the great in
the entire land. 3
Or else by means of ~+~ imy (§ 80).
Ex. ~~+~trl wr imy s('{zw greatest of (lit. being in) the nobles. 4
The repetition of a suffix may help to indicate superlative meaning.
Ex. ~ -~_ SJ! smswfhis eldest son, lit. his son his eldest. s
For' very' ~ wrt ' greatly' (§ 205, 4) is of common occurrence.
Ex. ~fl~fi~? s/J wrt very difficult. 6
The common phrase =>!~~ r !Jt nbt 'more than anything' 7 conveys
much the same sense. So too w(' 'one', 'alone':
Ex. ~ t~J w(' i*r alone excellent, i. e. uniquely excellent. 8

EQUIVALENTS OF ENGLISH ADJECTIVES, ETC.
9 Adm.
p. 100 ;
Urk. iv. 8s. 102.
10 J/Z. 34, 35.
11 Urk. iv. 320, 17;
322, 14; 331, 12.
12 PSBA. 18, 201,
I. 6.
13 Urk. i. 78, 5.
it See J/Z. 40, 92.
15 Urk. iv. 1[09.
16 Eb. 31, 17.

17

Urk.

iV.I02.

Peas. Bt. 30.
Peas. B I, 46.
10 Urk. iv. 20, II ;
1089, 11.
Without
det., ib. 736, 13.
18

19

§ 98. The word for' other' has an ending i, doubtless dual in origin:
sing. m. ~QQ ky (Hi)
plur. m. ~l\\ kywy (kiwy),9 varr. ~,10 ~,11 ~ 12
" f. ':: kt (kiti)
" f . ':: kt (kiti), only known from Old Eg.13
The transliterations in brackets give the correct etymological values. a 10'
is no true adjective, but a noun to which another may be added in apposition.
Exx. '="Q
ky sp another time, lit. another, a time. IS
~ ~Ol 7I kt PlJrt another remedy.16

Q;;

~J?\~I:t':QQ'}~1 kywy nsyw other kingsY
A suffix may be attached to the word for' other' :
Ex. ~Q~-ft~~ ktyfWJt its other side. Is
~~ Q ky and':: kt are frequently used as nouns; for the plural' others' the
phrase ~!~I~I kt-lJt,l9 var. ~~~~ kt-8y,20 lit. 'other things " is common.
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EQUIVALENTS
OF ENGLISH ADJECTIVES, ETC.

§ 98

, One' ..... 'other' is expressed by ~ wr ..... "="Q Qky:
Ex. Q}-f\~~--=7~=~~:,-tli iw wltf wrt or mw, kt or it its one side
was under water, the other under corn. I
Or else by "="Q Qky ..... "="Q Q ky:
Ex. l~ O-"="Q Q"="Q Q/:tpt·n ky ky one embraced the other. 2
..6-1 wr "one ... " II
O r eI se b y ......
° -- S1Z-1ZW'f ' h'1S secon d' :
Ex. :t::t~ ~-- wr ddj !Jft sn-nw:f one said to (lit. before) the other.3
Or else is merely implied:
Ex. ~}~~-~ rdi·n wi !JIst n I}lst land gave me to land"

1 Peas. R 46. Sim.
Urk. iv. 744, 4-6·

, Uri. v. 48. Sim.
BH. i. 26,165; Peas.
B 1,152.
a Urk. iv. 26. Also
exceptionally wf •••
wr, Westc. 8, 22.

• Sin.B28-g. Sim.
BH. i. 25,40-1; Sem
nan Disp. 2, 8; Urk.
iv. 652, 10.

§ 99. 'Many','few','alittle'.-Forthesenotions it' /:t/:t 'mi1lion'(§ 259)
and m~, ~ 1 nhy 'a little' are often used with the indirect genitive.
Exx. it'-;; ~/:t 1t sp many times, or often.1i
m~, 71-=~,4 nhy n rmt a few men. 6
m~, 7l-l>~01,7 1 nhy n /:tmll a little salt. T

• Eo. 30, 17; Urk.
iv. 1091, 8.
e Adm. 7,3. Sim.
P. P' 1116B, 7.
7 Peas. B I, 48.
Sim. Pro 1,6.

§ 100. For' entire', 'complete', 'whole' several phrases are used.
I. <=>!.-- r tir:f, lit. 'to its end '.
Exx. ;=;,.~.:="~-- II pn r tirf 'this
entire land'; 8 Ij I<=>~__ mJr r tir-f' the entire army' ; 9 ::~::J= c~J dr·n-f s(y)
r tir·s ' he had subdued the whole of it' ; 10 also without suffix, +t-!,~<=>~ 1m n
!jt r tir 'all these things '.11 Note too the phrase :;;:~~ nb-r-tfr lord of the
universe', lit. 'lord to the end', a title given to the sun-god 12 or the king; 13 so
too nbl-r-tfr is an epithet of the queen. 1i
2. gQt~::-- mi /fdf, lit. 'like its form'. Ex. *71~~gQ~l:~ wnwt /:twt-nt.r mi
/fd·s 'the entire priesthood ofthe temple'.15 A rarer synonym is gQLl~V~ mi #f. i5&
3. -=-~}~r lWI' according to its length '. Exx. ~}0<:>~-- hrw r JWf
~ the entire day' ; 16 ~ ~ QQo. ~ I<=>~- tl onyt r JW'S 'the entire navy' ; 17 without
<::>~~-f. 7, nn r lW n rnpwt 'all these years '.18
suffix

• Westc. 9, II; P.
Pet. I1I6B, I.
I Kopt. 8, 2; Urk.
iv. 655, 16.
10 Sin. BIll.
11 Siut I, 26g.
11 Urk. v. 5r. 64.
73; Rearst 6, 7.
11 ,Mil/.2; Adm. 15,
13·
It Sin. B 172. 274.
lG Kopt. 8, 2. Sim.
Siul I, 151.
". Peas. B I, 'Il;
Westc. 6, 14.
10 Pt. 380. 38 z.
17 Urk. iv. 6.
18 Adm. 13, 2.

§ 101. 'Each',' every', of time, is rendered by the noun :: ~y~ t.nw
'number " later,: o} )~~ tnw, followed by a direct genitive in the singular.
Exx. <=>::o} )~f7 r tnw rnpt every year, lit. at every year.J,i
':'o} )~~*}0 tnw dwJW every morning. 20

II BR.i.8, 17; Urk.
iv. 55. 70• 7I 9.
~o Uri. iv. 117.

.

++=

0

§ 102. ~ s ' man' is common for' someone·, , anyone'; also, combined
with a negative word, for I no one'.
Exx. Q<=>1~~ ir ir l}l'k s if thou examine someone. 21
::::~V-~ nn wn ib n s no one has a heart, lit. not is a heart to a man. 1I2
§ 103. For 'everyone', 'everybody' it' 0 S nb 'every man' 23 is the
most usual expression; but j}'O~~ bw nb, lit. 'every place ',24 and b~~ /:tr nb,
lit. 'every face ',211 are also frequent.
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nEll. 38, 3.
Lell. 121.

2i

'3 Sh.

S. 6; Leb.
JIg.
H Siut '1,3.6; Pro
1,12; Leo. 107. I l l .
II Adm. 6, 3; Urk.
IIl.

iv. 17,100
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

§ 103
I Parenthetically
like quisque after a
plural, Urk. iv. 752,
14; )iZ. 69, 31,19.
2 Siut 1,277. 288 j
Drk. iv. 747, 17.
3 After
negative,
p. Kah. 5, 58 j Eb.

109,

2.

• Eb . . p, 18; 104,
2; 107, 12. 20.
S
After negative,
Eb. 27, 13; 110,3·

lo&

See

GUNN,

Stu·

dies, ch. 25.

« See GUNN, Slu
diu, ch. 10.

1 Urk. iv. 650, 3,
quo § 491, 2.

S A different formu
lation of the same
stondpoint in GUNN,
Studies, ch. 26.

'Each one " 'each' is also represented by s no; 1 but ~C7 wr no' every
one' 2 is equally common.

'Everything', 'anything' is

~~:;

tJt not, lit. 'all things';

See GUNN, Slu
din, chs. 11-13.

10

Brit. Mus. 1372.

11

DH. i. 8, Ie-II.

11

Kopt. 8, 8.

14

Sin. B58.

~~

tJt

alone is also used for' something ',' 'anything ',5 see above § 92, 2.
NEGATION

§ 104. Egyptian is· rich in negative words, each of which possesses its
own peculiar syntactic uses. For the moment we are concerned only with the
commonest of these, which appears in two forms, ::: 1l1t and .A- 1t. Old Egyptian
did not make the distinction and Dyn. X I still often uses .A- for:::. Sa For:::
religious texts show the variants
and : , seeming to poin't to the reading nlt. 6
In a few texts .A- interchanges with the particle .1, so that their phonetic values
must have been very similar; .A- is also sometimes written as - , and the preposi
tion - 1t ' to' has .A- as a common variant (§ 164). Late Egyptian writes J.. bu,
for::: mt, and an instance occurs already in Dyn. XVIII,7
The distinction between ::: nn and .A- 1t is rather obscure; possibly :::
is always a predicate' not is .... .', 'it is not (the case that) .... :, while .A- is
more closely linked to the word which it precedes and qualifies; cf. ou and p:rj in
Greek. 8 I n carelessly written texts the two are apt to be confused, especially
after the middle of Dyn. XVII I. See further below § 235.

=

OBS. The replacement of the sign of negation by of the Dead is clearly due to superstitious reasons. .

9

3

in some MSS. of the Rook

§ 105. Negation of the narrative verb.-The negative word precedes
the verb, and specializes its meaning in a strange way. 9
I. .A- 4"- n simj has past meaning for the most part, and as such
provides the ordinary method of negating the narrative sim·nj form.
Exx. ..A...Q>..~-gl:-1tC7::':~-~ 11, ir·(i) tJt n Irr nb, ir-n·(i) tJt n ~Jty-('
I did not do things for any small man, I did things for the prince. 10
~~'!'i ..........Am}~~lA'j' ii·n·;' .... n tJpr nhw m mSr·i I returned ....
there had not occurred loss in my army.ll
We shall see in § 455 that n simf may occasionally refer to events in the
present or the future, but such cases are not common enough to delay us here.
2. :'::.41~ -- nn simi has future meaning; see further below § 457.
Ex. :::}~1~~-=:~ nn wisl dIrt he shall not (or never) wear the red
crown.III
3. -'-.41~:: n sim·njhas often present meaning.
Exx. The mouth is silent ..A..I==-}'= n mdw<jtjand does not speak,l8
:::~L\.[]}.A-::='f-- rnw pw, n rdi·n-J slj he is one who comes again, he
does not turn (lit. give) his back. 14
80
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NEGATION
OF THE NARRATIVE VERB

§ 105

The three rules given above are sufficiently accurate for the purposes of
the beginner, but will require considerable elaboration in the sequel, where it will
appear that the Egyptians themselves approached the matter from a quite
different angle from that of tense or time-distinction. To avoid giving a wrong
impression from the start, we will enter somewhat more deeply into the discus
sion of n #/m·nl (see further § 418). It has been seen (§ 67) that sim·nf, though
in use mainly a past tense, etymologically expresses no more than that something
happens to someone or through his agency. Hence n sim·nl means in effect
it does not happen that he hears', a certain space of time being envisaged
during which his hearing might have taken place. We may define the function
of n sim·nl as to deny the occurrence of an action throughout the course of
a more or less prolonged period. Hence it is common in generalizations, proverbs,
and statements of custom, for all of which English usually employs the present
tense. But n sim·nl may also be employed where the context is past or future.
Exx. He found the canal stopped up -'o.rt'5f-:="IQk~- n slfd·n dpt ler:!
and no boat sailed upon it.l
Such and such things must be done to prevent a snake from coming out
of its hole, -'o.~.Jl:: n pr·n1 and it will not (or never) come out.!
It is not quite easy to explain the reason why n sim:! and nn simi are not
used in these two instances; nor is it possible to affirm that they might not have
been used. Nevertheless two things are clear: first, n sim·nloccurs only in
contexts where, in the widest sense of the word, a generalization is being made;
and second, a position of affairs is implied which n sim·n:! declares not to be
interrupted by a negative instance.
The student must realize clearly that the affirmative and negative uses of
the Egyptian verb-forms are separate things, not to be confounded with one
another. For instance, it cannot be taken for granted, because simoni may be
rendered' he had heard', that n sim·n/, the same form with the negative word
n in front of it, may be rendered he had not heard'. In point of fact, n simoni
appears never to have this meaning.
C

1

{frk. iv. 814.

I

E/J. 97, '9·

I

Cairo ~0729,

C

§ 106. 'Never '.-All three forms of negation described in the last section
can, if the context requires it, be translated with' never' instead of not', as is
shown by several of the examples there quoted. If, however, it be desired to
state more explicitly and emphatically that something has never happened,
n sp followed by the sriml form may be employed.
Exx. -'o.;;--Qht~~~}Q~c:::>::lt;; n sp iry·;' IJt not iwi 1" rml. no never
did I do anything evil against any people.'1
~~-:-i:"~o- n sp ;'r·t(w) mitt ir pit tl never had the like been done
since the primal age of the earth.4.
C

-'0.;;
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§ 108

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
See further below § 456, where grounds are given for thinking that 5P is
here a verb meaning 'occur', so that n sp try·t would mean literally' it did not
occur that I should do '.
EXISTENTIAL SENTENCES

1 Urk. iv. 348, 9.
Sim. ib. 3°5, 8; 306,
II; 1151,3; D.e1B.
155; CAULFIELD, 4
2 Silt. R 34. Sim.
T. Carn. 14. IS after
ml • as though', quo
§ 157,3·

3

ib.

Wult". 6, 26. Sim.
2,

5;

FRASER,

Scarabs 263.

Inter
rogative exx. with In,
sec Sin. B [20. 133.
Before an adjectival
predicate, see § 467,
end.
• Peas. R 2. Sim.
Urk. iv. 139, 2.
I Peas. B
Sim. ib. 304.

I,

89.

• L. 10 D. Berlin
bowl. A further de
velopment, see .lEA.

27,

112.

§ 107. To express existence, whether absolute or as relative to some
situation, i.e. presence, the verb ~= wntt 'exist', 'be' (perhaps originally' move "
, run ') is used.
I. The sgm/form of this verb varies according to the time and the duration
which are envisaged. The longer fonn ~.::. wnnf is commonly employed for
the future, but may refer to any time-position where the notion of duratjolt is
stressed; the shorter form ~- wnf lays no stress on duration, and tends
rather to have past reference.
Exx. ~=~~=!'Q wntt pt, wlln'! IJr·t so long as heaven shall exist, thou
shalt exist with me; lit. sky shall exist, thou (fern.) shalt exist. 1
r~i'~~ce<p !zg·n·t, wn hrw I set out early, (when) it was day, lit. (when)
day was. 2
Of the two forms, wnnf alone is common in main clauses.
2. The phrase Q}~ tW wn (in which wn is sgmf form, § 462) means • there
is " 'there was '.
Ex. Q
ce~ S ~~ 1ft ~~ Q"t'::~- tW wn llgs, .{)dt rnf there was a commoner,
whose name was Djedi. 3
Since lw is avoided after words like Q~== ts! '10', :::: nn 'not', :: nty 'who'
(§ 44, 2), here Wit occurs alone with the meaning of tW wn.
Exx. Q~o~~~- tst wn I;mtf and he had a wife, lit. 10, there was a wife
of him.'
::~~..!~,~, __ ntywn wr n wrwfwhose great ones have one greater, lit.
who there existed a great one for his great ones. 5
Note that absolute existence is but rarely asserted; usually there is some
qualification in the form of a genitive, an adverbial phrase or an adjective, as
is indeed the case with several of the examples above quoted. When such
a qualification occurs, there is a tendency for it, rather than the notion of
existence, to become the real predicate, the verb wnn then degenerating into
a mere copula (§ 28). Hence we shall find the model of the existential sentence
much employed in sentences expressing possession (§§ 114-15), sentences with
adverbial predicate (§§ 118.120) and sentences with adjectival predicate (§ 142).
OBS. For a case where the iw of iw wn is changed into Wll1t according to the
rules enunciated in §§ II8, ~; 150, see below § 150. And for a case where iw in i7v
W1Z is omitted after n wnt 'there does not exist' (§ ]08), see -§ 394.
So too ir wn 'if
there be' occurs for a theoretic ir iw Wll. 6
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EXPRESSION OF NON-EXISTENCE

§ 108

§ 108. Non-existence or absence is expressed (I) by means of :::~ nn
Wit 'there exists not', 'there existed not '.1 Since 'Wn here represents iw wn with
iw suppressed (see § 107, 2), this phrase escapes from the rule (§ 105, 2) that
1111 + stiml always has reference to future time.
Exx. ::: ~~ } ~ 1m wn Pljwyfy there is no end to it, Iit. there does not
exist its end. 2
:::~> ~~~~-ru~}fi' nn WIt mJr n hlw·i there was none wretched in
(lit. of) my time. 3
People say: :::~ n1t wn there is nothing, lit. there does not exist. 4

More rarely -'-~<:> n wnt 5 occurs with identical meaning; wnl is possibly
the stimlf form of the verb, see below § 402, end.
Ex. -'-~<:>::E!~~~~~~ n wnt SSIW'sn there is no remedy for them. 6
2.

3. Frequently::: nn '(there is) not' stands alone for' there does (did) not
exist'.7
Exx. :::~~~~'~, nn mJrtyw there are no righteous. s
:::4f~Y~=nr;:::~ nn is-ib dns slJr-llt there is none light-hearted who is
heavy (i. e. slow to move) as regards his appetites (lit. the counsel of the body).9
As in the sentences expressing existence, so too in those expressing non
existence, some qualification is as a rule added, and this is apt to become the
real predicate; exx. below §§ 1 J 4; 120; 144. 4; 394.
WII,

OBS. In a sequence of parallel denials of existence, if the first begins with nil
the second is likely to omit wn as superfluous; me may then be rendered' nor '.10

§ 109. 'Without '.- We have seen (§§ 29. 30) that sentences of various
kinds may be used, without the help of conjunctions, to express the equivalents
of English adverb clauses. Sentences having as predicate::: nn 'there is not'
(§ 108) are frequently so used, and in this case nn may often best be translated
'without '.
Ex. -nr:7',;;;;'i:'U~:::~-\"~3:::l~~:f?~ di·sn tt·k 1l1j1j nn tirwf, tit nn
Ijnty·s may they give to thee everlasting without an (lit. there is not its) end, and
eternity without a (lit. there is not its) term.n
:::~ nn wn and -'-~ <:> n wnt (§ 108) are less often employed in this way.
Exx. l~::'O'~:::~~~-- tzrw rd, 1m wn mntf a healthy body without
malady, lit. its malady does not exist. a
!l!~-'-~c>U}.Jl Wllj IJt, n wnt ,bw making offerings unceasingly, lit.
offering things, there was not cessation. 13
OBS. Nn is very commonly used in this manner with the infinitive as its subject,
and there occurs a similar use with the lighter negative word 11 (§ 307). For
1m + noun + suffix employed as a relative clause see § 196, 1.
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1 See GUNN, Slu
dies, pp. 122 foIl.;

160-1.

2 Leo.
130. An
other ex. below § lIS.

3 BH. i. 8, 19. Sim.
Hat-Nub II, 9, qu.
§ 394, end.
, Adm. 6, 4.
5 See GUNN, Sltl
dies, ch. 19.

• Eo. 100, 15. Sim.
Turin 156, 4.
7 See GUNN, Stu
dies, ch. 17. Rarely
written n, io. p. 195.
8 Leb. 122.
Sim.

Adm.

2,2 ;

Sin. B 8~.

9 Peas. B I, 209.
See too below §§ 144.
4; 394·

10 Exx. BH. i. 8,
19; Sin. B62-3.

11 Sin. B 212. Sim.
iO. 299; Adm. 6, I;
Urk. iv. 163, 15.

II

Tarin 159, 5.

IS llrk. iv. 519. Sim.
Bersk. ii. 21, top 14.
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VOCABULARY

Q.. ./J \? ~ mhy be neglectful, care f~ rnpt year.
less.
teJt eJ~ nt/nti converse, take counsel. <=>0 rk time, period.

~

~

I~ ~ti be white, bright; white (adj.)

f~DJl lid build.
~I

Jil var. ~ I ~m Majesty (with suffixes
or genitival adj.)

r<=>fi, sr official, noble.
~ ~JIy-r chieftain, local prince, mayor

*

n

environment, neigh

bourhood, time.

~ sp occasion, time, deed, fault.

J~~~ bit qualities, talent.
~~~ lid form, character; good char
acter, virtue.
a £:? tir end, limit.

~~~ mlr wretched.

a tir since (prep.).
<=>

~ ~ blW might (plur.)

eJ}OJ11 var.

hJW

>

~o~ bily king of Lower Egypt.

~

~...ltl I I

<=>

Ji hllyw- r ).
(plur. ~~
.........n~III·
:.:mf"1 I I

ru~ ~~

SltWt

granary.

6)
I

tp head; upon (prep.).

EXERCISE VIII
(a) Transliterate and translate:

(I)

~teJteJ~~l=~}~~~tI2t

~.·rn ~...Jo-

a £:?
<=>1

I I

(3)

~---~II~I~~LJ~

~}~}~~~J:~0r~?J~~~o@,~

I I I

11I

(4)

~~~~~~~I

(6)

:::~Q..../J\?~~~r.!J'7-~~

-.

(2)

(5)

~;;~g::~~O~~!~~0111

~~~<=>::eJY~f7...Jo-~~:};;~~~

(7)
(8)

::::~.Jl~<=>

~}j=I~I~~

~~~~~~J~~~:::~g~~~~~ <=>~~
1

I.e. the time w hen the sun-god reigned upon earth, the oldest period of Egyptia:n legendary history.
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DEMONSTRATIVES

Exerc. VIII

(b) Wrt'le t'n ht'eroglyphs and transliterait"o1t :
(I) Thy praises are in the mouth of everyone.

They say: how great is the
might of Thy Majesty! (2) He shall not receive bread (from) upon the altar of
any god. (3) There was none wretched of my environment, there was none
hungry of my period. (4) He does not say (either) good or evil. (5) Thou art
greatest of the officials of the palace. (6) His Majesty answered the vizier, he
did not answer this woman (!tmt). (7) There was a god in this (foreign) country,
whom (lit. him) the people of Egypt did not know. (8) They gave him praises
on account of his very excellent qualities. One said (stirnl form) to another:
'there is no fault in (lit. of) him'.

LESSO N IX
DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES AND PRONOUNS

§ 110. The demonstratives 1 conform
seen from the following list.
Sing. m.
This (obsolescent)
o}pw
" (later as adj.)
o}44pwy
This (near me)
~pn
That
~ pf, var. 4 pfy
" (later form)
.!.~:f;;3: pf'

to a common pattern, as will be

1 See Bee. 35. 70 ;
JiZ. 47, 59; SO, 101.

Plur. c.

Sing. f.
~tw

;C:o} nw

~44 twy

-~tftn

tt nn, var. tt

00

~ ~:f;;3:

 if2
_n

tji,

var. .=..~

2

:::'~:f;;3:

var.

nfi,3

-~4

_..M\

h{ In,5 rarely o~~ ,lia ,,~ II
'i: nI
hieratic ~~5b
In this series three demonstrative stems, characterized by the consonants p,
t and n, are utilized for the sing. m., sing. f., and plur. c. respectively; and with
these stems are combined other demonstrative elements such as n, f and I. The
resultant compounds may be compared with celui-C£, celut'-la in French.
The forms beginning with n, though called plurals for convenience, are really
singulars with the meaning of Latin hoc, ililtd. In earlier use was a set of real
plurals: m. Q~ lpn, 4o} lpw, etc.; f. 4~ lptn, Q~} lptw, etc. Lpn and lptn are
still occasionally employed in Middle Egyptian, but mainly 6 after a noun accom
panied by a suffix, ex. -:1 ~ lit
rwt·i lptn ' these my members '.7 Some corres
ponding duals, occurring only in religious texts, are too rare to be specified here. s

This, the

4::

§ Ill. Construction of the demonstratives.-As ept'thets the singulars
(together with the plurals lpn, ipw) all follow their noun, excepting PI, II, which
invariably precede it. Exx. J~": sl In 'this place'; ~} 04 hrw PlY 'that
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P. Kalz. 7. 61;

Siul 4, ~4'
SEll. 108,

lO.

• Leb. 34. 37·
ft Drk. iv. 3, 3; 125.
3; 654,8; written PI)'
as emphatic' this', i6.
654. 16.
D' Louvre C I r, 5.
6; Pr. 2,5.
Ob Rarely too in
hierogl. influenced by
hieratic, Kopl. 8, 4.

• Exception. Drk.
iv. 257, ;, in an
archaic text.
T

E6.

I

See AZ. 45, 57.

I,

5.
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§ 111

day'; but o"t ~~}"", PI ifdw 'this papyrus-roll'.l Exceptionally, pf, if and
pfi, tfi may precede their noun, as in ~~ pf gs 'that side ',2 ~~~=Ol ~ I if'
S P. Kak. 5, 27.
pllrt 'that remedy '.3
Sim. Leb. 77.
The plurals in n all precede their noun, and are connected with it by the
'Peas. B I, 51.
Sim. Sin. B 256.
genitival adjective -- (§ 86). Exx. ++-~~}~'~, nn n srw 'these officials'; 4
, P. Kak. Il, 13.
Sim. UrR. iv. 172, 12;
~ -~! nJ 1t rwt 'these dwellings '.5 Occasionally the noun is in the singular,
186, 4. Nw, e.g. Eb.
ex. ++-fiOO~~ lt1t It sgty 'these peasants', lit. 'this of peasant '.6 Before Dyn.
2,5·
8 Peas. B I, 75.
XVII I the vernacular began to drop the genitival n, ex. ++~,~' nit {zmwt 'these
Sim. ib. 9.81-2; Meir
iii. 13: in all these women' ; 7 but this practice, which later became regular, is very rare in Middle
cases preceded by wr
In' one of'.
Egyptian, and is not found in good monumental texts.
7 Weste.5, U. Sim.
ib. 9, H. 27·
The demonstratives beginning with n are thus really singular prOIlOltltS, not
plural adjectives, and often occur with the neuter sense of' this' and' that '. Exx.
8 Sin. R 56.
Sim.
Pt. 507.
rjd·nf nn 'he said this'; 8 a~\ f1D ~ Ply nJ 'what is this?' 9 Participles
t Weste. 11, 10.
1I'W, e.g. Urk. iv. 175,
agreeing with these apparent neuters are in the sing. m. form, but the suffix 3rd
,.
sing. f. (·s ' it ') is used in referring back to them (§ 5 I I, 3).
F or the same demonstratives as subject of sentences with nominal predicate,
see below § 127, 2. The singular pw is very widely u<;ed in a similar way as an
equivalent, invariable in gender, of the pronouns of the 3rd pers. 'he " 'she',
'it', 'they', ex. ::0ll o} Rr pw 'he is Re c'; for this construction and its
extensions, see H 128-3 I. 140.
Otherwise, the singular demonstratives are seldom used except as epithets.
PI rarely occurs ::ts a predicate, when it may be translated' such', referring to
something that precedes or follows; ex. ~D}~.Q:.. PI pw Wsir 'such is Osiris',
IU Ree. 39, 121. Sim.
lit. 'this is he, (namely) Osiris '.10 Pn and pft are found still more rarely as
Peas. B 1,19: Blain"
virtual neuters meaning' this' and' that', ex. l:q~~:f;;:3:<::>~ rfJ·i pfl r 1m ' I
57·
11 Urk. iv. H9.
knew that from this ',11
1

Pro

I

LeIJ.16.

2,

5.

!:l::++

OBS. From Pi and tl as demonstrative pronouns are derived the prefixes ~ p-n
'he of' and
t-nt- 'she of', which, however, occur in our period only as components
of proper names.12 The genitival adjective seems to have fallen away early, since
~ QQ PlY and o~ tl are found as variants of P-11- and t-nt- at the beginning of Dyn.
XVIII or even earlier.

r::

12

See JlZ. 54, 104.

§ 112. Meaning of the demonstratives.-P,z, tn, nn are the commonest
words for' this " i.e. near me, at hand, both of time and of place. They are apt
to be used in a manner rather redundant to our way of thinking.
Ex. ~JJOO~1t~-~r?l--": t/d-in slJty pn n Ifmtf tn then said this peasant
to this his wife. 13
Pw, as an epithet, is confined to high-flown diction and religious texts,
where the preference for archaic words is very marked; ex.
"= ~ 1t ~ r~
fnd'k pw spss 'this thy noble nose' in a speech to the Pharaoh}, Even in
religious texts pw, tw tend to give place to pwy, twy, forms employed only as

:::<=o.a

Sin. B 237. Tw.
sing. f., Cairo 20153.
20497.20691.
H
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THE MEANING OF THE DEMONSTRATIVES

§ us

epithets; ex. i~ o}qq:::::t ,,,lr pwy 'I 'this great god', where the M.K. texts
have pw, and those of Dyn. XVIII pwy. 1 Note the curious use in vocatives,
ex. L!!.qq~ o} [lkl)' pw 'thou (lit. this) magician ',I For the other uses of pw
see above § I II.
Pf, PlY, pfif" with their feminines and plurals, are employed where some
opposition between 'that yonder; and 'this here' is intended; but also, like
Latin isle, to express some emotional stress, whether of disgust or of admiration;
exx. .!.~~ 61' p/ 'that (vile) enemy', 3 1iJ ~ o~ ~.!. /lnw p/ ijJsy 'that noble
Residence (of long ago) '.' Note that such a nuance of admiration is particularly
often applied to things and persons belonging to the past.
PI, II, nl are both the most recent and the weakest of the demonstratives.
Frequently they mean 'this', like PIt, Ill, nn ;4a exx...~:: /lfjllt(?) 'this province'; 5
1:-"'jf> ~l}"l?' I I nJ 11 gmlJ'wl 'these candles'. 8 So particularly with designa
tions of time, exx. ~i~ ~® m lilt' at this moment'; 7 =~~}~ m pllzrw 'on
this day', 'to-day'. 8 Elsewhere, however, they have merely the force ofthe definite
article, their regular use in Late Egyptian and onwards. So already before Dyn.
XVIII: ~-..w~~ ~~~.!.c:J nJ nit n/y m Pi m/lr 'the com which is in the
storehouse'.9

1 Ur.t. v. 15. Pw~,
twy a1&o W,slf. 9,

II; 10,9
I Urll. v. 177, 7.
u. 14; Westf.7, 30;
8, I.

• Ur.t. iv.8. Sim.
W. 648, 14; 661, IS.
t .Adm. 10; 8-11.
Sim. Sin•.8 44.
,. In this sense writ.

ten P/~ in L E.; the
same distinction al·
ready Urk. iv. 654,16.
see p. 115, n. 5.
I Peas. R 66 (B 16
til/t(t) In); sim. nl, W.

130 (B 75,-).
• Sillt. J, 297.
7 LeIJ.u6; P.KaA.
II, 19; Ur.t. iv. 37.
16; 6:;8, 10.
•

R

• n.T.s.

PtPteri 3

iii. 36;

.Peas. R.. Many
en. .PaIIeri 3.
t

EQUIVALENTS OF THE ENGLISH POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES

§ 113. The sense of English ' my', 'thy', etc. is usually conveyed, as we
have seen (§ 35, I), by means of the suffix-pronouns, which are appended to their
nouns as direct genitives. Some less frequent alternatives have now to be
considered.
I. From the demonstratives PI, 11, nl (§§ 110-112) are derived the possessive
adjectives; it will suffice to quote the forms of the 1st and 2nd pers. sing.
With sing. m. noun With sing. f. noun With plur. noun
Sing. I, c. 'my' ~qqJft Ply·lIo
..~qqJft 11)'"
~qqJft- nl)'·i n
" 2, m. 'thy' ~qq,=" PI)'·k
..It.qq'='' II)"k
~qq,=,,- n'Y'k n
Similarly for the other persons and numbers. Forms without yare some
times found, ex. ~~ PN 'her'Y Hieratic almost always ~~qqJft etcya
The possessive adjective is not uncommon in the more popular writing of
Dyn. XII and after. but does not become usual until Late Egyptian. Its
construction is identical with that of the demonstratives from which it is derived.
Exx. ~qqJft~~ II)'·i IJml my wife."
~qq~-g)1t~~ n'Y's n /lrdw her children.13
2. q7 try, more rarely written q;7; irw (?), is sometimes used as an un
changeable substitute for the suffixes of the 3rd pers. sing. or plur. It seems to
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10 Ur.t. iv. 894, 9 ;
.PaIIeri 3; in hierogl.
usually without I.
nUn. iv. 1067.
Sim. ill. ,069. 1070.

n·n,

T.

Cam. 5.

n. Without 7: P.
Ku. 36, 4Ii T. CfIm.

7·
P. Ku. 12, 12.
P. Ku. 13, 10.
Sim. Pr. 3, 3.
II

P
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be nothing more than the adjective Q~\Zl iry relating to' become invariable in
this particular use,l and is often best rendered by the English' thereof', 'thereto '.
Exx. His Majesty had sent an army, ~'6....)j}~l\~~Q~ SI! smsw m (zry
iry and his eldest son was the chief thereof. 2
~Q~ hp irw (?) the law appertaining thereto. 3
50 too after prepositions, exx. ~ Q~ IJlt iry 'accordi ng thereto' ; . . ~ ¢ Q~
!.zr-sJiry 'thereafter'; 5 ~Q~ mom iry 'among them '.6
j

• Variable still in
__ Irl • the like
........ lIa",,,,. 1 J.f •
•!-:JEA.16, 19. Sim.
CaIio ao5.~9, i. b 3;
liZ. !oS. '4".
'S"•. R. 1 I. Sim.
AS. 21 j Leb. 63 j
~·7,13.
I ~·rl. iv.

109 2 •

s... HU. i. 25, 83;
t.:n. iv. 53. 659· 743.
• P. A'ah. 39, H.
• EI. Sr.. I.

• l'rl. iv. 1 r 4, 5.
I Url. iv. 1021.
s...~. 65°,5; 1068.
10:
I.'ltir.a 56-9;
W,$k. 9, II. On one
eo6a .-l-Imyt after a
fea. DOUn. SIC 239.

a.u

• Url. iv. 666.

3. A more emphatic equivalent of the English possessive adjective, corre
sponding roughly to our' of mine', • of thine' is provided by the series 'iQ~QQ
n·i-imy, :;:Ql\QQ It·k-imy, etc., for which the variants 'iQl\, :;:Q~ etc. are found.
These phrases follow their noun.
Exx. =~)j}:;:Ql\Q Qm-IJt iJw 1l·k-imy after thy own old age. T
~=---~=Q~ hdmw 1l·m-im(y) footstools belonging to them. s
OBS. In origin this -imy was probably the adverb elsewhere written without y,
§ 205, I, cf. Copt. e mmau ' there' after wentai' I have', lit. • there is with me '.

SENTENCES EXPRESSING POSSESSION

• P. Kd.

Il,

SiaL D. 99, 4.

4.

- LAc. Sttle jur. 6.
Crl.iv. 561. Sim.
~. J44t 10; P. Kan.
M

II, U.

" In.

IH.

PI. 315 (in L

3

Sim.
with

" W'fI./)..

D Cairo 20538, ii.
Peas. B 2,

~ 14). SilO.
110-1.

ra Pwas. B I, 292;
Ba,J6.

§ 114. Egyptian has no verb meaning' to possess', 'to have', nor yet any
verb meaning 'to belong to'. In order to express these notions, use is made of
the preposition - n 'to', together with its derivatives.
I. When -- n itself is employed, the rules governing the sentence with
adverbial predicate (§§ 29; 37; 44,2; Lesson X) come into play. Note, however,
that when n is followed by a suffix, it acquires that precedence in word-order
which we have noted in § 66 as peculiar to the dative. Compare for this
construction the Latin est m£hi, sunt m£hz'.
Exx. !~~~l\~~!I-.l~~Q~Q~~J~ IJt·i nbt m SI m niwt n sn·i '!!ty-sttb
all my property in country and in town (shall belong) to my brother 'Il)ysonb. 9
~ T --. ... ~~ wnn's n ... Sbk-nlJt it (my office) shall (belong) to 5ebknakhte. 9a
Q}:;:st iw 1t·k rnIJ thou shalt have life, lit. life is to thee. 10
::: ~ \'{'--.~ nn wn ib n s no man has a heartY
:::Q~[?--.UQj,r~~ nn is n sbi !.zr ~m:fthere is no tomb for him-who-rebels
against his Majesty, i. e. the rebel shall have no tomb. I2
:::~r.:, nn n·k st it does not belong to thee. 13
2. When the subject is a pronoun, the genitival adjective n(y) may be
employed as predicate. According to § 48, 2 this will be invariable in number
and gender, and according to § 44, 3 the dependent pronoun must be used. The
association between adjectival predicate and pronominal subject is here so close,
that in the case of the 3rd person m. t} sw, f. ~\\ sy, the biliteral sign ' \ ns
is regularly found linking the two together as ~t}, ~~\\'
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SENTENCES EXPRESSING POSSESSION

§ 114

Exx. - } :it0~ n(y)-wi Rr I belong to Re c, lit. I am belonging-to Re c•1
S~ ~~ n(y)-s(y) imy-r pr it (this province, f.) belongs to the steward. 2
So too in indications of measurement.
Ex. S:t}:Jnnn n(y)-sw m(t JO it (the snake) was of 30 cubits.3
3. For' belongs to me', 'belongs to thee " or alternatively' I am (thou art)
owner of', the independent pronouns of § 64, or at all events forms evidently very
closely akin, are employed; 4 some emphasis is here laid on the possessor. If the
subject be pronominal, it is represented by the dependent pronouns.
Exx. :3:~ ntk nbw to thee belongs gold. s
~€D~~\\:it ink sy she belongs to me. 6 A personal name.
In certain religious texts of the M.K. ~:it nnk is written for 1st pers. sing.
in this employment. 7 For another possible use of nnk, see § 300, near end.
OBS. For the same purpose Late Egyptian uses forms 7a clearly descended from
the older lwt, lwt, definitely proving the kinship with the independent pronouns.

4. N· i-im (y), n·k-im(y) (§ I 13, 3) occur with the same meaning and with
a like construction.
Exx. :;;;~~~~~I 7I n·k-imy (trJ to thee belongs silver.s
::::~I?I'i~~:t~ rntyw, n·i-lm sw the incense, it belongs to me. 9
OBS. Ntf is found as a noun meaning' its content', 10 and n·k-lmy similarly as
a noun meaning' thy possessions '.11

§ 115. To convey the meaning' I have (had) a .... :, 'thou hast (hadst)
no ...... .' the existential sentences of §§ 107-8 may be employed, the subject
being qualified by a suffix-pronoun (see § 35, OBS.).
Exx. ~ t~~JI-- ist Wit !z,mtf and he has a wife, lit. 10, there was a wife of him. 12
:::~~ nn wn tpfhe has no head, lit. not exists a head of him. 13
.....-..~Ot71""~ n wnl swwl's it has no reeds.H
So too in cases where::: nn is best rendered as 'without' (§ 109).
Ex. ~~~ ~oe.\:::m@:it ~ mk tw m ?liwt, nn !z,lp-(twt·s behold, thou art a
city without a ruler, lit. as a city, not is a ruler of itY
See Add. for § 115a.

VOCABULARY
J~~ ie:~

bll

var.J~~~ by marvel

~~ snrJ (later snd) fear; ~}~

(n at).

sn(/w (sndw) fear (noun) .

.flt fJpr become, happen.

~~~ nt/m be sweet, agreeable; adj.

<==>

15 ~ llnm join, endue (m with).

=

sweet, agreeable; n. sweetness.

~}.

r~ smn make firm, establish.

LJ iwnn sanctuary.
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1

Eb.

I,

Jiz. 57, 7*;

7.

Sim.

NAV. I,

7; Nehesh. II.
I Peas. BI, 16.
• Sh. S. 62. Sim.
Rltina 45.46; BUDGE
p. 21 9,3.

, See AZ. 34, 50;
4 r , 135.
I U,-k. iv. 96. Sim.
Adm. 10,4,
t Ber\. Hi. Pap. iii.
42 a. SiJ.ll. Brit. Mus.
120 3; AZ. 54, 49.
7 See JiZ. 54, 40;
58, ~3.
" See A"Z. 50, 114;
JEA. 20,13.
8 Urk. iv. 96. Sim.
ib. 244, I1-12; Ann.
39, 18 9, 9·

9 Sh.S. 151. Sim.
Sin. B 222.
10 Rltina 49.
Il P~as. B 1,103-4.

12

Pear. R

IS

P. Ram. unpubl.

14

Urk.v.I5 I. Sim.

l.

Bersh. ii. 21,14.
11 P,as. B I, 190.
Sim. Sin. B 13· 47.

lU.
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'n]~
lTI L. -l is tomb, tomb-chamber.

~O~
O ~III

r~I stJnt supporting pole, support.
R
o

LJ~ snbt breast.
l~

nbw gold.

0

ilmt charm, favour.

0

Itr piece of flesh;

plur. flesh, body.

~~ ltd silver.

~6Jnd nose (earlierJnd).

iLl~ M~J ruler, chieftain.

~ var. ~I

y}

{IW

tection.

brea.h, wind.

nnn° I~
hr)!t apprehension, dread.
I I .

~

magic knot, amulet, pro

Sl

<=> 'j'j

~}O~ mrwt love (noun).

~®

Jt moment.

t

ndty helper, avenger.

0\\

{j~

EXERCISE IX
(a) Study the followi1tg text; 1 Amm-Rer, the god of Thebes, addresses the
Pharaoh Tuthmosis III (Dyn. X VIII, IfoI-I447 B.C.)

t {j~~ @Ejfll)
ndty·£

SI·i

<=>~

1I1n-tJpr-Rr

fl1,tJ·

My son, myavenger. 2 Menkheperre<,3

dt

{m~Yhe}eternally:

hve

~~

~~

llnm

rury·i

l~~

r
against

0

rntJ

with the protection of life. 5

~

SJzbt·i

smn'"

tw

my breast!

I establish

thee

by·;'
I marvel

~ ~~

thy body

SI

r~~.

J~~~~
<=>

m

LJOh~

<=>

O~~~

~

ltrw'k

Endue my hands

/WWM

~~

~

n·k

di-i

at thee.

I place

I I I

~~

ltryt·k
the dread of thee

<=>

r
to

n
mr(w)t·k
I shine forth through love of
thee}

wbn·i

~~

~}~

bJw·k

sndw·k

How sweet

C'1}£x5:
I I I

m

iwmz·i

in

my sanctuary.

r~ Iffi

tirw

thy charm

IS

~}=n~

~

~
m

thy might (and) the fear of thee in

<=>

ilmt·k

ndm·wy

stJnwt

the limits of the (four) supports

fWWoM

0

nt
of

~

~

=

C7J'

tlW

,zbw

lands
Do

all,

~

pt
heaven.

Extracts from the so-called' Poetical Stela Cc found in two examples at Karnak; see Urk. iv. GIl. 620.
Throughout Egyptian temple-ritual mns the conception of the king as • the living Horus', and consequently any
god who is worshipped and regarded by him as his father, becomes thereby identified with the god Osiris, whom Horn~
vindicated and avenged after his murder by the wicked god Seth.
I Prenomen of Tuthmosis III, see Excursus A, p. 73.
• Note here and in smjw·k, /fryt·k below the counterparts of the Latin • objective' genitive.
D Amen-Ret is here the sun-god, bestowing life by means of his rays.
1

2
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(6) Transliterate and translate:

(I)

~1L1~~C7~ll0

(2)

~m'i=

Exerc. IX

- i~~~~~~+E

~}++-:::~-\C(~
~}£::::t~e~i
-~~~~~i
5.r~':: 'i'~~~-~~~
[~

0

(3)

(4)

(5) : : : : :

..6I

°n=
C7 = JLJ'i
\\

~~

i

=.1(11

(6)

(7) as..-.
-o-=m=oC7
- -=m=o
--~~~~ 00
-=m=o
~
t===:I

O~ec=:o~~i~n-g-ng.1(r', 1 ,1'1 I 1)!,...-!lI'1 I I

110.111

(8)

~}~='i'

--~...-!l

(9) 6i"; 'Jj I

~.........Jl

-.A....'j'

-

.A 

~~~j~ru~}~~
(c) Write in leieroglyphs and transliteratum:
(I) To thee belongs the sky and (lit. with) all that-is-in it. (2) Never had
the like happened in the time of any king. (3) How pleasant is the voice of
these women in (~r) my heart! (4) (May) the gods of Egypt give the breath
of life to thy nose,! that thou mayst adore Re c every day. (5) The overseer of
works built for me a tomb on the west of my city. (6) Others shall not hear
this. (7) Re c caused him to arise as ruler of this entire land. (8) Then shalt
thou say the like thereof to thy children. (9) Silver and gold are in thy house,
there are no limits to (lit. of) them. (10) Life is thine in this thy city of eternity
(i.e. the tomb).
1 For the Egyptians the concrete symbol of life was the breath, which the gods • gave into the nose' of the king, the
king doing likewise for his sUbjects.

LESSON X
SENTENCES WITH ADVERBIAL PREDICATE 1

§ 118. This topic has been touched upon in many previous sections; we
must now gather together what has been already learnt and supplement it with
further details.
First let it be noted that the term predicate ought, in grammar, strictly to
include the copula (' is', 'are', etc.). It is, however, extremely convenient to use
the term in a looser sense, and we shall not hesitate to speak of an adjective, an
adverb, or a noun as of itself constituting a predicate.
The adver6ial predicate may consist either of an actual adverb, like ql\. 1m
'there', or else of an adverbial phrase composed of a preposition+a noun,
ex. l\. C?'- m pr:f C in his house'. In the latter event two special cases call for
91
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1 See SItTHIt, No
mirmlstIJ., i§ 3- 3 I ;
LEF. G,. §§ 637 foll.

...........------------------
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f
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l.oUYT~

• Sill.
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C 3, 7.
B l55 (cor·
B 39). Sim.

rupt ID
ib. BillS.
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remark: (1) the preposition used may be the datival -- 1Z 'to', 'for', which
serves to convey the notion of possession and involves certain deviations from
the usual \\"Ord-order (see § I 14, 1); (2) the preposi tion maybe the ~ m of
predication (f 38) or the -=- r of futurity (§ 122), and then the predicate corre
sponds to an English nominal predicate, i. e. a predicate consisting of a noun.
Neither of these special cases affects the expression of the copula or of
the subject; in other words, the same rules as to subject and copula which hold
of the adverbial predicate generally hold of it also in the case of the n of
possession, the m of predication, and the r of futurity.
The copula is often left unexpressed. When it is expressed, one of the two
verb-stcms iw 'be' (§ 29) or WJln 'exist' (§ 107) is employed. The different shades
of meaning resulting from the insertion of the copula in its various forms will be
studied in the following sections.
'Vhen the subject is a nou/I, or demonstrative pronoun nothing prevents it
(rom standing at the beginning of the sentence; but it may be preceded, either
by Iw or by a Stimf form from Wlln (in these cases conforming strictly to the
type of the verbal sentence, § 27), or else by a particle like mk 'behold' or lW
• not', which modifies the meaning of the sentence as a whole. When the
subject is a personal pronoun, some supporting word must necessarily precede it,
since the independent pronouns are normally not used with adverbial predicate
(165, end), and the suffixes and dependent pronouns must always be attached to
some preceding word. The suffix-pronouns are employed after the copula in its
various forms (thus iwf, wnf, w1Znf), but when the supporting word is a partic1e
of the kind above alluded to, it is as a rule the dependent pronouns which are
used (exx. mk sw, nn sw).
As just stated, the employment of the independent pronouns as subject of
the sentence with adverbial predicate is exceedingly rare, and may be archaistic,
since a few instances occur in the Pyramid texts.l In Middle Egyptian only the
following have been noted:
~ n~~......nrr!

ink is'(i) m ~rwt I myself was in joy.2
~V'~:::-=-~7~ ~;t)"i It ntf In bt-i my heart, it was not in my body.3
OBS. For important ramifications of the sentence with adverbial predicate see
below Lesson XXIII on the pseudo-verbal construction. For cases where the
grammatical subject is the logical predicate, see § 126.

§ 117. The presence or absence of Q} iw in sentences with
adverbial predicate.-The verb iw states facts as such, declares this or that
to be the case. I. With nominal subject it serves to introduce some statement,
often a description, of outstanding interest, and the clause containing it must be
translated as a main clause.
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§ 117

Exx. ~ ~ :t~'1 7,-C::> ~nM: iw Sdw'k m s!Jt thy field-plots are in the country.l
Statement of fact.
~~= ~J'Fnll 7IQ~-C::Q~::a:, 7I iw dlbw imf !mr ilYrt figs were in it,
and also grapes. 2 Description of the land Yaa.
Q~mr~t:~=~~~,1~, iw ms itrw m sill forsooth, the river is blood, lit.
as blood. 3 In a pessimistic description of Egypt. Note the m of predication.
(§ 38).
~}'i:'~~*JQQ~ iw nJ m sbJ)'t this is an (lit. as an) instruction! The
subject is here a demonstrative pronoun.
Only rarely does it happen that such sentences have the value of English
subordinate clauses; they have such a value, for example, when a strong contrast
is expressed or a medical symptom emphasized.
Exx. It was he who subdued the foreign lands, Q}Q':'~~2£f~LJ+2 iw
itf m bnw r/:tj (while) his father was within his castle. 5
Q<:>:=;rgQ::.!.:(l. iw bt·s mi ntt br sat and her body is like what is on (lit.
under) fire. 6
When iw is omitted, the statement or description becomes less obtrusive.
Exx. ~~~"='~ ~ "=' brt·k m pr·k thy rations are in thy house. 7 In the
midst of an argumentative passage.
~=,

I Peas. 13 2, 65.
Sim. Sin. 13 217;
Weste. 7, 17; Urk.
iv. 244, 10.
2 Sin. B 81.
Sim.
ib. R 8; Peas. R46-7;
Leb. 134; Adm. 2, 8.

s Adm.

2,10.

, Urk. iv.
Sim. Leb. 34.

1090.

6 Sin. 13 50. Sim.
Urk. iv. 2.10. See too

below § 3'3. Ralher
differently Urk. iv.

657,

1.1.

Eb. 97. 3.
P. l(alt. 7, 38•
6

Sim.

7

Peas.BI,93. Sim.

ib·7·

7I='r~~ dltrw nb /:tr !Jtwj all kinds of fruit (lit. all fruits) were on

Part of a description.
~=}~I:it'~--.II~~111 pssw m rwnw the apportioner is (now) a spoiler, lit.
as a spoiler. 9 From a descriptive passage; note the m of predication.
This too is the ordinary way of expressing an attendant circumstance; it is
impossible to draw a hard and fast line between descriptive sentences and clauses
of circumstance.
Exx. Every man was caused to know his order of march I h~'9h /:ttr m-Sl
/:ttr horse (following) after horse. 1o
I passed three days alone, Yi~ro}i"i ib·i m sn-nw·i my heart being
(lit. as) my (sole) companion.n Note the m of predication.
its trees. S

When the subject is a suffix-pronoun, the sentence with iw has a wider
range of meaning, see above § 37. On the one hand, it may express an
independent statement or description.

8 Sill. B 83. Siro.
ib. 13 186-7. 239-40;
Sit. S. 48-51; Udl. iv.
657, 10. 12.14.
9 Peas. 13 I. 248.

10 Urk. iv. 652. 10.
Sim. Sin. B 244. 290;
SIt.S.16; Wesle.i,
15; 10, I; Cairo
20001, 5; Urk. iv.
1I04, I-II.
11 Sit. S. 42.
Sim.
Urk.iv.139,7·

2.

Exx. Q<:>i.!.2r",,~,:--t':!. iW'i br /:tswt 11,t !Jr nsw I was in receipt of (lit.
under) favours from (lit. of under) the king,12
Q~~ ~~""""::i iwj m imy-/:tlt n irr he is (lit. as) a pattern for the
criminal (lit. the doer).13 Note the m of predication.
On the other hand, sentences introduced by iw + suffix may be quite
subordinate in meaning, i. e. may serve as clauses of time or circumstance (§ 2 I 4).

+
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12 Sin.
B 309-10.
Sim. P.Kalt. 11,21;
Urk. iv. 59, 5; 405,

7· 9·
18 Peas. B I, 218.
With r of futurity, see
§ 122 below.
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§ 117
SIz. S. 33.

103.
Sim. ib. 67 ; Sin. B 3 ;
Leb. 83; Mill. 2, 3 i
(!1-k. iv. 97.. , 16.
1

i Sin. B 68.
Sim.
Iklzem. 7; (f,.~. iv.
2. 14.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

Exx. A storm went forth. Q};·;·;~ll~= iW'n m WJ(/-wr (while) we were
in the Great-green (the name given to the open sea).l
Men and women are in jubilation. q.!.~t':ll iwf m nsw (now that) he is
king. 2 Note the m of predication.
OBS. A certain contradiction may seem to be involved in the use of iw to
introduce (I) detached independent sentences and (2) clauses subordinate in meaning.
even though the latter use is confined, or nearly confined, to examples where a suffix
pronoun is the subject. The difficulty disappears if we assume that what we take to
be a clause of circumstance was originally felt as parenthe#c, i.e. as an independent
remark thrown into the midst of, and interrupting, a sequence of main sentences.
The use of parentheses to express temporal and circumstantial qualifications is
frequent in all languages. In Late Egyptian and Coptic iw becomes increasingly
common as the mark of a clause of time or circumstance.

§ 118. Tense and mood in the sentence with adverbial predicate.
The types of sentence studied in § II 7 are strictly regardless of time, and
there is nothing about the form of the examples translated there with 'is' to
prevent them, in a different context, from being translated with 'was' or even
with 'will be'; the example iw n·k rnlJ in 114, 1 \:ontains a promise for the
future, and may, accordingly, be freely translated' thou shalt have life '.
So too the simple unintroduced sen'ence with adverbial predicate may
express a wish or command.
Ex. !:'lrrF?}--9--=-ca l -!qq::: dti.tn: tJW n rnIJ r flli It WJl;y Sbk-I;tp ye
shall say: The breath of life (be) to the nose of the ..... Sebkl,1otpe. 3
Similarly, when the negative word nn precedes (§ 120).
Ex. :::::--~~~f-;},~, nn rnf m-m rnlJw his name shall not be among
the living. 4
2. When, however, it was desired to convey more exPlicz'tly some temporal
or modal distinction of meaning, this could be contrived by the use of the verb
wnn or of the particles to be enumerated in § I 19.
The future is frequently expressed by means of~::' wnnf, a simi form
from wnn 'exist', 'be' already familiar from the existential sentences (§ 107), of
which we have here a development.
Exx. &=o~~q~~~q~ wnn tJ)"i /fmt im my wife shall be there. II
~::=e.J~-~~ wnn{ m 1J6d n Rr he shall be in the disfavour of Re<.6
The other simf form of wnn, namely !!- wnf (§ 107), is probably never
used in simple affirmative statements with adverbial predicate; it is, however,
common in a number of usages. 7 So, for example, in order to express purpose
(§40, I).
Ex. ~Q-~~_c::::a ii·n.(i) 'ltln·(i) m SI·t I have come that I may be thy
protection. 8
I.

s Cairo 2016... Sim.
ib. 20003, 4; Sin.
n 169. 174; P. Kall.
I I, 20.

MAR.

4

30 ,

5

Abya. ii.

~7·

P. Katz.

13, 13.

Sim. Sin. B ..3; Siu!
lebo 1,,2.1 ..5;
[l"k. iv. 651,17,
S lEA. ii. 6. Sim.

I, l81;

Sin. B 77; Siut .., 25;
(J1"~. iv. 573. 10.
7

Wn:/ in clauses

of time see below
§ 454, T, end.

• (f"k. iv. 239, 17.
Sim.

io. 102", 12.
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§ 118

So too after Q'!' ilJ (§ 40, 3).
Ex. t!~it~~~':!'1 i!JW1Z·i m sms n ntr therefore let me be in the following
of the god. 1
And again after rdi • cause' (§ 70).
Ex. ::T~<::;>o~' rdi-tz's 'Zcm·k m ntr she has caused thee to be (lit. that
thou be) a god. 2
In none of these last cases could iw have been employed. The verb W1tll
thus supplies various parts of the Egyptian verb for • to be', iw itself occurring
almost only in main clause§. Sa and having a very restricted range of employment.
The same phenomenon is to be observed in many other languages, where the
different parts of the verb' to be' are taken from various stems j so English •be',
•are', · were', Latin sum, erat, juil, German bill, ware, isl. We shall frequently
have occasion to refer to this important rule.
OBS. In theory W1tn could supply any missing parts of iw, when followed by
an adverbial predicate. s In practice it is not possible to illustrate all the different
cases, though what will be called the pseudo-verbal construction (Lesson XXIII)
supplies examples of some (e.g. wl~'ln:f § 470) which would otherwise be missing.

§ 119. Particles used in the sentence with adverbial predicate.
Some of these have been mentioned already in § 44, 2, where it was seen that
they are followed by a dependent pronoun, when the subject of the sentence is
pronominal. F or fuller details see below §§ 230 foll.
I. ~~ mk (for the variant writings see § 234) is a compound of which
the first element appears to be an imperative, • behold', and the second element
is a pronoun 2nd sing. m. 4 When a woman or several persons are addressed,
a different pronoun is apt to be used. Thus we have the series:
~~ mk behold thou, sing. m. or general.
~::: mt, later ~~ ml, behold thou, sing. f.
~
mtn, later ~~ min, behold yeo
This particle appears to depict the sense of the sentence which it
accompanies as present and visible to the mind; more often than not the time
referred to is the present.
Exx. ~t7i~~,:,I~,r:l~~! mtn spswt ~r Jdw behold, noble ladies are (now)
on rafts, i.e. have been deprived of their luxurious boats. II
~~}it:-;1C:7 mk wi r-gs·k behold I am in thy company, lit. at thy side. 6
~~~~~~1t mk tw m minw behold thou art a herdsman. 7 Note the m
of predication (§ 38), which is indispensable here and in all similar cases.
2. Q~== ist, later Q~o ist, archaistically ~== st, the form used in Old Egyptian
before pronouns; is clearly related to the enclitic particle Q~ is '10', 'indeed'
(§ 247}. 8 It describes a situation or concomitant jact, and sentences introduced

1

Cairo 20538, ii.

c 7; 20539, ii. b

12.

'~1itl.
viii. 10.
Sim. MAR. Abyd. ii.
30, 29; P. Kah. 36,
.~4; U,k. iv. 776, 14
A'·/l. 103, II.
2' Partial
excep
tiOIlS, p. 93. II. 5.

S Old
perfective
(§ 309) wn.k(l), Brit.

Mus. 574,4; 1t/1II'!J1'f

form (§ 471) wll'!Jr.;,
U,k. iv. 1080, I I (col
lated); the participles
wnn and wn, see
§ 396•

• See Rec. 28, 186;
35, 21 7.

lUI::
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5 Adm. 7, 10. Sim.
ib. p. 108; Sittt J,
26g.
e She S. 108. Sim.
Sin. B 77; Peas. B I,
231; Siut 1,272.

7 Peas. B 1, 177.
Sim. ib.I68.ljl.174;
Bersn. ii. 21, left, 7.

• See Ree. 19, 187;
28,186.
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§ 119

• Brit. Mus. 6'4
aOS·fl. 9
.:,. 81mGE, p. l8•• 9;

~ Cairo

r,t. iv.

1020.

8.

{"rl. i v .689. Silll.

I

••

1]-

16· St'OCE,

~ zlo·,'S.

rr41.

!

'~'r;! •

6,

'

R ..... Sim.
10-11.

• (",.t. iv. 260. Sim.
". .1190 ~.

• Louvre C 15. Sim.

r'r iv. 157, 3 (lsi.

::·t~_

• :)..-e

Prof. SEA.

. Sill. R 13. 15.

• erk.iv.890' Sim.
i,.. Sg.'l, II ; 926, 17.
;~.

; l'rk.iv.897. Sim.
209. 7; 271, 12;

61 30 7·
Urk.iv.66r. Sim.

M

i". 86. 7.

Rhilld

11

21.

Sim.
iv.

22. 23; Urk.
110., 8. 9 (varr.).

;6.

II Sin. B 118.
See
Rtc. 1., 34; AZ. 43,
1~9·

IS

Peas. Bt. 25. Sim.

Adm. p. 97.

If

CI

LAC. TI? 3 1 ,5.
24')· n. la.

p.
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by it may often, though by no means always, be rendered as clauses of time
or circumstance.
Exx. I spent many years under king Antef, ~
~!,.~~ ist " PIZ' 111'
st-!zrf (while) this land was under his charge .....
~~1ft"'=-- st wi m bJkf
I being his servant. l
Year 30, ~ ro~~'*f~=';"~ ist (zmf (zr OJst Rtnw 10, His Majesty was in the
land of Retjnu. 2
Followed by the enclitic particle:: If (below § 252), ist announces a situation
with a view to some further narrative. The meaning is very much that of the
French or, and may best be rendered in English by 'now'.
Ex. ~ro::C(~~~1ft.!r[~t:~ ist rf pr l)lJwty-n!Jt Pll IJr smJ-tJ now the
house of this Djel;utnakht was on the river-bank.:'
3. ~ rc::>o isk, rc::>o sl.: (below § 230) are archaic variants of ist, st, and have the
same meaning.
Exx. ~rc::>o~~r~r;}~ isk IJmt·s m il1jw when Her Majesty was a child. 4
Note the m of predication.
rc::>o}~~r.JlI~,,,,=-- sk 'loi 1ll smswfwhen I was in his following. 5
4. ~ ti 6 has similar meaning to ist, from which it may possibly be derived.
Examples do not occur until after Dyn. XII, and then at first only with sw
'he' ; 7 later it may be followed also by wi ' I " or, more rarely, by a noun .
Exx. I was his companion n} '*f'!J~~ ti sw!zr pri when he was upon the
battle-field. 8
I knew thy qualities ~}. ~=:>Jg, ti wi m ssy when I was in the nest. 9
~~~"'=--ar~~LJtJ~ ti !tm! tisf IJr !JIm iJbty 10, His Majesty was himself in
the eastern fortress. lo

r=-=
r=}.

S. .! !Jr, earlier .!~ or ~.!~ i!Jr, indicates what comes next in order, and
may be translated 'and " 'further " or even sometimes 'accordingly', • so '.
Examples with adverbial predicate are rare, and no instance with pronominal
subject has been found.
Ex '-=-11
e i"Ti -=-1
1 I ~ 'T i J1 ~
I
hr r-5 r-If m WJh• •hr.l'
+..!.. is what-is-to-be
()II~J("'U-=-",=--~
:J so!
515
added to it.n
6. The rare ";~~ tz!zmn means' assuredly' or the like.
Ex. ";~~}:itg~~ n!zmn wi mi kl assuredly I am like a bulp2
7· t~~ !zJ, variant l~, expresses a wish.
Ex. t~~'i.tgt~C7=:~ IJI n·i Isp no mn!J would I had (lit. that there were
to me) any efficacious idol,l3
8. l~\~ ~ !zWY-I, a compound with the enclitic particle J, also expresses
a wish.
Ex. l}~}'.A~~ !zw-J wi im would that I were there. 14
96
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§ 120. Negation of the sentence with adverbial predicate.-The
word::: nn is placed before the subject, which may be either a noun or a
dependent pronoun (§ 44, 2).
Exx. ::::~J0;:::::7C:t= nn mwt·k ftnr·k thy mother is not with thee"
::::} j~!.'O'r~: nn wi m-ftr-ib·sn I was not in the midst of them. 2
Sentences of this type may on occasion be equivalent to English clauses of
time or circumstance.
Ex. }~~=tp;-:::::~~~-- win·sn tp-t1 nn tw imf they decline (existence)
on earth (§ 158, 2), thou not being in it. 3
The model of the sentence expressing non-existence (§ lOS) is used when
universals are denied; the subject is then an undefined noun and the negation
may be expressed by nn alone, or by nn wnj or more rarely by n wnt.
Exx. :::}Gl~~j~!''O'~;·;~ nn wiJl m-ftr-ilNn there was none ignorant in
their midst. 4
:::~l~~~ nn wn ftnt m ~tfthere was no greed in his body.5
~~7q}m~1oq~ n wnt lw-ms im there is no misstatement therein. 8
Very rarely ~q ~ n is (not indeed' is used; for is see below § 247.
Ex. ~q~--JJj~1o~~ n is ror im there is indeed no boasting therein. 7
Before iw and wnn the negative word is extremely rare. Certain examples
can, however, be quoted:
---~}=-~~ n iw·k m pt thou art not in heaven. s
~~=~:it-~m~- n wnn sliftr nsli his son shall not remain (lit. be)
upon his seat. 9
According to § lO5, 2 negation of the future is expressed by nn st/mf; the
last example is, therefore, an exception to the rule, if ~= be a st/mf form;
hence a doubt arises whether it may not be the st/m·n! form, see § 413.

§ 120

1 Mu.K. verso 2,3;
sim. Siut 3. 69. De
monst. pron. as sub
ject. Urk. iv. 'P5. 12.
I Sit. S. 131. Sim.
Sin. B223-4,qu'§44,
2; Pt. 435; E6. 101,
15; 108. 20.
'Cairo583.3. With
n,)m. subj.AZ. 69.27.

4·

• Sit. S. 100. Sim.
69. 3; Urk. iv.
IH. 13; 123.3; Arm.
103,5.
8 BH. i. 7. Sim.
Adm. 3. 2; Bullen.

Eo.

P·9 1 •
8 Urk.iv.973. Sim.
Cairo 20 765. 3-4.

7

Urk. iv. 973.

8 Jjarl;o 68; sim.
ib. 69. Also some
doubtful cases written
with _ GUNN. Stu
dies, ch. xxi.
• BH. i. 25. 98-9.

§ 121. Position of the adverbial predicate.-The normal position is
after the subject (§ 29); a pronominal dative may, however, sometimes precede
it (§ 66).
Sometimes a short adverbial predicate may intervene between the subject
and some words which are joined to it or qualify it.
Exx. -=-~\!I~~~l=~~}ttl rmw im ftn r pdw fish and birds were
therein, lit. fishes were there together with birds. 10
-~ '0' ~ J) hlt1!·k n·k n im1!-hlt thou shalt have thy former heart, lit.
~=-='i ~o I • :/
:/ •
thy heart is to thee of being-in-front.l l

_n+

§ 122. Use of the preposition c::> r to indicate a future condition.
Closely parallel to the m of predication is what may be termed the r of futurity.
Exx. ~~c::>~YAlij iwj" r smr he shall be (lit. is towards) a Companion. ls
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10 S4,S.50- I . Sim.
Si".B81-2,qU. §II7.
II Urk.iv. lIS. Sim.
between noun and
gen.. lm.(f) Sin.
B287-8; SIt.S·3S-6;
Bed. AI. i. p. 258.
16-7; ""r.(/),Hamm.
114. 11.
II Sin. B 280. Sim.

Siut I, 227 j Mdr iii.
8; Peas. B., 95. 215;
Cairo 20538, ii. C 18.
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§ 122
1

Th. T. S. ii.

~~t }<>+~nt~

1[.

mt S'ZV r wnm'ZV behold, it is for food. 1

Ons. For the use of this 1" after verbs of ' appointing " • making', see § 84; and
for its development with the infinitive see § 332.

2

Sin. B 43. Sim.
224; Leo.

i". 215.
81.

S Urk iv. lor. Sim.
Adm. p. 101.
4 BH. i. 26, ISS.

So too after nil • there
is nothing', Peas. B I,
I2 0; after n Witt, with
same meaning, Pt. 212.
~ Urk. iv. 6r. Sim.
ib. iv. 506,8.

§ 123. Omission of the subject before adverbial predicate.
Instances are occasionally found:
Exx. Q~ g~ r~ I' iw mi sIJr Jltr it was like the counsel of god. 2
::::~~}ffir~t:r~ nn m i'ZV-ms IJft-!r.r-tn (this) is not falsehood before you. 3
::::!!9A- nn WIt ~r-IJ'ZVfthere was none beside him.4
-"-~:rjt~fD'i<::>~'? ntid·i!rl n·i rlJt nbt I did not say (Would that I
had' (lit. would that to me) about anything. 6
See further below § 153 for the omission of the subject in wishes, greetings
and the like.
§ 124. The pronominal compound ~it tw·i.-In Dyn. XVII are found
the earliest traces of a new method of expressing the pronominal subject when
the predicate is adverbial. The full paradigm, some forms of which do not
occur until the Late Egyptian stage of the language, is as follows:
Sing.
Plur.
1st pers. c. ~Ji t'ZV'i I.
~~ t'ZV'n we.
2nd pers. m. ~ tw·k thou.
)
h
r e,~ tw·tlt you.
f Oljl
~l::'I tw·t t ou.
J
3rd pers. m. t~ sw he. it.
}
n
(I
'1 ) h
.
~, ~ I st they.
f
"
"
• 1'\\ sy ater "I"~ s e, It.
Impersonal ~~ tw·tw one. 6
Co

"

T. Cam. 7. Sim.
Urk. iv.649, IS.
7

8 Graffito in
the
temple of Sn~urer
(Moller.)

9 See ERM. Spr. d.
IVestc. p. 1I9, n. 2.

It

Co

•

Exx. t~!";-:-)~ ~,~,~~,!,.£J~@ S'ZV IJr IJ n r,mw, tW'n IJr Kmt he IS In
possession of (lit. under) the land of the Asiatics, we are in possession of Egypt. 7
r\\~ r-g~t~ sy m ~r:f mi tJ pt it seemed to him like heaven, lit. it (the
temple) was in his face like the sky. 8
OBS. These new pronominal forms are conjectured 9 to have arisen from nit wi
'that I', etc., see § 223. At all events the parallelism of S'ltJ, syand st (perhaps from
*t·sw, *t·sy, *t'st by assimilation of t to s) with rdJ'1 warrants the distinction of them
from the dependent pronouns of § 43. See § 330 for an extension of this construction.

VOCABULARY
J

5f' var.J ~ .Il bt abandon, forsake.

::?lJ .Il sb send;

pass (time).

LJ ~ ~ km complete; completion.

rU~""JJ ~

ski plough, cultivate.

~

r.ll

sms follow, accompany, serve;
~ n~.Il smsw or ~ n.} .Il
~ I' .Jr f I I
~ I' a I f f
smswt following, suite (noun).

~~}~ ilwold; ~~}Qrj} ilwt
old age.
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Vocab.

t)~}~ !zmw rudder.

~ o}i hnw jubilation, praise.

~~~ (abbrev. 1P) Ipd bird.

7

<=> ~~ rm

~ ~ !zwl house, large edifice; ~ ~
!zwt-ntr temple.
~ '0' h,llI
a\\
. ., heart, breast.

*~ ,odmonth.

~}~ iw wrong, crime.

41\'f var. 'f7 ilt office, rank.

LJ~'f Ip high, tall; LJ~}'f~

ill ill
_\w varr. a I' a[J nst seat.
var.
!zo festival, holiday.
~

a

r.1

/fJW height.

CD

lJ'97

r-pr temple, chapel, shrine.

1

fish.

~l ~ l!zt field.

IWWN\

C(

EXERCISE X
(a) TransNterale and translate:

(I)

4}~~,::j~~~=lli~t}~~:'

(2)

z-J~~ll0

l'~·J~~~~l~~~ ,~ ,0Q+ ~~~=~?~l=~:::J?r~~
(~) ~~!,::~lJ~4~~C71ft~
(5)

1

ru o~!Pi
MWMC7=n 0
>.Jt~ I
I I _

_

(4)

:::~l<~~t~-IIT

n
~ ~ 0 '1... <-=>~ J1 ~~ 0 LJ~ '{}I
~.1i ~~ ~....-lJ~1l I a 1_ ~ B

(6)

CP>_

(7)

~}LJ~=litru}l~ 1~4~~}i~or=i~+~ *~~2

(8)

~~

r\\ l::

~ ~

CP>

(9) t ~l:!:i!

-it

/'N'NM

Ii]

~I
\\

0

I I MWM

a=

GI

I I

(10)



~_

&=}fo>A·'iI~~
~
c:::::::>
1.5:' ~ f\NNIN\
f\MNW\
c::::-:,
, I I I I I I alii I I I

ill

1

See p. 423, Add. to § 86.

• The ordinary priests (wrb)

~erved

in the temples in rotation, one month at a time.

(0) Write l1t hieroglyphs and Iranslilera#on :
(I) I crossed in a boat without a rudder (lit. not was its rudder). (2) Thou
shalt be an old man of thy city. (3) All my property shall belong to my brothers
and sisters. (4) There were old men there and (lit. with) children. (5) He
caused me to be in the following of His Majesty, when he was at (lit. upon) his
southern boundary. (6) He entered into the temple, the entire town being in
festival. (7) I say to the birds which-are-in the heaven and to the fishes which
are-in the water: How great is the might of this god I (8) I ploughed my fields
with my own asses. (9) My office was (that of) he-who-is-over the secrets.
(TO) God sends it to thee in the completion of a moment.
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LESSON XI
1 See SETHE, No
minalsalz, §§ 21 foil.;
LEY. Gr. §§ 603, foil.

2 Sin. R 2.
Sim.
Urk. iv. 61, 14; 1I8,
3; 1069, 6-7·
I Peas. B I, 62.
Sim. ib. 140. 161;
ntt, M. u. K. 2, 3-9;
ntf, BUDGE, p. 38,

7· 9·
• Rifek 7,35. Twl,
LAC.

TR.I1,9;ERM.

Hymn. I, 5, qUo Exere.
31 (a); llrk. iv. 228,
J S.

SENTENCES WITH NOMINAL OR PRONOMINAL PREDICATE 1
§ 125. We have seen that, with the help of the prepositions which have
been termed the m of predication (§ 38) and the r of futurity (§ 122), the model

of the sentence with adverbial predicate could be utilized by the Egyptians to
express the meaning of English sentences with nominal or pronominal predicate;
examples have been quoted in §§ 117. 118. 119.122. In the present lesson we
have to learn that apart from the method just alluded to, Egyptian possessed
a specific and well-characterized model for constructing sentences with a noun
or pronoun as predicate. The principal divergences from the sentence with
adverbial predicate are that here the independent pronouns of § 64 are freely
used, that iw and wnn are not employed, and that the demonstrative word pw
(§ IIO) makes its appearance as an important syntactical element.
The principle underlyir.g the Egyptian sentence with nominal or pronominal
predicate is the principle of direct juxtapos£tion, the subject preceding the predicate
as in the sentence with adverbial predicate. This construction is still very
common in Middle Egyptian when the subject is a personal pronoun, and
a previous lesson has taught us that in this case the independent pronouns are
used (§§ 65, I); the copula is not expressed.
Exx. ,g,j~Ei ink smsw I was a fol1ower.~
~~~i-l.~Xfo~i nt,f it n nml; thou art the father of the orphan. 3
+}C\:::;7i~1 swt llb'll he is our lord.'
'When the subject is a llJun, direct juxtaposition is practically obsolete,
though it was still common in the Pyramid Texts. A few Middle Egyptian
examples may be quoted, notwithstanding.
Exx. l\~~ 1\~~::0lt mkt·t mkt Rr thy (f.) protection is the protection
of Re c.5
::-o~r=}Q~~ Y1Z n mwt·s TwiJ the name of her mother is Tjuia. 6
Other examples will be found below § 127, 1. 2. 3.
C>

&

11-£ u. K., verso 4,

7·
6 FRASER, Scarabs,
no. 262. See also Peas.
E I, 158-9; Wesle.
7. 1 7-8 ; Hamm·43,
12.
More complex
exx. Crlz. iv. 27 1, 9;
55 8, 15·

OBS. The old construction nom. subj. + nom. pred. survives also in the important
construction lit + noun + participle, see below §§ ~~7, 3; 37~; 373; to this the
counterpart with pronominal subject is of the form indep. pron. + participle, quite
in accordance with the examples quoted above.

§ 126. Subject and predicate.-In sentences having an adverbial predi
cate there is no risk of confusing subject and predicate, since an adverb or
adverbial phrase is by its very form precluded from being a subject in the
grammatical sense. The necessity of defining the terms 'subject' and 'predi
cate' becomes urgent, however, when we proceed to consider the sentence with
100
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§ 126

a noun or pronoun as predicate; for we are evidently not justified in speaking
of sentences with nominal or pronominal predicate unless we are able to
distinguish the subject from the predicate in any given sentence, and here
the criterion of form fails us. In English such a criterion is often afforded by
the agreement of the copula with the subject in person and number, as in ' I
am your friend " 'they are a united family'; in Egyptian no such help is
forthcoming, and we are consequently thrown back upon the logical definitions
of subject and predicate as respectively' the thing spoken of' and 'that which
is affirmed or denied of the subject'. A good test for the logical predicate
is to cast the sentence into the shape of a question; then the elements which
correspond to the interrogative word constitute the logical predicate. Thus
in ' I am your friend' the logical predicate is ' your friend' whenever the sentence
answers the question' what am I ? '
Returning now to the Egyptian sentence with adverbial predicate, we find
that more often than not the adverbial predicate does state exactly what is
affirmed or denied of the subject. In iw nJ m sbryt 'this is (as) an instruction'
(§ I I 7) the corresponding question would be 'what is this?' and consequently
m sbryt is the logical predicate, besides being the grammatical predicate. Such
is the natural or normal state of affairs, and we may define the grammatical
predicate as that element in a sentence (or even in a subordinate clause, § 182)
which either by position or by form would normally express the meaning of the
logical predicate; and the grammatical subject as that element which in like
manner would normally express the meaning of the logical subject. A distinction
between the two kinds of predicate would, of course, be unnecessary in practice,
if both always coincided; but we have now to see that such is not the case. In
the sentence iw dlbw imf /.tn r ilrrt 'figs were in it and grapes' (§ 117) we are
indeed informed where figs and grapes were, so that imf, the grammatical
predicate, is in a secondary sort of way also a logical predicate; but this is not
the real point of the sentence, which is to tell us what was there, and accordingly
dlbw /.tnr ilrrt 'figs and grapes', although they are grammatically subject, must
undeniably be considered as the real logical predicate. Such cases are frequent,l
not only in Egyptian, but also in English, where a stress is laid in pronunciation
upon the logical predicate whenever this does not coincide with the grammatical
predicate; thus' he is in the house', with even intonation, answers the question
'where is he?' and 'in the house' is simultaneously grammatical and logical
predicate; but if we say' he is in the house', the question answered is 'who is
in the house?' and the stressed word' he' is logical predicate, although it is
grammatically subject. So in the English translation of the above-quoted
Egyptian sentence, a slight stress is laid on the two words 'figs' and 'grapes'.
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I
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§ 126

In the Egyptian sentence with nominal predicate it IS certain, both from
general considerations and from examples like those of § 125, that the normal
word-order was I. logical subject, 2. logical predicate, as in English and as in
the Egyptian sentence with adverbial predicate; hence the formulation adopted
in § 125. When, therefore, as we shall find to be the case in many instances,
the logical predicate precedes the logical subject, we are justified in regarding
this as a departure from the normal word-order, i. e. as an inversion quite
analogous to the use of stressed 'he' in the English sentence, 'he (and no one
else) is my brother '.
OBS. The definitions of grammatical subject and predicate have been framed to
accord with the fact that in some sentences with adjectival predicate, as well as in
verbal sentences with fdmf and similar forms, the word-order is I. gramm. pred.,
2. gramm. subj.; for the reasons of this see below §§ 137, OBS.; 411, I. Later on,
the term' grammatical subject' will sometimes be used in antithesis to ' grammatical
object' or again to another kind of subject for which we have coined the name
'semantic subject " see below § 297, I. When' subject' is written without qualifica
tion, either there has seemed but little likelihood of confusion, or else the word so
described is subject in more senses than one, as in § :"25.

§ 127. The logical predicate comes first in the following cases, exemplifying
the kind of inversion explained at the end of § 126 :
When the logical subject is rnj' his name', 1'1t~S 'her name '.
Ex. t:;~~~fi~ ~i::~-- nds J)di rnj a commoner whose name is Djedi,
lit. a commoner, Djedi is his name. 1
Note that in this case, as well as in others quoted below under 2 and 3,
direct juxtaposition is used in spite of the fact that the grammatical subject is
not a personal pronoun.
1.

1 JVeslc. 7, I. Siro.
Sin. B 81; Peas. R I.
2: Eb.5I,15-6. Rn+
indirect genitive Urk.
iv. i 44,4-6. The last
ex. of § I 25 is ex
ceptional.

When the logical subject is a demonstrative prOtlOun.
Exx. ~"\~~"\++ dpt mwt nn this is the taste of death. 2
2.

2

Sin. B 23.

Sare. i, p.
Sim. JEA. 16,
19, l. Exx. with 111,
P.Kak.19, 21 ;P.Pet.
1I16A, 58; P. matk.
Mosc. 13,4; with nfl,
Leb. 37.
4 For alternative
ways of expressing
'who art thou t' see
§495, end•
., U,'k. v. 160, II.
S LAC.

212 j

• U,'k. v. 10. Sim.
ty tw 'who art
thou? . Lis"! 20, 33.
1/1

.fl~~'\nt~l1o---.}=>C(~::n~t1

WIt Of;wty

1ZW

r pr Mlft this

IS

the road

of Thoth to the house of Ma(et. 3
3. When the logical predicate is an interrogative pronoun; in this case the
logical subject, if a pronoun, is a dependent pronoun, since it occupies the second
place!
Exx. ~~:l>;"f~~Q-:-~-~ iSst tr ilJt irhz·k n's what is, pray, the thing
which thou hast done to it ? 5
~f ~::t.} ptr rf sw who is he? 6
4. When the logical predicate is an independent pronoun. The greater
emphasis of the independent pronouns always tends to give them the force of
the logical predicate. Possibly the second and third examples of § 125 would
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have been better translated' it is thou (who art) the father of the orphan' and' it
is he (who is) our lord' respectively. When the pronoun is stressed in this
manner, it is not seldom accompanied by the enclitic particle Q~ is 'indeed' (§ 247).
Ex. ~:jQ HLI~~Il~~ ink is {tIp PW1tt it is I (who am) the ruler of Pwenet.1
It is no absolute rule, however, that the pronoun, when accompanied by is,
is to be understood as logical predicate. Nor yet is such the case with ~7
wnnt and ~7 wnt, which are similarly used; II these are probably fern. participles
from the verb wmz ' be' which have come to be employed as particles meaning
, indeed', 'really', see below § 249.
Exx. g.~7Q+Y-:::>:: ink wnnt imy ib 1Z nbf lIlJr I was indeed one
truly in the heart of his lord. 3
g.~7~ QQ =:i~ ink WItt mry rmt I was indeed one beloved of people.·

§ 12S. Use of o} pw for the pronoun ard pers.-The use of the
demonstratives exemplified in § 127, 2 gave rise to an idiom of the highest
importance; the demonstrative pronoun o} pw (§§ I 10. I I I) came to be
employed as logical subject after logical predicates consisting of a noun, not
however with its own proper meaning of' this' or 'that', but as an equivalent
for 'he " 'she 'J 'it' or 'they' invariable in number and gender. Compare
French ce in c'est, ce sont.
Exx. ::~ Il} Rr pw it is Re c or he is Re c.II Answer to the question ptr
if sw 'who is he? ' quoted above § 12 7, 3.
~t1(j=it~-::o.~ {tmt wrb pw n Rr she is the wife of a priest of Re C•6
Answer to the question' who is this Reddjedet?' quoted below § 132.
l~} ~ it! Il} tewrw pw they are wretches. 7
The logical predicate may be an independent pronoun:
Ex. ~~~~~~ ntfpw m m/ft it is he in truth. S
Or else, rather rarely, it may be a demonstrative pronoun:
Ex. ~~~ Pi pw this is it.9
Sometimes pw is absent in places where we might expect it; it is then
impossible to be sure whether there is a deliberate omission of pw, for sake of
brevity or some other reason, or whether we have the construction of § 89, 2.
Ex. ~-7 tlW n r (it is mere) breath of the mouth. lo

1 SIl. S. 151. SiID.
LAC. TI? 19, 45;

Sin. B232; NAV. Ill,
17·
S(e Verbum, ii,

I

§ 978.

S Brit. Mus. 614,7.
Sim. Cairo 20543, 16 ;
Mitt. ix. 18.

• Turin 1447. Sim.
Leyden V 4, 12 ;
Louvre C I, 10; )iZ.
34,27·

6 Urk. v. 10. Sim.
Sit,. B 47. 57. 58. 60;
Urk. iv. 17, II. 16.

a Westc. 9. 9.

7

Berl. AI. i. p. 258.

• Sitl. B 268.

9

10

ib.

[(hilld 60.

Urk. iv. ~ 23. Sim.
122, 16.

OBS. For' he is Re< " as we have seen § 125, lltf Rr can also be said; but in
that case the pronoun is more emphatic and tends to obtain the value of the logical
predicate' he is Re<:

§ 129. Position of D} pw.-If the logical predicate consists of several
words, pw may be intercalated before some of them. l l
Exx. .nM.~~g-.nM.:l> ~Q11 ~ I@ soty pw n Sot-temlt he was a peasant of the
W~dy Natrun. 111
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n Rulesin H. ABEL,
Zur Tonversckme!z
Ul1.g im Altacgypti
sellen, Leipzig, 1910,
ch. I.
12 Peas. R I. Sim.
Sin. B3O-I; Eb. 103,
9; Westc. 9.9, quo n. 6
above; Urk. iv.l49,4.
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;=;3~::::~~~'\~~ II pw 'ltfr, 'In rn-J

Sin. B 81. Sim.
Pt.330; U,'k. v. !I, I.
2 u,'k. v. 30, 9
1

it was a good land, whose name

was Yaa. 1

Xl- ~ o). X:: =

~ ~ lfw pw ~nr Sfl they are

l:I u and Sia. 2 Answer to the

question' who are these gods? '
OBS. Compare the similar intercalation of short adverbial predicates, above § 121.

Leb. 38. Sim. ib.
Bll. i. 2S, 76;
TVcs/(, 8, 13; (h'k.
3

20-1;

i,'. 369, I; 5 19, 9.
• PSBA. 18, 203,
16. Sim, Peas. B I,
2.'12-3·
6 Urk. iv. 973, 10.
Sim. ib. 973, 8.
8 Ret. 39, I l l . Sim.
Rhilld 57. 58; Peas.
B I, '9. N, jrdJ+ reI.
form' these it is which
.•.. .' )iZ. 69, 32, 23.

Similarin appearance,
hntdifferent in reality,
are cases like" jYw ktt
•it is that girl', Westc.
12,22; sim. Eb. 103,
6-7, cf. ib. 103,9, quo
§

190, I.

§ 130. o} pw in sentences where both subject and predicate are
nouns.-As we have seen (§ 125), the original method of expressing sentences
where both subject and predicate were nouns was by direct juxtaposition; but
long before the Middle Kingdom that method had become obsolete and had
given place to another based on the use of pw described in § 128. The logical
predt"cate (or part of it, § 129) comes first and is followed by pw as a purely formal
logical subject; the real logical subject is added in apposition to pw.
Exx. ~g~7o }~~ dmi pw 'Imnt the West is an abode, lit. an abode (is) it,
namely the West. 3
~ ~ o} - "'i ~ ~ mnw pw 'It s 'ltfrwj' a man's goodness is his monument, lit.
the monument it (is) of a man, (namely) his goodness.'
Rarely either the subject or predicate may be a demonstrative.
Exx. ~~l:it0} l:'~~= bit·i pw nl m wn mJr this is my character in reality.5
~o}~.Q,.. Pi pw Wsir such is Osiris, lit. this (is) he, Osiris.6
The substitution of this construction for the method of direct juxtaposition
was evidently due to the desire to indicate the logical predicate more clearly
than could be done by that method, in connection with which inversions were
frequent. Now a demonstrative word like this' is far more often logical subject
than logical predicate; we are more prone to say that' this' is so-and-so than
that so-and-so is' this '. Hence the intercalation of a demonstrative in a sentence
in which both subject and predicate are nouns (in Egyptian it must occupy the
second place, inversion here being the rule, § 127, 2) is apt to mark the preceding
noun as the real logical predicate. The effect of such an intercalation will be
felt by comparing French e'est lui Ie rot" with t"l est Ie rot", where the use of ce, just
like that of pw in Egyptian, points unmistakably to lut" as the logical predicate.
Thus whereas in the old method of direct juxtaposition the first word (the
grammatical subject §§ 125-6) could be almost as easily logical predicate as
logical subject (though the latter was of course its proper function), in the
sentence with intercalated o) the first word is, t'n the vast majority of cases, 'ltot
the logz"cal subject, but Ihe logical predicate.
The tragedy of language is, however, that it is constantly perverting the
constructions which it creates to purposes for which they were not primarily
intended; by a second inversion (the first being that of § 127, 2) the sentence
C
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with pw could sometimes have the logical subject in the first place, thus
returning to the original word-order (§ 125).
Exx. ,!.~<==!~D}~l~!~~lo,~ I Pllr! pw nt !zrw·s mr!zt oil is the remedy
of her body.l The sentence raises the question what is the best preservative
for a woman's body, and the answer is 'oil '.
j}~.AD}1~,91 bwN,pw!zs my abomination is excrement. 1I

§ 131. Owing to the frequent intercalation of pw between a noun and some
words that qualify it (§ 129), an ambiguity is apt to arise which requires careful
attention. In a sentence like ==~ D}Q':'~111 Nwn pw it n{rw,3 nothing but
the context can decide whether the intended meaning was' it (or' he ') is Nun,
the father of the gods' (it in apposition to Nwn, § 90) or ' the father of the gods
is Nun' (it in apposition to pw, § 130).

1

Pt.

3~8.

Sim.

p. Kan. 8, 35. 26. 37;
Pro 1,12; E6. I, 8;
BUDGE, p. aog, 6.
I

LAc. TI?

~3,

3.

• Urk. v. 8.

§ 132. The dependent pronoun in place of pw.-This construction is a
development of that of plr sw, above § 127, :;, and occurs only with interrogatives.
Ex. ~\\f~~\\a ~::"6'~ft~~ Ply sy II Rd-r,/dt who is this Reddjedet?'
who is she, this Reddjedet?

Lit.

§ 133. Tense and mood in the sentence with nominal predicate.
As in the sentence with adverbial predicate, so too here it is usually the context
which provides the key to the intended tense and mood. The verbs iw and
wnn (§§ I I 7. I 18) are not, as a rule,5 found in company with any of the
constructions described in §§ 125-130, so that if it was desired to utilize those
verbs, the Egyptians had recourse to the m of predication ; examples above
§§ 1 17. 118.
On the other hand, mk ' behold' and various particles like it 6 may occur at
the beginning of the sentence with pw.
Exx. ~!.a~it~Q~'C7 mk Ilrt-i pw im·k behold, that is my due from
thee.'
Q~c=~1t D}~.!. is{ Sl pw mnlJ 10, he was a beneficent son. 8
~!!~ ftnD.~it-~ smwn slJtyf pw probably he is a peasant of his.9 For
smwn 'probably' see § 241.
So too with the particle of wishing !z; (§ 119, 7).
Ex. t~~::~t~~&~=~~ !zl rfgr!z pw m rm{ would that it were the
end of men. 10
OBS. Clauses of time and circumstance utilize the 'IN of predication and conform
to the rules for adverbial predicate i see above §§ I I 7; I 19, 2. So too the construction

wnnl (wn:f) 'IN is employed after prepositions (§ 157, 2) and lr 'if' (§ ISO). For
exceptional cases where a clause with real nominal predicate follows a preposition,
see § 154 end.
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4 Wesle. 9,.8. With
"' 'who" Urk. v. 30,
8 ; Pw 'who!' § 498.
Sim. with In 'whence"
§ 503, ,.; -{n is, how.
ever,an adverbial pre
dicate.

• 'Iw exceptionally
before the indep. pron.,
see § ,.68,3.

• Hr before the con
struction with direct
jnxtaposition (§ 125),
see Weste. 7, 17-8.

1

S4. S.

159-60.

Sim. Pt. 414; I?hind
57; Urk. iv. 20, 14.
• DR. i. 26, 166-7.
t

10

PlQs.

B I, H.

Ad",. 5. 1 4'
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1 Urk. iv. 122. Sim.
Cairo 20530, 7. With
pw omitted, Urk. iv.
122, IS.

2 Sinai 1)0.
Sim.
Siut I, 288; Peas.
B 1, 95-6.

a Berl. AI. i. p. 258,
20. Sim. LAC. Ti?
47,34·
4 Berl. AI. i. p. 358,
13·
6

Sin. B II4. Sim.

with is, LAC. Ti? 72,

.p.
Sin. B 267.
Westc. 9, 6. See
also GUNN, Studies,
p. 170 •
I

7

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
§ 134. Negation of sentences with nominal or pronominal predi
cate.-Examples are uncommon. Before a noun followed by pw ::: nn is used.
Ex. :::~~ljjo}l=c::>'QQ:it nn rtu pw (tn r k)' it means (lit. is) no fighting
with another. l
Note, however, that
n is employed if pw is preceded by the enclitic
particle Q~ is ' indeed'.
Ex. ~~-'-':'f0Q~ o}-..Il}"'-=-JQ~"! sli (for is1) n 11" is pw n iwlr bb Pit 10,
it was indeed not the season for coming to this mining region. II
With
Q~ n ..'.. is occasionally pw is omitted as superfluous.
Ex.
~:it:it Q~ n sl·i is he is not my son. 3
In one case the pronoun sl 'they' appears to be substituted for pw:
......:::itJi Q~:;:~7{$~o n rm1 is nl ifl sl they are not people of worth. 4
Before the independent pronouns the negative word used is -'- n.
Exx.......~:it':f~lt- n ink 11" sml! I am not, forsooth, a confederate
of his.1I
-'-~&l\~~~ n ntf pw m m/rt it is not he in truth. 6
Later, however, instances with::: nn can be found. 7
-A..

-A..

••••

.A.

VOCABULARY

} r~ ~

~J~ ~ ~ p(twyt rope at back of a ship.

wstJ be broad, wide; broad,
wide (adj.) ; breadth (noun).
o
e:::::>
<==
$=<==.Jl var. e:::::>.Jl
par go roun d ;

~

i

~c~~ mlfl truth, right, justice.

r~.Jl spar cause to circulate.

~~~ nfrw beauty.

(tms sit down, sit, dwell.

~ J~ rrw)' sleep.

~ ~ ~; mr)'t river-bank.

~ .Jl spr draw nigh, approach; peti-

e:::::>

~

~ ~ 0 Un sun's disk, sun.

tion (n).

1\j) [s raise up.

.IS;!>- •

c

y,1.~ nfw reis, skipper.

l&:it
IIjf I I I

I

eye.

~f~ plr, var. ~\\f~ ply, who?

(of the king).
~ lsw commander (of a fortress
or army).
msr army, expedition.

::~:f:;I3:

rl

here.

g~ 'Iwnw, Heliopolis, On of the Bible,
a town near Cairo.

~jJ var. ~ (/1 serf (fern.).
~\III

1,1"

sr-~ rnIJ ear.

ry~ ~ var. ry smr courtier, friend

=,1.

I

~~~ ('/)tm Atum, the solar god of
Heliopolis.

~\

~~ (tIlt rope in front of a ship.
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Exerc. XI

EX ERe I SE XI
{j
~

(a) Study the followz'ng extract from a self-laudatory inscrlpilon : 1
m
d}fl _
'C7 m
Q~ n
c::::::>

I

o~

o

grt

Ink

(am), moreover.

-?--?-~ ,}

n

the heart

of

irty

l1m·n·(i)

n,/-imy

~}~~

Behold.

I

(am as)

a skipper

m

nfw

rLJ}0

~~

sleep

night

as well as

~~i

~fli

!.zms·£

!.zJty.£

I stand up

and sit down 2

my heart

1 NEWBERRY,

wz>

~lT

~J.\i
r!.zr.£

mk

-nj?'~
-n
rrwy

I am ignorant of

belonging to him.

~

~~ }~

of the Sovereign.

@~:::

::~~~~

the Lord (may he live. be prosperous and healthy).

ity

eyes

and

T~I'

rnl1. W(/J, snb (§ 313)

1zb

~~~~JI

..<S:2>
..<S:2>-

rnl1wy
the ears

~

lllty

tID

c::::::>

tW

under (i.e.
attentive to)

c::::::> I
hrw

>

mz

gr!.z

day.

001

~j?'~~r

!.zJtI

p!.zwyt

d}~

the prow-rope and the stern-rope.

Life of Reklzmara, '1, 16, collated and slightly restored; see JiZ. 60, 69.

I

I.e. pnss all my time.

(b) TransNterate and translate:

::~=}~~~~~::~~~r~~~~~~~~~
~,&I -<D-D~ n-l ~ ~ ~~~1t~D~-"}/;;.OD gcb '& Q-~~
~ ~1t I .lrl' J T.lr-n~~~\1 I I .lr 0 ~ I 0)(.00 ~T @ .lrl:!:[
(I)

1

(2)

~}tt~~O~~

D}~+~~~~

LJ~@

(6)

c::::::> ~ n@~c:;;;=
JtI'D_~ I

(3)

(4)

~f~::t}I~D}~~+~gg~~~

-A-~Tt}-A-"Li~~rD}

(5)

~D}~:::

~}~l~'i~o~~C::::::>L]~}r=~r~~i~~~r
(7)

~0

I @ 1 0 (1) n~ 1t~ n } <=>nlJ ~ ~
;:{ll~<=>T_nfl'.lr, 1 1'1~
l'Ic::::::>1:!:[

1 The four personal names mentioned in this passage are to be rendered AmenemJ.let ('lmn-m-",t ' Amlin at the front '),
Senhsumaci (S,w-sw-mr·; •he is healthy with me '), Pta\l\lOtpe (P"J-~ltPW • Ptah is content ') and (Ankhu (r
shortening
for some such name as Jjr-rn~1t) , Horus liYes ').

new,

(c) Write in hz'eroglyphs and transliteratz'on:
(I) 0 great (wr) overseer of the house, thou art the rudder of the entire
land. (2) Behold, thou art here, thou art happy (n/r) with me. thou hearest
the speech (1') of Egypt; thou shalt be the commander of my army. (3) Thou
shalt have a tomb on the west of Heliopolis. (4) I was indeed greatest of the
courtiers. (5) This is the way to the Residence. (6) (King) Amenem1)et is
Atum himself, he gives the breath of life to (1') the nose(s) of everyone.
10
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LESSON XII
SENTENCES WITH ADJECTIVAL PREDICATE
1 SeeSETHE, Nomi
§ 135. Sentences with adjectival predicate 1 follow,
nalsatz, §§ 33-37 i 63
pattern of the sentences with nominal predicate, but there are
67 i 85-86, etc.; LEF.
Cr. §§ 623 foll.
1& Not, however, to
the n;sbe-ndjectives of

09.

in principle, the
many important
differences. Some of the relevant facts have been stated already in previous
sections (§§ 44, 3; 46, 3; 48, 2; 49; 65, 2).
To most Ia Egyptian adjectives there corresponded an adjective-verb, and
indeed it is highly probable that the adjective was simply a participle from such
a verb. Thus ~~ nfr is a verb' be beautiful, good' and the adjective nfr may
well mean properly' being good'. We shall frequently have occasion to note
that some form of the adjective-verb is substituted for the adjective itself in
constructions where the latter cannot be used, just as we found (§ I 18) the verb
wn substituted for iw where the latter cannot be used; in fact, the two cases
will be shown to be remarkably analogous and parallel.

§ 136. Independent pronoun + adjective.-This is the construction
'Sin. B 154-5.
Sim, il>. 153; Siut I,
338.
I Brit. Mus. 581.
Sim, Cairo 20531, C 2.

• llrk. iv. 67. Sim,
ih. 1078, 17.
I Sin. B 2.W.

• Butntfmn~, Urk.

iv. 861,8.

usual with the 1st pers. sing.
Exx. ,g,'it~~1 I I~til~ ink (51 mrt I am one rich in serfs.2
g"J::-c( ~ ink bltr 1t fr nbf I was one pleasant to the house of his lord."
The characteristic and regular use of the suffix 3rd pers. sing. (nbf • his
lord ') in this last example indicates that bnr means 'one pleasant' rather than
simply' pleasant', in other words that it is here a noun rather than an adjective.
Thus the construction is merely a special case of that described in § 125.
As in the corresponding construction with nominal predicate just alluded
to, so too here the pronoun is apt to have emphatic force and tends to become
the logical predicate. Here again (see above § 127, 4), the particle Q~ is' indeed'
often serves to give emphasis to the pronoun, though without always giving
it the importance of the logical predicate.
'
Exx. g"Q ~~! ~~ ink is mJf-(Jrw If II I was indeed one justified upon earth.·
---,g, 'it Q~ Ll ~ J f n ink is *1 SJ I am not one high of back, i. e. overweening. 5
Here ink is logical predicate: I am not overweening, whatever others may be.
Examples with any independent pronoun other than that of the first person
are very rare, if the predicate be an adjective pure and simple. 6
OBS. For the closely related construction with independent pronoun and
participle see below § 373.

§ 137. Adjective + noun or dependent pronoun.-Except in the case
of the 1st pers. this is the usual construction. The adjective precedes the
subject and is invariable in number and gender; it may be accompanied by the
exclamatory ending ~\ ·wy, see above § 49.
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§ 13'1

Examples with a noun as subject:
:::~~r~ ~ ~ 'ifr mtn·i my path is good. l
~~2Qit~.I'-,."""c(<:>~~~A'C7 wr !tst-i m slp-sl r smr wrty nb greater was
my praise in the palace than (that of) any Unique Friend. i
Examples with a dependent·pronoun as subject:
~~l::~ nfr tw !tnr·i thou art happy with me. 3
~rQ<=>!:;: rI, st r !Jt nbt it was more plentiful than anything. 4
~o~nl=rQ twt·wy n·s st how like (to) her it is! 5
With the 1 st pers. sing. the construction independent pronoun + adjective
(§ 136) is preferred,s except in the case of the adjective - ny' belonging to'; the
construction both of ny and of the expressions for' belonging to me, thee', etc.
(ink, ntk; n·i-imy, n·k-imy) has been seen to conform to that of the adjectival
predicate; see above § I 14, 2. 3· 4.
Attention must here be drawn to two very important points:
I. In the construction here discussed the adjectival predicate precedes its
subject; we have good reason for thinking that, whenever an apparent adjectival
predicate follows its subject, this predicate is not really an adjective at all,
but lhe old perfective tense of the adJective-verb; see below § 320, end.
2. With nominal subject it is .impossible to distinguish between the con
struction adj. + subj. and the simi form of the adjective-verb; with a singular
pronoun as subject, on the other hand, the distinction is clearly marked, since
the adfectt"val predt"cate demands the dependent pronouns, whereas the simi form
employs the suffixes. F or the uses of the simi form of the adjective-verb
see below §§ 1 43. 144.

•

•

1 Peas.BI,3.Sim.ib.
BI, 108-9; Sin. BI55;
ERM. Hymn. 'I, 2;
14, 2.
2 Bn. i. 2ii, 101.
Sim. Bersn. i. 14,10;
Sn.S. 29-30; 99-100;
Cairo 20543, 13•
I Sin. R 55. Sim.
P. Kan. 3, 33.

• UrR. iv. 693. Sim.
ib. 687, 16; 879, .. ;
Sn. S. 63. 134.
6 Urk. iv. 36R.
6 But see Adm. p.
104, an ex. with a
genuine adj. ; also the
exx. with a participle,
Add.to§3i<·

OBS. The construction dealt with in this section is obviously closely related to
those cases with nominal predicate where the secondary. and inverted word-order
I. log. pred., ~. log. subj. has become stabilized and customary; see § 127,
particularly under 3.

§ 138. The same construction with a following dative serves to combine
the notion of an adjectival predicate with that of possession; see above § 114, I.
Ex. The land of Yaa ....... ~::
~ I-=wr ni irp r mw it is more
abundant in wine than in water; or it has more wine than water; lit., great to it
is wine more than water. 7

r:,

==

§ 139. Adjective + dependent pronoun + noun.-An example of an
uncommon kind is
rd·wy sw lb·i how strong is my heart! Lit. how firm is it
8
(namely) my heart.
Here sw exercises much the same function as pw in its developed use with
nominal predicate, above § 130; a still closer parallel above § 132.

7 Sin. B 82.
Sim.
Sh.S. ISO, quo § 144,
I; P. Pet. II 16 E, 10.

::i5'nrio)Yit

8 Paneri 3; Sim.
Urk. iv. 1166, JO.

See too homina/satz,
§§ 85. 86.

10 9
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1 Peas. R45. Sim.
Urk. iv. loB7, 8,

where nn for n is in
accord with later cus
tom, see GUNN, Stu

dies, p. 169.
2 Peas. B I, 165.

! Urk. iv. 123; sim.
Sinai 90, 20-1. Pre
sent time, see Urk. iv.

366 , 5; v. 1 70, 1 7.

4 Az. 57, 1*. Sim.
Mitt. ix. lB.

" Sin. B 146-7.
Sim. ib. 106; Cairo
20512,b4·
• Adm. 6, B.
7 TIt. 7: S. i. pp.
40.64. PI. 15. Sim.
Hersh. i. 15.

R

P. Pet. I I 16A, 91.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

§ 140. Adjective + D}. pw.-Examples similar to those with nominal
predicate (§§ 128. 130) are found when the predicate is adjectival, only much
more rarely.
Exx. t~J~~-,-~~~~~r~ {ms pw, n wslJ is pw it (the path) was narrow, it
was notoroad. 1
-'-~M~~U~ n wr is pw wr im such a great one is not really great, lit.
not great indeed is he, the great one there.
OBS. For nfr pw as a means of expressing negation, see below § 351,

2.

§ 141. The adjective as impersonal predicate with following
dative.-In the constructions already studied the adjective predicated is an
inherent quality. We are here to become acquainted with a construction in
which the adjectival predicate is followed by the dative; this is used when a
con#ngent, accidental or merely temporary qualification has to be expressed.
The difference is best illustrated by German, where er z's! katt means' he is cold'
in temperament, while z'hm z'st kat! signifies' he is cold " meaning' he feels cold';
so too in the French z'l a froz'd as contrasted with z'l est froz'd.
Exx. ~-I-7I nfr n·tn it will go well with you. 3
=~~~~~}..~o rJ n·i mm wrw I am become great among the princes}
.:-~.n~:i~~~~=~c~:ij· wslJ n·(i) m r!trw'i, rSJ 1Z·(i) m mnmnt·i
I became extensive in my wealth, I became rich in my flocks. Lit. it was broad
to me in my wealth, it was plentiful to me in my flocks. 5
.J ~§:~'i' bin·wy n·i how ill it is with (lit. to) me. 6
r:::}"-o~Ig~ nfr·wy n tJ I;:z£'i-ntr how well it goes with the temple (when
a certain thing happens).7
The same construction occurs with pw, but extremely rarely.
Ex. ~§:~-J}'~~~ *sn pw n bw ntf im it goes wretchedly with (lit. it is
wretched to) the place where he is. s
OBS. I. The word with adjectival meaning in this construction is doubtless
a true adjective with omitted subject, see below § 145. That it cannot be an
impersonal .ft/mf form seems clear from the occasional presence of the exclamatory
ending 'wy; another reason is given below § 467. The occasional presence of ·wy
also proves that the adjectival word +n cannot be identified with the .ft!m·nf form i
we may also point to the absence of any examples where the n is separated from its
noun, as may happen with the Jt/m·nf form. None the less, the .ft/m·n-f form
originated in a very similar way, see §§ 386; 389,3, end; 4II, 2. For an undoubted
.ft!m·n-fform from the adjective-verb, see below § 1 44, 3.
OBS. 2. For nfr It as a means of expressing negation, see § 351, 1.

§ 142. Tense and mood in the sentence with adjectival predi.
cate.-As in the sentences with adverbial and nominal predicate the tense must,
as a rule, be inferred from the context. Examples with both present and past
110
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§ 142

meaning have been quoted in the foregoing sections, and nfr n·tn in § 141 is an
example with future meaning.
The verbs Q} iw and ~= wnn (§§ I 17. 118) have a certain limited use
before the adjectival predicate when its subject is a dependent pronoun.
Exx. He has reached old age serving the Pharaoh, Q}~~t }=~ro}~<:>~
iw nfr sw m PJ hrw r sf while he is better to-day than yesterday.1
~:;!~=~~~\\r~ mk wnn ntlm sy ler ibl behold, it will be pleasant in his
heart. 2
!!Q-.~tr'9'r~ wn·in nfr st ler ib'm thereupon it was agreeable in their
hearts. s For the sim·inl form of wnn here used see below §§ 429, I ; 470.
For iw+adj.+n see below § 467. Much more commonly, however, it is
the old perfective tense of the adjective-verb, preceded by its subject, which is
used after iw and wnn, see §§ 320. 323. 326.
The particles mk 'behold', isi '10', and tJr 'further' 4 are found before
adjectival, as before nominal, predicate.
Exx. ~~~4-=~,~ mk nfr stjm n rm[ behold, it is good for men
to hearken, lit. good is a hearkening to men.1i
~~~~ o} mk dler pw behold it (the office of vizier) is bitter. s
q~c::>~~~~ft~~ isi ItJ wrt WinO, very difficult was the road.'1

1

Tlz. T. S. iii. 26.

~ P.

Kalz. 3, 36.

s Pro 2, 6. Sim.
Pear. B'2, 131.

• Sin. B 202-3.

D

Leb. 67. Sim. ib.

86-7; Slz. S. 182.
e Urk. iv. 1087.
7 Berslz. i. 14,

I.

In wishes and in various dependent constructions the adjective itself cannot
be used at all, and recourse was had to the sim:fform of the adjective-verb; see
the next section.
OBS. Clauses of time and circumstance are expressed by the help of the old
perfective; see below §§ 314. 3~2. 323.

§ 143. The sf/m.t form of the adjective-verb.-J ust as Q} iw can be
used only in a restricted number of cases and is elsewhere replaced by the #!ml
form of ~= wnn (see above § liS), so too the adjective must often be replaced
by the simi form of the adjective-verb.
So, for example, in clauses of purpose (§ 40, I).
Ex. ar\\~~~Q~rLl~J~Q~~::~~~~~~'=Q~r di·n·k sy m tjrk,
wr-k im's, Ip·k im's, rJ ifift'k im·s thou hast placed it (the eye of Horus) in thy
head, that thou mayst be eminent by means of it, that thou mayst be exalted by
means of it, that thy estimation may be great by means of it. s
So too, again, after the verb rdi 'cause' (§ 70),
Exx. ~~} ~=~ 1714:O>-}~ dH wstJ swt it' wi I.will cause to be spacious the
places of him who made me. 9
-t=~:::~::~~ dH sIJI m rl'k I will cause him to become acquainted
with thy greatness.10 Lit. (that) he become acquainted.
III
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8 ERM. HYfIltJ. 16,
1-2. Sim. probably
Cairo 20538, ii. c 18
(2nd pers. plur.).

• Urk.iv.J63· Sim.
ib. 102, 12; 505, 13·
10 Sn. S. 139. Sim.
Eb. 59, 9; Urk. iv.
198, 7; 766, 5·
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A similar use of the adjective-verb is found, as we shall see later, after other
verbs (§ 186, I) and after prepositions (§ 157, 4). The cases are exactly the
same as those in which wnf is found in place of iwf We have already pointed
out (§ 137 end) that the simf form of the adjective-verb can be clearly
distinguished from the adjective itself only when the subject is a singular
pronoun, in which case a suffix-pronoun is used.
1 See GUNN. St14
dies, ch. 27.
'

2 Puy. 35; Sim.
Urk. iv. 1082, 15; N14
102,7; BUDGE, 256, I.

1 Louvre C 55. Sim.
Sinai 90. 15; A'14
12 5 0, 25. 32. 36. 40.

*

Pear. B 2, 103.
io. B I, 177;
L,\('. TR. 1,55.

Sim.

§ 144. Negation of sentences with adjectival predicate.I-Examples
quoted in §§ 136. 140 show how the sentence with adjectival predicate was
negated when the subject was either an independent pronoun or else pw. In
most other cases the adjective-verb, not the actual adjective, appears to be used,
and the rules followed Cire those already stated in § 105.
1. N simf has often past reference.
Exx....... =~ lftry It !!s-l I,zr in I was not weak in the heart, i. e. I was not
deemed weak l
---~~it=lJ401ii

have not been self-assertive) among the courtiers. 3
But it may also have present reference.
Exx. ---~~~"= n is·k thou art not light.'
---

6

Sh. S. 150.

n r, r·i m sn)'t my mouth has not been great (i.e. I

~~ ~~I

incense to thee.

91 n wr wk

rntyw thou hast not much incense, lit. not great is

6

Nn simf has/utzwe meaning.
Ex. :::~}~~~~ nn sw·k imf it thou shalt not be bereft of it eternally.s
3. N sim·nf denies a conti,luOUS or repeated action, irrespectively of the
time at which the negative instance may occur.
Exx.
-C;l~::::;;:;':~~~ n nim'n nf otot im reversal thereof (lit.
receding therefrom) is not pleasant to him.7
......~}~~D}~- n sW'n drpwfhis offerings will not (ever) be lacking. s
2.

• U,'k. iv. 500. Sim.
Sin. B 258; Siul J,
295; Filot Tk. T. 25.
26.

75;ull,280-1·3 IO•

Sim. Sm. 3, 17-18.
• U,·k.iv. 519; Sim.
io. 1077, 3; ERM.
Hymn. 13. 5; Pt.
282-3; Peas. B I,

3,6-7·

D BUDGE, p. 113,

Sim. ib. p. 115,
26a, 10; PI. 56;
Peas. B I, 208-9.

4.

10;

.J...

Most examples of tl s(/m·nj are ambiguous, since it might be possible to
view them as negative cases of adjectival predicate with following dative (§ 14I).
However, the first of the two examples quoted above is placed beyond all doubt by
the separation of n{/m·n from its nominal subject.
OBS.

4. Negative universals follow the model of the sentences expressing non
existence (§ 108). The best examples contain participles or other adjectival
parts of the verb; see below § 394. Here only one type will be quoted:
:::~Q~it~}~~ II nn rt im·i SUIt 11f ntr no member of me is void of god,
lit. there is not a member in me void of god. 9
OBS. The negation of wishes, commands, and clauses of purpose with adjectival
predicate is contrived by means of the negative verb 1m. Not all these cases can
be illustrated; an example of a negatived clause of purpose in § 347. 4.
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§ 145

§ 145. Omission of the subject.-When the nature of the subject is
clear from the context, it is occasionally omitted.
Ex. Inspecting the netting of the desert-animals, Qr=~~3t-. <:>!:;: isi
rSI wrt r tJt nbt and 10, (they were) much more numerous than anything.}
Or again, the subject may be omitted if it is perfectly vague. Thus in the
construction nfr n';' 'it goes well with me' (§ I4I) the implicit subject is the
vague' it' or 'things '.
This subjectless use of the adjectival predicate occurs also after iw, cf. § 142.
The cases thus arising are discussed at length in § 467.

":

VOCABULARY
..Il,} lw come.

~)+}~ iwsw balance.

~}~ mdw speak, talk. ~~~ mdt

~~ ~ aAA rlJyt common people,
subjects.

speech, word.

r--n J~ tr

7;' ~~ nl;-m take away, rescue.

var.
dignity.

~~ ItJ be beneficial, advantageous.

1r:: wsr be powerful, wealthy.
~~~~~

(i]. a

cC:>

srI;- dignitary; rank,

~ hrt share, portion.

111

~ a 11 mJf/y righteous.

---D \\

r*1 be precise, accurate.

'II

~} 4~ ~ iwyt wrongdoing.

~~~~ mty be exact, precise.

ff~ snflast year.

.Llr.-~~ *sn be difficult, dis

~ 1;-11 front; m (fit, r I;-It formerly,
before.

agreeable.

::r1 dns be heavy, irksome.
'Jt~~ f)l;-wty Thoth, the ibis-headed

>

~~~~ mli(r)w (§ 279) misery.

c:J

~--n m-f in the hand of; from; owing
to j together with.

god of writing and mathematics.

EXERCISE XII
(a) Transliterate and translate:

(I )

n~Lln'-:l~ ~ .JI

~..1.r II a ~I

~ -'-~ ~
1 1

~

I

I'-_""'::~/~~'

a '7~n {aI .a-cC:> {{~9
I~~ (i].
0 '71 1 1cC:>--""',..2z>
},g....... \}..

1~.lJn a _I'ji c:::i

~

tv...~lWi 1~~cC:>1I11c:::::>..1.r111
n Ll Jln \}..
A\'-\J~

1 1

~

~

L..lI

ill A\ - - ~

ic:::::>!!iln:
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>~~~~~

~}~~~~~=~~~=~~::!~
(3) J~§:~\~~~~~~~O}
(4) ~~1\~~~g~b,t}~
~~~::lg~~~
(5) ~~Ll1\'f~~~=-16
(6) ~:::~r~
(7) ib,}~~O~-A-Ll~'f
(2)

..A-

1

Read mlr.

(b) Write in hieroglyphs and traltsliteratt"01z :
(I) My portion was not (too) great (wr). (2) I rescued the poor man from
him (who was) more powerful than he. (3) (When) the mistress of the house
speaks, it (pw) is irksome in (~r) the heart of the maid-servants. (4) I was one
important (wr) in his office, great in his rank, a noble in front of the common
people. (5) I cause thee to be greater than any courtier. (6) Her clothes were
white. (7) Behold, thou art beneficial to thy lord; it goes well with thee
because of it. (8) The river will not be empty of crocodiles. (9) No man (rm!)
is powerful like Re(.

LESSON XIII
EMPHASIS BY ANTICIPATION

§ 146. A noun, adverb, or adverbial phrase which has been removed from
its regular place and put outside and in front of the sentence is said to stand in
anticipatory emphasis. The word or phrase thus given prominence becomes,
as it were, the pivot upon which the whole sentence turns; the effect is, however,
sometimes different from what might be expected; thus in the two first exx. of
§ 147 the stress is upon the predicate, not upon the subject.
Except in the case of a mere adverbial expression, a resumptive pronoun
must be substituted within the sentence itself for the word thus emphasized.
Such a pronoun appears also in the parallels from modern languages, e.g. celte
cOlljiance, il l'avait exprimee; • every man that dies ill, the ill is upon his own
head '.

§ 147. Anticipatory emphasis in non-verbal sentences.

SR. S. 63.
SR. S. lSI. Sim.
Sin. B ~22. 2~S.
1

2

I.

The

subject is put at the head of the sentence.
Exx. e.JT,.",-~r<:>:J'1 IJbswtf, wr sy r m~ 2 his beard, it was greater
than two cubits.l
~~I?,'i'~.1\+<:' rntyw }l·t-tm sw the incense, it belongs to me. 2
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§ 147

pw wr n iw PIt

that spice which thou didst speak of bringing, it is the main thing of this island. 1
2. A genitive is emphasized.
Ex. :::aitIQ~<;:::;7~~}"'~~=~~~<>l.a}~1 wr im nb, mk! ibf, ntJt rf, r
sll-nwf each one of them, his heart was stouter, his arm stronger, than his
fellow('s). 2
3. Adverbs or adverb£al phrases. See the examples with ir, below § 149.
§ 148. Anticipatory empbasis in verbal sentences.- I. The subject
is put at the beginning:
Exx. =~Q":~~~~Qc.~ __~~~ 1I1W m itrw swri·twf, mr·k the water in
the rivers, it is drunk if thou desirest. 3
~~11:::: f-.0<::7 mk ntr rdi'nf rntJ·k behold, god has caused thee to live."
l\~~~~ mk tw id·tw behold, one says.5
An independent pronoun may be used before the sdmi and sdm·ni forms.
Ex. '£'it;;;;;:1t ink pron·i it is I (who) have come forth. s
This example shows the sim'ni form; the construction 1ftf simf has always
future meaning, see below § 227, 2. See Add. for the construction sw sim/. etc.
2. The object is put at the beginning:
Ex. 'o~~'='&_~~_~~~t'=' snty·k di·ll·i sn m Sl !;I·k thy sisters, I have
placed them as a protection behind thee. 7
3. A gm£tive is put at the beginning:
Ex. Q-Q~}~~~.Ilit::QQ~it<=>'-:t<=>7 -C(-- in iw wsfw spry r r!;r r r n
prf a sluggard, shall a petitioner stand at the door of his house? 8 For the
construction see § 332.
4. A noun which virtually follows a preposition:
Ex. :-~IQ~~-'-;;~itIQ~ 1ttyW im's, 1t sp wr 1m those that were in it, not
one of (them) was left. 9 The adverb iN 'therefrom' is equivalent to im'sn
'of them '.
5. An adverb or adverbial phrase.
~;:++A}./.l~":"<::>~n-= 11I-!Jt me 'Wil I;m:f r sltr n wdn after this His
Majesty proceeded to the workshop of offerings,u
~~Q-m~~;:-'t{~~./.l1t::~~c::::itQ(~::'i./.l~1\o- mk in-glW-n ipwty
rl I;n('i, iw I rdi·n·i iwtf behold, through lack of a messenger here with me
I have caused him to come. 12 'In is the initial form of the preposition - .
Such examples as f; ~ ..... }! ~ ~~ !,tlt-SP 12 .... wil !,tmf' year 12 ..••
His Majesty proceeded ',10 are more probably to be explained by § 89, I.

§ 149. Anticipatory emphasis by means of Q<> ir.-The preposition
r may have the meaning 'as to', 'concerning', and when occurring at the
beginning of a sentence exhibits the original full form Q<> ire This ir is often

lIS
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I

sot.S.

1~3.

I

SII.S.

100.

• Sin. B 233. With

past

meaning,

see

§ 450, J.
'SII.S. 113-4. Sim.

Si". B 142-3;

B~,·sk.

i. 14, 5.
I U1"k.
iv. 1090 •
Sim. Sill. R 15, quo
§66.

I

LAC. TI? 73, l l .

Sim. )U.

57, S".

1 lj,·k. iv. 61S. Sim.
il>. 1075, II; SII. S.
I [ ; Sin. B 123.

8 P~as. B I, 284'
Sim. Adm. 7, 7; Tk.
T.S. ii. 8.

• Sot. s. 107.

10

Seas. 34 0 •

II U,k. iv. 685. Sim.
ib. 836, 6.

II P.KaA. 3I,S-10;
translation dubious.
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§ 149

1 Urk. V. I I. Sim.
S;ut I, 300; Berl.
AI. i. p. 257,9.
2

Urk. iv.

8

Urk. v. 95.

1087.

• Pro 2,4-5.

B

Kopl. 8, 7-8. Sim.
1021, 8-9.

Urk. iv.
6

Urk. iv.

1021.

Sim. Munich 3, H, quo
Exerc. '9, (b) 3; lst
lr 1ft wn,/ (§ 157, I)
Ann. 37, pI. 2, 19.

, Exx. Siut 3, 62;
Cairo 20458, b I.

8 Pt. 507-8.
Sim.
ib. 463. 564; Leb. 39.

56; S". S. 70; Peas.
B I, 16,. 167.
g Pt. '3" Sim. Eb.
49, 22; Sin. B 125.

10 Eb. 49, 22. Sim.
Pt. 8". 119' 145· 197.

placed before a word which is to be emphasized, the resulting expression then
being an adverbial phrase in anticipatory emphasis, as described in § I4 S, 5.
I. In reference to the subject of the sentence.
Exx. Q<::>r~-n o} ir sf, Wsl.r pw as for yesterday, it is Osiris.l
~~Q<>~~~~:::j=Q~~Q~o} mk ir lily, mk nn (read n) bnri is pw behold,
as to the (office of) vizier, behold it is not pleasant.1!
Qc::>.~~~!.-'-:~~:::: ir IJm nb r pn, n rlj·ni as to anyone who does not
know this spell, he shall never enter. 3
2. In reference to some other member of the sentence.
Exx. 4c::>=~~~~ro~~~}~4ro ir ntt nbt m s1 !zr PI ifdw sim st
as to all which is in writing on the papyrus-roll, hear it.'
4<::>t':~C7y ~ ~~~C7::<>~:::: .......... :::~::::~ ir nsw nb slJm-iri
nb nty r !ztp ni . ..... nn !ztp ni nbty as to every king and every potentate who
shall forgive him .•... the Two Ladies shall not forgive him.1I
Q<::>~/j}~Q~4 4Q}:~ ~-\!. ir m-lJt iIWt n·k-imy, iw·w m Sl n Sl but (lit. as
to) after thy own old age, they are (heritable) from son to son. 6
As several of the above examples indicate, a frequent motive for the use of
ir was the desire to lighten the sentence by placing outside it some lengthy and
cumbrous member; so particularly when this member consisted of several
co-ordinated nouns. 7

§ 150. q<> ir 'if' before the sdm.f form.-A variety of the construction
described in the last section is the use of ir with the meaning' if' before the
simi form; the verb with its adjuncts is here used as a noun clause, i. e. in
place of a noun (above § 69), and the strict translation would be ' as to he-hears '.
When ir is thus employed, the if-c1ause precedes the then-clause.
Ex. Qc::>..c~"=+r:"i';;;~=I~'O'<>~ ir sim·k nn id·n-I. n·k, wnn slJr-k
nb r lut if thou hearkenest to this that I have said to thee, every plan of thine
will go forward, lit. will be to the front. 8
When the predicate of the if-c1ause is adverbt'al, the verb' to be' is used in
wnni; see above § lIS, 2.
its simi form
Ex. Qc::>~;;;l::=~,~ ir wnn·k !zn r rml if thou art together with people. 9
When the predicate is nominal, wnni is likewise used, together with the m
of predication; see above §§ 116; 133 Ons.
Ex. q<>~::::~~i13l~~r1e'-~o~~~~~ ir wnni m lJrd wr, rmi st m
rm if he be a big child, he shall swallow it down, lit. swallow it with a swallowing. 1o
In both these cases we may think of the construction as the conditional
form of sentences with adverbial predicate introduced by iw (§ 1 I 7); thus ir
wnn·k !znr rml is the conditional form of iW'k !znr rml. Similarly the existential
clause with iw wn (§ 107, 2) appears conditionally as ir wnn wn.

!!::
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§ 150

Ex. q<>&=~::}it ir wnn wn sprw if there shall be a petitioner. l
When the predicate is adJeclz'val, the stim1 form of the adjective-verb is
employed j see above § 143.
Ex. q<>q~~~£fC7C?fC7 ir i-tr'k, grg-k pr·k if thou art well-to-do, thou
shalt found thy house. s
OBS. This kind of clause is negatived with the help of 1m:!. the #m:f form of
the negative verb j see below § 347, 6. For other modes of negation, see §§ 35 (. 352.

§ 151. Q<> ir 'if' before the st}m.n.f form.-Doubtless this was the
construction regularly employed to express an unfulfilled condz'tz'on. Examples
are, however, of extreme rarity.
Ex. Q<:>tttt~ 'i~~.Il~~:7;~::=:itQ~~it';~O~f'='DI~, ir ssp·n·i IS, !Jrw m
tirt-i, iw di·n·i !Jt {tmw if I had made (lit. taken) haste, (with) weapons in my
hand, I should have caused the cowards to retreat. 3

1 Ur". iv. logo, n.
SiID.
1093, 5, quo
i 395.

i".

I PI. 325. Sim.
175· 370. 428.

io.

8 Mill. 2, 3. Sim.
Ad",. 12, 6, obscure.

§ 152. Emphasis of sentences by means of :: rl.-The enclitic
particle:: rf, among other uses (§ 252, 3), serves to emphasize whole sentences,
which then depict a situation and point forward to some further occurrence j rf
is hence usually to be translated by English' now' (French or), but sometimes
may be better rendered' now when'.
Exx. .Il}Q-::DOO~it.!. iw·in rf slJty pn now this peasant came, etc....... j
and said, etc.'
• Peas. B I. 52. Sim.
io. 88. 139.
~~--::~~~1b': p{t·ni rf tid mdt tn now when he had reached the saying
.& Peas. R 59. Sim.
of this word, one of his asses filled his mouth, etc. 6
Sin. B 248; Ann. 37.
pI. 2, 16.
This use is particularly common after isi '10'.
Ex. Q~~~=~~:::Qo~!~~ isl rfin·n·m mniwt·sn now they had brought
• Sin. B 268. Sim.
their bead-necklets, etc....... and they presented them to His Majesty.s
i". 173; Peas. B 1,71.
An example of isi rf with adverbial predicate following has been quoted
above § 1lI9, 2.
Thus rf may do for whole sentences what ir does for parts of sentences.
The two are etymologically related, for, as we shall see later (§ 252), rfis derived
from the preposition l' combined with the suffix 3rd sing. m.
§ 153. Emphatic use of adverbial predicates.-In wz'shes or exhorta
tz'ons an adverbial predicate is sometimes found at the beginning of a sentence j
the subject may follow, or, if clear from the context, may be omitted altogether.
Exx. -~~"f-DOO7 n krk inw n sf" to thy ka (spirit) the tribute of the
field! ' Words spoken by a bringer of offerings.
f~fi)="Y}~~-ii!C7 {tl'k, tpwty n nir no turn thee back (lit. behind
thee), thou messenger of any god. 8
~ l~ .~~-: m {ttp nfr wrt in very good peace! Greeting at the begin
ning of a letter acknowledging a despatch from the king. 9

II7
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7 Bersk. i. 20. Sim
Meiri. ~. 3; Th. T. S.
i.I6.
8 BUDGE, p. 93, 4.
Sim. io. 97, 10; 98,
13. 15; LAC. TR.
73,2.
• Sin. B 205. Sim.
Weslc. 7, 23·
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1

SII.S. 157.

• Louvre C J 74.

, Brit. Mus. 614,

2.

4 B. of D. ch. 133
in Cairo coffin 28085,
301. Sim. Urk. iv.
2f8, 2.
t DUM. H. I. ii.
4011, 28. Sim. ItZScr.
dldit'. 66; Kuban 18.
With pw after the
pronoun (cf. § 128,
end; § 130) DUM.
H. I. ii. 40a, u. 25.
I See SETIlE, Ver
/lum, ii. § 151.

SPeas. B r, 136-7.

§ 154. Use of the prepositions.-The employment of prepositions before
1l0U1ZS and suffix-pr01tOUnS is by this time very familiar to the student. Another
common and important use is that before the injil'ziHve and other nominally used
parts of the verb. Since, however, these verb-forms have not yet been treated,
only one or two instances will be given by way of illustration.
Exx. I went <>r~~o~~o r smit st to report it. 1 Smit is infinitive (§ 299).
r~~*<>-ro~j.A:t} smi n.fr 1t h,b sw reporting well to him who sent him,2
lit. to him having-sent (perfective active participle, § 359) him.
~~~'9'~~~~ s!J.m!J. ib lfr m mrt'nl diverting the heart of Horus
(i.e. the king) with what he wishes. 3 Mrt'nl is perfective relative form, § 387, 3.
More remarkable is the use of the prepositions to introduce noun clauses of
the kind already described (§ 69); compare English 'since I came', 'after he
went', 'for he was young'. In Middle Egyptian the noun clauses thus employed
have nearly always a verbal predicate, and as a rule it is the srjml form that
introduces them (§ 155). After a few prepositions the srjm·nl form is also found
(§ 156), as well as the srjml passive (§ 423, 3), and in one case the construction
noun + old perfective (§ 327) occurs. Further, a verb-form called the srjmtl
form is rather frequently found after prepositions (§§ 407-9). At the present
stage we can deal only with the uses of the prepositions before the two common
verb-forms (srjml and srjm- 1t1) thus far discussed.
In early religious texts the preposition - is occasionally found before a
clause with an independent pronoun as subject and with nominal or adjectival
predicate; this n is to be rendered' because', 'for'.
Ex. -::::::::.}o~r¥'~o}-~, ~ In twt is !tot pw It ,zbw for thou art that image
of gold.~
Similar examples with mi 'according as' may be quoted from the end of
Dyn. XVIII and later.
Ex. 2~~~~g~X mi 1t!k mJf' m f:zwt Ptf:z according as thou art one true in the
house of Ptah. 5
§ 155. The sdm.f form after prepositions.e-The srjml form intro
ducing a noun clause (§ 154) is found after a number of different prepositions, see
below § 222. The time which it indicates is, more often than not, identical with
that of the main clause; such time we may fitly describe as the relatt."ve present.
Exx. ~=}~"'="~}::t~-~ mdw·k !J.ft wsdl tw thou shalt speak when
(lit. corresponding to) he addresses thee. T
u;:~ ~<>~<:>~r sbJZ dpt r mrr's the ship drifts as (lit. according to) it
likes.'
118
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SI)M-F FORM AFTER PREPOSITIONS
~~.JliY~1I7 a'--=-~~~~~~

slttS-i n6·i bit b1lt-j

§ 155

slJrt bltyw1 I
followed my lord when (lit. corresponding to) he sailed upstream to overthrow
his enemies. 1
I f, however, the context and the meaning of the preposition demand it, the
Jdm1 form thus employed may refer to relatt"vely fitture time, i. e. to time which
is future as compared with that of the main clause.
-""C:.c}.~i'~ smnb'n'(l) lw . . . n-mrwt ir-k noi !Jt
Ex. ~::,-c=}.
I have equipped thee o... in order that (lit. through love of) thou mayst perform
rites Qit. things) for me. 2
With dr' since' and r-sl after' the time of the J(/m1 form is relatively past.
(a god) for whom the kings work ~~.£~-.!. dr grg-tw tl
Exx.
pn since this land was founded. 3
They shall give a candle to his £a-priest <::1>6 ~ ~,!J -t} r-s/ Slb·sn sw after
they have done religious service to him.·
Strictly, therefore, we must regard the Jdm1 form after prepositions as
timeless, as dependent for its time on the context, and still more on the nature
of the preposition. It must be. noted, however, that when relatively past time
has to be indicated explicitly, the #/m·n1 form is used (below § 156); and further
that, as we shall see later (§§ 444, 3; 454, 4), and as will soon be illustrated in
the case of the verb wnn (§ 157, I), the J{/m1form was liable to assume different
forms according to the sense to be expressed.
Note that the prepositional character of the Egyptian preposition can be
retained in translation by employing the English gerund; so in the examples quoted
above, 'through love of thy performing rites for me', 'since the founding of this
land'. Otherwise, English must often substitute a conjunction or conjunctional
phrase (ex. 'in order that '). Renderings with the English gerund have the
advantage of marking the temporal indeterminateness of the #/m1 form_
Lastly, observe that the construction with Q-=- ir 'if' (§ 150) strictly belongs
under this head, ir being simply the preposition 1" ' to " ' as to' in the form which
it must assume at the beginning of a sentence. So too we have one example of
J..:;:~1o in-mrwt for n-mrwt' through the love of',' in order that' (§ 181) at the
head of a sentence; 6 in is here initial form of n, as in in-glw-n 'through lack
of' quoted in § 148, 5.
1"

1

DH. i. 8, 6.

._..

t SiulI, IiI. Sim.
Ber!. iiI. i. p. 3S8, II.

C

00

•••••

I U"It. iv. 9S. Sim.
Sin. B6g.

, Siu/l,

ala.

SilD.

ilJ.298•

• Peas. B I, 79.

• See SaTHE, 1?er
§ 156. The Adm.n.1 form after prepositions.e-This construction is
mm, ii. la66.
found only with m-!Jt 'after', 1" 'until', mi 'like', and bit' according as '. The
time is in every case antecedent to that of the main clause; such time we may
call relative past.
iv. & 2. Silu.
Exxo "!==O:~£i'c( br m-bt gr..f·n·i pr now when I had founded (or, ill., S,U"It.
4; JiIJ. 91, 16
17; 96, U.
after my having founded) a house. T
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§ 156

The daughter of the nomarch reigned -=-~~=~.A~~~~~ r IJpr·n
1

LAC. TR. 22,33.
Sim. AmralJ 29, 2;
Urk. iv. 624, 5.
I

3

SI'S

m

n!Jt-r until her son had become a strong man. 1

Siu! 5, 29.

lh-k. iv. 593.

Thou shalt traverse the sea in sandals gQ~~~ mi ir·n·k tp tl as (lit. like)
thou didst upon earth.2
Horus ... who smites the chieftains who have attacked him ~~-::~0~~1
c:>~ !fft w(ht nf it·(f) Rr n!Jtw r tJ nb according as his father Re< has decreed
for him victories over every land. 8
See too the example after ir ' if', above § IS I.

§ 157. Prepositions before noun clauses with adverbial, nominal,
or adjectival predicate.- Here again the usual expedient of employing the
srimf form of wnn 'be' (§ 118) or of the adjective-verb (§ 143) is adopted.

With adverbz'al predicate the form ~"- wnf (§ 107) is used where no
stress is laid on the duration of the act, or unless specifically future time is
referred to.
I.

• ;a. 47, PI. I

(p.

88), 3; sim. Urk. iv.
897, 13; after ml,
Arm. 103, I I; after
1st lr (§ 149,2), Ann.
37, pI. 2,19; afteq!r,
ib. 39 0 , 7.
~

Siu! I, 317.

e BUDGE, p. 232,6.

1

Ex. I was a priest ..... together with my father ~~"-tp~ m wnf tp tl
when (lit. in) he was upon earth.4

S!!.="-- wnnf, is employed

The other form of the srimf of wnn, namely
when the sense is future or else markedly continuous.

Exx. ~=S!!.==~6~-:li ~nr wnn·tn m-si !J1zty-(i) and (lit. together with)
ye shall be after my statue. 5
~~S!!.=~~I'''-- m-!ft wnn ijr m n!fnf while Horus was in his youth. s
2. When the predicate is nominal, the srimf form of wnn is likewise
employed, together with the m of predication.
Ex. !!~ ~ ~ ~

Urk. iv. 157.

r; ~ rir wn ~m'i m inp since My Majesty was a child.

7

3. Here we must call attention to the peculiar use of wnn after mi C like'
and r 'than '.
S T. Cam. 14. Sim.
ib. 15; Urk. iv. 547,
10.
9 Urk.iv. ISO. Sim.

ib. 879,4,

10 Ell. 46, 21-2. Sim.
LAC. TR. 72, 34.

11 l1rk. iv. 1 98. Sim.
ib. 3. 3 ; Leyden V 4,

3; Louvre C

172

quo

Exerc. xiii. (0).
11 Urk. iv. 662. Sim.
ib. 654, 5; 736, II.

Exx. Q~it~gQ~jQ-=~ iW'i !trf mi wn bik I was upon him as though it
were a falcon, lit. as though a falcon were (upon him).8
~=::}it<=>~it-=-~ SfJ'wf wi r wn·i r !tIt he made me greater than I was
before. 9

4. With adJectival predicate, the simf form of the adjective-verb is used.
Exx. Bandage all wounds ..•..... c:> ~~~r~ ~ r nt/mf !tr rwy so that (lit.
to) he may become well immediately.10
The god put it in my heart .... to make his house flourish gQ~_c:>1~C7
mi rlf r ntr no inasmuch as (lit. like) he is greater than any god. l l
The princes came .... to do obeisance to the might of His Majesty .....
-i2~~- n rl!Jpsfbecause his power was (so) great. 12
120
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§ 157

Further examples of cases I, 2, and 4 above have already been quoted in
connection with ir 'if'; see § 150.
OBS. To negate clauses of this kind, the
may be used; see below § 347,5.6.

Idm:/ form of the negative verb

1m

§ 158. Prepositions serving to form epithets and nounS.-I. Since

adjectives in l' (§ 79) can be formed from most simple prepositions, it is these
which are usually employed when a noun has to be qualified by a phrase
consisting of preposition + noun.
Ex. f1,~,+}! 1D~~r- wrow lm)'w hlW'S11 the priests who-are-in their times,
i.e. the priests of any given time. 1 'Imyw is m. plur. of the adjective from m.
Certain fixed phrases consisting of preposition + noun have, however, come
to be regularly used as epithets; so, for example, l' tir/, l' tir 'complete', lit.
'to (its) end' and ml Ifd1' entire', lit. 'like its form', both quoted above § 100.
Along similar lines has been created the common phrase ~itQl~ blk im 'this
thy humble servant', lit. 'the servant there ',2 in which im is the adverbial form
of the preposition m'in'. Similarly ~itlq~~ wr im Izb 'everyone thereof',
, every one of them'. 3
Certain idiomatic phrases consisting of preposition + noun are made into
epithets by the help of the genitival adjective.
Exx. U~iJ:+..t (tswt·i 11l br nsw my favours from (lit. of with) the king}
A curious parallel is afforded by the French mer fa veurs de par Ie roi.
~~~ ~.A-!J.,.: imlby n IJr nsw one honoured by (lit. of with) the king. 5
~-:~-lfq;,.= !ptt·s n tp itrw her procession on (lit. of upon) the river.6a
Another way of analysing the last-named expressions would be to say
that br-nsw 'with-the-king' serves as a noun. Sentences can be quoted where
preposition + noun together function as a noun.
Exx. <=>¢mr~qo~~ r-sl msyt pw it was after supper. s
~~~~-:-=g= (tr m pw irt m mitt wherefore is it that the like is done? Lit.
on account of what is it, the doing accordingly? 7
2.

1

Siut

BUDGE,

I, 311.
~60,

p.

Sim.
6.

I See above p. 58,
n. r; and for some
analogous
phrases
GRIFFITH,
Kalmn
Pappi, pp. 78. 105;
)iZ. 59, u.
s S4. S. 99; Shl.
H 246. Wr 1m alone,
Eb. 54, 20; Adm. 7,
14·
f Hersh. i. 14, 8.
Sim. Sil,. B3IO; HII.
i. 25, 57-8.

• HH. i. 25, 115-6.

•- Elep4. 25. Sim.
Urk. iv. 186, 13.

• ,Mill.

1

I, II.

PSBA. 35, 166.

~c=~~~qq7A~~~qq,7t::>W;:~c::>j~~~~~

sf s/f-m Yrti nfryt-r p(tw
II WI l' bSf (tr (tm110, from Yeraza to the ends of the earth had fallen into
rebellion against His Majesty. 8
=r:2~ m srI tp II in extolling (life) upon earth.9
§ 159. Position of theprepositions.-The prepositions always precede
the word which they govern, whether it be a noun or some verb-form. The
governed word thus seems to be a direct genitive, as in the Semitic languages.
This view is confirmed by the fact that some, at least, of the simple pre
positions are derived from nouns, exx. If tp 'upon', lit. 'head' ; t~!:il /p 'behind',
I2I
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Urk.iv.648. Sim.
I~-r N4,.", ib.
649, 9; r·mn-fII ~Jt,
subj., ib. 618, I.
I PSBA. 35, 166.
Sim. Cairo 583, 3, quo
i I ~o; possibly also
Leb. 78.
I

(/fit'

http://www.facebook.com/per.medjat
§ 159

ISh. S. 175.
2

Sh. S. U5.

3 Ilowever, III in
troducing subordinate
clauses at beginning of
the ,;entence, § 444,2:
al~o inrlependently, p.
374, n. 7·

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

lit. • back of the head' ; cf. American • back of ..... .', Frenchfaute de. Moreover
in the compound prepositions the second element is often a noun (§ 178), and in
some cases the genitival adjective here appears between the preposition an
a governed noun, ex. ~1§~n~~~ m-allw-n iw pit •within (lit. in the interio
of) this isle' ; 1 contrast with suffix ~1§o}2 11l-amu!' within it '.2
Egyptian shows a repugnance to placing so weak a word as a preposition a
the beginning of a sentence, but 1Il-lJt is sometimes so used, see § 148, 5. Apar
from this, and excepting the exclamatory sentences of § 153, the only preposition
ever placed at the beginning appear to be -=- rand -- 1t in their initial form
~<::> ir and Q- in; forilt see § 155, end, and for the very common ir see §§ 149-5 I
The cases where preposition + noun together function as a noun (§ 158, 2) can
hardly be quoted as exceptions to this rule.
Note that what is here said of the position of the prepositions holds good
both when they are followed by a mere noun and when they are followed by
a noun clause.3

§ 160. Negation of the prepositions.-The uses of ::: nn and

.-..'o-~

r 1l is

to negativei.a group consisting of preposition + noun will be dealt with in connection
with the adverbs (§ 209).

VOCABULARY
-.Jl:E:jr3:

+t\j)

=

UI kl

rr ascend, approach.

IJrp undertake, make offering of.

~~cCJ .!Jtyw staircase, terrace, hill
side.

=~~ rd grow.
~~m/(w)benew,fresh; ~>~~

>

=~~
\}..

Jr

m mlwt anew, lit. in newness.

=

Cl

rwdt hard stone, sandstone.

~ ~~ var. ~ lJrt-hrw daytime.

r! cedar (properly' pine ').

~-;: var. ~ Smr(w) Upper Egypt.

::: r, door.
-=---ll

U'

0

~~ pIt antiquity, old time.

~= c:::J inr stone.
-.Jl ~

spirit, soul, double, see below
p. 17 2 •

~l}

rt house, department; iry-ft official,

t it TJ-11l!zw
var.

Lower Egyp

~\ var. ~ tpy (who is) upon, chief, first

0["]

-

one belonging to a department.

~ rt limb, member.

0\\

nty who, which .

....A..~

~ Wsir Osiris, the god of the dead.

0\\

iwty who not, which not.
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Exerc. XIII

E X ERe I S E XIII
(a) Study the followlng sentences from a funerary stela: 1

<=>
L...JI

}~

----

rdi·n

wi

Placed

me

-.A..

00

imy-r

iwtt
that which
(is) not,3

kit

r
more than

iry..rt (§ 6 J)

no

nty

official

any

who

<=>nn

0

~
m

rw-prw

nw

works

in

the temples

of

~n

O~

no

~~~

ilmt

sweet

of love.

in his heart

~}
.

~

'Zw

IJri
(was) with him.

e~
<=>
0_

IJrp·n·(i)

I undertook

t

Smr(w)

ntrw

mrwt

a possessor of favour,

•

<=>

~

TI-m!tw'

of Upper and Lower Egypt.

the gods

J=~
bnr

~

lzr i6i

I was excellent

0\\

",

~V'

ilfr·i

-

~

00

IJrp
nit
officer in charge of that which (is) and

n

~::~~

~~
~

-

mnIJ·i



0

<=>~

because I was efficient and because

<=>

kIt

m
as

~~

n

~

~

of works 2

the overseer

---

~

~~

~<=>

(5
~

ink
I was

~~

Louvre C 172, published SHARPE, Eg. Inscriptions, i. 82.
I I.e. chief builder or architect.
'That which is and that which is not', i. e. everything.
, The sign for 7)-mlJw is here identical with that for ~/. from which it is ulually distinguished. Smr must not be
confused with rS'W 'south " see below in the Sign-list, under M 24-6.
1
S

(6) Transl£terate and translate:

(I)

~}::~::'Q~~~~~~~~I~---Q\~g-~~~

..>-®
I::-~ ~~r!n
~
_'6'C~
®II\\ <=>~-~...£l
_
~ I
1ft~
I

I

OOJ1 n ~

~c =;r.=>

leo1JII~Qn: I

nn

~

~<=>~~~~-A.£J~::
~f c
~ 1 ° ~ t:':5--D
(2)

(3) ~II:=~LJ~~
<::::>

I I

1~~T_'i:!Ie9<=>:f;r3:

=<=>~I~<=>~~~~r<=>~l::~ll0
n9~~ ~nc:::.A\1 I I~ IJSJ0-<=> 0
I
~
~~
c J:!i!~~o I o"""'O~

u

O}-~t~-:~~~6

(4)

~<=>~=~~

(5)

~<=>.l.~ 1Ll~~

(6) n<=>n L1 ~ n } <=>.d!).JS. ~

'i

'i<=>~~~

@ c:::;>II
.......o1:!f~o I

• The hill-slope in question is presnmably that of the Lebanon.
• Ntyw 1m 'those who are there', a common periphrasis for 'the dead '.
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Exerc. XIII

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

(c) Write in hieroglyphs and translitera#on :
(I) To thy ka, my good IordP (2) As for Heliopolis, it is the principal city
of Egypt. (3) There is no man void of wrong-doing. (4) This ruler, h
placed me in front of his children, he made me commander of his army, becaus
my hands prospered more than (those of) any servant of his. (5) If thou goest u
to heaven, behold he is there; if thou goest down to the netherworld, behold h
is there likewise. (6) He followed his lord when (m) he was in (lit. upon) thi
(foreign) land. (7) If I had heard it, I would have given him gold (iw stim·n
form).
1

Words spoken by an attendant offering wine.

LESSO N XIV
PREPOSITIONS (continued)

N.B.-The details

of

this lesson are intended jor reference only. For thi
reason the zeses wz'th the t'njinitz've, the sgmt·f jorm, etc., ha'Z/e been enumerated
although those verb-jorms belong to a later part of the oook.

§ 161. Egyptian prepositions are either simple or compound. The simpl
prepositions consist of one word only; those which consist of more than on
word are called compound.
The simple prepositions (§§ 162-177) are enumerated in the approximat
order of their importance; the compound prepositions (§§ 178-181) are classifie
according to their mode of formation. Only the more important and typica
meanings are given. Note that before verb-forms like stimi and stim'ni th
Egyptian prepositions must frequently be rendered by an English conjunction
exx. m 'when', ir 'if', see above § 155. For further remarks see Add.
THE SIMPLE PREPOSITIONS

m, before suffixes q~ 1m., indicates posi#oll generally, the mai
lines of development being' in', 'from', and the instrumental' with '.

§ 162.

1

Ut'R. iv. 4. 14.

~

I. of place.
• In' a place, house, boat, etc. M ib ' in the heart " m 1" 'i
the mouth'. Not as a rule meaning • into' after verbs of motion, 1" havin
superseded m in this sense; but r~ m, tim m, !in m 'approach', 'draw near to
So too di m tb 'place (a plan) in the heart'; di. m !tr 'command', 'charge', li
'place in the face'.
2. of tz'me.
'In' this year, day, time. M Jmw 'in the summer'; m dwlW
'to-morrow', m sf' yesterday'; m gr!t • in the night '; m rnpt J • for three years
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§ 162

3. of states. M rIwt, imw 'in joy', 'grief'; m snb 'in health'; m Itst 'l'lt ' in
the favour of'.
. ,4. of manner. M m/ft 'in truth', c truly'; m mlwt 'anew'; m mitt 'like
wIse.
5. of kind, where 'consisting of' is often the best rendering. M inr, rjbt
'of stone " 'brick'; rltrw m rnpwt 'period of years'. Here may be included the
partitive use, exx. w r im·sn 'one of them' (§ 262, I); in im!' bring (some) of it '.1
6. of equivalence or predicatiOll, see above §§ 38. 84. 96. ' As " ex. I sailed
down m Sl Itlty-r as the son of a prince'; 2 rarely with suffix, ex. it·{n im·i your
father, namely myself'.3 Also sometimes to define a suffix subject. sa
7. of £llstrument. M /JpH 'by my strong arm'; m stJrw·i ' by my counsels '.
Mit m 'fill with'; rpr m ' equip with'.
7a. of c01tcomitanee, almost like /.tnr ' together with', § 17 I,Sb
8. of separation. Pr m 'go out from' ; ii m 'return from'; Sir m 'begin
from'; sw m 'free from '.
9. idiomatically with verbs. 'In m' have recourse to' ;. irt m' act according
to'; 6 mit m 'seize upon'; 6 mdw m 'speak against'; 7 rtJ m 'know (something)
of (someone)' ; 8 ll'l'lm m 'join with'; stJm m 'gain control over'; sb{ m 'laugh at '.
10. with infinitive.
In various uses as above, ex. m w/.tm 'again', lit. 'in
repeating'. Particularly with verbs of movement (below §§ 304, 2; 331), ex.
m prt ' (engaged) in going forth '.
I I. with slimf.
(a)' when', ex. m wn/ tp tl 'when he was upon earth'
(§ 157, I). (b)' as " 'as truly as' (almost equivalent to ' if'), ex. m mrr-{n rntJ
'as truly as ye love life' (§ 444, 2). (c)' though' (rare): ex. ~mr~~~, m
msdd ibl 'though his heart hates (it) '.9 (d) curiously, with the m of predica
tion, almost like a relative clause: 'a ftotp-di-nesu formula ~..s::z:,..::~_ m ir
nl Sl/ being what (lit. as) his son made for him' ; 10 see below §§ 444, 3; 454, 4.
12. with srjmtl (doubtful).
'When " see below § 407, 2.
C

C

§ 163. <::> r 11 originally q<::> ir,a form with suffixes <::> r', seldom q<::> ir' ; 13
at the beginning of sentences q<> ir occurs with the meanings' as to' and' if "
see §§ 149-5 I. Original signification apparently' to', 'towards'.

of place. ' To' heaven, the West, Thebes, his abode, etc., with verbs
of motion. To place an amulet' upon' the neck; 14 , at' the feet of; make a tomb
'at' the stairway of the great god; 15 spr r 'arrive at' even of reaching persons,16
though n is here usual with other verbs of motion.
I.

of persons. T17p r 'open the mouth' r ' to' a person, to address him.17
After verbs of speaking n is far commoner than r.U
2.

12 5
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'5.

1 Weste. II,
Sim. Peas. B I, 93;
P. Kak. 31, 12. 15.
I BR. i. 8,7. Sim.
Munich of, 6.
• Cairo ~8083 (Sp),
141•
3& Ur,t. iv. 651, 10,
kl·m (§ 436) m nJ n
1Jrw. Sim. T/z,T.S.
iv, f' 10, n. 4.
• BH. i, 8, 13;
Hamm. IIof, U. See
lEA. 25, 166.

• See Ree. 39, 105.
• See Unto 4, 107.
I {/rk. iv. 660, 8.
? See JiZ, 29, 49.
• Pt. 179; Urk, iv,
368,7.

• Urk. iv. 969, 3.
Sim. P. Kak. 36, 42 ;
Eli. 70,24.
10 Cairo 2oo~7. Sim.
ib. ~OO48. 20117.
20225· 20235. ~0372.
Rather differently
'such as', Urk. iV'46,
7; 'gB, 2.
11 See G. ROEDER,
Die Praepositiun R,

Berlin 1904.
11 So before nOlln,
/far/}, 763.

IS

SiutI, '75; PETR.

Court. 22, ' ; Mm
tkuw, 18.
If M,u, K. 9, 3,
15 Sebekkku 8.
11 Weste,
7. 13;
LAC. TR. II, I.
11 Sk. S. 81.
11 Rafter In.m, see
LAC. TR. '3, IS. 29,

qU.1436•
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§ 163
I Sin. R 20.
a U,.k. iv. 1106, 9.
• Peas. BI, 31.
3.

Griff. Stud. 57.

• R hind 45. Sim.
Ham1ll. 191, 4

I

4. of purpose or futurity. R m 'to what purpose?' (§ 496); r luly·r 'to be
prince', see §§ 84. 122. 332. Also with verbs, Ii r 'come for', hlb r ' send for '.3a
5. of measurement. IO r IO r IO 'ten by ten by ten (cubits) '}
6. of respect. Speak, report, 'concerning'; sbJ r 'teach about' (§ 84); r hp
'according to law'. 'lr' as to " see § 149.

I
7

7. of compart'son. 'More than' after adjectives, adverbs, and verbs, see §§ 50.
207. Also in r§J r smltt 'too many to record'; 5 stomach too heavy r wnm 'to
eat '. 6 F or the abbreviation characteristic of Egyptian comparisons see § 506, 4.

IS.
I See

8. of separatlon. .lfrw-r' apart from' (§ 179); ~p r 'conceal from'; sln r
'distinguish from'; rlJ, siJ r 'know', 'discern' one' from another '.7

• U,.k. iv. UII, IS.
Eb. 36,5.
Sin. B 256 ; P.
Kall. 6, 12; Udl. iv.
970, I; Ann. 37, pl.
2,

3. of time. R tr I/, 'at time of'; 1 r btw rltpt 'every year (§ 101); r nw,
'at the (right) time' ; 2 r hrw 4 'for (extending over) four days '. 3

VOG.

Baw,.,

p. 101-2.

• u,.k. iv. 1120, I.
Sim. /J,.,.r ,. 'arrears
against',BH.i.8,I7·
10 BN. i. 8, 7. Sim.
Sin. B 17. 243; Peas.
R3; BI, 33; SII.S.
157, quo § 154·
11 T. Carn. 4.
II Eb. 18, 14. Sim.

i".

19, 21; 21, II;

60, IS.
II U,.k. iv. 974,4'
If Siut 5, 22.
If Palleri 5. Sim.
Sitll I, 266; E6. 46,
21, quo § 157, 4; P.
Kall. 29,43, qu. § 3 26•
II Brit. Mus. 614,
u. Sim. Hamill. HO,
4; Tk. T. S. iii. 26,

u.
17 Ratherdifferently,
Peas. B I, 104'
11 Ha11lm. 114, 8;
U,.k. iv. 61 7, 9.

9. of opposition.

lrt r 'act against '.8

Of debts, ip r 'charge against '.9

with infinitive. Besides other uses (e.g. above 7) very common of
futurity, ex. iurf r sim 'he shall hear I, see below § 332. Also of purpose, ex.
r slJrt IJftywf 'in order to overthrow his enemies '.10 Further, after particular
verbs: ib 'wish', ex. ~it<::> t; ~ ~LJ~@ ib·;' r It~m Kmt 'I wish to save
Egypt'; 11 dWJ, ex. ~~ c:>~Q~~~o dWI·k r sin'st' thou shalt rub it early in the
morning', lit. 'thou shalt use the morning to rub it'; 12 SnG r 'fear to'; 13 s61 r
'teach to '.14
10.

*

t

1 I. with samf.
(a)' so that '; ex. ~~==<=>~~ slJm·k m mw r~tp i6·k
'maystthou have access to water so that thy heart may be satisfied '.15 (6) 'until',
ex. 'the king loved me .... <=>~ 1~e.~ ~<=>~- r salf m IJtp r IlJtf until he
went in peace to his horizon '.16 (c)' more than', see above § 157,3.17 (d)' accord
ing as' ex. <=>~:: r mrr-J 'according as he desires '.18 (e)' if " in the form ir,
see § ISO.

12. with ir/m·nf.

(a)' until', see above

§

156.

(6)' if', in the form ir, see

§ IS!.

13. with ir/mtf.

It See GUNN, Stu
dies, ch. 9.

'Until', see below § 407,

I.

§ 164. - n, before nouns not infrequendy written ...... and consistently so in
certain papyri of early Dyn. XVIII, often wrongly transcribed as ..:.. by modern
scholars; 19 before suffixes always - ; in some rare instances written ..i at the
beginning of the sentence, see §§ 148, 5; 155 end. Indicates the person or
thing qffected.
I. of datt've.
' To' a person, so with rdi 'give', swa 'hand over'. ..{)d, smi
n 'speak', 'report to '. Also with other verbs: wr/ n 'command'; sam n
'hearken to', 'obey' a person; hlO, in n 'send', 'bring to '. Hence of motion:
126
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§ 184

hi •go down', sm 'go', Iw ' come' n ' to' a person, whereas r is used of movement
, to' or 'towards' a thing.
2. of advantage. '11'" to make' (something) n 'for' a person; absolutely, 11"
1e 'act on behalf of', 'help'; 1 'ifr,l/J n 'good', 'useful for'.
3. of the person illterested. For example after imperatives, see § 337. 2.
4. of possessi01e: 'belonging to '. See above § 114, I.
5. of cause. Rm n 'weep at' a thing; I n {t~r I through hunger' ; 8 a judge
deaf n dblW 'for the sake of rewards '} So n-mrwt, n-flt-n, below § 18 I.
6. with certain verbs. Dg n 'look at':'l Qsfn 'punish', lit. 'ward off for'.
7. in certain expressions. N Iw, ildt 'in the sun', 'the dew '.8
8. of time. N Iba 2 'within two months'; 7 n wnwl 'in an hour'; 8 n dt
'for ever ','

9· with sdmf. ' Because'; ex. above §§ 157, 4 end.
10. with non-verbal clause introduced by an independent pronoun, , because "
'for'. See above § 154.
OBS. For" after adjectives, see above § 141, and as component of the it/tn'lI:!
form, see § 4J I,

VOG. DatU,.,

1

p.

101.

I Peas. BJ, 2:;;
NAV.6+.16.
lSi". B J5' i Urk.
iv.665, II.
lUrk. iv. Jl8, 16.
lSi". B279; Ptfas.
H a, 106.

• See AZ. 3',5',
7 She S. 1.68.
• Urk. iv. 751, J6;
Arm. '03, 7.
• DR. i. 25, 6.

~.

r

§ 185. {ty. more rarely 9 alone,lO with suffixes!.. {tr- or occasionally!:;,n
signified originally' upon '.
I. of place. Strictly' upon': the ground, a road, a chariot, a bed. Ify mw
ley II I on water and on land '. I followed ley rawyo/; , on my feet', i. e. 'on foot '.
But often much more indefinitely: ley YS, m# 'to the south " ' north'; ley!Jt *1
'up a high tree'; ley sbl 'at (or' through'?) the gate'; ley Kmt 'in Egypt '.11
So with various verbs: sn, SWI IJr 'pass by'; lems ler ami' besiege a town " lit.
'sit down at '.13 Also figuratively: ler ib·k 'in thy heart'.H
2. of proven:ience. Nbw ley !JIst 'gold from the desert-land '.
Honey ley
pr-!ed' from the Treasury'.U& 'Ii ley 'come from '.15

3. of privation. Despoil (rwn) the poor man I of' (ler) his property; 18 wpw-{ty
'excepted from' (§ 179).
4. of lime (rare). Ify Ibtl 2 I in two months '.17 He makes a delay ley "rw J
'for three days '.18
5. of occasion. py ler !Jrw ' come forth at the voice'.
6. distributively, Latin per. They give a loaf ley wr 1m 1lb 'each of them '.19
7. of cause (very common). Iftp, hy ler 'pleased I, I content on account of'
something. 'Ib dw ley I heart sad concerning " ys tp ley 'vigilant concerning "
mky leI' • neglectful about' something. lfs leI' • praise for' something. Hlb, it
ler c send (a letter)" 'come concerning' something. Also of barter, rai 'give'
12

7
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10

Si,,1 I, 273 foll.

passim.

II Si". B 95. 173.
'93; Le/J.
Once
only,l!}r., see p. 209,

'aI.

n.6.

It

S;". B26.

11

Urk. iv. 3.

If

Peas. B I,

J04.

1... MAlt. KII,.",
11

33.

Selll"aII lJisp.

3,

8; 4, 8; U,.l. i? 767,
3·
11 Peas. B J, 232.

17

Soi. S. J74.

II

U,k. iv.

J J 10,

J6.

II SiNI J, 290. 21/4.
Sim. P. Kall. 12, 9.
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§ 165
1 Siut I, 274. 293.
296; R kind 6,.
, Ber!. AT. i. p.

'58,

21.

Leb. 24.
• Rltind 25.
ib. 24. 26.
S

Sjm.

• Ork. iv. 766, 2.
But also' mention b,.
rnf 'by its name',
Arm. 103,3.
6 Weste. II, 24.
, RH. i. 8,

10,

qu.

§ 300•

8 Urk. iv. 740. Sim.
i!>. 745, 12; Siut I,
308;Ann. 37,pi. 2,15·
t Sin. B Il7. Sim,
Peas. H I, 11-2; U,'k.
iv. 3, 3; 654, 5 j Eh.
:Ii, 10. 17·

\lO 11111r tp.k ' at thy
head', llr rdw),.k ' at
(or 'by') thy feet',
lEA. 27, 144.

10 TVeste. 4, 7. Sim,
{,'rk. iv. 4, 7.
1\ Peas. R 47, qu.
p. i9. top.

12

lS

Sin. B 113. 182.
Sin. B 174, quo

§ H,

2.

" Eo. 102, 13. Sim,

ib. 102, 5.

15

liZ. 47, PI.

(p. 88), 2.

I

this I.zr 'for' that.! Again r!zl !zr 'fight on behalf of' ; 2 IJsf I.zr 'protect', lit.
e ward off on account of'.3
Note further s6i !zr 'rebel against' the king.
8. of addt"lion. Gs! !zr!' its half is (added) to it'.· So too for purposes of
co-ordination, ex. dr !zr !zyt 'wind upon (i. e. and) rain' ; see above § 9 I, I. S6n
!zr ' mixed with " Ps, wr!z, wt I.zr ' cook', 'anoint', e bandage with' something.
9. of marks. Ifr rn 'having upon it the name' ; 5 !zr IJtm 'having upon it
the seal '.6 A very curious use, cf. Engl. 'all over snow', 'cow in calf'.
10. with infinitive, properly' on' or 'while' of a concomt"talzt act, ex. ii·n·i !zl'
Sitts!' I returned (on) accompanying him'.7 This use leads to extensive develop
ments, see below § 319. Also referring to past events, probably as an extension
of use 2 above, ex. His Majesty returned !zr slJrt Rtnw 'from (or' after') over
throwing (or' having overthrown ') Retjnu '.8
II. with stimf, 'because', ex. ~~"--}lft I.zr mil:! 'Wi 'because he sees
me '.9
§ 166. !.!Jr, less often m., with suffixes ~ !Jr', e under '.

'under' the sky, the feet, etc. Rarely, however, simply' at '.9a
2. 'under', 'carrying' a load . .Br inw, Iwt-r 'bringing tribute', 'presents';
the crocodile departed IJri' carrying him off'; 10 fields IJr it 'under corn ',n With
verbs ItP, m!z !Jr 'loaded', 'filled with '.
3. metaphorically, in various uses. Loaded IJr mww 'with sorrows'; lands
!Jr rSwt ' in joy'. .Br rjbrwt-i 'under my seal'; !Jr sl-!zr! 'under his charge',
Ur S!z,12 s!Jr 'under (i. e. influenced by) the counsel " ' will ' of someone. This
state (sJm) which I was ' in " IJrf, lit. 'under it' .13 Also of cause: tired IJr smt
Iwl ' through long journeying '.14
J.

§ 167. !.. !Jr, 'with' or' near' someone. Restricted to a limited set of uses.
I. 'Under' a king . .fIr!zm n '(year ....) under the Majesty of', very
frequent. So too !zswt nllJr nsw ' favours (of) under the king' (§ 158, I); imllJy
IJr 'honoured with' a god, etc.
2. 'To' a person.
.l)d IJr 'speak to' a person, his children, etc. .fIprt IJr·i
'what happened to me',15 Gods give health, etc. !Jr·i 'to me '.
3. • By' of the agent (rare).

See above § 39, end.

OBS. For the related particle 1f1' see § 239; and for the perhaps different
component of the #m·fJ1':/ form see below § 427.

fJ1' as

§ 168. ,..L in, less frequently ~, has as sole function to express the agent
(' by' someone) after verbs, chiefly the infinitive (§ 300) and the various passive
forms (§ 39, end). It cannot be clearly distinguished from the particle In (§ 227),
in connection with which it will be dealt with further. Very much more doubtful
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§ 188

is the question whether it is at all connected with the preposition n, of which, as
we have seen (§ 164), the rare initial form is .1 in.
OBS. For the possibly different In which serves to form the sgm·ln1 form; see §4Z7.

§ 169.
much rarer

~

fJft, so written apparently for reasons of symmetry in place of the
~, means properly' face to face with '.

'in front of'. Him who is fJft·k 'opposite thee', i.e. with whom thou art
talking} !)d fJ/t 'speak with', 'say to', not uncommon. 2 Especially also fJft-f.w
'before the face of' (§ 178).
J.

'in accordance with '. Act fJft S5 pn 'according to this writing' ; 3 fJft !JlY
'according to measure'; 4 respect him fJft fJprl nl 'in proportion to what has
accrued to him '.5
2.

3. 'as well as' (very rare).
their children '. 6

6. with stim/. (a)' when' (common). Exx. ~~~ ofl ass:f' when he is
humble'; 9 ~~-Y.A~ ofl wn:f mr 'when he was ill '.10 (b)' according as',
'in proportion as' (seldom), exx. not high-tempered ~1~<> Ofl ws1'·(i) 'in
proportion as I was powerful' ; 11 I built it ~~- Ofl mr1':f' according as he
desired '.12

'According as'; an ex. above § 156.

8. with stimtl (doubtful).

§ 170.

gq

mi,1~a

'When'; see below § 407,

g, hardly ever with suffixes,t2b expresses likeness.
'Like' a dream, the will of god, etc.; gq~ mi m ' like

sometimes

of conformity. He went down mi nl-rl' according to his habit' ; a act mi
wtit 'according to commands'; mi nit r hp 'according to what is lawful ',15
2.

3. 'as well as' (seldom). Exx. IiJQQ~:;;gQ~<>~~ hy n·k mi nol-1'-tir
'h-ail to thee as well as (to) the lady of the universe'; 16 ,?gq~JT hrw mi gr!;
'day as well as night '.17
4. with infinitive in the meaning' like '.18
5. with stim-/.

5

Pt. 180.

6

U,It. iv. 665.

1

BH. i. 8, 3.

E".

8
I, 10. Sim.
ib. 97. 4; U,It. iv.
734, IS; 74 2 ,4; 757,
IS·
t Pt. 76. Sim. Leb.
T47; Sju/ I. 297;
U,It. iv. 743, 2.
10 P. Kah. 13, 34.
11 Brit. Mus. 614. 9;
cf. Peas. B 1,214,
11 RifeA 7, 31. Sim.
U,Ie. iv. 116,17.

2.

of resemblance.
what?', 'how?' (§ 496). So often in similes, ex. Q~jgqT.5r~~~~'T iW'i mi
s i[w m rOOw ' I was like a man caught in the dusk '.13 For the abbreviation
sometimes found in comparisons, see below § 506, 4.
I.

14·
• Met', ii. 6.
« PI. 228.

Male and female slaves fJft llrdw·sn 'as well as

4· of tz'me. Year 43 ... . fJft ~/I-sp 25 'corresponding to year 25' in the
Oryx nome. T
S. with infinitive, 'at the time of', 'when'. Words to be recited oft WI!;
Pllrl 'when applying remedies '.8

7. with stim·n:f.

1 Pt. 79. Sim. Urk.
iv. 36, IS.
• Sin. R 67; B 267 ;
Urk. iv. 36, 16; 649,

(a)' as when " ex. his rays illuminate the two lands
129
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g}J'0

11& M,in early O.K.,
see Sign-list, W 19.
lib Examples, WfJ.
ii. 36, 9

18

Sin. B 254. Sim.

i". 118.
14

Westc. 3,

1&

U,k. iv. 1088.

3. II.

1& Sin. B 274. Sim.
Urk. iv. 368, I.
11 MAlt. Abyd. ii.
29. u. Sim. ib. 13'
11 Exx. Leb. 131.
133.138; EfJ. 53, 22;

108,

3.
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§ 170
1 U,..f.iv.806. Sim.
ilJ. 687. 13; Sin. B
uS; Peas. BI, 343.
344; LelJ. 137. I'll.
• LelJ. 150. Sim.
U,.I. iv. 753, 7. 9
a P. KaA. 38, 2 ; 35,

9; 36,5 2•

, U,.i. iv. 839, 16;
842,4. 15; 862, 1+

• EIJ. 40, 8. Sim.
Peas. Ru8.
8 En. P. KaA. 28,
43; 29, 23; 3 1, I;
35, 15; Siut I, 293.
294' 30 7.
, Weslc.

7, 3.

• U,.It. v. u. Sim.
Siut I, 317. quo § 157,
I; LAc. TIl. 5. 6.
• Wellf. 10,8. IS'
32.
10 U,.I. iv. 697.
11 Hamm. 110, 3.
u U,.I.lon, 9; c£.
Sm. B59.
II Pt. 135.
l' See PSBA. 35,
33+

~<?

ml won Rr 'as when Re c shines '.1 (0)' according as', ex. iq~~ ml r/d·k
'according as thou sayest';2 especially in the phrase iq~~iq~ ml mrr olk im
'according as this thy humble servant desires '.3
6. with Jr/m'ni (rare). See above, § 156.
7. with the passive Jr/mf. See below, § 4 2 3, 3.
8. with the J(/mtiform (doubtful). See below, § 407,2.
9. with non-verbal clause introduced by an independent pronoun. See
above, § 154.
§ 171. l:: !znr 'together with " in Dyn. XVIII rarely written l- !zll.'
I. 'together with' someone, less commonly something.
So too with verbs,
mdw !znr ' talk with', r!zi !znr ' fight with '. Never' with' of instrument, which is m.
2. of co-ordt"nalion, where English has 'and'; see above § 91, I.
3. with infinitive.
Sometimes found curiously to continue an injunction,
where English uses a finite form, ex.. eO>-!..~ .•••.•• l::;:S:::::c 1 7I ir·Or·k .•.••
!znr rdit ni pori' thou shalt make ••... and shalt give (lit. with giving) to him
remedies '.6 So frequently in letters, contracts, etc., where however !znr may co
ordinate an infinitive with a preceding infinitive; 8 for a further development of this
construction see § 300, DBS. Also continuing construction with !zr + inf., ex. iwl
1.
1.. , h
. ks •• I'It. , Wit
. h d rm
. k'109 ,.7
!"r
wnm .... ,!nr
swn e eats .... an d d rm
4. with #/mi (rare), ex. on that day on which the enemies ..•. were
destroyed l::H~~~"-~ !zn r S!z~/·tw Sli Qr 'and (lit. with) his son Horus
was caused to rule'. &

§ 172. t~f3)!zi' behind', derived from a noun !zl 'back of head '.
I. 'behind' a person. 9
Nw!zJ 'look behind' oneself; 10 rn !zi 'turn behind'
oneself, i. e. turn back; 11 lwl (u , come behind', 'take.unawares', of evils; 111 !zl II
'behind bread', i. e. 'at meals'.13
2. I around I. Por!zl ino • move around a wall '. It So too frequently SI !zl
•a protection around' a person, where however there may be a sense of envelop
ing from behind, as with wings, etc.

§ 173.
II

Eu•• Hymn. u,

3'4;14,1.
18 Sin. R4S.
17 Weslc. 10,10. 17.
3+
" U,.It. iv. 160, n.
18

BB. i. liS, 101-2.

JO EXL

18. 48.

D. eI B.

II.

'f tp, an old word for' head', is used as a preposition meaning' upon'

in certain phrases; ~~ tpw·k 'upon thee' 16 is a quite exceptional writing with
the suffix. Most commonly tp II 'upon earth " i. e. living. Also wr§yw tp lno
'watchers upon the wall'; 11 the child came forth tp rwy·sJI 'upon her hands', i. e.
upon the hands of the midwife; 17 and others. 18
§ 174. 117 onl, rarely written ~, once ~). ,19 seems akin to a word for
, face' and signifies properly 'in front'.
I. 'in front of', mainly in a tag applied to the Pharaoh IIIcuuuf-}'~ onl
klW rnOw nO 'in front of the souls of all living'. 20
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§ 174

'among', with the notion of 'foremost among '.1 So with In,?. sln 'dis
tinguish ',stp' choose' 3' among' a number. Rdl' give' something' out of' one's
possessions.· Also as a mathematical term. S
3. in certain expressions. Pr 1J11i ' issue from' of a child as engendered by
father; 8 rdl ib·(/) IJnt ' pay attention to', lit. 'place the heart in front of '.7
2.

§ 175. ;':.1l IJt means' thr.ough " 'pervading'. The fear of Pharaoh is IJt
IJlsWt 'throughout the foreign lands'; 8 the influence of the god is IJt (wt
'pervading the members' of his spouse. 9
§ 176. !. rjr, derived from a stem meaning' end " signifies' since'.
I. mainly of time.
l)r rk 'since the time of'; rjr nlr 'since (the time of)
the god '.10
2. of cause. Scarcely except in the phrase!.:: rjr-ntt 'since', 'because' (§223).

3. with srjml 'Since' of time, exx . .!!m~~~ rjr ms·twj 'since he was
born';11 .!!~I~},~,~L1J~"""";t@g~l~ rjr WJl, (Imw m-/flb-n TI-m!zw ijt-w(rt
'since the Asiatics were in Avaris of Lower Egypt '.12
4. with srjmtj. 'Since', but also strangely' before', 'until', § 407, I.
§ 177. +~\~ imytw,13 old q+~}o~q imywti,14 varr. +~,15 Q+~,t6 means
, between " and possibly had its origin in the fern. dual of the adjective ~\ lmy
'being in' (§ 79). In Dyn. XVIII it is sometimes preceded by the preposition 1',
for which rare earlier instances substitute m; exx. c:::>+~,n c:::>Q+ ~"18 r-imytw,
~q+~}o~q m-lmywti,19 ~+~~ m-imytw. 20
I. 'between' two things, ex. imytw blty 'between two bushes '.21
Also
followed by r, ex. imytw Ipst tn r Nhrn 'between this country and Nahrin '.21&
2. 'in the midst of', ex. r-imytw srw 'in the midst of the nobles'; 22 even
with a sing., lmytw rjlilj' in the midst of its head '.23
This preposition occurs also with the ending 'ny, which may be a very rare
suffix-pronoun, see § 34, OBS. 3. 23& Exx. +~~ imytw'llY 'between them', i.e. the
obelisks; 24 +~ 7~}, ~ I'=' lmytw'ny IJpdw·k 'between thy buttocks', lit. 'between
them, thy buttocks '.26 The construction may also be r-lmytw'lI), .... r ....
'between . . . . . and .... .' 26

+

COMPOUND PREPOSITIONS

§ 178. For definition see § 16 I. The present list lays no claim to completeness.
A. Prepositions formed by the addition of a noun to one of the
simple prepositions.-In a few cases the genitival adjective - n(y) is added
when the governed word is a noun, but is absent when a suffix follows.
-'9' nib (n) 'for the sake (lit. 'heart') of'.27 With Stimf, 'in order that' (rare).28
13 1
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1 Exx. Siut I, 272 ;
Sinai 181; UrR. iv.
298,9,
2 BD. i. 25, 10.
lor.
8 UrR. iv. 888, 7.
, Siut 1, 276.
5 PSBA. 16, 204;
Siut I, 286.
• Bers". i. 33; Urk.
iv. 161. H8; cf. Pt.

63°'
7 P. Kan. 29, 37;
35, II. 15; Louvre
C 55; UrR. iv. 1093, 2.
• Sin. B 44. Sim.
S;U/l, 268; Adm. 3,
1.3; 7,9; Urk. iv.
138, I.
• Urk. iv. HI.
10 UrR. iv. 1092, 3.
Sim. ib. 86, 4; Leyd.
V 4,13.
11 Sin. R93 = B69.
Sim. Urk. iv. 95, 16,
quo I 155 ; 162, 6; 994,
3·
11 [J,·k. iv. 390, 7.
Sim. ib. 157, 7, quo
1157,2.

Eb. 30, I.
AZ. 57, 7••
15 Sin. B 5. ~49.
16 Sin. R 28; Urk.
iv. 894, l.
17 Urk.iv. 13r'365'
18 UrR. iv. ~87, 7.
19 AZ. 57, 7•.
:iO Eb. 108, 14.
21 Sin. R ~8.
Sim.
llrk.iv.365,4; 894,l.
11& AZ. 69, 19, I l .
n UrR. iv. 131, 8.
Sim.i6. 12; Sin.B249.
18 Eb. 30, I.
U_ Allen prefers to
regard this ny as the
adverb of I 205, I, see
AjSL 4 .. ,123.
2. UrR. iv. 362, 15.
2a P. Kah. 3, 35.
Sim, Eb. 108, 14.
MUrk. v. 68, 5.
Sim, m-lmywtl.n, A·z.
57,7*·
IS

II

27 With noun, L. to
D., Berliu bowl; with
suffix, BD. ii. 7; Urk.
iv. 1164, I I; LEUR.
22, 5.
18 Eb. 91, 16.
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§ 178
1 Siul I, 270; D. eI
B. 16.24
I P. Kalt. 13, 25.
s Siut I, 294, cf.
306.
• JiZ. 58, 16·.
e Tk. T. S. ii. 36,
17; 37, 31. 34·
8 Sit. S. 16; U,·k.iv.
117, 13.
7 Siut I, 295.
8 Urk. iv. 123, 10.
Sim. Siut I, 299 ;
Brit. Mus. 614, 5;
Sin. B 240. 269.
g P. Kah. a8, 12;
29, 26.3°.
10 Brit. Mus. 6 14, 6.
11 Sin. B 203. Sim.
Eb. 1,8. 14; PI. 299.
12 R. IR. 26, 12.
13 Sh. S. 22; Leb.
10; Eb. 20, 23; 69, 17.
14 Adm. 2, 4. Sim.
ib. 3, 4; Bersh. i. 14,
2; with info Pt. 644.
16 Mmthuw. 13.
18 Urk. iv. 62, 6.
Sim. ib. Il04, 6. IS.
17 .Siu' I, 272. 277.
3°4·
18 Bersh. i. 14, 5;
BUDGE, p. 292, 16;
Urk. iv. 877,15; 931,
8; 1°94, 10.
lD Peas. R 122; cf.
Urk. iv. 1104, 12.
20 L. D. iii. 228 bis.
21 Sin. B 253. 263.
22 Cairo 20542, a 7 ;
P.Pet.III6B,8; Urk.
iv. 776, 14.
!IS Brit. Mus. 614, i;
Cairo 20011,4.
2. Urk. iv. 116, 2.
25 Urk. iv. 66, 16.
26 Sin. B 280. Cf.
Urk. iv. 1024, 12.
nSee /EA.27,14 6.

18 CA R T. ·NE WB.

Th.IV, PI. II ; Cairo
34 01 9, 14'
29 Urk. iv. 367, Ii.
so CART••NEWB.

1h. IV, PI. II.
al Urk. iv. 835, 12.
82 Cairo 34019, 14.
sa Sin. R 32. 80.
Westc. 6, 24;
R hind, title.
85 Sin. B 108. Sim.
Si"t I, 151; Cairo

s.

20~31, d.
86 Sinai

90, 16.
Urk. iv. 11°4, 14.
S8 Cairo 20318; Urk.
iv. 808, 16.
89 Sin. R 87; Urk.
iv. 7II, 2.
40 Sin. B 48; BR.
i. 25, 103-4; Urk. iv.
1092, 8.
41 Sin. B 194; Urk.
iv. 1095, 5.
{2 Urk. iv. j66, 3.
37
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~~}~ m-isw 'in return for', 'as payment for',lvarr. ~Q~~ }~,2 ~Q~}~~3

-=-Q ~ ~ } ~ 1'-isw, with the same meaning as m-isw.4,
~--Jl

m-r, lit. 'in the hand of' is common in various meanings.

'together with' a person (like ltn r). X came m-r Y 'with Y' ; 5 thy heart
is mJ·k 'with thee '.6 .fItm m-r 'contract with' someone. 7
I.

2. 'in the possession, charge of': my portion of everything being m-r·i 'in

my hand '.8

3. 'from': a letter ' from' a person; 9 bring something 'from' someone; 10
llltm, nd m-r 'rescue', 'save from' ; Jl ndnd m-r 'inquire from '.12

4. 'through',' because of' someone or something: IJp1' m-r 'happen through'
1. e. 'be done by' ; 13 m-r slJr'w II 'because of the state of the land '.a
Especially
also in the phrase ~= m-r ntt 'seeing that' (below § 223).

:: 1'·r 'beside', 'near', var. ::=;~ 1'-1'-r,15 is uncommon.
r·r llb·1'.q1' . beside the lord of the universe' .16

.!~ !Jr- r (1Z)
~--.!lJ~

His soul shall live

'under the hand of', 'in the charge of',n

m-rb ' in the company of', 'together with '.18

-=-""t~~~~

r-r*1 'on an equality with ',19 'at the level of'.20

~J1J:..~X.::::

m-bllt,21 usually written ~ ~ or ~r=t., lit. 'in the foreskin (?) of',
a very common preposition for' in the presence of', mainly in the presence of
respected personages. An extended form is ~.::::~ m-bllt- r.22
~~ 1n-m

'among' people, very common; 23 varr. ~ ,24 ~Q...JJ 25 and even
~~.26 Perhaps a simple reduplication of m (§ 162), cf. IJtlJt below, p; 134.
!f~1 tP-J1t1 r (n) 'accompanying', 'escorting', lit. 'on the temple of'.27
-=-~~

1'-mlw (It) 'in the sight of',28 var.

-=-~ ~.29

-=-;:J: r-rbt . to the knowledge of}1I varr.

may be 'so that .... may know', see p. 304, n.
~m~}~

m-hlw
the time of' someone. 34

I.

--;VI -=--:-~~ ~ ; 3~ the literal sense

=>

I.

'in the neighbourhood of' a person or place; 33

2.

'at

~~

m-ltlt 'in front of': he placed me m-ltlt !Jrdw-j' in front of his children'; 35
to shrink' at the prospect of' work. 36

c=>c!f
a person.

r-ltJt 'in front of', 'before', temporally; 37 but also locally' in front of'

3M

!!.c!f
rank to; 40

ljr-ltlt ' before': bhl ljr-ltlt ' flee before' ; 39 , in front of' i.e. superior in
'in front of' in a procession.n Also temporally' before '.42
13 2
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§ 178

~ t}

m-luw 'in excess of': offerings' in excess of' what existed before. l
So also ~ t }~r m-!eIW-!er: (a) 'in addition to'; I (6) 'over and above' i. e.
•except', less common.8
~r lJIl-!er, lit. 'before the face of'. 'In front of' someone, opposed to ltl
'behind';' 'before' someone, i.e. before someone's eyes. I Q/I-ltr-n' in presence
of' the entire land. 8
~~ m-ltr(y}-i6 ' in the midst of', varr.
midst of' a number of people. 8

~.!~ 7 (common), ~!.~; 7&

, in the

r

A ltr-Ow,lit. 'in exclusion of': (I) in the phrase ::;~I~I- wr ltr-owl, which
appears to mean' exclusively unique'; 0 (2) in phrases like ::!!~A- nn wn
ltr-1Jwf ' there is none beside him' ; 10 (3) also elsewhere as ( beside' or 'except',
ex. none survived rAft ltr-Ow·; 'except me'.n
<>~ r-lJII 'in front of' (rare).11 With the same sense <>~r.llI&

1.

m-omt' in the absence of', 'without'; ~~: 11l- m-1Jmlf' without
him'; 13 the palace is m-oml 6lkwf' without its tribute '.a
~IIQ m-om lit. 'in the face of' (rare); 'within' the palace; 15 also' out of',
ex. gold brought m-1Jnl TI-slj 'out of Nubia '.16
~~

~

4-) m-lJsfw 'at

the approach of', • in meeting' someone,17 var. ~4-}~.

<>:-; 1"-01 'under the authority of', lit. 'at the staff of',l8 less correctly
written <>;':.10
~e:.Il

m-ol' after', 'accompanying', var.

~o:

ce.

11 Sin. R 68. Sim.
Mill. 2, 4; Urk. iv.
390,9,
If Adm. 10, 4.
10 Urlt. iv. 603, 8.
Sim. il;. 357, 13.
11

Iltkern. 4.

17 LAC. TR. 43, I;
BUDGE, p. 12, 2 ; 46,

137, 12.
Urlt. iv. 54, 10;
55, 15; 453,9; 1044,
13·
II Urlt. iv. 1021, of.
10 T. Carn. 3. Sim.
Sin. R 23; B 344;
Kopt. u, 3, 3.
11 Urlt. iv. 3. 6.
12;
II

(very common).

I. of place: the princes nty m-oli 'who were with (or' accompanying ')
him'; 20 m-ol swlwli' accompanying his promenades' in his chariot. 11

2.

1 D. ~I B. (XI) i.
24; Urlt. iv. 188, 3.
SiID. Po Kd. 17, 14.
I llrlt. iv. 843, II.
• Urlt. iv. 1108, 1+
• Wesle. 10, 7· 14.
u. Sim. Bers". i.
18,3·
e Sif4t I, 272; Po
P~/.III6B, 21; SR. S.
176; Pear. B 1,280.
• Urlt. iv. 2, lI.
, Sin. B200; SA,S.
101. 131; Pro 2, lI.
,. Rmni I, I.
I Berr". i. 15; ii, 13,
16; Urlt. iv. 18, 10.
t Urll, iv. 942,
Sif4t i. 314-15.
10 BH. i. 26, 155. See
too yEA. iii. 241-3.
11 S". S. 108. Sim.
11UI""'·9·
II Urll. iv. 893, 17.
1.. Az. 61, 92.

of lime (frequent); 'after' death, old age, etc. ; m-ot n1l 'after this',

3. with infinitive, always' after '.12
4. with sgm'/. Really always , after', but often equally well translated as
'when '. Exx. His Majesty raged ~;':.~,t" m-ot sgml st' when he heard it'; 23
!.7=I~• .A=.t.<>ft~i 1Jr m-ol sprlr l)dl 'now when he approached Djedi',
the palanquin was set down. 2! So too when the main verb refers to the future,
exx. the priest shall give offerings ~O:.Il~.t. m-Ol prl 'after he has gone
forth' having performed ceremonies in the temples; 26 Q<::>~;':.A..L':'" i~ 11" m-ot
ltlp ltm n nlr 1m •now after the Majesty of this god is satisfied' with his offerings,
one shall cause to go forth, etc.lIe Note that when the clause with m-ol precedes
the main clause, the preposition is usually, though not universally,27 introduced
by;r (§ 149) or by the particle or (§ 239); or is used when the main verb is past,
and ir when the main verb is future. 27&
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Siut I, 378; E/J.
9; 59. III 63,
14; U,It. Iv. 916, 2.
II

4 1•

I.

IS Urlt. iV.139, 10.
Sim. Pro 3, 3.

II

Werle. 7, 13. Sim.

16.8,u.

• Siut I, 308. Sim.
i/J. 2C)8; P. Kalz.

a,

33; Weslc. 3, 2; II,
a6; EI;. 56, 21; 76,
13; 97,3.
II Urlt.iv.7blS• Sim.
P. Kd. 23, 8; 29,
18; EI;.87, 9; 88; 14.
17 P. Kd. 3, 32;
Urk. iv. 836,6; Ann.
37. pl. 2, 26.
17a Exception, Ann.
4 2 , 19,35·
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§ 178

1 P. Kalt.
4, 3;
Cairo ~054I, a 10;
Urk. iv. 3, 2; 5, 4
2 P. Kalt. 3, 34;
Eb. 91, 16-7; 96, 21.

I Brit. Mus. 614, 5.
6; Cairo 20512, b 4.
4 With n before
noun, Sit. S. 43. 175.
Without n, Sin. B 50.
28 3.
D See 4,Z. 59. 61.
, See AZ. 25, 33-4'
8' Pt. 117. Sim. LAC.
TR. 17, 31 ; JiZ.57,
107.
7 Sin. B 283.
8

Sit. S. 175.

Siut I, 278. 3 1 7;
Sin. B '45; Urk. iv.
651, 17; 652, 10.
10 Sin. B 227.
11 Sin. B 239. 242.
12 Urk. iv. 971, II.
13 P. Kalt. 27,9.
14 Mill. I, II; Sitz.
B 7; Peas. B 1,244;
t

Leb. 131.
15 Sin. R 31; Eb.
60, IS.
16 Sit. S. 180.
nEb. 21, 13. Sim.
i/>. 41, 16; Siut I.
298.3 1 3; P. Kalt. 35,
H; Urk. v. 95, 4.
\8 Urk. iv. II 2, 2;
146, 14; 383, 15;
975, 2.
IP TYule. 7, 5.
10 Urk. iv. 138, 16;
661, U.
21 Urk. iv. II04, 13.
n Louvre C 52.
IS

Urk.iv.28,2;9 12 ,

13; D. eI B. 134, left;

Berl. leather, I. 16.
lit Weste.
II, 8;
JiZ. 43, 33·
25 With n before
noun, SIt.s.136; Urk.
iv. 390, 7. Withoutn,
Sin. B 196. 281. 300.
26 Sin. B 196. ~81 ;
.'liz. s. 127. 136; Urk.
iv. 390,8.
2T Sin. B 300.
28 Urk. iv. 390, 7;
cf. Mill. ~, II.
2. Sin. B 154; Leb.
64. 128•
so P.Kalt. 13, I. 30;
Urk. iv. 1088, 14.
11 SIt.S. 108; BUDGE,
p. 103, 14; 286, 3.
II Peas. B I, 44. 46.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

5. with stim'll,f, for examples see above § 156. The past meaning of the
verb following m-Ift is here doubtless strongly emphasized. Again in this case
IJr m-Ift is used when the main verb is past,I and ir m-Ift when it is future. 2
6. with the passive stim-j form (rare).
7. with stimt-j (doubtful).

'After'; see below § 4 2 3, 3.

' After'; see below § 407,

2.

8. with noun + old perfective; see below § 327.
:-:- 1ft-1ft' through ',3 like the simple preposition 1ft (§ 175).

Rare.
~:§o}["J m-l1nw (n),4 lit. 'in the interior of', common; sometimes strangely
written ~ <-),5 later and less frequently ~::&.6

I. 'within' a place: the city, island, boat, temple, body.
la. 'in' before abstracts, ex. m-l1nw hrt 'in contentment '.6a
2. 'out of': go out' from' a room; 7 bring tribute' out of' this island. s
~9 m-SJ, lit. 'in the back of' (common). Almost always spatially' after',
'following after '. Come, go, be 'after' someone, i. e. follow him or accompany
him. 9 S!;s m-SJ 'run after' i. e. persecute. 10 'After' in the sense of looking
after, being in charge of.n Metaphorically Pl1r m-SJ 'go round after', i. e. 'seek
for' ; 12 rdi ib m-sl 'be anxious about', lit. 'give the heart after '.13
<:>t? r-SJ, lit. 'towards the back of' (common). Almost always temporally.
I. 'after' supper, a storm, illness.H R-sJ ntl ' after this '.16
2. with infinitive' after' doing something. I6

3. with stimj 'after': exx.

<=>f~6~lm.7:; 1~-SJ SJ(t·i tJ

'after I have
reached land'; 16 <::>9t:~=€i!--~Q r-SJ swij sl 'after he has drunk it '.n
r¢ (tr-sl, lit. 'on the back of'; except in one or two special meanings less
common than m-SJ and r-Sl.
I. of place, 'upon' the earth, the desert. IS
Sm (tr-slj' walk behind him·.19
2.

'outside' a fortress or walJ.20

3. of time: one is heard (tr-sJ m-nwj , after the other' ; 21 men who shall come
(tr-sJ nn 'after this '.22
~.tg. m-sl(zt,

var. ~~6~lm.~, 'in the neighbourhood of'.23
<=>~~ r-swnt 'as the price of', 'in exchange for '.24
~Ll~J= m-lpb (n)25 'in the midst of', lit. 'in the folds of' (not uncommon):
people,i6 pyramids,27 a place. 2s

-m ~}~ n-gJW 'through lack of',29 once written at the beginning of a
clause ..im~~~ in-gJW (§ 148,5).
<::>-=;= r-gs 'at the side of', 'beside' (common). For' beside' people in
various senses: 'in the presence of' witnesses; 30 , in the company of' someone; 31
practically equivalent to 'except' in ky r-gsi' another beside him '.32
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!t1'-gs 'beside', much rarer than r-gs in the same sense. l
<>tf r-tp (n),1 var. <>tf7 r-tp_r (n) 3 'into the presence of', very rare.
rtf !,tr-tp, lit. 'on the head (of)', mainly ill the phrase ~.!f-H !,tr-tp rnlJ wrjl mb
r~

'on behalf of the life, prosperity and health' of the king. 4
~~<> m-l11t-r 'apart from' what was done before, lit. 'in distinction from '.4a
§ 179. B. Compound prepositions consisting of adverb+preposi·
tion.-In this much smaller class an adverbially used noun (§ 88, I) or some
part of a verb is prefixed to one of the simple prepositions.
tf~ tp-m, with suffixes tfQ~ tp-im., 'before', lit. 'head in '. To come' in
front of' a person; 15 also' in the direction of' a place.· Of time, 'before'
old age. T

•~Q Q"'<> nfryt-r 'down

to', lit. 'end to'; of time, ' down to' My Majesty,
year 16, etc. ; 8 of place, 'down to' the ends of the earth,8 etc.; also metaphorically,
, down to' the lowest official,lo alone' down to', i. e. 'with the sole exception of',
someone. 11
!.7<> rjr-r-r ' right down to' (lit. 'end to') death.12
Here belong such phrases as 11::<> IJntt-r . .•.... ~<> p!,tt-r . .• " 'south
ward to ..... " ending at ..... .' (a place) ; 13 II": lInt-r ....... ':'<> m!,tt-r ... "
•southward to ..•. ", northward to .... .'; 14 all precious stones -/J<> !,tlt-r
, starting with' silver and gold, ~ p!,twy-r ' down to' ivory and ebony. III

<:>

Some part of the verb, perhaps the old perfective (§ 309), adverbially used,
enters into the composition of the following:
Yj/r wpw-!,tr, with suffix ~.!. wp-I,tr·, lit, 'separated from '.
I. 'except' a person or thing. lS Very strangely, wpw-y , except me' .18a
2. with infinitive, like I,tltr (see § 17 I, 3), where English uses' but' and trans
lates with a finite verb, ex. not one looked behind '0') rQ:;:.Jl wpw-I,tr lfd • but
they fled '.17
3. before srjmi. with the meaning' but', ex. Y~r5;~~l~i wpw-!,tr
tifnrjd! (sic) I,trw'i 'but my limbs ...... -ed '.18
.!.~:f;;!I:<> I,trw-r, var. :;; ,19 lit. 'apart from', is used for • besides', 'as well

as' something. 20

Later, the r is omitted (rare).21
~~==~ sJ'-m • beginning from', used either of placeRS or of time. 23
~~==<:> sJ'-r, apparently • beginning to', strangely comes to mean •as far
as' of place: u
Cf. r-slr-r, § 180.

§ 180. C. Compound prepositions containing an infinitive.
1Q.. ~
• d .•... r • between ' one t h"mg an d' another, 1"It. to
<:>~..lr'..Il
<> r tw
separate ...... from '.25 Not before end of Dyn. XVIII.

.....
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§ 178
1 BUDGE, p. 7, II ;
86, 15; 287, 10.
• AZ. +3,28.
• Urk. iv. 107... I.
tUrk. iv. 33... II;
335, 16 i 336, I I ; 768.
10. Sim. Cairo 205+3,
1+ i Ramm. +7, 5.
U,'k. iv. 5!l+, 17;
A,m. +2, +.

.a

I Peas. B I, +0.7+;
Wertc. 10,6; 13, 16.
• Urk. v. 26, 3.
, Westc. 7, 17•
• Urk. iv. 3+, 10;
367, +l 390, II.
tUrk. iv. 648, 6;
Ja5,n.
10 Urk. iv. II07, u.
11 P. KaA. 33, 140
11 CHAD. Oeuvr.
Di'll. 5. Pl. 6; Five
TA. To 19.
18

Brit. Mus. 61+, +;

cf. Urk. iv. JJ29, 3.
If A/)J'a. iii. 29. Sim.

Q"","",

3. 2,
Cairo 205+3,10.
11 Louvre C 1+.

PETR.

+;

II Louvre C 1+; P.
Ka". 27, 10; E/). 39.
9; Bed. AI. i. p. 256;
BUDGE, p. 308, I);
+08, I; +97, 8.
18_ A"". 36, 137 (pI.
II. I).
17 Urk.iv.697. Sim.
i/). 363, 17; +39, :I;
661, 13.
18 Sin. B 228.
n Urk. iv.665, 13.
10 Si". B 89. 90
299; Urk. iv. 702, 15;
703, 12; 8~3, 12.
11 Urk. iv. 8, I.
II Urk. iv. 125, I2;
6.8, 6; II20, +.
II Urk. iv. 7+3, 6;
776, +; 895. 16.
To Carn. +. 5. 6;
Urk. iv. 6+9. 9.

'4

III

Ann. 37.pl. 2.16;

A",arn. 5. 28, 18;
NAV.

15 A. iii. 17.
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§ 180
1 BH. i. 25,35. 53;
26, 145; Urk. iv. 808,
2.
t Westc. 7, 3.
S P. Kah. 5, 19.
s. P. MooN 2, 1=
JiZ. 63. 106.
, U,.k. iv. 2, 12.

• Urk. iv. 66, IS:
439,8; 75 2 ,17; 1107,
6: Hog,8.
8 Urk. iv. 168, 10 ;
1150, 14·
1 Rkind,title; Urk.
iv. 121,9.

<:>~~

r-mn-m, lit. 'to remain in' with the meaning' as far as " alike of
place 1 and of lime; 2 'as far as' her buttocks. 3
<>t'S~==<=> r-SJr-r 'down to' this day.sa Cf. sJr-r, § 179.
<:>lj~ r-tjIJJ, lit. 'in order to replace '. 'Instead of' someone; 4 not until
Late Egyptian does this become the equivalent of English' in exchange for " in
Middle Egyptian m-isw, r-swnt or r-iJt.
<:>A~

r-rjJt, var. <=>A~ r-iJwt, lit. 'so as to cancel', i.e. 'in return for'
a monument, act, wrong, or like. 5 Common in Dyn. XVIII.
~=~<:>

m-snt-r 'in the likeness of ',6 'in accordance with ',1 lit. ' in being

like to '.
Against AZ. 64.9.
Ann. 42,6,6. 7;
16, 16. 17, etc.
8

1&

• Munich ... N-ll,r

n, see Leyd. V 4,

2.

Brit. Mus. 614, I I.
11 Munich 3, 21.
II BH. i. 25,45.75.
Sim. Hamill. Il3, 15;
Urk. iv. 100, 3.
13 Urk. iV.4og, 17.
14 Cairo 20086; Tu
rin 1584; Urk. iv.
749, 16. With noun,
Coffins, BIP, 114.
15 Berl. AI. i. p. 258,
10

21.
18

Peas. B 1,79

17 Siu/ 1,271.
~·rk. iv. 100, 4'

Sim.

18 Siut I, 275. With
wn(n) ,see Turin 1447:
Peas. B I, 79; Meir
iii. II, quo § 326; Urk.
iv. 366, 15.
11 Urk. iv. 415, 16.
Sim. ;0. 776, 14: 835,
7; 840 ,5.
20 Siut 3, I 2; Cairo
20539, ii. b 13; Urk.
iv. 1099, 2.

11

See AZ. 48, 45.

12 Urk. iv. log9, I.
Sim. ib. 342, 3 ; 8og,

II.

.. Sin. B 18.
BUDGE, p. 353,6.
L. to D. Cairo
linen, 3; LAC. TR.
80, 17-8.
H
15

OBS. ~ Y-11Z1t ' together with " ' as well as " possibly a development of y-m1t-m
and perhaps the original of Late Egyptian irm, Copt. 1lem' with';8 in one text only.sa

§ 181. D. Compound prepositions used mainly as conjunctions.
The following phrases are followed either by the infinitive or by simj.
-Q~J n-i*r (n), lit. 'through the excellence of'; with simi. ex. he gave it
to me as commander of soldiers --~~:::::~? 1z-i*r nmb·(i) I,tr ib 'by virtue of my
being efficient in (his) heart " i. e. 'because he thought me so efficient '.\1
_:::D_
n-fJt-n , var. ---=n-fJt-nt 10 much more rarely
o
0 '

~ ~

111,-fJt-1Z 11 lit •
'through (in) the greatness of'. Equivalent to English 'inasmuch as', with
simi. exx. --~ -~_~~ n-flt-l/' mrrJ mlft 'inasmuch as he loved truth' ; 12
-~-:::::-8 n-fJt-n mnbf (ir ib 'inasmuch as he was efficient in (his lord's)
heart '.13
Q

~~,

-~- n-wr-n, lit. 'through the greatness of'. 'Inasmuch as', with simJ; 14
much less common than n-fJt-n.

-:;}'" n-mrwt, varr. -~, -'-:;~,15 once at the beginning of a sentence
Q-:;~~ in-mrwt,16 lit. 'through love of'. (I)' In order that', commonly with
simi. exx. I have equipped thee ~~~'i'~ n-mrwt irk It·; bt ' in order that
thou mayst perform ceremonies for me';17 --:;~::~o~~Gr ~ n-mrwt mnb jN t-(ii
'in order that the white bread may be established '.18 (2) More rarely with the
infinitive, ex. - ~::}~~oit n-mrwt srwdpJt·i 'in order to make flourish my
offering-bread '.19 So too rarely ~~ m-mrwt (or -mryt) with the infinitive. 20
~~

sb-tw (?) or possibly si-tw (?), 'in quest of', var. :Q~, a phrase of obscure
origin, employed with the infinitive: ex. the foreigners come :Q ~~-r;-,~
-Sf sb-tw(?) rdit n'S1/, llW n rnIJ 'seeking that might be given (more literally
perhaps 'in quest of the giving ') to them the breath of life'. 22
21

~~~ m-snd 'through fear' (very rare): with simi. ex. ~~~~U

~=Q~}<T,~, m-sni mH wrsyw 'through fear that the watchers should see '.23

5im. n-sni-n,u. n-sni. 25
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tp-r, lit. 'upon the hand'. 'Before', (I) with the infinitive, ex. +~t
'f~r=t wnm Ip-r sdr ' to be eaten before going to bed'; 1 (2) with sdmf, ex. the
storm broke as we were on the sea ~: ~m:;"'; tp-r sl/.l·n II' before we reached
land '. 2
<:>.:.~p~~;; r-Inw-sp 'every time that' (very rare).
With sdmf, ex. this
is what I shall say c=-':'~Y't.-,,;;'?~~+~~:itQ~ r-tnw-sp gmm S'ltJ I)/k im
'every time that this (thy) servant finds him'; 3 Inw alone in the same sense,
•shooting (to hit the mark) -5- t~'~~ 5.f ~ every time he tries '.'

VOCABULARY
~~~ r/.ll var. ~ fight.

rl

~

~;:;

WI'"

(I) trans. place, put down;
(2) intrans. endure; adj. en
during, durable.

o(properly 'h) sIr thing, concern.
I

JJoJt

r~.c-.. stp choose ~ noun, r~}:::
stpw the choicest, best.
tid be stable; ~ dd(t) durability,

I I I

~ ~ r/.I palace.

W::

'}0 ~/.Irw period, space.
0.}0.1 twt (mase.) statue, image.

stability.

r~~ sri make great, magnify.
rrkWl:;: slJn! make prominent, pro

-

+

mote.

wn being: in the phrase n wn
mlf in true being, truly.

~ Q 4/Jr1 signet-ring.

r8,.lt VsomlJ-i6 amusement, lit. dis
traction of heart.

~ 'V IwM6 joy, lit. expansion of heart.

c:!..
0. 'VI IJrt-ib

desire, wish; lit. what
belongs to the heart.

dominion, lordship: an old word,
occurring only in formulae.
1

I

5l 'V:' ~ inw tribute, gifts.

flourish; adj. flourishing.

WJS

st-/.Ir charge, care; lit. place
of the face.

~} wrrw privacy.

}~~ rwd (orig. rwd) be hard,

1

r

IiU
0.

3

sdll (reading not quite certain)
precious thing, treasure.
til estate, domain; 61k 11 pr dl or
61k 11 tit servant of the estate,
Hegeman. 1

~ Qr the god Horus.

See GARD. Si". p. 7'/, D.

3.
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§ 181
I E6. '3, I. Sim. ,.6.
34,13; PIllS. B t, 110.

J .S". S. 33.
Sim. Ad",. 16, I.

103.

s Po 11."1111. 36, 36.

, A:z. 69, 30,

16.

Exerc. XIV
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E X ERe I S E XIV
(a) Reading lesson .. extract from a biographical i1tscriptioll

of Dyn. XI: 1

(N.B. The interlinear transliteration and translation are henceforth replaced by
a division into sentences designed to show the structure of the passage studied.
Students should, at least in the early stages of their reading, always write out the
original texts which they study, paying special attention to good writing; an
arrangement such as is here offered will be found conducive to a clear understanding
of the Egyptian.)

q}::'}~1~L:,

iw ir·n·(i) r!zrw rl m rllpwt

!J"':"C7~lf-~C~j~J
nnl=c
n!\ Jl9 I
_c:>c'"--

isi II pn lJr st-!zr/,

'i)'

bnll-r Jbw,
p!tl-r TI-wr 2 T n(i)

~<>~T

~}~~~-~

<>-l& fl)

.Or!zm nnb·(i) Ijr WJ!z-rnb,z-sw-bit SJ-Rr-'lntj,

si wi m blkj'lt 41f,

I_+J

lJr 'Pjn wn mJf.
iw srl'nj' wi,

~

sbnt·nj' st·(i),
di·nj wi m sl brl-ibj
m r!tj n wrrw,
s411 m-r.(i) lJr 4brt·(i)

~B,[=jL-:t~
.€!i) ~ -nl& ~ '"
"'~ I
u$J

~~~}-r:~

m stpw n 'Iifrt nbl

~~-L~Y~~~~}
~~C7-r·~'Y
~~~-Dgt:--

-

~

I

II

--

~v-.~

'"

inn/ 3 n!tm n nb· (i) m Smrw m TI m!zw,
m ssr nb 'It somb-ib,
m inw n II p'lt mi !pdf,
n sn4wj bt-bl II pn ;
innl 3 n !tm n nb· (i) m-r !zlpw !tryw'It sn4wjbl-bt blswl.
[Ip dIrI,

'" 0111

1 Brit. Mus. 614, 11. 3-6 ... YEA 17, 55.
t See § go. 3.
Ti-wr was the Egyptian name of the 'nome' or province of Abydus.

'I passed a long space of years under the Majesty of my lord, Horus
Enduring-of-Life, the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Son-of-Rec-Inyotef, while
this land was under his charge southwards to Elephantine and ending at This
of the Abydus nome, and while I was his liegeman under his command (lit.
head) in very truth. He exalted me, and promoted my place, and put me in
a position of his desire, in his palace of privacy, treasures being in my care
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under my seal of the best of every good (thing) which-used-to-be-brought to the
Majesty of my lord from Upper and Lower Egypt, consisting of every thing of
enjoyment and of the tribute of this entire land, owing to the fear of him
throughout this land; (also) which-used-to-be-brought to the Majesty of my lord
by the hand of the chieftains who are over the desert, owing to the fear of him
throughout the foreign lands.'

(0) Wr£te in ht"eroglyphs and in transliteralt'o11 :
(I) My lord gave to me my city as prince, he gave it to me as commander
of the army, by virtue of my being efficient in the heart of His Majesty.
(2) I give (use stim'lll) to thee al1life, stability and dominion, all health and all
joy with (or) me in exchange for this beautiful, flourishing, efficient monument.
(3) I caused my image to be made at this my southern boundary in order that
(lit. through love) ye might flourish on account of it and in order that ye might
fight on behalf of it. (4) I have paid attention to (rdi·n·i io·i ont) the house of my
lord; I have not been neglectful concerning his children, his cattle or anything
of his. (5) My office is more beautiful to-day than it was yesterday. (6) Thy
pyramid shall be in the midst of the pyramids of the Royal Children (msw 1lsw).

LESSO N XV
SUBORDINATE CLAUSES

§ 182. A part of a sentence which is equivalent to a noun, adjective or
adverb, while having a grammatical subject and predicate of its own, is called
a subordinate clause, or more specifically a noun clause, adjective
clause, or adverb clause.
I. Noun clauses. See below §§ 183-193.
2.

Adjective clauses, better known as relative clauses. See below §§ 195-204.

3.

Adverb clauses.

See below §§

2 10-223.

When a subordinate clause has nothing to distinguish it from a complete
sentence except its meaning and its syntactic function (e. g. the replacing of
a nominal object, § 69) it is called a virtual subordinate clause. Clauses
of this kind are more common in Egyptian than in English, though in English
they are by no means rare, exx. ' I know he does', • the day he met us'.
Other subordinate clauses are marked off as such by means of connecting
links like the relative adjective nty 'who, which, that' and the conjunctive
particle nit 'that '.
139
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§ 183

NOUN CLAUSES

§ 183. Noun clauses, or subordinate clauses which exercise the function
of nouns, remain as a rule without introduction (virtual noun clauses), but some
times are ushered in by a word for' that' (nit, Wtzt, § 187).
Verbal noun clauses, i. e. those which have a narrative verb-form as gram
matical predicate (§ 27), are commoner than non-verbal, for we shall see (§ 186)
that noun clauses with adverbial, nominal, or adjectival predicates were conformed
to the type of the verbal sentence by lise of the Aimf form of W1l1L 'be' or of the
adjective-verb; see already above §§ 118.143. 150.157.
'N e shall treat noun clauses from the standpoint of their function as syntactic
elements in the main clause, beginning with their use as object, already familiar
in the employment of stimj after rdi ' cause' (§ 70).

Peas. B I, 269.
Brit. Mus. 101,
horiz. 4, quo p. 169.
sTurin 1447; Cairo
20100, 4; Brit. Mus.
22J.
233; Louvre
C lSI.
4 Urk. iv. 36S, 14;
~oi, 3·
6 Silt. B 7.
1
I

• Sin. B IS.
7 Urk. iv. 198, 5-9.
7' Urk iv. 368, '4.
8 Silt. B I I 1. Sim.
LAC. TR. 35, 10;
AcM. p. 43.
o Siut I, 267.
10

Sm.

I,

25;

2, l~.

11 Louvre C 12,6.

§ 184. Sljm.f as object after certain verbs.- I. After some verbs like
:: rdi • cause' (§ 70) the stimj form has prospective meaning, i. e. points to an act
that mayor will occur in the future. Such verbs are l H WJ!t ' permit ',I ~}~ 'wrj
'command ',2 :::;~ mr 'wish ',3 ::: r!J 'know ',' ~=~ !Jmt 'think ',6 ~~ snrj
'fear ',6

rI~~ s!p ,

remember " • recollect', "'Ji'" ~

find a means " 'be able',
• place
in the heart ',' and the supposed imperative ~ ~}~~ SJW 'beware lest' (§ 338, 3).
Exx. -:-:t::.!.\.~.it!i.::ro rIJ·Jlf IJrp·i nf st he knew I should administer it for
him.,a

~

tid • say', 'think', besides the compound

&~

gll'l •

Ydi m ib 'determine', lit.

~::~\.jj"'=-[:it tid'1Zf (!t;! !tll(·i he said he would fight with me. S
~}itr~!~~itr.!.?Jft<:>I~

iW'i s!Jl'i spr'£ r ntr I used to remember that

I should draw nigh to the god. 9
~~~::~~::~~~ 11

gnzoni dgJi 1t *r/:twyiy he is unable to look (lit.

he does not find he may look) at his shoulders.lo

After the passives of the same verbs the sImi form naturally becomes
subject; see § 70 for an example with rdi.
Ex. ~:;!~ }~~(j==~~ 9'" -~MJ mk wti (§ 422, I) swrb·k PJ r-pr It Jbtiw
behold, it has been commanded that thou shouldst cleanse the temple of AbydusY
The above examples show that this use of stimf was common even when its
subject was identical with that of the main verb. Not infrequently, however, it
seemed unnecessary to repeat the subject, and in such cases the stimj was
regularly replaced by the infinitive. See below § 303, and compare English
, I wished to go' with ' I wished he would go' and • I wished I could go'.

After some verbs like 1: rlf 'know ',13 ~1.1. lltJJ' see', ~ ~ gm' find '.
the objective simi has not necessarily prospective meaning, but may refer to
the same time as the main verb (relative present time, § 155).
2.

IS

Urk. iv. 363, 6.
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§ 184

Exx. ~~=~~]?!~~gm'n's ir·tw 1ft onwf she found it (the noise) was
being made in it.l 'lr'lw is elliptic for ir·lw:f.
The heart of His Majesty was refreshed .......~~~~=.....ak~~;"7"1 n mil 01t1l'Sit
at seeing them row. 2
To negate the
employed, see § 347, I.
OBS.

14m:! form thus used as object the negative verb

1m

1

Westc. Il, 4. Siro.

UrN. iv. 751,
I

2.

Westc. 5, IS; 6,

2.

is

§ 185. Sf/mon.f as object of verbs.-This use is of rare occurrence;
the J(lm·nf form then refers to time anterior to that of the main verb (relaHve

past time, § 156).
Ex. q-=-~~,,==~::: ir gm·k {s'n-f if thou findest it (the stomach) has
become constricted, lit. has tied. S
§ 186. Virtual noun clauses with adjectival, adverbial or nominal
predicate as object of verbs.-After the verbs quoted in § 184 the con
struction is the same as after rdi 'cause'. I. Thus in noun clauses with adjectival
predicate the stimf form of the adjective-verb replaces the adjective itself (§ 143).
Exx. ~-~..:...~::it mrn !emf /fnn·i His Majesty saw that I was brave}
Q~Q~-~~~:::~~U~~/~ ist gm'n !em·i nfr wrl skI Jrt ]0, My Majesty
had found that the cultivation of barley was very good. s

Similarly, in noun clauses with adverbial predicate the stimf form of Wlzn
I exist', 'be' is employed, since iw cannot stand in this position (§ I 18, end).
Ex. ::;::::~it~~}.o mr·nfwn·i m Mldw he desired me to be in MedamCtd. 8
3. Noun clauses with lzominal predicate could doubtless also be expressed
in the same way, use being made of the m of predication (§§ 38. 125); but instances
also occur where the object consists of the construction with pw.
Ex. ~~'il'I"}.lM.a}. gm·'l·i !efiw Pw I found it was a snake.'
So too the type of sentence introduced by the independent pronoun (§ 125)
is found as the object of .rtJ.
Ex.
rtJ·nn·sn (read rtJ·n·sn) ink nb·sn they know I am their
]ord.·
2.

8 Eb. 40, 19. Sim.
ib. 39, 13·

4 UrN. iv. 9, 16;
sim. ib. iv. 892, 6.
After
Sin. B 76.
107; UrN. iv. 363, 6 ;
Berl. AI. ii. p. 36,
quo § 88, 2; after pty,
Siut I, 220; after JII,
P. Ka". 7. 31.
5 UrN. iv. 747, 9.
Sim. after fll/I, Sin.
B loS; after my, Pt.
398.
I Cairo 20712, a 10.
Sim. UrN. iv. 341, 8.

re,

7 SA. S. 61.
Sim.
after 10 • suppose" ib.
58.

:I==.g.C7=

§ 187. Use of :: ntt and 1&.-;: wnt for 'that'. - The particle :: nit
(§ 237) and the much rarer 1&.:- wnl (§ 233) are occasionally used for' that' after
verbs of see£ng and knowing.
Exx. -;~}.=~~- rtJ·kwi nit !elp! !er·s I knew that he would be pleased
on account of it. 9
~-==Q-=-~-=-IiC7

............ 'i'~2;:;.:~Q~ rtJ·n·{n nit ir sr nb . .... It

nrim·n nf bltJl im ye know that as to every prince . . . . . reversal thereof is not
pleasant to him.lo
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• Urk. iv. 346,3-6.

• UrN. iv. 835; sim.
ib. 593; 5, quo § 45 2 ,
2; with Jrjm.n{, Sin.
BI81;JEA 16,19. I.

It

ib.

S;utI,3 10• Sim.
280-1.

§ 187
1 NAV. 148, 22.
After "~J Urk. iv. 364,
2.

Ikkern. 9.

I

Sim•

.'1,'/1. H315.

S Crk. iv. II IJ, u.
Sim. Desir. 85, nt)'
1",1 for nft fvl.
I. A:Z. 58, 29*. f'or
a further development
of this constnlction see
p. 253, n. lIa.

• Sn. S. 153. So
too ~/r.", ;b. 130.166;
P.Pet.1l16H,I. Sim.
after IJpr",-r.f,LelJ.lo.
Some regard IJlr and
blr." in such cases as
impersonal.
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He brought the book .... ~~" __=~~}~o}=~~ /Jft mlli 1111
rJ when he saw that it was a great secret.l
::~~~~:-':::~~~9Tc;;>O sirn !zm·iwlI,t me irtyiY st 1tb !zr-Yw·k My Majesty
perceived that there was none who would do it except thee. 2
The examples show that ntt and Wftt may introduce both verbal and non
verbal clauses. As stated in § 44, 2, a dependent pronoun may on occasion be
attached directly to 'Ittt, and the same is true of wnt.
Exx. !.~Q:::-9g-tiq7 /Jr mJ·tw ult st !zr /Jtm 'It sr iry one shall see that
it is provided with the seal of the proper official. 3
<>;:y~~~-[:c;;>O r r!Jt St/J W1Zt sn !znr·k until Seth knows that they are
with thee. 3a
str& pw

OBS. For a different type of construction (the pseudo-verbal construction) after
nit and W1tt, see below § 329. Note that after verbs of saying' that' is not 1Ztt but
r-nlt; on this and other phrases introducing the content of a speech see §§ 224-5.
Noun clauses introduced by nit may be preceded by a preposition, see § 223.

§ 188. Virtual noun clauses as subject.-The use of noun clauses as
subject is very much rarer than their use as object. I. We have already noted
(§§ 70. 184) that noun clauses may be employed as subject after the passives of
rdi ' cause' and similar verbs; other cases occur less frequently.
Ex. .iM~}'5f'=~<>J~":--'-;;~~'=:=:"! !Jpr is, iwd·k tw r st In, 1l I)
mrk iw pn it shall happen, when thou sunderest thyself from this place, never
shalt thou see this island more. 4
So too in the expression --'-;;'; n sp , never' sp appears to be the simi form
and takes another sr/mj form as its subject; see above § 106, below § 456.
Similarly a simi form may serve as subject after ir wdf' if (so and so) fails (to
take place)', lit. 'if it delay that ...... .'; see § 352.
On rare occasions the simi form is found after the phrases expressing
non-existence (§ 108).
Exx. .:::~~ ~'=r ~ 1en wn mwt·k !zr !JISt thou shalt never die (lit. it
does not exist that thou diest) in a foreign land. 5
--'-:!!'!.:-1o..a...~r~:-- n wnt /fd·i !zr r-pri I never slept because of his
temple, i.e. perhaps, I was constantly vigilant concerning it.s The time referred
to appears to be the past.
2.

5

Sin. B 197.

8

Urk.iv.363. Sim.
IH. iii. 75,

PIEHL,

past time.

OBS. It seems not improbable that nn ifjmj 'he will not hear' (§ 105, 2) is to
be explained in this way.

7

PI. 556. Sim. ib.

543; P. Kat.. 32, 12;
Adm. 3, 9. Without
·'lVY. Leb. 29; Weste.
9, 22; JEA 16, 19,

3-+

3. An adjective or adjective-verb may be predicate to a virtual noun clause
introduced by the sim..! form.
Exx. ~~}'~~j-q~j,- nfr·wy stint SJ It itj how good (it is) that
a son should hearken to his father.'
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§ 188

ir wr ddf SIl/ if it bleeds much, lit. if it-gives-blood is much.!
To be explained in the same way are the formulae of valediction in letters
.~~ C7it~ H n/r sim lib (rut; wil s/lb) • may the hearing of (my) lord (lit. that
the lord hears) be good' 2 and ~:::.t7~'= "fr sim·k · may thy hearing be good '.3
So too after n/r' pw with the meaning' there is (are) not " and possibly after
the nearly synonymous n/r 11; see below § 35 I.
4-=-~::::::-c.:,~,

§ 189. Virtual noun clauses as predicate with D} pw as subject.
V nder this head we have to deal with extensions of the constructions discussed
in §§ 128. 130.t
I. Sfjm.f pw.
This construction is not rare in glosses, where pw can best
be translated' this means'; compare in French c'est que.
Exx. I am Re c in his first appearances; }Ji:r_D}*}~~~'6- WbJlf pw
dwlW m IIJtf this means (lit. it is) that he arises of mornings in his horizon. 6
~-=-~'.r:~'O'<=>$.t.t~~r:::~2-tJ~ ir rwt nt !uty rwwf sw pw l.zr l1mdf
ilby as to • movement of the heart' this (phrase) means that it moves itself in his
left breast. 6
~-=-::J--~~'~-;""""'~ ir tidf ny, r1ZIJf pw if he says tty, this means he will
live,7
Elsewhere pw must be rendered' that is how ... .'
Ex. Jtl~<::::;:otitD}-~g IJpr l.z1mk pw n '/wnw that is how the /.z1l1lk-priest of
Heliopolis came into being. 8
Literary manuscripts often end with a colophon of the type ../l }-~~--<:>
~~gQ~~QQQ~~~ iwf pw, !ptf r P/.twyfy, mi gmyt m Ss.9 This doubtless
means: Here ends the book, and it has been copied, start to finish, from some
other old manuscript. Literally perhaps: this is it arrives, its front to its end,
like what was found in writing.
2. In rare cases pw after the stimf form simply serves to introduce the
logical subject, the construction being that of § 130.
Ex. =a~-&-;~~ rlf pw r!Js to slaughter is his joy, lit. is he rejoices. 1o
R!Js is the infinitive (§ 298).

§ 190. Other noun clauses wherepw serves as subject.-I. ~itD}
ink pw, etc. Pw is here inserted in a whole sentence beginning with the
independent pronoun' I " and has the meaning of French c'est que.
Ex. ~D}~ll\'-it~l\it ink pw sIJI·n·i mwt mwt·z I have been thinking
about (lit. it is I have recollected) the mother of my mother,u Answer to the
question' what has come to thy heart?'
With a noun in the place of ink.
Exx. 0~D}:::J::-~~ Rr pw tid·nf 1t lfr it so happened that Re( (lit. it is
Re c he) spoke to Horus.12
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I

Eb. 109, J 5.

F. Kah. 2" 1;
45.
S P. Kak. 28, ~. 6.
10. Sim. ib. 32, 16.
2

29,

2~.

• For 14m! as di
rectly juxtaposed pre
dicate (§ 125 end)
withont pw see the
exampleBH. i. '5,63.

& Urk. v. 6, 8. Sim.
ib. 6, 15; 10, 5; 23,
15·
& Eb. 101, 12. Sim.
ib. 100, 14, qu. § 347,
2; 102,15.

T

Eb. 97,13. Sim.

ib. 97, 14. 15.

• ;iZ. 57, 5*. Sim.
ib·4*·
9 Sh.S.186-7. Sim.
Silt. B 31I ; Leb. 154
5; Pt. 645-6. Short
ened, P.Kah. '" 27.

10 Peas. B I, li6.
Sim. Sin. B 60.

II Urk. iv. 27, 14.
Sim. ib. 364, 16.

12 A'Z.58,16*. Sim.
ib. 57,4*; 58, 18*.
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1 Eo. 103, 9. Sim.
ib. 103,6 (PI pw 111/).
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If he has pain in his neck ..... thou shalt say concerning it: 'i'~-:J, ~ ,_-0
~lj~lI.....tttt~-r~~~~ nI pw n mlw n 1zlfbti lSP·,t·Sf/, mrt it is (because) the
vessels of his neck have caugh t an illness. l
Similarly with other forms of verbal predicate not yet discussed, see below
§§ 325. 332 end. This construction is specially appropriate to the begz'nnt"ngs o
narratives and the answers to questio1ts.
2. :-~

2

Eb. 99. 5.

I Sm. I. 7. where
Eo. 99. 4 has ",Nttt
• because'. Sin. B I 26
is obscure. In R hind
.4. 6 nl pw replaces
mitt pw of ib. I. 5;
these formulae may be
rendered respectively
'that is it' (scil. the
answer) and • that is
the number in ques
tion '. lit•• the equiva

lent '.

4

See GUNNinJEA.

35,21 ft.
• Urk. iv. IS. Sim.

ib. 280. 13: Buhm.52.
I ANTHES. 24. 8.

Sim. ib. 24, 3 (wgJ.sn);
DE BUCK, iii. 262, k
(~r:f).
•
7 Eb. 97, 13. Sim.
P. Ram. .IV, C 17.

nt pw is possibly equivalent to ntt pw • it is the fact that' and seems
to correspond roughly to our use of i. e. = id est =' that is to say'.
Exx. :-~ ij~~'6-r;:-:J,~ ,7~~ nt pw mdwi !Jnt mtw nw rt nbt that is, i
(the heart) speaks out of the vessels of every member.2

--:~:J<:-~t~I;i)~.il~'<i nt pw mtwi m!tl m st ib that is, its (the heart's)
vessels are in the back of the head and in the place of the heart. 3
The view of this construction here taken is the more probable since ..i:- &
in nt pw once occurs with a fairly clear interrogative sense' Is it the case that?
See below § 494, 3.

§ 191. The sgm-i form serving as a genitive. Note that here, as after
prepositions (§ 155. towards end) the sdmj fonn may often be best translated by
the English gerund (' his hearing ').
I. Appended as a direct genitive (§ 85. J\) to a noun expressing time. 4
Exx. ~Tff7~~~"::'11li Mllw rllpt ~fjlike Min (in the) year of his coming'.5
,g,it til -:- e~ r<fJY-)\.}] r illk ,r;rt !Jl1rt·s hrw rlp·s I was its (my town's) stronghold
(on the) day (that) it fought. 6
~~~= ~~~it~mr r4)~ ky siJ !ird hrw mss·/wj Another (way to) know
about a child (on the) day it is born. 7

OBS. That the verb-form was felt as a genitive is indicated by the analogy of the
construction under 'Z below, and by similarities in the Semitic languages.

After the genitival adjective (§ 85. B). See further below, §§ 44 2 ,5; 45 2 , 5·
Often best translated by an English adjective (relative) clause.
Exx. ~~r::--tttt~~ !Jt nbt lIfrt ltt ssp ~mf all good things which His
Majesty received. Or, all good things of H is Majesty's receiving. 8
)d~''=' -~'='~~ m !tWIl·k 1l w/l·k i11lf in thy youthful vigour in which
thou wast. 9 Lit. in thy youth of thou-wast-in-it.
Or else it may correspond to an English clause of time or place.
Exx. ~f0-~~ tr It wnn·k so long as thou livest, lit. the time of thou
.shalt-be. 10
=>J}-~::~~-- r bw 1l wnn·k i11lf to the place where thou shalt dwell,
lit. of thou-shalt-be-in-it,u
Elsewhere the relation to the antecedent noun is less easily defined.
2.

8 Urk. iv. 707. Sim.
ib. SIS,S; 75S, 16.

9

UrR. iv. 497. 10.

10 PI. 186. Sim. ib.
481. 6'4; P. Kak: 2,
19iJEA. 39, PI. 2, 5·
11

Paker;

~.
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Exx. ;o~-+Ii~-~\lii..! sp j>w n !Jsftw
(lit. of) one's punishing this D~utnakhte? 12

1t

§ 191

l)lzwtY-ll!Jt pn is it a case for

~l!.nli:-~l~a:~:+~ m lzr(yt) nt m!Jlf sw through dread of his equalling
him,13
The virtual noun clauses thus introduced are mostly short a and attached to
words like hrw, tr, sp with which a genitive is usual.

n Peas.

B 1,46-7.

IS

Sin. B I a4.

If

Longer examples,

BUDGE, 52,4-6; 71,9.

When expression of the subject of the subordinate verb is superfluous, the
infinitive may take the place of the stim:/form, see § 305 and compare § 184, I, end.

stim.n.l form

after the genitival adjective.-The sim·nf
form is similarly used when the reference is to relative past time, but this
construction is of very rare occurrence.
Ex. J;J+J-i"::~-:::: ink'1Zsw It sbpr·nf, sl-mr! n ir·nf nf I am
a king whom (lit. of) he bred up, a son-who-Ioves 2a whom (lit. of) he made for
himself.3

§ 192. The

2. For the active
meaning see Pyr.
1130 •

a UrN. iv. 812, 8-9
completed by ib. 80 7,

7-8• Sim. ;b.67I, 3.

§ 193. Noun clauses in other positions.-Other uses of noun clauses
are more conveniently classified elsewhere. Thus the employment of simI.
stim·nf, etc. to introduce virtual noun clauses after prepositions (above §§ 154-7)
will be treated under the head of adverb clauses, the preposition being regarded
as inside the subordinate clause, instead of, as hitherto, outside it (§§ 210, 2;
222); and similarly when the preposition is followed by ntt (§ 223). Again,
virtual adverb clauses (§§ 2 I O. 2 I 2-22 1) might be taken as noun clauses used
ad'lerbially, since the noun itself has a corresponding adverbial use (§ 88, I).
Lastly, virtual relative clauses (§ 195, I) might, if it had suited our general
scheme of classification, have been regarded as virtual noun clauses in apposition.

§ 194. Idiomatic phrases used as nouns.-A peculiarity of Egyptian
is its fondness for semi-proverbial sentences or phrases which are used as nouns;
cf. English' a ne'er-do-well'.
Ex. f;:t~,-LJ~@~ru~Qq:&~:-'i rn!Jt n Kmt m hlJ'·i-in·tw-n·i the corn
of Egypt is common property.·
The m here employed seems to be the m of predication, and the phrase
translated' common property' means literally' I go down and there is brought
to me'. So too ~.Il ru l\~ pr-hlf 'he goes and comes' IS means a 'popular
resort'; .Il}-:::~ -- iwf...rlf' he comes and grows' means a man who rises in
rank, as one might say 'a creselt eundo';6 q}m~~ iw-ms "but there is', T var.
qm~ ~, 8 means a statement to which exception can be taken, an 'untruth' or
'misstatement '. So too proper names, ex. q~'i 'lwf-n·i ' He-is-mine', name
145
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• Adm. 6, 9. Sim.
ib. 10.3.
D Adm.6, Il; Urk.
iv. 387. 13.
I Brit. Mus. 574;
Leyd. V 4, 5; cf. also
SJJ:f-Ir:f' a he-knows
and-does', ib.6;!Jpr:f
It:f 'a he-grows-and.
seizes " JEA 3 2 , 55,
n. v.
T Sill. B 37; Urk.

iV.776, 10; 808,13;
973, II.
I Berl. ill. i. p.
258, 1+
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§ 184

:;:::e

I CHASS.
100;

Ass.p.

LAC. TN. 78,

15. See too Pyr. 412,
quo § .... 2, 4.

• Sin. R

10

(re

stored).
I Leb. 119. Similar
phrases Siu! 3, 24;

AZ. 34. 39, n. 6.

of a man,
Mrr-J-irr1' Whenever-he-wills-he-does', name of the grea
god of primordial times. l
Non-verbal expressions of a similar character are also to be found:
Exx.1..qQ°rt,',~'fr> .d'::>j snyt m Ip-!}r-mlst the courtiers were head-on-Iap
i. e. in mourning. 1I
T.C7~r~!.} 7 s nb m !}r-m-lJ,rw every man is face-downcast, i.e. abashed.
In both these examples the subject is followed by the m of predication (§ 38)

VOCABULARY

l ~J il var. ill}sb count, reckon.
@

0

~ lp"ls take pleasure, have
enjoyment.

-=

~ )'°rj..ll swtwt walk about.

JJf2 =: s~"" refresh oneself.

m~;:

var. m~~ g/(w) be nar
row, deprived of (m).

~l~ rid!} shut in, confine.

Je~

word).

;:;:01zkt sycamore, tree.
~ f 0 tr time, season, period.
C!::::I

~Ll

--n

- Jt=

~ 0 ~- nw water (a rather selec

Q~l~ i1t!} surround, enclose.

h

~~t'i:~ Sr!}n Sharuhen, a
place in Palestine.

rbr boasting, exaggeration.

~ <::::::::7 mJf edge, brink.

le

~ ~). ~ Kjliw a Mediterranea

land, probably Crete, and it
people.

mr!}1 oil.

~,~~~~; lpt-swt

~ IJnt (for IJnrt) prison.

6 ~~~;

(fa mdw to be recited, lit. to say

words, as heading (§ 306, I).

o-Il I

~

~ Q~ ami town, habitation.

I

lJ,nmt well, cistern.

Most-select-of

Places, name of the temple o
Karnak at Thebes.

EX E RC I S E XV

(a) Reaaing lesso,,,: filnerary wiskes jrom a Tke!Jan noble's tomb (Dyn

XVIIJ):l

n

l}a mdw :
[lJrw
imy-r pr I}sb (§ 353) I!}I, sl 'lmn-m-!}II, mJ

swtwt·k r mrr·k (§ 444, 3)
Ifr mJf njr n l·k,
1

Tk. T. S. i. 27.
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tJntS ib·k m mnw·k,
_CD =
='
slf/Jlrk lJr nhwt·k,
-;JJt2=-!.l m:OOO='

Exerc. XV

Qa'O'~E!l

='~ooo

c!", '0' I ' " ;;:"'

c:. 0 ='~

=

0"--.

=

!ztp i/rk m nw

=

'" '5i7f Ll 6 0
c:.
_ ~
"" ='

~ _LJ

m-llnw llnmt irt·n·k (§ 382),
r n!z!z !zn r tit.

<>j0j21::3
1

Orig. wrongly

~

through misinterpretation of <> in the hieratic draft as

Q.

I

A common abbreviation.

'Recitation. 0 steward who-keeps-count-of the fields, scribe AmenemQ,et,
true of voice. Mayst thou walk according as thou desirest on the beautiful
edge of thy pool. May thy heart take delight in thy monument. Mayst thou
refresh thyself beneath thy trees, and thy heart be appeased with water from
the cistern which-thou-hast made-for ever and ever.'
(b) Transl£terate and translate:

(1)

~}~~--'h!~~I~~~~~~MWMl57t~~~}~l~

--~. I 0 ~0;:::::7
~ <:::>}: I Q I Q

~ O· LJ
I . '>.?>-'\l'V - - . € 3 J
~
1\_
}~ ~~ ~®Q \! ~, , ,~}~_l\-D ~~,
1

MWM

Q

I I

~~-~~I11~~}~~I~ffi~~~1\y}-f';'1\~~
~~\ ~ ~ Cfi~ 'iJl @. 'if 0 n""C..RQ
(3) ~~

~~=~

(2) <:::>.It .J1 Jr~ ~ I,

I

,<:::>JJ I

I

,I', , , -<:::>"'iJ

~999 ~: LJ .J1 ~ LlC/l)On n ® ~1'-Y.d••~~Cfi®=

I I I I'J I <:::>Cfi:Ji?s.J1

.J1}~~

(5)

~"II'<:::>Cfi

I n: I

( ) ~~ 0 I ~
4 __ Jr ll~~

~~~iD}~..A-~r-nJ~~~~J~~~iD}

~~~::..A-~::~}ffir~~~
(7)

_

(6)

~=~I~=~D}~~~'~I

~:::~~~);f~~~f.!:&=~
1

A feminine equivalent of snt!.

I

'How often '.

LESS 0 N XVI
RELATIVE CLAUSES

§ 195. Relative clause, or Adjective clause, is the name given to that
kind of subordinate clause (§ 182) which is equivalent to an adjective. A
relative clause can, like an adjective, be used either as epithet or as noun; when
used as an epithet, the noun or pronoun to which it is attached is called the
antecedent; when used as a noun, the antecedent is inherent latently in the
relative clause itself.
147
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Egyptian relative clauses fall into two groups: I. virtual relative clauses,
i.e. groups of words resembling main clauses simply juxtaposed to their ante
cedents (if any), a construction comparable to the apposition of one noun to
another (see § 193, end); 2. clauses introduced by a word which is adjectival in
form and agrees with the antecedent in number and gender. The latter class
subdivides into: 2 a. clauses introduced by the relative adjective nty (§ 199)
or by the negative relative adjective Iwty (§ 202); and 2/J. clauses intro
duced by the relative forms (§ 380), these last being extensions of the passive
participles which cannot be discussed until a later stage.
Egyptian shows close kinship with the Semitic languages in the fact that
its relative words, though able to indicate the gender and number of the
antecedent, a:-p. incapable of expressing their case or the manner of their
dependence upon the other members of the relative clause. Thus while
English can say' the man whom I saw', 'whose son I saw', 'in whom I trusted',
Egyptian must substitute 'who I saw him " 'who I saw his son', 'who I trusted
t"n ht"m '. The pronoun thus inserted in Egyptian relative clauses is called a
resumptive pronoun, a term which we have employed already in another
connection (§ 146). Occasionally an English relative adverb is represented by
an adverb in Egyptian, as in J}~i~J~ bw nty tzmf 1m 'the place where
His Majesty is', lit. 'the place wht"ch His Majesty is there'; in this case im
•there' is called a resumptive adverb.
In any clause which the beginner suspects of being relative, he should
make a practice of looking first of all for the resumptive word. This found,
he will know whether to translate' who' or 'whose' or • to whom' or 'where',
etc., and with this knowledge he will find that the other members of the clause
quickly fall into place.
OBS. English is apt to employ a relative clause to make some additional state
ment, ex. ' I saw John to-day, who (= and he) sent you his greetings '. This spurious
kind of relative clause is unknown to Egyptian.

1 lilJ. 51, 19. Sim.
SA. S. no-I i Sin.
B 286; RAintl62, 2.
With ellipse of the re
sumptive suffix West(.

7,12-3·
I

lilJ. 4', 50

§ 198. Virtual relative clauses.-When the antecedent is undfjined in
meaning (exx. ' a man', 'men '), almost any kind of sentence may be joined to it
without introduction with the sense of an English relative clause. Examples of
different types follow.
I. Non-verbal:
Exx. i;"t~, ~ ,~i\I.J~"- s S~dJt In n!zbt1 a man on whose neck are swellings,
lit. a man, swellings are on his neck. l
".!\\~~~~~t.J~q~.!~~.!. slJry §nr mgs1 11/Jy, iw1 lJr

drw1a man

having a hardness in his left side, which is under his ribs, lit. it is under his flank. 1I
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r~~'i~)~!~:::o~~~

til·n·im

ws~t,

§ 198

nn lzmw·j I crossed in a barge

which had no rudder, lit. not (was) a rudder of it.l
Q~'§"~l-iftft Q"I"::~'-

iw wn ntis, l)di rnf there is a commoner whose

name is Djedi, lit. Djedi is his name. 2
m~!...,'t;'~l-"'l\'-

mstir ntis stimf an ear whose hearing is poor, lit. poor

is its hearing. 8

j4 ~ ~T~::::::~e~~ Ipss pw 'I nf ot he was a wealthy man who had great
possessions, lit. great to him were possessions."
2.

1 Sm. B 13. Sim.
i/). B .n; Peas. HI,

190-1•

• Wesle. 7, 1. Sim.
U. 9, 5; has. R39
40
s E/). 91, 2. Sim.
HtllrSt., I+

PoP,I. 1I16B, 10.

Verbal:

Exx. m~!."'~=lfl~o mstir dif mw
discharge, lit. it gives a foul water. II
iQi:+~~::~\P, ~ I~;;;:O

fruit of the

!tWI

an ear which emits an offensive

mi s wnm'ni klW nw nlzt like a man who has eaten

sycamore. s

lJJI~.Joo.-:-~!.':::1I1

• E/). 91, g. Sim.
ill. 30, 1 (p.fW.f);
49.7. 8; 51, 16; Le/).
131; Wlste. 7, I.
I E/). 102, 2. Siro.
i/). 105, 16.

lut pw, n ir·lw·s tir IJltz it is a work which (lit. it) had

not been made since antiquity.'

Uri. iv. 57. Sim.
Peas. B I,
174; Uri. v.178,10.
7

"":?~'il'J;)lIUl.D)Q.!.~~q~ ptZ'11A

!z/1W pw,

Sm. B 58;

iwf m iit I found it was

a snake that (lit. it) was coming. Here the reI. clause is only partly verbal,
see§33 1•
For the old perfective in virtual relative clauses see below § 317.
8

8 S'\.S.61-2. Sim••
with ~rTin(. see be
low § 32g.

§ 197. It but rarely happens that virtual relative clauses of this kind are
used as nouns, i. e. lack an expressed antecedent.
Ex. ..a=~:J~~~~~}'~~ in·n·£ mtz 60 m lW'sn I brought some (trunks)
60 cubits in length, lit. I brought, sixty cubits (are) in their length. 9
In the following examples, the relative clause is used as nominal predicate.
~~::.~m~~~ ink mr-f nfrt, mstii tiwl I am one who (lit. he) loves good
and hates evil.lo
~Q::D)'§e:

soprf pw wnntyfy he is one who Qit. he) brings into exist

ence him who is to be.l l
The construction of the example last quoted must be carefully distinguished
from the stimfpw of § 189.

• Uri. iv. 535, with
the numeral and S1dIiz
reIItored.

II Brit. M.... 159 ;
6141 8. Sim. U. 1059
See GuNK, SlJuiils, p.

60, no. II ; and ct. also

the e][pRSo>ion

rI.' quo t 194

"":f

ii Cairo 20538, ii.

cl50

§ 198. Occasionally an unintroduced relative clause is found after an ante
cedent which is defined in meaning, ex. llu man.
Non-verbal, perhaps always in connexion with personal names:
Ex. ~q\)~.~iq~.!.r"~7A~l\.1oI~, Qri Sl Snfrw, iti lzrsn-nwl"l,pmw
Hori's son Snofru, whose (lit. his) father is on the second (register?) of the
troops.12
I.

149
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P. Ka.\. 9,

2.

Sim. Hamm. 43, 12;
S,IHikA", top. 4; Urk.
iv,6, II.
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Verbal (very rare) :
Ex. ~}~D}~~rl.d~~~~~1 71?~!'l}q~-- hrw pwy slelm·lw 1Jftyw nw
no-r-fjr imf that day on which (lit. in it) the enemies of the lord of the universe
were destroyed. l
2.

1 Urk. v. 12, 5-6.
Sim. T". T. S. i. p 56
("rwmSol,.(w.klm:/) ;
It seems unlikely that
these passive verbs are
relative forms, see
§ 388.

§ 199. The relative adjective:: nty.-Of greater importance are the
relative clauses introduced by the relative adjective nty, which is normally used
when the antecedent is defined in meaning, though sporadic instances also occur
of its employment when the antecedent is undefined, ex.
s nly !J,r sl
'a man who has a lump (?) '.11
We have seen (§ 191) that the equivalent of an English relative clause is
sometimes produced by placing the simf form after the genitival adjective n
(ny). The relative adjective:: nty is nothing more than an extension of the
genitival adjective formed by the addition of :y (§ 79) to its feminine 1ll, cf. late
tply 'chief' beside tjJy from tp 'head', 'upon '.3
The relative adjective agrees in number and gender with the antecedent,
whether implied or expressed, in the following forms: m. sing. :: uly, f. sing.
and plur.:: nt!, m. plur. 7~' ntyw, var. 7}!.4 When the antecedent is ex
pressed, however, nty is often found in place of ntyw, ex. r<::>}IiI~,::~-- srw
nty r-gsf 'the officials who were at his side '.5 Later, nly appears to become
invariable, ex. ::-=~~l:~ nnn nly (for nit) n wr no m ttl n t1Jnw 'what
belongs to each one of these obelisks '.6 An archaic writing of m. sing. nty
occasionally found in Middle Egyptian is 7 nl(y). 7
Nty may be used either as epithet or as noun, i. e. without separately
expressed antecedent. In the latter case it may be followed by the adjective
no 'all', 'every', so as to yield the meaning' everyone who', 'anyone who',
• whoever', or 'everything which', whatever'.
Exx. ~~Erl}.o..!. nty no rnf IJr wi pn everyone whose name is on
this stela. 8
~~QQic? ..... l::::~q~-- plJ'·i pr . .. ~nr ntt not imf my house .••
together with whatever is in it.9
If special emphasis is to be laid on the relative clause, the m of predication
may be placed before the relative adjective on the principle explained and
illustrated in § 96, 2.
Ex. q<::>~ ~~mJ}.Il ~7....... ~~ :::-:XJ-l? ir sf no h{/)bw lily . ••..
m my ntt st leas as for any writings which the vizier sends ..... being writings
(lit. as) which are not covered {i. e. signed and sealed).lo

Tt::!.:;

2

Eo.

S

See PSBA.

93, r. Sim.
ib. 89, 20; 102, 16;
Sz'II. B34. quo S 200,1 ;
SII. S. 51. lIS, quo
§ 200, I, end.

33,

?o7·

• Homm. 191,8.

5

Fear. B

Sim. T.

I,

43.

Ca~n. 2.

Urk. iv. 747.
Brit. Mus. 614,
vert. 5; Tk. T. S. ii.
2l; LAC. Til. 6, 3;
10,9·
6

7

I

• Leyd. V 103. Sim.
Cairo 20057; Dend.
I { B. Cf. also PI nly
nb as in LE., Urk. iv.
690 ,4,

• P. Ka". II, 23.

Sim. Pr.

2,,,

10 Urk. iv. lIog.
Sim. i/J. logO, I2 as
read in Unto v. II5.

§ 200. Nty in relative clauses with adverbial predicate.-I. When
the subject of the relative clause is identlcal with the antecedent, it is not
specially expressed, being implicit in the relative adjective itself.
150
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§ 100

Exx. ~';Jj,",::~'Q~ lJnty{ nty m !ewt-nir his statue which is in the
I Siul 1, 2go.
temple. 1
t Vrl. iv. 1088.
iQ=<>~ m',/,tt r hp conformably with what is according to law.·
SilO. iIJ. 121, 14.
=~~£]~.';~'Q~l::-- rmi Kmt ntyw'm !enr1 people of Egypt who
I Sin. B 33-4.
were there with him.8
+":iiii'Q~ nsw ntyw 'm king of those who are there (yonder), i. e. the
dead; epithet of Osiris.'
• BuDGa,P'4,8,aWhen, however, the negative word follows the relative adjective, a pronoun
is inserted.
Ex. :::=:::~c~~o}e nn nil nn sl m-!Jnw-f there was nothing which was
I SA. S. 5t. liS'
not within it. a
Sim. lTrl. iv. 1109.
u. quo t 199. end.
2. When the subject of the relative clause is dflfwenl from the antecedent,
it must of course be expressed. The resumptive pronoun or adverb (§ 195) then
gives the clue as to how the relative adjeCtive is to be translated.
Exx. J}:;;"'Q~ 6w nty ntrw 1m the place where the gods are, lit. the
'Cair02048s. Sim.
place which the gods are there.e
Brit. Mus. 614, vert.
Westt. 8. S;
To be drunk J...::fA~~;:C;'- In nty mrl m !JI1 by him in whose body S;
PaAeri S. top register.
the pains are, lit. by him who the pains are in his body. 7
, 66.14,6.
q<>".!.:;;r,-~=~~ Ir nlr pn my !er1 m ism as to this god whose
face is (that of) a dog.' Note the m of predication.
• Url.v. 6" I.
If the subject of the relative clause be pronominal, usually a dependent
ea However, the
plurals are ambigu01ll
pronoun is employed. 8&
(§ 43).]''', see BUDGIE.
p. 260, 2-3 j III, iIJ.
Exx. It had been told to the king rn~:~.!.:;;}lt~'- ttr slm pn nty wi po I'..... 10.
lJr1 concerning this state in which I was, lit. which I (was) under it. 8
• S;". B 173-4'
10 Westt. g. 3-4
lO
I know J~:;;~cQ~ 6w nty st 1m the place where it iSo
II NAV. 99, EiDL
With the 2nd and 3rd pers. sing., however, the suffixes are generally 16.
used, and combine with the relative adjective in the forms ~ nlk,ll e: ntj,lI 14·II Berl1. ii. 19, I.
variants ::-=-,13 ';}'- (rare) 16 and :;;'-; 18 these forms seem, however, only to II Uri. v. IS6, I.
3S, :naoccur in the phrase J}e:Q~ 6w nlf (or & nlk) 1m 'the place where he is' or ItIl RIC.
BuDGIE. P. 491.
U.
'thou art'.
OBS. There could be no objection in theory to relative clauses with n'Y having
a nominal or adjectival predicate, but no examples are forthcoming. An example
with the 111 of predication is quoted above.

See Add. for § 200 A.
§ 10L Nty in relative clauses with ~dm.fand ~dm.n.f.-The relative
adjective is comparatively seldom followed by these verb-forms.
Exx. :::-=-Q'!'::~~~-=-Q~m I"o/·k(y) ipn nty mll·k Im·m these eyes of
thine with which thou seest, lit. which thou seest with them.18
D~~~1~6 ........ :;<>,ri=+} Pi I 1,t~/• ••••• nty rdi'"'' n·t,. sw the
bread and beer .••• which I have given (lit. which I have given it) to you.tT
lSI
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II BUDGIE,
10 (N.).

p. 191.

17 Siul I, ~g!l. Sim.
P. L~ 34S, recto,
G3. 14

§ 201

1 U,,".iv.330 • Sim.
E6. 48, I; Westc. 5,
II. With n frJm.n.f
(§ 417), Peas. B I,
316.
I E6. 47, 18. Sim.
;6.65, 14; Sk. S. 73;
Brit. Mus. 581, vert.
II; U..... iv. 75 1, 14.

I

u,./I. iv. 7i

Ann.

42, 10. Sim. ANTHES,
22, 18.

S& 1II1y wn for nly
wnn:f'who possesses'
Rev.d'Eg. V. 254. An
ex. of the negative nty
nn wn, see )fZ. 69,

28, II.
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Negative examples are rather more common.
Exx. ~==::-'-1.~g~= in'n'm nit 11, In·twmilyw·m they brought (things)
the likes of which had not been brought (before), lit. that which their likes had
not been brought.1
gq:: -'-L~.~ mi nty n mr! like one who has not been ill. 2
The last example shows that the subject of the relative clause is in this
case expressed, although identical with the antecedent; but it may happen that
the suffix of the srjmi form is omitted as obvious.
Ex. gQ.:t.A..~ mi ntyw n flpr (for flpr·m) as though they had never existed,
lit. like ones who have not come into being. s
The rarity of 1tty with a following verb-form is due to the fact that the
natural method of expressing the same meaning is provided by the participles
(§ 353), the sdmtyfy form (§ 363), and the relative forms derived from the passive
participles (§ 380). Nevertheless, we shall later have occasion to quote examples
in which nty is followed by the construction with the old perfective or with I.zr
(or r, § 332) + infinitive (rather common, see § 328), or again by the negatived
verb-form n srjmt! (§ 402).
OBS. Since lw cannot be used after nty in Middle Egyptian, the phrase lw w"
'there is' must be reduced simply to wn; for all example of nty wn, see above
§ 107,2.3& For the Late Egyptian use of iw after IIty, see below i 468,4.

t Sit41 I, 249. 349.
See too )fZ. 31, 8S,
n. 2.

§ 202. The negative relative adjective ~~ iwty.'-A common
word for' which not ... :, doubtless a nisbe adjective (§ 79) from the feminine of
an obsolete equivalent *iw surviving only in the O.E. negative particle q}-:
'that not .... :, cf. :: 'that' from:: 'which' (§ 237)~ Besides the archaic
writing ..A..1\,6 the Book of the Dead offers the variants ~~ Ity6a and, very rarely,
q~ i(W)ty.7 A form -:-}~ iwtw 8 also occurs, chiefly when there is no antecedent.
The fern. and plur. forms follow the model of nty and the other adjectives in :y.
The rare form :::~ II is a puzzle; it is more probably a writing of iwty
influenced by ::: nn than a separate negative adjective nnty.

10 BUDGE, p. 369,
8. Sim. i6. p. 340,
9; 37'.3·
11 Adm. 8, 2. Sim.
Brit. Mus. 581, vert.
9; U..... iv. 1078, 10.
Note in Mill. I, 6
lWIJl:fyas var. of lwty
n:/ of the Brooklyn
tablet, Mil. Masp. I
481; sim. lwty:f, U,.Ie.
iv. 9 1 9, S.

§ 203. Uses of ~~ iwty.- The negative relative adjective is used like
nty, only more rarely, and with a few additional employments. The corresponding
main clauses may be seen by substituting::: nn (or -'- n) for Iwty.
I. with adverbial predicate, not common.
Ex. &;}qq:-~}~!:::~~1o~!..- lit lwy (for twy) nt I~W iwlt s/fdw
I.zr·$ that mound of the blessed on which are none sailing, lit. which-not sailing
ones are on it.lo
Here belongs also the phrase ~~::i iwty nl' he who has nothing',l1 lit.
e who-not (things are) to him', the implied subject fit 'things' being left un
expressed.

4 See Az. 31, 82.
For the reading seethe
Sign-list under D 35.
S See )fZ. So, 113.

G

Ann. 5, 235, 17.

•• N A v. Einleittmg,
56. 62. 77. 84.

, Rec. 35, 223·
I Peas. BI,64. 122;
Pt. 169; Dend. II A.
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THE NEGATIVE RELATIVE ADJECTIVE lWTY

§ 203

The phrase ~:t.} i iwty sw has much the same sense as iwty nl just
mentioned, but is perhaps to be explained as meaning properly' a no one' on the
basis of a possible .::::t}' nn sw ' he does not exist' (§§ 44, 2; 108, 3).
Ex. &i"!~-~t}' it di·n·i I;t n iwty sw I gave things to the nonentity,
1 Cal. d. lIfoll. i.
.1. e. t he pauper. 1
177; Cairo 20537 ; ib.
20539, i. b -4: Urk. i v.
3. 'Iwty followed by noun + suffix denies possesst"on, like the similar sentences 48,
17·
with nn exemplified in § I 15.
Exx. ~7:::~~~~ milt iwlt sI·s a book without writing, lit. which not is
I Eo. 3D, 7. Sim.
writing of it. 2
S;uI I, 265; Louvre
C 1,11: Urk.iv.IOn,
~0.f\~~'J~-~~~~-- m tWIW n iwty gtl do not beg from (lit. to) him 8.
a Pt. 16-4. Sim.
who has no property. 3
Peas. B I, 64; Adm.
F or a further development of this construction with the infinitive, see § 307, 2. 8, 4· 5; 9, -4. S·
4. ~~ iwlt 'that which does not exist' in the common phrase =~~ nit
'Halllln. 113, 8;
iwlt 'that which exists and that which does not exist', i. e. everything. ol
1I4, 3: Sit" I, 234;
ce. Peas. R 97-8.
s. with following sim/, fairly frequent:
Exx. ~lI-~---~:=:-- iwty simi n dd !#/who does not listen to his
D Pt. 235.
Sim.
belly's prompting. 5
Urk. iv. 97, 8; 410,
959, IS: 97~ 14:
A lake ~~~te~~~~=Q+~~ iwlt sl;m·tw m mw imy·s of the water 6;
BUDGE, p. 313, 1-4.
whereof one cannot gain control, lit. which one does not gain control of the
• BUDGE, p. 373,6.
water that is in it. 6
Sim. Ann. 5, '35, Ij
8.
6. with following sim·n-/, not very common.
Ex. .J...},L;;.n-=I~,~~::iwt(y) Srjr'lt rmt Ipt 1"1 one on account of
7 Brit. Mus. rS9, tr.
whom no one spent the night disappointed. 7
Sim. .(fa,.fj.-418: Lou
7. Whether iwty can be used with the passive simi is very doubtful; see vre C 168, 3.
below § 424, 3 end.
2.

§ 204. Other equivalents of English relative clauses.-It will be
useful here to summarize various modes of expression which, while not con
stituting relative clauses from the Egyptian point of view, are often best
rendered as such in English.
I. the adjectives in :Y, especially when derived from prepositions, ex. imyw
bl/.z 'those who were aforetime " lit. 'those-being-in-front '. Note particularly
• U,.k. iv. tr6, I;
j}..!__ bw lfry-/, lit. 'the place being-under him', 8 which is identical in
892, 9. Sim. bw !!.",
meaning with bw ntf im the place where he is '. So also other adjectives, /J",:f, S67,3;bw!!.ry.k,
6J1,I.
ex.•-:- n/rt 'what is good " lit. • a good (thing)'; see § 96, I.
2. the emphatic epithet introduced by the m of predication (§ 96, 2), ex.
sl·tn m SJJ 'a son of yours who is wise', lit. • as a wise one '.
3. the original meaning of all participles (§§ 353 foIl.) and of the JrJmryfy
form (§ 363) was that of relative clauses in which the subject is identical with
C
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the antecedent. Exx. simyw •those who hear', lit. • hearing ones', mry 11b{
'one who is beloved of his lord', st/mty-/y •one who will hear'. This nile
applies also ultimately to the relative forms, on which see §§ 380 foIl.
Under this head fall also the participles of wnn •exist', which closely
correspond in their uses to the relative adjective nty; see below § 396.
4. As we have seen (§§ 191. 192), the genitival adjective 11- (1ry), when
followed by simi or sim·nf, may sometimes be translated as a relative clause,
ex.lJt nbt nfrt nt Isp ~m{'all good things which His Majesty received', lit. · of
His-Majesty-receives '. So too with the infinitive (§ 305), ex. sr~ n srim 1l/ ·a
noble who is to be listened to', lit. • a noble of listening to him '.

VOCABULARY

=

L1 ~--n~

~ ~..lJ. ii come.
5f'~ it, var. ~~, take away, seize.

*Jf, var.~~ ~,spew out.

~ dr drive out, crush.

.} ~ ~ wmt be thick; adj. thick, stout.

~~~LJ r-bnwryaudience-chamber.

~=~ wnopen.

<==:al1
<=> 01

L
Part
remedy, me d'Icament.

::~ mn remain, be established.

: : ~ mnw fortress.

~~
var. ~
\
Q"~
Q

a ~ ~ ~ hmsw sloth, lit. sitting.
_Jir',

mwt die; death.

I

~ ~~ mr be ill; adj. ill, painful.
<=>-
riJ ~ rhn lean, ~r upon.

r~ ..::::d'S(-J, s*r-tnlJ prisoner, lit. one
smitten living.

~}~ ifdw papyrus-roll, book.

r~~ =~ swi (old swr, § 279) drink.

rJ *~~
rJ

SOl

c=J> ~~ Iml nomad, foreigner.

teach, r concerning.

~ sno be healthy; n. health.

1H ~

Ips be noble;

I'

~

J 11

Go Geb, the earth-god.

~ --n hr r immediately, lit. on the

adj. noble;

I

~ rr~ !pssw riches.

I

.

hand.

E X E R CIS E XVI
(a) Transllterate and translate:
~~ =~ ~O I
~t:5~~~'Ci'
HI ~ -.A -- ~ --n--l
(I) L1 ~_.Jtl['n~ -- ~ __ 9l['~ <=>111<=>l[''C7a\\~"Ji7l OaULJ
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(3

=

1

=~nJ

-

(2)~~~ -O\\.,.A...~~I'

J]l

~ ~J]-

*1] jl=~o1]~
-<I>-

(3)

A/NMN\ \}..\\- ~ n ~ \}.. ~==.,.A... &'\1
-<1>-= - \}.. 9
J ~~..lt
j _~1I'=..lt1 I I::IT 1_ _ I - j I ru ~':2r=~

Exerc. XVI

~=
n\}..
(4) "l..lt

~}=~'~~~llir,71~LJ=~=~E5~J~~~~~,~,
A
n~A-~ \}..E:2
0 ~ - Q ~ 0 ~ e=
n-~9---LJOA
(5) ~<=>I'<=>"I=~':2r~1 I 1_/NMN\0\\1<=>~~0 I~I' J ~ I I 0"1
0

.,.A...Q ~ ~n<=> 1 ~Ll~ ---LJ~~n ~ ~ o\}..
(6) (3 9 ~~n.,.A...~
0\\
I<=>~ "I
1"0 ~
~
I'oo~..lt
~ IB..!FHo\\
<=> J] 9 I =
n
'=7 ~ ill J] 9 ""y,1 ~ =~.
y,~ ~ n
~ 1] II I I~
(7) "1=00 d ~[!]d'I1] I D~~~Jr'~ )! &1~I~I'O
NM'M

twNW\

-oo/WW'Mn~ nA==~=-~J ~nt~

(8) 6F=J~"I~"I"11 ::IT_~~~

~~

B"l

0.

(b) Wrlle In ht'eroglyphs and translt'teralion :
(I) I brought away the chief of this country as a prisoner, I seized all that
was in his town. (2) Those who were in the ship died. (3) The king's son gave
to me a house in which were riches without end; there was nothing which was
not therein. (4) He is, moreover, a god who has no equal; he is stout of heart,
one who does not allow sloth to assail his heart (lit. he does not place sloth behind
his heart). (5) I gave to him who had as to (lit. like) him who had not. (6) The
overseer of all that exists, Nakht, whose father is Sonb. (7) There is none who
knows 3 the place where he is. (8) He in whose heart is iniquity, his name
shall not remain upon earth. (9) The gods who are in Heliopolis are in festival,
when they see this great god in his bark.
1

Participles, 'one who knows', ' one who teaches', see § 204, 3.

I

'But', § 254.

• - :~

rIJ (participle).

1

A"z. 31,107; 50,

99·

10 P. Kall. 31, 5;
without det., L. Ie D.,
Cairo linen. 10.

L E S SON XVII

I

ADVERBS

§ 205. There are but few words in Egyptian which can be classified
specifically as adverbs. I. Such are, however, the following:
:::~:f;;:!!: r',1 rare var. ::~qq:f;;:!!: r.ry1& 'here'.
g-; min C to-day'; the reading smn has been proposed. x
7~~ r-sy, more rarely written <>~ ~~ rs-sy 3 'entirely', quite ',' after
negatives' at all '.5
m hO'r , 6 c:=>Jt,
m 10.. grw 7 rare var. <:::>.l!:D"
m;. 7& 'also" after negatives' further' , 'any
<=>
more'; 7b once at least,TC as in 0.E.,8 used enclitically like M.E. Jfr.grt (§ 255).
C

=~~ [n

C

JlZ. 58, u.

• GU.D. Si•. p. 153.

where?', whence?' (§ 503).
C

ISS
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• Ad",. 6. 5; Uri.
iv. 519t 8; 945. +

• S;.. R 21; E6.
37. 17; 75, 14; 9 1 •
16; Uri. iv. 115, ~ ;
1°74.3.
• P. KaA. 29. 42;
E6. 97, 15; P. Pel.
IJJ6 A, 91• 93.
, P.Pl't.lu6A,27;
Palleri 3; Tarllt.an i.
79, .... ; Qartml}ab 23·
,. P. Kat.. 31. 16;
Pt. 412.
7b Sin. B 230, 259;
flareml}ab 23. See too
JEA. 31, 35. n. u.
,. P.Pel.1 n6A,93.
• Exx. Uri. i. u5,
13; WEILL, Deer. 9.
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§ 205
Urk. iv.

1

776,

501,

3;

10.

Urk. iv. 835, 14;
Arm. 1°3,5.
I Eo. 100,10.
t LAC.TR'57,II.I3'
• Sm. 2, 22; 3, 13;
see PSBA. 40, 5; a
rare use, p. 258, n. 14.
s S4. S. 130; Eo.
105, 12; Sm. 2, 6.
.. 7 Bers4. i. 14, 3;
AZ. 69, 32, 22.
8 BR.. i. 25, 106-7.
·Pr.2,7·
10 Pt. 177. 1 79.43 2 •
11 S4. S. 1~5; £0.
37, I.
Ila Mill. ',9.
u Adm. 6, 4.
IS D. eI B. (Xl), i.
l4; Urk. iv. 607, 12.
14 Urk. iv. 768, 14;
966, 14·
16 Louvre C 3, 16.
'6 Eb. 37,9; 56,3.
16; 78, ....
11 Pt. 26o; Eo. 40,
8 j Urk. iv. 664, 17.
18 Pt.43 1•
19 LAC. TR. 19,4 j
Sin. B 186.
20 Adm. 4, 5.
21 Urk. iv. 656, ....
tt Pt. 591; lVeslc.
8,24·
is Peas. B I, 75-6;
Brit. Mus. 61 4, 4.
24 Leb. 154
21 Leb. 59; Peas.
E 1,4.
26 Leb. 82. 131.
27 P. Ka4. 5, 36;
E~. 22, 3.
28 Peas. R48; Hearst
2,6.
29 Pt. '77; Adm. p.
98.
so Peas. B " 25.
so. Coffins, G I T
3 16•
• 1. Sin: B 254.
.2 Brit. Mus. 614,
vert. 4; Urk.v.63,7.
820 Louvre C 174,
quo §375: POL. §6;,a.
IS P. Kah. n, 8.
54 P. Ka4. 6, 14.
IIIEb·37. 1 7; 56,9.
18 Louvre en, 17.
2

57 Eb. 20, 13; 66,
18; 97, 17·.
" Harmhab 20; Ku
ball
at Meir ii. 4.
40 Eb. 37, lOj . Brit.
Mus. 828.

9.

41

.

Sin. B 31 i.

There is also a series of adverbs connected with the simple prepositions, but
derived from the adjectives of § 79; probably all originally ended in -w or -i:
Q~ im (from ~ m) 'there', 'therein', 'thence', 'therewith '.
~ mm,l var. ~~"--JI 2 'therein', apparently a mere Dyn. XVI II variant of im.
~~Q my, var. g~ ...... mi,3 'likewise', 'accordingly'.·
-\\ ny, 'h
r " rlor (.)
t erelOr,
It , .~
[ : /;1l(,6 var. k~ 7 'therewith',' together with (them) '.
~} IJjtW,8 var. ~ !lft,B 'accordiI1gly '.
1!1::-}~ IJlttw,10 var. 11::- IJltt,l1 'before','earIier'.
!..: I1ry , having (it) " lit. 'under 'ya
e dr
<:>
 'at an end '.u
OBS. Here doubtless belong iry, Ir'ZIJ, and -imy found in special uses, § 113,

Z,

3.

Other .adverbs correspond to the compound prepositions, many originating,
like the latter, in the combination of a preposition with a noun. Only a few
examples need be quoted: ~I""=tl m bi(z 'formerly ',13 'in front'; a .!.c!f llr (zit
'formerly'; 15 ~;:.Il m IJt 'afterwards ';16
(zr Si 'subsequently', 'later' ; 17
IfQ~ tp im 'previously ',18
3. Any combination of preposition + noun constitutes an adverbial phrase,
and has been so treated in dealing with the sentences with adverbial predicate
(Lesson X). Some fixed and frequent expressions deserve special notice: ~g~
m milL' to-day' I. (beside simple min, above under I); ~ ~~ m sf' yesterday' ; 20
~ ~0 m dWI(w) • to-morrow' ; 21 ~g:~ m mitt' likewise' ; 22 - ~~~ n wn
m~ 'in reality'; IS -;0 n sp , at once', 'toge~her'; 24 -=-.!}F="I r (zrw 'up', lit.
'to above'·, ~ oc:>.Im.-;:"
r l.ntw 'out' lit 'to outside'· 26 ~-JJ~\\
hr rW'.,I'11 'imIml o.r
I
I Jt.
mediately', lit • upon the hands ',27 var. r7 (zr r; 28 !..7 tir r 'long ago ',29 This
is a mere arbitrary selection, which might perhaps have been bettered.
2.

r9

*

I"

,.

,

4. Adverbs derived from adjectival or verbal stems exhibit various forms.
Rarely they show the ending ow, exx. ::~}~ rlW ' greatly ',30 f~} mrw ' pain
fully '.30& .!J~}.o IJ.nmw 'in friendly fashion '.81 Much more frequently there is
no special ending, exx, • nfr 'happily ',82 'weU',82& ~~j; IS 'quickly',33 }!:l.ll wtij
'tardily' , 34 Iiok1\ r11 'often' ' 35 <
~ wr
'much'
For' very' the feminine ~Q
wrt is
=
> . 36
_
common.
5. Adjectival adverbs are also formed with the help of the preposition r:
<:>~T~ r mnIJ • thoroughly' ,37 <>Q~ r i;r 'exceedingly'; 38 <>f\"l T r 'Wlti
, vigorously' ; 39 -=-~ r (il 'greatly '.• 0
6. Reference was made in § 88 to the adverbial use of nouns. Some particu
larly common examples, besides the dates, are ~ tit 'eternally'; ::~ r( nb
'every day'. So too whole phrases such as ~--<>~~ (zitf,. P(zwyfy '(from)
its beginning to its end ',u
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§ 206. Syntax of adverbs.-Like adjectives, adverbs can be used either
attrilnetively or as predicates. Their use as predicates formed the theme of
Lesson X. As attributes (or epithets) they may qualify a vero or an m#re
smteJlce:
Exx. Q}2:::}~<=>7~ iw tn'?lJ wi lzrJ r r,t wrt he praised me for it
very greatly.l
~Q.Il'"ir0~~~~@ ii·n·i min m Qr-rlzl I have come to-day from Kher caQ.a. 2
Alternatively, an adverb may qualify an adJective:
Exx. r~:~>;::<=>!~ nfr wrt mil r lJt not it was very good to see (lit.
very good was to see) more than anything. s
.g.~it Q~J ~ ink ss i*r wrt I am a very excellent scribe"

Or else it may qualify a1tOther advero i this applies mainly to wrt ' very' as
used in the first example of this section.
More remarkable is the employment of adverbs to qualify noztns, an ern
ployment found in a restricted number of common phrases and modes of
expression i the phrases Ink im 'this thy humble servant', lit. 'the servant there',
nO-1'-dr 'lord of the universe', lit. 'lord to the end' (§ 100, I), and wr im ?to
, everyone thereof', have already been discussed in connection with the preposi
tions (§ 158).
We reserve for the next Lesson such sentence-adverbs as ~ ~~t smW1l
'probably', ~t kl 'then " which are usually classified as conjunctions.
§ 207. Comparative and superlative.-The adverb, like the adjective
(§ 9'1), shows no distinct forms for the degrees of comparison. The meaning of
the English adverb' more' is, as we have seen (§§ 50; 163, 7), conveyed by the
preposition <=> r. So too after a verb:
Ex. ~:::-!!lt }<=>Q+",,-;!f srNIA sw r imt-lzlt I made it greater than it was
formerly, lit. I made it great more than what-was-in-front. 5

The tag <=>!~ r ot not' more than anything' is common after adverbs, as
after adjectives. 6 Several examples of wrt' very' were quoted in the last section.
The same meaning could be produced by a repetition of the adverb, indicated in
'very
the writing by the signs ~ sp sn 'two times " 'twice' i exx. ~~
truly' ,. 7 ~
@rJlrsl 'very often'. 8
ill'lI

m" m"

§ 208. Position of the adverb.-For the position of advero£al predicates
in the sentence see above § 12 I.
The attr£outive adverb follows the particular word which it qualifies, see the
examples in § 206. If, however, it qualifies a whole sentence it may precede
this; for adverbs and adverbial phrases at the beginning of the sentence, either
introduced by ir or without introductory word, see §§ 148, 5; 149, 2.
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1 Brit. Mus, S~8.
Sim, Peas. B I, a5;
Lou\'re C la, 13. 17.
t BUDGB,p.4S3, 1+

• Ben". i. q, ...
Sim, ilJ. 14, I. 10.
t Louvre C I6i .
Sim, Sin. B 265-6;
Urk. iv. 227, 12; al's,

u.

• Urk. iv. 766, 6.
Sim. 767, 15.

• Benk. i. 14,4, 10j
Louvre C la, 13· 17.
, ltZ. 45, Pl. ,oj.
16.17·
• Ell. 40, IS; ..S,
11 ; 57, 4; with two
fold sp Sit, iii. 67, 7.
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1

Sin. B 149. Sim.

i".180;189;
Peas.
Ad",. 5,

l ;

B I,
after

In, Sin. B 161.
• Leb. 104-5' Sim.
Adm. ~, 7; 12, 5.

• E6. 104, 8. Sim.
i6. 107,7; Peas. B I,
261: I'Vestr.8, 16.
P A different view,
SAVE-SODERBERGH,

;ig. DenRm. u.
• Pt.;\I 7.

37 2 ; PI'. T,3.

Sim. ib.
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We shall see that, of the sentence-adverbs to be studied in the next Lesson,
some are regularly placed at the head of the sentence, while others cannot
occupy this place, but come as near to the beginning as possible; the latter are
called enclitics, see §§ 245-256. The adverb g-; min' to-day' shows a marked
tendency to be used as an enclitic, though sometimes it is found farther on In
the sentence.
Exx. Q~g-;~Q~ iw min ibf ir to-day is his heart appeased. 1
~:n~r-~g-;

cid·i n m min to whom shall I speak to-day? 2

§ 209. Negation of the adverb. --'-Q~ n is (§ 247,2) occurs sometimes with
the meaning • but not' before an adverb or adverbial phrase.
Ex. 7~~Q~~~--'-Q~~":ru,dinmf, n is wrthis skin is hard, but not very.3
After another negative word, n is must be translated' except' or 'unless ,.sa
Ex. ~l~:"'~"""'Q~<=>~o~=-'m !tnt, n is r llrt·k do not be greedy except as
regards thy own due. 4
I t seems likely that nn ' not' could be similarly employed, but no certain
instances are forthcoming.
ADVERB CLAUSES

§ 210. An adverb clause (§ 182) is any part of a sentence which, while
having a subject and predicate of its own, functions as an adverb. I n Egyptian,
adverb clauses fall into two c1asses, of which the second subdivides into two.
I. Virtual adverb clauses.
These have either no introductory particle
or only such a one as might occur, like is!, in a main clause; they have thus
the appearance of complete sentences simply juxtaposed, without link, to the
real main clause. There is a similar absolute use of nouns (§ 88, I), so that those
who wish may regard the virtual adverb clauses as noun clauses used absolutely
as adverbs; see above § 193.
2. Prepositional adverb clauses. Just as an adverbial phrase may
consist of preposition + noun (§ 28, I), so too an adverb clause may consist
of preposition + noun clause. But noun clauses, as we have seen (§ 183), are
either virtual, i. e. dispense with any special introductory particle, or else are
introduced by a word for' that '. Accordingly we obtain:
2 a. Prepositional adverb clauses without ntt.
These consist of
preposition + virtual noun clause, ex. ~4!1~- ttr simI' because he hears '.
2 b. Prepositional adverb clauses with ntt (or iwlt).
Ex. ~=.t1~-
ttr-nlt scimf' because he hears " lit. 'because of that he hears '.
The three varieties of Egyptian adverb clause thus resulting from our two
main classes will be discussed in tum.
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§ 211. Difficulties in connection with virtual adverb clauses in
Egyptian.-This topic was touched upon as far back as Lesson I I (§ 30). where
it was learnt that the verbal sentence won rr m pt might, in certain contexts,
correspond to English 'when (or if) the sun rises in the sky' or ' that the sun
may (or might) rise in the sky', and that the non-verbal sentencerr m pt might
correspond to English' when the sun is (or was) in the sky' or 'the sun being
in the sky', etc. Such virtual adverb clauses play an important part in Egyptian,
and our task in the next few sections will be to illustrate the range of English
meanings covered by them. By way of preface, we must caution the student
that there is here a serious risk of imputing to the Egyptian writers distinctions
which are, in fact, due only to the analysis of our English translations. It must
be remembered that in form the virtual adverb clauses are complete sentences,
and that what they say is simply (e. g.) 'sun rises in sky' and' sun in sky'. But
we must take care not to run into the opposite error of maintaining that, because
the Egyptians used one and the same form of words for (e.g.) 'the sun rises in
the sky' and' when the sun rises in the sky', therefore they did notfeel that the
first was a statement and the second a clause of time. Such a contention would
be absurd; broadly speaking, the Egyptian must have known as well as we do
the difference between an assertion and a temporal qualification; often, however,
he was content with leaving the matter to the discrimination of the listener,
where we should be at pains to convey our precise intention. This being so, we
are reduced to guessing at the meaning, and since we guess from the English
standpoint and not (except to a very limited extent) from the Egyptian, we are
apt to be mistaken, the more so, because an Egyptian virtual adverb clause may
often be translated in several different ways without materially altering the
sense of the passage as a whole.
Thus a difficulty in connection with virtual adverb clauses is that we frequently
cannot be sure that they were not felt as independent sentences. We have
only the precarious guidance of our English translations to help us to a decision,
and the additional difficulty now presents itself that formally independent
sentences in English are often virtually subordinate in Il)eaning; exx. 'you enter
the house (= if you enter), I leave it'; 'he had pinned his hopes on the meeting
(= since he had), therefore he was bitterly disappointed'. As a general rule,
when Egyptian statements which are ultimately subordinate in meaning are very
long, they may be presumed to have been felt as separate sentences; examples
will be found among the statements with rf and ist rf quoted in §§ 119, 2; 152.
We cannot, however, be confident that the Egyptian feeling in such cases was
identical with our own. To sum up, the boundary line between independent
sentences and virtual adverb clauses is, both in English and Egyptian, a shifting
and uncertain one.
159
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§ 212. Virtual clauses of time, with verbal predicate.-In this
common variety of adverb clause, the simi form refers to time identical with,
and the sim'n{ form to time anterior to, that of the main clause: a state of
affairs more briefly expressed by saying that simi has here relative present
time, and sim·n{ relative past time.

Like the adverbs of which they are the equivalent, such virtual clauses
of time may either follow or precede the main clause (§ 208). For the much
rarer case when the clause of time occurs parenthetically between elements
of the main clause, cf. the first example above in § 188, and see further below in
§ 50 7,6.
The following examples with s'm{ illustrate the cases where the main verb
is past, present, and future and where the adverb clause precedes or follows the
main clause.
Peas.R4[-2.Sim.
Urk. iv. 837, [3.
I

Siul3, [0. Sim.
Brit. Mus. 828, 4;
Sebekkhu 12-13.
I

• Berl. Ja.l. p. 257,

II. Sim. Sin. B 52-3;

Urk. iv. [9,6; 520, 3.
I,

II,I

• D.eIB. [[4' Sim.
Heddi'!. i. p. 258, 12,
quo Eleefe. XXX (I).

• Sh. S. 14-5.

• Mill. 1,5. Sim.
}Jam",. 191, 8; Sh. S.
153, quo § 188.

7

~

Urk. iv. 1°90.

T. Carn.

I"

11

~}eT~!..r=1~~=~~~~-Q~ '1 it wlJ, sir IJr mbz IJr rdit 1,·(i) iJw when
night came, he who spent the night upon the road gave me praise.2
'&l}.Ilcl~.t.~}~~~ p!zw p!z.twf, grw gr·tw attacking when he is
attacked, desisting when the enemy (lit. one) desists. 3

~:-"*"=":::~::Q~ '1~

IJnt·k, dd·!w n·k ilw when thou farest upstream,

praise is given to thee. 4
Q~}J~"='}:lQ~"='

II

!

~Q-O~\~i!..~~~--::;;iB~nM~it.!. tId·in J)lJwty-nlJl PIt, 11W{ rJW
sljty P1" then said this DjeQutnakht, when he saw the asses of this peasant. l

thou art addressed.

ilJ wJb·k, wld·tw·k so that thou mayst answer, when

5

~!..r=1"='~~~~:;;ZJ~

for thyself thine own heart.

sir·k, SIW 1z·k ib·k 's·£ when thou liest down, guard

6

Examples with s'nNz{have been quoted earlier (§ 67, end), but two will be
added here by way of contrast to the above, and in order to illustrate the position
either before or after the main clause.
~~t}:::;;~-~~~+}.!.~ /ul·k $W, rdi·n·k srim{ nJ kd(w)·k sw !zr·s
thou shalt punish him after thou hast caused him to hear that on account of
which thou punishest him. T
'tt0-;;Qi~iq~JqJ<:::7~

!ztj·n II, iw·i !zr{ ml wn 6ik when day had dawned,
I was upon him as though it were a falcon. 8
The adverb clause may be reinforced, and its meaning made more apparent,
by some particle or, to be more precise, sentence-adverb. Thus the enclitic ::::
if may serve, as we have seen (§ 152), to point forward to a main clause, so that
the clause which it accompanies is best translated with' now when '.
160
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So too Q~a:= isi '10' (§§ II 9, 2; 23 I) may accompany a clause of time. 1
Exx. They were plundering Megiddo at this moment, Q~QQQX~~~""'}~
-1~1l.Q<I isl itf;,'lw PI IJrw lIsy n /{ds while the vile chief of Kadesh was being
drawn (up into the city).2
q~a:=}iC!~i.· .... @}~i! ...... ~~~~o~-+-i isi wi IJd·i ..... .
St/IWtyW(?) ...... f;,r mil sll·i when I sailed down (to do homage) ..... the
treasurers ........ witnessed my introduction. s
Tuthmosis I I I made as his monument to Amlin .... the erecting of his
sacred place .... and it was adorned with eternal work Q~Q"'ji'--~ifl--fl~c>1~
isl gm·n !emf WI r WIS after His Majesty (lit. 10, His Majesty) had found (it) gone
to ruin.·
q~Q+~LJ~e'T~

....... ~~~<::>~isl nswkm·nfrf;,rwf ..•.. sf;,rfr pt

now when the king had completed his period .....•... he flew to heaven. 5
So too ~ Ii (§§ II 9, 4; 243) occasionally in Dyn. XVII I.
Exx. Happy is the temple of Amlin ........
nfrw·s when he receives its good things. 8

ntgt--,

1 : 1-

Ii sw sspf

~Qi~--5r~::.~}-:n~~::~=:LJ Ii f;,mf ii·nf iwrtf, f;,tp·nf inti f::lr

when His Majesty had taken his heritage, he reposed upon the throne of Horus. 7

1

See Gee. 19, 187,

where many examples
are quoted.

lUrk. iv. 658.

• Munich 3, 15--6·

• Urk. iv. 883. Sim.
ib. 197, 17; 818,3;
83+,1+.
~

11,·k. iv. 895-6.

• Tk. T. S. i. p. +0.
Sim. Urk. iv. 836,
9: 1I63. 3. To be
translated as an inde
pendeutsentence, Sin.
R 15, quo § 66, end j
Urk. iv. l70, 12.
7 Urk. iv. 83.

OBS. Virtual clauses of time may be negatived by 1m:/. the Jrfm:f form of the
negative verb, see below § 347, 3.

§ 213. Virtual clauses of circumstance with verbal predicate.
Sometimes a st/m/, or more rarely a st/m·nf form, similar to those dealt with in
the last section cannot be translated as a clause of time, but serves rather to
express an attendant circumstance. I n such a case English often uses a participle,
particularly after verbs of seeing, finding and the like.
Exx. Q}::io~~ir!l7~iQ':'~!i iw ir·n·i tlU,lJnf.i ityw·i I made my
boundary, going further south than (lit. lout-fronted) my fathers. 8
There is none like him ~~~~n:(~~7::)':f, mu·t(w)f hlf R-pt/tyw
when he is seen charging (lit. he charges) the Ropedjetiu. 9
"":Jr~~"=+~5f'~.t.f--!..~~~"= gmm·k sw sm1 iw1 lIr t/brw·k if thou find it

(the hardness) going and coming under thy fingers. 1o
l\;:~~~~--n~!.LJ~:::~~~-f~!fi~-- m-lJt gmt !em1 tlJn pn km·nf
J5 1Z r1Zpt Wlf;, f;,r gs1 after His Majesty found this obelisk having (lit. it had)
completed thirty-five years lying on its side.l l

Sometimes a st/mf form alternates with the st/m·n1 of narrative to express
concomitant facts of a descriptive nature; these, though strictly subordinate,
may have to be translated as English main sentences.
161
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• Bed. AI. i. p.
Sim. Sin.
11 +5-6; Peas. B 3,
117: Herdsman 24;
Cairo 207U, a 8; T.
Ca"". 1+-5; Urk. iv.
86". 8; Arm. 103, +.

357,...

• Sin. H 53-3.
10 Eb. +0, I. Sim.
Urk.iv. 9, 11-2; Urk.
v.161.14-6j 162,6-9'

11 MARUCCHI, Gli
Obelisehi I, left. Sim.
Eb. 107,17jSm.lo,13·
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§ 213

Ex. I heard (stim·n·l) his voice as he was speaking, being near at hand;
ps!; lb·l, sn rw)'·l my heart was distraught, my arms opened
wide. l
Later on (§ 314), we shall find that the verb-form known as the old perfective
is very commonly employed in virtual clauses of circumstance, particularly (§ 3 I 5)
after the verbs of Seeil~!{ and .filldil~!{ above mentioned. In that case, however,
the circumstance is more of the nature of a state or condition, whereas with the
stimf or stim·nl form it involves an action.
ORS. Virtual clauses of concession are so rare as not to require separate treat
ment here j in any case they would not differ in appearance from virtual clauses of
circumstance; see the first ex. in § 507, 6.
~~Y1t::.Jl~~\1t

1 Sin. 132-3. Sim.
Urk. iv. 102, 3-7;
835,1-5; 1078, 13-3

( collated).

§ 214. Virtual clauses of time and circumstance with non-verbal
predicate.-Clauses of time and circumstance are so closely akin, that it would
be neither easy nor desirable to distinguish between them again here. The
topic has been dealt with incidentally in Lessons X, X I and X II, where
references will be found.
To sum up what has been previously stated, when the predicate is adverbial,
the subject may be introduced in various ways. The following table will recall
the details.

§ 118, 2. p. 94.
7; also § 454, I.

R See
11.

NOMINAL SUBJECT

PRONOMINAL SUBJECT

noun alone, frequent (§ 117, I)
lw + noun, only in marked contrasts
(§ 1 17, I)
[WIl + noun]
ISf, lst, Sf, or sk + noun (§ 119, 2. 3)
ti + noun, seldom, and only after Dyn.

[pronoun cannot stand alone, § 1 I 7, 2]
lw + suffix, very common (§ 1 17, 2)

1lJl '

+ suffix,

past time, rare 2
Sf, iSf, lst, or sk+dep. pron. (§ 119,2.3)
ti + dep. pron., not common until Dyn.
XVIII (§ IJ9, 4)
XVIII (§ 119. 4)
not' + noun (§ 120)
ml ' not' + dep. pron. (§ 120)
OBS. For an important development of these constructions, in which their form
is employed to introduce the equivalent of English verbal predicates, see below
Lesson XXIII.
'lUll

When the predicate of a virtual clause of time or circumstance is nom£1tal, it
is not usual to employ any of the specifically nominal constructions of Lesson X I.
Recourse is had to the m of predication, and the model of the sentence with
adverbial predicate is followed. Examples in §§ 1 17, 2; 119, 2.
When the predicate is adjectival, the adjective itself is but rarely used; see
however an example after iw, § 142. As a rule, the adjective-verb (§ 135) is
substituted, the construction subject + old perfective being employed. Examples
below in § 322.
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§ 214

Theoretically, there is nothing to prevent any of these clauses from preceding
the main clause in anticipatory emphasis (§§ 146 foIL). In general, however, they
will be found to follow; only when the subject is introduced by ist is the position
before the main clause at all common.

§ 215. Virtual clauses of circumstance used as predicate.-\Ve
must here mention some rare but interesting examples where a virtual clause of
circumstance is llsed as an adverbial predicate after izv or 'Wll1l (cf. §§ I 17. 118).
Exx. Seek out for thyself all beneficent deeds <:::>~Q-;::..;::::;>::'~}~Q~'6r Wilt sIJy·k 1m iw i11lf until thy conduct is void of wrongdoing, lit. there is no
\Yrongdoing in it.l

"=--

If I see a bull ~= :::"=--~~~ 'Wll1tf irtyf stp which has streaming eyes,
lit. which is its-eyes-streaming. 2
The last q llotation exemplifies the construction noun + old perfective to be
discussed in Lesson X X II 1. I n certain other exam pIes, it is also possible to
interpret the noun as a virtual genitive in anticipatory emphasis according
to § 148, 3.
Exx. ~Jr~
n~
="n~0'V
iw it·k '.Imn-R( ibf ht'"
hr
'1_ ~,~9-=--~~
I 0 C/\~
• r
. irht·k nf thy
father Amen-Re c is content of heart (lit. is his-heart-being-content) at what thou
hast done for him.3 Or else: thy father Amen-Ree, his heart is content.
~n_o
~
~ n wn·in hmf ibf WI r dwt
hr·s
thereupon His
___ ~ aI £:'1~,,=--'V_i:;;:'l:<:::>~}
I
I I 1c::::::>11.
•
Majesty was downcast concerning it.4 Lit. either' His Majesty was his-heart-being
fallen-into-evil " or else' His Majesty, his heart was fallen, etc.'
OBS. Not improbably such compound tenses as iw Stjm-f, lw Sq'm·1l:f should be

I Pt. 87. Sim. Rtc.
4, 1 3 1 , 4; Udl. iv.
501, 10, quo § 396, I.
2 P. /\ah. 7, 36.
Sim. Crk. h-. 1166, 13.

Q

a (f..k. iv. 580, 3.
Sim. LAC. TIr. 15, 16.

Q

• Weslc. 9, 12.

explained under this head; see below § 461.

§ 216. Virtual clauses of condition.-These are closely allied in meaning
to clauses of time, and it often happens that a subordinate simf form may be
translated indifferently' if', 'when " or 'whenever '.
Ex. :Y~~~!J~o6.!~..;::::;> {Jw m pi !J1tm·twj, id·k the air in heaven, it
is breathed if (or when or whenever) thou sayest. 5
Cases occur, however, where' if' is more appropriate in the English rendering.
Exx. ::::;:m~-;m~~1Dmo~o\~}=<:::>~A 'i mr·tn (n!J msi·tn !Jpt, iw·tn r
drp ,d if ye love life and hate death, ye shall offer to me. S However, for' if'
we might substitute' as " see below § 218.

<:::>:-

~)=l~7N ~
~)=l~==-:- !Jr ~/t nl N pn r II, !Jr Nwt r II if the face
of this N ( = an Eg. personal name) fall to the ground, Nut will fall to the ground. 7

The Egyptians showed great liking for the form of sentence exemplified in
the last quotation, where the repetition of the same verb-form suggests the
163
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& Sill. B 234. Sim.
Pt. 349 (7M), qu. §
454,1; Crk_ iv. 113, 4
(/...ln). Withif-clause
first, l'eQS. B 1, 257.

• Cairo 20003_ Sim.
ib. 20043, h 2; 20141,

a3·
7

QUIB.Saqq. 1906

., p. 32. Sim. LAC.
TIr·4, 33-40 ; 5,3-5;
U ..R. iv. 479, 6-17;
1057,3.
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§ 216

correspondence and interdependence of the two clauses. Compare in § 107 a
common type of example with wnn, where the most suitable rendering is 'so
long as heaven shall exist, so long shalt thou exist'.
Lastly, note the use of ..... qr n is (§§ 209; 247, 2) to express the meaning' if
not .. .', 'unless '.
-"- - I- -1LlJl
JJ
~ -n
,I-~ v v.-.
0
nn'l.-.;. -<=>A\ d't'n (.'
kk
E X. _6.....11
<::::::"<::>1
11'i-..J=.1z'1
I 1-*..!!!\LJ_-'-'iI'e..\<::::::"_~1 II nn

1

I,tr·n, in bnsw n sIn pn, n is qd·n·k rn'n we will not allow thee to pass by us, say
1 BUDGE,

p.

26.4,

3-4·
I See, however,
Rhind 28, beginning;
and with the repetition
just noted, Peas. B J,

DO.

s Sh.S. 28-30. Sim.
LAC. TR. 2, 3-6.

• Cairo 20001.

& Sin. B 232-3. Sim.
with mk, Peas. B I,
313-4; with sk, Eb.

39, 18-9·

6 P. Kah. 7, 51-3.
See in general
A. WILSON in
JNES. 7, 129. The
oaths with rn!J, see ih.
132; Wh. i. 202.
• Sebekkhu4-5. Sim.
ANTHES, no. 49. 4;
somewhat differelltly,
ih. no. 22, 19; Berl.
AI. i. p. 258; 16; with
n.[n (2nd pers. plur.),
Siut 3, I.
9 AZ. 43, 30. 35.
37.39. Sim. in simple
asseveration, Urk. iv.
38, 10; 488, 17.
7

J.

the posts of this door, unless thou hast told us our name. l
OBS. With adverbial predicate, virtual clauses of condition are extremely rare j 2
the prepositional type with 11' is here preferred, as also when the clause of condition
has to contain a nominal or adjectival predicate, see above § 150. Virtual clauses
of condition were possibly negated by tm, see § 347.3.

§ 217. 'Whether ..... or whether' clauses.-A repetition of words
was also the regular Egyptian method of expressing alternative conditions;
compare French soit ..... sot't and the repetition of words usual in Egyptian
co-ordination and disjunction (§ 91).
Ex. ~~r~~~~r:7I::~~~......DYr~<:::>~~}ItI mJoSn pt, ml'Sn tl, mkJ
ib·sn r mJW looked they at sky or looked they at earth, their hearts were stouter
than (those of) lions.3
We may note two examples where the repeated element is not a simi form.
q}~r~~ ¥ -=>~rt::¥~r~-'-.Jl}~q~ iw sms·n·(i) nb (I, sms·n-{i) nb nqs,
1l iw I;t im (whether) I served a great lord (or whether) I served a little lord, no
cause of complaint arose, lit. nothing came therein}
~}it~ ~;;LJ~}it~J~':~Q~LHl?~LJ': m wi m !Jnw, m wi m st
tn, ntk is I,tbs l!Jt tn whether (lit. behold, § 234) I am at the Residence, or whether
(lit. behold) I am in this place, it is thou who canst hide this horizon. 6
OBS. The alternatives suggested by repetition are not necessarily subordinate
clauses j in one passage, at least, they seem to express the meaning of main clauses
presenting alternatives, cr. lwj' mwtj' !!rs, iwj' rnffj' !!r'$ 'he either dies or lives
from it', lit. he dies under it, he lives under it '.6
I

§ 218. Virtual clauses of asseveration.7 -U nder this separate head
must be placed certain formulae used in oaths and adjurations.
Exx. .!j?--1r~~-~~ rnl; n·(i) S-{n)-Wsrt, qd·n·(i) m ml(t as (king)
Sesostris lives for me, I have spoken in truth. s
tH~=~tlf~~C1Ll~) WII,t 'Imn, WII,t

Pi 1,t*1

as Amlin endures and as the
Prince endures. 9 This is the usual legal oath from Dyn. XVIII on.
Clauses of this kind contain implications both of comparison and of condition.
Such clauses as mr'{n (n!J" msq'{n I;pt quoted in § 216 are perhaps to be
understood in the same way.
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The usual oath sworn by the king in Dyns. XVIII-XIX was as follows:
f--~~~~}<p~Ur}~~~~=~ rn/J n·i mry w(i) Rr, !zs w(i) iM 'Imn as Rec
lives for me and loves me, and as my father Amiin praises me. 1
That it is a mistake to render' as [I] live for myself' 1& is indicated by the
absence of any such variant as *f-~7'. Grammatically, there is no objection to
Rr as subject of two simi forms, see § 488, and the sense thus obtained is con
firmed by Hathor's once addressing the sun-god with the words f-~c;:;><oi 'as thou
livest for me'; Ib if Re c, in the same text, swears f--;"Jfti 'as I live for myself'lc
it is clearly for lack of a superior being to invoke. However, one badly written
ex. of the royal oath shows f-~ 'as I live ',2 and an official of Dyn. XII once uses
f-i similarly.s In Dyn. XVIII f--;"~ rn/J appears as a noun for 'oath',4 and
even as a verb' to swear'. 6

§ 219. Virtual clauses of purpose.-The use of st/mf to express
purpose (above § 40, I) seems to be an extension of its use to express an
attendant circumstance; quite unambiguous cases are rare.
Exx. It is a case for letting thy attendant come to me ..... ru~J.I.ljft~t~
~J hlb·i n·k sw !zY's that I may send him to thee concerning it.8
~l~i~::~~r~~

m it !zml drf is/t when His Majesty came that he

might repress wrongdoing.?
I opened my mouth to my soul, }Jx~jft~::. wsb·i idt·n! that I might
answer (or, answering) what he had said. 8
It is often difficult or impossible to distinguish clauses of purpose from the
st/mf in wishes and exhortations, for which see above § 40, 2; on this difficulty
see § 337.
When the predicate in clauses of purpose is adverbial, W1tf is employed, see
§ 118, 2; so too with the m of predication, when the predicate is nominal. With
adjectival predicate, the st/mf form of the adjective-verb is used; an example
was given in § 143.9

lUrk. iv. 751, '7
foIl.; 36~, 14; 651, ~;
843,6; 846,17. Oyo.
XIX, KUI!NTZ, Qa
tied: 360; AZ. 44, 37;
W. PI. " 8.
I'S O wrongly Sup!I.
8; WfJ. i. 202. 6.
Ib DeSir. 14. Sim.
said to a dead father,
lEA. 16, 1 9. 7.
Ie Desir. 3 7.
tUrk. iv. 139, 11.
s Sinai 53, 16.
• Urk iv. 80, 17.
Sim. Cairo 583, 9.
G Urk. iv. 86, I.

8

Peas. B I, 38-9.

1 EH. i. 25, 36.
Sim. ib. 25, 5; Cairo
20056, ,; .Mill. I, 2
3; Urk. iv. 8°7,5-6.

e Leb.4.

i
Old examples,
Pyr. 618a. 1558,.

OBS. The verb in a virtual clause of purpose may be negatived by the help
of the negative verb 1m, see below § 347, 4.

§ 220. Virtual clauses of result.-I t is sometimes necessary to translate
simi with a clause introduced by 'so that', 'that '.
Ex. -,-,g.i.:.n7--}:-jljft~~~~.[: n ink tr sml/, wstn·i m rjlil I am
not, forsooth, a confederate of his, that I should strut in his enclosure. lo
OBS. We shall see that i!J+#m:f may often be well rendered in English by 'so
that he may hear' (§ 228); moreover, the #m.ln:f form was used to express results
(§ 429). From the Egyptian point of view, however, both these methods of
expressing consequences were undoubtedly main, not subordinate, clauses.

16 5
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10 Sin. B I 14-5. Sim.
ib. 183-4; 255-6; Peas.
BI,49jUrk.iv. 109 1 ,5·
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§ 221. Virtual clauses of cause.-J n these clauses the stim·nl form is
apt to be used, since the act assigned as cause is as a rule anterior to the action
expressed in the main clause. Examples are uncommon.
Sill. B 32. Sim.
ib. B IOj; [khem.9.
I

Ex. ~::tt -:-e:l'Oi tid'lll }tll, r/}'llf /fd·i he said this, because he had
discerned (or, because he knew) my character.!

§ 222. Prepositional adverb clauses without ntt.- Turning now to
this second class of Egyptian adverb clauses (see § 210, 2 a), we find that little
remains to be said about them, since they have been discllssed in detail in
connection with the prepositions (§§ 154-7; 162-18 I). \Ve may, however, classify
them according to the various meanings which they express.
I. clauses of time.
\Vith 111 'when'; r 'until'; tift 'when'; til' 'since';
17I-lJt 'after'; r-sl' after'; tp-r' before'; r-tltw-sp 'every time that '.
2.

clauses of condition.

With ir ' if'.

\Vith m or 1Jli ' according as'.

3. clauses of asscveratz'on.
4. clauses of cOllcession.

With

11t

'though '.

With lZ-tllrwt (rarely lz-ib·n) 'in order that '.

5. clauses of purpose.
6. clauses of result.

Cf. too with m or JIli ' according as '.

With r 'so that '.

7. clauses of cause. With 1Z 'because'; Ijr 'because'; lz-i/fr-(n) 'by virtue
of the fact that'; n-(or m-)rlt-ll(t) 'inasmuch as'; It-wr-lI. ' inasmuch as '.
8. clauses of comparison. With r ' than'; r 'according as'; IJ/t 'according
as'; mi 'as when'; mi ' according as '.
9. clauses of co-ordination.
10.

clauses of exceptiolt.

With Imr ' and '.

\Vith wpw-Ijr 'but '.

For the position of such prepositional adverb clauses see above § 159. To
negate the verb in them use is made of the negative verb tm, see below
§§ 347, 5; 4 08.

§ 223. Prepositional adverb clauses with :: nit 'that '.-In this
third type of adverb clause (§ 210, 2 b), which always follows the main clause,
a preposition is again used as introductory word, but the noun clause governed
by the preposition is ushered in by :: ntt 'that' (see § 187). Whereas the
prepositional adverb clause without ntt is essentially verbal (except in the
instances quoted at the end of § 154), that with ntt uses various types of sentences,
verbal no less than non-verbal.
,1leir i. 5; Siu! I,
P.Kah. 28, 41.
S P. Kal,. II, 19.
1

~89;

• LAc. TR. 33, 3 ;

;2,16.

The prepositional phrases thus employed are ~:: Ijr-lltl 'forasmuch as',
'because',
tir-ntt 'since', more rarely ~:: mr-ntt 'seeing that ',2 ~:: If/t-fltt
'in view of the fact that ',3 and -:;: it-nit 4 'because', perhaps also written

!!.::
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§ 223

defectively:: ntt.l The clauses introduced by these all come under the head of
clauses of ca1tse. The common <::>- r-lttt seems likewise often to usher in
a reason, when it may be translated' inasmuch as', 'seeing that' ; 2 but it has
also another use to be discussed later (§ 225).
Non-verbal example.s:
The Osiris N has not suffered shipwreck ..... !.::::- ::~~~:'M N
dr-nft 1'1l 1l Rr J1l lit Ilt 1-f1sir N since the name of Re c is in the body of the
Osiris N.3

1

Sill. B 76.

00

!.=~<::>!.1D~;,:~rrt~"D}-!J~q} cjr-1lft ir gr m-bt P!t ssbm ib pw 1t
!Jrwy since he who desists after attack is a strengthener of the enemy's heart. 4
9::~~rl:~<Hq~itq.~=~ !tr-1ltt ink SI wrb 11Ii 'lOr im·tn nb forasmuch as
I am the son of a priest like anyone of you.:;
~==n c::J~T !tr·1ttt d,ts tw y·i because thou art too heavy for me, lit.
heavier than J.6
Verbal (and pseudo-verbal, § 329) examples:
!.=IlJ~J..Il=}~~ dr-Iltt hlb tw !tnt·i since My Majesty sends thee. 7
~=} it.:.Jj}~it !Jlt-ntt wi tn·kwi in view of the fact that I am 01d. 8

For

the old perfective here, see below § 329.
Sharpen your weapons c::>=Q}~<::>=lj)<::>~\-Il[::.!.:F'l}~=~~ 1..0
r·ntt iw·tw r t~n r r!tl !t1l r !Jr pi Ijsy m dWI seeing that it is intended to engage
issue (lit. one is going to join to fight) with that vile enemy to-morrow. 9

*

9 ::2:: 'i 0 ~G ~ X
~ 5 !tr-1ltt Itif irf u·i Pi t 1m*, for it is he who will
make for me the bread and beer.lO

The last example buttwoshows that,if the construction requires it, the dependent
pronoun 1st sing. maybe placed afterntt. So too 2nd sing. m.tw,loa 3rd sing. m.sw,ll
f. S(),).l2 In MSS. of Dyn. XV III onward, particularly of the Book of the Dead,
such writings as =~ it Iltt-twi, ::~t} nty-sw are not rare,la and lend colour to
the view that the pronominal compound ~ it tW'i (§ 124) originated in this
construction; ~~ twtw is, indeed, found after ttr-ntt.14
However, just as 1ttk and Itif have been seen to occur in the phrase bw ntk
(ntf) im, in place of nty tw, Ilty SW (§ 200, end), so too after nit the suffixes 2nd
and 3rd sing. m. are preferred to the dependent pronouns.
Exx. ~=--~~~~~o} dr-1tttf m 'lOr mm
theseY

llW

since he is one among

!,.==-~o~~

dr-ntt·k U(i) m /.tip since thou art come in peace. l6 '1·t(l) is
the old perfective, see below § 329, end.
An obscure instance of 9 .........} : /.tr-iwtt 'because ..... not' may also be
quoted,17 where iwlt (from iwty § 202) seems to be the negative counterpart of 1ttt.18
16 7
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2

Urk. h'. 656, 3,

quo below; 660, 7. 8 ;
751, IS; BUDGE, p.
2.... , 3; 308,13.

, BUDGE, p. Jill,;.
Sim. with "r.nlt, L .... c.
TI? 23, 21.
4 Berl. AI. i. p.
257,9·
5 Siltt 1,288. Sim.
Peas. B I, 62; Leyd.
V 3, 6; BUDGE, p. 31,

12.

P. Kall. 3, 3.l.
28, 2 I ; 29, I 2.
f Ikhern 5.
Sill!.
ib. 6; BUDGE, p. 308,
1+. Withllr-lltl, LAC.
8

Sim. ib.

TI? 23, 13(neg:1tivec1\.
25; Siut I, 282. 296.
3°1.
8 P.Kah. II, 19.
With lIr-11tt, LAC. TA'.
23, I 7; BUDGE,p. 2", 3.

8

Urk. iv. 656.

10 Siut I, 323; sim.
ib.316. 7n+noun+
participle (§ 227, 3)
seeP. Kah. 35, 17; in
del" pron. + participle
(§ 227,3), see P./I.-al,.
29,39·
10' Pt. 53. 54.
11 NAV. 17,71 (La);
after r-nll, Urk. iv.
6+9, 11; 751, 15.
12 Sin. II 76.
IS A·z. 30, 17.
14 Urk. iv. 656, 5.

II BUDGE, p; 286,
8=LAc. Sarc. i. p.
213; sim. ib. Ii. p.

II+.
AZ. 19, 18.
Silt! 3, II.
18 So too earlier iw!
in n-lwt 'because not' ,
see )fZ. 50, 110.
18

17
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Vocab.

VOCABULARY
~ ~ \.j) rWI rob, steal.

ILl ~ ~

7

Ill)"

husband.

~ .} ~ wti command.

l~ o.}, ~ , (mw chattels, belongings,

l :!: fo (twn be young, rejuvenated.
r~ .} ~ swti, var. ~ i'1~, hand over,

lit. vessels.

~~~=w.~

=

tprt, var.

1~

=::

=w.~ iprt, widow.

bequeath.

~

hy, var. ru~~ ~ ~

fi: l fo ~ nm(t orphan, waif, poor

\.j) sltr repel, turn back (someone).

man.

r, door;
keeper.

111:: i

r~
iry.rl door

sf yesterday; m sf yesterday,
adverb.

nM. ~ i

~
0 *)ft wnwt priesthood, priests
IWWW\Q
I I I

1ff ~

(collective).

slJty peasant, fowler.

ssp image, idol.

~.}~ smsw follower, attendant.

LJ Pr-rl the Great House or palace;

r

~ ~ IS quickly.

<==

Pharaoh (see above p. 75).

=I~ ttl where? whence?

~ ~ nfr-(tlt diadem, or like ; ~ ~ ~

~.}:xI brw down, lower part; m !irw
downcast.

iry 1t[r-!t1t keeper of the dia
dem (?)

E X E R CIS E XVII
(a) Reading lesson; from afunerary stela of Dyn. XII:
\ll~~~}*,;}1r~

~~

Ti ~::: U lr

1

iry nfr-l.ut smsw Pr-rJ lVb·(i)-pw-Snwsrt,2
tidf n wnwt !twt-n!.r 1tt Jbtiw,
(twwtfS nt 1l-sw-bit :

L±t;.J~~.!f=

(twn 1lSW m rnIJ·tn, 4

~~5]iii=@~

m1l 1l·tn mnw n ntrw·tn niwtyw,

Brit. Mus. lor, see J EA. 2 I, r. The position of the signs and not very regular orthography are here retained.
A compound name' Senwosret-is-(my)-lord '; on its last element S-n-I¥srt, see above, p. i r, n. 4.
~ Town names being fem. (§ 92, J), f can refer only to the n[r of !Iwt-n!r or to the name of Osiris implicitly present,
see JEA. 23, 161; hence our tIanslation 'its' is not strictly accurate.
• This formula (cf. Urk. iv. 365; old writing !m) elsewhere has no suffix after rnfJ; here perhaps a mistake.
1

2

I68
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wnn'{n 111" Izswt nt itY'ln,
~~.!~}, ~ I': Q~ ~ ~ II::
nA~

;,.-='4( '"

I'JX l!:Jl~ 1-1

-=~A\,~

I I'*-~r' ~

m-=
-.lIIx.r' __ mm_

&-111~ A\,~~~

'4(

~

Q

swti'{n i,wt'in n 11rdw'ln,
wnn msw·{n mn (§ 326) Izr nswt·[1t

-=N_~

m ilWt'ln nt tit ,

~rl'l_o ~

-'-7 Ll

;.-=

nn Iz*r'in,
nn ioi-{n,

~,,<:::>~~

:::tJQ==
q}~}::I~~~!'.!J}~
-'-~-~~=~

_

--n[j

.11

Q

:1n"'C':"

:lz'_~JJ[j~

I' [j

lw wti-n ntr " wnn'in tp tl 111" Izswtf;
nn !nr-tw-[n m st Ipsnt,

.!~~:-111::@~

~=+~&j~U~

111" lJswt nt nirw·!n niwtyw,
tid'in : 1 !ztp di nsw 2 Wsir no Jotiw,

It&=~
l~Qe~ffi~Q;!

nir" Wnn-nfr,3
IJI m t !zn# k,w Ipdw, prt-IJrw 4. m !zb nb, 6

:Y:~~~t}*

n kJ n iry nfr-Izlt !msw Pr-"
No(·i)-pw-Snwsrt, ir n (§ 361) 'Itl.

~}1~~::QG~
t
S
f

Exerc. XVII

The promises are clearly all dependent on the condition that the priests shall recite the funerary formula.
See below pp. 170-1_
• A name of Osiris, in Greek ODDophris, probably meaning I he who is happy'.
See below p. 173_
• The sign 'C7 serves al,o as det. (= '<JE7) of bb preceding, see § 6a (Add.)

'The keeper of the diadem (?) and attendant of the Great House Nebipu
senwosret. He says to the priesthood of the temple of Abydus, and (of) its chapels
of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt :-The king shall be rejuvenated in
your (?) life, the monuments of your city gods shall stand firm for you, ye shall be
in (lit_ under) the favour of your sovereign, ye shall hand on your offices to your
children, and your offspring shall be established upon your seats in your offices of
eternity; ye shall not hunger, ye shall not thirst, nay the great god has commanded
that ye be on earth in his favour; ye shall not be repelled in (any) difficult place,
(being) in the favour of your city gods; (according as) ye shall say: An offering
which the king gives (to) Osiris, lord of Abydus, (even) the great god Onnophris;
a thousand of bread, beer, oxen and fowl, invocation-offerings at every feast, to
the spirit of the keeper of the diadem (?) and attendant of the Great House,
Nebipusenwosret, son of Ita.'

(b) Wrz'te z'n hieroglyphs and transliteration:
(I) Now when he had heard this, he went forth very quickly to the door
(SOJ) of the temple, and sat down beside the door-keepers who were there.
And one of (lit. in) them said to him: 'Whence Ihast-thou-come? And he was
silent, his face downcast, and he answered them not. (2) It shall be well with
you, (if) ye do the like. (3) As my father lives for me, I speak in truth.
(4) Would I had (some) potent (mntJ) idol, that I might steal the belongings of
16 9
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this peasant by means of it. (5) He loved me, (because) he knew my arms
were vigorous. (6) She is more beautiful than she was yesterday. (7) I was
a possessor of favour upon the earth, forasmuch as I was a father of the orphan
and a husband of the widow.

(c) Translate into hieroglyphs in several different ways:
(I) His Majesty honoured him when he was a child. (2) I knew that she
was a goddess 6ecause she had said these words. (3) When he had arrived at
the city, he found no one.

EXCURSUS

B

The Formula of Offering employed in the Funerary Cult.

Throughout the period covered by this book, the presentation of food
offerings, whether real or fictitious, and alike in temple and in tomb, was called
:-i-~& Irt (ttp-di-nsw 'performing (the rite named) (totp-di-nesu', or 'a-boon
which-the-king-gives '. The offerer, who is in theory Horus, the son and heir of
the dead Osiris, stands with arm upraised (1) in the attitude of invocation (his
gesture is that of -q ~ 1} nis 'calling' or ' invoking ') before the shrine, statue, or
stela of the god or deceased parent, and -pronounces the !totp-di-nesu formula;
there was deemed to be little difference in the efficacy of this, whether actual
offerings were present or whether they were only imagined or desired.
We will here quote one short, but typical, example of the (totp-di-nesu
formula, as inscribed on innumerable stelae and other funerary monuments:
:t~&~4:Z>.'J!}!,it~U't

I A town in the
centre of the Delta.

2 Brit. Mus. 198
(Dyn. XII).

• For a full discus
sion see Tk. T. S. i.
79-93; critically re
viewed by G. FARINA
in Riv;sla fit.gi; stud;
oriental; 7, 467.

Iflp di nsw Wsir no ,[)dw, n{r rl, nO Jbdw,
~rn?i1511
dil prt-fJrw (m) t (tn#, klw Ipdw, ss milot,
~;;'~{].st°iql\
ot not nfrt wrot rnot (§ 384) n{r 1m,
Eq~qq1~~itl
n kl n ImlOY S-n-Wsrt, m~-Orw.
'A boon which the king gives (to) Osiris, lord of Busiris,l the great god,
lord of Abydus, that he may give invocation-offerings consisting of bread and
beer, oxen and fowl, alabaster and clothing, all things good and pure on which a
god lives, to the spirit of the revered Senwosret, justified: 2
The phrase i-~~ (tip dl nsw is one of very ancient date; 3 in spite of
a slight doubt as to whether dl is the verb-form which we shall come to know as
the relative form (§ 382), as well as some uncertainty as to the precise meaning
of (ttp, the phrase may with approximate accuracy be rendered' a boon which
the king gives '. In the Old Kingdom this phrase is frequently employed in
reference to favours of various kinds bestowed upon his subjects by the king;
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among such boons we find clothing, coffins, a sacrificial ox, or again even the
rank and title of prince. The food-offerings made by the living Pharaoh in
the pyramid-temple of his deceased father or predecessor were likewise known
as t~ !ztp nsw 'a boon of the king'. In fact, it would seem as though all
funerary gifts and privileges were in a certain sense boons given by the king,
though certain deities like Anubis, the god of embalmment, Osiris, at once the
dead king and king of the dead, or Geb, the earth-god, were also desired or
recognized as givers of like benefits. Hence in the Old Kingdom we find on
almost every funerary false door or lintel some such formula as the following: 1
:t~~~Ilc>I;:~

rp::~~Q;J~

lflp di nsw, !zIP (di) 'lnpw, tJnty s!z n{r, Ipy t!wf,
pr nl tJrw 2 m !zb nb 3 r(' nb,
Pt!z-SPSS.

~IArr
, A boon which the king gives, and a boon (which) Anubis, in front of the
divine booth, he who is upon his mountain, (gives): (namely) that there may be
(made) invocation-offerings for him at every festival and every day; Ptabshepses.'
There are many variants, and in place of the food-offerings here aspired to
we frequently find reference to such benefits as a goodly burial in the West, or
power to walk' on the roads upon which the revered ones walk '. The point to
be observed, however, is that in the Old Kingdom the king and whatever god is
named are mentioned -in parallelt.'sm with one another as givers of the boon or
boons bestowed; the phrase !zip di nsw is followed by the co-ordinated phrase
!ztp di 'fnpw (Wsir, Gb) 'a boon which Anubis (or Osiris, or Geb) gives', though for
the complete writing ~~ !zip di 'Inpw is frequently substituted ~, as in the
example quoted, or even ~ alone.
That the !zotp-d-i-nesu formula found in Middle Egyptian is the direct
outcome of the Old Kingdom formula discussed above is quite apparent; but
it is equally apparent that in the later period it had undergone re-interpretation.
A series of variants shows that the divine name which follows the phrase !zip di
nsw was now understood as a dative, though it is only at a far later period that
the preposition n was inserted. The best proof of this re-interpretation is the
fact that, if one god is named after the phrase !zip di nsw, the following clause of
purpose has ~ dil' that he may give' (see the example which served as our
starting-point) with a singular suffix-pronoun, whereas if several gods are named
we find ~r:71 di·sn 'that they may give'; had the king and the god (or gods)
been still regarded as collateral givers of the funerary benefits, the verb di·sn
with plural suffix would have been found in all cases.
Thus, in the Middle Kingdom and later, the idea underlying the !zotp-d-i-nesu
formula is that the king gives, or has given, or is to give, an offering to some
god in his temple, in .order that the latter in turn may give offerings to a private
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I SlIqq.

Mast. 28.

I The signs follow
ing n:f are here deter
minatives, see p. 172.
S Cf. p. 169, n. 5.
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1 See above, p. 70,
n. 3. The technical
term in O. K. for this
< diversion' of offer
ingswaswg6'change',
seeJEA.24,86; 25,
31 5.

I CLERK in Mil.
Masp. i, pp. 753 ff.
I. No other transi
,tive use of prt occurs
'in Egyptian, though it
does in Coptic.

• Brit.

MU$.

162.

, See Bull. AIetr.

Mus. New Yorl 9,
239; NAV. ch. 125,
Nacluenrifl + In
very late times <oxen'
was read II}, see Brit.
Mus. 330; Florence
1660. 166J.
• }'p. 745; Sa~
i!'lrah, tomb of Mere
ruka.
• P;yr. 1332; sim.
withou~ J and I, SafPl.
Mast. 1. 23; Ber!. AI.
i. p. 99.
7 Ex. SOfJfJ. Mast.
i.38.

",,*

• Ss and
pho
netically, Turin J447.
• Exx. BUDGE, p.
150,16; 261,4; 366,
7. The last two signs
determine the entire
phrase, see § 61.
10 Elsewhere' at the
voice' is IJr erw, exx.
}'p. 796 ; Louvre
C.74. However, late
cxx. show r lJrw with
the same meaning, see
W6. I, 528, I I ; Ree.
7,119·
11 Bibliography for
the la, see Tn. T. S.
i. 99; add AZ. 49, 126.
II Cf. Ir." n6 tlwy
ll:f'one whose fortune
the lord of the two
lands made', UrI. iv.
486, 3; sim. Bersn. ii,
31,15·
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individual In his tomb or wherever a memorial of that individual has been
dedicated, The view thus indicated of the source of private funerary offerings
corresponds to the actual practice of the Twelfth Dynasty and later, since of the
vast quantities of food accruing to the temples only a small portion was
consumed by the priests, the rest being distributed by contract or otherwise to
the persons in charge of private funerary cults j 1 such persons, if not the sons or
immediate relatives of the priests, were known as t!r,~, IJmw-kl 'soul-priests', lit.
'servants of the ka' (see below). In Middle Egyptian i-~& may be rendered
'an offering which the king gives " since the boon therein contemplated was
always food-offerings. Many more divine names are used than in the Old
Kingdom, when only a few funerary and chthonic deities were regarded as
givers of boons in company with the king,
The difficult expression
obviously had s;..Il~I} pr IJrw 'the voice goes
forth' as its starting-point, these words referring to the lJotp-di-nesu formula
accompanying the presentation. The actual offerings were, however, so closely
associated with the expression that this often received the determinative ~ and
practically acquired the meaning 'make an offering '. Throughout the Old
Kingdom pr was treated grammatically as a transitive verb with IJrw as object,
whether or not the whole was consciously felt to mean' send forth the voice' with
evocative magical intent.s Side bysidewith this verbal use was the compound noun
prt-lJrw of which the first element was the infinitive prt ' a going' or ' sending'
forth (§ 298).la Both verbal and nominal uses are perhaps best paraphrased with the
help of the term' invocation-offerings', as in our translations above. After O. K.
the writing ~rn is shown by the variant 3 ~~ I} ~Q~.~J~6 to be equivalent
to dif prt-lJrw m t m IJn/ft' that he may give an invocation-offering consisting of
bread and of beer '. Various other species of offering then follow in abbreviated
spellings; ~ is for ~! klw ' oxen' and 1> for ~},~, Jpdw ' fowl' ;. 15 ss, often
written! or ~, has the early variants 15rf 5 and = ~& 6 and so must mean' alabaster',
doubtless in allusion to the seven alabaster oil-jars 7 deemed indispensable to the
dead; 11 is :::~11 mnlJt' clothing '.8 In Dyn. XVIII
was, however, sometimes
interpreted as ;;;~~I}~prt-r-IJrw' coming-forth-at-the-voice offerings ',9 but it
is not clear whether this referred to the emergence of the offerings themselves or to
the coming forth of the deceased from his burial chamber at the call of the offerer,lo
In Middle Egyptian the funerary oblation is said to be made -y- n k11Z.
'to the ka of' the deceased. In this context the word kl, if translated at all, is
best translated' spirit ',11 The term appears to embrace the entire' self' of
a person regarded as an entity to some extent separable from that person.
Modern concepts to which that of the ka occasionally corresponds are 'personality',
'soul', 'individuality', 'temperament'; the word may even mean a man's' fortune'
or 'position '.ll1 The Egyptians conceived of such notions in a more personal

rn

rn

rn
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and tangible way than we do; hence the bai (' soul', see below), the I shadow'
('17 Jwt), and the 'corpse' (~r=i IJlt) were all apt to be viewed as beings
distinct from, and as it were the doubles of, the person to whom they belonged.
The student must beware of the attempts which have been made to give
a harmonious and self-consistent account of the nature of the ka; this always
remained a shadowy and ill-defined concept, variously regarded in different
contexts. A second word for' soul' is ~ bl, in Dyn. XVII I often written ~t
for which a longer, but more precise, rendering would be 'external manifestation'.
Both in life and in death an individual man might assume different forms; the
form taken by him was called his bai (0/), and one of the typical shapes was
that of a bird, as is seen in the hieroglyphic writing of the word. o

o For a recent dis
cussion of the 6ai see
Az. 77.78 If.

L E S SON XVIII
DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPEECH

§ 224. By way of conclusion to the lessons on subordinate clauses, some
notice may be accorded to the Egyptian methods of introducing the content
of a speech. It must be observed that the highly developed indirect speech
found in Latin, where all the pronouns after' he said' or the like are reduced
to 3rd pers., hardly exists in Egyptian. The nearest approach to it is found in
such examples as the second in § 184, where' he said he would fight with me'
presupposes as its original' he said, I will fight with him (or thee) '.1
Contrary to expectation, nit 'that' is not found after verbs of saying. The
speech is usually introduced directly, without any introductory phrase. So very
frequently after ~ -- #1' he says', 'he said " and its equivalent ~ dd (§ 450, I).
Exx. ,",:~~ ..... ~~Oit::t--.,g,it~~it r-prt !uty-r .... SI-nh/, dd!: Ink
Jmsw the prince ...... Sinuhe said: I was a henchman. i
:t°~q>u:.}:::4~g~Qq;:: liry-tp nsw ImllJw Ttl, tid: ink mry no1 he
who is at the head of the king, the revered Tjetji, says: I was one beloved
of his lord. 3
So also after other forms of, and substitutes for, the verb' to say',' When
the main verb either has nothing to do with speaking, or else only hints at it,
the phrase <=>~ r dd (§ 304, 3) 'saying " lit. 'in order to say'J is often used.
Exx. I went round my enclosure rejoicing ~ .o..~++iq~ r tid: ;,yolw nn ml
m and saying: How (comes it that) this is done?.5
t::::i*'j::'i::~~<=>~:l'n~~'.o..'i'Vi~ r{tf'n dWI·n1 n·i ntr (I r IJt "", r
tid: wld·wy Ir nJ n ntrl thereupon he praised god for me more than anything,
saying: How happy is he who has done this for his god! CI

I73
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1

Sim. P. KaA. 29,

17-8. See too ERN.
Gramm.' § 533.

lSi", R 1-2. Sim.
Peas. B I, 53- 7... 88;
SA.. S.

S

69.

BriL Mus. 61..,3.

t S;" B 23; Peas.
R 2. 5. 41; Le6• ...
56.86; Weslt:. 8, 13.
After s{/ttl, Mill. 2, 5.

• Sin. B 202. Sim.
Wesle. 3, 6; I a, 23.
241 UrR. iv. 6..9, 4;
751, 8.
• Louvre C 12, Il
l", Sim. P. KaA. 13,
23-4; UrR. iv. IIoo,
I.

3;

1108,

6.
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§ 224

I

Siut

I,

275.

• Urk. iv. 736, 16,
lw and :f restored.
8 Louvre C 12, ~.
Sim. ib. C II, I ; P.
Kak. 13.27; Munich
3, IS; Tk. T. S. iii.
26,5,
4 Exx.Sin. B36..U,

contrasting the same
passages in R; Sk. S.

73; Westc. 5, 7; Eb.
69,3-4; llrk.v.lS5

6;

LAC.

TH. 23,

:n, qu. § 506,

19

I.

4a See § 313 for this
word and its adjuncts
not here transliterated.

a P. Kak. 27, S.
Sim. Kopt. S, 3· 4;

Ork. iv.

2,

9 (after

dd'./); I3S, 13; 649, 5·
8

llrk. iv. 649, II ;

650, S.
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In Dyn. XII r dd is already found quite tautologically after verbs of saying.
Ex. t:~~::-~-<>:~:t~~T'i~ r{tr·ndd·n:fn·snrdd: min rdi·n·i n'in
then he said to them, saying: Behold, I have given to you, etc. 1
Here r dd cannot well be translated' that'; but by Dyn. XVIII it had
acquired this value, since it is now, though very rarely, used even after rtJ.
Ex. Q}'t!l-;-=-}Q<>;:'!.o}"'t'.[:o} iw·i rtJ·kwi r tid tJnw:f pw I know that
it is his resting-place. 1
When insisl:ence is laid on the fact that the words given are the exact words
of the speaker, ~~ m f/d is apt to take the place of rid.
Ex. '~~=Ii~j}':'~ri~!:1 r{tr'n rdi'n sr pn wit m {tr-i mid there
upon this official placed the command before me as follows, lit. in saying. 3
In dialogue the speeches occasionally follow one upon the other without any
indication of the speaker, in accordance with the practice adopted in modern
novels.·

<>=

§ 225.
r·ntt introducing statements.-In addition to its meaning
'inasmuch as' (§ 223) r-ntt is used, especially in official writing, to express the
content of some communication; it is perhaps best translated' to the effect that '.
Ex. ~~1~4Vg-YfH<>=ro~~~C7-¥fH::}r~~ swil ib pw n nb 4a
r-ntt hlW nb 1l nb (i wdl it is a communication to (lit. a making easy the heart of)
(my) lord to the effect that all the affairs of (my) lord are safe and prosperous. 6
Occasionally this r-ntt is found without any preceding verb, and is then
practically untranslatable. 8
PARTICLES

7 HANS ABEL, Zur
Tonversckmelsungim

A/tiUgyptisch~n. Leip

zig, 1910.

But see

also EllMAN. llnter.
schietie zwischen d.
koptiscnen Dialekten
beiti.1Vorlverbindung
in Sitl&unpber. d kOn•
• • • Preuss. Akad. d.
Wiss., 1915, x.

§ 226. The name particle is given by grammarians to any minor invariable
part of speech like a preposition or a conjunction. Here, however, it will be
used as a class-name for those relatively unimportant words (like mk, isi, grt,
Is) of which the characteristic is that they usually stand either at or very near
the beginning of the sentence. The words in question are as a rule classed as
, conjunctions', though this term is often clearly inappropriate. The name
•sentence-adverb' is much nearer the mark, since they frequently serve to
modify, or to present in a certain light, the substance of an entire sentence. But
since some, like swt and is, may be used also to qualify mere phrases or even
single words, the vaguer term 'particle' will be retained.
The Egyptian particles may be enclitic or non-enclitic. Only the latter
can stand as the first word of a sentence. The others, which owe their name to
the Gk. enklitikos 'leaning upon " need the support of a preceding word,
presumably because they possess no accent or tone-vowel of their own.7
Many of the words here to be enumerated have been discussed already; In
such cases it will suffice to supplement the statements made previously.
174
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§ 227

Non·enclitic particles (§§ 227-244) ;
§ 227. 1. In 'indeed '.-This particle, with which the preposition in' by'
introducing the agent (§ 168) is clearly identical, serves to lay a stress of one
kind or another on sentences or parts of sentences. It enters into the com
position of those independent pronouns which begin with n or in (§ 64), so that
these are found in several uses parallel to, i. e. forming paradigm with, it~ + noun. 1
When employed to qualify whole sentences, in gives to them interrogative
force. See in detail below §§ 492-4.
Exx. 1.~f\~~~:it::~:;- in rWI·tw·i rf J7t q'lltfshall I be robbed in
his province? II
1. Q~<::>i:-~H0 in iw·k r s n nIJlz wilt thou be a man of eternity? 3

1 See AZ. 39, '3I;

lEA.

30,13.

I.

In its other uses in emphasizes some particular noun. So in the con
struction in + noun + Jimf (or independent pronoun + Jimi), which has always
future sense.· See further below § 450, 5 e.
Exx. As to everyone who shall lift up his hand to this image, Q-1t-U::::t'}
in ..olzwty tzsf sw Thoth shall praise him.5
Q-jj},!~~'~,~,"I ...... ~::;;;~\\ in wr 1l- Pi !Jrdw J .... in! n·k s)' the
eldest of the three children ...• shall bring it to thee. Or better: it is the eldest
of, etc. .... who shall bring, etc.8
As the second of these examples shows, the effect of in thus placed before
a grammatical subject in anticipatory emphasis (§ 148, I) may be to give it the
value of the logical predicate (§ I26). Only when this occurs can we render in
Engiish 'it is X who will '. In other instances, as in the first, in merely marks
the presence of this stereotyped future construction.
3. A related construction consisting of
+ noun
} { perfective
}.
. . I
{ in
.
+
.
.
active artici e
or mdependent pronoun
or Imperfective
p
p
yields the counterpart, for past or present time, of the future construction just
described. Some attention must here be given to the use of in, although the
participles belong to a later stage in our studies j see below § 373.
Exx. Q-~:it..-.m~~4':it+=7!. in s1 'Jrtz-msw sp!Jr snn pn it was the scribe
(Al)mose who copied this writing. Lit. verily the scribe (A~mos~ was the-one
who-copied this writing.
Q~,J!~~~~~(J;Wf~I,~, ist in lzm·i Sd/(/) lzbw tp-trw 10, My Majesty
provided for the festivals of the seasons. Lit. 10 verily My Majesty was the
one-who-provisioned the festivals of the beginning of seasons. 8
In this construction has survived the otherwise almost obsolete mode of
expressing a nominal predicate after nominal subject by direct juxtaposition (see
above § 125); for the participle is merely an adjective of a special sort, here used

II

Peas. B I, 18.

I

Peas. B I, 95.

2.
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4 See GUNK, Strut.
ch. v.

D HaI.Nub 10, 12.

I

Weste. 9, 7-8.

, R ju.J, title.

• Uri. iT. 750.
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§ 227
Ipyr.I!l704 P988a•
SeeNo11linalsatz, § 24.

I
For a detailed
anal ysis of tbe mean
ings of In see GUNN,
Studies, pp. 61 foIl.

IfarlJotpe 43 1•
P. Kall. 8, 34;
Rhind 35.
• Sk. S. 69.84. Sim.
{Irk. v. 148, 3.
3
f

8 Peas. B 106. Sim.,
but witblnm, U'rk. v.
168, IS; Wesk. 9, 6.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

as a noun. 'IIZ merely reinforces the first word; in the Pyramid Texts may still
be found rare examples of in + nom. subj. + a noun, not a participle, as predicate. 1
The parallel construction consisting of indep. pronoun + participle (ex. 2~t
lltf tid st 'he it is who says it'; see further below § 373), falls into line with indep.
pron. + nom. pred., which, as we saw in § 125, is common at all periods.
Here again in is apt to give to the grammatical subject the value of the
logical predicate, and in this case the English equivalent is of the form 'it is X
who did' or 'does '. Examples occur, however, where we must render simply
, X does' or ' X did', in having hardly any force at alVa
When, in either of these constructions (2) and (3), the subject is the inter~
rogative pronoun ~ m 'who?', 'what?', the combination in + m is sometimes
shortened and welded together in the form - ~-.JI or much more rarely iilWJ 3 nom.
Exx. ...L~::J+e in m tid sw who says it? 4
'i:'-n,.! ~ 1t-m ilZ tw who is it that has brought thee? 5
-~~::4-~-..rt~l~~~ lHlZ irf fJsff bw (zwrw who then will repel evil? 6
4. When introducing the agent after a passive form of the verb (§ 39, end)
or the infinitive (§ 300), in has clearly the function of a preposition, and has
therefore been classified under that head (§ 168). Nevertheless, the alternation
of in + noun with the independent pronouns to express the agent after the
infinitive proves that in here is the same word as in the uses (2) and (3) above.
For examples see below § 300, towards end.
S. A very rare extension of the prepositional use of in is to introduce a noun
defining a pronoun which either precedes or follows.

7

LAC.

8 LAC.

TR. 43,5.

TR.4i,35- 6.

Exx. ~:::~~}A...L~.rla~r~~~Sm11·S wi in Jst (zr Jkr she establishes me,
does (lit. by) Isis, on Earth. 7
.l.~~~D}~ , ..... +}a::i'~ in iwr·(i) pw .... swt rdi n·i s(y) it is this
(my) heir, •..• he has given it to me. 8
OBS. For In as formative in the #m·in:f form of the verb, see below § 427 ;
and as a means of indicating the speaker, below § 436.

• BUDGE,

P. 186,

10. Sim. 1st pers. Pt.
30; Peas. B 1,30; Cairo
30040, a 2; Leyd. V3,

;,.
10 Sk. S. 14-5. Sim.
2nd pers. Pt. 619;
Peas. BI, I 78jBuDGE,
p. 165, 13·

§ 228. Q'!' ilJ may ultimately be a noun related to ~ ffl, Q~ ifft • thing',
and the interrogative pronoun Q'! iff ' what?' (§ 50 I) is doubtless derived from it.
As a particle ilJ means • then' or • therefore', often best rendered' so that', and
is always followed by the stimi form of the verb (§§ 40, 3; 118, 2).
In its commonest signification iff expresses a dest'redfuture consequellce~
Exx. ~~i'Q.!.:~:ri~l\i' wn n·i, il; tid·i mlt·n·i open to me, so that
I may say what I have seen.' Literally: open to me; then I will say, etc.
Pour water on thy hands, Q!'}=j~ }:!afQ-= iff wsb·k wsd·t(w)·k so
that thou mayst answer when thou art addressed. 10
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Would that it were the end of men ...... Q!'~~ 7:~! ~ ~ iQ gr II m IJrw
then would the earth cease from noise. 1
From this meaning subtle gradations lead to the use in exhorlatt"ons and
even commands. 2 Note, however, that in every shade of meaning the sentence
with iIJ 'then', 'therefore' refers to some still future result of precedent actions.
Exx. Is Thoth mild? Q!'~~~~~! iIJ ir·k iyt in that case thou shalt do
mischief. s The question is a rhetorical substitute for an if-clause assuming an
absurdity.
Q!'''''''~=2~7-;; iIJ ir·,z dmi n sp then let us make a habitation together. 4
F or the use of 'limj after iIJ, when the predicate is adverbial, see § I 18, 2;
and of tmf, when the construction is negatived, see § 346, 4; for the forms of
Stjmj which are employed, see §§ 440, 4; 450, 5, a.

§ 229. Q!'~ iIJr.

See below § 239.

§ 230. ~~=" isk 6 or ~=" Sk,6 the latter form being preferred when a depen
dent pronoun follows, may be regarded merely as archaic writings of Q~= is£ and
~= s£ (§ 231); in the Old Kingdom certain words normally written with t (c) are
found to have variant writings with k, whether as different pronunciations or as
attempts to render an obscure consonant. 7
§ 231. Q~= is£, 8 in Dyn. XVII I often Qt ist, with the alternative rarer forms
~= st and ~Q st, exceptional writings Qr~ isli 9 and~! sli;10 ~= is properly the
form to be employed when a dependent pronoun follows (§§ 44, 2; I 19, 2), but
this distinction is no longer consistently observed in Middle Egyptian.H 'Ist
is clearly derived from the enclitic particle Qr is '10', 'verily' (§ 247) by the
addition of an abbreviated form of the dependent pronoun 2nd m. sing.; this
origin was, however, no longer felt, since forms varying according to the gender
and number of the persons addressed, such as are found in the case of mk (§§ 119,
I; 234), are here wanting. The translation' 10' is purely conventional; the
function of the particle is to describe situations or concomitant facts. I t is used
both in verbal (§§ I 52; 2 I 2; 402; 4 I 4, I ; 422, I) and in non-verbal (§§ I I 9,
2; 133; 142; 214) sentences, as well as in the type of sentence which we shall
call pseudo-verbal (§ 324). Sentences introduced by isi are sometimes to be
rendered as independent sentences and sometimes as clauses of time or circum
stance. Common combinations of particles are Q~=::: isi 1"/ (see above §§ I 19, 2 ;
152) and Q~=~ isi grt • but 10 '.12 For Qr= lsi used as an enclitic see § 248.
§ 232. Q~ ~ ~ isw is rare and may have the same meaning as isi; it appears
to introduce main clauses only.
Ex. Qr~~H!~& isw SIJmt pw 10, he is (like) Sachmis.13
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§ 228
1 Adm. 6, I. Sim.
ard pers. Sin. B I6S;
Pt. 33. 39. 600. 626 ;
Leb. 45-6; {/rk. iv.
492, 7 ; 945, 2.
I Best ex. Urk. iv.
50, quo § 440, +

I Peas. B I, IS0.
Sim. {/rk. iv. lOSS,S:
3rd pers. ib. 650, 13:
Peas. B I, 80.
, Leb. 15+ Rather
similarly Cairo 2053S,
ii. c 7, quo § liS, 2.

• Eb. I, 19: {/,.k.
iv. 219, 4; 22S, 4;
260, 17 (Is!, 14), quo
§ I I 9, a: 261, 12;
BUDGE, p. 291, 4. 61
With dep. prone {/rk.
iv. 157, 3.
6 Louvre CIS, qu.
§ II9, 3; Cairo 2°453;
Eb.39, IS.
T EllM. G,.amm. B §

III °; SETHE, Verbum,
i. § 2S5, 2; EMBER,
in JOhns Hopkins {/ni
7Jers~ Circular, New
Series, 1919, no. 6, pp.
29-3 1•
8 For the forms see
Rec. 2S, IS6: and for
the use, Rec. 19, IS7.
9 Ham",. 47, 3
10 Sinai 90. 2, qu.
§ 134·
11 See, however, Brit.
Mus. 614, ... quo § 119,
2.

U BerL JlI. i. p.
25S, 20; Sint 1,279;
BuDGE, p. 2S0, S.

II

P. Kah.

2,

20.

Sim. .6.2, u-I9. Be
fore a verb, Mill. I, I
(doubtful).
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§ 233
Rev. Eg., nouv.

1

ser.

2,

Rcc. 28, 186; 35,

2

21

53.

7.

, Urk. iv. 547.

f Rekk. 10; Urk.
iv. 509, 17.
I BH. ii. 7; Me;r
i. 2; Louvre C 18.
• Bel'sk. i. 22; ii.
21 ; Paher; 7.

7

Rec.26,3;D.eIB.

69·
Sitl! I, 271. 272.
Rkind 61 a 6.
10 Th. T. S. ii. II.
11 Pakeri ,.
12 MAR Abyd. ii.30,
33; Adm. 7, I.
8

8

J

Present perhaps
iv. 1092, 2;
Paker; 7.
If P. Kah. 32, 18.
Sim. Siut I, 323.
l~ Urk. iv. 5 1 9.
II S;ut 4, 23. Sim.
il:. I, 315; Th. T. S.
ii.8. Cf. also P. Kak.
3, 36, quo § 14 2 •
13

Urk.

§!,.-;:

§ 233.
WItt' that' I is probably the feminine singular of the perfective
participle from wnn 'be " 'exist '. It serves to introduce noun clauses as object
of certain verbs (§ 187), and is much rarer and more restricted in use than its
synonym ntt (§ 237).

§ 234.

~,~

m and its derivatives. 2-

~ tn, older ~. is possibly an

obsolete imperative meaning' behold '. Instances of its occurrence in this simple
form are very rare; one has been quoted in § 217, and another, likewise followed
by the dependent pronoun 1st sing., may now be added:
~~ ~ ~~ m wi tn J/J PIt behold, I am this spirit. 3
Everywhere else, m is welded together with a pronoun of 2nd pers. which
resembles a suffix-pronoun, but which is probably always an abbreviated form
of an old dependent pronoun. In Middle Egyptian, the element m is usually
supplemented, and occasionally replaced, by a sign borrowed from the imperative
imz 'give' (§ 336); this sign is in Dyn. X II identical with the ideogram in ;::
rdi ' give " but in Dyn. XVII I is usually differentiated from it as GL..JI; hieratic
does not distinguish it from ~, and ....JI is also not infrequently found in hiero
glyphic. Hence we obtain:
~~ mk,4 in Dyn. XII ~~,5 in hieratic regularly and also elsewhere 6
~~. in Dyn. XVIII sometimes ~,7 besides an archaistic spelling ~=".8 Mk
is used when a single male person, or else no one in particular, is addressed. 9
~~ mt,lO later writing ~~,11 when a woman is addressed.
~GL..JI= or ~~ mtn, later ~1-n, ~m mtn, when several persons are
addressed. 12
All these forms may serve as supports to the dependent pronouns; for
examples see §§ 44, 2; 119, I ; § 324. For the indefinite pronoun tw 'one' after
mk see §§ 47. 324.
Mk and its congeners are essentially pictorz'al in meaning, serving to depict
some fact as vividly present in the mind. With non-verbal sentences the time
referred to is usually the present, and in English one must practically always
render as an independent sentence, not as a subordinate clause; examples with
adverbial (§ I 19, I), nominal (§ 133), and adjectival (§ 142) predicate have already
been quoted.
With the stimi form, curiously enough, the event which mk serves to picture
is nearly always, not present,13 but futz~re.
Exx. ~~dttt~~*~~jq-;:~ mk ssp·n wnwt bint behold, we shall have
a bad time, lit. receive an evil hour,u
~~~:::::~ mk ib·k ssmi ll·k tw behold, thy heart shall guide thee for
thyself,l5
~~§!,.==~~ H mk wnn rn·k r'lt/;/; behold, thy name shall exist for ever.16
178
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§ 234

With the sim'1li form, mk has the effect of giving to this the meaning of
the English present perfect.
Ex. ~~~ m~o}c:J 111k p{z'lI"n llnw behold, we have reached home. l
The usual negation of the sim·ttl form being n simi (§ 105, I), we find mk
tt simi meaning' behold, he has not heard' (§ 455, I). The passive simi form
often serves as the passive of sinZ01z-/j hence, when preceded by mk, it has
presellt perfect sense (§ 422, I).
For mk where the predicate is the old perfective, or else {zr + infinitive, see
below § 324.
Lastly, mk may be used simply with a following noun or dependent pronoun
to indicate what is present j cf. French void.
Exx. ~.JQ~QQ·~~~:--~~0Q':'~"O' mk bilyt IJprt m rk i/·k here is (lit.
behold) a wonder which happened in the time of thy father.2
~~}Jt mk wi here am 1. 3 Cf. French me void.
Ons. In a biographical inscription of Dyn. XVIII 11Ik is strangely used before
the infinitive where we should expect the preposition ~r; the constructions in
question are wll·lnf I.zr sgm (§ 470) 4 and r~"'t:l ~r J4m (§ 482, I}.5

§ 235. :::: nn, with shortened form ....... 1t, is the common word for' not'; see
above § 104. For the various uses of the two forms see §§ 105. 108. 120. 134.
144· 200. 201. 209· 25 8. 307. 334· 346 . 394· 402. 418. 4 24. 445· 455· 45 6. 49 1.
As we have seen §§ 44, 2; 120,:::: may be followed by a dependent pronoun.

1 Sk. S. 2.
Sim.
Silll T, 270. 27T. 275 ;
P. Kak. 29. 41; 30,
40; E/). 90, 18.

I

Westc.6, IS. Sim.

Sin. B264

• BUDGE, po 29, 2 ;
LAC. TR. 33, 4
• llrk. iv. !;, 2. II ;
perhaps also i/). 1069,

16.
a llrk. iv. 4, 9, ef.
ib. 7, J 6. Perhaps mere
mistakes of the scribe
in transcribing his
hieratic original.

Ons. In certain cases tin and" cannot be used, and are replaced by the
negative verb from the stems ltnl and 1m, see below §§ 342-50.

§ 236. '0 ~~ n!j,mn 8 'assuredly' or the like, may likewise be followed by
a dependent pronoun. The particle is rare, but examples with adverbial
(§ 119, 6) and verbal predicates are both found. An example of the latter is
'O~~~Jtc:J~~~~~@ n!j,mt" wi pr·n·i m SIW of a truth, I have come
forth from Sais. 7
See below § 324 for an example of n{zm1l + noun + old perfective.
OBS. N~mn is doubtless connected with the enclitic ~m (§ 253), which has the
same meaning. In the earlier hieratic exx• .....II is written for ~, see §§ 24 j 1I9,6.

§ 237. :: nit 'that' is properly the f. sing. of the relative adjective nty
used as a neuter (§ 199); cf. French qui' who', que' that'. It introduces noun
clauses when these are objects of certain verbs (§ 187). Such noun clauses with
nit may also follow certain prepositions and, in conjunction with them, form
adverb clauses (§ 223). For
r-ntt ushering in statements see § 225, and
for the problematical construction l.:: in ntt see § 494. The dependent pronouns
may follow nit, see § 44, 2, but in their place are sometimes found the suffixes of
2nd and 3rd pers. sing., see § 223, end.

-=-::
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• See RI(. 24> 34;

AZ. 43.159.

7 Hearst 6, 6; with
out fill, E/). I. 3.
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§ 238

§ 238. (1) t~, /p, var. l~, and (2) l~" [zwy, more rarely l} [zw, are
synonymous particles serving to introduce wishes or requests; the enclitic particle
~ I (§ 245) is often used to strengthen them and is particularly common with ftwy.
Examples in the sentence with adverbial (§ 119, 7. 8) and nominal (§ 133)

1 Westc.Il,7. Sim.
ib. 15; Peas. B 1,36
(rdl·tw); Adm. 12, 2;
13,5; Tk. T. S. ii. II.
I Westc. 5, 2. Sim.
ib. 9, 23; )fZ. 38, 136.
140; BUDGE, P.399,
9

• Peas. BI, IIJ-2.

4

Adm: 6, 5.

, Urli. iv. 658, 8,
quo § 455, I.

8

Urli. iv. 96. Sim.
IH. iii. 75.

PIEHL,

predicate have already been quoted.
These particles are still more frequent with a verbal predicate; so with
the sdmf form (see further below § 450, 5, b).
Exx. t~1D~;·~~~~··~I-A..~~~~I4I.!..!~ftj ftl dUn Pi it It pif·tn Ilry
~ni pray give ye the corn to your palanquin-bearer.!
n~~(i'1~.Jlh~-=<::>~-c(;; [zwy I wdl [zm·k r S It PrJ] 0 that Thy
Majesty would proceed to the lake of the Great House! 2
Similarly with the subject placed by anticipatory emphasis immediately
after [zl.
Ex. t~'~~~0Hj=:~"'t~~ [zl I It s[zlm·s would that a moment would
destroy! 3
To express an unfulfilled wish the sdm·nf form was used:
Ex. t~'::::j~(i'~j~~\~~'P [zl if ir·n·i IJrw·i m tly It would that
I had made my voice (heard) at that moment! •
We have seen that n sdmf is the usual negation of the sdm·nf form (§ 105,
I); hence [zl n sdmf is employed for ' would that he had not heard! ' 5
For [zl+noun (or [zw I+dep. pron.) + old perfective see below § 324.
Lastly, note that !zl may be used as a noun meaning' wish', 'would-that! '.
Ex. ::t~~~~;;:~ nn [zll m-lJt·k there is no 'would that!' with thee. S
F or an example of !tI n·i 'would that I had!' as object of dd ' say' see § 123.
IJr also written ~ (regularly so in Dyn. XVIII), old form
~.!.~ iIJr,7 indicates what comes next in order, and may be translated' and "
'further', or even 'accordingly', 'so', 'then'. This particle is probably derived
from the verb IJr' fall " and the preposition IJr (§ 167) is obviously closely related.
Examples in the sentence with adverbial (§ I19, 5), nominal (§ 133), and
adjectival (§ 142) predicate have been already quoted, as well as cases where
a clause or phrase of time with m-!J.t is in anticipatory emphasis and is introduced
by br (§ 178, under m-bt, 4. 5).8
The construction IJr simf expresses what will be found to happen, what
may be anticipated, or the like, and is often best rendered by the Englishfulure.
See below § 450, 5, c for the simf forms used in this construction.
Exx. The official who acts like this, .!.<=>}=-::~~tll~ br rwdfrl m
II sl he will flourish here in this place. 9
e LJ""
JIc;:;>jfj-=-rf7\<::>I
I. r km 3! r-j r-[o r-jO r [ now
~
+!5 + ~+..!..
amounts (or
c:::>
~11
I I nn
(J"
.
3
10
30
will be found to amount) to 1. 10

§ 239.

Cairo 20543, a II j
Brit. Mus. 614, u;
Lutz, 34, 66, 3.
7

8

Sim. with m, "Brit.

Mus, 614, u.

• Urli. iv. logo.
Sim. ib. 690, 5 (dl);
11°5, 16; Hog, 3;
1110,3; 1II1,II,qU.
i 18 7.
10 Rhind22.

.!.~

j
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§ 239

The same construction occurs also with the subject placed after IJr in
anticipatory emphasis (§ 148, 1), when it may conveniently be called the IJrf
stimf construction. This has always future reference, and hence is closely
parallel in meaning to the verb-form stim·lJrfto be considered later (§§ 427.430-1).
Exx. !"lI>7mJ.t.lJr tJty h(J)bf then the vizier shall send. I
!"--~.r:--<::>~~~~ IJrf dif in·t(w)f r rryt he shall cause him to be
brought to the court.2
!,.~to~~~ lJr-tw nti·tw·s it shall be ground, lit. one shall grind it.s
Note that the emphasized subject, when a pronoun, is a suffix, not a dep.
pron., and that in the passive only tw (not tw + subject) follows IJr. For IJr·tw
, one says " see § 436.
As used before other verb-forms, IJr calls for no special remark.'

§ 240. t.} sw ' then " only in archaic or archaistic religious texts and where
inexplicable as the obscure pronoun treated in the Add. to § ) 48, 1. 5
Exx. t.} ..!'"""~ I : I r'?;/ sw tv *sw·sn then fell their bones. R
t.}&A-:f?: sw di (§ 422) irt 1t Ifr then was given the eye to Horus. 7
§ 241. r~~~ smwn 8 'probably', 'surely' is perhaps a compound from
sy + m +wn 'it is as though it were', and is found with sentences of various kinds.
An example with nominal predicate has been quoted (§ 133); other examples are:
-~1!!f.::~~=~!-- smwn if !ztp! Ifr snsw'S surely he will be content with
her worship.9
r~~~..;::7<::>~~~:itJ~~}~7:it~~ smwn·k r rdit mJ·i bw wrsw ib·i im
surely thou wilt grant me to see the place where my heart dwells. 1o
F or the construction of this last example see § 332, and note the use of the
suffix as subject.

kJ 'so', 'then', var. <:::::»~, is doubtless akin to the similarly
written verb' to plan', 'devise'. Combined with stimf it serves to express
either a simple future event arising out of what has previously been said, or else
an injunction or determinat£on.
Exx. 0 that (lfw) thou mayst do as I say; l);~~o~~<::>.rl~r kJ Iftp MJrt
r st·s then Right will rest in her place. l l
..;::7 ~ ~ ~~~~ kJ ir·tw IJft iry then one shall act accordingly.12
F or the forms of stimi found after kJ see § 450, 5, d. The construction kJ
Stimf is negated by the help of the negative verb tm, see § 346, 5.
When the predicate in this construction is adverbial, the copula assumes the
form ~-- wnf, as after ilJ (§ I 18).
Ex. '=~~~l::--~~::-; kJ wn·k Ifnrf m s wr then thou shalt be with
him as one man. 13

§ 242.

C/'l

1 llrk. iv. uoo.
Sim. Siut I, 297.
I
llrk. iv. 1I07.
Sim. w. II II, 12; P.
Kall. 32, I-l; Peas.
B I, 151. 16z; Eb.
48, 3-4; 87, !)-IO.
s Eb. 59, 9. Sim.
ib. 044, 3; Urk. iv.
1109, 6.
'Before !tim'n:/, Sin.
B 147; n !tim.n:/. erk.
iv. 1089, 2 ; ftjm'5r:/,
R hind 55; noun + old
perfective, Sin. B 75
6; Paheri 3 ; passive
fijm:/. llrk. iv. 46,
6, quo § 422, 2.
D

Az. 71,50.

e Cm. 84, 8. Sim.
ib. 85, 40.
, Cen. 85, 19.

8 GARD.

9

10

Sin. P.59.

AZ.35, 16.
Sin. B 158.

~~
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11 llrk. iv. 1074
Sim. Adm. Il, 2; 13,
6; ib. p. 105 •
11 P. /{oh. 29, 43.
Sim. ib. 13, 36; 31,
1. 13; 36,16.23;
Wutc. 9, 17; llrk.
iv. 655, 3.

11 P. Ko". 31, 20-1.
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§ 242

1 P. Kak. 36, IS.
Sim. iD. u, 7.
lUrk. iv. 1090
Sim. Westc. 3, 3.
S Urk. iv. 1068.
Sim. iD. 768, 12 j P.

Kd.u,9·

• Westc. 9, 14 (el
liptical); II, 25 (kI +
I" + noun + It/tIl:/ (§
227, 2).
• Pt. 78-9.
8 l',·k. iv. 83.

, Nee. 28, 186;
GAR»' Sin. p. 153.

8 With
nominal
pred. we find Is! ItIk,
see JiZ. 60, 84 j ,lit
Ink, see § 223.
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With the subject in anticipatory emphasis (§ 148, I) there is hardly any
perceptible difference in the sense.
Exx. '='~~~itq~~:::te kl IJJk im in1 sw then this thy humble servant
shall fetch it. 1
~~ ~~g:~ kl·k ir·k mitt thou shalt do the like. 2
~~~~!-~~~~~- kl'tw ps1·tw lJt1 his property shall be divided. 3
This construction is conveniently described as the kIf stlm-/ construction,
and is closely related to the stlm·klfform to be described below (§§ 42 7. 433-4).
F or kIf" he will say' see § 436.
OBS. Other uses of kl are unimportant.' Once kl •••• kl seems to mean
'whether .•• or'!'

§ 243. ) ti, rarely written )q ti,6 is always followed by a noun or dependent
pronoun, and serves to introduce clauses, usually short clauses, of a descriptive or
circumstantial nature. These may have either adverbial (§ 119, 4) or verbal
(§ 212, end) predicate. ) may be ultimately a shortening of q~== isi, the two
particles being identical in meaning and use.' See further § 119, 4.
§ 244. Retrospect.-Reviewing the contents of §§ 227-243, the student
will find that the name' sentence-adverb' is, on the whole, a fair description of
the non-enclitic particles. I t is strange how many of them help to give future
meaning to a following stlm! form-so in, Itl, lJr, and kl when the subject follows
in anticipatory emphasis, and i!J, !zi, !Jr, kl, and in part mk when such is not the
case. The two particles in and lJr bear a close relationship to prepositions, and in
these and one other case (k/) there is an obvious kinship to three similarly built
narrative verb-forms to be studied later (stlm·inf, stlm·lJrf, stlm·klf, see below,
§§ 427 foIL). The non-enc1itic particles vary as regards the pronouns which follow
them before adverbial or verbal predicate; 8 whereas most (isk, isi, mk, nn, '1l-Itmn,
nit, lei and ti) require the dependent pronouns, the three which may be suspected
of verbal origin (!Jr, smwn, and k/) demand the suffixes; in this matter ill- and nit
present peculiarities for which the student is referred to the relevant sections.

VOCABULARY
.:!:~~ var. +~~ 1 wnm eat;

+
AG ~: wllmt food.
c.!!:ll=1

I~-.o~ lJ" throw, let go.
~-f\~

Ji

var.

..a

~

<=:>

~ \~ dp taste.

..<:Q>..

var.

<=:>

~~
1

rm weep.

pass.

::f ~ smnlJ furnish, adorn.

~
g 0 wrh. anoint.
<=:> It~--D
~

SWI

Due to an early confusion in hieratic between the signs
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Vocab.

Y~J).i iP(w)ty messenger, envoy.

~ ~ I ~ {try-pr servant (or like).

~ 4l>-~~! irtyw mourning.

W dll

~ <::::> IJprt what has happened, occur

rence.

~ 15}~ pnw mouse.

=II

~

I

-ro

I

\I I

eI

sJm condition; procedure.

=

mn{t wax.

-----D~

0.

r~~~

~f)~~ JtJ mysterious, difficult.

nt-r custom, habit

(f,).

~:::!J, ® Mn-nfr 1 Memphis.

hn box.

I,lft

~A~~~}

l~~ {tnwt mistress.

I

MqlywMedjay,a

Nubian people. 2

1 Originally the name of the pyramid and pyramid-city of Phiops I at$aJs:Js:!rah. The name means I (Phiops is)
established and beautiful',
I The name has been equated with that of the modern Bedja-peoples of the Eastern Desert and the Sudan.
In Dya.
XVIII men of this stock were employed as police, and the word practically comes to mean' policeman '. See now AEO.,
under No. 188 of On. Aim.

E X ERe I S E XVIII
(a) Transliterate and translate:
(1)

n.

~ }~}::~-- AA~~ ~ I~<::::>~~<::::>~~A ro~A~~
~

"'\-? ~

~ I' ~ .Q[ <::::> {/)is. ~ I I

0 A-- ---D ~

- - <::::> 0

'C/'I A\

'f ~

---D

e 'I I I~ ---D I '7 ~ .J:!:i! 'C/'I<k ~'-Ll 'C/'I
AA~~rl~--=t ~ I<::::>r¢~<::::>=
(2) ~}~~=~:::
fWWM

c:::::J

I

0.

1 1

0.

11®~}~~~~::=l~~~+~~lir
rf\~~
(4) --"- ~~m=r\\~~
~::~J~~15}~
~ ~ <::::> ~

.....-OW d
(7)

...A... L...Il

X

fWWM

I I

(5) ~ ~~8 -0 o.~
<::::> \: <::::> J.. -I.-D ~

(6) ~rr,~r5r~A'7~~~~~~~~,~,

->

A\ e:::. '\. tA 0. ~ - - ~
~ fl<::::> ~ n<::::>
I ~.J:!:i! 0
m! IM'IL.A~ ro \\ctl1i-Q:...~'1 0\ I 1 1'1 \\

=;;;=>t~

II@o.All

Q

(3) ____ 'C/'IA I

i'.....-O~~~i' ~fj~~f)~~+~g~

(b) Write in hieroglyphs and translitera#on:
(I) He wept saying: How evil is this condition in (~r) which I am I Would
that I had never (lit. not) seen this city! (2) If he is ill, thou shalt send to his
wife concerning it. (3) Now when the messenger of the chief (wr) of the Medjay
arrives at the Residence, thou shalt be with him like a brother. If he say to
183
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thee, 'Who shall give me food?' thou shalt answer him saying, , I will give it
to thee'. Thou shalt not allow him to express a want (lit. say' would that to
me! ') about anything. Behold. I have furnished thee with fields and (lit. with)
cattle and serving-men in order that (lit. through love of) thou mayest act
accordingly. (4) May I serve (sqml form only) the Lady of the Universe
(§ 100, I), so that she may tell me (of) the beauty of her children.

L E S SON XIX
PARTICLES (contt'llltcd)

Enclitic particles
1

SeeJEA 34,

12.

,. Cf. too nfr.w(i)1
'how beautiful', Pyr.,
Bull. 32,60.

, Peas. B I, 180.
ib. 181.224.293:
B2, 125: Si".B2I7.
260: P. Kak 30,39:
3 1 ,10: 32,6: 33,10:
{Jr/~. il'. 158,9.
~im.

(§§ 245-257):

§ 245. ~ /1 appears to have a vague exclamatory or interjectional force, as
may be concluded from its use, already illustrated, after the particles of wishing
l,u and [twy (§§ 119, 8; 238).la In a few Middle Egyptian passages, for the most
part rather obscure, it seems to have some snch meaning as 'indeed'.
Ex. 47~~"""" ~dJ~;;; sqmw, 1t / srjm·ll·k thou hearer, indeed thou hearest
not. 2

§ 246.

~::

iif, see below § 252.

§ 247. qr is seems' to be ultimately interjectional in character and to have
some such meaning as '10'; the non· enclitic particles isk and ist (§§ 230. 231) are
evidently derivatives; perhaps also isw (§ 232).
One of the main functions of is is to give a certain impressiveness or
emphasis to the statements in which it occurs:
Exx. ~} fll~4 };:~J ~~j II iw IJpr·1Z·k is m sqly [tm·i thou hast indeed grown
up as a foster-son of My Majesty.s
1.

r

Ikhern.6. Some
what similarly Sk. S.
I53.qu. § 188, I: Peas.
B I, 276: Adm. 12. I.
• Vrk. iv. 164. Sim.
ib. 363, 7 ; 367, 9·
~ Pt. 181.
Sim.
Turin 276, R ee. 3. II 9.
8 See GUNN. Stu
dies, pp. 170-1 and ch.
8

2~.

7 Pt. 213; Wesle.
9, 6. quo § 368; Vrk.

iv. 1087,8.

:::-~ 4r- X0 Xo} 1@ rIJ'1l'i is n[t[t pw WIst I know indeed that Thebes

1S

eternal.·
...A-.~q;;'4r~~~

n li'n is!Jt rjs·s wealth does not indeed come ofitself. 5
2. A common use of is is to emphasize the negative word,6 which here
appears as -"- n even in cases where:::: nn would be expected; later, however,
n in this use is occasionally replaced by nn.7 An example of -"-4 r 11- is in the
sentence with adverbial predicate was quoted in § 120 j with nominal (§ 134) and
adjectival (§ 140) predicate the combination -"- .. 4ro} 1t is . .. pw is not uncommon,
and it was seen in § 134 that here pw is apt to be omitted as superfluous. The
use of n is to negative an adverb or adverbial phrase has been illustrated in
§ 209; it is then translatable as 'but not' or, after another negation, as 'except '.
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§ 247

So too n is may be employed to negative a noun in apposition.
Ex. cl"'jjlo~«::::>r~q~}ti .... ~l~}~iJo..q~g'}i·«::::> ir gm·k tilisw ...•
m !ewrw, n is mitw·k if thou find a disputant ...• who is a poor fellow, one not
thyequaJ.1
For n is meaning , if not', 'unless' before the JrJm·n1 form see § 216, end.
3. 'Is may also emphasize single words; so q~i-;q~ iw min is 'to-day
indeed ',2 ~14iq~ min is 'behold ye indeed '.s Similarly, it is used after the
independent pronoun in both affirmative and negative sentences with nominal
(§ 127, 4) and adjectival (§ 136) predicate, tending to confer upon the pronoun, as
we have seen, the value of a logical predicate.
4. Further, is may help to characterize a sentence as a question; see § 49 I, 2.
5. When placed after a noun, is has sometimes the meaning of the preposition
'like': a construction common in the oldest Egyptian,t but of which only a few
instances have survived in later times.
Ex. ::'t!l::~~~~7Yt.:q~-i~ ir'n" nl m mit nl lO, nsw is n nlr n6
I acted for him in loyalty of heart, as a king (does) for every god:'
OBS. In Late Egyptian Is is often employed like 1st at the beginning of

I

Pt. 75.

lSi". B 189.
I Ad",. 7, t.~. 3. 9.

, Exx.JYr. 4b. 5 b.
57 d. 63 b. noc. IIIId
very often.
I Urk.iv'367. Per.
haps aim. il>. 3~4, n ;
Sill. BU3.

sentences; however, in the sporadic examples of this found as early as Dyn. XVIII
is is possibly an interrogative particle, see (4) above and § 491, ~ below.

§ 248. q~c::> ist '10' (§ 231) appears to be used enclitically in a few examples.
Ex. q<>q~oomJ~'O'q~---q}mq~- ir isl 01 srJm(w)·k imf, iw wsOI iml
10, as for the office in which thou judgest~ there is a broad hall in it.s
§ 249. -&7 wnl and !!7 wnnt 7 are used after the independent pronoun
ink'I' in the sense of 'indeed', 'really'; for examples see above § 127, end.
Though wnt and wnnl are probably the f. sing. of the perfective and imperfective
participles respectively, no difference of meaning is discernible between them.
Only very rarely are these particles found in sentences with verbal predicate.
Ex. -&=q!!7 ~~f==l'O'q wnn·i wnnl stir·/d I was indeed sleeping. 8 For
the construction see § 326.
The particles here treated are, at least for practical purposes, to be distin
guished from the wnt which means' that' (§ 233) and from the wnt which occurs
in ....... ~ 7 1t wnt ' there does not exist' (§ 108, 2).

• Urk. iv. 109~.
Sim.io·56r ,8;S63,8;
R II;"a, title.
, In Old Eg., see
Verbum ii. § 978.

• Urk. v. 171, ~ •
•• Full writing, /'yr.
l64. 5~0; so, too, in
L. E. and later. WO.

11,36,6.

• JlZ. 57. r04; 58,

17-; Mn.

A~

ii.

§ 250. ~ m(y),8& also written ~~,g is occasionally found after imperatives 30,33·
It Ad... p. 105' Sim.
or, quite exceptionally, after the stim! form when used to express a wish.
Dut,.. 3. 16; P. Ptt.
UI6B, U; HtfWS/II,
Exx. ~q.ll~Yi mi m(y), M·I pray come, 0 my heart. let
of, quo I 25~, ~.
II Mti,. iii. 3; fU is.
}Alt.t~.~ wrJI m(y) 16·k may thy heart prosper.u
restored.
In a few religious texts this my is found non-encliticatly.
II LAC. 1'R. 36, 3.
Sim. DE BUCK, i.7, b;
Ex. ~~::l'--lC::>}C7~lt.}oD~,', m(y) ts tw, n6 SIWt pray raise thyself up, P. CII. Bealt7 X, rt.i,
4; XIII, II.
thou lord of walls. I2
18s
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§ 251. m~ ~ ms 1 hints that some thought, statement, or the like has been
overlooked by the person addressed, and conveys some tinge of surprise or
reproof at this omission. I t may sometimes be translated by , surely'.
2 Adm. 2, 7. Sim.
Exx. q~mr\?1D~~\?I~,~-;~1D! iw ms spsw m nlJwl surely, nobles are In
Westc. 1, 5; II, 22;
mourning. 2
12, 22; Sinai 90, 12.
~=m""i::q~~::::!~it wnn ms nty im m rlJ-1J1 nay, but he who is yonder
s Leo. 145. Sim. io.
(i.
e.
dead)
shall be a wise man (lit. one knowing things).3
I,p. 143.
I SeeAdlll. pp. 2 I -2.

For the compound noun iw-ms 'untruth', lit. 'but-there-is" see above
In one instance ms is found after 111k 'behold' and followed by a dependent
pronoun.'
OBS.

§ 194.

4

&

Westc.

I2, 22.

Seeespecially Pyr.

1I0l.

§ 252. :: rf and the related particles.-The preposition 1", combined
with a suffix, is used enclitically as a particle; the suffix-pronoun originally
employed was that demanded by the context ill each case,5 but later the particle
thus formed manifested a tendency to become stereotyped and invariable in the
form:: if, var. q:: irf. The literal meaning is 'as to him' (' me', 'thee '), but
the function of these particles is to express emphasis of one kind or another.

7 Leb. 67. Sim. io.
148; Slz.S.I2;lkhern.
9; P. Kalz. 3, 30.
e BUDGE, p. 266, I.
Sim. Hearst 14, 11.
I lh-k. iv. 255.
10 HearstII,4. Sim.
Urk. iv. 480, 7.
II LAC. TR. 18, 17.
12 LAC. TR. 19,31 ;

60,5·

13

Peas. B I, 29-30.

14 Urk.iv. 120. Sim.
ib. 367, 13; 390, 2;
508, 12.
n Adm. 5, 14, quo §
133; 6,5, quo § 238.
II Peas. R 79' Sim.
I5t pers. Slz. S. 2I.
n Peas. R 59. Sim.
ib. B 1,18.12+ 149;
Adm. 11,5. 14.
II Sin. B 43. Sim.
Peas. B 1, 106; Westc.
9, + 15; M. u. K. I,
6; Adm. 14,14,

j

is occasionally found in conjunction with a verb in 1st sing.
Ex. ~"lj:::" rjd·ki r·i nf then spoke I to him.6
I.

• Sin. B 45. Other
exx. Sinai 90, 5 ; LAC.
TR. 23,99; 28,9.

1"';'

r:

2. ~ r·k, later often written q~ ir'k, with the feminine:: r·t, var.
ir'l, is not uncommon with the imperative.
Exx. 4~i' srjm r·k n·i hearken thou to me. 7
~q~i'~Q rjd ir·k n·i st tell it to me. S
~..Il:: m(i) r·t come thou (fem.).9
tJ~L\.q~~ f;,m ir·t m(y) retreat thou (fem.).10
With the plural imperative is found q<=>:: ir·tn 1.1 or
r·tn,12 but only
rarely, the invariable ;,rf (below 3) usually taking its place.
After the 2nd pers. of the srjmf form used in wishes and exhortations, r·k
is but rarely found. I
Ex. C7~~1D~~~i'!~it nb sgr, di·k r·k n·i IJI-i thou Lord of Quiet,
give thou me my property.13

<::>::

q::

3. The invariable:: rf, later writing
irf, has several different uses.
(a) First, it is found after plural imperatives.
Ex. .lI~11 q::.7. st/mw iif In hearken yeo H
Similarly after ~ ~ Itl ' would that' (§ 238) 15 and after srjmf used in wishes. 16
(b) Second, if and iif are common in questions.
Exx. q-::::::~Jl:j in nn rf di·k sWI·i wilt thou not let me pass?]7

t

~=q::~.!.iq~~~~~:: wnn

irf II pfml m m-lJmlfwhat will that land

be like without him? 18

186
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§ 252

(c) Occasionally in sentences with a certain exclamatory and emphatic force.
So for example after smwn 'probably ',1 mk 'behold ',2 and (tr-ntt 'because '.s
Here w~must recall the anticipatory use of ist rf and 1'1 alone which was
explained above in § 152; so again after an emphasized word, ex. ~'='Q:: ....
.]~'=' t!s·k irf . ... int·k 'thyself .... thou shalt bring'.~
4. <>~ rs, with the 3rd f. suffix used as a neuter, is very rare.
Ex. ~=<>~::::}jX~ lJpr·n rs, nn wi !tnr it happened, indeed, I was not
with (them).ll

1 Ex. )iZ. 35,
quo § l4I.
I SII. S. 10.
a Adm. p. 97.
f

16.

IV,s/e. 7. 8; for

In/.k see § 450, 4.

6

SII.S. 130 •

• Urk. iv. 315.13;
§ 253. o~ (tm,tJ also written o~ ~ T or O~,8 occurs almost only in main :a 8S,
15.
clauses, where it has the meaning 'assuredly', 'indeed'. Being a particle of
7 W,s/e. :.. 7; Eo.
110, I.
asseveration, it is frequent in statements, promises, or predictions referring to
e Sin. B 76. 203.
the future.
Exx. q~1to~~<>-:-~~1t iw·i I;m r irt llnt-l assuredly I will make my
9 Westc. 5. 7. Sim.
rowing. 9
Urk. iv. 344, 17.
4=O~ ~~c:~-qt~ wnn·(i) (tm (tr sfP sl·l 1;1 Slt'(l) assuredly I will
10 Urk.iv.l25. Sim.
spread my protection about my daughter. lo
io. :a85, J5; Th. T. S.
11m is sometimes found, however, also in statements of present fact, to i. 10.
11 In past narrative,
which it lends a certain emphasis. l l
St"n. R 15, qUo § 66,
Ex. !..o~......a~~tu~o~......a~1t~~~ IJr "'m nlr wlIJ.-ib n"'m wi m-r mwt end.
12 Sin. B 203. Sim.
nay, good indeed is the clemency which has saved me from death. u
io. 76; Peas. R 61 (mk
Leo. lSI; Adm.
So too (tm may occur in an if-clause with which some alternative condition ~m);
13.9; Urk.iv. HI, 7.
is contrasted.
Ex. q<::::>o~ ~"'jj'»~'=' ....... Q<::::>+~"'jj'»~fC7 ir (tm gm·k .... ir swt gm·k if,
11 Eo. 110,1-3. Sim.
on the one hand, thou findest ..... ; if, on the other hand, thou findest ......13

OBS. Hence, doubtless, is derived the non-enclitic particle nl;m1Z (§ 236), which
has much the same meaning.

§ 254. +}Q swt is used in statements in order to mark a contrast, and
corresponds to English' but '.
Exx. I do not know the number thereof .... qi+~.~:i.J~::L.Q.~ iW'i
swt rlpkwl bw nty st 1m but I know the place where it is.14
If thou do not let me go forth vindicated (certain evil results will follow);
Q<::::>+~~::;.Jl1t ir S'ltJ! dl·k pr·l but if thou cause me to go forth. 13
Occasionally the adversative swt occurs in a mere clause or phrase, not
qualifying an entire sentence; in this case' however' is the closest translation.
Exx. Greet our entire household, ~m~~~1t+~ m msdd·i swt though I may
dislike (it).16 Lit. while I am disliking, however.
SWI

Let all that is good be done with them, :::+}"~~t\~.Jl'l:q ..... nn wt rilt
kd but without letting a boat pass. IT For the construction see § 307, I.
18 7
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LAc. TR. '. '5 ;
BuDGE, p. 147, II.

If Wlste.90 3. Sim.
Sin. B 37; Peas. B I.
124

11 NAv.65. 130 Sim.
LAc. TR. 2,
Siut
1,225; .... 79; Eo. 30.
13; Urli. iv. 1110,15.

.s ;

P. Ea!. 36, 42.
Berl. AI. i. p.
256, 5. Sim. Peas.
R 128, with lin( + in
finitive.
11

17
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§ 254

I

AZ.47, PI. I,

2,

opp. p. 88. Sim. Peas.
B 1,283.3°7; Urk.iv.
26,12; 1074,10. After
imperatives, Peas. R3;
B 1,81.
2 Cairo 20503, I;
Brit. Mus. 1164,9. 12.
2aRec·37,I39,1.3 6.
3 Crk. iv•.:\44, II ;
1 I 10, 7.

In a number of examples swt has little or no force, merely introducing
a main clause or indeed an entire narrative.
Ex. ~i:t }"'t d7~m tid·i swl, di-i stim·tn I speak, I cause you to hear.l

OBS. Swt is doubtless ultimately identical with the indep. pron. of the 3rd m
sing., for in Late Egyptian and Coptic lItf acquires a like adversative meaning.

§ 255. ~ grl, early also Q~ krt,2 rare variant !..o~,2a in inscriptions of Dyn.
XVIII sometimes written ~,3 takes the place, in Middle Egyptian, of Old Eg.
~ /;-r (rarely ~~ ~tr), which hardly survives later except as an adverb meaning
'also (not) any more' (§ 205, I). Hence the proper meaning of grt was doubt
less likewise' also " 'moreover '. In use, however, Krt has a much weakened
signification; the nearest English equivalent is the 'now which claims the
listener's attention, but frequently it is best left un translated.
I t stands at the beginning of new paragraphs.
Exx. ::i+fI71~iLl~~ifm ir·n·i grt rnpwt m I;!p m MI-I;ti now I spent
years as prince in the Oryx-nome. 4
Q}+.!.~-::il~~ ~~:- iw grl fJrp·n nf I;m·i mnw rSi wrt My Majesty
undertook for him very many monuments. 5
Also at the beginning of descriptions or explanatory comments.
Exx. l o}+'::::*;;ii- llfr pw grl, nil sn-nwf he is a god who has no
equal (lit. secondV
00'

0

4 EH. i. 8, 15. Sim.
Berl. AI. i. p. 258, 20;
Sin. B2I9; Hamm.
110,7; Urk. iv. Il05,
12.
5 Urk. iv. 173, 6.
Sim. ib. 168, 12; 171,
II; 172, I; 174, 9;
Hamm. 113, 10.
6 Sin. B 47.
Sim.
ib. 51; Peas. R I, 17.

7 Siltt I, 281. Sim.
ib. 279.
8 Ex. Cairo 20099,
2, quo p. 55. top.
U Berl. AI. i. p. 258,
19; Cairo 20539, i. b
21; Urk. iv. IIOS, 7;
Urk. v. 24, 9; 26, 12;
28, 10.

10

Louvre C 14,

Il.

11 Munich 4, 6-7,
quo i;f68, 3.

12 Sin. B 114, with
note. Sim. GAYET,
Temple de Louxor 63;
AZ. 57,

6·.

IS Peas. B I, 180.
Sim. ib. 201; Eb. 2,
3; PI. 274, quo § 495.

14

Urk. v. 30 •

-+l';t-~iC7Q+IlJ~~-!~~<:::>'QQ~i

ngrt I;ti·n I;Jty-r no imy hlw-J
!Jtmt ky I;lty-r no prince in his time destroys what another prince contracts for. 7
Grt is found even at the very beginning of narratives. s It occurs frequently
in the phrase Q-=-+ ir grl 'now as to .... .' with some emphasized word (§ 149}.9
An example may be quoted where grt is used exactly like the adverb gr
'also' (§ 205, I); this example confirms the relationship of the two words.
....A..Q....JI=~-=+ n ir'n n mw grt they do not wash off through water
either (or also}.lo

OBS. 'lw grt is a common combination; a case may even be quoted where it
introduces indep. pron. + participle, the construction of § 227, 3,11 'ls!.grt, see § 231.

§ 256. ~f~ tr, sometimes shortened to ~, ~f ty, seems to express surprise
or indignation, and may be translated' forsooth', , I wonder', or the like.
Ex. -'-~it~n1'- n ink tr sml"/ I am not, forsooth, a confederate of his.l2
Such examples are, however, exceedingly rare. Tr is common, on the
other hand, in questions.
Exx. p~"=~f.t1~r.~ tm·k tr stim I;r m wherefore, pray, dost thou not
hearken ?13
~....JI~n:7I±l-III+~}~il! m t(y) sn nn n nlrw imyw-olfz. who are they,
these gods who are in the presence? U
188
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§ 256

sy Iy PW Wit smt·k IJr·s which, pray, is the road upon

which thou wilt walk? 1
The interrogative pronoun ~£ ptr," Cwho?' Cwhat?' (§ 497), also written
~r~ pt,S ~\\r~ ply,. and more fully
pw-tr,5 ~;,.U~ pw-ti,6 is evidently a
compound of pw and tr; for pw alone as an interrogative Cwho? ' see below § 498.7
A strange employment is also found in which a suffix is appended to tr,
apparently in apposition to a preceding m Cwho?'
Ex. - ~--o;"fc;o~ n-m tr·k i who art thou that hast come? Perhaps lit.,
who, pray, (namely) thou, has come? 8 For the construction see above § 227, 3.

o};,.r

lUrk. v. 168, 12.
Sim. iIJ. 172, 2. 4;
173, 13; 177,13·
lSi". B 122. 183.
261.
• P. Kak. 5, 6.
, R ltind 36. 39. 51.
a Missi4n, i. p. 219.
• Ad",. 3, 7. 13 j

.,6

7 U,k. iv.1078, 13;
1079, 1; 1081, 16
(collated).
• U,k. v. 148, 3.
Sim. iIJ. 165, 6; IF,

11.

§ 257. Accumulation of partic1es.-Finally, it must be pointed out that
Egyptian is by no means averse from accumulations of particles. Examples
will be found in many of the above paragraphs; compare, for instance, ist rf
§ 231 ; mtn is § 247, 3; IJr IJm § 253; so also mk IJr,9 mk grt9& and many others.
INTERJECTIONS

§ 258. The number of Egyptian words which can definitely be classed as
interjections is very small. Here belong, in the first place, the words 4~, 41
i and ro~ hi, which occasionally accompany the vocative, see above § 87.
Closely related to the latter is probably roQ4~ ny, which may best be translated
chail', ex. ro4Q~~ ny n·k Chait to thee'.lo Q4lJl ylJ Chey' is a still rarer
interjection exhorting to movement or the like.n We have discussed ist '10', mk
Cbehold', and IJI, IJwy 'would that' under the head of non-enclitic particles or
sentence-adverbs (§§ 231. 234. 238). Here, for want of a better rubric, we may
place ~ ~ ~ tiw 'yes' IS and the rare use of::: nn for Cno '.13
For interjectional sentences beginning with an adverbial phrase, see above
§ 153. Sentences consisting only of a noun or of a nominal phrase (§ 89, 2) may
also be regarded in this way. On the interjectional ~ ~y 'what a .... ! ' see § 258 A,
below, p. 427.

VOCABULARY
mr~ ms bear, give birth; form, fashion

~~ IJsr drive away, dispel.

(statue).

to \.jj nti

r~ ~ srr cause to mount up, bring.
r~ ~ smlr make true.
r~ ~ smfJ forget.

protect, rescue, m-r from.

::J.Q:.- rs

wake (intrans.).

~y~ var.

4-~ IJsf oppose, repress,

JL~

repel; with n, punish.

sn conjure, exorcize.
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• Urk. iv. 1088, 10;
109 2 , 13·
9' JEA. 16, 19, 3.
5; F. Ka/,. 30, 40;
Siu! I, 269.

10
11

Sin. B 2/4.

n.

el B. 89;

Faheri 5.
12 Westc. 8, 14; Adlll.
6, 13; liZ. 43, 4l.
II Peas. B I, 200.
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Vocab.
~~

\:jj

~~

dm be sharp, sharpen; det.

~ ~ pronounce,
1~l2t ('mt an Asiatic.

7/n

lit. downward inclined of heart.

a name.

~ U~~ (zkl magic; also plur. (zklW.

:;::.Il2t prity a bowman, foreigner.

@

T

1

f

of the stem

E X ERe I S E

@ =~~~T9LJ@
~Ji'

I

(2) ~

(4)

fl}f

I I

•

snlr Incense.

has changed into I. See Spkinx 13.157.

XIX

Q--LJ ill Q
~~=

Q

~~~I~r~::~}'~~=~I!

~rq:::~~

0

~ Q--LJ var. ~ m who? what?

•

mtwt pOlson.

The use of the sign for",1 here indicates that the initial

~\..-ll

kkw darkness.

r~ x 11 var. :, 11 srit fire, flame.

mi(zrt tomb. l
Ji'~

~ Iffty enemy, opponent.

~}.
9 nI~ ~ I

~~~LJ mr(zrt, var. :C=~~LJ
Q

Q

~\\-~

~11 psrit ennead of gods, company of
nine gods.

~~Q

7~ r/f-ib disaffected, envious,

~tR~ ~~ ~
_4 ~Q
..I,f--\\B v'Jj
_---.ll

(3)

q=~}~::L~

q=rl~~~++~l2tl2t°}mr~'iq~

t}Qr~~~++~~l2tl2tqr0}.-,-mr~qri'

} 12t~ qI ~l2t~:§ o}.::: ~

@

~q:;:: 1l2t~.!.

(5)

';~~

\J':: ~~

(b) Wr£te £7z h£erog/;phs and transl£teraHon :
(I) The overseer of priests Barl)otpe says: I adorned this tomb for my
father anew, in order that (n-mrwt) his name might be firm and flourishing
therein for eternity. (2) 0 Isis, if thou allow this child to live, I will give to
thee incense upon the flame; but if thou take him from me, I will not allow thee
to receive offerings upon the altar, I will not allow thy name to be pronounced
in thy temple. (3) Would that he would give me my clothing! (4) If thou
awake in peace, Great-of-Magic 3 awakes in peace. (5) They fashioned a statue,
the like of which had not been seen since the time of the god. (6) Shall this
peasant be punished for this evil word?
I

See above, p. 65. n. 8&.

3

Wrt.!lkIW. name of a female divinity. identified with the crOWD of the Pharaoh.
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§ 259

LESSON XX
NUMBERSl

§ 259. The writing of the numerals.-A vertical stroke I is used for
,he units, and special signs for the various powers of ten. The seven signs
employed are as follows :
I

10

n

100

~

1,000

I

10,000

~

100,000
1,000,000

""

~

The higher values are written in front of the lower, and to indicate the
numbers between I and 10, and between any power of ten and the next higher
power, the signs in question are repeated as many times as is necessary. Hence
we find ~~~~Hn~lnlnl for 152,123,2 \\W~~I~~I~ for 966.&
The word for' million' ~ Iflf, which was also used for 'many' (I 99), early
fell into disuse; probably as a consequence of this loss, a new method of
expressing the higher values was occasionally employed.
Exx.

~

, I

100,000 X 101

~ 10,100,000.'

~ JI

1111 III

I See K. SETHK,
VDllZaAu.UM Zak!
_rim IJei tim alten
AD""",, in Sckriften
d. Wits. Ga. Strass
,,",1', 25· Heft, 1916.

(100,000 X

4)+ (10,000 x 7)=

47 0 ,000. 5

• Urk. iv. 630.
• Urk. iv. 666.

• Harris 73, 5·
~

In hieratic the tens and units, when referring to the days of the month, are
invariably laid on their side, ex. 0c~~ sw I8 'day 18 '.8 Traces of a similar use,
though as regards the units only, are sometimes found in Middle Kingdom
hieroglyphic, exx. V~~~~ tpy (n) ifJt sw I8 'first (month of) inundation, day 18';1
f. ;:-1I.!)0~ f lz,ryw rnpt, sw 5 'the 5 (days) upon the year, day 5 ' i.e. the fifth
epagomenal day,S beside f~=~}.~ ..9 The horizontal position becomes thus
associated more with ordinal than with cardinal meaning; in hieratic texts this
position is apt to be found in the words for' third', 'fourth " etc., ex. :o~; J-nw
sp , the third time '.10
§ 280. The names of the numbers.ll-Very few of these are written
out in Middle Egyptian, though an example of ,~ snw 'two' 12 and another of
.!;.171 lJmt 'three' 18 may be cited.
Since, however, derivatives involving the
names of the numbers sometimes occur, e.g. Q:;:I~I ifdt 'a four " 'a quartet "
Il::~o .(fmnw 'Eight-town " i. e. EI-Ashmtlncn in Upper Egypt, it is desirable
for the student to become acquainted with them. The transcriptions given below
are based on phonetic writings in the Pyramid Texts and elsewhere, or else on
inferences from Coptic; a few details remain uncertain.
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P. Kak. 8, 19.

e P. Kak.

1:1,

6.

1 Siut I, 3830 Sim.
i/;. 277. 2!)9

• Siut 1,305- 312.
t Siut I, 297.
10 PiIIU. B I, 139
SUn. ill. 194. 2"a. 366.
290; £6. 86, 30.

See .liZ. 47, I.
.liZ. "5, PI. VI,
n. &e,too,JEA.16,
19. L 8.
IS A'-Z• ..5, PI. VI,
13·
11

11
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Wr(yW)
10 mg(w)
100 $I orig. perhaps snt
2 snw(y)
20 [gbrry??]
1,000 If!
30 mrb/
10,000 gbr
3 !Jmt(w)
4fdw
100,000 !zJn
40 lzm
5 diw 1
So diyw
1,000,000 !zit
6 srsw or siSw
60 sr(Syw) or si(syw)
7 if!J(w)
70 if!J(yw)
8 !Jmn(w)
80 !Jmn(yw)
9 psti(w)
90 pstiyw
The bracketed consonants fell away at different times, mostly early. All
the units, except snwy, which is a dual, have a masculine ending w; from 3
upwards they were plurals, but in Middle Egyptian, having mostly lost the w,
they are already treated as singulars (see below § 261). The tens, from So
upwards, are plurals of the units. The word for 100 is fern. sing., but the
higher numbers are masc. sing.
We know from various sources that the units had fern. forms as well as
masculine. There existed also a set of collectives corresponding to the English
, triad', 'trio', 'quartet', etc.; an example from Middle Egyptian is III,' ~ 'diwt
I a set of five '.2
The way in which combinations of tens and units (e.g. 'twenty-five '), etc.,
were expressed in spoken Middle Egyptian is largely a matter of conjecture, and
cannot be discussed here.
U nUke the other numbers,' one' is often written out, m. ~ w r ,S f. ~7 wrt. ~
Derivatives are: ~~ wr(w) 'be alone', ~ wry 'sole', 'unique " ~}["J wrrw
, privacy', 'solitude'.
I

I

See

iii. p. 9,

2

SETHE,

P)'r.

HI C.

Urk. iv. 139.

SPear. B T, 161:
Urk. iv. 18, I. 3; 19,
13·
4 Sin. B 266; Eb.

4, 8:

II, I.

• Siut 3, 13: Wesfc.
10, 10.

• Adm. 12, 14.
1 Eb. 100, J.
• P. Pet. IJl6

A,

58.

e Sk.S. U7.
Weslc. 4, 13.
11 Urk. iv. 660.
11 P. Pet. 1116

l_~)Wl.nn~~n',\'

10

A,

101.
11 Exceptions: rnpwt
54. )(Z. 47, PI. I, 6:

k1"W'W 4, Hearst

§ 261. Construction of the cardinals.-The numeral follows the noun,
which, as a general rule, exhibits the singular form.
"i'11 S 2 two men. 8
Exx. :JI mf;, lone cubit.1S
~-II msgr{ 2 his two ears.7
f7~ rnpt 20 twenty years. 8

10,

4. 13·
14 Hearst I I, 14. Sim.
Rkind 41.
II Westc. 5, 9.
11 Urk. iv. 688. Sim.
i!>. 6g8, 7 ; 699, 5. 6.

/:zflW 75 seventy-five snakes.9
l~, ~ ,:::e~ /:zn# ds 100 one hundred jugs of beer.tO
c=~~I dmi /p a thousand towns.u
"i'~ s gbr ten thousand men.IlI
Frequently, however, the noun shows the plural form i not, however, (a) with
the numbers I and 2, (0) nor yet, as a rule,ta in indications of time or of measure.
Exx. :;'~IIIII spw 4 four times.14
~~,~,~ st-lzmwt 20 twenty women.1S
~mllllnllil ilzw 618 six hundred and eighteen (head of) cattle. I6
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When the noun and numeral are accompanied by a demonstrative or
possessive adjective, this adjective is made to agree with the noun in gender,
though it always shows singular number, even when the noun has the plural
form.
Exx. ~~ "'ifII Pi S 2 the two men. l
I ~ I ~ hrw J pn these three days. I
.,~:..i:tlJ~~~ II it !zlpt 6 the six l}elfat of corn.a For ::: see below § 266, I.
~it'~it~!11 pri brdw 4 my four children. 4

When no noun is present, the adjective is singular and masculine.
Exx. "I~ J pn these three. 5
~~~I Pi 21 the twenty-one. 8
Only in the case of the numbers 100 and 1,000 does the demonstrative follow
the gender of the numeral, without reference to the gender of the thing that
is numbered.
Exx. ~G~'~ !I t 100 the hundred 10aves. T St is feminine.
~~Q~l Pi t 1,000 the thousand loaves. s ijl is masculine.
What has been said above of the demonstrative applies equally to the
word for' other '.
Exx. -=~~~Hi: : : ky n!zsy 6 another six Nubians."
~~<::>cf~~ kt It r-si kt It one hundred (years) after another hundred. lo
The explanation of the puzzling facts set forth above is given by Old
Egyptian and Coptic. I t thence becomes clear that the method of writing the
numeral after the word denoting the thing numbered was purely graphic;
doubtless it was borrowed from book-keeping, just as £6 is the regular symbol
in English account-books for 'six pounds '. I t is just possible that Egyptian
measurements like m!z 4 were sometimes read as mft jdw, lit. 'cubit, four'; but
if so, this manner of reading was merely derivative and a reflection of the manner
of writing.
From the evidence which we possess it is plain that in actual speech the
number always preceded the noun numbered. The only exception is S1lW 'two',
which was pronounced after its noun, cf. Coptic p-son snau 'the two brothers '.
In all other cases the noun indicating the thing numbered came at the end.
When the number is relatively small, the noun is in the plural and in apposition to
the word denoting the number; with the highest numbers (see below § 262, 2) the
noun numbered is in the singular and introduced by m or n. The word denoting
the number is in all cases a singular noun (the units were originally plural,
but early became singular, § 260), and hence the accompanying demonstrative
and possessive adjectives and the word for 'other' are always singular. The
variability in gender which they exhibit when the number is a low one is due to
the fact that the units had masc. forms when the following noun in apposition
193
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§ 361

I P. J(d. 13. 38.
Sim. Urk. iV.II06, I a.

• SiNt

J.

a9fi.

• Peas. R 6. Sim.
R4Puf77 (II) .
, Uri. iv. 1070. p,
and plur. noun. West,.
3,17: 9.7; AlN.Jr.
n. 4. 8.
• Peas. B 1.15"
a RIri"d 6a.

7

R lzind6S.

8

Rkind76.

• Semnnh Disp.
U.

10

Si"t 4, 25.

I.
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was masc., and fern. forms when that noun was fern. The rules for the demon
strative, etc., become intelligible when we realize that what is written pJ·lllrd'lV 4
was read pJ·ljd'lV. Ilrd'W' my masculine four, (namely) children'; 'my four cows'
would have been bY'lldt, 1~'lVt ' my feminine four, namely cows', though written
lJy·i l(l'lvt (or l~t) 4. On the other hand, with the hundreds the demonstrative is
always fern., since Sf 'hundred' is an unchangeable fern. noun; /JI 'thousand' is, on
the contrary, masculine, and consequently any adjective agreeing with it would
have to be masculine likewise.
§ 262. The construction of the lowest arid highest numbers.
The word for' one " when written phonetically, as a rule follows its noun.
Exx. =g~~~ dmi 'lU( one city.l
f\~~--~7 WIt! 'wrt its one side. s
Or else it precedes it and is connected with it by the genitival adjective.
Ex. ~- ~Q....!l=£;;3: 'W( It m{Jt one road. s
At a later stage of the language, the last-named construction gives rise to
the indefinite article; an early example is ::;1~YMLl~Ll~ ~~ '<U('W 1t /fI/flw 'a ship'}
, One of (several)' is expressed by w' m.
Exx. .6- ~~ i: -:::~ 'lV( m nJ It (, one of th~se asses,"
~i~~=C7 w( Im'llt llb everyone of you. 6
For the use of 'lV( to convey superlative meaning see above, § 97, end: and
for its meaning' one' as contrasted with' other' see § 98.
I.

lUrk. iv. 1069.

, Peas. R 46.

3

Urk. iv. 650'

4

If'estc. 8, 3. Sim.

i/!. 6, 3.
I Peas. B 1,9' Sim.
ib. 81-3; Sillt I, 287.
• Siut I, 288. Sim.
ib. 285.

The words for r ,000 and 1,000,000 are sometimes written before their
noun, which is usually in the singular, and are connected with it either by the m of
predication or by the genitivai adjective. The same doubtlegs held good of the
words for 10,000 and 100,000, but here we have no evidence
Exx.l~~ bJ m t ~1l# a thousand of bread and beer."' Abbreviatedwriting 19·8
1=- ~ -f7 brk Pll It rllpt this thy thousand years, lit. of year. 9
~it' .::.. -ff f m 1;1; pn It ntp'lVt in this million of years. to
Similar writings occur where the word for 100 is involved.
Exx • nn
~ -1120 nt hI-fi one hundred and twenty thousands-of-Iand (a land
c::.
I
measure).u
i~~~~~~',','-I~ II }65 n nlr the 365 godsP
In late Egyptian the construction with n(y) has been extended also to the tens.
Sporadic examples may be found from Dyn. X I I onwards.
Ex. ~~~"-f7}5 n rnpt 35 years. 13
2.

7 Cairo 20003. Sim.
ib. 20006. 20009, k.
200II. 20012. 20053·

8 Cairo 20004' Sim.
i!>. 20007. 20012, 2.
20046.
8 Urk. iv. 539; 10SR,
15. Sim. M1 n kl
(sing.)LAC. TI? 78,9,
10 Urk. iv. 306.
11 Sebekll. 7.
Sim.
Urk. iv. 893, 15 with
II for 1It.
12 P. Turin' 37, 3.

IS MARUCCHI, Cli
Obe/iscRi,1. Sim. A mz.

XI.

~

29. 7,8, I]1IRrw; B.

of D. ed. NAV., ch.
12;;. lntr. 3. some
MSS • pI
14
U

42 11 n~r.

Urk. i\'. 175.
U1'k. iv. 740.

§ 263. The ordinal numbers.-I. For 'first' D~\ tpy, varr. ~, ~, the
adjective from !f Ip , head', is used and follows its noun.
Exx. 0~ sp tpy the first time. H
1~~.A~ 'lVr/yt tPt the first campaign.15
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§ 263

2. The ordinals from 2 to 9 are formed by the addition of an ending m.
o -nw, f. ~ -nwl to the stem of the cardinals. As a rule this ending is appended
to the numerals; exx. 0 2-1tW ' 2nd' (m.), ~ ~ 6-nwl '6th (f.), but a few phonetic
writings are found, ex. ~' 0' !Jmt-nw 'third'; 1 ,O'}-" S1e-tIW 'second' is not
uncommon. 2
When used as epithets these ordinals may precede their noun.
Ex. ~o;; 4-nw sf the fourth time. 3
~r&--1<7 m sn-n'lJ.ltj ill in his second office.'
This is the older use; the second example shows that a suffix may be
attached to the ordinal; so too in the adverbial phrase
I,zr sn-1tW'SY 'again',
lit. Cfor its second (time sp) ',5 and compare ktYI in § 98.
Later, the ordinal follows like a true adjective.
Exx. ~'o'IlJ(JJ spl ]-nw I,zb-sd his third time of Jubilee. s
1}-qq~ ~ ~ wt/yt 6-nwt the sixth expedition. 7
Less commonly, the ordinal precedes its noun and is connected with it by
means of the genitival adjective.
Ex. "b"-(JJ 5-nw n I,zb the fifth festival. s
3. From 10 upwards, the ordinals are formed with the aid of the participle
m. \ ml,z, f. :'- ml,zt 'filling " 'completing'; the compound thus created follows
its noun.
Exx. ~q q~~ wt/yl ml,zl-Io the tenth campaign, lit. the campaign completing
ten (campaigns).9
I

rgr"

§ 264. Use of the cardinals as ordinals.--In dates like f;"~~0c~~
I,zJt-sp 2, (Ibd) 2(-nw n) l!Jt, SW I8 10 it seems certain that the numbers after the
words for' year' and' day' are cardinals, though in sense they are ordinals.u
Similarly we might write in English' year two " 'day eighteen' whiist meaning
'second year', 'eighteenth day'. The month-number in Egyptian was, on the
contrary, almost certainly an ordinal, and it is probable also that the word for
, month' (Ibd) was omitted in speech and - n inserted before the name of the
season. This emerges from the following facts. Though '7', i. e. 'first month'
is invariable in hieratic 12 and occasional in hieroglyphic,13 in the latter it is often
replaced by ~ tpy 'first', very rare var. ~.14 exx. ~= tpy(n) smwCfirst (month of)
summer' ; H l ~~ tpy 1t J/}t 'first (month) of inundation '.16 A very late hieratic
text has correspondingly ':'o=~~:; 4-nw 11 sm 'fourth (month) of summer';16a
the Dyn. XI I writing 8~~ 17 at least shows the n. The thirtieth day of the
month was described as ?~~0 rr*y18 (also ~~q0H and ~q~,20 the full phonetic
writings :::Ll~ Q7. 21 ~q qm0 22 being rare in Middle Egyptian); this word again
points to an ordinal meaning for the cardinal numbers of the days. For the
general system of dating, see Excursus C at the end of this lesson.
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1

AZ. 45. PI. 6,

I. 11.
I liZ. 45, Pl. 6,
1. Il. Sim. Sin. B4:-;
SA,S·4 2•
• PItu. HI, 194.
SiAl. ill.
u6;
E6. 86,20.
• Silll 3. 10; the
sign for III is uncertain.

2:1..,

• Urk. iv. 4, 9; 5,
10; 10,3.
, lIrk. iv. 590
, Urk. iv. 689.
Sim. BUDGs. p. 327,
14; 328, I. S. 9· 13·

• Urk. iv. 741.
Sim. i6. 740, 17;
Hearst 2, 3 '"' E6. 86,
19·

o Urk. iv. 709.
Sim. i6. 716, 13; 721,
10; BUDGE, p. 377,
5; 378, 2.

10

11

P. KaA. u. 6.
See Unl. iii. 92.

96•
11 P. KaA. 14, 9;
22, II; 24, 27; UrI.

iv. 44, 8.
IS Urk.
1. L.D.
11 Urk.
649, 3.

12. 16.
iv. 45.
ii. 150f.
iv. 648, 9;
Sim. Cairo

20026.
II Louvre C
166.
SiAl. Hamm. 114, 2;
L. D. ii. 150f.
P. Leyd. 132,4,
2~unptlb1.)qu. MOI.L.
Rllind. p. 73. Sim.
BR. Tiles. 27 1• H7.
11 Louvre C 1. Sim.
Hamill. 113, 3.
lB P. KaA. 15, 13;
23, I; Urk. iv. 77 1 , 7·
19 Cairo 20541; Urk.
iv. 823. 16; 836, 2.
20 Cairo 20026.
II Brit. Mus. ISS.
II BUDGE. p. 252, 5.

I"
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1

Cf. perhaps

sp

2

'a second time', Peas.
E J, !l8.
: &bekklm 1 7. Si In.
ib. 13 ; the sense seems

guaranteed by the
late Abbott 4, I~.
2·JEA. lS, 167; for
m' together with' see
§ 162, 7A.
2b Zaklworte, p. 60.

• Slut I, 301. Sim.
Sinai 139, 8.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

We shall see below (§ 265), in dealing with the fractions, that there too the
cardinal numbers have ordinal meaning. 1 Much more doubtful is the following:
'~:i!..~}it9~r~:: :-mrS rl.zr·n·i /Jd·kwi I.zr sms m 6 n llnw I sailed
downstream in the escort (lit. in following) with five others of the Residence.
Lit. perhaps' as six', the text seeming to say he was six or represented them;
hardly 'with six (others)' as has recently been suggested. 2a

§ 265. Fractions:~ The commonest method of expressing fractions in
Egyptian was by the use of the word c:::> r ' part', below which (or partly below
it in the case of the higher numbers) was written the number described in
English as the denominator. Thus I~I r-5 'part 5' is equivalent to our ~,
<=>nnnnill
6' part 27 6't0 our "276'
1
~~ nnn I I I r- 2 7
For the Egyptian the number following the word r had ordinal meaning;
I~I r-J means' part 5 " i. e. 'the fifth part' which concludes a row of equal parts
together constituting a single set of five. As being the part which completed
the row into one series of the number indicated, the Egyptian r-fraction was
necessarily a fraction with, as we should say, unity as the numerator. To the
Egyptian mind it would have seemed nonsense and self-contradictory to write
r-7 4 or the like for ~; in any series of seven, only one part could be the
seventh, namely that which occupied the seventh place in the row of seven equal
parts laid out for inspection. Nor would it have helped matters from the
Egyptian point of view to have written*I~11 II~II II~II II~II r-7( + )r-7( + )r-7( + )r-7,
a writing which would likewise have assumed that there could be more than
one actual' seventh '. Consequently, the Egyptian was reduced to expressing
(e. g.) ~ by l (+) l4' For more complex fractions even as many as five terms, all
representing fractions with I as the numerator and with increasing denominators,
might be needed; thus the Rhind mathematical papyrus, dating from the Hyksos
. d ,gives
.
. Ient 0 f our 51
2
l' 11'
..
<:::>
<:::> n n II
peno
as eql11va
t h e 10
OWl11g compIex wntmg:
nnnn ~~ nn II
<:::> n n (H) 1111 <=>
8'
0
6
,1
1
1
l'
I
.
~~~~nnnnlill ~~~n r-4 0 r-244 r-4 0 r- 10 40 +"244 +488 +"610" •
t IS not genera II y
known that the same cumbrous methods of expression were in common use with
the Greeks and Romans. I t would seem also that a relic of them survives in
the use of English ordinals in the names of our fractions, though we speak of
, one-third' and • three-fifths' without any qualms.
For l the Egyptians used the word c:. gs, lit. 'side '. In place of hiero
glyphic ~, hieratic employs x, which was originally read I.zsb 'fraction' (par
excellence), but later understood as r-fdw 'part 4'; rarely x or + occurs in hiero
glyphic, ex. J~/:lr~/:ll-::/:lx I.znlft, sf! I n ds f 'beer, I sf/-vessel of t of a pint'.:l

Similarly, where the hieroglyphs have ~

*

r-; 'i', hieratic has

a sign ./, which

may presuppose a hieroglyphic p, probably to be understood as 'one part' (out
of three).
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§ 265

Though the Egyptians were unable to say 'three-sevenths' or 'nine
sixteenths " yet they made a restricted use of certain fractions which appear,
at first sight, to stand on the same footing: a great r~le is played in Egyptian
arithmetic by the fraction <r? rwy 1 'the two parts' (out of three) i. e. ~, and
a very rare sign W r-J (perhaps to be read !Jmt rw) can be quoted for' the three
parts' (out of four), i. e. ~. 2 These' complementary fractions' represent the parts
remaining over when' the third' or 'the fourth' is taken away from a set of
three or four, and indeed their existence is practically postulated by the terms
r-j, r-4. But we must be careful to note that in r-J = ~ the numeral is a cardinal,
not an ordinal, and that the expression means 'the three parts' and was not
construed, as with ourselves, as meaning' three fourths'. In ordinary arithmetic
the only complementary fraction used was~. Compare in English 'two parts
full', i.e. two-thirds full, doubtless a survival of the old Egyptian way of regarding
the same fraction.
Some examples of the symbols above explained may now be quoted frorr
the Rhind papyrus and elsewhere:
,"CII'i!'
" <::><::>
1111 5+"2+'+14=5,·
1
1
1
5 a
0
1
1
1 1 - 6 (h a If 0 f 5,Justquote
s·
d) .•
II C: x <::>1111<::>1111
o nnIlI12+"2+"4+14+28-2,
<::><::> <::> I I 1<::>
.!!.~.....L....L _
'26 6
11<r?::: 0 Iinnolllnnnol'llill 2+3+6+12+36+14-227'
q<::>0-1~~m~~~o}1l7fc> ir h,'w 11- Ifwt-nlr r-J60 Pw lint rnpt as for
a temple day, it is the three hundred and sixtieth part of (lit. out of) the year. 6
:::-11IJI~
i ~ I r-9 n 9 m I the ninth of nine, namely one. 7
<::>
2
:/2-3 0 fl-10 0 fl
<r?-<::>
-10 0 f'S
It•
o 1'1 -- 3- n r-IO n r-IO'

I Tn hieroglyphic,
Ut'k. iv. 630. 637;
MAR. Karn. 34, 22.
For the reading seethe
Sign-list under D 22.
I V ARILLE, Karnak
I, PIs. 27. 28. See
further ZaA/WtIrle, p.
9 8.

s RlIi"d 3-4.

• Rlzind 3-4.
s RAind -4 2 •

I, 28 5.

G

Siut

7

Rllind-41.

8

Rkind -46•

III

§ 266. Other kinds of fractions; weights and measures.-In their
measures for corn and for land, the Egyptians appear to have preserved a more
primitive kind of fractions obtained by halving. In discussing these, we shall
deal also with the terms for weights and linear measurements.
I. The com-measure.. 9 - The symbols employed in this, as shown in the
accompanying cut, are derived from the ancient myth according to which the eye
of the falcon-god Horus, often depicted on the monu
ments in the form ~, was torn into fragments by the
wicked god Seth.lo Later, the ibis-god Thoth miracu
lously 'filled' or 'completed' (mlf) the eye, joining
together the parts, whereby the eye regained its title
to be called the }r~Q~ Wfilt, 'the sound eye '. In
accordance with this myth the sign <1 was used for !,
1
o for t, - for i, D- for 16' " for 31a and i for 614' These fractions together add up
to ::; presumably the missing ;4 was supplied magically by Thoth.

~~

~~
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• See in geueral
PSBA. 14, 421-35;
SItTHIt, ZdI'IlIPrle 80;
MOLLItIl, Hierlllisdu
P~grap,,". i. pp.
66-7; ii. p. 62:. Later
discussions, AZ. 65.
42 ; 66,33,
.0 See }{Z. 48, 99.
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§ 266

With the exception of <I V no hieroglyphic examples of this notation have
been found before Dyn. XX, but the hieratic equivalents are of frequent
occurrence. These are regularly employed in connection with the l.ze*at-measure
(lz*'t) , written i~/m,2 .J ,3 . ~,4 ~P.r. !'-a:,6 or 1m,' rather more, as emerges from
429, n.
3 PUY.35j Urk.iv.
recent measurements of the hilt (see below) than a galion = 4' 54litres; but they also
720,7.
6
• PUY·3 •
serve as fractions of the' double lzeliat', written i~~~lm,8 ~~lm,~ :::~,10 as well as of
I
Peas. R 5; P.
Bout. xviii. 47; R hind the' quadruple lzeliat' written once in hieroglyphic l~l'l1 in hieratic regularly ~P112
82,6·7·
and later, less correctly, ~)?o' ; 13 the quadruple ~Ii,t makes its first appearance in
• Rkiltd 35. 37·
1 P. Ka.k. 18, 26.
the Rhind mathematical papyrus (H yksos period) and was much used at a later
30; Illziltd 64.
8 Rkiltd 82, II.
date, then becoming known as the ~~lm ipt 'oipe', Greek 014>,.
• P.Kak. 15,65-7;
Urk. iv. 763, 9.
Fractions below ;4 of the tuliat, whether single, double, or quadruple, were
'0 PSBA. 15, 306.
indicated
in terms of the c=> ro-measure (r) of 110 ' " = lo X 312 = 3~O !zelia!; to avoid
11 Urk. iv. 667, 14.
12 Rkiltd 4[-6; P.
confusion with the ordinary fractions like ~ l, ~ i (§ 265), the multiples of the
Louvre 3 22 6, 4,9,
1'o-measure were written as ~, ~, and ~; 14 for 5 ro, beingi}~4 !zeliat, t is written.
IS MOLLER, Riera
tisike Paliiogmphie, ii.
For quantities smaller than the ro-measure itself the ordinary fractions were used.
p.6,.
it In hieratic on I y ;
We must next describe the curious way in which multiples of the ~eliat
the transcriptions are
coojectoral,see PSBA.
measure were indicated in hieratic; I ;m, II,.-al stand respectively for 100 and 200
[3,533·
single, double, or quadruple !zeliat, and with I;m as a basis 100 x t= 50 lzeliat is
15 In hieroglyphic
written ..- ale:; similarly ;mx stands for 100 x ~ = 25 tzeliat,!' while :.oJ I and ,.-alll
Sinai 139, 8. An
isolated case where 1
represent 10 lzeliat and 20 I;e*at and the units are denoted by mere dots, e. g.
1 Urk. iv. 756, 8;
Puy. 36, reversed;
hieratic also seems to
reverse this sign.
I S;ut
I,
279 j
Rlzimi 44; Urk. iv.

is employed for 331
Nit, see Rki1td82, 7.

16 Rhiltd82, 10. Sim.
Rec. 28, 69, down to
.hr,seejEA. ix, 91.

n Rkind82, 6. Sim.
P. Bout. xviii. 47.

u Rkiltd 4[·
ib·43·

\9

Sim.

P. Kah. 15, 50.

Sim. ib. 15, 52; P.
Pet. 11I6A, vs. 101.
179·
~o Urk. iv. 195. Sim.
ib. 762, 3. 6; Mar.
!lam. 33.
21 Urk.iv.429. Sim.
PI/Y·36.
22 P. Kah. 22, 14;
Sm. 21, 10; see further
Witb.Comm.,61, n. 2.
The word 1z1~ also Siut
I, 292; Westc. 12,4.

..-aloo

= 2 lzeliat,

;mooooooO

= 7 ~eliat.

Exx. ~ :.-alc I x~~~~ 0 l>~C=><;? lzliJt 1 I ; 81 ~ ~ (I r) (J r) = So + 10+ 25 + 8 +i
lzeliat (= 80 ro) + [-6 lzeliat (= 201'0) + 614 lzeliat (= 5 ro) + I rO+1- r = 93 lze*at I06~ r
16
= 93 10
6t hekat
= 93~3 hekat.
320
• •
• •
'I ~ 1~,.-al·llmcl:::<1~"'~~ bdt ~liJt: I lzliJt 1 I 6 f; fz (; r) j = spelt, lzeliat
100 + So + 10 + 6 +~. lzeliat (= 1601'0) + ~ ~eliat (= 40 1'0) +}2 !zeliat (= 101'0) + 3~
ro = 166 21at
320 = 1662.
3 hekat.n
• •
~ ~ II:: II,.-al 4 8 lzlp! = 4 800 !ze*at.18

Only very rarely are the fractions for ~ and 1- substituted for the sIgns of
the Horus-eye notation.
Ex. :.oJCOO<;? lz*,t f 2 j= 50+2+~=52~ !ze*at. 19
In hieroglyphic, on the other hand, multiples of the lzeliat seem to have been
expressed with the ordinary notation.
Exx. ~~ . J~~~~~IIIII it smr I;Ii,t 645 corn of Upper Egypt, 645 !zeliat. 20
1~i~.m~~~~::::c tjrm lz*'t 881 fine gold, 88~ !ze*at. 21
In Dyn. XVIII the' sack' ft (fir (rare variant ~ft) 22 comes into vogue
as the multiple 4 of the quadruple !zelia! = 16 single lzeliat. One, two, or three
quadruple lzeliat (the oipe of Dyn. XX) are expressed, as previously, by dots, and
fractions of the quadruple lzeliat by means of the Horus-eye notation.
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1288

Exx. l qI~~ ~fr ~ ~

2.1

bn(r)i lz~/t Olr 20 2 dates, quadruple lJe~at, 20 sacks and
A somewhat strange way of expressing (4 x 20) + 2 = 82 quadruple !zeltat.
=.o..dfr~nlll_~P<l0-_
1.0 nl I I~
°
-fr ~ I 110
II00<l JltLt
I'
0 .) Q 226,mnt hk
.. 1t I+ iI +';+8'
f,r n "jr
.0

IOf j !-+i crates (?),

226,

content I~

!zellat,

making (§ 422 , J)

10 5

sacks and 3~
• P. I..tnn1fY 3u6,
39,3.

!ze~at.1I

It seem!; evident that the' sack' (ow) of Dyn. XV I II was a modification of
the ~~ T ow' sack' of 5 quadruple, or 20 single, !zelIat mentioned in the Rhind
mathematical papyrus. 3
A jar ~O}6 hnw 'hin' used for liquids (beer, milk, honey, etc.),· but
apparently also for grain,S is shown by the Rhind papyrus to have contained 110
!ze~at ; 6 actual inscribed examples average about '503 litre." Other vessels
employed as liquid measures were named
ds (especially for beer),7 ~7e
hbnt (wine, incense),8 ~~~6 slJ (a very small measure for beer),':::6 mn,1° var.
mni 11 (oil, incense); the size of these has not been determined.

::6

:::Qe

2.

I P. L - . 3226,
., 90 Sim. P. Pet.
1116 A, '911. /fUnm.
la hieroglyplnc Urk.
iv,667,1+

Measures of length.12-Measurements of small objects are given in

terms of the cubit of about 20·6 inches = 523 millimetres 13 and its subdivisions,
I cubit being equal to 7 palms or 28 digits.
'Cubit' is :J,u :J 16 mlz, abbrev.
-.11,16 -.11,17 or ~;18 'palm', i.e. palm-breadth, is 1f{t- Isp,lI abbrev. _,20 =-;20&
'digit', i.e. finger-breadth, is ~ t/br. A much less often mentioned linear measure
is the 'JQe~ 11MW C neb"-u', lit. 'pole', perhaps equal to Ii or Il cubit.2Gb

Exx. ::.J~'!--:JI~~=:::~}~ sob'lIr:! mle I Isp J m mw rlW then it
(the serpent) swallows I cubit and 3 palms of the great waters.2l
You are to make ~ +l of a cubit .....•~.Il1c;:' __ lcx~r;i~h gs-f }1, r 4:!
Ii 1; dmt/, Isp 5, dbr half of it is 3t (palms), one-fourth of it is It i (palms); total,
5 palms and a digit. liZ Here the digit is represented in hieratic by '.
:JIIII::H mlz 4, Isp 4, t/br:2 four cubits, 4 palms and 2 digits.lls
The chief multiple of the cubit was the ~ lit 'rod' of 100 cubits, also called
~-~1~ lit n nwlz 'rod of cord '.
Exx. ~}~®-lt~-11}2Ilt~~-:C:o}1'\n swsll·n·l Wit n wt/lzw·i m lit '"
nwle :2I I made a wide road (lit. made wide a road) for my offerings consisting
of 2 I rods of cord, i. e. 2, 100 cubits. II(
~l.o,

7,---n<=>"-II Ilzt '" lit IO r lit 2

• IU, Uul 4 1• 43.
• PMI. B 1,94; P.
Kd. S, II. 31 • 33;
EIJ. 53.10.
a J( Ainti 8a.
I RAirtd 80, 81.
Ia
40, 80, •
recent computation.
1 Siut I. 303; PillS.
BI, 84; P.Kd. 26,
3· 13; RAi"d 7 1•
8 JiZ. 45, Pl. 8;
ReM. 6; Ur". iv. j18,
6.

A"".

• Sitd I. 302; 1'.
!l'ak. 26, 4- 14.
10 Urk. iv. 699, 15;
718,7.
11 Ur". iv. 713 ,15.
\I PSBA. 14, .o.~

;

HUra/isc/"
Paliiograpkitl, i. p. 65.
II SeeJEA. iv. 136.
if Hamm. 114. 14.
II Urk. iv. 425, 17;
459, ~.
II Benk. i. 14, ,.
\7 Urk. iv, 6.0.
18 BR. i. 26, 300;
Urk. iv. 3U, 9
19 JiZ.
59, 44·;
R kind 56. 58.
20 P. Kd. 13, 30.

MOLLER,

... ~ the Siga-Iist,
under D 48.
lOb e",. p. 93; WIJ.
II, 343, 9; 144, 2;
HAYES, p. 36•
• 1 JiZ. 59,47*. Sim.
P. BtNI. xviii. 4.
a Rkirtd 58.
D AZ. 59, .... •• Sim.

a field of 10 rods by 2 rods. lIs
A"". 9~.
Vrk. iv. 133.
A much larger linear measure was the Q;'}=~ ilrw 'river-measure ',2S "tI 'Rllind
49. Sim.
the Greek 'schoenus', now estimated on good grounds at 20,000 cubits = 10-5 km.'6a Az. 590 ....-.
• See AZ. 41, 58.
However. in one place a smalleritrw occurs in conjunction with the lit 'rod', and - BoIlCHARDT in
FlStscknJl • .•. Lek·
with two fractions of this which we shall find below as measures of area :
_,,·Haupt Ua"IIS,
1921), 119; see also
The distance between stela and stela on the hill east of Akhetaten "}
lEA. 30 ,33.
36, 18
}=7: : :~-:~ irw n itrw 6 !Jt rmn lzsb mlz 4 makes 6 itrw, Ii rods and JlIt.., Amarnav.
see ilJ. p. 33, n. 8.
According to BoRCH·
4 cubits. S7 For lrw n C makes ' se~ § 4 22, 3.
ARD1', here perbaps an

-q;.

Itrw of 5,000 cubits.
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§ 266
1 See PSll.4. 14,
.po; SItTHE, ZaM
71)ol"le 74; MiiLLER,
Din·atiselle
PallJo
gl'ap4ie, i. p. 65.
2 Urk. iv. 6, 8. 15.
• S;uf I, 313.

• Se"ekn. i, quo §
262,

2~

Siu! 1,313. Sim.
;6. 3z5.
• P. Kah. 31, 3.
Sim. R himi 48. 53.
I

7 P. Kah. 21, 19.
Sim. /(ki1ld S+ foS·
S See PSBA. 14,
4:15·
• MAR. Karn. 34,
30-I; the same sign
reversed, D. el B. 81
.. Berl. AI. i. 72,

O.K.
10 Peas. B " 166.
Sim.Cair03I,652. see
WEIGALL, Weights,
pI. 6.
11 Urk. iv. 691. Sim.
i6. 630. 637. 638.
12 Urk. iv. 630. 637.
IISeeSPIEGELBERG,
R ech1lungen aus tier
Zeit Sehr I (Strass
burg, 1896), Text, p.

87·
If

Rkind62.

10

A·z. 43,45. Con

firmed by a papyrus in
author's possession.
11 A"z. 43, 35. Sim.
43, 39; P. SQUI.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

3. Measures of area. I_A set of fractions obtained by halving, like the
fractions of the corn-measure, was used in connection with the ~ Sflt, the Greek
'aroura', varr. :;;,;} =3; this was a measure of I square khet (see above, 2), or
100 cubits squared, i. e. 2735 square metres, or roughly i acre.
The fractions
of the slIt are ~ rm1Z = i slIt, x /:tsb = ! slit and ~ Sl = ~ sflt; in Middle Egyptian
they have been found only in hieratic, but of the three hieroglyphic forms derived
from Ptolemaic texts two, namely ~ and x, certainly were used in Middle
Egyptian, since they occur as measures of length (see above, 2), Smaller parts
of the aroura are expressed in terms of the -JI m/:t 'cubit', i. e. a strip of land
100 cubits in length with a depth of I cubit = l~O slit.
A measure of ten arouras
is written IIJl, lit. 'thousand', more fully 1:;"; (III-b) ;' an abbreviated writing is I.
Exx. r~:n~ l/:tt 1112, slit .2 twenty-two arouras of field. s
1111 ~ ~ (IJI?) 4 sflt 2 1'mlt forty-two and a half arouras. 6
=....s.~
t I 8 2"1 ;l a
I m.
l t 1 0 'i1 i1 8"i' arouras, IOi3 cu b·t·
IIII x ~ --n
() ex Sj
1 s, or 89, 8 25 square
cubits. 7

4. Weights. a-From Dyn. XVIII onwClords the weight employed for
metals of all sorts was the
dbn 'deben " (originally
less correctly
phonetically =j:: 10) of 10 1:;' lfdl 'kt'IC'; actual weighing shows it to have
amounted to about 91 grammes, or a little more than 1,400 grains.
EX'I~==\\~~~(),n1~ /:t4dbn761,lfd12 silver, 761 debenand 2A?t.'1e. 1l
For weights smaller than the kile the ordinary fractions were used. I2
The values of different articles were in Ramesside times expressed in terms
of deben and kt'te of gold, silver or copper. 13 For Dyn. XVIII there is not much
evidence of the kind, but in one or two documents we find articles valued in
terms of the debe';" and the' seal' g ~ (once written phonetically :::~g~ frly 14) ;
the latter was equivalent to 112 deben. 15
Ex. ~I~ ....... g ~ :::: i/:t 1, irw 1t srl)1 8 lOX, making 8 seals. Is

= =9

=0,9&

==,

i".

II.

VOCABULARY
~=~ 'fmn Amon, the god of Thebes.

~~~ pss divide.

it ~=

I~::: III measure (vb.)

TYl(i-wr the sea, lit. the

rJ l ~ ~ sb/:t cry out.

great green.
~}~ rlfw provisions, revenue.

~p

~~~I Jft I rlfyw members of household.

!if uncover.

I"\,} IW length.

{j

,}:it wdpw butler.
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Q

=

Till

r~ .}"CJ sl;w breadth (from stem ws4).

rn!Jw victuals.

-

~n var.

~I ~ I tilt (or wtilt) remainder, balance.
~
o

11m!

~n

quantum, fixed ration.

---.ll

~

~---.llQ ~ mnrt nurse.
~

--.0

sltr

~n

-----

sip-s/ palace.

ergastulum, magazine.

n

t!Jn obelisk.

~:: dmd (old dmti) total.

; : ~ r!Jt amount, number (m.).

ds jug, beer-jug.

c::::::. (J

~ ~.} ffiJl Ifjiw snake.

-a>

hltt
(for ~ hurt I)
~
0[""]
~

rfNr.t /W'MN\ /$I. n
IKW
0
u

Vocab.

1\ A

tirlll fine gold.

X

sbll various (adj.).

A0 III

harim.

NWV'M

1 In this and the perhaps identical word for' prison' (above, p. 146) the spellings vacillate between ~nt and
partly owing to the similarity of hieratic ~ and !!J. Both words are probably derived from ~nr ' restrain'.

~nrlJ

EX ERe I S E XX

of accounts

(a) Study the Jollowz"ng excerpt Jrom a papyrus
Royal Court (Dyn. XIII):2
~ ~ ~=~~Qn

~~

o=x

n/W'MN\fo ~~~nn
®"I II 00 Ll '1'1 0

n/W'MN\fo ~~~nn
~Ol I I~~I I 1'C7'1"T.Y.I'
®"I II 00Ll "1"1 0
<ji> MMW\ ~ n t:::::. IMMMft:::::.
~~
I I I
JJ~~.Y.I I I c.. ®III II t:::::. 0cc: I:

=/WMM~Qn

0

]E~t~-?-~3]=~~Ig~~=~
----- ~ ~~-<:::>~

~c::::::.-~

::::::n
~
_

0
6
t:::::.

/WNN\

G",_
~~~
=

0

I I 1'C7'1"1 .Y.I'

=~~

5

I I I

0

~ol

0

~

n

---.ll t:::::. =j~
~-.lI
Q
---.ll _:::::::= I " LJI _
t:::::.

~~o
~[""]-.lI
0
~Ll~~ I i I I~ I~
_
0
---.ll
---.ll_
I I

•

I~~~~~

~
I

I

I

e

1LI

},olll

<=

e
~ml I I

n

I I

~~

~

n

~I~~~

4

I 1_

~~Ll'::6~!.~~ /jn

---.ll

relaHng to the

~mll I

mil

~~~~IIIII

mill
mil

~~~~

nm l

~~~nl I I

mlill
n IIII

~~ n I I

nm

~ I\\\~~ ~~1111

J>ft.~

~1~1

~~

II

8

I P. Roul. XVIII, 31, printed exactly as in the original.
Words there written in red are here underlined. Several
readings are disputed, the hieratic containing difficult ligatures. • S Rather uncertain on account of the unexpected~ •
.. This rubric is tbe heading to what follows and was inserted after the word for' total' in order to economize space.
7 An error for 144.
• AD error for I.
I Others read n n .
• Others read 0 ~.
~

--n~
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Ij,so r~ n no (r. w. s. § 313, end) n !tlt-SP J (Iod) 2(-nw n) ItJt, rrh.
rot r~ n no (r. w. s.) n !tll-sp J (/od) 2(-nw n) ItJt, rrh
in (§ 422, I) nf m (/~t nt !tlt-Sp J (Iod) 2(-nw n) lOt, sw 29
in (§422, I) 1tfm rn~w(?) nsw innw (§ 369, 4) m Ij,wt-ntrnt '1m1"

t'J6"

l1~t

1680
200
100

IJf

dmd.

1980

l'4f

Ssm tJnt rtJt pn.

diw (§ 422, I) r Stp-S(/) m r~ n wdpw n ont
mnt(?) nt snr ddt (§ 369, 4) n rmt pr mnrwt
mnt(?) nt snr ddt (§ 369, 4) n r~yw rslW
dmd

t~

ds

10

- 5 45
62

61
J8
14J (st'c)

6Jo

525
1780

-

2 (sz',-)

(/11 t

200

ACCOUNT OF THE REVENUE OF THE LORD (1. p. h.) of yr. 3,
second month of inundation, last day.

various
kinds of
bread,
loaves

beer,
des-jugs

1680

135

Amount of the revenue of the Lord (I. p. h.) of yr. 3, second
month of inundation, last day
Was brought to him as balance of yr. 3, second month of
inundation, day 29
Was brought to him as king's victuals (?) which are brought
from the temple of Amlin
Total.
EXPENDITURE OUT OF THIS AMOUNT.
Was given into the palace at the entry of the butler of the
harlm
Ration of the ergastulum which is given to the people of
the house of the nurses
Ration of the ergastulum which is given to the ordinary
members of the household
Total

200
100
1980

145

62 5

45

63 0

61

5 25
1780
200

Balance

10

38
143 (st'c)
2

(sic)

(0) Wrt'te in hieroglyphs and in transliteration:
(I) It happened (on) one of these days I heard a noise and uncovered my
face and found it was (pw) a snake of (ny-sw, lit. it was of) 10 cubits in its length.
(2) Thou (ntk) shalt divide for them I:~ !te~atl of corn. (3) Year 7, first
month of summer, day 1 under the Majesty of the Horus ' Great of Might'
(rJ OIW), King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Nemacre c, Son of Re c, Ammenemes,1I
tribute of the prince (wr) of the Medjay, 265 deoen of gold (lit. gold, 265 deoen).
I

For these royal names see above, p. 74, bottom.
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Exerc. XX

(4) He went to the door a fourth time, and found no one there. (5) He gave
her three-fifths of all his possessions (IJt). (6) The twelfth hour of the night.
(7) They cried out with one voice (lit. mouth). (8) He was the third of these
three (write' third' and' three' phonetically).

EXCURSUS

C

The Divisions of Time and Method of Dating. 1
The Egyptian year (f~ rnpt) was divided into 12 months (*~ Ibd) of 30
days C!~Jt0 hrw), completed to 365 days by the addition of the five so-called
epagomenal or 'added' days (f~:~) 5 !zryw rnpt, § 259}. Though for dating
and calendrical purposes generally the year of 365 days perforce served as the
basis, there was clearly a tendency to regard the year as of only 360 days; thus for
purposes of calculation the daily income of a temple is stated as !I!o of the yearly
revenue. 2 In dating, the year was further divided into three' seasons' (~f0 Ir)
of four months each: I. ~ IlJt, var. ~0, 'inundation'; 2. ~0 prt 'winter',
presumably the season of the' emergence' (pr) of the fields from the water;
3.
smw 'summer', daringly guessed to mean' deficiency (wsr) of water'.
The word for' day' used in dates seems from Coptic to have been sw, not
hrw; 3 the plural ~ ~ ~}I <;' I sww (?) is not infrequently found written out in Middle
Egyptian with the meaning' dates '.' Similarly the word for' year' used in
dates is not f~ rnpt, which never has 0 as a determinative, but f0' which we now
know to read !zll-sp; in !zJl-sp the round sign is the ideogram of;; sp 'occasion';
only at a late period is the ordinary determinative of time 0 substituted in this
word for 0. We shall have more to say about the meaning of !zll-sp below.
The way in which the numerals are indicated in dates lias been studied
above in §§ 259. 264. We may now give one or two examples :-.
f01\~ZS~t~J~~('!~] !zJt-sp 2 (/bd) J(-nw n) IIJI sw I, ~r!wz n n-sw-bU
N-mlrt-Rr year 2, third month of inundation, day one under the Majesty of king
,
Nemacrec (i. e. Ammenemes III).6
~f0~~~~~4f0<;'W0:{-Q:::ll~ Q~iL 71@ m !zlt-SP 24 (/bd) 2(-nw n) prt, rr*;:,
hrw-!zbm!z-IO n 'Imn m 'Ipt-swt in year 24, second month of winter, last day, tenth
festival-day of Amlin in Ipet-sut (i. e. Karnak).6 Note that, as often, the king
(Tuthmosis I I I) is not mentioned. This date occurs in the midst of a sentence;
at the beginning of a text the preposition m is never used.
rr~W lj'3l7'3} ~ tpy (n) 4ft, wpt-rnpt, fib lInmw first month of inundation,
opening of the year (= day I), feast of Chnum.7
!zll-sp JO 'year 30 ' ; R
Very rare writings of the regnal year are seen in
f0~~:: !zlt-SP 44 'year 44' ; 9 f70~77 !zlt-SP JJ 'year 33 '.10

1

See in general

K. SItTHE, Die Zeit

reclmung der altm
Aegypter;", Verlz.ll
n;s BU del' del' and,,.,,
Viilker,in Naelzriclum
d. k. Cesellsc/za/I d.
Wissensclzo/t'"
%11
Collinge", Phil.-Itist.
Klasse, '9'9-10.

2 See Siul
quo § 265.

I, 38~,

==0

rnn
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S Not ssw as for
merly read; see the
wlitings Wh. iv, 57.
• Adm. 11,4; Urk.

iv.

112, 12.

• Hamill. 43.

a Urk. iv. 836.

Urk. iv. 823.
Cairo 205,6.
G Leyd. V 4; sim.
Urk. iv. 606, 6_
10 R kiud, title.
7
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1 ForaH that foil ows
see now J EA. 31, II;
fundam~ntal is Ultt.
3. 60- 100•

2

3

Ultl. 3. 79.
Sinai r6.

4 Disputed by EDEL
in ]NES. 8,35; a re
ply to appear ib. later.

5 In Dyn. XII, how
ever, coregencies were
common.

6 The following
paragraph has been
re-modelled to meet
the objections raised
byO. NEUGEBAUER in
Acta Odentalia, vol.

17, to ED.

J\h;YER'S

thitherto generally ac
cepted views in his
A"gyptisclze C1'1"011010
gie, Berlin, 1904.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

On the strength of the testimony already quoted the student will have
concluded that the Egyptians dated their inscriptions by the years of their kings'
reigns; throughout the whole of the Pharaonic history no use was ever made of
a continuous era. Even the numbering of the regnal years was, however, a
secondary development. l In the earliest Dynasties each separate year was
named after some conspicuous event that happened in it, e. g. 'the year of
fighting and of smiting Lower Egypt'. In the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties this
ancient method of dating survived in a modified form; an event which occurred
biennially was the census of the cattle, and this became the standard event by
which the years were dated. Examples are f~""~~~-.lIi°"f1l'C7 fut sp 14 {nwt
i!z rwt nb 'beginning of time 14 of the numbering of the oxen and of all small
cattle' (like sheep and goats);2 f~e:0n:::: !zit m-llt sp 18 'the beginning after
time 18 '.3 Note that in this last date, which appears to refer to the 37th year
of Phiops I (Dyn. VI), the words {nwt ilz rwt nb are omitted as obvious and
unessential. Still more would this be true when the census of the cattle came
to be taken every year, as may possibly have happened towards the end of the
reign of Phiops II. There is no definite evidence that a census of cattle ever
occurred annually, nor do we know precisely when the' times' (sP) in question
ceased to be biennial; but certain it is that henceforth (Zit-sP meant' year' in
dates-the reading !zIt instead of rnpt is proved by the variants ~h and 1h
for f; in texts of the Ptolemaic temple at Edfu. 4
There is testimony to show that in the Middle Kingdom and earlier the
Pharaohs dated their second regnal year from the New Year's Day (wpt-rllpt =
1st day of 1st month of inundation) following the actual day of their accession,
and that their first year consisted merely of the odd months and days after the
demise of their predecessor. 5 In Dyn. XVIII, however, a new system came into
vogue and continued until at least the end of Dyn. XX: year I was dated from
the actual day of accession and year 2, accordingly, from its anniversary in the
following civil year, so that the civil year now always contained parts of two
regnal years.
Grave consequences resulted from the fact that the Egyptians used a civil
year of 365 days, whereas the astronomical year has approximately 365* days.6
Since they never resorted to intercalation of a day such as we carry out in leap
year, it followed that four years after the coincidence of the beginning of the
astronomical year with the beginning of the civil year New Year's Day of
the civil calendar would already occur one day earlier than the event which
marked the beginning of the astronomical year. I n about 120 years the civil
year would be a whole month in advance of the astronomical year, and in about
1460 years, when the civil and astronomical years would again coincide, any
given annual astronomical event would have fallen in turn on every different day
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Excurs. C

of the civil calendar. It must have been early recognized that the Nile began to
rise afresh about the same time (near July 19th of the Julian calendar) that the
brilliant star Sirius (the dog-star), after having been invisible for a prolonged
period, was first again observed in the sky shortly before sunrise. Consequently
this latter event, described by modern astronomers as the heliacal rising of Sirius
and by the Egyptians as ~~ prt Spdt 'the going up of (the goddess) Sothis',
came to be regarded as the true New Year's Day (~wpt-rnpt 'the opening of
the year '), i. e. ~ ~~ tpy (n) J!Jt sw I 'first month of inundation, day 1 '. Had this
event always formed the beginning of the Egyptian civil year, the Inundation
season (itJ.t) would have corresponded roughly to middle July-middle November,
Winter (prj) to middle November-middle March, Summer (lmw) to middle
March-middle July. Owing to the above-mentioned defect in the civil year, it
sometimes happened that the real summer fell in the winter of the civil calendar,
and v£ce versa. We know on the authority of Censorinus that a coincidence of
the civil New Year's Day and the heliacal rising of Sirius took place in A. D. 139,
and thence it is calculated 1 that a similar coincidence must have occurred in
1 The figures here
B. c. 13 I 7 and 2773.
In the period covered by this book three records of Sothic given
are taken from
Winlock's article in
risings have come down to us, namely from an unspecified year of Tuthmosis III Proc.
Anur. Philo
Soc., 83, 447,
(lIth month, day 28),2 from year 9 of Amenophis I (I uh month, day 9),3 and soph.
wbere most of the
recent literature is
from year 7 of Sesostris I II (8th month. day 16).4 Combination of these dates quoted.
2 U,·k. iv. 827.
with those previously mentioned yields as the approximate corresponding years
S Eb., calendar at
beginning.
B.C. 1469, 1545, and 1877; the two first dates fit in admirably with other con
• AZ. 37,99.
siderations, but the third has been thought by some to allow too small an interval
between the Twelfth and the Eighteenth Dynasty.
In the Aramaic papyri of the Persian period and in the subsequent Greek
and Coptic documents from Egypt the twelve months are no longer numbered
and allotted to one or other of the three seasons, but receive names derived from
certain feasts. The month-names in their Greek forms are Thouth, Phaophi,
Athyr, Khoiak, Tybi, Mekhir, Phamenoth, Pharmouthi, Pakhon, Payni, Epiph,
and Mesore. To translate ~!i!011111 as' the 5th of Pharmouthi', as many scholars
I SeeAz. 43, 136.
still do, is a gross anachronism, the more reprehensible since some of the origi
.' D1tM. Kalmdt!r
nating feasts were in Dyns. XVI II-XX celebrated not in the month to which imcnr. 38; cf. L. D.
Text, iii. 283..
they gave their name, but on the first day of the following month. 6 Thus Dyn.
7 Above, n. 3.
I Ann. 43, 179.
XVI I I inscriptions inform us that the feast of Erniitet, who gave her name to
i See my discussion
in R~v. d'Eg'. 10, 9
Pharmouthi, took place on the 1st day of the 1st month of summer,ft not in the 31.
a reply to H. PAR
KER in The Calendars
4th month of winter. A calendar from year 9 of Amenophis I gives the entire 0/
Anci~}/I El{ypl,
Chicago, 1950. An
series of month-names in similarly advanced positions,7whereas anothercalendarof additional
piece ofevi
4',123.
Ramesside date 8 shows the names in the places accorded to them in Greek times. denceJEA.
10 It may sometimes
be convenien t to abbre
Unsolved problems present themselves in connexion with these facts. 9 Clearly viate
as '8th month'
or simply' viii '.
the only scientific course is to render ~~0 as • fourth month of winter '.10

*"
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1

D. eI B. 114.

2

D. el B. 116.

S Exception,
U,-k.
iv. 655. 14.
• Eb. 18, ~.
• Eb. 50, 20; T.
Cal'n. 14. See, too,
AZ. 7f, 86.
•• STRICKER
in
O"dh. Md. 1948, 57,

n.

2.
8

Sin. R 20.

L. BoRCHARDT.
Altiigyptiscke
Zeit·
messtmg, Berlin 1920,
in E. VON BASSER.
MANN-JORDAN, Die
Gesclzickte del' Zeit·
messung tmd der
Uhren; a brief ac
count, R. W. SLOLEY
in/EA. 17, 166.
7

B CHASS.

Ass. p.

146.
9 S. SCHOTT, Die
altiig. Dekalu. in Stud.
d. Bibliotkek War
burg, pt. ) 9; see, too,
SETHE, op. cit. p. 98.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

The Egyptians were the first to divide the day into 24 hours (~~*0 wnw!.
var. ~0); there were twelve hours of the day and twelve hours of the night.
Exx. *~",=,n:-<p wnwl ml:z!-IO nl hrw tenth hour of the day.l
*~g~:-.~JT

wnwt 4- nw! nl grl:z fourth hour of the night. 2
These hours, which had their own religious names, were used mainly for
religious and astronomical purposes. 3 Ordinary parlance made shift with such
phrases as ~*~0 m dWJ 'in,the morning'," :C:~~~~t)7~ nw nsty-r 'the time
of perfume of the mouth', i. e. time for the mid-day meal; 5 m~ ~ QD T ~ nzsyt
, slipper' 5a =>
~l~~T r tr 1l !Jnuy , at time of night '.6 The Egyptians seem
to have had no very precise instruments for measuring the hours, and the hours
of the day were longer in the summer than in the winter.7 Still less was it
possible to fix the length of a short space of time to which the name ~.:1 Jt
'minute', ' moment' was given.
In conclusion, reference must be made to the' decans', the 36 constellations,
or parts of such, which rise at particular hours of the night during the 36 different
periods of ten days constituting the year. These periods or' decades' are named
according to the calendar months in which they occur, with the addition 'first
decade', 'middle decade, and last decade', exx. ~~0n/ll (Jbd) J(-IlW n) J!JI,
hrw (?) 10 tpy, 0n~ hrw (?) 10 {zry-ib, 0n9~ hrw (?) 10 I:zr-pl:zwy.8 The various
decans have their own names, which have survived in Greek; 9 examples are
~ ~='\. Gk. !fLaT, 111 Gk. Xwov, ~ Gk. 'Epw.

;,r

LESSON XXI
10 See SETHE, Das
iigyjliscke Verbu""
Leipzig, 1899-1902,
and for the present
lesson especially vol.
i. §§ 314-482. General
theory, se~ Some As
pects, 4 ff.

THE VERB (INTRODUCTORY) 10

§ 267. Verbs of different c1asses.-In dealing with the stimj (§ 39) and
stinrnj (§ 67) forms it served our purpose to regard these as built up from
unchangeable verb-stems, to which the necessary inflexions were appended as
suffixes. Only in the case of the verb wnn 'be' were we compelled to admit
(§ 118) the existence of different forms of thestimf, namely~:: wnnj and ~
wnf, each with its own particular range of meaning. I t has now to be learnt
that, while unchangeable stems are in the majority, they are by no means
universal; in other words, that wnn is no isolated case.
A classification of Egyptian verbs is therefore required, and the basis of
this must be the mulability or immutabil£ty of the stem. A second mark serving
to distinguish the different verbal classes is the gender of the infinitives, some
classes having masculine infinitives like Sf;; rnlJ 'to live', while others have
infinitives showing the feminine ending -I, ex. m~Q~ ms!' to bear', 'to give birth '.
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§ 268

§ 268. Verbs with mutable stems.-It must be remembered that in
hieroglyphic writing the vowels are ignored and only the consonantal skeletons
of words are exhibited to the reader (§ 19). Hence it is quite possible a priori
that one and the same hieroglyphic writing 4-- sllmj might conceal several
differently vocalized verb-forms such as *sellmaf and *esllamej, or even a form
with doubled medial consonant like *sellllamefl That such was actually the case
cannot be directly proved for verbs like slim •hear', in which the component
consonants s, d and m are strong and different from one another; but it
may be inferred with great probability from the fact that variations of writing
explicable only if due to differences of vocalization analogous to our postulated
*sellmaf and *esdamef occur in the case of two classes of verbs, namely (1) those
in which the final radical consonant is identical with the preceding consonant
(geminating verbs like wnn), and (2) those in which the final consonant is one of
the semi-vowels I or w (ult£mae £nfirmae verbs like pr(i) •go forth', r!(w)
, rejoice '). These classes of verbs we shall proceed to discuss in turn.

1 The asterisk de
notes hypothetical vo
calizations. The small
• indicates the initial
helping-vowel
dis
cussed in '27',

§ 269. Geminating verbs.-These verbs have the peculiarity that the
last two radical consonants of their stem are identical, ex. ~= wnn • exist '.
Now we have seen (§ 62) that when two identical consonants fell together in
pronunciation, or at least were not separated by an accented vowel, there was
a strong tendency to write them but once, and this tendency would naturally
become the rule where there was the additional inducement that a vital difference
of meaning could thereby be emphasized. Hence. wh.en we find a regularly
occurring spelling~:::' wnnf, we may conjecture that a vowel of some importance
fell between the two consonants n of the verb-stem; in cases where, on the
contrary, ~-- wnl is consistently found we may suppose that the two like
consonants had fallen together, yielding some such pronunciation as *wennaj,
corresponding to *sellmaf assumed in § 268 as one of the possible values of
.t7~ - - slim/.
In the case of ~:::. wnni a plausible pronunciation would be *Bwnanej,
pointing to a similar pronunciation *Bst/amef in the corresponding form of the
immutable verb slim. There is, however, another possibility (it is no more than
such) to which but little attention has been paid hitherto, and which may turn
out to be applicable in certain cases, though it evidently cannot hold in all, e. g.
the infinitive. This possibility is that the first of the two like radicals has been
doubled, as in the Hebrew p£rel or the Arabic second form; the effect of such
doubling is necessarily to hold the last radical apart from the doubled middle
radical, whether the vowel following the latter be accented or unaccented.·
Hence ~:::. wnnl might represent a pronunciation *wennanef (instead of
*ewnanef), pointing to seri4amej from the immutable stim.

*
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I nil follows from
tile filet that, alike
ia Semitic and in
Ee:JptiaD. a doubled
COOIODIIIlt must both
c10ee a syllable and
begin a second one,
in other words must
always be followed
by a vowel. See
A ppendix A at the
end of the book.
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• See Vel"lmtll ii.
§ 116.

S

170 •

Verbum i. § § 94.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
OBS. The existence of geminating verbs in Egyptian is established beyond a
doubt, but the reasons for the appearance or absence of the gemination in the
hieroglyphic writing are largely a matter of conjecture. 1 For the infinitive we have
the evidence of Coptic, ex. Xbob C to be cool' from Eg. /fbb; since the vocalization
here corresponds to that of immutable intransitive verbs like Coptic 81lsot ' be hard "
from Eg. 1tlft, it would appear that the presence of the gemination in the writing is
due in this case solely to the existence of an accented vowel between the two like
consonants. Conversely, after di 'cause' the 1t/11l1" form of the verb /fbb ' be cool'
would show the hieroglyphic form #1" (§ 452, I) j but Coptic has tkbof for' to make
him cool' (Eg. *dit #1"' to calise that he be cool '), and there is reason to think that
this was pronounced tkebbof, a form analogous to Coptic tsenkof (to suckle him' from
the immutable triliteral stem Sll/f C suck' ; 2 here, then, the siilgle writing of b in
hieroglyphic #1" would seem due to the last two radical consonants of #b falling
together without an intervening vowel. For the geminating lr/m1" forms and
participles in hieroglyphic, however, no explanation is forthcoming from the Coptic.
Our enquiry will tend to show that the geminating Srjm-J is entirely dependent, for
the writing of the gemination, on its origin in the geminating passive participle (the
imperfective passive participle), see §§ 356, OBS. ; 41 r, I ; 438,OBS. But since gemina
tion in the participles is associated with notions of repetition or c01ltilluity such as
might well find formal expression in the doubling of the medial radical consonant,
the hypothesis that the geminating ft/m:f forms are comparable to Hebrew pirl~l
forms appears at least worth examination.

§ 270. Weak verbs.-In the case of the weak verbs ending in Q i or }. 'W
matters are complicated by the fact that these consonants (or semi-vowels, § 20)
were often omitted in the writing. Accordingly, a hypothetical form like *mer'Wa!'
from the stem mr'W (or mri § 281) 'love' might in one place be written out as
~!~ mrw!', while in another place it might, no less correctly, be rendered
~ 7~ mr!·. Scholars have shown, however, that under certain conditions, e. g.
after another consonant and before a short unaccented vowel, the original i and
'W of stems were apt to disappear, not only from the written, but also from the
spoken language. 3 For this reason, when we encounter a form like ~}.Il with
a flexional element -wadded to the verb-stem pri, we cannot be certain whether
some such pronunciation as *pariew or *periaw is to be assumed, or whether i
had here fallen away so that only *parew or *peraw was spoken; nothing but an
undoubted full variant writing s;.q}.Il priw (or ;;;'QQ}.Il pryw, as Middle
Egyptian would write it, see OBS. below) could settle the question in favour of
the former pair of alternatives. Thus the presence or absence of i and w in the
hieroglyphic writing of weak verbs is but a precarious criterion of differences
of form.
Fortunately, however, the weak verbs display in certain forms a more
trustworthy criterion, namely a gemination similar to that which was described in
the last section. I t is supposed that in some circumstances the final i or w
became assimilated to the preceding radical, so that forms like ~=~- mrri
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§ 270

from original mrwf came into existence. Probably such gemination or repetition
of the penultimate radical would only occur where the repeated consonants
were separated by a vowel of some importance; and it is even possible
that a doubling of the radical penultimate consonant has to be assumed, in
addition to the assimilation just mentioned. Thus, on the same lines as were
discussed in connection with the geminating verbs (§ 269), so too ~=~-
might theoretically represent either *Ilmrarif from *emraiej or *merraref from
*merraiif; the latter possibility is one not hitherto taken into account.
OBS. In most Middle Egyptian verbs and verb-forms i near the end is written
QQy, see above § 20. A few verbs, however, seem to show Q as a strong, i.e. immutable,
consonant. In ~gQ~ smi' report' and =gQ....3. dmi' touch' this might be due to the
change in value of gfrom m1' to mi (see W ·19 in the Sign-list) j both rand i are kept
in the spelling ~~Q=14 swri'drink', for swifrom old zwr; but no similar explana
tni' grow decrepit'.
tions seem possible for ~Q D~ sri • block', .:.

M}

§ 271. The geminating and non.geminating sfjm./ forms.-To the
writing out or omission of the gemination in forms from the mutable verbs
there regularly corresponds a difference of meaning. Hence the sr/mf form,
which, as we have seen, sometimes geminates and sometimes does not, really
comprises at least two separate forms. The distinction of these is, however, a
matter of considerable difficulty, the discussion of which is best deferred until
Lessons XXX, XXXI. Henceforth use will be made of both forms in the
Exercises, but the exact nuance of meaning which they imply may for the moment
be ignored.
§ 272. The prothetic Q 1.I-In both Old and Late Egyptian a valuable
clue to the vocalization of verb-forms is provided by the sporadic appearance of
the sign for i (old Q, late Q~) la at their beginning. This' prothetic i' undoubtedly
indicates a short helping-vowel Il before two initial consonants not separated
by a vowel. Middle Egyptian examples are very rare, but a few may be collected
from our texts: Q~} ir/dw (i. e. perhaps *Ilr/daw) 'one whom .... speaks (of) ',2
imperfective relative form (§ 387, I); Q~~~r* iom-sk 'an Indestructible' (name
given to the circumpolar stars), lit. 'one not knowing destruction ',3 perfective
active participle (§ 359); Qt:J~o inti /:tr·t 'hail to thee ',' a formula which perhaps
originally meant' I salute thy face', but which appears very early in this subject
less form.1I The imperatives of 2-lt"t. verbs (§ 336) also occasionally show the
prothetic i, which also is once found in QX::; i/:tr-k 'upon thee' 8 (*Il/:trak) for the
normal ~'C7'. In Dyn. XVI I I Q} is found a few times in place of i, ex. Q}~ },~,
iwrow 'knowing ones ',T perfective active participle (§ 359).
OBS. In Semitic the consonant ' alif has sometimes a similar function, and is
there called' prosthetic'; 'prothetic' is, however, a more suitable term.
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See SETHE, De

Al'lk

Prostltetico,

Berlin, 1893.
1& Exceptionally in
Dyn. XIII in /PI:!
formofgd'say': Loll
vre C 10; JEA. 33,
Pl. II, s.
I Se/lelm. 3. Sim.
active participle Iidt
'who saYI' JEA. 32,
Pl. VI, 32 •
• Brit. M1IS. 101,
horia. 7.
• Kay. Ny""" I,
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2019.2035. 204 2•
• Nte. 35, 21 9.
TUrk. iv. 481, 17;
973, JI. Sim.l'Wbm'W,
ilJ. 480, 9. Also in
the nOlll1 l'Wert • the
silent one', a designa
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§ 273. General characteristics of verb-stems.-As in the Semitic
languages, the typical verb-stem consists of three radical consonants, ex. ..e~ sdm
, hear '. , There existed, however, a considerable class of biliteral stems, ex. :;: mn
'remain', 'endure', though it may be shown that many of these originally
belonged to one or other of the classes with three consonants, such as l}~ wtl
'command', Arabic 1$') (wa~a); ;..~~ tm 'be closed', Arabic? (tamma). Whereas
the verbs just quoted had, owing to some inherent weakness, passed in prehistoric
times from the triconsonantal to the biconsonantal class, there are other apparently
biliteral stems, such as ~~ m(w)t 'die', which prove on closer inspection to be
really triliterals. Similarly, there are but few stems of four and five consonants
which cannot be accounted for as due to expansion from originals of three
consonants. The most important methods of expansion are (I) reduplication,
(2) afformative additions. These are dealt with in the next three sections.
J See Verbum i.
§§ 32 7-40 •

§ 274. Reduplication.1-Verbs signifying continuous or repeated human
actions, habitual occupations, sounds, colours, and violent movements are apt to
be created from biliteral or triliteral stems by the repetition of two of the radical
consonants. Thus are formed quadriliteral verbs like t ~ t ~~ ndntl' take counsel'
from o~ nd 'ask', ..L1J snsn ' fraternize' from ..Llft sn 'brother', ~~Ijj pijl
'crush' (simplex unknown), and quinquiliterals like f~m~!, !ugJg 'exult' from
f~m~ ~Jg 'be pleasant, glad'; ~~~1.Jl swlwl 'walk', 'promenade' (simplex
unknown). After Dyn. XII the graphic abbreviation ~ sp sn 'two times', 'twice'
(see above § 207) is sometimes used as a substitute for the consonants to be
repeated, exx. ::t)~ rsrs 'rejoice' 2 from ::t)~ rs(w) 'rejoice', !~\.....D sksk
'destroy' 3 from r!~ sk 'perish '.
A half-reduplication also occurs, giving rise to a number of verbs of the
type e.Jl sbs 'run', ~, nbn 'be young', ~m,';b. grg 'furnish', 'equip'; in none
of these cases do we possess a well-attested simplex.
Much rarer is a reduplication of the final consonant only. Verbs comparable
to the Hebrew pirlel may perhaps occur in the case of rjj~ snbb 'converse ',4
rg~ spdd 'supply',6 and ~rr~ spss 'be rich',s 'enrich';7 these appear to be
immutable quadriliterals derived from the triliteral adjectives snb 'healthy',
spd' ready', and sps 'noble' respectively. Some verb-forms of passive meaning
which may be compared to the Hebrew purlal will be dealt with in §§ 360. 425.
More problematic is the kind of reduplication exhibited in the Hebrew pire!.
This consists in the doubling of the second radical consonant of a triliteral
stem, and would in no case be apparent in the Egyptian writing, though its
effects might, as explained above (§§ 269. 270), sometimes be visible in the
gemination found in geminating and weak verbs. That pirel verbs did exist
in Egyptian is probable a priori, and seems further likely from the transitive

t

2 MAR.
3~,

Abyd. ii.

29·

S Urk. iv. 729,16;
cf. ib. 8.

4 Urk. iv. 559. Sim.
in O.K., Ti I l l . Lit.
perhaps' mutually in
quire health '.
5 A'Z. 45. Pl. VI,

7; Insey. dldie. 87.
6 Brit.Mus. 61 4, I I;
Cairo 20543, 20.
7 Inser. dedie. 83.

r
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meaning occasionally found with some usually intransitive verbs, exx. ~\ ~ 1~11 : I
f)ftwty fttp nt.rw 'Thoth who pacifies the gods' ; L~it~'T~~ sinw snb irt ' the
physician who heals the eye',2 where fttp ( = *ftttp?) and sllb ( = *snllb?) are active
participles from stems usually meaning' be at peace " 'be healthy'. Whether
Coptic offers any cogent evidence has been both asserted a and denied. aa
This debatable question is discussed at some length because such firel verb
forms may turn out to be commoner in Egyptian than has been suspected, see
above § 269, end. In any case, the student should realize the difference between
a geminating verb and a reduplicated verb. Gemination, as understood in the
term' geminating verb' (§ 269), is a constitutional peculiarity of the stem that
leads to the single writing, in certain forms, of two identical radicals, ex. ~-
from ~=; geminating verbs are therefore mutable. Reduplication, on the
other hand, is a secondary expansion of verb-stems by repetition of part of
their constituent radicals, e:X. ~gM from ~.!.M; reduplicated verbs are immutable.
OBS. I. As applied to particular verb-forms, 'geminating' has a less technical
meaning; it signifies no more than that two identical radicals follow one another in
the writing. Thus both ~:: and ~:: _ are' geminating' #m:/ forms, though of
the two stems involved wnn alone is a' geminating verb '. Similarly, ~_ and "'t:.._
<::>
are called ' non-geminating' ltim,/ forms.
OBS. 2. Hebrew can parallel all the above-mentioned kinds of reduplication.
With the Egyptian verb-forms corresponding to the Hebrew pirlel (see above)
compare the names of small animals, ex, fl\::~ Ctprr 'beetIe ',4 besides nouns like

Q~~o~~ ~1l1Ilmt' sun-folk', 'mankind', j~~~~o~! w~mmyt' repetitions '.5

§ 275. Afformative prefixes: (I) the causatives in ~ 5.6-The con
sonant ~ s, later also - s, when prefixed to a verb-stem, gives to it causative
meaning. The new verbs thus formed are derived not only from transitive and
intransitive verbs, but also occasionally from nouns and prepositions,
smn 'make to remain', 'establish' from ~ mn 'remain '.
Exx.
H·-; srnfj. , make to live', I nourish'
"Sf-; rnfj. , live "
r mr~ smsi ' make to give birth', ' deliver' " m~ ~ msi ' bear'.
rIJW sftb ' make festal'
" IJW ftb 'festival '.
rg~ ~ smi ' report', , announce'
" g~ mi ' like .'.
Some causatives, particularly those derived from transitive stems, do not
possess full caus~tive force, but have meanings different from that of the simplex.
Exx. r~~ sip •revise', • test', 'account for' from ~~ if 'count '.
r~}~ swf/' hand over " •bequeath'
,,~}~ wf/' command '.
~~~ sf/d 'relate'
." :::t rid' say'.
n~~ snf/m ' sit', 'make oneself com" t~~ nf/m 'be sweet', 'be
fortable '
agreeable '.

r:;::

2II
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Leb. 23.
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JiZ. 53. r I I ; sim.

io, 95. Further exx.
VOG. Batler, index,
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See Verou1/l i.

§ 344·
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AZ. 73,
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See Rec. 35,

~

A,bn. p. 97.

6

228.

See Veroum i.

§§ 35 0 - 6•
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Except in one case, the causatives fall into the verb-classes to which they
would belong if the afformative s were a radical letter ; thus srnlJ 'make to live',
from a triliteral stem, has' a masculine infinitive like the quadriliteral wS{1l
'stride'; smsi 'to deliver', from a triconsonantal stem ~ith weak final i (a
tertiae infirmae verb, § 281), has an infinitive ~m~ smsy with masculine gender
resembling" !,.~.Jl (zrty 'to travel by land', the infinitive of a quartae infirmac
verb (§ 285). The exception alluded to is the case of the causatives of the
biliterals; these, unlike the triliterals to which they might be expected to
conform, have feminine infinitives, ex. r~~ smnt ' to establish '.

\

OBS. The causatives in J are evidently related to those with 1 or s in Semitic
(Assyrian, Aramaic, and Minaean).
1 See Sphinx 14,

~OL

• Sill. R 27.

§ 276. Afformative prefixes: (2) the prefix n . l - The verbs beginning
with this afformative are intransitive and in almost every case derived from
quadriliteral reduplicated stems, ex·x. ~~ ngsgs 'overflow', synonymous with
~~! gsgs, and ~~.Jl nftft,2 doubtless with much the same meaning as ":-":- .Jl
fift 'leap '.
THE VERB-CLASSES

§ 277. Classification according to number and nature of the

radical consonants.-We shall now proceed to classify the different kinds of
Egyptian verb-stems, premising that only such distinctions will be noted as may
prove useful in the study of Egyptian texts. Coptic shows that adjective-verbs
like sb(fk 'to be small' were vocalized otherwise than transitive verbs like sotem
'to hear', but such facts as these must be ignored in this grammar, since they
cannot be followed up in the hieroglyphs. I t should be observed, further, that
weak verbs written shortly like ,S;2.Jl , hitherto rendered pr, will in the following
paragraphs be transliterated with all the radicals of the stem, ex. pri. Con
sistency in this matter is neither possible nor desirable. As a general rule it is
safest to supply as few unwritten consonants as possible; it is simpler, and for
that reason better, to transliterate ~~ as prf even where we may be reasonably
sure that pryf would represent the spoken consonants. On the other hand, in
grammatical discussions it is often desirable to write pryf or better pr(y)f.
The basis of our classification will be the number of radical consonants,
whether weak or strong, single or reduplicated. The designations of the classes
are those usually adopted, though they are not altogether satisfactory. By
bil£teral, tril£teral, quadriNteral, and qztt"nquil£teral verbs are meant those having
two, three, four, or five immutable (strong) consonants respectively, though there
is really no reason (e.g.) for refusing the name' triliteral' to triconsonantal stems
with identical second and third radicals (the secttndae gem£natae class, § 280) or to
212
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those having a weak third radical (the lert£ae lnfirmae, § 281). The notion of
gemination inherent in the names secundae and terNae (lilterae) gemlnatae is also
misleading, since both here and in the tertiae and quartae infirmae, so far from
gemination or doubling being employee for making twofold a consonant that was
originally single, its presence actually warns us that the verb-stem in question
possessed from the beginning a final radical letter which was specially prone,
either from inherent weakness or from its identity with the penultimate, to
disappear from the writing. See above §§ 269. 270. 274.
I. VERBS WITH TWO CONSONANTS ONLY.

§ 278. BiJiteral verbs, abbreviated 2-/£1., exx. ~~ wn 'open " ~ mit
'be firm '. The infinitives are masculine, and of the form quoted. For the
originally triliteral character of these verbs see above § 273; and that many of
them may be derived from terNae lnfirmae (below § 28 I) is perhaps hinted by
the feminine infinitives of their causatives (above § 275 and below § 282). Some
biliteral verbs show a repetition of the last radical letter in the perfective passive
participle (§ 360) ; but such forms are due to reduplication (§ 274), and are not to
be explained, as hitherto, as survivals from the time when the verb-stems in
question belonged to the 2ae gem. or Jae in/. class. The verb 5f'~..Il sm 'go'
has a fern. infinitive, but is classed with the biliterals because it does not, as
a rule, show gemination 1 in verb-forms where this would be expected if the
verb belonged to the tertiae lnfirmae.

1 Exception, JIIIIII.'
(imperf. /g11l1), ERM.
Hymn. 3, 4-5.

2. VERBS WITH THREE RADICAL CONSONANTS.

§ 279. Triliteral verbs, abbreviated J-Nt., exx. ..t1~ sim 'hear', }1}"~
wil 'prosper '. The infinitives are masculine and show the forms just quoted.
A few verbs ending in i and w belong to this class, like =g~~ dmi 'touch' 2
(above § 270, OBS.) and ~j}~ Ibw' brand '.3 Likewise ~~~=~ sw(r)i, a spelling
intended to convey that the verb-stem now to be read as swi originated in swr
(zwr); so, too, = }.. ~ ~~ dJi(r) = dli from original dlr ' su ppress', and one or two
more. The originally J-Nt. verb /fml 'create' is often spelt Ll>}..~)~~, and
the writing of m after ml may indicate that it had lost I and so fallen into the
2-/ll. class as /fm; so, too, ~> }..~O im(J) ~ 'be gracious', ~ ~~~ sm(J) 'slay'.
Triliteral is ~ ~ m(w)1 'die', the medial w being omitted in the writing; the same
view is perhaps also to be taken of some other verbs usually classed as 2-Nt.

>

§ 280. Secundse geminstse verbs, abbreviated 2ae gem.

These are
triconsonantal verbs in which the second and third radicals are identical and
hence, under certain vocalic conditions (§ 269),. are written once only. The
infinitives are masculine and show the gemination, ex. Lljj~= /f6b 'to be cool'.
21 3
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The 2ae gem. verbs ~~ ~ mJJ 'see' and ~= W1ilt 'exist' display certain
peculiarities. This class of verbs is a small one-between twenty and thirty are
known-but most of its members are important. The following is a list of the
chief among them :
~~~ 'D Jmm
~=

~= yli !inn destroy.

seize, grip.

=~~~ smm be hot.

wnn be, exist.

~=

::~

=,

LlJJ(9,= #b be cool.

wrr be great.
~~~ mJJ see.
rim nurse.
~~ hnn bow, assent to.

~~

srr be small (later

::~~

sri).

gnn be soft.

81i Ikk attack, violate (frontier).

§ 281. Tertiae infirmae verbs, abbreviated Jae inf These are verbs in
which the third and last radical consonant is a weak i or w-the latter distinguish
able from the former only in a few cases (rsw 'rejoice', ifw 'swell', gJW 'be
narrow'), since forms with ware apt to be replaced by others with i. The weak
final radical is but rarely written out, in the case of i mainly when it is followed
by the flexional ending (§§ 270. 296) i or 'lV, in which case the two combine as y,
ex. S;qq.J.\~ pry for pri-i 'I go forth '. (For sake of convenience this form is
transliterated pry·i.) As explained in § 270, gemination is a characteristic
feature of the Jae inf class, ex. ~}14 mrrw 'who is loved '. The infinitives
are feminine and without gemination, ex. ~14 mrl 'to love '. Three verbs of
this class call for particular comment : 
~

1 See Az. 58, 45
(also 59, 7 I) for the
facts; a rather differ
ent practical attitude
is taken here.
2 Imperf. act. part.,
Pt. 92; imperf. fcill/f,
Pt. 168.
S For further evi
dence see the Sign-list
under V 14. 15.

iri • make', 'do' is usually written without the expected phonetic comple

ment <:::0; writings with <:> as a rule correspond to the geminating forms of other
verbs. No doubt some abnormality of pronunciation is responsible for this
peculiarity of writing, but since we are unable to define the nature of that
abnormality it seems desirable, for practical reasons, to transliterate the forms of
iri as though they conformed to the ordinary spelling; the infinitive ::- (§ 299)
we shall transliterate, accordingly, as irt, and the imperf. act. participle::: (§ 357)
as irr. This is the more necessary because variants with <:> as a phonetic
complement sometimes occur. Thus ~ is a rarer writing of the infinitive, and
g is fairly common for the imperf. act. part. To sum up, while forms like -=
clearly lack, and forms like g clearly possess, the gemination, forms like :::
are ambiguous; the probability is in favour of the gemination, but exceptionally
:: must be read simply ir without gemination. 1

5f1i iti ' take', 'seize' often shows a varian t writin g ~Ii, and since there are
also geminating forms with ~1i,2 clearly It= t here had already passed into"" 1.3
The said spellings should, accordingly, be read as it and itt.
214
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The doubly weak verb ~~~ for 'strike' appears to have existed in two
forms, namely [zil and [zwi; no geminating forms are found, but in Middle Egyptian
the infinitive is feminine, see below § 299.
More than one hundred verb-stems can be assigned to the jae in/. class;
the following is a 'selection of the most important:
~} ~ Iwi extend.
I~ [zii destroy, damage.
U~ lbi wish.
~~ IJri appear in glory.
Qj'ii1!=~ ibl thirst.
.!.~./l IJni <\light, stop.
~ iri make, do.
~ ~ IJdi fare downstream, north.
~ ~ hni row.
5rii iti, var. ~~ iti, take, seize

--- !lsi
=j?.

~

wpi divide, open, judge.
s;../l pri go forth, go up.
):-j fii carry, lift.
~~ mri love, wish.
m~4) msi bear, give birth.
~~~ mki protect.
);~ rmi weep, beweep.
=t)~ rfw rejoice.
ro~..Il hli go down, fall.
.~J hri be content.
l--.ll'f [zri rejoice.
l'1lli [zwy, [zil strike.
U~ [zsi praise, favour.

be feeble, vile.
12t~}~ SIW guard, prevent.
roy~ sti shoot, pour, kindle.
~~ sni encircle, surround.
!d~ sdi take, withdraw.
.! ~ Ifni be brave.
~~ kli devise, think out.
'='r~ ksi bow down.
liI~~glw be narrow.
~ ~ gmi find.
iTIi./l thi disobey, violate.
ill"=- dgi see, look.
! ~ ~ iii cross (the river), ferry across.
An interesting spelling is ~u. psi' cook' from earlier -~u. js(i), the older
and later initial radicals being retained side by side.

'='

§ 282. Causatives of biliteral verbs, abbreviated caus. 2-I-it., ex. r~
smn 'make to remain', 'establish '. As pointed out above (§ 275), the infinitives
are feminine, ex. ~=.: smnt. Geminating forms do not occur. These verbs
show relationship with the quartae infirmae, among which are some verbs with
similar characteristics (ex. [zmsi ' sit ').
3.

VERBS WITH FOUR RADICAL CONSONANTS.

§ 283. Quadriliteral verbs, abbreviated 4-#/., with masculine infinitives.
Many of these are due to reduplication, ex. ;':;':L\.lJtlJt 'be reversed', but others,
like }~=1./l wstn ' stride', consist of four different strong radicals. Here must
be classed also the causatives of triliterals, abbreviated caus. j-#t., ex. r
srnlJ ' make live'; see above § 275.

sr.
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§ 284. Tertiae geminatae verbs, abbreviated Jac gem., are mutable
verbs with identical third and fourth radicals. The very existence of the class
is problematic, since stems like ~~M spdd 'supply', ~'jj~ snob 'converse' are,
as we have seen (§ 274), immutable quadriliteral verbs. Under this head
would fall causatives of the secundae geminatae, abbreviated caus.
2ac gem., ex. ~L1JJf2= s/fbb 'make cool', but these also may possibly have
to be classed with the quadriliterals, non-geminating forms being of great
rarity.

§ 285. Quartae infirmae verbs, abbreviated 4ac t"nj., in which the
fourth radical is i or w. From the analogy of the Jac -inj. one would expect
this class to show geminating forms and feminine infinitives, but no single
example of the class has both characteristics. Gemination occurs with some,
like m~"~ mstii 'hate' and 1~~ 1ttry 'be divine', and a fern. infinitive with
others, like .f\~~1~ wlSi 'be ruined', ~i- {zmsi 'sit'. A few having masc.
~)~ mlwy
infinitive and no gemination, like .!.~.Jl (zrly 'travel overland',
'be renewed I, might well be classed with the 4-lz"t. (§ 283); so too, for example,
UA {z{zy, properly doubtless {z(y){zy, thougp the second radical is never written.
In :::Q~~ mini' moor' (m. infinitive) the written i is not improbably the second
radical; such is apparently not the case with the w of ~)~ 'speak' (f. infinitive),
though the full reading appears to be m(w)dw. Under this head must be placed
the causatives of tertiae infirmae, abbreviated caus. Jac z"nj., partly with
masculine and partly with feminine infinitives, exx. ~m~ ~ smsy 'to make to give
birth', ~~.A slJpt 'to bring nigh'; no geminating forms appear to occur.

>

4.

o A few 6-#/. verbs
have been quoted, but
only from O. E.; see
LEF. Gr. § 215, end.

I

GARD.

Sin. p. 70.

VERBS WITH FIVE RADICAL CONSONANTS.

§ 286. Quinquiliteral verbs, abbreviated 5-l£t., with masculine infinitives.
This class seems in all cases to have arisen through reduplication, exx. ~~.A
nftft 'spring away', l.J5r~.J5r~.A {zbIIJJ 'waddle'. Whether ~~~1.A swtwt
, walk', 'promenade' is the causative of a quadriliteral (abbreviation caus.
1-lz't.) is uncertain; no other example of the last-named class has been noted in
Middle Egyptian.o
§ 287. Quintae infirmae verbs, abbreviated 5ac t'nj., constitute another
rather dubious class of verbs. It is very doubtful whether the three feminine
words t:::::~'fl (zrrwt, R=H~~ t{z{zwt, and =)O,~, rnnwt, with the almost
synonymous meanings' joy', 'gladness', 'exultation' are really infinitives of this
class; more probably they are mere nouns. The masc. infinitive ej.J'f lJbb
'dance',1 if really a writing of !Jb(i)bi, as the jac z"nj. simplex oj'flJbi might suggest,
possibly belongs here. The rare causatives of quartae infirmae, abbreviated
caus. 4ac inj., have masculine infinitives, ex. ~ >~).: smlW)' 'renew'.
216
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§ 288. Compound Verbs have little to distinguish them except the place
of the determinative at the end, not after each component part. Exx. ~7~
r!J-r 'chatter', lit. 'be manifold of utterance', o~~~ !zm-1JI 'retreat '.
§ 289. Anomalous Verbs, abbreviated anom. This class comprises some
very common verbs which, but for certain peculiarities, would have to be assigned
to the Jae in! class.
I. 'Give'.l
Rdi (originally perhaps rt/i) has a feminine infinitive rdit,
written
or~. The sign /£ characteristic of the verb is probably an ideogram
representing a loaf brought as a gift;.2 for this, from the early Middle Kingdom
onwards, is often substituted as a purely graphical variant ~, ......JI, or even ~, the
latter two being due to a confusion of the signs in hieratic. In a few parts of the
exist side
verb (e. g. the old perfective, § 310) writings with initial r
by side with others (/£, ~, ......0) in which r is omitted; since, however, in certain
forms (infinitive, § 299; st/mty/y form, § 364) the writing with r is as regular
(rare exceptions may be found) as it is irregular in other forms (stim! after ir 'if',
§ 454, 5, as well as after rdi itself, § 452, I ),3 the evidence points to real loss
of r having occurred in the latter; Coptic nowhere shows any trace of r. In
any case it seems wise to omit r in transliteration wherever it is not written,
though the signs /). and ~, if ideographic, would not originally point in either
direction. The geminating forms &/£ and!:::::! are never accompanied by r, and
are probably to be read dd, though doubtless they arose from rdd; :: is in fact
substituted for them in some archaizing texts,i and the name of the town ~~}@
Ddw (originally l)dw) is occasionally spelt !:::::!}@5 or ::}@.6 So too =:. is
substituted for ~ in the early or archaic writing of certain non-geminating parts
of the verb.' The final radical of the stem, the semi-vowel i, is only written out
when fused with a flexional -w or -i (ex. the perf. pass. participle ::;QQ rdy, for
rdi-w ?), and certainly disappeared early in particular forms. The view that rdi,
di is a single verb which early suffered the loss of both its first and its third
consonant in certain forms seems preferable to the view that rdi and di are
two distinct verbs obscurely related in their origin. The imperative is almost
entirely replaced by Q~~ imi, from a quite different stem (§ 336).
2. I Come '.8
.Jl} iw and ~Q.Jl ii are clearly two distinct verbs, though they
are equally clearly related. The infinitives are. fern., namely.A}"" iwl and lA it
(also ~t1 lit). No geminating forms occur. While some parts of the verb,
like the infinitive (§ 299) and the st/m·n! form (§ 4 I 3), display forms from both
stems, in others only iw is employed (iwtyfy, § 364; iw·inf, § 428); forms from
ii tend to oust forms from iw. From iw comes a peculiar stiml form .Il}~ iwtf
analogous to inti (below under 3). Here again the imperative is from a different
stem, ~ q.ll mi being as a rule employed (§ 336).

r:

1 See Verb"", i.
§ 453-463 ; AZ. 39,

'1

75. 130 ; 50 3 D., 95;
ERMAN, Cr. , § 365.
t Doubts as to the
Dature of the sign,
GRIFF. Hier. p. 64.

cr, ::, ::)
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3. 'Bring'. The verb 1. itti or bzw shows in most respects the character
istics of the jae in/. class, and has a fern. infinitive
into It is, however, o
great interest as possessing three distinct simf forms, a geminating form ~E
inllf (§ 439) and two non-geminating forms
inf and ~~ intf (§ 448), the
latter comparable to iwtf from the verb for' come' (above 2). In the sim·n
form we find a less common writing X::' beside ~2 in'nf (§ 413).

.or::

X::

1

See R. GRAPOW,

Oberdit Wortbildun
gen mit einem Priifix
m- im iigyptisckl1l, in
AM. d. kon. Preuss.
Akad. d. Wiss. '9'4,
nO·5·
2 See Sitzb. d. kon.
Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss.
19I1, 914 foll.; AZ.
50,95 n.

2. The exceptions
after srwfJ in Sm. (In
dex, p. 561) are doubt
less mere! y nppare nt,
m being sometimes
inserted.
s Pt. 37 ; Leyd. V 6.

§ 290. Verbs with initial qJ and} woften omit these weak consonant
in derivatives, exx. ~0 if}t' season of inundation' from q~~l iltJ 'be inundated'
-nJ} ~ rbw' purification' from
wrb' be pure '. So too in the nouns formed by
a prefixed m,l exx. ::;!il mnlft 'clothing' from ~~ wnlf 'clothe oneself', ::;Jo
mr!tt' fat' from ~L~ wrIt 'anoint'. Certain verb-forms written simply with ==
have been shown to belong to }~ wdi' push', 'thrust', but it will possibly turn ou
that all the Middle Egyptian examples are from the verb ~ rdi, '-lI di ' give'. 2

0'=

§ 291. Classification of verbS according to meaning.-The meaning
of verbs not only affected their stem-form, as we have seen (§§ 274. 276), but is also
of importance for syntactic reasons. The following distinctions may be made : 
I. Transitive verbs are those which take a direct object, exx. 47~ sgm
, hear' (a thing), ~ rdi ' give '. Verbs with two objects do not exist, the remoter
object found after some English verbs being expressed in Egyptian by the help
of prepositions. 2 For m and r after verbs of' making', see §84. 'Teach somebody
something' is U ~ ~
<=> s6; . . . r 'teach . .
concerning'. 3 Some words
expressing psychic activities tend to have different meanings in different forms;
thus -:-~ rlf 'perceive', 'learn' has a preference for past forms (like sim'll/)
whenever' knowing', i. e. the result of the activity, is intended; cf. Latin novi.
So too ~~ mri 'love', 'wish' seems to prefer the simoni form when it means
'wish', and ~l~~ slf; 'recall', 'recollect' when it means' remember'.
&

* ... .

0

Intransitive verbs are those which have no direct object.
may distinguish
2.

a. Verbs of motion, exx.

5.f'~.Il 1m 'go',

Here we

tt r!tr 'arise', 'stand'.

b. Adjective·verbs, exx. ~::;: nlr ' be good " ::~~ rli 'be great'.

c. Other intransitives, exx. ~~ wr1 ,'pass the day', X-n'j' !tri 'rejoice',

->~&=~ mill 'bum'.
OBS. The verbs mn 'be ill (of)', wn!J 'be clad (in)', wrl} 'be anointed (with)', l}tp

'rest (upon)' can take an object and are, therefore, not real intransitives. SeeAdd.,§84A.
• Urk. iv. 651;
Tk. T. S. iii. 21; T.
Carn·4·
a Mil!. I, 2; Urk.
iv. 58, 16.
• PIEHL,IH.iii. 77.

§ 292. Denominative verbs are verbs derived from nouns.
Exx. '0'I ib 'wish' 4
from Yib 'heart', 'desire '.
:tQqQ~

~I

nswy (?) 'be king' 5

7 omt ' do for third time'
I

6

"
"

+.: nsw 'king '.
~:

""
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§ 293

VOICE, MOOD, AND TENSE

§ 293. Voice.-Egyptian distinguishes an active and a passive voice.
The passive participles have a wider range of employment in Egyptian than they
have in English; see below § 376.
§ 294. Mood.-With the means at -our disposal it is not possible to
distinguish different moods in Egyptian, if such existed. l A rough classification
of Egyptian verb-forms will be found in § 297, 3.
§ 295. Tense.-It is clear that Middle Egyptian had not yet developed, as

Coptic later did, a precise set of tenses relating the time of the verbal action to
the time-standpoint of the speaker. The tenses which we discover in the earlier
period are concerned, like the Semitic tenses, rather with the singleness or
repetition, the momentariness or continuity, of the notion expressed by the verb;
though particular forms have already become specialized for use in connection
with past or future time, and so approximate to our English tenses. In the
participles we shall distinguish (I) an imperfective te~se ultimately implying
repetition or continuity, and (2) a perfective tense without any such implications.
From these will be shown to spring the later tenses (including simf and jim·nf)
known as the' suffix conjugation'. Besides the tenses of the suffix conjugation,
there is an earlier tense to which we shall give the name old perfective, owing
to its relationship to the Semitic perfect; this tends to have static meaning and
to refer to the past, but its original signification cannot be precisely fixed. The
great wealth of compound verb-forms (see Lesson XXXII) evidently owes its
origin in part, but only in part, to an effort to acquire definite tense-distinctions.

1 For nn attempt
see C. E. SANDER
HANSEN, Ober die
Bildung der Modi
im Altiigyptischen, in
Kongl. Danske Vi
densk.Sdskab,Copen
hagen, 1941.

ODS. I. The terms' perfective' and 'imperfective' have been substituted for the
usual' perfect' and C imperfect 't because we require the name' perfect' for the more
precise English tenses. In connection with our English translations we shall often
speak of ' he has heard' as the present pe,fect, and of C he had heard' as the pastperfect,
while C he heard ' is described as the past tense.
ODS. 2. The first edition of this work distinguished in the relative forms (§ 380)
also a • prospective' tense. Here this distinction has been abandoned.

§ 296. Inft.exion.-Differences of verb-form were marked, partly by varia
tions in the position and quality of the vowels-variations only to a small extent
deducible from the writing, see above §§ 268-272-and partly by the use of
ft.exional endings. The latter consist of the suffix-pronouns (§ 34), the indefinite
pronoun Iw (§ 47), a few prepositions and sentence adverbs (n, in, !J1", k/),2 the
gender-endings m. .) -w, f. -I, besides a few less easily analysable elements, e.g.
H -Ii, Qq "y (for old I), and). -w. In the case of wand y it is often impossible
to be sure whether they are flexional elements, or whether they are the final weak
Q.
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§ 298

radicals from Jae inf. and 4ae inf. stems. Still greater trouble is caused by the
fact that i (y) and ware apt to be omitted in the writing of the flexional endings,
just as much as in the writing of the verb-stems (above § 270). Hence one and
the same summary writing may represent a large selection of different verb-forms.
For example,
I. infinitive (§ 299).
2. imperative sing. or plur. (§ 335).
3. sgmiform before nominal subject (§ 39)·
4. = sgmw, 3rd pers. m. sing. or plur. old perfective (§ 309).
.l'~ sgm may be
5. = simw, passive sgmi form before nominal subject (§ 420).
6. m. sing. of perf. or imperf. participle, active or passive (§ 362).
7. =sgmw, masc. sing. imperf. or perf. relative form before
nominal subject (§ 380).
8. = sgmw, negatival complement (§ 341).

f. sing. or plur. perf. or imperf. participle, active or passive
(§ 362).
2. 2nd pers. f. sing. of the sgmi form (§§ 34· 39).
3. f. sing. imperf. or perf. relative form before nominal subject
(§ 380).
4. = s<!m·ti, 2nd pers. c. sing. or 3rd pers. f. sing. old per
fective (§ 309).
5· sim·twpassive of the s<!m:fform before nominal subject (§39).
6. simti form before nominal subject (§ 409).
I.

.e~

sgmt may be

The student must not allow himself to be discouraged, and still less to be
rendered sceptical, by the great ambiguity displayed in the writing of the various
verb-forms. Their separate existence has been elicited with certainty in almost
every case, partly through the alternation of fuller and more summary writings,
partly through syntactic observations, and partly through differences of meaning.
Only by scrupulous study of both syntax and morphology does accurate interpre
tation of the hieroglyphic texts become possible. Attention to the rules laid
down in this grammar will enable the learner quickly to pass in review the various
possibilities and to choose that which is appropriate in the particular context.
TERMINOLOGY

§ 297. I t is desirable here to discuss the meaning of several terms which
will be constantly used in connection with the verb.
1 See Rev. 'g. n.s.
I. Semantic subject and object,l abbreviated 'subjectS' and' objectS'.
ii. 43-4; also Pkilo
/ogica, i. 3 (London,
While the terms 'subject' and 'object' will be used normally in the sense of
1933).
, nominative' and' accusative', they will often be needed to express the relations
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of meaning familiar to classical students in the terms C subjective genitive'
(ex. amor matm 'a mother's love ') and C objective genitive' (ex. amor patriae
'love of country'). It lies in the nature of our conception of verbal meaning
. to regard this as springing from a certain source and proceeding in a certain
direction. We shall adopt the term semantic subject to denote that noun or
pronoun from which the verbal ac#on, actively conceived, appears to start or spring,
and the term semantic object to denote any noun or pronoun which the verbal
action, actively conceived, affects in the course of its progress. Thus in he is',
he flourishes', 'he strikes', , John's wooing of Mary', c the Rubicon was crossed
by Caesar' the italicized words are semantic subjects. In the following sentences
the italicized words or phrases are semantic objects: he is my /r'jentl, he struck
him, he gave the book to h,,'m, John's wooing of Mary, the boy who was found
fault with, the Rubicon was crossed by Caesar.
In 'he filled the jug with water', 'jug' will be called the direct semantic
object, because we may say, passively, C the jug was filled'; 'water' is only an
indirect semantic object. Every noun preceded by a preposition may be
regarded as an indirect semantic object of the active notion in the verb.
C

C

OBS. What is here called' semantic subject' is often called C logical subject'; the
latter is, however, a far less suitable term, and is, moreover, required for another
purpose; see above § 126.

Agent.-We reserve, however, the name of agent for that particular
subject" which is expressed in the external form of an indirect objectS (see under I),
i. e. there where it is introduced by a preposition. The agent is found after
passives of all kinds, as well as after that neutral part of the verb, the infinitive.
The prepositions which introduce it in Egyptian are .1 ile and much more rarely
~ IJr; see above § 39, end. After the infinitive a pronominal agent is sometimes
expressed by the independent pronouns, into which, as we have seen (§ 227), in
enters as a component element; see below § 300, end.
2.

3. Verbal and other kinds of verb·forms.-A broad distinction may
be drawn between parts of the Egyptian verb which are fundamentally verbal,
i. e. function primarily as the predicates of verbal sentences (§ 27), and those
which function primarily as other parts of speech. To the former class belong
the old perfective (Lesson XXII), the imperative (§ 335), and the various forms
of the suffix-conjugation (§ 410), of which the sdmi and #Jm'ni forms are the
principal representatives. The forms here described as verbal' would in Latin
be called C finite', as being limited, unlike the I infinitive " in respect of person and
number; but the term finite' is inappropriate to Egyptian, since the #J",tyfy
form (§ 363) and the relative forms (§ 380) are limited in person and gender,
and yet are not essentially verbal in function. It will be found useful to describe
C

C
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verb-forms which are normally used in main clauses to embody affirmations as
, narrative' verb-forms; the simf and sim·nf forms are good examples, and the
only' verbal' verb-form which cannot be described as 'narrative' is the imperative,
which does not narrate but commands. The infinitive is a nominal part of the
verb, i. e. functions as a noun. Other grammarians use the term' nominal' to
describe also the participles, simtyfy form and relative forms, but for many
reasons we shall prefer to regard these as adfectival; not the least important of
these reasons is that the participles are best regarded as the equivalents of
English adjective, or relative, clauses (§ 353). The so-called simt! form (§ 401)
is 'nominal' at least in origin. We shall find grounds for thinking that the
so-called negativaI complement (§ 341) is ultimately adverbial in function, and
it will be shown (§ 311) that the old perfective, though originally' verbal' and
, narrative' in character, had become mainly' adverbial' in its Middle Egyptian
uses.

LESSON

XXIA

THE INFINITIVE
1 See VerbulIl ii.
§§ 544 fall.

2

See GUNN, Stud.

ch. vi.

• Pt. 407. Sim.
P. Pet. I I 16 A, 49.
• P. Kalt. 26, 2.
Sim. Sillt 3, I; R himl
83.

§ 298. The infinitive 1 is a noun denoting the action or state expressed by
a verb-stem. It corresponds, therefore, to English infinitives like' to make ',' to
flourish', 'to be', or else to English gerunds like' making', ' flourishing', 'being '.
It differs from other nouns, first of all, in the facility with which it can replace
narrative verb-forms, ex. ft.;::i:::-:t", wi·n·i nf irt st 'I commanded him to
make it' in place of ~};::i::t" wi·n·i irf st 'I commanded that he should make
it' (Sr;fm-j, § 184); second, it differs from other nouns in the close resemblance
of its construction to that of the narrative verb-forms; thus it may be followed
by an 'agent' (see § 297, 2), and may even, on occasion, have a grammatical
subject or a direct grammatical object of its own (§ 301).
Though strictly neutral in voice, as also in tense, the Egyptian infinitive has
usually an active implication; for example, :- irt tends to signify' to make'
more often than' to be made '. Cases are found, however, where translation as
a passive is necessary in English. 2
Exx. q~ of -= -=-LWi?!J iw sr k r !tbs flr· s thy back shall be covered by it, lit.
thy back is towards covering through it. 3
::~~lc:::'i ~ I::-=-:--=-~I? I rtJt lfr!zwt nty rid r inw number of vessels which
are to be made for tribute.' Here French could render literally qui sont fa ire.
A rather precarious distinction is made between infinitives that are nominal
and infinitives that are verbal, the former name being given to those which, from
the point of view of syntax, have nothing to distinguish them from nouns, while

a
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the latter, for one or other of the reasons given above, are more like narrative
verbs. The nominal infinitive may be qualified by an adjectival epithet, may
take an indirect genitive after it, may be put into the plural, may serve as
predicate in the sentence with pw, and so forth.
Exx. =~~~ Imt nbt every proceeding, lit. going. 1
~u:-~r:~\\~ m (lst nt Skry in the favour of Sokar!Z Epistolary
greetings frequently take this form .
......a,......a}?l\~ rlfrw nw J II the positions (lit. standings) of the eleven birds. 3
~~!~~yD}-Y-?-H swdl ib pw n nb (r'lllj, Wdl, snb) it is a communication
to (lit. a making easy the heart of my) lord, may he live, be prosperous and hale. 4
The commonest formula of letters.
Employments like these need no further discussion. The Egyptians them
selves appear to have felt a distinction between the verbal and nominal uses of
the infinitive, since in the latter the }ae inf verbs sometimes substitute fuller
writings for the short verbal writing, e. g. ~}O~ mrwt, ~QQo~ mryt' love' for
the usual ~:-10 mrt 'loving', '(to) love'. But it must be remembered that,
owing to the absence of written vowels, nouns regarded by us as infinitives may
often conceal forms not really infinitival at all; doubt is legitimate, for instance,
in the case of rlfrw 'positions' quoted as the third example above.
The name 'complementary infinitive' 5 has been given to certain forms
from verb-stems which serve as cognate accusatives to various parts of the same
verb, exx. }.JQ<:::::,,}.J7s;l won·k wont 'thou risest a rising',e. ~=~r:7I~~
!Jnn·sn !plt 'they row a rowing '.7 Such complementary infinitives sometimes
agree with the ordinary infinitive in respect of gender, and sometimes differ from
it in that respect; being to all intents and purposes mere nouns they do not concern
us further. Note that a form msyt resembling the fern. perf. pass. part. occurs as
'complementary infinitive' with the passive: -,-m7itQ~mQQo n ms·n·t(w)·tls msyt
'I was not born a being-born '.8 See further below § 405.
OBS.

J

Brit.Mus.61., 10.

2

P. Kllh. 27,4.

S

Louvre C

1+

'P.Kllh.l7, 1. Dif
ferent examples with

/J'W, e.g. Eb. 8, 9;

98.

8; for /r!1II pw lr( III).
n-f see below , 393.

See Verbul1I, ii.

I

B

730
&

7

foll.

LAC. TR. 47,24.

Wes/c. 5, 4.

• Rec. 16, 130.

§ 299. Forms of the infinitive.-See above §§ 278-289. The various
verb-classes differ as regards the gender ~f their infinitives, the immutable verbs
having masc. infinitives without special ending, while some mutable verbs have
fem. infinitives ending in '" -to Possibly in the older stages of Egyptian the
infinitives ending in -t were treated syntactically as feminines, though in an
example like l2~it0
~ ~ Ifst·i Plf·s pt 'the pr.aise of me reached heaven' 9 it is
far from certain that (lst is an infinitive.
In Late Egyptian all verbally used infinitives were treated syntactically as
masculines, and could be preceded under certain circumstances by the masculine
definite article P,.10 One or two instances of this occur already in Dyn. XVIII.
Ex. :Jo) ~'fn~:u~~~~!q~ mit pw m dmi 1;1 Pi m!t m Mktl the capture
of Megiddo is the capture of a thousand towns. l l

l2t
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• DR. i. 8, 9.

J,

See Verbum ii.
§§ 556-61.
11

Urk. iv. 660. Sim.

.iiZ. 55, 85,

2.
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o If dmil in SkS.
i9 is infinitive (AZ.
52,109), it is the sole
ex. of fern. inf. in tllis
class.
1 With suffix, Peas.
R 123; Mill. I. 8;
Eb. 36, l;i. With
noun, Th. T. S. ii.
35,6.
2 With suffix, Peas.
HI,78. With noun,
Rec. I, 133; Urk. iv.
6u, 16; 6l0, 6.

• Peas. B I, 25.
I U'este. la, I.
5 Sin.

B5. 117.282.

• Petls. B I, 93.
T Weste. 13, 10;
Sin. R 14; Eb. 69, 18.
Without /J, Sin. B 72.
8 1Veste. 1 I, 14;
Frk. iv. 84, 9.
• Rhitzd87, 8.

'0

Sh. S.

157;

Weste. 8, 7.

10 Wesle.
7, 12;
Berl. AI. i. p. 255, 3.
11 PI. 9.

ll,-k. iv. 83, 9.

12

J3

Weste.

U

D. el B.

10,

5.

110, bot

tom.

Urk. iv. 3:1:1, 6.
16 Cairo
20057;
Iklurn. 3; AZ. 45,
PI. VIllA.
IT Sh. S. 62; BH.
i. 29.
" Sin. B 248; Wes/{;.
8,4; 11,6.
19 BH. i. 29.
20 Urk. iv. 6, g.
10
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Our evidence does not, however, include any Middle Egyptian instance of
In before an infinitive which is feminine in form. In the Middle Egyptian
construction exemplified in s;.~D}::-- prt pw ir(w)·n-f, 'thereupon he went
forth " Jit. 'it is a going forth which he made' (see below § 392), the masc. gender
of the relative form ir(w)·nl does not prove that the infinitive was treated
syntactically as a masculine, since ir(w)'1l1 agrees with pw, not with the infinitive.
2-lit. Masc. j exx. ~~ wn ' open', ~ mn 'be firm'. oSm' go' has a fern.
infinitive '7.f'~.A 1mt, an indication that this verb-stem once belonged to the Jae in!
j-lit. Masc.; exx. d1~ stim 'hear', }[~~ wiJ 'prosper '.0
2ae gem. Masc. and geminating; exx. L1••,Uf2= lfbb 'be cool'; ~= W1Z1Z
, exist'. ' See' presents the peculiarity of showing several forms or writings:
~~~ mil, ~~- mm 1 and ~~ mJ;'J the two latter are rarer than the first
and occur only when an object follows.
Jaein! Fern.; exx.~~mrt'love',~Jl prt'goforth'. For fuller forms like
~~~ mrwt see above § 298; they are mainly nominal, but <> ~ QQ":" rmyt 'weep'
is found verbally.3 The masc. is found in place of the fern. in the phrase ~,!,....ok
m ad 'in sailing northward'; also LL~ (zsy 'sing' 4 is from a Jae in! stem.
, Make' has :- irt, much more rarel y ~ irt.1I 'Take away' has ~Ii itt. 6
, Strike' has l~..:.a (z(y)l,7 but the related word for 'rain', which is perhaps
infinitival, appears both as ~~QQS8 and as l~E (zyt. 9
caus.2-I£t. Fern.; exx. r~~ smnt 'establish' ;. rgQQ~ smit 'report '.9a
4-lit. Mase.; exx. ~~'1ptPt 'crush', }~=l.1l wstn 'stride'.
caus. j-Nt. Masc.; exx. r1L"; srna 'make live'; r~ s(ztp 'propitiate '.
caus.2aegem. Masc.; exx. rLlJJf2= s/fbb 'make coo!'; rm=A1 sgnn 'soften'
4ae in! Partly masc., exx. ~~Jl (zrty' travel overland'; 10 >~)~ nuw, var.
~~~ mIWY, 'be renewed'; 11 and partly fern., exx.
(zmst' sit', ~~~ m(w)dt
, speak '. In the masc. forms the last weak radical is frequently written, but in
the fern. forms seldom, except in 4-Q Qo~ asht ' travel upstream' and ~~ Q~o~
onlyt 'sail southwards " for which the writings 4-0 -..;ak aift and ~~ ~ ant 12 (the
latter in the phrase m ant' in faring southward ') also occur.
caus. jae in}. Either masc., ex. ~m~~ smsJ' 'bring to birth ',13 or fern., exx. ~~.A
saPt ' bring as offering' ; 14
~a slfdwt 'sail' .15
5-Nt. Masc.; ex. ~";;:-.Il nftft' spring away'.
caus. 4ae inf. Masc.; ex. ~>~}c! SffllWY 'renew'.
anom. 'Give' has almost always ~. rdit; &0 dit is uncommon. lS With
, come' both ~.A (~Q.A) iit 17 and Jl ~ iwt 18 are found. ' Bring' has
illt j 19
abnormal writing with suffix] 7}- int-f, this having by now acquired the same
sound as the passive of the simi form.20

*i

>
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§ 300. Subject and object of the infinitive.-The terms' subject' and
object' are here used in their semantic sense (see above § 297), i. e. refer to the
meaning of the verb as actively, not passively, conceived.
The following statement incorporates a general rule of considerable im
portance, although, as we shall see, it will require subsequent qualification:
I

The subject: of the infim·t£ve is expressed as an agent wz"th the help

of the preposiHon
the case of

J.. in 'by', while the objects t"s represented by the dlree! genltlve, l. e., In

the pronouns, by the suffixes.
Exx. ~~~e}~q-llll\.J~ sdt SIIJW in 1l1yw-l;bt rSlw reciting of glorifications
on the part of the ordinary lector-priests. l
"':i"~':' q~~~ gmtj in l;mj finding him by His Majesty, i. e. His Majesty
found him. 2 See below § 306, 2.
~q.ll'ir=~~.t. li·n·i !zr smsj I returned accompanying him, lit. on accom
panying him.3
The point to be noticed is that, whereas after other parts of the verb (the
stimj form, participles, etc.) the direct objectS is expressed by the dependent
pronouns, these being felt as accusatives, after the infinitive it is expressed by
the suffixes, a fact pointing to their being felt as genitives. The only common
exception to this rule is the pronoun ~Q st, var. :- (§ 46), which is employed for
(a) the 3rd pers. neuter, (6) the 3rd pers. plur., (c) the 3rd pers. dual, and
(t/) more rarely the 3rd pers. fern. sing.

Exx. (a) t'::::'5f'~~:it<>~gq°1o~Q r!zr'n sm·kwi r smit st I went to report it.4
(b) ~Q-~~r~~o"i<>~ ,~, wn·in I;mj!zrrdit st 1z.i r !zmw His Majesty gave
them to me as slaves. 5 The word-order st n·i shows that st was felt as a suffix (§ 66).
(c) ":-:: ...•• ~e~~~~~L1.J.Jf2=~Q kt nt ..•... srwlJ p!zwy, s/fbb st another
(remedy) for ..... giving relief to the hinder parts and cooling them. 6
(d) j~~~~~~Qr:;;lQ'?':-~ w~m-r m rtJit st IJr mrlJt Sit the second
thing (lit. repetition) consists in adding it (viz. msdmt eye-paint) to fat of goose:'
When the agent is pronominal, use may be made of the independent
pronouns; for the correspondence of the independent pronouns and in +noun,
see above § 227. Examples are not common.
Exx. 1::;;;.A-::~-~c6 t!Jit~ !znr prt ntsn m-sl !zm-klj together with the
going forth on their part after his ka-priest. 8
~~::.f:-e:~q<>~~~~1" m tid st ntf r-gs iry-ssm through the saying of it
on his part in the presence of the (proper) functionary.9
~:J":~ tid ntsn then said they, lit. saying on their part. lO See below § 306, 2.
In the one instance where an independent pronoun of the 1st pers. sing. is
found after the infinitive it is written ~ nnk; 11 for the writing nnk see § 114, 3.
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1 Siul J, 68. Sim.
ib. 1:16; Bn-sll. i. 18,
top; BH. i. 13, vert.

2

Urle. iv. 6.

a BH. i. 8,

10.

• SII. S. 157. Sim.

Si,t. B 215.

6 Urk. iv... Sim.
BH. i. l5, JJ3; Peas.
HI, 49. Rellexil"e,
Pr.2,6.

• Eb. 31, 7.

1

£6.59. 7.

• Siul I, 307. Sim.
W. 278. 291.312.313.

• Urle. iv. J088,
10

Ru. 8,

L+.

128, 18.

11 Leyd. 88, 10, quo
Exerc. XXVI (a).
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The rarity of this construction is due partly to the existence of the alternative
to be discussed in the next section, partly to the fact that the expression of
the semantic subject is by no means common, a frequent motive for the use of the
infinitive being the lack of any need to name the subject. See below § 302.

o Early exx., L. to
D., Moscow bowl, 2;
JEA. 14, Pl. XXX V.
14-5·
o. JEA. 14, 86.

BU. i. 24, 3.
Cairo 20057, d.
Sim. !mt.l, • my brav
ery', Urk. iv. 7,9.
I

2

a Turin 1447.

• Urk. iv. 271. Sim.
i/>. 558, 15.

6

Urk. v.104, 6. 10.

6 BU. i. 25, 3<>,
with error fdlt:f for
rdlt:f.

7

Silt! "

8

A case in point is

290.

p. '45, I st ex.

OBS. Towards the end of Dyn. XVIII the independent pronoun changes places
with the infinitive in a particular construction, the outcome of § [7 I, 3. A theoretical
*~mrirtntk '... with doing on thy part' becomes ipzr ntk irt '... with on thy part doing',O
and out of this idiom develops the conjunctive tense of Late Egyptian and Coptic.°a

§ 301. Subjects and objects of the infinitive conformed to the con
struction of the suffix-conjugation.-Some special cases call for study.
With z"ntrallsit£ve infinitives the subjectS can always be added as a dire<;:t
genitive, whether noun or suffix. Exx. ~~..I\~ ~ m prt s(t)m 'at the going forth
of the setem-priest' ; 1 ~ S;~/i)~ m prtf tPt 'at his first going forth '.2
With transitive verbs the same construction is possible, but only where sub
jects· and object" are both expressed.

Exx. ~~-tf~~o~r:~}=-~~1i(0'7U IJpr·n tp-wlt nfrt m rdit .iWlltw
tJwynitiNb.!Jrw.Rr a good beginning came about in Mont's giving the two lands
to king Nebkherure c•3
~~:!:'='.!J~~'='-~:t~~~'=' sp tpy irt·1t"k IJr I;m'i rdit·k n·£ myt·k on
the first occasion what thou didst do unto My Majesty was (§ 125, end) that thou
gavest (lit. thy giving) to me thy kingship.'

T~-:-Jo~~ '='J\\~6,lJ7~ grl; pf n irtJstilkb m-sl m·s Wsir on that
night of Isis' making mourning for (lit. after) her brother Osiris.5
t:::...:t}-=-~~ rditf sw r r-prt I;lty.r his appointing (lit. giving) him to be
prince. 6
The last example, which is of a very rare kind, shows that the pronominal
objectS, if not immediately following the infinitive, becomes the dependent
pronoun as after the simf form; and this suggests that, whenever the objectS of
an infinitive is separated from it by an extraneous element, as in
~A::::Gr m rdit nf t-~d in giving to him white bread,7
this objectS is to be regarded, not as a direct genitive, but as an accusative. It
has been seen, in dealing with the syntax of nouns (§ 85), that a direct genitive
cannot easily be separated from its antecedent.
Externally, at least, the construction illustrated above is that customary after
all other parts of the verb, and analogy seems to have been at work.
OBS. I. When, in constructions like the above, the verb-form is masc., we cannot
always be sure that it is really the infinitive, and not a sdmf form (see above §§ 155.
191).8 Again, when it is fern., the doubt arises whether the supposed infinitive is not
the #mtf form, an obscure category of the verb to be discussed later (§§ 401 foIl.).
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§ 301

OBS.2. For the change of the pronominal objectS from the suffix (genitive) into the
dependent pronoun (accusa tive) a comparison with Arabic is instructive: 'if only the ob
jective complement of the act (and not likewise its sUbject) be expressed, it is put after
the 1lomen actionis in the genitive; unless it be separated from the nomen actionis by one
or more words, in which case it is put in the accusative because the genitive can never
be divided from the word that governs it '. WRIGHT, Arabic Grammar,s ii. p. 57, B.

§ 302. The infinitive as substitute for a noun clause with the
sdm.f form.-In Lesson XV it was seen that the sr/mj form, with whatever
other words accompany it, is constantly employed as a noun clause, i. e. as
equivalent to a noun in the various syntactic positions which can be occupied by
a noun. In the following sections it will be shown that a parallel set of uses
existed for the infinitive, this being used in preference to the sr/mlform whenever
the mention of subjectS seemed superfluous.
ED. 93, 6.
Vrk. iv. 834, I;
837,3·
• Eu. 70,14; V,k.
iv. 893, 5.
4 Louvre C 14, ~;
Peas. B I, 78, quo
§ 3 1 5.
a Werle. 7,4; 10,5,
I Sin. B 21 5.
7 Adm. II, 2-6.
~ Sin. B 51.
9 Sin. B 112; 1+4,
quo § 385.
10 Brit. Mus. 1I 3
11 Sin. B 7.
11 Hamm. 19l1. Sim.
Brit. Mus. lIOll; ~·ri.
iv. 618, 16; 647.5.
15 Vrk. iv. 57. 3
Sim.
511I. 10; 5J4.
1

§ 303. The infinitive as object of certain verbs.-The infinitive is
commonly used as object of such verbs as U..Il Ib 'cease ',1 U~ Ibi' desire ',2
l~ w/;m 'repeat ',3 1}~ wr/ 'command', ~~~ mil 'see', 'see to', ~~ mri
'love', 'desire ',' -;~ rlJ 'know how to ',5 ~~ snri' fear ',6 ~1~~ sIp' remember ',7
t'S~~ SI' order',S t'S~~ Sir' begin', =" ~~ kll' devise', 'plan
rdi 'give',
'grant', ~~~ dl m ibl' place in one's heart', • determine ',10 !:'l rid 'think ',11 as
well as after the verbs iri 'make', pIW 'do in the past', which will be treated
as auxiliaries (§§ 484-5); also occasionally after the imperative ~~}111 SIW
'beware of' (§ 338, 3) and after the negative verb 1m, see below § 344.
Exx. 1}~~J'--n1}~'! wr/ /;mi sr/;r wr/ pn His Majesty commanded to set
up this inscription. 12
Q};i'13~~~!.~::-~~ iw ml'n·i sid I;rt nt I;ml I saw to the excavation
of the tomb of His Majesty.13

',9:::

t'S~~~,,~ ~~..Il1o~~

Slr'n I;lty-i sms /fd·l my heart began to follow my

sleep.14
t1-~:-~~~~~~IIHlJCtlCD di·n·(i) n·k irt I;l;w m I;bw-sd I give to thee
to celebrate millions of sed-festivals,15
The infinitive was used only when the expression of the subjectS of the
subordinate action appeared unnecessary; when it was preferred to insert this
the simi form was used, as was seen in § 184 after many of the same verbs.

§ 304. The infinitive after prepositions.-In the enumeration of the
meanings of the prepositions (§§ 162-181) due attention was paid to their very
common use with a following infinitive, and this was seen to run parallel, in
almost every case, to an employment with the simi form; the latter employment
was dealt with in § 1 55.
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S

7;

"D.

1088,~.

U Mill. I, I J-J, I.

Sim, Vrle. v.6, 14- 15.
15 Vr!. iv. 29~. Sim.
W.Ul, 14-16; 481,
1.7-9; 5700 12; Th.
T. S. i. 30. B. O.
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1 For the use with
the meaniug • after '
see § 16~. 10.

'Urk. iv. 697. Sim.
ib. 699, I; BR. i. 8,
10; Si". B 239. 249;
Siul I, 278. 297;
Westc. 8,2.
S Si". n 201. Sim.
Peas. B I, 31; Westc.
8, 21. 23.
f
Wes,,". 7, 6-7.
Sim. aftenvrl, P. Kak.
go, 18; Paller; 3, qu.
§ 49 2 , 5; see Rec. 39,

108.

, Peas. B I, 3.-5.
Sim. Westc. 12, 13;
Urk. iv. 1073. 5-6.
• Si". n 116-7. Sim.
l!rk. iv. 657. 17.

, Pe(lS. R 84.

8 Sebekkhu I. Sim.
Peas. B I, 33; SII. S.
157; BH. i. 8, II.
14; Urk.iv. 648, 14'
15; 693, 13· 14·

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

Three particular cases lead to important developments to be discussed in
Lesson XXIII.
I.
lzr. The infinitive after /:er expresses a concomilanl drcumslance, l often
best translated in English by a participle. There seems hardly any difference
of meaning between this use and the use of the sr/mi form described in § 2 I 3.
Exx. qrQ!:;~~~~t~~iq,71 isl Od·1t /:emi /:er /:ell! dmiw 10, His Majesty
went northwards plundering (lit. on plundering) towns. 1
=..Il"i~~qqC'J:jrm~~ don·n·i 'fiy-l /:er 'Izhm I went round about my
encampment rejoicing. 3
q~Q~~t.:J,~(~~) ~--D!~1DrH)l::1\-q~~! isl wrSlzmn 1z-SW-Oit .ffwfw
mlr-tJrw /:er /:e/:ey ni nI 'I' ipwt 10, the Majesty of king Cheops, justified, spent
all his time seeking for himself the secret chambers.4
So too sometimes qualifying the object after gmi • find' and mJJ ' see'.
Exx. ~~::t}:t;:;~~U*~C""J-2 gm·ni sw ttr prt m SOl 'It pri he
found him going forth from the door of his house.1\
~~V~~~~~ ....}:j~~Y}.Il""'" rlft-ib Pw /:e r mlliwi /:er irt iPWli it is
envy because he sees me performing his business. 6
It will be seen below that the verb-form known as the old perfective (§ 315)
has a corresponding use, but while the old perfective indicates slales, /:er + infinitive
applies essentially to action as in progress; thus with transitive verbs it is active,
with verbs of motion it stresses the movement itself rather than its result, and
with adjective-verbs it emphasizes the becoming and not the being.
2. ~ m occasionally takes the place of /:er with verbs of motion. Thus in
the last example but one /:er prj in one manuscript is replaced by ~~..Il m prt
in another. 7
3. -=- r. The infinitive after r often expresses purpose or result.
Ex. }r~~~~!.~<:>I~S}ot~~ Wr/I ltmi m Od r stJrt Mnlw Sfl
His Majesty proceeded north to overthrow the Beduins of Asia. s
Beyond the three important uses above described, the chief construction of
interest is that after {lIt r to be described just below. We may mention once
again, as of special interest, the comparative use of r after adjectives, ex. r!J r
smnt 'too many to record', lit.. many as compared with recording' (§ 16 3, 7),
the use of r as 'to' after ib 'wish', dWI 'rise early', snr/ • fear', SOl' teach'
(§ 163, 10), and the employment of /:enr' together with' (§ 171, 3; § 300, OBS.) and
wpw-/:er 'except' (§ 179, 2) as equivalent to English 'and' and 'but' with a
following finite tense.

r

OBS. When subjectS closely follows the verb-form, it is to be presumed that the
verb-form is not the infinitive, but the #mj" form (§ 155), or alternatively, if there is
an ending -I, the sgmlj" form (§§ 407-9).
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§ 305. The infinitive after the genitival adjective.-We saw in § 191
that the sr/mi form may be employed after the genitival adjective ...... n (ny) with
a variety of meanings. The infinitive occurs in exactly the same way whenever
the expression of the subjectS was felt to be unnecessary. Only in very rare cases
is the infinitive substituted for sqmi when the subjectS is added; an example
(gr{z pf, etc.) has been quoted in § 301, and a doubt might possibly be felt about
the last example but one (mIJli) in § 191, where the form (sqmior info + suffix)
is ambiguous.
Among the notions expressed by n + infinitive are Hme, place, means, purpose
and the like, and the kinship of the phrase thus formed with a relative clause
may often be realized by means of a paraphrase.
Exx. T ~
~~<::D gr{z PI It irt hJkr on that night of celebrating the
Hlkr-festival, i. e. when the Hlkr-festival is celebrated.!
7 _+~~I 1I}\ ~ ~ r 1t Wlzm t m l!-rt-ttlr an incantation for eating bread in
the necropolis. 2
-;:--;; (I; It Sfl a brazier which can be moved about, lit. of dragging. 3
~I ?I : : r ~~r:::-mn. pl!-rt ttt Sntl !tfit a prescription for killing a snake. 4
~::';:;.A Wit Itt prt a way of going out. S
Specially noteworthy is the use of such infinitival genitives to describe how
a man can be, or deserves to be, treated.
Exx. ""i~J!.-1~::'?' S i*r n wbl1ti ib an excellent man to be confided in,
lit. of opening to him the heart. 6
t':t}O-~}m~t:t~:: 1tSW swt n swhl ni a king, indeed, to be boasted of,
lit. of boasting for him.7
Note that in several cases the infinitive is best translated by an English
passive.

-:-m

>

§ 306. Absolute uses of the infinitive.-Like other nouns (§ 89), the
infinitive may be used as the equivalent of a sentence, i. e. as significant and
complete in itself.
I. Thus it often occurs absolutely in headings to scenes, Htles to parts of
books and the like; compare above § 89, I. The subjectS, or agent, is introduced
by in.
Exx. *~<=>.tJ~=}~~Grrn-k>7~"""~~"""" :!~g ftmst rsqm sprw
m 1;1 n llty in r-prt !lIty-( ••... RI;-mi-R( sitting to hear the petitioner in the office
of the vizier by the prince ..... Rekhmere c• Description above a painted scene. S
o~4-\-Jl~mn.~~~~ I;sf (IPP m wi! R( to repel Apopis from the bark of
Re c• Title of an incantation. 9
=~~~O!.~~~==0 dr sty I;ns m smw to remove a foul odour in the
summertime. 10 Heading of a recipe in a medical papyrus.
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1 Urk. v.104, J 7.
Sim. ib. 103,10; 105.
13; 107,9; Sillt I.
308; U,-If. iv. 1073,
16.
t LAC. TR. 45. I.
Sim. ib. 29, I, 48, I.
8 Urk. iv. 6.W, 31.
4 Eb. 21, 8.
Sim.
ib. 31,17; 46 ,2; 79,
2. 5.
fi Eo. 52, 3.

B Eersh. ii. 21. 4
Sim. Leyd. V 4, Il;
Urk. iv. 415,13.
7 Amada 6.
ib. 7; Han""

Sim.
12,

3

• Urk. iv. 1117.
Sim. io. II 59, 10;
1161, 3; II 75. 17;
1187,9; EH. i. 30. 32 •
I LAC.

TR. 35.1;

Sim. ;0. 36, I; 39. I;

53, I j 63,1; P. Can.
6,8. u.
10 Hearst2,17 mE".
S6, 8 (PlErt nt dr, etc.).
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Here belongs the very common phrase id mdw, lit. 'the speaking of words',
which has a double employment in Middle Egyptian. Written fully
1 it is
found in magico-medical papyri at the beginning of rubrics with prescriptive
meanmg.
Ex. :J ~ 1 : I~ 1U::°1 ~ 1 id mdw 11ft WI!z pllrt to be spoken when applying
remedies. 1
Secondly, it occurs in the abbreviated writing h at the beginning of all
divine speeches on temple and tomb walls, e.g. h-L~ id mdw in .Ift!zr 'words
spoken by Hathor '.2 On many Middle Kingdom coffins h stands at the top of
every column of text, serving much the same purpose as our inverted commas.
2. Again like other nouns (§ 89, 2), the infinitive is used in narrative to
announce incidents of outstanding importance. The subjectS may be presented
as an agent with the help of in, or else may be appended directly to the infinitive
in accordance with § 30 r.
Exx. ~~j\~'~"'=-;;;'.Il6'7-'h!"'=- rdU in !zmf pr *n nb n msrf then His
Majesty caused (lit. causing by His Majesty) every brave of his army to go forth.3
f~(): : :~;;;'0:-t~':"'B~~± ~=HI'0o'l /.zlt-sp 16, (!bd) J(-nw n) prl, irl !zmf tiS
rsy r If/.z year 16, month 3 of winter: His Majesty made (lit. His Majesty's
making) the southern boundary at Bel;1.4

-::Jt :

1

Eb.

I. 10; 2,6;
10; I I, 5.

llcars! 6,

• Urk. iv. 236. Sim.
ib. 239, 3; 24 2 , 6. 9.
10. 13.

3 UrR. iv. 894. Sim.
ib. 9, 3; 653, 8; 655,
5; Amt. 37, PI. II,
27; also the exx. gmt:f
In l;m:f and tid nlsn

in § 300.
I Berl. ;U. i.
p.
257, I. 3. Sim. Han/til.

48,3; 19 1, I.
5 Sebekkhll 1-2.
Sim.ib.12-14; Urk. iv.
9, II; 54,14; 61,7·
S Urk. iv. 656, 13
14. Sim. ib. 695, 5-6.
Without subject', ib.
6~6,

6-7; 685, 10-11 ;
729, 15-16; 730, 8
10; Hamm. 123,3.
7 Sin. B 107. Sim.
ib. B4-5. 5.15.23.86.
See below § 406 for

these doubtful cases.

}r~~~·

..... ?~~ ..... ~~~®~

wi! !zmf ...... spr !zmf ..... rdit

!zmf tp-nfr His Majesty proceeded ...... His Majesty arrived ..... His Majesty
made (lit. gave) a good beginning. 5
·=·+=l~-r;
t~~-=-::J-~~ rs m rnll ..... UNw rid 11, !zmfwaking
in life (in the royal tent); one came to tell His Majesty.6 Note the indefinite
pronoun tw (§ 47), a very rare use.
::~}l1t~:!?~}'~,~'I.-.. rditf wi m-!z;t flrdwf he placed me in front of
his children. 7

.....

OBS. Various doubts and difficulties present themselves at this point. When
the infinitive is closely followed by in + noun it is indistinguishable, if of masc.
gender, from the Srjm·ill-.t form (below § 429, I). When subjectS immediately follows
the verb, a choice arises between the infinitive and the Stjm-.t form, the latter being
unquestionably excluded only with verbs whose infinitive ends in -t, while with the
verb lUlt 'come' this ambiguity is always present, as one of its f(jm-.t forms is
lwt·f (§ 447). When the hypothetical infinitive ends in -t, the question arises whether
it may not be the Srjmt-.t form, see below § 406; so, [01' instance, in the last example
above, where the doubt is intensified by the fact that no parallel forms without t from
immutable verbs are there to suggest the infinitive. Reasonably certain examples of
the narrative infinitive are those in which forms ending in -t alternate with forms not
ending in -t, and where both are parallel to real narrative tenses like itjm·n-.f. These
criteria place our third and fourth examples beyond doubt. A different kind of
question arises in connection with examples like the second above; here the infinitive
(if it be such and not the Stjmt-.t form) may be, not a narrative infinitive, but one in
apposition to the preceding date.
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§ 307. The infinitive after:::: nn and -'- n, and after the negative
relative adjective.-I. Just as :::: nn is used with a nominal subject to

predicate non-existence (§ 108), so too it is used with the infinitive as its subject
to express the non-performance or non-occurrence of some verbal action. 1 This
construction is hardly employed, however, except to qualify some preceding
statement, and in this case, as with nominal subject (§ 109), it is often best to
translate 1m as 'without'.
Exx. I caused his weapons to be carried off ..... ::::~~~~ nn 1St ltr rltl
without desisting from the fight. Lit. not was desisting. 2
These things shall belong to thy son ...... ::::b~~-~Q-~,~ nn rdit
pss-j sl n /1rdw-j without his being allowed to divide it among his children. 3
Lit.. not is the allowing that he divide it for his children.
'::;4~4:::::t~~~:::::1::t~r~*j::2*;; pr·k r'l'k, nn ltnltn·k, nn snr·k ltr

sbl n dWlt mayst thou go out and in, without being driven back, and without
being turned away from the door of the netherworld. Lit. there is not the
driving back of thee. etc.'
As the last example shows, when objectS is added to' the infinitive, it is often
more idiomatic in English to render this as a passive, e. g. 'without (thy) being
driven back' instead of actively' without driving thee back'.
A very uncommon case is where, in agreement with § 30r, the noun following
the infinitive is subjectS, not objects.
Ex. ~>'lN.~:J~=),~,:::~!~:; sm(/)pdtyw, nnsGt!Jt slaying the bowmen,
without blow of a stick, lit. there is not striking of a stick. 6
Rarely an agential dative is inserted after nn when the infinitive is intransitive.
Ex. ::::T'::;~ ~h~~ nn n's prt m 'Imnt she cannot go forth from the west,
lit. not to her is going forth.S Note that this example is a main clause.
...... Q~ n is (§ 209) can be used when the negatived infinitive definitely restricts
the scope of a preceding clause.
Ex. --~~-~1~itQl:s>~~it"""Q~";:-~~~ n grt st/m·n imy-r Int iii,
n is nt/rt m-r-j an overseer of lawsuits cannot judge a thief, except h~ be (?)
imprisoned with him, lit. not indeed is there imprisoning with him. 7
Very rarely ...... ~-:: n wnt (§ 108, 2) is used in place of the usual nn.
Ex. My Majesty has commanded to consecrate the holy ground south of
Abydus, --d:.-::~~j=~~~~D~V~ n wnt rdit !Jnd rm{ nbt ltr Pi II t/sr
without allowing any people to tread upon this holy ground. 8 Lit. there is not
the allowing that any people tread, etc.
Exceptionally and, so far as our evidence goes, only when two parallel
infinitives are negated and these have no objectS, -'- n is found in place of :::.
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I See GUNN, SltMi.
pp. 155 foll.

t SebekRAu + Sim.
Peas. B 1,79; Hamm.
113, 7; SIz.S. 17;
Weslr. 5. 17; II, I J.
S Siul I, 272. Sim.
Sin. R ~2; P. Kah.
12,12; 35,13; Bed.
AI. i. p. 256, 5, quo
§ 254·

4 Urk. i-<. 498. Sim.
ib. 65, 9; 5 ~O, 8;
Siul I, 293; 4, 33;
Berslz. ii. 21, top, I.

G P.Kalz.

1.4.

• Leb. 77.
Adm. 8,6.

Sim.

, P. A'izA.30, 11-3.

I A",ra/z 19, 2. Sim.
Dend. 37 b, 387.
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Adm. 5, q; Urk.
iv. 57,4-5. Sim. ib. 97,
15-6 ; 546,6-i·
1

, Urk, v. 10, 13.
Sim. BUUGE, p. IOi.
13; 497, 14·
s Rec. 35, 223.
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Ex, Would that it were the end of men (§ I 33), -'-~~d\1-,-m~~
without conception, without birth.l
This use is, up to the present, unexplained.

11-

iwy,

11-

11lst

2. Just as sentences of the type :::~~ ~ 1111 sSW's may be made adjectival
by the mere substitution of the negative relative adjective iwty for nn (§ 20 3, 3),
so too with the construction 1l1t + infinitive discussed above under I.
Exx. -;:}®~+~--~ 111 iwtw IJsf! m ll{rw who is not repelled among the
gods. 2 Some variants omit the suffix as unessential.
-'-}o-;::__ iwt(y) rlf rn! whose name is not known. 3
One might, in explaining these instances, hesitate between the infinitive and
the form which we shall term the passive simf, but there is no definite evidence
in favour of the latter, and the infinitive seems indicated by Coptic equivalents
like at-S01'lt'i 'uncreated', lit. 'who-not (there is) creating of him'. See below
§ 4 2 4, 3·

§ 308. Negation of the infinitive.-To express such notions as 'not
hearing', 'not-to-hear' use must be made of the negative verb ;.~ tm, the
discussion of which belongs to a later stage in our studies; see below § 348.
OBS. It must be carefully noted that the constructions of § 307 do 110t constitute
negations of the infinitive in the sense here meant, since there the negative word 111t
or 1l is the existential predicate' is not " while the infinitive is subject.

VOCABULARY
,} ~~~ wt!r divide, sever; judge,
judge between.

~Uo~o

var.
qUOIse.

Ll

tur

® }-I.-Ll lllftw victory.
,~-e
~_
I I I

=
J::

fWWW\

~ ~~
~:::~
~_.
'Jj var. ~
........... 'Jj mid protect.

~ ~ var.

~:;;o~o mjtJt

~~~

e 0 XI I I {ttpw

~ sn smell, kiss.

9Ie
~o I= I

# (*/6) double (vb.).

®nJ

~ iw island.

}I

0'

1\~ -I.-Lle rWI-ir(y)fbrigand.

peace.

ht"'w-ntr
offerings (to the
. r
gods).
c:::;::, Ifs6d lapis lazuli.
0 0

r::

I

0

ssr arrow.

<:::> fWWW\

~ R{1lw Retjnu. name of
Palestine and Syria.

~~ var. ~~ wr chieftain.

=:>o}

~ ~ ~ ~ wiyt (military) expedition.
o ~
__ \,\\. psd back.

y~~

Wp-WJwt

Wepwawet
, Opener-of-the-ways " the wolf
god of Abydus and Asyu~.
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Exerc. XXI

EXERCISE XXI
(a) Read';nff lesson: words a&companY';1Lff a SCt1ze of /ord,.(ntrs, who 6rinff
tr';6ute to the'idzier Rekhmerer (rngn of Tuthmons III, Dyn. X VIII). 1
~~.il~±~

iit m IJtpw
in wrw nw K/tyw,

q-~~~~~

=
~'O'°T~
, ..."'"" =
~="~}1JJ

iww ttryw-i6 nw Wlr/-wr,
mksw,

m WItt tp,
~tlf
-~i~~~(0E!l~)&.y.3 n 61W ttmj'n-sw-Mt Mn-lfpr-Rr,z di rnlJr/t (§ 378),
A n--~ ~~'C:7
-~I,III80III-, 0111 Q
II {)o
JJ I I

n-~
I I I

d'i

0 ,..'11

e;;;Jt iii

inw'sn ttr psdw·sn,

A ~~- ~;-:-,,~-.y.

s6-tw (?) rdit 11'sn

~~qqQ4=r=-I'~<::>~~~~Q~-

m-mryt wnn ttr mw n ttm:f,

q-;1-q!Q q0' ~7-:-~~~
i!lll ~ II {)o 'C:7 _~ 'C:7

o

sr/m·sn 11lftw:f ttr IJlswt n6t,

JJI I I

0111

Q

1=}-~-~~~
lUrk. iv. 1098-90

{IW

n rnb.

r rdit mk st 61W{.
in mtt (§ 357) io n ity, imy.r niwt, {liJ' RtJ-mi-Rr

ssp (§ 373, 2) inw no n tJlSwt not
innw (§ 358) n OIW n ttm{.
I

Prenomen of TuthmOlis Ill.

'Coming in peace by the chieftains of Keftiu (Crete) and of the islands in
the midst belonging to the sea, in bowing down, in bending (lit. putting down) the
head, through the might of His Majesty, the King of Upper and Lower Egypt,
Menkheperrec, granted life eternally, when they hear of his victories over all
countries; their tribute on their backs, seeking that may be given to them (lit.
in quest of the giving to them) the breath of life, through desire of being loyal
subjects (lit. being upon the water) of His Majesty, so that (lit. to cause that) his
might may protect them. It is the trusty servant (lit. heart-filler) of the sovereign,
the overseer of the city, the vizier Rekhmerec, who receives all the tribute of all
lands, which is (wont to be) brought through the might of His Majesty:
(6) Write';n hieroglyphs:
(I) To do justice is the breath of the nose. (2) Thou wast placed in order
to hear disputes (mdt), to judge between disputants Qit. two), and to repress the
brigand. (3) My Majesty dedicated (tJrp) to him gold, silver, lapis lazuli and
turquoise in order to make all the monuments of my father Amun. (4) Thou
didst seize thy city without fighting, without an arrow being shot (lit. shooting
an arrow). (5) My Majesty commanded to double these offerings, (making them)
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into (literally' as ') a thousand various (kinds of) bread, when (m-!Jt) My Majesty
came (infinitive) from having (~r) crushed Retjnu in the first campaign ofvi~tory.
(6) It is better to give than to receive (lit. receive from another). (7) Giving
praise to Osiris, smelling (i.e. kissing) the earth for Wepwawet, by the prince
Nebseny.l (8) A book for driving out all snakes. 2 (9) Send thou to me (news)
about his health, without letting him know it.
1

Legend beside the picture of a man with arms raised in adoration.

2

Title of a book.

L E S SON XXII
THE OLD PERFECTIVE

n

1
I

See Verbum ii.
foIl. Also AZ.

27, 65; 29, 85.

I UrN. iv. 3, 3· 9;
Louvre C 174.
I Brit. Mus. 614,
1 I. 14; UrN. iv. 749,
17; }/Z. 47, PI. 1, 7.
S. 13.
4 Louvre C I, 14;
Sinai 139, 12.
a Bersn. i. 14, 2;
TIt. T. S. ii. 9. II.
I Hamm.
I,
7;
Leyd. V SS, 10. 1 I.
, UrN. iv. 244, 4.
a Five TII.T. 27.28.
• Leb. 63. UrN. iv.
75S, i6; Ann. 37,Pl.
II 13-14.
1& Wn)',Cairo 20003;
"'''.1,5m.3,10; IJr)"
BuDGE, 3°4, 13; 305,
6. 9. Sim. in O.K.,
WEILL, Dicr. PI. 9,

vert.

I.

Eb. 36, 18; 41,
I; 109, I ; 110, 5.
11 Sm. II, 18.
IS ERM. Hymn. II, 4.
14 Eb. 37,18; 3S, 18.
la Eb. 109, 20; but
see RIC. 35, 216.
II 3J'd plur. f., Sillt
1,235; Hamm. li4,
II. 13; UrN. iv. 707,
10.
3ld dual m.,
Sill. B 161}; Pt. II.
14: Eb. 73, 6. 3rd
dual f., Sin. R 9.
B 172; ['rN. iv. 365,2.
11

§ 309. The old perfective,1 often known under the less suitable name of
'pseudo-participle', is the sole surviving relic in Egyptian of the Semitic finite
verb (§ 3). It differs from the various forms of the suffix conjugation, i. e. verb
forms like simi (§ 410), in the possession, for the persons, of special endings of
its own not identifiable with any of the Egyptian pronouns. This will be best
made clear by the following paradigm from the immutable verb stim 'hear'.
Sing. I, c. 4'~"="} j stim·kwi. So often in hierogl. and regularly in
hieratic. Rarer writings of the ending are
,,=,,}~,Il ,,=,,},3 il,' T,5 or, as always in
O.K., simply"=,,. 6
Also ~, more rarely 4'~~.
2, C. a?~~~. stim·ti
"
3, m. d7~ stim(w).
The fuller writing ~} is rather less
"
common.
Also d7~, more rarely 4~.
"
Plur. I, C. 41~~I~ sim·wY1Z.
Rarely ~}...........,.7
Also rarely d7~~_.8
2, c. d7~~ 7 stim·tiwny.
"
Much less commonly 4'~}; 9 but also
3, m. &'~ stim(w).
"
sometimes ~QQ simy.l0

1

H ardl' y except In
. very ancient
.
.
D " I 3, f. d1~8~
(" sdm·tiY
11
texts; In
ua . 3, fm. ~~\\~ :-~
13
Middle Egy. ptian regularly replaced by
" 3,· d7~u~~ sqm ty,
d
r
16
~ 1 nn 14
,~1 nnV?. 15 3r masc. torm.
varr. .er.M\U~~\\ ,4'7~u~~...lr'
Thus, only the endings of 1st sing., 1st plur., and 2nd plur. have a very
distinctive character. The 2nd sing. and 3rd f. sing. are identical, as also 3rd
m. sing. and plur. Moreover, the summary writings 4'~ for stimw and .t7~ for
sim'li, which are exceedingly common, are easily confused with other parts of
the verb (§ 296). In order to recognize the old perfective easily, close attention
to its syntactic uses is required.

d.

w!'.
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Turning now to details, for 1st sing. some hieratic texts which otherwise
write the ending ·kwi in full display the abnormal writings ~"j' tid·ki 'I said' 1
and ~..;::::7 wn·k ' I was' ; 2 in several instances the enclitic particle rf follows,3 so
that these writings may indicate some special form.
In 2nd sing. and 3rd f. sing. the ending ~ Q or ~ ·Ii follows the determinative,
if any; the shorter writing, which is usual in the older hieratic texts, has the
ending.:. '/(i) before the determinative. Exx. ~~~Q hr·ti 'thou art content ',4
5J'~.Jl~Q sm·ti 'she is gone ',II but ;;;;~ pr'/(i) 'thou art come ',6 ~ ml,t·t(i) 'it is
full '.7 With verb-stems ending in t the ending may disappear entirely, in
accordance with § 62, ex. ~~ nllt(·li).8
The endings ·kwi, 'wyn, ·tiwny follow any determinative that there may be;
but the w of the 3rd m. sing. and plur., if written out, regularly precedes it.
In certain jae t'nf. and 4ae t'nf. verbs the ending of the 3rd m. sing. and
3rd plur. is apt to be written as y, exx. m~ QQ.Jl h,y 'has fallen ',9 'have
fallen'lo (beside m~e.Jl hlW ll ); ::eQQ~ wry' (he) being alone'12 (beside ::eel
W rW 13 ); ~:-QQ !Jnty '(it) being prominent';U =QQ~~.ry '(they) being faint';14a
isolated ex. 1st plur., !"~QQ:7: 'we having fared down'.Hb Thisy is apparently
due to the fusion of the ending, which in the oldest Egyptian was i more commonly
than w, with the final i or w of the stem.
Any separately expressed subject, whether noun or pronoun, must be placed
oifore the old perfective; see Lesson XXIII for further details.
Exx. ~~~.I.l~ mit Iw iW'/(i) behold, thou art come. 11l Lit. behold thee,
thou art come.
Q~Q~Q}O~@~~~~}~~~~:[ ist mniwt not sspdw m Ilt nbt nfrt 10, all ports
were supplied with everything good. I6
OBS. I. The old perfective was discovered and compared with the Semitic
perfect by Erman, who gave to it the name' pseudo-participle' here abandoned. In
particular, a close resemblance has been noticed between the Egyptian old perfective
and the Akkadian (Semitic Babylonian) 'permansive " an important similarity being
that both can be used with passive, as well as with active, meaning j 17 a difference is
that the old perfective shows an additional i not present in any Semitic parallel,
cf. Eg. s¢m·kwl with Akkad. kasdiiku. Contradictory views have been taken, how
ever, with regard to the age of the Akkadian permansive. Brockelmann held it to
be a secondary formation,IS but the consensus of recent opinion attributes to it an
antiquity not much less than that of any other Semitic tense. 18a One scholar 19 sought
to discover in Akkadian two tenses, a' durative perfect' and a 'durative imperfect "
which might have been compared to the traces of an apparently similar distinction
in Egyptian, see below, § 310, end; however, the hypothesis in question has not found
favour with other Semitists. There are also Hamitic analogies to be taken into con
sideration,20 but here the external resemblances are much less striking, the facts
different in the different tongues, and the meanings less conspicuously comparable.
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1 Sin. B 45. 114.
Sim. wn.AI, Sin. B
~5~, qu. § 3~6.
t SII. S. 136.
So
too hierogl., Brit. Mus.
574, 4·
8 SII. S. J 36; Silt.
B ~52; Brit. Mus. 574,
4. With r.l, Sin. B 45.
4 P. Kall. 13, 34.
D Westc. 12, 33.
8 Sin. B 182.
7 Hamm. 191, 4.
8 Peas. B I, 116.
Sim. mwt(./I), Sh. S.
38.
9 £b.37, 16; 42, ,6.
Sim.lry, Rifeh I, 16 ;
dy 'being placed',
Ann. 39, 189.
10 Eo. 37,4.
11 SII.S. 130; Pt.8.
IZ P.Kah. 28, 24.
IS P.Kah. 33, 14.
14 Eb. 37, 18; 38,18.
H& Ann. 37, PI. II,
'3·
Hb LUTZ, 66, 2.

\G

Sin. B 257.

18

Urk. iv. 719.

17 FR. DELlTZSCH,
Assyria1J Grammar,
§ 87, b.
18 Grundriss d. ver
g/eicll. Grammalik d.
sem. Spradun, i. p.
583. f....
18& G. R. DRIVER,
Pro/Jlems of the He
br= Verbal System,
pp. 9-3', 80-4·
l' A. UNGNAD, Das
Wes", des Ursemiti
SC4en, Leipzig, 1925.
20 M. COHEN, in
Mtm. de ta Sociltt de
LinguistiquedeParis,
23 (1921), p. 242; E.
ZYHLARZ, Ursprung
und Sprachcliarakter
des
Altiigyptischen,
esp. pp. 7. 7 2 •
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To sum up, the relationship of the Egyptian old perfective to a Semitic counterpart
seems indisputable, and the Akkadian permansive illustrates that relationship at its
closest j but the exact nature of the connexion has still to be determined.
OBS. 2. In transliterating the old perfective it seems advisable to place a dot
before those endings which are written after the determinative and were, accordingly,
regarded as suffixes (exx. stlm·kwi, sdm·ti), but to omit the dot elsewhere (exx. stfmuJ.
sdmt) ; sdmt may, however, be conveniently represented by stfm·t(l).

28.
n llrk. iv. 55, 13;
530, 12.

§ 310. Forms of the old perfective in mutable verbs.-In the
normal forms no gemination is seen.
2ae ffem. Lljf2=~q /fb·ti '(it) is cool' ; 1 ~ wn '(he) is existing '.Il On the
rare geminating forms see at the end of this section.
Jae il1f. ru~~}it hJ'kwi 'I went down'; 3 ru~..1~~ hrti' is (f.) fallen '.4
The third weak radical is not written, and in 3rd m. forms like ~}~ hrw 'were
content' 5 the w is the personal ending; however, in the rarer alternative y
(§ 309), the semi-vowel of the stem is probably combined with the ending. On
the rare geminating forms see at the end of this section.
, Make' is written normally without r, exx. ~~it ir·kwi 'I acted' 6 (active,
§ 3 I 2, I); -=-} irw '(they) being made' 7 (passive, § 3 I 2, 2). The exceptional
writing ::=-} it is probably to be viewed as a geminating form irr-kwi, see
below.
4 ae inf. rWil7~)t lJlzt·ki 'I sailed upstream' ; 8 ]:~:U~ ntjr·/i '(it) being
held fast '.9 In the 3rd masc. the ending is sometimes omitted, ex. :::q~~ mini
'had landed ',10 sometimes written asy, ex. ft~~1q~~ WJsy '(it) was ruined'll
(see above § 309). The form ~rr} spss·kw ' I was wealthy' 12 probably belongs
to the 4-l£t. verbs, see § 274.
anom. 'Give' shows forms both with and without r: J st sing. ::-=} 'it
rdi·kwi ,.13 ""rd f • sing• --n
-=-H
4-lI~ di.kw·' lU
0"1 14 and ::5 J5 rdi·ti· but also 1st sinO'
b- ~.Jt
2nd m. sing. -:: di·t(i) ; 17 3rd m. sing. (agreeing with f. plur. noun) 4-lI di(w) ; 18
3rd m. plur. 4-lI} diw,19 etc. An example of the geminating form, namely ~=-}'it
dd·kwi 'I am placed ',20 can be quoted from Dyn. XVIII; in Late Egyptian,
curiously enough, the old perfective is always written with ~.
, Come' shows forms from both stems. From iw: 2nd m. sing. ..1}O iw' t(i) ; 21
3rd m. sing. ..1} iw. 2?' From ii: ~)j~'it iy·k-wi; 23 3rd m. sing. ~} iw,u, ~ i('w); 2.;
2nd plur. ~..1 ~ - i·tiwn(y).26
, Bring' shows no peculiarities, ex. ~ =-} 'it in·kwi. 27

II Eb. 105, 2; 107,
15. 18.
S9 Eb. 1I0, 5, qu.
§ 326•

The above enumeration of forms contains only two examples with gemina
tion. Nevertheless, a few more geminating old perfectives may be quoted:
2ae gem. 3rd f. sing. =At~~ ffntz·ti 'it is soft'; 28 3rd f. plur. ~=~q wnn·ti
, they being'. 29

1

Eb. ;16, 15; 37.

3. Sim. T. earn. :.
r!<b.w.yn).
2 Leb. 127;

Brit.

~fus.

574. 16. Sim.
Urk. iv. 38.<;, 3; Puy.
35 (wlt.kwl).
ISh. S. 24. 169'
4 Eb. 51, 18.
6 Sillt I, 276. 282.
28 9.

, fi,fill.

~, I.

Urk. iv. 1159, 17.
Sim. ir, Cairo 20543,
7

14
BH. i. 8, II. 14.
, Eb. 109, 6.

8

TVestc. 7. II.
Bersh. ii. p. 25.
12 Brit. Mus. 614,
lI,qu. § 312, 4.
IS Sin. B 286; Sh. S.
39· 177
II Eb. 43. 17.
18 Sh. S. 4, quo § 322.
16 Urk. iv. ~72, 15.
17 Sin. B 193.
18 .flamm. 114,12.
19 .flamm. II 4, 12.
Sim. m. sing. BII. i.
26,136.
20 U,·k. iv. 119. 10.
21 Sin. B 257.
22 Sin. B 265; Pt.
g; Paheri 3, reg. I.
.. Westc. 8, 12.
24 Brit. Mus. 614,
vert. 4.
n Hamtll. 114, II.
10
l!

26

Five Th. T. 27.

0

J
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Jae in! 1st sing. m~l\4b}it hu·kwi 'I go down';l so, too, ::=-}it irr·kwi
'I acted' (see below) and ~~l\ ~1q SIJ·ti 'beware' (below § 338, 3). Exx. of
3rd m. formerly quoted (hJJ,2 prr 3 ) are really imperf. act. participles (§ 357).
anom. 1st sing. ~=-}it dd'kwi, see above.
The evidence is too slight to admit of certain conclusions, but it is remarkable
that these geminating forms occur only (with the exception of dd·kwi just
mentioned) in generalizing, characterizing passages, i. e. in passages of the kind
where, as we shall see later, the participles (§ 355) and the stim! form (§ 440)
also display the gemination.
Exx. ::=-}it~~~:::~-- irr·kwi m (-5:, mt tid! I used to act as one who
entered without being announced, lit. without saying of him! In the next line
we read S;~itlf}it prr·i !zs·kwi I used to go forth having been praised.
q~itm~~.I)oc:>~:it;;, ~11I1<>;;a: iW'i h,,·kwi spw J r 1;-5:lt I go down (lit. am
gone down) three times into the l;e*at-measure.-6
There is thus a distinct possibility that the geminating old perfective may
possess implications of repetition or continuity.
§ 311. Meaning and use.-There can be no doubt but that, in an early
lost stage of the Egyptian language, the old perfective was a freely used narrative
tense with both active and passive meanings. In historic times, however, and
particularly in Middle Egyptian, this tense has become much restricted and
specialized in its use.
First, it has been restricted and specialized in respect of person. The 1st
person 6 alone is used independently in main clauses (§ 3 12); the 2nd and 3rd
persons, except in some idiomatic phrases (§ 3 I 3), require a noun or pronoun, this
usually preceding, 7 upon which to depend. It will be seen, as we proceed (§ 3 14),
that the effect of the dependence just mentioned was to give to the old perfective
more and more the status of an adverb (virtual adverb clause). Often it is added
as a qualification to a noun or pronoun exercising some syntactic function in
a main clause (§§ 314 foIl.). When, on the other hand, the preceding noun or
pronoun has no other function than to serve as subject of the old perfective, then
that verb-form resembles an adverbial predicate, and all the rules for the sentence
with adverbial predicate come into play. The resulting construction will in this
book be termed' the pseudo-verbal construction', and will be described in detail
in the next Lesson.
Second, the old perfective has undergone restriction as regards mealZillg.
Here we reach some very important rules. The old active-transitive employment
as a past tense survives only in a few patently archaistic examples, though it is
still common, both for past and for present reference, with the verb rlJ •know'.
The old perfective from other transitive verbs has passive meaning, ex. IlIlrkwi
237
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R hind 35. 37. 38.
ElJ • •p, [8, quo
t 32 3.
s ElJ. 105, II.
t

I

• Munich 3. 16;
hardly to be rendered
as LEF. Gr. § 346.

6

RM1td35.

6 Exx. of plural are
very rare; see Urk. iT.
2044,4·

7

Rare exceptious,

§ 314, end.
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I have been sent'. With verbs of motion it describes, not so much the move
ment itself as the posz't£on reached as the result of the movement, ex. hl'kwi ' I went
down' to the mines. Lastly, it is frequent with adJective-verbs (ex. wsr'kwi I was
powerful') and with some other intransitives (ex. mllJ 'burned '). In all these
cases the old perfective expresses a state or conditz'on of things; as contrasted
with the essentially dynamic suffix conjugation it is statz'c or at least relatively so.
The time-position indicated by the old perfective depends upon the context; but
in its narrative uses it must be translated with the English past (' burned', 'was
rewarded') or the English present perfect (' has perished', 'has been sent ').0
I

I

o Very rarely with
Engl. present; with an
adj. verb, J.ttj.kwl ' I
am content', Brit.Mus.
101, quo p. 348, top.

1 Brit. Mus. 574.
Sim. rdl.kl' I caused',
Be,sh. i. 14, 2; 'b.kwl
'I supposed', Sk. S.
5S; In·k(l) , Ibrought',
Ann. 39, 189.
t Mill. 2, I. Sim.
Munich 3, 16, qu.
§ 310, end; M. u. K.
5, 10.
S Sin. B 45. 114.

• Turin 156,3. Sim.
Urk. iv. 835, 16, quo
§ 18 7.

5 Louvre
C 174.
Sim. BR. i. 8, 13;
Silt. B 286. 29" 292.
293; Urk. iv. 2, 2. 4;
55,13; 160,6; 504, 13.
8 Urk. iv. 1I08.

7 BH. i. 8, 'I. Sim.
ih. [5; Sh. S. 23-5;
Hamm. 1,7; Urk. iv.
363, 15; 390, 14.
8 Sin. B 21.
e Brit. Mus. 614,
II.
Sim. ib. '4;
Louvre C 1,14; Urk.
iv. 505, 17; 749, 17.
10 Urk. iv. 185 (1111
krw restored). Sim.
stfr.kw/, Sin. B 294.

OBS. The negative construction 11 l(jm'n:f, which serves to negate various verb
forms envisaging a protracted span of time, is often used in close association with the
old perfective; see § 418. This is exactly what would be expected, seeing that the
old perfective refers to a static, enduring condition of things.

§ 312. Independent use of the 1st person.-I. The few survlvmg
examples of the active-transitive use (already rare in Old Egyptian) are narrative
in the I st person.
Exx. ,}~it::it<:>j,} ~i wd·ki rn·i l' bw lJry ttlr I set my name at the
place where the god was. l
~:i gq~ Wi: - ~~ lr·kwi mi Sl-tl n smt I acted as the snake of the desert. 2
~y tjd·ki I said. 3
Alone among verbs e~ r/J 'know' has a more frequent use in the old
perfective, see below § 320.
Ex. -;=--,}q~r-::r\\!. rll'kwi Ill'S n irr sy tp II I knew that it (i.e. right)
was profitable to him who performed it upon earth. 4
2. With passive meaning from transitive verbs, in narrative. The Srim·Jtf
form supplies the corresponding active.
Exx. ~11.~,}q1\~~~c( flfl·kwi m r-lJnwtl I was rewarded in the audience
chamber.5
ruj=--,}1\V~-ri~ J1t h(/)b·kw m ipt n sr mn I have been sent on a mission
to the official so-and-so. 6
3. With verbs of mott'on, in narrative.
Exx. 117 tliIirj<> ~7j';"}'i-~j}! IJnt·ki l' int bilw n 1tbw I sailed
upstream to bring marvels of gold. 7
.!.. ~~}it<:>~-LJ~~~ IJn·kwi l' lw n Km-'Wr I stopped at an island of
the Great-Black. s
4. With adJectt've-verbs and other intransitives.
Exx. ~rr'5'T} spss·kw rl'kw I was wealthy and I was great. 9
)~,}q~:~JTgq<P rs·kwi !z:r·s gr!z: mi hrw I was watchful concerning it
night and day alike. lo
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§ 812

Thus the independent use of the I st person in main clauses illustrates the
variety of meanings which the old perfective may convey, according as the verb
in question is transitive or intransitive, a verb of motion or an adjective-verb
(§ 3 I I, end). The same variation of meaning runs through all uses of the old
perfective, and cannot be specifically mentioned in each section.

§ 818. Exclamatory use of the ~nd and ard persons.-The 2nd and
3rd persons of the old perfective are used independently only in certain greetings,
exhortations and the like. Note that it is just in these cases that Egyptian is
wont to employ an adverbial phrase; see above § 153.
So in two phrases for' beware', 'keep away'.
Exx. !.o~7··=·+~t:;:}~ (i.r-tlwny r wnm rdw beware of (lit. be ye far
from) eating the radu-fish.l
~~:h.~Hr;;-~~~Y slI·tl (i.r sp n mht-i6 beware of any occasion of
neglectfulness. 2 Compare the use of SIW, below § 338, 2.
Similarly in certain greetings.
Exx. ~q~H-~ iI·tI n·l welcome to me !Lit. thou art come to me. 3
~C:~}~~J..~~j?U~dd·tw nfiw m (i.tpin wrwnw 16{{wthere is said
to him 'welcome!' by the great ones of Abydus. 4
A greeting of similar appearance ~ q.ll ~\ U·wy 'welcome!' 5 is probably a
participle followed by the admirative ending -wy; see below § 374.
Further examples of a similar kind:
~'J'o~~~j<::>1:(1O' sn6·t(l) (SP 2), nis, r pr·£ farewell, farewell (lit. be thou
healthy, twice), good fellow, to thy home! 8
LL~uq-.··:~T..:~r't~r: (!.s·ti, n rlJ·i tnw iry so please thee (lit. thou
being praised), I do not know the number thereof.T
Here belongs the exceedingly common expression (above § 55) sr A~ rnlJ(w),
Wfil(W), sn6(w) • may he live, be prosperous, be healthy!' (conveniently abbreviated
in translation as 'I. p. h.') found after the word ¥ n6 '(my) lord' 8 and the
names of honoured persons, 9 particularly in letters. 1o This formula is found aTso,
but only sparsely before Dyn. XVI I, following various terms connected with
royalty, as qHq/J ity 'sovereign ',11 ~~ lzmf • His Majesty',U C((; pr..('1 'the
Great House', i.e. the royal palace,13~": C( pr-nsw 'the king's house',14 ~C'J Sip-SI
, the palace '.15 Similar phrases are sr 3 rnlJ(w) r/t • may he live eternally! ' placed
after kings' names,18 and sr1 rnlJ·ti 'may she live!' after names of queens 17 and
princesses. IS For the use of rnlJ(w) r/t, etc. as object of ir • make' see below § 378.
OBS. It is not impossible that some of these exclamatory old perfectives may be
relics of funer formulae. In all languages greetings and the like are apt to be cut
down to the briefest form, ex. ' morning!' for' I wish you a good morning! '
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1 M. fl. K. 8, 6.
8im. ilJ. 8, 7. 8. 9.
, Keep away (rom (r) ,
Peslr. 88; QfII'l}. 431 ;
Sm. 18,18. The sing.
"rotl, Peas. B I, 306,
Sm. 19, 2; BUDGE,
p. 101, 7; Dutr. 37.
I Pt. I5~. Sim. ;1.
260. a8I. 300; P. PIt.
I n6 A, ~8. IU.
S Urk. iv. 61 I; 620,
5. 8im. Qarl}. 195;
Brit. Mus. ISS, 20.
Plural l·tl'UlllJ', Five
T4. T. 27. 28.
t Brit. Mus. 614,
vert. 4; LouvreC31 u.
I See further .i(Z.
29,99·
• S4. S. 158; sim.
P. Kall. 4, 23. W".tl
(sP m), Pu)'. 54,
lower half, centre.
? West(. 9, 2-3.
• P. Ka4. 21, I. II;
28, 2. 9, etc. Ithaanow
been proved <lEA.
31,107) that in M.E.
nlJ 'lord', without .1
, my " is to be read,
though L. Eo haapq.1
nlJ in similar contexts.
, S4.S. 18;; BR.
i. 8,12.
10 P. Kall. 27, 13;
29,3 1 ; 30, 25; 31 ,48;
35, 24, etc. Fem. with
t added, ilJ. 30, I. 24.
11 W,stl. 8, 8;9,6;
Uri. iv. 3, 5; 15,9
II Uri. iv. 8, II;
9, II; 80,9- 17.
II Wuk. 5, 2; 8,
10; an ex. in Dyn.
XII, P. Kall. 16, 30.
lf Welle. ~, 22; 6,
14·
II Urk. iv. 194, I;
651, I; 1021,3.

I' GAUTHIER, L;'lJ1"
des R();s, i. 223, 266;

ii. 198. The 2nd pers.
in addresses, U,.k. iv.
564, 10; 580, 14
l' GAUTHIER,

()p.

dt. i. 250; ii. 163.
193·
l' GAUTHIER,

dt. i. 337; ii.341•

61.

§ 314
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§ 314. Use of the old perfective as a clause of circumstance.

A common adverbial use of the old perfective is as a virlual clause of drcumslance
(see above § 213). In this employment, which is frequent with all persons, the
old perfective links up with some preceding noun or pronoun of the main clause,
and serves to describe or qualify it in some way.

2 Sit. S. 41.
Sim.
T. Carll. 3; 3rd m.,
wry, P. Kalt. 28. 2i.

• SIt.S. 72-3.

• U,·k. iv. 66. Sim.
P. A·alt. 3[, 7.
o Urk.iv.657. Sim.
ib. i58, 16; 765,15;
766, 1 ; 879, 8; Sin.
H 272; BH. i. 2S, 8;
/{ojt.8, II.
6 SIt.S. 7. For /l.ti
see § 32Z.
7 Sit. S. I ~4.
lUI. i. 25, 37.

Sim.

7& Occasionally best
rendered as a clause of
result, ex. smnw • so
that itwas established',
MAR. Karn. 37, 41.
See further· Verbum
ii. § 3; lEA. 22, 36.

8 Sin. H 193-4.
8a LEF. in Misc.
Greg. 12 9·

8b Tomb in MO'alla,
ed. V ANDlER. Sim.
prey), Urk. iv, 54, 15;
59,13·
8e ANTHES, 14, 6.
Prob. sim. 1st plur.,
LUTZ, 66,2.
Id In most cases the
choice between main
and circumstantial use
is disputable. ALLEN
in AjSL. 44, 130: 49,
16o unduly favours the
latter.

• Sit.

s.

lSi. Sim.

P. Kan. 6, 13. 14;
30, 30; BH. i. 25,
39; 26, 133; lYeslc.
12,30.

Exx. ::~L:"~IT:t~j~!.'O'e l!I~~j spr'n wi pn r·i r!zr·kwi m-!zr-ib
w(zwt-i this command reached me (as) I stood in the midst of my tribe. l
:::j~.}1 cp ,~~~i ir-n·i hrw J wr·kwi I spent three days alone, lit. I being
alone. 2
~j~}~}-=~=~~~~::..A..~~-=- rdi-i r!rk tw, iw·k m ss, Ifpr·t(i)
m nty n ml·t(w)-j I will cause thee to know thyself, thou being as ashes, having
become as one who is not seen. 3
!Hf-m~'}i~f~ 7 WI!z rlllf'{ll tp tl Wql'tiWllY your life shall be long upon
earth, you being prosperous. 4
i.}.A~~r~oC>~t:71~:':=j'}~~~}~~9~~ wtfl !mz-j (z1' wrr)'t ttt
qrm, srbw m !Jkrw-j nw rr-Ift H is Majesty set out on a chariot of gold, adorned
(lit. he being adorned) in his panoply of war. 5
~t~,r7J~~~~ is'wl'1l ii·t(i) rd'/(i) our crew returned safely, lit. it being safe. 6
-'-;;~~-=~~~<:>~:c:&~~= n sp ml·k iw pn, Ifpr(w) m nw)' never shalt
thou see this island (again), it having become sea. 7
As our translations show, the old perfective may be rendered in English in
many ways: by a predicatival adjective (' alone ') or a participial construction
(' you being prosperous', 'it having become '), by a clause of circumstance (' as
I stood'), or by an adverb ('safely'}.7a It may even be opportune at times to
render it by a main clause.
l
II'n'" c>)!,...,.. I ""'n_g--JI pt h. 1 "k, d't(')
l
E X. O",A<:::::>~~
~ ~ -= '" ~11i1'ov-l't7i, I I~'j-)(-=
z· Z m mSI'/,I'l
t'I~t· k,
r ' Z~tW ~w
heaven is over thee, thou art placed in the hearse, oxen drag thee. 8
Without a pronoun to lean upon the old perf. di·t(i) could not here have been
used. Rare cases occur, however, where the pronoun does not precede, but
follows. sa In M7 ~ ol.ll::f\f\~ Ifnt(y) p/.t·ll! WIWlt 'sailing upstream he
reached Wawat' sb 1f1lt(y) is shown to be old perf. by the parallel elsewhere
rItl7:@'}i o l1)\.!iU'}~; 8c conversely, Ifnl·kwi here is shown by Ifnt(y) to be
circumstantial, though as a 1st pers. it might well have been a main verb (§ 3 I 2, 3).8d

§ 315. The old perfective qualifying the object of certain verbs.
A special case of the construction described in the last section is the use with
such verbs as "':lr' ~ gmi ' find', ~ ~ ~ mil ' see', and more rarely:: 1'di ' cause',
with its imperative Q-==~ imi (§ 336).
Exx. ~~'it~~~r", gm·n·i sw r!J(w) sl I found that he knew it, lit. I found
him he knowing it. 9
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m mrrk ml·i snb·kwi so truly as thou wishest to
1 Peas. B 1, 78.
Sim. Tk. T. S. ii. II.

see me in health. 1
--lI'i:t~=Jl ~Qo;q

q,.j di·n·i sw ss(w) I.zr sltwy·i

I caused it (the dust) to be

strewn on my hair.
q==~=j~:::~!I'=' imi rn·i nfr(w) m niwt'k cause my name to be fair in
thy city.s
With the passives of these verbs, it is of course the subject, not the object,
which is qualified.
Ex. "'jjl>~'¥i'q~ffi~~, ~ ,r~}~~'i:QQffiii:}~ gm·n·tw my-sn irp wll.zw m
llIy-sn nmw their wine was found lying (lit. placed) in their presses}
The verbs gmi and mJJ are those whose object, as we have seen, is not
seldom qualified by I.zr + infinitive (§ 304, I), or alternatively by the stim-f form
(§ 213). In both these constructions, however, the qualification consists of an
action; with the old perfective it consists rather of a state or condition.

§ 316. The old perfective qualifying the subject of certain verbs.
A second special case of the construction described in § 314 is the use of the old
perfective to qualify the subject of verbs like ~~ wrS 'spend all day', ~!..r==1
stir 'spend all night', 'lie ',5 and more rarely!.. tir 'end', ~Jl pri 'come forth '.
Exx. ~~n.~ °r==11~~ wrs's stir·t(i) I.zlfr·t(i) she spends all day lying
hungry.s
~ Q:;:t1 ~ i tir·in-f I.zms(w) at last he sat down, lit. he ended being seated. 7
[']:':Jl'O'lmJJl.!J prr ib th(w)!Jr·s the heart becomes (lit. comes forth) con
fused through it. 8
F or a corresponding use with I.zr + infinitive see above § 304, I.

.

I Sin. B 201; lnw)'.l
is emended. Sim. Pt.
162; RIC. 2, 115, 176.

• Sk. S. 159. Sim.
Vienna 142, quo EllM.
Gramm.' • 33fi.

, Uri. iv. 687.

6 Exx. Adm. 7, II.
14; Brit. Mus. 159,
II, quo § 203, 6;
Mentkuw. I I; M.It.K.

7,5·
I P. Kak. 5, 33.
'Leb. 75. Sim.
Urk.v.128,9=I30 ,7·

• EIJ. 102, 5. Sim.
ib. 99,20-1; 100, 2I l
101,6; Peas. B I, 113.

§ 317. The old perfective in virtual relative c1auses.-Like the stimf
and other narrative verbal forms (§ 196), the old perfective is often appended to
a noun with the meaning of an epithet, i. e. as a virtual relative clause. The
noun, as we should expect, is usually undefined.
Exx. :::;Q~~(~~~~e~UQ~:;;~ol9', .§rlist snwlpti I.zr mrl.zt an old book boiled
• E6. 49, I. Sim.
with oiJ.9
ill. 52, 21: 73. 6; 76,
15; 97, 18. 19.
~7~5;A~~ wrrt b,k·ti m nbw a chariot wrought in gold. to
11 Uri. iv. 663. Sim.
ill. 17.. 14: 667, 3:
Instances in which the antecedent is defined are much rarer. This is, 669.
6. IS; Westc.
however, regularly the case with dmti' entire' and tm 'complete'; here again 9,10; 11,17-18.
11 Rec. 39,120. Sim.
the old perfective may be adverbial, the phrases r tirf, mi lfdf (§ 100) suggesting Ham,,,. 114. II
(dmd); Bersk. i. 14,
that the Egyptians conceived of such notions as ' entire' adverbially.
+ 10 (dmdt).
11 EIJ. 99.20. Sim.
Exx. ~111~~Q pstit dmd·ti the entire ennead (cycle of nine) of the godsY
iIJ. 99, 14. 18 (tm);
Brit. Mus. 580 (tmw).
:;;',).!Q lrt tm·tl the complete eye. u
See VerlJum ii. § 1004
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1

Sill. B 159-60 •

2

JEA.

22,

37.
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An unexpected example with a defined antecedent might be :
~I~o-=---.JJJ\:j~~I~\it~~mr4)l<::7}it~~- plr wrl r rbl Illl·l m tJ
ms·kwllmf what is a greater thing than that my corpse should be interred (lit.
the uniting of my corpse) in the land in which I was born. 1
However, a recent conjecture 2 regards tl here as equivalent to ' Egypt' and
renders '..... in Egypt, seeing that I was born in it:

§ 318. Other uses of the old perfective.-In all other uses of the old
perfective it is preceded by a nominal or pronominal subject of its own. Most
of these uses will be dealt with in the next Lesson, but a few will remain over to
be discussed under the heading' compound narrative forms' (Lesson XXXII).

-ft~~:f:;x3: wli be far;

VOCABULARY
W l: grg furnish
with r, fall into
<=>

(bad condition, etc.)

~~ wrS spend all day, pass time.
)r.C7I>~ blk work (trans. and intr.).

o

~ -=

pd, var.

0
~ -=

pd, stretch;

adj. wide.

~~

Jx

&' dhn promote, appoint.

~

~ ~ wri be alone.

with (m).

rlt precious stone.

-c== CJ
Q

--f\~}

=-

WIW

wave.

--f\~r1~ var·1~

WIS

ruin.

~<=>~ wrrt chariot.

>

=Q

n(tb unite, link together;

equip with (m).

~~Q j mlstlap.

o~

~..-o1 ~ri rejoice.

'C7

~.& I;r be far from (r).

5S cord.

wmm .: :

r6~l~ S/~ endow with (m).
r4n~ sr~r erect.

the Thrones of the Two Lands,
a common epithet of the god
Amen-Re c.

EXERCISE XXII

1

nb nswl /Jwy lord of

An attitude of mourning.
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~~}~=~
(5)

Q}~~~Q~=~~~QQ~[:::~

Q}ffi~~}=~I~=l-~lrl~~ =~>}Q~~4a~~Q=Cl

I~~Q\~
(7)

(4)

Exerc. XXII

(6)

::~}~=~~~f\~}=~il~=

h Qif Q=~C7 ffiffiffi =:~ Q~ ~ Q.- ~ ~ ---n'f~ Q~ ~~~ I ~ ~

~t~~~~~(~fli] t~
f)-~

"I~, , ,

(9

)

h~ ~

Q~~~~~gQ'5r~n~=~

(8)

~ 9990~~Jln-

I I Ie]

~~~Jl8~}-~~~-9-cb
1

{5

111',

(10)

I

f)t:::5~1....Q
~ffin
,IIMM'\"{_=
~~, Q~=

~~~::fo~~~~r1\~

The reference is to a fonndation ceremony.

(b) J1,Tr ite in hz"erog/;'Phs :
(I) I have given to thee all lands and all foreign countries under thy feet,
thou living and enduring like Re< for ever. (2) His Majesty endowed him with
a tomb in front of (m-!Jft-/:tr n) his city, it being equipped with fields, and furnished
with slaves, male and female. (3) Thou arisest in the sky new and young every
day. (4) Welcome ye to the temple of your city god. (5) They brought their
tribute on their back(s), a chariot wrought in gold and precious stones without
end. (6) They found this temple fallen into ruin. (7) I was precious (i*r) in his
sight (lit. on his heart). (8) He was found spending the day eating and drinking.

LESSON XXIII
THE PSEUDO-VERBAL CONSTRUCTION

§ 319. The name pseudo-verbal construction has been chosen, for want
of a better, to bring under one common head those sentences or clauses in which
either the old perfective or /:tr (or m or 1") + infinitive serves as predicate to a pre
ceding noun or pronoun. The following are some of the commoner models:

If:, ~S2..J.l'" msr /:tr prt the army
,
1i:s;..J.l
msr pr (w )

the army

{ goes}
w~nt
gomg

forth, lit.

{ is gone }
.went
be,ng gone

~~~s;..A iwf /:tr prt he {!~:~}
forth.
gomg
~~:t }s;..J.l mk sw pr(w) behold, he
~==~s;..A

{ (is) }
(w~s)
(being)

on going forth.

forth.

is gone forth.

wmtf /:tr prt he will go forth, lit. be on going forth.
243
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These examples have the common characteristic that, while expressing the
meaning of ordinary verbal sentences (§ 27), they conform to the pattern of the
sentence with adverbial predicate (Lesson X). The name pseudo-verbal here
given to them is strictly accurate in the case of 1;1' + infinitive, since this, while
conveying the signification of a narrative verb-form, is in fact an adverbial phrase
(§ 28). With the old perfective the designation pseudo-verbal is more open to
criticism. It is true, however, that in Middle Egyptian the old perfective was
no longer a narrative verb-form in the full sense, but was mainly reserved for
employments of an adverbial kind (§ 3 I I). Nor can it be denied that, in all the
above examples, the subject is introduced in exactly the way it would be if the
predicate were adverbial. Thus there can be little doubt that the old perfective
here is a virtual clause of circumstance used as predicate; cf. § 2 I 5.
Under the same heading we shall include the sentences having m + infinitive
(§ 304, 2) or 1'+ infinitive (§ 304, 3) as predicate; these will be treated at the end
of the Lesson. We shall postpone, on the other hand, certain constructions which
agree with those here considered in having as predicate the old perfective or
1;1'+ infinitive, but in which auxiliary verbs other than iw or wnn are used or in
which wnn appears in verb-forms not yet described; see §§ 396, 2; 470-1 ; 482.

§ 320. The respective meanings of /;lr+ infinitive and of the old
perfective.-In discussing the sentence with adverbial predicate we saw that
variations of tense and mood, if indicated at all, were indicated by the various
particles which might be used (mk, is{, etc.), or by the various forms of the verb
'to be' which might be chosen (iw, wn, wnn, §§ I 18-9). The same holds good
of the pseudo-verbal construction, this being, in fact, no more than an elaboration
of the ordinary sentence with adverbial predicate. The pseudo-verbal construc
tion possesses, however, a further means of indicating varieties of temporal
nuance in the choice between 1t1' + infinitive and the old perfective. These two
forms of predicate must be discussed together, and apart from m or l' + infinitive,
because they often occur in parallelism with one another, and are indeed to
a large extent mutually complementary. This complementary character of 1;1' +
infinitive and the old perfective has been observed already in the employment of
both to express a concomitant circumstance appended, as an adverbial qualifica
tion, to the subject or object of a preceding main clause (§§ 304, I ; 314-5).
The difference between 1;1'+ infinitive, on the one hand, and the old perfec
tive, on the other, may best be summed up by saying that the former is dynamic,
active, and expressive of action, while the latter is static, passive, and expressive
of cond£t£on. The meanings conveyed in each case vary according to the nature
of the particular verb in question; the following table will serve to illustrate the
point in detail.
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PSEUDO-VERBAL CONSTRUCTION
N alure of verb

§ 320
7,

~1' + infinitive

Old perfective

1 ~Vtstc.
2.
2 Adm. 7, l~.

Louvre C 12, 12.
Urlt. iv. 657, 9.
Pt. 22.
Sh.S. 4.
7 Peas. B I, 70.
8 Hamm. II4, J 2.
J Melt. I go.
10 Westc. 7,4; U1'It.
iv. 751, 15.
11 U1'k. iv. 363, 6.
11 Leb. 35; Adm.
S

TRANSITlVES

INTRANSITIVES
I •.vbs.

2.

of motion.

adjective-vbs.

3. others.

passivtly and stating the result of the action.
Exx. tihw 'is stopped up';' 1'dl.t(l) 'is
placed', 'bas been placed'; 6 Itp.kwl 'am
loaded' ; 7 dlw' were placed'. 8
Exceptionally, active:
1'!J ' knows' ; 10 1'!J.tl' knew' (f.) !l
[if. rid·ltl 'I said' above § 3I~J
expressing action as achieved, statically.
emphasize the result of the movement.
h,w 'is come' ; 17 ll' is come'; 18 p1' 'went
forth'; 11 hl/'kwl 'I go down '.20
r!}r ' standing' ; 22 rlJr·ltwl ' I stood '.2S
very common, expressing the state of being.
Exx. nj1'.t(l) • is happy' ; to trt(l) , is hot'; 26
1;/l1'.1t1 'am hungry' ; S7 !Jmw 'was hot '.28
when the statical aspect predominates.
when the active aspect predominates.
Exx lit'
Exx. 1/1 ' is perishing' ; 29 spy 'make supplica
. is perished ,. U 1Iln 'remained',, S5
tion ' ; 80 1Ildt 'was speaking'; 8' !Jp1" come gr , is silent' ; 88 !Jp1" is become'. 87
into being',SI 'came about'."
So too with verbs expressing emotion and the
So too with verbs expressing emotion and the
gestures connected therewith.
gestures connected therewith.
Exx. nhm 'jubilate'; 18 nml 'shouted'; 89
Exx. !}rw 'is in joy' ; 42 snm 'are sad' ; 4S rmw
lmt ' mourn' ; 40 snti' fears'. 41
'are in tears'; 44 sngw 'was afraid'; 45 hr.tl
'art content '.46

actively and stressing the action itself.
Exx. wnm 'eats'; 1 gm!} 'beholds'; 2 Jms
, accompanied' ; S sn!Jt 'made victorious '.4
Note especia 11 y :
r!J 'sought to know'. 9
rid' says '.12
mn ' suffers (rom', trans. not adj. verb.1I
expressing action as in occurrence, dynamically.
emphasize the movement itself.
Exx. sks'flee"u sksk 'ran"u mnmnshook' '.
Note especially: • - ,
•
r!}r 'rise Up'.Zl
rare, expressing the process of becoming.
Ex. mlwy 'renews itself'.u

.

As the translations given in the table show, the tense to be assigned to
these two kinds of predicate is largely dependent on extraneous causes-the
time of the context generally, or else the particle or auxiliary used to introduce
the subject. Nevertheless it is clear that the old perfective tends to have past
meaning, while ~r + infinitive is more appropriate to the present or relatively
present. The reason is that a condition, such as is expressed by the old perfec
tive, usually implies an antecedent action conducing to that condition. 'Being
come' is the result of' having come', and it is legitimate to translate in either
way. Similarly when a man says' I am sent' he means that he 'has been sent '.
The variation in meaning between ~r rfJ 'sought to know' (very rare) and
r~(w) 'knows', 'knew' (old perfective) is interesting; we shall see (§ 414,4) that
the stim'ni form of this verb is employed in the meaning' knows' or ' knew',
d. 1lovi in Latin, iyvCtJKa in Greek, while the stimi form tends to mean' to obtain
knowledge of', 'learn '.u See too §§ 367, end; 389, 3; 455, I.
Some comment is needed in regard to the adjective-verbs. Whell,ever a
seemingly adjectival predicate follows z'ts subject, £t is not the adjective £tselj, but
the old perfective of the adjective-verb. This is proved by examples like the
following, where the endings are written out in full.
~'='-~~~} ~~it {Iw·k n rnff ntimw m srfoi thy breath of life is sweet in
my nostril. 48
Q}l~T4';'~~~~~~:;:~l~~ iw {tnksyt·k nfr·ti m-bl{tPt~-Skr thy hair is
beautiful in the presence of Ptah-Sokar.49
I t seems impossible to detect any difference of meaning between real
adjectival predicates (§ 137) and adjective-verbs in the old perfective; see § 374.
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4

5
6

2, I.
13 Eb.

25, -+; 32, 2J.
14 Adm. 8, 13.
U U1'It. iv. 894, 8.
16 Sh. S. 60, quo §

3 22 •
17
18

Sin. B 168.
Th. T. S. ii.

12.

23·

19 Sh. S. 32; Urlt.
iv. 654, 8.
20 RhiluJ 35, q'l.
§ 310, end.
..
11 Cf. m r/.tr, AZ.
37,97·
'2 Leb. 144.
IS Silt. B I.
U Pt.9.
26 Sin. B 76.
26 Leb. 9 0 •
27 Th. T. S. ii. II.
28 Sin. B 22.
29 Pt. 12, quo § 322.
so Peas. B~, II3.
81 Sin. B 2.
'2 Adm. p. 101.
s. BH. i. 8, 16.
.4 Pt. 12.
Sin. B 13 8•
S6 Pt. 13.
S7 Pt. 24 ; Adm. 8,4'
88 Be1'sh. i. IS, top.
89 Sin. B J41.
40 Ad»l. 5, 5. 6.
41 Adm. 7, 6.
f2 Blrsk. i. IS. bot
tom.
48 Adm. 2.5.
.. Adm. 5, 5·
f5 Sin. B 215. Sim.
sdl • trembling', Urlt.
iv. 616, 8.
f6 P. KalJ. ) 3, 24.
47 E.g. Peas. HI,
287. Sim. infinitive,
BH. i. 29

'5

f8

Urk. iv. 94+ Sim.
TR. 88, 5.

LAC.

49 BUDGE. p. 386.
Sim. Urlt. iv. 1153, 5.
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1 Adm. 2,3. Sim.
ib. 2, 7; 6, 4. 13;
Urk. iv. 17,10.12.

• Sh. S. 1-5. Sim.
old perf.,ib.32. 101-2;
Leb.63.1 17.118.120;
Peas. B I, 188. 193.
S Pt. 11-2.
Sim.
1;,. + inf., Sin. B 194;
Leb. 105. 112; Peas.
HI, 98 foIl.; Hamm.
II4,8.
4
Sitt. B 131-2.
Sim. old perf., ib. 93.
133. 138. 2~0; BH.
i. 8, I:;; Hamlll. 114,
i 2; (J,·k. iv. 59, 16.
, Sh. S. 59-60. Sim.
lIalll1Jl. I 14, I I ; Sin.
B 141. 176. 228-30'
253-4. 301-4; Urk.
h'. 60, I; 659, 5.
6 So too in narrative
Bersh. i. 14, 5-6.

Silt. B 36 = R ~9Sim. Wafe. 5,
19; Crk, iv. 656, 15.
7

60.

sPeas. B 1,104-5.

• Urk. iv. 5. Sirn.
ib. 28, 10; 113, 6. 8;
134,15; 365,2; Sin.
n 162; BH. i. 26,
177-8; Siut I, 271;
Hamm. 47, 13.
10 Urk. iv. 657,5-9.
Sim. iv. I I 6o, 8 ;

Werre. 7, 16.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
§ 321. 'f IJr with omitted infinitive for' says', 'said '.-IJd 1S often
idiomatically omitted after 1;1'.
Ex. i:C7r.. . . -;::!~::I';.51;": s 11,0 1;1': 11, 1'b·n bpl't bt !J every man says:
We do not know what may happen throughout the land. l

§ 322. The pseudo-verbal construction without introductory
word.-The subject can stand without introduction only when it is a noun,
a pronoun needing the support of a particle or of an auxiliary verb. This use is
common in descriptive and narrative passages.
~ --JJ
.Jl ~ "'='0 ...... ~~-;:;JII'"
41 <>9=;;?
9i DO
V--.2;. II
k
Exx. ~C/'>~~III~~LJ
I······ -~1C7I"O
--JJ~o}.m:_ m
pl;·1t·n !J.nw . ... flltt 1'di·t(i) 1;1' !J . .. . s no 1;1' I;pt sn-nwf behold, we have reached
home ...... the prow-rope has been placed on land ...... every man is
embracing his fellow. 2

:::.., r~~f-f-~~~}d10~~~~~~-'-~=A!,~ i1'ty ntisw, rnbwy im1'w, PI;Iy
1;1' J* n w1'd-io the eyes are dim, the ears dull, the strength is perishing through
weariness of heart. 3
~6>~e=(l.'if~I~,£&~QQ~r=t.I~,r~Q~ (uly

no ml!J.(w) n·i, I;mwt lryw l.z1' rri

every heart burned for me, women and men murmured.4,
~I

IIr"Ji'>~~~x;=;r::::::.A btw 1;1' gmgm, tl l.zr m1lmlt the trees cracked

and the earth shook. 5
I n three of the four examples the old perfective and I;r + infinitive are seen
in parallelism; 6 the first two are drawn from descriptions or characterizations
relating to present time, the last two from narratives of past events.
The pseudo-verbal construction without introductory word is rather rare in
main clauses, since here iw, or some particle like mk, is usually employed to lend
importance to the statement. Nevertheless, instances may be quoted even at
the beginning of speeches.
Exx. Thereupon I said to him: ~~r~U}!~}.Jl<>~LJ 1l-sw-oit S(ttp
io-Rr wqlw r Ibt King Sel).etepibrec has gone to the horizon, i.e. has died. 7
This peasant said: !~~~)ft~'~~r~::::::. bJW n rl;rw !z1' silt n/ the
measurer of the corn-heaps pilfers for himself.8
On the other hand, just as in the sentence with adverbial predicate, the
normal way of expressing a vz'1'tual clause of cz'1'cumstance (§§ 117. 214) is to leave
the nominal subject without introduction.
Exx. =~='!'~Q~~~~A}~ 1l rt m bd i1ll;mf, ibflw then His Majesty
fared downstream, his heart rejoicing, lit. being extended. 9
A}.Jl~~r~=>~~~:-1~~

........... , Q~~:::r=;:'-D~'6.- Wtil I;mf 1;1'

w1'1'yt nt tirm ...... itf lmn 1;1' sn!Jt rwy/ His Majesty went forth on a chariot
of gold ........ his father Amo.n making victorious' his arms,lO
Sometimes a virtual clause of time (§ 214) assumes the same form.
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PSEUDO-VERBAL CONSTRUCTION
Ex. ~~}~,',==0~B~o(l. m hrww smw, pt tJ·t(i) on days of summer,
when the sky is hot.1

§ 322
1

Leb. 88. Sim. iu.

9°·

§ 323. The pseudo-verbal construction introduced by Q} iw.-As
in the sentence with adverbial predicate (§ 117), a difference of usage occurs
according as the subject is nominal or pronominal.
In main clauses this construction is common alike with nominal and with
pronominal subject. The following examples illustrate its use with ~r+infinitive
and with old perfective, with suffix subject and with noun subject, for present
time and for past time.
Q}itr~~~QQit~.!.V~,-~it tWo;' ~r rdit plJl';' mty n Sl n SI';' I am
(herewith) giving my (office of) regulator of a (priestly) order to my son. 2
• P. Kok. Il, 17-8.
Sim. ib. 5, 6-7; 13,
s
Qe~-=-}ri,~,r~::;;; iw srw ~r rdit n·k the nobles give to thee.
7-10; Me;r iii. 33.
sPeas. B I, 301.
Q}=~Q:;:.Il~m.Jm.JQQo~ iW'sn ~r ifd m gbgbyt they fled headlong, lit. in
• Urk. iv. 658. Sim.
Sebekkku 3; Louvre
precipitation. 4
ell, 5. 8; Urk. ·iv.
Q}IjL.~.:-:t.:r~~~ iw mIr pn n nsw ~r mil this army of the king 894, 7. 8. 10.
B Ham11l. llO, 5-6•
looked on.S
Sim. ib.4; AZ. 45,
Pl. VIII, A.
q,b:t~~6~o1o~G~ iw·k swt sl·t(i) m t·k nay, but thou art sated with thy
I Peas. B I, 124-5.
Sim. ib. B 1,159.260;
bread. 6
1st pers., Leb. u7;
P. Kok. 13, l6. 37;
q}!, ~~Z~oQ~it iw niwt rIJ(w) st im·i the city knows it of me. 7
Peas. B I, 15-6; 3rd
Q}it.J~~C?'}-=-~.tI~,7, iw o;' bs'kw rsim simt I was admitted to hear pers., P. Kak. 29,17:
Urk.iv.693,11; Arm.
what is heard. s
1 °3,3.
Urk. iv. 437. Sim.
Q} IlL~.. }A~.Il~~ iw nil' pn wil(w) m ~tP this god proceeded in peace. 9 ib.7 58,
7; 339J 16;
773,14: Eb.30' 16;
In virtual clauses of circumstance or time the pseudo-verbal construction 37,
J6.
with iw is common when the subject is a suffix-pronoun, but not when the
8 AZ. 47, Pl. I, 8:
Sim. Urk. iv. 894, 2.
subject is a noun (§§ II 7. 214).
D MAR. AbJld. ii.
Exx. .tI~ i'!e~--Q'!'rl~1o st/m·noi IJrwf, iwi ~r mdt I heard his voice as 29, 16. Sim. Sill.
B307·
he was speaking. 10
10 Sill. B 2.
Sim.
Has His Majesty gone on another road, Q}-~-=-~~ iwi W/(W) I' sni Tk. T. S. iii. 26, 7;
Pt. 71; Wesle. 5, 5.
1t n having fallen (lit. he is gone) into fear of us ? 11
11 Urk. 651. Sim.
So too in virtual relative clauses (§ 196).
Leyd. V 88, II, quo
Exen:. XXVI, (0).
Ex. Qe~-C;~~it .. · ..... Q.!.r+~1oG~W······· Qo!.~~=~~HLl~ iw
iwf ~r wnm t 500 ...•• iwf rtJ(w) is tp ~~ there is a com
wn 1tiS ••
moner ..... who eats 500 loaves ..... and who knows how to join together
12 IYes/e. 6, 26-7,4.
a head that has been cut off.12
Sim. Htrdsm. 2.
Whereas with pronominal subject, as explained in § 116, a supporting word
like iw is indispensable, such is not the case when the subject is a noun,
so that iw is then, as a rule, dispensed with (§ 322). Nevertheless, iw is found
before a nominal subject in certain sentences which approximate to clauses of
drcumstance or time, while standing forth with a certain independence of their own.
o

0

••••
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§ 323

1

llrk. iv. 650 ,5-7.

2

JEA 16, 195, 9.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

So, for example, when a strong contrast is marked:
Exx. Shall our vanguard fight, Q}i\-~~\it"-:t:::~~;:1:'~"""~iw 1ZI 11, p!zwy r!zr rJ m rrn, 11, r!zl'n·sn while the rearguard stops here in Arun
and does not fight? 1
I was a I:Ie~ayeb (personal name) of danger abroad, Q}iiC7~~Q~ iw s n
!zr fltm of while every man was shutting his door.s
Or again, when characters of importance, such as medical symptoms, ar
being described.
Ex. Qc::>~i;~~~7Y--Q~~1 ~ 1-- ~= t:J !Q:: ir flJ·k s !zr mn r-iof, i
rtf not dns·ti rf if thou examine a man suffering from his stomach, while ever
limb of his is too heavy for him.s
The following example is perhaps best translated as a clause of result: Sa
If thou drinkest with a drunkard, .tgt!;!Q}Y--~}~ Isp·k iw iof !ztpw tak
thou (so that) his heart is content}

n

SEll• •p, IS. Sim.
ill. 37, IS.

s·Seeabove,p.240 ,

n·7a.
4

Pro 1,9.

OBS. For the participial form of this construction, employing participles fro
the stem wnn, see below § 396, 2. For lw followed by an adjective verb see § 467.

G Peas. B 2, 113-4.
Sim. llrk. iv. 509, 17.
6 P. Kah. 2S, 36.
Sim ..Meiri. 3, bottom.
7 Leb. II.
Sim.
Peas. R 61; Adm. 7,

6; 8,

10. 12. 13.

sPeas. B I, 116.
Sim. ill. 219-20; 1St
pers.sing.,Herdml.l;
ll,·k. v. 40, I.; 3rd
pers., Weslc. 13, aa
3; Peas.lh, 76-7; 1St
pers. plur., Wesle. 10,
5·
I Adm. 7, 10. Sim.
ib. 7, I. 4. S; Peas.
n I, 130; Urk. iv.
654,14'
10 Urk. iv. 347, II.
n Urk. iv. 663, Sim.
i/). •~65, 6; 716, 14.
U Sin. R 24-5. Sim.
present time, BUDGE,
p. 16S, 7.
18 Urk. iv. 272, 10.
Sim. ill. 66a, S j 69a,
15. Present time, w.
502, 16.
" Sin. R 13.
u Sin.R

'0.

§ 324. The pseudo-verbal construction introduced by non·encliti
partic1es.-1t is hardly necessary to discuss the exact nuances of meaning i
the sentences thus obtained; reference must be made to the correspondin
section of the Lesson on the sentences with adverbial predicate (§ 119), as we
as to Lesson XVII I on the particles.
Exx. ~~}it~::~~~:;;;rQ mk wi ft,r spr n·k, 11, stim·n·k st behold
I make supplication to thee, and thou dost not hear it. 5
~~~~~ mk tw !zr tid behold, one is saying. 8
~t7i b ~~it~ mj.Jl it mtn ori !zr tht-i behold, my soul wrongs me. ~
~~~=~~1~~ mk tw nflt·(ti) wsr·t(i) behold, thou art strong an
influential. 8
~17.C7!~~~nQj~=~ mtn no fit stir(w) io(w) behold, the (former
possessor of wealth passes the night thirsty.9
Q~c:>'}r:-=771] isk wi!zr irt n'! nyny 10, I do thee obeisance. tO
Q~Qi~~m,";/j}!~~~ ist !zmf!zr dh'll wrw m mlWt 10, His Majesty appointe
chieftains anew.u
Q~~it'-:t~it4"if ist wi rtzr·kwi stim·n·i 10, I was standing and I heard
or, as I was standing, I heard.lIl
Q~o~l....AIJ~~~'\!l ist io·k I,zr(w) flft irr·i 10, (or while) thy heart rejoice
in accordance with my doing. ls
n~m~j.Jlc::>l~':~ ti sw Itlo(w) r !zwt flJswt now he had been sent t
smite the foreign countries. t •
o~~~~~~c::>~~ n!zmn SJf r~(w) r r!z assuredly his son has entere
into the palace. 15
O
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§ 324

Note, too, with !tl and !tw I 'would that' (§ 238) :
r~ :-~~g,71- !tl tl m!t(w) m miryw:f.would that the earth were full of
his equals! 1
l} ~= }~~ !tw I tw ip.t(i) would that thou wert found perfect! 2

§ 325. The pseudo-verbal construction with ~iD} ink pw, etc.
The phrase ink pw, which we found (§ 190, I) before the sim·nl form at the
beginnt'ng of narraHves or in answers to questt'ons, occurs also in the pseudo-verbal
construction. Examples are, however, rare.
Exx. .g,i~~:;~\~~~:: ink pw !tr nkl)' m IJprt I am meditating upon
what has happened, lit. it is I -am-on-meditating, etc. 3
I said to him: ~jD}ro~~}i-=-..J4~~ ink pw h,·kwi r biJ I went down
(lit. it is I-went-down) to the mine-country,4
In these examples pw is subject, and the remaining words constitute a noun
clause serving as predicate; one may compare the French c'est que.
Sometimes a noun takes the place of ink.
Exx. 0~O}~~~~C:+~} 'lmn.~ Rr pw !tr mdt ~1Zr 7my-wi it happened
(lit. was) that Re( was at variance (lit. speaking) with the Imy-wedj serpent. 5
i;~~Q;;~~~=j~ s pw wn(w), .(;lw-n-'Inpw-rn:fthere was a man whose
name was Khunaniip; lit. it is a-man-existed. 6 Beginning of a story.
See too an example with r+ infinitive § 332, end.
Rather similarly also in glosses; compare § 189, I.
Ex. ~-=-!"~~~'9'B~~U.!~!J.Il~~~ ir IJnws-ib, tJWPW IJns(w) !tr!tlty:fas
for IJnws of heart, this means (lit. is) that heat has spread (IJns) over his heart. 7
§ 326. The pseudo-verbal construction with ~= wnn.-As in the
sentence with adverbial predicate (§ I 18), so too in the pseudo-verbal construction
wnnf is used to indicate future time.
Exx. ~::~~~}:::~}:=;=: wnn·k !tr rdit di·tw nf r~ thou shalt cause
(lit. shalt be on causing) provisions to be given to him. 8
~'i*y[::- wnn·i wir·kw !turf I will be judged together with him.9
~=m1i::Q~'J.l~}4~ w wnn ms nry im r!tr(w) m wiJ nay, but he who is
yonder shall stand in the bark (of the sun-god).lO
In similar examples with past meaning it is to be presumed that the sim:f
form of wnn (if such it be, rather than sim·n/, § 413) possesses an implication of
continuiry.
Exx. ~~~:::}~J.Il mt wnn:f wrr(w) behold, he was fled. l1
~1t;'~~=j~~} j nnk tm, wnn·i wr'kwi to me belonged the universe
(when) I was alone. 12 Wnn·i here introduces a virtual clause of time (§ 2 I 2).
249
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Kk

1

Brit. Mus. 562.

t LAC.

8

TR. 86, IIO.

Adm. p. 105.

• Sh. S. 89.

e AZ. 57, 3*.

• Peas. R I. Sim.
Weste. 6, 5 in the
answer to a question.

7 Eb. 101,21. Sim.
Urk. v. 53, 1-2, qu.
§ 326.

8 Peas. B I, 83.
Sim. Urk. iv. 225, 13,
qu•• 253; 650, 5, qu.
§ 49 2 ,6; 1111, 15;
BUDGE, p. 15l, II.
• Cairo 20458, b 4.
10 Leb. 143-4' Sim.
Urk. iv. 6), 6, qu.
1365,2; 66,15. 17;
518, 14; BUUGE, p.
285, I. 14.
11 P. Kah. 34, 20.
Sim. Urk. v. 171, 2,
qu. § 249; Urk. iv.
688, IS (with 1st).
II AZ. 54, 47. Sim.
LAC. TR. 30, 2, in a
main clause.
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§ 326
Urll. v. 53, 1-2.
Sim. ib. 4, but with
1

Wtl.

Sin. B252-3. Sim.
Siz. S. 136-7.
2

S

Eb.

1I0,

5.

• BUDGE, p. 120, 11.

6 Meiriii. 11. Sim.
U"k. iv. 853, 12.
6 L. D. ii. 151, c.
Sim. after lr 'if', lr
wnn J1Jw I;r J!J 'ifthe
blessed dead become
blessed', Cairo 34057,
seeJEA. 32,104'
7 P. Kalz. 13, 34.
restored. Sim. with
old perf., r wn:/ mlf
'that he may be vindi
cated', PSBA. 18,
203. 12;

n· mrwl flJn

m·l mn, Urk. iv. 366,
15·
S P. Kah. 29. 43-4.
Sim. after m, Urk. v.
35. II ; after n-mrwt,
Peas. B I. 79-80.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

~=p}~o}r:-t~C(~-~j~ wnn Sw pw!z.r irt imt-pr n Gb it means
that Shu was (engaged) in making a testament for Geb. 1 For the construction
see above § 325.
The pseudo-verbal construction may also, in rare cases, be employed where
wnn itself is in the old perfective.
Exx. ~7::=~.J}"r1t~71t wn·ki
stretched on my belly. 2

1/ dwn·kwi !z.r bt·i

now (while) I was

If you find it........... ~=~ ~r'7i'~A.A~ wnn·ti!z.r 1mt iwt and it keeps
on moving, lit. it being on going and coming. s
Or else it may be employed where wnn is in the infinitive.

Ex. 7 . . . . ;..~ ~ r~~~~= -?-e-} r n tmt (read 1m) skt, WJtn rn/Jwa spell for
not perishing, but for keeping alive. 4
So too after the participles of wnn (below § 396, 2) and after several forms
of that verb to be discussed later (§§ 470-1).
These combinations with different forms of ~= wnn 'be' find their
explanation in the last paragraph of § 1 18, where the very restricted employment
of iw was remarked upon, and where wmt was regarded as supplying its missing
parts. From this point of view wnnl !z.r #!m is simply the future tense of i'wl
!tr stim, and wn·ki rf dwn·kwi simply the old perfective form of iw';' dwn·kwl. On
the same lines we might expect to find ~--~ -4 wnl !z.r stim after the partic1e
itJ, as object of rdi, and so forth. The comparative rarity of such developments
of the pseudo-verbal construction makes it impossible to illustrate all the varieties
that doubtless occurred in the Middle Egyptian literature; but we may at least
quote some examples with the stiml form of wnn after prepositions. In agree
ment with the rules already laid down (§§ 107; 157, I), the form ~=-- wnnf
either marks simple futurity or else lays stress on the duration of the act in
question, whereas ~-- wnl is without reference to any particular time and lays
no stress on duration.
Exx. ::it";,,-~}O~=m ~~~-3 iron·i nw, n-mrwt wnn rnw'sn mn n
tit I made this, in order that their names might be enduring eternally.5

~~=~~'\lfl::~T1t~=~~At~ UUU~~! 6ft wnn stiJwtybityimy-rms('
Rn-snb I;r ts m mnnw ijrj-ijrkiwRr-mJr/Jrw when the royal chancellor and
general of the army Rensonbu was commanding in the fortress' Khackaurec-the
deceased-is-Ieader '. 6
~T~~~~it~~it~~--~~~ tid·1t n·i plJl·i it, !tft wnlmr(w) my father

said to me, when he was il1.7
~1f':-~~Q~<>~Y-rLl~~UO~0C7 kJ ir'lw oft it)', l' 'am kJ n !tIp !tr !z.stok
one shall do accordingly, so that the soul of the Prince may praise thee. s
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§ 327. ~;':.Il m-I]t' after' with noun + old perfective.- The sentence
with simple adverbial predicate does not appear to admit of government by
prepositions (§ 154), but examples may be quoted where m-bt 'after' is followed
by noun + old perfective:
~}~~\) +tm-gT@-r~~~~~g~~}@~f;: lw dl·n·(l)

it smr n 'fwd n

ijfit m-bt '.lw-m-ltrw srnlj.t(l) I gave corn of Upper Egypt to Yuni and Befat
(names of towns), after Imiotru (another town) had been fed. 1
!.1""l~~~IlJ}Iq>I...1~++ br m-bt hrw SWJ [zr nit now after (some) days had
passed over these things. 2
§ 328. The pseudo-verbal construction after the relative adjective
nty.- Two cases must here be considered, namely, that in which the subject of the
relative clause is identical with the antecedent and that in which it differs from it.
I. When the subject of the relative clause is identical with the antecedent,
it is latent in the relative adjective itself and requires no further expression.
Exx. g~::~rl~c>~:'~~~ ml nty [zr sbll kt mdt like one who is thinking
of something else, lit. who is on recalling another saying. 3
~1P1~t!7n~~::71J<:>~~@ lmy-r r-bnwty n kp Kki nty sb(w) r M,dw the
chamberlain of the secret apartments Keki who had been sent to Medcimud. 4
~l~I~-::~.Il-C>@lt 7 l[zt1 nty tkn(w) It 1ztwt rst the fields of his which
are near to the Southern City.6
2. Examples are rare in which the subject is different from the antecedent
and in which, accordingly, a noun or pronoun has to be inserted after nty, though,
from the analogy of § 200, 2, we might have expected their frequent occurrence.
Exx. ~<::>¥ =.~,~.J5r~-=}~::~':J[--l\~Q~ -- lr rjw pf Blbw nty pt tn
rhn·# [zrf as for that mountain of Bakhu on which this heaven rests. Va
Ex. c>D\\f~'i:::171~~~ ~1<::>~::::"J~2..Q~~~-'-'i:-~C2I~,Pty nJ ntt n Iy·wyn
r's, lut irt bil)'t It III n l!rdw what is this purpose for which (lit. this which .... as
regards it) we have come, without doing wonders for the children? 6
See also the examples below § 333, and one which is negatived in § 334.
OBS. Late Egyptian can use the pseudo·verbal construction with lw after the

1 Cairo 20001. Sim.
lEA. [6. 195. 6-7;
SETHE. Spriielte, 24",
6 (J 6).
I Wesle. 12, 9. Sim.
ib. 3, 10. 17; 7, 1 [.
Once with Ir ""QI,

Ann. 42, 19.25.

s Eb. 102, 16. Sim.
ib. 32, 21; Weste.lo,
4; P. Kalt. 22, 13;
Urk. iv. 690.4; 1023,
12.

• P. Boul. xviii. 6.
Sim. Ft. 389.
6 Urk.
iv. 1110.
Sim. ib. 649, 16; Leb.
47. 49; P. Kalt. 16,
32; Hearst 6, 5-6;
Cairo 20003, I; 20~37,
4·

6& SETHE,Spriie/te,

44*,8 (Aa).

8 1-Vesle. 11,10-13.
Sim. Urk. iv. 1092,
Il, doubtful.

relative adjective; see below § 468, 4.

§ 329. Subje'ct + old perfective after :: ntt and ~:: wnt.-This
construction is common after ntt, both as 'that' and also when it is preceded by
a preposition; see §§ 187. 223.
Exx. This despatch is brought <:>~";~::~JlfH~}~~~ rrdil rlJ'k ntt
[zm·;' (rnb, wrjl, snb) brw m It-sw-bU to let thee know that My Majesty (I. p. h.) is
arisen as king of Upper and Lower Egypt. 7
25 1

Kk2
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1 Urk. iv. 80=81,
6. Sim. ib. 8[, 3.
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1 P.Kak.37,15- 16•
Sim. ib. 27, 8. Sim.
with lIlr-lltt, ib.28, . p.
2 P. Kalt. 30, 28.
Sim. with sw, 3rd
pers. m. sing. VI,k.
iv. 75 1 , 15.
3 l. ·rk. v. 60, 9.
Sim. LAC. TR. 23,
17; with !Jjt·ntt, P.
A'ah.ll, 19, quo § 223.
Sirn. s\y), 3rd pers.
f. sing, after 11ft for

"'lItt, Sill. II 76.

• I.ouvre C

10.

" 7: Corn. 5. Sim.

A£. 43,28,4; 37, 19;
VA y, lfen. 4 2 •
.. 7 D. el B. 155. Sim.
A/. 69, 28,

10.

• J'akeri 3.

9

Faneri 3.

10 Sin.

Pr.

2,

B 248-9. Sim.

4.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

It is a communication to (my) lord => =flJ1\~~~Yf- i ~:::Qi1\~ r-lltt hlw
nb n nb (rnlJ, Wril, s1Ib) rri wril to the effect that all the affairs of (my) lord (I. p. h.)
are safe and prosperous. 1
It is a communication <::>=Qlft~7lft<=-=g~7~Qc';Jl'~® 1'-lttt Wt spr·kwt l'
dmt n .lfwt-Pds to the effect that I have arrived at the town of Ba-pedes. 2
r=}lft-;~=-}lft::::=:: fW-lItt Wt r/rkwl rnw'!n because I know your
names. 3
Similarly, but much more rarely, after wnt.
Ex. ~~~=--~~7}JH-.IJ!=-}m~="'=- itjd·k It lj1' wnt Wt (zr·I'Wi 11t
11tH lJ1'wf thou shalt say to Horus that I was rejoiced at his triumph, lit. at his
voice-becomes-true.'
Note in the above examples the characteristic lise of the dependent
pronouns. Instead of these the suffix-pronouns are apt to appear for the 2nd
and 3rd sing. masc.; see above § 223, end.

§ 330. The pseudo-verbal construction after the pronominal
compounds ~~ tw·j etc.-Evidence has been quoted in § 223 suggesting that
the pronominal compounds of § 124 originated in the fusion of the final! of 1ltt
with the dependent pronouns or suffix-like pronouns found following that word.
Hence it is not surprising to encounter, from Dyn. X VII onwards, examples of
the pseudo·verbal construction after the pronominal compounds.
Exx. ~\~r1\::=t4;~':7r~~ t'lOtw 1,t1' IS'lt m smt one is hurrying us in (our)
going. 6
~17:L1J~ =~:7I!.i::"~Ll~@ tW'/t /fb'wy1t 111' tNt Kmt we are undisturbed in
possession of (lit. cool under) our (part of) Egypt. 6
~~l~=-t }~=> PI lz(z·k sw tJpr('lO) that which thou wouldst pray for, it
has happened. 7
-:-~~M~ sy llf1'·ti 'lOy! it (the field) is very good. S
~~~~LlJ}tr A ~lr~Dl~ h1''lO 1if1'(w), twtw /fb'lO, 1lI It t(zw (z1' U(z the day is
fine, one is cool, the oxen are drawing (the plough).9

§ 331. The pseudo-verbal construction with m+infinitive.-As
noted already in § 304, 2, ~ m + infinitive is used with verbs of motion as an
occasional substitute for (z1' + infinitive ; possibly the former lays more emphasjs
than the latter on the gradual, drawn out, character of the movement.
The constructions employed with this form of predicate differ in no way
from those employed with (z1' + infinitive. I t suffices, therefore, to give examples.
Exx. j n~Jl~j n~'K~~~Jli=>+n S IO m iwt, S IO m sm! (zr s{J·i r r(z
ten men came and ten men went (lit. were in coming .... in going), conducting
me to the palace. lO See § 322 for the absence of an introductory word before the
subject.
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§ 331

~~'ij~}iM.~QL~~QA gm·n·i !tfJW pw iwf m iit I found it was a
serpent which was coming, lit. it was in coming. l Cf. § 323 for iw.
~~~1t~IlJ~A-=-~@ mt wi m hJt 1" Kmt,

Egypt. 2

behold, I am going down to

I Peas. R 2-3' Sim.
P. BquJ. xviii. u.

For mt cf. § 324.

~,~/~)-*71~~~::~'-.t~ *~I SJ tpy n wnwt !twt-nl1" tn nty m r!tr m Jbd
the first phyle of the priesthood of this temple which is entering upon its monthly
duties, lit. is in rising in the month. 3 For the relative adj. c£ § 328.
It isa communication <=>::Y-9-!~ ~1I7QQ~ 1"-ntt nb (rnl;, Wdl, snb) m I;ntyt
to the effect that (my) lord (1. p. h.) is sailing south. 4 For 1"-ntt cf. § 329.
Possibly in all the three last examples, and certainly in the first of them, the
action referred to lay in the future, not in the present. So too in English we
say he is going down' for he is about to go down '.
I

1 Sk. S. 61-2. Sim.
P. Kall. 33. 33-4;
Urk. iv. 7. I.

6".

s AZ. 37.97. Sim.
ntyw ",
Urk. iv.
no, '3; ,083,5. '4·

• P. Kak. 35, 36,
bntyt completed.

I

§ 332. The pseudo-verbal construction with r+ infinitive.- This
construction is often used to express future action, whether simply or as
conditioned by the speaker's will; in other words, it corresponds alike to English
will' and to English shall '. One m8.Y compare the construction with the 1" of
futurity discussed above in § 122.
Exx. ~ ~ I ~-=<::>LlJJ{E=-'-~~~ ib n !tm·k 1" *bb 1t nm the heart of Thy
Majesty will be refreshed at seeing.1i
Q}~~<::>~Q.Jl~]2!o}LJ iw dpt 1" iit m f1,nw a ship will come from home. 6
I

I

Q~~-=-m~o~}~.Il

iw·s 1" mst wtij she will give birth late. 7
Q}~<::>Q~~~,,;=~CP iw·tw 1" snt st 1" p1"-!ti it shall be inquired about (lit. one
shall inquire about it) at the Treasury.s Note that the use of iw·tw provides the
passive of this construction.
~~}

it-=-0' ~--n=:i;r=llM ~1t

mk wi 1" n!tm (l·k, sl;ty behold, I will take
away thy ass, peasant. For mk see § 324.
The above examples show that the various modes of introducing the subject
found with !t1"+infinitive here repeat themselves. For an example after the
particle smwn + suffix see § 24 I. The construction iwi 1" sim is particularly
common, and has survived into Coptic as a specific future tense. One even finds
wnni 1" sim, though this involves a tautologous insistence on the notion of futurity.
Ex. ~=Y-9-A~-=-:-<T::~£;;3: wnn nb (rn~, wiJ, snb) 1" irt hrw (my) lord
(1. p. h.) shall spend a day here. lo
The construction wnnf 1" sim occurs also after i1" if',loa but in this case it is
simply a substitute for iwf 1" sim, according to the rule given in § ISO.
Ex. Q-=-~=-<::>~~Q i1" wnni 1" 1"dlt st if he will give itY
In one example wnt may similarly be taken as the equivalent of ntt iw :
Q}~1..~1.. <>r~I~' iw dd·n·sn wnt sn 1" !tit tpw they said they would
destroy headsya For the dependent pronoun after wnt see § 187.
253
9

& Westc. 5, 4. Sim.P.
Pet. I I ,6 B, 35. 61-2.
After r-ntt, AZ. 59,
24 (I, I).
6 Sk. S.
II 9-20.
Sim. P. Pet. I 116 B.
63. 68; PI. 407 ; Sin.
H 203. 234; Peas. B I.
281; Westc.9, 10-1 I.
7 P. Kak. 6, I ...
Sim. Sin. B 7"
8 Urk. iv. 694. Sim.
I shall'; ib. JO~3. '5;
P.Kak. I3.l7; Cairo
20003,4·

9 Peas. B I, II.
Sim. ib. u; 3'3-4;
Sk. S. '17. 167; Tk.
T. S. ii. II.

r,

10

P. Kak. 32, 8.

I
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10& CE. too with lzr
p. 250, n. 6.

11

11&

P. Kak. 36, 13.

Nofru 33.
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1 Kopt. 8, 7-8. Sim.
P. Kah. 6, 12. 16; 26,
2, quo § 298; Westc.

9,24·

2

T. Cant. 4.

3 P. Pet. II 16 B,
57-8. Cf. Rhind 73.
quo § 502.

, P. Pel. 1116 Il, 39.
Sim. ib. 66; Pt. 82;
SaIl. ii. 4, 6, var. in
ostracon formerly be
longing to M. N aville.

• P. Ka!t. 22, 5.
Sim. Adm. 4. 7.

6

A ",rak 29, 5.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

Note the use with the relative adjective nty; cf. § 328.
Ex. ~=+..:~~~ ~ ~~~~::<:::>~:: ir nsw llb sl;m-irf llb 1tty l' /:ztp nf
as to every king and every potentate who shall forgive him.!
An isolated example shows the pronominal compound tw·l (§§ 124. 330) as
subject:
~)ft-=-=rAl::-r=~)ft~~ tw·l 1't/:z1t Ifnrf sd·i btl I will engage with
him that I may cleave open his belly.2
Another example illustrates the use of pw described in § 325 :
+..:~g<:::>~4~~~t:I1tSW pw l' lit 1l 1'sy it is (the case that) a king will come
belonging to the south. 3

§ 333. The construction ~=&'~ tw r sf/m.-In a few passages the
indefinite pronoun tw (§ 47) is unexpectedly found as subject without support
from a preceding particle or auxiliary verb.
Ex. ~<:>1ttt~~~~?[1:).~1:Jj tw l' ssp fJrw nw (It, one shall take weapons of
warfare}
This construction is found also after the relative adjective 1Zty.
Exx. ~~=~<:>~~~ ir·tw lIZ 1ttl tw r wtf nf one shall do according as one
shall command him.5
~<:>::::=}~="'S'-':'~!i];:'~I}~ i1' r./llty £w (for tw) lzb r gmtf lJl-iJil
1tJ It wtfw as for everyone whom one shall find within the stelae. 6
In the last example the position of lw before nb is noteworthy; compare
§ 375, OBS.

7 Sh. S. 74-5, with
a faulty sign omitted.
8 P. Pet. 11 16A, 48.
Sim. Leb. 126.

" Crk. iv. 1109.

10

Peas. B

J,

293.

§ 334. Negation of the pseudo-verbal construction.-Lastly, we
have to consider how the pseudo-verbal construction could be negated. Examples
are rare; a few cases occur where,::: lUt is followed by a dependent pronoun,
once in a relative clause with }tty.
Exx. :::})ftr,el~J" 1tlt wllf1' sim st I do not hear it. 7
:::~c:~.!:;;;: 1Z1t st II; 1t·k it is not profitable to thee. s
W ritings ~::'::::-lJ-T m llty 1l1t st Ifbs stich as (lit. as which they) are
not clothed, i. e. provided with official seals or dockets.
Compare with the second of the above examples the following:
.::::~~~ 1tn II; tt"k it is not profitable to thee.!O
Here we have possibly an ellipse of the pronoun st, but it is also conceivable
that this is an instance of ntt with future meaning before the sdmf followed by
a dative (cf. § 144,2), in imitation of the construction of adjective + clative (§ 141);
the meaning would then be 'it will not profit thee '.
As a rule, the meaning conveyed by the pseudo-verbal construction is
negated in a quite different form. We have seen (§ 105, 3) that ..A...4:: 1t sim'll!
Q
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§ 334

is the natural medium employed for denying the occurrence of an action
throughout the course of a more or less prolonged period; as such, it is clearly
the most appropriate negative counterpart of the old perfective with its implica
tions of permanence and stability; 1 n Jtim·nl also serves to negate l;r + infinitive
when this chances to describe a continued or repeated action. 2 The negation of
the construction with r+ infinitive is, of course,
nn stimi (§ lOS, 2).3 It
is only in Late Egyptian that::: nn can stand before lwl r stim; one instance
falling within our period is quoted below, § 468, 4.

:::4-

~ ~~
:x.::::x:

~

En. in § .p8.
See the first ex.
in § 324; also Adm.
1

t

p.

10 7.

• Eu..P.Pel.11I6B.

41. 43

VOCABULARY
rwn be rapaciou!>.
"A J ~ tibl stop up, block.

rti, var. ~
rd, be in good condi~

J'}

tion, safe.

bw place; also forms abstracts,

as bw nfr good; bw bin, evil.

.}l ~ ~ Wtil be whole,

sound, pro
sperous. Caus. SWtil make pro
sperous j swtil ib see § 225.

-~\-LI
~olll

1.
hostages, seCUrIties.
..
nutw

rfNt,-=
IXXKI 0 I <::;:, !Jnt-s garden.

~~O~ mrr be fortunate, happy.

oI it

;::::;- ~ ~ nrls be poor; of eyes, dim.

"

I

II

Sl body (of men)

j

corps

ment.

j

regl

~~ hrw be satisfied, quiet.

*~ ~

~ ht'"
00
. :r

pardon, n someone.

r2~ ~

c:=:::::,~ dpt taste (noun).
Do \

smi report, announce.

~J ~ Gbtyw Coptus, a town

r==.J) smll (caus.) retire;

rest.

dWlt morning; also

*~

0 dWJ (m.).

111

Upper Egypt.

E X E R CIS E XXIII
(a) Readt'ng lesson: extract from the archives of the temple of Illah(hz, datt'ng
from the nt'nth year of Sesostrls lll.l The headt'ngs here underl£ned are wrt'tten
t'n red t'n the orz'gt'nal.

~gQ~tf,®'!*~I~~':

*

smi SJ tpy n wnwt l;wt-ntr tn,

~~!I........a~_~

o\\...m, Y Jl ...m,

~.:r-:-~oe
1 P.

nty m rl;r m Jbd.

0 I

rldt·n·sn (§ 382) pw:
Berl.

10003

A ii. J6-J9, pnblished

MOLLER,

Hiera/isene Leser/ficke, i. p.

18.

255
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Kopt. 8, 8.
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h/w·k nb rcj wqJ,
ssp·n·n f,tnw nb n f,twt-ntr,
1ft nbt nt f,twt-ntr rq Wql,
m-r

Sl

4-nw n wnwt f,twt-ntr tn,

nt)1 m smnt m lbd.
iw Izwt-ntr mrrt m bw nb nfr.
1 The formula generally used by officials in reporting to their superiors.
temple' (lmy-r l;wt-ntr) who is here addressed.
2 Partly destroyed.

It is doubtless the 'overseer of the

, Report of the first phyle (i. e. company) of the priesthood of this temple
which is entering upon (lit. rising up in) the month(Iy duties}. What they said
was: All thy business is safe and sound, We have received all the property of
the temple-everything belonging to the temple being safe and sound-from
the fourth phyle of the priesthood of this temple which is retiring from the
month(ly duties). The temple is fortunate in all prosperity.'
(b) Translate £llto Ellglz'slt :

(I)

~}J1=~I~~ffi~!~!r~;ii~=~=~=~,~,~:2@

~~0~=~~=C71f~~~lt~~!~~~~K~~=~~~
~;;~
(3)
o

~~if+~~~~~i~~~II~~~~~~l2~0~i

(2)

r~~~\'j'~NM'M'lf~~= =~i::.l\ ~i=~~~~-""Sr~@~
[0
l}..
~ .JS..
~ 0
.,.-LJ ~ ~ \'j' I-<X>-- 'C7 \7 7r ~ ® ~

=.1. ~

*~

N'N'M

0

(4) =(lH" N'N'M --Ll€- 0

rNNM

'jj

ill:it

I 00 01
I

'jj

I I

~~}iJI~

1

From the Annals of Tllthmosis III ; PI nty lib is Late Egyptian for 'Ity

lib.

(c) Write in hz'eroglyphs :
(I) Now after three days had passed over this, His Majesty sailed southward,
his heart rejoicing (JW, lit. expanded). (2) A remedy for (lit. of) every limb
which is ill. (3) Behold, I am come to you. (4) She was silent at that moment,
for (f,tr-ntt) she knew that the slave was there. (5) As to every pnnce (!zJty-r)
who shall petition (lit. approach) the lord (l. p. h.) to pardon him, his property
shall be taken from him. (6) Thou shalt be seated beneath the trees of thy
garden. (7) How unhappy (*sn) is old age! All taste is gone. The mouth
is silent and does not speak. (8) Whoever comes to us, he shall be listened to.
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§ 335

LES SON XXIV
THE IMPERATIVE

§ 335. As in other languages, the imperative 1 expresses a command or
exhortation addressed directly to one or more persons. It is thus implicitly in
the 2nd person. In M. E. no difference of form is visible for mase. and fem. 1a
The singttlar has no flexional ending, exx . .e~ stint' hear',.! lit 'bring'.
The plural had originally the ending i, and some rare Middle Egyptian
instances may be quoted where this i has coalesced with a preceding radical I to
formy, as in ~-IIQQ.Il my (from ml-l), 'come',2 <=>~QQ1n'- rnz)' (from rml-l) 'weep
ye '. 3 The same ending y is found once, at least, with a strong verb, ex. Qol QQ~!
it~y' drag ye '.4 The later ending seems to be w, but examples where this is
written out are SQ rare as to be not beyond suspicion; so !:'l}~ idw 'say ',6
'5f'~ <:'111 snzw 'go '.6 As a rule the plural imperative presents the same appear
ance as the singular, exx. ~~'T~ ssnb 'preserve',?..Q>. ir 'make',s but it is by no
means unusual to find the plural determinative I I I, !, exx. }r~111 wtil(W)
'proceed ',9 rr~~! S(p(w) 'remember'; 10 Q~~~ iml(w) 'give '.]0;
§ 336. Forms from the mutable verbs.-A final semi-vowel is never
shown and gemination is also unusual. The forms quoted below are singulars,
unless otherwise stated.
2ae gem. ~~ ml 'see'; n but also ~~~ mll,12 as regularly in O.K.
Jae -inJ Q-.JI=-n if 'wash' ; 13 ~ ~ lln 'row '.14 'Make',' do' has ..Q>. ir.15
In Q::i.l.ll is' go', 'hie thee ',]6 the i is the prothetie i discussed in § 272; the
verb-stem is uncertain, but doubtless began with s. (Note that in Old Egyptian
the prothetic i is often found with imperatives of the 2-/£t. class; 17 Middle
Egyptian examples are Q-;-~ ir{; 'inquire' 18 and Q~::i.l ims 'bring'.19) For the
rather rare plurals in y see § 335.
4ae inJ m::~ msd' spurn '.20
anom. Imperatives from the stems (r)di 'give' and ii, iw 'come' are un
common, exx. L..JI di,21 plur. L..JI~~:. ~QQ dy,22 ~ rd(y),22a 'place'; ~Q.J) it 'come'.S3
Ordinarily they are replaced by imperatives from other stems, as follows : 
Q~~ 24 imi 'give', 'place' is written with a determinative Q.....II,26 sometimes
differing from L..JI, but often identical with the latter. In early hieratic no
distinction is made between Q.. . II and -II, and scholars conventionally use --II in
transcribing from hieratic, thus Q=~ 26 or ~~~.27 Also in hieroglyphic texts
--II for Q.. . II is not rare, exx. t:~,28 Q~~.29
The hieroglyphic variant q~~
(Dyn. XVIII) 30 is due to an ancient misinterpretation of hieratic == as ~.

257
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See

I

Verbum ii.

B +92 foil. Also Az.
3 1 .42 •
10 But Copt. has m.
amou, f. amf • come';
f. see too Orb. :.. J.
2 LAC. TR. 19. 36;
Tk. 1'. S. ii. 7. 3l.
3 Adm. 10, 3. Sim.
rly, P. Pet. 1116 B,
6[; kry, Stockholm
55. [3; .dl(y, Siut 3,

43; dy, AZ. S~, [8'.
• Urk. iv. 1023, 16.
5 BH. i. 8, S.

Adm. 10,3.
Tk. 1'. S. ii. II.
Sim. Pro 2, 5; Sinai
90, 19; LAC. TR. 78,
5. 19; llrk. iv. 6:;6, 2.
8 Siut 5, +6.
9 Sin. B 283. Sim.
U,·k.lv. 100, 16-101,
6; 656, I; 752,9-u.
10 Adm. II, 3. + 6.
\0. Stockholm
55,
6

7

13·

11 Sk.S. 179; LAC.
TR. 18, 17; 19, 36;
l1rk. iv. 108 7, 4.
12 Peas. B [. 247.

Sk. S. 13.

IS

I. Westc. 6, 6.
16 Peas. R 52; B I,
68. 81; Sin. B 188.
16 See AZ. 4S, 41-2.
17 A different vieW',
ERM. Gram"..' § 381,
n.2.

AZ. 57, 104
Mer', i. 10.
Pro I, +
R kiM, DO. 41;

18
19

20
21

Pt. 250.

Az. 58, IS·.

H
Ha

Coffins. L 1,185.

ISS.
II

Pt4S. B

I,

67;

E/>. 2, 2; 60, 17-[9.
M

Ur.t.iv.65[, 7.9.

An eadyexample
of the sign, Ptall. (E.
R.A.), 32 (Dyn, V).
II

,. Sin. B 73.

12 5.

257; SII. S. 13.
27

Sin. R.

[03;

Peas.

Rill; Leb. 14~.
28 Me;,. iii. 23.
28 Kopt. 8, 5; llrk.

iv. 654, 16. 17.
so BUDGE, p. 126, 4.
Sim. l1rk. iv. 20, JI.
15; 101, 4. 6•

§ 336
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It is from Q~~ imi 'give' that
has been borrowed as a biliteral sign fo
mi (also for initial m, § 41), chiefly introduced by m as ~, with the variant
~. :k; so in the imperative mi 'come' next to be treated.
~ QJl mi 1 'come' is more often written ~QJl, both in hieratic \I and in
hieroglyphic. s For a writing ~-aQQJl my of the plural see above § 335.
A similarly written word ~ m (Coptic .uo) means' take', and occurs rarely
in ancient religious texts; ex. ~~::'=' m n·k irty·k 'take to thyself thy eyes '.
Since this m is always accompanied by a dative, use is occasionally made of th
sign - mn, ex. -:;: mn n·k for m n·k; 5 this graphic peculiarity is similar to
the writing of n(y)-sw he belongs to' with \ , see above § 114, 2.
The negative verb ~-'- imi forms an imperative ~, which is dealt with
below in § 340.
For bring'.! in 6 is common.
Q....JJ

1 Me;,. i. 10. Sim.
Tk. T. S. ii. 22.
2 Silt. B 160; P.
Kak.32, 17; M.u.K.
2,9·
8 Urk. iv. 1075, 10.
Sim. Tk. T. S. ii. 7.
f ERM. HymlZ., 13,
4. Sim. ib. 12, 2. 3. 4.
D Ptey. 57; MAR.
Abjd. i. 26, g; 33;
39, a.

8 Peas. R 48; Westc.
4, 6. 23; 8, 9.

Peas. R 47-8.
Sil,. B 73-4;
274-5; Sk. S. 13 ;
Peas. B I, 67-9'
8 Cairo :10538, ii.
e 10. Sim. Urk. iv.
7

Sim.

20,

9-16; 100, 16-7.

9 LAC.

TR. 17, 15.

Sim. Meir i. 10, reg.
3 (/ry.k); Sin. B 199

(lwt.k).

10 Peas. B 2, 133.
Sim. iIJ. B 1,213.
n Sin. B 282. Sim.
Urk. iv. 660, 9.
12 Pake"; 3; R eklt.
13; plur. Isew) tn,
Pake"; 3.
u cr. ~r IS'n • is
hurrying us ',Pake"; 3,
quo § 330.

If
Weltc. 5, 2-3.
Sim. Sin. B 188. 190;
Pt. 233; see GUNN,
Stut!. p. 74. :For the
employment in this
use of the adverb ny
(§ 205, I) instead 01
n·tn see JSA. 38,18,
n. 6; sim. probably
n(y), P. IJe/l. II. 32.

C

+

C

§ 337. Use of the imperative.-The independent use is quite common.
Exx. Q:nJl1..':iQ:;;:= T~ C(it is in n·i ifd m pr·i go fetch me a cloth
from my house. 7
*~!t":C'-;:!.~>"""-::7:=:J dWI(w) nsw N-mlrt-Rr praise ye king NemaCre c.8
An imperative is often followed by a st/mf form continuing and elaboratin
the command.
Ex. ~QQJli,: I.Q..=~~::~ my, n[rw, ir·[n mktf come, ye gods, and giv
him protection, lit. make his protection. 9
In such cases it is impossible to decide whether the st/mf form should b
classified as expressing an exhortation (§ 40, 2) or as introducing a clause o
purpose (§§40, I; 219).
Often some adjunct is added to reinforce the meaning of the imperative
I. This adjunct may be a dependent pronoun.
Exx. !~~'=' wt/r tw t/s·k give judgment thou thyself.1O
}r~/~It7i<>;nJO:~LJ Wt/I(W) tn r r-!Jnwti proceed ye to the hall of audience,u
For other examples see below under 3 and § 338, 3. In the common
~::;Jl~ IS tw haste thee ',111 IS is probably transitive 13 and tw, accordingly
direct object.
2. Or again liveliness may be imparted to the imperative by adding a
reflexive dative.
Ex. B::::.JSr-~~~'~~~~!~:-]z!~C"J rpr n·k blw m nfrwt nbt nt !Jnw
equip for thyself a bark with all the fair ones of the Residence. u
3. Commoner than either of these modes of reinforcement is the use of r +
suffix explained in § 252, 2, or else the employment of the related particle ir
(§ 252, 3). A few typical examples are quoted again here.
C

2 58
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Exx.

~~ 1:fl..l.l.~

SI

§ 337

r-k tarry thou.!

~~ Q<:>=~ <'L

: I ml ir·tn ,lfr, ntrw behold ye Horus, ye gods.
4J ~"~::~ st./m(w) irf tn hearken ye. 3
In the last instance the particle irf is accompanied by the dependent
pronoun tn, this being used in the manner described above under I.
4· The rather rare particle ~ m(y) 'pray' is similarly used with imperatives;
examples have been quoted in § 250.
2

§ 338. Special uses of the imperative.-I. The imperative -=- ir
, make' is occasionally used with an infinitive as a periphrasis for the simple
imperative. So with a verb of motion.
Ex. -=-;:;:...I.I.~<>LJ@ ir 1f,·k iwt r Kmt return thou (lit. make for thyself
coming) to Egypt. 4
A technical term in Egyptian mathematics was 1Hlf1%.X, Wlft-tp m X
, multiply x' (n times), doubtless literally' bow the head at' (or' over '); instead
of this imperative 5 is rarely found -=-1 Hlf1%.X ir Wlft-tP m X with the same
meaning. 6
The negation of this form of periphrasis is 1%.-=- m ir, for the use of which
see § 340, 2.
2. To express the equivalent of an imperative for the 3rd person, Q1%.~
imi 'give', 'cause' is employed, with following srimf form as after (r)di.
Compare in English 'let him hear'.
Exx. fiJ~..I.I.:::Q=~~~ hI nf, imi rlJf Y1z·k go to him, let him learn thy
name, lit. cause that he learn thy name. 7
~1%.~d7~P;:I'7;7'I=! imi srim 1l,'n nb·1t IllJt let our mighty lord hearken to us. S
Q1%.~ro:-fil-1%. ..~~~<f imi dhn·t(w)f m lilt let him be appointed at this
moment, i. e. at once. g
To negative this construction use is made of 1%.:: m rdi ' let not', see below
§ 340, 3·
3. It is appropriate here to discuss some phrases for' beware lest '. The
commonest is "t".~ ~~15l SIW, var. ~ ~ ~I5l, 'beware', lit. ' guard', followed by the
srim/form.
Exx. ~ ~~~I5l~-I::: SIW rid! slJrjbeware lest he say his plan. lo
1:fl~}~m SIW t./d·tn beware lest ye say.ll
SIW is always regarded as an imperative, probably rightly, although the
presence of the final radical -w does not altogether favour this view. a The
imperative from this verbis perhaps also to be seen in \:"~Q~~ SIt,13 of which one
variant is ~~Q~ rftlt 'fight',14 in case these writings are to be analysed as SI tw
and rftl tw, i.e. imperative + dependent pronoun (§ 337, I), respectively; such writings
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1

P. Kak. 3, 30.

i

LAC. TR. 18,17.

3

Urk. iv. 367, 13.

f

Sin. B 188.

5 Rkind, nos. H.
26·43· 57.
6 Rkind, DO. 43.
More often lr·hr·k
(§ 431, 1) WI!;t·tfJ; ib.
45· 46• 50. 59.

7 Sin. B 73-4. Sim.
ib. B 125.
8 Urk. iv. 654. Sim.
ib. 65 1 , 7.9.

• P. Ka!z. Jr, 19.
Sim. Kopl. 8, 5-6;
Wes/l. 8, 3.

IG PI. 419. Sim. ib.
438; Pro 2, 2; Peas.
B I, 145; P. Kall. 29,

17; Siul I, 270.
II Urk. iv. 365. Sim.
Pt. 223; Eb. 95,13.
12 For SlW as an
imperative meaning
,guard' see Mill. I, 5,
quo § 212.
13 Pt.3 00•
H PI. 300. Sim. ib.
1+9. 281.
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1 Urk. iv. 752, 13.
I Pt. 157 (=f/nt
149); 6I1.
a Pt. 154.260.281.
300; P. Pet. 11 16 A,
122 ; without gemina
tion, ib. 48.
4 M. u. K. 3, 7 foll.
a M. u. K. 8, 6-9.
• Pt. 154. 360. 300.
P. Pet. III6 A,
4 R.
8 Pt. 149. 381. 475.
9 Pt 157. 6I1. Sim.
P.Kak. 3, 32. Allen
(AjSL. 44, 132) re
gard s til in both cases
as prep. A possible ex.
of "-1- S¢mj after S!w
two Pt. 612-3.
10 Sk. S. 179. Sim.
2nd pers., ib. 13; Pt.
7

299·
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would, of course, be very abnormal, but the explanation is supported by the fact
that ~ ~~ SJW tn (plur.) 1 and ~~~~ rIp tw are actually found. 2 On the
other hand, SJt might be interpreted as 5/' t(i), 2nd sing. of the old perfective,
the construction being that of § 313. In Dyn. XVIII ~~~~~~ SJJ·tt occurs
for' beware' in a number of places,3 and can be nothing but the old perfective;
for the unusual gemination see above § 310, end.
As to the construction of these various phrases, SJW alone seems to be
followed by stim/, which is sometimes replaced by a noun· or an infinitive. 5
After SJt, rlut and SJJ·ti we find either 'T ~r+a noun 6 (or infinitive 7) or else the
vetitive m 'do not' (§ 340).8 After r~J tw the vetitive m is found. 9

§ 339. Object of the imperative.-Like all other parts of the verb
except the infinitive (§ 300), the imperative takes the dependent pronoun as its
object, when the object is pronominal.
~l--Dt~ ts sw raise him.ll
Exx. ~~}Jft mJ wi see (thou) me. IO

11 Sin. B 256-7. Sim.
P". 2,5.

§ 340. Negation of the imperative.-I. In order to effect the negation
of the imperative use is made of ~ m, the imperative of the verb ~
imi
(§ 342). This is followed by a special verb-form to be discussed hereafter (§ 341),
to which the name neg-atival complement will be given.
12 Sh. S. I II. Sim.
Exx. ~~~ m snti do not fear.12
Pt. 169' 476.
~::~~~c'; ~ Ht rdi kt m st kt do not put one thing in the place of
13 Peas. B I, 152.
another. I3
Sim. Pt. 389; Urk.
iv. lOgo, 9; 1091, 2.
~.Q:o..t~C>~Jl~~"= m ir sw r tkn. im·k do not make him an intimate, lit.
into one-who-draws-nigh to thee,u
14 Pt. 486. Sim. ib.
477·
When the verb thus negated is an adjective-verb, a noun followed by the suffix
of the 2nd pers. is apt to be added with the meaning of the Latin accusative of
respect. See above § 88, 2, and further below §§ 343 OBS.; 345.
Exx. ~~~'9'''=::: tit Jd ib·k rf let not thy heart be angry against him, lit.
IS Pt. 76. Sim. ib.
be not angry as to thy heart. Io
489-go.
A very
exceptional instance
~:::~~'9'-=r';~ m rJ ib·k ~r r/J'k do not be puffed up (lit. great as to thy
Peas. B I, 222.
heart) on account of thy knowledge. I6
Ie Pt. 52. Sim. iv.
374; Pro 2, I; plural,
2. From Dyn. XVIII onward the vernacular replaced the simple vetitive
Urk. iv. 752,9.
m by ~.Q:o.. m ir 'do not make', to which the infinitive was added as object.
A few examples may be found already in texts of the Tuthmoside period.
17 Pakeri 3.
Sim.
Ex. ~ .Q:o..~~ m ir mti do not fear. l7
ib. 7; Th. T. S. iii.
33·
3. The negation of the construction imi stim!' let him hear' (§ 338, 2) 1S
18
Urk. iv. 650
(slightly
restored).
~::d7~--m rdi stiml' do not cause (or allow) that he hear'.
Sim. ib. 1107, 3. 7.
14; Peas. B I, 222.
Exx. ~::7.f'~'T~'"--D=~~~~ m rdi sm'n ~r m{1t pf JlJ let us not go
23 4.
upon that difficult road. Is
19 Urk. iv. 1070,4.
Sim. i6. 1070, 7 ;
~::;.t1l\~-i7: m rdi stim·tw tN/I let them not be listened to.19
Il07,13; IIIO,6.

+ -"--
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§ 341

THE NEGATIVAL COMPLEMENT

§ 341. The special verb-form 1 used after the vetiti ve ~ m ' do not' (§ 340, I)
will be called the negatival complement, since it is only employed after
this and the other parts of what we shall term 'the negative verb' (below
§§ 342-350). Hitherto it has been known, less suitably, as the' predicative' form.
The principal characteristic of the negatival complement is the ending} w,
which, however, more often than not is left unwritten. Gemination appears in
the case of the 2ae gem. verbs, but not elsewhere; the 4ae inf. display some
curious full writings retaining the final radical. The details are as follows:
2-I£t. Exx. ~~ Id 'be angry'; 2 ~ m{t 'fill', 'be full '.3 With w, ex.
~=}~ Idw 'be eager'}
j-Nt. Exx. }=.Jx~ wsb 'answer' ; 5 r]' S1lb 'be in health '.6 With w, exx.
>::::\"~ mj(w 'be right'; 7 "'f\~ \"1~ tW1W • importune '.8
2ae gem. With gemination, exx. ~=1:1l !Jnn 'destroy'; 9 =~~(l. smm be
hot '.10 From wnn is found ~= wnn 'be ',u • See' has ~~~ mll. 12
jac itif. Without gemination and without final radical, exx. ~'&1:1l fi 'lift
up'; 13 =~ !Js 'be humble '.14 Showing w, exx. IIJ~ Vl hlW' fall'; 15 R::t}
stw 'pierce '.16 'Make' yields the form ,c.. ir,17 and' seize' both ~}1:1l itw 18
and ~1:1l it. 19
caus. 2-lit. Exx. r~}£;;3: srrw' cause to go up' ; 20 \"@} T swlJw ' make dark. 21
caus. j-I£t. Exx.
slJpr 'create' ; 22 C::to}~ sMnw 'make wrathful '.23
4ae illf. With final w or i (y), as well as the ending w, exx. ~=}} ~
m(w)dww 'speak',24 ~~~~}~ ltl(w)dyw,25 as well as ~=}~ m(w)dw;26 J~~
ill ~ ~ \" A~ blgyw 'be weary',27
Other verbs seeming to belong to this class are
~~\"qq}1i tJwyw 'rob'28 and b}qq\"~ SiWYW 29 'proclaim', var. r~}~ siw. 30
anom. 'Give' shows :: rdi. 31 , Come' has only .Jl} iW. 32 'Bring' has

r$<=>

~

r

r

in. 33

1 See VerbuIII ii. H
1016 fall.

2 Pt. 76.
• Pt. 53.
, PI'. 1,9.
G Pt. 476•

P. Ran. 7, 53.
E/;. 49, 8.
Pt. 164.
Siut I, ~68.
Eb. 91, 6.
Eb. 75, 14.
Adlll. 8, I.

6
7
8
9

10
II

12

13 Pt. J78•
" Pt. 490 (489).
16 P. Kalt. 5, 56. 58.

Pt. I~4.
Louvre C 15, 3;
Sin. 1:1 74; Pt. 99.
486•
18

17

474.

18

Pt.

19

Pt. 608.

20

MAR.

Ab)'d. ii.

3°,38•
21

22

Pt. 46o.
B. of D. Nu, ch.

27,3·
Pt. 389'
" PI'. I, 2.

is

2G

Pt. 159.

76

Pt. u6; Siut

I,

229·

Eb. 86, 13.
Pt. 450.
29 Pt. 453.
30 Pt. 453.
B1 Peas. B I, 152;
P. Xd. ~2, 6; Pt.
596. ~; Eb. ~6, 14;
27

28

The negatival complement is a verb inasmuch as it may take an object
of its own-the dependent pronoun if the object is pronominal. 34 It appears
~7, ~.
always to have active meaning, since when such notions as ' untrodden ' have to n Pt. 479.
Pt. 608; Westc.
be expressed, it is the negative verb which is put into the passive voice, and II,.. H.
not the negatival complement (§ 397, I). The syntactical relation of the negatival If Pt. 65, quo i 349;
477;486,qu.i340, I;
complement to the negative verb which it follows is not very clear. It will be 5°3·
seen later (§ 344) that from Dyn. XVII I onwards the infinitive is apt to be
substituted for the negatival complement, and must have been felt as the object
of the negative verb; hence one might argue that the negatival complement is
likewise the direct object. There is reason to think, however, that both stems
of the negative verb (i. e. imi and tm § 342) were originally intransitive, and if so,
261
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the negatival complement must be adverbial, not objective; for instance,

~41~

m sim(w) 'do not hear' may, at the start, have signified 'do not be (in)
hearing', sim(w) being analogous to an adverbial predicate. It is possible, there
fore, in spite of certain difficulties of form, that the negatival complement is
a survival of the 3rd pers. m. of the active old perfective (§ 3 I I), become
stereotyped and invariable for all persons and numbers in this particular use.
THE NEGATIVE VERB

1

§§

See Verbum ii.
bis-1015.

[009

2 See Verbum ii. §§
994 bis- 1009. Rea
sons for its use, POL.

Et.

§ 31.

s Cairo

20512,

b.

, Eb. 92, 13; 93.
Lf;96,H.

§ 342. The negative words:::: nit and -"- It, discussed in §§ 104-6 and again
in § 235, have a very wide range of employment, which will, however, be found
on examination to be almost confined to statements and to certain virtual
subordinate clauses derived from these. In order to negate other kinds of clauses,
as well as the nominal and adjectival parts of the verb (§ 297, 3), the Egyptians
had recourse to what we shall term the negative verb. In English' not' is
a sentence-adverb, and so are the Egyptian negatives nn and It; the peculiarity
of the Egyptian negative verb lies in the fact that here it is the negation which is
conjugated, and not the verb which is to be negated; it is as though in English
we were to replace 'if he does not heed (or heeds not) thy words' by , if he nots
heed thy words '.
The negative verb comprises forms from two stems, namely imi and tm.
The verb-stem ~ imi/ var. Q~ -'-, is employed only in the simj form with
hortative or optative meaning, and in the imperative, where, as we have seen,
it is shortened to ~ m (§ 336, end). The original meaning of the stem is
unknown, but it may be conjectured from its analogy to tm and from its
construction to have signified' not be '.
The 2-I£t. verb ~~ tm,2 varr. ~~, ~, very rarely ~~-,-,3 has a much
wider use (§§ 346-350). It is an interesting fact that the cases where tm is
employed are, in the main, those in which wnll is substituted for iw ' is', 'are',
and those in which the adjective-verb replaces the adjective itself, as explained
on many previous occasions (§§ 118. 143. 150. 157. 186. 326). The meaning of
tm seems to have been' be complete' (cf. § 317) in the sense of being' finished';
tmj sim(w) would thus mean' he is finished (with) hearing', i. e. 'he does not
hear'.

+ -'-

OBS.

In a few difficult passages tm appears to mean' not exist' or 'cease '.•

§ 343. The subject of the negative verb.-The negative v.erb has
a subject of its own, either explicit or implicit. The subject is naturally explicit
in the' narrative' forms of the negative verb, like ~~41~ imi·k stim(w) , thou
shalt not hear', perhaps literally 'thou shalt not be (in) hearing " and like
~~~41~ tmf stim(w) ' he does not hear', lit.' he is finished (with) hearing'. It

+
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§ 343

is implicit in the imperative ~41~ m sqm(w) 'do not (thou) hear' and in such
adjectival forms as the participle ;.,~~ ~ 1m, sqm(w) '(he who is) not hearing'
(below § 397). The infinitive ;"~47 ~ 1m sqm(w) 'not to hear' (' to be finished
with hearing') is, of course, subjectless as a rule.
Now while the subject of the negative verb, if expressed and pronominal,
differs in no respect from that of any other verb, a curious transposition is seen
in the cases, which are relatively rare, where the subject is a noun. There
seems to have been a reluctance to separate the negatival complement from the
negative verb by any element more important than a mere suffix-pronoun.
Consequently, when the subJect is a noun, this is placed, not before, but after, Ihe
negatlval complement.
Exx. ~<::>j=~JiJ~ ~:!.~~~': ir tm hJW n's &t nbt if nothing descends for her,
i.e. if she does not menstruate. l With pronom. subj. we should have ir tm! hJW.
j=~::.Ilj0M.}~~ tm spr bw qw r·k lest (lit. in order that not, sqm'/.
§ 40, I) evil come to thee. 2
;"l';~Jf\~a~~ 11X1~ tm (zWI s m !Jr-nlr for a man not to rot in the
necropolis. 3 Title of an incantation; 1m is infinitive and s subject to it according
to the unusual construction explained in § 301.
q~--'-~~~:::i~l im(i) mil rmllet not men see."
Very rarely a similar transposition seems to occur even when the subject is
a suffix.
Ex. q~--'-=~m~~ imi dn'ln Wrt ye shall not sting the Great one. 1I
'Imi-/n dn is the usual construction, see the third example in § 345.
OBS. This postponement of the nominal subject must not be confused with the
absolute use of the noun in the same position (§ 340, I); in m rllb·k 'be not puffed
up', m is imperative and has the implicit subject' thou " lit. 'be not great as to thy
heart '. The postponement occurs also when the infinitive takes the place of the
negatival complement (§ 344), see an example § 347, 2. That the word following
the negative verb is the negatival complement and not the Stfm:f form, to which it
usually bears a close resemblance, is indicated by the ending -w of hlw in the first
example above. For the difference in word-order of noun and pronoun compare in
Egyptian tjd n·k n[r beside tfd-f ?l·k, and in French il voil eel homme beside ille voit.

.

§ 344. Use of the infinitive after tm.-In Late Egyptian the infinitive
is regularly used after tm in place of the earlier negatival complement. Examples
are found already in Dyn. XVIII and even earlier.oa
Exx. q<> ..... ;.,~---:-U*~Qqo~,,= ir ..... Imf irt sbJ)'t·k if ..... he
does not carry out thy instructions. 6
1=;"~~~1- tl-nlr Imm IJnd-J the god's land which has never been
trodden. lit. having-been-finished the treading of it. 7 The suffix as object shows
that 1Jnd must be infinitive (§ 300); Imm is perf. pass. participle, § 397, I.
26 3
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1 P. Kak. 5,56. 58,
lr restored. Sim. Co/
fins, B 2 L, 250.
2 Peas. B I, 214'
Contrast, with suffix,
Pt. 374, quo § 347,4.

S LAC.

TN. 35.

I.

4 Desir. 5.
Sim.
I1ar",. 350; LAC. TR.

73, 6. 17: AZ. 57,
104; B. of D. Nu, 27,
3; 64. short II = long
22; otherexx.• A·z. 60,
85·
6 LAC. TR. 33, 5.
Sim., with·1 1St sing.,
ib. 73, 18.

~

Kopt. 8,

10.

e Pt. 208 (L 2).
Sim, [lrk. iv. 32, JO;
655, 4; 693, 12. quo
1346,2.
7 Ork. iv. 344.
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§ 345

+

1 Eo. 110, 3. Sim.
ib. 56, 6; 79, 3-4;
Peas. B 1, 131; Pt.
99. 20 5, 33 1 ; Wesle.
10, 9. 16. 23.
2 Eo. 91, 16. Sim.
3rd pen., Pt. 453. 460.
s Sinai 90, 4.

• Sim. PI. 178.

6

Wesle. 6, 5. Sim.

5,20; PHIS. BI, 180,
quo § 256.
ft

Werle.

II, 21-2.

Urk. iv. 693. Sim.
12, PI. XVII,
below, 7-8, see PUL.
7

J EA.

E;t. 87.

8 Sin. B 74-5. With
n Jrjm:f, see Urk. iv.
123, II.
g

Urk. iv. 5T9.

§ 345. Use of ~ -J... imJ.-Apart from its employment in the imperative
form m, already illustrated in § 340, imi occurs only in the simi form to express
a negative wish or command (prohibition); for the use of simi see § 40, 2.
Exx. ~~~.Q>.~~:: im(i)·k ir IJt r's thou shalt do nothing concerning it.I
~~:::::Jf'l~a=~ im(i) I IzWJ rsy let it not putrify at all. 2
t ~=J~A,~,=!J imi·/.1Z bds (zrw·{1t l;-Y's do not be downcast because of
it. Lit. ye shall not be faint as to your faces because of it. 3
The last example shows that the same absolute use of the noun as was
illustrated above (§ 340, I) in connection with the vetiti ve m, may occur also
when the negation is the simi form of imi.·
When the subject of imi is a noun, it is placed after the negatival com
plement, not before it; examples above § 343, end.
§ 346. ;..~ tm in main clauses.-In Egyptian main clauses the negative
word is usually::: nll or -"- 11, but the simi (or sim·n/) form of tm occurs in
certain cases translatable in English as main clauses.
1. In questions employing an interrogative word, though not after in.
Exx. )=<~~-...1k~t~~ tm·t bn Izr m why dost thou (f.) not row?5
)=<~C><2m~~.d./D~, ~ I~~ tm·tw ms in hnw (zr m why, pray, have not vessels
(with grain) been brought? 6
For Egyptian feeling tm·t bn in the first example was doubtless a virtual
noun clause (§ 188), just as in the English' why is it that-thou-dost-not-row ? '
2. The following example must be similarly explained:
;..~~;:~~r~}"\'~-=-;.,~~~~~~ tm·tw rdit rlJt·sn Izrwi pn r tm
srSI mdwt the number of them has not been put upon this record in order not to
multiply words. 7 Or, that the number has not been put ... is in order not, etc.
3. When a double negative is used for emphatic assertion; tm is here best
translated' fail '.
Exx. :::p~_.Q>.J<2~:;;:-~~=~~\\~=- nn tmlir bwnfr nlJJstwnnty·sy
(zr mwl he will not fail to do good to the land which will be loyal to him, lit. be
on his water. 8 Nn tmi is future according to § 105, 2.
-ro=-,,-;.,::~R. st mw, n tm·nirnw the pourer of water (at the tomb), he
never fails to return. 9 For n sim'ni irrespective of time in generalizations, see
§ 105, 3·

10 Peas. B
Sim. Leb. 46.

1,

30.

11 U,.k. iv. 655. 111
restored. Sim.a,arst

II,

14.

4. After t!, ilJ ' then', 'therefore' (§ 228).
Ex. Give me my property, t!)=<~:it-J~"-~ ilJ tm·i sblz then will I not
(or so that I may not) cry out.10
5. After ~~ kl 'so', 'then' (§ 242).
Ex. ="~;"~~":7',=~~-~:7',If! ·kJ tm'n rdit ib'n m-sJ PIz n jJl'n m§r
then we will not trouble about (lit. place our heart after) the rear of our army,u
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§ 346

The similarity of the uses of 1m to those of wnn 'be', mentioned above in
§ 34 2 , is well illustrated in the last two cases; tmf and wnf are alike found after
iff and kl, neither of which could be followed by nn or iw.

§ 347. The srJm.fform of tm in subordinate c1auses.-I. The simf
form oftm is used in virtual noun clauses. In § 346, 1.2 we have really clauses ofthe
kind serving as subject. They may also serve as the object of certain verbs (§ 184).
Exx. ~}~}.:::t-~J~~~ll""';"~:i+~H,~\ iw wi·n Gb, it Wslr, tm·l
wnm (lS Geb, the father of Osiris, has ordered that I should not eat excrement. l
-;~;;;;,.~~~~:::~~

rlJ·n·k tm·sn sfn thou knowest they will not be mild. 2
2. Likewise, in a virtual noun clause serving as predicate of pw (§ 189, I).
Exx. ~<::>~~T ....... ;"~_~~~o~~~~_ ir rf mr ....... tmf
wn rf pw mdwf as for (the expression) 'his mouth is tied ...... .' this means
(lit. it is) he does not open his mouth that he may speak. 2
on medical phraseology, see § 189, I.

&

In a series of glosses

Q-=-....JI~~y~~~~~~~~ ir rmd ib tm mdt (llty pw as for (the state) rmd
of the heart, this means (lit. it is) that the heart does not speak. s Tm seems
likely to be a simi form; for the construction see too §§ 343, OBS.; 344.
3. I n a virtual clause of time (§ 2 I 2) or condz'tz'on (§ 2 16).
Ex. ~~~~=~QS;"~~~~~ kt smJ' mwyt tm's ml'w another (prescription):
to put right the water when it is not in order. 4

4. In virtual clauses of purpose (§ 219).
Ex. ~Ll~JV'=~~-=lQ~ m
ib·k, tmf d(li exalt not thy heart, lest it
(lit. that it may not) be humiliated. 5

*,

5. After prepositions (§

222).

Ex. ~.!~Ll~!l}<::>;"~-~) sgr
voiced so that he does not speak. 6

*, IJrw r tmf mdw silencing the loud

6. In if-clauses introduced by ir (§ ISO).
Ex. Q<=>iJ=~-~~~~Q~HJC>~.Q>.~'==;;,<P,9~=~ ir tmf W5S st m
(tsbwt ir·lJr·k nf spw nw ws1t if he does not pass it as worms, thou shalt make
for him medicaments for passing water.7
It will be observed that the cases where tmf is employed are, for the most
part, the same as where the simf form of wnn or of the adjective-verb is found.

§ 348. Tm as negation of the infinitive.-In order to negate the
infinitive, the negative verb tm is itself put into the infinitive and followed by
the negatival complement.
Exx. ;..~t~H~,91 tm wnm {Is not to eat excrements. Heading of an
incantation. s
-=-iJ=~ <=><::>Q\J1"~.Q>. kt nt tm rdi rd !ny m irt another (remedy) for

"" C>

~....JI=

'III I

I~O

I
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ijarb. 396-7.

1

t P.PeI. III6A, 53.
Sim. after S/W, Paris,

outer coffin of Sp, 105.

t&

Sm. 4, 2-3.

8 Eb. 100, '4. Sim.
Sm. 16, '4-15. Con
trast Eb. 98, 8 (n. ro
at top of p. 266), where
1m is infinitive.

• Eo. 49, 8. Sim.
P. Pet. IlI6A, 87.
5 Pt. 37+
Sim.
Peas. B Y, 31+, quo §.
3+3; Urk.iv. 1088,12.

S Siut I, 339. SilD.
after ml, P. mea. Lm
don, 17,2.

, Eo. 35, 7-8. Sim.
P. Kd. 5, 56, quo
i 3+3; 7.53; 13, 35 ;
Pt. 208, qu. § 344 ;
BuDGE,

p. 147, II.

• LAC. TK. 23, 2.
Sim. ib.63, I; 75, 2 ;
P. KalJ. 6, 25; Eb.

66,

1I.
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§ 348
(1St ed., p. 265)

9 Eb.63, 14-. Sim.
LAC.
10

TR. 4-4-,

I.

Eb. 98,!l. Sim.

ib. 98, 5-6.
1 BerlinAI.i. p.

255.
Sim. Urk. iv. 693, 13,
quo § 346, 2. After m,
Pt. 65; after /.zr, P.
Kalt. 22, 6; after n·
mrt, Benlt. ii. 21, 15;
Urk. iv. 84-0, 5.
2 Pt. 4-79.
3 § 34-9 of 1st ed. is
cancelled.

not letting hair grow in the eye. 9
P~::~+~~~l~1 tm rdi pw wnm·tw it that is the way to prevent the corn
being eaten, lit. it is the not causing that the corn be eaten. 10

fj~'=:"±.g,...QQ~f8iiil ... <:::>P~::=.Ilt}-~Hj,c;:7 tIS rs iry m ttlt-sp 7
. ... r tm rdi sn sw nl.zsy nb the southern boundary made in year 7 ..... so as
not to allow any Nubian to pass it.!
. . . . . D~~;;""-P~.Il} n j)J sPf tm iw his time has never failed to come. 2
Tm is here direct object of PI, see § 484. As obj. after wri see Add.

3
I
§ 350. Tm as negation of other parts of the verb.-We sha I see
later that tm is used to negate the participles, the srimtyfy form, and the relative
forms (§ 397), as well as the srimt:f form (§ 408). There are also isolated
instances of tm in the srim·1Jrf form (§ 432), and possibly also in the passive srim
form (§ 424, 2). In all these cases tm itself assumes the verb-form in question,
and is followed by the negatival complement or, much more rarely, by the
infinitive (§ 344).

OTHER MODES OF NEGATION
, See Rec. 4- 0 , 79.
B See below § 389,
3 end.
S Urk. iv. Irq, 8.
7 JEA. iv. 14-3, n. 4.
8 Urk. iv. II07, 12.
80

A·Z. 57, 5**,

bottom.
9 See the literature
quoted Sphinx 7, Zil.

Cairo 2000 3.
Turin 1447.
12 Brit. Mus. 152.
13 Rec. 22, 20 (Dyn.
XXVI, archaistic).
14 Exx. U,·k. i. K~,
1 7; 8 5, 5; )iZ. 42,
7. 8. 9. 10; WEILL,
Deerets, pIs. I. 2.
After n-mrwt, P.Bert.
8869, 3-4' After r
(' so that not '), Urk.
i. 102,12. 13. 15. 16;
10

11

106,5.

§ 351. it::;: nfr with the meaning of a negative word. 4-Besides its
senses' good', 'beautiful', 'happy' the adjective nfr has sometimes the significa
tion 'finished', 'at an end'; 5 compare the related nouns ~}~ nfrw 'lack ',6
U ~I C'J nfrw 'end-room ',T and it::;:Q Qa nfryt 'end' 8 in the compound preposition
nfryt-r 'down to', lit. 'end to' (§ 179); perhaps also. as symbol for' zero'.sa This
signification gives rise to two idiomatic ways of expressing negative meaning.

*-

or ~~....t.- nfr 'JZ; 9 for the writing of the preposition n as -"- see above
§ 164, but here the negative meaning has doubtless helped. The construction of
adjectival predicates with datival n was seen always to refer to a contingent,
accidental qualification (§ 14 I); so too nfr n always denies an occurrence.
In the rather rare Middle Kingdom examples there is a doubt whether the
following verb is an infinitive or the simi form introducing a noun clause (§ 188).
Exx. q}::<:::>~~~i'~=~~~q<=>~~&=~-n~4}=<:::>~~~::
iw·tn r drp n·i m ntt m-f·ln .. ir nfr n wnn m-r'/'n, iW'ln r rid m r'll? ye shall offer
to me with what is in your hands; if there chance to be nothing in your hands,
ye shall say with your mouths. lo Other examples of the same formula write
~......,,11 ~::,I2 as invariably in earlier times. To indicate the literal sense we may
paraphrase: if at-an-end (be) to there-is (or the being) in your hand.
I.

Q~"':lr'-~""-~-::l~:; is gm'n I.zml nfr n trt·s m rlt 10, His Majesty had
found that it had not been made in hard stone. lS

OBS. This idiom was commoner and had a wider use in the Old Kingdom.14
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§ 351

~~ o}

nfr PW 'there is (are) not', but with following sd'mj simply' not '.
For pw after an adjectival predicate see § 140.
The subject may be a noun.
Exx. ~~~=~! q~ 1ifr pw PlJrwt iry there are no remedies for it. 1 Lit.
they are at-an-end the remedies thereof.
q<:>~=~<:>~~~~<=>~ ir wnn nfr pw d'ddt nbt r's if it be that there is
nothing which has been said about it. 2 Here nfr pw d'ddt nbt r's constitutes
a virtual noun clause used as subject of wnn, see § 188.
Or else the subject may be an il1jinitive.
Ex. ~D}~~U~q~ nfr pw mlr tkl im there was not (even) the offering of
a taper there. 3
Lastly, the sd'mf form may be employed as subject (§ 188), with past meaning.
Ex. ~-::!t,4 ..... =~~~~~-r;--:~~~ nJ n rmt .... ntynfr pwf1-tw
n·sn m sf the people ..... to whom contributions were not made yesterday.4
2.

§ 352. }::~.Il wdf' delay', later incorrectly written ,}~~.Il wd'/, is used
in the sd'mf form after Q<:> ir' if' with practically the same meaning as a negative
word.
The subject of wdf may be a sd'mf form used as a noun clause (§ 188).
Ex. 4<=>,}~~.Il::~~~:it&.:itcr~:it~~~~~~4a.ll8q~ ir wrif rdi·k
ml·i bl·i swt-i, gm·k irt .lfr rl,zr·ti r-k if thou failest to let me see my soul and my
shadow, thou wilt find the eye of Horus standing up against thee. 5 Lit. if it
delay that thou causest, etc.
Or else the subject of wdf may be an infinitive.

Ex. 4<=>t1~}~'X'4~.Il7Qoq.ll=~:::N,!.~}~:it~~ ir I,zm wdf in ntUi
dmd' n N ptt lJrdwf but if the joining to this N of his children be delayed,
retarded, or waver. 6 In this example two almost synonymous verbs are
co-ordinated with wdf.
Quite unusual is the construction in
Q<:::>}~~,hC7~:::fi' ,,!~<:::>:=:~ ir wdf·k m d'd n·i in he! r iw Plt if thou
failest to tell me (lit. delayest in saying to me) him who brought thee to this
island. 7

§ 352A. The negative word,} w.B-Much more likely to escape notice
is this ancient and exceedingly rare word for ' not', which is placed after the
sd'mf form in prohz'bitions. Only one example has been quoted from Middle
Egyptian:
~<:>}~=} ~ t;:Q=~~~ ~ ':::~H srw·tn w mr{zrl tn (for tn) m sl·s In r
nl,zl,z ye shall not remove this tombstone from this its place for ever.9
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1 Adm. 4, II-12.
Sim. BR. Tltes. 1528,
4: (original n Irr).

2

P. Kalt.

22,

7.

3 Urk. iv. 772, 6.
Sim. Westc. II, 23.

• P. Boul. xviii, 18.
See also AZ. 59, 26.

& NAV. 89, 7. Sim.
ib. 89, 3 (so Ani);
P. Turin 122, I. SO
too already FyI'. 1223.

• LAC. TR. 2, 25.

Sim, NAV. 89,3 (Aa.
Pr) ; A dIll. 10, 5.

• Sit.

s. 70-1.

8 A·z. 59,63; 61,
79. Possibly an enclitic
form of the obsolete
*Iw • not '.

9

20.

Cairo 20539, i. b
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Vocab.

VOCABULARY

!5 ~ ~ w!;r interpret, explain.

\ l:::

J~}~ ~ !;wrw poor man.

lL}~ ~

IJprw forms, stages of
growth or development.

m!; drown.

<::>~

Ll .J1 r.k'mc l'me.

1~ ~ var. l

~ ~ ~ ~ spd be keen, ready; caus. sspd
make ready.

=

r~ ~

sgr peace, quiet.

~ ts utterance, sentence.

~~n sdr spend all night, lie.

na:IT

d • d
mt am.

~ ru r~ klhs be harsh, tyrannical.

c:=::::,

'tr dnd be wrathful; wrath (n.).
J ~~ ikb (iJkb) mourning.

~....--'J}~ dbrw accusation, reproach.

'Cfi

~

flr(t)-'Ittr necropolis.

MWM

~C I

~ ~ (':j a .¢\\: duilt magistrates, assessors.
""""f----1---lBI
I~ ~ ~ 'lwll-mwtf P illar-of-h isMother, a name of Horus.

~ 'Cfi

g

J B~~ btJ(w) crime, wrong.

-k 1~ rp. m!pt balance.

!(}~}~ Bnmw Chnum, the ram
headed god of the First Cataract.

g}~~~~ mtrw witness.

E X ERe I S E XXIV
(a) Reading lesson: begi1tnillg of chapter JOB of the Book of the Dead, the
spell usually inscribed on the heart scarabs, and referring to the weli:hing of the
heart before Osiris 1 :
7-~~~r4-~?~
\C(-\guo§'~=

R 'It tm rdit slfsf ib 1t
imy-r pr 1l imy-r sdlf(?) Nw, JIllr-(;rw,

::\C(-\guo~::~~ 2 ir·n (§ 36 I) imy-rpr n imy-r Stilt (?) lmJl-/;tp,
::~;L
:J~

rf lIZ flr(t)-lltr.
ddf:

?J1t-~o~J1t~

ib·i

~"J1t-It} ]~~

!;Jty·i

1t

mwt·i (sp SIt),
It

(;prw·i,

From the papyrus of Nil; the heading is an addition borrowed by us from ch. 30 A in the same papynls.
The name and titles of the deceased and his father are written in black for snperstitious reasons. Though they are
part of the rubric, they are not written in red, that being the Typhonic colour and unlucky.
1

I
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~'-:ti~~}~~~:it
~~41ti~g}~~~ht
~~4~i~H~,~,
~~-;:1~i~::r:r:~~~t~Qrp
;g:y:it~+ ~\:=;:it

Exerc. XXIV

m r!tr r·i m mtrw.
m s!Jsf r-i m mtrw,
m s!Jsf y·i m G/Glt,
m ir r*·k r·i m-ol!t iry m!JJt.
ntk kl·i imy llt·i,

.tlnmw 1

6~}-;~n}r~~~'j'

SWGI

(§ 357) rwt·i.

The ram-headed god of Elephantine, reputed to have fashioned mankind on a potter's wheel.

1

, Spell for not allowing the heart of the steward of the treasurer N u, justified,
son of the steward of the treasurer Amenl}.otpe, to create opposition against him
in the necropolis. He says :-0 my heart of my mother! 0 my heart of my
mother! 0 my heart of my different ages (lit. my forms)! Stand not up against
me as witness. Create not opposition against me as a witness. Create not
opposition against me among the assessors. Do not weigh heavy (lit. make thy
inclination) against me in presence of the keeper of the scales. Thou art my
soul which is in my body, the Chnum who makes to prosper my limbs.'

(0) Translate z'nto English:

(I)

h~ _~

'9

Do<=;:;?

<:::>

MI ~

nn \\ B~ <:::>
® ~~ ~ 0
==-\~ ij''l.ll
I I I.." "" 0
0
A ~
nnAfR2 ..Jo-Jo~

~ 19

0

I:l ~ ~ B
){ _

~ I ~ nW ~ Jj _

~

B

NWNV\

NWNV\

~~nnAJl

ill

(3)

~.-.Ill

<:::> I

C7JdJ ~

~~I

I

:it

~

~

_

-9 ~

I~Jl~

.-.Il1].!H.! C7J

()

~

NWNV\A~ ~

--'>.?

n.Jj ~

5.-.1l 'j

~ ~

*

=;;?

I

®

JL ~ :

9

~1'C7

1

I I

~ 101

~

0

~0

~

(4) ~~

x

'V~ ij c=:;::, ~ ~ _
~ c::::J n ~ C7J _
l:!f U (? .!H.! l:!fC7JJr .dI l!i!

.-.Il I

::h. 0 \\®o ...Il:II

~

'Jj~<:::>...It

I 1IIII'I'lJ 1].-.Il1 I 1111 <:::>co 'j Jr':2r'<:::> ~ ~

~:it l.-.Il

Jr'.!H.!

e D

0

~.-.Il~~g~~~~9®~~

(2)

I 1'C7

~:-=

£:1' 1.-.Il ~ T ...It 1

f1 ~ ~ <:::> I B : 1 I

("'1"'11A:t>- ~ 1 1 I 'j 'j.~ _

A~ ~~~g-~0 I

'j~.-.Il_

f-+-l

:it

~
-<l>

A~~ ~n~Jl~~~nc:~dh:,~

( 6) 'j l!i! d-I\\ B I'

=.n1J 0...It .!H.! 'j _

0

0~

2~ r~~~}~.l.~!JTo}~ ~-r:!n~o~ l ~~ ~ r~ ~ ~
}~~lr~~-7~
1

(7)

~~..Jo-rJt~~M~~,J.-.Il}~~~}~~

'IW/Z-fIIwt{' Pillar-of-his-Mother', a name of Horus in his aspect of a pious son, clad in a leopard skin and

making offerings to his parents.
I The person named Any is here identified, as was every dead man of rank, with Osiris.

(c) Write in hieroglyphs:
(I) If it is not given (lit. one does not give it) to thee, then thou shalt write
(lit. send) to me concerning it. (2) Thou wast placed to (be) a dam for the poor
man, take heed lest he drown. (3) Mayest thou not be loud (*,) of voice in the
26 9
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house of the lord of quiet. (4) Hearken ye who (nryw) shall come-into-existenc
(fJpr), I have not done iniquity. (5) Place (lit. give) me in thy presence, so tha
I may see thy face; then will I not fear (n because of) thy wrath. (6) Avaun
from me (p. 239, n. I), ye evil ones (isfryw)! (7) Be not tyrannical in proportion t
(lJft) thy power, lest mischief (bw tfw) approach thee. (8) Welcome to thy house
our good lord! (9) I built my tomb near (m-sl!tt) my lord, in order (n-mrt) no
to be far from (r) him eternally. (10) Do not let these evil things (mdt) be said

LESS 0 N XXV
THE PARTICIPLES
1

See Verbum ii.

§§ 827 foil.

2

Pt.5 88 .

a Pt. 540, 553.
• Eb. 1,13.

a Peas. B I, 25.
e Cairo 20543, 19.
Sim. fern., Urk. iv.
110 5,

5-7·

P. Kak. :12, 6.
Sim. ib. 12, 10.
7

§ 353. The participle 1 in Egyptian is an adjective displaying the meaning
of a verb as exercised actively by, or passively upon, somebody or something
Like other adjectives, it can be used either as an epithet or as a noun; exx. \"'i
d:J~} Sl stfmw' a hearing son ',2 beside d:J~} stfmw '(one) hearing', (a hearer';
~~ ~.Q...~ ~ ~
tfwt tryt rf 'the wrongs done to (lit. against) him ',4 beside
::~~C>:::: tryt rf' (that) done to him '.5
When used as a noun, the participle may itself be qualified by an adjective
So particularly with C7 nb 'every', 'any', exx. ~C7~jc';': wn nb m st li
'everyone who had been (lit. having been) in this place' ; 6 ~~~C>~~ wddt 1zb
'all that has been (lit. having been) commanded '.7
From these examples we perceive that the Egyptian parHciple has the
meaning of an English relative clause in which the subject is t'dentz'cal with the
antecedent,. the first four examples might have been translated equally wel
'a son who hears', 'one who hears', 'the wrongs whz'ch were done to him', 'wha
was done to him'; see above § 204, 3.
I t should be noted that the Greek and English use of the participle as
equivalent to a clause of time or circumstance (e. g. TOll S' (hap.Etj36p.ElIOI
1I'poulcp'Y} ..•• ' then answering him spoke .... :) is alien to Egyptian. See, however
§ 405 below.

1 I::::

OBS. The equivalence oC the participles to English relative clauses explained
above is oC importance as showing their close relationship to the relative Corm
(below Lesson XXVI), as well as their distinction from them-a distinction
which we may characterize by saying that the participles express' who '-clauses
while the relative forms express • whom '- or 'whose'-clauses; see below § 376
for some qualification of this statement as regards the passive participles. The
equivalence to English relative clauses may also serve to distinguish the old per
Cective from the participles; iC a form like stimw or stimt cannot be translated a
a relative clause, there is some likelihood that it may prove to be an old perfective
on the other hand, we have seen that the old perfective has itself an occasiona
use in virtual relative clauses (§ 317).
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§ 354. Concord, etC.-The participles agree in number and gender with

the noun or pronoun to which they are attached, or which is implied in them. The
marks of number and gender are the same as in the ordinary adjective.
FEMININE SINGULAR. Exx. 1f~~LJ:-.A~ ~ tpt-r prt m r the utterance
which had come forth (lit. having come forth) from the mouth. 1
gQ""J?'~QQo~~~ mt gmyt m ss like what was found (lit. that having been
found) in writing. 2
MASCULINE PLURAL. Exx. -=-1 ~ IQ r~~ trw is/t those who do (lit. doing) wrong. 3

a Leb. 123. Sim.
rmw, LAC. TR. 30, 9.

~~}it::~-I~~~II~=Q~}I~::'=' rtJ·kwl rn n ntr 42 wnnyw Ijnr·k
I know the name of the 42 gods who are (lit. being) with thee.'

3 (Aa).

["]::.1):: gmljwt prrt ni the candles

1

BH. i. 25, 25-6.

I

Sin. B3 Il •

'NAV. 125,

Einl.

FEMININE PLURAL. Exx. ""J?' ~l}oTI
which are issued to him, lit. coming forth for him.5

8

Siut

::;QQI71~~1 ~ I~<=>1, \\~r~ rdytrntywr snY'sn (women) on whose hair myrrh
has been placed, lit. placed myrrh on their hair.6 For rntyw here see § 377.

8

M.u. K. 3,,5.

As with the ordinary adjective (§ 74), the f. plur. ending -wt is never written
in full. When the participles are used as epithets of a preceding plural noun,
they not infrequently dispense with the plural strokes, and the ending -w of the
m. plur. is often omitted.
Exx. Q':'. ~ .it1t.!.~ ttyw·i tJpr flr (ut my fathers who were (lit. having
existed) aforetime. 7
=gQI~lt~~f7= dmtw IjJIt m rnpt tn towns sacked in this year. s

ill : 11Ll~-=-QQ<::>~r~t~r-t~ t~. inbw IjltJ iry r tJsf Styw the walls of the
Prince which were made to repel the Asiatics. 9
The plural strokes are frequently added to feminine participles used without
antecedent noun to express neuter ideas; exx. ~:71 tJprt 'that which has
happened'; 10 ::J~I rjddt 'what has been said'; 11
~ I irrt 'what is done '.12
\Vhen a participle is used as a noun, a determinative indicating the nature
of the person or thing which it serves to describe is sometimes added; exx.
J fiJ 1\ ~.A it bhJW ' he who flees'; 13 UQQ~ it Ijsy , one who is praised'; 14
~
wrjrt 'she who is divorced'; 15 UQQ~~.~. Ijsyw 'those who are praised '.16
Occasionally such a determinative occurs even when the participle is used as an
epithet, although in that case it is superfluous; ex. .QOO°~I~.r~~},~,-~~,~,
s!Jtyw·sn iww n kt-!Jt 'peasants of theirs who have come to others ',17 When
a participle has one or more adjuncts closely dependent on it, a determinative of
the kind here described may conclude the entire phrase (compare above § 61);
ex. :::'::'¢it dd ni SJ 'one who turns the back to him '.18
It may be noted here, once and for all, that the flexional endings of the
participles precede any determinative or determinatives that there may be.

::1

t:
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7

I,

305.

Munich 3, 19.

Sim. P. B()ul. xviii.
44. 46 (spr).
8 Vrk.iv. 704' Sim.
ib. 695, 16 (lfP); 698,
6 (ijl").
8 Sin. B 17. Si'!l'
P. Kak. 13, I. 30.
10 Sin. B 37; Pt.
116. 638.
11 Pt. 634.

12 West,.
53, 14·

IS
14

11
11

12, 2;

Eo.

Sin. B 56.
Peas. B I, 68-9.
Peas. B I, 63.
Peas. B I, 69.

17 Peas. B I, 45-6.
Sim. Sin. B245 (lw)j
251 (stIW).

18 Sin. R 81.
Sim.
Peas. B I, 68; Adm.
p. 106, quo .357.
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§ 355. The four kinds of participle.-The Egyptian participle dis
tinguishes an active and a passive voice, as well as two tenses, which we shall
describe as imperfective and perfective respectively, see above § 295, OBS. Thus
there exist four separate varieties of participle: I. imperfective active (§ 357);
2. imperfective passive (§ 35 8); 3· perfective active (§ 359) ; 4· perfective
passive (§§ 360-1).
The distinctions of meaning corresponding to the terms perfective and
imperfective have been outlined in § 295, and will be discussed in detail in
§§ 365-70. They refer to the duration and the frequency of the verbal action
rather than to its time-position relatively to that of the speaker. But we
discern a tendency for these more primitive aspects of verbal action to become
subordinated to the time-standpoint-the standpoint which alone appears
important to the modern mind.
The imperfective referred originally only to action which was repeated or
contz"nuous, and is regularly used whenever one or other of these aspects is
stressed. This tense is better adapted, as we shall see, for the description of
present and future action than for that of past action; but it may be used of past
events if their repetition or continuity is to be made very prominent (' who was
hearing', 'who used to hear').
The perfective seems to have been free of any such implications, presenting
the verbal action simply as occurring. Thus it may be used in reference to any
time-position, but it is specially useful for reference to the past when there is
no notion of repetition or continuity (' who heard', I has heard', 'had heard ').
Of the present it is used either when the action is definitely momentary, or when
it is in fact habitual, but that aspect is not stressed; see below § 367.
To express the meaning of the future active participle (' who will hear')
a particular form known as the simtyfy form has been evolved (§ 363). This
form is, however, built on too different lines to be included among the participles.

1

chs.

See GUNN, Stud.
l. 3.

OBS. The existence of a third participial tense, to be known as the' prospective'
tense, is favoured by some, and supposed examples of both active and passive have
been quoted. l These are not, however, sufficiently differentiated in form from the
perfective participles for their separate existence to be admitted. The most striking
characteristic would be an ending -Ii instead of -I for the feminine sing.; but see
below § 387, 2.

§ 356. The forms of the various participles.-The four kinds of
participle (§ 355) were distinguished formally both by differences of vocalization
and by differences of flexional (participial) ending. Since, however, the flexional
endings are comparatively seldom written and the differences of vocalization have
left no trace in the hieroglyphic writing of the immutable verbs, the determination
of voice and tense must often depend solely upon the context. Thus the
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§ 856

THE FORMS OF THE PARTICIPLES

m. sing. .e~ and the f. sing. .e~ may be translated in many different ways, of
which the following are the principal: 'who hears', 'who is hearing', 'who was
hearing', • who heard', 'who has heard', 'who had heard', 'who is being heard "
'who was being heard', 'who was heard', 'who has been heard', and • who had
been heard '.
In the mutable verbs, tense at least can be discerned. The important
general rule is that the z'mperJectz've partz'ciples, whether actz've or passive, show the
gemination, wht'le the perfective partidples do not.
To the second half of this rule there is an apparent exception, since certain
2-1it. verbs show a doubling of the last consonant in the perf. pass. part.,
ex. ::t~1 tiddt 'what was said' (§ 360). But this exception is doubtless really
only apparent, the doubling being of the nature of reduplication, a phenomenon
different from the gemination seen in the geminating and weak verbs. See §§ 274,
end; 278.
OBS. The problem of the gemination, outlined in § 269, here presents itself in
crucial form. On the one hand, there seems some connection between the gemination
which is the outward characteristic of the imperfective participles and the notion of
repetition or continuity which is characteristic of their meaning. On the other hand,
it is striking that the gemination persists in the imperfective participles whether
they are active or passive, both in masculine and in feminine, alike in singular and
in plural, and irrespective of their syntactical function as status absoluttts, as status
pronominalis (§ 78) or as statzls constructus (§ 85, OBS.). This persistence of the
gemination seems due to some more potent factor t~an the mere fortuitous position
of the vowels, particularly of the accented vowel. The only close analogy in the
Semitic languages appears to be the pire! of double rayin verbs in Hebrew, correspond
ing to the second form of geminating verbs in Arabic; there the doubling of the
medial consonant serves, not only to indicate intensive or iterative meaning, but also to
necessitate the twofold writing of the geminating consonant in all circumstances, see
above p. 207, n. 2. Thus the hypothesis suggests itself that the Egyptian imperfective
participles may likewise contain a doubled medial consonant. Though based solely
on an analogy, this possibility seems well worth consideration.

§ 857. Imperfective active participle.1
m. sing. As a broad practical rule, it may be said that the impeif. act. part.
shows no spedal participial ending, while the imper/. pass. part. ends in -w.
Exx. ~-g<::>::~:: J/J n trr r irrw nf (it is) more useful for him who
does (it) than him for whom (it) is done, lit. than (the one) done for him.1i
~~:i~:::~::r:it dd ttr m ddw nf ttr he who used to give command is
(become) one to whom command is given, lit. given to him command. 3
On closer examination it is found, however, that the imperf. act. part.
possessed a participial ending, and that this ending is sometimes written. From
the m. plur. -yw, older -iw, it may be inferred that the original ending was -i,
which would later appear a'S -yo The original -i survives in the noun .e~ q simi
273
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1 VerlJUm ii. U858
foIl. The non-gemi
nating forms there
given are here assigned
to the perf. act. part.
I Berl. )fI. i. p. 180.
Sim. Cairo ao609, a6;
Florence 1540; Cal.
d. Mon. i. 89, no. 76.
Cf.also Urk.iv. 1114,
5 (dlln, dhnw); Il15,
7 (/rr, lrrw); 1116,7.
quo § 377, 2 (J/, JIW).
S Adm. p. 106.
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§ 357
U,.k. iv. II Il, 16
(wrongly divided);
Pt. 536 (contrasted with
sdmw 'one who heark
e;;s ').
2 Pt. 248 (L 2).
3 u,.k. iv. 85,14.
So
too mdwy, ib. 1076,3.
• Urk. iv. 113, I I; 147,
6; BUDGE, p. I, 13; 51,3;
see also ib. 313, 2. Sim.
mdwy'whospeaks',Peas.
R 7I ; slidy, Cairo 20539
i.blo.
~Sin.BI51.
8 Sin. R 44. Sim. rWIY
, robber', Peas. B I, 302;
spry 'petitioner', Peas.
lll, ~84' quo § 148, 3.
7 Pt. 534.536.540 .5;3.
588. Manyexx. Berl. AI,
i. p. 257, if not perf.
I Pt. 81. Sim.lwu', Pt.
141 ; sIJprw, ib. 173.
9 Eb. 89,6. 10 Pt. 553.
11 The ending -w in the
construction with in, Pt.
I4!. 173·
12 Pt. 30. 72; Urk. iv.
1152, II. Sim. lrryw,
NAV. 68, I2; msddyw,
Lc;d. V 38•
I
Peas. B I, 61. Sim.
r,byw, ib. R 42; sr~yw
Eb. 1,6.
1< BUDGE, p. 159, 14;
249, 10; 252,9; D. el B.
12:;.
J6 Pt. 413. Sim. Turin
1447 (mrrw, msr/liw);
ERM. Hymn. 1,3 (hIlW).
16 Cairo 20003.
17 Eb. 109, 9.
18 Cairo 20003.
19 Sing., Siut 1,275;
plur., ib. 305; dubious,
e. g. Urk. iv. 1105,5. 7.
20 Sing., Westl". 12, 6;
plur., Eb. 76, 12.
21 M.u.K. 1,4. Sotoo
in r~yt 'serving maid',
Th. T. S. ii. 12.
21 Bersh. ii. 7 top; 2 I
top, 3. lIS SiulI, 4. 2 I 7.
24 Urk.iv. 556, 2;614, 10.
25 Siut I, 302. 30 3.
26 Sh.S. 147; P. Kah.
29. 7; Urk. iv. 198, 2.
17 Urk. i v. 806, 13.
28 Sill! I, 2IS j 2, 7;
Louvre C '4, 2; Hamnl.
114,3; Urk.iv. 1112,12.
14; II13, 6.7.
,~ Louvre C 3, 3 ; Cairo
20026. 20541; Urk. iv.
54 1 , 14·
.0 PIEHL, IH. iii. 75, 4;
ERM. Hymn. II,S.
31 Sin. B54.
32 B H. i. 8, 4; LOllvre
C 177.
33 Sin. B94.
1

IIU, I

Peas. B I, 21.
Peas. R 71.
38 Urk. iv. 1076, 3.
37 Brit. Mus. 58!.
98 Hamm. 114,4; Cairo
20539, i. b 2.
s. Cairo 20539, i. b 10.
34

M

'hearer', apparently in the technical sense of' judge '.1 The rare -y is found
sdmy 'one who listens' ; 2 .!,~ ~ !Jddy 'which flows downstream' ; 3 als
in sr--; Q~ rn!Jy 'living' in the common phrase bJ ru!Jy 'living soul' ; 4 so too in th
nouns ~~~~~Ai sJly'loiterer';5 ~=Q~0~ wrsY'watchman',6ifthese a
really participial. Less rare, but still uncommon, is the ending -w, exx. &1~
s{/mw 'who hears'; ,7 1~}x IJddw 'one who confounds'; 8 ~::~~~ wsrw 'whic
bites '.9 The more nominal in character a participle is, the greater the tendenc
to write the participial ending, ex. ~-d7~~d7~::;:' in sdmw sdm dd' it is a hear
who hears a saying' 10 (sdmw and sdm both imperf. act. participles), but he
again no rule can be madeY So too perhaps ] ~}~ wlJmw ' herald', ~} sms
, follower'.
m. plur. The fullest writing, which is not rare, is -yw, exx. d7~~~}I~
simyw 'hearers'; 12 S<::::~~~111 snryw 'darting' (fishes); 13 ~=~~}l wnnyw 'wh
exist '. a Other writings show simply Ow, exx. ~} ~ I mrrw' who love'; 15
more rarely simply :y, ex. ~TI mrry 'who love'; 16 or else no ending at a
exx. ~= wnn 'which are'; 17 mr~ msid' who hate '.18
&1~\\

!

sing. and plur. It may be inferred from m. plur. -yw (old -iw) that the
forms ended in -)'t (old -it) and :ywt (old -iwt) respectively. Nevertheless on
the gender ending -t is written.
Exx. S2.~ A prrt 'which goes (go) forth'; 19 ~:- wnnt 'which is (are)
The participial inflexion is exceptionally written in r~~ ~;\.j} sdyt 'which break
1J5r~~~~ wbl)'t 'which opens '.21
0

The following imperf. act. participles from mutable verbs are quoted main
to exhibit the gemination of the verb-stem; see above for all details as to th
participial ending and as to the marks of gender and number.

2ae gem. ~~~ nm 'who sees ',22 var. ::; 23 ~'f~ tkkw 'who attack '
For wnn see the examples quoted under the heads of m. plur. and f. sing. a
plur.; also below § 396.

""t:.::

Jae in! n::A prr 'which comes forth' ; 25
mrr ' loving'; 26 e~ !
'who shines forth'. 27 , Make' shows two forms, both to be read irr : ::: is th
commoner,28 but ~ is not infrequent. 29 'Take' has a geminating form 5f':~
(from earlier itt).30
callS. 2ae gem. m=~ Sg1tn 'who makes weak '.31

4 ae in! With gemination, m~~}~ msddw 'who hate '.32 Without gemin
tion, ~:- ~ !Jnt 'who used to sail upstream·'; 33 ~=}~ mdw (mwdw) 'wh
speaks ',34 varr. ~~~Q~ mdwy,30 ~~~ mdy,S6 and ~=}}~ mdww. 37
caus. Jac -in! ~1Ll:: shrr 'who makes pleased'; 38
powerless(?) '.39
274
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§ 357

anom. 'Give' has regularly &&,1 ~ dd 2 'who gives', very rarely ~.3
From 'come' a few exx. of both ~~~ ii 3a and ~~~~ &3b appear to be indisputable
imperf. act. parts. 'Bring' has]
inn. 4

=

§ 358. Imperfective passive participle. 5
m. sing. The ending -w (see above § 357. at beginning) is much more
frequently written than omitted, exx. ~el} s/JlW 'who is remembered'; 6 ~}'<::::."
sftw 'which is slaughtered';? ::} irrw' which is made '.8 Examples without
-w, }1~ w/JI 'which is sought'; 9 'lJ.~~ sdd 'one (over whom is) recited',IO
Altogether exceptional is a form in -y, namely n=~ ~~ !zssy' he who is praised'; 11
this might possess a special meaning,
m. plur. Only one -w is written, and this may well be the participial ending,
exx. qD}.~ ipw 'paid' ; 12 ~=o}. innw 'which are brought' ; 13 ~} ddw ' which
are placed ',14 Forms without -ware occasionally met with, ex, :: irr 'which
are made '.15
f. sing. and plur. Only -t is shown. Exx. ~ I ~ I ridt • what is spoken' ; 16
Yj j C>~ Jbbt 'what is desired' ; 17 ~ irrt 'what is done',IS
Q

The forms from the mutable verbs display the gemination and are often
indistinguishable from the imperf. active forms. Some of the verbs to be quoted
are intransitives; see below § 376.
2ae gem. ~~~} mJJW 'who is seen '.19
]ae inf. ~H}~ n!z!zw I being prayed (for)'; 20 n:=:}.Il prrw 'being gone
forth'; 21 "":Jr ~~C> gmmt 'which is found ',22 'Make' has usually forms writing
one r, ex. ::} irrw 'which is done' ; 23 more rarely the r is repeated, ex. ~}
irrw; 24 a plur. .Q>.}. without r 25 is certainly a mistake. I Take' shows a form
5f'=}. itlw,26
4ae inf. m~~~~ msddt' she who is hated ',27
anom. 'Give' shows forms like &&} ddw,26
51-~ innw 80 51: innt.sl
JJ""""
, jj

--n

c>

--'ll I I

ddt.2~

, Bring' shows

0

OBS. The imperfective relative form, to be treated in Lesson XXVI, will there be
seen to be nothing more than the imperfective passive participle in an extended llse.

§ 359. Perfective active participle. 32
m. sing. As a rule no ending is shown, exx. IIJ ~j 1l hJb 'he who sent'; 33
}.~ wtt I he who begat' ; 34 .Q>. ir I who made ',35 'who makes '.36
Nevertheless
sporadic writings point to the existence of a flexional ending -w or -y, exx. ~~}.
mJW ' one who saw' ; 37 ~~Ii itw 'taker' ; 38 ~}- j 1l:it thw ' transgressor' ; :;9 .Q>.}
irw 'one who does', ' makes' ; 40 : : } . rdiw ' giving' ; 41
~ ~ ~ ~ 1!mJY' which
has created' ; 42 ~~~ ~:it m(w)ty 'he who has died' .43 Such writings are especially

L1>
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1

Siut. i. 310: Cairo

20539, i. b

2.

Siut. i. 237; Adm.
p. 106, quo p. 273, n. 3.
s Urk. V. 76, 2.
s& Peas. B I. 67; plur.
Pt. 260 (Pr.)
ab Wes/e. 8, II; plur.
Pt. 260 (L 2).
4 Cairo 20530, b IO.
5 See Ve,bum ii. §§ 94 I
foIl.
6 Brit. Mus. 581.
7 Stut. I, 302.
S Siut 1,318. Sim. M.
u. K. vs, 2. 7 (Jddw).
e Sinai 90, IO. Sim.
Cairo 305F. a 2 (sml).
10 Urk. T. 96, 7 (Jdd);
Sinai 90. I2 (gil); Urk.
iv. 415, 3 (lid).
11 Pt. 137. Sim.11I"Y.
Sinai 30; lifentltuw. 10;
perhaps also Itlby. il>. 5;
WbIY, Urk. iv. 546, 12;
prry.s Eb. 25, 5; 52, 4.
12 ReM. 5; cf. perhaps
P. Kalt. 13,25 with plur.
strokes.
IS Urk. iv. 344, I I,
14 Sin. B 304.
U Leyd. V 4. 12 ; Louvre
C 3, 19. Var.lrrw, Brit.
Mus. 567. IS.
Ie Eb. 108, 13.
n Urk. iv. 975, 6.
18 Sin. B 3°7; Eb. 30,
9; Kopt. 8, 7,
19 Cairo 20538, ii. C 12.
20 Urk. iv. 972, 14.
21 Cairo 20359.
22 Eb. 66, I.
2S Siut 1.318: Pt. 282;
Eb. 61, 6.
U M. u. K. vs. 4.6; Berl.
AI. i. p. 180, quo p. 273,
2

n.

2.

Cairo 30024, 6 7.
Ann. V. 239.33.
27 Eb. 67.4- 5.
28 Siut I, 302.
20 Rltind, no. 62; Eb.
56,18.
so P. Bout. xviii. I2;
Ami. v. 239, 32.
81 Brit. Mus. 614, 5. 6.
II See Verbum i i. §§ 840
S3 Siut I, 2I 5.
foil.
St Berl. AI. i. p. 258,19.
15 BUDGE. p. 213, 16;
25
26

Mill. I, 7; Sin. R 8;
Urk. iv. 194, 15.
M Berslt.ii. I 3. 15;Ham11l.
11 4, 17; Leb. 116.
87 Mentltuw. 4.
,. Peas. B I, 164•
• 9 Peas. B 1,237'
40 Urk. iv. 429,2; 533,8.
II Urk. iv. 506,3; 507,15,
.2 P. Kalt. 5, 18; Eb.
19. 17,
43 Mentltuw. 4,
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§ 359
I Vrk. iv. 910, 13.
Contrast without ending,
Leb. II6.
I SPIEG.-PORTN.i.no.9.
8 Cairo 20418, b.
«Compare 11' sw (§ 374)
fjdtin Ham",. II4, 7 with
Irw tidt, Vrk. iv. 429, 2.
/I Hamm.19I,5;SiuI4,
26. Sim. WllW, BR. i. 25,
103; Adm. 3,6. 14; 1R/W,
Leb. 79; {ldfv, Leb. 60.
• Peas. Ii 1,45. Sim.
JIIlW, ib. R 91.
7 Vrk. iv. 665, II.
e Munich 3, 19, qu.
§ 354. Sim. spr, P. Soltl.
xviii. 44. 46.
• Vrk. iv. 665.3. Sim.
II, P. Botll. xviii. 42.

Leb.64.
Si,l. B '45; V,·k. iv.
69 1,13.
II Pt. 32 (L 2).
Sim.
WII)llV, Vdl. iv. 151, II;
Adm. 4, 9; 1111)1, ib. ;Pryfv,
L. D. iii. 72, 5; Uyw,
M. u. K. vs. 4. 8.
IS Sing., Hamm. 110,2;
Eb. 104, 6. 13. 15; plur.,
Eh. 20,17.23; 21,14.
II SIl. i. 25, 26. 58-9 ;
Eb. I, 18.19.
1& Eb. 90, 19. 21.
1. Vrk. iv. 168, 11 ; AZ.
4~, 76.
17 Eb. 42, 15.
18 Sin. Ii 278; f. sing.,
LAC. TA'. 47, 5; m.plur.,
Leb·79·
19 Sin. B 296; Adm. 8,
3; f. sing., Brit. Mus. 614,
14; m. plur.• Adm. 3,6;
6, 14.
2G Vrk. iv. 540,2; 953, 2;
m. plur., Hamm. 87. 12.
21 Siul 5, 23; f. sing.,
Eb. 97, 10.
21 LAC. TR. 29, 9.
28 Hamm.87,9;Pt. 184;
Brit. Mus. 159, 12; Cairo
20012,3; Sit«2,9; f.sing.,
Yrk. iv. 21, 6; m. plur.,
Leb. 123; V,·k. iv. 66,16•
•« SiU! 3, 14; Ber!. )fI.
i.p. 257,5(lrw); m. plur.,
perhaps BH. i. 26, :U2.
See too above under m.
2& SiU! I, 233.
sing.
26 Sin. B 308; Hamm.
IIO, 8; P. Kak. 2, 13;
Wesle. II, Ia; Vrk. iv.
970 .3.
27 Leyd. V 4,7; VrR. iv.
358,8.
n Vrk. iv. 1094, 17.
29 Peas.BI,H;m.plur.,
45; Sin. B '45; Adm.
P·99·
80 Cairo 20499, "9;
20530, b 17; m. plur.,
P. Boul. xviii. 42.
II Cairo 20539, i. " 8 ;
M. u. K. vs. " 8.
82 Sk. S. 69. 71; JiZ.
4/i, Pl. 8,A.
13 See Verb,:", ii. 19'7.
10

II

i".
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apt to occur when the participle is used as a noun (cf. § 357), ex. "g,.,<:>"g,.,} 11
lrw'doing to the doer (him who does) ',1 or when it is component of a compoun
and it might
ex. "g,.,}l,71 lrw bnrt 'confectionery-maker',2 var.
thought that here some nominal formation is exemplified, not a participle. B
our texts, at least, hardly warrant such a distinction. 4

::Jr...,n:v

m. plur, The ending -w is sometimes written, exx. A}! lJprw' who h
existed',5 ~},~, lww'who have come',6 -=--} irw'who made ',7 but is sometim
omitted, exx. ~<:> lJpr 'who had existed ',8 : : rdi 'who had placed ',9 ~C\~
m(w)t(w) 'who have died',lo .Jl},~, iw 'who had come'.l1 Difficult to explai
and possibly in some cases faulty writings of the imperf. act. part., are some ra
examples with -yw, ex. "t. ~ qq~! P'Yw 'who once did'; 12 in this particul
instance, however, the)' may be due merely to the J of the stem, the change
J into)' being frequent.
f st'ng. and plur. Only the fem. ending -t is shown, exx.
lJprt 'whic
happened " 'has (have) happened' ; 13 n:--.p.. prt 'which came forth'; 14 m~~ m
'who has borne ',15 In some rare cases where -yt is found, this may be due
change of the radical J of the verb-stem into )', possibly under the influence of t
participial ending; exx. ~qqo P'Yt 'which once did'; 18 ro~qq.A h'Yt C wh
has fallen '.17

fIr:

Q

To the perfective active participle must be assigned all active participl
from the 3ae gem. and jae t'nf class which do not geminate; possible exception
see above under m. plur. The gemination is not found in any verbal class.

3-lt't. The only point needing remark is the existence of some rare form
with prothetic I. On these see § 272.
3ae gem.

~~

mJ 'who sees', 'has seen'; 18

~ WI1,

'which was ',19

Jae t'nf ~.Jl pr • who went (goes) forth' ; 20 ::t !d 'who fostered' ; 21 <:> ~}
rmw 'who bewept '.22 •Make' writes "g,., 11',23 only very rarely ::,24 which latt
is presumably the perfective counterpart of the imperfectives written as g an
should accordingly be read ir, not irr. 'Take away' shows a form ~~ It.25
anom. 'Give' has usually the form :: rdi; 28 much rarer are forms witho
• Come' has forms both in -wand in -i, namely
1', namely Ii. 27 and &....II di. 28
iw 29 and ~ q.Jl ii,3o var. ~ qQ.p.. 0/.31 , Bring' shows ,.! In. 32

§ 380. Perfective passive participle: A. forms from 2·1It. verb
with reduplication.alL-Contrary to expectation, some biliteral verbs show
repetition of the last radical consonant in the perf. pass. part. The m. sing.
usually written without ending, but occasionally -y appears. The forms
question are :
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!} ~~ wririt' what had been commanded ',1 var.
:;~

!}~~ wddt,2

§ 360

f. sing.

r!J!Jy lone who is known ',3 m. sing.

~~~~

!Jmmy 'which are unknown ',4 m. plur.; ~~~-'- !Jmm,5 m. sing.

t!S~~'::

sut' which had been decreed ',6 f. sing.; t!S~~~ sut what had
been decreed' ,7 f. sing. (§ 354).
;..~~ tmm. 'which had not been', lit. perhaps' which had been com
pleted ',8 m. sing.; ;..~~.:: tmmt,9 f. sing.
=~ {sst' what was knotted ,/0 f. sing.
~~ riddy '(to) who(m) has been said ',11 m. sing.; ~~ gddt 'what has
.
b een sal'd'12
, f. smg.,
var. '1-.;,=(
=10111
§ 354)13
.
In several cases forms without the reduplication are also found, exx. !} ~
wgt 'what has been commanded ',14 var. !~~; 15 ~ ridt 'what had been said '.16
For this and for other reasons, it seems necessary to consider the forms above
quoted as a special formation, standing outside the general system of the
participles. Hebrew possesses some rare verb-forms which likewise show re
duplication of the last radical consonant-the so-called purtat conjugation, see
above § 274.
I

OBS. These forms have hitherto been supposed to exhibit real gemination, i. e. to
be survivals indicating that the 2-lit. verbs in question once belonged to the }ae info
or 2M gem. class, a fact which indeed is demonstrable in the case of wri (Arab. wa~a)
and 1m (Arab. tamma). But in the }ae £1lf, and 2ae gem. gemination is found only
associated with imperfective meaning, and no reason has been vouchsafed why it
should be found here associated with perfective meaning. As we shall see, the
passive sgmmf form (§ 425) helps to corroborate the view taken above. Moreover,
only non-geminating forms are found for the 2-lt"t. verbs alike in the perf. relative form
(§ 387, 2) and in the passive sgmj (§ 420); since these forms are derivatives of the
perfective passive participle, it seems likely that the original forms of the perfective
passive participle in the 2-lit. class lacked the gemination, cf. writ, tidt quoted above.

§ 361. Perfective passive participle: B. the normal forms.-The
perf. pass. part. agrees with the perf. act. part. in the absence of the gemination.
m. sz'ng. Writings without participial ending are fairly common. So from
immutable verbs, exx. IIJ~J.Il hJb 'who had been sent'; 17 nLl~ (ts* 'which has
been cut off'; 18
'who has been said (to)'; 19 and likewise with Jae inf. and
altOm., exx. m~~ ms ' born' ; 20 .s;;;.Il pr 'gone forth (for)' ; 21 : : rdi 'given (to) '.22
With the verb-classes just named, however, an ending -y is far more frequent,
exx. ~~Q~ mry, -=--QQ iry, ::~Q rdy, ,.!QQ iny. It is possible that this -y may
represent a fusion of the last weak radical with an ending -w or -i, but an
extremely rare writing is found where a flexion -w is written in addition to-y,
ex. ~QQ~~ mryw 'beloved ',23 and there are grounds for thinking that this may
be the original form. Other possible examples with the ending -y, like :;'Q QC7l

:::t
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1 Siut 1, 220. Sim.
Brit. Mus. 574, 13.
2 Louvre C II, Ii.
Sim. P. Kah. 22, 6;
Urk. iv. 325, 17.
S Urk. iv. II9, 3.

• Adm. p. 97.
5 Leb. 124; LAC.
TR. 2,63; Adm. 7,4.
8 Sin. B 262.
7 Pro 2,5.
8 Urk. iv. 331, 12 j
344, 7 j 780, 13·
9 Mill. I, 3.
10 Louvre C 168, I j
170 , 5 j Cairo l0538,
i. (7 j Urk. iv. 47,12.
11 Pt. 557.
12 Pt. 568; Louvre
C167,7.8; Urk.iv.
194, I.
1S Pt. 632 ; Adm. p.

97·
Siut

I, 350.
Westc. 4, 17 ;
Urk. iv. 363, 13.
16 BH. i. 8, I5i
Rhind 66. Sim. rjd~t),
P. Kak. 13, 24.
11

15

11

HaMill.

11~ 16.

JVutc. 7, + Sim.
sip, Leyd. V 4, 2.
I' LJb. 100.
II

• Sin. B 276. See
farther below under
)tU in;:
21 Louvre C 14, 13.
22 B II. i. 32; Sitll
1,233·
23

PI. 2.43 (L

2).
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§ 361
P. Kale. 13, 24.
Westc.8, II. Sim.
stp~tJ, BH. i. 8, 12 j
I

I

sn~,

{mllw,

LAC.

TR. 5, 1-2.
D Sin. B 206 j Cairo
20538 ii. c 20 j Urk.
iv. 465, I. Sim. !.zsw,
Sin. B206j Peas.BI,
196.
• Silt. B 254.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

tfdy·k I said by thee', will be quoted below, p. 303, n. 19. A participial ending-w
is sometimes found with immutable verbs where perfective passive meaning
seems required, exx.~} tfdw I stated' ; 1 -4 r~ ~ lzisw' he who is summoned'; 2
and correspondingly -w occurs with some non-geminatingjae inf forms, apparently
as intentional (archaistic?) modifications of the usual type in :)I, exx. ~~~ mrw
'beloved ',3 ~~'i itw overtaken '.4
I

OBS. In investigating the participial ending of the perf. pass. part. attention must
be paid to its derivatives the passive Stjm1' (§ 4Zo, with old endings -wand -y), the perf.
relative form (§ 387, 2) and the relative form Nmw·n1 (§ 387,3). It will be seen later
that the perf. relative form, i.e. that which does not geminate in the mutable verbs,
sometimes has past, and sometimes prospective, meaning, and Gunn has assumed the
existence of a special prospective pass. part. as origin in the second case. 5 This con
tention is far from proven, at least in so far as it depends on a supposed fern. ending
'ti, see below. However, the question is legitimate whether what we call the perf.
pass. part. does not conceal more than one form.

GUNN, Stud. ch.

5

2.

Urk. iv. 704, 5,
quo i 354·
8 Urk. iv. 795, II.
D Sin. B 17, quo
§ 354 j P. Kah. 13,
1,3°, quo § 377, I.
10 P. Bout. xviii. 72;
sim. ib. 18. 38. Other
verbs: lty, P.Kale. 19,
I j Iny, Meir i. 10 j
1Ilsy, P. Kah. II, 22.
11 Louvre C I, 6.
11 Sh. S. 146 j cf.
Sin. B 244
13 Peas. B I, 69;
Urk. iv. I19, 2.
B P. Boul. xviii. 60.
74·
7

II

Rkind 67.

18

Leyd. V 88, 10.
Berl. AI. i. p.

17

257,5·
18 Pt. 153 (L 2) j
Urk. iv. 897, 15.
n Urk. iv. 162, 8.

20

GUNN,Stud.chs.

I. 2.
21

M. u. K. 3, 5, quo

i 354·

m. plur. Forms identical with m. sing. are commonest (see above § 354); so
for example in the case of forms with no ending at all, participial or otherwise,
like ~ /:uk 'sacked'; 7 L in 'carried off'; 8 the same is true of forms from
Jae inf and anom. stems showing the characteristic :y of m. sing., exx. -=-44 iry
'made' ; 9 ~~4 4--.J1 fly' carried' ; 10 L..llQ 4dy' placed ',n Writings with -w also occur,
exx. ~~} ~'i Itpw ' laden' 12 (if not 3rd masc. sing. of the old perfective' being
laden '); U44~~,:!ft, /:tsyw 'praised ones'; 13 these are naturally preferred when the
participle is used as a noun. A curious J-Ht. m. plur. is Jl" Sf'Y 'introduced' ; H
compare with this another doubtfully plural form r4~~ sipy 'entrusted '.15

t

f

sing. and plur. The immutable verbs show only -t, exx. fiJ~JA h,bt
'sent' ; 16 r~}~ swtft 'what was bequeathed',I7 An ending ]4 or ] -ti occurs in
the Middle Kingdom rarely, but becomes rather frequent in Dyn. XVIII, exx.
::t]4 tfdti' what is said' ; 18 .Q>..~4 irti 'what is done'; 19 and it has been maintained
that this ending marks a special form with prospective meaning; 20 the thesis is
far from proven, however, the alternative to it being that -Ii is a mere approxi
mative miswriting of the f. ending -t. In forms from Jae inf and anom. verbs the
characteristic -y is usually present, exx. -=-44'" iryt, ~ 44'" inyt, ::~ 4'" rdyt; see
further below. A genuine f. plur. form is :::44171. 21

We now turn our attention to the various verbal classes.
2-lit. A few forms without reduplication of the second consonant are found,
but the reduplication is more usual; see above § 360.
2ae gem. No example appears to have been noted.

22 Pt. 2. 43;
i, 234. 246 j P.

Siut
Kah.

13, II; Cairo 20538,
ii. b26j 20539 i. b 13.

JM inf The ending :)I is characteristic of all genders and numbers, see
above; exx. m. sing. :;44~ mry loved'; 22 f sing. ~~44'" gmyl 'what was
I

27 8
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§ 381

found';l m. plur. u.~~~~,~, ftsyw 'praised ones'.2 There is no gemination.
'Make' has ........ ~~ iry,3 much more rarely written with r, ex. ::~~c. iryt.. 'Take
away' shows ":?f~QIi ity,5 besides a form in -w, ":?f~1i Ztw. 6 Forms showing-w
instead of :)' have been discussed in connection with m. sing., together with
a very rare form in :)'W. Examples have also been given of writings without
either:y or -w; often no reason can be assigned for these, but it is noticeable
that the omission is more frequent if a closely connected word follows. So, for
instance, when a suffix-pronoun follows, exx. ::;:-- mr! 'his beloved' 7 (later
variant =I __)" 8 f. c:;;:..~:/,
-.:t:..
mrl.l'9 beside c:::::>~'i,.
-.:t:../\ /\_ 10 f. -.:t:../\ /\
11
And again , when
<=>'i~~.
the preposition n follows, especially in the very common expressions of filiation
::: ir n,12 f. ~ irl n 13 'made by' (lit. 'to ') and
ms n,H f.
msl n 15' born
to' (lit. 'borne to '). We shall see later (§ 386) that the relative form stfmw·nf
originated in a perf. pass. part. + preposition n, and that there the ending,
whether radical or inflexional, is usually omitted (rarely -w with m. sing.). There
is just possibly a slight distinction of meaning between the participles in (e. g.)
::;:QQ-'="~ mry 1t itf perhaps' the beloved of his father'16 (n may here be
genitival adjective, see below, § 379, 3) and ::;:-X~t1'=" mr n ftnwtf' beloved to
his mistress ,/7 i. e. 'whom his mistress loved', and it might be well to describe
all writings like the latter (including ir n, ms n above) as stimw·nf relative forms,
rather than as perf. pass. part. + n; in this case we should have to transliterate
with a dot (mr·n, ir'n, ms·n).
4ae t'nf A form in -y is r!~Q~c.~ s!pyt 'what has been recalled ',t8 though
possibly the -y may be due in part to the preceding I. A form in -w is r=}~
msdw 'one who is hated '.19
caus. 4ae t'1lj. rrWJ ~Q ~ sllnty 'promoted '.20
anom. 'Give' has the form ~~Q rdy,21 f. :.::::~ Q'" rdyt,22 as well as a writing
without -y, namely ~ rdi ; 23 also a form /1, ~ ~ dy,24 var. L..Il~ ~. 25 , Bring' has forms
with :)', exx . .A~q iny,26 f . .Aq~c. inyl,27 rarely writings without -y, ex . .! in. 28

c.

0

m-

m..:

m

1 Sin. B3I I; Sit. S.
18 7.
2 Peas. B I, 69'
8 Sin. B 236. 309;
R ltind, title 4; fem.,
Westc.4, I I ; 6, 16.
'Peas. B I, 25;
BH. i. 25, 24. Sim.
m.lry, Peas. B J, 236.
& P. Kalt.
19, I,
m. plur.
s Sin. B254.
7 Cairo 20457, i;
20458, c; Siut I, 233.
23f; oftenwithoutr,ib.
20017, a 4; 20024, It.
8 Til. T.S. i. 3.18;
f., ",rtf, ib. I. 3.
9 Cairo
20004 ;
20005; often without
r, 20002; 20029.
10 Siut 1,234; Cairo
200 I 2, i; often without
r, 20026, f.
11 Cairo 20531, d.
12 Regularly of
mother, Ha",m. 17,
14; 47, 14; Cairo
20020, d; 20022, i;
20167; but of father,
if tnS n introduces
mother, ib. 20039, b;
20084; 20089, d 13.
18 Of mother, Cairo
20020, d; 20023, aa;
20028,11.
If Only of mother,
Cairo 20017, a 5;
20025, A; 20026, c.
1G Only of mother,
Cairo 20025,11; 20032,

c.
18 Cairo 20501. Sim:
ib.20008.
17 Cairo 20506, b 3.

Sim.~sn,Siutl, 236,

parallel to mry n.
18 Peas. B I, 189.
Sim. m. sing., ib. B I,
2[.

§ 362. Forms of the participles: summary.-The student cannot be
expected to retain in his memory more than a small portion of the details set
forth in the last few paragraphs. We shall endeavour, therefore, to provide
a concise statement which will serve as a rule of thumb.
Gemination, in the participles, is a sign of the imperfective tense, whether
active or passive; a doubt arises only in the case of the 2-lit. verbs, where
a repetition of the second radical consonant indicates the perf. pass. part.
'Give' shows the gemination as ::::: dd- in hoth imperfectives, while the verb
stem appears as ~ rdi- in both perfectives.
The fern. ending is -I and that of the m. plur. is -w; but the latter is often
not written, and the -w of the f. plur. -wi is never shown.
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11

Leb.Iol.

Siut I, 339.35 1•
II P. Kd. 29, 15;
Hamm. 43, 6; Urk.
v. 71, 6.
'0

21 NAV.

112,

3;

UrN. iv. 97, 8.
13 Siut I, 233; BH.
i·32.
it Cairo 20089, d 5.
20 m. sing. Urk. iv.
7.6; m. plu•• Louvre
C 1,6; Urk. iv. 84, 7.
28 UrR. iv. 686, 2;
686,3; 690,17.
27 UrR. iv. 664, 17;
Eb. 95,10.
28 UrR. iv. 795, II.
'[nt n:f and In)'t in
close proximity,jEA.
3 1 ,7,n.1[.

§ se2
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All four participles possessed a special participial inflexion, which in
the case of verbs with final weak radical (-i or -w) is liable to confusion with
this. The ending, whether radical or participial, is frequently omitted, but more
often in the active participles than in the passives. Characteristic of the imperf.
pass. part. is an ending ). -w, yet the three other participles occasionally present
forms with the same ending. A final QQ -J' is similarly characteristic of the perf.
pass. part. from Jae in/. and anom. stems, but -y appears also rarely and
exceptionally in both imperf. act. and imperf. passive; particularly noticeable is
the m. plur. ending -yw in the imperf. act. part. The participial inflexion, like
those of gender and of number, precedes the determinative, if any.
THE SpMTY·FY FORM
See Ver"u", ii.
n 965 foll.; GUNN,
S/Illi. ch. 4.
1

I Sin. B ~ 50 Sim.
Cairo 20538, i. Ii 1 ;
ii., 33; WIsl,. 10,
13; Siul I, 334-6;
3, I; Urk. iv. loS3,

17·
s Cairo 20539, i."
Sim. Berl. )fl.
i. P. 258, 19
t PI. 49. The form
in othersyntactic posi
tions, exx. PI. 622;
Urk.iv.85. 10; Ad",.
P·98•
a Turin 1547=Rec.
iii. u3. Sim. Urk.
iv. IlIO, 11.
21.

a. S;uI I, 314.322,
strongly supported by
the O. K. instance
l!.w/y-,h 'who shall be
taken', Urk. i. 36, 14.

• Siu/3. 11.
Urk. iv. 1110, 7;
1111,2.9' 15.
I Berlin, )fl. i. p.
258, 18; Urk. iv.
1

611, 17.

• PI. 49-50 (L 2).
Sim. Cairo 20030, i 5.

§ 363. But for the peculiar mode of its formation, the stimtyfy form 1 would
have to be regarded as a future active participle. Like the true participles, it is
an adjective, and may be used either as an epz.'thet or as a noun; in the latter
case, it may be qualified by nb 'every', 'any'. It is best translated as a relative
clause in which the subject is identical with the antecedent (a 'who'-clause). The
meaning is alwaysfuture and, except in one isolated case, always actz.'ve.
Exx. ~&=~~\\r=--IJ1st wnnty·sy I,tr mwi a country which will be loyal
to him, lit. be on his water. S
Qc:>m~~l~~~:::i.:;: ir grt slpt(y):fy rn·i nfr but as for him who shall
remember my good name. 8
~~-J7~~ 11ft n stimt(y)fy what is good for him who shall hear.'
~~'C7r~).="! swlt(y)'/y nb I,tr wrj pn everyone who shall pass by this stela. I
In one single M. E. context the meaning is passz.'ve:
~~'C7'i=~~ kl nb sftt(y)f(y) every bull which shall be slaughtered. 5a
OBS. For the use of the negative verb 1m to negate the !4mlJ':h form see § 397, 2

§ 364. Structure and forms from the mutable verbs.-The stimtyiY
form appears to have as its base a noun ending in -ty and expressing an activity
that may be expected of someone or something. Such nouns are frequently
derived from feminine nouns or infinitives, like 'i).~Ai ipwty 'messenger',
u~).~j\-JIi k,wly 'workman'; but examples also occur which are related to
verbs having masculine infinitives, like ~ !...:.~ Q sprti 'petitioner', 8 var. ~ sprly; T
to~~ ntity 'helper'.8 One or two rare examples may be quoted where such
a noun seems to take a direct object as a participle would do.
Ex. ~~!~-~<:+:·~).'h'hQ~:-ml.1lQ~Q m l1Jt n stimt(y?) st, m wgil
nt (read n) tht(y?) st being profitable to him who shall obey it and harmful to
him who shall disobey it.'
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§ 364

To some such noun was added a suffix-pronoun 0 of the 3rd person, often
accompanied by the :y which we noted after duals and nouns affecting the
appearance of duals (§§ 75,2; 76). This pronoun has probably genitival function,
stimtyfy thus meaning' one (of whom is expected, -ty) hearing of him'.

o In defence of this
term here see § 41 I, I.

OBS. One theory assumed appositional function, yielding' a he-hearer '. The
objection is that elsewhere the suffix-pronouns always had original genitival function.

The endings exhibit the following writings, apart from the familiar variations
of the suffix-pronouns : 
.1:.
m. smg. '\\, _, rareI y ,,- 1 -ty:lY'
•

0

0

0

or" or

c+:.

f. sing. ~r\\,
or
-Iy·sy. Rare and perhaps faulty,
-/(y)·sl.l&
on
n""'"
I
n- 2
n- s or 1UI'In- 1 1 4 -'Y·
1 sn.
I
c. pur.
\\1'1 I 1 or
1'11 I' more rare Y II iI'l 1 I' 1111'11 I
When the formative -ty is written simply -I, it occasionally precedes the
determinative of the verb-stem, instead of following it, as is more usual,
exx. Qc!':'~ ilfrl(y)fy 'who will be excellent'; 5 rf\~~r- sWII(y)·sn 'who
will pass by'. 6 Rare examples occur with t in both positions, ex. :.Jl~ sWlt(y)fy. 7
0 \\

0

0

0

1

Cairo

20043, " 2,

1& Eb.I09. I

;P. Pel.
1116 H, rt. 15.
2 Pt. 622. 626.
s PI. 600.

• Sinai 114, w 5.
a Pt. 567. Sim.
Berlin, Ai. i. p. 258,

17 (srwd~:/)'); 19
(j!;t)':/)'); Siut I, 296

(hlwt)':/J'i;

LAC.
17, II (~{llt)':/)').

TR.

• Louvre C 5. Sim.

DR. i.

41

(Jlst),.m:'

U1"I1. iv. 133. 9.
Sim. ib. 966, 1 (Idty.
7

From the mutable verbs the following forms are found:
2ae gem. Shows the gemination; exx. ~~~or~ mlll(y)·sn 'who shall
see'; 8 4=~r\\ wnnty·sy 'which shall be '.9
l~or:-7", !uJI(y)·sn 'who shall destroy' ; 10
sdl(y)·sn 'who shall recite '.11 Occasionally the weak radical -w appears
before the ending, exx. ro~} ~ _ hIWI(y)fy 'who shall go down' ; 12 .;;}~
IJdwl(Y)'sn 'who shall sail down '.]3 'Make' shows forms without r, ex. ~::...
irl(y)fy 'who shall make '.a

Jac lnf Without gemination, exx.

:l°r~

r

4ae t·nJ. The form ~
feature of special interest.

a '" r-

anom. 'Give' shows a form

IJntt(y)·sn 'who shall sail up' 16 shows no

"'f::'" rdit(y)fy;

16'

come' a form .Jl~J.. iWI(y)·sn.n

LESSO N XXVA
USES OF THE PARTICIPLES AND OF THE SpMTY·PY FORM

§ 365. Distinction of the tenses.-Since, in certain circumstances, both
the perfective and the imperfective participles in Egyptian may refer to verbal
actions occurring in the past or the present or the future, it seems clear that the
distinction between them was not fundamentally one of time-position. As already
stated in §§ 295. 355, a careful scrutiny shows that the imperfectives, i. e. the
participles showing gemination in the mutable verbs, originally conveyed a notion
of continu':ty or repel':lion, while the perfectives expressed the verbal action quite
simply and without implication either of such a notion or of its reverse.
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fyj·
8 Sillt I, 226. Sim.
Pt. 600.
9 Sin. B 75. Sim.
Pt. 563; Turin 1447.
10 Siut I, 2J4.
11 Cairo 20538, i.d 3.

Sim. Urk. iv. 966,
12

Siut

11

Siut 3,

I,

I.

296. 316.
I.

Siut3, 14: Westc.
13. 21; II, I.
n Siut 3, I.
18 Siut I, 383.311.
17 Siut 3, I. Sim.
Sinai 53, 3; 90, 3;
1140 w 5.
14

10,
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1 Adm. p. 106.
Similar and eqnally
instructive, Peas. R
130-8 (=B I, 84-6).

I Eo. 26, I.
Sim.
io. 42, 15 (IIlyt); Pens.
HI. 44 (lw); Lonvre
C 12, 13 (lr).

s Adm. 9, Ii. Sim.
S!. S. 71 (In); Sin.
B80 (wnt): 156.229
(1,); Til. T. S. ii. II
{fllSt); Si"ai 90, II
(II).

Sin. B 245. Sim.
i".25, 26,
R 8 (lr); BN. i.
quo § 354 Cprt).
4
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The fundamental absence of time-distinction in the participles is drastically
shown in an example already quoted for a different purpose:
:::rj~:::<e::rj dd !zr m ddw n/ !zr he who used to give command is
(become) one to whom command is given, lit. given to him command. 1
Here the writer is contrasting a past condition of things with the present
condition. Nevertheless he uses the imperfective participle in each case, preferring
to stress the habltual character of the action rather than to bring out the seemingly
so vital contrast between past and present. The recognition of that contrast he
left to the reader's intelligence.
Every language needs, however, to be able to distinguish between past,
present, and future action. It is not difficult to see how the original meanings
attributed above to the Egyptian participles might, in practice, amount to time
distinctions. What we call' present' time is not, as a rule, a mere point of time,
namely the precise moment of speaking, but a more or less indefinite span lying
partly behind, and partly in front of that moment. An action belonging to the
present is not unnaturally regarded as con#nued over the said span, and for this
reason the Egyptian imperfective participle was peculiarly adapted to convey
present time, the more so, since an action which one 'does' is more often than
not of repeated, frequent, or haln'tual occurrence. When, on the contrary, an
action in the past is alluded to, its extension in time is apt to dwindle to a mere
point; the stretch of hours or days over which it was continued is forgotten, all
that is retained being the mere happening. Hence the Egyptian perfective
participle becomes, like the aorist in Greek, the natural instrument for reference
to past time. The future active participle, as we have seen, was often expressed
by the stlmty/y form, at the base of which appears to lie a noun conveying
a habitual and predictable activity (§ 364). Thus far, therefore, we have the
following scheme for the Egyptfan active participles :
PAST TIME.
: : rdi 'who gave', perfective active participle.
PRESENT TIME. ::: dd' who gives " imperfective active participle.
FUTURE TIME. ::~~ rdityfy 'who will give', stlmlyfy form.
Before we proceed to show how this scheme is complicated by apparently
contradictory facts, testimony to its approximate truth must be given.
I. The Egyptian perfective active part. in reference to past actions.
Exx. Q:;:I ~ l:-m~,~~QQj"=\)j irtt nt mst lry the milk of (a woman) who has
borne a male (childV 'Has borne', English present perfect tense.
..!::~~.JQf~~:::CJ-:Jll,. in nf llbt m dd pr·st he who got himself a com
loan is one who (now) causes it to go forth.s 'Got', English past tense.
~-r~t~I.Il<eI~,~"fj Styw iw m-s/·i the Asiatics who had come in my
company.4 'Had come', English past perfect.
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§ 365

Imperfective active participle in reference to present actions.
Exx. ~<=>Qt~At~\~i.~~'t~=~1r-Jt<=>~:;6~ ir skk rnpwt m ~sy, wnn
bJj rn/J 1'-' nb-r-tjr as for him who passes (Eng\. present tense) the years as
a praised one, his soul shall live beside the lord of the universe. 1
Q~~}·r;mr~}1D~~ i mrrw rnlJ, mstitiw mwt 0 ye who love life and
hate death. 2
3. Srimty/y form in reference to future actions.
Ex. sPii'C7::}~.!.~fi~~~ sri nb srwdtyjy tJ! pn every son of mine
who shall strengthen this boundary. 3
Other examples have been quoted in § 363.
2.

§ 366. Repeated or continued action in the past.-T 0 express these
notions use is made of the imperf. act. participle, not the perf. act. part. usual in
reference to past events (§ 365, I).
Ex. y~Jlig~~7 ~<=>~~LJU~~j wpwty IJdd IJnt l' anw Jbj (zr·£
the messenger who used to go north, or he who used to go southward to the
Residence, tarried on my account}
Under this head often fall the characterizing epithets to be described in the
next section.
§ 367. The active participles in laudatory epithets.-I. Laudatory
epithets are so common in Egyptian inscriptions that it is worth while to devote
an entire section to them. The meritorious actions or qualities attributed to the
bearers of such epithets are, as a rule, habitual characteristics involving repetition
or continuity. F or this reason the imperf. act. part. is very often employed.
But almost equally often we find the perf. act. part., and at first sight this
alternation seems inexplicable. The cause is, however, a simple one. It is
always open to a speaker to describe the same actual fact in different ways. He
may be very explicit, and lay stress on the precise way in which an event occurs;
or else he may state the fact merely as such, and leave it to his audience to fill
in the details. When the imperf. act. part. is used, the former mode of
expression is that adopted, and the full English translation would be 'he who is
(or was) wont to do' something; the perf. act. part. substitutes' who does (or
did)' something, stating the fact, but not the custom.
The following examples display pairs of similar or identical epithets, where
sometimes the imperfective, and sometimes the perfective, participle is employed.
::~iicb rdi pr s 2 ~tP who causes (perf. act. part.) two men to go forth
contented. 5
&&s;.QQJl"i"~=LJ}~7- dd pry s 2 fitp m prw n r/who habitually
causes (imperf. act. part.) two men to go forth (from the court of justice) contented
with the utterance of his mouth. 6
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1 Urk. iv. 62. Sim.
Siut 1,302 (prr) ; Sin.
B54 (sg-nn); Eb. 76,
I l (wnnt).
, BU. i. 8, 4. Sim.
Peas. B I, 61 (lnr)'w);
Urk. iv. 556, 2 (tkkw).

3

Berl. AI. i. p.

258•

4 Sin. B 94-~. Sim.
Adm. p. 106 (dd), quo
§ 365; also Peas. B I,
86, quo § 373.

• Urk. iv. 1170, 6.
8 Urk. iv. 49, 1-2.
Sillh Cairo 2°539, i. b

5. A like pair of
epithets with ,-til and
tid, Urk. iv.968, I and
ib. 988, 5.
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§ 387
--'3J..~-~U,k. iv. 515. 14.
Sim. ib. 456, 13; 466,
1

2;
I

909> 5.
U,k. iv. 960, 3.

i1' ItJt n If1'-Jwho does (perf. act. part.) good to his Horus

(i. e. the king).l
::~-~-

in' ItJt n

nO-J who

habitually does (imperf. act. part.) good to

his 10rd.1!
~.Jl2};1'!zsw

going forth (perf. act. part.) praised. 3
~Al}~} p1'1'!tsw mrw always going forth (imperf. act. part.) praised and
4 U,k. iv. 453, 13.'
loved.'
In many such cases the choice between the perf. and imperf. part. has clearly
nothing whatever to do with the time-standpoint, one and the same text employ
D ax. Cairo 20539.
6
There is a doubt whether
i.b5dd; 61,; 78'"1; ing first the imperfective and then the perfective.
8 dd, gm, ,dl. Sitn.
the Egyptian funerary stelae mean to speak of their possessors as still living or
U,k. iv. 967. 9 ,dl.
10 dtJ; 1184, 12 I,.
as dead; if the former, English must translate the participles with the present
13 dd•
tense (' who does', or' habitually does '), if the latter, with a past tense (' who
did', or 'who used to do '), but the alternative is open to us to employ the
participle 'doing' and so, like the Egyptians themselves, to avoid any reference
to time-position.
• Siut I. 315; 2.
2. It remains to be noted that in the case of particular verbs a preference is
7; Cairo 30036, 5;
Louvre C 3.3; 14.2;
naturally given either, on the one hand, to the perfective participle or, on the
Ham",. 114, 3.
, Ham",. 113, 15; other, to the imperfective. With, for example, i1'i in the meaning do', 'make'
Cairo 20012, 3; Siut
2,9,
the imperf. act. part. :: or g in' 6 is, in the Middle Kingdom, rather commoner
• U,k. iv. 587. 2;
than the perf. act. part. .Q.. i1'; 7 the latter, on the contrary, is more frequent in
967.7; 970,16;1051,
15; 1055, I; 1184,12.
Dyn. XVIII.s The preference in this case seems to be a mere matter of habit
14. But I,."., ib. 960,
3; 1050 ,9.
or fashion. In both periods, however, the perf. part. .Q.. i1' is invariably used
• Sin. B52 =R 76.
when the meaning is achieving', 'accomplishing '.
Sim. Cairo 20001, I;
U,k.iv.809,1. Other
Ex. ~~i~~.Q..~~~~- ntJt pw g1't, i1' m tJp!{ he is a mighty man,
like epithets, Cairo
20499, 7; Bers". ii.
achieving with his strong arm. 9
13, 15: U,k. iV.427,
13; 456, II.
I t is probable that the perf. part. is used in this case because the imperf.
i1'1', expressing a prolonged action, would not have conveyed the vigour and
immediacy of the verbal notion as here intended. Similarly, since I finding' is
essentially a sudden act, the Egyptian gmi shows a preference for the perf. part.,
even though it is implied that the finding in question was a habit of the person
to whom it is attributed.
10 Cairo 20539,i.b8.
Gm also ib. ii. b 4 ;
Ex. ~~!:!m~~}S:<:oo~ gm tJt gllw 1"s finding a thing for which there
BR. i. 9: Dend.8;
is a lack, lit. lacked in respect of it.lO Note the curious combination of perf. act.
written 8'"IflI, PETit.
CDu,t. 23, 2.
part. gm with the imperf. pass. gllw.
11 Bers". ii. 21, 3.
13; Cairo 20359, 3.
I t seems not impossible, similarly, that the imperf. part. ~~~ mJl 11 is
U Sin. B 278.
preferred when the sense is I seeing', and the perf. part. ~~ ml III when the act
1. BR. i. 8,4; Slt.S.
147: P. Ka". 29, 7;
of I looking' is intended; and a like distinction may sometimes be intended
U,k. iv. 198, 2.
14 BH. i. 24A.B.
between ~=1D m1'1' loving' 13 and ~1D m1' wishing '.a
• U,k. iv. 953, 2;
98., 11; 1018. 8.

I

I

I

I
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IN THE ACTIVE PARTICIPLES

§ 367

Similarly rff ' know' affects the perf. tense,1 as opposed to the imperf. of
the same verb in the sense' learn'; see above § 320, below §§ 389, 3; 414, 4. The
distinction of perf. and imperf. is, however, not visible in the active participles of this
immutable verb.
OBS.

1

Exx. above § 27 2 •

§ 368. The active participles in reference to future events.-While
the #imtyfy form provides the most precise method of referring to future events,
a participle may attain approximately the same result.
Ex. .,i~~~7= ..... ~:::r5f'~.il~""" ir 1"1; milt tn .... wnnil;rsmt tp
I BUDGE, p. 15 2,
II as for him who knows this book, ..... he shall walk upon earth. II
10. Sim. ;6. p. 130,
Here r!J is probably perfective (§ 367, OBS.). Evidently no need was felt of 10; 14 1, 3.
making the tenses agree, and no instance of r!Jtyfy seems forthcoming.
Elsewhere, however, we find the imperf. part., even occasionally when
a single event, neither continuous nor repeated, is in question.
Ex. ~~:::,g,~q ~ .A=;;;;;;:~\\ mk nn ink is inn n·k sy behold, it is not I who
3 Westc. 9, 6.
(will) bring it to thee. 3
Perhaps the imperfective was felt in such cases to be appropriate through
a vague consciousness that the future is a kind of project£on forwards of the
present. Whatever the reason, the imperf. is not seldom used in reference to
future events. This use is naturally most frequent when the event in question
is to be repeated or is a customary one; in English we may best translate with
the present, or the present continuous, tense.
Exx. Thou shalt cause provisions to be given to him, without letting him
Peas. R 130; see
know =~~::: ~o ntt ntk dd 1li st that thou art giving them to him.!
too § 373.
~m~~~~~r1°~r~rH}~~~';;'~ dif prt-I;rw (m) t I;n/ft kJw Jpdw
!Jt nbt nfr(t) wrbt prrt 1;1" w(l)il;w rt nb-r-ir may he give invocation-offerings of
bread and beer, oxen and fowl, and all things good and pure which go (i.e. shall
6 U,k. iv. +8, 8-9.
from time to time go) up upon the altars of the lord of the universe. 5
Sim. i6. 5a, 15; 7+,
10.
In the first of these examples another MS. has the perf. part. :::: rdi; 6 in
I Peas. B 1,8+
the common type of formula illustrated in the second example the Middle
7 Cairo aOOI2.
Kingdom stelae have usually the perf. part. ;:;.il prt. 7 Two explanations are
200'+ '053+; Brit.
possible. Either the perfective participles here express the notions of ' giving' Mus. 573. 575. 805.
and' going up' bereft of all implications alike of time and of repetition, or else
they are chosen as the participles ordinarily used in reference to the past. The
actions in question are, in fact, past relatively to the preceding verb, and could
be translated in English by the present perfect (' without letting him know that
thou hast given', 'all good things which have gone up '). Latin would express
both the futurity of the action and its nature as past relatively to another action
by using the future perfect, omnia quae ascender£,tt. The second of the two
explanations seems the more probable.
4
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§ 869. Tense·distinction in the passive participles.-Generally
speaking, the same standpoints which hold for the active participles, hold also
for the passive; the imperfective expresses repetition or contz'nuity, the perfective
is free from these implications.

The perf. pass. part. in reference to past occurrences.
Exx. ~~!'JQQ-~~~ ss pn iny 11, blk lm this letter that has been brought
to this thy servant. 1 Note the Engl. pres. perfect.
I.

1 P. Kah.. 35, 38.
Sim. Westc. 7.4 (M-);
8, I I (nlsw); Sin.
B 254 (ltw); Pt. 557
«lddy).
2 P. Boul. xviii. I I.
Sim. P. Kah.. 13, 1
(try); Eb. 66, 15
(lryt): Urk. iv. 194,
I
(ljdrlt): 726, 14

(lny).
S Sin. B 311. Sim.
ib. B 17 (lry): BH.
i. 25, 24 (lryt);
Ha1Jlm. 114,16 (hlb);

Louvre C I 1, 5 (wddt).

f Westc.12.3. Sim.
Cairo 20543,1 9(lrrw);
Brit. Mus. 61 4, 5
(above p. 138, Innt);
Sin. B 299 (ddt).

• Ha1Jl1Jl. 191, 5.

e Louvre C 197;
Cairo 200Il; Th.. T.S.
i. 3. 18 et passim.
Peas. B I, 68-9.
Sim. Urk. iv. 19, 14:
II9,2.
7

Peas. B I, 235-6.
Sim. ib. B I, 21.
8

9

Urk. iv. 119, quo

§ 84·

t~EI~, ~<2,~Jr~~Q~~~~ru7~;:" imy-rni srw flY 1t'S1l m hrw pn list
of officials to whom things were brought (Eng!. past tense, lit. who were brought
to-them) on this day.2
g~"'J?'~~Qo~~~ ml gmyt m ss according to what had been found (Eng!.
past perfect) in writing. 3
2. The imperf. pass. part. in reference to continued or repeated (habitual)
actions in the past.
Exx. She went round the room, ......... "'J?'~=j<2::<2~o~~ 11, gm'J1,'s bw lrrw st
im but could not find the place where it was being done. 4 F or the construction
with st see § 377, 2.
Finding a well ..... ~.:1ru~~o~=~\\Q-i!~~~prt hilt hr gs(wy)·.ry in
msrw n tp-rwy which had been passed by (lit. come and gone on its two sides) by
the expeditions of former times. 5
In this second example only one of the parallel participles (hilt) shows the
gemination of the imperfective; in the other (prt) it is omitted, perhaps by
mistake, but perhaps rather because the gemination of hJJt sufficed for both verbs.

3. The perf. pass. part. in reference to present states. This use is common
in epithets; for the corresponding use of perf. act. part. see § 367. An additional
reason why this employment should be common in the passive voice is that an
act which 'has been' done 'is done', and remains done.
Exx. ~ "-::~;J Ql6.. slj mryj his son beloved of him, i. e. his beloved son. 6
UQQ~itH=~HjQ~<1'~I~, !zsy!zss !zsyw thou praised one who art (habitually)

praised of those who are praised. 7
~~ __JlD}_Q~~ ~it::qq"C> mkfl pw 11, ill iry·k behold, it is the support
ing of the thief which is done by thee. 8
If the person thus qualified is regarded as dead, or if the context employs
past tenses, such epithets are translated in English as pasts, ex. 'my pen made
one who was known, i. e. celebrated '.9 See above § 367.
me ~;;\\~ m

ruuy

lOWestc.I2,2. Sim.
Kopt. 8, 7 (Irrt); P.
Boul. xviii. 1 2, 5
(lnnw);

12,

8 (ddt),

quo Exerc. 20, a; Eb.
66, I (gmmt).

11,

4. The imperf. pass. part. of actions contz'nued or repeated in the present.
Exx. She heard the sound of singing and jubilation ~!'::-'-t:~ irrt 1zbt
nsw and of all things which are done (or are wont to be done) for a king. 10
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§ 369

CJ::}.Jl ru~~}.Jl~r!"::: prrw hllw flr slJri one who is gone out and
come in under his will, i. e. one by whose authority men go out and come in.1
For the construction see § 376.
~}~-- mrrw nbi one who is loved (habitually) of his lord. 2 Mry might
have been used, see under (3), but then no stress would have been laid on the
continuous nature of the king's affection.
5. The perf. pass. part. in reference to future events.
Exx. :-r::;r-::;:qq£DrC7~'i'qqr-g}'~~ nts rdi·s n mry's nb m my's
n flrdw she shall give (it) to anyone she likes (lit. any who is or shall be desired
of her) of her children. 3
!'--~--:J,~,lJri Sdi sdt he shall apportion what is to be apportioned. 4
I t is the context which here yields the future meaning.

1 Cairo 20359.4-5.
Sim. Urk. iv. 269, 8
({zrfw); 546,8 (krrw)j
972, 14 (n.!z/.Iw).
I Siut I, 214. The
same phrase also p.
296, n. 4.

a P. KalJ. 12, 10.
Sim. Siu/ I, 272 j
Sinai 139, 7 (Iry'I),
qn. § 382.
4 Urk. iv. 1I11, 12.
Sim. Pt. 153 (gall).

OBS. Probably it is from such uses that the prospective meaning of the perfective
relative form is derived. See below §§ 387. ~; 389, ~.

6. The imperf. pass. part. in respect of contz'nued or repeated events to occur
in the future.
Ex. ~~';'f'lPC7::} ~1~~~ m tp-tr nb irrw m (twt-ntr tn in every
seasonal feast which is (i. e. is henceforth to be) made in this temple. 5

a Siut I, 318. Sim.
ib. 302 (sftw).

§ 370. Tense·distinction in the participles: summary.- This subject
is of so much importance that many pages have been devoted to its discussion
and illustration. As the net result, the beginner has mainly to remember that the
imperfective participle implies repetition or continuity, while the perfective has no
such implications; and, as the inevitable outcome of this position, that the
perfectt've participle becomes the natural medium for alluding to events in the
past, while the imperfectt've is more adapted to the expression of events in
the present or future. Either of the last statements, however, is liable to
exception if repetition or continuity is deliberately kept in or out of view; that
is to say, the imperfective participles may be used of the past if continued or
repeated past action is envisaged, or the perfective participles may be used of
present or future action if it is desired to refer to this quite simply as merely
occurring. The stjmtyfy form has, on the contrary, no other function than that
of a future active participle.
§ 371. Use of the participles to express obligation or the like.
Egyptian lacking equivalents for such notions as 'ought', 'have to', these may
be implicit in the meaning of simple participles, whether active or passive.
Exx. ~:;:~~ ...... ~} 7it4-~J-nr~ Ii mk tw m .... imy-r w IJsf !zrtjJ
behold, thou art ... a district superintendent who has to punish robbery. 6
~~~r~~~!"r Id·k ttr Idt ttr·s thou shalt be angry about that which
deserves anger, lit. (that) angered upon it.'
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8 Peas. B I, 192-3.
Sim. ;6. B I, 100-2 j
Urk. iv. 1111, 3. 7. 8
etc.
7 Urk. iv. 1091, 3.
Sim. W. 6 j Peas. B I,
147. 219 j Pt. 581.
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§ 372. The participles as predicate.-Two constructions, in each of
which the predicate is a participle, have now to be considered. The more
frequent of the two, which will be called the participial statement (A), follows
the model of the sentence with nominal predicate (§ 125); the subject precedes,
and is either an independent pronoun or a noun introduced by the particle In.
In the other construction (B), the participle comes first and is followed either by
a noun or by a dependent pronoun as subject; here, accordingly, the model IS
that of the sentence with adjectival predicate (§ 137).
1

See Verbum ii.

§§ 752-3;

GUNN,
SINd. pp. 59-64.

§ 373. A. The participial statement.l-This construction was explained
in some detail above § 227, 3. The scheme is

in + noun
}
{ perf.
act. part. for past time }
or independent pron. + or imperf."
"
"present time
The construction corresponds in meaning to English' it is he who hears',
or to French c'est lui qui entend. For a reason that will be explained in § 391
some degree of emphasis rests on the subject, though this emphasis is not always
calculated to make the grammatical subject into the logical predicate; see above
§ 227, 3. Note that the participle, as here used, is invariable in number and
gender, and hence must be literally translated' the-one-who-hears (heard)', not
'he (she)-who-hears (heard),. In very ancient times the participle seems to have
taken the number and gender of the subject. 2 No certain examples of this con
struction with a passive participle are known. 3
I. With perf. act. part. for English past time.
Exx. JJ~::-:-- in lzml rdllr t(w)1 it was His Majesty who caused it
to be made.' Lit. indeed, His Majesty was the-one-who-caused, etc.
;g: ::~~ ~ i qq:it ~qi:~ ntk rdl it-tw lIy·l sri! it is thou who hast caused
my daughter to be taken. Ii Lit. thou wast the-one-who-caused, etc.
g~~~- ink Srd qrtf it was I who cut off its (the elephant's) trunk. 6
{

2

§

See Verbum ii.

753·

I But see GUNN,
SiNd. p. 59, nnder 6.

o

4 Sin. B 308. Sim.
Mill. I, 7 (lr); Urk.
iv. 194, 15 (lr); 766,
5 (rdl). With fern.
subj., Urk, iv. 12, 12

(srnb)·
~ )iZ. 55. 85. With

the old indep. pron.
swt, LAC. TR. 47, 36.
8 Drk. iv. 894, J.
Sim. ib. 895, I.
7 Eb. 99, 6. Sim.
ib. 99. 14 ('rr).
8 PI. 184.
Sim.
Peas. B I, 215 (dP);
Eb. 103, 18 (l/r).
o Eb. 100, 8-9.
Sim. P. Kah. 29, 39
(ntk lrr).
10 Urk. iv. 221, 14

OBS. For rare examples after the obscure archaistic pronoun

t.) sw ' he' see Add.

With imperf. act. part. for English present time.
Exx. ..ill:::=~,~,..ill:::!~,~, in 2 dd nswt, in 2 dd snf two (vessels) give
mucus, and two give blood. 7 Lit. indeed, two are the-ones-which-give, etc.
q-l~::G..~J in nlr lrr i*r it is god who makes prosperity.s
The liver has four vessels; :--r~I:::!== ntsn dd n's mw it is they which
give it water. 9
F or English future time the sqmty:/y form is very rarely used. lo The
corresponding idiom for the future is ntf sqmf or in+ noun + sqmi, as we saw in
§ 227, 2; see also § 450, 5, e.
2.
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OF THE PARTICIPLES AS PREDICATE

§ 373

The above rules as to the tenses are liable to the following exceptions:

(a) For past repeated action the imperf. act. part. may be employed; see
above § 366.
Ex. ~~::ro ntf dd nl st it is he who used to give it to him.l
(b) \Vhen the imperf. part. is used for present time, as in the examples
quoted above under (2), the sentence normally expresses a statement of custom,
a generalization or the like. It may happen, however, that it is important to
avoid suggesting that the act described occurs more than once; in this rare case
the perf. part. is used.
Ex. Q_111 in~AI ~ I~n in 5 pr, t;/Jt 11t IO five is subtracted (lit. goes out),
the remainder is ten. 2

(c) Occasionally the imperf. act. part. refers to a future event; two cases
have been quoted above § 368, one in which there is no implication of repetition
or continuity,3 the other of the commoner type where custom is clearly implied. 4

§ 374. B. The participle as adjectival predicate.-In this construction
the participle comes first, according to rule (§ 137), and the following subject, if
pronominal, is a dependent pronoun.
Exx. X--.lll~t~~~-=-::~~lftC7 /pr sw im r sprw nb he rejoices (lit. is one
rejoicing) thereat more than any petitioner. 5
rI} 1~ s/pt;/w sw tJwy r ibz he is one who illuminates the two
lands more than the sun. 6
Sometimes the participle thus used is accompanied by the exclamatory
ending :§\ ·wy (§ 49).
Exx. =t)~~l~:l~~"\~:: rs'wy st;/d dpt·nl how joyful (lit. rejoicing) is
he who relates what he has experienced (lit. tasted) ! 7
~A\~~==~J~llOO~ iy·wy tw m-rb s/iwtok how welcome (lit. come) art thou
amidst thy meads! 8
~ ~.A ~\ U·wy occurs also alone as an exclamation 'welcome! ', 9 and is probably
to be distinguished from a similar use of the old perfective ~1- iw (§ 3 I 3).
The participle employed in this construction is almost invariably the
perfective active. No imperfective examples occur, and passive ones only when
these are more adjectival than truly participial in meaning. [See, however, Add.]
Ex. t~Dl?liro-=-r~}~*~ !lJP st r sIJrw dWJt they are more recondite (lit.
hidden) than the fashion of the netherworld. 1o
The examples show how often this construction is used in comparisons.
Note that when the subject is a noun or the dep. pron. 3rd sing. f. in its
older writing r s(y) 11 the participial predicate is indistinguishable from the st;/ml
form.

Qt

=-=-t:
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\ has. B I, 85-6.

2 R IIl·lId ~8.
PI'
similarly in another
construction JiZ. 57,
6* quo § 503, 4.
s Wes/c. 9, 6.

• Peas. R 130. Sim.
U,·k. iv. I I 11-6, pas
sim (cf. Exerc. XXX,
iii).
5 PI. 270: also with
[,r, Sin. B 66; MAR.
Abyd. ii. 30,35; Urk.
iv. 162,5. Sim. with
other verbs, 1'1. 314
(irw); 410 (rn(;).
6 Cairo 20538, ii.
e 12. Sim. with ob
ject, Hamm. '14, ?
(Ir SW !/dt); Ann. 37,
PI. 2, II (1'& sw kll

IIbl).

Cairo 20538, ii.
Sim. with ob
ject, Hamm. II 4, 7
(lr sw rldl).
7 SII. S. Il4- Sim.
with nom. subject, Sin.
B 70; Pt. 557; (rJ.wy);
ft

e

'2.

P. Kah. 2, I (~r.wY; ;
Peas. H I, "7 (nh·u:r';
LEDll._ 25. '7 (ly.u:r).
lUrk. iv. 990; sim.
A marn. i. 14- Other
verbs, Cem. of Abyd.
ii. p. I I 7 (mn.wy Iw);
Brit.

Mos.

55 1 ,

3

W.rl(f tw).

• Pt. 347; Urk. iv.

"7, 5; 990,9·

10 Urk. iv. 99. Some
late exx. Nomina!s.
§§ Boa. 82.

11

So perhaps Pt.

88·97·
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§ 374

1 In constructions
not exem plified be
low: § 314, Dirt. l4-;
Urk. iv. 879, 4-; 882,

12;

§ 316, Eb. 25,6

= 52, 4; § 31 7,

Urk.

iv. 1160,7; § 323, Eb.
10 7, 7; § 324, Urk.
iv. u63, 3; § 328, 2,
SETHE, Spriiche, 44*,
8 (8 I); see too § 482,
2. Further exx., AZ.
7 1 , 52
2

Pt. 25.

s A'Z. 57, 10*.
• CHAMP.

ND. ii.

4 2 4.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

As a rule, the construction participle + subject is found in mam clauses.
A peculiar use occurs, however, with the pronoun 3rd sing. f. ~\\ sy, the
participle + sy being substituted for the corresponding form of the old perfective
in a number of cases where the latter is habitually used as a virtual adverb
clause. 1 The reason for this substitution, which is confined to the 3rd sing. f., is
quite obscure.
Exx. ~~1DI:;~~~\\ dpt nbt I~ sy all taste is perished. 2 Cf. § 322.
~}i-;~}j~7::Q\~~~LJ~';'~~:- iW'i rIJ·kwi Iwt 1,d·ti km·t(i) ip sy I

know the tuft is flourishing, black and (fully) numbered. 3 Later MSS. ip·ti.
~~ ....... r\\*::;;~::r\\'T9-=-lg~ ';: gmf -I)' n/r sy !zr sIr r !zwt-nlr nbt he found it
more perfectly beautiful than any temple. 4 One expects n/r·ti, § 3 I 5.
~ ,~=thJt..r\\ rt nbt nty mr sy every member that is iIl.6 Cf. § 328, I.

-:,

Hearst 6, I I, with
superfluous
plural
stroke<, see Eb. I, II.
Sim. Eb. 60, 10, t/}n
sy corrected ou t of
t/}n·li r·s.
5

VOCABULARY

11 Wltj be green, fresh;

l~ var.

=~mrntjt (written rdt) the morning

caus. SWltj make green.

} ~ wtt (old wtt) beget.

J ~ ~ m.lt~

blgi, var.
bgi, be remiss, slack.

rr~~ old ~r~~ msktt the

J mAl

1~~ ntry (old nlri) be divine.

n
e== - I' <:::::> -l.-ll
~j~

bark of the sun-god.

shr overlay.


m

tft,l, (old (ftn) be dazzling;
slftn make dazzling.

J }.J1 Ibw cessation.

o~}I 9Ii(/)mw splendour, brilliance.

evening-bark of the sun-god.

o

.-....JJ

var.

DI inb wall.

~ .4:2>-}] ~ irw form, nature.

.

c

r-prt (from iry-prt)

hereditary prince.

j ~5

Ifrpy 1:IaCpy, the Inundation
god; inundation, high Nile.

l~t~1tl ~ I fztitiwt

brightness.

~~ sUb pleasure, affection.

r@~t~ var. t~ Slfm Power, per

~}~ iwrw heir.

~~JO var.

<:::::>0 .-....JJ

sonified as deity; a power.

rr~ ~ ssmt horse.
{jU StjlWty (?) treasurer.

r:\!1~ irt duty.

L

~~~ abbrev. ~ pftty might, strength.

W0

e:;:::,

~~c

a1

Indyt apron, skirt.

ssp (old ssp) light.
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Exerc. XXV

E X ERe I S E XXV
(a) Reading leSSOl1,. Part 0/ hymn to Rer from the do01'1'amb
the general, afterwards ki,zg, lfareml;ab,. end of Dyn. X VI I I.l
q -=-'t'-. =Afil =
h
I _..::.a ~<::w'~ ~

rjd mdw in 1'-prt lfr-m-fzb,

*~'6.,,?-=}j~_

mlr-~rw,

dWlf Rr m wbnj,

~'Io.-

ddf:

f) 'll-~
'1111 Jj c::7' tIl

.Il

of the tomb of

0,

i(/)w It·k bpr la l'r ?lb,

-=- 'C:7

m~ ~dli:t},.:~ r~~ *~ 4~~

mss sw tllW dWl)'t,

~.h~::~':'::t.J}.Il

pr m !:Jt mwtj, nn Ibw. 2

~ -f)

"'" ""'\\

Jr c::7' ~ <::> LlLl

c::7' ~
_ I I ,~Jj

=

iw 1z·k it1'ty 3 m ksw,

'--'1~:;~ ~jJ-}j0 c::7'

di'm ?[·k i(/)w n wb;z·k,

~H-m:;~=O~},9 J~c::7'

4 !J m ilm'lC! /zrw·k
sthlt·1Z·k
.
.
,
lltry·1i m S!Jm imy pt,

1~~~=t~+~~
1~::::

nEr mllf;,

:t":~0l

nsw (n)!z!t,
nb ssp,

t!1t

0

'C:7 0

TLl~~~19,

!tlfl l;rjrjwt,

\\. 1.4HJ=n 'ii'c::7'~
~
II X0 0

9

<=> F==J

-=

!try 1tstj m msktt, 5

Q

e}~

--II

III

=

rl brw m mrnrjt,5

=0

"
=o~

l~+fol~~~}~l0l
}:~Al:t}

'wtt 7 sw,

mr:t}a

ms sw dsf.

*jJ~~II~-=
ill ~ fjJ-e 9~

_

0Jr!i!:\ '="01111

'l

l;Wll6 ntry iwrw (1l)!Zl;,

0

dWI tw psdt 8 rl(t) ,
hnw n·k psrjt lldst,

~

*jJr~~~r~H~~~

dWl"Sn tw m irw·k nfr.

t

Brit, Mus. 552 (VIII, PI. 27).
I> For the 3rd pers. see § 509, I.
'
for ~, as often at this period.
• Lit.• the two rows', i.e. the gods of Upper and Lower Egypt; see AZ. 44, 17 for the expression andJEA 30, 27
for explanation; see also the Sigo-list under 0 19, 20.
4 The sign for II is here used simply for t.
~ ]I1rnrjl • the bark of the dawn' and msklt ' the bark of the dusk' are the names of the ships in which the sun was
supposed to perform his day-journey from east to west and his night-journey from west to east respectively. J.JrntJI here
has borrowed the ending It from msktt.
6 Mixture of two different writings ~~fo and
7 The sign for tyw seems superlluous.
8 Pslft ' ennead' or ' cycle of nine gods', see § 260. The Great Ennead consisted of Atum, Shu and Tphenis, Geb
and Nut, Osiris and Isis, Seth and Nephthys.
1

t±fo.
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Exerc. XXV

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
'Words recited (lit. the saying of words) by the prince l:Iarem~ab, justified,
when he adores Re c at his rising; he says :-Praise to thee, who com est into
existence every day, who givest birth to thyself every morning, who comest forth
from the womb of thy mother without cessation. The two halves (of Egypt) come
to thee doing obeisance (lit. in bowing), they give thee praise at thy rising, thou
hast made dazzling the land through the splendour of thy body, being divine as the
Power which is ill heaven, the beneficent god, the king of eternity, the lord oflight,
the prince of brightness, who is on his seat in the Bark of the Dusk, great in (his)
appearances in the Bark of the Dawn, divine stripling, heir of eternity, who begot
his (own) self and bare his own self. The Great Ennead adores thee, the Little
Ennead makes jubilation to thee; they adore thee in thy beautiful forms.'
(6) Translate into Engl£sh:

(I) g--..!l~~\=r.;=:rr ~ ~ Cl~ I I I ~ -.!l~ - n
J..
jj .1i =;;;=:rr~
\\ 'Jj~~~ 'Jj~UI

I
!

n--

iI'l

I I

(2)

'C7 ~

1

\~~~--~~~\CPrJJ}~l::~~ ~~~lmr __ ~~~~l
(3)

~~f";}~!Jl}Clr,~-=~':~}ru~~-=+~jo}~

r,7t'NMC7~r~,~~I~!~~~-~@r ~~l ffflJ=>~~~:&l
(4)

~~!~r~~r1}~~Y~~~a~~M~~~~ru1\JJl

~~~~

(5)

:n~l!~_\ll

...... '11:['

(7)

® ...... tJ

~}~ -- ~l~!-g}fi~~mr~~~'i~-- ~+~~I
(6)

~A2>- 6)
WI I II I

Cl

I~I

9n-=~ ~J
I

'1~_~

J\9-~~

m~, ~I

I 1 _ C7

~~~~O~ll<f)~~~ll~~~

~~~~~~~Cly}x~~~~}~
I

Names of persons.

2

Title for a subordinate in some offi cial class,

(t') TtVrite it" hieroglyphs:
(I) He maketh green the earth more than a high (r/) Nile. (2) He did
this with loving heart for his father Chnum. (3) It is not f who say it, it is
Horus who says it. (4) All that is (use wnn) in my house, I have given it to
thee. (5) May there be said to thee' Welcome, welcome' in this thy house of
the living! (6) Tribute which was brought to His Majesty in this year: 1056
horses, 183 chariots wrought (§ 317) in gold. (7) Let (imi) him who has done it
stand up. (8) My statue was overlaid with gold, its apron with fine gold. It was
His Majesty who caused it to be made. (9) Who will bring me these books?
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§ 375

LESS 0 N XXVI
SYNTAX OF THE PARTICIPLES AND OF THE Sl)MTY·FY FORM

§ 375. Expression of the object and dative.-The active participles
and the sdmtyjy form may be followed, like the sdmj form, by such adjuncts as
a direct object or a dative.
Exx. ~g~U<::>-ro~J..Ilt} smi JI!r 1t hJb sw who reported well to him who
sent him.l
Q<=>~;;:A~ t} ir grt fbt(y)fy sw now as for him who shall lose it. 2

1

Q~ }::~

~~::~Q

O':i !
C7

itf wrj ltl idbwy his father who allotted to him the two lands. 3
1ttf dd nj st it is he who used to give it to him.·
~i' GI= ~ wrb nb rdit(y)i(y) It-l t-Itd pit every priest who shall

give me this white bread. 6
These examples show that the dependent pronouns are used when the
object is pronominal, and that the same rules of word-order apply as in any main
clause (§§ 27. 66).

I Louvre C 174.
Sim. Urk. iv. ,67, 13j
781, ~.
2 Berl. AI. i. p.
258, 19. Sim. MAR.
Abyd. ii. 30, 36.
S Urk. iv. 198.
• Peas. B I, 85-6.

o Siut I, 282.

OBS. If a pronominal object or dative follows the participle, and this is also
qualified by the adjective nb' every', 'all', that adjective is usually placed after the
entire phrase; if, however, both object and dative occur together, nb may precede
them. See the 2nd and 3rd examples in § 377, 2.

§ 376. Extended use of the passive participles.-The passive is, by
definition, a name given to verb-forms which treat the direct semantic object
(i. e. the grammatical object of the active voice) 5a as a grammatical subject or
nominative. It follows that any passive participle ought to be translatable, like
any active participle, as a 'who '·clause; and such is, of course, very frequently
the case, exx. ~QQ~ mry 'who is loved', ro~J..Il h,b 'who was sent'. But just
as in English a person may be said, not only to be 'sent', but also to be ' sent
to', so Egyptian may stretch the meaning of the passive participles in such
a way that the antecedent (the word, implied or expressed, with which they
agree) is no longer identical with the direct semantic object but with an indirect
one, i. e. the case after some preposition.
Exx. ~gQ}~-t'7: smiw n'sn those who are reported to, lit. (those) reported
to them. 6
~ ":~~~ ,dt l.zr·s a thing to be angry at, lit. (a thing) angered upon it.'
Two points have to be noticed. First, this extended meaning of the passive
enables passive participles to be formed from intransitive verbs like ,d ' be angry',
no less than from transitives like smi 'report '. Second, Egyptian, unlike English,
regularly employs a resumptive pronoun (n·sn, l.zr·s, § 146).
293
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•• See § 297 for these
grammatical terms.

I Bersn. i. 7. Sim.
lrrw n:f, Berl. AI. i.
180, quo § 357.
7 U,k. iv. logl, 3.
Sim. intrans. vbs., ib.
1091,6; 'P5, 12; 972,
U ;PI.3~~.581 jPeas.
BI, 1~7.
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§ 376

1 Cairo 20359. Sim.
Hamm. 47. 10-1;
Cairo 20538, ii. C 12 ;
Rifek 4. 57·
• Uri<. iv. 169. Sim.
ib. 546, 8.

S See Rev.eg., n. s.
ii. 45. See. however,
Add.

4 Urk. iV.415. Sim,
ib. 46. 15; P. Kah.
35,28; Pt. 557 ; Sin.
B 309; Cairo 20498, a
5-6; Adm. p. 106,
quo § 157.
~ P. Kah. 13. I.
Sim, ib. II. 24; .Sk. S.

Leb. 100;
iv. 795, 9;
BUDGE, p. 23 1, 4;
268,6.
8 ]1.1. u. K. 3. 5-6.
7 P. Kah. 29, IS.
141-2;

U,'k.

B Sim. Sz'ut J, 296;
l{Teste. 12, 3 ; Pt. 282.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

Had English employed a n:3umptive pronoun, nothing could have prevented
a still further extension of this construction, so that the pronoun would refer, no
merely to indirect semantic objects, but even to persons and things still more
remotely involved; from 'a person confided in him' (instead of 'a person
confided in '), it would have been no far cry to 'a person confided in his judge
ment', i. e. a person in whose judgement one confides. Egyptian, since i
regularly employs a resumptive pronoun, has been able to take this step.
Exx. ~}.JlriJll}.Jl.!.~~::: prrw hJJW br slJrfby whose will one comes
and goes, lit. (one who is) gone up and come down habitually under his wilJ.1
t:~} 'ft~ -:-:::: /:trrw m irt'nf nbt over all whose actions one rejoices, lit
one habitually rejoiced at all that he has done. 2 For irt'nf see § 382.
Nothing is more characteristic of Egyptian than such complex constructions
with the passive participle. The student will find them easy enough to cope
with if he will make a practice of looking for the resumptive pronoun first of all
and then translating the phrase in which it occurs in such a way that the
resumptive pronoun appears as an English relative. For example, br slJr
'under his will' is transformed into' under whose will '. Next, the Egyptian
passive participle must be turned into an English active verb; and since the
Egyptian has not indicated the doer, the English must insert' one' or ' people
as a quite indefinite subject; prrw hJJW is therefore rendered' one goes and
comes '. Thus is obtained the complete rendering' under whose will one goes
and comes " or more idiomatically, 'by whose will one comes and goes '.

§ 3'1'1. The retained object after the passive participles. 3- I . English,

because it uses the phrases' to find fault with', 'to think much of', can also say
'he was found fault with " 'she was thought much of'. This retention of the
direct objects is exceedingly common with the Egyptian passive participles.
Exx. ~::F'I-t~1 dd(w) nj' nbw 11, /:tswt to whom the gold of favour was
repeatedly given, lit. (one) given to him the gold of favour.'
~~,~,=~,~-q n+<:>~~~, imy-rnj'rmt iry nn r-gs·sn list of people in
whose presence this was done, lit. done this in their presence. 5
Go to the place where thy fair ones are, ~:: qqI ~ I : : : ~ I .~ I ~<:>L \\ ~ ~
it:C ~ J~c:>J=ol ~ I~~I m rdyt rntiw l' JnY'sn, sntr WJ(j l' /:tUwt·sn (women) upon
whose hair myrrh, and upon whose shoulders fresh incense has been placed. 6
'i'::qqrq~-~1tq~ nlrdy 1;1' im n blk im that concerning which a charge
was given (lit. given a charge therein) to this thy servant. 7
Note that the resumptive pronoun is regularly employed; in the last
instance, however, im 'therein' serves as a substitute for m + suffix.s Observe
further that in all the above examples, unlike those quoted in § 376, the passive
voice can be kept in translation, the retained direct objectS becoming its subject.

+

r
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§ 377,

I

:::tl-:::

Here belongs the formula
ridw nf, f. ::t.:J ridt n's' called', lit. 'said
to him (her)', by which secondary personal names are introduced.
Ex. ~~:it::t~::~~T:it 'IntfridW1tf'Iw-snb Entefwho is called Yewsonb. 1
In introducing such names the srimj form (/d·tw is occasionally used in place
of the passive participle. s
2. When the retained object is a personal pronoun, the dependent pronoun
is used, as after the active participles (§ 375) and after the srim! and srim'll! forms.
Exx. ::lftro~J~}~<::>~ ir·n·i hlbt wi r·s I had done what I had been sent
for, lit. (that) sent me for it. 3

no

Q<::>~~'t }<::::7~=~<::::7 ir grt sdd sw
[trj rr no but as to everyone
over whom it (this spell) is read every day.( Lit. every read-it-over-him.
~~'--n~<::>lS}<::::7::t} ntf 51 (/;(W l' 51W fZO n! sw he assigns boats in
respect of everyone to whom they have to be assigned. 6 Lit. everyassigned-it
to-him.
A weakening of usage is, however, occasionally found in the case of the 2nd
and 3rd pers. sing., suffixes being employed instead of the dependent pronouns.
Exx. ~J I~~TI'="Q~ mow pn iny·k im in this place from which thou wast
brought, lit. brought thou thence. 6
Q~~a=D}mQQ4)=:: it·t pw msy·[ nf, this thy father to whom thou wast
born. 7
One may perhaps compare the substitution of these same suffixes for
dependent pronouns after nit; see above § 223, end.
OBS.

Compare further the use of the suffixes as subject of the passive

1

P. Kale.

H, 18.

Sim. Cairo 2021ih 6.
9; Vienna 57; Louvre
C72; fem., P. Kak.
12,8.
f Ex. Urk. iv. 32,
I2 (rld·tw n:f); Cairo
20141, a,l (lw Ijcf.tw
r:f).
a Leyd. V88, 10-1.
Sim. T¥estc. I 2, 3, quo §
369,2; 1'1.282. 62 3;
Cat. d. Mott. i. p. 89,
no. 76; Urk. iv. lI08,
IJ; 1I09, 7.
4 Urk. v. 96.

G

U1'k. iv.

6 BUDGE,

II 16.

p. 134,

3-4·
7 LAC.

TR.

31,

9

Sim. 3rd pers., AZ.
47,122.

lim!

form, below § 421.
§ 378. Omission of the resumptive pronoun.-The replacement of
m + suffix by the adverb im was noted in § 377, I. SO too after the relative
forms, below § 385.
The name of a reigning Pharaoh is often accompanied by the phrase
/},Sf- di (nIJ, f. /},0Sf- dit (nIJ. This must be considered as a shortening of rdy n!
(nff · to whom life is given' or perhaps rather of rdy (1lff!' given that he live '.
English can similarly shorten to 'given life' its equivalent of the Egyptian phrase.
The present opportunity must be taken to allude to the use of ~Sf-, f. ~0Sf-,
as well as the old perfectives Sf- rnIJ(w), Sf-~ (nIJ'li (2nd m. sing.), etc. (§ 313) as
object after the verb iri 'make'. This use is frequent at the conclusion of
dedicatory inscriptions in the temples.
Exx. :::J3 irjrnIJ(w) rit, may he make 'he-lives-eternally'.8
~ Sf- ~~ ir·k (nIJ·ti rit, mayst thou make' thou-livest-eternally'. 9
::::'/},Sf- irf di rnIJ, may he make' given-life '.10
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• UrI.. iv. 8il, I2;
873, II. Fern. exx.,
ib. 214, 3; 296, 7;
334, 12.
• Urk. iv. 214, 9;
569, 4; 57 0 , 10; 864,
6. Fern. ex x., ib. 358,
10; 375, 10.
10 PETR. A "yd. ii.
28; Urk. iv. 340, 15;
584,12; 596,6. Fem.
exx., io. 312, 16; 340,
8; 343, 3. Var: irf
n1' dl (nq, Kopt. 10,
I; Urk. iv. 881, 13;
see also ib. 43, 16,
where word-order
shows that the dative
refers to the god, see
below § 507, I.
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§ 379. The semantic subject after the passive participles.-I. There
are several ways in which the semantic subject, i. e. the performer of the action
of the verb as actively conceived, can be expressed after the passive participles.
I t is sometimes expressed, as after other passives and after the infinitive, in the
form of an agent, i. e. with the help of the preposition in (§ 39, end).
I Eb.
P. Kan.

I,

13.

II, 12;

Sim.
Urk.

iv. 689, 17.
lUrk. iV.972. Sim,
Hamm. 191, 5, quo
i 369, 2.

Exx. ~~~-=-Q Q, ~ ,::Q-1. ~-y~ tjwt iryt rj in snj StG the evils done
to him by his brother Seth. 1
~H}~::rT¥-";Q-og,~~,? nl;.ftw nf snb (n!J in rmtt not one for whom

health and life are prayed for by all people. 2
The same meaning can, however, be conveyed by the d£rect gen£t£ve.
Exx. '£"~QQ':?~-2QQr~~<p7 6. ink mry nbtf, ftsy·s m !!rt-hrw nt rr nb
I am one beloved of (or by) his mistress and praised of (or by) her in the course
of each day. 3
2.

5 Cairo 20543, a 6
7. Sim. Sinai 28. 3~.
71; Urk. iv. 994, 16.

See too below, n. I 1.
, Urk. iv. 68. Sim.
Sinai 27; Louvre C I,

7

(~ssw).
5

{Vestee 4,

II -2.

8 Cairo 20540. Sim.
ib. 20430; BH.i. 7,3.

Cairo 2050 I and
Sim. Peas.
E I, 21 (s!Jly.k); 118
(sky.k); 236 (Iry.k).
8 Louvre C I, 4.
7

passim.

Sim. Siut
(mrrt-J).

1,

267

8 Cairo 20501. Sim.
Urk. iv. 19, 14; 153.
9; IOIl, 10.

10 PIEHL,IH.i. 143.
Sim. Brit. Mus. 43.

11 Var. ms + direct
genitive, Dyn. XI,
POI.. § 71.
n Achl. p. 32. N +
suffix, P. Kah. II, 22;
Pt. 623.
IS Cf., however, Int
n-J' brought to him'
quo p. 279, n. 28.

~::};:::

mrrw nbf one beloved of his lord. 4
-=-4 Q, ~ ,.!.lJ~:it iryt Gry-#(t) that done by (lit. of) the lector-priest. 5
~':?~c>r1C>6 ~Ll> ~l~~:;;:l-:=!Jt nbt nfrt wrbt ddt pt, IfmJt t/, innt Ijrpy
all things good and pure, given of heaven, created of earth, brought by (lit. of)
the inundation. 6 A common formula.
Here belong the examples where the semantic subject after the passive
participle is expressed by a suffix-pronoun. We have frequently had occasion
to point out that the relation of the suffix-pronouns to the words which they
follow is that of the direct genitive.
Exx. ~-~QQ_ SJf mry:fhis son who is beloved ofhim.7
~l2 c>.l ~ irr ftsst·sn flbt doing all that is praised of them. 8
3. An ambiguity arises when the semantic subject is introduced by - n.
Ex.~~Q-':'tlnqq-o~~-'mry n it·f, ftsy n mwtj beloved by his father,
praised by his mother. 9
It is not clear whether n here is to be regarded as the preposition or as the
genitival adjective. Feminine instances like ~Q ~C>:-~ ttsyt nt f:lt-ftr 'praised of
Hathor'10 show that the genitival adjective may really be used to introduce the
agent. On the other hand, we have seen (§ 361, under }ae t'nf) that ir n
, engendered by' and ms n 'born to' (lit. 'borne to ') make as feminines ~ irt n
and m..: mst n with the preposition llY Possibly the use of the preposition n to
introduce the agent entailed certain changes in the passive participle, producing
the stjmw'llj relative form to be described below. On the other hand, texts exist
ms n (or ms·n)
where mrQQ- msy n 'born to (a father) stand side by side with
, borne to', i.e. 'by', (the mother),12 showing that the full form could be retained
if the preposition n had a function other than that of introducing the agent,l3
I
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§ 380

THE RELATIVE FORMS

§ 380. It was seen in § 353 that the Egyptian participles may nearly always
be translated into English by what can be described briefly as 'who'-clauses,
i.e. relative clauses in which the subject is identical with the antecedent. We
have now to consider a class of verb-forms best translated by relative clauses in
which there is an expressed subject different from the antecedent. Where these
verb-forms occur, the relative word in the English rendering appears as 'whom',
, whose', 'where', and so forth, only not as the nominati ve 'who' or 'which'. Two
typical examples may serve as a concrete basis for the discussion to follow:
d7~}::d7~}.A! st;/mw nfst;/mw one to whom (lit. to him) judges listen. 1
L1>I~~g ~ ~~ lfmJt·n bJW 'Iwnw nfr·s one whose beauty (lit. her beauty)
the souls of Heliopolis created. 1I
The verb-forms here in question are known as the relative forms 3 and
at first sight seem peculiar to Egyptian. When the antecedent is masculine,
they are often outwardly indistinguishable from the narrative st;/mf and st;/m·nf
forms, though fuller writings showing a gender-ending -w (in one case:)l) indicate
their independent existence as distinct verb-forms. When the antecedent is
feminine, the gender-ending -t is written after the stem to agree with the
antecedent. Thus from the immutable verbs we have the forms
m. 47~ '6- st;/m(w)f, very seldom written with -w when the subject is a suffix;
with nominal subject the writing d7~} st;/mw is not rare.
f. 47~,=, st;/mtj; much more rarely written 41~~- or even d7~M'6-.

1

B H. i. lll, T 55-6.

2

Urk. iv. 361 •

See Verbum ii.
§§ 737 foil.; Rev. eg.
D. s., ii. 42 foil.; )/Z.
54, 98- 10 3; 59, 65;
Some Aspects, ,.
3

1

{ m. 41~:: st;/m(w)'nf, only rarely written with -w 41~}:: st;/mw·nf.
f. 41 ~~ stimt'n!
If the verb-stem has a determinative, the gender-ending precedes the deter
minative, except in the unusual feminine forms with ~ or ~ ~, ex. H ~ ~U ~, where
the analogy of the old perfective has evidently influenced the writing.
Thus, so far as the immutable verbs are concerned, only two varieties of
relative form can be detected, one resembling narrative kim'nf and the other
resembling narrative stimf. The mutable verbs show that the latter comprises
at least two forms, one with gemination and the other without. Taking now
mri 'love' as type-verb and quoting only the forms with nominal subject, we
obtain : 
Imperfective relative form: m. ~}~ mrrw, also written ~~; f. ~ -:-lD mrrt.
Perfective relative form: m. ~~ mr, also written ::;:~~~ mry; f. ~~ mrt,
also written ~'~~~, ::;:~~.
The Stimw·nj relative form 4: m. ::;:~- mr(w)'ll, rarely written ::;:}~-;
f. ~o~_ mrt·n.
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• In the 1St eel.
called' perfective rela
tive form', a name
now transferred to the
foregoing form. The
Harne here preferred
stresses the close re
lationship to the 'n"f
ralive' lrfm.n:f form
of §§ 67. 41~ ff.
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§ 380
OSee GUNN, Stud.
ch. I.
oa By CLERK, still
unpublished.
obSeebelow, §§ 387,
2; 389, 2.

1 P. Kah. 5, 8. Sim.
Urk. iv. 618, II, quo
§ 386, I.

t Ikhern. 9. Sim.
Urk. iv. 353, 12.
I

P. Kah.

12,

9.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

In the first edition of this work the perf. relative form was called the • pros
pective relative' ,0 since it often looks forward to action lying in the future. A
recent discovery Oa shows that in the early M. K. this form, or one not clearly
distinguishable from it,Ob often referred to past action, though later superseded in
that function by the s<fmw·nf relative form. Thus the non-geminating relative
form without n is completely parallel in its functions to the • narrative' perf.
sdmf (§§ 447, 449) and the name • perfective' is altogether appropriate.

§ 381. The relative forms as epithets or as nouns.-Like the
participles (§ 353), the relative forms can be used either with or without an
expressed antecedent, i. e. either as epz'thets or as nouns. See below, passim.
When the relative form is used as a noun, it may be qualified by the adjective
,z.b • all', • every', •any'.
Exx. -=~~lir\\rrr7C)r~~~=~ kip sy !zr ssnt·s nbt m Jsr fumigate her
over anything which she smells as roast. l
-=-:;:g~.:~~~ ir·n·k mi wdt-n nbt !zm·i thou hast done according to all
that My Majesty commanded. 2
~::i'~ rdU·nf 1l·i nut all that he gave to me. S For the position of nbt
after the dative n·i, see above § 375, OBS.
§ 382. The relative forms with direct semantic object identical
with the antecedent.-In this case (true • whom '-clauses) no resumptive
pronoun £s ever used.
Exx. ~~&&c+::::"~<::::7'" lt~c:::>i g /jt nbt ddt sr fib nds nb r ~wt-1ttr anything
which any official or any commoner places in the temple.'
c:::> "';~::lt~ 7lt r ro dU·i m r'; in order to find out what I could put in my
mouth. 5
~~~1I7~~~-- tn(w)·nf ont mrtfwhom he distinguished among his
servants. 6
I t is extremely significant that Egyptian does not here write ddt st sr, diH
st and tn(w)·nf sw. This absence of the dependent pronoun as object has
a remarkable consequence, namely that in the case of the imperf. and perf.
relative forms (see the first two examples above) it would be equally possible to
regard the verb-form as a passive participle followed by a direct genitive (above,
§ 379, z). This becomes still clearer when no adverbial phrase is appended.
Exx. :::~::=~~H=': '1\ ir·n·(i) mrrt rmt, !zsst ntrw I did what men
love and what the gods praise.? Or, I did what is loved of men and what is
praised of the gods.
Q}~~:::lt~c:>'}~-=-QQlt iw srn·i bJkw irY'i I determined the work
I was going to do; or, the work to be done (§ 371) by me. 8

r

Siut I, 280. Sim.
ib. 292. 295; Pt. 146 ;
Urk. iv. 1I07, II.
4

D Sh. S. 46.
Sim.
Siu/ I, 298, quo §
389,2.
6 BEl. i. 25, 10.
Sim. Sin. B 148.162;
Urk. iv. 684, 14; 734,
14; 743, 5; 780, 5;
fern., ib. iv. 1071, 8;
10j4. 3; Brit. Mus.
614. 10; P. Kah. 12,
9. quo § 38 r.

1 Siut 1,266. Sim.
Sin. B213.

8

Sinai 139, 6-7.
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It is obvious that, in particular, the first of these two examples is inseparable,
as regards its construction, from \ ::}::: mrrw nb-J' one beloved of his lord'
quoted in § 379,2 as an example of the imperf. pass. part. + direct genitive as
subjects. In other words, we begin to see that the relative forms originated in an
extension of the use of the passive participles.

§ 383. The relative forms with direct semantic object different
from the antecedent.-In this case the direct objectS has naturally to be
inserted as grammatical object of the relative form, and, if pronominal, is
represented by a dependent pronoun. The word-order is the same as after the
narrative verb-forms.
Exx. ~@I~C\rp~:-011'l.=... ~~~-~~~~~~ m/J1t tw 1zt Rr jlltf Mlrt
im·s that balance of Re( in which he weighs Right. 1
~~~:t }~J 111 hd·k sw lp"s that for which thou punishest him.2 For the
masculine gender of hd(w)·k see above § I I I.
H=}~'I.=...~,f,-- !z,ssw nbf smwtfwhose goings his lord praises. 3 Or,
whose lord praises his goings.
~ rWl-:::~ }~'I.=...~ c';-- sIJnt·n mnIJwf stf whose efficiency advanced his
position. 4
~:;: \\'I.=. .~~'I.=... rdi'n rrf rIJ·twf whom his pen caused to be known. 5 Or,
whose pen caused him to be known.
:tc\~~~ ': ....... ~::-=-~~TY ~ ijnt nsw nbt . ...... rdit·nf iry·(i)
n's ipt every private department of the king ....... for which he caused me
to do business. 6
The article :J-7-9-A
~~g;lt:::it~'6..:: tid'1!, nb (r.w.s.): i1lk rdi·i ir·twf ?t·k
of which (my) lord (1. p. h.) said: I will cause it to be made for thee. 7
The important point to be observed here is that the English relative pronoun
(' in which', 'for which', 'whose', etc.) is represented in Egyptian by a resum ptive
pronoun. Save for the presence of the semantic subject and, in the stimw·,tf
relative form, of the 'n which introduces it, these examples show a very close
parallelism to the examples of the passive participle quoted above in § 377.

§ 384. The relative forms from intransitive verbs.-Again, with
intransitive verbs a resumptive pronoun must be used to represent the English
relative pronoun, and may be, for example, a suffix-pronoun after a preposition
or a genitive following a noun.
Exx. X~}::Q,71~gg f.zrrw nf f.znmmt m 'lwnw at whom the sun-people
rejoice in H eliopolis. 8
f\~;;J/l::!J wit thlf f.zr·s the road on which it (the statue) came. 9
'.JJ'~}.AJ}0;;:::7~~}~

smw bw nb m swf in whose shadow everyone walks. tO
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1 LAC. TR. 37. 3.
Sim. QUID. Saqq.
1906-7. p. 32. xii. 3.
• Urk. iv. 1090. 14.

I Louvre C I, 8-9'
Sim. Sjut I. 247;
Hamm. Il3. 6.

• Urk. iv. 957. Sim.
Siu! I. 21I ; Ham",.
17,6; P.Kah. 1,6;
Urk. iv. 361, 9, qn.
§ 38o; 780, 6.
G Urk. iv. 127.

e Brit.Mus. 61 4. 10.

7 P. Kah. 28, 27.
Rather similar after
pass. part., P. Boul.
xviii, 68.

• Cairo 20498. Sim.

;0. 20539. i. b 15;
Si"t I, 234; Eo. 99.
15; ERM. Hymn. I I.
2-3; Urk. iv. 350,9,
9 Bersh. i. 14, I.
Sim. Sin. BIOI; P.
Boul. xviii. 6; Urk.
iv. 350, 9; 807. 12.
10 Cairo 20539. i. b
II. Sim. Sin. B 44
5, quo § 389, I; ERM.
Hymn. I, 2; Urk. iv.
§ 389. I. More com
plex en. SliPpl. p. I 2
on ~ 384; Cojfin Texts
iii. 324, g-It.
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Note that these examples closely resemble the passive participles quoted in
376; the only difference, indeed, so far as the imperfective relative form is
concerned, is that the semantic subject is here expressed.

§

1 Sin. B 144-5.
Sim. Pt. 267.
I

Eb.

I,

10.

s Ikhern.4.

• Urk. iv. 750. Sim.
Adm. 8, I (tm.n:fm/l).

& Sin. B 158. Sim.
Turin 1447,8jBuDGE,
p. 129. 9-10.
e Brit. Mus. 614.
vert. 2. With the
meaning 'wherewith',

QUlB. Saqq. 1906-7,
p. 3 2 , xii. 3.
7

BUDGE, p. 150,
P. Kak. 6,
TR. 83,25'

12. Sim.
21; LAC.

• See Add. for
a partly divergent
theory.

§ 385. Omission of the resumptive pronoun.-We saw in § 382 that
the resumptive pronoun is regularly absent when the direct semantic object is
identical with the antecedent (' whom '-clauses). It may, however, happen that
the direct objectS of the relative form is a dependent verb (simj or infinitive)
and that it is the direct objectS of this dependent verb which is identical with the
antecedent. In such cases the resumptive pronoun is sometimes used for the
sake of clearness.
Exx. ~ ~Q~:::-~Qj::i~Q:': kJt'nj irt st r·i, ir-n·i st 1'j what he had
planned to do (lit. to do it) to me, I did it to him.l
,g,it~::;;7~1~~-?--;-~it ink pw mrrw nir srnlJfwi it is I whom the god
wishes to preserve, lit. that he should preserve me. 2 In this instance the 1st
pers. wi is illogically and exceptionally substituted for sw.
Sometimes, on the other hand, the resumptive pronoun is omitted.
Exx. 1~:.!Ll::'~Q~~~II':'[~ irm di·nj int /:tm·" m-t;nt TI-sty the gold
which he had caused My Majesty to bring out of Nubia. 3 'Int here is an active
simf form (§ 448).
l~:::- wit·nj irt what he had commanded to be done, lit. to do. 4
Elsewhere the absence of the resumptive pronoun is common only in
association with Q~ im in its various meanings; so too after the passive
participles, § 378.
Exx. J~~=}~YiQ~ bw w1'fw ib·i im the place where my heart dwelleth. 6
~,~,::t~;=;=:::;::-.'3J..l1i,+~q~ /:ttpt ijIW mrrt JlJw wnm im the offerings
whereof the spirits love to eat. 6
In this connection we must note an apparent ellipse of the infinitive wnn
, to be' after m1'(i) 'love', 'wish'.
Ex. -=-JI~::;:qq~itQ~ r bw nb m1'y·i im to any place where I may wish
to be. 7
§ 386. Origin of the relative forms. 8-1. Throughout our account of
the uses of the relative forms (§§ 381-385). the close analogy to similar uses of
the passive participles (§§ 353.376-378) has everywhere been apparent. Indeed,
in the case of the imperfective and the perfective relative forms, the distinction
is apt to disappear altogether; it does not matter whether we explain mrrw in
\=}~ mr1'w nbf 'one beloved of his lord', 'one whom his lord loves'
(§ 379, 2) as imperfective relative form, or whether we regard it as an imperfective
passive participle with the semantic subject nbj in the form of a direct genitive.
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So, too, more complex constructions of the imperfective passive participle may be
considered as imperfective relative forms from which subjectS has been omitted
as unessential; dd(w) nf nbw n ~swt (§ 377, I, first example) needs. only the
insertion of nbj to turn it into a typical example of the imperfective relative
form: dd(w) nj nbj nbw n ~swt 'one to whom his master repeatedly gave the
gold of favour '.0 It thus seems evident that the relative forms are simply an
extension of the passive participles. Whereas English can only retain the
direct semantic object (' the boy found fault with '), Egyptian feels no difficulty
in the simultaneous retention of the semantic subject (' the boy found-of-his
father-fault-with-him '), and thus obtains an exceedingly compact method of
producing the equivalent of an English relative clause (' the boy whom his
father finds fault with ').
This explanation of the relative forms is confirmed by the absence of the
resumptive pronoun when that pronoun would be the direct object of the relative
form (§ 382); the reason why Egyptian does not say *mrrw sw nbj' one whom
his lord loves' is because mrrw is, in its origin, a passive participle which has
inherent in itself the direct semantic object (§ 376, beginning); 'one who is
beloved' is not *mrrw sw, but simply mrrw. This point is the corner-stone of
the theory of the relative forms here maintained.
There are, however, some good reasons why the relative forms should be
classified apart from the passive participles in which they originated. The
semantic subject in mrrw nbjhad to be explained (§ 379, 2) as a direct genitive.
But we saw (§ 85) that it is almost impossible to separate a direct genitive from
its noun, whereas the subject of the relative form may be readily separated from
it in accordance with the rules of word-order given in §§ 27. 66.
.¢II mrrt nbt kJ·t all that my soul desires. 1
Exx. ~ -=- 'C7 U1r:I
<:>0

I

o Ann. V. 248 gives
n var. of the ex. quo
p. 299, n. I with jilt

in place of fnl{. Cf.
also the varr. without
n{r qu. in GUNN'S
Appendix 011 rnlJt n(r
1m, Stud. p. ;\2.

lUrk. iv. 618.

0

~f~:t:it'C7itit

ptr ddt 1z-t nb·t what is (it) that my lord says to me? 2

~~~:-7i~~IiJ~J.Jl~,~o~= fft Ilbt lIfrt nt TI-n{r hlbt sn ~mt·(t) r's
every good thing of the Divine Land for which (Thy) Majesty sends them. 3
I t seems clear that these final extensions of the use of the passive participles
can only have come about when the semantic subject had ceased to be felt as
a direct genitive, and was now, though doubtless not fully consciously, regarded
as a nominative, or as on a par with other nominatives. But this is only another
way of saying that these involved constructions with the passive participle had
come at last to be felt to contain a quasi-narrative active form, having a nominative'
as subjectS and an accusative as direct objectS; compare above § 301, OBS_ 2. It
is at the precise moment when the verb-forms in question were first felt as
actives instead of as passives that the relative forms became differentiated as
separate grammatical entities from the passive participles.
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This conclusion is borne out by the stimw·nf relative form, which we
must take to have originated in the perfective passive participle followed by the
preposition n 'to', 'for' (§ 379, 3); for example, brw stimw nf would mean
literally 'the voice heard to him', and this would subsequently be felt as active
just as the Low Latin ego habeo factum, containing a passive participle, becomes
the active French tense j'ai fat't. Note that it is the less common type of
perfective passive participle having the ending -w even in the Jae t'nf (§ 36 I)
which lies at the base of the stimw·nf relative form, and perhaps this had
undergone some shortening, seeing that the ending -w is so rarely shown. At
all events the preposition has in course of time become detached from its noun
and, in cases where the word-order demands, cleaves closely to the verb-form.
Exx. V~":::":}~~J~~ lpt tn rdlt'n w(l) I.zmf lm's this mission
wherein His Majesty placed me.!
!~~::~=:it~Aqq:it~i' bt nbt rdlw·n n·t P'Y·i sn aU the things which
my brother gave to me. 2 F or the masc. relative form here see § 5 I I, 2.
It seems hardly likely that the preposition n could have become detached
from its noun so long as it preserved intact its prepositional value 'to'. Its
detachment may, therefore, serve as evidence that the verb-form was by this
time no longer felt as a passive participle, but rather was interpreted, in
combination with the element ·n, as the quasi-narrative active form which we
call the stimw·nJ relative form.
The decisive proof of the correctness of this view lies, however, in the quite
obvious parallelism of the relative forms to the narrative stimf and stim·nf
forms, the former possessing at least two varieties corresponding respectively to
the imperfective and perfective relatives. The active force of the two narrative
forms in question is of course undoubted, and this is enough to enable us to
ascribe active force also to the corresponding relative forms, although it remains
true and certain that these last were derived from passive participles. For
further details see below § 387 and, for the relation to the narrative forms,
below § 41 I. This last argument will be better appreciated when the student
has mastered the contents of the next two Lessons.
The question now arises as to where the boundary-line between passive
participle and relative form is to be set. A necessary condition for every relative
form is the presence of the semantic subject. Cases like mrrw nbJ are perhaps
best classified as passive participle + direct genitive (§ 379, 2); on the other hand,
we have inclined to take the ir·n, mS'n expressing parentage as relative forms
{p. 279).3 But when a clause-like appearance is given to the whole phrase by any
addition, whether direct objectS or an adverbial phrase, then it is doubtless best
to treat the verb-form as a relative form. So too when nb 'every', 'al1' separates
the verb-form from its subjectS, as in the examples quoted § 381.
2.

1

Leyd. V 88, 9.

2 P. Kak. 12, 8.
Sim. ib. II; Urk. iv.
862, 6. 13.

S The matter is not
wholly clear, and in
I his book the trans
literations
vacillate
between lr.n, 11ls·n and
lr n,"'s n. See (e.g.)

P·296•
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OBS. For the origin of the narrative #m·,t:f form see below § 4II, Z, where
further considerations bearing upon the origin of the corresponding relative form will
be found. For the secondary separation of the agential 1t in Egyptian from the noun
governed by it, compare the Greek verbs compounded with prepositions like KaTTIyopE'iV.
Another evidence of the origin of the #m(w)·n:f relative in the perf. pass. part. is
afforded by the construction smt pw ir(w)'Il'f, the passive of which is smt pw try
(below § 392); from this it seems likely that lr(w)·n:f is merely the perf. pass. part.
try slightly changed and with the agential phrase n:f added to it.

§ 387. The writing of the relative forms.-We have just seen that
the boundary-line between the relative forms and the passive participles is
precarious and shifting. I t will be unnecessary, therefore, to do more than
supplement the sections already devoted to the originating passive participles.

I. Imperfective relative form.
Generally speaking, the forms are those
of the imperf. pass. part. (§ 358). Note, however, that the m. ending -w is very
seldom written before the suffixes; exceptions are ~}= ddw'{n 'which you
1 Siut 1,276; ddw.
give'; 1 rl~~}= s/Jlw'{n' which you remember'.2 As regards the feminine, all sn, ib. 289. 292. 298.
2 Turin J 447. Sim.
writings with ~ or ~~ instead of mere <=> -t must in mutable verbs 2a be assigned to m.plur.,!#w·{n, Urk.
iv. 651, 8.
the perfective relative form, since these endings are never found in company with
,. For this qualifi
the gemination. As in the participles, the plur. strokes sometimes accompany cation see Add.
S Urk. iv. 750,4
feminines used as neuters, ex. \::171 mrrt • what (X) loves'; 3 the plurals
f Peas. B J, 19.
themselves are indistinguishable from the singulars.
6 Sill. B 261.
6 Sebelm. 3.
2-lit. Beside usual forms like ~} rjdw/' ~ rjdt/, occurs, as a great rarity,
1 SPIEG.-PORTN. i.
a form with prothetic i (§ 272), ex. q~} irjdw. 6 For 1st pers. sing. we have an 4,17·
8 Sin. B44
example written ~}~~1ft rjdw·y.'f
9 Turin I#i
2at gem. Forms from' be' are ~=} wnnw,8 ~== wnn·{n.9
10 Cairo 20498, a 3,
384.
lae t'nf Only geminating forms occur, since forms without gemination are to quo11 §LAC.
TR. 37, 3.
be assigned to the perfective relative form, see below under 2. Exx. t~} ~rrw quo § 383.
II Tk. T. S. i. 30, G.
, (at) which rejoice'; 10 - ~ ~~_ jnt! '(iri) which he weighs ',11
18 Cairo 20539, i. b
anom. 'Give' has ~}= ddw'{n (see above) and' bring' ~:::;: innt (fem.),U 15·
14 Brit. Mus. 581 ,
i. e. forms in both cases identical with the imperf. pass. part. 'Come' shows horiz.6.
13 S;ut J, 234.
forms from both the -i and the -w stem, exx. ~ q~} ~W,t3 f. li1 it 14 and .A}.}
U Louvre C I, 6;
iww,15 var. 1} iW. 16
Hamm. II 3, 5; Urk.
iv. '7, I.
2. Perfective relative formP
This form is clearly differentiated from
17 See above, p. 298,
the imperf. reI. form by the absence of gemination in the mutable verbs, and n.oa.
from the srjmw·n! reI. form by the absence of the formative -no Like the latter
18 See GUNN, Stud.
it is probably derived from the perf. pass. participle. The outstanding problem
ch. 1.
with regard to it is whether it should be sub-divided into two distinct relative
Pyr. 1544 (wnw.
k); ijarem~ab 29
forms, one with past reference,17 the other with future or prospect-ive reference. ls (wnw.tw).
The M. K. examples with past reference show no special ending for m. sing.,
though two isolated instances from outside our period 18a justify us in assuming
18&
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o Formerly call ed
'prospective relative
form', see above, p.
298, top. LEF. Gr. i
483 shares GUNN's
view of these endings.
0,

[)dy·l, P. Kak.

36, 24; gdy.k, LAC.
TR. 7, 3; Weste. 9,
8; Imy-f, BUDGE, p.
366, 14; andy·/l, ib.

p. 26 5, J 5.
P. Salt 834, I,
GUNN, Stud. p.
15, no. 91; Mill. I,
2; Urk. iv. 1195, 8.
Perhaps r rail of §
178 is to be taken as
'sothat ... may know',
see GUNN, Stud. IS;
LEF. Gr. § 486.
2 Urk. iv. 162, 8.
Sim. ib. 96, 16 lrtl,
ib. 161,8; Adm. 3,7.
2' See further Add.
to p. 303, n. 2:1.
1

2 =

2b

Sk. S. 135-6.

Sim. ib. 126; Ree. 14,
35 ; before nom. subj.
wnt, Sin. B liS.
3
f

5
6

Urk. v. 4, 10.
P. Kak. 12, Ie.
Leb. 51.
Urk. iv. 85, I.

6a VANDIER, Mo
'alla, Ankktiji, iv. 23.
7 UrN. iv. 834, 12.
Sim.
1103, 16;
1I08, IS; Adm. 3, 7.
13·
7a V ANVI&R, Mo
'all a, Ankiltiji, ii. c I.
7b A byd. iii. 29.

w.

• Sk. S. 46, quo

i 382. Sim. P. Ka".
27,9,

• Urk. iv. 484, II.
Urk. iv. 202, 8.
11 P. Ka". 12,8, quo

10

i 386,
11

2.

S". S. 143.

II Urk. iv. 363, 13.
Sim. JII·nl, Sin. B 510
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the unwritten presence of the ending -w; the f sing. ending is <:> -t. It has been
maintained that the relative forms with prospective reference ° had a m. sing.
ending ~ ~ :y and a f sing. ending Mor ~ -ti, but the m. sing. examples either are
from mutable verbs where ~ ~ may belong to the stem, or else are doubtfully
prospective in meaning,Oa and although a few indisputable early instances off sing.
)~, ) occur, this writing grows much more frequent towards Dyn. XVIII, when
there is a far greater chance that it may be a mere graphic variant of .:> -t, due
to the fact that original -ti in other verb-forms, i. e. old perfective 2nd masc. and
3rd fern. sing., had already been reduced to -t by loss of -i. It is certainly strange
that such a form as ~~q tidti 1 should often have prospective meaning, no less
than the Jae in/. ::;;:~ mrti; 2 but the great improbability of -ti instead of -t as fern.
ending of a participle or relative form weights the scale heavily against this
supposed peculiarity of the prospective meaning; see too a certain case of the
writing -ti for -t below § 409.2a
Provisionally, then, the perfective relative is best regarded as a unity, though
the possibility remains that if we had full knowledge of the vocalization, we might
find it to conceal two sub-forms like the' narrative' perf. stimf to which it is so
closely parallel (§§ 447, 449).
If the view taken above be correct, in the immutable verbs the perf. reI. form
will be practicall y indistinguishable from the imperf. reI. Forms from mutable verbs:
2ae gem. ~= wn·k '(in) which thou wast '.2b
Jae inf Exx. ::;;:q~~-- mryf'which he may wish'; a m~4)~ ms·s· which she
may bear' ; 4 ~~ ~ 8nt·k '(on) which thou mayst alight'; 5 H~~)~ ~s·ti' that
which ..... will praise' ; 6 ~ ~ gmt·(i) · (something) that I found '.6a , Make'
is without r, ex . c~
~ irt·i 'what I shall make' ; 7 -=, what .... had done '.7a
c
4ae inf ---Jlf\~ rWJ·(i) 'whom I plundered '.7b
a1tom. 'Give' shows the stem as di, ex.
dit·i 'what I could put '.8
3. The sf!mw-n.f relative form. This relative form, like (on our hypo
thesis) the perfective relative, is derived from the perf. pass. part. (§ 36 I); but
whereas in the perfective relative the semantic subject appears as a direct genitive,
here it is mediated by means of the preposition It; see above § 386, 2. In agree
ment with this origin, the n follows any determinative which the verb-stem may
have, while the gender endings precede. There is no gemination.
m. sing. The m. ending -w is but rarely written; exx. ~t}T- s~Jw·n·(I)
which I uncovered'; 9 ,c...}:;; ir'W·n·k ' which thou hast made' ; 10 ::~- rdiw·n
• which .... gave ',11
f sing. The f. ends in 0 -to When the meaning is neuter, the plural strokes
may be used, exx. ~~,71i' mJt·n·i 'what I have seen'; It t~~::: wtit·nf
• what he has commanded '.13
0

.lQ:>.

-:i
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2-tz't. Exx. @~ ....... : : !Jm(w)·n·k 'whom thou knowest not' i 1 -n~o~::
rtnt·ni 'what it has swallowed '.2 Such writings show that the basic perf. pass.
part. is the non-geminating form, not the reduplicating form of § 360.
2ae gem. ~~..: mJt'n 'what .... has seen '.3 •
Jae inf. Exx. "'5r'~.t: gmt·ni (what he found'; 5
prew)'ni ( (from)
whom he has gone forth '.6 So too ir·n and mS'n (above § 361) are to be taken
as relative forms owing to the invariable absence of the :y characteristic of the
perf. pass. part. in Jae inf. 'Make' is almost always without r, exx. :::~ ir(w)·n·i; 7
~ irt·n; 8 but exceptionally we find ::N:J~ irt·n·sn. 9 For the writing irw'n,
see above under m. sing. 'Take away' shows '5f'1jj)jf it(w)·n·i. lO
4ae inf. Exx. ~= }..:J:!t mdwt·n·i ((concerning) which I have spoken'; 11
~::: sntt·n (which ..... founded '.12

s;t:

anom. 'Give' shows the stem as rdi, exx. Ai' rdi(w)·n·i; 13 : : : . . : rdit.n; 14
only rarely does it appear as di, ex.
di(w)·nf.15 ( Come' has only forms
from ii, exx. ~~':::'~I~ U(w)·n·sn; 16 ~~:: it·nf.17 (Bring' yields normally ~=J:!t
in(w)·n·i ; 18 ~~~:71 i1zt·n·sn; 19 but abbreviated writings with one n sometimes
in·n. n
occur, ex. ] -.20 side by side with]

&::

=

1 Urk. iVa 1090, 5.
I Brit. Mns. 566.
• MAR. Abyd. ii. 29,
8. Sim. Sh. S. 143.
4 No exx. from ",nit
have been found; see
now p. 306, n. 5d.
fi BU. i. 25, 38-9.
8 Pt. 630.
? BD. i. 26, 200.

Siut I, 273.
Sin. B 28.
10 BU. i. 8, 19.
11 LAc. TR. 72, 35.
11 Siul 4,21.
13 Siut I, 28 7.
14 Leyd. v 88, 9.
11 Ikhern. 4
18 Werle. II, 10.
Sima Peas. B I, 196.
17 Bersh. i. 14, 1.
18 Sh. S. 175.
19 Sel1mah Disp. I,
S
9

II.

lTrk. iv. 780,

W

781,
21

§ 388. The supposed passive of the relative forms. z2-The certain
existence of these could be proved only if well authenticated cases with the m.
ending -w or the f. ending -t were forthcoming. Exx. after hrw 'the day on
which .... .' possibly contain the simple narrative sdmf or sdm·nf form, see
above p. ISO, n. 1. 23 Exx. with the indef. pron. -tw are hardly true passives; 23a
in ~~J~~-~!~~ !zrrt·tw It sim !trw·s she at hearing whose voice one rejoices; 24
the three parallel texts give the narrative simf form !zrr·tw; the writing with t
may well, therefore, be a mistake. Other examples that have been quoted 24a
are late and perhaps illusory, though there is no inherent reason why a passive
in ·tw should not have been constructed for the relative forms when once their
origin in passive participles was eclipsed or forgotten.

6,

13;

II ;

I.

Urk. iv. 780, 6.

.. See Verbum ii.
§ 786, with p. 468.
2B In Eo. 97, 13,
hrw mss.tw:f is sns

pect on account or tbe
imperf. ten'e; for the
nbsence of 1m cf. 1Y,..

606
23'

C.

With m. ending

-w in obscure context,
Bareml./ab 29 \wnw'
tWi.

.. Amarn. v. 27,4.
24& A·z. .44, I I I.

§ 389. Tense-distinction in the relative forms.-The various relative
forms closely follow in their meanings the distinctions associated with their
originating passive participles.
Imperfective relative form. This is used in reference to repealed or
continuous action, whether in present or past, less certainly in future, time.
Commonest of all are examples which must be translated by the English
present. Many of these are either aphorisms or statements of custom.
Exx. ~~~~/jl..A..::,~~jq§:~~~~ irrt iJw r" rm! bin m!Jt nbt what old
age does to men is evil in every respect (lit. thing).25
I.
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II Pt. 20-1. Other
en., Peas. B I, 45.
46, quo § 391; Siut I,
280; Ur.f. iv. 1154, 6.
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§ 389,
Pt. 145-6. Sim.
Sin. B 158; Peas. BI,
275; Urk. iv. 1107,
1

II.

Sit" B 44-5.

2

s Urk.iv'993. Sim.
Siu! I, 234. 247.

Cairo 20541, 5.

4

4> Certain O. E. exx.
expressing futurity or
a wish, UrR. i. 9, II ;

67, 17 (lrrw).
~

Size!

Sin. B 77. Sim.
I, 298. 299.

I- CL~RE'S discov
ery, p. 298, n. oa.

Abyd. iii. 29;
contrast it.n·(ll, Sittl
Ill, 9. Sim. DUNH.
No. 84 (s!J.(I), l!lr.
(I»); Bersh. II, p. 25
(gm!:!).
5b

"c VAND. Mo. iv.
2:\; contrastgmt.n.(l).
Cr..-VAND.

p. II, I.

SUll. Leyd. V 4, 6.
5d Sh. S. I ~~. Sim.
ib. r 26 (1Im.l); Rec.
14,35 (wn'k); before
nom. ,ubj. Sill. B 2 I 5
(wnf); m. "xx. with
ending ow, see p. 303,

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

I

~-\.-~ILl~J}..IlI~rit-/j}1ft s n r~ hJbW wr 11- wr a serving man (lit. a man of
entering) whom (one) great man sends to (another) great man. 1 The -w in hJbw,
not:/" might show that this is imperfective, not perfective;but see p. 303, n. 18a
Instances expressing repetition or continuity in the past are difficult to find.
Ex. How shall this land fare without him, i'~=~~~=}~£D~;:..Il~!
1ttr pf mnfl wnnw snqj fit IIJswt that beneficent god fear of whom was throughout
the foreign lands? 2

In honorific epithets, however, there is often a doubt whether one should
translate with the English past or present. Egyptian uses the imperfective
relative form in either case.
Exx. 1Ll::}<:::7=~ oGle>7-- hrrw nb bwy lJr tpl-rj on account of whose
utterance the lord of the two lands is (or was) wont to be pleased. 3
~2=~':'~~CP:-CP<:::7 irr !u st! nbt m Ilrt-hrw nt rr nb who does (or did)
all that he praises (or praised) in the course of every day.4
Examples referring to futun time are uncommon and uncertain}a
Ex. ~ ~ ~ 1ft ~ nfr irrl·i n' k good is that which I will do for thee. 5 The
Syrian prince here promises to treat his guest handsomely; a nuance of custom
may be implied. But perhaps ~llt is to be interpreted as irl·i, see 2 (6) below.
2.

Perfective relative form, see above pp. 298, top; 30.3. (a) \Vith past

reference. sa
Exx. .::::: -ilf\~[':::::l'5f'~ ~-- nn rWJ.(i), mt it·(i) iSlI there is none whom I
plundered, none whose property I seized. 6b

....... ~~Q-=-~~o}~-~llt!

n (for 1ln) g11l1·(i) ir is pw in it(ywoi) it is not
(something) which I found it had been done by my fathers. 5c
As the marginal notes show, this early M. K. use is in other texts replaced
by the sqmw·nj relative. Only with the two verbs ~ wmt 'be' and !. f;pr
'become' does this use appear to have survived the beginning of Dyn. XII.

n. rSa.

Exx. Dl~./\'=1i7i7}LJ~'=~~~~Ll~J~"::J7},~~'= plJ·k bnw wwk
imf 11l-~Jb-tt S1Zw·k thou shalt reach the Residence in which thou wast together
with thy brethren. 5d

• Eb. 95, 22. Sim.
ib. 88, 3; 95, 5. Ii;
96, 2-3·

flr:L~ i:.!~ <::>:l.': IIprl mrt m sply §d·s (a woman) in the lips of whose
vulva disease has come about. 6

.

(b) With future or prospective reference, describing events which either will
or else might occur in 'time future relatively to the main verb; compare similar
future (§ 369, 5) and obligational (§ 37 I) uses in the perf. pass. part.
7 Le~. 5 I, restored.
Sim. Sh. S. 46, quo
§ 382; P. Kah. 27,9.

Exx. .::::: "'S'" ~ '= 7 "t~.!.~ 1tn g11l·k !;ttl·/'; hr's thou wilt not find (anything)
whereon thou mayst rest. 7
306
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§ 389,3

The slIdty-pricst shall hand it (the candle) to my ka-servant <=>6::~Q~~
~1g r-si irf irtf int'S m (lwt-nfr after his doing what he has to do with it in the
temple. 8
:--Al> ~ ~= ~~ ~ ~"--A ~ ~ -- irt (jrpw nb mryf Ifpr imf the making of
all changes into which he may wish to change. o
Note that cases with a direct object like the last are very uncommon with
the perfective relative. But for them, the very existence of the perf. reI. as
distinct from the perf. pass. part. would be doubtful; see p. 302, bottom.
3. The sgmwon.f relative form. In the large majority of cases this
form refers to action regarded as past, i. e. past relatively either to the moment
of speaking or to the time of the main verb.
Ex. tt-!:::"i-tt-r1,*, nil Jt 1ft rdi(w)·1Z"i n lzn n wrbw these things
which I have given to these priests. 1 English present perfect.
rJt~~ ~,,--~r:;;:~~~~::~
zuq [lmf relit S11ln·tw n!Jtw rdi(w)·71 llf
itf 171lll H is Majesty commanded to cause to be recorded the victories which his
father Amun had given him 2 English PZlst perfect.
~~~~~\1 ~ l~~ Iftmt irt·?t (t1ty-r, imy-r (zmw-nfr .lfP-d/ contract
which was made by (lit. made to) the prince and overseer of the priests Bepdjefi. 3
English 'past tense.
Note that the sdmw·nf reI. form is found with such verbs as 1: rif, ~~ ........ ifm,
and ~~ mr whenever they mean, not' learn', 'ignore', and' love '-notions
implying continuity- but' know', 'not know', and' wish', these being regarded
from the Egyptian standpoint as definite occurrences resulting from 'having
learnt', 'failed to learn', 'conceived a wish'. So even in reference to the present.
Exx. A ship shall come from home ~f'fIiD,~,~~r-:-6 s/fdw im·s rlf(w)·wk
sailors being in it whom thou knowest. 4
;'~-;-5g~~~5 rm·k r!J(w)·n·k mi !Jm(w)·n·k thou shalt regard him that
thou knowest like him that thou knowest not. 5
r~Y~~~~ sl;ml; ib .lfr 111 mrt'nf diverting the heart of Horus with
what he wishes. 6
Naturally the same forms are also employed in contexts referring to the past.
Exx. One whom the god distinguished out of millions ~~i=~~::E
m s mnl; rl;(w)·1tf rnf as a capable man whose name he knew. 7
~ ...-11-=-0 I 9 0 ~Co -=g --- m-ht 1t1t ir·n hm 1t 1ttr pn m1't'nfnbt hnr·s
~
TT~ 1-. IINNNI<=;> ~
~---a
""
•
•
after this the Majesty of this god did all he wished with her.8

Q::

0

For similar uses of
above §§ 320 i 367, 2 OBS.
OBS.

rIJ and !Jm

(1St ed., p. 306)
Sittt I, 297-8•
Sim. TVestc. II, 6;
Adm. 3, 7. 13·
8

• Urk. v. 4. Sim.
p. 12 9, 9 j

BUDGE,
210, 3.

1

Sillt [, 270. Sim.

ib. 272; Peas. B [,
287 ; Ber!' AI. i. p.
258,21; BR.i.8, 18.
2 Urk. iv.68+, 'film
restored. Sim. S;Il.
D [44, qu. § 385.

8 Siltt I, ~96. Sim.
Ie/,. 30, quo § 390;
Sill. B 20l. 205.

• Sk.S. 121. Sim.
Pt. 177. 179.

• Urk. iv. 109 0 , 5.
Sim. ib. 97', 3. IOj
1071 ,9.

• Brit. Mu~. 61+,2.

7

Cairo 20539, i. b 9.

lUrk. iv. u 1. Sim.
Brit. Mus. 614, 10;
Cairo 20024, c.

in the old perfective and perf. act. part. see

Of considerable interest is an example from the adjectival stem 1ifr:
<:>A}~~:::"i~~"-- r
hrw 1/,/1' 1l·i imfuntil the day came when it went
well with me, i. e. when I died or ended (§ 351).9

zw
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§ 389,3

I

Pyr. 1645.

2

Pyr. 1648•

B

Pyr.

I 2 34.

One is tempted to take ~:::i' here as the stimw·nf reI. form. But example
from the Pyramid texts show that n·i was there still a dative, since to ~ ..
r::::.~~ 'everything wherewith it goes well with him' 1 (cf. § 141) correspond
~~~~~-® 2 with im before n + noun. So too without dative --:-~}r1~~
'the eye of Horus wherewith (one) is powerful '.3 These constructions ar
analogous to those of the passive participle studied in § 376, though doubtless n
passive participles could be formed from the adjective-verbs.

VOCABULARY

e'h rrf pack, envelop, enclose.

~~~ iSt property, belongings .

..........0

At ~ wrd (old wrd) be weary.

~ c:::::,

~:: 0 .}~~ itnw rebel, adversary

t~ol?~ ftlP conceal, hide.

~ . } CJ Ultj (dett. also

~ ' \ ~ hnk
J-_Q...../J
. present, offer.

~~

-=

.........llII I I

~

sn;' (det. also ~) surround, en-

.g}1~

~mJ create.

+

j~

~ l;wt-rJt temple.

~ 6) hry-tp
chief, chieftain.
•

<==> I

twt be like, n someone.

~:n: snit (old snit) foundation.

.Q.QQ ~ slit field; countryside.

r from.

~:y~ stt ray.

~~ tisr set a part; be set a part, pri va te ;

L'"}n'1! snrw policing. control, li

adj. holy.

~~ iwrt heritage, inheritance.
0

D~

holding in check.
o

ipt mission, business.

>

~;::: tit figure, image.

J

JL ~ ~ LJ imyt-pr estate, testament.
lr 01 I I I

Q

tribute, offerings .

CD

~]l lSi be missing, absent oneself,

V

mJrW

~ ~ abbrev. ~ hrw ships.
J-S.........llI
I I I
I I I •
~ ~1JJ l;b-sd jubilee, sed-festiva

~~ ~ni be brave.
0}0

offering, kind of loaf.

:t ~ ~ ~ nsyt (?) kingship.

~ : : ~ snt resent, vent anger on.
sdi recite, read aloud.

PJt

~~~

circle.

:;J ~

e

Q, ~) stela.

:=::>

~ ~ ~ imJ/fY revered, honoured.

0

Wfbt sole;

sandal.

00 Nwt Nut, the sky-goddess.

F=:;j
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Exerc. XXVI

EXERCISE XXVI
(a) Reading lesson. Autobiographical text from a stela of Dyn. XlI,l re
produced here without omissions so as to t'llustrate the difficulties from which few
Egyptian texts are wholly free:
~~ 7 L }~JJ~
iml!J(y) imy-r snfw 2 Bb, dd (§ 450, I):
n~-=-9-~ ~I 1 11 <::>
iw ir·n(·i) snfw n nsw
'i J:t
--n.lt
=f ,.,.,.,.......
j)

/WHM

--.

;
m ....hlswt hrt
. mi kd·sn
.

9

<::> o~e::,n
~I'TI-=-I 1 le~ 0 I'''''''
~

~

-'-~~~~-)r'i'~~

1Z

sf gm·t(w) sp 11- bJk im,

~ Y~":~.:Ji'~~~~~J

m ipt tn rdit'll w(i) lzmf im·s,
n (§ 164) rwd nnk (§ 300) lzr ibf,

-"-~==9fJ 1
I "=

<::>.it Q'.

=

snt(·i?) ngyt m Nlzw (?),
m srwd IJt n nb(·i).

5<=limQ~~?~~~}~3

~r'!'~~.f>
~=~~=-~
::rLl~J~}~7
nA=-O<::>-~

I'l~ V ~~J:['

Q}-9-";=

::it::: +~~ t}~~~it

ik (§ 312.3 or § 314. end) m lztp r S11Z(',
ir·n(·i) h,bt wi r·s.
swd·n(·i) ipt(·i) 11- Sl·i.
iw(·i) fn/J·k (§ 323).
ir·n·i nj imt-fr 4 m-lzlw irt'n it-i,
pr·i grg (§ 322) lzr sntt/,
sIJt·i m st·s,
nn ISt'S,5

LJ~.l;, 9(O)~_
I l![~I~n

llliIlit ~.M
.-Jr... 0

.£:::l

n

_=.JlI'

4~~~~]~Q<=>

Q~ it

r-9- ::r~}:1t

:::::~}~it~ ~it~ Ii
~7~iti-:t~
~>~Q UJ4>::;!

iSt(-i) nbt m st ir (§ I 13, 2).
in sl·i sfnIJ (§ 373) r1z(·i) lzr wd pn;
ir·nj n(·i) iwr m Sl ~n,
imy-r msf n pr-nsw,
imlIJy Bbi,6 mJf-IJrw.

Leyden V 88, published BOESER, ii. 10.
An abstract from }r,r 'hold in check'; for the administrative sense see PIEHL, I II. iii. 77.
8 An unknown land; the n~-bird has here the form of ,.
f For two actual lmt-fr 'testaments , see P.Kak. II. I~.
• TJt is more probably perf. pass. part. (§ 394) than infinitive (§ 307).
6 This appears to be the son, who, accordingly, bore the same name as his father.
1
9

, The honoured one, the officer of pol icings Beb, he said: I made policings
for the king in the upper deserts to their full extent. No fault was ever
found in (lit. of) this humble servant in this charge wherein H is Majesty
placed me, through my seeming to him strong (lit. through being strong on
30 9
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
my part 1ll his heart) while punishing crime (? lit. I punish what is damaged)
in Nel)u, in consolidating the possessions of my lord. I returned in peace to
Upper Egypt, (after) I had performed that for which I had been sent. I handed
over my charge to my son while I was (yet) alive. I made for him a testament
in excess of that which my father had made, my house having been established
on its foundation, my field(s) being in their place, there being nothing of it gone
astray, all my possessions being in their (proper) place. It is my son who made
my name live upon this stela; he acted (as) heir for me, as a stout son, the
commander of the army of the palace, the honoured one Bebi, justified.'

(6) Translate into E1Zl[lish:

(2)

1:Y-7~--tr:::~~

~~AL~~~=,tr~d7~::2

(3) ~(0~U)O~~o~4~

(r)

::6~~\:J~::++

0
=1 nn 0 ':l.t@
I' U(~~~.:::::Ll~=T'l'l~~ @

/WWN\n~ A1'C..~~~9/WWN\O~n~,nN~-b

'j/WWN\£:1<::::>~~

o

I

\ill

()

4

:=~~~

(6)

'C7'

eJ I\J =9
<::::> ~ I

~~J}~<::::>1t~~7(0EJ$f) .~~<::5~~'C7'

~=~~~~~}::~r=WrnCDrn~~}~~~~:::::i~
1
S

Words addressed by a deceased official to those whom he had asked to pray for him.
2 § 305, end.
Prenomen of queen l;lashepsowe.
4 § I!h OBS. 2.
5 mlll.k, an unusual ftjmj form, see § 448.

(c) Write in hieroglyphs:
(I) I will cause (di-i) to be brought to thee ships laden with (br) all the
riches of Egypt, as is done (lit. like what is done) for a god who loves men in
a distant (WI) land which men do not know. (2) Behold, I have caused thee to

know these things which I gave to these priests in exchange for (m-is'W, § 178)
3 10
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that (lit. this) which they had given to me. (3) He who shall hear this shall not
say (that) what I have said is exaggeration, but (wpw-!er, § 179) shall say' How
like her it is!' (4) Adore ye His Majesty; he is Re(' by whose rays one sees.
(5) I am one to whom hidden matters (mdt) are said. (6) He went down to the
city, without letting it be known (lit. one know) wherefore he had come.
(7) Mayest thou allow mine eyes to see the place where my lord dwells (!emsi).
(8) As for everyone over whom this spell (r) is read, his name shall be established
in the mouth of the living eternally.

L E S SON XXVII
SPECIAL USES OF THE PARTICIPLES AND RELATIVE FORMS

§ 390. Absolute use.-J ust as the noun (§ 89) and the infinitive (§ 306)
may stand alone with the self-sufficiency of an independent sentence in headings,
t,,'tles, or even in narrative, so too the participles and relative forms.
Exx. :::r~~~t~.J'i.LJ-?-H rjddt m !em n stp-SJ (r.w.s.) what was said in the
majesty of the palace (1. p. h.).l The words spoken follow.
~)l!J+":l~M:::m~ iy !er·s, ss 1ZSW 'Imn-ms he who came concerning it, the
royal scribe Amenmose. The whole context is in similar abbreviated style, like
the headings in a table of contents; this is not to be taken as a case of nominal
predicate with simple juxtaposition (§ 125).
~..: i'b1r~1t rjdt'n n';' {JJ.;' what my soul said to me. 3 The words spoken
follow.
1'".t::-~-'!J rdit'n:f 1Z'sn !er·s what he gave to them for it.4 There
follows a statement of the things given.
It will be seen later (§ 405) that the so-called srjmt..t form, in two of its
usages (§§ 402. 406), is probably a passive participle used absolutely.
§ 391. Use of the participles and relative forms to point to the
logical predicate.-Since, by definition, the participles display the meaning
of verbs as exercised actively by, or passively upon, somebody or something
(§ 353), their use is apt to attract the listener's interest to that somebody or
something, the verbal action itself becoming of merely secondary and derivative
importance. Thus, in the examples quoted in the last section, the participles
and the relative forms direct the listener's attention to what was said, who came,
what was given; in other words, the logical predicate (§ 126) is much more
clearly indicated than if these examples had been expressed in the form of
ordinary verbal sentences (' this was said in the palace', 'my soul said this',
'Amenmose came " 'he gave to them these things'V The same linguistic
device lies at the root of the participial statement studied in § 373, where it is
311
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1

ib.

Urk.iv.194. Sim.
1031,3.

lUrk. iv. 1021, 2.
Sim. TA. T. S. iii. 26.

• leb·30. 147. Sim.
P. Kan. 13,26; Leyd.
V 6, II; Tn. T. S. iii.
21.
4 Siut I, 274. Sim.
ib. 284. 292. Also

in headings to letters,
etc., P. Boul. xviii, 6.
26.27·

• See Nominals. §
42•
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§ 391

I

Peas. B

I,

46.

2 Peas. B I, 21.
Sim. ib. 19. 235-6.

Spr. d.
f Vestc. pp. 99-101.
3

ERM.

'Feas. B 1,4. With
other verbs of motion,
ib. R 7. 36. 37; 13 I,
73; Sh. S. 172; Silt.
13 241; rVestc. passim
(see last note).
5 Silt. B 236. Sim.
Westc. 12, 19.
6 T¥estc. 4, 17; 6,
22; 7, 14
1 JVestc. 12,8.
" Peas. 13 I, 49.
9

Hamill.

1I0,

5.

10 Urk. iv. 1091.
Sim. with active part.,
Peas. B I, 192-3.
11 Peas. B 1,217-8.
Sim. M. u. K. 3. 5.
quo § 377 ; with active
part., Sin. B 296;
Adm. p. 105; with
reI. form. Pt. 177.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

just as much the use of the participles as the employment of the emphatic in o
of the independent pronouns which gives the status of a logical predicate to th
grammatical subject. Herein too lies the secret of English' it is he who doe
this' with the meaning of 'he does this', French c'est luz' quz' Ie faz't with th
meaning of luz' Ie fait.
So too when pw is used (§§ 128-30).
Exx. ~~~r~,~ mk irrt'sn pw behold, that is what they do. l
~LJ~i~rr~~~~'= imy-r pr wr pw sbJ)"k it is the high steward who I
men tioned by thee. 2

§ 392. The construction sgm pw lr(w)onof and its passive sgm pw
same principle underlies a mode of narrating events which is much
employed in the Middle Kingdom stories. Here it is the action itself which is
the centre of interest, and accordingly the action has to appear as a verbal noun
i. e. infinitive, to which are added the words pw ir(w)·nf (Srfmw·nf reI. form) 'it i
..... which he did' or passively pw iry (perf. pass. part.) , it is .... which was
done '. The construction is found almost exclusively with verbs of motion.
Exx. ACTIVE. .s;;A ~ ~<>.!. ~= prt pw ir(w)·nf r [zrw thereupon he wen
up higher. 4 Lit. it was going up higher which he did.
PASSIVE (very rare) . ..Il~g..s:b-~4<>~iG~ iwt pw iry r bJk im then they came
for this humble servant. Lit. it was a coming which was done. 5
Other verbs with which this construction occurs exceptionally are r[zr 'stand
up ',6 [zmst 'sit down ',7 gr 'keep silence ',8 mst 'give birth '.9 Note that ir(w)·n
and iry have masculine gender whether the infinitive is of masc. or fem. form.
These verb-forms are in apposition with pw, according to § 130; pw 'it' is
treated syntactically as a masculine, just as we saw that the neuter pronouns nJ
and nn were treated as masculines (§ I I I).

iry.3- The

§ 393. The emphatic or emphasized participie.-The last two sections
have dealt with cases where emphasis rests upon the antecedent of a participle or
relative form. It not seldom happens, however, that the stress lies upon the
action expressed by these forms, that action constituting a condition or qualifica
tion of the meaning of the entire sentence. The same kind of emphasis is found,
as we saw in § 96, also with adjectival epithets. As in that case, so too with the
participles, the emphasis either is implicit, or else may be made explicit by the
use of the m of predication.
Exx. r<=>IiD}r<>Ii~}::: sr pw sr sntiw nj the (true) noble is the noble
who isfeared. 10 Implicit emphasis.
4<=>}~~r}~~+~~:::4~~+~~-::i irwdr-rwt m lJsfw njiwim
imY-[zJt n irr as for the judge who ought to be punished, he is a pattern for the
(wrong)-doer,u Here lJsfw nf (§ 371) is explicitly emphasized by m.
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THE PARTICIPLES AND RELATIVE FORMS § 394
.§ 394. The participles and relative forms in negative universal
propositions.-In order to express' there is none (or no .......) who(m) .•.. .'
the model of the existential sentence with nn'lvn or simply 1m (§§ 108; 144, 4)
is used.
Exx. :::!!<=>}Q.Il~}~ nn wn rwi r~JWI there is none who can check his
arrow. 1
::::~el\.e<:>~~ nn wn omt'nlr-sy there is nothing at all which he does
not know. s
8ic
::::~~~::ir?r5r~ i"=~~- nn wn lmy-r dlwt It·N.·l rmtf there was no
overseer of five whose people I took away.3
I mastered every magical art, ::::~-f\~Q~.!i nn £WIt im ~r'i there was
nothing thereof which escaped me, lit. passed by me.·
My Majesty perceived &7::::~~QC7~"=" Witt nn lrt(y)f()I) st nb ~r-!Jw·k
that there was not anyone who would do it except thee. 6 Note the st/mtyfy form.
:::~10~~~10- nn ffr rdl·n·k mriwi there is no silent man whom thou
hast caused to speak. 8
Much more rarely n wnt is used.
Ex. -,-&7M:- n wnt wp st there being no one who discriminated it,T
A strange and interesting case where n wnt is combined with (Iw) wn, the
Iw being omitted according to rule (§ 107, 2), is: .
All its statues were broken, -'-&7~~eUQ n wnt wn slJl st there was not
existing one who remembered them. 8
One instance occurs where iw is found standing before nn wn in order to
mark a strong contrast:
I tended it (my city) ~}:::~:::-~ iw nn wn rdl n's while there was not one
who gave to it (the city).9

§ 395. The participle after iw wn.-We might expect to find instances
of iw wn + participle corresponding to the examples with nn wn quoted in the last
section. No actual instance is forthcoming, but there is an indirect one, in which
iw is changed into wnn after i1' if' according to the rule stated in § ISO:
Q<=>&=!!:!5!t~Q!\~=" 11' wnn wn w~rt(Y)i(y) !Jr-~/t'k if there be one who
shall make investigation before thee. 10 Here the st/mtyfy form is used.

1 Sin. B 6~. Sim.
Urk. iv. 613, 6.

I
U,·k. iv. 1074.
Sim. ilJ. 971, 3.

S

BH. i. 8, 19.

, Louvre C 14, 7.
Sim. Hamm. 87, 9;
Urk. iv. 159,8. With
rel. form, Urk. iv.
1071,8.
D Ikkern. 9. Sim.
Urk. iv. 1075, 3 (read
ksmty.fy).
• Peas. B I, 285.
Sim. BD. i. 8, 18.
With pass. part, Sin.
B309·
, U"k. iv. 159. Sim.
AmaJa 3.

• JiZ. 34, 33·

, Hal-NIIIJ, II, 9.

I

§ 398. The participles of wnn as equivalents of the relative
adjective.-J ust as we found wnt as an occasional substitute for nit 'that'

(§ 187), so too the participles of wnn are sometimes used as equivalents of the
relative adjective nty (§ 199); over nty they have the advantage of distinguishing
two tenses, so that they can help to define the time and the duration of the facts
stated in the equivalents of English relative clauses which they introduce. It
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will be seen that the phrases introduced by the participles of wnn may in every
case be paralleled by main clauses beginning with iw, so that, to take a concrete
instance, ~= -9-";} wnn rnlfw 'he who is living' may be legitimately considered
as the participial counterpart of 4}---9-";} iw! rnlfw 'he is living' (§ 323).

Examples with adverbial predicate; corresponding main clauses with iw,
see above § I 17.
~~ \i ~~J1i~IiJ~J.Il-=4 4:it WIt m ipwty /tr hJb ky he who was (formerly)
a messenger (now) sends another.l
~RR?L1>~}il~=QQ}~;:~r SJW nw ~m(J)wwnnyw msms Pr-rJ companies
of pioneers (?) who are (continually) in the following of Pharaoh. 2
In one example an entire virtual adverb clause is substituted for a simple
adverbial predicate; see above § 2 I 5 :
He planned to restore ~~,?,:::ro9~}jlr~ mnw wnw nn st !zr pdw·SJt
monuments which were no longer standing, lit. which were they-were-not-on
their-feet. 3
Akin to the above examples is wnnw snit 1ft IfJswt • fear of whom was
throughout the foreign lands'· quoted § 389, I. There, however, wnnw appears
to be a relative form rather than a participle, since it is followed by a subject
differing from the antecedent; with this view agrees the ending -w, which IS
usual with the imperf. reI. form, but not with the imperf. act. participle.
I.

1 Adm. 8,3. Sim.
£b·3,6.14; 9,5; Sin.
R 23; B 80; Cairo
20 543, 19; Urk. iv.
389. 2•
I .2 D. el B. 125. Sim.
Peas. H I, 256; Eb.
76, 12; 92, 12; 93,
4; Urk. iv. I I l l , 14.

S Urk. iv. 501.

• Sin. BH-j.

Examples showing the pseudo-verbal construction; so with iw, § 323.
Exx. r.f\~g oQ Q=~~!..~~ C( ~ sWJ·n·i mity (for mitw·i) nb wn !zr Ifrp m
pr pn I surpassed every peer of mine who had been in authority in this temple. s
++~~}~!~QQ}!~~)1s;.~~7;1I'}~ nn n lOW wnnyw !zr r~ prt m
R-SfJW these spirits who are wont to go in and out in Rostjaw. 6
~:--~fl~~~r~=,~, wnt StJ m !zr n rm[ that which had been difficult in
the sight of men. 7 F or the masc. stJ in spite of fern. wnt see § 5 I I, 4.
1~-':"Wr~~:-- .f\~~~4<=>~'? /twt-nfr n nbt I{sy Witt WJ·ti r /1; the temple
of the lady of Cusae which had fallen into ruin. 8
~=44}!-9-"; <=>i:'U 0 wnnyw rnO r nl}!z (ye) who are living to eternity.9
2.

6 Cairo 20543, 19.
Sim. Urk. iv. 634.

P. 270,
Sim. Eb. 93,

6 BUDGE,

2-3.
) 1-12.

7 Siut 4, 31. Sim.
JEA. 1.,,3,12.
, UrI.:. iv. 386. Sim,
Siut I, 235. quo § 5) I,
2; UrI.:. iv. ~S5, 17;

15 8, 7·
p. 208,
Sim. Eb. 23. 14.
In the constr. of § 394,
nit wnw m(w), A"z.
7 2 , 85·
!)

BUDGE,

10.

10

Tk. 7: S. iii. 26.

3. Cases where a participle from wnn precedes a narrative verb are of
extreme rarity.
Ex. His Majesty has given command ..... , .. so as to look after the
standard-bearer Nebamiin, ~~.Il::4~~11l~}--r~r.ll;:;/tH wn p!z·n:f il'Ult iw-f
l}r sms Pr-rJ (r. w. s.) who has reached old age serving Pharaoh (1. p. h.).lO
Wn pl}·nf here evidently serves as the past participle of the compound
narrative verb-form iw Plt'n! (§ 68). For this and other analogous developments
see below §§ 402. 469-475, especially § 474, 3.
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§ 397. Negation of the participles, sdmtyo/y form and relative
forms.-For this purpose use is made of the negative verb ~~ !m (§ 342),
which itself assumes the required verbal form, being followed by the negatival
complement (§ 341) or sometimes, from Dyn. XVIII on, by the infinitive (§ 344).
Negation of the partidples. The imperfective and perfective active
participles of tm are indistinguishable.
Exx. q-~~J.~~~-~41~~P~41~ in lb slJpr nbi m stim m tm stim it
is the heart which educates its lord as one who hearkens or as one who does not
hearken.! Tm is probably imperf. act part, though since the perf. is also used
in epithets (§ 367) we cannot be quite sure of the tense.
~~~> J&~~~ ~ mdt mlf, tm! SWJ new language which has never (yet)
occurred (lit. passed).2 Tml is perf. act. part.
In the passive, the imperfective participle tm is distinguished from the
perfective Imm (§ 360).
Exx. ;..~ ~=~~ct:: tm ann wtit-mdwf one whose command is not
interfered with. 3 Lit. being finished with the disturbing his command; wtit-mdw
is object of the negatival complement, which is always active.
~~~ nJ-'='~'~~~i tlW nb ..... tmm IJnd s! in
kwy bityw all lands ....... which had not been trodden (lit. treading them) by
other kings.4.
p~~oJ~~~ ~A!J tmml bs wr-mJW !z,r·s a thing into which the chief
of seers (title of the high-priest of H eliopolis) has not been initiated. 5 Lit.
(a thing) having been finished with the introducing the chief of seers (object of
bs(w)) upon it. For the construction see too § 377.
1.

:C7 ............

2 Adm. p. 97. Sim.
ib. 7,8.9.10. II; 8,
1 I; 9,4.

S

Siut

I.

268.

.

Negation of the stimtyfy form.
Ex. q<::>@~~'1~ };..~~~~!.'6.... ir grt flJtyfy sw, tmt(y)f(y) r!z,J !z,rf
now as for him who shall lose it (this boundary) and shall not fight on behalf of it. 6
2.

1 Pt. 550-1. Sim.
P. Kah. I, 9; Sebek".
2; Urk. iv. 971,7.10.

, Urk. iv. 780. Sim.
ib. 344, 7, quo § 344;
1097, 12; Sinai 54;
Adm. p. 100.
D AZ. 57, 2*. Sim.
Mill. 1,3-4; P. Kah.
2, 15.

+

3. Negation of the relative forms.
Ex. :::~~ ';:;".:':s:_~~q~~ ltn sl nbt tmt·n·(i) ir mnw im·s there was not
any place in which I did not make monuments. 7
OBS. The beginner must realize that the constructions of § 394 do not constitute
negations of the verbal notion itself. What they negate is the existence of a person
or thing described by the help of a participle or a relative form.

§ 398. The participles and relative forms in comparisons.
Egyptian differs from English in its tendency to focus comparison upon some
specific thing, rather than upon an action, so far as this is possible. The
participles and relative forms are very useful for this purpose, since they always
describe somebody or something, and this may be the thing compared.
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e Berlin AI. i. p.
Sim. MAR.
Abyd. ii. 30, 37; Urk.
iv. 1109. 4.
258, 19.

7 Louvre C 15. Sim.
Rifeh 7. 39; Adm.
8, I ; Urk. iv. 1074,5.
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§ 398
Sit,. B 3°7. Sim.
withlry, B1I. i. 25, 24;
I

Xopt. 8,7. In relative
form, Siu!" 278.291.
2 Sill. B 311. Sim.
Sh. S. 187.
S Sh. S 155. Sim.
ib.I74;lkhem·9· 'o ;
Urk. iv. 780, 9. With
pass. part., Louvre
ell,s; Urk. iv. 897,
15 (rjdtz').
• U,-k. iv. 188.
With reI. form, LAC.
JR. 22, 14.

Exx. There was made a garden for me ........... gQ~-n~Ii~[J mi irrt
1t smr tpy as is done (lit. like what is done) for a foremost Companion. 1
It (i. e. this book) has come (to an end) gQ~~QQa~~~ mi gmyt m S5 as it
was found (lit. like what was found) in writing. 2
Then that ship arrived gQ~h~::'~-: mi srt'lll/Jut as he had (lit. like
what he had) foretold beforehand. 3
~ t}~-:~.J: m-!pw wnt m-bl(t more than there was before, lit. In excess
of what was before. 4
The use above illustrated overlaps with the other In which a srimj or
srim·nf form is employed, see above § 170.

§ 399. The participles in virtual indirect questions.-The participles

~

Sill. B 42. Sim.

Sh. S. 71. With reI.
form, ib. 46, quoted
above § 382.
6 }iZ. !is, 15*. Sim.

ib. 57,3*.

7

Urk. iv. 351.

8

l'rk. iv. 350.

may be employed in Egyptian where Latin or Greek would show an indirect
question.
1.} i<:::>~': n r/J·i i,t wi r !JISt tit I do not know who (lit.
Exx. -'him who) brought me to this country.5
Do you know :;;q ~ I~I ~@-~l!t:;J rdyt P 1t ijr ftr·s wherefore (the town) Pc
was given to Horus? Lit. that given Pe to Horus on account of it. 6

c:tit

§ 400. The participles and relative forms as predicate in relative
clauses with ntt.-The following examples are exceptional:
I cause you to know ~=~::.:,~ Q m nit wririt /Jr·;' about that which has been
commanded to me. 7 Lit. (something) out of that which is what has been commanded
to me.
I make eternity clear in your sight ~=~-~~ m ntt mrt·1t it·1. according
as my father wishes. s Lit. according to that which is what my father has desired.
Ntt seems entirely superfluous in these examples. As they stand, it appears
necessary to take wririt and mrhz i·ti as directly juxtaposed (§ 125, end) predicates
to 1ztt.
THE Sl)MT'P FORM

• See Verbum ii.

n 353-7·

§ 401. Its three uses.-U nder the name of the srimt/ form 0 we shall

deal with a verb-form which is partly verbal and partly nominal, and the
characteristic feature of which is a formative .:> t appended immediately to the
verb-stem. The srimtj form has three uses: A, after ..to It ' not', chiefly with
the meaning' he has (or had) not yet heard'; E, as a narrative tense (rather
doubtful); C, after prepositions, ex. r srimtl' until he has heard'. These uses
will be treated separately, since it is not quite certain that the srimtf form
has identical origin in all three cases.
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THE S.f)MT·P FORM
§ 402. A. The construction ....... .II~ n

§ 402

~t}mt.f.J-This

construction is
particularly common as a virtual adverb clause with the meaning' before he has
(had) .... .', lit. 'he has (had) not (yet) .... .'
Exx. ~~~~*lt-0 ....... ~Q.h- m grg dWI n iill provide not for to-morrow
before it has come. 2 English present perfect.
I am sorry for her children ....... ~lt-I ~ Ir-~::--'~"""'.!f;:~:-7"1 mlW Ifr
n Qttly n rnlJI·sn who saw the face of the Crocodile-god before they lived (or
had lived). 3 English past tense or past perfect tense.
Behold, convulsions (?) occurred Q~i~ ~:~ ....... .II~!'QQQIiI~,H~:ri~""'"
32.o'fil=:-= iw·i m-ffmt·k, n stimt In)'t sW(/)tj·i n·k, n Ifmst·i Ifnr·k when I was
without thee, before the courtiers had heard that I was handing over to thee,
before I had sat (enthroned) together with thee.' English past perfect.
In spite of its common use illustrated above, 1t simt! is not to be regarded
as essentially subordinate in meaning. This seems indicated by sporadic
examples after iw, after ist, and after the relative adjective nty, all of these being
elsewhere regularly prefixed to constructions having the form of main clauses.
Exx. Q} ...... f~:=-:;- iw n mrl irtf now his eye had not yet been ill. 5
I was one of those worms which the Unique Lord created Q~c=> ....... ~-=:i1~~
isl1t lJprt Jst (when) Isis had not yet come into existence. 8
~l}'j' ......
~:=- m Ifrw n 1ttt 1t lJprt do not rejoice over what has not
(yet) happened. 7
The omission of the subject seen in the last example is found elsewhere in
cases where the context makes its expression superfluous.
Ex. :::h~~:7;~~ . . . . ~Q.A=7Y~"""'~:=-- sr'sn rJr n iit, nIny n lJprtf
they could foretell a storm before (it) came, and a tempest before it happened. s
After a preposition, iw n srJml{becomes wn n stjml/; cf. above § 157, I.
Ex. That is Re<'s beginning to reign as king ~~"""'~:=-~}l!~}ll m wn
n lJprt stsw Sw when the supports of Shu had not (yet) come into existence. II
Only very rarely is the temporal significance 'not yet " 'before' absent.
In one case we must probably translate as a virtual clause of circumstance, not
of time.
He sacked the town of Kadesh, ...... ~Q..1 j<=>j )~-- '1 t!t-i r ow lJr)'j
without my swerving from the place where he was. 10
Under this head, too, it seems necessary 11 to place the phrase ......
n wnt
•there is (was) not', which has been discussed and illustrated in §§ 108; 10<};
II 5; 120; 188, 2; 394.
No examples seem to be forthcoming where n wnt
means' before there was', • there was not yet', but this is not the only point in
which wnn differs from other verbs.

=.. .

&:-
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1 See GUNN, Stud.
ch.22.

I Peas. B I, 183.
Sim. Leb. 19 (ll/.t);
Urk. iv. 1090, 10
(knnl.k); DR. i. 26,
185 (fttf).

a Leb. 79-80.

• Mill. 2, 5. Sim.
LAc. TN. 78,7 (ept);
27 (bprI.t.n); DR. i.
4( (rbl-f); Urk. iv.
a, 15 (IrI.t).

a JlZ. 58,

20°.

6 BUDGE, p. 16 7,
16. Sim. with sk, Ell.
39,19·

, Peas. B I, 272.
Sim. Westc. 5, It.

8 Sh. S. 30-2, but
97-8 has 11t.f. Si!D'
Leyd. V 7; Urk. IV.
97 1 ,2.

• Ork. v•. 6.

10 Urk. iv. 892.
11 DiffereDtly,GuNN,
Stud. ch. 19.
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Urk. iv. r090, ro.
)l2. 12, 87, II.
Sim. hit, Pap. mag.
Ram., unpublished.
S Urk. iv. 892,9.
• Urk. iv. 2, IS.
~ Mill. 2,5.
"Sh. S. 98. Sim.
Peas. B 1, 183.271.
7 Leyd. V j.
1

I

8 See Rev. !g. n. s.
ii. 50-I.

• LAC. TR. 19, 60
1. Sim. ib. 80, r 5 ;
Pap. mag. Ram., un
pub!.

louiya PI. 22.
Coffins, M 3.e,
137. Sim. GIT, 12<),
d. Pyr. 779.
11 Pap. mag. RalJl.,
unpu blished.
12 Ann. 5, 234.
13 louiya, PI. 22.
J4 LAC. TR. 80,15.
Sim. l'dyt,above, n. loa.
15 LAC. TR. 19, 60.
10

lOa

16

Pap. mag. Ram.,

unpublished.
11 /ouiya Pl.
22.
Sim. Ann. 5, 234.
18 LAC. TR. 19,61;
So, 15; D. el B. II6,
4th hour.
HI Az. 59, 5, top,
in the autographed
pages.
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§ 403. Forms of the verb in the construction -'-d7~': n sgmt·f.
In the immutable verbs the formative t is simply added to the stem; in the tex
and notes of the preceding section examples have been quoted from the 2-li
verbs/b, rij, mr and from the j-lit. verbs rniJ, iJpr, stint.
The following forms are found from the mutable verbs; note that in th
Jae inJ, 4ae inJ, and anont. verbs the stimtf form has the appearance of th
infinitive.
2ae gem. Possibly ru=®c:;>\ hnnt·k 'thou hast heeded ',I For ~-;; wn
see § 402.
Jae inJ Exx. S;A~ prt·i 'I had come forth'; 2 ~c:.~it tSt·i 'I swerved '
, Make' shows :-it irt·i ' I had made'.t
4ae inJ .::..c:.:iit Itmst·i ' I hid sat '.5
anom. 'Come' has ~~.A"'=- iitf,6 ~a it.7

§ 404. The passive of -'-d7~~ n sgmt.f. 8-When the constructio
n stimtf has passive meaning, the verb-form assumes the appearance of the fem
perf. pass. part.
Exx. ~~=it-,-4)4Qa~JI' "-'--=-~4ai.9, bpr·n·i, It myst kno, It iryt idwt(?
I came into existence when bulls had not yet been born, and cows had not ye
been made. G
.!.~-'-=lL~~O..A..mrO~~O-'-~> ~~Q~-===i?.~~~ IJpr rnf, n I'd (rea
rdt) (S, It mst sndt, '11- *m(;)yt Itmt (?) Itr IJIswtj his name came into existenc
before the cedar had grown, before the acacia had been born, before the coppe
had been created in its mountain-deserts. 1o
Examples with pronominal subject are rare, ex. ~:;!~~~}.!oO-A..~~ ~o
mk rk s(y) Itr wbrt 1l sdyt·s behold, it is (still) in dock, not (yet) having bee
removed. loa
The verb-forms in question are:
J-lit. }:('=;:, wtt (for wttt) 'had been begotten';l1 ro~~ sPit, doubtless corrup
for sPltt 'had been lassoed' ; 12 ~> ~~ ~ ~-=== ~m(j)yt 'had been created '.13
Jae inJ y~~a wpyt • had been divided'; 14 ~~~a msyt,16 varr. mr4~a~ 16 an
mr"" msP7 'had been born'; -=-~4a iryt 'had been made ',18
anom. :::~ ~ rdyt • (it) has been allowed '.19
Q

OBS. When the verb is in its abbreviated form, the question arises as
whether the passive of St]m:/ is not to be understood.

§ 405. Origin of the verb-form in -A-d7~': n sgmt.f.-That th
stimt! form cannot have originated in the infinitive, as was formerly supposed
seems evident from the number of examples which have been found from 2-li
and J-lit. verbs, i. e. from strong verbs with masculine infinitives. The discover
of the passive counterpart 1t stimt (§ 404) prompts the conjecture that stimtf wa
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§ 405

participial in its origin, since both the outward form and the passive meaning of
such examples as ....... m~~~Q4l n msyt and ....... __.~~o n lryt appear to identify the
verbs here as feminine perfective passive participles. The question thus arises:
from which participle must the active 1rimti be derived?
This problem is best approached through a consideration of the passive
counterpart just mentioned. If iryt in -'- -=-~ ~Q n iryt is or originated in the
perf. pass. participle which it appears to be, its original meaning will have been
'that having been made' or 'that which has been made'. But there are good
grounds for thinking that such meaning could have developed into' the having
been made', ' (the fact) that .... has (or had) been made', compare the transition
from 'that which' into '(the fact) that' in:: ntt and ~o Witt (§§ 233. 237), in the
Hebrew "I~~, the Greek 6n, the Latin quod, the Italian che, and the French que.
On this basis ....... -=-~~Q would signify 'not (is) that .... has (or had) been made',
the construction resembling that of ::: (more rarely ....... ) + infinitive (§ 307); for the
lise of ....... It rather than::: nn the analogy of n stim!' he has not heard' (§§ 105.
455) and of several other forms of the suffix conjugation (§ 410) may have been
at work.
In the case of the act£ve ....... 4'1~~ 'It stimt! there is the difference that the
originating stimt! must have been a relative form; 'that which he has (or had)
heard' will have,passed into' the fact that he has (or had) heard', the prefixed
....... again signifying' not (is) '. The objection which might until recently have
been raised, namely that the forms in n stimt! are those of a relative form 1 having
only prospectt"ve meaning, is now disposed of by the discovery that this form or
one very much like it early often had past meaning (§ 389, 2: the Perfective
Relative form). Now the relative forms have been seen to have evolved out of
passive participles (§ 386); it would follow that the same perf. pass. part. gave
rise both to the active 1t stimt! and to its passive counterpart, the former having
originated in 'not (is) the having been heard of (i. e. by) him'. To this hypothesis
there is no serious obstacle, since we shall adduce cogent arguments to prove
that both the active stim! (§ 4 I I, I) and the passive stim! (§ 42 I) were derived
from passive participles; see especially the last paragraph of § 42 I.
An alternative theory 2 has, however, been put forward connecting the verb
forms in n stimt! and its passive counterpart with the so-called • complementary
infinitive' (§ 298, OBS.), from which various feminine active forms like}.J7Q wont
'a rising' occur, together with at least one passive form m~ ~ msyt 'a being-born'.
This theory does not necessarily contradict our own hypothesis; for these
feminine' complementary infinitives' may themselves be derived from fern. pass.
participles, as indeed is highly probable in the case of the passive msyt.
Q
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1 The Prospective
Relative fOlm of § 389.
2 in the 1st ed.

2

GUNN. Stud. pp.

177-90
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1

Sin. B 23-5.

,

MOLLER,

Hier.

Pal. i. no. '43. fol
lowed by ALLEN and
GUNN.

Silt. BS; R45.
, lj,.k. iv. 1074, 10.
G Sin. B 283.
& Sin. B 86. 1°7.
7 Sin. R 28; B 15.
'Sh. S. 166; Sin.
B4·
S

Sh. S. 54.

II

Sin. B 23.
B I09;Louvre
C 12, 3; Sinai 90, 5.
10

11 Sin.

12 Sil. S. 166. Sim.
Sin. B 4-5, but this
MS. often omits the
suffix 1st sing.

11 Sh. S. 54-5. Sim.
Sin. B 15 (=rtil.n.l
R 41); prob. also, io.
Bz83·

Sh. S. 166-7.

U

16

io.

Sin. B 5-6. Sim.
B 4; R 45; B 86.

107·
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§ 406. B.. The narrative sdmt.f form.-Whereas the stimt! form after
the negative n is a well-authenticated and clearly differentiated verb-form, such
is not the case with that stimtf form which occasionally takes the place of
stim'nj" in narrative. Only one example has been quoted from an immutable
verb, namely SI# in
::ol"t"?':it ~6 ~~~ 1'l~:itdJ~ 'i'! <?~h~q~-::::::o'J@i {sl·i ib·i, sllft-i ~rw·i,
stim·n·; !Jrw mni n mnmnt (when) I had lifted up my heart and collected my
members, I heard the sound of the lowing of herds. l
The reading SJ# has been doubted on palaeographical grounds,2 but seems
probable. In all other examples that have been quoted, however, the supposed
narrative stimtf form might well be the infinitive; the verbs in question are
"':":it irt-i,3 y~ wPI! ~..Il:it prl·i,5 ::~ rditf6 and::i rdit·i,7 var. ~ rdit(·i),8
~":i Sdt·i,9 ::.:::>11' {sl·i/o besides ..Il~ iwt,l1 which might be stimf form as well
as infinitive; see below § 447. That the infinitive can be employed in virtual
narrative seems proved by the examples quoted in § 306, 2, in some of which
forms in t from jae in! or anom. verbs alternate with forms without I from j-t£I.
verbs. Nevertheless, when forms in t are in close association with stim'nf forms,
it is legitimate to question whether we have not to do with affirmative examples
of stimt! in narrative.
Note that even in texts where the suffix 1St sing. i ·i is ordinarily written,
this is omitted if the reflexive dependent pronoun}:it wi follows. Ex.::~ i
rdit·(i) wi ' I placed myself'.l2 Cf. below § 412.
In a few passages besides that quoted above the supposed stimtf form either
must or may be translated as a virtual clause of time.
Exx. :!":iA~,:J1L"i'~~ Idt·i til, s!Jpr·n·i !Jt (when) I had taken a fire
stick, I created fire. I:l
~::::~:it~~:it<:>I*~'j::t=~::J:::''i' !Jpr·n, rdit·(i) wi ~r 111·i r dWl11,
n{r, r~r'1L tid'nf n·t it happened, (when) I had placed myself on my belly to thank
him, thereupon he said to me. 14
Occasionally, however, it seems possible or necessary to render as a main
clause.
Ex. -:-:it7f'~~~~7~~.:::>~ irt·i sml m !;'fttyl I made a departure south
ward. 15

§ 407. C. The sdmt.f form after prepositions.-This, at all events,
is a genuine use of the stimtf form, since examples are found from various
immutable verbs where no alternative explanation seems possible. A doubt
occurs, however, in the jae z"11,f. and a11,om., where the verb-form is indis
tinguishable from the infinitive. Nor is it altogether certain that the stimt
as used in this construction is identical with the simlf of the negative n stimt
3 20
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§ 407

(§§ 402-5), since here no passive examples like those of § 404 can be quoted to

prove the participial origin. There is, however, considerable likelihood that the
stlmt! form is identical in all its uses.
The problem is to discern any difference between the construction prep. +
stlmtj form and the constructions prep. + stlmj (§ 155) or stlm·nj (§ 156) form.
In all certain examples the time of the action appears to be relatively past, i.e.
anterior to the time of the main verb, agreeing with the origin proposed for the
stlmtf form in § 405. It seems by no means unlikely that this common employ
ment after prepositions is the reason for the comparative rarity of the sim·nl
form in this use.
r. Quite certain examples, i. e. examples from immutable verbs, have been
found only with the prepositions <> r 'until' and !!. rJr 'since " 'from the
moment that', but also' before " ' until '.0
Exx. A torch shall be lighted for thee in the night <::>}J~~}0t8.. J~~ r
wbnt sw ftr snbt·k until the sun has arisen over thy breast. 1 The main verb
refers to the future.
~~=}~::<:::>~~ ~~-- m mdw nj l' bStj do not speak to him until he
has invited. 2 The main verb is a command.
Brewing was done in my presence <=>~.Ait=g~7-~~~ r pftt·;' dmi n'ltw
until I reached (or had reached) the town of Itu. 3 In past narrative.
~}i~:;":.!.t:~!!.~=~&=-I~:::-- ;'w·i m tJ pn flr wij tlr lJprt mini tp

rwyf I have been (lit. am or was) in this land under his command until death
overtook him, lit. happened upon his hands. 4
2. The use after ~ m 'when', ~;: m-lJt 'after " ~ lJft 'when' and g~ mi
'like', 'according as' is more doubtful, since instances are forthcoming only
from jae t'nf and anom. verbs. There is nothing to prevent such instances being
interpreted as infinitives (see §§ 30 I. 304), though again there is no positive
evidence in favour of this view. The analogy of rand ir favours a provisional
classification under the heading of the simtj form.
Exx. ~.!.~riJ~.A~--~jj~-- .... ~}~r~+} ilJr m hJt SJ! m stj.. ", iw
sms·n·(i) sw but when his son (had) gone down into his place ...... I served him. 5
I filled his temple .... when My Majesty came ..... on the first occasion
of victory .... ~~---~~~-:r~~~ m rditj ?t·t !pswt nb nt .[)Jhy when
he gave (01' had given) me all the lands of Djahi. 6
His Majesty commanded to dig this cana.l, ~;:"'jj="~+}!J}~~~::I~\
m-lJt gmtj sw ribJW m inrw after he had found it blocked with stones. 7
My MajestyestabIished a feast .... ~~.Ai~~~~~~~-:~ lJft it ftm·£ m wtl)'t
tpt nt nlJt when My Majesty returned from the first campaign of victory.8
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o See JUNKER, Giza
IlI,93·
1 Urk. iv. 117, 4;
148, 14; 499, 10. Sim.
Sh. S. II8 (km/.k);
P. Kah. 5, 15. 29
(Snbt.s); Siut I, 278.
308 (pl;.l·sn). In pre
sent time, LAC. TI?
21,

33ChJI.k); JiZ.64,

113 (IJprt).
2 Pt. u6. Sim. ib.
87 (wnt), quo § 215;
453 (sdml.k). In a
wish, possibly Westc.
II, 16 (iwt.n).
8 Sin. B 247. Sim.
Ann. 37, Pl. II, 25
(IJprt); also possibly
PSBA. 18, 202, 9

(lwt).
• Urk. iV.405. Sim.
from JM in/. verbs"
·since',A·Z. 47,92,3
(prt.l); Uri. iv. 386,
2 (IJrt./); 1073, 10
(prt.1) ;
, before',
BUDGE, 208, I (glt.k).

a Brit. Mus. 614,
Sim. BH. i. 25,
36 (It); Urk. iv. 89,
8 (/wt/).
12.

a Urk. iv. 767. Sim.
ib. 591, 12 (rdlt{).

Urk. iv. 814=90,
Sim. ib. 75T, 2
(gmt); 745, I2 (It).
?

2.

8 Urk. iv. 740. Sim.
ib.698, 16; 741,5;

767,3 (It).
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M. u. K. 2, 10.
Sim. Urk. iv. 198,
8 (d/lf); 807, 10
'rdltfl·
tUrk. iv. 492. Sim.
ib. 134, 13-4 (",slf,
rdltfl; QUID. Saqq.
ii. p. 33 (smnt.s);
ReM. u (wrjll).
1

s PI. 466.

4 Pt. 267, quo in the
Reading lesson oppo
site.

Pt. 87.
• Urk. iv. 1073, 10.
7 Urk. iv. 814, 12.
S Urk. iv. 492,7.
9 QUIB. Saqq. ii. p.
33·
10 Urk. iv. 591, 12;
767,5; 807,10.
11 Urk. iv. 198,8.
12 BR. i. 25, 36;
Urk. iv. 745, I3; 767,
3·
13 PSBA. 18, 202,
9; Urk. iv. 89, 8.
&
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The hands of Isis are over this child g~~~:::Ij?\r\\r~-~~ mi 1'dit·s
rwy'sy ftr SI'S 1f1' even as she placed her hands over her son Horus. 1
~.!.4-lI~i'P7g-:-:it~\\ il.J. di-tw 1t"i mlft mi irt·;' sy therefore justice shall be
given to me, according as I have done it. 2

§ 408. Negation of the sgmt.f form after prepositions.-An example
of the negative verb tm in the simt'f form can be quoted.
Deal with him privately C:::>F~~=~~~_ l' tmt·k mIt I.J.rlj until thou
art not troubled about his condition. 3
§ 409. Forms of the sgmt.f form after prepositions.-In the text or
notes of the last two sections examples have been quoted from the following
immutable verbs: p{z, km, tm (2-/t't); ils, wbn, I.J.p1', snb, sim (j-Nt). To these
must be added an example of id written c:::>-::J M- l' idtij 'until he has said'; 4
the writing of Ii for I in a MS. of Dyn. XV I I I is of importance for the view of
the perfective relative form adopted above § 387. 2.
In the case of some mutable verbs there arises the possibility, as we have
seen, that the supposed simtj form might be the infinitive. The following exx.
will suffice to illustrate the various verbal classes; for further details see the
notes of § 407. The preposition is added in brackets after each form quoted.
2at gem. ~-;;: wnt ' has been' (1').5
jac in! ;;;.~:it p1't·i 'I went forth' (ir); 6 ~.: gmtj' he had found' (m-l.J.t); 7
:--:it irl·i ' I have done' (mi).8
cauS. 2-lil. ~=<:J smnt·s ' she established' (mi).D
anom. 'Give' has ::.: 1'ditf (m, mi)10 and Ii.': dltj (mi).ll From' come'
there are both J~ it (m, m-l.J.t, IJlt) 12 and .Il~ iwt (1', m); 13 but the latter might be
either infinitive or simi, see § 448.

VOCABULARY
~~~~ Imi mix, compound, {z1' with.

rr~~ ski destroy; empty out.

}G~ abbrev. ~ wi bandage, bind.

=~

}~~.Il wil proceed.

~C)fn gin rebuff; gfnw rebuff (n.)

,~~ hnn assent to; attend to.

8~ Ikk attack.

~ ~ 1.J.1' fall; caus. sIJ1' overthrow.

=y~ tni distinguish.

""""""

<=>

*lZ

complete, be complete.
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=
= srtt bread or cake
i;'t mishap, harm.
.........!JD

~~ ~~

D

n In

pr-{tdtreasury (lit. white house).

m~~ ~

T~ msyt supper, evening

D

of some

kind.

=fl~}~i

SlOlW

poor man.

.!. r~ .} ~ /frsw coffin.

meal.

m~B~= msb a liquid of some sort.

~~

'7i: .1t ~ (~I
t:ll FnfJw Syrians; hence

r~~hfn~ s/fd sailor, traveller.
1

Vocab.

, Phoenicians', Gk.

<Po[VUW;.l

Festschrift fur F. Hommel, Leipzig, 1917-8, i. 305-32.

E X ERe I S E XXVII
(a) Reading lesson; extract from the book of precepts purporting 10 have been
wrz"tlen by the vizier Pla{t{totpe in the reign of Asosz" (Dyn. V): 1
~<=>~='C7~:::~~::i· ~

ir wnn·k (§ 150) m sprw nf,

~~di'l\'C7-~::~~i·

hr (§ 40,2) sdm·k n dd (§ 5 [1,4) sprw.

~~6~t~

m (§ 340)gf,z SW,
r sklfhlf"
-

<=>n'i1''C7~e=>>6...

II

x

Q

~D I

<=>~~~-~t~::.!.r·

r ddt(i)f (§ 409) iit'n! {tr·s.
mr sprw hnn (§ 303) {swf,

~~:::~~i~e~=~~~·

<=>_""""".ij'i..ll0_
9 n.
__ <=>I'
>--+-<

C>

fI~

x.....JJ'fn~~~<=>::~~:it=.

r /fn·t(w) ii/'n! {tr·s.
{tr s'w im r sprw nb.

~ <=>::~~t) ~ i 3~::~ ~ i·

tr trr gfnw m sprw,

~~~~

iw dd·tw (§ 462),

~ "" r A\c:::> l\. -=- n •
'~l>6..-=-.ll!:!!
---JJ>6..1'0

iwf tr r m (§ 495) irf (§ 463) sl?

Pt. 264-74, with some omissions.
The manuscript, dating from the' Eighteenth Dynasty, divides off connected groups of words by means of red
, verse·points " so called because they are commonest in poetical texts.
S This sign is cancelled in red.
I

2

, If thou art one to whom petition is made, listen quietly to what the petitioner
says (lit. let thy hearing to the speech of the petitioner be quiet). Rebuff him
not until he has poured out his heart (lit. body), until he has said that for which
he came. A petitioner had rather (lit. likes) that his words should be attended to
than that (the thing) for which he came should be accomplished; he rejoices
thereat more than any (other) petitioner. As for one who deals (lit. makes) a
rebuff to (lit. with) a petitioner, people say, To what purpose, pray, does he do it?'
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(b) Translate into EngNsh :
(1) l~~C\IMWMc:::;::,~Q ~ C\~~ - - . ~ 1i7f 5[~ S~:=C\= lA. on
C\ = 0 I C\ ='Jjl= I 1 1--. C\ ~M'MM~
X. ~ I~C\
~~"/
~1n9;j)nC\~ =~ ~ .J)n=.J) ~ @11 \J2~ C\ 19 n (2) ~,~~,
'JjU,,/ I tlIl'fl~_~~C\

C\ -<»-~C\I~~M'MM~I=II

C~) ~~~~*~0-,,-~~~

=r~@~..A-=~=~~=~
~~~~~~~~~i~~~

1

Prescription from a medical papyrus,

______ .~~

(4) 3t~~.J)D3t::~~=~CJ3tLJ

2

Passive !timj, § 423,

2,

3

§ 165.

10,

(c) Write in hierogl;phs:
(1) She whom he had never seen is (now) possessor (fern.) of his property.
He who had not made for himself a coffin is (now) possessor of a treasury.
(2) A departure was made from this place at time of supper, (3) All this
happened by my hand (r) (even) as he had commanded. (4) There is no poor
man for whom the like has been done. (5) Thou art Atum who came into
existence by himself, before the plans of the gods had been made. (6) Beware
lest thou say, I do not know why this has been done (give two alternative
renderings of this sentence). (7) (That) happened to (r) which no thought (ib) had
been given. (8) They did it before order (wtit-mdw) was given (lit. made) to them.

LESSON XXVIII
THE SUFFIX CONJUGATION

§ 410. Under the name of suffix conjugation are to be understood those
really verbal or 'narrative' (§ 297, 3) verb-forms, like the stim:! and stim'n:!
forms, in which the subject, if pronominal, is denoted by a suffix-pronoun following
the verb-stem and whatever flexional elements may be added to the verb-stem.
As such, the suffix conjugation is opposed (1) to the 'old perfective' (Lesson
XXII), an originally narrative verb-form akin to the perfect of the Semitic
languages, (2) to the adjectival verb-forms of the same type as the suffix con
jugation, i. e. the' relative forms' of §§ 380 foIL, and (3) to the partly nominal,
partly verbal stimt! form studied in the last Lesson (§§ 401-9).
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§ 410

The following forms will have to be considered:
I. The simf form, see above §§ 39-40, below § 41 I, and Lessons XXX
XXXI. Two and probably more varieties existed, which are indistinguishable
in the immutable verbs and only with difficulty distinguishable in the mutable
verbs. We can, however, definitely discern (a) a perfective form without gemina
tion, and (b) an imperfective form showing gemination in certain verb-classes.
2. The passive simf form, see below §§ 419-24.
3. The simmf form, an almost obsolete form with passive meaning; see
below §§ 425-6.
4. The sim'nf form, see above § 67 and below §§ 4 12-8.
5. The sim·inf form, see below §§ 427-9.
6. The sim'orf form, see below §§ 427; 430-2.
7· The sim·klf form, see below §§ 4 2 7; 433-5.
Passives of all these forms except 2 and 3, which are passive from the
outset, may be made by the insertion of the indefinite pronoun (§ 47) ~ ·tw, var.
e ·t(w), after the verb-form with its formative element.
The formative element
(n, in, or, kl) and the passive ending are dependent upon the verb-stem to the extent
that they are inseparable from it; but they show a certain independence in that
they regularly follow any determinative which the verb-stem may possess,
1 Pt. 13.
exx. icy1D:=: m(w)dw·nf'he spoke';1 :=;..o...~'6.. dgg·twf'he is looked upon';2
2 Urk iv. 19. 6.
~T.Jl~-~;71 ms·in·sn 'they brought';3 :J~.!~ Jd·Ortwf 'it shall be
• Sin. Ba69.
removed '.4 The sole exception to this rule is in the simi form when the passive
• Eb. 53. 7-8.
ending has the abbreviated writing c ·t(w); in this case it is more often than not
I Sin. B 233.
written before the determinative, ex. ~~Qc~_ swri·t(w)f' it is drunk ','> though
6> In !tim:! suffix
forms like m~~~ ms·t(w)f'he is born' 6 also appear; cf. c before the determinative
2nd f. sing. rarely be
in the ending ·t(£) of the old perfective (§ 309).
fore det. if written. not
t. but t. LEF. Gr. §
If the subject is a suffix, this is inseparable from the verb-form and follows 243. end.
the determinative. 6 If, on the contrary, the subject is a noun, this may, under
certain conditions already studied (§ 66), be separated from the verb-form.
Exx. ~Q-::oon~1t~ iw·in rf sOty pn then came this peasant. 7
7 Peas. Ill, 52.
..0... }:;;;;:'lJIIJ-= irw n·k !to (I there is made for thee a great feast.s
8 LAC. TR. 76, ,.
We shall see later (§ 486) that impersonal uses, i. e. cases where the subject
is omitted, are far from rare, and this applies alike to the active forms of the
suffix conjugation and to the passive simi (§ 422). It is perhaps better, however,
to describe such examples as TI 1D:; nis'n-tw 'one called', 'a summons was
9 Sin. R 24.
Sim.
made ',9 as actives with the indefinite pronoun as subject, than as impersonal
ib. Il 55 (r br .n.t~tJ).
passives, though either description is defensible.
The general rules given above must be noted once and for all, as they cannot be
repeated -in treaHng of each separate form.
&
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§ 411. The origin of the sdm.f and sdm-n.f forms.-It will pave the
way for the account to be given of the suffix conjugation if the origin of its two
commonest varieties be discussed by way of preface.
1 ERMAN

in Az. 39,

123; LEXA in Philo
logica, ii. 25-53' So
too LEF. Gr. § 242;

POL. Et. 92 hesitat
ingly.

I. As regards the stimi form, an often held theory 1 supposes this to be
ultimately a sentence composed of active participle + pronominal or nominal
subject; the whole would thus mean' he is (or was) one hearing '. To this
theory there are serious objections. We have already seen that' he is one
hearing' can be expressed in Egyptian either as ntf stirn (§ 373) or else as #m
sw (§ 374); it seems gratuitous to postulate a third method. The proposal is to
consider stimi as a sentence of the same type as sdm sw, it being conjectured that
the suffix-pronouns are merely worn-down dependent pronouns. Thi~ view of the
suffix-pronouns may indeed be true in the last resort, but the differentiation of func
tion between dependent pronouns and suffixes probably lies much farther back than
the origin of the suffix conjugation, if this, as is supposed with great probability, sup
planted an earlier kind of conjugation of which the old perfective is the last survival.
Much more serious, however, is the objection arising from the comparison
of the ordinary narrative stimi and stim·nf forms with the corresponding relative
forms. Since the discovery of the perfective, i.e. non-geminating, relative form it
has become possible to construct a most striking table of parallelisms.

RELATIVE FORMS

NARRATIVE FORMS

~::~--

In this ed. calJed
the Irjmw.nf relati ve
form.
3 This
form has
largely, but not com
pletely, replaced mr:!
in past narrative, see
I

§§ 4'4,

I;

450,

I.

'See below the Add.

mrr(w)f, imperfective (§ 387, I) ~=~-- mrrf
:!:~ -- mrf and :!: ~ ~ ~ -- mryf, perfec :!:~-- mrf, also :!:~ ~ ~"- mryf
tive (§ 387, 2)
:!:~:: mr(w)·nf2 (§ 387, 3)

In face of these parallelisms the interdependence of the narrative and the
relative forms seems indisputable; the two series coincide so closely at the end
of their development that to assume a distinct origin for each is paradoxical.
But the development of the relative forms out of the passive participles can now
be traced in some detail; see above § 386. The conclusion seems inevitable:
the narrative sgm·f and sgm·n·f forms must likewise be derived from the pass£ve
participles. Only on this theory can the use of the suffix-pronoun in the stimi
form be explained; it is a direct genitive such as often serves to express the
semantic subject after the passive participles (§ 379, 2); stimi thus signifies
'heard of him '.~ We saw (§ 386) that the passive participles, as extended
by the addition of a semantic subject and object and a phrase containing the
resumptive pronoun, must at a given moment have been construed ac#vely, not
passively. If this be granted, no great difficulty should be felt in supposing that
at the same moment two separate kinds of verb-form began gradually to be
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§ 411,

differentiated out of the passive participles, (a) the ordinary narrative simf and
sim·nf, in which the gender-endings were suppressed,o and (b) the relative
sim(w)f and sim(w)·nf forms, in which the gender-endings were retained.
The hypothesis here rejected assumes that the narrative simf form, both
in its geminating form, ex. ~~"'- mrrf, and in its non-geminating form, ex.
~~"'- mr(y)f, is derived from the imperfective active participle, the difference
between the two varieties being attributed merely to emphatic or non-emphatic
utterance. This view, which reduces the distinction between geminating and non
geminating simf to the level of the distinction between English 'sayeth' and
, saith ' or between German gehest and gehst, seriously underrates the difference in
their meanings and syntactic uses. We shall find on closer study that, while the
narrative mrrf is definitely imperfective in meaning, the narrative mrf and
mr(y)f has partly past and partly prospective signification-the latter, for
example, after itJ (§ 450,5, a), after It; (§ 450, 5, b), and after verbs like rdi (§ 452, I).
This agrees well with our view that the perfective relative form originated in the
perfective passive participle (§ 387, 2), of which it exemplifies at least two of the
three uses (§§ 369, I. 3; 389, 2).
As a last argument in favour of the origin of the ordinary narrative simf
in a passive participle, one may point to its parallelism with the narrative
sim'nl form. For the latter no other explanation has been advanced than that
it originated in a passive participle followed by a dative, since it is no explanation
to say that the n is a formative element added to an active participle. But
if the sim·nloriginated in a passive participle, why not also the simf form?
2. The sim'nf form.
We have repeatedly referred to Sethe's view 1 that
this had its origin in a passive participle followed by a dative; see above §§ 3 ;
67; 386, 2; 387, 3. Our own hypothesis that the developed use of the passive
participle + dative led to the simultaneous evolution of (a) the relative simw·nf
and (b) the narrative sim'nf (see above) is only an elaboration of that view.
I t is significant that in the relative form simw'nl the participial and gender
endings -wand -t precede the element n; hence it seems likely that n is no
part of the underlying participle. Analogies both in Semitic (§ 3) and in the
Indo-European languages speak for the origin of the ending ·nf in the dative.'
If sim'nl means properly' heard (is) to him', then the resemblance to French
il a fait and German er hat getan is obviously very close and illuminating, the
more so since English ' he has' (il a, er hat) is often expressed in Egyptian by
nf 'to him' (§ II 4, I). Compare also faciendum est mihi in Latin. But
Egyptian also shares with French and German another mode of expression
involving the dative of possession; as we have seen (§ 14 I), nfr nf is opposed to
nfr sw as £1 a froid to il est froid or ihm ist kalt to er ist kalt. Apparently
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I

o Cf. the adj. as
predicate contraste']
with adj. as epithet,
above, § 48. So too
SETHE,

Az. 54,

102,

though only in refer
ence to fim.n!.

J

A'Z. 47, 140

;

54,

98•

I See § 307 for rare
exx. of a dative de
signating the semantic
subject after the infini
tive.
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the particular notion which is conveyed by the combination of an adjective or
participle with a possessive phrase is the /ortuz'tous or t'nddental character of an
occurrence. There is nothing about this combination which definitely demands
reference to past time, and the use of the sim'Jtl form after the negative word
...... t1. ' not' (§ 418), as well as the affirmative use to express immediate present
time (§ 414, 5), shows that, as with all other Egyptian verb-forms, the tendency
to restrict its application to one particular time-position was secondary. The
primary function of the sim'nl form was thus probably to present the verbal
action as an z'nddent, as something happenz'ng or occurrz'ng to someone, irrespec
tive of time-position.
The origin of the other forms of the suffix conjugation will be discussed as
occasion arises. They are obviously all of participial origin, and reason will be
found for thinking that the participle in question was in every case a passive one.
1

2 Sk. S. 156. 161.
Sim. ib. 53; Sin. B
200; LAC. TH. 3, 34.
36; Urk. iv. 158,16;
1080, 16; 1083. ~.

• Hanmz. I13, 14.
In exx. like P. Pel.
IJI6B, I; Sk.S. 130;
Urk. iv. 648. 4 a noun
clause serves as sub.
ject, see p. 142, n. 4.
• Sin. R 24.
5

Sin. B 55.

BH. i. 8, 9-10.
Ha",,,,. 113, 10.
Sim. Louvre Cr, vert.
4· 5·
8 P.Pel. 1 1I6 A, 68.
Sim. IRk'n, ib. 33;
lmm.n:f, Urk. iv. 17,
8, rnn.n.l, ib. 367, I2.
• S,·n. B 108: Leb.
7I; passive, Urk. v.
61,17; 62,2.
10 JEA. 4, Pl. 9, 2,
quo § 414. I, end. Cf.
too lw wn.sn, Elepk.
25, qu § 468, 2.
11 Peas. B I, 22.
11 Sit'. R 19.
11 BR. i. 2S, 4.
It Cairo
2001 I.
20016.
11 Sin. B 46-7.
6

7

THE Sl)M'NF FORMI

See V"bu"" ii.

§§ 359-89.

§ 412. Endings, etc.-Observe that, even in texts which habitually write
the suffix it .1. of the 1st sing., this is apt to be omitted before the reflexive
dependent pronoun }it wI.. Ex. :;-}it rdi·n.(i) wI. 'I placed myself'.2 For
a like omission elsewhere, see § 406.
Impersonal uses of the sim·ttl form are not rare; note especially ~= lIpr'n
'it happened'; 3 also
r!tr'n 'thereupon', Iit. 'there arose', when the passive
fiml follows (below § 476).
The passive in ·tw is not very common, since the passive simi form
corresponds to active sim·nl in various uses; see below § 422. Not infrequently
·tw serves as impersonal subject: exx. -q ~~:;; niS'1z·tw ' one called' ; '"
n r!tr·n·tw 'no one stands '.Il
Examples where the formative n precedes the determinative are rare, and
may be considered faulty: exx. t::.I.l rl}r'n 'arose';6 ~}= wi'n 'commanded'.f

t::

-,-,-:t:;;

Ons. For the elliptical omission, in a sequence of 1rjm'nj forms, not only of the
suffix subject, but also of the formative n, see below § 487.

§ 413. Forms from the mutable verbs.
2ae gem. A few geminating forms are known, ex. L1j,lt'2=:: /f""'n' does (not)
grow cool'. 8 , See' has ~~:::: ml'nf.9 , Exist' has a form ~ wn·(i)1o , I was'
which might possibly stand for wn·11,·i, since it is parallel to ml·n·(i) 'I saw'; cf.,
however, above § 387, 3 and Add. to the present paragraph; there is often a doubt
whether~:::: is to be taken as sim·nlor as geminating simf (§§ 120, end; 326).
}ae inf Exx. k>~.......o:::: lrn/' he took "; 11 "'S"~- gm'n' found '.12 'Make'
has .0..::' ir'nf,13 only very exceptionally::'::'. u. 'Seize' shows ~::::'-- if·nf.16
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§ 413

n=-

4aez'n! Exx. =~~:: m(l)nl·nf'heattached';1 ~~~- m(w)dw·,z'spoke'.2
caus. 2ae gem. -;JJ
s/fbb·n 'cooled'. 3
anom. 'Give' has :::: rdi·nf,4 T"i rdi-tz·i 5 and, rather less commonly,
&::,6 ~:: 7 dl·nf The writing ~~Qi" dy·n·1 8 is quite abnormal; ~ __ is

Sin. B78.
, T. earn. 2.

I

S LAC. TI? 37,13.
• Sin. Bi8.
~ Siul I, 37~.
• DR. i. 25, 77.
7 Siut 5, n.
I LAC. TR. '4, 4.
9 LAC.
TR. 66,

found varying with ~::.9
'Come' has forms from both stems: ~_,lO ~'::,ll ~~.::. 12 l'n are common
types; ..Il}-:7; IW'n'n 13 and ~}'::'i lw·n·i 14 are less common.
1-3·
Sillt 3, 13.
, Bring' writes normally ]:: for in·nf, 15 but]:: is by no means rareY
11 LAC. TI? 8, 2.
The absence of gemination in the Jae in! and anom. agrees well with the
12 LAC. TI? 4, 5.
theory (§ 4 II, 2) that the sim'nf form originated in the perf. pass. part. Its
IS Urk. iv. 566, 10.
Sim. Pakeri I.
presence in some forms of the 2ae gem. is just possibly to be attributed to the
14 Leyd. V 3, 5.
former existence in this class of reduplicating perf. pass. participles such as we
II Wate. 6, 10. 12.
found for the 2-lit. verbs, § 360.15a The suppression of the participial ending is no ie \Vith one n, Sin.
n 30. 103; Sk. S. I14;
more than we should expect to find before the originally prepositional formative DH. i. 25, 71.
16> For another pos
n, see above §§ 361 ; 379, 3.
sibility with regard to
10

s1;zbb see below p. 343.

§ 414. Affirmative uses of the sgm.n.f form.-We have seen that the
primitive function of the sim'nf form was to present the verbal action as an
£ncidmt happening to someone, irrespective of time-position (§ 41 I, 2, end). N ever
theless, in most affirmative uses it is used solely in reference to events lying in
the past.
I. It is the usual form in past narra#ve, where it may be rendered, according
as the case demands, either (a) by the English present perfect, or (b) by the
English past tense.
Exx. (a) ::fi,h~ id'n'" m mlrt I have spoken in truth. 17
~~++ ~ p~'n'k nn 1;1" m how hast thou come to this pass? Lit. on account
of what hast thou reached this? 18
~j!.=r~~~on:T,?,= l·n·i lJr'ln si·l pJSw'ln I have come to you in
order that I may break your water-pots. 19
(b)
rdi·nf wi mw he gave me water.20
:l~~i" sd·n·t(w)f n·i it was read aloud to me. 21
Note carefully that the corresponding negation is ...<-.t1,h- n simI, not
n sim·ni'; see §§ 105, I ; 455, I.
As already noted, the passive sim'n'/wf is rather rare (§ 412), the passive
simfform often taking its place (§ 422, I). In narrative of the 1st pers. the old
perfective is frequently the passive counterpart of the active sim·nf (§ 3 I 2, 2).22
The simple sim'nf form is the staple of most past narrative, but at the
beginning of paragraphs it was often felt to need reinforcing. Hence the
compound tenses ~}4:: iw sim·nf (§ 68) and t~.t1~ r{zr'n #m·nf(§ 478),
to which we shall return later.

r

::::'i:
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17 Sinai 53. Sim. ib.
90, 5. I I ; Sin. B 46
7; [h"k. iv. 649, 8.
18 Sin. B 34. Sim.
ill a question, Urk. v.
160,8. 9.
19 LAC. TI? 10, 7.
Sim. with following
clause of purpose, tb.
33, 2; Urk. iv. 614,
15-6.
20 Sin. B 27.
Sim.
Peas. B I, 34; Sh. S.
4 1 ; DH. i. 35, 4;
lIamm.II3,14; Urk.
iv. 38, 14; 15', I;
649,14·
II Sln. B 200. Sim.
Leyd. V 4, 5; Eb. 75,
1 2.

II Exx. Urk. iv. 55.
,60. 530. 1073. 1208.
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1 P. Kan. 31, 19.
Other exx., p. 179,
n. I.

2 Urk. iv. 879. Sim.
ib. 28, II; 834, 14;
MAR. Abyd. ii. 30,
39; Berl. AI. i. p.
258, 20. With tsk,

Rb. I, 19; BUDGE,

p. 291,4. 6.

S Sin. B 168-9. Sim.
after mk, Sh. S. JI3
4, quo § 148, I. To
be rendered as Eng!.
past, Sin. B 142-3.
185; Bersn. i. If, 5.
After ink pw, etc., see
§ 19°·
• :lEA. 4, P!. 9, 2.
Sim. Urk. v. 21,
parallel to t.n.;; AZ.
47, PI. 1,3·

• LAC. TR. 12, 7.
Sim. ib. 12, 1.4.13;
Leb. 141, qu. § 67;
Eb. 105, 9-10. 17;
106,18; Urk.iv.613,
9; 1090, 14·
8 Sin. R 15.
7 Weslc. II, 3-4.
Sitn. Peas. R 7. After
narrative inf., Urk. iv.
5,' 14; after r(lr.n +
noun + old perf., ib.
6, 12.
8 Sin. B 32-3; Sim.
ib.I07. Oftime, after
ftjm.n:f, Urk. iv.814,
I6,qu.Exerc.XXVlII,

Cal·
9 As main clause,
afterist (if) , Sin. R I I.

1

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

'vVe pass now to the use after the non-enclitic particles. After mk, as
already seen (§ 234), the Stjm·Jt/ form corresponds to the English preseJtt perfect.
Ex. ~~rul\J./1"j~~r~· ~~-~LJ mk hlb'll'i (zr (m·k It imy-r pr behold,
I have written (lit. sent) commending thee to the steward. l
After is/. (§ 231) and isk (§ 230) the sdm·w./ form describes a situation or
circumstance occurring in the past.
Ex. ~r=~"""~~--7LJ~~'3?J~ is/. ,!;'11l'n fim/ r-pr Pll m dbt now His
Majesty found (or had found) this sanctuary in brick. 2 There follows: His
Majesty commanded to make this temple of hard stone.
Examples where such sentences with is/. are best translated as clauses of
time have been quoted in § 212. So too after ti, ib.
The sim·n/ form has likewise past meaning after a nominal subject 111
anticipatory emphasis (§ 148, I).
Ex. }'1l'1l~~r-:!.:::}1ft wgg JS·n/wi infirmity has overtaken me. 3
In conclusion, mention must be made of the rare cases where ~it wwi
means 'I was' in past narrative.
Ex. ~~J'o}~~l\-t} ww(l) m bllw, 11lJ'n'(i) sw I have been in the
mine-country, I have seen it.!
The parallelism of w1l·i here to an indubitable sim·n/ form might seem to
suggest that it stands for wn·n·i, but see Add. to § 413.

2. Not infrequently the sim'n/ form serves to express relative past time,
i. e. time which is past relatively to the time of the adjacent context.
Exx. iTI:::7,g9 ~~--~ ~:;:~-- nitS Wsir fir stj", ip·nJ it/ Osiris awakes
upon his throne, (after) he has recovered his senses, lit. counted his body.s
Note the English present perfect.
~t\?O~~~ ~~J=~r.;;,.~·r;\~~ Ii sw fim iyj", irt·n-/ sltr-rnlJw and now he
was returning, and had brought prisoners. G Note the English past perfect.
LJ~./1~::++ Illrmr.:,J~~Ci'~~~~ prt pw ir'n mt n/.rw, sms·1t·sft Rd·rjdt
these gods went forth, (after) they had delivered Reddjedet. 7 Engl. past perfect.
~::++~~'6..i'~btd7~::
6 ~ ~1' id'''/lm, rlJ·n/ /fd·i, srjm'IZ/ SSJ·i
he said this, (because) he knew my character, he had heard of my prudence. 8
Engl. past perfect.
In most cases of the kind the sim·n/ form is best translated as a virtual
subordinate clause. 9 I t is this same relative past time which the trjm'lt/ form
expresses in all subordinate olauses where it occurs affirmatively, and there it
is contrasted with the sim/ form, which expresses relative present or future
time. The last example shows, however, that sim·n/ may have relative past
time even when the surrounding narrative tenses involve the sim'nJ form itself.
Here again the corresponding negation is n simi". see below § 455, 1.

=r
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§ 414,3

3. After t~~ ~J' would that!' (§ 238) and after ~<::> ir 'if' (§ 15 I) the sim·n!,
form is used in reference to unfulfilled action, 'would that' or ' if he had heard '.
Examples have already been quoted. The negation after ~J is n sdmf, §§ 238.
455, I; after ir it would doubtless be tm'n/ sdm(w), §§ lSI; 347,6.
4. Some actions necessarily involve resultant states, and languages are apt
to differ with regard to the angle from which such verbal notions are viewed.
In the case of verbs of motion, English uses' I have come' and' I am come'
with hardly any perceptible difference. Egyptian, on the contrary, seems to have
felt a distinction between the old perfective as in ~~g.}it ii·kwi 'I returned' 1
(§ 312,3) or in ~;;!~itl~7it mk wi iy·kwi 'behold, I am come'2 (§ 324) and
the sdm'n:! form as in ~i~ i·n·i (above I). The latter is certainly preferred
when any stress is laid on the movement as an action performed by someone;
such a stress occurs, for example, when words indicating the purpose of the
movement are added.
Ex. ~ ~::.it::~ £;;3: <=>0 ~ ~ ii-1z'i rJ r nis r·k I have come hither to summon
thee. 3
The difference, then, with verbs of motion is that the sim·n/form emphasizes
the fact of the movement, while the old perfective merely calls attention to the
result (§ 320).
Still more conspicuously, Egyptian chooses to look upon 'knowing' as
'having learned', and' remembering' as 'having recollected '. Hence the verbs
-;~ r/J C learn', 'know' and ~1~~ SOl' recollect', 'remember' sometimes appear
in the sim'n:! form even where they must be translated by English present tenses.
Exx. ~~-;-::= mtn rlJ·n·tn behold, ye know.'
~-~~':'~f~~l~~;;; in iw trw slJ/·n·k dost thou remember? 5
A similar use of r/J has been noted in connection with the old perfective
(§ 320, end) and 'the simw·nf relative form (§ 389, 3); under the latter head some
other like employments have been noticed. It will be seen below (§ 455, I, end)
that here again n sdmf corresponds as negation to the affirmative sim·nf.
5. On a different footing is the common use of the sim·nl form in ritual
texts and scenes to express an action simultaneously spoken of alzd performed. G
Exx. r{j-=~=t::., swrb·n·(i) (n m mw ipn I purify thee with this water. 7
A god is depicted sprinkling water over the queen and speaking these words.
~~:='7 di·n·(i) n·k tlW nb I give to thee all lands. Words spoken by the
god Dedwen whil~ leading prisoners to the king. 8
This employment is so invariable as to justify us in regarding writings like
~~
as short writings for smn·n·(i) not 'I record for thee', in·n·(l) n·k
, I bring to thee' respectively.

r::::,9

10
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1

BR. i. 8, 15.

i

Westc. 8, 12.

s Westc. 7, 20. Sim.
with clause ofpurpose,
above p. 329, n. 19.
See, however, Westc.
3, 7, where a phrase
expressing purpose,
follows mk wll)'.kwl.

• Siut I, 280. 310.
Sim. Ann. 5, 234, 22;
Urk. iv. 350, 16; 353,
12.

oED. 2, 3. Sim.
Ijar/J. 412; l/rk. iv.

27, 14'

I See GUNN, Stud.
ch·7·
, D. el B. 63. Sim.
Uri. iv. 250, IS
(d.n.l); Th. T. S. i.
17 (wp.n.l).
I MAli.. Kam. 23.
Sim. D. el B. 128.
• D.eI B. 60.
10 MAR. Karn. 18;

D. el B. 128. So too
wn.,1.(l) n.k, Th.T.S.
i. 17.
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In this usage there seems no notion of past time, so that the stim·nf form
here appears to retain its primitive force of stressing the merely occurrent; such
a translation as 'herewith I give to thee' renders the sense closely. Note that
this employment is borrowed from Old Kingdom temple scenes, and has not been
found in contexts of later origin.

§ 415. The scjmonof form in noun c1auses.-In all affirmative subordinate
clauses, the Stim·nf form has relative past meaning. This has already often been
pointed out, and may be verified, so far as virtual noun clauses are concerned, in
the rare cases where Stim'nof serves as object of a verb (§ 185) or follows the
genitival adjective ny (§ 192).
§ 416. The scjmonof form in relative c1auses.-An example in a virtual
relative clause with undefined antecedent is quoted § 196, 2, and another after nty
in § 201. In both cases the corresponding negation was seen to be n stimf. For
the stim'nf form after iwty see §§ 203, 6; 418, end.
§ 417. The scjmonof form in adverb c1auses.-I. We have observed
(§ 414, 2) that where sim·nf has relative past meaning it must often be rendered
as a virtual clause of time; sometimes it may have to be interpreted as a virtual
cla use of cause (§ 221).
2. The stim·nf form but rarely follows prepositions; when it does so it
has relative past meaning, see above § 156. For sim'nf after ir 'if' see §§ 151 ;
4 1 4, 3·
I See GUt'N. Stud.
cll. 12. where a dif
ferent standpoint is

adopted.
2 In
its various
constructions, viz. :
§315, Urk.iv. 8J 4. 1 3,
quo Exerc. XXVIII,
(a) ; § 322, Pt. 13. quo
below; § 323, Adm.
2, 4. quo below (I);
Crk. iv. 650, 7. quo
p. 248, top; § 326,
Leb. 146; Nu, ch.
130,41; Urk. iv. 518,
15·
sPeas. B 2, 101-2;
Nu, eh. 149, ii. 8, both
quo below; Urk. v.
67, 17.
f

See § 445.

Peas. B

2.

98-9;
Eb. 97, 2; :BUDGE,
p. 152, 12.
S Also with [ir+
inf., see § 334.
5

2.

§ 418. The negative construction --'-~~:: n scjmonof.1-A broad
survey shows that the construction 1/' sim·nf is common in characterizations,
statemeJtts 0/ custom, and generalizations of all kinds. The affirmative verb-forms
which it accompanies and continues are, in the main, those usual in such contexts.
Thus n Stim·nf is found in close association with the old perfective,2 the part of
the verb best adapted to the description of more or less permanent conditions
(§ 31 I, end) ; with the geminating participles 3 (imperfective) or the geminating Stimf
form,4 parts of the verb often found to imply repetition or continuity (§§ 365 foIl. ;
440 foiL); or else, finally, with the compound verb-form iwf Stimf,5 which we
shall see later to be common in proverbs and statements of custom (§ 463}.6
That the construction 1t Stim'nf does not itself explicitly generalize, though
it certainly serves to reinforce generalizations, seems evident from the im
possibility of linking up any such function with the affirmative uses of the
Stim·n-f form. The true modus operandi of n frj.m·nf becomes clear when we
realize that the best way of confirming a generalization is to assert the absence
of any invalidating incident. An example will here be helpful. The sentence
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§ 418

7~~..A...~~}~~

r gr, n mdw'nf'the mouth is silent (old perfective) and does
not speak' is found in a description of old age. l We have shown reason for
thinking that the Sdm'nf form presents the verbal notion as an incident occurring
to its doer (§ 41 I, 2). If so, n mdw'nf may be freely paraphrased as 'an act of
speaking does not happen to the mouth', or, in other words, its state of silence is
not contradicted by any negative instance.
Naturally, when it is said that such and such an act does not happen to
someone, some space of time is envisaged over which it might happen, so that
we can now adopt the formulation already proposed in § 105, 3, and define the
function of n sim·nf as to deny the OCCUrre1lCe of an action throughout the course
of a more or less prolonged per£od.
We might also render the sentence above-quoted' the mouth is silent and
cannot speak', and it will often be found that a possible, or even the best,
rendering for n sim'nf is 'he cannot', 'could not', or 'will not be able to hear '.2
In such renderings, however, an English standpoint is substituted for the
Egyptian; English affirms the impossibility of the act, while Egyptian merely
states that over a contemplated period it does not occur.
The following examples show that the actions referred to by n sim·nf may
belong indifferently to present, past, or future time.
I. In reference to present actions, the commonest and most typical use.
The time-position is often very vague, the statement being of proverbial or
generalizing character.
Exx. Q<=>r i ::~!..- ...... ~ ~ ~ Xt1J.~:-; ir s/fdd !irf, n sJ!;'nf II as for him
who sails with falsehood for a cargo (lit. under it (grg»), he does not reach land. 3
A proverbial utterance.
Q~m~~~~!~::~ ~~~:; iw ms [zmwt wsr, n iwr·n·tw assuredly women
are barren, no one conceives.· Description of a prevailing condition.
.£.1t~.:;\......Il"""~~.A~':: ink !inn, n wrd'nf I am one who rows and does
not tire.'5 Characterization of a person.
2. In reference to past actions.
Exx. This peasant spent (4l>- J...illlli~1t;:' ir·in SOty pn) ten days making peti
tion to this DjeQ.utnakht, ...... ::~~--...D/'-<;;>r n rdi·nf mllf r's and he paid no
heed to it, lit. gave not his temple to it. 6 A continued activity is narrated.
-'-~':!~-}~Jer..ll n p[z·n·twf m sos he was not equalled (lit. reached) In
running. 6a Characterization of the young Amenophis II.

...

3. In reference to future actions.
Ex. Ift~Q!J~~--'-LJ-:%= [zw/'ors m !itf, n pr·n·s it shall rot in his
belly, without coming out, lit. it does not come out. 7 A medical generalization.
Needless to say, the construction n sim'nf is not confined to main clauses.
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1

Pt.

1 3.

Exx. present, Pear.
256; P. Pel.
I I 16 A, 93;
past,
rVerlc. 12, 3, ql1. §
369, 2; Urk. iv. 36,
8; 758, '5; fl1tl1re,
Eb. 97, 19, qu. § 105,
2

B

I,

3. TILLCAz.67,118)
exaggerates the fre
quency of this sense.

SPeas. B 2, 101-2.
Siro. ib. 75; R I, 256.
325; Adm. p. Ic8;
P.PeI.III6A,43·
c Adm. 2, + Sim.
ib. 2, 5; 3, 8; 4, ,;
P.Kah·33,8.
e .Nu, ch. 149, ii. 8.
Siro. Sin. B 58. 59;
Peas. B I, 174; P.
Kan. 30, 1 I, quo §

3°7·
• Pear. B I, 31-2.
Sim. IVer/c. 5, I ; 12.
3, quo § 369, 2; Brit.
Mus. 6J 4, 7. 9; Urk.
iv. 77, 7, quo § 440,
2; 98, 9; 131, II;

697,

1 3;

758, IS;

8 Ii, 13, quo Exerc.
XX Vl II, Ca); 1I95, 9;

Rec. 29, 164, 9.
6& Ann. 37, Pl.

2,

12.
1 Eb. 25, 5. Sim.
ib. 97, 1 9, quo § 105·
3; after wnn, Lelr.
146; HUDGE,p. 285, I.
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Exx. Urk. iv.616,

I

4.

10•

1 Peas. B I, 316.
Sim. Eb.H, [6.

2 Coffins I, 385. b.
Siro. ib. I, 31, b; 404,
c; NAV. 149t, 30;
Brit. Mus. J 59, II, quo
p. [53, n. 7.
3 See GU:-;N, Stud.
ch. 14. Another diffi·
cult case, L. to D ..
Cairo bowl 7.

4 Leb. 59. Siro. Pt.
38 [. 383. 459· 57 6 ;
Urk. iv. 445, 7.

Urk. iv. 751. Sim.
ib. 847, 3. N1t cer·
tainly for n, Rec. 29,
164,9.
5

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
Besides its use In virtual relative clauses,s it occurs also after the relative
adjective nty.
Ex. ~D~~::-'-~:: m P!Z nty n P!Z'nl do not attack him who does not
attack. 1
After the negative relative adjective :':3t- iwty (§ 203, 6) the sdm·nl form
appears to have exactly the same meaning as in It sdm·n/.
Ex. this noble god who came into being of himself and ......... }cfjl;::t }9~:::'
iwt(y) wdb·n! sw !z1' ddt'n! who does not go back (lit. turn himself) upon what
he has said. 2

§ 418 A. The negative construction

':::.t1~::

nn sgm.n.f. 3-The

examples of this construction are scanty, obscure, and sometimes even possibly
corrupt. In a few places nn sdm·nl denies with emphasis that something w£ll
(or can) occur.
Ex. ':::~.Jl:;;:<=>~ ~= nn p1'·n·k r !trw never wilt thou go up above. 4
In two cases it is a past event which is denied.
Ex. '::::::~--::,~~:J~-.JlJ-.Jl~= nn i1'·n·i n rmt dd·tw rbr 1"s I have not
acted to (wards) men (so that) people might utter boasts concerning it.5
Until better evidence is forthcoming this construction must be regarded
with suspicion, the more so since after the middle of Dyn. XVIII'::: tends to
take the place of -'- in the writing, see § 104, end.
OBS. The student should examine in every instance of nn sqm'n:! whether nn
cannot mean' there is none who(m) ...... J in accordance with § 394.

VOCABULARY
~ -;~

rr~ ~ s~dw travel by water, fare

/So reap.

upon (river, sea).

] ~~. w!zm repeat.

r~~~ sdl tremble.

~~= f~J reward.

~~ ~

r6 ~~ SJi be satiated.
rJ ~~ sbi rebel.

~ \jj sdi take out, extract, rescue;

r~ sml, var.

r>~~~

clear (a canal).

o~o~j.Jl titi trample down.
o

(§ 279),

/WWW\

<::::::7I\.Jl tkn approach, with

slay.

rW3

SId excavate, dig out.

rarely transitive.

~ ~J1t whr fisherman.

ssn smell, breathe (trans.).
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J ~ ~ biJ copper.
J c:::::. i bdt, var. ~i \\ /CD bty, emmer,
c:.

j\

c:.

I I 1

~~ ~ ~ dpy crocodile (rare).

i;~ Stll, varr.

t };1J

t }~~ Sty

a poor kind of cereal.

= mr lake, canal.
ill ~~ ~ msIJtyw adze.

S(w)tIJ,

(§60), the god Seth.

~J}~ Jbw Elephantine, an island at
the N. end of the First Cataract.

""=>1

'C7

Vocab.

~~ ~ Mtn Mitanni, a kingdom

tzbt basket; island-home (?).

ill ~ ~ grg falsehood, lie.

E. of the Euphrates.

<::=>

E X ERe I S E XXVIII
(a) Readbzg lesson.
First Cataract.1

Inscription cut on a rock in the island of SeMI, ill the

- - nn
f oonnn!!
nn U==8
!J,..~J~ ~&-?II

l\;,:~.:..:t} llJ}~~Q=~
-A..r~~-~-.i!k!,.
-9

IJr [tm n n-sw-bit MIl-IJpr-Rr, di rnIJ.
m-IJtgmtf(§ 407, 2) S'ZtJ ibJW (§ 315) m iJlrw,
n s/fd·1t, dpt lz,rf.
IJd·nf lz,rf,

=~-<=>~~}

ibf JW (§ 322),

r>'=..::~~!-

smrnf IJft(yw)f.

<:::::>_J:::::[D
-

22,

wi (§ 306, OBS.) lz,mf sid mr 1m,

~1/)..O I ~~== 0
IJtH~
~~o:::::, 1~

~

lz,lt-sP 50, tpy (n) smw, sw

rn n mr pn: 2

~I-

~~l\~~~~(8t5~)-?-~
Q-~-~~}~U}~:lrI71~~

=o}f~

wn tl Wit m nfrt (§ 96) M1z-IJpr-Rr, rltlJ il.
in nl n wlz,rw-rmw Jbw sd·sn (§ 227, 2) mr PIt
tnw rnpl.

1

lj,·k. iv. 8r4.

2

§ 89 or else as p.

100,

n. 6.

'Year 50, first month of summer, day 22, under the Majesty of the king of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Menkheperre c, given life. His Majesty commanded
to dig this canal, after he had found it blocked with stones, and no boat
fared upon it. He travelled down over it, his heart glad, (when) he had slain his
enemies. The name of this canal: Menkheperrec-is-opener-of-the-way-as-{some
thing-) good. The fishermen of Elephantine shall clear this canal every year:
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Exerc. XXVIII

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

(b) Translate z"nto E1zgl£sh:

-- ~~~~£~=0~2~Y~::7~~~~~~
Y~::7~]~~~~J~~~.J)1\t}~~mr@~J~~\,x7
(I)

1

~~7

--111~~~

(2)

~~~~~~a~a~~+}l~~=~l~~~::

r~jr~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~1~1\~3=-J(3)

~}]~~--i~~~~!:~t(8E5fll)~f::::

}~~\~~--t~~-J-.J)};;~~..A-fll~~~JflJt\~~

(4) ~~--~r,71

~J:~.J)i'~-?~~~~5~}~~~a~~t~~
n~sJmln--~

~I'I

I 1)1,

~ll',

~n--~a .·rnn~

I I~ ® "-" 1'1 I li\\j' I iI'l I I
-0>-

(

~MWMfI~a--

\7

n

5) ~(i l/"I.J)~~I'

~~~~~Jt\~V~~~.s2J1~~}~Jt\L:~t o~~~~

.l.~

~}~}J~~~~~LJtJ~r~0::1=:~~~I: I~~~=~n
(8)

t~~~t~~r,7IfQ~~

1 Words spoken by the llty-I;bt priest while standing before the mummy on the day of burial, a ceremonial adze in
2 A personal name.
his hand.
S Perhaps the compound preposition thus spelt p. 132, n. 25.
4 n-S'W-blt.
D Note that nonns denoting persons in a particular position in life are also used in Egyptian to express that position
itself, abstractly considered; cf. lily 'vizier', but also 'the rank of vizier', Urk. iv. 1087,7, quo § 149, I; similarly
filly n s/ 'office of regulator of a priestly order', P. Kab. 1 r, 18, quo § 323.

(c) Wrz"te -in ht"eroglyphs :
(I) I have spoken in truth, I have not spoken lies. (2) Dost thou not
remember the name of that great god who is in Heliopolis? (3) I give to thee
all things good and pure which are in me. (4) Pleasant words are what thou
hast said; the heart cannot have enough (lit. does not become satiated) of (m)
hearing them. (5) He saw that my arms were strong. (6) I was rewarded with
gold three times. (7) The nose is stopped up and cannot smell. (8) I acted as
(lit. made) overseer of cattle, and was not neglectful concerning the commands of
my lord. (9) Reply, 0 my heart; a heart that is attacked does not keep silence.
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§ 419

LESSON XXIX
THE PASSIVE Sl)M·P FORM

§ 419. The form of the suffix conjugation (§ 410) next demanding attention
is here called the passive simf.1 Externally, this closely resembles the active
simi form long familiar to the student. Confusion with the latter is, however,
rendered impossible in practice by the invariable passive meaning; the passive
simi signifies 'he was heard' or 'he is heard' despite the absence of the element
·tw employed to form passives from the other parts of the suffix conjugation. In
addition to this distinguishing characteristic, an ending -w (with some mutable
verbs also -y) often helps to identify the form; see the next section.

I

See Verbu11' ii.

n 443-+9 1•

OBS. The passive irJmj' has been hitherto known as the passive #mw:fj but
since the ending -w never appears before a suffix subject in Middle Egyptian and,
further, varies occasionally with -y, the name here adopted seems more appropriate.

§ 420. Writing of the passive sgm.f and forms from the mutable
verbs.-The ending} -w is fairly common before nominal subject and in
impersonal uses, but does not occur in Middle Egyptian before the suffix
pronouns; 2 it is at least as frequent in the verbs with final weak radical, exx.
-=--} irw; 3 : : } rdiw,4 as in the immutable verbs, exx. :.:}""'" srw' was cut off'; 5
~~ ~ ffwsw 'was constructed'; 6 but writings without any flexional ending are
in all verb-classes of more usual occurrence, exx. f ~ 1;1* 'were captured'; 7
@I o.......lJ
~ .h
-=- nil 'was placed',
'caused'
\.-..JI l!f
. .: /I"r·i ' I was seized' . 8 ---'l
.9
~

1

,

The much rarer ending QQ :y has been thought to be more than a mere
alternative to _W.l0 But so far as the Middle Egyptian evidence goes, the
ending -y belongs solely to verbs with a final weak radical, and hence may
represent some fusion of that radical with a flexional ending. The ending -y
occurs mostly before the suffix-pronouns, exx. mQ Qi msy·i 'I was born' j 11
'5.fQ Q=- itY'k 'thou hast been taken ',l2 but instances before nominal subject are
also found, as -=- ~ Q iry , was made' ; 13 : : ~ Q rdy 'were placed '.14
Note that the passive simi is by no means common with pronominal
subject. I t is altogether a less frequent verb-form than the narrative tenses
hitherto discussed, though it has certain well-marked uses, particularly after iw
and rl;r.1t, see below §§ 465; 481. Apart from the regular use with nominal
subject, impersonal employments are often met: with, exx. r~Q}~ smiw 'it was
reported'; 15 ..,.. ir ' it was done '.16
As time went on, Egyptian showed an increasing unwillingness to form
parts of the suffix conjugation from stems of more than three radical consonants.
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2 In old Eg., suffix
after -w, Pyr. I I 64.
1509. 1705; after -y,
ib.lo,p.
a LAC. Ti? 21,6;

76,7.
• LAC. Ti? 2,72;
3,45; 4, 45·
G Hamm. 110,6.
6 Sin. B 300.
7 Urk. iv. 659, I ••
8 LAC. Ti? 59, 3.
g Pr. 2, 8; Westc.
8,4,
10 See GUNN, Stud.
ch.8.
11 Cairo 20518, a 1 ;
Sebekld,u II.
11 LAC. Ti? 86, 95.
11 LAC. Ti? 21, 7;
Urk. iv. 605. 16; 606,

a.
Munich 3, 23.
U, k. iv. 4, 8. Sim.
hlb, Sin. R 22; rJdw,
Urk. iv. 661, 8. More
often written with -w
in Hearst, without -w
in Eb.; exx.H 2, 5=
E 16, 13; H 31 I
E 86, 14. See below
p. 340' n. 9.
II P. Boul. xviii. 6.
Sim. ib. passim; also
Hearst I, 2. 5. 13,
written with ow.
1<

IG
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1 U,·k.iv.606. Sim.
iv.605, 16. Contrast,
however, § 423, 3, 1st
ex.
2 Louvre C lJ, ~;
12, 16.
S LAC. Tit. 59, 3.
4 Urk. iv. 484, 10.
aWes/c. IJ, 5.
8 LAC. Tit. 38, 10.
Sim. 1St pers., Brit.
Mus. 828.
7 P. Kah. 6, 9.
8 LAC. TR. 30, 6.
II Urk. iv. 669, 13.
10 P. Boul. xviii. 6 ;
P. Kah. 9, I I ; Urk.
iv. 667, 10.
11 Hearst I, 2. 5.
13; LAC. TR. 76, 7.
12 See above p. 337,

n.13·
19 Peas. R 54.

19, 10.
TR.86, \13.
16 LAC. TR. 47, 31.
Sim. jb. 63, 2.
17 Eb. 85, 16.
)8 Amada 18.
)9 Sh. s. ~ ; P. Kal,.
12,5; Westc. 8,4.18.
zo LAC. TR. 2, 72;
Crk. iv. 897, 7.
2\ Munich 3, 23.
'2 P. Kah. 15, 45.
47; P. Bou!. xviii. 21.
2a Hearst I
7· 3
9; Urk. iv. 2 ,
24 Peas. B I, 300;
fVestc. 8, IS.
14 Ba11l11l.

~ LAC.

65 9. '
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Hence we find the passive simf of snfr 'make beautiful' replaced by a peri
phrasis in which the passive simf of iri has the infinitive of snfr as subject:
q~o..a..q ~ *~..:~ fo~ ~ ist iry snfr twt pn m !ptosp 22 10, this statue had been
made beautiful in year 22.1

r

Forms of the passive simf from the mutable verbs are as follows :
2ae gem. ::d:~ mJ 'have been seen '.2 The form ~~~\-II~it Jmmoi' I have
been gripped' 3 probably belongs to § 425.
jae £nf Without gemination. No ending, "':li'" gm 'was found' ; 4 mr \.. ms
'have been born'; 5 m-4)~ msf 'he was born '.6 With -1£1, 'rf}x wpw 'are
opened '.7 With:)l, H-~ ~~A ~sy·i' I have been praised'; 8 l~t:- 8.ry·S' it was
measured '.9
'Make' shows the forms -=- ir,1° ~ irw,l1 -=-q ~ iry 12 and quite exceptionally
::~ irw,13 q:: ir 14 (for the reading of these see § 28 I).
'Take away' is found as '5r~ it·k,15 ~qqit ity-U6

caus. Jae £11j.
caus. 4ae £nf

U=q ~ rl"1D sbsyw ' it is caused to be vomited '.IT
rrkWl~}~ s8ntw 'was brought southward '.18
c:.>

anom. 'Give' has forms both with and without r, and without gemination:
:: rdi,19::} rdiw 20 and quite exceptionally ::~~ rdy,21 beside It-JJ di 22 and 't diw.23
, Bring' has .! ilZ. 24
§ 421. Origin and relations of the passive sqmof.-In several usages,
particularly after iw, (~(·n, mk and ist, the passive Stlmf serves definitely as the
passive of the Stlm ollf form (see § 422, I), and the thought thus suggests itself
that the former may possibly be nothing more than the latter docked of those
elements (n + noun, n + suffix) which serve to express the semantic subject, the
author of the action. To put the matter more concretely, if sim·nf 8rw 'he
heard the voice' ultimately means' heard to him the voice' (§ 4 I I, 2), may not
Stlm 8rw 'the voice was heard' ultimately mean' heard (to x) the voice'? There
can be no doubt that in final analysis this view is correct, but two reasons
prohibit us from identifying the two forms and regarding the passive simf
merely as a sim·nf form from which the agential element nf has for the nonce
been omitted: (I) the passive Stlmf sometimes shows the original participial
ending -1£1 or :)I which has completely disappeared from the simonf form;
(2) the passive simf sometimes has a suffix subject of its own, this of course
representing the direct semantic object, since the form is passive in meaning.
It is thus clear that the sim·nf form and the passive Stjmf have each
developed further than the other in certain directions; nevertheless the frequent
parallelism of their uses is only explicable if both are regarded as having
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§ 421

originated in the perfective passive participle. Confirmatory testimony is forth
coming on all hands. The lack of gemination is common to all the forms in
question, while the existence of a rare stimmi passive closely related to the
passive stimi (see below § 425) recalls the curious reduplicating perfective pass.
participles from 2,-/£t. stems which were studied in § 360. The ending -w
characteristic of the passive stimi except with pronominal subject is seen in the
relative form stimw·nf, which we have shown to be closely akin to the narrative
stim·nl (§§ 386, 2; 4 I I, I). The alternative ending :y from verbs with final weak
consonant (ullz'mae z'nfirmae) is familiar from the perfective passive participle of
those same verbs (§ 361).
Further reflection will show the close connection between the passive stimi
and the construction of the passive participles with retained object (§ 377); indeed
it seems not improbable that the passive stimi directly originated in that con
struction, the development being upon lines similar to the development of the
narrative stim·ni form out of the construction perf. pass. participle + dative
(§ 41 1,2). To this theory it is not a very grave objection that in the construction
of the passive participles with retained object the dependent pronouns were used,
whereas with the passive Stjm{ the suffix-pronouns are found; for, in the first
place, even with the passive participles a certain weakening of usage in favour of
the suffixes was observed (§ 377, 2, end), and in the second place, the substitution
of the suffixes for the dependent pronouns was bound to occur as soon as the
pronoun following the verb-form ceased to be regarded as retained object and
was felt as a grammatical subject.
Lastly, the relations of active and passive sdmi have to be considered. If
we are right in supposing that the active sdm{ arose, no less than the passive
stimf, from a use of the passive participle (§ 41 I, I), the sole difference would be
that in the active perfective stimi the suffix represents the semantic subject, and
that in the passive sti.n{ the suffix represents the direct semantic object. Hence
it is by no means surprising to find uses where the passive st;/mi corresponds
closely to the active stimi; this is true wherever the passive stim{has present or
future meaning (§ 422, 2), as well as in its negative uses (§ 424, I. 2).

§ 422. Affirmative uses of the passive sdm.f.- I. In past narrative.
Exx. ::7Illit~~~~~ rdi n·i Ip IOO m f~/W one hundred persons were
given to me as reward. l English past tense.
mQQit~f;I-~(Q=J(:l~) msy·i m ~II-sp I n Sl Rr 'Imn-m-~/t I was born in
year I of the son of the Sun Ammenemes. 2 English past tense.
.tgt-n.!..~l~~=Qc.I--

mooring-post driven in. S

Isp tJrpw, ~w mnit the

mallet has been taken and the

English present perfect.
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'SebekkRu 17. Sim.
Brit. Mus. 574, 3· 5 ;
Munich 3.33-5; u,.k.
iv. 661, 6. 7; 891, 3.
8; 897,7.
I Cairo 20ii18, a I.
Sim. Sebekkhu I I ;
Brit. Mus. 828•
aSh. S. 3-4. Sim.
LAC. TR. 43, 2; 75,
II; 76, 7.
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J P. Bout. xviii. 6.
Sim. Sin. B 247;
Urk. iv. 4, 8; 6, 9.
Cf. too lrw In (also
briefly written b"n)
'made by'. i.e. 'writ
ten by', JiZ. 43, 33.
2 Se",nak Disp. I,
13; 6, II. Sim. Sin.
B 291. 295. ;100.
3 LAC. TR. 2, 72.
Sim. i6. 3,45; 4,45 ;
69. 2 •

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

I

Impersonal uses are frequent.
Ex. .Q>..~y~~': ir IJft ipwt Itt it was done in accordance with this
commission. 1
The passive of the construction iw Stjm'nf so much employed in narrative
(§ 68) is of the type iw stimf. See further below § 46 S.
Exx. q~=t~~r;7'; iw swn int'wsn what they had brought was sold. 2 English
past tense.
q}::}::::y~11 iw rdiw n·k tlw breath has been given to thee. s English
present perfect tense.
Another favourite construction in narrative, as we shall see later, is
d7~':::
r!zr'n stim·nf. The passive of this is of the type t::d7~- r!zr·n stimf, though
examples with suffix-pronoun as subject are of extreme rarity (§ 48 I), while in the
construction iw 14m! just mentioned none at all has been noted.
It was seen (§ 414, I) that ~:;: mk placed before the s4m·nf form gave to
that form the signification of the English present perfect. So too in the case of
mk + passive stimf.
Ex. ~~m~'\.~~~,f,lll mk ms n·k Ilrdw J behold, three children have been
born to thee.'
After q
ist the passive stimf describes a situation or concomitant fact
belonging to the past, exactly like ist+stim·nf (§ 414, I). In most cases one can
translate with the English past perfect.
Exx. qro.Q>.. i'- ~r~~~ (C~,~ist ir 'I"'. n l!zt m i!zwt now these fields had
been made into plough-Iands. 5
qr0[j]~j~<>t..:.mr~~l ist hlb r msw nsw now the king's children had been
sent for.6 Impersonal; another manuscript (G) has [j]~j ~~.
The passive stimi in reference to past action is negatived by prefixing the
word
n 'not '. See below § 424, I.

t::

4 Westc. II. 5. Sim.
Louvre C II, 1-2;
C ", 6, quo § 184, I.

B Urk. iv. 667. Sim.
ib. 606, 2, quo p. 338,
n. '; 659,6; 69°,2.

• Sin. R 22. Sim.
;6. B 173; UrR. iv.
657,4; 686,. '3·

r=

oJ....

In reference tofuture events. The passive stimfis frequently used with
a vaguely prospective meaning in medical preecriptions and the like.
Exx. His Majesty instituted a festival of victory anew ....... .Q>..g-.Q;J-h{
Q;J~~<P-i~~'l!7 ir Sll.-nw n !zo n PI !zo nlJt m hrw 'It sr* ntr a second festival of
the festival of victory is (to be) made on the day of introducing the god. 7
::L1~--'l1b~roY~~" rdi
st !zr-rwy she is (to be) caused to spit it out at
once. S For *,,·s as subject of rdi(w) see § 70.
So too impersonally.
Ex. ~~~~~7 irw m IJt wrt it is (to be) mixed together, lit. made as one
thing.9 The Ebers papyrus writes .Q>..
Sometimes one may be tempted to interpret what is really a passive s4mf
as an old perfective.
2.

, UrR. iv. 740.
Sim. in tken-clause
after 'if', JiZ. 43, 35,
8; 37,19; 39,17.
8 P. Kak. 5, 36.
Sim., but with noun
subject, ;6.40,56; 12,
5·
8 Hearst 2,7-£0.
64, 8. Sim. with
-w, Eb. 67,4 (dlw);
Hearst I, 1 (r",w);
'. 2 (tbbw); without
Ow, Eb. 66, '7 (ps);
69, '5 (gs).

*"'$
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§ 422,2

Ex. ~'O~I1l!~~::::~-::~"7~F=1 tw (read tw r) nftm /Jt s rf, rdiw n
nty m rwty one shall take a man's property from him, and it shall be given to
him who is outside. 1
Here rdiw must be the passive simi with omitted subject, since the old
perfective would have had to be "di·ti, !Jt being a feminine noun (§ 9 2 , 2).la
After /Jr, the passive simi may have future meaning. Compare the
corresponding use with active Sdmf, §§ 239; 450, 5, c.
Ex. .!.=--;;;;'1f /Jr ir n·k fttp-di-nsw there shall be made for thee a ftotp-dt"
nesu offering. 2

3. Present tz"me. Several of the examples quoted above may be translated
alternatively as presents. So the third example from the end under (1) 'there
are born' and the second under (2) 'she is caused '.
Here belong two mathematical expressions:: ir n, var. ~- irw n,3
'amounting to', lit. 'it is made for', and .oD>. ~ ir m 'equivalent to', lit. 'it is
made as (?)' or 'in (?) '.
Exx.
nnnnn: : :

i ~ III

I P. Pet. I II6 B,
47. Sim. TarMan i.
79.4 6.
l ' This
argument
fails, however, if,1(w)t
is a plur., see § 511, 2.

So Gunn.

2

UrI:. iv. 46.

3 )/Z. 43, 35, 6,
quo § 266, 4; Afllarn.
5, 26, 18, quo § 266, 1.

1!:,,!~f\J~~~3J..~-~~)~l:::L~,OI ~ 1 -J~ £~~I~IIII::==

ftd SWJbty m bJk n Kftiw ftn r ftnw n bil, drt m ftd, 4, ir n dbn 56,

/fdt J a silver cauldron of Cretan work with four vessels of bronze, (with) the
handle of silver, makes 56 deben and 3 kite. 4
List of cakes, .oD>.~ Jnll ir m ftlpt I2 equivalent to 12 fte/fat. 5
••

The difference between the two expressions remains to be determined.

• Urk. iv. 733. Sim.
ib. 732, 15; Rhind81.
83; ER. Thes. 1081.
v. 11;. vi. I; 1087.
xviii. 10.
a Urk.iv. 761. Sim.
ib. 762. 763; Rhind

82.84·

§ 423. The passive scjm.f in subordinate clauses.-The use of the
passive sdmi in subordinate clauses is very limited, and this limitation constitutes
a serious difference between it and the narrative sdmi and sdm·ni forms.
Nevertheless, when followed by a nominal subject the passive sdmi
sometimes serves as a virtual clause of circumstance.
Exx. ~:iH!Jy}x=c:'.li'j'r\\ ftms·s ftr-s wpw mnty·sy she shall sit upon it
with her legs apart. 6 Lit. her thighs have been opened.
Let him be deprived of his temple-rank, ~~<f;:'O~}I1l~}~'6..a,~a=
}I~I~ pt/J ftr tl, nftmw r/fwi dt/</> wrbwti being cast on the ground and his
food, title-deed (?) and joints being (lit. have been) taken away.7
I.

:::it'i'='~n~r~~]~r9~~~r<=>L11! ir·n·i n·i miftrt fWSJ/J·ti, smn/J st·s r

rwd

lZtr

·P.Kah 6,9.Sim.
Sem"ah Disp. I. 9;
Weslc. 8, 18. 25; 9.
20; 10, 11-2, see A'Z.
66, 7I; Cairo 10512,
b l ; Rec. 36, 1I5..39.
7

Kept. 8, 6. Sim.

BR. i. 16, 127; Urk.
iv. 18, 3. +. 5; Th.
T. S. iv. 6, top right.

rl I made for myself this tomb, it being consecrated and its place being

embellished at the staircase of the great god. s
The last two examples illustrate the close parallelism in use of the passive
simf and the old perfective. That in the last example smn/J cannot be old
perfective is clear from the facts that its subject st·s would in that case have to
precede it (§ 322) and that it would then have to be feminine in gender (smn/J·ti).
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• Sebekkhu 8. The
same formula Cairo
20153. 20497. 206 9 1 •

§ 423,2
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2.

In one passage, a statement with passive Sdml has virtually the sense of

a clause of condition:
~::rLJ~~~<;?~I i,I~1
1

Rhi1td2I.

2

Rhi1td 30 .47. 68.

STarMan i. 79,

• See
ch. 15.

GUNN,

18.

Stud.

8 LAC. TR. 86, 95;
88, 15, quo below;
Urk. iv. 669, 13, quo
below.
7 T. Cam. 6.

8 LAC. TR. 88, IS.
Sim. ib.63, 2; 86,95,

e Urk. iv. 48+ Sim.
Tit. T. S. iii. 26, 8.
10

Urk. iv. 133, 3;

15 1 ,3; 102 4,9.

11 Urk. iv. 138. Sim.
ib. 547, II-2; Sillt
iV.33·
12 LAC. TR. 59, 3.
Sim. ib. 63. 2.

l'

Urk. iv. 669. Sim.

Peas.

Il I, 300.

" Urk. iv. 795.

15

f:opt. 8. 6.

(/d n·k: skm m j ~ m

I

it is said to thee: What

makes ~ + 1\' complete as I ? 1
Elsewhere the formula introducing the question is ir (/d 1t·k S5 ' if the scribe
say to thee '.2
3. The use of the passive idml after prepositions is very rare.
Exx. .!.~;:.Jl r *~}~~ 1::--' !v m-!Jt sllfrw kJt tn now when this construction
had been made beautifu1. 3
g~~:;;; mi (/d n·k according as it is said to thee. 4

§ 424. Negative uses of the passive s(jm.f form. 5- I . The passive
-'-.t7~ __ n s(/ml is not common. Perhaps by mere chance, no examples with
the ending -w have been quoted; a few with -y occur.6
Sometimes we must translate with the present perfect or past perfect.
Exx. --'-~11l1Hll:7: nit i!;w·n our cattle have not been taken away.7
~}:;;;~....A-~~~I1l-- iw n·k ib·k, It ityl thou hast thy heart, it has not been
taken away.s
-'-""Jr>~~Jft~~~:I~1 n gm wn·i m rw-prw no transgression of mine has
(or had) been found in the temples. 9
The last instance shows the similarity of this use to that of It + active s(/mj
(§ 105, I); for ---AJr ~~ n gm·tw is found in similar contexts. 10
Sometimes the English present affords a more appropriate rendering.
Exx. -'-4-~~~.Jl--;:~ ~}I~I It!Jif r It ipwtyl!Jt tJW F!Jw (read Fn!Jw)
his envoy is not impeded throughout the lands of the Fenkhu.u Lit. the arm of
his envoy is not, etc.
-'-~~Jft"l ~ sfr n !Jfr·i in Sw I am not seized by Shu. l2
Examples from religious texts like the last have almost as much application
to the past and the future as they have to the present, and might be rendered
accordingly. Sometimes we may translate by 'cannot', 'could not '.
Ex. Gold, etc......... --'-1 ~
n !J'Y'S it could not be measured. 13
Instances with r!J are often best translated with the English present.
Ex. -'- -;-~=u}~1 It r!J tnw the number is not known. a

t:-

2. The passive s(/ml in virtual clauses of circumstance (§ 423, I) appears to
have been negatived by the negative verb tm (§ 350).
Ex. Let him be deprived of his temple-rank ........ ~~r~r~1ll=1ll~~.: tm s!JJt rill m r-pr pn his name not being remembered in this temple,15
Apparently tm here must be passive s(/m/ form; the construction is thus
parallel to that of n!;mw rlfwf, the words immediately preceding (see § 423, I).
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§ 424,3

3. There is no sure ground for assigning to the passive sc.fmj' examples like
the following:
::::Jr~~-,:,~ I.~, nn bs·k in pc.ffJ1w thou shalt not be interred by Asiatics. 1
Here bs·k may well be infinitive + suffix, see § 307, I. To prove the contrary,
examples from the ]ae in! or anom. verb-classes would be necessary. The like
holds good of phrases such as -::-,}Ei+~~- twtw tJsfj" not repelled'; see above

1 Sin. B 259. Sim.
nnJnr.k, Urk.iv. 498,
9; 1220, 13; nnbsf k ,

5 20 ,9.

§ 307, 2.

THE SJ)MM.F FORM

§ 425. This old verb-form, not uncommon in the Pyramids and surviving
into the Middle Kingdom practically only in ancient religious texts, is characterized
by the doubling of the last radical letter even in the case of the immutable verbs.
I ts uses and meaning are identical with those of the passive stimi, together with
which it has hitherto been classified; 2 there seem, however, to be good reasons
for regarding it as a separate form, analogous to the Hebrew purlal.
The subject may be either a suffix-pronoun or a noun. In one or two
suspect cases an ending -w occurs, exx. --,-~r+-,} tit n tJsffw r·t 'my mouth
is not repelled' ; 3 =~~~ ~ mrrw 'it is to be ground fine '.~
Forms from the different verb-classes:
2-lit. ~~ ipp , has been examined '. Ii
J-Nt. t;'U n{zmm 'has been taken away' ; 6 !..::e-it tJnrr·t ' I have been
restrained '.7
2ae gem. ~~~~~it Imm·t 'I have been gripped '.8
caus. 2ae gem. rLlJJf2 slfbb 'it is cooled '.9 This example is classed here,
like the preceding Imm·t, because the passive stimi, consonantly with its origin
in the perfective passive participle, does not geminate; but possibly slfbb is to be
regarded as a 4-Nt. immutable verb (§ 284), in which case it will belong to the
passive stim/.
I t seems likely that the stimmf form was derived from a class of perfective
passive participles with doubled last radical, which has survived as such only in
the 2-lit. verbs. See above § 360.

§ 426. Uses of the sgmm.f form.-The meaning is always passive, and
the uses are identical with those of the passive stimf.
Exx. ~~;;~~m 6sJj tpp sp pn {zr mstJnt this Sep has been examined in
(his) place of origin (?).10 See above § 422, I.
rLlJJfI( s#b 'it is (to be) cooled ',u In a medical prescription, see § 422, 2.
-"-t; ~~~~- n n{zmm tpj' m-rj' his head is not (or has not been) taken
away from him. 12 See above § 424, 1.

:
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I

See Verbum ii.

§§ 471· 478. 480.485.

3 LAC.

TR'49, 13;

perhaps read !Jsfiu.
• Ilearst I, 17.
6 LAC.

Ti? 38,

II.

6

AmI. v. 241.

7

LAC.

TR. 19, 27.

8

LAC.

TR. 59,3.

9 P.Kah. 5. II. 58.
So too SIIrrW, above
n·4·

LAC. TR. 38, II.
P. Kah. ~, II.
58. Sim. Brarst J,
10

11

17 (snrrw).

Ann. 5, 241. Sim.
TR. 19, IS. 27;
49.13. quo above n. 3;
59,3·
12

LAC.
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THE Sl)Af-'IN.F, Sl)M'ljR'F AND SI)M·KJ.F FORMS

2 By LEXA in Philo
logica 2, 25-53; Arch.
Or. 8, lIO. Further
developed, Suppl. 13 ;

FAULKNER in

J EA.

21,186;SomeAspects,
12. See too LEF. Gr.
§ 285.
SWALEYandARM
BRUSTER in Bull. Sch.

Or. Stud. 7, 573·

§ 427. We now reach three forms of the suffix conjugation which are
employed only in main clauses. In structure they agree with the stim'n! form
in all respects, except that for n is substituted one of the three formatives .1 in
!,. tJr, or 1: kJ. These formatives are inseparably appended to the verb-stem
(after the determinative, if any), but may under given conditions (§ 66) be
separated from their subject, if a noun. See further § 410.
Since the 4J ~.l-- stim·in! and 4J~!.-- stim·!Jr! forms appear to con
tain just those prepositions which regularly serve to introduce the agent afte
passives (§ 39, end), it has not unreasonably been supposed 1 that the verb
forms in question are derived from passive participles. The analogy to the
stim·n! form would then be complete, and just as this meant originally' heard to
him " so the stim·in! and stim·lJr! forms would have meant originally' heard by
him '. The stim·kJ! form presents, however, a formidable obstacle to thi
hypothesis, for not only is kJ never found as a preposition, but also it reminds u
that the prepositional function of in and IJr is not their only function. We have
found the three words in (§ 227), IJr (§ 239), and kl (§ 242) alike employed a
sentence adverbs, and we have become acquainted with three parallel construction
in or Iv or k, + noun + stim! all expressing, with certain differences of nuance
the equivalent of the English future tense. That in those constructions in and
lJy cannot be the prepositions seems clear, first from the tautology which would
be involved in IJrf Stim! (i. e. the case when the subject inserted after IJr i
a pronoun), if this should mean 'by him heard of him', and second from the
consideration that Middle Egyptian has the further constructions IJr stim! and
kl Stim! likewise having future signification; the construction IJr or kJ + noun +
stimf would thus seem to differ from lJy or kJ + Stim! only by the introduction o
a nominal subject in anticipatory emphasis.
How these obviously interrelated facts are to be coordinated is obscure
Meanwhile a startlingly different theory has been mooted 2 and has won con
siderable support. I t will be seen in §§ 436-7 that .l, !,. and 'i" 1D when followed
by a noun or suffix-pronoun all express a parenthetic' says X', ' says he' or the
like meaning in some other tense. The generally accepted view assumed an
ellipse of the verb ::t tid I say'. However, not only is there a verb kJi 'plan "
but also good evidence has come to light of Q, var. Q1D i (from which in might be
short for i ill) and !J, varr. !J1D, L !J.rw as verbs signifying 'say' and 'cry'
On this basis stim·in/. stim·!J.y! and stim·kJ! might have meant originally' heard
-said he', 'heard-cries he' and' heard-plans he '. That a verb of the kind
could serve thus as an auxiliary has been proved or at least made probable for
both Chinese and Nubian. 3
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§ 428

§ 428. The sf!m.Jn.f form 1 in the mutable verbs.
2ae gent. ~.1-- wn·in-J' he was '.2 (The form (O~r==t.~=, wU·in-J' he shall
urinate' 3 is not from a 2M gem. but from a J-lit. stem wss, the doubled! being
due to assimilation.)
Jae in/. ~--JJ=.1~- ir·in·sn 'they washed'; 4 :J1i~:;;;; sd·in·k 'thou shalt
remove '.6 'Make' shows ..c...1 ir·in 'made '.u
anom. • Give' has ::.1 rdi-iIl,T more rarely
di-inf.8 , Come' has
9
~~- iw·i,t.
'Bring' has JJ:;-- in-in·twf.IO
The lack of gemination is consistent with the theory that the sdm·in-J form
is derived from a perfective passive participle, whether it be analysed as contain
ing the preposition in or the sentence-adverb in, or whether the theory outlined
p. 344, bottom, be adopted.

M='

§ 429. Uses of the sf!m.in.f form.-Broadly speaking, this verb-form
appears to indicate result or sequel.
1. Thus it is commonly used to introduce any outstanding incident in past
narrat£ve.
Exx. ~Q-.QM~it~ dd·in slJ,ty pn then said this peasant.n
j;~:;::~~ ~7 sfl'in·tw n-J l)di then Djedi was brought in to him.l2
::~-~:71",~ ~~~~I rdHn'sn st m Pi it then they placed it in the cornY
~il-::.QM~:&~ iw·i1t rf s!Jty pn then came this peasant. a
4l>o-~:;g~y~~~~ I~ __ ir·in·tw mi wdt ttbt ~mf then it was done according to
all that His Majesty commandedY;
Beside the impersonal use with ·tw just illustrated, there is another without it.
Ex. ::~-j;~tm~ ~ ~,~4 rd£.ill Sf,·tw msw nsw then (they) caused the king's
children to be brought. 16
Less frequently sdm·inf is employed to name or describe a consequence
to take place in the future; but often a clear injunction like sdm·!Jrf (§ 431, 2).
Exx. If thou examine a man with a pain in his stomach, ::;;~:;;;;~.-;:::;>!.~
rdi-in-k drt·k ~rf then thou shalt lay thy hand upon him.17 An injunction.
......... praise god, ~=47~~-tr:r- sdm·in !Jprty·sn so that those who
shall come into being shall hear.IS A future consequence is described.
No negatived examples have been noted.

I See Verbum ii.
§§ 39 0 -4 0 5.
2 Wesle. 4, 2. Exx.
(all past) also §§ 470.
47 2 .473.
s Eo. 25,7=52,5.

Weste. 10, II. 19.
109,7.
• Peas. B I, 31.
7 Peas. B 1,39.
8 U~k. iv. 158, 17.

f

6

Eo.

• Peos. B I, 52.
Wesle•.f, 24.

10

11 Peas. R2.f,.4i;
Sin. B 75; Pt. 36.
51; P.Pet. I116B, I I.
Other verbs, Weste. 10,
9. II ; II, 8; Urk. iv.
8, 13; 139,9·
12 Wesle. 8, 10.
tS rVeste. II, 13.
14 Peas. B 1,52.
16 Wesle. 4, 17.

II

Sin. B 263.

2.

OBS. I. With pronominal subject no confusion with other verb-forms seems
possible. With nominal subject, however, confusion may sometimes occur (I) either
with the infinitive + the preposition in, (2) or with the passive !rjm:/ impersonally
used and followed by the same preposition. The chief criterion of !rjm·ln:/ is the
fact that the formative in is inseparable from the verb-stem, but this will not serve in
all cases.I9
OBS. 2. For 'Ztln·ln as auxiliary, see below §§ 47 0 • 472. 473.
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11 Eo. 40, '9. Sim.
ih. 25, 7; 51,22; 65,
Ii; 9 1, 2[: 109,7;
P. Kah. 7,67-8.
IS Siut 3, 3.

It Cf. ED. 34,9 with
ib. 35, 14.
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§ 430.
See Verbum ii.

1

§§ ·P4-43 2.
2

2'

Eb. 36, 7; 93,17.
Exx. below, n.

13 a .
3 DAV. Rekh. 12,
29. As auxiliary, §
471, 2.
3. As auxiliary, P.

}(ah·7,40,QU·P·390,
7.
• P. }(ah. 7, 54'
5 Eb. 53, 7.
6 P. Kah. 8, 27;

n.

Eo.
7
8

36, 9.

Eo. 54, 2e.
Eb. 36, 19; 37.4'

• Eo. 54, 19·

10 1'. A·ak. 8. l7.
Sim. io. 5. 2. 5· 14;
7,54; Eo. 48, 4;
Hearst 2, 9.
11 P. Kah. 7, 23.
12 LEF. Setkos iv. 49.
13 P. Kak. 7, 39.
Sim. ib. 7, 41 ; Eo.

53, 7-8.
13. Nu 190, 8. Sim.
ib. 99, 40; BUDGE,
p. xvii, 8.
14 Rkind 62. So too
snb.1Jr, Eo. 75, 13·

15

Peas. B

I,

188.

16 Eo. 101, j. Sim.
ib. 101, 10. 13. 19.

17 Sinai 90, 9; Urk.
iv. 324, 6; 332, 8.

18 DAY. ReNo, 12,
29. Sim. Griff. Stud.
PI. 39, 16.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

§ 430. The sgm.I]. r·f form 1 in the mutable verbs.
2ae gem. ~~~.!..-= mJJ·ljr·k 'thou shalt see'; 2 ~!.. __ wlln·IJrf' he shal
be'.2a But ~!,.:it 'WlI·IJr·i 'I was' inpastnarrative;3 sim. for a single future act. 3
Jae inf. 1., o,!. -= JIt'IJr·k 'thou shalt surround'; 4 ~Ii!..~ §d·IJr-twf . i
shall be removed '.5 , Make' has =- -=>
~ -= ir·hr·k ' thou shalt make '.6

caus. 2ae gem. ~=~~~.!. -= ssmm·IJr·k 'thou shalt heat '.7
a1l0m. 'Give' has the form::.!. -= rdi·IJr·k,8 'bring' the form L!..-= i71·ljr·k.
Forms without gemination are thus the rule, but perhaps only for single
future acts. The non-geminating forms from Wlln are mainly past, the geminat
ing always future; this suggests derivation from a perfective participle in the
former case, from an imperfective in the latter.

§ 431. Uses of the sgm.l].r·f form.-Unless the hypothesis set forth
p. 344, bottom, be adopted, this verb-form will be akin to the constructions IJr
st.fmf and IJr stimf (§ 239), into which the particle IJr enters. If, as we supposed
that particle indicates what comes next in order, stim·IJrf may originally have
meant something like' he proceeds to hear'.
I. In reference to future time. The sdm·IJrf form is common in injunction
and statements of result.
Exx. ~!.. -=' ,',';;:: ir·IJr·k 5 sp 4 thou shalt multiply five by four, lit. make
five four times. 10
~c>Y~!..:it~:it st·IJr·i tirt·i I shall have to thrust my handY
xt~!.. ~c>~' ~, !.UP·IJ1~ st kkw darkness shall conceal themP
<:> ~ c> 9=1 + rdi.hr.t(w)fhr gsfwr he shall be laid on his one side. 13
~...:::=>~I,=-~""
..
~!..--2~~J'I~~~ wnn·IJrf mi wr im'sn then he shall be like one of them. 13
An impersonal use is also found.
Ex. Q-=-!..~IIII IJpr·IJr m 4 it will become 4, i.e. 4 will be the result.a
Later (§47I, I)we shall find 'Wnn·IJrfas an auxiliary verb used with future
meaning as above.
2. In reference to present time, rare and not quite certain; perhaps summin
up the result of a situation.
Exx. ~:it~} :it":i~.J.\.!. -- s; Mrw, I1zm·IJrf so then the son of Meru
goes on erring,15 A comment called forth by an act of violence.
That means that his heart is hot, ~~~:.~..!..Y--!J wrd·IJr ibf!ir·s and s
his heart is weary through itY
3. Occasionally too in reference to past events; found only with two verbs
Exx. ~!..~~ tid·IJr·sn thereupon they saidY
~.!.:it~}--~~1D-~~1D? wn·IJr·i m wf; n mdt nbt I was the topic o
all talk. 1s
For wn-IJrf as an auxiliary in past narrative see below, § 47 I, 2.
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§ 432

§ 432. Negation of the stjm.!Jr.f form.-In its use with reference to
the future the Sdm·lfrl form is negatived by means of the verb tm, see above
§§ 342 foIl.
Ex. F.~!J~c:=>o~HJo~ tm·lJrs IJjJr m ~sbt it will not result in worms.)
§ 433. The stjm.k;.f form 2 in the mutable verbs.
}ae £nf. J-.II'f ~=- ~ ~ - ~('kl' S1/, , they shall rejoice' ; 3 S;;..Il Y jJr·kl 'will go
forth ' .•
These non-geminating forms are consistent with the possible origin of the
form in a perf. pass. participle; see above §§ 427. 428. 430.

1

E/). 25,6=52,5.

, See Verbum ii.
§§ 433-#2.

• Vrlt. iv. 569,
f NAV. 65, U.

10.

§ 434. Use of the stjm.kl.f form.-Like the related kif simi and kJ
simf constructions (§ 242), the sim·klf form refers to a future act dependent on
something already stated. It is confined to religious texts and temple inscriptions,
and certainly did not occur in spoken Middle Egyptian.
It may express afuture consequence or determ£nat£on.
Exx. If such and such a thing happens, ';'~~1:r,,:~~!~@l~}ollf!11 : I
n~m·kl·t(w) stP(w)t ~r Iflwt ntrw then the choice joints shall be removed from
the altars of the gods. 6
J-.II'f~"=" ~r-~=~ ~('krsn mrsn tw they shall surely rejoice when they
see thee. s
Much more rarely it appears to express an t'l1/unction.
r~(j=- ~:-i:~ srd·kl st ~mt·t Thy Majesty shall plant them. 7
The construction nn simf (§ lOS, 2) serves as negation of the sim·klf form. 8

5 LAC. TI? 2, 31.
Sim. ib. 2, [,5; #. 6.

• V,·k. iv. 569,
Sim. ib. 569, u.

10.

1

Vrk. iv. 346.

8

LAC. TI? 2, 33.
NAV. 65, 14.

35;

§ 435. Uses of the stjm.Jn.f, stjm.!Jr.f and stjm.kl.f forms: sum·
mary.-It will have been noted that there is a close correspondence in the
uses, no less than in the formation, of these three verb-forms. They are used
in main clauses only; and all three may be employed to express future con
sequences of one sort or another, whether enjoined or merely asserted. The
simAnl and sim·lJrf forms may serve as rather impressive narratz've tenses,
and the sim·lJrf tense has in addition a not very clear use in reference to the
present. Observe, finally, that of the three verb-forms the first alone is really
common in Middle Egyptian, the other two tending to be replaced in secular
texts by such constructions as Ifrf (or kIf) stiml and IJr (or k/) stim/.
PARENTHETIC PHRASES FOR 'SAID HE', ETC.

§ 436. Here we have to consider some parenthetic expressions for 'said he',
'they will say' and the like, which in the past were thought to be merely the three
verb-forms just discussed with an ellipse of the initial verb-stem tid'say'.9 Com
pare the omission of id after ~r, above § 32 I.
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G,'amm. 4 § 50 r.

ERM.
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§ 436
t Brit. Mus. 101.
Sim. Urk. v. 203, 10;
2 °4,3.
2 LAC. TR. 23,15.
S LAC. TR. 23, ~9.
Sim. ib. 6, I; 19, 33 ;

81,39'
• P. LOlmre 3230,

llr.s" IZtrw,

vs. 8.
BUDGE,

p.

li9, .-6.

Urk. iv. 1075.
Sim. ib. 649, II.
e Urk. iv. 1°92.
Sim. lEA. 4, PI. y,
s; Eo. 9,20.
6

7 NORTHAMPTON,

20,21. Sim.P.Xoh.
3,34; 3 1 ,16.
8 Urk.
iv. 651.
Sim. Peas. B I, 129.
8' In L. E. of wider
range, and perhaps al
ways with past mean
iUg".
9

FAULKNER

lEA.

21,

in

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
Exx. ~}'!J~--:-~ f.ttp·kw f.tr·s, ill smt I am content on account of it,
says the desert. 1
+~~:;::;~-r~~<:>A wnm ir-k, tlZ'sn r·t eat thou, say they to me.!
Q-~:7't11 : ,~o}<::>A in·sn, ntrw ipw, r·i say they, namely those gods, to me. S
.!J'i~~g~~ br's n·i m smi says she to me in accusation"
~-".n~.Il.!~<::>~}~~~!.~":;; mi, IJr·tw, r srwd m!J.rw idbwy come, they
say, to make flourish the order of the two lands. 5
~7 ~~:: ss Mlrt, bY't(w) rf scribe of Truth, he is called. Lit. one says
concerning him.6
~~}~<;;;:;'> ~~'=" mk wi, kl·k here am I (lit. behold me), thou shalt say.7
~}-:f;;!\:<=>$'1 1 1<;;;:;'> ~I I I iwf WI r sni WIt, kl'stt he has fallen into fear of us,
they will say.s
In all known M. E. examples the subject of in is either a noun or the suffix yd
pers. plur. or dual, and it is always translatable as a present. Sa KJ always refers
to the future, and fJr to present or past indifferently.

177.

§ 437. Whatever the origin of the s(im·in/. sim·fJrf and sdm·lufforms (§427),
the derivation of the parenthetic expressions of § 436 from verbs meaning' say',
'cry' and' plan' appears certain. The verb Q i ' say' 9 is attested from O. E.
onwards and the spelling ~~ regular in L. E. Q~:: 'said he' 9a occurs as early as
the Coffin Texts, ex. ~~q-7 ~ i ilZ T{/str' said Osiris'; 9b from such writings J..
'says'seems not to be a sdm·nfform, but abbreviated from i ill. 9c Tn =,,~~<;;;:;'>
kl·k ' thou wilt say' the determinative of kit' plan' is seen. A verb !J ~ br(w)
, cry' 10 connected with .!J ~ brw 'voice' is evidenced in the Coffins by .!! ~ ~-,
var. .!!~-, Ijr·sn 'say they'.loa The strange writings
lob and rarely ~~~lOC
are found both there and in later M. E. hieratic; the incomprehensible fy is
followed by a noun, a dependent pronoun, or both, and seems wholly superfluous. IOd
Exx. Teti said to me: '....... .', !~:t} Ijr(y)fy sw so said heY
+\\~~ l}<=>1ft fJr(y)fy Rwty r·i says (the god) Ruty to me. 12
+"i- };"l} fJr(y)fy sw 'ltm says he, namely AtumP

iO. IS4.
ColfilZS I, 10 7 b.
More exx. lEA. 21,
I R?.
9c Fern. exx. (ib.
182) show I to be old
perfective.
10 Exx. Dyll. XIX,
9.

gb

Griff· Stud. HS.
10. DE BUCK in thi ..
Gr. 1 st ed., p. xxviii;
also/EA. 21,190.
10bGRIFFITH Kahu"
Papyri, p. IO.~.
loe Az. 59, 28.

*,' +

Once even bt{y).
• sayest thou',
Coffins, B 5 C, 145·
11 P. Kak. 29, 42.
Sirn. ib. 13, 22. 37;
36, 9· ijr(y):fy st
, so said they' Smrnak
Disp. 2, T [ ; 4, 10.
12 BUDGE, p. 169,
3. Sim. ib. p. 459, I.
IS HUDGE, p. 458,
14. Sim. ib. pp. 124,
6; 267, I I ; 492, [3.
10<1

fy.k

VOCABULARY

16.

J

t{J~ It!!

grind.

~ J?El lind be furious, angry.

iLl~~ f.tlp rule.

B~fl tl be hot.

~ x IJbi curtail, subtract.

~~v- rJdt (old rjdt) box.

~

a~ wrbt meat.

>~~'~

smrdJY renew, restore.

~c=:::::.J~ sdb swallow.

II

&D

~

C;

III

bit honey.
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~ nE5)

Jl,1'_J!1

0

I

r~t} ~ abbrev.

!tsmn natron.

e}~
I I I

~ ~ S5 writing, papyrus, book.

r~

lJrw appearance in glory.

~~ Sl!t toe.
I'nn~ 0

O \\

~

r~ <:5

~ smsw elder,

eldest.

1~}C>11f !pwt table of offerings.
--n

Vocab.

sli, var.

r~C3 sty, perfume.

~ I dbr finger.

>t'

~ ~ ktt little, trifling (adj.).

.

sip 'J' InSpectIOn.

00

;f TYntthe Hare-nome, the 15th nome

sft (old ift) oil for anointing.

or province of Upper Egypt.

E X ERe I S E XXIX
(a) Reading lessoll, : extract from a medical book: 1
Q<=>~~'=~Im.~7~

ir gm·k (/br SI!t r-pw (§ 91, 2)

t~.~r:7:

mr'sn (§ 196, 2),

=..1=t~er~

pllr mw !trsn,

~
nI
~ ~ \ \al'l

(/w

r""

:J .!.,=<=>r

I

iJ> ~~r~~r~,~mJl.

~m(/)'sn

mr iry·i (§ 371);

--®ljr>'V...~"""'-=- e '=_0
~, I I I
~~--,,[J ®mJl.
A\
1 --"
= ~l!i!1 I IT , I I I~nll

ir·lJr·k S n{ spw nw sm(J) (§ 305) sp : 4

<::>

0

0

sil 5

<::>

=~~I 7Il~, 7,f}fl1l
n-- 5 fITi
I' ""

t.s

r-J2 ; 6

sft, r-8.

I I IIIII

1Z(/(W),

7

a7~n

S

Smr,

siJ M !tw, 1'-J2;

wt(w) firs (165, 8).

--" <::>1'
1

SJ,2

dd·lJr·k S r's :

j~~-=-QQit
~

Sty· Sill

Eb. 78, 6-10 ~ Hearst 12, 1-3 with variants.
I Var. H. J,m(/).n SI 'which a worm has created '.
.[)d.!Jr.k, ir·!Jrok, the words usually empl()yed to introduce diagnosis and treatment respectively.

, Var. H •• spd-worm '.
fi An unknown drug.
6 The unit to be understood is the kin of about '503 litre (§ 266,
, Vare. H. n!!w, wtw, with ~u written out.

I

end).

, If thou find est a finger or a toe, which are (sic) painful, and around which
water circulates, and their smell is evil and they create a SJ-worm, then thou shalt
say concerning it: a disease I must treat. Then thou shalt make for him treatments
for killing asp-worm. Upper Egyptian sil, 3'2; Lower Egyptian sil, 312 ; oil,~.
It is (to be) ground up; it is (to be) bandaged with it.'
349
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(b) Translate into English:
1 ~ --

(I)

C\ C\

c=.::::o ~

g

~ ~I ~

a=

='jj)!,U~l:!.iI:J%,C\

fNHM

, C\

it IC\~

---<I>- ---<I>-

<=>, (?,(J,~I',
0
n '\
1 r'Ji,
A~

(4)
8
I I

,~n

III

~ 8I I

n C\ ~""=<=><=>""
II I I I

IU

1 111

",,'111111

(6)
1
S

Illnlili

,

0

~2

II 1

,I

@Jx.!,~

(5) ~}~g~~~~~

~(?~r(?~~~~~~~=CJI~~~:TI~,~

A medical prescription. After kt understand P~I·t. Parse sdb In.
0 Read prt-}ny 'hair-fruit', a drug.
!fpr-!fs.f perhaps' ferment' or like.
• A short religious spell, with preceding title.

(c) Write z"l't hieroglyphs:
(I) Another favour which was done to me: my eldest son Nakht was
appointed (lit. given) to rule the Hare-nome, having become a Sole Companion,
having been placed at the head (r-!ut) of Upper Egypt, and a number of dignities
having been given to him. (2) Tell me my name, says the keeper of the door.
If thou dost not tell me my name, I will not allow thee to pass. (3) Do not be
angry for a trifle; people will say thou art hot-tempered (lit. he is one hot of
heart, one will say concerning thee). (4) Behold, it has been commanded to
thee to make inspection in this temple, to renew its altars and to establish its
offerings. (5) This book is to be hidden in a box of silver, without anyone
(lit. another) being allowed to see the place thereof except thy own self.

LESSON XXX
THE Sl)M'P FORM
1 See VtrlJll1!t ii.
§§ [~6-352.

§ 438. Introductory.-We now return to the srimf form (§§ 39.40),1 by
far the most important verb-form in the Egyptian language, and at the same
time that which presents the most difficult problems. The writing of such
immutable verbs as srim ' hear' offers no suggestion that more than one kind of
srim:f form is to be distinguished; but in the mutable verbs, and particularly in
the 2ae gem., Jae z'nj., and anom. classes, a clearly marked distinction is visible
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§ 438

simi forms which show gemination, like ~~~- mil/, ~:;-- prr:!.
dd/, and simi forms which do not geminate, like ~~- mlj, S2..t.. prj,
~ dif.
Unhappily there are reasons for thinking that the non-geminating simi
between

~-

is itself not a unity, but conceals two or more separate forms; see below § 447.
However, the ambiguity and inconsistency of Egyptian spelling prevent us from
penetrating far into a differentiation of the varieties of the non-geminating simi;
most of its uses seem consonant with its identification with that non-geminating
simi form which, in the Jae £nf, was vocalized *periaJ, as we may infer from
such Coptic survivals as Omesios 'cause that she bear', old ~m~'\.~ dit ms(y)·s.
Broadly speaking, then, we may treat the non-geminating simi as a unity, and
contrast it with the geminating simf. What are the mutual relations of the two?
In § 411, I cogent arguments were adduced for deriving the Stimi form
from the passive participle + a genitival suffix, the resultant meaning being
'heard of him " i. e. 'he hears', 'heard'. It then became evident that the
geminating simi must be closely related to the geminating or imperfective
passive participle, and the non-geminating Stimi to the non-geminating or
perfective passive participle. On grounds of origin, therefore, we appear to
be justified in describing the geminating simi form as the imperfective simj,
and the non-geminating simi form as the perfective sim/. In the meanings of
the two forms we shall find much that bears out the hypothesis here adopted,
the geminating simi often conveying notions of repetition or continuity j 1 but it
must be frankly admitted that some uses of both exist, where the connection
with the perfective or imperfective ground-ideas remains obscure.
OBS. The possibility that the geminating forms may be the counterparts of
Hebrew pire! forms here suggests itself anew; see above §§ 269-70; 356, OBS. On
this view wnn:f and mrr:f might represent some such vocalizations as ·wcmlalZcf and
-merraref respectively. Doubtless the gemination in the imperf. ftjm:f was due to
more fundamental reasons than the gemination seen (e. g.) in the perfect of the
Arabic first form from :lac gem. verbs, as written without points. There the separate
writing of the identical radicals depends wholly on the distribution of the syllables
under the influence of the flexional endings; beside marartu 'I passed ' is found
mara (for -marara) • he passed'. No such variations are found within the Egyptian
imperfective ftjm:f, which maintains its geminating appearance whatever the weight
of the flexional endings may be. If the Arabic and Egyptian forms were really
analogous one might reasonably expect to find such variations as -;r W1t·[tt for' if
ye are', -ir wn n!r 'if the god is' beside lr wnlZ"f ' if he is'. In point of fact
ir wmz' with gemination occurs whatever the following subject may be, or again
if no subject immediately follows. Probably the presence and absence of gemination
in the two Stjm:f forms are to be explained by the desire to retain in them the
characteristic features of the participles in which they originated. In other words,
the gemination of the imperf. sdm:f is probably due to its presence in the imperfective
passive participle, and the lack of gemination in the perfective Jim:f to its absence in
the perfective passive participle; see above §41I, I.
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1

by

First pointed out
GOd:NISCHEFF,

Le Conte du Nau
fragl (B ibliutlzeqUll d'
Etude, vol. 2), Cairo,
1912, pp. 61-".

§ 439
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THE IMPERFECTIVE Sl)M'F
1 Eh. 53, 19.

Sim.

AZ. 43, 39, 16.
2 Peas. R 41; Sin.
B 1I7.
3 Sin. B 52.
• P. Kah. 6, 24
(after lr 'if').
5 Pt. 130. 232 ; see
too H 107. 118. ;\26.
ft Peas. B I, 307.
Sim. LAC. TR. 4, 3;;.
TUrk. iv. 687, 13.
• Sh. S. 20; Peas.
B I, 163. 164.
9 LAC. TR. 78, 17.
10 Eo. 39, 8.
Il Louvre C 196.
Sim, Cairo 20515 ; P.
Kak. 36,42 ; Eb. 70,

24·
12
13

14
15

18
IT

12;
IS

I~

P. Kah. 2, 19.
Urk. iv. 363, 6.
Peas. B I, 25 T.
Urk. iv. II6S, 16.
Feas. B I, 267.
Berl. A I. i. 258,
Peas. B I, 85.
Urk. iv. 260, 13.
{Trk. iv. I I I I, 6.

20 Peas. B I, 307.
Sim, Sin. B 151 (SII) ;
152 (rww); Ber!. AI.
i. p. 258, 12 (tidj) , qu.
Exerc. XXX. (i); P.
Pet. I I 16 A, 55 (1111/.

SIt,

r/'P'SIt:; Urk. iv.

1092, 2 (lbb./w).
21 Pt. 349. Cf. Sin. B
15 [, where tw.; dj·i
(§ 46.1) is parallel to
SI/.

u Leb. J24; sim. ib.
117.
Sim.tooAdm.
12, ? (/bb.tw); J2,4
(j>rr); Il, 14 (gmm.
tw; p. T02 (&nn.tw,
wnn); D. eI B. II4
Idd·!w), quo § 444, I.
2S Peas. I3 I, 267.
Sim. Sin. B61 (til f) ;
Cairo 20538, ii. ( 14
(ddj); PPet.JlI6A,
I 34
(trrf, spJdj);
Urk. iv. 18, Io(prrf);
19,6 (dgg.twf); 246,
4 (/rr.s). Of stars,
Cen. 84, 1-2 (spdd,
prr.SIl).

§ 439. Forms from the mutable verbs.

2ae gem. =~~(l.r:'7~ smm'sn 'they are hot '.1 'See' has ~~~!6- mil/,2
~~~~ mll·t(w)f; 3 but also exceptionally ~~~ mm·k," which exhibits an
unusual change of I into It and is elsewhere perfective (§ 448). 'Be' has ~~
wnwk. 5
Jae in! fiJ~~.Jl~ hll's 'it goes down' ; 6 g~ ~dd' flows '.1
'Make' has the form
irr·k,8 but r is occasionally written twice, ex.
=--=--,
f
9
<::>!6- trr' .
Jae gem. A possible example is ®~~~1l>-- amllj' shrinks '.10
4ae in! Geminating forms are not very common;. exx. are mr~= msdd'!n
, "e
hate'
.,~~&
11
,~- A. , nsnn 'rages' .12 9';;" ~ ntrrf' he is divine' 1a
J
'
Ic:::>~
•

::."'=

caus. 2ae gem. ::::~ ssrrf 'he diminishes'; 14 rLlJ.J~'=' slfbb·k 'mayest
thou have refreshment,l5 Possibly, however, both these are 4-/it. verbs, see § 284.
caus. Jae in! ~ ~~o~ s*dd 'fares by water '.16
anom. 'Give' shows ~ __ dd/,17 also written archaically ~ __ .I8 From
'come' no geminating forms are known, .Jl} iw taking their place; see below
§ 459. With' bring' we find J~ imt·t(w).19

§ 440. Uses of the imperfective sfjm.f in affirmative main
c1auses.-Since the imperfective or geminating participles from which the
imperfective Stim! is derived regularly imply the notions of repetitt'on or COJl
tinuity, these same notions ought to be perceptible in the imperfective Stimf
itself.
1. Such is apparently always the case in affirmative main clauses referring
to present or past events. \Vith present reference the geminating Stimf is
frequently found in statements of custom or aphorz'stic truths.
Exx. q~t~~~~<::>~U0fiJ~~.Jlr~::r<::>l~ iw swt mlrt r 1l{t{t, hll's m-r
irr sy r llr(t)-nlr justice is unto all eternity, it goes down with him who does it to
the necropolis. 20 An aphorism.
j=~~~~~~~ ~~ i1lJl·tW m r*, WIt lhw one has recourse to an intimate,

when there is trouble. 21 In this aphorism another MS. has q}.!~, using the iw
simf form which regularly has reference to customary acts (§ 462).
To whom shall I speak to-day? There is a lack of intimates; j=~~
~ ~~ -,,-<:::>r;:~::: inn·tw m !Jmm r srat nf one has recourse to him who is
unknown in order to complain to him.lI2 Characterization of a period.
Thou art the rudder of the entire land, rt~::o~~~~~~ s*dd II !Jlt wtj·k
the land sails in accordance with thy command. 2 ;1 Characterization of a person.
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§ 440,

It is true that in such passages a non-geminating 14m! is often found either
as variant of,l/or else associated with/ol the geminating sim:!; but we have seen
(§ 367) that a similar alternation between perfective and imperfective occurs with
the participles. It is highly significant for the view here taken that the negative
accompanying the geminating simi is usually n sim·n:! (§ 4IS). 3
The geminating simi is used, like the imperfective participles (§§ 366 ;
369, 2), of past custom; examples are not common.
Exx. ~~~ ,\4~j I ?,~-+Jl='!~J7C7LJ::.Jl ,\4l\=ij!---"':lr"3L 71it /Jdd·i
flr inw·s n nsw tnw rnpt 1tb(t), prr·i im m mj('-IJrw, n gm·n·tw iJt·i I used to sail
down with its tribute to the king every year, and went forth thence vindicated,
and no deficiency was found in (lit. of) me. 5 Note the negation n sim·nf.6
~=7:l\=~.Jl=~~ wnn tl m sny-mnt the land was topsy-turvy.7 Here
W1tn might conceivably be sim·ni. but several examples of the negation n sim·ni
are in the neighbouring context.
2.

3. The geminating simf is common in contracts, rules and the like, where
the reference is to some customary or prescribed act destined to occur in the
future, though we shall see below (under 5) that the gemination occurs also
where the act is future, but not customary.
Exx. !i:.!i:.--':.:!'.J;r ddf kt hrw n wpt-rnpt he shall give another on the day
of the New Year. s In a contract.
~~ itti!'l\:::¥li!. dd·tw fttp-ntr pn m-bJft twt p'lt these offerings shall
be placed before this statue." The context narrates the institution of certain
festivals.
~==~~l\n-- wnn SS SPIt m IJlf the writing of the nome shall be in his
office. 10 In rules respecting the vizier's administrative duties.
Probably the use of wnnf as a simple future (§§ 107, I; 1 IS, 2) comes under
this head, since 'existence' is a notion which of itself implies some degree of
continuity.
4. We shall see hereafter (§ 450, 5, a) that the particle iIJ (§ 228) is always
followed by the non-geminating, perfective simf. One single exception to this
rule has been found in a coronation decree, where the custom to be observed
throughout the reign is prescribed.
Q~~=-!i:.~~I~~-lli~=t.iJ}~l\-:-12n~1Dl~-H~~C~!i:.f iIJdd·k
di·tw mlf fttp-ntr n ntrw Tp-sm r Jbw m irt (!,sswt ftr-tp rnIJ wiJ snb tt-SW-bit r,-!Jpr
kJ-rr di rnIJ thou shalt cause offerings to be made (lit. cause that offerings be
caused to proceed) to the gods of Elephantine in the Upper Egyptian province
in performing what is praiseworthy on behalf of the life, prosperity, and health
of the king (Akheperkere c, given lifeY The last words contain the point of the
sentence: when offerings are made, the name of Tuthmosis I is to be invoked.
353
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1 Peas. B 2, 73
(hN). Sim. LAC. TR.
4, 41 (pr·/; = ib. 5, 3
(117·1).
a Adm. p. 102 (rdl.
Iw); Urlt. iv. 18, I

(dl.sn); 8 (In.sn).
S Si". B 62; Adm.
13,4, S· 6; Cen. 8+. 2.
4 An abnormal writ
ing of the suffix 1st
pers. sing.
e llrlt. iv. ';7; sim.
Munich 3, 17 (/""'/)'
qU'§310,end; Tn.T.
S. 3, 12. Other yerbs,
Brit. Mus. 61 4. 9
(1,.,../); Peas. B I, 85
(dd), quo Exerc. XXX,
(ii); Sin. B 183 (tid);
Ann. 37, PI. 3, 13
(l1nnl);
103,
3-4 (slI:/).
6 Sim. Brit. Mus.
61 4. 9; Ann. 37, PI.
2, 14.
7 Rtc. 29, 164, 8.

Ar",.

I Siu/l,398• Sim.
ib. 282. 397 ; also 304
(prr.sn); 31S (wnn).
D llrlt. iv. 769, 16,
pn restored. Sim. ib.
4 (dd'lw); 17 (Irr);
BUDGE, p. 141, IS
(Ud.lw).
10 llrlt. iv. 1113,15.

Sim. ib. 1111, IS;
Inn.lw, 1111, 6, quo
Exerc. X XX, (iii);
IlU, 15.

11 llrlt. iv. 80, 15.
Again ib. 17.
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I Sin. 15 263. Sim.
Peas. R 6; n I, 257;
Eb. 12, 3; 9 1 ,12.
2 Peas. 15 1, 164'
Sim. Pt. 122-3 (L 2).

3 MOLL. .lfL. i. 18.
Sim. Urk. v. 156, 14.
In Eb. 7,22; 24, 3 the
sense may perhaps be
ger.eral.
4 POL. Et. § 28 ex
tends this explanation
still further, see be
low § 446.

6 Urk. iv. 1165.
Sim. Stockholm 55,
3; Louvre C 55, 6.

6
vVestc. 12, 21.
Sim. Adm. 5, 9; L.
to D., Cairo letter, 4.

7 P. Kak. 30, I.
Sim. ib. 32, I; DAR.
Ostr. 25375. 25385.

Tk. T. S. iii. 12
(prr, past clIstom).
9 Paken'7 (mrr.!);
Urk. iv. 1092. 2 (Ibb.
17V); Peas. B 2, 124
(Irr.k).
Frequently
also the future Wltnf,
see p. 178, n. 16.
10 Exception Eb. 23,
12, where, however,
Irr·k may be written
for Ir·k.
8
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5. The geminating simf is also fOLlnd in exhortations or wishes, i. e. in rela
tion to future acts. Since the perfective simf frequently has a similar function
(§ 450, 4), the problem is to discover the reason for the choice of the form with
gemination.
Sometimes a certain degree of Kenerality is discernible.
Exx. ::~~~~~ __ irr !l1ll·k JJZ mrrf may Thy Majesty do as he wills. l
~':?r~::"C7<::>~:t,l1l:it m It(w) irr·k r itw do not rob, (but) act against
the robber.2
In a few cases, however, it is only a single act that is involved.
Ex. Let there be brought an ox-hide or a .... -hide, ~"C7t~-~~~l~7:it
dd·k sw n t.bw Pt{t-wry do thou give it to the sandal-maker Ptal)were. 3
I t has been conjectured" that in such cases the geminating form serves as a
nOLln subject to an adverbial predicate, which would thus acquire a special stress.
The above example would then have to be rendered: I t is to ... P that thou
shalt give it, lit. (that-)thou-givest-it (be) to .... P. Cf. below under 6.
I n one case s#b·k, expressing a wish, is parallel to the jae inf. ~ ir·k.
rLlJJfil="-f~7E::lOOO-- s#b·k 1Z Slot Itt l1l1ZWf mayst thou have refresh
ment of the shade of its trees. 5
Perhaps, however, s#b·k belongs to the 4-1it. verbs, see § 284.
6. In questions emphasis naturally rests on an interrogative adverbial adjunct,
and the geminating simf may then introduce a virtual noun clause as subject,
as explained above under 5. The negative examples with tmf (§ 346, I) favour
this explanation.
Ex. l~Ji:it::o ~~ ~ finwt-i, irr·t jn ib fir m my mistress, wherefore art
thou in this mood? Lit. thou-makest-this-heart (is) because of what? 6

"Tr

7. A common mode of addressing Middle Kingdom letters calls for remark.
Ex. ~~}~-:"n~~Ji dd Ppw n nbt pr Sbk-fitp Pepu gives (this) to
the lady of the house Sebkl}.otpe. 7
It is uncertain whether this is the geminating #mf or the imperfective rela
tive form (' what P. gives '). The lack of the direct semantic object suggests the
latter, and as antecedent the masc. word ~~ s! 'letter' may be implied.
015S. The geminating J4m:! is rare after the non-enclitic particles, though exx.
with 1st 8 and mk 9 may be quoted. No instance has be~n found after Ifl ' would
that', and the case after IlJ quoted above under 4 is quite exceptional. After IJr and kJ 10
the non-geminating stim:! is regular, as also in the construction ill 01' IJr or kl + noun
+ Stim:! (below § 450, 5). Similarly after iw the non-geminating Stim:! is the rule,
though there are exceptions (§§ 462-3). Lastly, the gemination is rare after the
negative words (§ 445). It would seem that the expressive force of these particles
and auxiliaries was felt to be sufficient, without overburdening the phrase with the
additional nuance of repetition or continuity.
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THE IMPERFECTIVE Sl)M'F IN NOUN CLAUSES

§ 441

§ 441. The im,perfective sf/mol in subordinate clauses has, as a rule,
1'elatively present meaning, i. e. refers to time contemporary with that of the main
verb. In this respect it contrasts with the sim'n,! form, which has relatively
past meaning; and resembles the perfective simi form, from which it differs
mainly through its inherent notion of repetition or continuity. Sometimes, but much
less often than the perfective sim-f, the geminating simf may refer to prospectz"ve,
i. e. refatz"vefy future, time; examples below § 442, I after sni' fear' and mri 'wish'.
§ 442. The imperfective sgm.f in noun clauses.-I. As object of
certain verbs or subject of their passives, see above § 184.
After rdi ' cause' the perfective, non-geminating simf is used in all verb
classes, see below § 452, I. Now and again geminating forms from mill and
wnn 2 occur, sometimes even in MSS. which seem trustworthy.
When the simf has prospective meaning after other verbs, the gemination is
rare. A few examples from the 2ae gem. class occur, and may be due to the
intrinsic meaning of the verb-stems involved (§ 446). So after sui' fear' and
mri 'wish '.
Exx. ~~~~~~~=44}~,~, m snrj mIJ wrSyw through fear lest the
watchmen might see. 3
~~=~=~=!..rl7 m mrr'[n wnlt im/~·t.n ~r Wsir as ye wish that
honour for you should be with Osiris.4

So wltn'[n also after wrj • command '.5
an example from a Jae in/. verb.
4}~7~}=~~C"J=.Jj<:::>~':

After this same verb is once found

iw grt wtj·1t lzmf prr'(i) r

1 Eo. 43,17 (=tl/I,
93, 12); BUDGE, p.
170, 1 (Nu); 334, I
(Nu).
2 lYlitt. viii. p. 4 ( =
wn, viii. p. 10; ix. p.
3). See further below.
p. 379, top.

S Sin. B 18=R 44.

4 Turin 1447. Sim.
Brit. Mus. 153.
6 Brit. Mus. 101,4,
quo Exerc. XVII, (a).

~/st tn His Majesty

commanded me to go forth to this desert. 6

6

Hamm. I 13,

10.

Repetition is perhaps not completely excluded by the context here,6a but
there is nothing beyond the gemination to indicate that a repeated act was
6' Continuous action
meant, and the reference is probably to the single occasion when the royal nfter w4 ill o. E..
llrk. i. 3"1, 3-5
sarcophagus was fetched. 6b Nevertheless the scribe may have wished to express (srr{, In'!); 305,17
(umn.sn).
himself generally, as could be done in English by the use of the gerund (' com 6b Single action after
w4 in U. E., llrk. i.
manded my going '); see below under 5.
298, 8 (dd.k).
The srjmf form which serves as object of certain verbs sometimes has 1lon
prospectz've meaning, for example after rfJ 'know' or mIJ 'see' (§ 184, 2). In this
case the imperfective simfis more apt to be found than the perfective (§ 452, I, b),
7 Louvre C 14. 9
doubtless because what is seen or known is an action in progress or a continuously 10. Sim. llrk. iv. 363,
6; after mil, Wes/c.5,
4 = 5, 15, quo § 184
exerted quality.
end.

8 llrk.iv. 9, 16; sim.
Exx. 4} ~::} ..... ~=- :-;-r:~~ iw·(i) rtrkw(i) .... dgg lrt n snwt·s
io. 892, 6. Qualities
I know .... (how one) eye looks at its fellow. 7
after r~, GARD. Sill.

~-~~~::i

mrn lzmf /fnn·i His Majesty saw how valiant I was. S
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iv. 363, 6.
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When the geminating simi is subject of an adjectival predicate (§ 188, 3),
a more or less prolong-cd process is doubtless envisaged.
Ex. Reddjedet was in travail ~§:m
ljsn mss's and her bearing was
painful. 1
3. The geminating simi is found as the predicate of pw (§ 189, I) in the
medical deJinitz'ons of the Ebers papyrus. Here the reference is to habit or
rule, cases where we have seen the gemination to be usual (§ 440, I).
Ex. Q<:>,?'6..\~=~~~,?'6..& ir ibl m/:t mhh ibl pw as to (the phrase)
'his heart is drowned' this means that his heart is forgetfu1. 2
The negative statement in these definitions is conveyed by n sim·1tj3
2.

rr,r

TVestc. 9, 22 (in
10,41Jls.s). Sim. Eb.
109, 15 (ddt), quo p.
1

143,11. I.

2 Eb. 101,15. Sim.
ib. 101,9 (ktt) j 101, I a
(rww-j) , quo p. 143,
n.6j 101,13; II4, I
(wnn). See too LAC.
TR. 43, I.
S

Npr.n.J,Eb.

101,

17·
4 LAC. TR. 7S,
15-18; CHASS. Ass.
p. 100; Mitt. ix.p.IS.
6 FyI'. 412. See the
comments lEA. 33,
99·

6 Weste. 7,21. Sim.
Sin. B 187. 236;
Paheri I; Urk. iv.
447,7. II.
7 Pt. 6.p.
Sim.
P. Kah. 3, 9 (lmt).
8 Urk. iv. 132. Sim.
ib. 384, 10. For exx.
with wnn·k see § 191.
9 P. Kale. 2, 19.

4. The imperfective simi is found in a name (§ 194) given to the supreme
god in some religious texts : ~:::::'6.. M1'1'I i1'1'l '(Whenever)-he-likes-he-does '. 4
This complex name is expanded in the Pyramid texts 5 to ::;:::::'6..m~'6..-'-::'6..
1I1rri irr/, msiil1t ir·nf' (Whenever)-he-likes-he-does,-(whenever)-he-dislikes
he-does-not', where the gemination is again seen to be negatived by n #m·nj
5. The use of the geminating #ml in the construction after the genitival
adjective (§ 191) well illustrates the notions of repetition or continuity belonging
to that form. Whereas (§ 452, 5) the non-geminating simi is employed when
the action referred to occurred in the past (/:twn·k n w1Z·k imf 'thy youthful
vigour in which thou wast ') or is a single event (hrw 1Z ms's ' the day when she
shall give birth '), the geminating simf is used to describe more g-eJZeralized acts;
such as may often best be rendered by an English noun or gerund.
Exx. +~~=~rr~-~t':Q1 wnm·k spssw 1/, dd ItSW thou shalt eat fine
things of the king's gift (or giving).G
~11Ji'fQ~n~-r;-~-it':~ it·Jt·i rnpt IIO m rnIJ n dd n·i nsw I spent
110 years of life which (lit. of) the king gave to me. 7
I ploughed ..... ~.QMI f I~:::i ni m sIJwt nt irr·i is·i in fields of my own
making. s
~==y~F='I r tr It Jtsmt pt whenever heaven rages. 9 Lit. at the
season of heaven-rages.

<:>.:r

§ 443. The geminating sgmoi in relative c1auses.-Among the few
examples of sdml after the relative adjective :: nty the imperfective form
~l\~=- mn·k is once found (§ 201, first ex.), and that in a MS. of the Book of

10 U/·k. iv. 97. Sim.
ib. 959, 15 (lrdd:f);
Brit. Mus. 343 (blgg:f);
Urk. iv. 410, 6 (bgg:f);
P. Pet. 1116 A, 67
(dd·sn).

the Dead which enjoys a good reputation.
On the other hand, in some examples after the negative relative adjective
~~ iwty, the gemination seems due to the g-Clteralizing- or characterizing- nature
of the epithet contained in the relative clause.
Ex. ~~Q~jt:::Q~I~I~~ iwty thhf rdyt m ~lf one who does not
transgress the charge laid upon him, lit. what has been placed in his face. 1o
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§ 444. The geminating sgmoi form in adverb clauses.-r. The
gemination is sometimes found in virtual clauses of time, when the notion of
repetition is present.
Exx. !,,~C7>~~;;:~~ fJdd·k, dd·t'W lz·k SI-tl when (or whenever) thou
sailest northwards, reverence is paid to thee. l
.s.;.Jl~<=>~1\~,?t,.s.;.~i~!il~~~~m prr'fn l' pt m llrwt, prr·i I,tr !Pt
tinl,tw·t.n when (or whenever) ye go up to heaven as vultures, I go up on the tip
of your wings. 2
With the verb mn 'see', the gemination occurs irrespective of any notion of
repetition; for a possible explanation, see below § 446.
Exx. }:"~y&~~~'6..~~O,~, 'Wmt ib p'W, mni (SIt he is stout of heart
when he sees a multitude. 3 A characterization.
This DjeQutnakht said, ~~~'6..::'b~nM.~i~ mJli (IW n sfJty pn when
he saw the asses of this peasant. 4 Statement of a single occurrence.
In the if-clause of virtual clauses of condition, when this precedes the
then-clause. (But we may also view these examples as clauses of asseveratz'on,
see § 2 18.)
Exx. \::~.::::7~~ilJ~(?~ mrr·k mm·i snb·kwi if (or so surely as) thou
wishest to see me in health. 5 Variant ~ \::~.::::7 m mrr·k. 6
\::=Vi';;"l:~ .... ~:: mrr'fn Wp-WJzvt . ... tid'fn if (or so surely as)
you love Wepwawet .... say ye. 7
This formula is found with ~ \:::: m mrr-fn 8 and 1\::;::: m mr'bz 9 as
variants; there are also various similar formulae beginning in the same way, and
these yield the additional variant ::;::: mr-in 10 without m. See §§ 454, I. 4;
458, for further comments on these alternatives.

I

D.eIB. 1 14.

2 LAC.

TR. 5, 3.

Sim. ib. 4, 33.

8 Sin. B .:;9.
Sim.
ib. B 52; Siut I, 230;

il<hern. 23.
4

Peas. R 4 1 -

2•

2.

3. The stimi form after prepositions (§ 155) may be either the geminating or
the non-geminating stim/. Which of the two is chosen appears to depend partly
on the particular meaning of the preposition and partly on that of the verb in
question. In certain cases the choice of the geminating stimi seems undoubtedly
due to the notion of repetition or continuity which is involved.
So, for example, after mi ' as when', 'like' in similes.
Exx. It was like the fashion of a dream g~~~~1-(?~""""'~~~;ti~U(?~ mi
mJl sw idl,ty m Jbw as when a man of the marshes sees himself in Elephantine. l l
They found their wine lying in their vats g~g~= mi fJdd mw as when
water flows. 12 I. e., their wine was as abundant as ever-flowing water.
In the common phrase g4~~~i4~ mi mrr blk im 'according as this
humble servant desires' 13 mi has a different sense, but the gemination is always
present; the phrase occurs in letters, where it follows wishes for the welfare of
the person addressed.
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Peas. R 123.
Peas. B T, 78.
7 Cairo 20T 53; sim.
Louvre C 5, 3. In
other formulae, Brit.
Mus. 2 23. 233. 2.'19;
Berl. Ai. L p. 179.
2°5·
8 Cairo 2oo40,a 17;
20536, d 4. In other
formulae, Brit. Mus.
579· 584; Louvre
C 177- Ig6.
8 Cairo 30II9, (4;
Brit. Mus. 805. In an
other formula, Cairo
20606,63·
10 Cairo 20043, " 2;
20141, a 3; 20164, a2.
6

G

II

Si,..B22S= R65.

IS &',"k.
iv. 687.
Sim. Leb. 14 I (/bb);
P. Kah. I, 7 (11'1').

IS P. Kah. 27, 4. II.
14.17; 28,2.19; 31,
36 ; 36, 3· 52.
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1 Urk. iv. 969, 3.
Sim. P. Kah. 36, 42 ;
Eb. 70, 24.

Turin 1447. Sim.
i. 86; Sem-.
nah Disp. 2, 8.
" Five Th. T. 25.
26.
s. JEA. 32, PI. 6,
31. Sim. 'om lrr nsw
, by the king's doing',
Hamm. 192, 6.
8b Urk. iv. 363, 10.
,. Urk. iv. 439, 1.
4 Th. T. S. i. 30,
F; Five Th. T. 19.
Sim. bft dd lb.k, Urk.
iv. I I 6, 17; 499, 6.
I

PIERRET

D L. D. iii. 72, 8
Wr.k).
6 Sin. B 1 17 (mil f).
7 Rifeh 7, 3 ' (mrrf).
8 Eb. 56, 21 (Jww.
f)·; 89, 18 (lrr.twf)·
9 BH. i. 25, 46.
75; Brit. Mus. 61 4,
12; Hamm. 113, 15
(mrt"f); Munich 3,
22 (/,iSS).

10 P. Kah. 6, 23.
Sim. ib. 7, 35. 58;
Eb. 51, 19; 52, J.

Writtenml1l·k P.Kah.
6,24·
11 Pt. 232.
Other
exx. with wnn, see
§ 150. See too .Add.
12 .f/nn:!; Eb. 10+,
8; slIlmf,· AZ. 43,
39, 16. But smw, ib.
30, 26.

13

See below p. 375,

n·3·

14

Eb. 37,1.-3. Sim.

ib. 39, 13; 40 ,5. II ;
4 2,3. 10; 104,7. 15·

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

Examples of r mrr:f' according as he desires' have been quoted § 163, I I,
and of m mrr·k' so surely as (or 'if') thou desirest' above under (2) at end. Com
pare the similar phrase lk,mr~~~m msdd ibf' though his heart hates (it) '.1
The expression ~~ m dd, lit. ' (being) as gives', i. e. 'by the gift of', seems
to occur only where the gift is repeated or generalized.
Ex. llk,~r::lk,~~~=-!JJ m IJt nb nfl't m dd Wsir a thousand of all good
things by the gift of Osiris. 2
\Vhere the non-geminating ~~ m di is substituted,3 it seems not unlikely
that a single gift is envisaged.
Analogous to m dd is lk,::~ m in"i 'by my making' ; 3a cf. ' I did not plan
works ::.~::"'=- nn m irr:/ except by his (Amun's) doing',3b hut the same phrase
in another ex.3C is less easily translated.
Another frequent phrase in which generalization seems implied is <=>~ ~
r dd ib1' to his heart's content', lit. 'according as his heart gives '.4
In the case of the two sdm:fforms of wnn we found (§§ 157, 1-3; 326, end)
the gemination after prepositions either when stress is laid on duration or else
when future time is involved; elsewhere the non-geminating form is usual.
The reasons for the gemination or for its absence cannot be followed up in
the case of every preposition. The geminating sdm1 has been noted, for
example, after n 'because',5 flr 'because',6 IJft 'according as',7 m-!Jt 'when',
, after', 8 n-rJt-n ' inasmuch as '. 9
4. In the if-c1ause of clauses of condition after Q<=> ir (§ ISO). Here a
remarkable divergence is observable between verbs of different classes; whereas
the Jae in/. and anom. verbs regularly employ the non-geminating form (§ 454, 5),
the 2ae gem. use the geminating srim:f.
Exx. Q-=-~~~=~re:J ir 11lJJ'k~r·s WJd if thou seest her face green. lO
Q<=>~= =[:::~,~ ir Wltn·k fln r rmt if thou art together with people,u
So too with other verbs of the same c1ass. 12 The explanation may lie 111
the fact that most verbs of the 2ae gem. class have meanings which inherently
imply repetition or continuity (§ 446).
In accordance with the general behaviour of the Jac in/. in this case, as
noted above, we find Q<=>"'j'> ~= ir gm·k for' if thou findest' in the Ebers
medical papyrus and elsewhere.l3 If, however, another verb immediately follows
ir and 'thou findest' occurs only as a second condition, then it is regularly
represented by the geminating form gmm·k.
Ex. Q<:::>~ .... "'j'>lk,~= ~t?~=~Q. '" ~t!= ir IJrk .. .. gmm·k drw:f
sm .... dd·lJr·k if thou examinest (him after doing this), .... and thou findest
his side warm .... thou shalt say.a
In such cases the gemination is doubtless due not, as has been supposed, to
the separation of' thou findest' from ir 'if', but to some nuance of repetition or
35 8
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continuity which it is difficult to catch. In favour of this view it is significant
that the corresponding negation is ~=~t~...A.."'j?>~~ ir lJrk SW, It gm·n·k 'if
thou examinest him and dost not find ',1 for we have seen that the negation
n stim·nf occurs only in cases where a prolonged period is envisaged (§ 418).
Note that the geminating Stjmf form from wnn 'exist' may occur after and
parallel to gmm·k as further continuation of such a complex if-clause. 2

§ 445. Negation of the geminating sgm.f.-I. This form hardly ever
follows the negative words.
Exx..........
n irr·k st, n irr'(s) st (if) thou dost not do it, she
3
does not do it.
But irk, ir'(s), might conceivably be read, see § 281.
:::~i:0~C~~L~ /} nn srr PI t ftnlft this bread and beer will not be trifling.'
Probably future, in accordance with § 105, 2. 5 For the special leaning of the
2ae gem. verbs towards geminating stim/. see below § 446.

::=t-'-::t

In several places we have seen the construction ......... d7~:: n stim·nf
serving to negate the geminating stimf: in present generalizations, § 440, I ; in past
custom, § 440, 2; in medical definitions, § 442, 3; in a divine name, § 44 2, 4 ;
continuing if-c1ause with ir, § 444, 4 end. Since n sti11't"lZf denies the occurrence
of an action in the course of a more or less prolonged period (§ 105, 3; 418), its
employment to negate the geminating stimf is important, if indirect, testimony to
the notions of continuity or repetition inherent in the latter.
2.

I

Eb. 39, 8.

2

Eb. r07, 3. 6.

SPeas. B r, r 2 I
(var. R r6r 1tn Ir.s).
Doubtful exx. from
2ae gem., see GUNN,
Stud., p. r07. :For
n wnn:f, see § r 20 end.
• Siut I, 295. Sim.
Sin. B 258.
8 Contrast,however,
Pt. 640 (nn sr).

3. After ir 'if' the stimf form ;,.~- tmf of the negative verb is used,
except in the one case mentioned at the end of the last section. Thus the
negative form of ir mllf' if he sees' would be ir tmf mil; see above § 347, 6.

§ 446. Conc1usion.-A theory has recently been advanced 6 that the
geminating stintf was a form specially evolved to serve in the way explained
above under § 440, 5. 6, namely as subject to an adverbial predicate. On this
view the second ex. in § 440, 1 would have to be rendered ' ( It is) to an intimate
(that-)one-has-recourse when there is trouble '. It is undeniable that both here
and elsewhere emphasis often does seem to rest on an adverbial adjunct, but it is
equally undeniable that in all the main clauses of § 440, I. 2. 3 a notion of repeti
tion or continuity is invariably present; and the frequent appearance of the
negation n stim·ni in connexion with the geminating stimi (§ 445, 2) guarantees
that such a notion was the usual motive for the choice of this form. Also there
are some main clauses containing the form where no adverbial adjunct exists. T
Hence the utmost that can be conceded to the new theory is that owing to the
general£ty of the geminating stim! it was specially prone to be used as a noun, so
that in particular cases (e. g. § 440, 5. 6; § 442, 5) this may have provided the
motive for its employment.
359
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POL. fit. § lS. A

criticism]EA. 33, 95·

Berl. A E. i. p. 258,
(ddl), quo Exerc.
XXX;
Sin. B 6r
(!ull; Peas. B r, 85
7

r2

(dd); Adm. p. r02

(I!nn.(w).
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§ 446

1

So too in flInn.

flrf, § 430 •

I cr. the O. K. exx.
of the imperf. reI. form
quo p. 306. n. 4a.

• Imperntive(§336);
negatival complement
(§ 341); Jtjmty:h form
(§ 364).
I Afterlr'if.(§ .......
4) and in lw:! Jtjm:!
(§ 463).

There are, however, other directions in which explanations of recalcitrant
uses of the imperfective srimf may plausibly be sought. Notions of repetition
and continuity are perhaps more easily associated with future time than with
past; this might possibly account for the future sense of wnnf (§ 118, 2),1 the
single-action wishes of § 440, 5. 2 and the use in clauses of condition (p. 358,
bottom). Or again the employment may be due to the inherent meaning of
certain verb-stems. This is particularly likely in the case of 2ae gem. verbs, a
class specially rich in adjective-verbs (ex. wrr, srr, 1!b6, smm) and containing other
verbs like wmt 'be' and mil' see' that similarly bear an implication of continuity.
It is, at all events, a fact that the 2ae gem. class is found in forms 3 or syntactic
employments' where the Jae in! and anom. verbs do not display the gemina
tion. We are here, however, in a hypothetical region where further speculation
appears barely profitable.

VOCABULARY
~~~
~
0 \ 'Jj

II'

restrain, hold back.

~~ Id be aggressive, rage, resent.

,}:J..Il wtU"(properlywdf) lag, delay.
!

.} ~ w district, region.
tJ~"9;) !em coward, poltroon.
riJ 0

~

hp law.

Iii lJnms friend.

tJ ~~ !em flee, retire.

"!1~~

tJ~~~ !zm-lJt retreat (§ 288).

~ ~ lJrt what belongs to someone
elll
or something.

!~g ~ lJtm shut, close, seal.

---t

$0==

~ !Jsi be timid, weak, feeble.

~~ slJm be powerful; with m,
have power over; caus. sslJm
strengthen.

~~x ~ sri,· var. n~ x
'Jj

c:

smash.

1'c::::::::J\,-D

sa,

break,

<~J'} ~ ~ j, lJrwy enemy.
~e~

..
sprty petltlOner.

<:::> \\

Ee

<t> Sft dignity, worth.

~J

r!zt (also l!el) field, holding (of land). ~l ~

IF ~• 1!not body
of officials or
k
I

I

L

•

magistrates; . nuty magistrate.

\\ j, N!tsy Nubian.
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Exerc. XXX

EXERCISE XXX
Reading lesson. The following extracts illustrate the use of the geminating
sgm·f ln reference to present, past, and future time, and exhib£t the parallelism of
that form with the t"mperfectt"ve part£C£ples.
(i) Extract from the stela of Sesostrt"s I I I at Semnah and lts duplicate at
Ur01zartt": 1
ir gr m-ot P!Z (§ 29 8)
q<=>~1b~;;:~
~~t~~o}-!JQQ)

ssom ib pw n Orwy.
Ifnt pw Id (§ 298),

4-~o}~~
7~o}t)~;;:~

1st pw !zm-Ot.
!zm pw mlr IYW !zr tlsl,

t)~~o}>~~-=-}Q\~rB~~-", -.lJ~2 - g n\i\...s<=> e
__<=>
~} JU'.:!:jI

<=>C>C>

__

<=>T"I

dr-ntt sdm N!zs

I

x1b--~t:l~.t.

Q-}=j
"Ike!!::>

~a--

~--9--

l'

or (§ 304, 3) n

1';

in wsbl dd (§ 373, 2) !zmf.
Id·t(w) 1'1.

<:::>

ddl sll,'
!zm-Ot·(tw, § 62),
wII rid.
It rmt(t) is nt ift st (§ 134),

t:l~ ...-.~
~~a

f\~!::<:::>~~

-'-::Ji!~ IQ~:-~'?t>~a
?

l~}~1ft Io} ~"'}~"J"

!zwrw pw sdw' ibw.

I

Berl. AI. i. p. 257. Variants in the Uronarti stela from a copy by Prof. Steindorff.
So Uronarti; Semnah ", only, not s!j",. For the pregnant sense of,. cf. ~~ ~ __<=> ~!, A Amalia 5.

8

The chick w is written for nlJ.

1

4

Uronarti ~~}I

Y
I

, He who desists after attack is a strengthener of the enemy's heart. To be
aggressive is to be brave, to retreat is timidity. A real coward is he who is
debarred from his frontier, for the Nubian hears (only) to fall at a word; the
answering of him causes him to retire. If one is aggressive against him, he
shows his back; if one retreats he falls into aggression. They are not people of
worth; they are caitiffs broken of heart.'

(ii) From the tale of the Eloquent Peasant. l

The king commands that the
peasant be detat"ned, but suppl£ed with the necessary food:

-<O>..m"':1b.lf-'"; llOO~it~~l~~
~<:>---.II-~

--

=

&_'C7I~a<:' __ ~<:'111
-"- <=><=» c:!!!::::! NNNI\ IWNN'o <::::> ~

_

a
---.II

1

e __ .::.

Peas. B 1,83-6.

'C7---O
__
a

r

ir grt (§ 255) rn/J S SOty pn m !zr.w1 (§ 36).
wnn·k !zr rdit (§ 326) di·tw n1 rlfw,
nn rdit (§ 307)

Q

I

Sense clear, but grammar obscure.

1'01 nt 8 ntk rdl (§ 368) n1 st.
• For "11.
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wn·in·tw (§ 470) ~r rdit nf t 10 ~n# ds 2 rr nb
dd st lmy-r pr wr Rnsy SI (§ 85) Mrw;
ddf st n !Jnmsf,
ntf dd (§ 373, a) nf st.

~~c~[""]~~~(J::~\\~

~-~c-!J~M}~

2~::rc
1

These two signs are inverted in the MS.

, "Further, keep alive this peasant himself. Thou shalt cause him to be
given provisions, without letting him know that thou hast given them to him."
So they gave him ten loaves and two jugs of beer every day. The chief steward
Rensi, son of Meru, used to give them; he used to give them to a companion of
his, and his companion used to give them to him (the peasant).'
(iii) Extract from the rules given to the vizier for the administratz"on

of his

office: 1

ir grt sprt(J,)f(y) (§ 365, 3) nb 'It tlty (tr 1~'Wt,
wif sw nf (§ 50 7, 4),
m ~/W sim n imy-r rtzwt
tzn r ilist nt 1ml.
trrf wtff rf ~r Ibd 2
~~to,~~~±t8

Q-=-t ~o~~~I~_

1

-It0.--.II

o\\~

It

I~wtf m Smr TJ-mtzw.

ir swt I~wtf
nty tkn (§ 328,1) n niwt rst n 11llw,
irrf wif rf ~r hrw J m ntt (§ 200, I) r hI'.
simf sprty nb IJft hp pn
nty m rj.
ntfgrt inn (§ 373, c) lfnbtyw nw w.
ntf h(/)b sn,
sml'sn nf IJrt ww·sn.
lnn·t(w) nf imt-pr nb;
ntf !Jtm st.

Rekhm. 2-3, corrected from duplicates in the tombs of User (U) and Amenemope (A).
So U. A; R omits r.
3 So A; R stimtf.
• So A; R has only one n (§ 63).

1 NEWB.
2

, Further, everyone who shall make petition to the vizier concerning fields,
the vizier shall order him (to come) to him, in addition to listening to the
overseer of lands and the officials of the cadaster (?). He shall make a postpone
ment with regard to him for two months for his fields in Upper and Lower
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Egypt. But in respect of his fields which are near to the Southern City (i. e.
Thebes) or to the Residence, he shall make a postponement with regard to him
for three days according to what is in the law. He shall hear every petitioner
according to this law which is in his hand. Further, it is he who shall send for
(lit. fetch) the district-assessors, and it is he who shall despatch them that they
may report to him the state of their districts. There shall be brought to him
all wills; it is he who shall seal them.'

L ESSO N XXXI
THE PERFECTIVE S!)M.F FORM

§ 447. The perfective sdm.f not a unity.I-To put the discussion on
a sound basis, it must first be admitted that the perfective srimf probably
embraces two distinct forms, though these are usually indistinguishable even in
the mutable verbs. The evidence may be summarized as follows. (I) One
verb actually shows three srimi forms; this is the anomalous verb.! ini, with
the geminating (imperfective) form ..B=- itmi (§ 439) and the two perfective
forms ..B:: ini and ..B:->6.. intI, the last a curious form of active meaning with
intrusive t. (2) The anomalous verb for' come' has only two srimi forms from
the stem .Jj J? iw, but one of these, namely .Jj~>6.. iwtf, seems to correspond in usage
to intf from in(i) just mentioned, while the other .Jj}>6.. iwf, though not
showing the gemination, is partly imperfective and partly perfective in its uses;
see below § 459. (3) From time to time mysterious forms in -ware found from
jaein!and4aein! stems, exx. 1lJ~~ hJw'fall',2~} mrw'love',3t:J~r~'\.. /.tmsw
'sit' ; 4 such forms it seems natural to distinguish from those of more normal
writing. (4) The principal argument, however, is drawn from facts belonging to
the two extreme ends of Egyptian linguistic history. The non-geminating srimi
has survived in Coptic in one use, namely as object after di 'cause', and here the
Jae in! verbs exhibit the vocalization *perMf, older doubtless *peridf, ex. Bol,lairic
(}mesios' cause that she bear', Eg. dU ms(y)·s; 5 sporadic variants in Dyn. XVIII,
like &&S2~q.JjTII~ dd pry s 2 /.tip 'who causes two men to go forth (from the
court of justice) contented ',6 confirm the latent presence of the third weak radical
y in the normal writing S2.Jj after di. Professor Sethe has, however, shown from
the Pyramid Texts that beside the srimf forms from Jae in! verbs used after
di and rdi, there are others, never so employed, which have a final -w or -y
corresponding to variant writings with prothetic i (§ 272); exx. ~}'=" tJrW·k,T
var. q~'=" itJr·k; 8 l~q q>6.. {tryf,9 var. H~- i/.tri; 10 and sometimes these
endings and prothetic i appear together, exx. q~ '} il!nw ; 11 q~q qitJ,),.12 But if,
36 3
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See Verbum ii.
where,
however, different con
clusions are reached.
S II b-sections (3) and
(4) of this paragraph
require reconsidera
tion in the light of
Edel's researches, for
which see above, in
the Additions and
Corrections, p. xxxiv
1

§§ 323-353,

• Eb. 88 19; 91,
16; Wes/c. 3, 3 (aU
after prepositions) ;
LAC. TR. 23,12 (after
negative ,t).
• S;uI4,19: Cairo
30538, i. d 6-7. For
rYw, Si"t 4, 39; nr-dl,
ib. 31 see p. 47, n. I.
4 P. Kolt. 36, 23
(after kl). Sim. cous.
2-lil. srjdw.ln, SPIEG.
PORTN. i. 4, II (after
m).
o See )fZ.

22,

foil.
e Urk. iv. 49.

PYI'.794 b•
Pyr. 1012 c.
g Pyr. 923 a.
10 lb.
n Pyr. 1346 a.
11 Pyr. 13740.
7

8

38
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as is supposed with much probability, the prothetic i represents merely a shor
helping vowel employed when two initial consonants chance to be juxtaposed
without intervening vowel, then we must reconstruct from these writings some
such vocalizations as *6IJrdwek, *e!puiw; these vocalizations do not square at all
with those deducible, as we have just seen, from Coptic, for Coptic points to
vocalizations like *lJarwak, *Ilenie. Thus we are driven to infer for the Jae £11/
class the existence of at least two types of non-geminating simI. one with the
initial consonants juxtaposed without intervening vowel, and the other beginning
with an unaccented shut syllable (per-, lJar-, Ilen-). The Middle Kingdom
writings seldom or never permit us to recognize these two types; the rare
writings with -w, like riJ~~..Il above quoted, might indeed belong to the *ellnaw
type, but we could not be certain whether a writing like ~ ~ QQ~ gmy·k should
be understood as *6gmdyek or as *gemyak.

The above argument goes to prove (I) that the non-geminating sim
form embraces more than one sub-form, and (2) that these different sub-forms
cannot be identified at sight. As a practical measure, therefore, we are forced
to treat the non-geminating simf as a unity; does this necessarily render our
treatment of it unscientific? Perhaps not, for the following reason. It has
been argued (§ 4 I I, I) that the geminating and non-geminating srimf forms are
derivatives of the corresponding passive participles, and we have found no reason
for thinking that there existed more than one non-geminating (perfective) passive
participle. It is quite conceivable that the srim1 form derived from the perfective
passive participle may have developed different vocalizations for different uses,
just as the imperfect in Arabic has its subjunctive and jussive moods. These
vocalic differences are beyond our purview, and we must necessarily ignore them;
but we seem justified in describing the non-geminating srimf, on grounds of
origin, as the perfective srjmf, and in seeking to connect its various meanings
with those of the originating perfective passive participle.

OBS. In two cases-namely in explaining n sp #m:/ 'he never heard' (§ 456)
and nn Sdm:f 'he will not hear' (§ 457), as opposed to 11 #m:/ 'he did not hear
(§ 455)-we shall argue from observed differences in the non-geminating .fdm:
forms employed. It may turn out that such forms as intf, iwt:f and gmy:/ are
exclusively prospective in meaning.
1 LAC. TR. 37, I I.
Sim. Pt. 462.
2 Urk. iv. 776, 14.
Sim. P. Kah. 36, 34.
S Sh. S. 134. Sim.
Peas. B 1,60.
4 Peas. R 103. Sim.
Westl. 8, II; 9, 17;
Urk. iv. 1088, 5.

§ 448. Forms of the perfective sgm.f from the mutable verbs.
2ae gem. Exx. LlJ~=-- Ifb:f' that it may be cool' ; 1 ~= 'that they may

be' 2 (for probable cases of srim·,t:f similarly written see §§ 413; 414, I); ~~ "=
ml'k' thou wilt see '.3 The verb' see' also has the peculiar form ~~~ mm.k;
this we have met with (§ 439) as equivalent of the geminating srimf, but it is
much commoner as variant of the non-geminating srimf.
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jae t·nf. Exx. ru~~ hrk 'thou goest down'; 1 ;;;. pr '(that) should go
forth'; II m",,~- ms·t(w)i 'is born '.3 Thus the third weak radical is usually left
unwritten; only in the 1st pers. sing. is it apt to combine with the suffix as -y,
ex. ;;;. ~ ~ Ai pry 4 (for clearness sake to be transcribed prY'i), beside shorter
writings like ru~Ai hri;6 it is possible that the difference of spelling may in
some cases represent a difference of form, see below § 457. Sporadic writings
occur, however, where -y appears before other suffixes or before nom. subj.,
exx. -=-~ ~ ~:-7"1 iry·sn 'that they may make'; 6 -=-~ ~ iry 'may .... make '.7 For
the rarer writings with -w, see § 447.
, Make' as a rule writes but one r, see the exx. just quoted, and :: ir:f,8
~ ir·tw; 9 but ::1C:7, to be read irk, occurs by way of exception. lo
, Seize' is occasionally spelt '5f'1i it,ll but the writing ~Ii 12 with the
later change of t into t (§ 28 I) is commoner.
4ae-inf. Exx. m~~~~msq'·tn 'ye hate';13 J~~@At~bJgi'it is weary'.14
The final weak consonant hardly ever appears, except in 1st pers. sing., ex.
--"f\~~~Ii:it rWly·i' that I might steal'; 15 compare, however,
~~f~~ rnpy' may
flourish'; 16 ~=}~~~1C:7 mdwy·k 'thou speakest'; also \j~~~"\. (i,msw, § 447,17
caus.2-l£t. Note the strange form r~}~~ sq'dw·tn 'ye shall relate '.18
caus. 2ae gem. For ~LlJjf2=" s/fbb·k' mayst thou have refreshment' see §440, 5·
caus. Jae inf. Note with final-y rmrqq"\.rTi smsy·tn 'that ye may deliver'.19
altom. 'Give' has forms with r, like
rdH,20 -=-&"" rdi·t(w),21 but also,
rather more frequently, forms without r, like ~ di·k,22 ~ dl-tW. 23 In old
religious texts spellings like ~ d(i)·k are occasionally found. 24 Once we have
L-Ilq ~ before nom. subj. ; 25 cf. similar forms under jae inf. above.
, Bring' differentiates two forms: one without t, ex. j l' in·i; \l~ another
with t (see above § 447), ex. X~ inti; 27 for the latter there appears just before
Dyn. XVI I I a variant .1I 2 iltt{W):f,28 due to loss of value of wand possibly also to
confusion with the passive, which 29 thus becomes indistinguishable from the active.
, Come' shows from the stem with -i such forms as ~ qqc: iyj. Far commoner,
however, are forms from the -w stem, namely a form without -t, ~ iwf, and second,
a form with intrusive -t (see § 447), ex. A~- iwt{; see below § 459.

:::0

:::it

Thus the outstanding characteristic of the perfective sq'mi is absence of
gemination, just as the presence of gemination is the characteristic of the imper
fective stfmf; no definite obstacle stands in the way of a derivation from the
perfective passive participle (§ 41 I, I), a derivation which is indeed suggested by
the ending -y in some jae £ltf. and anom. forms. The forms iwt{ and inti may
be due to the analogy of the infinitive, or may even be infinitives replacing
sq'm{ forms that were too much reduced to serve their purpose adequately.
36 5
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Peas. B 1 , 54.
Hamm. 192, 1 I.
S Berlin )JI. i. p.
258, 18. 20.
4 Eb. 30 ,8.
a Eb. I, 17.
e Urk. iv. 485, 1.
Sim. lry.k, ib. 107+,
14; dgy.k, ib. 117, 6 ;
gmy.k, P. Kah. 6, 18.
23; lryj",Arm. 103,5;
mryj", Urk. iv. 1163,
16; try.n, ib. 327,13;
bdy.n, Lutz, 34,66,2.
7 P. Kak. 34, 2-3.
SiID. pry, Urk. iv. 49,
I, quo § 447; !Jsy, ib.
121,5; 939,9; 1207,
1

2

7·
Siut I, 323.
P. Kak. 29, 43.
10 Pt. 415 (L 2).
\I Cairo 20001, b 4.
12 Peas. B 1,104.
Sim. It·tw, Eb. 2,3.
.s Cairo ~oo03, a 2.
H Eb. 39, 3-4.
15 Peas. Bt. 26.
16 Sitt. B 167; sim.
rnpy·k, Sk. S. 168.
17 Pt. 615. 624.
8

9

18 SPIEG••PORTN.
11.

i.

4,

19 Wtstc. 9, 23-4.
Sim. stdy.k, Urk. iv.
113, 17; s!lry, Brit.
Mus. ~80.
20 Westc. 9, 17.
21 Munich 3, 12.
22 Peas. B I, ~9.
2S Westc. 8, 3.

2. LAC. TR. 44, 6.
LAC. TR. 20, ~.
26 Eb. 58, 10. Sim.
Peas. B I, 252 Un.k).
27 P•.Kak. 30, 38;
31, I ; Ikhern.4.
28 Westc. 7,8; 8,3,
29 Westc. 5, 11.
211
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§ 449. Meaning of the perfective sgm.f form.-In dealing with the

perfective passive participle, we found that this could be used to describe events
belonging alike to past, to present, or to future time (§ 369, I. 3. 5); it differed
from the imperfective passive participle only in the fact that the latter gives
prominence to some notion of repetition or continuity associated with the act
described. If, as we have conjectured, the perfective stimf originated in the
perfective passive participle, it ought to possess substantially the same range of
meaning as that participle. Such is, in fact, actually the case, save that the
stim·nf form has largely superseded the employment of the perfective stim!
in reference to past events. In past narration, the perfective stim:! is but
little used in affirmative main clauses (§ 450, I); on the contrary it is quite
commonly employed in sentences or clauses negatived by n (§ 455). For the
description of both present and future actions the perfective stimf is of very
frequent occurrence, as we shall see. I t is important to realize that though this
form contains no implication of repetition or continuity, the facts which it
describes may nevertheless possess that character; a generalization may be
made or a custom affirmed without any explicit avowal that such is its nature;
see above § 367 and below § 450, 2.
The perfective stimf is distinguishable as such only in the mutable verbs,
and it is these which will mainly be considered in the following paragraphs. On
occasion, however, we may be compelled to discuss under this head forms from
immutable verbs, like tidf in § 450, I. The absence of any hint of repetition or
continuity here makes it probable that the form has been rightly classified.

1

See

GUNN, Stud.

p·7 2 •

2

Brit. Mus. 828.

Sim.Sin. B 265 (wi.s);
285 (1m.n).
3 Sin. R 2. 55;
Peas. Ilt. 24; B I, .:;3.
74; P. Kah. 4. 5· 23·
Sim. tid.; Sh. S. 88.
3. JEA. 33. Pl. 2,

5, llyn. XIII.
, Cairo
20007. 2001

20001.

r.

20012;

Brit. Mus. 614, 3;

Hamm. 1,3. Seenow

Arch. ag. Arch. I. 81,
opposing an argument
in PUL. § 78.

§ 450. The perfective sgm.f in affirmative main c1auses.-r. Past
reference. In Old Egyptian the non-geminating stimf is fairly frequent in
past narration with verbs showing an object,l but towards Dyn. VI the stim·nf
form can be seen gradually superseding it in this use. Nevertheless, undoubted
examples of the earlier custom can still be found in Middle Egyptian.
Ex. Ti~~<=>~i-JM2}i~"=-~-=-7~ rdi i (read wi) f:tmfr s1 n
{1m, f:ts wi f:tmf f:trf r r;t wrt His Majesty appointed me to be scribe of the
cadaster (?); His Majesty praised me for it very much.~
This use of stimf can be detected with certainty only in the case of verbs
with feminine infinitives, since with other verbs the absolute use of the infinitive
(§ 306, 2) offers an alternative possibility.
Narrations are often introduced by ~ "=- tidf' he said', 3 once written ~ ~ ~
ir;idf3a with prothetic i (§ 272). In texts of the early Middle Kingdom ~ tid is
used in the same way,· and may be stim! with ellipse of the subject.
A similar explanation might be thought to apply to that tid which occurs
at the beginning of Middle Kingdom letters.
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Ex. ~-LJ~:::qj'!:l-ALJ~q.Jl,?,j 61R 11 fr dt NlIi tid 11 im),-r PI" 'IU6
the servant of the estate Neni speaks to the steward Iyeb. 1
The s4mf form is excluded, however, by cases showing the fern. ending -to
Ex.
~~-J'i'~ $lit tidt 11 Sll'S the sister speaks to the brother. a
The choice thus lies between an active participle and the old perfective. To
the latter the 3rd pers. and active sense are perhaps obstacles. The former view
seems preferable, demotic offering an analogous formula. 2&
In texts where the St;/m·nf form is usual for past narration the sdmf with
a nominal subject in anticipatory emphasis (§ 148, I) sometimes takes its place.
Exx. q~o~~r~~--~--LlQl~~-::-~:tI1~ ist ~mf dlir:/, #~i drt:/,
irf n's ~tp-di-nsw 10, His Majesty stretched forth his arm, and bent his hand,
and made for her the funerary oblation. 8
::;7r~x~ wrt ~·t(w}·s (only) one (wisp) has been damaged.·
It will be seen later (§ 462) that iw+non-geminating simi served now and
then to express past custom. Otherwise, the cases above enumerated appear to
exhaust the material for perfective s4mf in reference to past events, so far as
affirmative sentences are concerned. In negative sentences referring to past
events perfective s4mi is, as we have already stated (§ 449), very common;
further details below §§ 455, 1 ; 456.
.0

r:

1

1

P. Kan. a9. 31.

Sim. ;6. a8,

J ;

a9,

I i

30 , as; 31 , 30.
2L. 10 D., I;;Iu bowl.

Sim. ;6., Cairo

I.

linen, I.
20 16. p. 13.

• Urll. iv. a8, 16
29, I. Sim. Sm. R17.
2I;BII3,'4'-3;BH.
i. 8,9; Urll. iv. no, 4.

• Peas. B 1,14'

2. In reference to present occurrences; the fact is described simply, without
any consideration whether it is a single or a repeated happening, whether it is
• M';" iii. '3. 8im.
momentary or prolonged.
Peas. B I, 14 (11.11);
28 (1)1.11, r.'WI-II) ; Ad",.
Exx. L.IIj:;~~<>.!.0(1. dN n'R pd 1" pst I give thee a bird to cook. a The ... 2 ("'1'.1); p. 104
(dl.l); P. Pet. II16B,
act described is a single momentary act.
38 (aU).
::~~.o~~7~~ rdi·/w m/ft (1") rwty truth is cast outside. 8 A prevalent . • Aam. p. loa. Sim.
,'6. p. 106 (tifIINv1);
Sm. B 233(IfIII"l·lfrj).
condition is described, but without stress being laid on its continuity. T
, Active, ex. Sm.
~qj~0~ !Jr·i m Rr I arise as Re c•8 Descriptions in religious spells are B 66 (_); • proverb,
a68 (_), qu.
perhaps best classified here, though they might seem to be vaguely prospective Pt.
Exerc. XXVU, (a).
or optative.
• LAc. TR. 13, 4
Sim. •• ao, t (ts) i
So too in the compound narrative forms iw !(!m{ (below § 462), r~r s4mi 20, 4 (til); :n, I (,tr);
II, 't5 (al:!); E1. a,
(below § 477, I). For a similar use in negative sentences, see below § 455, 2.
I «(1).

3. With future reference.
Exx. m~~~ ~'7'LJ-:-0C:: ms'S m Ibd I (n) prt, SW IJ she will give birth on the
fifteenth day of the first month of winter.'
~~ -=~ ml'R pr'R thou shalt see thy home. lO
Other forms employed in this case: -t di-l ; 11 ::j rdi-l.lS An isolated writing,
q~-::J-=.lk From Willi' exist' the imperf.
wnni is universally employed,
provided no particle, or merely mIr behold',18 precedes; see above §§ J 07, 1 i l l 8, 2.
The negation of the future is, as we have seen, nn s4mf; see further § 457.

!!-::

• Welte. 9, 15. Sim.
SA-So 139(1fd'l)i Si".
B 192 (".Iw); Cairo
'030a..f 8 (Jal); E6.
30, 8 (/W7.lj; Urll.
iv.649, U «(6 r.I)••
11 SA. S. 134. Sim.
;6. 168 (""Wll).
11 S-i. S. J39. '40.
'46•
II SA. S. 7a; Le6.
41 i passiveS,;" Ba81.
11&

Louvre

1
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C

10

<I?/:'Exx.,
XIII) as in L. E.
§ au(p.I7 8,
n.16).
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1 Peas. B I, 29.
Siro. with d!, Tk. To S.
ii. I I ; LAC. TH. 4,
13 j i!J. p. 9, top; Urk.
iv. 753, S. Also 1st
pers., Irjd.! if, Sh. S.
11. 125.

lUrk. iv. 1091, 3.
Sim.i!J.1090, I 3(kd.k)j
the neg. verb lmy.k,
see § 345.
S P. Kak. 34,
3.
Siro. !ry.n, Urk. iv.
327, 13 j dgy.k, i!J.
I17,6.
, P. Kak. 35, 3S.
5 Sim. Ifarl}. 61S j

Westc. 7, S (lnf.k).
6 Sim.
Urk. iv.
1090, 5 (m!.k).
1 Moscow I, 6-7.
Siro. Brit. Mus. 614,
vert. 3 (d!:!).
8 Peas. B J, 196.
Sim. Westc. 7. 24.
tUrk. iv. I13, 17;
u6, 17.
10 Urk. iv. J16, 15.

11 Le!J. 154. Siro.
Urk. iv. 1092, IS.
12 Cairo 20040, a 2 ;
Leyd. V 3.
13 Urk. iv. lOSS,S.
" Cairo 2053S, ii.

&7.
U
18

Sin. B 16 7.
BUDGE, p. 165,

167, 6. Sim.
Urk. iv. 49 2, 7.

12 j

Urk. iv. 10 74.
Tk. T. S. ii. If.
19 )iZ. 38, 140.
10 Westc. If, 7. 15.
Sim. )iZ. 38, 136.
21 Peas. B I, 36.
11

18
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4. The perfective sdmf is common also in w£shes and exhorlai£ons, which
are often hard to distinguish from one another and from the simple future use
The addition of the enclitic particles r·k or rf (§ 252, 2 and 3 a) may help to
indicate this use.
Exx. ~~'i!,~i di·k r·k wilJt·i give thou me my chattels.1
~~"=''T~~ ....... .!.~ Jd·k !tr Jdl !tr's be thou angry concerning what deserves
anger, lit. that angered for it. 2
42>-~ ~~.!.~~=:t':'=@'?'''= iry n·k ljry-sf nb Nn-nsw ib·k may Arsaphes,
lord of Heracleopolis Magna, perform for thee thy desire. 3 'lry is an exceptional
writing (§ 448), -=- ir being normal. 4
.Jr::::L~~~-+~-~7_~~_~:;_int5 nf QP !tlpt/, wnmfm
r/, mJf8 m irl.)'f may the Inundation god bring him his offering, may he eat
with his mouth, may he see with his eyes. 7
It}~U~~,!,=~-~ !tsw,!ts tw Qry-sfthou praised one, may Arsaphes
praise thee. 8
The various verb-classes are sufficiently illustrated in the above examples;
one may add caus. 2ae gem. rLlJJf2c:» s/fbb·k (probably perfective, § 440, 5), caus.
Jae t'nf r1~~ ~ ~ J!:dy·k,9 and anom . .Jj~ iwl.l0 Here probably belongs the use
of the perfective sdmf as continuation of the imperative (§ 337), though this
might often be translated as a clause of purpose. F or a similar, but nevertheless
distinct, use of the imperfective sdmf in exhortations see § 440, 5.
5. After various part£cles, in reference to future events. Whether simple
futurity, wishes, commands, exhortations, or consequences are meant depends
upon the particle employed. See also Lesson XVI I I above.
(a) After t! ilJ (§ 228) expressingfuture consequences or e.xhortal£ons.

Ex. ~!}n=g~7-~ ilJ ir'n dmi n sp then letus make a habitation together. 11
Forms employed: 2ae gem. ~~1ft mJ'i,12 but also ~~:;: mm·k; IS ~~
wn·i; 14 Jae inJ., see ir·n above; 4ae inf =o~ ~f ~~ rnpy; 15 anom. ~ di·k. 16 An
example with the imperfective ~"=' dd·k has been quoted in § 440, 4, the reason
for the gemination being that the command there given is of a general and
lasting character.
The negative form of ilJ simi is ilJ tmf sdm(w), see § 346, 4.
(b) After t~~ !tl or nt~ ftwy (§ 238), expressing w£shes.
Ex. l}"""'~ ~=-~~~ ftw iry·k IJft rjd·i 0 that thou mayst act according
as I sayY
Forms employed: 2ae gem. ~~ ~ mi·i; 18 Jae inf 't ~ wp·k; 19 anom. ~~
di·tn,20 but also ~ rdi-t(w).21
No negative forms have been found, since !tl n sdm/, illustrated below
§ 455, I, is the negation of ftJ sdm·nf.
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(c) After !..lJr (§ 239), expressingluturiry.
Ex. .!~i~5f'\-.-c::>-'}r.rlc;-ffr di ltmf sm Slf r rltr ltr stf His Majesty
will cause his son to go to rise up in his place. l
The material for the mutable verbs is scanty; 2ae gem.

I

~Q

mrt(w).1

(d) After l:'~ kl (§ 242), expressingluture result or injunction.
Ex.
~1b~~Q-=: kl ir·tw fflt iry then one shall act accordingly.s
Forms employed: 2ae gem. ~~"i nt/n·i;" !!-"=" wn·k; /; Jae inf. see ir·tw
above; 4ae inf. o~r~'\. ltmsw; I anom. ~ dH,T but also ::i rdH; 8 from
11 looks as though
•come' ~- iwf,9 but also ..tJ}'" iwt,lO see § 459. A form
it were imperfective (i""'k), but is possibly either a mistake or a writing of the
perfective irk.
The negative form of kl sf/mf is kl tmf sf/mew), see § 346, 5.
The evidence above quoted goes to show that, when a particle precedes, it
is the simplest form of sf/mf which usually follows. The particle supplies the
special nuance of meaning to be given to the verb, and only in exceptional cases
(see under a at end, dd·k) is that meaning further complicated by the notion of
repetition or custom which the imperfective sf/mf would imply. The same holds
good in the three already studied constructions to be considered next.
(e) The construction ntf (or i,,, X) sf/ml (§ 227, 2), withluture meaning. 1B
Exx. 2:::"iO~G~1~6 ntf iri n·i PI t ltll# (it is) he (who) shall make for
me this bread and beer.13
Q-.t7o;~J~i;:::!~E.1o---~~QQi S? in ldnw Gbw irf sd nffn n pl)l·i SI
(it is) the deputy Gebu (who) shall act (as) guardian (lit. child-rearer) to my son.14
In this construction in occurs only when the subject is a noun; when the
subject is a pronoun it is the independent pronoun which is employed, usually
the later independent pronoun, but more rarely the earlier one. Further exx. are:
,g.i::i~-::;;:; ink rdi-i ir-twf n·k I will cause it to be made for thee. 15
=f\ *1':'-i-}o·r;- dWlt(y)f(y) s(y) swl rnlJfhe who shall praise her,
he shall1ive. l8 In an archaistic text.
Forms employed: 2ae gem. no certain instance; )ae t.nf. see irf above;
ltsi;l7 4ae inf. o.rl~- ltms·s; 18 anom.::~ rdi·s: 19 1.-- in/;"o P.J}':' iwtf.1Oa

-=

:-=

u-

OBS. The original meaning of ntl Stlm:/ may have been • to him belongs that he
should hear', cf. French il entendra from ille intendere habet.20b For the possessive
sense of ntf see § I 14, 3.

(I) The construction IJrl simf (§ 239), withluture meaning.
Ex. '!~Q--n=~~~Q:::I?llJrtw ir·tw·s m irU it shall be washed in milk.1t
Forms employed: )ae inf. see ir-tw·s above; ~_ sdf; 22 anom. ~ dif; 23
~QQe. £yf.It
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Urk. iv. 690, 5.
lUrk. iv. II II,
I, quo § 187.
1

• P. Kan. 39, 43;
lry.l, Ad"" p. 105.
, West,. 9, 17.
I P. Kan. 31, 21.
I P. Kak. 36, 3;1.
7 P. Kan. 31, I.
Sim. ;6. 13, 36.
B West,. 9, 17.
• P. Kak. 29, 30;
36,16; Urk. iv. 836,
16.
10 PIEHL, ID. iii.

76.
11 E6. 33, 12.

11 See
ch. v.

GUNN,

Slfltl.

11 Siu/ I, 333-".

l'

P. KGk.

13, I ....

lis P. Kak. 38, 37.
Sim. E6. 1,8. With
mk, P. Kan. 31, 6;
"If, PI. 519; Ills, P.
Kak. 13, II.
II Urk. iv. 357, I ....
Sim. i6. 251,8; Urk.
v. 154. II.
11 Hat-NuIJ 10, U,
qU.§U7,3.
II U,k. iv. 357, 9.
I' P. Kak. 13, II.
N U,k. v. 15!;' II;
West,. 9,8, quo § 237,
3; E6. 58, 100
a U"k. iv. 357.17.
lOb JEA. 30, 13.
II E6. 591 8.
II U,k. iv. lIII, U.
.. Urk. iv. 1107,5,
quo § 239; dUtil, E6•
.... 3·
" P. Kak. n, 1-2.
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§450,s,g
1
2
S

Vrk. iv. 1090 •
Vrk. iv. 768. 12.
P. Kah. 36, 15.

Cg-) The construction kif stimf (§ 242), future meaning, usually future result.
Ex. ~,=,,~g:~ kl·k ir·k mitt thou shalt do the like. 1
Forms employed: Jae inf see ir·k above; anom. ';:} di·tw; 2 ~:: inf.3

OBS. 'Is/. and mk appear to exert less influence over the jim:f form than the
other particles studied above, since they are followed sometimes by the imperfective
(above § 440, OBS.) and sometimes by the perfective jtjm:f.4 The more expressive
a particle is, the less likely it is to be followed by the imperfective .§dm:f, since it
would not as a rule be desired further to encumber the meaning with the notions of
repetition or continuity which would be implied by that form. This conclusion is
confirmed by the use with the negatives It (§ 455) and nn (§ 457), as well as with the
auxiliary verb hv (§ 462). In all these cases the perfective ftjm:f is usual and
the imperfective #mj very rare.

4 After
mk, see
d/.l in AZ. 59, 24 (I.
S); In.tw in Sin. B 18 I
and Vrk. iv. 80, 8 is
more probably ftjm.
"f;inPeas. BI, 81lw
is ambiguous. After
1st. see an ex. § 212.
'ISf Wll, see § 107. 2.

I

,j

~ Sin. B 158. Sim.
P. Kah. 3. 37; pass.
11I1'/W, Elt/h. 22.
6 Wes/c. 8, I I.
7 P. Kah. 36, 34.
See § lIS, 2.
@ P. Kah. 28, 26.
9 Peas. n I, 156.
10 Peas. B I, 64;
Sin. B 100.
11 Vrk. iv. 49, 1.
12 P. Kah. 6, IS.
18 Vrk. iv. 863, 7.
Sim. P. Kah. 2, 8.
14 P. Kah. 29, 37;
35, 1 I.
16 P. Kah. 30, 38;
Ikhenz. 4.
16 P. Kah. 31, 10.
Sim. LAC. TR. 21,
45; TVes/c. II, 12;
LUTZ 34, 66, I I.
17 Louvre C 14, 13.
18 Vrk. iv. 198, 6
(/1'.1).
19 LAC. TR. 35, 10
(lrf).
20 Brit. Mus. 239;
Berl. AI. i. pp. J 79.
205; Cairo 20043, h 2.
21 Sm. I, 25, quo
§ 184, I.
22 Hamm. 113. 10,
quo § 442, I.

§ 451. The perfective sqm.f in subordinate c1auses.-As contrasted
with the scim·nf form with its relatively past meaning in all affirmative subordinate
clauses (§ 414, 2), the stimf form has reference to time which is either relatively
present or else relatively future (prospective), i. e. time either contemporary with,
or posterior to, that of the main verb; only when preceded by a preposition like
dr' since' does it refer to relatively past time (§ 454, 4). All this holds good
alike of the perfective and of the imperfective stim! (§ 44 I), the sole difference
being that the perfective #mf is destitute of the additional implication of
repetition or continuity usually discernible in the imperfective simf.

§ 452. The perfective sqm.f in noun clauses.- I. As object of various
verbs, or subject of their passives; (a) with prospective, i. e. relatively future
meaning (§ 184, I).

The commonest case is with:: rdi, L.lI di 'cause', 'allow' (§ 70) and with
the corresponding imperative 4~~ imi (§§ 336; 338,2). Examples have already
been quoted, so that it will be sufficient to detail the forms employed in the case
of the mutable verbs: 2ae gem. ~~~ mJ'i,5 also rarely ~~ "i mm·i; 6 ~=
wwk 7 (for suspect forms with the gemination see p. 379, top); jaeinf U~ !zS;8
:: irj,9 with 1st pers. sing. .Q>.4 4~ iry-t; 10 except in 1st pers. sing. )' is but rarely
written, exception 5244Jj pry Il (§ 447); 4ae inf ~~r !zms·s; 12 ~ 44~ rnpy·k; 13

anom•

--.Jl

c. ~

di· tw '. 14
....... intf' 15
J jII ~
c.

,,11l..
c.
X.......

,..1.10

iwtf.HI
•

After other verbs it is usual to find the perfective sdmf in the case of the
Jae illf.; so after wti 'command' we find ~ irj,17 and similar forms occur after
di m ib 'determine', lit. ' place in (one's) heart ',18 and dd 'say', 'promise '.19 So
too we have
!zs 'that .... should praise' after mri' desire ',20 and @~:: (/glf
(for dgj from dgi) 'that he can look' after gmi 'find ',21 The only exception in
M. E. is a geminating form prr.(i) 'that I go forth' after wd' command '.22
When the objective sdmf comes from the 2ae gem. class, there is some

u:
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§ 452,

hesitation between the geminating and non-geminating forms. Geminating
simf forms from mH 'see' after sni 'fear', and from wnn 'be' after mri 'desire'
and wi' command' have been quoted in § 442, I. Against these, however, have
to be set occasional examples of the non-geminating simf of wnn after mr.
Ex. ~,,: 'I.-~-rs~"'=- mrt·ni wn's /:tr nsti who he wished should be
(lit. that she should be) on his seat.l

(b) Objective simf with relaHvely present sense after gmi 'find '.
Ex. ~~"':5i"'o~~-=-~~~Q~ m-Ift gmt /:tm·i lr·tw 1ft im after My Majesty
had found that ceremonies were being performed there.

2

In the noun clause used as object and introduced by nit (§ 187), the
perfective simi may have prospective meaning.
Ex. Tuthmosis .... whom they created .... ~=~:tQQoro rlf nit iri
nsyt (?) WJ/:tt knowing that he would have (lit. make) a prolonged kingship.s

I,

a

1 U,.k. iv. 341, 8.
Sim. Cairo 2071 2, a
10, quo § 186, 2.
2 Urk. iv. 75[, 2.
Sim. Westc. J 2,4, quo
§ 184, 2.

2.

s Urlt. iv. 593, 5·

3. No general statement can be made as to the form of simf when this
serves as subject (§ 188), except in the cases of the simi form after ......... ~ n sp
'never has', 'never did', lit. 'it has not occurred that ... :, 'it did not occur
that .... :, and after ~o} nfr pw 'there is (are) not '. In both these cases the
perfective simf is used, see below § 456.
4. As predicate with pw as subject (§ 189) the simj form is imperfective in
general definitions (§ 442, 3), but may be perfective even in a general characteriza
tion (see § 189, 2). Whether.Jl}
iwi in the colophon of literary compositions
(§ 189, I) is perfective or imperfective remains obscure.

"'=-

5. After the genitival adjective (§ 191) the simf form is imperfective or
geminating in phrases involving repeated or continued acts (§ 442, 5). In other
cases the perfective simf is used.
Exx. ~}!...m~~~ hrw It ms·s on the day of her giving birth.4 A single act
is envisaged.
gQr~~-~CO"~

thou wast upon earth.S
(exx. in § I91).

mi sIJr·k n wn·k tp II according to thy way when (lit. of)
For present and future time wnnf would be employed

§ 453. The perfective sgm.f in relative c1auses.-Examples of the
perfective srimf in virtual relative clauses have been quoted in § 196, 2, and it
is doubtless due to mere chance that similar examples have not been found
(except negatively as n simf) after the relative adjectives. After the negative
relative adjective iwty there are some instances of the imperfective simf; these
have been quoted in § 443. The fact that a clause is relative appears to exert
no influence upon the form of the verb occurring therein.
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• P. Kall. 6, 26.
Slm. mdwy.k, Pt. 624'

• Urk. iv. 520.
Sim. ill. 497, 10, quo
i [9 1•
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§ 454. The perfective st:}m.f in adverb clauses.-I. Virtual clause
of time, circumstance, condition. A very sketchy treatment is here impose
because of the difficulty of discriminating between main clauses and virtual adver
clauses on the one hand, and on the other hand between the several varietie
of virtual adverb clauses, from which, moreover, virtual relative clauses (§ 196
are barely separable.

Differences are here discernible in the different verb-classes, and accordin
as the virtual adverb clause precedes or follows the main clause.
To take the jae in!, 4ae £11/., and anom. verb-classes first, here the perfectiv
sqm/ is usual when the adverb clause follows the main clause.
Sin. B 5 2 -3.
2 Eb. 40, I.

1

S Sill.
B 233-4'
Sim. Urk. iv. 890,

10-1 I.
f Urk. iv. 123,4=
SIl, 2 (lr'{n); Sin.
H. 84 (hi:!).
6 Adm. 3,12.

Exx. :::!H'::~~~,:JD~t:7:-:),~, mt twt 1lf, mlJ't(w)f hlf R-pqtyw
there is none like him when he is seen charging down upon (lit. he charges) th
Asiatics. 1 In the all om. class ~ is used to qualify the object of gmi 'find '.2
=~q.:~~r~~o1D-~1D=

mw m itrw swri·t(w)f, mr·k the water in th
river is drunk if (or when) thou willest. 3 Similarly with other jae in! verbs;
the anom. 'come' has ~ iw in this type of sentence. 5

Clearly the statement in the main clause is here qualified by subsequen
reference to a particular case which narrows its scope; such a particular cas
could scarcely be expressed by an imperfective sqmf with its generalizing
force.

When, on the other hand, the adverb clause precedes, the imperfective sqm
is of not uncommon occurrence, probably because the temporal qualification
circumstance, or condition is first presented in a general way, the main claus
then following to express the consequence resulting therefrom. Examples with
bdd'k and prr'bt were quoted in § 444, I, and the force of the imperfective wa
there apparent, since' when' and' whenever' were seen to be equally possibl
translations. There is, however, no reason why the perfective sqmf should no
have been employed, and in the case of mrr·k 'if (or as) thou wish est ' (§ 444, 2
we noted that the perfective simf occurs as a possible alternative.
6 Cairo 20003, a 2.
Sim. ib. 20043, k 2.
7 Siut 3, 10, quo

§

2 I 2.

8 Sin. B 60, con
trasted with
59.

io.

Ex. ~~~-;mr""1D~oeo
hate death. 6

\

mr'{n rnb, msq'{n bpt if (or as) ye love life and

Note the 4ae inf. verb msq'{1t here; 'come' has ~ ii in a clause of tz'me. 7
To turn now to the 2ae gem. class, mil 'see' appears usually to show the
gemination; see the first example in this section, and others in § 444, I. Ou
examples are clauses of time following the main clause. But in one instance o
this kind mlf is found as a variant of mJJj. 8
With wnn 'be', 'exist', so far as our evidence goes, the perfective sqmf i
used, whether the adverb clause precedes or follows the main clause.
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§ 454,

Exx. lI=~~~~lt~~~~ lnn·tw m r;, wn IltW one has recourse to an
intimate when there is trouble. 1 Note the English present tense.
-:-~}0~:::~=~~ ir·t Itrw nfr, wn-I tp tJ mayst thou make holiday,
whilst thou art upon earth.2 English present.
~Jt~-~ -If ~II:::~}~-~T wn·l m tl pn n rntJw, nn iw n ntr r·i when
I was in this land of the living, there was no sin toward god (laid) to my charge,
lit. against me. 3 English past tense.
Reviewing the evidence, it would appear that the presence or absence of the
gemination has but little to do with the fact of use in a virtual adverb clause, but
depends, partly on the meaning of the particular verb in question, and partly on
the speaker's desire, or lack of desire, to emphasize repetition or continuity.
Whichever form of trimf is employed, the time is always relative present; if
relative past time has to be expressed, use is made of the trim·nf form, see
§§ 212; 414, 2.
In 'whether ...... or whether' clauses (§ 2 I 7) preference is naturally given
to the perfective trim/, one action being here contrasted with another as an
alternative condition. Our examples comprise 2ae gem. ~l\ r;~ mrsn;· Jae in!
ru~.t. hlf5

1 Pt. 349. Sim. in
past context, Sin.
R 34, quo § 107, 1.
2

Urk. iv. 1163

a Urk.iv. 133- 511.
4·

• Sk. S. a8-9, quo

i

21 7.

• LAc. TR.

Virtual clauses of asseverat£on. To the perfective forms ~qq mry and
lts quoted in § 218 may be added ~'ill wn·i. 6 If the formulae beginning with
':;:m mr'fn (§ 454, I) are translated' as ye love', , as truly as ye love', rather than
as clauses of condition, we shall also have to include under this head the
imperfective variant ~::= mrr'fn (§ 444, 2).

nr

I

2,

3-6.

2.

3. Virtual clauses of purpose (§ 219). Perfective forms are always used, as
in the closely related wishes and exhortations of § 450, 4. and as in the Srjmf
form which serves as continuation of the imperative (§ 337).
Exx. Q}~m~-~A~::;",!-;'~Llj(2=- iw psg'n Sp pn sml pn n'ltm
# f this Sep has spat upon this forehead of Atum in order that it may be cool.T

:=ti.J=

Would that I had my son ~~~lt~t,:it~}I1l-}:itll~iT~'f~
IJry·i m rbri, swrbf wi, intf n·i iJ m tJ wrb that I might arise with my sceptre,
that he might purify me, that he might bring me praise from the pure land.s
Forms used: 2ae gem. Llj(2=- #f, see above; ~~1C7 ml·k; 9 ~:it wn"; 10
Jae itif. 1r.Jot. sbf; 11 : : : irf,12 exceptionally -=- Q~~;-;-; irY'sn; 13 anom. ~ dif; ..
1I~ lntf, see above, rarely written 11:;-.16

4. Adverb clauses after prepositions (§§ 154-7; 162-81; 222). To sum up
what has been said previously, four active forms of the type of the suffix con
jugation are used after prepositions: the trim'nf form (§ 156) has always relative
past meaning, as is true also of the srimt/ form (§§ 407-9); the geminating or
373
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e Urk. iv. 366,

II.

LAc. TR. 37, 10.
I LAC. TR. 47, 26

1

7·
• LeO. 59
Urk. iv. 239, 17,
qUo , u8, 2; 1024,
u.
11 West~. 7, u.
U LAC. TR. 14. 7;
Urk. iv. 807, 6.
II Urk. iv. 485, I.
It Urk. iv. 807, S.
11 West~. 8, 3.
10
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1 Cairo ~oII9, c 4.
Sim. ib. 20606, b 3 ;
Brit. Mus. 805.
sEx. Sillt I, 271
(lr.k), quo § 155.

3 Eb. 8, 16.
Sim.
with r 'so that', wn:f,
PSBA. 18, 203, 12;
Urk. iv. 1089, 6.
, Siut I, 298 (lrf),

quo § 389, 2.
5 Eb. 87, 9 (lr·s) ;
97, 3 (b~·s); Siut 1,
308(pr:f),qu. §178+
6 Louvre C202.
Sim. Kuban 14 (ar·k);
[Irk. v. 42, 12 (ll/"k).

Cairo 20027, b 3
More exx. § 162,
I I. But also m lr in
troducing dedicatory
formula as label on
monuments, exx. Berl.
AI. II, 100; Brit. Mus.
830; Cat. d. Mon. I,
24, no. 165.
7

4.

8

/Yleir iii.

9

Urk. iv. 366, J 5.

II.

Sa The clauses with
lr wn are not excep
tions, see Add. to p.

358, n.

I

r.

imperfective i<imf appears to differ in no way from the perfective simf as
regards time-position, but serves to stress some notions of repetition or continuity
which need to be brought to expression (§ 444, 3).
The tz"me-positz"on of the perfective (and imperfective) simf after prepositions
depends largely on the nature of those prepositions; indeed we had best say,
negatively, that the simf form has no specific implications of time-position at all.
The illustrative examples quoted in § 155 were mainly from immutable verbs;
we quote here a few from mutable verbs.
After m ' as ' or ' if' the time is relatively present.
Ex. 1\~=111:::~ m mr'in ntrw'in niwtyw as (truly as) ye love your
city gods. l
After r 'until " 'so that' and n-mrwt 'in order that' 2 relaHve future time is
indicated.
Ex. To be masticated and washed down with beer <=>["J~=~1\:=;-- r pr
ntt nbt m ~tf until all that is in his belly goes forth. 3
After r-sl ' after' 4 and ir ' since' the time is perforce relaHvely past; so too
with m-bt, when this has the meaning' after ',II
Ex. ~ ~ ~ -:t~!'~~1\~ !zsy n nsw ir prf m ~t praised of the king
since he came forth from the womb. 6
To turn now to the other aspects which doubtless determined the choice
between imperfective and perfective sim! That the imperfective simf implies
notions of repetition or continuity absent from the perfective simj seems to be
illustrated by the use of the former in similes after mi 'as when' (§ 444, 3); it is
significant too that the imperfective #mf is not found after dr 'since', which
is apt to recall a single fact of by-gone times (see above). It appears significant,
moreover, that in the dedicatory formula with m the non-geminating simf is
employed, for here the reference is to a single act.
Ex. A !zotp-di-nesu formula ..... for the steward Djaf ..., 1\=-::~--~
qq--~}~ m ir nj slj mryf Mrw being what (lit. 'as', m of predication) his
beloved son Meru made for him. 7
We have seen (§ 444,2) that 1\ ~::= m mrr'in varies with 1\~= m mr'in
in the formula ' as truly as ye love. , . .' This variation is comprehensible if the
imperfective merely stresses the prolonged and general character of the condition,
this stress being quite optional and unnecessary to the sense. Similarly, the
variation of wnnf and wnj after prepositions (e. g. in the phrase n-mrwt wnn 8
or wn 9 rnf mn ' in order that his name may be enduring ') seems attributable to
a like reason; see further above §§ 157,1-3; 326, end.

n

5. II-clauses with ir {§ 150).

The 2ae gem. use the imperfective .Stfmj
(above, § 444. 4),9a but all other mutable verbs consistently employ the perfective.
374
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§ 454,5

Exx. Q<=>fiJ~~C>:"-~~~ ir hl·k r s n mlrt if thou goest down to the
sea of Truth. l
Q-=-t }C>~.:::it-.~:: ir swt di-t(w) itf jm nf but if this his father be
given to him. 2
Forms from the various verb-classes: jae £nf ~~ gm·k; 3 =~ !Js·k; 4
~ ir·k/' irregularly also written ::=;6 but also =--~~- iry{;6a 4ae inf. o~~j=
hms.k·
~ iw , 10 but also .Jl} iwt 11
.
, 7 anom . .L..ll
...... dif· 8 II - in·k ,. 9 .Jl J:t

=

,.n~

1 Peas. B I, 54.

3,.

I LAC. TR. 2,
a P. Kak. 6, 14;
Eb. 109,16.
, Pt. 175.
, Pt. ~I5· 499.

, Pt. 415 (L 2).
,. A,.m. 103. 5, of
past actions.

Q.

§ 455. The negative construction .J....e'~_ n sdm.f.12-It has been
seen that the imperfective sim/ is hardly ever used after the negation n (§ 445) ;
the perfective simf is, on the contrary, very frequently so used. Typical forms
from the mutable verbs are: 2ae gem. ~~it ml'l,ts but also ~~- mm; If.
Jae £nf. ~~--gmf; 16
ir; 16 4ae t'nf !}~ mdw; 17 anom. 'give' shows r, as
:: rdi; 18, come' has .-1} iw, rarely ~ I, and very rarely ~} iw (see below § 456);
'bring' has..! in. 19 The abnormal forms ru~}.-1 h1W,20 ru~QQ~ hl)"k,21 ~~~.-1
~,22 are possibly restricted to present or future reference, but the material is too
scanty to allow a safe inference.
As regards meaning, n Sdmf performs no function which cannot also be
illustrated in the affirmative simf. Nevertheless, it is clear that there has been
unequal development; whereas affirmative sim/ has been almost entirely super
seded in reference to past events by sim'nf (above § 450, I), the negative 1t simfis
the common and normal negation of Sdm'nf in past narrative; see above § 105, J.
We proceed to illustrate the various uses of n sim/in detail. J. In reference
to past events. In this very frequent use n simf often stands in conspicuous
parallelism to a series of affirmative sim'n/ forms.
Exx. I nourished (~}~.[!: iw srntJ'n-(i) Imiotru ...... ---'5f'~~i: n It'(i)
Sit s I did not take away(any)man's daughter. 23
English past tense.
..A..=:it6:it-I~i n rdH sri n rim I did not turn my back to (any) Asiatic. 24
English past tense.
..A..~:itg~::}~ n 1n/·1 miry srw pn I have never (lit. not) seen the like of
this goose. 25 English present perfect tense.
. A. -;:-~~ cf:it n stJs·t(w) m-sl'l no one had run after me. 26 English past
perfect.
Similarly, n sim/ after the particles mk (§§ 234; 414, I) and !el (§ 238) is the
negation of sim'n/ after the same particles.
Exx. ~~---~~~:-=.:,r: fnk n wi·tw irt mnt iry behold, one has never
(lit. not) commanded to do the like thereof. 27
.Qh

7

Pr.

8

Eb. 97. IS.

I,

3. 8.

• Peas. B I, 252.
Drk. iv.

10 Pt. 346;
1070, I.

11

P. Kak. 6,

27.

See GUNN, Stud.
ch. xi.
18 Meir iii. 23.
u Hamm. 191, 6.
IB Rife;' I, 16.
18 Cairo 20 537,66;
for 1st pers. sing. 11"1,
not Ir)"I, see § 456.
17 Leb. 5.
18 P. Kak.. 28, 30 ;
Sebekkhu 4.
12

Pt. 231. 348.
TR. 23, 12.
111 LAC. TR.8S, 119.
Sim. ;,,),,1, ib. 23, I I.
22 Pt. 181. 261.
19

iIO LAC.

Cairo 20001. b 2
Sim. ib. b 8, quo
§ 217; Hamm. 113,
14; Sin. R 30-1;
Peas. B 1, 50; D,.k.
iv. II8-l0; 835,10;
1031 , 7-1 4•
II Sebekkllu 4.
16 Mei,. iii. 23. Sim.
Cairo 20537, b 6;
BUDGE, pp. 250-1.
With adjective-verbs
see § 144. I.
H Sin. B226-7. Sim.
ib. 40-1; 18+
28

4.

IT

Weslc. 8, 17.

28

Urk. iv. 658.

~~c>t~~..A...Q..Ij!-~~~y~:w;--;-=-t~ ist ttl n ir mSr n !emf rdlt i/;·sn r !e/~
10, would that the army of His Majesty had not given over (lit. made the giving)

their hearts to plunder. 28
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1 Sin. B 42.
Sim.
Sh. S. 148; Westc. 9,
3; Urk. iv. 365, 11.
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1

We have seen (§§ 320; 414,4) that Egyptian conceived 'knowing' as 'having
learnt'; hence .J... ~:: n rlJf may mean' he does not know' just as well as 'he
did not know'.
Ex. .J...~1" .!} ~<=>~,.: n rlJ·i in wi r Ipst tn I do not know who (lit. him
who) brought me to this country.l
For cases where iw is used before n sqmf see § 468, 1. 2.
In reference to present occurrences. The commonest way of negating
present occurrences is by means of n sqm·nf, see above §§ 105, 3; 418, I.
Nevertheless cases occur where n sqmf refers to present events, an employment
not rare, as we have seen (§ 450, 2), with affirmative sqmj
2.

2 Leb. 5.
Sim. ib.
76; Sin. B 259; Sh.
S·73·

s Leb. I15-6. Sim.
Adm. 1,2; 9,6.

• LAC. TR. I. 55.
Sim. Peas. B 2, '03.
quo § '44, I; Eb. 4;,
18, quo § 201 ; 65, 14.

5 Urk. iv. 415. Sim.
ib. 564, '7; 1032, 14;
Peas. B I, 309-10, if
not for sln.n.tw, B 2,

75·
ft

Sh. S. 153-4.

T Pt. 5~, if not for
In·n·tw. Sim. P. Pet.

IlI6 A.

93, if not for

1!n·n·tw-j.

8 Exx. Urk. iv. SIt,
8 as contrasted with

ib. 484, 9; also ib.
1195. 2 as contrasted
with Lyons 88, 6.

Exx. ....A-~}~~1r~~C:~ n mdw bri f.znr·i my soul does not speak with me. 2
....A-~!~O~+0....A-:---=-~~o~~~0

n sIJrt(w) sf, n ir·t(w) n ir m tJ Jt

yesterday is not remembered, the helper is not helped (lit. one does not do to the
doer) at this moment. 3
This use is specially common with adjective-verbs (§ 144, I), where we are
tempted to explain it along the same lines as n rlJ'i ' I do not know' considered
above under I.
Ex . . . A- ~ .;A....A-=tlJ~:~~A n mwt-i, n SWI·i I am not dead, I am not poor.
Possibly the literal rendering is: I have not died, I have not become poor.'
3. In reference to future occurrences. In this case the normal negation is
1tn sqmf (§§ 105, 2; 457), and the very exceptional examples where n simf refers
to future events or aspirations are difficult to explain.
Ex. . . A- ~ = :: '6...3 n sk rnf it his name shall not perish eternally. 5
One example is found with n sp: ....A-;o~~ "= n sp ml·k 'never shalt thou
6
see '. This has been quoted more fully in § 188, I, and is discussed below
in § 456.

r

4. Rare examples are found where n simf is apparently best rendered' he
cannot hear', a meaning of which n sim'nf is the more usual equivalent. It is
uncertain whether this meaning was reached along the lines of I above (' he has
not, or never, heard') or whether it came about in some other way; it is also
possible that the instances are miswritings or abbreviations of n sim·n/.
Ex. ....A-Ji~!.}~f7~ n in·tw irw f.zmt the limit of art cannot be attained. 7
5. Lastly, it must be pointed out that n simf may occur in subordinate
clauses of various kinds, in so far as the negative verb 1m is not necessary there.
Examples of its use in the virtual relative clause are quoted in § 196, 2, and of
its use after nty in § 201.
OBS. Towards the end of Dyn. XVIII a confusion between nand nn begins to
manifest itself, and nn .fdm:f is sometimes found with the meaning of n .fdm:f.8
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CONSTRUCTION N SP SI)M·F

§ 456

§ 456. The negative construction .A-~~~__ n sp sf/m.t, etc.
I . Formerly the phrase n sp #/mi for 'he never heard' or ' he has never heard'
was explained as consisting of n sdmi 'he did not hear' or 'he has not
heard' (§ 455, I) with insertion of the adverbially used noun sp 'a time', 'once'.
It has been observed, however,1 that the perfective sgmi form employed after
n sp sometimes shows a difference from that employed in the simple n sdmi
construction. The best attested case is in the expression .A-;;~}~Q~ n sp
iwt ot im·(i) 'never was there any shortcoming (lit. did anything come) in me '.s
In the synonymous expression .A-.Jl}~Q~ n iw ot im, lit. 'nothing came
therein ',8 sp is absent and iw is usually substituted for iwl-very rare variants
are ~ i' and ~} iw. 1I
A similar phenomenon has been observed in connection with the verb irl
, do', 'make'. In the first person singular .A-1"" n ir·i 8 is regular without sp, as
against .A-;;.Q>.. QQj n sp iry·iT ' I never made', when sp is used.
Now it is interesting to note that both .Jl~ iwt and --QQj iry·i are the
forms found after rdi cause' (§ 452, I), i. e. with prospective meaning. This
suggests that .A-;;~ __ n sp sgmi should be rendered literally 'it did not occur
that he should hear', sp being taken as the sgmi form of a verb 'to occur'
related to the noun sp 'time', 'occurrence'. This hypothesis is the more likely
since no good analogy can be quoted for the enclitic insertion of a noun after .A- n

I GUNN, Stwi. p.
95, n. I.
I Cairo tOOOS, a 7 ;
Brit. Mus. 6140 6. I I.
I Cairo 30001, "8.
Sim.
30513, "3;
U,./dv. lSI, tH84,8.

i".

• Cairo 20506, " 6.
• Cairo 30543, a 13,
collated.
• Brit. Mus. 1373
(suffix omitted), qu.
§ 105, I; Urk. iv.
50S, I; 1078, 15;
n80, n j BUDGE, p.
349, 16; 1150, ... II.
t Cairo 11°739. a 3,
quo § 106. Sim.
Herds",. 6,qu. §457.

I

which was formerly postulated.
The same explanation would apply to n sp in its exceedingly rare future
sense (§ 455, 3), as also to the equally rare :::~ nn sp I never will' (§ 457).
The forms found after n sp, nn sp are: 2ae gem. ~~0;;;::7 mrk j 8 !!j
wn·i; 9jae in! __ QQj iry·i,IO passive :-} ir·lw j 11 anom. It. dl·(i) (Old Kingdom) ; 12
.Jl}
13 l l - in·t(w) , passive•If
o iwl·'JJo
2. After nJr pw 'there is (are) not' (§ 35 I, 2) the perfective sdmi is sometimes
used. The forms in question are: Jae in! --j ir'i; 16 IJ.;J Jrlw; 18 anom. ~7
in·t(w), impersonal.n An isolated imperfective form ~=o inn·t(w) is uncertain. 18

§ 457. The negative construction

:::~~--

nn sf/m.f.19-This con

struction is exclusively limited to events happening in theJuture.
Exx. :::m~4)~<>-H0 nn ms·s r n{e{e she will never give birth.Bo
:::::'-='~Q~i~ \\-::'fi nn di·t(w)·k m inm n srthou shalt not be placed
in the skin of a sheep. III
Sometimes nn sgmi serves to convey the will of the speaker.
Exx. :::~.1~~j:;~r?l~~r?l~7'i~l!S~~~ nn slJl·i n·k Sit kit int·n·i
m s11 I will not mention to thee a little daughter whom I had obtained by prayer.BI
:::~~ __ nn sntifhe shall not fear.IIB
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8

SA. S. 153-4.
146,

9 BUDGE, p.
II.

10 See .above n. 7.
11 Ham",. 114, I5-6;

Urk. iv. 312, 13; 766,
3; 843, [2.
II Urk. i. 137, 4.
18 See n. 3 above.
Sbm•./'m Si". R 2I is
a CnIS; there "
means, not 'never ,
.but' not a moment' •
If Urk. iv. 339, 12.
11 JlZ. 59, autogr.
p. I.
JI P. DfIfII. xviii. 18,
quo § 351. 3.
n JlZ. 59, autogr.
pp. I. 3.
u JlZ. 59, autogr.
Po I.
II See GUNN, Stud.
ch.13·
IG P.Kd. 6, 17. 11 4.
Sim. Le6. SO-I; Peas.
B I, 56-60; LAc. TR.
114, 6; SitU J, uS;
Kopt. 8, 8; P. Pel.
II 16 B, 41. 4t; Urk.
iv. 40J, 1-3.
II Si". B 197-8.
u S4. S. J t8-9.
Sim. Mo •• K. t, 3.
II Si". B 379.

st
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§ 457

In these two examples it is hardly possible to translate the verbs as simple
futures (' I shall not ... :, 'he will not ... .'); but often it remains doubtful
whether one should render with' will' or with • shall '.
Note an example with nn sp, lit. ' it shall not occur that .... .' (§ 456).
:::~-=-q q:i~":J 1m

T. Carn. 13.
sPeas. B 1,60.
• Peas. R 103.
5 Eb. I, 17.
• P.Kak.6, 17.34.
, Kott. 8, 8.
8 M.u.K. 2, 3.
8 Peas. B I, 57.
2

sp iry·i ddht·s never will I do what she said. l
In one solitary instance nn sdm! occurs in the course of a narrative of past
events and, unless a mere error for n sdm/, may represent a past future tense.
:::)(rb~ nn di-i wh! I was not going to let him escape. 2
The forms from the mutable verbs employed in the construction nn sdm!

are: 2ae gem. ~~= mrk,3 var. ~~~ mm·k j 4 Jae z'nJ. ro~..1:it hd;" m~~~
ms's j 6 4ae inJ. ~~ __ [tms!; 7 anom. i di·i; 8 ~}c iwt.9 Note that in the
case of the anom. verbs the forms differ from those of n sdm! and resemble
those found after rdi, di 'cause' (above § 452, I). Hence it seems not impossible
that the sdm! of nn sdm! is really a noun clause, and subject of the negative
word nn; the meaning would then be 'it does not exist that he will hear'.
Some support for this view may be found in the occurrence of nn wn m(w)t·k
as an emphatic future' thou shalt never die' (§ 188, 2); but an example of sdm!
after n wnt (§ 188, 2) is probably not future in meaning.
As pointed out in § 108, :::~ nn wn 'there does not exist', 'there is (was)
not' is really only an apparent exception to the rule that nn sdm! has future
meaning, nn Wit being here a substitute for *nn iw wn.
OBS.

See § 455, OBS. for the late writings with nn itjmj'in place of n Stjm:f.

§ 458. The perfective sdm.f; conclusion.-Despite the lengthy treat
ment here accorded to the perfective sdm! form, the topic is far from exhausted
and the results attained are in many respects ambiguous and insecure. Never
theless, it seems evident from the regularity with which the gemination is avoided
in some cases and chosen in others that the distinction between the non-geminating
and the geminating sdm! was of far greater importance than current theory
admits; and nothing seems to stand in the way of a derivation of the non
geminating srimj from a non-geminating or perfective participle (§ 4 I I, I). The
student must be cautioned, however, against attaching an exaggerated value to
the evidence of our texts; it is unfortunately certain that the Egyptians were
very careless copyists, and only in original documents written by well-trained
scribes can we expect to find a consistently trustworthy distinction between
geminating and non-geminating forms. Of the four ways in which the funerary
stelae are apt to write • as truly as (or if) ye love' (':-::::, ~ ':-::::' ~::,
~~=, § 444, 2) possibly not all are really correct; but our evidence is too
scanty to enable us to pick and choose among these variants. In deciding
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§ 458

whether a text should be emended or not we must steer a middle course. When
we find ~~i' di·k wnn·i 'thou causest that I be' 1 in a MS. of the Book of
the Dead judged on other grounds to be incorrect we may replace it by ~~:it
di·k wn·i with some assurance. Similarly we may suspect rt>=~~~.Il wi·n
!zmf prr·(i) quoted in § 442, I, but there emendation would be quite illegitimate
in view of the O. K. evidence cited p. 355, nn. 6a. 6b.

§ 459. Appendix: the sdm.fforms from ii, iw' come'.2-Alone among
the mutable verbs, the verb meaning' come' fails to distinguish clearly-marked
geminating and non-geminating srimf forms. The -i stem writes ~ ii,3 ~~.Il ii,4
~Q~.Il iy,6 and as these forms are found after ...A.- n,6 they are probably perfective
(§ 455), at least in that case. Examples from the -w stem are, however, far more
frequent, and show two distinct forms, (a) .Il,} iw, rarely written ~} 7 and
(b) .Il~ iwt. That.ll} iw is sometimes imperfective seems certain, since it occurs
in parallelism with many geminating srimf forms in a passage prescribing future
custom (§ 440, 3).
Ex. .Il}'::5(~}~'C7l\t;; iw 1Zf snw 1Zb m pr-1ZSw there shall come to him
(the Vizier) all disputes from the palace. s
So too .Il} iw is found in similes after mi (§ 444, 3).
Ex. gQ~ ~d.~}~!.~-~..!~ mi iw SJW, rirf !z*r as when satiety comes
and ends hunger. 9
Lastly, the imperfective relative form provides an analogy, often being
written merely .Il,}; see above § 387, I.
On the other hand, ...A.-.Il} 1Z iw 'not came ... .' (§ 455) provides strong
evidence that .Il} iw may occasionally be perfective. In a number of uses .Il,}-
and .Il~- vary with one another, sometimes exciting the suspicion that one of the
two is a mistake for the other; so, for example, after kJ (§ 450, 5, d), as a clause
of circumstance in the phrase smf iwf 'he ,comes and goes' 10 (§ 2 I 3), after
various prepositions 11 (§ 454.4), and after ir' if' (§ 454,5). But the consistency
with which .Il~-- iwtf occurs after di 'cause' (§ 452, I), and .Il,}- iwf occurs in
the colophon iwf pw (§ 189, I) shows that a real difference existed between the
two, although their domains overlap in certain places.
Here only one more problem will be considered, namely the narrative use
of .Il~.
Exx. .Il~=~~:it-.:~r~~ iwt nllt n (l?)tnw there came a strong man of
Retjnu. lIl
.Il,}~ <:>~.: iwtf l' IIJSt tn he came to this desert.13
There is a possibility that iwt here may be the simf form in accordance
with § 450, I, but it is perhaps more probably the infinitive (§ 306, 2); a third
possibility is the simtf form (§ 406).
379
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1

BUDGE, p.

4, 15.

I See SETHE, Ver
bum, ii. §§ 3 1 5-9.
• Cairo 30506, b 6.

LAC. TR.6, I.
• Sin. R 15, quo p.
5~, n. 3; P. Kalt. 33,
f

12.
6

Pt.

18[.

a6I.

T Louvre C I+, 9;
Cairo 30543, a 13, see

p. 377. n. 5.

8

Urk. iv. 1114, 6.

9 Peas. B I,
Sim. Leb. 137.

243.

So Eb.

quo

10

40, I,

§ 21 3; 107, 3; 109,

4; lwt.s, ib. 106, 5.
11 R 'until': lwf,
Louvre C J 4. 9 ;
Hearst 9. I l ; lwtf
PSBA. 18, 303, 9;
Sin. B 310; Weste.
11,16. M·bt 'after':

lw:f, Weste. II, 26;
Urk. iv. 330, 3; lwl:f,
Ham",. II+, 15. With
lwt-j the possibility
that this is tile Jljmtl
form (§ 407) has al
ways to be considered.

11 Sin. B 109. Sim.
Louvre C Ta, 3•
13 Hamm. 17, 15.
Sim. Sinai 90, 5.
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VOCABULARY
~ ~ ip calculate, reckon; caus. sip

S2}.JJ prw a coming forth;

pass in review, examine.

lfl ~ fii carry, lift.
~ ~ t 6) mk~1 be neglectful.

~

I~~ ~rji damage, destroy.

y ~ sti pierce, transfix (with look).
~~~ Sl appoint, command.

~~l~ gm~ look at.
~~~ tm be complete, perfect.
~ j..l1 thi violate, transgress.

I~ 0 var. 01 it-1zfr father of the god,
god's father, name of a class of
elder priests.
~..........n
.,Jr?f:
j

wrrt leg.

}~~ var. }(j(j~ wgg misery,
want.

(a)

prw

r utterance.

~ ~ mdw staff.

~-;- ~ nrjsw poverty.

1 d (zrjt the white crown of Uppe
0

Egypt.

rJ *~~ ~ ~

sOlyt teaching,

in

struction.

~I Splt province, nome (VOJLO!) was th

r::li

name given by the Greeks t
the provinces of Egypt).
SfSW supports.

I

~ ~ Ip11l nature, form.

rJ ~~ Sbk the crocodile-god Sob
(Gk. ~OVX0I».

~~ rjr-r originally, formerly.

E X E R CIS E XXXI
Reading lesson: hymn, to the white crown of Upper Egypt: 1

* ~ 'j~i~

dWl

4t:::"~Q~~4 4-:~~

ilZrj (§ 272) !tr·t, irt twy nt Qr,2

~rjt.

1~0]:

~rjt

J~Q'j~~lll~'~~1 : I~

(zrrt (§ 384) psrjt m nfrw's,

}J0~ ~ ~[""]t:n

* ~ '.U':+~,~}::1,~,~}~

rlt,

wbn's m 11ft bott.

f

ru~~}(?I~ ~[""]~:~

dWI tn imyw SfSW Sw,s
hllw (§ 357) m 11ft imntt.

1 ERM. Hymn. J,I-2,1.
' For the identification of the crown with the eye of Horus see UII/. v. u8.
a Shu was the god of -the f void' or atmosphere, and the f supports of Shu' are the supports with which that go
kept heaven apart from earth. By' those who are within the supports of Shu' the constellations are meant.
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na......ll
Ol+~
II ~........
~I
L..JI5f'~

"'"

'" 'jj sa:...

)*
I I

v,. C"J
""

~

Ail~o
2 ~ Ail ~ \\ *=l"'Aila-n ~
r.I=\\ \\ ~r.I<=>'O'='\.r.I ~'i~C>

t~~q~~;7'1
~.Il}c>::·lll~,~~}~!
Ail9"" ~ Ail ~ \\Ft°
~ r.I=::.\\ \\~r.I-=-'O'=::. '\.
)U<:::::7a~~

0.

.oJlI

.0.

--.lIXI I I

Exerc. XXXI

slJr tn imyw dWlt.
di·t it Sbk Sdty Qr ltry-ib Sdt tlwyim·t,
s!Jmf im·sn.
di-t iwt nf ntrw m ksw (§ 77, I)
Sbk Sdty, Ifr lJry-ib Sdt.
twt (§ 64, OBS.) nbt IJrw.

1 The original has t before the papyrus.roll; the parallelism suggests this emendation. But one might render
without emending' thou being caused to shine for those, etc.', s1;rt being understood as s!Jr·t(l), § 314.
2 These two oblique strokes (I 24) here represent two shrines surmounted by bucrama, see Rec. 38, 186.
I Doubtless named here as god of the capital or royal residence at the close of the Twelfth Dynasty j to that period
this hymn must belong. Crocodilopolis, the Greek Arsinoe, is the modern Medinet el-Fayyftm.
• MS. inserts another w wrongly before n:/; n is lost in the original and here restored.

, PRAISE to THE WHITE CROWN. Hail to thee, thou (lit. that) eye of Horus,
the great white one, at whose beauty the Ennead rejoice, when she rises in the
eastern horizon. Those who are within the supports of Shu praise thee, (they)
who go down in the western horizon. Those who are within the netherworld
cause thee to shine forth. Grant thou that Sobk the Crocodilopolite, the Horus
who is in the midst of Crocodilopolis, may seize the two lands through thee,
that he may have control over them. Grant thou that the gods may come to
him doing (lit. in) obeisance, (even) Sobk the Crocodilopolite, the Horus who is
in the midst of Crocodilopolis. Thou art the mistress of glorious appearances.'

(6) Translate:

Is-~=~=~~:J~~~~J~mr}~~~tJl'l1
47~,4J~~~~~~~~~}:::~jj~o~~~~}~01
(I)

L~Jjr~~~~~~~~~./1~ru~./1~!!~}::~~j./1~

c::r

LJ~./1
~~ X ~~~ 0 ~ ~~ ~ --nt6)~9A~g~
<=>.1i_~
I{~~
~~~<=>~
~~
1 ~ll.1i 0 I I I

~~~..A- Y ~~t} ~~~l~~ ~~~!!}~~}~~~
n

\n
&=:>~~ .J) - - ~ .Ll J1 ~ <=> , n - ---- ~
6 --n~ ~ ...A-.~« \Jl
(21'1<::::>_~ ~ II'CfiJt l"j <=> 11 ~ @ 'lk::~ ,., <'! (4:1~<=> I I..j~~ ~ J:!;Q 'jj
\'1~<=>9<=>0 - n ~~rlWt.-~J\-~~<=>I-..Jo-nh./1 nn
I
~I @~~'i~
mKlo~1:H.!~o1ltol~
ill..j_~I'
@~~

01 1 1_\--<1>1

~ <=>5f'~tn~

(3) ~L..Ll

0

0

q

nn~v~OX~

'jjf?Jrnl 1 1'Cfi_ _ ~~~l!f 0

.1i\\./1~

Mtfw .I/w· staff of old age " an epithet applied to a son who carries on the labours of his aged father.
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nn 0 c;;>I\ g.-...Il c;;>I\ ~ ~ Jl ~ ~ 1 -A- '~e ~ n<=> \. ~ ~ <=> n \\ '0' I ~ --I''I~
}\~~~
)p=~1J""Jr _~Jr 111'1 Q t:.1~ I 1':E:jx3:c;;>I\~c;;>I
_~:::JP ~c;;>I\ntJ)n
_.-...IlQ ~_ 'I

Q

n \\ 1 ~

LJ~\~c;;>I\~c;AI ~

liJ'I.J1U~~
1

I

~_'Zl

g ~~ c;AI~c;Aln=

~}\_r'

__

'1l6

Wtjl, see § 56.

(c) Write in Izt'eroglyphs :
(r) I will not let thee kiss this child. (2) Would that I might see thy face
then should I know what is in thy heart (3) Let ten (loaves of) bread and tw
jugs of beer be given to this thy servant. (4) Never have I seen the like sinc
I was born. (5) I did not let my nome hunger, I gave it corn of Upper Egyp
and emmer, I did not let want occur therein until great Niles came. (6) Giv
to him a pleasant breeze, that he may be among all those who are praised in th
land of the living. (7) His Majesty caused the scribe to bring it to him at once

LESSON XXXII
COMPOUND NARRATIVE VERB-FORMS

§ 480. In the Old Kingdom are seen the beginnings of a process that ende
in the complete disappearance of the suffix conjugation, save for some fossilized
relics of the sdmf form (§ 438), and in its replacement by a set of tenses base
upon the pseudo-verbal construction (Lesson XXIII). This final result wa
attained only in Coptic, where the tenses resemble those of French or English
in the precision with which they mark distinctions of time. The first step in th
process appears to have been the employment of lw to introduce the pseudo
verbal construction and to produce compound verb-forms, like lw sdm'nf (§ 68)
involving the suffix conjugation. Compounds with various parts of W1t1t rapidly
followed as a consequence of this development. In Dyn. XI or earlier
r~
'stand up', 'arise' comes into favour as an auxiliary verb. Various less importan
auxiliaries of which examples occur in Middle Kingdom texts are passed over in
this preliminary survey. In the Hyksos period or thereabouts the pronomina
compound ~i tW'i began to be used in the vernacular as the subject of adverbia
(§ 124) or pseudo-verbal predicates (§ 330), and evidence of its popularity emerge
already here and there in the inscriptions of Dyn. XVIII. During the New
Kingdom a few more compound verb-forms are invented, but the process becomes
mainly one of elimination and specialization; compound verb-forms containing
the sdmf or sim·nf forms give place to those containing the old perfective o
preposition + infinitive, and each of the survivors obtains its own exclusive range
of temporal meaning.

tt
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§ 460

When it is recalled that Middle Egyptian possesses no less than seven
forms belonging to the narrative suffix conjugation (§ 410) and that statements
could be made, not only by means of these, but also by means of various nominal
or nominally used parts of the verb, the wealth of narrative constructions used in
main clauses and produced by the development of new compound verb-forms
must appear quite extraordinary. Past narration, to take but one example,
could be managed in a great variety of different ways, of which the following
incomplete enumeration exhibits the main types, though it is not maintained that
in the case of the particular verb here chosen every type could be substantiated
by documentary evidence.
'HIS

MAJESTY WENT FORTH'

;;;;.Il ~~ § 450, I.

;;;;.Ilo}:::~~ § 39 2 •

OILJ.Il
I-.c::::>-. § 45 0 , r.

lJ~S;.Il § 373,

LJ.IlO' § 4 14, I.
<>_1__

4}S;~i~ § 4 64.

LJ
q 0 1 § 4 2 9, I.
c::::>.A_I_

4}~~S;.Il § 3 2 3.

LJ c::::>
~O' §
c::::>.Il
1_ 43 r, 3·

~~O'~LJ""§
___ 1-.., <:::>.Il

47 0 •

oI

~~OI9LJ""§

471,

~LJ

""

1-. I <=o.ll §

3 2 2.

_<=01_, <:::>.Il

I.

oI_<=o.ll
I LJ
§ 3 22 •

t~s;~~~ § 47 8.

LJC>~OI
<:>.Il_I
__ § 306, 2.

tl--110 I LJ.Il-. § 479.
Y--. 1,,--<:> #NNN.

LJ "" 0 I § 306, 2 and § 406.
<:::>.IlI_

/:1--110 I LJ.Il § 4 82 , 2.
Y--. 1,-- c:=>

2.

These different modes of expression, to which could be added others involving
such particles as isi, Ii, grl, vary greatly in frequency of occurrence. Each must
have possessed its own peculiar rhetorical flavour, its greater or less degree of
vivacity, formality, or impressiveness. Some of these shades of meaning may
still be indicated by the grammarian, others can only be felt or not even that.
From the constructive point of view there was much overlapping; to narrate the
same fact one writer might choose the form prt pw ir'nf, another prt in /.tmf,
a third iw pr-nf and a fourth r/.tr·n pr·nf, and our texts reveal the fact that
different writers had different preferences. l It will be noticed that we view pr
/.tmf and /.tmfprf as roughly equivalent forms; the reason is that in this and other
cases of anticipatory emphasis (§ 148, I) often no stress on the subject can be
detected, and the motive seems to have been mere desire for variety or liveliness.
It is doubtful whether in all the pseudo-verbal compounds above exemplified
verbs of motion like pri could employ both the old perfective and flr (or m) +
infinitive. If .so, the list would have to be augmented accordingly.
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1 E. g., Sk. S. uses
rltr'n l6times, against
4 in Sin. Band 5 in
Peas.
•
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§ 460

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

Amid the plethora of verb-forms which Egyptian has thus evolved only
a very few seem to have been deliberately created with the intention of marking
distinctions of time. Such an intention is, no doubt, apparent in tWf r Stim 'he
will hear', and probably the speaker who first prefixed mk to stim·nf wished to
convey the nuance that belongs to the English present perfect. But it appears
likely that most of the verb-forms which were developed from time to time aimed
at variations of meaning of quite a different kind, and that if in due course they
became specialized to past events rather than present, or to future events rather than
past, this came about owing to their greater usefulness in the one direction than in
the other. We have tried to demonstrate this process in the case of the participles
(§ 365), and we have found that the stim·nf form had originally no time-restriction
at all, but expressed the fortuitous character of an occurrence (§ 4 I I, 2). The like
probably holds good of most of the compound verb-forms to be studied below.
A number of narrative compound verb-forms like twf ft,r stim (§ 323) have
been dealt with already, and the present Lesson must be read in conjunction with
Lesson XXIII, where the simpler ramifications of the pseudo-verbal construction
were discussed.
THE AUXILIARY
1 Wh. i. 42; Ree.
35,63·
2 Cf. Pyr. 270 a
with 267 C; 2075 a
with 376 c; also pas
sages like lISO a and
the varr. 1480 b.

3

Onom.

2,

p. 237*.

• See p. 209, n. 7.

~~ 'IW

§ 461. The ongm of ~.} tW is uncertain; some 1 connect it with Hebrew
or M~~ 'fall out " 'be', but a more likely view is that it is merely the Egyptian
verb .Jl.} tW 'come' specialized for use as the copula_ 2 Be this as it may, twas
copula exists only in the stimf form, and its use is almost entirely restricted to
the sentence with adverbial predicate (§ I I 7). Under the heading of the pseudo
verbal construction we have already dealt with ~ .}~~;"d1~ twf ft,r sqm and
~}--d1~} twf stimw (§ 323); also with ~}--~d7~ iwf m stim (§ 331) and
~}--=>d1~ tWf r stim (§ 332). In all these cases iwf is followed by the
equivalent of an adverbial predicate. In the compound verb-forms Q}4-
iw stimf, 4}4:: tW stim'nf and the passive 4}d1~ -- tW srjm/, which will
now be discussed in turn, the function of tW is more difficult to determine.
A possible view would be that it has become a particle, somewhat like !.7"'=l tv
(§ 239). But more probably tW, as thus employed, should be regarded as an
impersonal statement' it is', i. e. 'the situation is', the following stim/. stim'nf
or passive stimf form being a virtual adverb clause (§ 2 I 5) serving as predicate
of tw. Compare sentences like tW mi slJr nt.r quoted in § 123.
OBS. I. It is hardly possible to regard #m:f in iw #m:f as a virtual noun clause
acting as subject of iw, for this would yield the meaning' that he hears is " i.e. exists
or comes about; we have no warrant for a use of iw with existential meaning.
OBS. 2. There are grounds for thinking 3 that, when iw was followed by a singular
ni~

suffix-pronoun, the w was merely graphic, e. g. Q}_ was pronounced df; cf. the
occasional use of Q} to represent the prothetic i of § 272.4
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§ 462. The form Q}4- iw sdm.f.-This fairly common compound
verb-form is t'mperfectt've 1 in meaning, i. e. has implications of repetition or
continuity. This character it owes rather to the combination with iw than to
the srimf form itself, since it is the perfective srimf which is here found (see
p. 370, OBS.). Forms from the mutable verbs are: Jae in! ;:;:it pr·t; 2 -=-~
tr·sn; S anom. ~} dz.tw; 4 ,.!~ t1Z·tw; 6 so too the 2M gem. ~ wn if, as seems
probable, tw wn 'there is' (§ 107, 2) belongs here. The geminating JM in!
~~~~~ gmm·tw·s 6 is an isolated exception.
Passive examples are a good deal commoner than active ones, for a reason
that will be mentioned in the next section.
The form tW srimf is particularly frequent in generalizatz'ons. where it refers
to vaguely present or future time.
Exx. Eloquence is more hidden than the emerald, Q}~):~~~~Jl!r1-0}OI~1
tW gm·t(w)·s m...(' !tmwt !tr bnwt (but) it is found with handmaidens at (their)
mill-stones. 7
He who knows this spell goes forth from Field-of-Reeds, Q}~}::)=o~1l
gorl~~~7i~::~~ tW dl·tw nf Sns dsy pr-sn !tr !pwt nt n{r rl and there
are given to him sns-bread, beer-jugs and pr-SJt cakes from the altar of the
great god. s
Or else a prevalent state of affaiFs is described.
Ex. Qe~A~ ~~ tW !trril'lw men plunder. 9
Or a person may be charactert'zed.
Ex. Qe-o~~Z; tW rwn tb·k thy heart is covetous. tO
The same uses are found also in past narrative.
Exx. Q}-=-:it7~~!::::::~Jil tW tr·t r-!try dd tp-rd I acted (or used to act) as
a leader who gave instructionsY Past habit.
Qe~.l:.~~:it tW grg·t(w) n·i men used to snare for me.12 Past custom.
Q}~1t~r=gQ(-~~l@ tw!tms·tw !trdmt n f:£wt-wrrt they were besieging
the town of A varis. 13 Prolonged action in the past.
In § 468 examples will be given where iw appears to be prefixed to the
srimf form for quite special reasons, and where, accordingly, the compound verb
form tw srimf is not in question.
§ 463. The form Q}-4- iw.f sf/m.f.-In this common verb-form the
subject, whether nominal or pronominal, is placed aftertw in anticipatory emphasis
(§ 148, I). The effect of this proceeding seems to be very slight, and the meaning
and uses of twf srim! are practically identical with those of tW srimf (§ 462).14
Here too the perfective srimf is employed, except in 2ae gem. and caus. 2M gem.,
exx. 2M gem. ~~~ nrr·s; 15 m=.A~ gnn's; 18 Jae inf. ;:;~ prf; 17 : : ; ir·k,lS
also exceptionally written
;19 caus. 2ae gem. =::~ ssrrf; 20 anom. ~ dtf.21

::"C7
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§ 462
1 In PI. 349 (qu. p.
352, n. 21) lw In.lw
of Pro corresponds to
lnn·lw in L 2.
I AZ. 47, Pl. I (p.
88),3·
3

Eb. g8, 17.
p. 20g,

• BUDGE,
13.
D

Pt. 349.

8 Pt. 59 (L 2); Pro
has gm.f(w).s, quo 1st

ex. below.

7 PI. 59. Sim. pass.,
ib. 274, quo Exerc.
XXVII,(a); 288; 349;
Peas. B I, 291. 308;
Eb. 47, 19. 21; act.,
ib. 98,17; Arm. 103,
10.
S BUDGE, p. 209,
12. Sim. pass., ib. p.
21 3, II. 13. 15; 300,
8; act., ib. p. 211, U.

• Leb.1I2.

10 Peas. B I, 292.
Sim. act., SII.S. 73-4;
pass., Peas. B I, 236.

11 Urk.iv.4 21 • Sim.
act., ib. 489, 2; iiZ.
-47, PI. I (p. 88), 3.
IISi". B8g-g0.Sim.
pass., Munich 3, 18;

act., Sin. Bg5.
U

Urk. iv. 3.

If Compare Pt. 308
(Pr.) with ib. (L 2).
16 Eb. J08, 20.
16 Eb. 104, I.
17 Leb. 82. cr., how
ever, Nu 137 A, 35
(prrf) , quo p.. 39 1 ,
top, after wnn.!Jr.

18 Peas. B 2,15. Sim.
Pt. 314; Eb. 2. 5.
It Peas. B I, 261.
10 Peas. B 1,251.
n Sin. B 100. 151 ;
SII. S. Ig; Pt. 140.
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§ 463

The meaning is thus imperfective; the form occurs frequently in generaliza
Hons, characterizations, and statements of habit or custom, with reference to vaguely
Sh. S. 17-8. Sim.
Peas. 1) I, 216. 230;
Leb. 21. 80; Pro I, 5;
Pt. 103. 206; Cairo
20538, ii. C II.
I Eb.47, 10. Sim.
ib. 104, I; 109, I;
P. Kah. 7, 52; Sin.
B 151; Pt. 305-8;
1

Leb.69; Urk.iv.20,I.

s Sin.
Sim. Siut
§ 184, I.

1)
I,

99-101.
267, quo

• Sin. R 25. Sim.
Herdsm.24·
5 Qu. § 196, I.
Eb. 51, 20.

I

7 Sin. B 2, quo §323;
Eb. 25, 4.

8

7-9.

BUDGE, p. 300,
Sim. ib. 161,

10-12;

209,

II-I2;

Peas. BI, 290-1.

present or future time.
Exx. Ql:~'~"i:t;' ~~t} iw r n s n!zmf sw a man's mouth saves him.l
As to him for whom this remedy is made .... q~J~~r~~ iwf nqmf !zr
rwy he gets well immediately.s Here with suffix-pronoun as subject.
Similarly in past contexts.
Ex. Q~1Ll~Jit,.:;,.~,.:~r't~~~q~Jtf~1 ',~~!~=}...2..nJit-ihJit~ iW!z*'./Jn
It (R)tnw dif iry·i rnpwt rs,(t) m tsw n msrf this prince of (Re)tjnu caused me to
spend many years as commander of his army. 3
We have seen (§§ I I 7, 2; 323) that virtual subordinate clauses frequently
begin with iw+suffix; so too iw+suffix +srj"mf may be virtually subordinate.
Exx. .e~ i'!~~--Q,~J~~-- sqm'1z-i IJrw:f iwf mdwf I heard his voice as
he was speaking. 4 Virtual clause of time.

If thou seest a man (with) swellings on his neck,5 Q~:::~~~-~Jj~-

iw{ mJZf rty n nMtf and he is suffering in the two members of his neck. 6
Virtual relative clause.
Parallel texts in each of these examples have the construction iwf !zr sqm
(§ 323),7 which differs in that it lays no stress on the continuous character of the
action.
Passive examples of iwf sqmf are rare, the iw kim! form being regularly
substituted for it.
Ex. As to every spirit for whom this is done, ....... he eats and drinks
(q}--+~~--r~q=~-- iw! wnmf swrif) in the presence of Osiris every
day, q}Jl~--[:;J,.:qq}~I~~~I::~C7 iw strtwf !zn r nsyw bityw rr nb and
he is made to enter with the kings of Upper and Lower Egypt every day.s
One example of iw·tw sqm·tw can, however, be quoted.
4}~d7~~--~

g

Urk. iv. 344.

7 -7 iw·tw sam·twf m r n r it (this prophecy) used to be

heard from mouth to mouth. 9
Note that, as in the IJr! simf construction (§ 239), only the indefinite
pronoun tw is here placed after the initial formative, not the complex consisting
of tw + suffix. One example is forthcoming where tw is omitted after iw and
its place taken by the nominal subject of the passive.
q~~~1 7Ir~rrG~-~!"Qq,?,

10

Eb. 51, 18.

iw grt prt·s di·tw·s I;r t n wlJdy moreover,

its seed is placed on the bread of the sufferer. 1o
OBS. For an instance where the suffix subject is omitted after the Stimf form,
see below § 486. For n Stfm·n:f as negative counterpart of lw-j' #mJ, see p. 332, n. 5.
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§ 464. The form Q}4:: iw sgm.n.f.-This very common narrative
tense, which is used where English employs either the present peifeel or the past
tense, has been amply illustrated in § 68. Sometimes it is given a more impressive
turn by the addition of the particle grt.
Ex. ~}~ '!G-::~ 1~;;;;t7\~
iw grt fJrp·n nf !tm·l mnw (SJ wrt My
Majesty dedicated to him very many monuments. 1
Only very rarely is lw separated from its stim·nf form by a clause of time;
see the first example in § 507, 6.

§ 464

=:

1

Urk.iv..J73. Sim.

ib. 17', II. 16; 172,
I; 768, 4; 769, 7;
Hamm. II4, 13; Cairo
2°512, b 2; Leyd. V3,
4·

§ 465. The passive Q}41~-- iw sdm.f.-In the Old Kingdom lw+
passive stimf is the regular passive of lw stim·nf when a nominal subject follows.
Middle Egyptian examples have been given in § 422, I.
Examples with suffix subject do not seem to occur. Here we need add
only an impersonal instance:
~ ~-=-~~~ __ lw lr ml tidl it was done as he said. 2
§ 466. The auxiliary Q} iw followed by an impersonal verb of
motion.-Examples are very rare.
Q~~~~ Ytir,~:-Q~'£J011 lw (~flr wpwt nt itl ~Jt-sp 2 the census-list of
his father was returned in year 2. 3
There is no means of deciding whether lw (~ should be regarded as
a shortening of lw (~·n·tw (§ 464), lit. '(one) entered with the census-list', or of
lw (~w (§ 465), lit. 'it was entered with the census-list '.
§ 467. The auxiliary Q} iw followed by a word of adjectival
meaning.
Exx. Q~ ~ ~~~ ~~ '9'1t lw SW m (~-ib there is a lack (lit. it is lacking) of
a confidential friend. 4
Q~Llr~§:~~~o~ lw ~sn r·l ~r ~d it is altogether too irksome for me, lit.
irksome more than me. 5
o="~::Q}(j=!J,":~ ssp n·k, lw wrb fJr nsw take thou, it is pure before
the king. 6 Words spoken while offering.
The construction here is unlikely to be iw stim! (§ 462), which is imperfective,
since the second and third of our instances refer to particular occasions. In one
example Q} ~:::} lw nfrw ' it is good' sa the ending -w points to the construction
iw + old perfective (§ 323); this is indirectly confirmed by another example where
iw is replaced by wnn with future meaning (§ 326) :
~=r:::~~7--~o wnn l1/rw
ib! wrt it will be very good in his heart. 6b
So too with expressed subject Q~'i'~ j lw 1ZJ wr r·l 'this is too much for me '.7
On the other hand, it is difficult to separate cases where a dative follows from
the construction of § 141, so that here perhaps a true adjective was used.

tty
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2

Ele1·dsm. 23.

S P. Kah. 9, 8 re
stored. Sim. Sin. B
248, quo § 483, 2; Sem·
nah Disp. " 13 (i'lb
bnt).

4

Leb.

12 3-4.

B

P. Kah. 3,

Sim. Leb. 6;
iv. I2I I, 15.
8 LAC.

TR.

.~~.

Urk.

88,

46-5°'

6&

6b
7

Coffins, G 1T321.

Pt. 132 (L 2).

Leb.5.
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§ 467
8 Urk. v. 4.
Hearst 6,2.

Sim.

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

Ex. Q}~'!' -:::-~:"': iw if} n irr st tp tl it goes favourably with him who
does it on earth. 8
In a unique and interesting example the phrase iw wn affirming existence
(§ 107) precedes a sentence with adjectival predicate:
~}~~~~it~~ru}~~Q~m~Q"~~~<>~ iw wn wr it m Ihw, mwt mst
(ztp kt r's there is many a father in trouble, and (many) a mother who has borne,
and another is happier than she.!
OBS. For In lw in questions see below §§ 49 1 ,3; 492.

'Urk. iv. 752.

S

Urk. iv. 366.

, Urk. iv. 38. Sim.
ib. 847,3 Clw nn lr.n).
a Urk. iv. 651.
• In Urk. iv. 489. 2
lw has both functions.

§ 468. Appendix. Exceptional cases of ~) iW.-I. We must note
the use of iw in statements introduced by oaths. The point of departure was
probably the normal use of iw in instances like
~-!!l~Q~}~~ ..... ~}:::~tt- rnO n';' mry w(i) Rr . ... . ;'w ir·n·;' nn as
Re c lives for me and loves me (§ 218} ....., I have done this/I
Perhaps it is by an extension of such uses that iw comes to be employed
after oaths to introduce constructions of various other types.
Exx. I swear .......... Q}Q<>~=j?\nn ...... Q}S:-~::=:t~>0~
iw ir PI t!Jnwy ..... iw n(y)-st ;,nr wr m mIt rwdt as for the two obelisks ...... .
they consist of one block of hard red granite. 3
As the Prince endures, Q~-A-~~it<:>tO~~!Jf~ ;,w n tH r nsw f.t.r pri
I did not swerve from the king on the battlefield.'
As Re c [lives for] me and loves me ...... Q~A}.J)~~r~lWl~£;;3:,! iw wtil
(zm·i f.t.r mtnpn My Majesty will proceed upon this road. 5
In the last of these sentences the construction is not the iw sdmi form of
§ 462,8 since that construction does not serve to express single acts as here.

Sometimes iw is employed to bring out a strong contrast. This use has
been illustrated in the case of the sentence with adverbial predicate (§ 11 7. ]), in
the pseudo-verbal construction (§ 323, end) and before nn wn • there was not'
(§ 394). It is found also with the sdmf form.
Exx. A herb .... ="6':::r~rg~Ll~~1""IQ~:::!.{g~~~ rd's (zr bt·s mi
!pdt, iw ir·s (zrt m;, ssn which grows on its belly like the /fldt, while it flowers (lit.
makes flower) like the lotus. 7
His Majesty caused the garments for the procession ..... to be made large
garments, Q}~ ;'"7"1~ l?!'ST~ iw wn'sn m (tbsw ndsw whereas they had
(before) been small garments. 8 It is uncertain whether wn'sn here is sdmf or
sdm·nf; see § 413.
I have not boasted .... saying :::~.! ~~~}-'-4Q>..t}~!!l ir'n'i on, iw n ir sw
(zm·i I have done a matter, whereas My Majesty had not done it. 9
Like the last example under I above, the first two quoted here are not to be
classified under the heading of the iw 14mf form.
2.

7 Eb. 51, 16. Sim.
Turin 1447, 5 and
possibly Pro 2. I.

8 Eleph. 25. Sim.
Rec. 29. 165, 13.

• Urk. iv. 751. Sim.
with It 'l{)' after Iw,
L. D.ii. IU,l; 1I3,b.
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§ 468,3

3. As a rule iw cannot precede the independent pronouns. There are,
however, a few exceptions in statements showing some detachment or emphasis.
Exx. q}~.£..a..~it!~~~ iw g1't ink i1' tp md~w rwdt moreover, it was
I who acted as head of the hewers of sandstone.!
q}.g.itHqq,-~~~~~ iw ink ~s)' n ijt~1' mfk(/)t, indeed, I was the
favourite of Hathor of the turquoise. 2

=

4. The rule that iw must not be employed after :::: nn ' not' and
nty
'who' (§ 107, 2) breaks down in Late Egyptian. A few examples are found
within the period covered by this book.
Exx. ~ -::::: q} it<=> II ~ mt nn iW'i r W./~· t behold, I will not leave thee
(f.).3 Dyn. XVIII, in colloquial conversation.
Every steward, scribe or priest ::q~c:>~~~~~! it-.[£,ntyiwf l' 1'ditPlwt·i
n 1l1'}'-~b(t) who shall give my offerings to the lector-priest.' Reign of Amenophis III.

I

Munich 4; 7.

I

Sinai

8

Paheri j.

181, II.

• Tarkhan i, 79, 47.

s.

In course of time, as noted § I 17, OBS., iw developed from a colourless
verb indicating independence into a mere particle expressing dependence. The use
above under 2 illustrates a stage along this road. Another M. E. example marks
a further advance in the same direction.
Ex. 'T=~~y-~itq1\q~4::Sf-A~¥Sf-!~ ~1'-ntt nfr ib n Ink im iw sdm·nl r.
w.s.nb (r. w.s.) because the heart of this servant is happy when he has heard that (my)
master is living, prospering and in health. 4& Other exx. of this formula omit iW. 4b
6. In conclusion, we must mention the very rare writing of iw simply as q.
Ex. t;~~~A-q ft ~~ 1.7. i(w) di'n ~mf in·t(w) n'(i) iWI m wldt His Majesty
caused a bull to be brought to me as raw meat. 6
OBS. For lw before an adjectival predicate followed by pronominal subject see
above § 142 and the second example above under I (lw ny-st).

THE AUXILIARY

~

--

WNN

§ 469. In many parts of this book we have insisted that the verb ~= wnn
'exist', so far as it is employed as a purely grammatical element, supplies the
missing parts of iw 'is', 'are'; see §§ 118, 2; 142; 150; 157, I, etc. In dealing
with the pseudo-verbal construction it was shown that the forms ~=-~..c~
wnnf ~1' jdm and ~=~4} wnnf sdmw find a rational explanation if
regarded as expressing the future of Q}-r.tl~ iwf ~1' sdm and of Q}--4}
iwf sdmw respectively, and cases were quoted where, upon similar lines, com
pound verb-forms were formed with the old perfective (§ 326), infinitive (§ 326),
and participles (§ 396,2) of wnn; a particularly curious compound is &=--<=».tl~
wnnf r sdm 'he will be going to hear', expressing the future of q}--<=>4
iwl r stim, itself of future meaning (§ 332). In the next sections we deal with
cases which for various reasons could not be dealt with at an earlier stage.
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4.

4b

P.Kah. 36, 54-5.
P. Kah. 28, 21 j

29, 12.

G JiZ.

4S, PI. 8,

A.
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§ 470. ~,.i -- wn.inof in the pseudo-verbal construction.-The
srim,znf form was seen in § 429, I to be common in past narrative; ~ J..-- &7~
wn,znf tzr srim 1and ~,.l--4'7~} wn·znf srimw emerge at an early date as explicit
past narrative forms of zwf tzr srim and zwf srimw respectively.
Exx. ~,.lllM~:it,.:r-=-~QQ":'::~}~~~ wn'zn slfty pn tzr rmyt rlW wrt
then this peasant proceeded to weep very greatly.2
±J..11t?~~= 7-- wn·zn·z [tr Ifnt m-bJ[tf then I showed bravery before
3
him.
Li t. then I was on being brave.
~~~~}......JJ~=:.;rgr\\ wn·zn·tw [tr zwd m nbw [tr sn-nw'sy one (i. e.
Pharaoh) proceeded to reward me with gold yet again. 4
~,.l ?-~ r~--LljfE= wn"zn ib n [tmf lfb thereupon the heart of His Majesty
was refreshed. (;
With the 1st pers. sing. of the old perfective the presence of the suffix after
wn'zn is not absolutely essential.
Ex. ~~-~~=-}~~'=""~ ~~~~-- wn'zn pt!J'kwf [tr.1I m-bJ[t-r [tmf then
I lay prostrate upon the ground before His Majesty.6

r

In O.K., Urk. i.
I27, 7 j I39,9·
1

2 Peas. B J, 24.
Sim. ib. 42; Urk. iv.

4, I3· I5 j 5, 7; 659, 9·
S Urk. iv. 8.
Sim.
in. 659, I4; Pro 2,
5-6, quo § 300; Westc.
10,3·

• Urk. iv. 5. Sim.
ib. 7, 12; Peas. B I,
84; Hamm. I9, II.
G Westc. 6, J. Sim.
ib. 8, 21; Peas. B 2,
II7. Withsuffixsubj.,
T. Carn. 7; Urk. iv.
685, 12.

6

Urk. iv. 897.

±

OBS. Compare with the above the use of w1z'i1z before adj. pred. (§ 142); wll·in:!
before a clause of circumstance, see § 215, end; mk .Stjm for !;r Srim, see § 234, OBS.

§ 471. ~.!.-. wn·l].r·f and ~.!.-- wnn·lJr·f in the pseudo-verbal

7

P. Kak. 7, 40.

I

Nu 72, 14.

9 Urk. iv. 3.
Sim.
ib. 3, 8.

10 Urk. iv. 1073.
Sim. ib. 1075, 4; E/!.

2,4-5'

construction.-For the distinction between the two forms see § 430.
I. I n reference to future time.
In £njunct£ons and statements of result.
Exx. ~~~~=--~=Ll.Jtr= wn·lfr·t(w) [tr ntsf m mw lfb it (the bull)
shall be sprinkled (lit. one shall sprinkle it) with cold water.7 Single action.
~.!.-- i1 ~g~~:::~~ wlln·!Jrf WJri mz wnnf tp tl he shall be flourishing as
he was upon earth. 8 Continued state.
2. In past narrative (Dyn. XVIII); rare.
Exx. ~!J~~r.-1 ~~~ Qlllf U~::ll11t wn·!Jr·z [tr sms tty (r.w.s.) [tr rdwy-i
I accompanied the sovereign (1. p. h.) on my feet. 9
~.!.n~"~~~Q~.!.~Ll~ Ii l'}1t! wn·lfr [tswH mn·ti m-[tr-tb Iflw tzrw (read
[twrw) my praises were established in the midst of (both) tall and short.10
~,.i&1~--

wn.in sdmof.-In agreement with the now familiar
principle, this rare form provides a past tense of zw srfml (§ 462). Hence we are
not surprised to find a passage where it describes a past habit:
§ 472.

11

12

Pro

2,

7.

Peas. Bt. 35.

The children of the vizier read his advice and found it good, ~lJ:t
r~t:I~r'ifr:7',~ wn'zn rtzr·sn [tms·sn If/t, so they proceeded to live (lit. stand up
and sit down) accordingly.u
In another passage it refers to a condition resulting from a certain action.
~,.l
~.-1:: J T--~= wn'zn Ifnn sdbf[tr mw thereupon its fringe came to be
resting on the water.12 For the unexpected gemination cf. gmm·tw·s, p. 385, n. 6.

=
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§ 473

§ 473. ~.l-.t7~- wn·in·f sdm.fand~!.-.e~-- wnn·IJ.r·f sdm·f.
Two rare developments of iwi srjmi (§ 463).
Exx. ~Q -~~ m~j~"i ~'" ~--;-n~ wn·in I}mi hJbi n·i lJr Jwt-r thereupon
His Majesty kept sending to me with presents. 1 Past custom.
~!.::)::++-~-.S;:~- wnn·lJr irrw ni nn rlfi prri he for whom
this is done shall come in and go forth. la Future habt't.

§ 474. Other forms from wnn before sdm·f.-I. Strange cases are
Q<::>m~&='7~~ojn'::~:f:? ir grt wnn rl}r pI I}sb I I " if the eleven
workmen are waiting here. 2
Q<::>~~~QQ~'0f-.!.lf;: ir wnn rjdy rl}r(w) n IJpr Ip II if shall be enduring
the period of existence upon earth.2a
In both exx. ir wnn stands for *ir iw (§ I so). In the second ex. rjdy looks
more like an old perfective than a srjmi form. But if so (cf. § 323 for the basic
construction), the nominal subject will have been postponed as is regularly done
after the negative verbs tm and imi (§ 343).
2. Closely analogous to wn·illf srjmi (§ 473) is another form narratt'ng a
past contt'nuous action.
Ex. ~j):Jjtl\,:f,!J wn·i wld·i I}mwt I}r1s I kept on addressing the
workmen concerning it.S For wn·i possibly wn·n·i (§ 413) should be understood.
3. The construction iw simi (§ 462) with the meaning of a relative clause:
Q~,.~itQ~D)47 4>-it iwn·i is pw wnt ir·i what I used to do was my
(real) nature. 4 Wnt is perf. participle and pasl hab£t is expressed.
OBS. The above example seems unique in Middle Egyptian, but analogous con
structions are found far earlier; thus wnt·k ir·k ' that which thou wast wont to do ' I)
must be regarded as relative form of lw·k lr·k (§ 463) and wnw ir·sn ' who are wont
to do' 6 as plural participle of iw ir·sn (§ 462).

§ 475. Wnn as auxiliary before fhe sdm.n.f form.-Here we can
only quote ~Si.Jl:: wn pl}·nf,T the perfect. participle from iw pl}'nf; ~ee § 396, 3.
THE AUXILIARY

1 Sin. B 174-5.
Sim. Brit. Mus. 574,

3-+
1&

Nu 137A, 35.

I

P. Kak. 31,2.

2&

If(ll'8",);a6,

left,

7·

• Sinai 90, 8; sim.

i6. 90, 13. Also in
Old Eg., Urk. i. 59,

16.

4

Urk. iv. 973,

1+

• Pyr. 623. c. Sim.
wn(w·l) fjd.(I), Urk.
i. 57. 15.
• U,k. i. 50, 30

, n. To S. iii. 26.

'-=:t rQr

§ 476. The finite verb-forms compounded with

,:1 rl}r

stand up ', 8 'arise'
occur only in main clauses, and always carry the action which is being described
one step further on. Originally, no doubt, the subject of rl}r was the same as
that of the following verb, the form
rl}r'n sim'n/-to quote only the
commonest construction-thus meaning' he rose up and heard' (see below § 488
for two verbs with one subject). But in further developments this original
meaning seems to have become obscured; the passive t::.t7~- r/}r'n i4m/. for
example, can barely have been understood as 'he rose up and was heard '. The
verb ,:1 becomes, in fact, less and less literally significant. This may well be
the reason that, as auxiliary, it very often lacks its determinative .11.
r

t::4::
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§ 477. Compounds with ¥:t in the sdm.f form.-F our very rare
constructions fall under this head. The context in each case describes an event
which will follow as the result of some precedent condition.
1. ¥'".t 4?~ -=- r~r stimf.
Vaguely present time.
Ex. Such and such medicaments are to be taken ,. Y...t.l
1!7<:>~-=-~"=--WlC7
rllf
~{Co I I
wsf tid/t nbt then he passes all worms. 1 Lit. (he) arises and he urinates.
2. ¥:t4-=- r~r stimj with the passive stim/.
Our example refers to
a contingency that may arise in the future.
Ex. As for every commander .... who shall beseech the king to pardon him,
¥:t:::::~~I~~:7;~~t~I':'<:>1~~':'$~C7~J~ r~r rdi rmttf !ft".f l~tf r
~tp-1ttr it·i Mn nb Gbtyw his people, his property and his fields shall be given
for the offerings of my father ~Iin. lord of Coptus. 2
3. '~d7~..!.-=- r~r stim'brj with the verb-form of § 430.
Ex. ---Ll~~..!.r:: r~r dd'!fr'sJl nj then they shall say to him.2a
4. ¥'".t r~r+subject+old perfective. Vaguely present time.
Ex. Such and such treatment is given to remove a swelling, ¥'".trllJ~.f).~~~~
r~r·s hrty ~r-r then it goes down immediately.3
IW

7-8.

I

Eb.

2

Kopt. 8, 9-10.

23

20,

Coffins, B7C,3.

s Eb. 5t, tS =
Hearst 3, 6.

4

Br. Mus. 614, 6.

Sim. Sin. R 51. 58.
:;9· 67 j Ptas. R 4· 49 ;
B I, 9.22 j Sh. S'45.
56. 83.86. 161. 166;
DR. i. 25.79; Louvre
C 12, passim; Urk.
iv. 140. 3; 185. 10 j
654, 13; 894, 3· 5·
~ Hamm. II4. 14.
Sim. ib. 199, 7. 8.
6 Sh. S. 149.
, Sebekkhu 14. Sim.
Urk. iv. 657. 16.

J 0

•

§ 478. t~.t1~:: rlr·n sdm.n.f.-A very common narrative tense, used in
some texts only to introduce incidents of outstanding interest, but occurring in
other texts (e.g. the story of the Shipwrecked Sailor) wi th almost painful monotony.
Exx.
r~r·n rdi·nj n' (i) nn thereupon he gave me this.4 With
a transitive verb; lit. (he) arose and he gave.
X~!~ r~r'n P~"lZ'(i) Wlti-wr then I reached the Red Sea. s With
a transitive verb.
t~rJ~~::~~~ r~r'n sbhlf im·i then he laughed at me. 6 With an
intransitive verb.
r~'!"i':=;--- r~r'n spd·n·i r-gsf then I showed keenness in his presence. 7
With an adjective-verb.
\Vith verbs of motion r~r'nf + old perfective (§ 482, 2) is preferred, and that
construction is also rather more usual with intransitives. With both transitives
and intransitives r~r'nf ~r stim (§ 482, I) is a rarer and possibly later equivalent
of r~r'n stim·nf. The ordinary passive of rftr·n stim·nf is r~r'n + passive Stimf
(§ 481), but apparently only when the subject is nominal; when it is pronominal
r~r'nf+old perfective (§ 482,2) seems to have been employed.

¥=:::::.. . . . rl---Ll'=:o
.=:

t::--4::

§ 479.
rlr·n.i sgm.n.i.-The same construction with the
subject in anticipatory emphasis. Very uncommon.
Pro 2. 7-8. Sim.
Westc. 5. 15-6; 1 I,
8

Ex. t~L:"~(~7J=~I~:: rtzr·n ~m n n-sw-bit Qwny ",nl,·nf then the
Majesty of king I:Iuni died. s

18.
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§ 480

§ 480. t::41~- rlJr.n sdm.f.-A few instances of this construction may
be quoted; the sense differs in no way from that of rtzr·n sim·nf.
Ex. ¥~~--}it~7- rtzr'n rdifwi m rfthen he placed me in his mouth. 1
The continuation of this passage shows two more simi forms parallel to
rdif here. These make it difficult to assume a corruption from rdi·ni, as one
would otherwise be inclined to do.
§ 481. The passive sdm.f form after ¥~ rlJr.n.-The passive simf
placed after rtzr'n provides the ordinary passive of rtzr·n sim·nf. Examples are
fairly common, but mostly with nomt'nal subject or impersonally.
Exx. ¥~d:~~~-lJj~ rtzr·n ml nl n kIt then these works were inspected.1I
~'~~}"""'~J~~ r{zr'n frw n{zbt·s then its neck was cut. S
~t:~i~Mr ]t~~~~~I~I~ rtzr·n Iid·s in tzlW !zr sntt·s thereupon it was
(re)built and more added to its ground-plan. sa Exceptionally with suffix-pronoun.
¥~::''"J.l::'~11 rtzr'n rdi rtzr tlj Iillf/W

2 then

two boats were caused to

wait upon him}

Lit. (it) was caused that, etc.
¥~.Q.. }gq ~,71 r{zr'n irw ml idt then it was done according to what had
been said 6 Impersonal.

I SIz. S. 76-7 j sim.
Westc. 12,9' In Peas.
B I, 186-7 emend (Ig·
n·sn, cf. R 72 j B I,
23 is likewise corrupt.

I Louvre C 13, 16.
Sim. ib. ell, 3. 4;
Pr. 2, 8-9; P. Kalz.
13. 23; Westc. 7, 9.
14 j Urk. iv. 655. 15 ;
659. I,
S Hamm. 110, 6.
Sim. ib. 19, 10•

•• A'z, 34,Pl. 2,8-9'
• West,. 8,

4.

• Brusselu 50. Sim.
Wutc. 5,13.

¥::;:-

§ 482. The pseudo-verbal construction with
rlJr.n.f.-I. The
construction with {zr + infinitive is uncommon, since rtzr·n sim·nj (§ 478) covers
the same ground.
Exx. ¥~itrq~=~-Ih,f,~~~~": r{zr·n·i {zr lis n mfr nty m dpt tn
then I called to the travellers who were in this ship.6
¥::;:.;t.r~}~it=~ r{zr·n·tw tzr lw·l m nbw then I was rewarded (lit. one
rewarded me) with gold."
For some curious instances where the particle mk appears to be substituted
for {zr see § 234, OBS.

¥::;:-

8 SIz. S. 170. Sim.
AZ. 58, 17.; Urk. iv.

2. U.
1

Urk. iv. 7.

The form
r{zr·nf+ old perfective is usual with verbs of moHon.
• Louvre C u. Sim.
Exx. ¥::;:it5.f'~"£}l::- r{zr·n·i !m'kw {znrfthen I went with him.s
SIz. S. 155; BH. i. 8,
14 j Hamm. 114, 10;
¥~.J.\~-}!~Jl~~ rtzr'll tzmj wql m {ztp then His Majesty proceeded in Westc. 13, 25-6.
peace 9
• BII. i. 8, 10.
•
Sim. Sk. S. 129-30;
1S4-5j Louvre C 12,
It is also fairly common with intransitt"ves.
Exx. ~t::.l.~}t!J r{zr·n·sn hrw !zr·s then they were satisfied with it.lO
I~~ Siul I, 27 6. :182.
!I~i~-=-=~~
h
r.r.
l.
th
I
d
'
d
Sim. Slz. S. 13 1 ;
Y_,I. 0 =11 1r"n'PJ<::::> r. r'1l LiLrprw wrw (fpr
en great nun atlOns occurre .u Weslc. 6, 3.
¥~}OX}'j'~q~~-=-~~ rtzr·n·tw {zrw im wr r !Jt nbt then one rejoiced S:~.B~.~. 837~8;
U,.k. v. 53, 7·
thereat more than anything. 12
I. Louvre C J 2.
An example occurs where a participle + dep. pron. 3rd f. sing. is substituted
for the old perfective, after the manner described in § 374, end.
2.
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t::r r'="l\~~)=lr 1=~O}~7 r!tr'n Skmm or s(y) !tnr Rtnw llsl
1

SebekkllU

then

Sekmem fell (i. e. was defeated) together with vile Retjnu.
A few cases of Iranstiive verbs also occur, but only with pronominal subject.
These have, of course, passive meaning; with nominal subject the passive r!tr./t
simi (§ 48 I) seems to be preferred.
Ex. y_m:----Ll
1l......JJ..t.<:>'C7~..t.-=-= q nv-, ~=_..:;:..~= rhr·n·i rdi-kwi r iw in WJW Jl
Jt1![
l,...,..........oL~.1f_.
ij[<:;>
•
WJ(j-wr then I was cast upon an island by a wave of the sea. 2
In the second half of the story of the Shipwrecked Sailor the suffix of 1st
pers. sing. is omitted after r!tr·n. This seems a quite legitimate construction,
a parallel to it occurring after 'llm·in (§ 470, end).
Exx. '~~)1=} Ji~:;:: ~ r!tr'n r*·kwi !tr'IIy then I entered in before the
Sovereign. 3
t:~.!=} Ji-=- ~~ r!tr'n in'kwi r iw pn then I was brought to this island. 4
3· With r + infinitive, only in the sentence t:::I::~\~<=> ~ ill ~ r!tr'n rf
.[J(twty r psg-·s then Thoth proceeded to (?) spit on it.4&
1

2.

:II:

2 Sil. S.

39-,P. Sim.
Urk. iv. 3, 3. 9; 3rd
pers. sing., P. Mook 2,
4 = A"Z. 63, 106; 3rd
pers. plnr., BUDGE, p.
75, 5-6. See too be
low, last ex.
S Sil. S. 174. Sim.
ib. 157. 169.
4 Sil. S. log. SHn.
ib. 177.

.& V,k. v. 35. 12.
Tbe best MSS. have,.
others fir.

6

See A'Z. 27. 34-6.

e Wes!e. 6, 4.

7 Weste. 6, 14. Sim.
Vrk. iv. 895, 4.

8

Sin. B 127.

9 PI". 2.4.

10 So too P. Kah.
36• 13; Vrk. iv. 247,
7. With !Jpr, Eb. 106,
5; 108, 19; with rdl,
Vrk. v. 174, 5; with
11", Ikhern. 9.
11 Adm. n, 13.

11

MOLL. HL. i.

20,

8.

Sin. B 248.
Sin. R 15; Peas.
B 171.
It
14

OTHER AUXILIARY VERBS
§ 483. 1. A construction similar to r!tr'n sim'nl (§ 478) is found exceptionally
with the verbs ii 'come', pn 'come forth', stir' spend all night', and tir 'end '.5
Exx. ~~~I~~r"t~~~r~:::A, ii'n (tti'n's P'Y's rmn forthwith (lit. came
and) she spoilt her side (by ceasing to row).6
;::l: ":J~='::l~J'VJi~~\ pr·n f*J·Jtf llry-!zb(t) (try-tp afterwards (lit.
went out and) he rewarded the chief lector. 7
r.!~J'::9~Ll~r~i':=:v--Ji stir'1t *Js'n'i ptit·i at night-time (lit. spent the night
and) I strung my bow. s
!/!-'::l=-r~ tir'n tid'nl n'sn in the end (lit. ended and) he said to them. 9
All these verbs except ii show a further analogy with r(tr in that their subject
may be qualified by the old perfective; cf. tir·inf (tms(w) 'at last he sat down', lit.
'he ended being seated' (§ 316) with the construction r/.tr·njstimw of§482, 2.

2. The verb iw 'come' appears to be used rather similarly with various
parts of the suffix conjugation, particularly in conjunction with the verb i1ti
'bring '.10 The least obscure examples are:
~.A=-LlJX<:>t1=~~fr~<:>~ ~I iw inn! #(tw (tr tiW he shall come and bring
coolness upon the heatY 'Inn/, imperfective stimf.
~.A;:~~~l\n+=7 iw in rift iry m snn the amount thereof shall be
brought in copy.III 'In is probably passive stimf.
Q<:> .Il ~ ~ ~ =~ i' iw iw ii! n·i one came and called me. I3 See § 466.
In these examples and in others with it 14 the action of ' coming' is probably
meant literally, but the close association with a following verb reduces its force
almost to that of an auxiliary verb.
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§ 484. The auxiliary a}t~ P/(w?) 'have done in the past'.I-Various
forms of this not improbably}ae inf. verb, which is closely related to the noun
}tG PIt' antiquity ',la are used with a following infinitive to express past action.
Exx. -'-a~~r~~~o~::::~~~~r n PI il)'t mni sP's never has wrongdoing
brought its venture safe to port. 2 Lit. wrong has not done-in-the-past mooring
its action.
-,-;;;~a·:t.!.ru~}~aII:m n sp PI·t(W) irt st r/r hJW n-sw-bit Snfrw,
mlr-!J..rw never had it been done (lit. not occurred that one did the making of it)
since the time of king Snofru, the justified.s
Uo<::>}tQQaa nfr st r Plyt IJpr they were more beautiful than that which
had existed formerly, lit. that which had-done (perf. act. part.) exist.'
s"c

-,-a::gQ:-Sr-},~,a}t~-ir~H:-At n IJpr mitt n blkw prn nb·sn

§ 484
1

See JiZ. 45,73-9.

10 The possibly re
lated intrans. vb. p,
, fly' is :I-lit.

I PI. 93. Sim. ;b.
lIS· 479; S;I# 4, 15·
A question with Igm'
n:f, Mill. 2, 7.

s Sinai 139, 10-1I.
For the 6n-bird in
place of pI see Sign
list. G 41.
• Unto v. 46. Sim.
Urk. iv. 168, II; 584,
17; 618,13.

~st

st never had the like happened to (any) servants whom their masters had
praised. 5 PJ'n is probably the narrative Sdm'nf form, see § 196, 2.
Q} ~~:--;-;.t1~g:~ iw pl·n sr/m mitt we have been used to hear the like. s
'Jw Jr/m:! form, see § 462.
§ 485. The verb
Jri as auxiliary.7-I. Late Egyptian has a repug
nance to verb-forms from stems with more than three radical consonants, as well
as from compound and foreign verbs; such verb-forms it therefore paraphrases
with iri followed by the infinitive; compare in old English' he doth make '.
Rare early examples occur already in Middle Egyptian.
QCf?~:'::~J ~J~ iw ibf irf dbdb his heart thumps. 8
::Qz- .Ilt~·~~ 'T~} i~~~~ ir's is-!u¥ m nbdw-¥d it (the king's uraeus)
works devastation among the perverse-of-disposition. 9
Here belongs the vetitive m ir 'do not' mentioned in § 340, 2.
..0...

For some reason unknown, verbs of motion sometimes are paraphrased
with iri + infinitive.
Ex. :-it5f'~.Il~II:-~Qa~ irt-i 1mt m IJntyt I made a departure south
wards. 10
cbQQ~""""}~-l~~~,",",~ ~py(w) irw prt n ~¥r m-r IJr pf pardoned
ones who had deserted (lit. made a going forth, perf. act. part.) through hunger
from that enemy.ll
An abstract verbal noun (cf. § 77, I) may be employed instead of the infinitive.
Ex. 0 ye who live ...... :-~-rfl~}T~}~~':' irt(y)·sn SWJW ~r wrrl
In and who shall pass (lit. make a passing) by this desert tract.12
2.

3. The construction ..t1~o}::: __ Jim pw ir(w)'nf I it is a hearing which he
did' and its passive .t1~~..o...QQ Jr/m P'll) iry have been dealt with in § 392.
395
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5

BD. i. 25.

6 Sinai 90,
above. n. 3.

III.

11.

See

7 See Verbum ii.
553, a.

• Eb. 43, 9-10.

• Urk. iv. 613. Sim.
Rhind 43, quo § 338,
I (imperative); 46.
50 . 5 1 (fgm·6r.f) ;
Urk. iv. 606. 3, quo
§ 410 (passive igm.f);
ib. 658, 8, quo p. 375,
n. 38 (perf. Jim.f).
10 Sin. B 5-6. Sim.
ib. 19; 188, quo § 338.

11

Urk. iv. 665.

u Siut 3, t.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE SUFFIX CONJUGATION

1 See Verbum, ii.
§§ 183. 373.396••p8.

2

Peas. B I, 276.

S

Th. T. S. ii.

11.

6 Rhind 62. Sim.
Eb. 75,13-14.

ti

Urk. iv. 4.

7

Sin. R

24.

8 Eb. 61, 7. Sim.
ib. 39, 15; Urk. iv.

r05, 9.
u JfZ. 57, 6*; sim.
perhaps Peas. B I,
296. So too after "ty,
I

§§ 20!. 402.
10 Sh. S. 54.
Sim.
after r, Eb. 9 2 , 13;
97,17; after Ir 'if',
Pt. 482; P. Kah. 6,
22. So too with the
/gmt:! form, § 402.

11

P. Kah.

12

Pro 1,6.

I,

8.

§ 486. Omission of the subject.l-The subject of the verb-forms of the
suffix conjugation is sometimes omitted.
Exx. ;;:;.Ll~ r~~)i--;-nQ~ pr is m llt·i n ( iry it came forth from my body
because of the condition thereof. s The peasant is referring to his grievance,
which he is unable to contain.
::'-II=}~'-IImQ=} dr t.w, dr mst t.w damn thee, and damn her that bore
thee! S Dr t.w stands for dr t.w nt.r 'may god destroy thee' or the like.
::Q-1l~tmr('~~,~ rdHn S{I·tw msw nsw they caused the king's children to
be brought. 4
~-=-!.~IIH /Jpr·/Jr m 4 it will become 4, i. e. the result will be 4. 5
In these instances the omission is due either to the subject being too clear
to need expression, or else to its being vague and a matter of indifference.
The normal way of evading the expression of the semantic subject is, of
course, to use the passive voice, which is, indeed, a device serving that very
purpose. But the passive may itself be impersonal, and in this case it is the
expression of the direct semantic object, if any, which is evaded.
Exx. rgQ}~-toj smiw n wl,tmw nsw it was reported to the king's herald. 6
-~ r~:::;-~I~~ nis·n·tw n w( im a summons was made (lit. one called) to
one of them. 7
Examples with the simf passive are specially common, see § 422. When
·tw is used we prefer, as a rule, to describe the verb-form as an active having for
its subject the indefinite pronoun (§ 410, end).
A similar omission of the subject is found in subordinate clauses.
Exx. '::~IiJ~.Ll~!~ nn rdit hll,tr /Jt without letting it fall on the fire. s
Hi is for hi·S.
~ ....... ;: 1;t 1l r/J·t(w) a thing which is not known. 9
::-)i-=-;-; -~~~~t)i rdi·n·i r II n wr l.zr (wy·i I left (lit. placed) upon
the ground because (it) was (too) much upon my hands. 10 This means: because
I had too much to carry.
In these cases it is a suffix-pronoun which is omitted, and the noun to which
the suffix would have referred has sometimes been expressed in the main clause.
We might expect a similar omission of the suffixes in main clauses where the
subject is in anticipatory emphasis (§ 148, I), but in point of fact such a construction
is very rare.
Exx. ~-L~.~. ::~~[~ ns n l.zmf rtl.z St the tongue of His Majesty restrains
Nubia.H Rtl.z is possibly for rtl.zf
Q} m~~~Q=':!~ iw 1zh n ktt Un wr a little of a small thing replaces
much. 1s 'Idn is for idnf, see § 463.
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It is perhaps in this way that we ought to explain

~

§ 486

dd as a substitute for

(/d:f' he says', 'he said'; see above § 450, I.
Occasionally the subject which is omitted after a form of the suffix conjuga
tion is subsequently indicated in a round-about way.
Exx. :::~r~"'7':::QV~}~<:::7 nn rdit (/1 II r's in rwdw nb without
allowing it to be interfered with by any controller. 1 Lit. without letting cross
land to it by any controller; (/1 II r is an idiomatic phrase, and the subject is
postponed in order not to separate til from its object II.

.Ao. :::U}.ilQ~

n ir'n Ibw im none of them (the offerings) suffered delay.1I
Lit. not made delay (any) thereof; 1m is partitive in meaning and equivalent to
wr lm·sn.
OBS. 1. The words lJpr, lJpr'n, 'it happened that ••.• ' are not here taken as
impersonal verb-forms, since it seemed preferable to regard the following clause
as a noun clause serving as subject; see above § 188, 1.
OBS. 2. In certain cases where Irlm·n occurs, particularly after the negative
word .Ao. n, it has been explained as a special participial 8 or finite' form, the more
plausibly since :7: 5 or 7 n)' 8 is occasionally written instead of simple - n. An
alternative view consists in regarding this 11 or n)' as a rare suffix-pronoun of
3rd pers. plur. or dual, see § 34, OBS. 3. The probable explanation in most cases,
however, is that Irlm'n or #m'n)' simply represents the Irlm·n'.! form with omission
of the subject.T Ex• .!1~~~rt,~,?i0.Ao.:;;:~:- lJnmsw nw min, n mr'n), (for
mr.n·sn) • the friends of to-day, (they) do not love '.8 It would almost look as though
the origin of i(!m·n:/from perf. pass. part. + preposition n were here remembered, since
for this preposition without noun or suffix the adverb :- (§ 205, 1) might naturally be
substituted, and the rare spellings 7,
correspond closely to
Q~ (§ 113, 2).

§ 487. Omission of both subject and formative element.-Such
omissions occur in passages where there is a sequence of parallel verbs, and
where consequently subject and formative element are alike superfluous.
Exx. t:~:::;~m~~-c:>Q~~t;~.....o=;'i1J~-~j1<>:;- r/Y'n rJg'nj
rlf nb im's, n!Jm rlWf, sr~ r tillt(?)f then he belaboured all his limbs with it, took
away his asses, and drove (them) into his estate. S Understand nlz.m·nf, sr~·nf.
@ O~V

c::-rr 00~V
0 " "'<t:..Vo 0 c:::='i:;J:00~V 0 "Q.J<::>t1 0 = 0
1<>"~~<>,, 1 1 \_ 1 <=>JI.~~
1=0 1

0 o~" "'<t:..Vo 0
I 1 II

I I

_

Th. T. S. iii. 26.

2

Drk. iv. 98, 10.

Az. 46,

104
Stud. ch.
16. The passive exx.
are extremely dubious.
6 Louvre C 14, 12,
quo § 255, end; Pt.
482 (L I).
• Leb. 104; Sh. S.
13 1 •
'1 With simple n,
Pt. 482.514; Eb. 19.
18. Mh.n in lTrk. iv.
..p 6, 3' and slpJ.n, ib.
374, 14 seem from ib.
362, 14 to be Igm.nf,
though the reason for
the employment of
this form is obscure.
e Leb. 104. Sim.
8

• GUNN,

em. 8"" 3.

r:,

17.

<>~<>"~_~<>,,

1

1 1

till

lJr'lw wrlplwf m mrlz.t rmw 3-nw n !trw, wrlz. m mrlz.t db J-nw !trw, wrlz. m ibr
4-nw !trw it shall be anointed with fish-oil on the second day, anointed with
hippopotamus-oil on the third day, and anointed with lbr on the fourth day.ll
Wrlz. must twice be understood as lJr·/w wrlz.·twf.
So too in a sequence of simple J4mf forms, the later members are apt to be
docked of their suffix subjects. llI Cases where the first of a series of parallel
verbs seems to lack the suffix and formative are better explained otherwise. IS
397
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• Peas. B I, 23-4
(r,g-n:femeDded from
R 72). Sim. Werle.
6, 10; DB. i. 8,20;
25, 32-3; Berl. )/1.
i. p. 258, 15; Cairo
20538, ii. , 5.
n Rb. 86, 19-20 =
Ifearst 2, 3.

12

En. Peas. B r,
; Leb.72-3.

II 2-3

II For Urk. iv. 54,
15; 59,13 see p. 240,
D.8b.
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§ 488

1 Cairo 20046. Sim.
lJa",,,,. 48, J 5.

TR. a, 25.

I

LAC.

3

Ptar. B

1,251-2.

§ 488. Several verb-forms before a single sUbject.-Examples are
not rare.
':-::n=+lor! ~,. ~l} m1"1" !zss sw -ffnty(w)-imntyw Khont-amentyu (the
god of Abydus) shall love and favour him.l
q<=>t1~lo~~q~.Il-Qqoq.llc=~=~.A~~lo~:it~~ 11" {tm wdf 11~

1ttiti

dmrj n Sp pn llrdw! but if there delay, lag, or be impeded the joining to this
5ep of his children. 2
~ r~.J- loj";~~~ 11, h/fs, 11, 'lvbn mlrt justice is not scanty nor (yet) in
3
excess.
50 too in the construction r(tr·n s4m'1z! (§ 478) and in that of § 483, I.

.J-

VOCABULARY
~~c::::::J~ ils call, n a person.
~ =~ rtj perceive.

ill

-f\ ~ -f\ ~!!.n gw/w/

constrict,
put rope round neck of.

g[ Jf,
0

.}t~!i w{t/ pull up (corn); hew
(stones).

JJ 0,
TI

:it

I I I

}:.;J~ wsd address, question.

~.}

.}~l..1l wtlJ flee.

0\\

"=;;)

to~ n4 ask, inquire; nri IJrt inquire
after health of, greet.

lwnty-Sty Nubian foreigner
(lit. bowman).1
ist crew.

IF r1"rwt gate.

mill
controller; in title mty 1t SI
',I'
controller of a phyle ($I) of
priests (see p. 99, n. I and
Exerc. XXIII, (a».

l'j}!i {tU or {twi strike, smite.

~.}~ nhw loss.

~ -: ~ 1J1zti sail southward, up

-; -:fo nlJnt youth, childhood.

stream.

-

~ ~ llni row, trans. and intr.;
convey by water.

<=>. }

~ rwd stairway.

~ ~~ var. ~ ~ IJrwenemy.
<=>.It
<=>

rl'}~~ s{twy collect.

~~c;;>'l?

rLl~l\-D slp{t plaster, caus. of /fll;

<=>1

clay, mud.

r~< s~1" smite.

Jf, l1lk-lb rebel.

1m. :it~ llryw inhabitants, people.
1 1

~ gs side, half; L..lJr~ di{t1"gsplace
on one side, dispose of, kill.

1 The derivation of 'Iwn/y from I_I' bow' seems probable, although the sign for ,__ is never accompanied by a
bow as determinative. However, this derivation is not accepted Griff. Stud. 365.
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Exerc. XXXII

E X ERe I S E XXXII
(a) Reading lesson: from the autobiography of the sailor A!zmose, carved
the wall of his tomb at El-Kdb / early Dyn. X VIII: 1
t:~.!. TZl ~ .Jl}
'" n---lI ~ ~ <=>"--

r!zr·n IJr pf iw,
Tti-fn rnf,

-~~

0'1--.

-X'~::"--::~~~}?~l

s!zwy·nf nf /JJkw-lb.

+n_o1__
1 '90\..~,,=
_'I

wn'in !zmf !zr smJj,

1~\..-lI

~7~~=;'o~
Il---D<=>-..t. ~ go-+@ n
Y_---D ittll1!rIII~""",oolllll=o 1'1

+

istf m tmt (§ 397) fJpr.
r!zr·n rdi n·i tp J J[tt Sfd J m nEwt·l.
wn·in·i !zr !J.nl n-sw-bit l}sr-kJ-Rr mJr-lJrw,

n_..t.'9~-\..-lI~(0VU)=
__ 'I
1["1'0
,0,0

.-.0

4}"--=rWl-:44~-=-~~

iwf m IJntyl (§ 331) r K(J)s

oVI.. -

fJVI.. <::::>
0
-=-1' Jr'~Q~Jr' 1 1 ILJ@

r swslJ tJSzV K mi.

+ n_o1"--190I' cd'
.Ll ~Ir"=="~ D
tJ
~"'''-

__ 'I

wn·iJz [tmf /tr s~r 1W1Zty-Sty pf
m-/tr-ib msrj,

1

c>

=

01t

9uf,.1'\>:-,1 1 1

'0' 'l!f - '" "-

,!}=mf\~tll

itzw (§ 314 or § 422) m gwlWJ (§ 274) .

..A--VI..
__
m Jr' ~ I'"'TI

nn nhw'sn (§ 77, I),

}:}1.Jl=L..a44r~

wtlJw m dy (§ 36 I) [tr gs

g4:t--'- tl\
4}(I!:)~i<=>±~

mi nt.yw n IJpr (§ 201).
1st wi m tp n mJr·n.
iw r/tl'n'l r wn mlr ;

;-k:'_~~i

mJ'n /tmf ~nl·i.

4~o}4=~-IjI:7',

1

Urk. iv. 6-7.

'Then that enemy, whose name was T etyCan, came and had collected to
himself the froward-hearted. His Majesty proceeded to slay him, and his crew
were as what has never come into being. Then there were given to me 3 persons,
and 5 arouras of field in my city. 1 proceeded to convey by water king
Djeserkare< (Amenophis 1), the justified, as he was sailing upstream to Cush to
widen the frontiers of Egypt. His Majesty proceeded to capture that Nubian
nomad in the midst of his army. They were brought tightly bound, there was
no loss among (lit. of) them; he who fled being dispatched (lit. being one laid on
one side) like men that have never come into being. Lo, I was at the head
of our army. 1 fought in very truth and His Majesty saw my valour:
399
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(b) Translate:

(I)

~~ m-=:~~IIi

g}Fil~

(2)

tNNM

1Q/1 r-rLl~l~\-Dl}~,~,rh~r<:::>~ ~

~}&-}j~~<:::>jj~~~::fo~~=j

~g~ij~~-~~}~~~}j~::J~~::~~~::~
Jj}~ ~~2~}j~~}7 ~

<:::>1-0

(3) ~-_NMM\~~J

~ ~~ ~ rJ' j3~ ~ ~~~ ~4~~]{&7rJ'3~£&7<:::>~~ = ~ i' ~

Y~~~7~~jK~~}jl=~~~~:J@f& ~ -9---;}3

~!~ ~~::- =~M~j}~~ rj~:J~~1}~ra=~
~~~~~~J

(4)

lt~~'i~~i::++~J=~~j~i

r-s;,Jj<:::>q} ~~r-l}~~i r-}t ~~>~r-::~~~~-9- ~'i
~~~j:Ji~~~
l Q ~L:'::'::'::'j~Jl~ ~ 0
"f_B_ 9- 'IJ~TI 1_

(6)

(5)

~~r~JtL~J:~(r~:::})5~

<:: ><:6: > I--..-...!l

~g.-...!l=U~~
1
~

-i.Jii ==11d>
i/,.,.=..JS.
11:!f
~3<:::> ~ @

~}t~~=~j~rJ-9-~~~~a-~j
3

Proper names.

• Read Iwt.

B

Snofrn, first king of Dyn. IV.

LESSON XXXIII
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SENTENCE

§ 489. Sentences are classified in accordance with the different kinds of
intention which they embody; for every sentence must embody some intention
on the part of the speaker or writer. A roughly adequate classification would
comprise: (I) statements, arising from the desire to give information; (2) questz'ons,
by which information is sought; (3) dest.'res, a class including commands, exhorta
tions, and wishes; (4) exclamatt.'ons, calling attention to some emotional attitude
of the speaker. Three of these types of sentence have been sufficiently, though
not consecutively, dealt with in different parts of this book. The remaining type,
namely questions, will be treated in the present Lesson.
I t must be noted that the form of a sentence does not always reveal the
actual intention of the speaker. As everywhere in language, forms originally
created for one purpose are apt to be used subsequently for some quite different
400
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§ 489

purpose. Thus a statement introduced by mr·i 'I desire' may express a wish
no less effectively than (tl 'would that!' followed by the simi form.l Or again
a q,u.estion ma)' be an effective means of making a negative statement or denial;
such questions we call rhetorical questions.
Ex. ~.Ll~-~.-II=~- fd/f·k, 1l-m [Sf (if) thou sunderest, who shall bind? 2
1. e. none can heal these evils except thee.
In similar fashion a sentence of one type or another may be used as
a subord£nate clause, i. e. may cease to be a complete sentence of itself in order
to function as a noun, an adjective, or an adverb in a larger complex sentence.
A statement used in place of a clause of condition has been quoted in § 423, 2.
Or again, the same sense may be conveyed by a rhetorical question.
Ex. JJ~::~~~~t)~-t!,~~~~~ iniwrf /){Zwtysfnf?ilJir'kiytdoes
Thoth show leniency? Then mayst thou work ill! 3 The sense is: if Thoth is
lenient (which he is not), then thou mayst do evil.
In the two examples quoted above the writer was, of course, well aware
that he was employing the form of a question, though his intention was to make
a strong denial in the first instance, and to convey an if-clause in the second.
Such consct'ous and deliberate transferences of meaning belong more to the
domain of rhetoric than to that of syntax. But there are similar transferences
which are effected by quite unconsct'ous processes, and it is due to this fact
that subordinate clauses exist in Egyptian and elsewhere, these being simply
ordinary statements which, through the natural development of language, have
come to be employed as noun, adjective, or adverb clauses. The whole subject
of subordinate clauses was treated above in Lessons XV, XVI, and XVII.
Just as sentences are thus used to take the place of nouns, adjectives, or
adverbs, so too nouns and adverbs (or adverbial phrases) are sometimes employed
with the meaning of entire sentences. This topic is dealt with below § 506 under
the head of Ellipses.

Ad",. 4,

1

2

2.

Peas. B r, 257.

Sim. ib. 95. 168; also
284, qu. § 148, 3; Sin.
B llS. 133; Leb. 108.
109; Sk. S. 184.

sPea.r.Bl,I49-5°·
Sim. M.u. K. 2, 1.8.

QUESTIONS

§ 490. Various kinds of question.4-A question either demands con
firmation or denial of its whole content, i. e. requires to be answered with' yes'
or 'no'; or else it may indicate by means of an interrogative word or phrase
(e. g. 'who ?', 'by what means? ') the specific detail concerning which information
is desired. We shall call these two kinds of question quesHons for corroboration
and questions/or specificaHon respectively.
Again, questions may be direct or indz'rect. Indirect questions are those
which depend upon some phrase like' I ask' or' tell me'.
Sentences which are questions only in form, but not in meaning, are called
rhetorical questt'ons; see above § 489.
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§ 491

§ 491. A. Questions for corroboration.-I. It may be conjectured that
the earliest interrogation was marked only by the speaker's tone of voice. Middle
Egyptian examples of this are rare:
=~~ mw im is water there? 1

2 Peas. B I, 46-8.
See also ib. '99-200;
after 11Ik, LAC. StJle
jur.19·
S

(IarlJ. 453.

~~-4-~~-df\\~j'!r;:;;~-H=ll 7J::::';:;;'~-j> ~o 1171 sp pw nlfsftw
n J)ftwty-nlft pn ftr nhy It ftsmn ftn, nhy n ftmlt is it a case for one's punishing
this Djel:lUtnakht on account of a little natron and a little salt? 2
'="n~_bn"""'-_nII kt iht irt·n·k n·s what else hast thou done to it? Lit.
C~~~OC7'
another thing that thou hast done to it? S
In the first two examples the Egyptian seems to say' water is there', 'it is
a case'. English indicates the questions by an inversion of words unknown to the
ancient language. Our third example is virtually a question for specification
(§ 490), and is quoted here only to illustrate the absence of any mark of
interrogation; for the elliptical form see below § 506, I.
lot

Elsewhere 4~ is (§ 247) appears to mark the interrogative tone; but since
this particle means little more than' indeed', 'verily', the nature of the sentence
remains outwardly ambiguous, nor are our examples quite certainly questions .
...A-~4 ~~ n ntk is s art thou not a man? 4
-'-~~4~~~~t~v--ffir6~~~ n iw is pw iwsw gSlw is it not wrong,
a balance which tilts? 6
These might conceivably be ironic statements (' thou art not a man, I
suppose " 'it is not wrong, I suppose '); but in Late Egyptian initial is becomes
an interrogative particle,s and examples can be quoted even from Dyn. XVIII.
4~1-'7f'.I.lh~?h is bn sm ssmt m-sl ssmt will not horse go after horse?7
4r~'O':'7"I-:q. is ftlly·n 'It ftmt (?) is our heart of copper? 8
2.

, Leb. 31.

5

Pear. B

I,

95-6.

6 ERM.
Neuiig.
Gramm.' §§ 736-7.
7 Urk. iv. 6:;0 (last
word restored).
8 Pakeri 3.

3. The chief interrogative particle is, however, J... in (§ 227), which stands at
the beginning of the question. Particularly common is the combination J... 4}
in iw; this may be considered as a special interrogative phrase, for it occurs
even in constructions which, if they contained statements instead of questions,
could not employ iw. Special sections must be devoted to in iw and to in alone.
Both after in and after in iw the interrogative meaning may be reinforced by the
enclitic particles:: rJ,
irf (§ 25 2, 3, b), and ':'f tr (§ 25 6 ).
Note that when the answer • yes' is suggested, the negative word -'- n or
::: nn is employed, as in English and in the Latin nonne? When this is absent
either the enquiry is made without prejudice, or else the answer' no' is expected.
Observe, further, that the fact of a sentence being a question exerts no influence
upon its syntax; the ordinary forms of verbal, non-verbal and pseudo-verbal
construction are all employed after in and in iw.

4:::
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§ 492

§ 492. ~~} in iw.-I. In sentences with adverbial pred£cate.
Ex. 4-4.b~--n-f\1\4Q~:i in iW'k m rwJ)' art thou one robbed? 1 Note
the m of predication.
2. In existentt"al sentences.
Ex. ~~~~"=~~:i~~:i~Ii:: in iw wn ky n!Jt rtu 1'f is there (any) other
strong man who could fight against him? 2
3. In sentences with nom£nal pred£cate and -independent pronoun as subject.
Ex. q-q}::~7~ in iw ntt /:tmt art thou a slave-woman? 3
Before the independent pronouns iw is unusual; see, however, § 468, 3.
4. In sentences containing pw with a nominal predz'cate.
Ex. ~~~~~~r't1\~ in iw mJrt pw P1 id is the saying true, lit. truth?4
'Iw is not found in the corresponding type of statement.
5. In verbal sentences with simf or sim·n/.
Exx. ~~~J1~:;~.b~~ ,~, in iw s{rtw n·k skw are troops brought to thee? ~
,.tQ~y~~~'I",...~1i in iw kJ mrfr/:tJ does a bull love combat? 6
,.tq~~~'::'o<=>=t)'it~ in iw li·n·t l' SIt flrd pn hast thou come to kiss this
child? 7
In the instances with simi above it is possible to regard the compound
tense iw simi or iwl simi as the underlying verb-form, since the meaning is
general, see §§ 462.463. An example may be quoted, however, where we should
hardly expect the iw simf form, a particular occasion being referred to.
Q-nt~~~r'i-o.3f!l~J~.~ (~ in iw w1's'n /:tr fit it /:tllr bty shall we spend
the whole day carrying barley and emmer ? 8
6. In the pseudo-verbal construction.
Exx. ~ ~ ~~1\ C( ~ ~c!,~~ in iw PJ pr sspd is the house supplied? 9
,.tQJ,~J~Q in iW'k hr·ti art thou content? 10

l.Q~~l1\olv--~~~=

in iw m!J1I !zr 1'dit !zr gs does the balance behave
partially, lit. place on (one) side? 11
l.Q}~=}\~mQ~QQ~,a in iw wnn tl [zit n·n-imy /:tr r/:tJ shall our own
vanguard be (engaged) in fighting? 12 In the corresponding statement iw would
not stand before wnn.
7. 'In iw has only once been found before the negative word::: nn. 13

§ 493. .1 In as interrogative particle without iw.-'In alone is less
common than in iw, and naturally does not occur where the corresponding
statement would contain iw, as in the sentence with suffix subject and adverbial
predicate (§ 117, 2). Where, however, a choice between in and in iw is possible,
the former appears to express some surprise on the part of the questioner, such
as English might convey by 'can it be that ....... ?'
40 3
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1 Peas. B I, 303.
Sim. ib. R lI5; B I,
95 ; Adm. 14, 13;
Urk. iv. u63, 8.

I
Sin. B 133-4.
Sim. ib. 35. 120-1.

S M. u. K. 3, 8.
Sim. with nn" not',
AZ. 55, 85, 3-3.

4 Wes/c. 8, 12-13.
Sim. Leb. 30.

ft Peas. B 2, 68 (re
stored from B 1,3°3).
e Sin. B 123. Sim.
Peas. B I, 149, quo
§ 489.

7 M. u. K. 2, I.
Sim. Eb. 2, 3; Mill.
2, 7; Urk. iv. 324,

IO-II.

8

Paheri 3.

9 Westc. II, 19-20.
Sim. Sin. B D6;
Peas. BI, 198; Urk.
iv. 651, II.
10 P. Kan. 13, l4.
Sim. M. u. K. vs. 2,
2; AZ. 58, 15·.
11 Peas. B I. 148-9;
sim. Mdr i. 5. With
r, Peas. B I, 283-4,
quo in part § 148, 3.
n Urk. iv. 650.

IS

See above n. 3.
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I

In questions with nominalpred£cale and pw.
Ex. J.. ~~D}.!~~-~~~~}::~~ in Pi pw on 11, mdl tidw rml is this
the proverb (lit. utterance of speech) which people tell? 1
2. Before the stimf or stim·n! form.
Exx. ~o;;~~::~;;;:~-::~~1t:: 4-nw sp I m spr n·k in rf wrH r!
the fourth time of (lit. in) making petition to thee, shall I indeed spend all day at it?'
I.

1 Peas. B I, 19.
Sim. ib. 103.

2 Peas. B I, 224-5.
Sim. ib. R 53; HI,
18. 135. 322; Westc.
9, 13·
S Urk. v. 178. Sim.
!farl... 336; Peas. B I,
liS·
• Peas. R 59. Sim.
Westc. 5, 19.

5

P. Kah. 33,

6

P. Kah. 32, 6.

12.

lJ~~::-~1ti:-'-~--=y~o}fJt-.D}~~~-- in tiJ·n·k n·i s 11, rof tnw
tibrwf hast thou ferried across to me a man who does not know the number of
his fingers? 3
J..:::::::~~1t in 11,11, rf di·k swl·i wilt thou not let me pass?4

§ 494. 1.:: in nit I is it the case that ....• ? '-A rare construction;
apparently some verb like' dost thou suppose' is suppressed before nit.
I. Before the passive stimf.
Ex. J..::~~~i~~~'Q-0~~'9'1t in nit itw II mrl in S!zlp-ib Rr can it
be that the boat was taken by SeQetepibrec? 6
2. With the pseudo-verbal construction.
Exx. J..=~1tq~~~<c>Ig~ in ntt blk 1m r* r !zwl-ntr is it the case that
this thy humble servant entered into the temple? 6

in min if nllf #P(w) is it the case to-day that he is
forgiving? 7 Note the suffix after nit in accordance with § 223, end.
3. In one passage, before the stim·n! form, :-~ nt-pw (§ 190, 2) takes the
place of nlt.7a
1.:-~~~"i7["']-- in nt-pw wn·n·1. SJf is it the case that I have (ever)
opened his door? 8
1.r;::::--l~~

7. For nt perhaps cf.
p. 361, bottom, n. 3.

8

Sin. B lIS-5.

Full
discussion, Suppl. IS.
Sa By GUNN.

• I? hind 2 2. GUNN
and ALLEN regard m
here as the part. "'(7)
after an imperative.
but that seems un
suited to this kind of
text.
10 Adm. 2,9.
11 LAC.

TI? 23, 31.

12 LAC.

TI? 32, 2.

18 BUDGE,

6.

p. 266,

Sim. Leb.

n6.

OBS. The third and fourth exx. here seem to guarantee the literal renderings
proposed for the first two. It has, however, been pointed out 8a that the contexts
would yield good sense only if In ntt there could be understood to mean' except that'.

§ 495. B. Questions for specification (§ 490) always contain an inter
rogative noun or adverb, which occupies just the same place in the sentence as it
would occupy in a non-interrogative statement.
Exx. ~.lJ~~~<;:;>f)f~1 skm m SJWY r-Jo m I what makes 170 up to I ? 9 Lit.
what completes ~ + ';0 as I? M' what?' is subject.
. . . . qQit~ iry·1. m what shall I do? 10 M is object.
~ ~.A::--il::<::>+~ q~~.:. ii·n·k irf r wnm iSsl to eat what art thou come? 11
'Isst is object of the infinitive in an adverbial phrase.
~c;;o::r~:f;;3: wn·k in where hast thou been? 12 Tn is an adverb.

~gq'1t~q::

thee? 13

-- ~-.D~ I'

smH tw irf 11, m m ntr to what god shall I announce

N m is dative.
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Jt-n~~~-~

Lit.

10

!Jpr·n IO m SIWY r-IO n m of what is
has become ~ + of what? N(y) m is gen£t£ve.

:0

10

§ 495

the ~~ part?1

~:n·gQ~-~itrTIj'::'~ ir'lw nn mi m n IJlk Ik·n ibf how comes this to be
done (lit. like what is this done) to a servant whom his heart led astray? 2 Ml m
is an adverbial phrase.

1 Rhind 30•

I

Sin. B 202.

Exx. Q~':f~<:::>~;:t, lwi 11' rm lrf sl for what (purpose) does he do
One might have expected iwf 11' lrf sl r m.

3

PI. 274.

Q~':f~=r't~g"~,,,=~ iw 11' In .. . ·k rs/ where are thy many cattle?·

• Rlzind67·

These examples show that Egyptian did not feel the same compelling need
as is felt in English to place interrogative words at the beginning of the question.
In some examples, a disinclination to separate the interrogative word from an
interrogative enclitic particle seems to have dictated a departure from the normal
word-order.
it? 3

::::+~Q::=r'tn}. rdi·n·k wnm·k lif In sw where hast thou caused
thyself to eat it? 5 An extreme case in which it has doubtless been felt impossible
to postpone lif beyond the third place.

In other instances where the interrogative word comes early in the sentence,
it does so in accordance with rules governing other kinds of words as wen.
Exx. -k':I~~ m 11' tw who pray art thou? 6 For the inversion see § 127,3.
However, substantially the same meaning may be expressed by =)0~':f {wi
m 11' 7 or by ~:1IQ Q nlk sy (§ 499, 3); for (wi and nlk as subject see § 125.
.l~~t~
20

says it. 8

in m gd sw what says it? The answer is .l~::tt~ in
See § 227, 3 for this and the related constructions.

20

gd sw

gQ~Q:::~C7r~>~~(?~t~-- ml m irf s nb!zr sm(J) sn/ how (is it that)
every man slays his fellow? 9 For adverbial phrases in anticipatory emphasis
see § 148, 5.
The above examples show that the enclitic particles il/, 1'f (§ 252, 3, b)
and 11' (§ 256) are used as freely in questions for specification as in questions for
corroboration.

D

LAC. TR. 23,39

8 B. of D. 58, I
(Ani). Sim. Liskt
20,33·
7 LAC. TR. 23. 99.
Sim. BUDG!:, p. 109>
7-8.

8

P. Kalz.l, '4- 28.

I.,

9
Adm.
J 4
Sim. JiZ. 55, 8$, ,.

Negative questions for specification are by no means common. In those
which we have found, the form is that of the sentence with adverbial predicate,
the interrogative phrase serving as predicate and the subject being a virtual
noun clause introduced by the s(/m/ form of 1m. Examples have been given in
§ 346, I, but one is quoted here to illustrate the type:

r

P~~ ':f47~ ~

Im·k Irsgm !zrmwherefore,pray, dostthounothearken?10
The literal rendering would doubtless be: that-thou-dost-not hearken is on
account of what? English similarly says: why is it that thou dost not hearken?

40 5
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10 Peas. B I, 180.
Sim. Westc. 5, 20;
6,5, both quo § 346, 1.
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§ 496

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS AND ADVERBS
1 In hieroglypbic,
Urk. iv. 365, II.

2 NAV. 125, Schluss
rede 43 = BUDGE, p.
266, 6, quo § 495.

3 M.u.X. I, 6.7;
written with one m
only, Peas. B I, 199.
• Sin. B 43; 202,
qu. § 495; Adm. 14,
14, quo § 495.
5 Pt. 274,qU. §495i
Adm. 3, 12; BUDGE,

P·

26 7·

Peas. B I, ISO,
qu. § 495; Westc. 6,
5,qu. § 346, I i II, 22,
quo § 346, I ; Urk. iv.
365, II, quo § 504, I.
6

S' 'In m 'what!'
see the ex. quo p. 405,
n. S.
7 BUDGE, p. 24 1,
I4 (Nu, collated).

T. For this spelling
cf. swl § 270, OBS.

p. 263,
Siro. Peas. B I,
2S0; R kind 39. 49·
61. With fern. adj.
as neuter, Sin. B 159.
9 Urk. V. 10. Sim.
13UDGE, p. 262, 16.
10 Adm.
4, 6-7.
Rath¢r
differently,
Rkind62.
8 BUDGE,

I,

11

Rkind 43. Siro.

Urk. iv. 27,
§ SIT, 4·

r:l,

quo

§ 496. ~,1 ~, ~ m is the commonest word for' who?', 'what?' It is
used as a noun, not as an adjective. In the rare event of its employment as
equivalent of the English interrogative adjective' what?' it is followed by the
genitival n(y) or by the m of predication, ex. -~- (var. ~) 11 n m n (var. m)
n{r 'to what god?' lit. 'to whom of (or as) god?' 2 Various examples of m in
reference both to persons and to things have been quoted in the last section;
besides its use as genitive, dative, or accusative, it was there seen also as logical
predicate in the non-verbal sentence (' who art thou? '). Note particularly the
adverbial phrases ~~ m m' wherewith?'; 3 g~~ ml m 'how?', lit. 'like what?'; 4
-=-~ l' m 'to what purpose?' ; 15 ~ Izr m 'why?', lit. 'on account of what?' 6
As subject of a verbal notion, m but seldom follows a form of the suffix conjuga
tion (ex. skm m at beginning of § 495); usually it stands at the beginning of the
question preceded by the emphasizing (not interrogative) 1. In; a participle or
the stfmf form follows In m, the constructions thus obtained being ..i~..<:b- In m
lr 'who made?' for the past, l.~::: In m lrr 'who makes?' for the present,
and l.~;;:: In m lrf 'who will make?' for the future; see above §§ 227, 2. 3 ;
373; 450, 5, e. As already stated in § 227, 3 the writings 'i::--n nom, very rarely
U;;:"-Il, are apt to take the place of l.~ in m, a first step towards the formation of
the Coptic word nim, which even in Late Egyptian is employed for' who?',
• whom ?' in all kinds of construction. 6a The extended use of in m is perhaps
already found in -- ~-.lI":f~=}' nom 11' {w' who art thou?' 7 in an XVIII Dyn.
MS. of the Book of the Dead, where older texts have m or plr. For nom
tr·k i 'who art thou that hast come?' see § 256, end.

r

§ 497. ~f ptr 'who?', 'what?', also written ~f~ pt, :\\f~ pty, as well as
more fully o}.":fPw-tr, ~~qr~ pw-ti 7a (references § 256). This interrogative
pronoun is a combination of the enclitic particle tr with the very rare inter
rogative pw (§ 498), the latter being of course derived from the demonstrative
pw ' this '. Ptr stands at the beginning of questions with the function of logical
predicate, the subject following it in direct juxtaposition (§ 12 7, 3).
With noun or dependent pronoun as subject.
Exx. ~f~:: =" ptr rn·k what is thy name? 8
I.

~f~::::t'} ptr

1'/ sw who is he? 9

2. With a relaHve clause or its equivalent as subject.
Exx. g~Qf~::e-=-:- pw-ti nty (read ntt) tw l' irt what shall one do? 10
Lit. what is that which one shall do ?

o~J~ IiJ ~ ~ ~ !:::~

?t';nl ply hut 1'1 m sIr wha t amaunt of corn goes into it? 11

Hilt, imperf. act. part.; lit. what is that which goes into it in corn ?
406
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INTERROGATIVE WORDS MEANING 'WHO ?', 'WHAT?'
o":i~'i'

fi ptr tidt n·i nb·i what does my lord say to me?

1

§ 497,

.[Jdt, imperf.

reI. form; lit. what is that which my lord says to me ?
In this latter use ptr corresponds to English 'who?' or 'whom?' with
a finite verb, but Egyptian must use a relative clause, a participle, or a relative
form, on the principle explained in § 391.
3. With a dependent or demonstraNve pronoun as actual subject and a noun
or noun equivalent added to this in apposition; see above § 132.
Exx. o~\f~ro~~4-rjI=~::~~ "i~ pty st, .[Jdi, tm rdi mm·i tw what is it,
Djedi, that thou hast not let me see thee (before)? 2 Lit. what is it, Djedi, the
not causing I see thee; tm is infinitive.

§ 498. o} pw, familiar as a demonstrative (§ 110), is found rarely as an
interrogative' who?', 'what?' With this meaning it is, however, common as
a constituent of ~f ptr discussed in the last section.
Ex. o}:t }LL:r~~ pw sw (~ I;zr bl pn who is he who enters to this soul? 8
In one or two cases where pw occurs at the beginning of a sentence it may
possibly have exclamatory force.
Ex. o};;~~pw sp nfr what a happy occasion!' Rendering not quite certain.
§ 499. :i.1 44, :i.1~ sy, also written :i.1 and even rarel y ~, is a not very
frequent word for' who?', 'what?'; besides this use, .ry provides the Egyptian
equivalent of the English interrogative adjective' which?', 'what?'
I. With the adjectival meaning 'which?', 'what?' sy precedes its noun,
which is probably in apposition to it; sy is invariable in gender.
Exx. m q;:::i.1 ~~ 0 ms's irf s(y) nw at what moment will she give birth? 5
5f' ~C:>'>q:::~:i.1 f\';:; sm·k irf I;zr s(y) WIt on what road art thou going? 6
Note too the phrase r:i.1..: q
ttr sy iSst 'wherefore?' below § 500, 4.
2. 'Who?', 'what?' in the sentence with pw.
Exx. r~~o}~\\4~ sty IPW (ty ipif what are those two limbs? 7 Another
MS. has :i.1q4~D} s(y) sy ty pw. For ty=tr see § 256.
:i.1qqD}II4)44~g- sy pw ntr msy m min who is the god born to-day?8

r"r

0:-

3. 'Who?' with the independent pronoun as subject.
Ex. ~:i.1 q4ntk sy who art thou? 9

§ 500. 4.!.o~ iSst 'what? ' resembles m in its use, but is less common.
I. In the sentence with pw.
Exx. q!.\\~g=--q4171 iSsy (read iSst) pw iryt what is to be done ?lO Lit.
what is that (to be) done?
Since there is no clear evidence that iSst ever means 'who?' the sentence
40ro~g::q~ Ust pw nty im,lllit. 'what is he who is there?', in the tale of the
Eloquent Peasant probably means' what is (the matter with) him who is yonder?

40 7
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2

1 Sin. B 261. Sim.
ib. 183; Peas. B I,
94; P. Kak. 5, 6;
Adm. 3, 7. 13; BUDGE,
p. 263, II. 13.

t

Westc. 8,

la-l1.

Sim. with nt, ib. II,
la-II, quo § 328, 2.

8 )fZ. 57, 6*. Sim.
ib. 60, 70• 73.

, )iZ. 60, 70. Sim.
Sin. B 161.

6

Westc. 9, 15.

8 LAC. TR. 65, 5.
13. Sim. NAV. 145 B,

7. 8•

7 U,.k.v.17 2• Sim.
ib. 168, U; 177,13.

8 LAc. TR. 19, 3.
Sim. U,.k. v. 51,3;
BUDGE, p. 267, 8.
• BuDGE,

14; 2.p, 15.

10

p.

129,

Ad,H. 5, 10; sim.

p. 457, 10;
458,8, 'lIst pw alone
Sin. B 35; Westc. 6,
25·
11 Peas. B 1, 129.
BUDGE,
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§ 500,2

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
As ooject.
Ex. ~-r:-;Q..~_Q~ ir·k n·sn Ust what art thou doing to them? 1
2.

Urk. v. 16" IS.
Sim. ill. 182, 6; LAC.
TR. '3, 3 1, quo § 495.
1

'3,

LAC. TR.
35.
Sim. ill. 33, 18. 25
(lIr llsl); 17, n (",1
I

lIsl).

3. After a preposition.
Ex. !f"';<=:;>oQ::~QJ,~': rnlJ'k irf mUst on what wilt thou live? I

rT
rT

4. Note the phrase
~ Q~-:- ftr sy ilst 'wherefore? '
Ex. ~ r~~~:r+
~ Q~-:- sIJ/·tw nn ftr sy Ust wherefore is this called to
mind? 3

• Urk. iv. '7. Sim.
ill. 324, 8, imitated
from Sin. R 58.
4 Urk. iv. 5030 Sim.
sbnt (tl/J' ", Usl lry
< one advanced ofmind
in whatever is done (!)',
Cairo 583, 3.

Ex. t~[]}~=Q~-:- --QQ~<::>cf? swt pw wnn, Ust iry, dif 1"
he was one who, whatever was done, advanced (the matter).'

S Cf. kllbt, almost
'what else j', Qarl}.
453, quo § 491, 1.

§ 501. Q!, iIJ ' what? ' is rare in Middle Egyptian, but becomes common in
later stages of the language. I t is doubtless related to the interjectional ~ IJy
(§ 258 A, below, p. 427), to the particle t!. iIJ (§ 228), and to ~ bt, Q~ ilJt' thing'.

• As object (very
doubtful), Herds",. 8.
7 Urk. iv. 27. Sim.
L. tfl D., Cairo letter,
4·
8 Urk. iv. 649,
Sim. as
restored.
indirect question T.
Cam. 3, quo § 504, I.

5. We can only guess at the meaning of a rare expression Q~ -:- --Q Q Ust iry.

tut.

Perhaps:

Its only certain use in the period here dealt with is the use after prepositions. 6
Exx. ~:::t~~~~..:rQ!' s{/d·tw mdt tn ftr ilJ why (lit. on account of what) is
this matter recounted? 1
t}iQQ.!.5f'~.Ilr~=£;;3:~ sw mi iIJ Imt ftrmtnpnwhat is it like to go on
this road? 8 Lit. it is like what, the going, etc. ?

§ 502.

~

wr 'how much?'

Only two examples have been quoted in

Middle Egyptian.
• Rhind 45.

~t~~<:>~

n(y)-sw wr

1"

wr how much by how much does it measure? 9

Lit. it is of how much, by how much?
~~ <::> itJ ~ ~ wr pw 1" rio/'s how many will be equivalent to it? 10
construction compare § 332, last example.

For the

§ 503. =r~ in 'where?', 'whence?', also written ..: ~~£;;3: tn and probably
less correctly ~~~£;;3: tny, .: o} ~~ tnw.
11 Urk. V. 156. Sim.
LAC. TR. 33, 39.
quo § 495; BUDGE, p.
495,9·
12 BUDGE, p. log,
3. Sim. LAC. TN. 32,
2, quo § 495; Wesle.
9,4'

11

Wes/e.

J.

Semnah Disl. "
Sim. BODGE, p.

J+

2 °3,4;

12, 1+

'4 1, IS·

II .i{Z.
57, 6*,
parallel to pw SVI r~,
quo § 498.

With the meaning' where? •
Exx. }~Qt}Q::::~~ wd·i sw irf tn where shall I place it? 11
Q}<=:;>o~} ~~ iW'k tnw where art thou? 12
I.

In <::>..: ~~£;;3: 1" tn' whither?'
Ex. -:- <:> . . :~ ~£;;3: ir-t 1" tn whither art thou making ?13 A woman is addressed.
2.

3. With the meaning' whence? •
Ex. ~-m":~~£;;3: i'n-in tn whence have you come? 14
4. Tn' whence?' treated as though it were a nominal predicate; see § 13 1 •
Ex. =~~t }~.Jlln sw pr whence is he who has gone forth? 16
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§ 504,

I

INDIRECT QUESTIONS

§ 504. I. We have seen (§ 224) that indirect speech is of rare occurrence in
Egyptian. So too indirect questions may show no difference from direct questions.
~~Q....IJ n rO·i (sp sn) lr·n·[w 1tn l.zr m I know not,
Exx. -'- -;1'~:::1::::>
I know not wherefore this has been done. 1
~~it+~<>Q!"~~QQit=!1i sI,·i sw r il} P'Y';' not I should like to know
(lit. let me know) to what purpose it is, (namely) my strength.' See § 501 for
a corresponding direct question with sw (§ 124) as subject.
2. Without any interrogative word; cf. the direct questions of § 491, I.
Exx. <C7~Q~m~~Q~~:::mr~t~ ky mil msy st, nn msy's another (way of)
seeing (whether) a woman will give birth (or) will not give birth.2a
~~c:::-~1.ti~7 or ml·t(w) ntt st l.zrOtm n srir(y) then one shall see
whether (lit. that) it has upon it (§ 165, 9) the seal of (its) proper officia1. 2b
3. The meaning of an English indirect question may be rendered in Egyptian
by a participle or relative form. See above § 399.

}++

o:::::::l

lUrk. iv. 365. Sim.
Sin. B 136-7.

T. Cam. 3.

I

1&

P. med. Berl. vs.

Z, 3.

2b Urk.iv.llII,II.
Sim. ib. 11°9, 6.

MULTIPLE SENTENCES

§ 505. Multiple sentences and clauses are those in which some essential
member is duplicated, or in which-what amounts to the same thing-some
member exerts an identical syntactic function towards more than one part of the
same sentence or clause. The sentences quoted in § 488 are multiple because
they have two or more verbal predicates, or because one and the same noun
serves as subject to several verbs. 2c It will suffice to quote a few different types.
I. Examples where verb-forms other than those of the suffix conjugation
are duplicated:
His Majesty took counsel saying: <=>=)=I}~::~-t~}~.Jl}~.Jl<::>
~~~Q~ r-ntt
pf 11s n I{dsw ;,W r~ r Mkti that vile enemy of Kadesh has
come and entered into Megiddo. 3 '1w and r~ are old perfectives.
["J:-.Jlro~.Jl~~~~ prt lut oft w(/f going forth and coming in (take place)
according to his command.' Prt and lut are infinitives, subjects of the adverbial
predicate lJft wtif.
!.HitC7-~~7+~71::;-- Ollms nb swr(w)·n·i wnm(w)·n·;' (i,nrf every
friend with whom I drank and ate. II Two stimw·nf relative forms.
2. With co-ordinated nouns, each having its own adverbial qualification:
Exx. '~::~~~=~<:>mJ3r-~~f~":fl~~t["JA~!~~<:>mJ3r-~~
t J~":.f\~~t["J rl.zr·n rdi p, smn r gbl imnty n WIOY, (/1411 r gbJ iJbty n WJOY the
goose was placed at the western side of the hall, and its head at the eastern side
of the hall.'

orw
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2e See too the king's
oath discussed p. 165,
top.

S Urk. iv. 6-49 (nil
and lis restored). Qr
+ infinitive, Leb. 11

13
f

Sin. R 73-+

I

Cairo 2co57, q.

• Westc. 8, 18-20;
sim. Peas. B I, 201
2; 2-42-+ Expanded
objects, Sn. S. 30-2,
qn. § 402; lIam",. I,

5-6; Sin.

B~9"-5.
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§ 505,

1

SII. S. 35-7.

SII. S. 14-r6.
Peas. B I, SO-I.
Siro. Sin. B 198; Cof
fins, LI, 81 ,compared
with BUDGE, p. 18S,
13·
I
3

• SA. S.1;2-3' After

lw, Brit. Mus. 614, 4,
quo Exc. XIV, (a).

o Louvre C I. Siro.
Urk. iv. 122, 13.
G Sin. R 8-9 ; Peas.
R 46-7. In pseudo
verbal constr., Sin.
B 307-8 (lw); Urk.

iv. 62,6-7 (wnn).
7 Brit. Mns. 614,
3. Sim. Peas. B I,
62-3·
See GUNN, Stud.
ch.18.
8

9 Eb. 42, 2. Siro.
P. Pet. IIl6A, UI.

10 BUDGE,

p. 497,9.

2

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

I went down to the sea ~~~~>~ 7::J~~~~}~::J~~~r~}D~ m dpt nt mlz
I20 m IW'S, mlz 40 m s!Jw·s in a ship of 120 cubits in its length and 40 cubits in
its breadth. l

3. Examples with a particle or auxiliary verb governing two or more paralle
verb-forms:
Q!'}=j1ilo;;:::::1}~o~~}~'C7-t::~ iIJ wlb·k wSd·I(w)·k, mdw·k n nsw
so thou shalt answer when thou art addressed, and speak to the king. 2
-,-}=jx~---++-r<::>}tIl~,}=jx~--.uoo~~~ 11. w§bf n nn n srw
w§bf n s!Jty pn he did not reply to these nobles, (nor) did he reply to this peasant.
t:::r~6~~-}i~:it<::>;-; rlzr·n sSI'n'(i) wi, rdi·n·i r II I sated myself and
left (lit. placed) on the ground.' The auxiliary rlzr·n governs both sim·nj forms.

4. Non-verbal sentences; see also the second example under I, above.
Exx. ::.....JIj~::~l:.~Q~ nn rbr, nn grg im there was no boasting and no
falsehood therein. 5 'Im is a predicate common to two subjects.
Q~:§~@~r~~I'VI~~~~~ iw !Jnw m sgr, ibw mgmwthe Residence was
in silence, and hearts were in mourning. 6 'iw is a common member.
~~ Q
Q~:] QQ--~~ ~7~ ink mry nbl, lzsyf m !Jrl-hrw nl rr nb I was one
beloved of his lord, praised of him in the course of every day. 'Ink is a common
subject.7

5. Under this head fall cases where ::: 'not' serves to negate a particular

member of a sentence. 8
Exx. Q~=~~:::~.i.i~JJ~1 ~ I::::=°.i.i~ iw mnfwrrtyjy dbbw, un mntyfy
he is suffering in his lower legs and the ...... (?), not (in) his thighs. 9
::~~ll'='QQt:::~':it~Q.Jl~<::>}~ nn rdlt mil ky lzr, nn lzm ii m rwty
without letting other eyes (lit. face) look on, not (even) a slave who has come
from abroad. lo
In both these instances the negated portion is incomplete without the pre
ceding words. One may compare the use of n is 'but not' before an adverb,
limiting the scope of a preceding statement (§ 209).
ELLIPSES

§ 506. The term ellipse is here taken to mean the omission of any elemen
or elements which might seem desirable, from the grammarian's point of view,
for the full and explicit expression of a sentence. In actual parlance any set
of words which is capable of conveying a meaning relevant to the hearer, any
set of words in which he can discern a reasonable intention on the part of the
speaker, is a sentence. As thus defined, a sentence may often consist of a single
word, such as 'yes' or 'no' (§ 258); but traditional grammar demands the
410
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§ 506

presence of at least subject and predicate. The term' ellipse' is, for this and
for other reasons, a questionable one; but it will serve as a convenient heading
under which to group those forms of speech which seem deficient from the
standpoint of the grammarian's over-rigid categories.

Questt"ons and answers 10 questz"ons are often elliptical in the sense just
defined; so also are other elements of dialogue.
Ex. +~~~~-r;--;<>A-'-+~A-m~tb~':~-~~<>Ar=~v!..o}~-nA
3\-11~;-; wnm lr·k, In·sn r·l. N wnm·l n·ln. Qr iSsl, In·sn r·l. lfr-nlt mdw
pw m-r·l tisr pi 11 ' Eat " say they to me. 'I do not eat for you: 'Wherefore?'
say they to me. ' Because that staff is in my hand which separates heaven and
1 LAC. TR. 23, 19
earth.' 1 Abbreviated for: 'Wherefore dost thou not eat? " 'I do not eat
23. Sim. Westc. 8,
because " etc.
16; 9,4. 5· 14·
In this passage' say I' is twice to be understood j see § 224, end. We have,
moreover, become acquainted in § 321 with /:tr used elliptically for !tr dd' says',
'said '.
2. Exclamatory wishes, inlerjeclz'onal commenls and the like often have
elliptical form.
Exx. ~<:>~+~LJ~:-i'-iqq--~~~~~<>~ ir 11 iml-pr irl·n·i n by:!
t P. Kan. II, 20.
mwl flr /:tJl, SI r's as for the testament which I made for his mother previously,
Sim. ib. 31, 5, qu.
I 89, 2; MOLL. HL.
let it be cancelled.1l Lit. back to it!
i. 19 top, 2 after l~.
~n:-~r:-:;;;7~ m /:tst nl Skry in the favour of Sokar!8 A typical
S P. Kalt. 27, 4.
Sim. z'b. 29, 4-5· 34.
epistolary greeting.
q-f;;3:-~1D:q~~~ in WI n rnj Ttl SI Mn-/:tlp by (accursed be his name)
8, 5. Sim.
Teti, son of Minl;lOtpe. 4 WI n may conceivably be for WI tiwl n 'evil befall for'. Sin.• Ko}l.
B 74.
Further examples in §§ 153. 3 I 3.
3. Egyptian writers are fond of what may be called the label mode of
statement-the curt substitution of a noun or noun-equivalent in place of an
assertion. Examples above in §§ 89 (nouns), 306 (infinitives), 390 (participles or
relative forms).
Questions too may assume the form of label words or phrases.
Ex. ~ ~ q:::::J Q.b -;~ ~ Q": o} Y~~1: -q~~! 1'1 lrf tid iw·k rlrli Inw nJ n
lpwi (what about) the report (lit. saying) that thou knowest the number of the
5 Weslc. 9, 1-2.
secret chambers? 5
Sim. Ifar~. 453, qu.
§ 491, I.
4. Compar'z''son, from our point of view, is much abbreviated in Egyptian.
B 44-5. Sim.
Exx. ~1D--~.Il~1 I ,gQt~~f7qT= slldj tJI tJJSwl mi StJml rnpl idw the liz.e Sz'n.
!i8, 18*, 30 a:
the m of predica
fear of him is throughout the lands like (that of) Sakhmet in a year of pestilence. 6 after
tion, llrk. v. 67, I,
~~::~~~ ~c:>+":C7fit~::! s<'1·nj ntJlw /:tm·i r nsw nb tJp tir {JIlt he qu. § 200,2.
, llrk. iv. 767. Sim.
magnified the victories of My Majesty more than (those of) any king who had i". 590 3: 618, 15;
862, 16; Pt. 319, qu.
come into existence before. T
196, I.
I.

r
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§ 508,5

1 SebekMu

17. Sim.

v. 177, 12;
ijarq. 394; Wes/c.
I~, 4.
2 llrk. iv. 8340
Urk.

S llrk. iv. 197, 17;
818, 3; 882, 13, quo

5. Omission of pronouns. The omission of pronominal sttbjects was dealt
with in §§ 486-7. In such instances as the first one in § 487 a natural result of
the abbreviation is that the pronominal object should likewise be swept away;
but we find elsewhere omissions of the object which we should not have expected.
Exx. t:~::::<::>~n}l rl;tr'n rdi·nf r sl;t<i smsw then he made (me) into an
instructor of the henchmen. 1
q~o~-F~~51";;=~ ~ ~ ist gm'n I;tm·i snw m dbt after My Majesty had
found (it) surrounded with brick. 2
In contexts similar to the last the omission of the pronoun seems to be even
idiomatic. 3
OBS. For the omission of the subject (nominal or pronominal) in non-verbal
sentences see §§ 1~3; 128, end; 145.

§ 213.

FINAL REMARKS ON WORD-ORDER

§ 507. The very strict word-order of Egyptian was described in §§ 27. 29.
66, to which the sections on anticipatory emphasis (§§ 146-9) served as a supple
ment. The rules there laid down apply not merely to main and subordinate
clauses, but also to such parts of the verb as the infinitive, the participles,
and the relative forms (see § 375). Exceptions to the rules are of rare occurrence,
but under certain conditions were permitted or even obligatory.
I t is a general rule that a pronoun must not precede the noun to which
it refers.'
Exx. ~~~ U~~~7lf::~
dmd Ibt nt s n1m br(t)-nb' to join a man's
family to him in the necropolis./; According to the ordinary rules the dative n/
should precede the nominal objectS Ibt.
Q<::>:t }o=~~~:::;;;)L~Jj~~~-- ir swt dmd·t(w) n Sp pn loti but if
there be joined to this Sep his family. 6 According to rule n Sp pn should follow
the subject lotf.
Q}~~'i~-¥-a~b~~::vqT~(0~U)_o~-~~Q~@ iw 11lJ·n·i
srl;tr pr-wr m hony ..•.. in n-sw-oit M;rt-kl-Rr n mwt·s Mwt not 'ISrw I saw to
the erecting of a Great-House of ebony ..... by king Makere c for her mother
Mut, lady of Ashru. T The dative would ordinarily precede ilz n-sw-bit Mlft-kl-Rr.
Apparently a like scruple was not felt when the pronoun in question was
a reflexive direct object.
Ex. ~::1'-J1:t};oA9J~ rdlt [s sw Sp Itr wnm(y)1to cause Sep to raise
himself on his right side. 8
Hardly to be regarded as exceptions are cases where a suffix is followed by
a noun in apposition 9 or where the funerary formula precedes the name. 10
I.

• See AZ. 44, 112.

Ttl. 2, I.
Sim. Harb. 344. Cases
like LAC. TR. 2,37,
qu. p. 375, n. " are
due to replacement of
a proper name by a
suffix.
5 LAC.

6

LAC.

Ti?

2,

39

41•

7

In::

.....

Urk. iv. 521.

8 LAC.

Ti? 39,

I.

Sim. BUDGE, p. 287.

16.

9 Sin. R 68, quo §
90; LAC. TR. 23,29,
quo § 436.
10 See the text quo
p. 171. Sim. Cairo
20008, 2ooIl.
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§ 507,2

Occasionally an adverbial pkrase precedes tke subject or object, if such
a transposition is felt to be convenient. This is felt. for example. when the
adverbial phrase belongs very closely to the verb.
b!"j~};-;;- rdi·n·1 WI [1,,..1 r[l,lWf I caused to pass by me
Exx.
l
his arrows.
q~~q!~::~U~~~oiwmlotrlwkmst it is like a big thing to repeat it. I
q~c=~fi~~~::j,',qoI~:: ..~''!J ist JII [1,1' ib n rmt 11[1, rlwt [l,r·s 10, it was
difficult in the heart of men to drag great things over it. 3
~~'9'qi--q~- di m M·i n!.r ir·i mnwf the god put (it) in my heart that
I should make monuments for him (lit. his monuments).'
In the last example the context continues' and that I should cause him to
be powerful even as he has caused me to be powerful '. Thus the object is long
and complex; this is an additional reason for its postponement. Similar cases
are by no means rare.
Ex. The sun is hot; t~~~-~~}0~!!':'~~~~ [1,1 di·tw n IN Sw
swnt it m rmw may the sun be given (lit. let one give to the sun) the price of
the com in fish:' This is a witticism; the speaker is thinking of the inundation,
which will put fish in the place of the crops now being harvested.
Particularly common is the ancient and stereotyped formula of dedication,
of which a single example must here suffice.
c:~~--.:.~~'::nn~!d~~1:.! ir·n{ m mnw{ n itf Qr-ioly sr!tr nj
tonw)' wrw)', bn6nt m grm he made as his monument to his father l:Iarakhte the
erecting for him of two great obelisks (with) the pyramidion of gold. 6
The infinitival object usually broadens out into a longish description, after
which m mnw 1 would come in lamely or incomprehensibly."
For the displacement of certain interrogative adverbs or adverbial phrases,
in order to avoid separation from the interrogative enclitic particles, see § 495.
2.

:::"i

3. A strange example, in which subject and object appear to change places
for a like reason, is
q}~:: ~ 11 f ,~=~!~@7U if q':'jq':'j-q':'jit~~~~ t .y.~0~~':'
iw grt ir'n s1 (,)!tl m mw nw T,·wr Jbdw it-i U n it·i dr rk Qr WI!t-rntJ" now-bit
Sl Rr 'Intf there served as (lit. made) scribe of the fields in the waters of Abydus
of the Thinite nome my father and the father of my father since the time of the
Horus 'Enduring-of-life', the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, Son of Re c,
Antef.8
Another possible rendering 'I made ••..• and my father and the father of
my father' is intrinsically rather improbable; its improbability is increased by the
fact that this text elsewhere contains no instance of the omission of the suffix
of the 1st pers. sing.
4 13
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1

Sin. B 136. Sim.

iIJ.2S8.

• Sin. B u 5-6.

S

Bers". i. J4.

2.

, llrR. iv. 198. Sim.
Cairo 20025. 9-10.

I Palleri 3. Sim.
Pt. a8.

8

llrR. iv. 590. Sim.

iIJ.357.4; 584. 9;586•

13; 592, 14; 607. g.
Without info object,

536,5.
f A good parallel
(Old Kingdom) is
llrR. i. 146,6-8. Sim.
Pt. 566-7.

8

Leyd. V 3.
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§ 507,4
1 Urk. iv. 1[10, 12,
qUo Exerc. XXX, (iii).

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

4. In 1}'-t}:: w41 sw n1lit. •he shall order him to him ',l i. e. the vizier
shall order him to come to himself, the pregnant and special meaning of the
dative is clearly the cause of the inversion.

5. In other cases exceptional word-order is explicable only on grounds of
general convenience.

Ex. l::!:~f1iQ+*~'-~&~l~eM~e-~0I!--::~=Ll~-Q~-;;-
!enr rdlt in wro imy lodf pl/f nlw !en/fl 4wiw n IJntyf nly m rwd IJry 1t isi
I

Siut

with the giving by the priest in his month of a bowl of pl/f-bread and a jug of
beer to his statue which is in the lower stairway of his tomb. s Strictly speaking,
the objectS of the infinitive should have preceded the agent.

I, 308.

6. Virtual adverb clauses are sometimes inserted parenthetically for reasons

• PETlllE, Cour
tiers u. Sim. Sk. S.
153, quo I 188, I;
lTrk. iv. 1030, 7-9.

, Urk. iv. 5. Sim.
iv. 894, I.

i".

of convenience.
sic
Exx. Q}~'l"..g..fl~ic::>iil'!.~'i~ iw, sk (w)1 grl wl·k(w)i l' nm!e.
I;rp·n·i kl now though I had fallen into (the condition of) an orphan I had oxen
at my command. a 'Iw ..• I;rjJ'n'l is the form Iw JrJm'nf of § 464.
::~==:.

.. QV~~~~}~=='!~::~ nrl m IJd in !emf, iO{IW, m /fIJI

nI;l His Majesty fared downstream, his heart rejoicing, in might and victory.4
CONCORD

§ 508. Concord, i. e. the assimilation of one element of a sentence or
clause to another in some important particular of form, is of three kinds: concord
of person (§ 5(9), concord of number (§ 510). and concord of gender (§ 51 I).

5 Brit. Mus. 614, 3.
8im. Sin. R 3-3.

• Leyd. V 6.

§ 509. Concord of person.-I. The chief peculiarity of Egyptian here
is its strong tendency to treat adjectives and participles as nouns, and hence
as of the third person singular, even when they refer to pronouns of the first or
second person. See already above § 136.
Exx. .g. ~ QQ~ ink mry noi I was one beloved of his lord. 5 English usually
says: I was beloved of my lord.
.g.:::U:tt}c::>I ink 1'1; SOl sw ,. 1'1; I am one who knew him who could
teach him to know.' Contrast English: I knew who could teach me to know.
Qt~ro
y,:\0:g:1:::°'J~~ii1.~,~., : I~ inri !er·1 ..... !e41 rll, !errl
psrJl m nfrw's hail to thee ..••. thou great white one, at whose beauty the
Ennead rejoices. Lit. rejoiced the Ennead at her beauty."
Q~·r;,f, . '.' .... ~ t}T1..~U C( .! ........ Q} =c::>~~ 'i i rnl;w ..... .
wlly·sn {lr is In ...... iW'ln l' drp n';' 0 ye who live •.••••.. and who shall
pass by this tomb ...•... ye shall offer to me 8 The Jtimtyfy form is essentially
of the third person, yet is here used to qualify a vocative.

......

T EllM. H~mn. I,

Sim. Urk. iv.
94 2,12-1 3.
1-2.

• Cairo
i".Urk.
iv. 103 2,

20003. Sim.
20026, t: 7-10;

1083,

15-1 7.

3-4;
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§ 509,

2. Pronouns of the 3rd pers. sing. are usually employed in referring back
to the phrase 1r="itQ~ IJlk im (§ 158).
Ex.• =~~itQ~~::-\,HY-\,H nfr ib n b,k im sim·nfr.w.s. nb (r.w.s.)
the heart of this thy humble servant is happy now that he has heard of the good
health of (my) lord (1. p. h.).l
Occasionally, however, b,k im alternates with the 1St pers. sing.
Ex. ~~Qll: I':'~it-'-~:~~ wrrl In irl·n b,k (read b,k im), n oml'(i)
s(y) this flight which thy humble servant made, I did not plan it.2
With ~ I ~ lzm·i' My Majesty • either the 3rd or the 1st pers. may be used. 3
Exx. ~I~
~:::!-- lzm'i isf ir m rwyf My Majesty himself acting with
his (own) hands:" Such use of the 3rd pers. seems to be the rarer case.
U~-~~:-~-~~qt:::0~ ,b'n lzm·' irt mnw n it-i 1mn-Rr My Majesty
wished to make a monument for my father Amen-Re c.6
With ~ Ii!!=" lzm·k ' Thy Majesty' pronouns of the 2nd pers. are used. 6

n--...,..,

§ 510. Concord of number in Egyptian is much looser than in English. 7
I. We have noted (§ 86) the tendency of the genitival adjective - ny to become
invariable in number and gender, but <::::::> nb 'all', 'every' without ending is mere
graphic abbreviation (§ 48, I). The absence of -w- from the fern. plur. of adjec
tives (§ 74) may have had its counterpart in the spoken language.
2. Feminine collectives (§ 77, 3) have fern. adjectives in agreement with them.
Ex. ::it~i~~it~~-:-QQQ~it~i~~~~Qit~i~ rmt(t) nbt prt nbt rbyt
nbl !znmmt nbt all mankind, all noble people, all commoners, all sun-folk. 8
When a suffix is involved, usage is variable. Thus we find Q~~QQQit!<::>
~~ tJ !Jnyl l' ,w·s 'the entire body of marines' 9 beside 1!, ~ ,~~i r~>::>~ ~1it"
(wt nbt ibw·sn rmw ' all cattle, their hearts weep '.10
When <::::::> nb 'every' accompanies a singular noun, either the plural or the
singular suffix may be employed. Whereas in the two expressions for' every
body' j}<::::::>~I~ bw nb and ~~~ !zr nb (§ 103) the determinative alone would
suffice to indicate that they were regarded as plurals,l1 "if. <::::::> s nb, which often
has the same meaning, is referred back to with a singular suffix j 12 not infrequently
, each one' is a better translation of s nb than ' everyone " see § 103.
3. When a number of persons are described as doing something with some
part of their bodies, Egyptian idiom speaks of that part in the singular.
Exx. Q}::c::>~~
iW'[n l' id m r'[n ye shall speak with your mouths,
lit. mouth. ls
~~~~-~~~Q~~
7~'~~~,~.Il~,! di-i m lzr n lznmmt .......
ntyw i6'm ot mnw pn I call to the attention (lit. I put in the face) of mankind
. . . .. . whose heart(s) are occupied with this monument. a
This rule is, however, liable to exceptions, see ibw'sn above under 2.16

2

1 1'. ;ran. 29, 12.
Sim. iIJ. 32, 6; Sin.
B 178. 305. 213-4.

2 Sin. B 333. Sim.
ib. 174-7; 1'. ;rail.

28, 5-6.
• ForQm.lrepeated,
seeBer!. Af. i. p. 258,
20-1.
f Urk. iv. 169. Sim.
ib. 25 6, 9.
6 Urk.iv. 834. Sim.
ib. 366, 14; 776, 13

14; fkM"".5.
4 Urk. iv. 613,6-7.
7 Cf. 'a finger or a
toe which are painfnl',
Eb. 78, 6, quo Exere.
XXIX, (a).

8 BUDGE, _po 113,
8-9. Sim. Urk. iv.
233, 14.
9 Urk. iv. 6, 9. Sim.
ib. 390, 2.
10 Adm. 5, 5. Sim.

Cairo 20016, a

I.

11 Hr"o with folIow
ing plural suffix, Urk.
iv. 17, 10-11.
11

Lu. I u.

119.

7::

....

415
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18 Cairo 20003, a 4.
Sim. Adm. 4, 13;
Urk. iv. IOI~ 6.
14 Urk. iv. 364, 11
13. Sim. ib. 1083, 13.
16 Also Urk. iv. 613,
13.14; 614, II ; 615,

2.
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§ 511. Concord of gender.-U nder this head we have to consider
a number of cases where the gender of an adjective. verbal form, or suffix
pronoun differs from what might be expected.
When in a sequence of co-ordinated words of both genders the first is
masculine. the sequence as a whole is treated as masculine.
Exx. 111 i~+} U ~ nlrw nlrwt imyw JorJw the gods and goddesses who
are in Abydus. 1
I.

1 Cairo 20748,g2.
Sim. with adj. ib.
205 20, d 4-5; 20 775,

I.

(I

iI Siu! I, 29!i. Sim.
with reI. form, Urk. iv.
743,5; with lrimty:fy
form, Turin 1447; Eb.

1,

[5-16.

1&

A.'z. 59, 10.

Ib

Urk. iv. 366, 13.

&

110 AZ.59,57.,[S
6. Sim. Urk. v. 28,

1-2.

8

Urk. iv. 692.

• Urk. iv. 707. 10.
Urk. iv. 719, 7.

B

8

Siut 1,235.

7

P. Kan.

12,

Sim. Urk. iv. 85,

8.
II ;

780,5-6•
8 More exx; Ver
bum ii. § 50.

D Siut I, 305. Sim.

Eb. 20, 17. 23; 76,
12.

Brit. Mus. 614,
vert. 5.
10

11

SiU/.I, 301. Sim.

P.Kak.I2,13;I.ouvre
II, 2. Sim. nty,
Tarkhan, I, 80, 2I.
11 Siu! [,270. Sim.
W. [,269.

C

o~~~1~5::}'it~JIF,',7ig::T'i~:t} Pi t I}n# irrw n·i tJ /ptot nt
I}(w)t-nlr nty rdi·n·i n'ln sw the bread and beer which the staff of the temple make
for me and which I have given to you. 1I
I a. In Middle Egyptian arises a tendency to treat dual nouns, whether
masc. or fern., as masc. singulars. 2
Exx. ~:!}'nn~}' Pi t!Jnwy wrwy the two great obelisks. llb
~}'i::1t~!jrq~-- rdiw n·i irty·i 1!J·i imf my eyes have been given to
me that I may benefit by them. 2c
2. Old perfectives, participles, etc., referring to feminine plural words take
masculine forms, though the suffix-pronoun used in such a case is fern. sing.
Exx. q~",,=q~~@ :;::.Il~~=~ ~~M ist mniwt not spr I}mf r·s sspd all ports
to which His Majesty comes were equipped. s Note the reI. form spr, the old
perf. sspd and the suffix s. That mniwt is plur. and sspd masc. is indicated by
the variants =q~~,~, mniwt' and ~~~}A sspdw 5 in parallel passages.
q}::-~ ..(~}QDDD~::qq~ iw ls·n·(i) SJWt wn sky I raised up walls which
were destroyed. 6 Wn is participle, sky old perfective.
~~:;::~=1t~~qq1t~'i !Jt not rdiw·n n·i pry·i sn all things which my
brother gave to me.' Contrast the fern. not with the masc. reI. form rdiw·n.
The above rule seems almost absolute in the old perf. 8 ; the same fact was
expressed in § 309 by saying that the ancient form of the 3rd pers. fern. plur. (and
dual) is in M.E. regularly replaced by the 3rd pers. masc. form. In the participles
and cognate forms, masc. gender referring to fern. plur. nouns is only exceptional;
one can quote good instances to the contrary.
Exx. ~~l}""T' 11:;;':-.Il::"t:U~q~~- gml}wt prrt nl stt tk, im'sn
tapers which go forth unto him and with which lights are kindled. 9
Y--.f\""~:;:---

wp! wJWt mrrtj may he open the ways he desires. 1o
I t is noticeable that the preference is given to masc. forms when nI n or nn n
, these' precedes the fern. plur. noun; cf. below under 3.
Exx. ~-~~l}""T' ·.T:; l' nI n gmlj,wt rdl(w).n·k n·i these tapers
which thou hast given to me. ll
++-~~~-'i nn n!Jt rdi(w)·n·sn n·ithesethingswhich theyhavegivenme. 12

4I6
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When 1\ nI, ~ ~.} nw, and tt nn are used as demonstrative pronouns

3·
for 'this', 'that', they are referred back to by masc. participles and relative
forms i but the resumptive pronoun then used is fem.
Exx. Q-==~&t:~:~.e.e.e!..~ ir nw iddw msrirwy I1r·s as for that through
which the ears become dulled. 1
1\~~t '}1J

nJ hd(w)·k sw l;r·s that for which thou punishest him.2
Similarly when the antecedent is an abstract noun:
-'- }~~-~ 1j } ~m}1::I{tI.!.~ n wd·n·(i) m-SJ bw riwy msriw rmt l;r·s
I did not strain after evil on account of which men are hated. 3 F or the
construction see § 377.
In one instance tt 1m is followed by a feminine relative form:
:::fi'tV:t::i=~ rid·n·i nn ridt·n·i m mHi I have said this that I have said
truthful!y. :la
4. In Late Egyptian the meaning of the neuter is expressed by the masculine,
whereas in Middle Egyptian it is expressed by the feminine (§ 51). Contrast
~ ~o
~ ~-- iw·s(t) l;r rid(ti)j' she said
M.E. ~--~o ridj st ' he says it ' with L.E. Q
it';4 M.E. M}~ rjwt 'evil' with L.E. ~~~~PJ nJr 'the good';/! M.E.:-~
irt·n·k 'what thou hast done' with L.E. ~ ~ ~ ~::-== PJ iir·k nb ' all that thou
hast done'.6 The transition from the feminine to the masculine seems to have
begun with the oldperJecHve i here the masculine is usual in Middle Egyptian.
Exx. r>.}~"':lr'~4Qott~r14Q smJW gmyt wlSY renovating what was found
decayed. 7 Contrast the fern. pass. part. gmyt with the masc. old perfective WJsy.
~Q~~/jl-,-::~~j~§:~!~,? irrt ilw n rmt bin m at nbt what old age
does to men is evil in all respects. 8
:::ro~.!,~ nn st J!J n·k it is not profitable to thee. 9
In the case of the participles and relaHveJorms, examples of masc. gender
for neuter meaning are rare in early times.
Exx. r:J~rit::~gQ=r:~}~:=:~ srjd·i rJ n·k mitt iry apr-lei m iw 1m
let me tell thee the like thereof which happened in this island. lo

, Eb·99. '5,
2 Urk. iv. 1090, 14.
Sim. A·Z.69.32 (I. 23).

s. Lyons 88 = ~tock.
holm 55 = Urk. iv.
1196,8.

r:J

wnw m sim mk st ~pr (the things) that were mere
hearsay (lit. in hearing), behold they have happened,u
-'-'"h~:it::=-QQ n l;rli ir·n ky I did not destroy what another had made. I3
'Ir·n for irt· n.
The rare examples where the masc. definite article precedes a relative form
of neuter meaning are to be viewed as early cases of Late Egyptian.
Ex. ~"""4Q:it~l~::::~:it~:it rdit iry·i PJ wi(t)·n pJ·i nb to cause me to
do what my lord commanded. 14 The written t is probably due to a recollection
of the ordinary M.E. form wrjt'nf usual in such contexts.

Brit. Mus. 61 4,

3

7-8•

• d' Orbiney 6, I.
~ Anastasi v. IS, 2.

Bologna 1094,

8

l,

I.

7 L. D. ii. Ill, e;
I13, b. Sim. Bersk.
ii. p. l5; also wnt 111
• what had been diffi
cult', Siut 4,31, quo
§ 396, 2.
8 Pt. 20-1.
Siro.
Eb. 91, lI-gl, I.
t P.Pet. II 16A, 48.
Siro. Pt. 291.

Sk. S. 135. Sim.

10

ib.

~2.

~o}I~4~~ro~
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11

lTrk. iv.

500.

15 Cairo 20741, C 2.
Sim. tid for tidt,
Pt. 265. quo Exerc.
XXVII, (a); i,b. 543·

553·

If Urk. iv.
r069.
Sim. D. el B. ISS,
quo § 330.
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s.

C I z. Sim.
Paller; 3, quo § 330.
1 Louvre

'" ROEIH:R,

Debod,

PI. 108, iv. a. Sim.
Az. 69. 32 (I. ~3).

2 Hearst 5, 7. Sim.
ib. 5,9. II. 12. '5.
s E6. 46, 10. 16.

22.
4

Urk.iv. 36r. Sim.

ib. 361, 11; 1082, 3.

The indejinlte pronoun ~ tw (§ 47) is treated as a masculine.
Ex. t~:r~TJ~q~ rl,zr·n·tw l,zrw im then one rejoiced thereat. l
So too the pronoun ~.o st with the meaning' them' (§ 46).
Ex. "':lr" ~ t.~9 ~; gm·(i) st rl,zr l,zr mr(y)t I found them standing on the
bank 1a
6. The Egyptians were never remarkable for scholarly accuracy, and
examples are not infrequent, especially in much-copied texts, where the fern.
ending is wrongly omitted.
~ 111~:::~e~~--a pllrt 2-nwt ir'n Sw l,zrf fisf a second remedy
Exx.
which Shu made on his own behalf.2 The parallel passages in Ebers 3 have
irt·n.
correctly

::.01

:e:

"';'c:<>~}Ii~@

stjJ·nJ r SJW Kmt whom (fern.) he chose to protect Egypt.'
The epithet immediately preceding contains the correct fern. form r~.:. slJrt·n.
OBS. For concord of gender in the case of numbers, see § 261; and for nouns of
exceptional gender see § 92.

VOCABULARY
~~~ iwr become pregnant.

r

9'

hrt
heaven.
•

0

<=> F===;J

~ ~ l,zslt cut off.

~ .} ~ l,zsw singer.

r ~~.J.l

0001

ssm lead, guide.

~ 0~ ipt private chamber, harim.
~~ wr-llUW 'Greatest-of-seers',
<=>1 I I
name of the high-priest of
Heliopolis.

.} r! ~ wslJt hall, court (in temple
or palace).

~=

htpt offerings.

I I'

~XJ~~ var.

X@J llry-l,zb(t) lector

priest.

m

sh counsel.

I

~.

::::::0

f€

~ ifS/t dignity.

=j~ tp-rd rules, principles.

~1"Yt.~ tnt difference.

J ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ biJyt marvel, wonder.
-k~~,}T mSr'lfJ evening.
""\X~ ~ 9 ml,zyt north wind.

~ ~ ~ <ifJ food.

;c: 0]:'0 nw time.

~+~~.J.l imy-lJt (adj. from m-!;t)

0

t~ l,zmt craft, craftsmanship.

~~

ds flint.

one who goes after or accom
paOles.
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EX E RC IS E XXXIII
(a) Reading lesson: extract from a book of tales.1
t~:::t - ~~ ~~2~(~~] ~-.ll! ~ ~
~~Q::~

<:>

n ~ <:> 1n t:l)~""""'- :
'1,,= e""""'o'l_~ ';tl>, I I~-:
: no

<:>

: 'I l3

:-~

3

["J I "" _

<:> -"",
.:tf\\ '1"
~

["J ""

~q-!!q1'

Ll.~~q..A..~1'..:~)~~q7
Q~ ~ Qq~.!f H<:::7~~

q~t~~~iJ~::~""q~
~Q-~I~Q~Q::':)~~

~q-!!Q1'~
n
= n~
'i ~-.ll
~OCJ'f~o_

-="""

~~["J~~""o\\"""",=~~ ~~g
~Q~~~

~Q-~~Q~
Q~ ~Q Q~.!f H<:::7~~

~~::.g,itQ~ j=;;r\\
~Q-~I~

Q-~Q::X='i'~\\
~q-~lq1"

q-13t! ~~'~,~,"I
-~ .....

<:>

a=_1jI

o\\~o l'-'~ ~~11

a

I::1

j::;;~\\
~Q-~I~~

~~~Qr~<:>
~:::tQ Q"=

<:>~\f~~\\Q~=i5'~!~~
1
I

S

rtzr·n tid'n Pi ... w .fIfw m,r-!Jrw :
Pi iif tid,
iw·k r!J·ti tnw nJ ni
i ipwt nt wnt nt l)f;wty?
tid·in l)di:
f;s·ti, n r!J·i tnw iry,
ity (r.w.s.) nb·i,.
iw·i swt r!J·kwi bw nty st im.
tid·in tzmf:
iw irfln?
tid·in l)di pn :
iw rJdt im nt ds
m rt sipty rn's m 'Iwnw;
mil rJdt.
tid·in l)di:
ity (r.w.s.) nb-i,
mk nn ink is inn n·k sy.
tid·in tzmf:
tn
' f 'tn'f n·t' sy ?
• m tr
tid·in l)di :
in smsw n PI Ilrdw }
nty m Ilt n Rd-tidt
inf n·k.ry.
tid·in tzmf:
mr·i is st.
nJ tidy·k,
pty sy II Rd-tidt ?

Wes/c.9, 1-15 with a few restorations. See tooJEA. II, 2.
The traces do not suit =~ ~ (king', which gives, however, the required sense.
The original has wrongly g; see i/J. 7,5. ,.
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tid·in .l)di :
!tmt wrb pw n Rr nb S,!Jbw
lwr·ti m !Jrdw} n Rr nb S,!ibW,

~ ~/j}:t1r-~~~~ ~ ~<:>-:-~~~~ gg
!!~-~ 1~_V_i'?<:>~~~!.~

wn·in !tmf lbf WI r tiwt !tr·s.
tid·in l)di:

:J~-"~1"

pty lifPI lb, ity (r.w.s.) nb·i?

o~\f1n~::"t~?~1n~~~~f H'7~:t1r
~-~r"t~'~I~,III~"i

In lr-tw !tr PI !Jrdw} tid-n·i :
kI srk,
kl $If,
kI wrw lm''S? 1

~1n~~
~1n~..!
~~~I~~r

~~-+~-

tid·in !tm,/:
ms's lif s(y) nw, Rd-tidt?
ms's m Ibd I (n) prt sw If.

mr '\. ~~:::F:C:~0=Q\-"'~~
mr4)r ~ '7'[""]~0c::
1

lw tid'n'/ r·s :
lw·sn r lrt lit twy mntJt
m II pn r tirf,.
[.1wnw.
•zw smsw n'sn-zmy
••
r zrt wr-mlw m

Probably the abbreviated form of the suffix 3rd pers. plur. noted p. 39, n. 12a; so too perhaps above, 1. 4.

, Then said the [king] Cheops, the deceased: (What about) the saying thou
knowest the number of the secret chambers of the sanctuary 1 of Thoth? And
Djedi said: So it please thee, I know not the number thereof, 0 Sovereign, my
lord, but I know the place where it is. 2 And His Majesty said: Where is it?
And this Djedi said: There is a box of flint in a room called (room of) inspection
in Heliopolis; (it is) in that box. (And His Majesty said: Go fetch me that box)~
And Djedi said: 0 Sovereign, my lord, behold it is not I who will fetch it for
thee. And His Majesty said: Who will fetch it for me? And Djedi said: The
eldest of the three children who are in the womb of Reddjedet will fetch it for
thee. And His Majesty said: Indeed I should like it! (But as regards) what
thou hast said, who is this Reddjedet? 4 And Djedi said: She is the wife of
a priest of Re c, lord of Sakhebu, who is pregnant of three children belonging to
Re c, lord of Sakhebu; and he has said about them (?) that they shall exercise this
A word otherwise unknown, possibly connected with the geographical name Wnw, i.e. Shmfin, Hermopolil Magna.
The context seems to demand that st should here refer to the number, not to the lpwt themselves.
8 The sense demands the re~toration of some such speech on the part of the king.
Its omission may have been due
to komoiote/euton, the recurrence of one and the same word at the end of two consecutive phrases or sentences.
• It seems best to take nI tjd)"R as in anticipatory emphasis (§ 148, 5) and as equivalent to lr nJ tjd)"R. For the form
fjdy.k see p. 303, n. 19. However, GUNN and BLACKMAN attach nl gay.k to st preceding and render' I shall be pleased
with it, what you are going to say', see]EA. 16, 67.
1

2
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beneficent office throughout the entire land; and the eldest of them shall be
high-priest 1 in Heliopolis. Thereupon His Majesty grew sad in his heart
because of it. And Djedi said: What is this mood, 0 Sovereign, my lord? II Is
it on account of these three children I spoke of? Next your son, next his son,
and next one of them! 3 And His Majesty said: At what moment will she give
birth, Reddjedet? (And Djedi said :) 4 She will give birth on the fifteenth day of
the first month of winter.'
1
2

Wr 11I/W, lit.' greatest of the seers'; this was the particular name of the high-priest of Hdiopolis.
Lit.' heart', i.e. state of heart, mood. 'In lr.tw lit. 'is (it) done l'
S Rendering doubtful.
4 See § 224, end.

(6) Translate into English, emending if necessary:

(I)

~}~J=~~~~~~\~~~~::j8j~7'~~

/WN'M~ n~n=nn
Q

r&

cb=~~OI~
I

~l 'lJtI'~O'l<=>DDol

I~L~ Ie

(j
fNWM

nJ~'C7tU

I'

Jt I

SfNN'M~ a

.Jl

®d.R-~NM'M=~

~~2fg~~ ~t~ ~}::y~2f\j ~~QY~2f~r }~rt ~

~~~~~~r}=~[~::=]~rNM'Mg~
1

(2)

~A~~~~~~

Text from a stela showing a minstrel playing the harp before bis master.

(C) Translate into EgypHan :
(I) Then said the courtiers to (lfft) His Majesty: Behold, we will do according
to (m) all that thou hast commanded, 0 Sovereign, our lord. (But) wherefore
hast thou inquired from us a counsel (s~)? Does one guide Horus who is in the
sky to sail in the heavens? Does one give a rule of knowledge to Ptah, the
noble one who-presides-over (~ry.tp) craftsmanship? Does one teach Thoth to
speak? There is no difference between (lit. of) these three and (lit. r ' from ')
Thy Majesty. If thou givest instruction (!zr 'face ') to him who is ignorant
(lfm-Ift), the morrow dawns (lit. the earth grows light), and he is cleverer than
those who know! (2) Hail to thee, thou eye of Horus, who cuttest off the heads
of those who accompany Seth! Great is thy dignity (over) against thy enemies,
in this thy name of lady of dignity! 0 Sobk, thou hast placed her in thy head,l
that thou mayst be great through (m) her. (3) It is a greeting to my lord
(1. p. h.) to the effect that the two Medjay-people who went to the desert on
the fourth day of the first month of summer came to report to me to-day at
time of evening, and brought three Nubians, saying that they had found them
to the south of the fortress. Thereupon I asked these N ubians, 'Whence have
ye come?' Thereupon they said, 'We have Come from the Well of Horus.'
(4) This book was found by night by the hand of a lector-priest, when this
earth was in darkness. The moon shone on this book, on every side of it. It
was brought as a wonder to the Majesty of King Cheops, the deceased.
1

The eye of Horus is here identified with the uraeus (i. e. cobra) in the royal diadem.
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NEW PARAGRAPHS AND OTHER ADDITIONS
P. 53. On this page add two new paragraphs:

§ 62 A. Avoidance of the repetition of like hieroglyphic signs.

1 Az. 69, 30, 17,
corrected AEO, Text,
I, p. 162*; also
Amarn. VI, 25, 18.
Sim. p. 169, n. 5.
2

Nauri 8.

Analogous to the phenomena illustrated in the early part of § 62 are cases where
what is avoided is repetition of signs other than a single consonant, or even of
an entire word.
Exx. 44==~ ym 'sea ',I oldest writing of this Semitic loan-word;
here
serves partly as group-writing for m (§ 60 and see Sign-list N 35), but partly
also as the determinative of water.
~= ttr nit for ttr ntt nit ' because .... what' 2 in a clause quoted below in
§ 200 A, if the omission of the second nit be not a mere mistake.

==

§ 63 A. Hieratic and hieroglyphic.-At the outset hieratic writing was
no more than a particular summary mode of presenting hieroglyphic (see p. 10),

S Much testimony
in E. DEVAUD, L'dge
des papyrus eoptiens
hilratiques d' apres les
graphies de certains
mots, Paris, 1924

but in course of time the two scripts diverged and developed special orthographic
habits of their own. Hieroglyphic, true to its essentially decorative character,
remained the more free of the two, exhibiting its signs in greater or less detail
as occasion demanded, and disposing them in relatively arbitrary positions.
Hieratic, on the other hand, became far more regular and consistent, and
invented, in case of need, fashions of spelling suited to itself.3 Only a few traits
of Middle Kingdom hieratic can here be mentioned:
1. Biliteral signs usually have their phonetic complement, exx. ft~ WI
rather than ft alone, fi~ tl rather than fl or fi.
2. Elaborate hieroglyphs are avoided and sometimes replaced by a mere
oblique stroke '\., ex. m~'\. ms for m~4.' (see Z 5 in the Sign-list).
3. The repetition of signs in duals and plurals (§ 73. I) is avoided, exx. ~
irty for::, ~<=>}li,~, srw for lilili, ::: rnw for ::::::, ==~~ mnw for ;;;

(§ 77, I).

4. New signs were developed, ex. ~ w for }, or variant forms retained, exx.
~ for AA PI, ' = for,=, k, ~ for ~ as determinative of king or god.
Egyptologists have experienced the practical need of adopting some common
standard to which different hieratic hands could be reduced, and instead of
selecting one simple style of hieratic for the purpose, have preferred to transcribe
all hieratic hands into hieroglyphic. In view, however, of the aforementioned
divergence of the two scripts, it is necessary to realize that such transcriptz'ons,
as they are called, are perforce in some degree artificial products, exhibiting the
text transcribed in a form more or less different from that which would have been
422
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chosen by a contemporary scribe or sculptor. It belongs to good scientific method
not to gloss over such differences, and since the appearance of the first edition of
this Grammar most scholars have adopted a more rigid attitude in this matter.l In
the present edition the transcriptions of most texts have been revised accordingly,
and the presence of "ft. instead of ~ and of "= instead of =- is as a rule a
useful indication that the example in question is taken from a hieratic text, not
a hieroglyphic one.

1 For an exposition
of the new principles
seeJEA. 15,48; cf.
also OLZ. 1933,608.

OBS. 1. For reasons of economy and spacing it has not proved possible in this
edition to revise the transcriptions from hieratic as thoroughly as would have been
desirable. In the best modern editions of texts not only is the direction of the
originals from right to left retained, but also the positions of the individual signs are
scrupulously followed. The student is urgently counselled to conform to this sound
practice; in particular ~ should not be turned upright as ~ and, if the original writes
the plural strokes as:, the transcription also should show them thus, not as I or 1 1 I.
I
OBS. 2. The revision of transcriptions in this edition has not as a rule extended
to the Book of the Dead and the Coffin Texts, since there it was usually needful to
quote certain handy and easily accessible editions where the old style was employed.

P. 65. Add at the place marked the following new paragraph:

§ 84 A. Direct object after verbs of apparently intransitive or
passive sense.-Such verbs as !!~"'\'r wJt!J 'be clad (in)', ~lo wr(t 'be
anointed (with) " ::~ mn 'be ill (of)' a disease or '(in)' a limb, ~ (ttp 'rest
(upon) , sometimes take a direct object.
Exx. ~l}1 ~ 1~~ol?1 wr(t(w)·k tpt mayst thou be anointed with first-quality
oi1.2
Q-=-::~:: 1-- ir mnf mntf if he is suffering in his thigh. 3
Q}~-i~jj':'~ iw (ttp·n ntr stfwrt the god rested on his great seat.4
Q

P. 66, § 86. At bottom, before the OBS., add:
After C/ nb 'lord' the indirect genitive, not the direct, is found when the
foHowing noun is qualified by an adjective or demonstrative.
Exx. ::::~ nb n !JISt nb(t) the lord of every foreign land. 6
'C7.A-q~;;;..!

nb n is pn the lord of this chamber.6

P. 89. Before the Vocabulary insert a new paragraph:
§ 115 A. Yet another way of expressing possession is by means of the noun
C/ nb 'lord', 'possessor " usually followed by a direct genitive.
Exx. ~1tC/:::'biC/e."H}I~' ink nb (IW nb !Jbsw I was an owner of donkeys
and an owner of ploughlands. 7
g;1ftC/q ~~07 ink nb i1mt I was a possessor of charm. 8
This use is particularly frequent with abstract words, resulting in the creation
42 3
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2 Leyd. K 9. Sim.
Mill. I, 8; Urk. iv.
1214, 15. Wn1J, Mill.

I,

i-So

s Eb. 103, 6. Sim.
P. Kah. 5, '9. Other
exx. Wb. ii. 66, 19;
67, 21.
4 Urk.iv.83 6. Sim.
ib. 896,9.

& ){Z. 69. 26, I.
Sim. Cairo 34022, 4.
• Siu/ I, 227. Sim.
Sh. S. 171; Peas. B I.
16.

1628,
plur.
'having' BH.i. 8, 21.
8BH.i.8, '5. Sim.
Cairo 20007, 6.
7 Brit. Mus.
10- I.
Sim.
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1 Cairo
20046,2.
2

200 38 ;

Cairo 20046, 3.

of an epithet equivalent to an adjective, ex. the very common '=~ nb im;/.J 'lord
of reverence ',I nearly identical with ~ ~M ~ imJ/.Jy 'revered '.2
For cases where the direct genitive following nb is replaced by an indirect
genitive see above the Add. to § 86.
P. 115. At the end of § 148, I add:

S

See Cen., p. 83, n.

5; A·Z. 7 1, 48•
f Cen.85. 23. Sim.
Vrk. iv, 219, 15. 16.
With sty), fern., Cen.
84, 3. 16.
• Cen.84 3 (Jnt in
semi·enigmatic writ
ing). Sim.• but with
noun following SW, ib.
84, II.
• Getl. 84, 2. Sim.
ib. 84, 7·

Of similar appearance, but of very problematic character, is a construction
found in some archaic or merely archaistic texts. 3 Here the 3rd pers. pronouns
m. sing. +,} sw, f. sing. ~, - s(y), plur. ~ ~ sn are found before the stimf form,
but the meaning is not future, but past or present.
Exx. +,}'7f' ~~ sw smf he went, lit. he, he went. 4
+,}Q~ ~~J sw snt Gb Geb (lit. he, Geb) quarrelled."

sn s/fdd·sn they (lit. they, they) travel by water. 6
There is no emphasis on the pronouns in this narrative use, and their em
ployment at the head of the sentence seems to prohibit their identification with
the Dependent Pronouns of § 43. Still less is it possible to connect them with
the Pronominal Compound of § 124. this being a quite late development. Since
a parallel use is found before active participles (Add. to § 373, I) one might be
tempted to regard them as equivalents of the Older Absolute Pronoun (§ 64) ;
however, swt stimf, like Ittf stimf, has future meaning, see p. 369, n. 16. Out of
this employment probably evolved the likewise archaic or archaistic particle +,}
swof § 240. Analogous also is a unique example with the Indefinite Pronoun
~ tw (§ 47) in a historical text:
~ ~~t~:~I-;-;

~47~~~+~~~~8e~1; tw stim·tw m pr-nsw in itf Ijr k, n!tt {jr-m
7 Ann.
Ig-20.

37. pl.

2,

WISt it was heard (lit. one, one heard) in the palace by his father the Horus

Strong-bull-arising-in-Thebes. 7
P. 124. At the end of § 161 add:
As in most languages, comparable relations of time and space are in Egyptian
indicated by the same simple prepositions; see (e.g.) the uses of m, § 162, I. 2 ;
of /:tr, § 165, 1. 4. A peculiarity of these Egyptian prepositions is that their
meaning is strangely vague. Thus r, according to the context, may mean either
, to ' or ' at' or ' from '. Somewhat similarly with m, /:tr and tiro
P. 15 I. Before § 20 I the following new paragraph should be read:

8

Nauri 8.

§ 200 A. Nty in relative clauses with nominal predicate.-An
example of a very rare type is
~=o'}-9-;7r~:: /:tr-ntt (ntt) pw rn!t'sn im·s because that is what they live upon,
lit. with it. 8 For /:tr-nlt see § 223 and for the single writing of nit in place of ntt
ntt, see § 62 A, above p. 422.
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P. 266, end of § 349.
'command' :

A unique ex. of the infinitive tm as object of wi

q}~~i'~~P~~-;-~j:::T lw wi(·/t) n·llfmf tm ih(n) tl n sr nb

r·l
His Majesty commanded me not to prostrate myself (lit. touch the earth with my
forehead) to any official greater than me. l
(I

P. 288. Add at end of § 373, I :
In s.ome archaic or archaistic texts the independent pronoun is replaced by
the obscure 3rd pers. pronoun :t} discussed in the Additions to § 148, I.
Ex. :t}::~<::>~ sw rdllbf 1"S he set his desire towards her.2
P. 289, § 374. Add after the fourth line from bottom:
The exclamatory ending -uy is found also with passive participles:
~\-JI }\\L("=;"~tr~~~~\~~"=:i:~~ lfd·wy pr·k, 'Itm, snt·wy Ifwt·k, Rwty
how (well-)built is thy house, 0 Atum, how (well-)founded thy mansion, 0 Ruty.3
Not quite certain are the examples alluded to on p. 109, n. 6with the dependent
pronoun of the 1st pers. sing. :
2)!ft~~}~~ <::>+o I!s wi m hrw pn r sf I was one praised more to-day
than yesterday.4 Since this sentence involves a comparison, it is more easily so
explained than by taking the three first signs as an exceptional perf. pass. participle
with !ft as determinative. a
~}!ft~~~~- mr wi (?) m slP-(for Stp-)Sl I was one loved (?) in the
Palace. 6 Perhaps emend mrwt·i 'my love was' or ::;="} Jt mr·kwl ' I was loved'.
P. 294, n. 3. The first four lines of § 377 require the following qualification:
It seems extremely likely that in M. E. the direct objectS was felt to be a
retained grammatical object, as the comparison with English suggests. Arabic
analogies make it possible, however, that at the outset this objectS was a gram
matical subject, such a sentence as 'is given to him gold' having been transformed
into 'to whom is given gold' lit. ' (he-)given is to him gold', by the addition of
a gender ending linking up the passive verb-form with an antecedent implied or
expressed; such is the hypothesis favoured by De Buck, in Az. 59, 65, followed
hesitatingly by me in Some Aspects, 23, n. 9. See further the next additional note.
P. 300, n. 8. The divergent theory here alluded to is as follows:
In AZ. 59, 65 De Buck put forward a theory of the relative forms differing
somewhat from that advocated in § 386. He agreed that all the relative forms
originated in passive participles, to which was appended, in the case of the imper
fective and perfective relatives, a direct genitive (noun or suffix-pronoun) to
express the subjects. It is in respect of constructions with the passive participle
like dd(w) nf nbw n Ifswt, lit. '(one)-given to him the gold of favour', that he
disagreed. As already explained in the Add. to p. 294, n. 3, Arabic analogies
425
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1 Aswtn. stela temp.
Sesostris I communi
cated by L. Habachi.

• U,.k. iv. 2[9. 17.
Sim. ib.

3

HO, I.

Nu, 17, 101.

, Brit. Mus. 57+. 5·

5

See above p. 278,

n·3·
6

Munich 3, 1 i.
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20 556•
1 Cairo
GUNN renders both
exx. of [lm/.tl prospec
tively, see below, n. 3.
2 Cairo 203 I 3.

led him to regard nbw here, not as a retained object, but as originally the subject
of a sentence with a passive participle as predicate. It is true that, as Sethe had
noted before him, Arabic here employs the nominative, r. 1t the accusative; De
Buck pointed to the construction exemplified in § 374 as evidence that no argu
ment in favour of nbw being an implicit accusative could be drawn from the use
in similar cases of the dependent pronoun. De Buck is just possibly right in his
contention, but if so, the evolution of the relative forms will have been more
complex than is set forth in the text of this Grammar.
P. 303, n. 2 a. Further note on the fern. ending] or]Q in the relative forms:
Except on the ground of meaning a relative form from an immutable verb
cannot be proved to be imperfective rather than perfective unless it stands in
indisputable parallelism with geminating relative forms from mutable verbs.
Such a case is found, however, in the formula 6~)~::] ~l~= ddl pi, ~mJ'/(i)
ii, innl {zrp 'what heaven gives, earth creates (var. on another stela )~ 1) and
the inundation brings '.2 Since the fern. ending in the imperfective relative form
from mutable verbs is '1, not 'Ii or 'Iy, the same must be true of the immutable
verbs, whence it may be concluded, in agreement with p. 304, top, that] or ~Q or
~ in such examples is merely a substitute for
·1 and has no significance except
as a graphic variant. This conclusion may be extended to a whole series of relative
forms from immutable verbs claimed to have prospective meaning,3 and particu
larly when ~e] or f-e~4 is found in a formula commonly associated with that
quoted above, namely ~~o(jQ~Qiq~ !JI nbl nlr! wrbl rtt!JI ntr im 'all good and
pure things whereon a god lives '. I t has been conjectured that when the scribe
substituted a writing appearing to read r1t!J·li he was varying the tense, and that
we ought then to render 'whereon a god would live (scil., if he were in the
deceased's place ').4 This has been shown above to be unnecessary, besides
being contrary to all likelihood from the standpoint of sense. Such a hypothesis
is also contrary to the spirit of the Semitic languages, which are very sparing in
the modal distinctions favoured by Greek and Latin. It is true that in certain
examples of the perfective relative form (§ 389, 2, b) we may find it appropriate to
render this as '(whereon) thou mayst rest', '(what) he has to do (with it)' or the
like, but the prospective or obligational sense here is probably an importation on
the part of the translator, and is not inherent in the Egyptian form itself.
P. 326, n. 4. On the theory here set forth the Stimf form will have started
with transitive verbs followed by an expressed objectS, ex. 'heard of him is (or
was) this speech '. Such an origin must necessarily be assumed also for the
sim·nf form. It is idle to speculate exactly when and how the form was ex
tended to intransitive verbs, but it has been seen in §§ 376. 384 that the conception
of passives from intransitives was by no means alien to Egyptian feeling.
0

3 GUNN, Stud., 14
foil. It is far from easy
to decide when such
forms should be ren
dered prospectively,
and some of the Cases
quoted in the notes p.
304, top, are open to
serious doubt.

i

GUNN, Stud., 31.
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PARAGRAPHS AND OTHER ADDITIONS
P. 328, § 4 J 3, under 2ae gem. The problem of a sim·ni form from wnn re
quires closer investigation. In Late Egyptian the stem has predominantly past
meaning, and there seem to be traces of this specialization of meaning at a far
earlier stage. Accordingly it is even plausible that the simi form wn·i may have
stood in parallelism to the sim·ni form mJ·n·i. On the other hand, the analogy
of ]:: for in·ni makes it equally possible that ~ may be a writing of wn·n·(i).
P. 358, n. T I. Examples exist, however, where ir 'if' is followed, not by wnn,
but by wn. The most easily explicable is q<>~~~~~~=~~!.~t} ir wn
srlJ tit !IN smlJ sw 'if there be accusation in thy heart (lit. body), forget it'.1 Here
wn has probably the sense of iw Wit' there is' (§ 107), the element iw being
ignored altogether, as regularly in Late Egyptian,2 though a more truly Middle
Egyptian procedure in such a case would have been to write ir wnn wn, convert
ing iw after ir into wnn, cf. the ex. quo p. I 17, top. In Q<:>~!.g~~=~~~c@1
ir wn IJpr mi id, wnn rn(·i) 1ifr mn m niwt(·i) 'if there be a happening as has
been said (i. e. if the proverb just spoken be a true one), (my) good name shall
endure in (my) town',3 the same explanation will hold good if IJpr be infinitive and
the equivalent of an undefined common noun.

1 L. to D., Berlin
bowl; also two more
less easily explained
exx. on the same bowl.
I ERM.
Neuiig.
Gramm. s §§ 506 foIl.,
where, however, the
suppression of lw is
not pointed out.

3 Prllc. SB.A. PI.
opposite p. 196,1. 16.

ADDITION TO THIRD EDITION
P. 189. After § 258 insert a new paragraph:
§ 258 A. The interjectional ~, later ~Q Q by" is doubtless related to the
interrogative t!. i!J 'what?' of § S0l. Only one ex. noted before Dyn. XIX.
Ex. ~));{~-:- ~.~-));{rLlJ !Jy Pi !Jilt njr It Pi !zIp What a good sailing
upstream of the Ru1er. 5
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APPENDIX A
THE VOCALIZATION OF MIDDLE EGYPTIAN

THE purpose of this book being the practical teaching of hieroglyphics on
scientific lines, it has been deemed advisable to avoid the extremely difficult and
hypothetical questions connected with the vocalization of the ancient language.
From the very outset we have laid stress upon the fact that the vowels are not
written in the hieroglyphs; the consequence of this fact is that our consonantal
transliterations resemble desiccated skeletons of words far more than the living,
vibrating sounds of real speech. From the transliteration 'lmn one fails altogether
to realize that the god of Thebes was called Amana, or something like it, by the
contemporaries of the Tuthmosids. This Appendix is intended partly to correct
the distorted impression which our practical object has forced us to give, and
partly to lead up to the discussion as to the most suitable rendering of Egyptian
proper names, the subject of Appendix B.

I See H. RANKR,
Keilschriftliches Ma
tel'ial zlIraltiig. Voka
lisation in AM. d.
1:6". Preuss. Akad. d.
Wiss.• Berlin, 1910;
also liZ. 56, 69; 58,
132 ; by other authors,
OLZ. 2i, 704; lEA.
I I, 230; lNES. 5, 7;

7.

10•

Such knowledge as we have of the pronunciation of the older stages of
Egyptian is based on the vocalized forms vouchsafed to us by Coptic, Greek,
Assyrian, and Babylonian. Of these Coptic is, of course, by far the most
important, being actually the old Egyptian language in its latest stage of
development and written in Greek characters (§ 4). The disadvantage of Coptic
is, however, its remoteness in time from the stages of the language upon which
it is required to shed light; it would be as little legitimate to transfer the Coptic
pronunciation of such a word as abet 'goose' to the old Egyptian equivalent
~c!~ Ipd as it would be to use modern English pronunciation as our authority
for pronouncing Anglo-Saxon. The vowels and consonants of the older language
have usually become modified in the lapse of time, so that the more recent
equivalents can at best serve only as a basis for inference. A like objection
applies to the Greek and Assyrian transcriptions of Egyptian words; these
transcriptions are, moreover, comparatively few in number and confined mainly
to proper names. Of greater value are the fully vocalized transcriptions of
Egyptian names and words which occur, written in Babylonian cuneiform, on the
clay tablets known as the EI-Amarna letters (14th century, B. c.) and on those
constituting the archives of the Hittite capital of Boghaz Keui (13th century).l
Good examples are urussa 'head-rest' for Eg. ~~.:x:. 'Wrs; ku£!;ku 'Khoiakh
vessels', i. e. vessels such as were used at the festival of the month of Khoiakh,
for Eg. yry (; kl-{zr-kl; Ana • Heliopolis' for Egyptian ~ g 'Iwnw; N£bmuarza
for Egyptian @<;;:;7~ ~ Nb-l1Z1 rl-Rr, prenomen of Amenophis II 1. Probably these
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Babylonian transcrIptIOns differ 6nly little from the contemporary Egyptian
pronuncIatIOns. Hence their great interest j but here again we are handicapped
by the extreme rarity of their occurrence and by their restriction to but a few
classes of words.
In the main, therefore, we are thrown back upon Coptic for such positive
knowledge as we can glean concerning the pronunciation of the earlier stages of
the Egyptian language. Now if we examine the word-forms of the $actdic
dialect (this seems to have preserved its ancient character better than the other
dialects, except in some particulars the Akhmtmic), a definite system of vocaliza
tion reveals itself, of which the following are the main principles : 

Rule I. Every syllable, and consequently every word, begins with a con
sonant. No syllable can either begin or end with two consonants; where a word
appears to begin with two consonants, a short helping vowel e was pronounced
before the first of them, which thus functions as the end of an initial closed
syllable. l Exx. ral1, 'name', Eg. :: rn; siJ-flm 'hear' (infinitive), Eg. 4 st,/m;
en-sot' be hard' (infinitive), Eg. =~~ nlJt.

Rule 2. Open syllables, i. e. those ending in a vowel, have their vowel long.
Closed syllables, i. e. those ending in a consonant, have their vowel short.
nu-tem 'sweet', Eg. ~~~ nrjm; sot-m'l'hear (inf.) it',2 Eg. ~~- srjmi.

Exx.

Rule 3. Each word has only one accented syllable (tone-syllable), which
may be open or closed and must be either the last or the last but one (penultimate).
The subsidiary unaccented (toneless) syllables are closed and have merely the
short helping vowel". Exx. sJr-s 6 r ' destroy' (infinitive), Ego ~~~; s6r -sd-r'l
'destroy (inf.) him '.
I t must be made perfectly clear that Coptic, taken as it stands, shows at
least as many exceptions to these rules as exemplifications of them. The
following words offend in different ways: os' call', read'; nufe good'; smonet
'be established' (qualitative); eow 'praise'; gerage 'hunters'; egoos' Nubians '.
On a close inspection, however, it will usually be found that, even where the
rules are ostensibly broken, nevertheless the principles which they embody have
been at work. For example, ro' mouth' contradicts the second rule by having
a short vowel in an open syllable, while ro.! his mouth' contradicts it by having
a long vowel in a closed syllable; but it is clear that ro and roj are related in
some such way as sotem 'hear' and sotm'l 'hear it' instanced above. Now in
sotem the division of syllables is so-t6m, and the first syllable, being open, demands
the long vowel 0 according to Rule 2 above j in solm'l the addition of the suffix
alters the syllable-division to sol-m'l. whence the short vowel 0. Conversely, ro
I mouth' is explicable if the original form was 1-til j when the suffix ."1 was added,
I

I

I
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1 Such a closed
syllable
beginning
with. is an exception
to the statement with
which the rulestarted,
namely that every
syllable must begin
with a consonant.
The Semitic langu
ages exhibit a similar
exception.
In the
hieroglyphs a pro
thelic I is, as we have
seen § 272, sometimes
used to indicate the
presence of the hel p
ing vowel.
2 The direct object
of Igm can only be a
sound, a word or the
like. ' Hear him' is
in Egyptian sglll n:f,
in Coptic siil'm erof.
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the consonant / would be needed to begin the second syllable; the vowel ti would
then fall in an open syllable and accordingly have to be lengthened to a; thus
rof would represent an original ra-lf.1 Proof that J has fallen away is impossible
in this particular case, since 7 'mouth' is always written ideographically. In
countless examples, however, the old hieroglyphic writings at once provide an
explanation for the departure of the Coptic equivalents from the rules. Thus os
'call' begins with a vowel in Coptic because that language has no means of
representing the initial r of~i rs; nufe 'good' owes its short in an open
nfr = nufe(r); smon.et 'be
syllable to loss of the final consonant r, cf.
established' has as its prototype the 3rd pers. s. fern. of the old perfective
~=~a~ smn·ti = esmtinty = esnufnt (by loss of ey ) la = esmifnet (by insertion ofe before
t to avoid two consonants at the end of the syllable); eow 'praise' is found to be
the Coptic form of Q~.})1 iJw = eilrJw, a noun of the same form as ;;::::: t<" sn
'blood', Coptic snrYf; gerttge 'hunters' may be reconstructed as *~~~ ~'}Ii,~,
grgyw, m. plur. imperf. act. part. from grg 'hunt', the final -e being the relic of
an unaccented -yew; it looks as though the entire word must have been vocalized
gerrtigyew, a form recalling the lirel-reduplication which we are tempted to
postulate for the imperfective verb-forms (§ 356, OBS.).
We are now in a position to appreciate the arguments proving that ~ J, ~ i,
--0 rand }
ware not vowels, as the earlier Egyptologists supposed, but are
consonantal in character. It is true that all these hieroglyphs are used to
indicate vowels in the cartouches of the Graeco-Roman period; but an analogy
for this perversion of their original function has been found,2 and there is the
serious difficulty that ~ vacillates between the different values a, e, e, 0 and ~
between the values a, e, o. Again, if we collect the Coptic equivalents of the
hieroglyphic words in which these signs occur, we find (I) that.}, though written
OU, is employed in a thoroughly consonantal way like w or '!f; (2) that ~ either is
written ei or i and employed like consonantal y, or else disappears altogether;
(3) ~ either disappears altogether or else has changed to ei, i. e. consonantal y;
(4) --0 has vanished completely. If it should be argued from ~"':~ 'load',
Coptic otep, that ~ = 0, or from ~~~~ \\ 'skin', Coptic ttnom, that ~ = tt, or
again from
'sun', Coptic re, that --0 = e, we could easily make rejoinder with
instances which would show, upon the same lines, that ~ is not only 0, but also
tt, e, e, 'i, u; that Q is at once tt, e, e, i, 0, and 0; that --0 may as easily stand for
0, 0 as for e. To accept any such conclusions would, of course, be absurd,
and it ought to be evident, without further proof, that ~, ~ and --0 are not
equivalent to the vowels in the Coptic words in question, but have here fallen
away or become invisible. The matter is, however, settled definitely when
examples of the different verbal classes in Egyptian and Coptic are compared
with one another.

*::::

1&

It is unknown at
If passed

~hat. stage

mtoo.

2

See p. 14, n.

I.

::0

a, e,
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Qualitative 1

,

A

with nom. obj.

absolute

Old writing
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with suffix obj.

2-lit.

10M ltd' build'
Q'!' ip , count'
Q~

ir 'wash' 2

Not
op
)'0

ket
ep
ya- S

kof/

sefm
efp

sotm'i
otp'i

ket
ep

op1
yaaf3

J-lit.
.t7 ~

stim ' hear'

~O:::~

lIP' load'
·r; rnl; 'live'
}=j~ wsb 'answer'
Jae z"nJ.
m~~ msi 'bear'
Q.J~=~ ibi 'thirst'
~~~ rl;i 'hang up'
~.Jl wni 'pass by'
I
2

S

sotem
otep
on6h
woflb

[sotem]
otep
oneh

'ZfJosb1

m'lse
ibe
He
_ v
wzne

mes(t)

masfJ/

eSt

a!t1

vv
mose
obC
ases

The Coptic Qualitative is the descendant of the Old Perfective treated in Lesson XXII.
This verb, originally Jac info, has secondarily attached itself to the :I-lit. class.
a instead of t and iJ under the influence of the guttural r, the original presence of which is thus indicated.

Examination of the above table shows that the various Coptic verb-classes
have each its own characteristic vowel, which persists unchanged, or nearly so,
whatever the neighbouring radical consonants may be. There can be no doubt
that the 0 of op, of yo and of woseb is the same 0 as in kot and in sotem, and
similarly that the i in ise and wine is the same i as in mise. Hence we may
conclude at once that Q in t~ is a consonantal y, and that the} seen in }=:J~
and implicit in ~..Il is a consonantal w. As for the ~ of lIP, the Q of ip and iM,
the --II of ir, rnl; and rl;i, they clearly represent consonants which either have
fallen away or for some other reason fail to find expression in the corresponding
Coptic verbs.
Such considerations as these warrant the conclusion that Coptic displays the
ruins of a much earlier phase of Egyptian, in which the division of the syllables
and the quantity of the vowels were governed by the strict rules above specified.
The question now arises as to what particular phase in the history of the
Egyptian language is represented by Coptic in its ruinous condition; is that
phase Late Egyptian, Middle Egyptian, or Old Egyptian? The problem must
be clearly understood. Coptic is, of course, the ultimate outcome of all preceding
stages of Egyptian, including some prehistoric stages of which we have no
precise knowledge. What we are now seeking is, however, that particular phase
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Pyr. 553; see Ver
i. p. 143.
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In point of fact
has not pre
served hraf 'upon
him'; but the vocaliza
tion is guaranteed by
the Fayyilmic form
fAeq, and also in
directly by the $addic
fP"" 'over', see }fZ.
44,93·
3 For the tendency
of r to persist before a
suffix-pronoun,though
lost in status absolutus,
cf. O. K. writings of
n[rj, Wb. II, 359, 7
in the Belegstel/en.
4 Wrongly dispu
ted by EDGERTON,
JNES. 6, I foil. For
the early disappear
ance of final l' see nn.
2,3 above, and for the
O. K. loss of the fern.
ending -/ see p. 3.f, n.
2.
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of the language in which the decayed vocalic system of Coptic finds its explana
tion. An analogy may help to elucidate the problem: many of our great abbey
churches were preceded by Anglo-Saxon, if not by Roman, structures; yet it
may be possible in a particular church to ascribe the ruinous portions alone
surviving in mass beside other portions not so ruined, to the Perpendicular style
of architecture, not to any other style whether earlier or later. Similarly we are
able to state with some assurance that the vocalic system found in ruinous
condition in Coptic belongs to a phase of the Egyptian language at least as old as
Old Egyptian. In order to discover an explanation for smon6 t (see above) we
have to go back to the form r:::~~~ smnti (e s-71l dn-t ey); had the Coptic vocalic
rules here come into operation only when smnti was already reduced to sm1tt,
doubtless that later form would have assumed some such vocalization as semntft,
6sm01t6t 01' s8mn6t. The actual form smonet found in Coptic demands that the
final syllable ·ty should have been still intact at the moment when the vocalic
rules exerted their influence; now since ~ is sometimes written for simple t in
the fern. relative form from Dyn. XII onwards (§ 387,2), ex. st-;~, and since
this ~ must be copied from the old perfective, it seems necessary to suppose
that the i of the ending ·ti ('Iy) was lost by then, and possibly even far earlier.
Similarly the short vowel in Coptic 6hkr'f' hunger' must date from a time when
the original r of {t/fr had not yet fallen away; but this probably occurred as
early as the Old Kingdom, since {t/fr 'hunger' and {t/f' 'rule' interchange in
the Pyramid texts.l Many nouns like neb' lord' betray the former presence
of an ending .ew (ne-b 6 w) , of which hieroglyphic writing subsequent to the Old
Kingdom contains no trace. Again, the Coptic ho' face' and the preposition ht'
, upon' derived from it reveal the loss of the original end-consonant r (ho = old
{tttr; hi = old {ter, {tey), whereas the corresponding form with the suffix hraf2 has
preserved the r; already in the Old Kingdom {tr 'face' and 'upon' are con
sistently written '9 without r, while the r appears consistently in :.!. '6.. {trf
'upon him'; 3 that the Coptic pronunciation ehraf holds good of early Middle
Egyptian is shown also by the isolated variant H~ (§ 272). Sometimes hiero
glyphic writings for which no exact Coptic equivalents can be quoted tell their
own tale. We have noted in § 78 that the XlIth Dyn. spelling ~}~'6.. dpwtf
'his boat', when compared with ~ ~ dpt 'a boat', can be explained only as due
to the displacement of the accent owing to the addition of the suffix; under the
protection of the accent the original w of the word (hypothetically dapwel) is
preserved in d epwiit'1. while it disappears in drillt. The Coptic laws relating to
syllable-division and accentuation here found in full force doubtless originated
much earlier than when first observable in our texts, so that we may fairly
conclude them to go back to the Old Kingdom or even before. 4
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Whereas the division of the syllables and the quantity of the accented vowel
can thus often be ascertained, the quality of the vowels is much more doubtful.
Nevertheless, a careful comparison of the Coptic, early Greek, and Babylonian
word-forms has enabled scholars to form a rough idea of the nature of the
Egyptian vowels as early as the Eighteenth Dynasty. It would seem that at
this period, and possibly very much earlier, Egyptian had the same vowels as
classical Arabic, namely a, z" and u, each of which could be either short orlong;
the e and 0 vowels appear to be more recent developments. To summarize very
briefly the results attained, starting with Coptic, the following statement may be
made:
Coptic 0 < 1 old Greek it < Babylonian ii. Ex. Hor ' Horus', old Gk. -vp
(in AOvp , Hathor'), Bab . .f/iira. Note that Coptic has kept the u of the old Gk.
after m and n, cf. Amun, Bab. Amana, Gk. (Mt)afLovv; Anitp, old Gk. Avov{3t,>.
Coptic e < old Gk. i < Bab. i. Ex. re 'sun', old Gk. -pt (in M€<Topt,
a month-name), Bab. ria (e. g. in Nibmuarza).
Coptic 0' < old Gk. a < Bab. a. Exx. hO'rp 'is pleased' in ParemhO'tep,
a month-name, Bab. -lJatpi (in the name AmanlJatpi = 'ImnlJtp); muse' is born',
old Gk. fLa<Tt (in the king's name AfLa<Tt'», Bab. masH (in .f/aramasS£ = Qr-ms).
Note that Gk. for the most part represents this old a, late 0, by Ctl (omega),
perhaps because Gk. 0 (omikron) had in it a tinge of u which was unsuitable.
Coptic a < older e < still older r. I t can be shown that Akhmimic has
often preserved the quality of the vowels better than $acidic; now $acIciic a is e
in Akhmimic, ex. $acid. las' tongue', Akhm. les. That r was the earlier form of
e is a matter of inference. 2
Coptic e sometimes at least goes back to Bab. u. Ex. me' truth' (Eg. mlrt),
Bab. mua (in ./Ilz'bmuaria).
The summary account here given must suffice to indicate the kind of means
by which the pronunciation of Middle Egyptian can occasionally be elicited.
The chief authorities to be consulted are Sethe's great work on the Egyptian
verb, and a much later brilliant article entitled Die Vokalz'satiolt des Agyp
tz'schen in Zeitschr. d. deutsch. morgen!. Ges., 77 (1923), 145-207, reprinted in
1925. See too a review by G. Farina in Aegyptus, 1924, 313-25.3 Research
is now beginning to take the further and still more hazardous step of comparing
the vocalization of Egyptian with that of the related Semitic languages. Here
too Sethe was the pioneer, see the aforementioned article. The conclusions
reached by Sethe, though admittedly of a tentative character, coincide, on the
whole, with those of W. F. Albright, whose brief independent study, entitlecl
The prz'ncz"ples of Egyptian phonologz"cal development, is printed in Recueil de
Travaux, 40, 64-70.
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1 This symbol means
'arises from'; the
reverse symbol \vould
mean • gives rise to'.

2 Curiously paral
leled in the case of
~addic las • tongue'
by the old Arabic
lisiin. In a number
of cases the old Arabic
confirms the earliest
vocalizations which
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Egyptian words, hint
ing that the quality
ofthe Egyptian vowels
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little in the earlier
stages of the language.
S No adequate atten
tion can be here paid
to sceptical voices. Of
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of J. STURM (ZUy
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in dey iig.vptischen
Spyache in WZKM
,p, 43 foil., 161 foil.),
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not wholly to reject,
the findings of Sethe
and others. Tbe
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trate the method than
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results.
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London, 1913, pp.
14-15. On similar
lines also GARDINER,
The Wi/bour Papy.
rus, III, Translation,
Oxford, 1948, p. ix.

THE TRANSCRIPTION OF EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES 1

THE absence of vocalization in the hieroglyphic writing has the irritating
consequence that there can be no fixed norm for the transcription of prope
names. Thus ~~ O[zwty-[ztp, the owner of a famous tomb at EI-Bershah, is
called Tehutihetep by one scholar, Thuthotep by a second, Thothotpou by
a third, D1)utQ.otpe by a fourth. Other personal names are still less recognizable
a Theban noble of Dyn. XVIII, whose name is written q~=~ 'lnni, appears
in Egyptological books variously as Anna, Anena, Enne, and Ineni. In these
circumstances, what line is the learner of Egyptian to adopt? This is the
question to be discussed in the present Appendix.
The desirability of a uniform method of dealing with proper names is grea
and indisputable; yet such uniformity is clearly unattainable. It could scarcely
be demanded of the editors of widely read works like Baedeker's Egypt or
Breasted's History that they should reconcile the divergent spellings with which
their readers have been long familiarized, the more so since the proposed
modifications would at best have only the virtue of greater consistency, no
really that of greater scientific accuracy. The practice of the present writer
conforms more closely to that of Baedeker than to that of Breasted; but since
both are founded on sound philological method there is little to choose between
them. The following pages suggest certain reasonable principles which the
student may adopt, unless he prefer to accept the authority of one or other o
the standard works named above.
In a few cases we can actually ascertain the contemporary pronunciation o
Eighteenth Dynasty personal, divine or local names; the EI-Amarna and Boghaz
Keui tablets preserve for us, written in Babylonian cuneiform, such transcriptions
as Amanvatpi for ~=~, tIara for the god ~~ Horus, tIikuptaV for ~J~~~,
one of the names of Memphis. But such contemporary evidence is scanty, and
the rules of vocalization deducible thence are too incomplete for us to attempt to
reconstruct other names on their basis. We are unable to live up to so high
a standard. The best we can attain to is the sort of pronunciation which
a Greek of the Ptolemaic period might have advocated; upon this we can now
and then improve a little by retaining the consonantal values which are known
to have obtained in the Eighteenth Dynasty.
In the case of royal names it seems advisable (as already stated in Excursus
A, pp. 75-6) to employ the actual Greek forms which have been handed down
so far as they embody the old consonantal skeletons in fairly recognizable form.
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Egyptology has from its earliest days been committed to the classical royal names
Menes, Cheops, and Mycerinus; 1 and it is, therefore, quite reasonable to add to
their number Ammenemes for (~=~~J 'Imn-m-!ut, Sesostris for (1 ~-:-=J
S-n-Wsrt, Amosis for (-mD'lr~-ms,Amenophislafor~~ '[mn-~tp, Tuthmosis
for (JtffiO .[)~wty-ms, Ramesses for (8m ~t~ j Rr-ms-sw, etc. In adopting this
practice with Baedeker and the German school, we must, however, make sure
that we select none but authentic Greek forms, this being the only possible
excuse for the employment of the Greek transcriptions with their very un
Egyptian endings. For that reason the German choice of Thutmosis, a hybrid
resting on no traditional basis, cannot be defended on the ground that it preserves
the sequence of the original consonants (.[)~wt-) better than the genuine
Manethonian forms Tuthmosis or Tethmosis. Where royal names either do not
occur in Manetho 2 (exx. 'Al)l)otpe, Akhenaten), or else occur in that author in
much distorted form (exx. Misphres = Mlt-IJpr-Rr, Skemiophris = Sbk-njrw-Rr),
we must have resort to the same kind of transcriptions (see below) as we should
employ if the names in question were not royal but ordinary personal names
(exx. Menkheperre c, Sebknofrure c).
The same holds in the case of divine names. Long use makes it impossible,
even if it were desirable, to abandon the classical forms Osiris, Isis, Horus,
Nephthys, as well as a number of others. To these may perhaps be added
some of which the Greek transcriptions have been recently discovered from the
papyri, exx. Sakhmis for t!~, often called Sekhmet, Thphenis for ..:.~, usually
known as Tefnut. 3 Amlin is a Coptic rather than a Greek form,4 but occurs in
the royal name Ramesses Miamlin; for various reasons Amlin is preferable to
the earlier Greek form Ammon. S5s, Suchos and Ophois are Greek equivalents
of ~}~, """"" II and V:f;;5:I~1 respectively, but are too remote from their Egyptian
originals to be really serviceable; in these cases Shu, Sobk and Wepwawet are
handier renderings. In cases where no Greek forms have been preserved, we
must use such transcriptions as we might employ if the names were mere
personal names, exx. Nut for ~, Macet for
~.

-d:,-:

As regards place-names, the classical forms Abydus, Captus, Thebes,
Elephantine, Heracleopolis Magna, Heliopolis will as a rule serve us best, and
where these fail, we may often have recourse to Arabic names, like Assio.t, Atfil),
Denderah, Esna. When the actual site is unknown or doubtful, conventional
transcriptions of the old Egyptian names must be used, like Nefrusi for ~~}~o
NJrwsy, Mencat-Khufu for
C~
C.@I Mnrt-.(fwjw.

=-:i '}]

We turn now to ordinary personal names. 5 Of these the Greek papyri have
preserved a large number complete with their vowels; 6 however the names in
question are mainly late ones and as such do not concern us here; also the
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1 Cheops and My
cerinus (see A:z. 56,
76) are philologically
poor forms, but rest
on the authority of
Herodotus; Manetho
gives the less familiar
Suphis and Men
kheres.
1. This is the ac.
cepted M anel honian
form, btlt there is ano
ther, namely Ameno
phthis, that comes
closer to the original.
Amenoth and Amen,,
thes are also genuine
forms, though not
found in any classical
author.
2

For Manetho see

p. 76, n.

I.

S Perhaps, however,
Tefenet is preferable
to Thphenis, which
has an outlandish
appearance.
4 It is found, how
ever, in PlutlUCh.

S See J. LIEBLEIN,
Dictionnaire de noms
hieroglypkiques ,Lei p

zig,

1871-92;

H.

Die a,~JlP!i
sche1t PerslJnennamcJl,
RA:-;KE,

Gliickstadt, 1935.

e FR. PREISIGKE,
Namenbuch, Heidel
berg,19[2. See also
SPIEGELBERG,
W.

Aegyptiscke und
grieckiscke
Eigen
namen, aus Mumien_
elikett en derromiscken
Kaiserzeit, Leipzig,
19° 1 •
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1 For recent studies
of tbe consonants see
W. CZERMAK, Die

laule del' agyptischen
Sp"ache, Vienna,
'93 1-4: J. VERGOTE,
Phone~ique !listorique
de l' Egyptien, Lou
vain, 1945.
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modification or fusion of their component consonants often renders them un
recognizable as equivalents of their hieroglyphic originals. In transcribing
Middle Egyptian personal names it is both usual and advisable to reject any
actual Greek equivalents there may be in favour of more artificial dressings up
of the written consonantal skeletons. In choosing the vowels to clothe these,
etymology and grammar must be carefully consulted; thus I:Iarmose as equivalent
of hieroglyphic ~m~ ijr-ms owes its vocalization to the considerations (I) that
the divine name I:Ior (so Coptic; Bab. Ijara) must be in the reduced form I;-Jar
found in such Greek compounds as 'Apa-'TJa-,~, 'Ap€llS(UTTJ~, and (2) that, the
meaning being' Horus is born', ms is old perfective (§ 322) and must be given
the corresponding $a<idic form mOSt. One might hesitate as to whether -mose
or -mosi, which is the Bo}:lairic form, is the more suitable English rendering;
we prefer -mose, writing -e to avoid its being pronounced monosyllabically;
-mosi is less desirable through the danger that -i might be pronounced as
in 'bite '. Note further that though Greek parallel names like ' AfL(Ua-,~ (earlier
'AfLaa-L~) use omega, the vowel in question is not really long; on this point see
above p. 433. Now it so happens that the name ~m~ ijr-ms is recorded in the
EI-Amarna letters under the form Ijarramassi; why then do not we borrow from
this contemporary transcription at least the vowel a of -massi, and writeI:Iarmasi
instead of I;-Jarmose? The answer is that as a rule we should be unable to
maintain so high a standard of vocalization. It is better to content ourselves
with artificial graecizing or copticizing forms.
Before pursuing further this question of vocalization, it will be well to con
sider the values which the Egyptian consonants ought to assume in our tran
scriptions. I Many of them (w, b,f, m, n; r, h, s, k, g, t, d) present no difficulty.
In scientific writing it is desirable to differentiate l /:t from ITI h, Ll from,=" k,
though these distinctions may be ignored in more popular use. For €§I IJ, -= !J
and = s we should use kh, ch and sh respectively. The consonants === and ~
are embarrassing. To use t and ti would convey little meaning to the general
reader, and such equivalents as z and j are open to various objections. No
suggestions yet made seem really satisfactory; the least unsatisfactory are tj for
= and dj for~. These transcriptions have at least the advantage of hinting
at the relationship of === t to "" t and of ~ ti to ~ d; and dj, at all events, is
near enough to the real pronunciation of ~ to pass muster. On the other hand,
we must admit that to transcribe ~m~ l)lJwty-ms as name of a private individual
by Dje}:lutmose, while transcribing it as a royal name by Tuthmosis, must seem
to the uninitiated a very strange proceeding. The semi-vowel ~ is suitably
rendered as y except where we have good reason for thinking that it possessed
the value of J; qq and \\ will also be y. ~ is best omitted in transcription; its
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presence, as in ~~qq~ Any,l is sufficiently marked by the quality of the vowel
employed (a instead of e, § 19) and by the absence of any supporting initial
consonant. On the other hand, --.II has too emphatic a sound to be ignored; its
presence should be indicated by the symbol c, except in the most popular writing,
ex. ~m ~ Rr-ms, Racmose, more popularly Ramose. In compound women's names
with a fern. noun as first element, the fern. ending -t should be disregarded in
accordance with p. 66, n. 2a, ex. ~g~~ Nbt-'Iwnw Nebon. 1a
Where no etymology of a name can be given, scientific reasons for preferring
one vocalization to another disappear entirely. I n this case it is best to adopt
that form which will most clearly recall the hieroglyphic writing. In names like
171'i'~ and q1D~~ we shall write Tjenuna and Ita, taking such group-writing
(§ 60) to indicate merely the consonants T1l1t and 'It. 1b The same course is
advisable also in reference to names now known to be abbreviations of others
with clear etymologies,2 exx. :::qQ Ijy Huy short for Q~~~ Amenl}otpe,
~~~ M(t Mal}u short for Q=~~ Ameneml)ab. In the latter case the Greek
transcription App.a't; of the name of king Bareml)ab might embolden us to choose
Mal}i rather than Mal}u, but the latter seems preferable, since it reminds us at
once that the last syllable is written with the biliteral sign "'- (tw.
A very important class of personal names is that containing the names
known as theophorous, i. e. compound names in which one element is the name
of a deity.3 Now in Graeco-Roman transcriptions it is the rule that when such
a divine name stands at the begz'nning of a compound, it is less heavily vocalized
than when it stands independently or at the end of a compound; compare
AP.JJ.EVEP.7Jt; with M,ap.ovv, Pap.HT<T7JfO with Lampares ( = N-mJrt-Rr Ammenemes I I 1).
To this habIt we must closely adhere; to argue from the independent form ew(}
or ewv(} that '3tm~ must be transcribed Thothmes is to ignore a very characteristic
tendency of the Egyptian language. It is probable, indeed, that down to
a relatively late period such divine names were not completely bereft, at the
beginning of compounds, of their characteristic vowel, but had merely shortened
it; thus we find such exceptional Greek forms as 'Ap.ov- instead of 'AJJ.EV- (from
'Ap.ovv) in 'Ap.ovpa<Twv(}7JP = q=~t": ill 'Imn-Rr-nsw-nt,rw 'Amen-re e, king of
the gods'; XV0JJ.- instead of *XVEP.- (from XvovJJ.) in X11OJJ.wvE/3'7J/3 = 6'fB!c::{J&
ffnmW-fJ-llb-Jbw • Chnum the great, lord of Elephantine '.4 Having, however,
decided to adopt a graecizing or copticizing standard for our transcriptions we
shall write Ameneml}et rather than Amoneml)et. I t should be noted, however,
that we. cannot always go so far in the reduction of divine names as the Greek
transcriptions go; thus in Greek compounds U~ Sbk, Greek ~oVXOt;, often
appears as ~X- ~EK- ~OK- • ..!J}Jl Qnsw, Coptic Khones, as XE<T-; by virtue of
our principle that the full 6 consonantal skeleton must be maintained we shall
write Sebkhotpe for U~~~ Sbk-!dP, Khensmose for !"t}m~~ Qnsw-ms.
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1 The form Anuy
would better remind
one of the hieroglyphs,
but the well·known
designation'thepapy
rus of Ani' prompts
the adoption of a
close!y similar form.
1& For this reason
the queell's name Hat
shepsut has been ren
dered as Hashepsowe
in this book. III the
names oflhe goddesses
Hathor and Nephthys
the fem. ending has
survived, but this may
be an exception of very
early date.

lb The issue between
Albright and Edger
ton (p. 52, n. 2) is still
sub lite, and our con
servati ve practice is
dictated solely by ex
pediency.

Z See AZ. 44. 87;
57,77; 59,7 1 •

8

K. HOFFMANN,

Die thcophoren Pey
sonennam(n des iiltey
en Agyptms in K.
SETHE,

Unt~Y!uch

ungen zur Geschichte
und Altertumsklmde
Aeyptens, Bel. vii,
Heft I, Leipzig, 1915.

• See on this point
Vokalisation
(above p. 4'7), pp
182-9·

SETHE,

8 Except in semi
vocalic endings like

-w.
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LIST OF HIEROGLYPHIC SIGNS
IN the following pages an attempt is made to enumerate the commonest hieroglyphs
found in Middle Egyptian, to determine the objects depicted by them, and to illustrate their
uses. It would be easy enough to augment our list very considerably, though there might be
difficulty in finding good forms of the rarer signs which would then have to be included. But
such an augmentation might well do more harm than good, by unduly dispersing the student's
interest, instead of concentrating it upon the signs most frequently met with. It must never
be forgotten that in the eyes of the old Egyptians the hieroglyphic writing always remained
a system of pictorial representation as well as a script. Hence the capricious variety
exhibited in the more elaborate inscriptions. To take but one example, the sign for' statue'
Ii (A 22) is apt to change sex, head-gear, dress and accoutrements according as the context or
the scribe's fancy may dictate. This is the principal reason why the printing of hieroglyphic
texts is so unsatisfactory. No fount of type is sufficiently rich or sufficiently adaptable to do
justice to the Egyptian originals. Indeed, there is only one wholly satisfactory method of
publishing hieroglyphic texts, namely reproduction in facsimile. Two possibilities here present
themselves, facsimile by hand and facsimile by photography. The objection to facsimile by
hand is, of course, the very laborious nature of the process. Facsimile by photography has
the disadvantage that it will serve only for perfectly preserved texts. As a second-best
alternative, the employment of autography is to be recommended, as in Sethe's Urkultdm der
I8. Dynastic and in the Brussels Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca. The printing of hieroglyphic texts
in type is really suitable only for grammatical or lexicographical works, especially where the
hieroglyphs are to be combined with European characters. The discussion of this question
is not without a practical purpose; it aims at impressing upon the student the great
desirability of a good hieroglyphic handwritz"ng. Far too lax standards in this respect have
been tolerated in the past, and one of our principal aims in creating the new fount of type here
employed for the first time was to give a fresh impetus to this side of the hieroglyphic scholar's
trauung. The forms shown in the new fount are those normally used in the tombs of the
Eighteenth Dynasty, though in some cases earlier forms had to be added in order to elucidate
pictorial meanings which by that time had become either modified or forgotten. The beginner
may safely use our types as his models, but he must realize that copying from the actual
monuments gives a knowledge of hieroglyphic writing unobtainable in any other way.
The commonest hieroglyphs received their traditional, relatively stereotyped, forms in the
very earliest Dynasties. Misinterpretations and confusions may, therefore, be expected at
least as far back as the time of the Pyramid-builders. Some of the objects depicted may have
been obsolete at a still more remote date, exx. the three-toothed harpoon of bone 1(T 20) and
the form of mast represented by , (P 6). In other cases it is the method of depiction, not the
object itself, which had become obsolete by the time that inscriptions began to be plentiful.
43 8
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Who would have guessed that 111- (D 61) represents human toes? This interpretation is,
however, supported by the form of that sign in the tomb of Metjen (Dyn. III), where the
toe-nails are clearly marked, and is clinched by the fact that the word t11-~ Site means' toe '.
The investigation of the pictorial meaning of the hieroglyphs is for this reason a very difficult
task. But it is a task the interest of which is not confined to archaeology alone, since
important lexicographical conclusions depend on the right understanding of the signs. We
have a clue to the central meaning of the obscure verb ~~\J""I1 mgd now that the sign \J""I1 (Aa 24)
is known to depict the warp being stretched between two uprights. From ~ (A 34) we learn
at least something of the quality of the action expressed by the stem ~}~~ bwsi, 'pound',
'build', 'achieve '. The sign ~ (E 32) which determines .;;;~ Ifnd' to be angry' gives to that
verb a colouring definitely distinct from the nearly synonymous ~'t:I gltd. Without the sign
~ (M 44) we should not realize the idea of ' sharpness' which enters into the Egyptian concep
tion of •preparedness' ~!'M spd. It is interesting, too, to note that in contexts where an object
in contemporary use is intended, the determinative employed to designate it is sometimes
brought up to date, while in other employments the corresponding sign retains an archaic
appearance, exx. '1 (T 7*) in ~LlX} '1 Ilfftw ' axe' as against -a- (T 7) in ~~X-a- mdft ' hew' ;
~ (T 8*) in j m
~ bg'sw ' dagger' as against ~ (T 8) in .~ tpy 'first'; .,.." (T 10) in :-=; Pgt as
against '-=' (T 9), earlier -, in the verb ptl ' stretch '. However, the full value of the study of
the hieroglyphs will not emerge until that studyis far more advanced than it is at present. \Ve
are still quite ignorant of the origin of many signs, such as ==fl (Aa 7), ~ (Aa 20), and (Aa 27).

t}

t

The modern craving for scientific precision, so contrary to the habit of the Egyptians
themselves, has often led in the past to falsification of the actual graphic facts. Thus it has
been the habit of scholars to write brP 'administrate' with and sbm 'powerful' with f. This
particular distinction rests, as it happens, on an erroneous assumption, namely that the signs in
question were originally different. But in other cases where there really was a difference, as
between ~ 1mr and l rsw, between the rope ~ (1s) and the bag ~ (sIr), it is astonishing how
often even the best scribes are guilty of confusion. Some of these confusions led in course of
time to the substitution of one sign for another. Thus 0 (Aa 2) has absorbed quite a number
of different signs. Many such confusions arise through hieratic. F or instance, hieratic >-+-<
(Aa 8) stands not only for the hieroglyphic sign >-+-<, as in ~ !m 'cease' and H~,~, g1(ilt ' council',
but also for"""'" in ,,:-- rd 'district' and for mm in ~ SPit' province '. Assimilations of the
kind are apt to pass into hieroglyphic as well, where the reason for them is not obvious until
their origin in hieratic is pointed out. Thus.h (M. K. hieratic ~) constantly takes the place
of ~ (M. K. hieratic ~) in words from the st~m 1nr, like ~LJ 1nr 'magazine' for ~LJ, a word
in which 'JJ itself is a substitution for an earlier sign~. In copying the monuments we must
resist the temptation to substitute more correct forms for those actually used. We are not
entitled to impose upon the Egyptians our own scholarly preferences.
The first column of our sign-list, showing, a~ we have said, Eighteenth Dynasty forms,
seeks to define the objects depicted in the earlier prototypes of these. Note that our heads of

i
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classification are not, nor could they have been conveniently made, mutually exclusive. Thus
we might have placed 1 0 44 under F • Parts of Mammals' because of the horns which are
one of its constituent parts, or else under R, the class containing other religious symbols.
Classes S, T, U, and V have proved especially troublesome, and signs allotted to one of them
might often have been assigned equally appropriately to another or even to more than one
other class. Our second column, which deals with the uses of the signs in the writing of
words, sometimes necessarily employs the terms • phonetic', •ideographic', • determinative', and
•abbreviation' in ways which are open to criticism. The distinction between phonetic and
ideographic uses of signs is not nearly so absolute as might be supposed, see § 42, OBS. It
may even happen that a sign is phonetically used in the very name of the object from which it
originated. Thus :l}It Jdw • water-skin' is undoubtedly the word from which ~ (F 30)
originated; nevertheless the phonetic complement ~ and the determinative It are sufficient
evidence that ~ is here the phonetic biliteral sign Jd; the like is true of A in A.J}~ t/blW
•floats'. Elsewhere, as in..b when abbreviation for {ttp • favour' (§ 42, 013S.), or in J7~ st/m
•hear' or .Jl} iw • come', the terms ideographic and phonetic seem almost equally suitable.
Again, within the domain of C phonetic signs', not all are on the same footing. Save for very
!J1'd' child' and ~~ for ~.!.~ sIJ1' • plan' the sign IlI'I seems
rare variants like .!.~, for
confined to derivatives of the stem !J1' (exx. !J1't •portion ',!Jrt·nt1' •necropolis', !J1'yw • inhabitants '),
whereas 4 is freely used for wn even in the words where etymological relationship is out of
the question, exx. h!-' 'ttwn • be young', ~~ wnIJ • clothe '. Such facts as these go to show
the impossibility of a hard and fast classification of the uses of signs. Ideographic uses shade
off into phonetic, and there are degrees and varieties within the two main groups of sense-sign
(ideogram) and sound-sign (phonogram). We have, on occasion, found it convenient to employ
the terms •semi-ideographic' and semi-phonetic " as well as the term phonetic determinative'
explained in § 54. The objection to the term • determinative', which is nevertheless too
convenient to discard, was stated in § 23, OBS. We shall also make frequent use of the term
abbreviation' (§ 55), though this is open to the objection that signs so described, ex. 1 {tip
• chief', often represent the original spelling, later amplified by the addition of phonetic and
other elements, ex. lL1~i. To sum up, the terminology adopted by us is not intended to
bear too technical or too precise an interpretation.

;g,
C

C

C

The sign-list which follows is a Middle Egyptian one. With few exceptions it disregards all
hieroglyphs that had fallen into disuse by the Eleventh Dynasty, as well as all invented after the
reign of l;Iareml)ab. F or this reason, the words that are quoted to illustrate the uses of signs
are throughout Middle Egyptian words. It has proved impossible, however, to ignore Old
Egyptian completely. We have already alluded to the earlier forms of signs which are
sometimes added to the later ones in order to illustrate their original meanings. Again, it is
often only some passage in the Pyramid Texts which reveals the reading of an ideogram, and
we have sought everywhere to indicate the reasons, or at least one sufficient reason, for the
accepted reading of each separate hieroglyph. Moreover, Old Egyptian sometimes gives the
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explanation why one sign rather than another is used in the writing of a particular word.
This applies especially to phonetic signs involving an s-sound, for Old Egyptian rigorously
distinguished ~ sand - z. The reason why ~'it SJ 'son', for example, is written with ~
instead of 1:5 is that the earlier reading of the Middle Egyptian word SJ 'son' was ZJ, not SJ.
Such facts as these have had to be taken into account.
The transliterations used in the following list call for comment in one particular. The
use of brackets ( ) is a double one. Either they imply that a consonant has to be understood
which is not written, as in To~ WJtJ(y)t 'Edjo', or else that a consonant which is written had
disappeared from the pronunciation, as in ~~Q =~ sw(r)i •drink' (§ 279). When one consonant
passed into another in the course of the development of the language the conservative
Egyptians sometimes retained in the hieroglyphs both the earlier and the later sound-signs.
This is what has happened also in t~Jf~ 'what?', transliterated by us fw-ti in § 497 and
elsewhere; we might well, however, have written fw-t(r)i, indicating thereby that the earlier
form fw-tr had changed into fw-ti. It is unlikely that ambiguity will arise from this twofold
employment of brackets. In some cases, as with Jae inf. verbs like ~.A fri, the unwritten
consonant i is added in the transliteration without employing brackets.
The explanations given of individual signs have been confined, as a rule, to normal uses,
except where, as with ~ B 3, an abnormal use has been found in a particularly important text.
It has not, for example, been thought desirable to record wholly exceptional abbreviations, ex.
, for ilW. But even with this abstention the variety of employments must often appear
astonishing. Sometimes this variety may be due to the fusion of signs originally distinct, as
illustrated above. The diversity of employments as determinative sometimes arises from the
fact that a sign may stand, not merely for the object it depicts, but also for actions performed
therewith, ex. ':::J (U 13) occurs alike in ruJ':::J hb 'plough' (n.) and in ~UJ?,. ~I:jj ski' plough'
(vb.); so too with"""" (T 30), """= (Y I), ~ (Y 3). And, of course, the development of the generic
determinatives (§ 24) out of signs of much more specific character greatly increased the range
of application of the former, ex. the hieroglyph of the striking man ~ came to be employed
where the early O. K. inscriptions particularized by showing a man in the act of sowing 'f or
one in the act of reaping 1!.
The study of the individual hieroglyphs is still in its infancy, though some admirable
pioneering work has been done. The principal authorities are :-W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE,
Medum, London, 1892; F. LL. GRIFFITH, Bent" Hasan, Part III, London, 1896 i ID., A Collection
of Hieroglyphs, London, 1898 i N. DE G. DAVIES, The Mastaba of Ptahhetep and Akhethetep
at Saqqareh, Part I, London, 1900 i M. A. MURRAY, Saqqara Mastabas, Part I, London, 190 5 i
A. M. BLACKMAN, The Rock Tombs of Me£r, Part II, London, 1915; A. SCHARFF, A'rchaologische
Seitrage zur Frage der Entstehung der Hierogl;phenschrift, in Sitz. Bayr. Ak. 194 2 , Heft j
An admirable synopsis of the signs employed in the earliest period will be found in HILDA
PETRIE, Egyptian H£eroglyphs 0/ the First and Second Dynast£es, London, 1927. Not to increase
our references too greatly, we have as a rule preferred to quote less. obvious sources.
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

The letter and number prefixed to the individual hieroglyphs in the following list are those
assigned to them in the Catalogue (Oxford, 1928) of the new fount of type made for the· express
purpose of this Grammar. Sometimes, however, the designation will seem to be out of its
rightful place, exx. A 59 between A 25, 26, Aa 23, 24 between U 35, 36. This is due either
to the sign having been added after the publication of the CataloJ[ue or to our desire to present
it in a more appropriate position than in the first edition.

Sect. A. Man and his Occupations
1

11r

(si) 0 'man '. Ideo. or det. ' 1', ' me' in 1ft 'i,
}it wi, ~1ft ink, '5'j ·kwi. Det. man's relationships or
occupations, exx. ~i SI ' son'; ~ ~<=>1ft smr 'courtier' ;
~~}~i !twrw 'wretch'; gj irr 'doer'; also personal
names, ex. st';}i rntJw '<Ankhu '. In personal names,
,~, is abbrev. for <=>l},~, r!tw 'men', 1 ex. ,Jt,.5f 0' R!tw-rlltJ
, ReQu<onkh '.

Ideo. in

seated man

~

S

o Very rarely written as sl, exx. UrI:. v. 179 i Melt. 18.

it~
I I I

seated man and woman
with plural strokes
man with
mouth

hand

to

Old uses, AZ. 57. 73.

Det. in ~j !tmsi 'sit '. Replaced in hieratic by '} A 17 or
:/11 A 17* or even by ~ B 4.
Ex. Rekk. 4.

I.

*

Det. supplicate, ex. ~'jft dWI' adore'; hide, exx. rm~'jftJll
sdgl' be hidden'; Q:::12 imn 'hide'.
I

Leyd. V 4,

man hiding behind
wall (Oyn. XVIII)

Det. hide, ex. Q:::,~ imn 'hide'.

man receiving purifica
tion (in M. E. usually
replaced by r1 D 60)

Ideo. in

7 ~ 1 man sinking to ground
from fatigue

2.

Det. eat,l exx. ~~~ wnm' eat'; L!~ Mw'hungry'; drink,
ex. ~~Q=~sw(r)i'drink'; speak,exx. r~~sifd'relate';
~~ gr 'be silent'; think, ex. ~ ~ kli 'devise'; feel,
ex. ~~ mri 'love'.

J

man with arms raised
(cf. 'B A 30 )

Rec. 9, 67. n.

Det. people and their occupations, exx. =~~ rmt 'people' ;
~~}~~ rlJJlW ' Asiatics'; ~}~~~~ mtrw 'witnesses'.

1

3 ~ 1 man sitting on heel

1

I

1

2.

UrI:. iv. 84. IS. Very rare before Dyn. XIX.

fl var.

Pyr. }--"f1 wrb 2 'pure', 'clean'.

Ex, D.,I B. 56.

Det. weary, weak, exx. ~=A 2 wrd' tire' ; ..J~ 3 bds 'faint' ;
m=Jb' gnn 'be soft'.
1 Ex. D. el B. 110.
, Cf. UrI:. iv. 943, ...

I

Brit. Mus.

101.
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8

man
nnw-rite

1

~

9

10

MAN AND HIS OCCUPATIONS
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performing the Det. in !3.o}1 nnw 'jubilation '.

man steadying basket
'0 W 10 on head

~l man holding oar

Ex. D. II B. 89.

1

Det. in ~-=;.3} abbrev . .3}-Jl 1 ItP 'load'; ~j abbrev. j-JI 2
fii 'carry'; 1J.3} abbrev. j Skit' work'.
I Sin. B 244; Peas. B I, 70.
I Sin. B 246•
• UrN. iv. sa, 17.
Det. in ~ 1~fj 1 sltdw ' sail '.
Tk. T. S. i. 37.

I

~1 man holding the fbl
sceptre t s 42 and
crook 1S 39 (O.K.)

II

Ih

12

soldier with bow and
quiver

O.K. ideo. or det~ in it var. .!~~it I IJnmJ 'friend'.
Later replaced by A 2 I •

t»

j4)

1

14 ~

DAV. Piak. i. 4, no. 8.

1

Lyons 90.

~

man with arms tied
behind his back

Det. enemy, exx.

man with blood stream
ing from his head

Det. die, ex.

man falling

1]

1

man bowing down

fo

msr

'army'.

Det.

In

Uq~1/l sbl ' rebel';

~1/llJfty 'enemy'.

~~

mwt ' die'; enemy, ex.

~~

&-fty , enemy'.

Ex. D.e/B. 114.

I

Probably in use

from temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu.

Ideo. or det. in !.~ var. F'll lJr 'fall' and derivatives.
A bbrev. ~) 2 for ~} ~ lJrw 'fallen (i. e. conquered)
enemy'; also ~ 3 for ~.,g..~ slJrt 'overthrow' (infinitive).
UrN. iv. 653, 15.

Det. in
I

17

I

Ex. Puy. 30 (s~r-rn~w;.

1

1

16

SaqfJ. Mast. i. l3.

'Urk. iv. 966, 6.

14* ~ as A 14 but blood in- Use as A 14.
1 Model taken
terpreted as an axe 1
far earlier.
15

2

Ideo. or det. in Ij! var. ~::::Ij
;:: qqQIj I 2 mnfyt 'soldiers '.
1

J3

Sign-list

<::::>'~1JJ

'Urk. iv. 658,

II.

a Urk. iv. 140, 50

ksi 'bow down'.

Ex. D. el B. 70.

'1

child slttmg (on lap) Det. young, exx. ~f' rnpi 'be young' j ~q, sri' child' ;
with hand to mouth
ii:lfo~ nml,e 'orphan '. Abbrev. ~'11,
for
lJrd
, child'. Phon. nni in i-":.1t=@ 2 N ni-nsw ' H eracleo
polis '.

g'

1 Especially in the title 11"a n kip 'child of the harim', writteD phoDetically Thebes,
I From nn(1) 'child', see the reference quo 011
tomb 241, lEA. 16, PI. 17, O.Q.
W 24.

17*

1P child in sitting posture, Adapted from hieratic,! where it replaces j
arms hanging down

~msi
1

18

J,

'sit',2 or' A 17, ex.

MOLL. Pal. i. no. 31.

I

m}:/AI"

P. Kak. 6, 5.

A 3, ex.. ::":/A
ms.w 'children'.3

a Hat-Nuh 18, fl.

child with crown of Det. child-king, exx. q-; ft, 1 inp 'crown-prince', 'royal child' ;
Lower Egypt 'r;/ S 3
11ft, 2 wti~ · weaned princeling'.
I

Ex. UrN. iv. 157, 7. Sim. rnnt 'nursling' (fem.),ih. 361,15,
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
bent man leaning on
stick (clearly distin
guishable from Ii
A 2 I in hieratic,l not
always so in hiero
glyphic)2

Ideo. ordet. old, in Q~}17l var.17l iJ'lv 'old'; ~~~}17l var.17l
smsw (smsw) 'eldest'; great, in ~17l varr. ~:lt, )jJ wr
'great one', 'chief'. Det. old, also in ,:JI7l tni 'old';
lean, exx. ~17l rhn 'lean'; af\~/j} tWJ 'support oneself'.
Phon. or phon. det. ik (from a rare ilk 'be aged' 3) in Q<:::::"/j} 4
var. /j}QQ 5 iky 'miner', 'hewer of stone'. In M.K. hieratic
~/j}~ is written for lJwi, lJii 'strike '.6
1
4

20

f)} 1

man leaning on forked
stick, less senile than
I7l AI 9 2

MOLL. Pal. i. nos. 13-14; AZ. 49, 122.
Hamm. lOS.
C Hamm. 123, 3.

I

Especially as wr • chief'.
G See below A 25.

3

Wh. i. 34.

Ideo. or det. in J:)} much rarer var. rl~~}J:)} smsw (smsw)
'eldest', especially in ~--tll SI! smsw 'his eldest son "
cf. Pyr. ~<:::::"~~t}' 3 Zl'k smsw, and in the title Jt var.
~~~}ru~Q~:lt ~ smsw hyt' elder of the portal '.
I O.K., Leyd. DenIm,. i. 6 in fmJw key)!.
I A sign like A 19 is used for
in hieratic.
S PYI'.6oS.
4 AZ. 60, 6+

21

li

man holding stick in
one hand and hand
kerchief in the other
(always distinct from
~ A 19 in hieratic) 1

Ideo. or det. in ~<::>Ii var. Ii sr (sr) 'official', 'noble'. Det.
magnate, exx. lJ~alil~, sn)'! 'courtiers'; ~~~<=>Ii smr
, courtier', 'friend' (of the king). Also det. in !.l~~ Ii 2'
IJnms ' friend', here replacing an older sign ~ A I I ; in
~JIi 3lJnti 'statue' replacing Ji A 22. In hieroglyphic
Ii is often hard to distinguish from /j} A 19 (in the word
wr ' chief') and from tll A 20.
I

22

Ii

1

statue of man with
stick and rbI-sceptre

t s 42

club
24

\:j)

fT

stick and
3

man striking with stick

MOLL. Pal. i. no.

II;

JiZ. 49,

122.

I

Cairo 20245,1; 20426, k.

S

PitY.

20.

Det. in ~ aJi Iln!(y) 'statue' and in ~Ji tw! C statue '. The
form of the sign varies according to the nature of the
statue to be depicted. 2
I

23 ~ 1 king with

SlIISW

• Exx. king, U,'k. iv. 279,

Ex. Sillt i. 3;)8 Canty).

7 Canty);

753, 3 (twtw).

Det. in Q~~~tf ity C sovereign',
I

Thebes, tomb 55·

Det. in l~ lJwi, lJii 'strike'. Hence det. force, effort, exx.
~~ abbrev. ~l 1lIJt 'strong'; -;~ ~ nlJm C take away';
l-JJ!~ ~ lJrdJ 'plunder'; U* ~ Ijj sbJ 'teach', In Dyn.
XVIII hieroglyphic ~ is mostly replaced by \.......II D 40,
which either as \.......II or as -.II is common also in hieratic.
1

Exx. Urk. iv. 8a,

10;

89, 7.
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A25 ~ man striking, with left
arm hanging behind
back l

59
26

1f
j

1

Rare ideo. used in 1~1i (twi, (til 'strike '. Serves in this
book as a conventional transcription of the hieratic group
iii employed in Dyn. XVII-XVIII papyri and also
earlier in Dyn. XI; II the explanation of the group is
obscure. 3 In papyri of Dyn. X I 1 ' strike' is written 1~1i
with a sign identical with ~ A 19. s
I MOLL. Pal. i. no. 16 (Hyksos period).
also a hieroglyphic equivalent Dmd. 11 A.

man threatening with
stick
man with one arm
raised in invocation

Det. 'drive away' in
1

~1

manhasteningwithone
arm raised

'1

man with both arms
raised

2911 man upside-down
man with arms out
stretched (cf. 1ft A 4)

Ex. ReM.

12.

'Urk. iv. 814,6.

S

Tk. T. S. iii. 5 ; reading, i6.loweat register.

Ex. RekA.

12.

I

I')Ir. 1675, the body probably omitted for superstitious reasons.

Det high, in L1l\ 'f varr. Ll'f~, 'f ~/(l) 'be high '. Det. joy,
exx.l......o'J' (tri 'rejoice'; ~fl='flswls'extol'; mourn, in
l~ 'f II (tli 'mourn'; also, for unknown reasons, in Q~ ~'f a
ilS 'bald '.
I D. eiB. 82.
I lEA• . p , 10-1.
3 Eb. 66,9; cr. too 1ft, Wh. i. 20, 15.
Det. in ~'!'l slJd 'be upside down '.
I

30~

s(tr 'drive away'.1

Urk. iv. 618, 7.

Cf. Pyre QJj.l\J\J\ II inw' messengers'. Hence phon. in in i!
in 'by' (§ 168).
I

28

~.!f

• Frequent in the Coffin TextlL; see
• J/Z. 44, 1:16; 56, 39

Det. call, exx. TI11lis' call', 'summon'; ~ Q1 II dwi 'call'.
Abbrev. r1 in A1 3 sdm-rs ' servant', lit. 'one who hears
the caU'. Det. in the vocative interjection Q1 i' 0' (§ 25 8).
I

27

Sign-list

Ex. Amuda 17.

Det. praise, eXX' Ql\}1 var. Q,,:'J ilW 'praise'; *1 dWI
'adore'; ~fl=11 SWIS 'extol'; supplicate, ex. 0fl~ 12
tWI ' claim'; awe, in ':f1~ 3 tr ' show respect for '.
1 Urk. iv. 141, 4.

• Pt. 319.

~o}

1

Sin. R35.

3

3 I 11 man with his arms
stretched out behind
him

Det. turn away, ex.

32

Det dance, ex. ejf2 qui 'dance'; joy, ex.
hnw 'jubilate '.

f 1 man dancing

1

1
I

33

"R

1

man with stick and
bundle or mat on
shoulder

II

rnw 'averted' (face).

MOLL. Pal. ii. no. 5 (Dyo. XVIII.)

MOLL. Pal. ii. no. 6.
tlrk. iv. '41, I.

I

R. IH. 340, 39 (Dyn. XIX).

rnQQ~o}f3

hy

• Urk. iv. 386, 6. Sim. Dyn. XII, Bersn. ii. n, 14

Ideo. in i1 var. ::':Q}i1 2 m(l)niw 'herdsman '.3 Det. wander,
exX. ")i1' rwi ' wander';
~~}i1I~,ll sm(/)w 'wan
derers " 'strangers'.

=>

Puy. 50.
I Berl.
• PUye 50; Doll B. JI3.

1

AI. ii. p. 166.
• Urk. iv. 390, 8.
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A34 ~ man pounding in a Det. in .} ~tjJ IJwsi 'pound', 'build'.
mortar!

35
36

37

IIi

man building a wall

I See the picture Rei". n.
verb is 4ae info

Ideo. or det. in 1~IIi var.
JUri. iv. 765.

/AI man

kneading and
straining into a
vessel ll

\!11 commoner form of last

1M

I

U;

IIi

~d

I

'build '.

ce. 767, II.

Ideo. or det. in JA~~ 3 var. ~,' ~~ ifly 'brewer '.
I From a walking-stick formerly in the possession of N. de G. Davies.
See the
I AZ. 35, 128.
s Cairo 30161" a8. 8im.
picture Leyd. V 3= Denkm. ii. 2.
NORTHAMPT. 4.
• Cairo 30095; see too AZ. 37,84.

Use as last.
I

39

In the accompanying text IfIIst is infinitive, hence the

Cairo 30018, "; Leyd. V 6; see JlZ. 37,

83.

man holding necks
of two emblematic
animals with panther
heads (Dyn. X I I)

Ideo. in rAP varr. tIl." LlQ~.3I{is, var. Dyn. XVIII W~@~ I{sy,
'Cusae', the modern town of EI-~C1~iyah in Upper Egypt.

alternative form of last

Use as last.

I Ahir ii. 17, no. 8-i. :I.
• LAc. TR. 30, 35; see Meir i. p.

I

I

I,

Meir ii. 17, no. 4=w. iii. 9.
, Uri. iv. 386, 4.

n. 3.

DA v. I(m. i. 44.

seated god. (Note the Det. god (replacing earlier ~ G 7),1 exx. ~lll Ptlz ' Ptah ' ;
slightly curved beard
~-=)~ Mnlw' (the god) Mont'. Ideo. or det. 'I', 'me'
and straight wig)
in ~ ·l, }~ wi, ~lllnk when a god is speaking or, in
Dyn. XII, the king. 2
I

king. (Note uraeus on
brow, straight beard,
and coif)

41

43

;6

I

References for ./ see § 34.

Det. king (common Dyn. XVIII), exx. t':~ nsw 'king';
h!l lzm ' Majesty'; ~~ no 'the Lord' (p. 75). Ideo. or
det. ' I " 'me' in ~ 'l, }~ wi, ~~ lnk when the king is
speaking.1
J

42 ~ I the same, but with
flagellum ft. S 45

M. E. hieratic retains G 7, see § 63 A, 4.

Re(erences (or ., see § 3+

Use as last (common Dyn. XVIII).
I

Already Dyn. XII, HUr. 8, no. 148=Bers". i. 15 (117).

king wearing crown of Ideo. or det. in t':r6 var. r6 nsw (nzw, ni-Swt) 1 'king of
Upper Egypt', 'king'. Det. J..r6 Wsiy' Osiris '.
Upper Egypt 4 S I
1

44 ~l the same, but with
flagellum ft. S 45

Reading, p. 50, n.

I.

Use as last.
I

As abbrev. nsw, Ur1e. iv. 33:1,

45

Jf

king wearing crown of Ideo. or det. in
Lower Egypt 'r:;/ S 3

46

~1

the same, but with
flagellum ft. S 45

10.

'!R var. -R oily' king of Lower Egypt '.

Use as last.
I

Puy. 30, 6.
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A47~ shepherd seated and
wrapped in mantle,
holding a stick with
appendage l

Ideo. in ~} yare Pyre :;:Q} ~ \I m(i)niw 3' herdsman'. Ideo.
or det. in \:~ ~li yare ~~}li S/w (ZIW)' 'guard',
'protect'. Sometimes inaccurately for ~ A 48 in Q<>~ 5
iry 'relating to' (§ 79).
1 MONTET 99.
• Pyre 1348.
see Pyr. II63. IUO.
I ReM.

48

~ beardless

woman ?)
knife (?) 1

49 ~

man (or
holding

Syrian seated holding
stick

A

man of rank seated on
chair

53 ~

mummy upright

n

For

f

iry 'relating to', , be

Vrk. iv. 614, I.

t

D. e! B. 160.

S

9g9[~~ ~ \! I

See p. 398, n.

I.

BH. i. 25. 119.

• Refer-ences, § 34.

• Mirii.

II i Le)'d. V 4, 12.

Ideo. in )1 r yare ~~ A 1 Ipsi (Ipsi) 'be noble' and related
words. After M.K., often det. revered persons, ex.
-lill~~! I imyw-(lIt 'those of former times '.
I, 231. Sim. Pyr.931.
(tp)'W.t); 86, 3 (I/rlyw).

Siu/
10

• Ur". iv. 59, 3. Sim. i6. 59,4 (Imlbyw);

Det. revered persons, especially personal names, ex. ~~~ 1
PJ-!try 'PaQ.eri " a man's name; ::::l~~ 2 sr!t 'deceased
noble'. Rarely also for ~ A 5 I in ~ s Ips ' noble'.

:r

I

V,.k. iv.

122,

5.

11

Vrk. iv. 1 '3,

12.

a PUy.20.

Det. mummy, ex. }.Q! 1 wi 'mummy'; statue, likeness, ex.
~! var. ] B twt' statue'; form, shape, exx. L1QH ki' form';
.l}]~ fJprw ' forms', ' stages of growth'.
Louvre CIS, 8 i Sin. B 193.

I

Vrk. iv. 8.2, 13.

Det. dead, exx. :::~«:=-Il m(l)ni "death';
'sarcophagus', lit. 'lord-of-life '.
1

55

~

.

1

54 ~ recumbent mummy

Reading with z,

Det. revered persons (M.K.; in Dyn. XVII I mainly replaced
by ~ A 51 and ~ A 52), exx. ~T}A Snbw' Sonbu',
a personal name; n~ .A! 1 smr(w) 'courtiers'. Ideo. or
det. 'I', 'me' on M.K. coffins in A B ·i, }. A wi, .g,,A ink.
Rarely ideo. like ~ A 5 I in .A 3 Ips (Ips) 'noble '.

I

flagellum ;\ S 45
(common in Dyn.
XVIII)

var.

Det. foreigner, exx. ~~}~! 1 (Imw ' Asiatics';
'1wntyw-Styw ' Nubian bowmen '.3

76,

52~ noble squatting with

4

1 See DAv.PtaA.i.p. 15. Good detailed en. of the sign are not forthcoming.
It may depict the • door-keeper' (Iy)' trrl) of some mythical place.

1

51 ~ the same with flagellum
;\ S45

a Reading, )fZ. 4', I16.
VI'''. iv. 120, 17.

10 i

Q<>~

Ideo. (?) or det. iry in
longing to' (§ 79).

I

50

Sign-list

Urk.

iv. 405, 8.

C7Sf-';___ 2 nb-rn,fJ

• Vrk.- iv. 113. 90

mummy lying on bed Det. lie, ex. ~!..n abbrev. M 2 srJr 'lie', 'spend all night' ;
death, exx. o~n Sopt 'decease'; ~n' Illt 'corpse '.
(replacing O.K. form
t Ex. Me;riv. 4, 1.
I Eb. 6, 9.
a Cairo 20003, a 2.
• TA. T.S. i. 30, B.
with man on bed) 1
A 59 see above after A 25·
447
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Sect. B. Woman and her Occupations
B

I

~

Det. female, exx. :-~ st' woman'; ~~ l.zmt 'woman', 'wife';
i~~ ntrt' goddess'; woman's relationships, exx. ~~ SJt
, daughter'; ~~ ~\\~ !J1rt 'widow'; her occupations,
exx. ~Q~ l.zmt 'female slave'; .;pa~~Q~ smryt 'chantress';
her name, ex.
~ Nfrt ' N ofret '. As suffix 1st pers. sing.
'I', 'my' (fem.) ~'i has not been noted before Dyn. XIX.l

seated woman

r:

Exx. MAR. Abyd. i. 25.

I

2

lQ.

Det. pregnant, exx. ~~ 1 i'Wr 'conceive'; JU~~ 2 bkJ 'be
pregnant'.

pregnant woman

3

~

woman giving birth

Ideo. or det. in mr~~p yare
and the related words.
1

4

lUrk. iv. 268, 7.

D. el B. 49.

I

~

msi (msi) 'bear', 'give birth'

Urk. iv. 13, 16.

~1 combination of sign for Use as last. In one hieratic MS. substituted for :tr A 3. 8
a squatting woman
I Exx. Brit. Mus. 566; Cairo 70040 = ROEDER, Naos .p.
Also without arms
showing, ex. Berl. }il. i. p. 25S, IS. 20.
• Old exx. show the two signs almost
(cf. ~ B 3) with m
or quite separate from one another, but with the phon. sign ml placed as thollgh it

F 31

were the infant in course of being born, Urk. i. 24, 15; 35, II; 36,7.
PI. 14, n. I, 3a.

II

5 ~1 woman suckling child

Det. 'suckle' in

queen wearing diadem
and carrying flower

7

JEA. 32,

mnrt ' nurse', 'foster-mother'.

E5......1l.8l.
_o:!5r

Exx. Dyn. XII, BH. i. 25, 79; Dyn. XVIII, D. el B. 53.

I

6 ~1 woman seated on chair
with child on lap

S

Det. 'nurse' in

=tj rnn

'nurse', 'rear '.

Exx. L. D. iii. 53; D. el B. 101.

I

Det. of names of queens. 1
Ex. Ann. 42,479. from Thebes, tomb

I

192,

temp. Amenophis III.

Sect. C. Anthropomorphic Deities

2

3

4

~

god with sun and uraeus
on head

Ideo. or det. in

god with head offalcon
bearing sun on head
~ G 9 and holding
.!(- S 34
god with head of ibis
Jr G26

Ideo. or det. in

god with head of ram

nE 10

I

D. el B.

:::~

1

::~

yare

yare

~

1

Rr ' (the sun-god) Re c '.

110.

~

1

Rr '(the sun-god) Re( '.

'Urk. iv. 14, 13·

Ideo. or det. in Jr~ 1 yare ~ Dl.z'Wty 2 'Thoth '.
I

Bersh. i. 15.

Ideo. or det. in

I

I(}}~

Reading, see on G 26.
1

yare

~

Unm'W 'Chnum '.

tUrk. iv. 99, 5.
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Cs
6

~

the same holding- Sf

J1

god with head of dog

Use as last.

S 34
~

E IS

Ideo. or det. in r;}s?} var. s?} 'Inpw 'A:nubis'; also m
V~I ~ Is?} 1 WP-W1Wt' Wepwawet '.
1

7
8

Sign-list

4)

god with head of Seth
animal Y E 20

f

UrR. iv. 99,

10.

Ideo. in ~ SI!J. 1 (St!) 'Seth '.
1

Reading, see on E

20.

ithyphallic god with Ideo. or det in 11' 1 var. f Mnw 2 , Min'.
UrR. iv. 103J, 40
2 Reading, see on R 22.
feathers, uplifted arm,
and flagellum j\. S 4 S
1

9

10

II

J
~

goddess with sun and
horns

Ideo. or det. in

goddess with feather
on head

Ideo. or det. in
Truth.

w

god with arms support

ing (the SK)1) and,
M 4 on head (often
also without f)

1

~J

1

Sinai J.F.

Ideo. in

~

~o.oj

var. Pyr.

Hence. ~h()n.

~~

1 Pyr. 1390.
KEES, Gutterglaulle,

i.n

J

var.
2

2

Ift-I;r ' Hathor '.

Sinai 95. Also shown seated on chair, ill. 105.

var. oj MJrt 'Macet', the goddess of

Hw

1

~ ~~

Ifl; '(one of the gods) Bel} '.2
'm\Ui()n' \ 'man,,' (~ 259),

2 The eight ~e~-gods were those who held the sky aloft, see
312 and the pictureJEA. 28, PI. 4. The sign for 'year' (M 4)

p.
was added doubtless on
million years'.

a~count

of the common expression IJIJ m (or n) rnjYwt t a

It may prove possible to find images of other deities used as ideo. or det. in M. K. inscriptions,
but for lack of positive earlier evidence some models for the hieroglyphic fount have
been taken from monuments of Dyn. XIX or later,l exx. C 12 ~ Amlin, C 171ft Mont,
C 18
Tjanen, C 19 mand C 20
Ptal}.

J

1

I

JEA. 17,245.

Sect. D. Parts of the Human Body
D

I

6)

head in profile

I deo. in !f Ip 1 , head' and ofij" tpy , chief', ' first'. Det. head,
exx. A~r~fij 4141 'head'; f~fij 1;1 'back of head',
whence prep. t~fij 1;1 'behind' (§ 172) and ~~tfij mkl;l
'neglect'; riJ:-fij dhnt 'forehead', whence riJ-; dhn
, promote', etc.; perhaps with notion throttle, in mft ~fij 2
gWIWl 'fetter', 'bind fast'. Possibly!f possessed the value
4141 in some cases where there is no evidence to prove it.
In one M. E. story the spellings A~A~!f and !f alternate
for the 'head' of a goose, as well as in the common O. K.
449
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
(continued)

st.

personal name til~ 3 Of the two words for' head' dldl
alone has survived in Coptic (djo, construct dje-), also in
the prepositions edjm, kidjen; it is impossible to say how
early the latter readings are, and the values r-tp, I.zr-tp
have been provisionally retained above, p. 135, top.
1

2

~

Reading, PSDA. 31, 269.

I

Urll. iv. 7,4.

• Weslc. Index, p. 30.

Ideo. in ~ {trl 'face' and derivatives. Hence phon.{tr, exx.
l.!n~ {tr 'prepare'; ~~ d{tr C bitter', 'sour'.

face

1

Reading (rom Coptic AD' face', derivatives like Arai 'upper part', and phonetic use.

Det. hair, exx. 1..\\,. Iny 'hair'; ~£J~" skm ' grey-haired' ;
skin, exx. Q~\\ iwn 'complexion', 'nature'; Q~l~"
inm 'skin'; mourn, in Q~ <:::::"j\\ ilk6 'mourn'; bald,
empty, forlorn, exx. )~ wI 'fall out (of hair)', whence
abbrev." in ~,.gm wI 'found defective' (of damaged
writing or pictures); 1 ~~:-,,~ lllrt 'widow'.

3 ""\\ hair

1

$". 18, I; 90, 3; PIEHL, IH. iii. 74; reading (rom DR. i. 26,

162. See too

SiI•• Berl. All. 1913, 912.

4

eye

42>-

Ideo. in:; irt 'eye', Gk. tpl.l Hence phon. ir, exx. -. in
, make'; Q::~ lrtt C milk '. Det. see, in ~ varr. ~~~,
: : : II mil C see', whence ~ as phon, ml in ~~), ~ ,8 mIW
, lions'. Early det. in other words for see, look, and in
connection with other notions involving the eye, exx.
dgi 'look'; ~-..5 Ip 'blind'; ~-..tI rmi 'weep';
}-..7 rs 'be wakeful'; later, especially in Dyn. XVIII,
mainly replaced as det. by the more specific signs -. D 5,
@. D 6, ~ D 7, and "R?'" D 9.
From end of Dyn. XVIII
a masc. dual ::jf' ... wy 'eyes' is occasionally found, 8
but whether this points to the existence of a masc. word
ir ' eye' is uncertain.

m--.'

1 Pl.UTARCH, De lsitle 10. See Rec. 17.93.
I Siul I, 317, where the
doubling indicates gemination, see Verbum i. § 390. S SA. S. 30. 4 Sin. B 379;
U,Il. iv. 19,6.
sPeas. B 2, 105. • Leb. 76. 1 p,,/Zeri 2. • Wb. i. 108,1-2.

5 ~ eye touched up with
paint

m-

Det. actions or conditions of eye, exx.
~-. B Ip 'blind'; )_ 3 rs ' be wakeful'.
1

6

~

1

later alternative to last

MAR. Abyd. Ii. 30, 33-

I

Un. iv. 85, 6.

1

dgi 'look';

I

U,Il. iv. 960,

Use as last.
1

MOLL. Pal. ii. no. 83, from Dyn. XVIII; very rare, however, as early as this.
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D7

®: eye with painted lower

lid

Sign-list

Det. adorn, exx. m~'I o~:: 1 ms4mt 'eye-paint'; :::: e:: s rn
(rin) 3 'beautiful '. From the latter, phon. det. rn, ex.
::::o}~4 rnw (rinw)3 '(Ainu', a place-name, see B 8. The
use as det. see etc., ex. ~ f~ 6 ptr ' behold', is abnormal.
J BU. i. 38.
~ Amarn. iii. 19. Sim. Urk. iv. 6, II, quo Exerc. XXXII, (a).
a For (In as the full reading cf. Semitic rain' eye' and Eg. words qu. below, D 8,
n. I.
' BU. i. 26, 175.
8 Siu/ i. ~20.

8

@is

eye enclosed in sign for
N 18
land

=

Det. in "'t(;§;) rnw, r(i)llW '(Ainu', the quarry at the modern
'furah whence ~~n-~ illr tzrj nfr n rnw 'fine white
(lime)stone of (Ainu ' was obtained. 1 Hence phon. det. in
fn 'beautiful '.2 See too above D 7.

::::-=

I AEO. ii. 136*, following Sitz. Bert. Ak. 1933, 864. The full value rln, corre
sponding to Semitic rain 'eye', is proved by the derivatives (In' coat with lime
stone (I)', Urk. i. 20, 5 (0. K.) and (yn '(Ainu-stone' WO. i. 191,4, 5 (Dyn. XX).
I Meir U. Il, 3; Urk. iv. 52, 16.

9

ffr" eye with flowing tears

Ideo. or det. in 1::"~ var. ~ 1 rmi 'weep', 'beweep ',.
I

10

~ human eye with the

markingsof a falcon's
head

ReM. 4.

Ideo. or det. in }A~Q~ 1 var. ~ 2 wrjlt 'the wrjJt-eye' (or
, wedjat-eye '), i. e. 'the sound (uninjured) eye' of Horus
(§ 266, I).
J BUDGE, p. 56,7.
I BUDGE, p. 38, IS'

II

<1:

part of the white of the
wrjlt-eye

Sign for i tz.e~at-measure of corn (§ 266, 1).1
' I Reversed in hieratic, see p. 198, n. I.

12

0

pupil of the eye

Det. in ::J "01 rjfrj , pupil' of eye. l As part of the wrjJt-eye
sign for i tze~at-measure of corn (§ 266, I). A similar, but
smaller, sign appears to have been used for from 1 to 9
tz.e~at (§ 266, I). To be distinguished from the grain of
sand 0 N 33, and from the circle 0, see after Z 8.
1

13 - - eye-brow (also as part
of the wrj/t-eye

BUDGE,

~13,

13 (Nu).

Sign for ~ tze~at-measure of corn (§ 266, I). Also:::: as det.
in q~ J::::: 1 intz ' eye-brow(s) '. Det. or phon. det. in some
words connected with ~ ~~ smd (smd) 'eye-brow' itself
not found until Greek times. 2
1

M.u. K. 3, 8.

2

Wo.

tze~at-measure

iv. 146.

of corn (§ 266, I).

14 1> the other (see D I I)
part of the white of
the wrjlt-eye

Sign for

IS

Sign for '31a tz.e~at-measure of corn (§ 266, I).

'-..J,

one of the markings of
the wrjlt-eye

116
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

~

another ofthe markings
of the wdlt-eye

Sign for

~

markings of the wdlt
eye (nos. D 15 and
16 together)
ear

Ideo. or det. in

18 J) 1

1

L3

1

~e*at-measure

Urk. iv. 887,

o~;:" 1

var.

of corn (§ 266, I).
~

2

tit' figure', 'image '.

tUrk. iv. 53, 17.

2.

m~';;',92

Ideo. or det. in
two ears '.
1

]9

614

msdr 'ear', dual
, Amaro. vi. 15,6.

Thebes, tomb 93.

,9,93
S

D. el B. 116.

Ideo. or det. in '7 O.K. var. t 6lnd, later '!fi;.6Ind, 'nose '.
Det. nose, ex. ~.a 'nose', 'nostril'; smell, exx. ~ q.a tpi
, sniff'; !l.a sn 'smell'; face, in r!J-:.a IJnt ' face' ; joy,
exx. :;:.a rs(w) 'rejoice'; r;:g:.a IJntS 'take pleasure';
soft, kind, ex. r:::.a sfn 'be mild'; also in J::.a btn 'be
disobedient'; m:::.a gin' rebuff'. From IJnt 'face' (see
above), phon. det. and (seldom before Dyn. XIX) 2 phon.
·1J1zt, exx. ~~.a var. ~ IJnty 'in front of' (adj.). Owing
to similarity in hieratic 6 sometimes appears in hiero
glyphic for [ Aa 32, ex. 6~ I ~ I for [~I ~ I sty 'red (?) Nubian (?)
pigment'; also for ~ U 31, ex. !. ~e IJni for ~~t;; IJn(r)i
, restrain'; the hieratic has been often transcribed
wrongly in modern books. 3 Confusion of two different
stems has contributed to the confusion of signs in words
like ~ IJnrt, varr. r!J7.a LJ, ~ c:J ~nt' prison " 'harim "
, fortress', which are consequently hard to differentiate. 4

nose, eye and cheek

1 Exx. Hier. 5, no. 59; Rekk. 15.
2 Az. 55, 86.
Sim. in IJ1Zrw 'prisoners', Cairo 20014 = Musle Igyptitn i. 17.

20

tfo

2 I <:::>

4

Rec.39, 20.
Ad",. 47.

Ideo. in 7 l' (1'1) la' mouth', Coptic 1'0. Hence phon. r. In
group-writing (§ 60) 7 is 1',2 ex. ~ t,)r.. 7171 ibr 'stallion'.

mouth (Dyn. X I I rare
ly vertically ~ 1)

(Monograms incorporating

<:::>

D

22 <j? mouth with two strokes

2

I.)

F or

Ideo. in

mouth
with
three
strokes attached

I,

Ii; POL. § 33, a.
I BURCHARDT

I see M 6.
<;:;>

1&

See above, p. 429, for the original

§ 77.

1- .see M 24.

For

For

+

see M 25.

rwy 1 , two-thirds' (§ 265).

attached

41T

S

semi-cursive variant of Use as last, but seldom in careful sculptures or paintings.
last 1
1 Already Dyn. IV, Medum 22.
Exx. Dyn. XII, Cairo 20538, ii. t: 13. 14.

I Exx. Louvre C
presence of I.

23

msdrwY'the

I

]{eading, CJ.ERE in Ann. Or. 20,629.

Ideo. in 1fi" three-quarters probable reading !Jmt rw 1 (§ 26 5).
'J

I

CLERR,

op. cit. 640.
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D 24 ..- 1 upper lip with teeth

Ideo. in ;;; spt, yare Pyre ~~- 2 iPt, 'lip', 'border' (of pool,
etc.). Occasionally used by mistake for - F 42.3
1

25 <::::> two lips with teeth

27

Q

breast 0

MOLL. Pal. ii. no. 9l Q.

2

Pyr.1393.

8

M.u.K. 4,

tUrk. iv. 971,

I.

2.

psg' spit'; vomit, exx. .J ~ bSi' vomit';
Ll~ tt 'f/f, var. ~re- !:" 'spew out'; blood, in ~~, 3 snf
'blood '.
~mre-

Det. spit, ex.

2

I

MOLL. Pal. ii. no. 93 (Dyn. XVIII); the same form already Pyr. 143 (pIg).

2

Eb. 30, 17.

• P. Kalt. 7, 19.

1

Ideo or det. in Q yare Pyr.::~ mnti, later var. ::~2 mnd,
, b reas.
t' D et . suckl e, exx. -_ QLl 3 sn.k' suckl'
e ; E!!j--.ll
_\\Q 4
mnry 'tutor' (det. transferred from mnrt ' nurse ').
o Model from Thebes, tomb 85' So too Puy. 59.

1
S

27* Q
28

U

breast (rather com- Use as last.
I D. el B. 94;
moner shape) 1
arms extended so as to
embrace?

combination ofU D 28
and...,.. R 12

30 ~ 1 the sign U D 28 with

an appendage

Pyr. 32. 2 U,k. iv. 920, 10.
D. el B. 94.
4 PaAen 4.

Palter; 4.

Ideo. in Y kl 'soul', 'spirit' (p. 172). Phon. kJ,l exx.lJj
kit' work'; lu~~ ~kl 'magic'. In group-writing (§ 60)
Y or U is phon. k. 2
1

29 ~

U,k. iv. 140, 6 (spr).

Ideo. or det. in r""O"c> 1 var. ~2 spt)' (spry) 'lips'.
1

26 ~ 1 liquid issuing from lips

Sign-list

In

Reading, FyI'. 300 (k,,' chapel ').

' BURCHARDT § 120.

¥ kJ 'soul', regarded as of divine nature.

Det. in iJ.Jx,Y,=4 2 NM-kJW' Uniter-of-attributes', name of
a mythical serpent-deity. 3
1 Pyr. 229. Sim. Urk. iv. 459, 13.
2 MAR. Kam. 33, where the appendage
takes the form of 'I 110.
S JEA. 31,4"

3 1 ~ 1 co~bination of 0 D 32
and i U 36

32

0

arms enclosing or embracing

3 3 ~ arms engaged in rowing

In

t

yare 1!1
1

34*

(f.:)

arms holding shield and
battle-axe 1

m
1

l ~ 0 ~Pt

I deo. in ~ ~ !ini 1 , row' and derivatives. Hence phon. !in,
ex. ~=o}YI~ !inllw 'turmoil'.
Reading, see the van. of mant' ferry-boat', Py,. 1u3 combined with 334.

Ideo. in
I

I

O.K. form of last

of the ka', 'ka-priest '.

Det. envelop, em brace, exx. Q~Ll 0 inlf ' envelop';
, em brace'; open arms, in !1J ~ 0 pgl ' unfold'.

I

34

~m-kJ ' servant

Hier. 9, no. 165 (Bershah).

If;.1~~

var. Pyre

......IJr~lII r~/'

Use as last.
I

fight' and derivatives.

Thebes, tomb 93. Elsewhere usually shield and mace, Hier. p. IS.
Pyr. 574. In M.K. also sometimes lin, see Sphinx 12, 108.

DAV. Flak. i. 5,

DO.

46.
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D 35 -"- I arms in gesture of Ideo. in . Ao. n" and::: nn 2 'not' (§ 104). Hence phon. n,'!.
negation
exx. ..Ao. n 'to', 'for' (§ 164); :::5f'~ nnlm 'spleen'.
Ideo. also in ~~ var. -,-}O iwty, var. Pyr. ~}..Ao.~Q iwti,
'which not' (§ 202).3 Det. not know, in @~-'- I;m 'be

'-\

ignorant'; hence phon. det.l;m, exx. ..!.~~ 41;m' shrine';
also with metathesis ml;, in ~.!.6 sml; 'forget '.

r

Palms upward, common at aU periods, en:. O.K., Saqq. Mast. i. I; M.K.,
Meir i. 5; Dyn. XVIII, Rekk. 2. 3. 10; but sometimes palms down, en. O.K.,
Medum 24; M.K., BH. i. 8; Dyn. XVIII, Reltk. 4.15.
I Readings, GUNN,
Stud.ch.9.
s ReadingJEA. 34, 27.
4 Urk.iv. 96,4; seeon034.
G Mil/.i, 10.
1

36

--ll

For:to see D 59·

o
37

L...D

Ideo. in ~ r 'arm', 'hand'. Hence phon. r. Also in hieratic,
less often in hieroglyphic, as substitute for......" D 37, £L...D
D 38, Q..JI D 39, ~ D40, -.l\ D41,....a D 42, IWJ D43, \-lJ D44.

forearm

12.

*

For:k see G 20. For~ see G 45. For

For ~ see P 7.

forearm with hand
holding !J. X 8

For

see Aa

iff see M 27.

For

+

see

22.

In Pyr. almost exclusively ideo. in Q......" var. 4.....JI imi 'give',
imperative (§ 336),1 whereas !J. is there common both as
(r)di and as imi. In M.K. and later "---II is commoner
than !J. both in rdi (:::) and in di (""""), but tends in the
imperative imi to be replaced by£L...D D 38. In Dyn. XI some
times replaced by ~ D 40 la or \-lJ D 44. lb Phon. d (from
di) in ~}@ Ddw ' Busiris' (§ 289, I); also mi or merely
m (from imi), exx. C:;>!>~'-.lI~ II var. c:;>!>~Q~ 3 Kmi' Kemi "
name of a queen; ~~ mk 'behold' (§ 234).
1

Verbum ii. § 537.
quo § 327.

20001,

2

1_ JEA. 16, 195; Coffin Texts,passim.
Ib Cairo
Cat. d. Mon. i. p. 87, no. 44.
S MAR. Abyd. ii. 28, 30.

For ~ see G 19.

38

l.L...D

forearm with hand hold·
ing a rounded loaf

In M.K. and more frequently in Dyn. XVI II det. in Q~~
imi' give' (§ 336). Hence phon. mil and more commonly
m, exx. ~~~ II mki 'protect'; Q~~ 3 'Itm ' Atum '.
I Evidence (but mainly with D 36 or D 37) Verbum ii. § 538.
2 Pu7. 20. Sim.
",tn 'behold', Stu/ i. 275. In O.K., see p. 257, n. 25.
8 AZ. 46, 140.

39

Q...-lJ

forearm with handhold- Det. offer, present, exx. L~~ var. Q..JI ~nk' present'; ::~
ing bowl 0 W 24
drp 'offer'. In Dyn. IX-XII occasionally as substitute
for......" D 37 or £L...D D 38, ex. ;;: I rdi ' who causes' ; 0 ~~Q 2
Mkt-Rr 'Mektre<', name of a man; also for --.!I D 36,
ex. ~ Q..JI 3 m-r ' in the hand of'.
1 SiU/5,5. 8; Brit. Mus. 581, vert. I9.
qn. p. 266, n. 10.

I

D.eIB. (XI) ii. 9,D.
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D 40

\-D

forearm with
holding stick

hand

Sign-list

From M.K. on tends to replace ~ A 24, exx. ~\-4 var. \-4 1
nlJt ' strong'; Qj\-4UI;e' drag'. Also abbrev. for 1~ \-4 Ipi
'examine '.2 In Dyn. XI sometimes replaces ~ D 37,
see there.
1

Urk. iv. 856, 4.

Eb. 37,

I

quo § 4#0 4, compared with ib. 36, 4·

2,

:t.... "Q,.
L ,
,C>
c:::>
1""':'2
4 I ~ forearm with palm of D e t . arm, exx. mJ :r~""':' gClI arm ; ~~ varr. _~, ~ I
rmn 'arm " 'shoulder'; tj~ ilby 'left'; det. various
hand downwards
actions involving movement of arms,3 exx. -~~....:. llms
, bend' , 'bow" ' .<>....:.
incline" , ~Il'i1n~
L I rki'
.
1 ' .hsi 'sing" '
cessation of movement, exx. ~l~ gr~ , cease'; T.....:. ni
, reject'. From this last, phon. or phon. det. ni, exx.
-t'5r' niw C ostrich'; ~ 6 var. ij}....:.e 0 niw 'bowl'.
1 AZ. 34, 30.
I Brit. MUI. 572, 12.
'traverse'.
' Reading, see G 34• Siut

42

.--II

forearm as last, but with
upper arm straight

43 f+.-IJ forearm with hand hold
ing flagellum j\ S 45

Ideo. or det. in

ing the rOI-sceptre
S 42

45 V

t

arm with hand holding
the n~bl-wand 1

• RealOIl obscure in tlml
• Eb. 2I, 10.

308.

:J var. .-II m~ 'cubit' (§ 266,

2).

Ideo. in !n)~ varr. Pyr. A),l e):& IJwi , protect '. Hence
l.w exx ·~JtJtIII
e,.,.,.,. ~ 8 {Jl.ww ' evil" '11~c:::!!!=
n•
sl.wd'
enrich' •
PhoneCf,
(J

==-.

1 Pyr. 1629.

44 \.-D forearmwithhandhold

I,

I

Pyr.l'19'1.

• Urk. iv. 1077,9.

' Urk. iv. 60, 15.

Det. in .!.~ 1 abbrev. \.....JI 2 lJrp 'be at the head of "
'control " , administer' and derivatives.
1

Urk. iv. 31, '/.

, Cairo 20001, b 6, qUo § 327.

n

Ideo. or det. in ~~ var. V 2 dsr, var. Pyr.
~ 3 tiSr, 'clear
(a road) , 'be private', 'holy " and derivatives.
I

1

S

See ]tQ. 185; used as a brush (!),JEA. 32, 51.
Pyr. 1456•

' Uri. iv. 864, IS.

Ideo. in ~ dr/,l occasional varr. ";;':"2 dr/, 1":'3 dll~ 'hand'.
Phon. d, from the old Semitic word yad' hand ',. cf. Egypt.
)~ wdi 'put', 'push', 'emit (sound),.

46'c:::;::::, hand

1 Reading based mainly on Coptic lore, IMI-, AZ. 50,91; formerly read tit, the
varr. here given l>eing regarded as distinct words.
I Pyr. #0; Siut 3, 3.
s Pyr. 1703; Brit. Mus. 5H, 18.
4 AZ. 50, 91.

4 7 ~ 1 hand with curved palm

Det. in drt 'hand' when written phonetically; see last.
1

CRASS.

ASI.

Pl. 19, top,!. 6 from left.

46* (E:::ll hand letting fall drops Ideo. in "::& var.

":lffir

3

idt ' fragrance', O. K. var.

Q":. 4

BH. i. 17, and so always Pyr. Shown with drops, not curve, IRkern., col. to
left, and so already PETR. Rl'. i. 17,26.
S BH. i. 17, cf. O.K., L. D. ii. 89 c.
s Ikkem., col. to left, the det. due to confusion with lid! ' dew'.
' Pyr. 365, b.
1
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
hand without thumb

Ideo. in = 1 varr.tgt-, - ssp' palm', more strictly' a hand
breadth', a linear measure (§ 266, 2).
1

~

10. 12;

ce. JiZ. 60, 71 for the reading.

Det. grasp, in ~~~'C:J Jmm 'grasp'; ~~ 6ft 'seize '.

49 'D fist
50

Urk. iv. 190,

finger 0

Ideo. or det. in ~ 1 var. Pyr. n-..ll~ 1 dbr ' finger' and related
words. Hence phon. db r, ex. ~ dbr '10,000' (§ 259). The
two fingers H serve as det. accurate, exx. ~~~~~ rip
, accurate'; :;'~ ~ mty (mtr? 2) , precise' ; also in derivatives
of these stems. Apt to be confused in hieroglyphic texts
with ~ T 14, though quite distinct in hieratic. 3
o Not a thumb as proposed A'Z. 73. I19~ see Mitt. Kairo 9. I.f6.
1 Pyr. lI8.
2 Possibly two stems mly 'precise' and fIIlr 'be present'. 'witness' are to be dis
tinguished.
a MOLL. Pal. i. nos. II 7 and 457.

5I =

finger horizontally

Ideo. or det. in ~::.. var. :=; 1 rnt 'nail'. Det. for obscure
reasons in 1~:: /pi 'measure'; ~~:: {Jl 'take', 'gird
on'; ~=Ii d/fr ' press '.2 From the last, phon. det. d/fr
in :4:::: abbrev. ::: 3 d/fr(w) 'fruit'. As abbrev.::: appears
also to represent L1~}1 ~ 1 Ipw 'grains (?)' in the medical
papyri.· In ~~::: n/frwl 'notched sycomore figs' 5 -=
either replaces a nail-like notching instrument 6 or more
proba bly expresses the general notion of scratching.
1 BH. ii'4.
2 GARD. Sin. 60.
8 Urk. iv. 748, 7 compared with ib. 694, 5;
see too PSBA. 13. 452-3.
• Compare Eb. 87, 5 with Hearst 10, 15.
D KEIMER
in Acta Drientalia, 6, 288.
6 lb. 293.

52==;;:'

phallus

Det. male, exx. ::;;:'h r/' ass'; h>~ qQ~:it try 'male " 'man';
~~ abbrev. ~ kJ 'bull'. Phon. mt (cf. Hebrew OlD!?
, men ') ,exx. <=;;. x
~o ('=='t) m t w t' pOlson;
.
· <=;;'1
@
1, t' tree.
h
'
II (jm
In O.K. this sign is used of the organ and all that is
characterized by it, while ('=='t) D 53 expresses what issues
from or is performed by it. 1 In M.K. the use differs
somewhat and is less consistent. 2
0

0

2

53 r=w phallus with liquid
issuing from it

Sphinx 16, 186.

For the use of t'=i:> as contrasted with <=;;. D 52, see the latter.
Det. in L~('=='t) Itnn 'phallus'; }::('=='t) wss 'urinate' ; :;'}O I<=;;.
mtwt 'poison'; sometimes also (contrary to O.K. usage)
in h>~QQI<=;;.:it try 'male', 'man'; roQ('=='t):it hi 'husband';
regularly (contrary to O.K. usage) in ~j5r~l~ var.
~ 7 m-bllt ' in the presence of' (§ 17 8).

For t:l as substitute for the female organ, see on

0

N 41.

45 6
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D 54./) legs walking

Sign-list

Ideo. in .Jl.1o iw 1 'come' (§ 289, 2). Det. movement, exx.
5f'~.Jl Jm 'go'; ~-:; tkn 'approach'; 1~~ IJII; 'hasten';
also lack of movement, exx. U.Jl Jb 'stop'; ~~~.Jl sli
'I'mger 'Th
-O.il)
.
e group.il cl , wa lk" ,step , (I
pur. .il.il
.il' 1~c>1
I I
reads nmtt.B For.Jl combined with other signs, exx. ~,
5f', J see § 58, I.
1 Reading. Pyr. 1310 in the divine name •Iw·I-(,·I.
I ){Z. 38, 56; Sphinx 6,
53; see the varr. Pt. 313 and compare Ikkern. 18 with Cairo 30-473. b.

For ~ see M 18.
V IS.
55 ~

For'K see N 40.

For

legs walking backwards

j

For ~ see T 32 .

035.

For

5r see

For.A see W 25·
Det. backwards, exx.
, cause to retreat';
1

56

7.r see

Leb. 83.

=L\. 1 rnn 'turn back';

;:;:L\.

• P. Ea!.

1,

S

UfiJ~L\.

2

sohJ

IJtlJt ' be reversed '.

8.

S

Siu! I. '70.

Ideo. or det. in ;:J var. J rd 'foot '. Det. leg, foot,
exx. ~J 1 mnt 'thigh' ; .!.J pd' knee'; }.~1 wrrt' leg',
shank'. From pd, phon. pds'}. in 1";'" varr. Jr---, !.rJ---,
pds 'box '. From wrrt, phon. or phon. det. wrr in
} ::1: abbrev. wrrt ' district' and its derivative title
J ~ wrrtw 'district official'; also in }':;;;;:J.Jl wrr 'flee'.
From ULlJ S sblf 'leg I, phon. det. or phon. sblf in ULlJ~
var. J~ 4 sol! 'excellent " successful '. For some reason
unknown, phon. g/.t or g/.ts 5 in J riH 8 var. 1!\ Jr1 ~ 6& g/.ts
, gazelle'. The group 1.Jl is used to determine various
verbs expressing movement, exx. raJ.Jl thi ' transgress' ;
~1.Jl TlJnd ' tread '.

leg

C

e

J:

C

t In Pyr. (ex. ]>yr. l62) with a very different determinative.

Wb. iv. 93, ex. Pyr. 131i (Iblt).
' Drk. iv. 8i. 17.
• Drk. iv. 7+1, n.
6& Eb. 98, 7, see KIm; i, 'if.
'part of foreleg', Pyr. 15+7; for this word see Bull. 30,866.

57 ~ combination of J D 56
and"""", T 30

Spllinx '3, 89'
a Spllinx 13,89.
Not related to lmd
I

S

1

• 

Det. mutilate, in q~=~ 1 ill 'be mutilated' and deriva
tives. Noteabbrev. ~,C(,2i1lw'placeofexecution'; ~~ie
var. rq~o~ 4 siJry 'cheat' (n.) appears from the var. to
be a causative. 5 Det. also in ~~ 8 nkn 'damage '.
1

Wb. i. 34.
2 Wb. i. 35.
sPeas. B I, 99. 26l-3.
Bauer 9i.
• Brit. Mus. 57i, II; W,st,. 8, 16.

• Peas. B I, 250.

• VOG.

58

J

1

foot

Cf. J.1o var. J,2 6w' place', 'position'. Hence phon. 6. 3
1 In Dyn. I often very low, exx. DE MORGAN. Recherches ii. p. l35. fig. 786;
QUIBELL, Hierakonpolis i. 38. In M.E. usnally lower than other high signs.
I Drk. iv. 512, 15.
S SETHK, Aip/zabet 152.
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Sign-list
D 59

::to combination of j
and

60

or

-JJ

D 58

Phon. rb, ex.

:t"= rb

'horn '.

D 36

combination of j D 58
with a vase from
which water flows (re
places earlier Ii A 6)

Ideo. in

t1 var.

Pyr. }-.Il(j 1 wrb ' pure', 'clean '.

P)'r. Il7r.

I

For ~ see S 13.

m.

r.6

61 ~ toes l

m.

Ideo. or det. in
~l
~ var.
~ SIlt (SIlt) , toe '. Hence
phon. or phon. det.sJlt(sJlt)2, exx. rEJ~l~./J. SJlt' approach';
~ ~ nz-SJltt 'in the neighbourhood of' (§ I 78~
L. D. ii. 3 (Dyn. III). See AZ. 34, 77 and above p. 439.

I

6 2 ~ 1 less correct form of last

(Dyn. XVIII)
6 3 ~ 1 another form of last
(Dyn. XVI II)

• For J see Pyr. 959.

Use as last.
Reklt.3.

1

Use as last.
Cairo 34002 (LACAU, PI. 3)= Urk. iv. 28,8.

1

Sect. E. Mammals
E

I

~] bull

Ideo. in ~ II varr. ~~, ~ kl ' bull '. Det. cattle, exx. -;~
ng' bull'; qf\~ ~ iw/ 'ox' ; ==a~ nznnznt' cattle',
'herds '.
1 The sign is apt to vary in form according to the sex and species demanded in the
I Reading, see p. 172, n. 4; but in some contexts the reading
particular case.
may be ~ or lWI.

2

~

aggressive bull

a kJ nllt 'victorious bull', epithet of Pharaoh (§ 55).

Ideo. in
Det. in

1riI

~'9riJ

D. eI B.

1

3

1

2

sm/

'fighting bull '.

lUrk. iv.

120.

2,

13.

Det. in ~"jj:jJ blts (bltz)1 'calf'; also in tt},';;,11,2 wndw 'short
horned cattle '.

calf

1

1
4 'l!lt-h
~ sacred lts/!-cow

Pyr.27.

Det. in

2

D. el B. 140, where the sign differs from the calf only slightly.

n;a~ ~SJt (ltZJt)

2

'sacred (wt-cow'.

Karnak, chapel of Jfashepsowe. The sign differs considerably elsewhere, exx.
Me;r i. II j Louvre C 14, 5.
2 For the z see Pyr. 1029.
1

5 ~ cow suckling calf

Det. in ~mr~
parent. l
1

Wb. i.

Ims

'show solicitude' as towards child or

II.
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P7fi

Ideo. or det. =~h var. hI ssmt 'horse '. Det. horse, in
Q~5J:..7h2 ibr (Hebrew "41~) 'stallion'; t:h 3 /:ttr 'team',
, pair' of horses.

horse

Vrk. iv. 653,

1

7 ~

. ---L
D et. In
=;;.~Jrjf

ass

yE
1

8 ~

Sign-list

20

('J

10,

'

quo § IIi.

,

ass.

I

Vrk. iv.663,

10.

S

Vrk. iv. 697, 16.

In hieratic 1 sometimes replaced by

2.

The proper form, M6LL. Pal. i. no. 133.

I

References, E

lO,

n. 5.

kid (~ E 8* kid jump- Cf. Qj~~ ib 'kid '.2 Hence phon. det. lb, exx. QJ~;::~
ing, form not found
ibi 'thirst'; QJ~}C"J ibw' refuge'; only rarely phon. lb,
before Dyn. XIX) 1
ex. ~l;:: S ib/:t' ib/:t-priest'. Det. small cattle, exx. T}"~4
(wt 'flocks', 'goats'; ====o;~P!16 mnmnt 'herds '.
I This later type is wrongly substituted for the earlier in many old publications.
See.fEA. 17, 2i6.
a Wb. i. 61.
S A"Z. 37,91.
f Urk. iv. 664,13.
D Sin. B Iii.

newborn bubalis or Phon. iw, exx. ~ €1. var. Pyr. Q}<:>l iwr 'conceive'; ~~
iwr 'inherit '. In group-writing (§ 60) ~} is used for i. 2
hartebeest (A lcela
o Ann. •p, 257.
I Pyr.830.
2 BURCHARDT § 20.
phus buselaphus), cf.
below F 5, 6.°

9l.b,

10

111

1

ram (Ovis longipes Det. in bl1l bJ ' ram'; 611l ffnmw 'Chnum', a ram-headed
3 sr 'sheep'; T~i0"f114 rwt
god. Det. sheep, exx.
palaeoaegyp#cus) 2
/:tit' white flocks', i. e. 'sheep '.

::n

I BH. iii. 3, no. 35 (!!nmw), here represented, as not uncommonly, with tbe
beard characteristic of the male animal.
2 R,c. 24, H; also more fully Ann.
38, 297.
s Mmtltuw.7.
f Vrk. iv. 664, 14.

I I

l1t 1 ram (O.K. form of last)

Use as last.
I

J2

as hieroglyph, ib. 17.

~~ Q<);:;r

SJi. 'pig '.

Det. in gQ} ~ miw 'cat '.
I

14 ')r] 1 greyhound (slughi)

Cf. the picture Musle Igyptien i. 3.

Det. dog in ~}tit iw 'dog'; ::~ 'X1 ism' hound '.
1

~

I;

Det. pig in ::Q<);:;r rri ' pig';

");jf pig

13 ~ 1 cat

IS

From the picture San.

D. eI B. 70. Cf. the picture BH. iv.

2.

Ideo. or det. in Q";}~ var. ~ 'fnpw 'Anubis '. Also ~ II
as sportive ideo. for the title !J:n~ ~ /:try ssll •he who
is over the secrets '.

recumbent dog!

I So interpreted by the Greeks, rather than as a jackal, AZ. 41, 97. Howeyer,
the question is still disputed, see HOPFNER, Der Ti,rkult tier a1ten Agypter 47.
See further below, E 18, n. 2.
2 BH. i. 32 (see for reading Cairo 20539. i. b IS) j
Cairo 20457, i(see for reading ib. 30088, C 12); Urk. iv. IlI8, 14.

16 ~1 recumbent
shrine

dog

on

Ideo. or det. in Q7}~ var. ~ 'Inpw ' Anubis '. Also ~ 1
like ~ E IS for /:try ssll 'he who is over the secrets '.
lUrk. iv. II20, 7.
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h

Ideo. or det. in h sib, var. Pyr. ~jh 2 Zlb, 'jackal' and
related words, ex. h sib' dignitary', 'worthy'.

jackaP

1 The conventional rendering is here retained. The animal is depicted BH. ii. 4.
The Upper Egyptian sib is, however, the Anubis nimal E IS (Pyr. 727); on th~
other hand, the sib has close connections with Wepwawet, the wolf-god E 18 (Unt. iii.
8. 16).
I P),I". 1257.

18 ~ 1 wolf (?) 2 on the stan
dard.,... R 12

Ideo. or det. in V:E;;::i~Q. varr. Vt!;;:5:I~I~' ~ WP-WlWt
'(the wolf-god) Wepwawet', lit. 'opener of the ways',
Gk. ·o¢c;w;.
So interpreted by the Greeks, A·z. 41, 97, cf. their name
However, GAILLARD (Ann. 27, 33)
showed that the skulls found at Asyilt were either those of (I) wandering dogs (canis
/amiliaris) or (2) crosses of this with the small Eg. jackal (canis lupastll") producing
the hybrid called canis tupaster tiomesti{us by Hilzheimer. Hence, he argues, the
description of Wepwawet as a wolf is wrong.
1

Thebes tomb

100.

2

AvICOJII 1I'6A'~ for the modern town of Asyut.

19 ~ 1 O.K. form of last with
protuberance (SdSd)
in front and a mace
T 3 passmg
through the standard

Use as last.
I Pyr. 126 (W 187). See GARSTANG, MaMma and BPt Kltalldf p. 19; for JaJd
also AZ. 47, 88.

0

20

iI animal of Seth, perhaps
a kind of pig 1

Ideo. in y var. ~J12 Stll,3 var. Pyr. ~.:. S!}, '(the god)
Seth' ITJO; later sometimes abbreviated as +}~~, +}~.
Det. turmoil, exx. ~= 0 } Y~I Ilnnw ' turmoi I'; ~ ro It. Yli
shl 'be in confusion'. M. K. hieratic shows a strong
tendency to use Y for"b E 7 5 and h E 27. 8
I

JEA.

Az. 46,

• Pyl". J 7.
sr, ib. 31,97.
21

h

Ideo. or det. in

lion

1

23 ~ recumbent lion

8

~1

panther

>~ ~

Urk. iv. 893. u.

b,1 var. b, 2 mil. 'lion '.
I Urll. iv. 39, I; 718, I.

Ideo. in ~ var. Pyr. <=>}~ 1rw 'lion'; :'::~J1 Rwty 'the
Two-lion-god '.1 Phon. rw, exx. !:~q~ var. O.K. ;:~~3
rwyt' gate (?) '; t:~}~ itrw 'river'. In group-writing
(§ 60) ~ or ~ is used for r," ex. ~~~6 Krr' Gerar',
a Syrian locality; for :7'1~ see on N 35. Through similarity
in hieratic 8 ~ is employed in words with ".lI U 13 reading
snr, exx. l..;;:~ snr 'hold back'; ~('] snr ' magazine '.
I

24

5

liz.

6.

!f::at animal of Seth recum Det. turmoil, ex. ;:i; nsnl. 'storm', 'rage' (vb.).
bent (var. of last)

22

50,84; 61, 18; the tail is shown a~. an arrow,
a Reading PSBA. 28, 123; AZ. 50, 84.
Peas. R 64; Eb. 96, 5.
' Compare nJny, Sit. S. 32, 98 with

Ii, I I I ; see, however,
90.
2 UI"II. v. 31,

Pyl". 135 1 with [he lion mutilated, see )/Z. 5t, 36.
Gebr. ii. u. 'BURCHARDT § 80. • Urk. iv. 784, 80.

Ideo. or det. in ~ j
1

.D.el B. 7+

~ ~ tii7\..l

var.

tii7\.. 2 Iby

• UI"II. iv. 139,9.
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I PSBA. 38, 92.
• See above p. 439.

'panther', 'leopard'.
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Det. in c=.jQ 2 db, var. 'fjQ8 dib, 'hippopotamus'; l~jQ'
!Jlb 'hippopotamus '.

E 25 Ql hippopotamus

I

I

26 ~ 1 elephant

28

h

From the picture Bull. Metr. Mus. N"" York, Eg. Expedition, 1933 -3, 35.
Peas. B I, l06.
8 Til. T.S. ii. II.
' Louvre C I" II.

Det. in fj}~ Ibw'elephant'. Semi-phon. in ~}8I1Jbw
, Elephantine', a town near the First Cataract.
I

27

Sign-list

Cat.d.MoH. i. ISS (010. XII).

For unknown reason, det. sr in

giraffe (mmy) 1

I".

I

~<=>h

sr (sr) II 'foretell '.

Ret. 38, 205.
• Pyr. l78. The det. of this word is confused with the Sethanimal in M. K. hieratic, see above E 20.
I

frnl oryx

Det. in >i~ m/~4' oryx '.
I

Ex. D. el B.

140.

Det. in mH1i1I g~ (g!zS) B , gazelle '.
t Ex. D.d B. 140; cc. iv. III.
I For the reading with I see DAV. Plalt. ii. I!>.
.
-It....
-11118
t;] II
-8
•
D et. In A·'IfjJ nJW, var. <=>"~,,
30 ~1 ibex
nnw, var. 0 . K . ~~
nu,
'ibex '.
1 Ex. D.tIB. 140; cr. ib. III.
I Eb. 511, 13.
• DAV. Pia". ii. 19
31 ~ goat with collar carry- Ideo. (?) or det. ~l~ var. ~ sr!t (sr!t) I 'rank', 'dignity'
and related words. Occasionally replaced by g S 20.
ing a cylinder seal 1
29 ~1 gazelle

I Perhaps originated in some attribute Irl) characteristic of goats, with which was
combined the cylinder seal g S 20 as det. of sense; if 10, the Pyr. form of F 3, a
leopard's head with uraeus, might provide a close parallel, seeJEA. 34, 14; JiZ.35,
171 connects the word sf'I) • rank' with Arab. saral)a 'pasture freely'.
2 For the
reading with I see 17,.. 800.

32 ~ 1 sacred baboon (Cyno- Det. in Q:~1r.i' irn II , sacred baboon'; <::::;>04 41r.i' 3 ky , monkey'
ceplza/us hamadryas)
Det. in ~1r.i" "nd' be furious '.
I
S

I

~

I Varr., see Rec.
'Rekk.8,37.

Det. monkey, in ~~ gf, var.

33 5iJj 1 monkey

34

Ex. D. el B. 74 (r~).
SII.S. 165 ('b.alsogf).

desert hare (sart) 1

Q~ gil,

I6l; JiZ. 46, 99.

JOJ.

'monkey'.

Ex. D. tl B. 74 (gf).

Phon. wn,1I exx.
1

&=

@

28,

BH. ii....

I

wnn 'be J; ~~-.:~ swnt ' sale '.

Reading from many Coptic equivalents. eu. flJ6n • open' ;

fIIf1tus" • wolf'.

Sect. F. Parts of Mammals
F

I
2

~

't::r

head of ox
Replaces ~ kl E I in the formula of offering (p.
1 head of infuriated bull Det. in
4nd' rage '.

=:t'tI

1

3

~

172) and like.

1

Puy.

lO,

where the word is written tfntj.

Cf.

pp. 63 (tiM).

head of hippopotamus,1 Semi-ideo. in ~c® It 'striking power' I; phon. It in ~0 var.
later form of a sign ~ ~ 0 II ' moment', 'attack'.
resembling'll F 9
1 Thebes, tomb 93, choc~late ~oloured; ~ too C;:airo 34,?O' (LACAU, PL 3)·
I

See/EA. 34, 13, for dlscuS8lon of the I1gn and Its meamngs.
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~ forepart of lion

Ideo. in .:!f (ul l 'front' and derivatives, ex. ~'O' var. f~y2
fuly 'heart'. Note ~ ~11y-f 'prince'.
Reading, .liZ. 39, 135 j Sphinx 13,98.

I

5

bS head

t

Cat. d. Mon. i. 24, no. 165.

of bubalis, cf. Cf. =~ 6 ~}I SSIW (SSIW) 2' bubalis'. Hence phon. or phon.
above E 9
det. SSI (.H/) , exx. =~ 6 ~ ~~ var. ~~ 3 ISI 'be skilled';
~}~ 4 SSJW 'prescription '. Sometimes incorrectly as
phon. det. SII, ex. ~~ ~~ 5 s11 'prayer'.
I Depicted BH. ii. 4.
2 Written H in Dyn. V, DAV. Plah. it 19.
134,8.
4 P. Kah. 5, 20.
6 Sk.S. 129, quo § 457.

6 ~ 1 forepart of bubalis

Use as last.
Ex. Urk. iv. 97, 7.

I

7

?C>

ram's head

S Urk. iv.

Det. in :'::"'lC> 1 ifl 'ram's head', whence also in ~QQ""'Z($
var. 'Z($ 2 if.rl 'worth " ' dignity'; :.:::::"" 'Z($ ififl ' dignity'.
lUrk. iv. 183, 10 j 623, I.

8

~

1

forepart of ram

Use as last.
I The common form in Dyn. XVIII j but so already Louvre C 30 (M.K.).

9

<tl

head of leopard (6/) 1

Det. or abbrev. in ~\'1J'1J var. ~ I~ty 'strength '.
I See Ree. 37, 1l3; also sculpture from Abn Gur!b in KLK,BS, Reliefs des alten
Reicks, p. 63.

10

1

II

11

:t

head and neck of long- Det. neck, throat, exx.
Ill; , throat'; loQ Qot ~lyl ' throat' ;
necked animal (Oyn. alsoactivitiesconnectedtherewith,exx. ~t1D (m 'swallow';
Kit1D mil 'be parched'.
X V II I)
Use as last.
O.K. form of last
1

12

1
V

r:

1 wsrl ' neck '.
Hence phon. wsr
head and neck of canine Ideo. in Pyr. 171 var.
(wsr) , exx. 1~<> wsr, var. Pyr. } 1~<> 2 wsr, 'powerful' ;
animal
1~::s wsr 'oar'.
I

13

Pyr. 270.

horns of ox

Pyr. 286.

2

P)'r. 297.

8

Wesle. 5, 8.

Ideo. in ~ wit' brow', 'top (of forehead)', 'beginning '.0
Hence phon. wi, ex. ~ var. Pyr. }& I wpl 'divide',
open'; in two words reads lp, viz. "o'~~ lpt 2 'mission' ;
"o'~~i lpwty 'messenger', var. Pyr. QDV}~~.S
I

o According to DAWSON, JEA. 22, 106, properly the vertex or sagittal line of
head; but the rendering' brow' seems often needed in untechnical contexts.
1 Pyr.9 2 •
2 Coptic £Ione; also a L. E. var., CERNY, Late Ramesside Letters,
10,6.
s Pyr. 1440; sim. also later, Sitz. Berl. Ak. J913, 958.

14

W combination of V F 13
and

I

In

WI var.

fM4

5 ~ I combination of the last
and 0 N 5

~f2

wpt-rnpt New Year's day'.
I

lUrk. iv. 834, 9.

lUrk.

iv.

361,8.

Use as last.
I

D. el B. 63. Sim. Sill!

I,

305.
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F

16

'= horn

Sign-list

""

I deo. or det. in ==-j '- var. ';= 1 db 'horn'; t~ '-I}ni ' horn' ;
....lIj'- var. '- 2 rb 'horn '. From this last, phon. or phon.
det. rb, exx. ....lIJ~~ rbr 'boast'; ~'-j 3 m-rb 'together
with' (§ 178).
1 P. mea. Bn-I. II, Il (Dyn. XIX)=E6. 48, J6.
I Rec. 39, JJ7. See too ib.
38,61.
a D.e/B. 113. Sim. rlJ'lll'''' breakfast', Urk. iv. !i~' 10, cf. ib. 59, 7·

17 ~ combinationof,-F 16
and a vase with
water, cf. f1 D 60
18

~

tusk of elephant

In ....lIj)- ~ 1 var.
D.,IB. 63.

1

tongue of ox ?

Eb. 89, 14.

Det. in
1

20 '"\

I

Iii

rbw ' purification '.

D. el B. 86, 3.

Det. tooth, exx. qJl.. . . . var. '7'"1 ibl} 'tooth'; 'i:'l~"- nl}dt
'tooth'; also actions connected therewith, exx. ___~J"-~
psI} , bite'; U.:~ sbt ' laugh' (influenced by sbl} , cry' ?).
From ibl}, phon. or phon. det. bl}, exx. ~~ bl}s 'calf';
Ul.. . . . ~ sbl} 'cry'. For unknown reason,l& phon. det.l}w
in l}........ ~ lfw 'Bu', the god of authoritative utterance;
l}-~ I}w 'sustenance'; hence in group-writing (§ 60) ~
is I} 2, ex. ~i MI} , MaQu', a personal name. In words
reading bil, exx. Jt;~ Oil 'firmament', j q~.: bilt
'wonder', ........ is possibly not a tooth, but a metal spout. s
Phon. det. bi injq.: var. jqo~ bU' 'character'.
1

19 -2J 1 lower jaw-bone of ox I

~I

~-JJ

1& A

suggestion, Ann. 4.3, 284'
2
s AZ. 38, 151.

BVllCHAllDT § 95.

• Adm. p. -82.

rrt 'jaw'.

Thebes, tomb

100.

I

Ann. "", 313, n.

I.

Ideo. in ~ ns 'tongue'. Hence phon. ns (ns)t, exx. =it)
n(y)-sw 'he belongs to' (§ II 4, 2); =i r<:>~ nsr flame'.
Det. actions connected with tongue, ex. ~"\~ dp
'taste'. Sportive ideo. in "\ 2 imy-r 'overseer', lit. 'one
who is in the mouth' (§ 79). Sometimes confused with
the abbreviated det. for death, enemy, ~ Z 6.
I

1

21

.:tJ ear of ox?

For the reading with /, see nIr I flame' I Py,.. 295.

I

mr.!..t1

)/Z.40, 142; 42, 142.

Ideo. or det. ear, exx.
var. f 1 ms(/r ear'; !fsr-~
rnlJwy the two ears'; also in actions connected with ear,
exx. 4 sim, var. Pyr. ~ ~~ II sim, 'hear'; q~ idi 'be
deaf'. Phon. or phon. det. idn (cr. Hebr. 11N 'ear') in
q=~ var.,!Jidn'replace'; ~o}iidnw 'deputy'. In
medical papyri f 'leaf (of a tree) , is to be read irJ, cf.
the late var. ~"{471 3; there too .t1~,c,...' sdm (Pyr. tdm)
, paint' (eyebrows), after tim 'hear' had become sdm.
I

I

1 EIJ, 92, 5 compared with 92, 3.
I /'yr. 1461.
vs. 3, 7 (ed. WUSZINSKI•. p. 48) compared with E6. 62,
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
hind-quarters of lion or
leopard

Ideo. in .tl~\ P!twy 'hind-quarters " 'end'; hence phon.
or phon. det. p!t, exx. ~ var. ~l.lll p{t , reach' ; ~\ '() '() p{tty
'strength'. Det. in ~~.s::ll2 kfi' bottom' (of vase, etc.) ;
hence phon. or phon. det. kfl in ~~.!? 3var. .s::ll? 4kfi-ib
, trusty'. Also det. in ~.s::ll rrt 'hind-quarters '.
I Ber!' A l. i. p. 257,8.

23..1'0 1

foreleg of ox (thus al
ways in hieratic)

s Pt. 433.

e Cairo 20266, b 8; 20399.

var. ~ fJps 'foreleg " 'arm'. Det. in
mr€f)~'}7Jl2 MsfJtyw 'the Great Bear " lit. 'the Foreleg'.

Ideo. or det. in
1

24 D:\. 1 the same reversed

I Eb. 54, 22.

~.I'O

MOLL. Pal. i. 164. Sim. Five Til. T. 3.

2

LAC. TR. 20,89, cf. Crt'ff. Stud. 373.

Use as last.
1 Common in hieroglyphic at all periods; exx. O.K., CAPART, Rue 98. 100; M.K.,
lYfeir ii. 2; iii. 21; Dyn. XVIII, Five Th. T. 4.

25 ]

leg and hoof of ox 1

Ideo. in ]7 w{tmt 'hoof' of ox.1! By transference to donkey,
semi-ideo. in l~~ 3 abbrev. ] w!tm(t?) 'hoof', figura
tively for 'asses'.4 Hence phon. w{tm in l~ w!tm 'repeat',
O. K. var. ,}t~,5 and derivatives.
1 KEIMER, Ann. 44,31 I.
I Of ox, Onom. Ram. 2RI in AEO i. 16 (read W!l1Itt
for wltmt).
8 Dend. II, top right.
e Rec. 38,61.
a JEQUIER, Ler
Pyramides des reilits Ndt et A/ouit, PI. 13, 382 = Pyr. 1622, b; pointed out as cor
rection of accepted rfading.wltm (see Rec. 24, 189) in Wb. Belegstellen to i. 3.0, II.

26

'1fi{ skin of a goat 1

Ideo. in "El'7 2 var. :§c~ 3 !int 'skin '. Hence phon.l!:n(ul),4
exx. :§o,}o bnw 'interior'; :§.Il bn 'approach'.
MONTET p. 316.
I PETRIE, Deshaslteh 21.
e Reading, Pyr. 334, variants of m~nt 'ferry-boat '.

1

cow's skin 0

~

alternative form of last

2.

Det. skin, exx. = ~ ~ 1 d!tr 'hide', 'leather'; mr u ~ ~ mskl
, skin', 'rug'; mammals generally, exx. &::; ~ 3 'wns
'wolf'; ~o,}~' PltW 'mouse '.
o See the markings above, PI.
• Peas. R IS.
4 Eb. 98, 2.

28

s Eb.40 ,

1,

top.

1

Westc. 12, 5.

2

Munich 3, H

ru

This form is regular as ideo. dappled in ~ ~ 1 var.
~7;"71 2
Sib swt ' variegated of feathers', epithet of the solar Horus,
cf. Pyr. r~j 3 sib' variegated '. Sometimes replaces f lb
(U 23), ex. ~.Jii 4 Jbtjw 'Abydus '.
1 Exx. with winged disk, D. el B. 96; flying falcon, ib. 93.
2 Brit. Mus.
826, 9=Rec. I, 70.
S Pyr. 1211; cf. the common O.K. man's name S{bw, exx.
Dyn. I, DE MORGAN, Recherches, ii. p. 235, fig. 786; Dyn. V, Urk. i. 82, 8.
e LAC. Sarc. i. 184 (eoUated); MAR. Abyd. ii. 22.

29

--rr cow's skin
an arrow

pierced by

Ideo. or det. in rc-lf'var. -If' ~ sti (Hi) 1 'pierce' and deriva
tives. Also phon. st, ex. ~'t:~ 2 Sit' (the goddess) Satis "
in spite of the fact that Pyr. write this name ~:t::=~~ 3 Stit
with t instead of t.
1

Pyr.1I97.

I Brit. Mus. 852.
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F 30 ~ water-skin

Cf. ~}~ Jdw' water-skin ',l 'cushion '.2 Hence phon. Jd,
exx. ~~ var. Pyr. ~= S Jdl 'draw forth'; }~~ var.
}~~ 4 wJd' address', 'question'.
1 Rec. 11 \ 1 \~ \ d. \>\l.1:Y..\1Io, Deshasheh 1~\ O.K. ex. vn& det. watenkm.
R&k. "

I

3I

m three foxes' skins tied
together 1

Pyr.I030.

• Brit. Mus. 574, 3.

Bibliography, JtQ. 93.

t

LAC. Sarc. ii. 163.

I

Medum, Pl.

12,

with p. 30.

I

• ED. 33,3.

171'. 1466.

Hence phon. 1l.2
I SETHE,

Alpkabel155.

Det. in ~~ sd (sd) 2 ' tail '. Hence phon. or phon. det. sd,
ex. ~~" var. ,,~3 sdty, a title.

33 ~l tail

1

Thebes, tomb 93.

Ideo. in yvar. Pyr.

34 fJ heart

I

~

8

Ideo. in :; III 'belly', 'body'.

teats and tail l

35

I.

Cf. me. 2 msl 'apron of foxes' skins '. Hence phon. ms (mJ),
exx. m~~ msl, var. Pyr. ~~m 3 mSi, 'give birth';
m~=~ I YI' msdml 'black eye-paint '.
I

32 e-= animal's belly showing

Sign-list

heart and windpipe 1

I

Pyr. 1302.

S

tJYl ib 'heart'.

Thebes, tomb 93.

Det. in -:!J<:::J !uty 'heart'.

17r.3 Il •

For unknown reason, phon. n.fr in .::: nfr, rare var.
, good' and related words.

_.~,I

1 Hier. p. 65. Cf. 'Av9prfnrov lCu.p8[u. tpdpvyyos #,tyr't/",lllf/, A'Ycdloii Av9prfnrov trr&J1.4
IT't/p.u.[VEI, HOllAPOLLO, HieroglypMca, ~, 4.
I Cairo 20011; cf. also Copt. nuft
• good '.

36

~

lung and windpipe 1

Cf. l~ ~ 2 sml 'lung'. Hence phon. or phon. det. smJ (zml)
in
S var. ~~~ sml (zmJ) 4 'unite' and derivativ@s.

:>l

1

37 -/fIf-lj backbone and ribs

AZ. 42, 80.

2

Eo. 99,13.

S

Leyd. V 4, 5.

1

alternative to last
(Dyn. XVII I)

201 5.

Ideo. or det. in Q~~l var. 7iIfb72ill 'back '. Det in ~mt;3
psd' back '. By confusion with ~ M 21, phon. det. sm in
~ ~!! ' sm 'succour'.
I BH. i. 25, 34.
I Sin. B 141.
• Urk. iv. 947, 15.
Leyd. V 4, 9 j rather different, Menlhuu·. II.

38 \.\\.

• 171'.

• Brit. Mus. 581 ;

Det. in ~~ psd' back '.
I Also with four ribs, ex. Cairo 34010, II (LACAU, Pl. 7)- Urk. iv. 61 40 7.

39 ~ backbone with spinal Ideo. in ~~ var. Q~~ imJIJ' spinal cord ',2 whence also ~-J'~
var. ~ imlIJ 'venerated state '. Rarely det. in D ~~s psd
cord 1 issuing from it
'back'.
1

p.

40 ~ portion of backbone
with spinal cord issu
ing at both ends

So DAWSON,lEA. 22, 107;
n. I.
I A"Z.47, 126.

ro,

had suggested • marrow " see M6LL. Pal. i.
Dyn. XVIII, Uri. iv. 373,9; O.K., Pyr. 517.

SCHAFER.
S

Ideo. (?) in ""} Iwi 'stretch out', 'be long'. Possibly hence
I' 0 ffi'
Phon. IW, 1 exx. "1IIDJ.. JV!..""=
r I I I IW
enngs '~1Q..~./"
; ~.Jrl I J JW magm•
ficence '.
I

Reading, see PSBA. 18,1&7; cf. also IW 'announce', P)'r. 114(.

46 5
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vertebrae convention
ally depicted

~' I r"'sd' back '. As det. of =
~ ""'" 2 srt 'lust
Rarely det. in _[]' 9
--JI'9" "
for blood' from an old sign ~ 3 depicting stalks of flax
tied together and the bolls cut off. i
D. el B. IJ6.

1

763.

42

~

I U,k. iv. IS, 5; also kd' cut off', U,k. iv. !l9..,
See the scene Palteri 3.

II.

3

Pyl'.

....

::Jl

43 ., 1 ribs of beef

P. Bou!. xi. vs. 8.

Det. in

leg-bone with adjoining
meat (two different,
seldom distinguish
able, signs)

~0

l;

2

I

Siut 1,30 •

SPy,.8I.

spft! 'ribs of beef'.

Mei, iii. 25; see the picture ib. i. 10.

I

~

4

Ideo. or det. in ~ 1 var. t~ 2 spr (Spr) 'rib'.3 Hence phon.
spr (spr) in
spr ' approach' and derivatives. Similar
signs with which ....... is liable to be confused are - D 24,
p.. N I I, and "a.,. N 12.

rib

I

44

IlIa.

2

Me;, iii.

21.

(I) Det. in ~~ iwr 1 'thigh (of beef) " 'femur'; 2 hence
• r, exx. ~~
l,g.,..'"
., ; ~~3
Phon. det. or phon. tw
tw r 10hent
""" I
iwrt 'heritage'. (2) Det. in +}~4 swt (Swt) 'leg of
beef', 'tibia'; 2 hence phon. isw (iSw) in ~}~ var.
Qi~}~ isw," var. O.K. ~r}6 iSw, 'exchange'.
1 Siut 1,276; cf. Pyr. 1546.
2 See LORTET·GAILLARD, Lafaune momijile, p. ix.
a BR. i. 32.
4 D.elB. 107. 110; cf. PY1'. 6+
I References, p. 132, top.
e U1'k. i. 2,8.

45

i

bicornuate uterus of
heifer 1

Ideo. or det. in
1

2

46 ~ 1 intestine

~i

2

var.

T~:\

ldt (?) 4 , vulva " 'cow'.

PSBA. 21, 277; verified together with Griffith in an Oxford laboratory.
P. Kall. 5, 2.
S Eb. 96, 5.
C For this reading, not llmt, see on t:J N .. I.

Ideo. in LI ~j~ 2 Ipb ' intestine' ; hence semi-ideo. in ~L1 ~
m-Ipb ' in the midst of' (§ 178); L1J:: ~(/)b 'double'.
Ideo. and later phon. also in ~Jt var.
plly 'turn',
'go round' and derivatives; =..
var.
dbll, 'go
round' and derivatives. Det. (from Dyn. XII) in UJt
wtib, var. }=.J~ 3 wdb, 'turn' and derivatives.

..J::

J::

::..1

::Jl

I That this, rather than any of the forms F 47-49, is the correct (orm is shown
by its frequency in good hieroglyphic texts and by the hieratic evidence, see M5LL.
Pal. i. no. 183. Hieroglyphic exx. : 11I-/IIb, Pakeri 9, II; Ill,.., O.K., Getlln. i. II;
M.K., Cat. d. Mon. i. 155; Dyn. XVIII, D. eI B. 62. 154; Pakm 9> 7; dim
'deben·weight', O.K., Berl. AI. i. 72 (no. 8032) ; Saqq. Mast. i. 2; Dyn. XVIlI,
Puy. 36; NORTHAMPT. I, 21 ; wfj6 'cloth (1)', D. e! B. 109; wtjb 'shore', Pake";
9, 24.
2 Eb. 42, u.
S Sinai 139, 10.

47 ===> 1 alternatives to last
(47) c==; 2 (N.B. No confusion
with ...... ' M I I before
(46) ~
the Amarna period)

Use as last.
Varies with F 46 for Illrin Pyr. ; U1'k. iv. 270, 7; Doel B. 10.45; dIm, D. eI B. 81.
EX.Ill1', D. et B. II.
8 Regularly for dbn 'deben-weight' in the Annals of
Tuthmosis III, exx. U,k. iv. 699- 718. 733; contrast Illr:, Urk. iv. 655, 9· 14·
Exceptionally also Ill'. Rekk. 3. 21.
C In wrjlJ, Amaro. iii. 20. Probably never
in /llb,lllr, or dbn.
I

2
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combination of e= F 46 In
and ~ S 29

+

1

spllr, var. O.K. ~.!::: 2 spllr, 'copy', 'write out '.

RAind, title.

1

Sign-list

S

WEILL, Dler., Pl 4.

I.

.

pIece of flesh (also Det. limb. flesh, exx. ~ rt 'limb'; l~ (tr 'flesh'; parts
sometimes ~)
of the body, exx. ~lJ~ n{tbt 'neck', 'shoulder'; ::~
mist' liver'; meat, ex. Q)~ lwf' meat '. As abbrev. ~l
is found for l~lIIltrw 'members', 'body'; and I\sfor ~~I\ kns
'vagina'. Possibly a different sign is ~'as phon. IS or
ws in ~~G Jst 'Isis' and ~~ S Wslr 'Osiris', writings
found on the M.K. coffins for some superstitious reasons;
the former has as rare variant .d~.T In Dyn. XIX or
before ~ changes into the egg ~ H 8 and subsequently ~
becomes a generic det. for goddesses.
1 Urk. iv. 959. 2.
I lIJ. 9.
s EIJ. 94. 5. 8. d. 93. 21.
4 Note the position.
It has been proposed to derive this phonetic sign from lsw' testicle' (WIJ. i. 131),aee
NORTHAMPT. p. 9*; another possibility is that it is nn adaptation of the hieratic
sign for' son' ($I), which is likewise later shown in hieroglyphic as the egg; see on H 8.
a LAc. TR. 2, 81 ; LAC. Sare. ii. p. 139.
• AZ. 46, 94.
, PETRIE, Gille"
and Rife" 13 F; CAPART, Reeueil de Monuments i. 30.

52

~

1

Det. in Pyr.

excrement (Pyr.)

I

Pyr.

Hh (ts 'excrement'.

12 7.

Later replaced, first by

fJ N 33 and then by 0

Aa

3.

Sect. G. Birds
GI

vulture (Neo
l\ Egyptian
phron percnopterus)

1

Ideo. in Pyr. ~!I I 'vulture'; hence phon. I. Often indis
tinguishable from ~ (tyw) G 4.
1 Hur. p. 19.
' Pyr. 1303; sim. io. 17l9. In the more general sease 'bird',
Louvre C 14, 10.

2

~ two vultures ~ G I as

Phon.

II,

ex. ~~

mil '

see '.

monogram
3

&'t combination of ~ G
and> U

4

~l

I

Phon. ml, ex. ~~ ~\~ smllWY 'renew'.

I

the long.legged buzzard Phon. tyw, exx. i!.~,*, Ilrtyw-ntr 'necropolis workmen';
(Buteo ferox)
~.A ~ - l·tywn(y) 'welcome ye!' (§ 3 I 3). Reading, see
§ 79. Often indistinguishable from ~ (I) G 1. 2
I

A brown bird, with head rounded and breast more prominent than in G I, see
I, no. I ; cf. SHELLEY, Birds of EoPt, Pl. IX.
• Ex. Cairo 20046, qu. § 488.

Hier.

5

~ falcon

(exact species Ideo. in ~ var. Pyr.l.!}~!1 Qrw '(the falcon-god) Horus'.
not determined I)
1 So KElKER; taken to be Falco feregrinus by LORET, Bull. 3, I; BiNiDITE,
Faucon

ON

/perour, in Monuments Piot,

19o9.

46 7
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.J Q<:::::" ~ 1 bik ' falcon'.

~

falcon with flagellum j\
545

Det. in

~

falcon of Horus on the
standard "T R 12

Det. in the O.K. writing L!.~l /fr(w) I Horus'. Hence·
in O.K. and later often archaistically det. of gods, ex.
Q:::~ 'Imn 'Amlin " or of the king, ex. t":~ nsw 'king'.
50 too regularly in hieratic, while hieroglyphic prefers ~
A 40. Also ideo. in pronouns of 1st pers. sing. when the
king is speaking, exx. ~ 2 'Z, }~ 3 wi, I " 'me'.

1 Urk. iv. 159, 13.

Urk. i. 132,3.

1

7*

~

falcon in boat 1

7**

~

variant form of G 7* 1

2

See p. 39, n. 3.

S

Urk. iv. 158, 16.

Ideo. for the god of the XIIth nome of Upper Egypt, whose
name ~~ has been inferred from somewhat complicated
data to read rnty 'CAnty', meaning perhaps literally' he
with the c1aw(s) '. This god occurs also in other parts
of Upper Egypt, particularly in the XVIIlth nome, where
his name was possibly read differently. Closely connected
was also a biune god rntywy 'CAntywey' worshipped in
the X th nome and elsewhere, whom the Greeks equated
with their mythical giant Antaeus. 2
1 For the sources of these forms see j EA. 17, 246.
ii., see the Index 1'. 317 under <Anty aud <Antywey.

For ~ as old symbol of the West, see R J 3.
8

~ falcon of Horus on the

sign for gold

R

S 12

falcon of Horus bear
ing the sun (0 N 5
on head

10 ~ 1 falcon on a special
sacred bark

Full discussions in AEO.

For ~ see 0 10.

In title of the king ~ /fr (or bik?) n nbw
falcon ?) of gold '.1
1

9

2

In

~

I

Horus (or

See p. 73 above.
1

Rr-/fr-I/Jty '(the composite god) Rec-Barakhti~

In cartouche of the Aten, SETHE, Gdllincer NachrichtCIl. 11)2 I, 109. n. I. cr. Urk.
iv. 144-5. The slIn behilld the ialcon of Horus in royal titularics was perhaps not
read, cf. Urk. iv. 21 I, 15 with i6. 4·
I

Det. in

g~

t::o}~

3

2

Skr (Zkr) '(the god) 50kar '.ta Also det. in

{znw 'the {znw-bark (of Sokar),.

Leyd. Dmkm. i. 17 (Zkr).
2 Dend. 8; BUDGE, p. 38, 13.
20 The often
used Sokaris appears to be " spurious clnssical form; it is doubtful whether ~",)(aP'1s
as personal name is derived from that of the god, see AEQ ii. 12+*
S NAV. eh.
1,21. Sim. Pyr 138.
1

I I

~

archaic image of a
falcon

Det. in ~~l:=.. rsm (also rl1m, rllm) 'divine image'; also in
l.j~1 snbt 'breast'.
1 Urk. iv. 612, 4

12

~

archaic image of falcon
with flagellum j\

Like

l:=..

G

I I,

1 BRUGSCH,

det. in

~~

rllm 'divine image '.1

Thes. 1078.

545
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image of falcon Ideo. in .L. ;) var. Pyr. ~; qq
L". archaic
with the double

Qr NlJn(y) '(the god)
Horus of Nekhen', i. e. of Hieraconpolis. Det. in A'}.ta 3
Spdw (SPdw) 4 , (the god) Sopd'.
2

plumes

I!l

S 9

1 Urk. iv. 130, 12; 134, 4.
Pyr. 1534; LAC. TR.

14

~

~o,

I Pyr. 395.

, Reading, see

• Sinai 115.

14-15.

vulture (Gyps fulvus; Det. in Pyr. ::~Q1 nrt 'vulture'; hence phon. det. nr, ex.
cf. 1: H 4)
::l- ~ l'il nrw' terror'. For obscure reason la in ~Q~
mwt 'mother', Copt. maazt; hence phon. mt, exx. ~~;; 2
rlJmt ' river-bank', ~.: £;;'I: 3 mtlt ' road'.
1

15

Sign-list

~ vulture with flagellum

;\S45 (Dyn. XVII I)

Fyr. 1118.

1.

DAV. Flak. i. 19.

2

Peas.

j{

57.

S

Siut

I,

230.

Ideo. in ~ 1 Mwt ' (the goddess) M ut '.
1

Urk. iv. 413, 16.

16 ~ the
vulture-goddess In ~ nbty 'Two-Ladies', title of the king.1
N ekh bet and the cobra1 See p. 73 for the reading and interpretation.
goddess Edjo on
baskets ' 7 V 30
17 ~ owl l

Cf. Coptic

.u.0i'A~'X

Phon. m.

' owl '.2

According to KEHlER the hieroglyphs show several members of the family of
Sirigidae. NEWlmRRY states that the sign as here printed depicts the Barn owl
(Tyto alba alba).
2 SETHE, Alp/label 153.
1

18

~

two owls as monogram

Phon. mm, ex. ~~1 tmm 'not having been'. In Dyn.
XVIII ~ seems to be used for q~ lm' therein' (§ 205).
1

19 ~ combination of .i\ G 17
~

and

D 37 (Dyn.

D. tiB. 76.

Phon. m (originally ml), ex. ~\e~ mhy be neglectful'.
See ~ D 37 and ~ D 38.
I

XVIII)
20 ~

combination of ~ G 17
and -n D 36 (Dyn.

Use as last.

XVIII)
21

guinea - fowl Ideo. in ~ I ~ 2 1t~ 'the n~-bird'. Phon. 11~, exx. ~ l1:o ll~l
'pray'; ~U0 n~~ eternity'. Some sculptors assimilate
(Numida m. melea
gris) la
this sign to ~ G 1 or .} G 43. 3

~1 Sennar

I

1 Exx. o.K., MOLL. Pal. i. no. 229; Dyn. XVIII, ReM. 2, 12.
79; earlier also Ann. 38, 253.689'
2 BUDGE, p. 397, 12.
seeJEA. 26,80, n. 1 and above p. 361, n. 3.

22 ~1

hoopoe (Upupa epops)

Phon. db in~.J ~ 1 var. Pyr.
'brick '.
1

L. D. iii. 56,

A.

2

b

0

2

/'yr. 246•
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~I lapwing (Vanellus cri

status)

Phon. or phon. det. rlJ(y)t in eqqo~,~~ var. ~171 rlJyt
'common folk'.
I DAv. Plall. i. 18, no. 410, with p. 20. See too the picture Tk. T. S. i. frontispiece.

24 ~ lapwing

with wmgs
twisted round one
another!

Use as last.
I

Ann. 26, 186; AEO. i. 101*.

25 ~I crested ibis (Iois coma Ideo. or semi-ideo. in ~2 var. 1: 3 IlJ 'spirit', 'spirit-like
tal
nature'. Hence semi-phon. IlJ in '3J: IlJ 'be glorious',
, beneficial' and derivatives.
I Hier. p. 21; Bull. Ii, 183; Ann. 30, 24; 38,263.
s Az. 57,137.

sacred ibis (IOz's reli
giosa) on the standard
~ R 12

26*

:r-

sacred ibis

27 ~ flamingo

(Phoenico
pterus roseus) I

ibis (Ple,radis
falcineltus) 0

29

Sr

Pyr.474.

Det. in fD.J~! ho 'ibis'. Det. in ~~~ varr. ~, n}~ 2
.{)!zwty , (the ibis-god) Thoth '.
1

BaUGSCH, Thes. 1075.

Use as last, but very rarely without the standard.
Det. in ~~2 d!r' flamingo'. Hence semi-phon. d!r in
var. ~-=- d!r ' red' and derivatives.
1

28 ~ black

2

Coloured red, Medum, frontispiece, no. 6.

I

~~

B. of D. ed. LEPS., ch. 31,9.

Cf. O.K. m~l gmt' the gmt-bird '. Hence phon. gm,2 exx.
~ ~ gmi ' find'; ~ ~l.lQ;S.. gm!z 'look at '.
o GUNN, Teti, i. 109, n. 4; Ann. 30, 20.
1 Legend to a picture of the bird
2 Reading, compare gmNw in Pyr. 250 with BUDGE,
flying, Az. 38, PI. 5.
p. 461, 12.

jabiru (Ephippiorhyn Ideo. in ~ 01 'soul (in bird form) '. Hence phon. 0/, exx.
chus senegalensis) I
~it olk 'servant'; e.J)r..~:S !Jbl 'destroy'. In group
writing (§ 60) ~ or !t)r.. or ..J)r.. is used for b 2.
1

Ann. 30,

1il:- OIW

• BURCHARDT § 41.

1.

30 ~ three jabirus as mono
gram

In

31 ~ heron (Ardea cz'nerea

Det. in 1.o}]. bnw (oynw) 2 I phoenix '.
bird is det. in L~]' 3 !nty I heron'.

or Ardea purpurea) 1

1

32 ~ heron on a perch

I

spirits', I might '.

AZ. 16, 104.

Ideo. or det. in

A very similar

• Urk. iv. 113, 14.

J-nl =~

cr. AZ. 61, 106.

var. ~ 1 br!zi be inundated'.
I

lUrk. iv. 1165, 14.

33

jrl buff-backed egret?
(A rdea ibis ?)

Det. in Pyr. ~= ~ ~ 12 sdl I the sdl-bird '. Hence phon. det.
in ~=~~sdl'tremble'; ~=~=~~~sdldl'tremble'.
1

34 ?srI ostrich (Struthz'o came-

Ius)

Cairo 34010, u (LACAU, PI. 7) = Urk. iv. 616, 8.

, Pyr.

2152.

Det. in ~}~I var. ~~2 var. Pyre ~~3 niw 'ostrich '.
1 Cairo 34001, 18 (LACAU, Pl. 1) = Urk. iv. 19, 10.
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~I

cormorant (Phalaero
eoraz)

,*,

Phon.
exx. ~..Jl var. -;:..Jl 2
'revenue', 'provisions'.
1

36

~

See the picture BR. iv.

II.

Z

Sign-list

,* 'enter';

~}~

'F

JiZ. 57. 6*.

swallow or martinI (one Phon. wr 2, exx. ~ wr 'great'; ~l~ wrlt 'anoint '. A
of the Hirulldidae.
similar sign is det. in =~3 mnt 'swallow'.'
I So CARTER, confirmed by KEIMER, who insists that it is impossible to define
Note the swallow
the species more closely. Coloured facsimiles, differing much in detail, Med"""
tail)
frontispiece no. 4; Hier. Pl. I, no. 3; contrasted with the' bad' bird, below G 37,
see Bull. Metr. Mus. New York, Egyptian Expedition, 1916-7, 18, fig. 17.
2 Reading, cf. Coptic OTHI' • how much' -Eg. wr (I 50~); but also varr. in Pyr.
Il83 (nwrw) and kindred words.
lUrk. iv. 113, 13.
, Hier. p. 20.

37 ~ sparrow I (Passer do
mesi£clts aegyptiacus.
Note the rounded
tail)

Det. small, exx. 'l~~ abbrev. ~ B nris (nrif) 3 'small';
t~J~' !.zns 'narrow'; bad, defective, exx. J Q~ bin
'bad': ~}~ §w 'empty'; f~~ mr 'ill " 'diseased';
~~
'perish '.

1*

So CARTER, confirmed by KEIMER. Represented with approximative accuracy
as a small brown bird, spotted with dark brown ou the sides of the throat and crop;
see Bull. Metr. Mus. New York, Egyptian Expedition, 1916-7, 18, fig. 18; i6.
1922-3, 35, fig. 29.
I Th. T. S. i. II, lOW 2.
a Pyr.912.
' Peas. R 45.
I

38 ~ white-fronted
goose
(A nser aloifrons) I

Det. in O.K. mj~2 go «the go-goose'; hence semi-phon.
go in ~ji) Gb, var. mJji) Gob, '(the earth-god) Geb',
Gk. K~~.8 Det. in 7~ r, ::D~ trp, names of kinds of
geese '; also in ~~ ~ Ipd 'bird', 'goose'. This type may
be employed in place of the more exact ~ G 39 in words
containing Sl (Z/), except when the originals clearly mark
the pintail. I t may be employed for the indeterminate
birds serving as phon. det. in } -~ ~ ~ wfi 'talk';
};::~..Jl wsf 'be idle'; }:::~..Jl wdf' delay' (§ 35 2) ;
and l;"~ ~~5 !.ztm' perish '. Lastly, it may be used for
the generalized det. of birds and insects found in hieratic,1I
exx. =:;e~ T tn!.zr 'hawk (?)'; '"t~ 8 niw 'ostrich';
=t:I~ ~1~19 sn~mw ' locusts '.
Hier. p. u; Bull. Metr. Mus. New York, Egyptian Expedition 1916-7, 19.
, O.K., L D. ii. 61, B; N.K., P. Harris JOO, recto, 4, 7· 90
• Reading, JiZ.
24, I; 43, 147; 51, 58. 59.
' DAV. Ptalz. i. p. :II; cr. Gemn. i. II. 12.
• A goose according to Hier. p. 22.
8 M5LL. Pal. i. no. H7.
'Peas. B I, 175.
8 E6. 86, n.
9 Hearst 14,7.
I

39 ~ pintail duck (Dafila
acuta) I

Det. in :-~ 2 st (zt, perhaps for Zit) 'pintail duck '. Hence
phon. Sl (ZI), exx. ~ it (Sl) S , son'; ~~}..- SIW 'beam:,
•plank'; l ~~~ !.zSlt 'the divine !.zslt-cOW'. This type
may, if preferred, be employed in place of ~ G 38 in
the indefinite uses where the actual nature of the bird in
question is unknown.
Hier. p. u; Bull. Met,.. Mus•.NtftI York, Egyptian Expedition 1916-7, 19.
• Pta". (E. R. A.) 37; 'Ii 25.
a Reading with II, Py,.. 1130.

1
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G 40 ~ pintail duck flying

Ideo. in Pyr. o~~ 1 later var. o~~ ... 2 P' 'fly'. Hence
phon. PI, exx. ~ Pi 'the' (§ 110); -;~~- sp, 'centi
pede'. In group-writing (§ 60) ~ (hieratic "t~) is used
for p.3 In Dyn. XII ~ is occasionally used for "t G 41.'
In hieratic ~ is always replaced by "t G 41, as also
occasionally in hieroglyphic. 5
I

P),l". 463.

8 (on)

41

'tt. pintail duck alighting

j

2

BR. i. 25,

BUDGE, p. 493, ) 2.
I BURCHARDT § 46.
({n).
5 See G 41, n. )0.

• Az. 39,

117,

10

Det. in.!. "t..ll fJni' alight ',I 'halt'; hence phon. det. fJn, ex.
!.."t ~ fJn 'speech " •sentence'. F or unknown reasons,
phon. or phon. det. ~mi in L1g~~0"t, ~)2 var. "t~~,yI3 ~myt
• gum'; phon. det. s!z'W in rl'',} "t~ 4 s!zwy' collect '. The
combination ~"tli is used to show that 1 is the throw-stick
~ T 14, not the identically shaped warrior's club, serving
as det. in L1> ~ 1"t\.-llG var. L1> ~ 17 ~m" throw', whence
L1> ~ 1"t~ ~ml •create'; also in ~.:1"ti 8 mtn, O.K.
~::) 9 mtn, • nomad hunter', whence phon. det. tn, tn,
exx. ~~1"t:E;;3: mtn • road'; ::1"t tni, var. .: y~ tni,
'distinguish '. Before Dyn. XVIII "t is sometimes used
for ~ G 40 in hieroglyphic,Io as always in hieratic,l1 where
it often serves, like \... G 38, as an indefinite det. for birds.
1 Contrasted with PI • fly', P),l". 366.
I Eo. 68, 4.
I Eo. 68, 7; see
AZ. 31, lI8.
~ BUDGE, p. 238, II. Sim. Ul"R. iv. 84, 2.
G Occasionally in
Dyn. XVIII (ex. tn, Pakeri 9, 39) the bird's head hangs al though it had been
struck j so often later.
' Westc. 4, 10.
7 LAC. TR. 22,69'
• Sin. R 50.
9 L. D. ii. 6, as proper name.
10 Exx. p. 395, nn. 3. 6; Louvre C 11,3. 6; C 12,6.
11 MOLL. Pal. i. no. 221 compared with no. 222.

42 ~ fatted duck or wid- Ideo. in ~2 var. <i'~~ ~~3 var. O.K. }.=~4 WSI' fatten';
geon ? 1
also in ~~~ 5 tfj(/) 6 'provisions '.
I Hier. p. 23.
Cf. too wJ,t 'widgeon (1)', WRESZINSKI, Atlas i. 27.
• BR.
i. 27.
s Eb. 89, 3, where the generalized det. G ,p is used.
' Gemn. i. II.
e Urk. iv. 1I6S, 13. Sim. ib. 1222, 4.
' For the radical, see Verbum i. § 7~, 2.

43

}

quail chick 1

For unknown reason, phon. w.
1

Rier. p.

21;

Ann. 30, 6.

For ~, the hieroglyphic adaptation of the hieratic abbreviated form of} G 43, see Z 7.
44

1t

twoquailchicks}.G43 Phon. WW, ex. ~~7 p!zww 'end'.
as monogram

4S ~ combination of }. G 43 Phon. w r , ex. jt}.\.-lI wrw 'soldier '.
and -.II D 36
combination of }. G 43 Phon. mlW, ex. ~~;.,. m mlwt ' anew'.
and> U I
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Ideo. in li 1 II 'nestling '. Hence phon. 11,2 exx. h>~ ~ ~f=i;)
IIY ' male'; ::h>oLJ btllt 'baldachin'. In group-writing
(§ 60) ~ is used for l.a

duckling 0

o JEA. 27, 133.
Sphinx 19,59.

Amant. vi. 27,7.
14 1•

1
S

Sim. frl. u K.

2

VS. 2, 2.

Reading,

BURCHARD, §

48 ~l three ducklings fI:, G47 Det. in =~ 2 SS (zs?) 'nest'. Sometimes ~3 takes the place
in nest
of~.
O.K., Geor. i. 5, with the scene.

1

I

D. eI B. 13[.

S

Urk. iv. 897, u,

quo p. 96, n. 9.

49

~

ducks' heads protrud- Ideo. or det. in =~ 2 var. ~ 3 SS (zs?) 'bird-pool', 'nest '.
ing from a pool I
1 See Ti 23; Bersh. i. 20, where the water of the pool is clearly marked.
• Amarn. vi. 16, 19. Sim. sly, Urk. iv. 898, 9.

a Bersn. i.

20.

50 ~ 1 two plovers (?) as mono- In ~~~ ,'!Jty 2 'fuller', 'washerman'.
1 BH. i. 29. One bird only, see BH. iii. p. 6;
gram

Meir i. p. 23. In spite of the
identity of the consonants r!Jt, this bird seems to be distinct from the lapwing G 23.
2 Reading, MASPERO, Etudes egyptiennes, i. 91, n. 3; 93, n. 1 j JiZ. 20, 189.

5 I ~ 1 egret(?) pecking at fish Det. in t~~Ot~ tum' catch fish '.
t

52 (frl goose (?) picking up
grain 2

Tk. To S. ii. 5.

Det. in
1

~fir.if'-

snm (snm) 3 'feed' (trans. vb.).

Puy. 63; cf. Tk. To S. i. 7.
2 See the scenes of' feeding' (!ltmt), Gemn. i.
8 With fern. infinitive, hence probably caus. 3·#/.

II. 12.

53 ~ human-headed

preceded by ~
(Dyn. XVII I)

bird
R 7

Ideo. in
1

~1

bl 'soul'.

Leyd. Den/un. iv. 37

j

see JiZ. 61, 104.

Det. in }::~ I WSJt 'wring neck of (birds)', 'offer '. For
unknown reason, phon. or phon. det. in ~~ snq, var. Pyr.
~t'1~ 2 snq, later var. r=~ snd,' fear' and derivatives.

54 ~ trussed goose or duck

1

Siut

I,

239.

I

Pyr. 194.

Sect. H. Parts of Birds
HI

-a>

head of pintail duck \..
G 39

In formula of offering as abbrev. of ~.!.I~I pdw 'fowl'
(p. 172). Det. in }::21 WS1l 'wring neck of (birds) .
'offer'. This type may be used for -r H 2 in transcribing
hieratic mJf' when the crest is absent. 2
1 Sk. S. 145 j see Rec. 38,
Sk. S. 66 j Peas. B 1 J 76.

200.

I

Exx. m/f 'temple', Eb. 58, 22
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head of a crested bird 1

Phon. det. mJl', exx. ~T I mJl' 'temple' (of head), cf.
d:,~~ 3 mJl' 'real '. Also phon. or phon. det. wsm, exx.
}=~T'\.4. wsm 'ear (of corn)'; T~}e6 wsmw 'vessel
(for beer) '. From Dyn. XII in place of IH H 3 as phon.
pip (pllp) in T~T! II P# 'fine linen '.
Heron (1); but a duck m/f occurs MAR. Mast. p. Ill.
2 Benlz. i. 14, 7.
See HI, n. 2.
• Urk. iv. 535, 10.
D Urk. iv. 8~8, 7. 16.
6 Dyn. XII,
Sinai 53,14; Dyn. XVIII, Ret. 19, 165 (collated).
1

8

3 1f11 head of spoonbill (Pla
talea leucorodia; Pyr.)
4

'&

head ofvulture ~ G 14

(Gyps fulvus)

1

~

I

Siut

I, ~40'

Phon. det. nr, ex. :)}1 nrw' terror'. From Dyn. XVIII
sportive writing in 11~~ 2 late var. :;~~ 3 rmt 'people'.
1

5

Pyr. 378= W 486 (pl/l-cake).

Urk. iv. 43, I.

lUrk. iv. 965, 10. Sim. ib. 138, 15.

S

Reading, )/Z.

lO,

188.

Det. wing, ex• .=tl.... 1 dn!t, var. .::X..... 2 dn!t, 'wing'; fly,
exx.;:;:..... srl#'fly'; D~~ ..... 4pl'fly'.

wing

I LAC.

TR. 5, 3. Sim. Pyr. 387.
p. 493, Il.

I

Eb. 88, 13.

S

Sin. R

H.

• BUDGE,

Ideo. in V7 var. Pyr. ~V 11 swl ' feather '. Hence phon. sw,
ex. V}~ Sw '(the air-god) Shu'. Ideo. as substitute for
~ C 10, in ~o~~ varr. ~7,2 ~ 3 mJl'I 'truth'; in the
adjective ~~ mlr 'true' and related words ~ is not written,
nor has it been found in M.E. hieratic in any words from
this stem.

feather

6

1 Pyr. '566.
Reading, see also Rec. 38,
41', 4, in !lm-nl.' ]l-llrl.

feather as found
hieratic 1

III

6~.

2

Reali.

10, 2 I.

I

Drk. iv.

With one or two strokes at side in M. E. hieratic for words
from the stem sw.
J Artificial sign to be used in transcribing from hieratic, see MaLL. Pal. i. no. 237.
L E. hieratic uses H 6 for Mlrt, ib. ii. no. 236.

7

J...

claw

Phon. Sl in J..o~l SI12 '(the land) Shat'.
lUrk. iv. 618, I.
2 Reading, )/Z. 13, 13 ; Spkinx I, ~56. The sign occurs
also as det. of lifl 'claw I (Pyr. 1779) and as a division of the cubit (PSBA. 14,
4°4), in both cases outside our period.

8

\)

egg

Det. in ~}1~1 sw!tt (.w!tt)2 'egg'. The hieratic contractions
of ~ G 39 found in the inverted M.K. method of ex
pressing filiation (p. 66, top) appears in Dyn. XIX
hieroglyphic as the egg ~ 4; that sign may be con
ventionally used in transcribing the instances in 1'1. K.
hieratic. In ~~~~ prt' patricians', 'mankind' ~ is perhaps
derived from an earlier sign for a clod of earth. Ii
1 Urk. iv. 361, 14.
I Pyr. 1967.
I AZ. 49, 9~.
• GARD. Sin. 155.
An isolated Dyn. XII instance seems to occur Sinai 28. See further F 51, n. 4.
D AEO. i. 13*, 18", loS••
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Sect. I. Amphibious Animals, Reptiles, etc.
I

I

~

Det. in l~B~:t~~ 1 {tntJsw ' lizard'; ~~ 2 rS(/) 'lizard '.
From the latter, phon. (SI in ~~! var. ~ var. Pyr.
~~ ~ 3 rSI ' many' and the related words.

lizard

1

2

<{:) freshwater turtle
~

crocodile

Rames.eum medical papyrus, unpublished.

2

Ideo. or det. in
1

3

Eb. 98,9'

Eb. 57, 6.

~~ 00
2

Eb. 86,

1

Pyr. II46•

3

var. 0012 styw 3 'turtle '. '.

12.

3

Vl'ritings with! are all late.

Ideo. or det. crocodile, exx. ~ T ~ ms{t (mz{t) 1 , crocodile' ;
B1lty 'crocodile'; 2 however, for the god Sobk
the sign ~ I 5* or ~ I 4 is perhaps invariably used.
Det. greedy, in ~--- 3 sktz 'lust after'; l~':;" 4 {tnt' be
greedy'; perhaps also in ~~ _ 5 rl1m 'voracious (?)
spirit'; aggression, in ~~6 Jd' be aggressive', 'angry'.
For obscure reason,7 phon. it in :::~ 8 for ~]~~t! ity
, sovereign'.

rkWI::-

1 Rtc. 25, 156.
I. TV!>. iii. 308.
s Pt. 296.
• Peas. B I, 291.
Wb. i. 226.
• Ber!. AI. i. p. 258, 12.
7 It is just conceivable that by M.K.
Jd had already become It, giving rise to the value It.
8 Sh. S. 24; Pt. 7.
5

5*

~

archaic stone (?) image
of a crocodile 1

Ideo. or det. in U~ 2 vat. ~ 3 Sbk (Sbk) '(the crocodile-god)
Sobk " Gk. IovxoS'.
1 DAV. Ptah. i. 9. no. 157.
Distinguished from _
Fal. i. no. 242.
' Pyr. 456; Sinai 23, no. 85.

4

~1

crocodile on a shrine

Icleo. or det. in
Sobk'.
1

5 ~ 1 crocodile with inward
curved tail

Exx.

PETR.

piece of crocodile-skin
with spines 1

tadpole

Abyd. iii. 29; Dend. 8.

• Sin. B 23-4'

3

See n.

I.

•

Pyr. 735.

Nier. p. 23.

2

Sin. R 159.

3

LAc. Sarc. ii. p. 157.

Det. in l~~ If# '(the frog-goddess) I:Ie~et '. From Dyn.
XVIII or XIX sometimes as sportive ideo. for ]f wl;m
rnll ' repeating life' as epithet after personal name. 2
1

8 ~

Abyd. iii. 13; Sillai 53,6.

Cf. ~LJ~ ~ 2 var. ~=-~ ~ 3 ikm 'shield'. Hence (?) phon.
km, exx. LJ~@ Kmt 'Egypt'; rLJ~" skm 'grey-haired '.
1

7 ~ frog (~rr) 1

U=- ~ var. ~ Sbk (Sbk) '(the crocodile-god)

Det. in r6~Ll~~ 2 abbrev. ~ 3 s4~ (Si*) 4 'collect', 'gather
together '.
1 PETR.

6 LJ

13 also in hieratic, MOLL.
s Sinai 35, no. 106.

I{rr is apparently not known before Dyn. XX.

2

Sphinx 7, 215.

Cf. the O.K. name of a man l~""11 If/nr, i. e. 'Tadpole '.
Hence phon. {t/n in ""1 {t/n 'one hundred thousand' (§ 259),
plur. var. Dyn. XIX r::~~2 !zfizw.
1

Der!.

AI. i. p. 162.

2

L. D. iii. 175, G.
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~ horned vIper (Cerastes

cornutus) 0

For
IO

+
,..,

Ideo. perhaps in the name of the XIIth nome of Upper
Egypt ~J; .l)w-ft 'Mountain-of-the-Horned-Viper', for
which a rare var. with ~ It occurs; 1 cf. also demotic fy
'viper'. Hence phon.! For ~~ it 'father' see p. 43, n. J.
o KEIMER, Etudes d'!gyp'ologie, VII.
1 SETHE, Alphabet 152; cf. the epithet
Pyr. 1358; see too now AEO. ii. 69*, n. I.

PW-/tt,

see P 9.

For

t- see S 30.

cobra in repose (Naja
haje, Gk. a<T'7TtS-) 0

For

4- see U 35.

Cf. Pyr. ';{1 var. ~~ 2 tit 3 'cobra '. Hence phon. ti. Some
times also, by a false archaism, for
d (§ 19, OBS. 2).

=

o KEIMER, Etudes d'egyptolo",crie, VII, 41 ; Miss Murray (j EA. 34, (17) prefers to
identify with Naja nigricollis.
1 Pyr. 204i.
2 Pyr. 697.
S Doubtless
properly /(jl from the stem WJd, cf. WJlj)'1 'Edjo'. See AZ. 55, 89; SETHE, Alpha
bet 157.

I1

~

two co bras "., I

IO

Phon. titi, ex.
Siut

I

For
12

1i see M 14·

For

i1 see T 5.

cobra (erect as on the
forehead of the Pha
raoh)

I,

~}~~

wtidt 'what had been commanded'.

1

220.

For ~ see T 6.

For

111 see V

21.

Det. in ~~~ 1 irrt 'uraeus'. Det. goddesses, especially those
to whom the appearance of a snake was attributed, exx.
T~ ~C>~ WJdyt' Edjo' la; =~~2 Nsrt (Nzri) 3' the goddess
Nesret '.
Hymn. 4, 4; seeAZ. 46,102; the ovpalos of HORAPOLLO, Hieroglyphica, I. I.
I> See above, p. 73, n. Ia.
2 ERM. Hym1t. 3, 2.
S Pyr. 194.
I ERM.

13

cobra ~ I 12 on the
basket C7 V 30

Det. goddesses, exx. Tc>~1 tVJd(y)t 'Edjo'; i~~2 1ztrt
'goddess'. As an element in the royal title ~ see G 16.
1

1

5 ffill alternative form of last

K1

Urk. iv. 308, 6.

Amarn. iv. 4, 3.

2

Sh. S. 61.

s Sphinx 4,147; see tooJEA. 34, II8.

Use as last.

Sect. K. Fishes and parts of Fishes
6f3:J a fish (Tilapla tlilotita ; Det. in q:- a 2var. q~~3 int' the bul/i-fish'. Hence phon.
Arabic oul!i) 1

in, exx. q~~ int 'valley'; q~ja inb 'wall '.
1 GAILLARD

2

2

Det. snake, exx. l'l;} 'l/1A.. 2 f;,11W 'serpent'; :::t~'l/1A... 1 tidlt
'snake'; possibly also det. worm, but it is doubtful if
tid/t ever had that usually attributed meaning. 3

14 1JVLl snake

J

Urk. iv. 246, 15.

~1 a fish

(Barous bynni) 2

89.

2

Cairo 584, 10 ~ PIEHL, IR. iii. 75.

Phon. det. ow 3 in j}~ owt 'abomination'.
1

Thebes, tomb 83.

I GAILLARD

49.
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1
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a fish (Mug-it cephalus ; Det. in =~~ 3 rdw 'the bi2ri-fish '. Hence phon. rd (r4?)
Arabic buri) 2
in the title~' r4 (?)-mr, var. :::5= I) rd-mr, 'administrator
(of a province)', probably lit. 'excavator of canal(s)'.
I D. el B. 109.
I GAILLARD 93.
8 Eo. 8~, 9.
• Dyn. XVIII, D. el B.
109; O.K., Urk. i. 5, 17; II, 10.
S Urk. iV.952, 13. The writing rtj in
GARD. Sin. 152 is not quite conclusive for the O.K. reading.

Ideo. in ~3 !pt 'oxyrhynchus '. Hence phon. OJ,' exx. ~
4 ~ t oxyrhynchus fish (Mor
myrus kannume) 2
var. Pyr. -=- ~ 5 Olt 'corpse'; ~~ :-\\~ 6 OJd, var.
l~ :-~ 7 Iprt, , widow'.

r

a Ti I II, fem.; the t is written in the
f Reading, Verbum i. p. 156, top.
T Siut 3, 5.

1 D. el B. 152.
I GAILLARD 26.
tomb of Meremka, A 13, east wall.
I Pyr. 474.
I BH. i. 8, 20.

5

~

1

a fish (Petrocephalus
bane) 2

Phon. det. bs (bz) in j~~ os, var. O.K. QJ;:3ibz, 'introduce',
, cnter '. A very similar fish is used as generic det. fish,
ex. ):"}~. rmw 'fish'; fishy smell, ex. !.~~51}tlS 'stink'.
1 Ex. Rekk. 10.
forms, Bull. 11,41.

GAILLARD 17. The characteristics are shown in earlier
Urk. i. 87, 17.
• Urk. iv. 954, 7.
~ Hearst 2, 17.

I

8

7 ~ a fish (Tetrodon Jaha
Det. of ~~2 spt 'be discontented '.
ka)l

1

6 () 1 fish-scale (also written

6)

GAILLARD

97.

2

Brit. Mus. 159.

Ideo. or det. in =~6 t var. {) 3

nsmt 'fish-scale'.

Leyd. Denlml. ii. 5; not to be confused with ~ L 6.
Rec. 38, 62.
S Leyd. Denkm. ii. 5.
1

I

M. u. K.

1,2;

see

Sect. L. Invertebrata and Lesser Animals
LI

~

dung-beetle
(Scarabaeus sacer)

Ideo. in ~Il var. Pyr. ;::~12IJprr 'dung-beetle '. Hence
phon. IJpr in !. var. Pyr. ~~c:>3 IJpr 'become' and
derivatives.
I

2

~ bee

Eo.

88, 13.

2

tJJ

1

fly

8

Pyr.

212.

Ideo. in ~~ 1 bit' bee'; also in ~QI ~ I bit2 'honey'. Hence
phon. bits in ~o var. Pyr. jQoJ£4 bit(y) 'king of Lower
Egypt'. For ~ n-sw-bit 'king of Upper and Lower
Egypt' see § 55 and p. 73.
I P. Kale. 3, 2.

3

Pyr.697.

Det. in ~&

S

I

Coptic eoio.

S

Reading, AZ. 30, 113.

• Pyr. 724.

rJf' fly'.

From a gold fly given as an honorific decoration, BISSING, Thebanisclze
Grabfunde 6; see PSBA. ll, 167.
lUrk. iv. 39, I; 893, u; see AZ. 4B, 143.
I

4 ~ 1 common locust (Acry- Det. in =t:I~~ snl.zm (Pyr. znl.zm 2) 'locust '.
dium peregrinum)
1 SCHIAPARELLl, Rdazione ... lavori d. Miss. Arch. ii. p. 171, fig.
2

Pyr. 89 1 •
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L 5 ~ centipede

Det. in

-;~~_ 1
2

6

~

sj)/ (Pyr.

ZPI 2)

'centipede '.

Pyr.669.

For unknown reason, phon. fp, in M.E. only in ~~ 2
(§)1~~~ 3 blwt 'table of offerings '.

bivalve shell 1

1 BH. iii. p. 14. Not to be confused with the fish-scale {) K 6.
Reading, see Salt. 63; Pyr. 58.
3 Siu! I, 240.

7

1]1

scorpIOn (modified for
superstitious
rea
sons) 2

bll, var.

' Urk. iv. 163.7.

Ideo. in tr Sr/j! '(the scorpion-goddess) SerI~et', full name
in Pyr. r~"'1::'.} 1~ 3 Srlft.{Ztw ' she-who-relieves-the-wind
pipe '.
1 Exx. Sinai 85. '43; Five Th. T. 9.
PSBA. 39, 34.

2

Az. 5T. 49. 57.

8

Pyr. 606; see

Sect. M. Trees and Plants

o

tree

Det. tree, exx. ;;:0 rtht 'sycamore-fig '. 'tree', plur. often
;;:000 1 nhwt; ~0002 mnw 'trees'; j1'0 nbs 'Christ's
thorn-tree' , 'neb*-tree' ; 0~O 31ml, varr. Pyr. ~ ~ 0~ 41mz,
~>O 5 lml, ~>~O 6 lm(/), unidentified tree. From this
last, phon. lim, lm-writings with O~ are best transcribed
lIm (cf. § 19, OBS. I)-exx. O~~ Zlmt 'charm', 'favour';
O~L.J 7 llm(w) 'tent'. The rather similar sign which
serves as det. in ~:;;:O 8 m(r 'fortunate' may well depict
a quite different object.
Urk. iv. 1064. 8.
2 Urk. iv. 353, 3.
3 Urk. iv. 73. 14.
4 Pyr.699.
lb.
e lb.
7 Urk. iv. 325, 12.
8 D.e! B. 57,4; cf. O.K., Gebr.
ii. 13; M.K., Siut 3, 8; later the det. of mrr resembles V 29, see on this.
1

D

2

'\.

herb

Det. plant, flower, exx. Q~ <=>.} '\ '\ '\ lIrw ' reeds'; .!.~'\
I;rrt ' flower'. F rom t~ Q' \ 1 I;nl 'rush', phon. {zit, exx.
l~o}G I;nw 'vessel'; l~,~~ I;nskt 'lock' (of hair).
Det. in Qr~2 isl 'be light' (perhaps like Q~r~I~1 lsw
•reeds '); hence phon. det. is, exx. ~~r\\~ 3 is)" var. O.K.
Qf~ 4, lz, 'tomb', 'chamber'; 4~}~ 5 lswt 'old times '.
From Q1,\ l 'reed' (see on M 17) rarely as sportive writing
for ·l 'I', 'my' 6; hence also for it as det., ex. ~7 s 'man '.
From Dyn. XVIII on sometimes as faulty transcription
of hieratic (C T 24 in '\.~~ 8 ll;wty , tenant farmer '.
1 LAC. TH. 22,63.
2 VOG. Bauer 121.
3 Urk. iv. 132, II.
• Urk. i. 16,4.
e BH. i. 25,45.
6 Urk. iv. 77,5-6, quo § 440,2; sim. ib. 401, 16.
7 lb.
8 PETRIE, TarMan i. 80, 19; MId. Habu (ed. Chicago), 140, 60.
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Ideo. in :: fl,t ' wood', 'tree'; hence phon. fl,t, exx. ~~Ll
fl,tyw 'terrace'; ~~ nlft ' strong'. Det. wood, ex. ~ ~
hIm)' , ebony'; wooden objects, exx . .} 1..- 1 wlfJ ' column' ;
"!QeO"- z /fniw 'palanquin'. Vertically in ~r..ll3 drr,
var. ~f4 dr, 'search out', lit. perhaps 'harpoon' (vb.);1i
here! is probably corruption of an old sign ~ or t. 6

branch

r

lUrk. iv. 765, '3. • Weste. 7,12. S Urk. iv. 384,12. 'Thebes, tomb
S Cf. tjr nmll 'spear fish', P. Ka!t. 33, 16.
• Pyr. lIOS in tjrbw 'curly'.

4

f

110.

palm-branch stripped of Det. in ~f fti rnpi 'be young', 'vigorous '. Hence rnp in
leaves and notched
f7 var. Pyr. ::of lb rnpt 'year', with f ideographically as
symbol;
with similar sense ideo. in f; (ut-sp 'regnal year'
(rare var. £I) to serve
as tally la
(p. 204) and in ff'0 IC m/ (from sn·nw/' its second ') 'last
year '. Possibly ideo. of time (if not phon. det.) also in
~f 0 2 tr 'time', 'season', where it usually appears in the
form £ M 5 or f M 6. Elsewhere also f is an occasional
substitute for £ M 5, £ M 6, or ~ M 7. 3
Q

1 BH. i. 8.
1& J EA. 34, "9, ce. HORAPOLLO I, 3 </>ol"lIea; in pictorial repre
sentations always with many notches, e'f JEA. 4, PI. 4; 30, PI. 4; MORET, Royalltt
Pharaoniqlle, figs. 17. 18. '9.
1 Pyr. 965, as designation of Sothis; Coptic
rompl' year'.
)e Adm. p. 102.
I Written trw, U,k. iv. '95, 4.
S In
ptr' see', Siut " 220; Cairo 20538, i. e 3; mpt 'vegetables', •fruit', ib. ii. e 25.

5

i

combination of
and", X 1

f

M 4

With sportive ideographic intention (palm-branch planted in
0) in Pyr. £<:::> tr, var. £ t(i), 'season '.1 Hence £ (see on
M 4 for f) becomes in M.E. characteristic det. in ~£0 Z
abbrev. £0 3 tr' season '. However, £ M 6 is a commoner
substitute for £, though £ interchanges with £ in some
uses really belonging only to the latter, exx. ~Q£ \..-Il 4 pri
'battlefield' ; =~Q£ @ Ii TJ-mri ' Ta-meri " i. e. Egypt.
1 SETHE, Pyramidentexte iv. § 132.
Sinai90,19. s Sinai 90, 3. II; Ikhern. 14.

6

f

combination of
and <::> D 21

f

M 4

2
4

Urk. iv. 384,9, Sim. plur. ltr(w),
Urk.iv. 32, 10. D Urk. iv. 102, 1I.

With sportive ideographic intention in Pyr. £<::>1 tr' season'.
In M.E. det. in ':£0 2 abbrev. £3 tr 'season'. Hence
phon. Clet. tr, ti, exx . .:£~ tr 'pray' (§ 256); X':H 4 (ttr
'assess' (taxes); also phon. det. ri, exx. ~H~ Ii pri
'battlefield'; = ~Qf @6 TJ-11tri 'Ta-meri', i. e. Egypt.
1 SETHE, Pyramidentexte iv. § 132, where a word rr' sea$on' is perhaps unneces
2 Urk. iv. 343, 13.
S Urk. iv. 195, 8.
4 Rekh. 3, 28.
sarilyassumed.
D Ufk. iv. 38, II.
6 Urk. iv. 325, 15. (PI)-tl-mrl is n... l~vplS in r. fragm. of
Ephorus, there wrongly given as a name of the Delta only, GARD. Sin. 81.
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combination of
and D Q 3

f

M 4

With sportive ideographic intention in Pyr. ::~ rnpi 'be
young', 'vigorous '.1 Hence, in M.E., ideo. or det. in
::D~~'~ var. ! rnpi 'be young' and derivatives.

2

3

1 SETHE, Pyramidentexte iv. § 132.
~ Amarn. v. 27, Q II.
S Urk. iv.
182, 17. More often thus abbreviated in mpt 'vegetables', 'fruit', Th. T. S. i. 14;
Urk. iv. JI67, 10.

8 ~ pool with lotus flowers

Ideo. in tS7 1 var. Pyr. = ~~, 2 SI 'lotus pool', 'meadow'.
Hence phon. SI, exx. tS~~ SI 'appoint', 'command';
~~~ s,d' dig'. In group-writing (§ 60) tS or tS~ is
usedfors. 3 From Pyr. ~~~tS4 iJlJi 'be inundated', ideo.
or semi-ideo. in ~ var. ~0 var. O.K. ~tS~ 5 IlJt 6
'inundation season' (p. 203).
1
S

9 ~ lotus flower

Exx. Rec. 24,180, where the reading I~ is unnecessarily assumed.
2 Pyr. 1223.
BURCHARDT § IIO. • WO. 33. D Urk. i. 25. 8 Reading, AZ. 38, 103; 41,89.

Ideo. or det. in §~ 1 ssn, var. Pyr: =::~ 2 ZSSll, var. M.K.
~, 3 'lotus '.
1 Eb. 44, 21; Urk. iv. 1I62, 9.

10

~

1

1>.=:=

flower on long twisting
stalk 1

Ideo. or det. in =~ B var. l<:~ 3 wdn 'offer '. In late
Dyn. XVI II also erroneously in place of E2 F 46 as det.
in oJ}:',' w{/}ibw ' shores '.
I

Hier. p. 28.

leaf, stalk and rhizome
of lotus 0

The forms in Pyr. do not suit this interpretation very well.
Urk. iv. 452,3. Sim. Pyr. 1127.
• Amarn. iii. 20.

S

Ideo. in 11 : ,9=~11JIW nw ssn 'lotus plants'. Hence phon.
IJI, exx. 1 iJi 'thousand'; ~ l~~ var. ~~l~~ 2 slJl' re
member '. In group-writing (§ 60) 1or 1~ is used for 1J.3
o Ann. 48, 9 2.

13

I

stem of papyrus

D

11

combination of
and "1 I 10

0 M 13

1

Eb. +3, 6.

2 Siut I, 267.

S

BUIlCHAltDT, § 100.

Ideo. in p w,i 'papyrus column', cf. Pyr. f\ 0,2 wli'papyrus'.
Hence phon. wli. in O~ var. Pyr. f\"" OS wli ' be green'
and derivatives. From M.K., phon. w(/)i as substitute
for ~ V 24, exx. ~ 0~ 4 SW(J)ti, older var. ~ ~} ::J swi, ' hand
over', 'bequeath'; 0L~ 5 W{/)i{t, var. Pyr. }<=U~ 6 wd/z,
'pour out'.
1

J4

Cairo 20093, c.

S

, Urk. iv. 918, 12.

Thebes, tomb 55.

2 PUY.5 2 •

12

Pyr. 266.

Det. in ~jQ~ 2 nl.zbt ' lotus bud '.

lotus bud

1

I I

I

Urk. iv. 843. 10.

Eo. 94,13.

8

2 Pyr. 1875.
Pyr.2067.

S

Pyr.1530•

• Urk. iv. 55, 10.

Phon. wli, w(/)i, exx. 'f1~=1 Wli-wr' the sea " lit. 'the
great green'; ~ 11 ~ 2 sW(/)i' hand over', 'bequeath'.
1

Sh. S. 40-1.

2

Urk. iv.

IH,

8.
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Det. papyrus and watery regions, exx. Q~r~.it idlzw
'swamps' (of the Delta); 'IQQ o it 1 dyt 'papyrus-marsh '.
Phon. det. wl/J in -f\~eitLJ 2 WJQ(Y) 'hall of the Inunda
tion' from the Pyr. stem 4~eit3 iJQI, whence ~ol3a IQ
'thicket' (of papyrus). Hence phon. II:! (or ideo.?) in
it~@3b var. Pyr. ~c~el@3C JI:!-bit' Chemmis' (a Delta
place), possibly understood as 'Papyrus-thicket of the
King of Lower Egypt'.3d Det. in =~iJ}it@ varr. ~it, it
TI-mlzw 'Lower Egypt', 'the Delta',· whence it~6 mlz-s
'the crown of Lower Egypt'.

Bull. Metr. Mus. New York, 1914,219.
2 Az. 40, 48•
s Pyr. 280.
Coffins, S 2 C 207.
sb ERM. Hymn. 15, I.
Se Pyr. 2190; without
inversion, JEA. 24, PI. IT, 3.6.
3d See, however, lEA. 30,54, n. 3.
• A:Z. 44, 10.
6 I/J. 20.
1

s,

16

t

clump of papyrus

Phon. IzJ, exx. t~1o var. l~ 1 IzJ 'would that!' (§ 238);
IzJ/f' capture'. In group-writing (§ 60) or t~
is 1z.2 As O.K. det. in ~t 3 TJ-mlzw 'the Delta' and
related words t is often replaced in M. E. by il M 15,
but exx. with t are still fairly common,· exx. t 6 TJ
mlzw 'the Delta'; t~.g6 mlz-s 'crown of Lower Egypt'.

lt1\151

1
f

I

7

~

flowering reed

t

Brit. Mus. 562, quo § 364.
2 BURCHARDT § 94.
AZ. 44,10.
6 Louvre C 172; Urk. iv. 583,7.

3

Urk. i. 64, 8; 101, I I.
e Brit. Mus. 57~, iI.

Ideo. in 4,"-,1 i 'reeds'. Hence phon. i. For Q4Y see § 20. 2
In group-writing (§60) 44 corresponds to Hebr. \ 41b to N.:!
1

Bersn. ii. p. 19. Sim. Eb. 49, 2.
• BURCHARIlT, § 16; cf.

§§ 121-4·

2

See the full discussion Verbum i.
Vocalization, pp. 33-4; 36-7.

ALBRIGHT,

18

~

combination of Q M 17
and.ll D 54

In ~Q..Il ii 'come' and the related words.

19

fJij

heaped conical cakes
between reed QM I 7
and sign like ~ U 360

Det. in ::~JolM:7:,l abbrev. 1M;' II rlbt 'offering', 'pile
of offerings' and the related verb. 3

reeds growing side by
side

Ideo. or det. in ~~m varr.
MD. sQt (SQt) 1 'marshland I,
, country' and its derivative MD.~i sQty , peasant '. Occa
sionally phon. sm (sm) like ~ M 21, ex. ~MD.~f' sm
, occupation', 'pastime '.

20

.QM

3

o DAV. ReM. PI. 49; p.
Wb. i. 167.

~4,

n. 5.

I

LAC. TR.

14>

7.

I

UrR. iv. 769, 3.

m:,

1

Pyr. 375.

2

Urk. iv. ~62,

I3~

Sim. sm ' succour', Dend. IS, IS.
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like the last, but with
a loop at the side

Ideo. or semi-ideo. in ill.~ '\.1 sm, var. Pyr. ~ ~ ill.2 sm,
'herb', 'plant '. Hence phon. sm (sm), ex. ~ ~ill.~ 3 sm
, succour'.
1 Urk. iv. 775, IS.
I Pyr. 1722.
is almost like D 61. But see Pyr. 892.

22

+

rush with shoots 0

S

Brit. Mus. 1I64,

I,

where the form

Cf. Pyr. ";Jo':p 11IJbt 'germination', 'shooting up'. Hence
phon. nlJb in +jo~ var. Pyr. ";j+o~2 NlJbt' (the vulture
goddess) N ekhbet '.
o According to LORET in Griff. Stud. 308 the marsh club-rush (He!eoclzaris paills
tris).
1 Pyr. 4; Salz. Text, p. 109.
2 Pyr. 1229.

(22)

++

two rushes with shoots

++:''\.1nnt ' rushes '. Hence ++ is phon. nn, exx.
++ ++- nn' this' (§ 110); ++=A~ nni 'be weary'.

Cf. Pyr.
var.
1

plant regarded as typi
cal of Upper Egypt
(probably form of ~
M 26, but without
flowers)

Pyr.557.

Ideo. in

t 7'\. swt (Swt) 'the swt-plant '.1
ex. t}O swt 'but' (§ 254). The

Hence phon. sw
(SW),2
word t":~ var.
~ 3 'king of Upper Egypt' probably originally read ni
swt 'he who belongs to the swt-plant', but before M.K.
had become =}~ nsw (nzw); t44':' 'kingship' is perhaps
to be read nsyt. F or ~ n-sw-bit 'king of Upper and
Lower Egypt' see § 55. Sometimes t is inaccurately used
for M 24 or ~ M 26. 4 In group-writing (§ 60) :t} stands
for S.5

+0

t

1 AZ. 49, 18.
2 Reading from O.K. vaTr. of Imfw 'elder'; also' from other
words cited Wb. iv. 60, 2; 65,13; 7.4, 2; cf. (00 the exceptional wTiti-!1g of S'/us!!
'make broad', Iklzern. ~4.
s AZ.49, 15; Ret. 38,69.
4 AZ. 44, 22.
6 BURCHARDT § 106.

24

± combination of t M 23
and -=- D

21

With sportive pictorial intention (plant swt growing from
mouth r),I phon. rsw in Pyr. i-}02 rswt 'South' and the
related words. 3 In M.E. 'South' is ±7 rsy.
1

2

±

5 ~ confusion of
M 24
and ~ M 26 1

SETlIE, Pyramidentexte iv. § 132.

, Pyr·47°·

8

AZ. 44,

I.

Faulty writing either for words connected with i-}"" rswt
'South', ex. :,r}1 712 rsyw 'southerners', or for words
connected with ~}lllIIf Smrw' Upper Egypt', ex. :,r;.m 3 it
Smr 'Upper Egyptian corn '.
• PSBA. 18, 196.
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sedge (?) 0 growing from
a sign for land re
sembling = N 17

Probably as a flowering specimen oCt M 23, ideo. in ~}mm 1
var. ~ 2 Smrw ' Upper Egypt', the reading of which is
given by =~---D3 var. O.K. =~---D~ 4 fmr 'make music'.
Hence phon. smr in ~QQo5 smryt 'chantress', 'singer'.
o See above, p. 73, n. 10. Depicted as a desert plant, }EQUIER, Monument
funbaire de Pep; II, ii, PI. 43. Identifi<:d with
M 23, but with flowers, Mitt.
I BH. i. 26, 1l7; see AZ. 44,9.
2 Urk. iv. 583,2; 617, 14.
Kairo 12, 80.
8 BH. ii. 7.
, Gebr. ii. 7.
6 Cairo 20142, d.

+

*

combinationof~ M 26
and --.IJ D 36

In iF'®1 Smr(w) 'Upper Egypt'. Also phon. smr in iF'QQc
var. iF' 2 smryt 'chantress', 'singer '.
lUrk. iv. 530,

28

1*

combination of
and n V 20

~

M 26

~

pod from some sweet"
smelling tree 1

12.

2

Tk. T. S. iii. 14.

In the title ~;r varr. ~~I ~ I' ~iF'~it wr rJujw Smr(w)
'greatest of the tens of Upper Egypt '.1
1

29

Sign-list

)f.Z. 44, 18; SETHE, Zahlworte 40, n. 7. Some varr. have M 23 instead of M 26.

Cf. W2 mjm 'ndm-tree '.
Hence semi-phon. ndm in ~~~
var. Pyr. 'S~~ 3 l1dm ' sweet' and the related words. The
tree or wood ~ n~ 04 var. ~
5 ssndm is possibly a later
TUrj or ~.t1 Urjm. 8
deforma tion of an O. K. word ~

r-+.-

r...,

Hier. p. 26.
see AZ. 64, 51.
1

30

[

a sweet-tasting root?

Ideo. or det. in J::~ var. ~ ~ 1 bnr ' sweet' and derivatives.
1

31

o stylised rhizome of a
1

lotus (Dyn. XVI II)
32 ~ 1 Dyn. XII var. of last

34
35

1\ 1\ 1\

grams of corn (also
written ~ or ',')

,
[J

Urk. iv. 749, 5.

Det. in ::0 rd' grow'.
Very variable in shape, exx. Urk. iv. 749, 5; CARTER and NEWBERRY, Tomo
IV, 46160. The explanation here substituted for' plants growing in
a pot l' of the 1st ed. is that given by KKIMER, Ann. 48, 89.
I

of TAoulmtlsis

Use as last. A similar sign sometimes in hieratic erron
eously borrowed from rd 'grow' in =2~ r(w)d 'be
strong '.2
1

33

8

Bersh. ii. 21.

2

Sin. B 76. 108; one would have expected 'll' T 12.

;.m var.

Pyr. Q~:~ 1 it' barley', 'corn' and its varieties
~:"-rn it M!t ' Lower Egyptian corn' and ~+ it Smr ' Upper
Egyptian corn '.2 Det. corn, ex. -; <::>Q~ ~ 3 Npri '(the
grain-god) Nepri'.

Ideo. in

1

Compare Pyr. 1748 with ib. 1950.

bearded ear of emmer Ideo. or det. in
I

heap of corn

r

• Urk. iv. 73, 14. Formerly taken to be the' carob-tree', but
Pyr. 1172.
• Westc. 7, 13.
~ Ikkern. 12.
6 Wo. iv. 279, 7.

Det. in ~I 911
1

J":f bdt, var.• ~~~~

Already Dyn. XI, PSBA. 18,

'!trw' heaps

D. el B. 79' Sim. io. 74.

l03,

I

s Mill.

• )iZ.44, 19·
1

2, 12.

bty, 'emmer '.

9. Sim. BH. i. 8,

H.

j

also in j(J1l2 Wblt 'overflow'.

I

PUY.36•
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

C'1

bundle of flax stems Phon. «1',2 exx. .,!';. «r 'since' (§ 176); I~ n«ri 'hold fast'.
Det. in
~ 3 dmJ 'bind together'.
showing the bolls"
o
See
the
picture
Palzeri 3.
I Dyn. XII. Meir ii. '7. no. 30.
• Reading,
(sometimes mlstn
FyI'. 581 (rjrt 'hand ').
I OrR. iv. 612, '5, but rather different from rjr, ill. 9.
terpreted I)
bundle of flax stems Phon. «1' like 5 M 36.
1 Exx. Dyn. V, Salz. 28 j Cell/n. i. 13 j Dyn. XII, Mu'r ii. 17, no. 28.
(O.K. form of~ M 36)

~1

bundle of flax (O.K.; Det. in O.K. l~~ m!tr (?),'1. yare Dyn. XII :JlIT 3 mr!t (?),
m!t (?), •flax' and in ==->~. dmJ ' bind together '.
specialized variant of

=>

!II

39

\j

1

M 37)

basket of fruit or grain

I MONTET '94,
' Reading, RI(. 25. 159.
• BH. i. 29.
Dyn. XVIII form differs slightly from" M 36. see there n. 3.

Det. vegetable offerings, ex.

40

~

1

bundle of reeds

~~

rnpt vegetables', • fruit'.
C

Exx. O.K., Medum 16 (dill' figs'); Dyn. XVIII, D.eIB. 93 (rnpt,

I

' Salz. 8;

~nkt).

Cf. Q~~ ~1"'12 isw creeds '. Hence phon. is (iz) , exx.
(iz) 3 , tomb'; ~}QI~I· iswt • crew'.

H;;- is

I Elaborate forms, O.K., Medu", 13; Dyn. XVIII, PUYe 20.
B Ex. O.K., UrR. i. 16,4.
' SIz. S. 7 j Rec. 28, Il3.

41

"""'-

log of wood stripped of Det. wood, exx. ~- r1 'cedar' (properly C pine' or ' fir ') ;
}:::_2 writ' juniper (?)'; \:':-2 mr(w) 'meru-wood '.
its branches (Dyn.
I See Ann. 16, 33.
O.K. forms, see FyI'. 590. 634; Palermo stone, 6, 2-4.
XVIII) 1
S

42

+

flower?

UrR. iv. 373, 4.

Phon. wn, l exx. rt ~ 2 wn«w C short-horned cattle'; l±'~ 3
!tW1Z 'be young'; +~. var. ~~1D6 'lfJn11l 'eat'. Not
distinguished from Z I I in the earliest hieratic, and re
placed by the latter sign in M. K. hieratic,6 as also regularly
in later hieroglyphic.

+

See Sitz. Berl. Ak. [9'2,960.
' Urk. iv. 716, 7.
3 Urk. iv. 365, 17.
• Brit. Mus. 6[4. vert. 2; see Rec. 34, 214.
8 LAC. TI? 22,9 j see AZ. 46, 14[.
8 MOLL. Pal. i. no. 564.
1

43 ~1 vme on props (yare

n)

Det. vine in Q~14' 2 i(J)1'(1')/, yare O.K. Q~~14' 3 iJrrl,
, vine'; various notions connected with the vine, exx.
4 var. ~. irp • wine'; !! QQ
14' Ii yare 14'Q QII
kmy • gardener'; fruit generally, exx.
~j 14' I 7IT dJb
'fi gs '., 'j~
n4=oo~ °8'XJc>Xdf
.,
1 I: I I I Z.)U Z.) - rUlt .

r:T4b

==-

Thus with a vessel or basket Dyn. XII, BR. i. 17 (/1'/); Dyn. XVIII, D. eI B.
(lrp); Puy. 12 (kim). In O.K. and often later the vessel or basket is absent,
see DAV.- Ftah. i. 10, nos. 166. 173.
• UrR. iv. 73, II.
• Urk. i. 103. '4.
• BH. i. 17.
I Cairo 20167, II 2.
I BH. i. 29.
1 Sin. B 81. 8 Ell. 86, I.
1

IJ 2

44

~

thorn 1

Det. in ~-=:~ 2 sri' thorn '. Possibly it is the same sign, if
not a mere triangle, which serves as ideo. or det. in r~~
var. M3 spd (Spd)· ' sharp' and the related words.
I

Ell. 88,4.

• UrR. iv. 535, 10.
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Sect. N. Sky, Earth, Water
NI

~

Ideo. or det. in ~ var. = pt 'sky'. Det. sky, exx. ~~
Nwt '(the sky-goddess) Nut'; !.~ yare Pyr. l!.~l
!zrt 'heaven', lit. 'the distant one'; high, in 7:= 2 'IJi
'hang'. In ~3 var. O.K. ,.;~J!,';;~4 'In-!zrt '(the god)
Onilris ' = is a later interpretation, since the name origin
ally meant' he who fetched the distant one (fern.) '.6 From
!zrt ' heaven', phon. !zry, !zrw in !.~ var. !zry , above'
and the related words. In two words for' gate'
is
or
derived from earlier signs for a gateway like
namely in 7~= 6 rwty , the double gate' and in ~ 7 ht,
var. riJ~~~ 8 hyt, var. O.K. riJ~9 ht, 'portal', whence the
title A 10 var. ~ l~J)ITIQ Q~:ft 11 smsw hyt 'elder of the
portal '. There is perhaps a similar contamination in
ITI~~ hJt 'ceiling'.l11

sky

=

=

n rv·

Pyr_ II7I.
Unto 5, 142.
R See n. I r.
11 AZ. 60, 641

D

2

Tl sky wi th

3

T

Amada 18.
s Cairo 20057. a. 2 i 2°380.
4 Gtbr. i. 18.
s. Rwt, see fVb. ii. 404, 1.
• Sin. R 9.
7 Cairo 20230, a.
9 Leyd. Denkm. i. 5.
10 Cairo 20035, II, i 20086, h. r.
12 Urk. iv. 429, 7.

2

a broken (?) Det. night, exx. ~JT abbrev. T 2 gr!z 'night'; .)eT 3 wI;
wls-sceptre 1S 40 (?)
, night'; darkness, exx. ~.) T kkw 'darkness'; ;:~T'
suspended from it
r!J!Jw ' dusk',
1 Thebes, tomb 93.
I Cairo 20738,b.
s Sillt 3,10, qn. § 212.
4 Sin. B254.
(Dyn. XVIII)

1

O.K. form of last

Use as last.
1 Pyr. 265.
According to the ingenious theory of Mlle M. CHATELET an oar (or
sceptre, N"2) suspended from the sky broken and bound up to symbolize darkness,
Dull. 18, 2 I.

4

1fif 1

moisture falling from Ideo. or det. dew, rain, exx. Q~1fir1 idt, var. q~~2 abbrev.
1fir3 ildt, 'dew'; .1. QQc>1fir4 Inyt 'rain-storm',
the sky (Dyn. XVIII)
1

5 G

sun

D.dD. 47.

I

Eb. 77.

21.

s Eb. 6, 9.

• BUDGE, p••81, 4'

Ideo. or det. in::0 var. ~ rr' sun', 'day'; ~.)0 var. <;> hrw
, day'; 0 in dates reads sw (p. 203). Det. sun or actions
of sun, exx. ~.)0 sw ' sun'; .) j"; wbn ' rise'; day, exx.
~~ sf 'yesterday'; ~~ wrS 'spend all day'; time
generally,l exx. ~~~ wnwt 'hour'; ,}0,!zrw' period';
H0 (n)!z!z 'eternity'. For ~ se~ n: N 23.
1

Development of this use, "see SETHE, Ztitrtcknung (II), 29.
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sun with uraeus (Oyn.
XVIII)
combination of
and 1m T 28

7

0

Ideo. or det. in
I

~

I

~

2

rr 'sun '.

Ex. p. '91.

Det. (or ideo.) sunshine, exx. ~e}Q 1 var. Q}JP I!JW (Pyr.
il!Jw) 'sunshine'; 0 r'lQ 3 psi'shine'; lJ"Q' var. Q4 wbn 'rise'.
From this last, phon. won in Q ~~ /; var. ~J~o 6 wonw
'wound '. Phon. !znmmt in Q~~Q~~ 7 var. Q,718 var.
Pyr. X-~~QQ 9 !znmmt 'the sun-folk' of Heliopolis.

sunshine

1

e

5.

var.

Ex. Uri. iV.992,4.

6

9

II,

1

N 5 Abbrev. 1 for ~~}0 lJrt-hrw 'day-time', 'course (of day) "
lit. 'what belongs to the day'.
1

8

Wes!c.

::0.

moon with its lower
half obscured (Oyn.
XVIII) 1

Uri. v. 55,9.
I Uri. iv. 19, II.
a Urk. v. 55,4.
4 Uri. iv. SR5, I-J.
Eb. 107, 5.
• Eb. 6i, I.
7 Urk. iv. 17, 7.
8 Cairo 20498.
• Pyr. 139.

Ideo. or det. in ,!~~2 psrintyw, varr. ~e,3 ,!~4 psdn,
var. Pyr. 0 ~5 psityw, 'New-moon festival '. Hence phon.
det. psri in ~111 psit 6 'divine ennead', 'company of nine
gods '. This sign is liable to confusion with the loaf Gi) X 6.
Cairo 34002 = LACAU, PI. 3. Sim. BH. i. '4, I.
27,4.
4 Urk. iv. 836, I.
6 Pyr.794.

1

10

I I

e
y=...

2

Uri. iv. 177, 9. • Uri. iv.
• Reading, Az. 47, 8.

alternative form of last
(Oyo. XVII I) 1

Use as last.

crescent moon (also
verticall y ) 1 or ( 2
when used as det.)

Ideo. or det. in ~--nX- varr. ~--nD, - ir!z 'moon'; hence
phon. det. or abbrev. in }--nt:~ 3 var. ~ 4 wr!z 'carob
beans '. Combined with
N 14, ideo. in
var.
,od • month'; for the reading cf. an O.K. personal name
~~}5 Ibdw and Sa<tdic coot' month'; in dates abbre
viated as - , ex. ~ Jbd } • month 3' (§ 264). In.tgt 
abbrev. - ssp' palm' (as measure § 266, I) the sign has
dOll btless a differen t pictorial origin. 8 I n some inscriptions
- is written for ....... spr, F 42.7

1

MOLL. Pal. ii. no. 573.

1

Pyr. 73 2 •

•

Pyr.

II 04

'*

*'0

*

; Urk. iv. 813, 5.

• Rec. 25, 155..

4

Reklz.

12;

cf. Eb. 14, 8.
6 See Wb. i. 8; nevertheless the usual reading lbdis retained ib. i. 65.
6 MOLL. Pal. i. no. 680; ii. no. 680.
7 Pakeri 5, row 3.

I2

13

~

12'

alternative form oflast
(Dyn. XV I I I)

1

Urk. iv. 808, 4.

I

Utk. iv.

combination of half of Ideo. in -R'-::~ 1 var. -R' 2
1 Urk. iv. 112,8.
I Blf. i. 24'
- N I I and N 14

*

12,

•••
3

15; 14, 7.

• Urk. iv. 30 , 4. 13.

nt 3 , half-month festival '.

Reading unknown, see Wb. ii. 198,
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t

Ideo. or det. in U* var.
sbJ, var. Pyr. U~ 1 sbJ, 'star' ;
hence phon. or phon. det. sbJ (sbJ), exx. U* ~ I5l var.
* ~ I5l sbJ 'teach' (with derivatives); ~*jU sbl 'door '.
Det. star, constellation, exx. m~~~}*~2 Msatyw 'the
Great Bear'; ~* Spdt 'Sothis'; time as indicated by
stars, exx.
Ibd' month', see N I I ; !!:~~ var. ;t13 wnwt
(r) 'hour', (2) 'priesthood'. Also semi-phon. dWJ, exx.
~0 dWlt' morning'; *1 var. Pyr. =-fl 4 dWI 'adore'
(in the morning). In the word *r!; 'netherworld' (origin
ally the place of the morning twilight,5 popularly known
as 'the Duat' and in this work still transliterated dWJt)
the very common Pyr. var. = ~ ® dlt probably indicates
that the w had fallen and that the pronunciation already
approximated to the Old Coptic te, tei. 6

star

*'

*

*

1

Pyr. 1038.

, Prr. 108 7.

®

15

star in circle

2 LAC. ToR. 20,89.
3 As' priesthood', Kopt. 8, 4.
SETHE, Pyr., Commentary, 149.
6 AZ. 38 S7.

Ideo. in ®r!;l var. *~ varr. Pyr. = ~ ®,2
'netherworld', see N I4, at end.
1 BUDGE,

16 == 1 flat alluvial land with
grains of sand
N 33 beneath it

5

p.

14, 12.

2

Pyr. 5. 8.

18

=

1

s Pyr. 257. 272.

3

1

=

and after.

Ideo. in ;; varr. 7:, :::, """" tJ' earth', 'land '. Hence phon.
II (rare), ex. :::: 2 ssb 'mystery', 'secret '. In group
4 tit' estate',
writing (§ 60) ::,"'; is phon. t. 3 Det. land, in
whence also in 3 tit 'eternity'; 3~4 tit 'serf'.5
O.K. exx. Pyr. 75; Ti 49.

§ 132 ; an ex. under 0 29, n. 5.

17

802

=f\ ®,3 d(W)/t

2

Cairo 20088, C 12; 20683, a 8.
• BURCHARDT
• GARD. Sin. 77, n. 2.
D VOG. Bauer 34

alternative form of
N 16

Use as last.

sandy tract 1

Ideo. in ~ var. ~ lw 2 'island '. In group-wntmg (§ 60)
~ is phon. i, 3 ex. :=:7~ 44 'Irt 'Yareth' (Syrian place
name). Det. desert or foreign country, exx. ~~ var.
= Jat 'horizon', more exactly the land of the sun-rise; 5
I~ T(mw 'Libya'; !j= Stt 'Asia'; cf. too <= D 8. 8
Different signs, but with similar outline, are (I) the gar
ment =, see after S 26; (2) the cake =, see after X 4 ;
(3) the oval, see c:::> Z 8.

1

Common at all periods.

As det. land in Dyn. III, see exx. under N u.

1 Exx. showing the sand, D. el B. 10 (tl-(jsr); PtlY. 36 (Sit).
2 Reading from
old varr. oflwy 'deprive of a ship', Pyr. r.p9. 1742.
• BURCHARDT § 21.
4 u,.k. iv. 791, 237.
D See under N 27.
6 In Pyr. 628. 707 also of sea
N 37.
in Wig-wr ' the great green', as var of

=

19 ~ the last twice repeated
(often small g)

In ~ Ilfr-1aly, var. Pyr. ~~~~4 2ljr-J!Jti, 'Horus-of-the
horizon', ' Barakhti'.
1

Urk. iv. 590, 13, qu. § 507,2.

I

Pyr.337.

487
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tongue of land

Det. in ~ j= 1 var. Pyr. U ~ II wdb 'sand-bank', ' shore '.
Hence phon. wdb in =jA 3 var. Pyr. ~j=~ 4 wdb' turn
back' and derivatives. From O.K. onward a sign of like
appearance is used in W~~W I,tb-sd' jubilee', 'Sed
festival '. 5
I
I

21

<::::::J

tongue of land

D.eIB. Il6.
• Pyr.291.
S Louvre C 166.
• Pyr.808.
Exx. Dyn. VI, Hamm. 63; Dyn. XII, Kopl. 9; Dyn. XVIII, D. el B. 37.

Det.land, especially in QJ~ abbrev. :, ~ idb 'bank', 'region'
(dual :: idbwy • the two banks', i.e. • Egypt ').1 More
widely used in Dyn. XVIII, then often taking the place of
earlier I t N 23, exx.
II 'earth'; ~t 7,2 l/.tl 'fields';
=iQ~ 3 dmi 'town '.

:=:

1

Wh. i. '53.

2

ReM. 3, 18. quo Exerc. XXX, (iii).

S

Urk. iv. 893, 7.

sandy tongue of land
(O.K. prototype of
both = N 20 and
~ N 21)

In wdb, see O.K. varr. under N 20. Det. land, exx. Dyn.
III <e:~2 r/.tt 'field'; ~!.QM=3 f/;t 'field'.

irrigation canal (Dyn.
XI-XVIII ; early
identical with, l and
clearly a mere dif
ferentiation of, =
N 36)

Det. irrigated land, exx.
II 'land'; B~ /Js 'boundary' ;
in Dyn. XVII I I t tends to be replaced by ~ N 21. In Dyn.
XI-XII ~ or ~ is found as det. of time, probably corrupted
from,? as used in words for' to-morrow' and' yesterday ',2
exx .:::. f8 3 Ir 'season'· -=-84 rk ' time' •

24 HIm land marked out with

Ideo. or det. in r~ varr. rOAA~'
SP(/)t (SpJt) 1 , district',
, nome'; also in ~ dltt (?)2 •estate '. Det. province, exx.
1 TJ-wr 'nome of Abydus'; =i--)1l3llI Smrw 'Upper Egypt';
also garden, in r-;1l3llI 3/.tsp (Pyr. /.tZp)4 'garden '.

22

23

c::l 1

:IT

irrigation runnels

I Showing the sand, Munich, Inv. ~04 (Abu Gurab, Dyn. V). Sim. but reversed,
DAV. Plan.. i. If, no. 219 = Plan.. (E.R.A.) 31, in the title llry wtlb, like last.
I Ber!. AI. i. p. 79, 8. 10.
S Berl. Ai. i. p. 93. Sim. l[iI, Urk. i. J 2, 7.

:=:

•

~

II

,

~n

Dyn. XI, BISSING-BRUCKMANN, Dmkmiiler 33 A (ldbwy); Dend. I I A (II).
• AZ. 34, 28; Rec. 35, 80.
8 Tk. T.S. ii. 12; fohir iii. 16 (11'). Sim. JEA.
4, PI. 8, 10 (r{trw).
• BH. i. 8, 19. Sim. Brit. Mus. 614, 3 (r[zrw).
1

::

Sarc. ii. 132; the reading 1p/t is suggested also by some varr. of the placesee Az. 58, 31, n. 20; 82. n. 4.
2 ]{eading, see on .......... Aa 8.
Mission V 283.
4 Pyr. 126.

I LAC.

name
8

25

~

sandy hill-country over
edge of green culti
vation

SPI,

Ideo. or det. in ~ var. H~ 1 bJsI (/;15t) 'hill-country',
,rlorelgn
•
Ian.
d' D et. d esert, exx. -.: :. ~ varr. -.:::.
~~, 2 ~, 3
sml (zmt) 'desert', ' necropolis'; !,.~ /.trt 'upland tomb';
tJ~ iJbtt 'east'; also foreign countries, ex. :::o}~
R[nw ' Retjnu " 'Syria'. Ideo. in ~ var. Pyr. l~ ~Jl4
JtJ ' (the desert-god) Ha'.
lUrk. iv. 343. 16; 373. II; cf. O.K., MAR. Mast. p. 188.
2 Cairo 1622,
S Proof in title lmy-r Sl/lwt Ilbll, see
cf. O.K. Gebr. ii. 8; smyt, Cairo 2001 J.
Hier. p. 31; other exx., Siul i. 314. 322.
' Pyr. 1013.
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¥

dw 1 'mountain " plur. ~ ~2 dww. Hence phon.
dw 3 (later dw), exx. ~Q1 dwi 'call'; U~}@ Jbdw
'Abydus'; ~~ w1ldw 'short-horned cattle '.

Ideo. in

I Coptic loou. The proposal to read Ipy fIlltYI in the well·known title of Anubis
'he who is upon his mountain' (Rec. 35, 228) needs further investigation.
2 Th. T. S. i. 9.
S Reading, see PrjU', Pyr. 1013; cf. VOG. Bauer, p. 70.

27 [Q] sun rising over mountain

Ideo. in ~ var. Pyr. ~~=l/!J.t' horizon' (properly the place
in the sky where the sun rises) 2 and its derivatives.
1

28

e

hill over which are the
raysoftherisingsun 1

Pyr.I54.

Bull. 17, 189.

I

Ideo. in Pyr. ~ 2b r 'hill of the sunrise' and in ~ bri 'appear
in glory'. Hence phon.b r,3 ex. ~~.Ilbrm, var. ::~.Il4
brm,' , approach '.
I DE BUCK, De egyptische voorstdlingm betreffc1Uie dell oerhCltvel, Leyden, 1922,
p.6.'1.
2 /'yr.5.p.
3 WO. iii. l43, 2 quotes an O.K. word in which the
sign a is preceded by the alphabetic signs for ~r; Coptic also points to ~r rather
thnn !!:r.
4 GARD. Sin. 33.

29

Ll

Cf. L1~~17 var. Pyr. L1~~Ll2/pI 'hill', 'height'.
phon. ~.

sandy hill.slope 1

1

Exx. showing sand, Meir ii. 17. nos. 36. 37.

I

Hence

Pyr. 1653 •

30 ~ 1 mound of earth with
shrubs 2

I deo. or det. in ~ var. Q~~"; ilt ' mound'.

bordered
3 1 :f:;;:3: road
shrubs 1

I deo. or det. in .f\ ~~ var. ~ Wit' road' and related words.
Det. road, exx. ~~y~£;;3: min' road'; !,.:;. IJrt ' road'
(with related words); travel, in ~£;;3: rr 'mount up' and
derivatives; position in general, exx. ~ rl 'here' (§ 205) ;
7~~ r-sy , entirely' (§ 2°5); ~~£;;3: pf! ' that' (§ 110) ;
distance, in l~~~~ lJ1lty 'period'. Abbrev. ~r (see
!,.:;. IJrt 'road' above) in ~£;;3: 2 var. O.K. l.l,!:;'~3
'In-lJrt '(the god) Onuris' 4; in ~ for !,.~£;;3:C=> IJrw-r
'besides' (§ 179); and for superstitious reasons in place
of ~ .lfr ' Horus' on M.K. coffins 5; also abbrev. WI in
£;;3:
WI r 'fall into' a bad state. 6
<=>

by

1

Exx. Dyn. IV, Medulll

II;

Dyn. XVIII, D.eIB. 116.

I

Btlil. 3, 145.

1 Exx. O.K .• Medu", 9; Saqq. Mast. i. 39, no. 47.
2 Leyd. V 3 (in n proper
name); Cairo 204+6, a.
3 Geln-. i. 18.
4 Lit.' he who fetched the distant one';
see Unl. 5. I.p.
ft AZ. 5[, 58. 59.
6 rVestc. 9,12, qu. p. 420.

32

(J

lump of clay or dung
(O.K.)

Phon. det. in Pyr. ~ Q-O.ll}'" 1 sinw 'runners' on account
of ~ q~~ sin' clay'. Also as' alternative for ~ F 52 in
O.K. ~HHtr 2 mlJSlJs 'filthy one'. In M.E. replaced by
o Aa 2.
1

Pyr. J 499.

I

Ti

112.
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N 33

o

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
grain of sand, pellet,
or like. (For similar
signs cf. 0 D 12 and
the circle, see after

Z 8)

Det. sand, in :::"1 ~ I fry 'sand'; metal or mineral (often
repeated 000), exx. ~ ftOW 'gold'; m~=::.~I?I msdmt' black
eye-paint', 'kol;11'; medicaments, incense, etc. exx. ~o 1
fJ 'pellet'; ~:i plirt 'medicine', 'prescription '. A sign
of like appearance rarely takes the place of dangerous
signs such as ~ A 14 in religious documents, ex.
? ~o: fJftyw 'enemies'; this practice dates from Pyr. 2
Sometimes 000 or : is substituted for the plural strokes
I I I, I, exx. ill c ~"'.:1 ~3 O'nwt 'annals",
15 ~ 'b • !srw 'bags '.
I
~ .1t ~ooo b'
c:::::::::>.itooo
0

D. eI B. 10.

I

34

D1

35 -

2

A"z. 51, 18.63.

a Urk. iv. 86, 3.

• Urk. iv. 1I43, 13.

ingot of metal (Dyn.
XVIII; in Dyn. XI
the sign resembles
D W I 3 ; 2 in Dyn.
III-V it resembles
o X 3 3)

Ideo. in D I , copper', early perhaps read bil and later
!tmt (?)." Det. objects of copper or bronze, exx. Sf if' rnlJ
, mirror'·, --.lll
e DI Ift (.Jl.rw 'weapons" ~ =jD'1 mino 'axe'

ripple of water
(rarely vertically

Cf. 7= nt 'water '.2 Hence (?) phon. n. Perhaps phon. n
too when used as a substitute for -'- D 35 both in - n
'not' and in
nit 'not' (§ 104).
In group-writing (§ 60)
~,~, and ~ are all used for n,3 while ~~ appears, as
does also ~-=:=- in Dyn. XIX, to correspond to I,' ex.
MU~~;·~.b},"',5 SfJt inr 'Field-of-Reeds'. In 3 6 at
'serf' - replaces the sign of land = N 17, a curious sub
stitution (or error of transcri ption ?) found also in Pyr. 7

n

1

NNNIt.

=

I

G

three ripples

•

PUY.38.
I JEA. 4, PI. 9.
• Medum 13; Palermo stone 5,4;
rather different, Gebr. i. 13, reg. 3.
'A"Z. 53, 51, n. 2. The reading bll would be
confirmed for early times if the compound word written with this sign JEA. 4, PI. 9,
l. 10 proved to be really bl,-rwtj. the Coptic barol • copper'. The snpposed later
reading /;ml (t) is based solely on Coptic MmmI, kOIllI.
G Ad»l. 8, 5.
lUrk. iv. 656, 2.
7 GARD. Sin. 51. 159.
1

Louvre C 1. • SETUE, Alphabet 153.
Urk. iV.1l94> 2.
• Cairo 20161.

=

a BURCHARDT §§ 67. 69. 71. 'lb. § 81.
' Pyr. 1217 (II); 1713 (Ikr).

=:0

Ideo. in
mw 1 'water '. Hence phon. mw, exx.
smw 'summer'; =}} var.~} },~, mww' muu-dancers';2
~=v- hdmw 'footstool'; phon. m in group-writing (§ 60),
ex. ~ ~~~=~ 3 Yllf'm' Yenoam " Palestinian place-name.
Det. water, liquid, exx. f\~}= 'WIW wave'; ~= fdt
'sweat'; actions connected with water, exx. q-n= iri
•wash'; ~~~=~ sw(r)i 'drink '. The composite det.
=~ (in hieroglyphic also ==) for rivers, lakes, seas
comes into vogue in Dyn. XVIII, exx. ~.,:~=~. itrw
'river'; ]Zl'c}==5 linw 'brook'.
I

Coptic mow.
Urk. iv. 744.6.

I

B

ce. mwt' semen', phonetically PJlr. 1l3.
' Div. Grnphies, no. 9.
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I GARD. Sin. 70.
Urk. iv. 655, 13. Sim. ib. 3,10.

SKY, EARTH, WATER
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N 36

I:::=c

channel filled with
water 1 (later form as
det. irrigated land
l i N 23)

Sign-list

Ideo. in ~ 2 var. Pyr.:;:= 3 mr 'canal " 'channel'. Hence
phon. or phon. det. mr in :;:= var. = mri 'love' ; 4 phon.
mi,5 exx. ':<\ var. ff mist' liver'; ':'~["J6 mil:zrt 'tomb'.
Det. rivers, lakes, seas, exx. l~ 1-VJ4-wr 'the sea', lit.
I the great green'; ~~~::: I:zrpy, var. M.K. ~~ !zP, 'the
inundation " here early interchanging with = N 37. For
:::': (in hieroglyphic also :::=) as det. of names of rivers,
lakes, seas from Dyn. XVIII on, see under::: N 35.
Doubtless an irrigation canal when prototype of the later
land-sign l i N 23, see there. In the fern. collective ~~,~t7
varr. ~t8 ~ ~,~ 7 mrt 'weavers'~ the sign = was probably
understood as a weaver's reed,tO though the occasional
presence of l i or c::::. may have indicated the same value
mr as in the masc. ,:~,~11 mr 'friend(s)', 'partisans'.
I Detailed O.K.exx. Berl. AI. i.p. 80; DAV. Plah. i. I', IHl. 218 ((rj-mr).
~ Dyn.
XVIII, Urk. iv. 815, 1, quo Exerc. XVIII Cal. Cf. u.K. Urk. i toR, 13; ;i7.. 42,9.
:l Pyr.84 8•
• Verbum i. § 397, 7.
5 rSBA. 16, '42; Sphinx 13, 157.
6 Urk. iv. 45. 16.
7 Wb. ii. 106, 11-20, there confused with mrt 'serfs '.
R BR. i. 2().
• Existence as a separate word doubted Wb. ii. 97, 2, but clear
proofs DAV. Seven Private Tombs, pp. 2-3. 49; PUJI. 4~; P. Anast. VI. 20.
10 AZ. 45, 88.
11 Wb. ii. 98, 2.

37

=

garden pool

Ideo. in ~ var. ~ 5 'pool'. Hence phon. 5. 1 Not seldom
interchanging in hieroglyphic with = 2 N 36, ex. ~-:=i 3
I:zrPJ!w' inundations'. Appears to be a sign for irrigated land
in ::'::= 4 var. Dyn. II I E 3 5 (N 38) stlt 'aroura' (§ 266,
3); cf. the use of = N 36 both as a channel of the Nile
and, in its use as the early form of l i N 23, as an
irrigation canal. Sometimes = replaces the cake ='(see
after X 4) in spellings of SIt 'open' like ~=,
5a.
Occasionally it serves as a large form of the block of
stone = 039, ex. ~==6 inr 'stone'.

::.Il

1 SETHE, Alphabet 155.
2 Often in mrl 'love', exx. Pyr. 317. 953. 2192.
Sim. Amarn. i. 22; ii. 23; iii. 6.
3 PSBA. I~, 202, 9. Sim. BH. i. 8, 21;
also llamm. 1'4,14, quo p. 392, n. 5 (Wlg-wr). So too Pyr. 435. 56 4 (If(()P);
802 (W/q-1fJr).
• Urk. iv. 172, I.
fi Berl. ill. i. p. 79,13.
6& For this
and the possibly homophonous word for' pass by' see GARD. Sin. 72. 160, as well
as Wb. iii. 454.
8 PUJI. 38.
Sim. Bersh. i. 14, 2 (ml).

38

~

garden pool with slop
ing sides (detailed
form of = N 37) 1

Use as last.
I

Exx. O.K., Bert AI. i. p. 75,

II; DAV.

Ptah. i.

II,

no. 1I3; Dyn. XVIII, Puy.

20. 22; D. el B. 79. 81.

For ~ see U 18.
39

IIlJlIIIlIIIII

garden pool full ofwater
(alternative of =
N 37) 1

Use as = N 37.
1

En:. O.K., lI1edu11l 9. 13;

n 69; M.K., Berl. iiI.
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Sign-list
N 40

K

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
combination of= N 37
and Jl D 54.

tJ well full of water 1

41

In 7.f'~Jl

sm 'go '.

~,4

150

!Jnmt 'well' ; pool, marsh, in ~W, 3 varr.
W,5 O.K. ~g,6 p!zww 7.' limits " 'distant marsh

Det. well, ex.

2

lands '. As substitute for the female organ (cf. O.K.
~ 8) in ~~ Izmt 'woman. 'wife '. Hence phon. !zm, exx.
tl~ var. ltl~9 Izm 'assuredly' (§ 253); C;~~ 1llzm
, rescue '. Also as female organ in ~i var. i; (here tl is
det.) 'vulva, and derivatively' cow', where the reading
is more probably idt than Izmt; 9a cf. above i F 45. For
obscure reasons,IO phon. biJ, exx. j Q~ bil 'copper'; j g
bil 'firmament'; for the reading see jQ~~ 11 var.
J~~}I~112 bilw' mine '.
1 With interior zigzag lines for water, BH. iii. 6, no. 88; D.t'l B. 16.
I Til,. T.S. i. 27.
Sim. O.K. Jdwl, BerLA,!. i. p. 71, cf. A·z. 42,9'
3 Urk. iv. 138,8.
4 Fu),. 36.
lUrk. iv. 587, 3.
I MONTET 4.
7 The proposed reading lmw reposed mainly
on Urk. iv. 523, 5, but Fu)'. 30 shows the reading there to be false. See also Az.
3, 62.
8 From a sculpture at Abu Gurab; cr. nk 'copulate', Pyr. 1321. 'Urk.
iv. 257,9.
9& Full discussion and references, AEO. ii. 258*; Wb. iii. 76 reads !;ml.
10 Bier. p. 34; hardly a copper axe-head as propo.ed in MOLL. Pal. i. 98, II. 1
11 Sh. S. 23-4.
12 Sinai 53, 3.

t:J well full of water (a
common alternative
form of last) 1

42

Use as last.
1 With the zigzag lines, but having a straight line at top, O.K. Sail,. 48; Ti 138
(1;",1).

Sect. O. Buildings, Parts of Buildings, etc.
01

n

house

Ideo. in C( pr 1 'house " cf. the fern. collective ~Q ~C>IC(I 2
pryt 'houses '. Hence phon. pr in ~Jl pri 'go forth'
and derivatives; only very rarely not initial pr, ex. r!J3
for tIllJpr 'become'. Det. house, building, exx. ~["] rf
'room', 'department'; ~}=C"J iwnn 'sanctuary'; !!!,o}n
!Jmv ' interior'; ~~~ mrtzrt 'tomb '. Less suitably also
in ~.C; st, seat', 'place'; m~ nsf' seat' of office;
llJt ' horizon '.

iQ]n

j Rending perhnps preserved in Coptic djwtpor 'roof' (p. 8, n. 2), also in Greek
transliterations like 4>apa~= Hebrew nlr1ll1; 4>op~p = oIKos "Opov; see Az. 51, 125.
2 Ifareml;ab 34. 30. 38; also in pryl Pr-r/ 'courts of Pharaoh', P. Kah. 38,
10-11 (Akhenaten), Coptic TI£pm£pol.
I Az. 57, 3*. 5*, very rare.
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BUILDINGS, PARTS OF BUILDINGS, ETC.
02

cp

3[fJ

000

4

ru

I

In

cp pr-l!4 'treasury', lit.

combination of LJ 0 I,
! P 8, 0 X 3, and e
W 22.

In

ill prt-1Jrw 'invocation-offerings '.1

reed shelter in fields

Ideo. in

combination of n 0
and i T 3

0

1

Sign-list

'white house '.

See above p. 172.

1'iJ~

1

h ' room (?) '.

Hence phon. h.

o Probably a reed shelter of the kind still to be seen in Egyptian fields (Iversen).
A late sign-papyrus in Copenhagen gives pr n sot 'field-house' as one of several
1 M. u. K. I, 7 (with note); Eb. 25, 16. The
descriptions of the hieroglyph.
exact meaning is doubtful, but see Wb. ii.•no, 2.

5 LJl winding

wall (also
sometimes ru)

Det. in \::Ul LJl mrrt 'street'; hence phon. or phon. det. mr
in ~11i~ II var. ru~~ 3 Mr-wr 'Mnevis-bull '. For
unknown reason, phon. det. nm in fi. ~ Ln-.ll' var. Pyr.
'iij ~ ~ 5 nmi ' traverse'; also in 11\ QLn ~ 6 1lmi 'lowing' of
cattle.
1 BD. i. 44, 2.
:I AlIlarn. v. 32, H.
S Berl. AI. ii. p.
a Pyr. 1260. Sim. ib. 1370.
S Sin. R 49.

6

enclosure
Q rectangular
seen in plan

100.

•

Sin. R

32.

Ideo. in g~ flwt 1 'castle', 'mansion " 'temple', 'tomb '.
The full reading flwt, possibly later flyt, is suggested by the
O.K. personal name l}gmQ lfwti 2 and by the isolated
variant :;l QQ7 ~ S Nbt-flyt, together with the Coptic equi
valent n£fteo)' of the name of the goddess Nephthys.
Hence the transliteration flwt has been adopted in this
Grammar except for the divine name flt-flr, Gk. 'AOvp,
, Hathor' where the element flat- is clearly in status con
structus. However, in one passage of Dyn. XII g~6 is
written for l:n fltt' quarry', giving to g the mere value fl.
I Perhaps one of the large enclosures of reeds calledin Arabic UJ.rlIJah, the enclosed
portion roofed with stalks and reserved for the women and children (Calverley).
:I AZ. 63, 149.
S Cairo, unnumbered coffin from Asyllt.
• PREISENDANZ,
Pap. Grael. mag. i. 72; cr. also the place. name tOT. t(a) AEQ ii. 33*:
a Bersh. ii. p. 24.

7

~

8+
9

rn
.

alternative form of last
(Dyn. XVII I) 1

Use as last.

combination of ~ 0 7
and - 029

In

combination of ~ 0 7
and C7 V 30

In

1 Exx.

y~l
1

Puy. 40; RekTz. 16.

l.zwt-rlt 'temple', earlier 'castle',21it. 'great castle'.

Urk. iv. 575, 8.

2

Ber!' AI. i. p. 78.

y

varr. ~g~~ .. ~lQQ7~2 Nbt-!tyt '(the goddess)
Nephthys '.
1

M.u. K.

VS.

5, 4.

!I

See above 0 6, n. 3.
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

~ combination of

and

~

6

G 5

palace with
mentsO

II

g0

In ~ var. g.!~ 1 Ifl-J:tr ' (the goddess) Hathor '.
1

Sinai 80.

battle Ideo. in ~c=:f var.
'palace '.

+

1

var. Pyr.

-.JIl~

2

rJ:t, var. M.K.

Ql~ 3

iJ:t.

o Earliest depictions, PETR. R T. ii. 3, 4 and within an enclosure like 0 13, ib. ii.
DAV. Ptak. i. Il, no. 225; Hier. 3, 30. Not two-5toreyed, SCHARFF,
22, n. 64.
1 Urk. iv. 58, 7.
2 Pyr. 141.
8 Rec. 14, 167; seeS/kinx '3, '57.

7,8. 9; later

12

13

+
ill

1

combination of ~ 0
and -.JI D 36

II

battlemented enclosure

In var. of rJ:t 'palace', see last.
Det. in u~rn sblJI 'gateway' and in the related verb sblJ
(sblJ) 'wall in ',2 'enclose '.
1

14

r

portion and alternative
of last 1

15 ~ 1 walled enclosure w~th
buttresses, and with
the signs "CJ W 10 and
~

X

I

16 ~ 1 gateway (?) surmount

ed by protecting ser
pents

Ex. Urk. iv. 174, 9.

1

En. Urk. iv.

1 Rekk.
P·34·

tJ.

primitive shrine

Az. 60, 63.

1- ~~~, ~LJ

wslJl (wsIJI) 'hall' in palace
II,

see Bier.

Rekk.4.
17.

I MAR.
5 BUDGE,

Abyd. i.

p.

19,

322, 2,

a.

I LAC.

TR.

as epithet of Osiris.

21,

85-6.
8 DAY.

'Tk. T. S. ii.
Ptak. ii. 6. 28;

17.

Use as last.
Ptak. i.

Ideo. or det. in
'shrine '.
1

19

Az. 60, 63.

Ideo. or det. in BE5 2 II' curtain (?)' and B~QQc~3 var. ~78
tl)'t ' curtain '. Hence semi-ideo. in the title of the vizier
~:4 var. B~QQ~E56 var. O.K. M6 tlyty 'he of the
curtain '. For M~ tl-wr 'larboard' see on H S 22.

1 DAY.

shrine seen from side

Sim. with 0 14,

Varr. with battlements as in 013, as well as palace 0

10.

Saqq. Mast. i.

.El

422, 2;

Ideo. in 1m 1 varr.
or temple.

1

18

En. Pyr. 585. 636.

Use as last.

14.

17M 1 O.K. form of last

I

12,

no. 232.

1LQ Ell var. El 2 k/(r)i (Pyr. klY 3)

Exx. D.e/B. 114; Urk. iv. 168,15,

'chapel',

'Urk. iv. 130, 16.

Det. in ~ b 1 Pr-wr 'Great House' name of the pre-dynastic
national shrine of Upper Egypt at HieraconpoIis (NlJn); 2
also of Urt in Q~tJ.ift Urt smr(yt) 'the row of Upper
Egyptian sanctuaries', as seen at the Sed-festival; 3 hence
also as collective term for' the gods of Upper Egypt '. 4
I Pyr. 648; Brit. Mus. 574,7.
2 Unto v. 127, n. 2.
4 See above p. 291, with n. 3.
references see A·Z. 44, 17.
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ID11

Det. sanctuary, exx. 4~1ill Urt 'row of sanctuaries'; !.~IID 2
IJm 'shrine'; especially of the ~mp Pr-nw or C(S:::Iill'
Pr-nsr (Pr-nzr), names of the pre-dynastic national
sanctuary of Lower Egypt at Buto (P). Hence 4~lillt
Urt mfJt 'the row of Lower Egyptian sanctuaries' and
col'lective term for (the gods of Lower Egypt'; see on
o 19, together with nn. 3, 4 there.

shrine

Lisht. p. 37.
'Urk. iv. r67. r.
• Pyr. 852; BUDGE, p. 8tl, 20; 319. II.

1

lDI

21

22

m

Sign-list

fa<;ade of shrine

1

open booth supported
by a pole

Mitt. ix. PI. 7,

I,

1

Pyr. 1438; Brit. Mus. 574, 8.

s(t-ntr (z(t-ntr) 'the divine

in the title of Anubis onty s~-nt.r.

Cf. Hier. p. 36•

Ideo. or det. in ~ lm var. mc'J s(t, var. Pyr. Tm 1 z(t,
'booth'; hence phon. s(t (z(t) in rlm ~ s(t 'counsel '. In
the combination CD the sign
retains a value lzb ((tlb)
which it formerly possessed when used alone. 2

m

1

CD see W 4·
W hall used

1; var. IT;

Ideo. or det. in
booth '.

S

Pyr. r 30.

I

Cf. Pyr. 555 (1}1o • catch of wild fowl '); 1672 (I}IO • be festive ').

For
23

festival

10

the Sed

1

Ideo. or det. in CD~:;;1lI2 varr. ~~WCD,3 WCD4(tb-sd (lzb-sd)
'jubilee'~ 'Sed-festival'
1
4

24

11

See Unto 3. 136.
Urk. iv. 569. 8.

lUrk. iv. 565, J6.
.

pyramid with side of Det. in t~.~ mr pyramid', 'tomb' and in names of specific
royal pyramids, ex. (4~~~~Ll'f~~ Irl-njr-lmnm(tlt
surrounding wall
, the pyramid Ameneml)et-is-high-and-beautiful '.1 Hence
also in ~~::::~@ Mn-njr 'Memphis' (p. 183, n. I).
I

1

n obelisk
26 .0. stela

See Az. 32, 88.

Ideo. or det. in ~fi1 var.

25

lUrk. iv. 366. 13.

I

fill tIJn 'obelisk'.

U,·k. iv. 360, 16.

Ideo. ordet. stela, exx. ~}"'Ql var. QlIwd"stela'; '~..1Q3
r(trw ' station " 'stela '.
I

BR. i. 25.32.

I

BH. i. 26, 141.
2, 40.

No 'stlltion of the King', see Unto

27

[]1l]

s Kopt. 9. Sim. O.K., Urk. i. 97; 6.

1

hall of columns

s Rec. 20, 40, in the phrase rl}rw n

Det. hall of columns, exx. r~~}mPdJdw 'hall of columns';
1~1BB1 IJI 'office '. From last, phon. or phon. det. IJI in
~}rrn 3 :var.
!J(/)W(Y) 'night'.

rm'

Rekh. 4. 2 Urk. iv. 257, I. I lEA. 4, Pl. 8, 3; cf. Pyr. 1639. 4 Puy. 29,5 in
the name of the feast bt-blwy • night-ceremonies', cf. BR. i. 24; Urk. iv. 27, 5.
1

28

9 column
top

with tenon at

iwn ' column'; for the reading cf, g9gc'; var.
~} TI c'; 1 iwnyt 'hall of columns '. Hence phon. iwn,
exx. 97 2 var. Pyr. go~3 iwnt 'bow'; 9& lwnw' Heliopolis'.

Ideo. in

9

I

1 Amalia I4-Elcph. 17. For further evidence see Sitll. Berl. Akali. 1912, 96r.
, Sebekkhu 5.
8 Pyr. 1644.
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
wooden column 1 (also
found vertically

n

Cf.:::v- 2 rl 'column'. Hence phon. rl, exx. ::~~ rl 'great';
H~~3var. Pyr.l-n~p)4~rl 'infant'.
Ingroup-writing
(§ 60) : : or ...... is phon. r,1> exx. ~::~=}~ 6 Trmt
'Tacmetj ',f. personal name; qq~~=~7Yn(m 'Yenoam',
Palestinian place-name.
As support of the booth 022, Medum
• Pyr. 11°5.
• BURCHARDT, § 26.
1

30

Y

supporting pole

10.

2
8

P. Kan.

32

1 door

oc:::J'

n

1

Det. door, gateway, exx. ~*j 'loP abbrev.
u~n sMt 'gateway'.

gateway

D. el B. 137.

rmm 1 fac;ade ofpalace or tomb Det. in
-<J>

2.

II

Reading with z,

1 Puy. 5+; see the picture PETRIE, Deskaskek 21.
t In the title Iry-r I • door
keeper', Cairo 20103,1; 2018+,k.
• Urk. iVa 7+3, +.

1

34

Louvre C I, 10.
Urk. iv. 744, s.

Ideo. or det. in :: var. = 2 (I 'door'; hence very rarely
phon. (I, ex. =~o~ s (Imt ' Asiatic woman '. Det. open,
exx. ~= wn 'open'; ::~ sn 'open'.

1

33

S
7

Ideo. or det. in 1:01 var. II sl;nt (zl;nt) II 'support' of heaven.
For a simjIar sign, but reversed 1, see after U 12.
1 Four times repeated, • the four supports', Urk. iVa 843,
Pyr. 1559; {lar/}. 365.

3I

13, 2.

Urk. iVa 11,9.

2

~-:-1iIifi1 srI;'

Urk. iv.

U2 sbl (5b/)

'door' ;

Urk. iv. 8+5. 13.

banner' for the Horus name (p. 72 ).

160, 12.

Ideo. in ~ v- 1 S (z) 'bolt '. Hence phon. s (z). Also as
substitute for -." R 22 in ~~@ II var. Pyr. ~~@ 3 Qm
'Letopolis', the modern Ausim NW. of Cairo.'

bolt

1. Urk. iv. +98, 11.
2 Cairo 20498; {lar!;. 535.
Det. with the shrine 0 20,
Cairo 20738.
3 Pyr. 1670.
• From Dyn. XIX onward however _ is
olten actually written at the beginning of this place-name (GAuTH'IER, .Dic/ glogr.
V 45), which appears from the Gk. personaluame fifTfapf!!(fI<'",OS (gen.) = PI.dl'{:Ir
nb-S!Jn really to have read S!Jm or Son (SPIEGELBERG, Ag. u.gr. Eigennamen, 28*,
no. 198 a).

35

::lr

combination of - 034
and.A D S4

In a number of words implying motion and having s (z) as
a characteristic radical, exx. 7.1J.A rare var. 7.1 sbi 'go',
'pass', ' send'; 7.1~ si 'perish', later replaced by 7.1J.A
sbi; ~7.f rare var. ~7.lJ.A ms 'bring', 'offer'; q7.1 is
'go' (imperative, § 336); 7.lqQ var. 7.1 ~ var. Pyr. _QQl
sy (zy) 'who?', 'what?' There is much confusion in the
value of 7.1, owing to the tendency (I) to write 7.1 alone
fot sb, and (2) to write 7.1J for simple S. 2
I

36

0 wall (occasionally hori
0

zontally t:::l

l)

Pyr. +38.

Ideo. or det. in q~Jil var: il2 inb 'wall '. Det. wall, exx.
U~ il 3 sbty 'surrounding wall' ; }'::t:::l 3 wmtt 'bulwark',
'fortification';
il.A 4 snb 'overleap"a wall.

=J

o In the earliest times perhaps plan of a brick enclosure with buttresslike projec
tions, but later certainly interpreted as a wall, cf. A 35 and 037. See SCHARFF, 18.
lUrk. iv. 764, 9.
2 Urk. iv. 765,7.16.
• Urk. iv. 661, 5.
f Sin. R 141.
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Det. overthrow, exx. )!!:. ~~.~./ whn 'overthrow'; ~=~ 2
sllnn ' demolish' a wall; slanting, ex. m~.6 ~~ 3 g'Sl ' tilt '.

037 l::::::J falling waH

I Vrk. iv. 780,

38

IF

7.

I

Cf. Puy.

3 Peas. B I, 92.

30.

Det. in ~jo!F /fnbt' corner', 'angle',O whence ~jlFl~, var.
lC1t! /fnbt 'magistrates', lit. perhaps' those who sit at the
corner'. Det. gate, in ~f' (rrt 'gate'; corner (?), in
"'C.. <>[F' mrrt ' street '.
Ideo. or det. in <::>
9 ~[F' var. 9 - .
,;..iI fzry (n) tm, an obscure title. l

corner of wall

<::::>

c::=>

Q

o Palermo stone, vs. 5,2; see too AEO. ii.

39

c:J

40

£:J

Sign-list

110.

452 of On. Am.

I

A.'z.

4 0 ,96.

stone slab or brick
(sometimes large like
= N 37)

Det. stone and similar, exx. Q:: CJ inr 'stone'; .:: rlt
'valuable stone' for vessels, etc.; :: CJ dbn ' deben-weight'
(§ 266, 4); ~CJ rr 'pebble'; ~J ~ dbt 'brick '.

stairway

Det. stairway, exx. <::» ~ varr. :;:L], L]1 rwd ' stairway' i
®:~L] var. L]2 /;tyw 'terrace', 'terraced hill '.
I Sebekkhu 8. Reading, see Leyd. V 3, 5.
I Vrk. iv. 1031,6, in connection
with Min: for the Olyw 'platform' of Min see Cairo 20i03. a 5; also LEGRAIN.
L'ailenlWdd" pyl8ne d'Amtnopltis Ill, i4 A; see too the elaborate study K!miii. 41.

Det. stairway, exx. Ll ~ qQ6 1 /flY 'ascent', 'high place';
Q~6 irr 2 ' ascend '.

41 .6 double stairway

I

42 ;UJt fence outside primitive
shrine

b

0 19

1

:mtt. 1

O.K. form of last

'f

emblem erected outside
the temple of Min 1

A·z. 46, 98.

szp, 'receive',
ssp' daylight '.

I See the pictures uf 0 I ~ Medu1!t '); Salt. 22; Ann. 25. 1l6.
2 Pyr. 879.
Siut I, 225.
• P.".-alt. I, 10; Peas. B ',201.
~ DK BUCK, ii. 5.

Use as last.
I

44

2

Phon. ssp (szP) in tgtljj ssp, var. Pyr. ~ =. 2
but early ssp ~~tt!t ; 3 cf. .tgt0 4 var. ~~Q 15
3

43

Vrk. iv. 364, 3.

Pyr.

260

(W 387).

Ideo. or det. in

See too SCHARFF, '3, n. 23.

172 var. q1\1

3

ilt 'office " 'rank '.

See A'opt. 10,3; a divergent early form JUNKER, Giza I, 146.
2 Commonest
3 BUDGK, .82, 16;
form, cxx. Ben; l.Iasan I, 15, II; .Kopt. 8, 1I; VI'''. iv. 208.
l'WI, given as principal form lVb. i. 29, if found at all early, is probably status pro·
1

nominalis, see § 78.

45 Ll3 domed building

Ideo. or det. in q~ta varr. tac';, ta £pI 'harim'; Q~~l £pit
is possibly the fuller form of the same word.
I

46

GJ

older form of last I

Az.

45, 127.

Use as last.
I

En:. O.K., Vrk. i.

100,

13; M.K., Btt·s". ii. n, top

16;

Dyn. XVIII, Urk.

iv. 897, 3.

47

GD

a prehistoric building
at Hieraconpolis 1
(Dyn. XVI I I form) 2

Ideo. in @ varr. ~, ~ LJ N/;n 3 , Hieraconpolis', i.e. Kom
el-Al)mar in Upper Egypt.
1 Az. 53, 57.
I Rekk. 16; but also Dyn. VI, Gebr. ii. 6; Dyn. XII, ER. ii.
14; Leyd. v 4, I.
3 Reading, BRUGSCH, Diet. Glogt'. 353; see too Az. 58, 60
and the alternative writing Mbn, AEO. ii. no 320 of On. Am.
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048 ® alternativeformoflast 1

Use as last.
1

49

@

village with cross-roads

Dyn. V, San. 18; Dyn. XII,

n. T. S. ii. 6;

Dyn. XVIII, Pakeri 8.

!I niwt' village'; for the reading cf. Pyre -::@~~1
n(iw)tyw(?) 'those belonging to the lower heaven' and

Ideo. in

the very late var. @~@B for Na:uKpan~. Det. village,
town, ex. 1@ WISt' Thebes'; inhabited region, in .lJ~@
Kmt' Egypt', lit. 'the black (land)'; :: 3 tilll (?) 'estate'.
1 !'yr. 1467. The puzzling evidence suggests that the' lower heaven' had two
names, namely Hl(w)t and Hm, which are much confused in the writing. Crucial
passages are Pyre 149.446. 1691.
I Az. 53, 105.
8 Peas. R 68; see Aa 8.

50 0

circular threshing-floor
covered with grain 1
(printed In older
books in the late
form @)

;:0

Det. in
2 spt (zpt) 'threshing-floor'.
Hence phon. or
phon. det. sp (zp) in ;; var. 0 sp 'time" 'occasion' and
related words. N ote ~ var. ~ sp sn 'two times' as sign
that a word or part of a word is to be repeated in reading
(§§ 207. 274), exx. ~ ~ rll rll 'very often'; ::.a~ rlrl
'rejoice '. For 0 in
l,ut-sp 'regnal year' see p. 204.

fe

1

5I

JI1

heap of grain on a
raised mud floor 0

Hier. pp. 27. 67.

Ideo. or det. in ~~eLl1 varr. eLl1~, eLl1 1 I1twt 'granary'.
o So ERMAN, A"gypten, 577, n. 3. probably rightly; for the shape of the heap, cf.
T; u4. DAV. piiili. i. 36 thought the sign originally depicted a granary, and was
only later interpreted as a heap of corn. However, both early (i6. 28; Ti 84) and
late (ERMAN, OJ. dt. 576) the actual granaries were dome· shaped.
1 U"k. iv. 1050, 13.

Sect. P. Ships and Parts of Ships
P

I

~

boat on water

Det. boat, ship, exx. ~~ dpt 'ship'; l)~ 1 lzrw' ships';
'}~ B rlzrw 'ships'; sail, travel by water, exx. ::~
nri 'sail'; .:. ~ lJdi 'fare downstream'; also det. in
~}~ 8 iw(y) 'one without a boat '. As abbrev. the
sign presents difficulties; 1~ 4 is doubtless dpt-nlr II
, the divine bark'; in ' \ ~ 8 'overseer of ships' there is
definite evidence in favour of rlzrw,'l but possibly rlzrw
is merely a later writing of, or more recent substitute
for, lzrw; 8 the singular "IIiIk 'boat' doubtless usually stood
for Q=~}~ 9 imw, but once at least represents the
much rarer L1~L1~~~ 10 Iplpw.
Hamm. "II4, 14; Bersn. i. 14,7.
• BR. i. 44, 5; Bekn. 3, 34. • WII. i. 47.
G Adm. p. 33.
6 A·z. 45, Pl. VI, 6; Cairo 20033, s;
Urk. iv. 153,3.
7 Compare Cairo 20143, c with i6. "; so too without plural
e AZ. 32, 34. Possibly the
strokes and followed by numeral, Cen. 90, '. 5. 6.
relationship is like that of O.K. low. Dyn. XVIII ws!J • breadth '.
• A·z. 68, 8.
10 WlStC. 8. 3-4.
1

, Az. 45. PI. VI, 6.

(I)

~

boat upside down

Det. in ~~ pnr • upset', 'overturn'.
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P

2

~ ship under sail

Sign-list

Det. in ~7 ~ IJnti ' sail upstream '.

3 ~ sacred bark (details
vary greatly in differ
ent cases) 1

Ideo. or det. in }Q~ ~ var. ~ wi! 'sacred bark'. Det.
divine boats, exx. ~ ~ ~ mrntit 'bark of the dawn';
=~~ 1lsmt 'the neshmd-bark', i. e. the sacred boat of
Abydus. Also det. sail, when divine journeys are meant,
ex. !~ ~ 2 tili 'cross' sky, said of Ree.
I

For different forms see Ikhern. 14. 23 (nJmt); Cairo 20024=Mus. !g. i. 17
I D. el B. II4.

(m(mjt, msktt); Urk. iv. 366,6. 7 (l1z(nrjt, msktt).

For ~ see G 7*.
4

~

For ~ see G

fisherman's boat with
net

10.

Semi-ideo. in !5i wfir 'fisherman', plur. }
together with the related words.
1

5

6

Y

16 withont the plural strokes.

cr. ~addic

wfirw,

OTU>fE • fisherman '.

Ideo. or det. in .&>}~ var. ~} tlW 1 'breath', 'wind '. Det.
wind, exx. , l QQo=9 mfiyt 'north wind'; ~}? tirw
'storm'; sail, in lB}? 2 fitlW 'sail '. Ideo. also in ?}
,/;' k'
'·1
~~, "..t\. ./;
var. ~
T~ nJ w s Ipper, ate var. " T ~1i!r nfY·

sail

,

Bersk. ii.

l'}1e

0

I Reading, Pyr. 309; see A:z. '4, 86.
I DUMICHEN, Kalenderinschriften
35, 49·
S LEPSIUS, Todtenbuclz, ch. 99, 23. Coptic "eef.

mast °

Phon. rfir 1 in

....Jl'Jt var. ¥Jt rfir 'stand' and derivatives.

o For the problem of the form (also in P 5, 7) see Sah. II, p. 161.
forms part of the reading is shown by a lute spelling of I;rw 'limbs',
Wilrterou,lz, Suppl. 272.

1 That!z
BRUGSCH,

7 ~ combination of , P 6
and ....JI D 36

Use as last, ex.

8 ~

Det. oar, exx.1~}UP wsrw' oars'; ~!' fipt 'oar'. Perhaps
from a word 13 var. 17,4 'oar' known only from the king's
name (0C70 5 Nb-lJrw(?)-Rr ' Nebkherure e ' phon. IJrw,
exx. !) var. !J} IJrw 'voice'; I}Qq~it IJrwY'enemy'.

9

+

10

~

I I

~

oar (also often horizon
tally in:: § 55)

1

~~

rfirw 'ships'.

1

Urk. iv. 702, 15.

1 NAV. 99, 23.
2 A secondary word, see A·z. 62,4.
I Value deduced
I Now recognized as
only from phonetic use.
' D. eI B. (XI) iii. PI. II.
C
distinct.from king Neb\.J.epetre , see Stud. Aeg. I 38-4' ; also AZ. 62, 3.

combination of
and - I 9

!

P 8

In

+" var. !J~ IJr(y)fy 'says' (§ 437).

steering oar

Det. in o~} ~ fimw • steering oar'; o~QQ~it fimy
, steersman '.

mooring post

Det. in :;:Qo~ 1 mni! (mini!) 'mooring post' and the related
words. In hieratic often indistinguishable from) T 14 and
consequently so usually transcribed. 2
1

Brit. Mus. 574, 14.

I

See MOLL. Pal. i. nos. 457. 473.
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Sect. Q. Domestic and Funerary Furniture

Q

I

~

Ideo. in j~ st, var. Pyr. ~jQl St, 'seat', 'place'. Hence
phon. st (St),2 exx.
j 1 mJSt ' lap'; 1~J5 nmst 'jar' ;
ws (WS),3 in j..a-~ Wsir ' Osiris'; IS (IS), in JQ~ rare var.
~JQtJ 4 3st (3St)' Isis '. From a word lj': [ttmt 'chair'
(Dyn. XIX) phon. !ztm,'J. ex: lJ~~ var. lp~ ~~ [ttm
'perish '.

seat

>

Pyr.87 2 •

I

2

Q

Az, 46, 107.

s

liz. 46,92.

• LAC. TR. 43, 4; Coffins,

M ... C, 144.
2

4

portable seat (sometimes reversed) 1

:4 3
I

3

0

stool of reed matting 1

.4 2 st 'seat' (rare).
Wsir' Osiris '.

Ideo. in

Cf.

Phon. ws (ws) in

Exx. Cairo 20023. 34049. 34085.

~ II

I

Kopt. 7, 16, a.

P 'base' (for shrine), Ptolemaic

poi' bench'.

Hence phon. p.

13:. rarer var.

D.4 3

P 'seat', Coptic

4

Depicted Tk. T. S. i. 15; the earliest forms suggest a stool· covering rather than
an actual stool, but exx. of Dyn. II favollr the latter, see PETR. Eg. Bier. PI. 38.
'Urk. iv. 834. 6.
3 DUMICHl!:N, Resullat'5l, 19.
• SETIU:, Alpkabet 152.
1

For ~ see M 7.
4 X

head-rest

Det. in
I

5

6

(;::::;I

1==1

chest (varies much
form) 1

In

coffin (varies much
form) 1

In

11

I

brazierwithflame rising
from it 1

wrs (wrs) 1 'head-rest '.

For! see Saqq. Mast. i.

Det. box, chest, exx.

I.

~~ hn

~~~ rJdt

'box';

Exx. Benk. i. 10. 15; Urk. iv. 427, 6;

PETR.

'chest'.

Abyd. ii. 34.

Ideo. or det. in c~J~}r:=I var. r:=Ilfrsw (lfrsw) 'coffin '. Det.
in <~J~l==Ilfrs 'bury'.
I

7

~~.:x:.

Exx. BB. i. 12; Puy. 60. 68.

!u.

Det. fire, exx.
yt 'fire'; ~ U. sit' flame'; heat, exx. ~l U.
rkl.z 'heat'; B~U. lJ 'hot'; cook, etc., exx. ~J ~ psi
'cook' (§28I); ~J}U. ,bw 'brand'; torch, in
Ikl
'torch', 'candle '. Also abbrev. U. '}. for ~:.:u. sri (Sif)
, temperature'; ~~ nsrsr (nsrsr) in
~~@ 3 'Iw-llsrsr, a
mythical locality.

uu.

:=:

I

Meir ii. p. 34.
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Sect. R. Temple Furniture and Sacred Emblems
R

I

~ 1 ta~le with loaves and

Jug

Ideo. or det. in el~}Q~ 201Wt, varr. ~~,3 ~ 'Oil, 'table
of offerings'.
I

I

D. el B. 3.7. Often the round loaf is on the left, exx. Pa"eri 4; Urk. iv. 163, 7.
Siut 1,240.
S See on L 6.
4 Cairo 20667.

table with convention
alized slices of bread
(alternative form of
last)

Ideo. or det. in 1~Q Qll}ll2 Olj'(t), varr. 1~ll}ll, s ll}ll'01l, ' table
of offerings '.

3 ~ four-legged table with
loaves and libation
vase 1

Ideo. or det. in ~}n}~ II wil;w (§ 19, OBS. 2), var. Pyr.
}=l}~ 3 wdl;w, 'table of offerings '. Also as abbrev.,
especially in the title ~~' $1 wdl;w 'scribe of the
offering-table '.

2 ~1

Ex. D.eIB. 140. Sim. O.K., Sail. 63.
, Cairo 20713, II 6.

I

I

Louvre C Il, 7.

8

D.eIB. 140.

I Forms differ considerably, but in M.E. the four-legged table is characteristic of
wdl.zw, while !Jlwt has the forms shown under R I. 2. Dyn. XII, see Bier. 8, no. 126;
BH. iii. 3, no. n; Dyn. XVIII, Palleri 7; NORTHAMPT. 3, 7.
I Bers". i. u.
S Pyr. 474.
• Cairo 20023, n; 20562,8"; reading proved by i6. 20671,6.

4 .::::!:::. loaf () X 2 on a reed-mat

Ideo. in ~ 1 var. O.K. 7 2 I;tp , altar '. Hence semi-phon.
I;tp in ~ I;tp 'rest', 'be pleased' and derivatives; the
writing l~ is not uncommon in M.K. proper names and
occurs also in a hieratic ligature of the same date. 3
I

5 r=- 1 censer for fumigation 2
(after O.K. doubt
less misunderstood)

Brit. Mus. 590•

lUrk. i. 107, 17.

SEx. Le6. 23; see A:z. 29, 54.

Ideo. or det. in ":11. var. Pyr. ~~s kp 'fumigate '. Hence
phon. kIP, ex. 7["] var. t=-' kp 'harlm', 'nursery';
kp, ex. 77~5 Kpny' Byblus', a town in Phoenicia.
I Ex. Dyn. XVIII, D. el B. 139. The same form, but reversed, already Dyn. V,
Saqq. Mast. i. 21. Sometimes in Dyn. XVIII somewhat resembles a wrist and hand,
I A·z. 50, 66.
exx. Two Sculptors 8; Urk. iV.997, 6; later interpreted as a claw.
S PJlr. 184.
Sim. i6. 803.
4 Urk. iv. 997,6.
Sim. klfJ'W' crocodile', Pt. 262.
lUrk. iv. 535, 6; Sin. R 53.

6 <lC:\ 1 O.K. form of last

Use as last.
I

7 ~ 1 bowl for incense with
smoke rising from it

Ti 132, over a scene of fumigation.

Ideo. or det. in iJ~b2 abbrev. bS sntr 'incense'. Also as
equivalent of O.K. "0 W 10* (= Pyr. "t7 Aa 4) in ~~' var.
~5 bl 'soul'; also in ~ bl 'ram '.6
I See Bier. P.43. Depicted Meir iii. 17.
'Urk. iv. 943, u.
Urk. iv. 914, 9.
4 llrk. iv. 114,3.
• Urk. iv. 945, 2.
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cloth wound on a pole,
emblem of divinity 1

Ideo. in II ntr 'god '. Hence phon. (semi-ideo.) ntr, ex.
I{-~ ntry. var. Pyr. , : : 2 ntr(i), 'divine '. Very rarely
det. for a god, ex. 'hJJI 3 Gbb 'Geb', Gk. K1j{3.
2

9

10

1 See NEWBERRY, .lEA. 33, 90; Meir ii. p. 35; Saqq. Mast. i. p. 45·
Pyr. 533.
a Az. 43, 148,

i

combination of I R 8
and'h V 33

Ideo. or det. in Jc=.i var. i

I~l/

combination of I R 8
andl&T 28andLlN 29

Ideo. in

D. el B.

1

1

10.

1

bd' (a kind of) natron '.

In Pyr. ideo. in n!r 'nitre' (Pyr. 1368), det. in ~zmn 'natron' (ib.).

var. I~~ llr(t)-ntrt 'necropolis '.

Ex. Paheri 3.

I

column imitating a Ideo. in ~I qd' tlj·ed-column'. Hence phon. qd in ~~ var.
bundle of stalks tied
Pyr. ~ ff 2 qdi 'be stable', 'enduring' and derivatives.
together 1
The twofold writing of the sign in the town-name ~~}@
doubtless indicates the change of value from qd to dd,
see the varr. § 289, 1.
1

SCHAFER, Griff. Stud. 4l4; early exx. as architectural ornament, Ann. 25, PI. 5 ;
2.
2 Pyr. 1078.

27, PI.

1

standard for carrymg
religious symbols

Det. in q~ 4- ilt ' standard '. Also accompanying various
ideograms for gods, exx. 'T M1f,w '(the god) Min'; ~
Ifl' (the god) Ha '. Cf. also Jf D 29; ~ E 18; ~ G 7;
~ G 26; , R 13.

13 ~l falcon ~ G 5 on 'T
R 12 with feather
(O.K. to Dyn. XII)

As emblem of the West, ideo. in ,~ imnt 'west' and ,the
related words. For the reading compare Pyr. q::,2 imn
'right', 'right-hand'.

12

I

14

r abbrev.oflast,omitting
falcon and enlarging
feather (from Dyn.
VI onward) 1

15

t

spear decked out as
standard 1

,

papyrus-shaped wand
with feathers 1

21 I.

Exx. Dyn. XI, PETR.

Ideo. in ~~ imnt 'west' and related words, including ~ ~~
var. ~-'\ wnmy, var. Pyr. +~,,~ q2 wnmi, 'right' hand,
side, etc.
SETHE, Reehts 1I5.

I

2

Pyr. lOOl. See SETHE, Rechts 199.

As emblem of the East, ideo. in tJ~ iJbt 'east' and related
words, ex. tJ~ ilby, varr. Pyr. t, q~J2 ilbi, 'left-hand'.
From Dyn. XVIII on, by confusion with ~ U 23, phon. Jb,
exx. tJM}@3 Jbqw' Abydus'; tJ- Jb'n' has desired'}
1

16

Sah. 5. The forms differ greatly, see SETHE, Rechts
2 Pyr. 730.

AbJld. ii. 24. 25.

SETHE, Rechts

220.

2

Pyr. 730'

Ideo. or det. in , var. }ef
Upper Egypt.
1

wlJ

a {/rk. iv. II, 49.

4

{/rk. iv. 28,

I.

'the wlJ-fetish' of Cusae in

With many variant forms, see Meir i. p.

l;
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R I7

~

wig, with fillet and
plumes, on pole 1
(Dyn. XVII I)

Fetish of Abydus. ideo. or det. in
nome of A bydus or This '.
1
i

18

!

19

1

20

variant form of last

,1
+
1

=-<=

=~!

2

T,-wr' the

See WINLOCK, Bas-reliifsfrom the temple of Rameses I at A6ytios, p. 15.
Urk. iv. Ill, 13.

the uas-sceptre 1 S 40 As emblem of the Upper Egyptian nome of Hermonthis
with fillet and feather
and its town, ideo. in 1@ WJst (WIH),1 var. Dyn. XX
1~1® 2 T-Vs(r), 'Thebes'. For 1:8 btt 'milk' see on S 40.
1 Reading further proved by demotic, see MOLLER, Die 6eitJen Totenpapyrus
Rlzind, p. 76*, no. 538. Cf. -ois in the name Xap.ofs=!!(-m-W,st, GRIFFITH,
Stories ujthe High Priests of Memphis, p. ~,n. 2.
I Brit. Mus. 303.

conventionalized flower
(?) surmounted by
horns

As emblem of the goddess of writing ideo. in 'o~ 2 SSlt,
var. Pyr. ~=l\~3 SSJt, late var. ~~" SSt, '(the goddess)
Seshat '.

O.K. form of last
two fossil belemnites? 1

D.e! B. 55.

2

Urk. iv. 19, 14.

8

Pyr. 616. • Louvre A97, qu. PSBA. 16,252•

Use as last.
1

22

var.

Use as last.

1

21

~

Sign-list

Saqq. Mast. i.

I

(Dyn. III-IV).

As emblem of the god of Panopolis (Ekhmim) and of
Coptus (~ift) ideo. in ~ varr. .,.-, ;;= var. Pyr. :::}~ 2
Mnw '(the god) Min', Greek M'v. s The name of
Letopolis (Ausim) in the Delta 0' reads .(fm, as the var.
Pyr. !.~® 6 shows; from M.K. onwards - 034 is often
substituted for ---, ex . .!-~®, see on 034. Hence phon.
IJm in !..~ill1 var. !..~c; 6 !Jm 'shrine '.

r

1 Annals of Archaeology and Anthropology (Liverpool) 3. 50.
The earliest exx.
II Pyr.424.
8 PLUTARCH, De lside 56.
resemble a double-headed arrow.
• Cairo 20221; siro. Pyr. 1270.
& Pyr. 1670. For the localization at Austm
see Ann. 4, 91; Rec. 26, 144.
e UI'R. iv. 96, 4. This word has no connexion
with the Gk. town-name Chemmis and its modem descendant Ekhmim, the Egyptian
original of which was !!nt.Mnw, see A:Z. 62, 92; AEO. ii. 40·'

23

c:p::.l

O.K. form of last

Use as last.
1

24 >q 1 two bows tied in a

package (sometimes
also vertically :[)
2

25 )( 1 O.K. form of last

Saqq. Mast. i. 8.

As emblem of the goddess of Sais, ideo. or det. in 7:O:~ 3
varr, ~~: l=< Nt {Nrt, NU)5 '(the goddess) Neith '.
1 D. el B. II6.
2 Andent Egypt 1931,35.
8 Urk. iv. 414, 5.
• D. eI B. Il6.
BReading, A·z. 43, 14+ The Gk. form N"i8 suggests a medial I or r.

Use as last.
1

Ti 46•
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Sect. S. Crowns, Dress, Staves, etc.

SId

white crown of Upper
Egypt 0

Ideo. or det. in 1 0' 1 var. 0' 2 fujt 'the white crown '. Det.
white crown, exx. ~-d 31mr-s 'crown of Upper Egypt' ;
~:-0' 4 wrrt ' great crown '.
0

o ABUBAKR, 25.
Urk. iv. 266, 8.

3

the last
V 30

In

basket

C7

of Lower

0

Urk. iv. 16, 8.
2 SebekkJm 12; BRUNTON,
' CAPART, Recutil de Munuments i. 30.

TR. 89, 35.

2

Kopt. 8,8.

S

Urk. iv. 16,

M the

last

In

basket

C7

V 30

1

combined white and
red crowns 0

Brit. Mus. 574,8. Sim. Pyr. 724.
45, 125; Dyn. XVIII, Udl. iv. 309,

J!! the last

In

basket

V 30

C7

((1

the blue crown 1

Ideo. or det. in

u. 53, 59.

4. the atef-crown

1

I!l

two plumes

Brit. Mus. 574, 6.

1

P. Boul xvii. 3, 3.

'Urk. iv. 278, 6.

a:: '4
I

2

var.

7>

Ideo. or det. in
1

Urk. iv.

HI,

an early ex.

~~I!ll
8.

'4

8

S

8

Dyn. XII,

, Rosetta stone.

S

BR. Thes. 1077.

42 'if' the atef-crown "

Sah. 38, Dyn. V.

var.
J

Urk. iv. 255.. 7.

lJprl 'the blue crown'.

P. Boul. xvii. 3, 3-4.

Ideo. or det. in ~.:.42 var.
1 ABUBAKR,

9

OLZ. 35,698.

Urk. iv. 565, 14.

1 ..

8

I

12.

Ideo. or det. double crown, exx. t o~\.g 1 var. .g 2 slJmty 'the
double crown'; ~~ .g 3 wrrt ' the great crown '.
1

7

• Urk. iv. 266,8.
8Urk.iv.15o,ll.

Det. double crown in t,,~J11 slJmty 'the double crown' of
Upper and Lower Egypt, lit. 'the two powerful ones', in
Greek "'XEJIT 2 (pl-slJmty).
o ABUBAKR.,60;

6

11.

Det. red crown, exx. ::Ji 1 nt' net-crown'; t~Ji 2 m~-s
'crown of Lower Egypt'. Very rarely phon. n, 3 like ¢! S 3.
A'z.

s¥!

Det.

Ideo. or det. in ~:-¢! 1 var. ¢! 2 dIrt' red crown '. Det.
red crown, ex.l-¢! 3m~-s 'crown of Lower Egypt'. From
Pyr. :: J£ 4 nt' crown of Lower Egypt' phon. n, rare before
Dyn. XVIII.5 Substituted for ~ L 2 for superstitious
reasons 6 in ¢!g 7 StllWty (?) bUy' treasurer of the king of
Lower Egypt'; also in i ~ 8 1z-sw-bU ' king of Upper and
Lower Egypt '.
o ABUBAKR, 47.
1 Urk. iv. 16,8.
2 Sebekkhu 12.
·Pyr.7l4.
6Seep.27,n.4. 6AZ.51,57.
7 Kopt.8, II.

4

Lahun 115.

Ideo. or det. in I~~~V var. 4,2 !ttlt 'whit<:; crown '.
white crown, in ~:-4,8 wrrt ' great crown '.
1 LAC.

crown
3¢! redEgypt

1

1!l2 Jwty 'double plumes',

Urk. iv. 48, 6.

http://www.facebook.com/groups/per.medjat
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q band of cloth as fillet Ideo. or det. wreath, exx. ! l,}q WI!tW 'wreath'; q2 var. ql
var. O. K. ~ "'ll"" mr/!t 'fillet'. F rom this last, phon.
1

3

mr/!t (mdlt) in

ql~4

the related noun
'shipwright '.

mr/!t, var.

~6

md!t, 'hew' and
mr/!t(w) 'carpenter',

~~lu-.6

varr. qV q

8

I Brit. Mus. 826.
2 Brit. Mus. 828, in this and the ex. quoted under 3 often
S Urk. i. 98, Il, in the phrase [s mg!1 as above n. 2.
wrongly translated' girdle '.
f Urk. iv. 56, 13.
• Urk. iv. 778, 14. Sim. mtjfJ, ib. 707, 14.
8 Cairo 588.
7 Cairo 2°441.
8 Brit. Mus. 223.

II

® collar of beads with
falcon-headed term inals

Ideo. or det. in ,} ~~(!!!) 1 var. (!!!) 2 ws!J (wSfJ) 'collar '. Hence
occasionally phon. or phon. det. ws!J (ws!J), exx. (!!!) 3 ws!J
' breadth'; ~,} -; (!!!) 4 sws!J 'widen '.
1
f

12

R

Cairo 20539, ii. " 8.
Urk.
83, 3.

2

iv.

3 ~ combination of F'l S
and j D 58

12

14 ~ combination of F'l S
and T 3

12

I4 * ~ combination of F'l S
and 1 S 40

ill

1

12

pectoral of glass or
fayence beads (Dyn.
XVIII form)

m O.K. form of last
another O.K. form of

S 15
18

~

1

bead - neckl:ce
counterpOlse

8

Reading from Coptic nouh

~~T.

!tri' silver', Coptic

In,..f" 7, rirm 'fine gold', see under S 40, 4 I.

Ideo. or det. in H:--m: t!t1zt, var. lIT:--, ~ ,var. O.K. ==lnt~ 2
Mnt, 'fayence', 'glass', and in other words from the stem
t!tn 'sparkle', 'be dazzling '.

1

1

BH. i. 8, 13.

MOLL. Pal. ii. no. 417.

2 MAR.

Mast.

II 30

Use as last.

1

17m

2
20.

Brit. Mus. 826, 3.

In~, ~,

1

16

10.

Ex. ~\.....8l nat' gild', 'fashion'.
1

r

15

• Urk. iv. 142,

Depicted with the name JQQo nbyt 'collar'.l Hence ideo.
in ~ var. F'lj,}! 2 nbw 3 'gold' and the related words.
Det. precious metal, exx. 1F'l r/rm 'fine gold'; rF'l !tri
, silver '.

collar of beads

1 ]EQ. 60; Rec.35, 231.
, gold', etc. See too .4.'Z. 8,

I

Mitt. 8, 17; Urk. iv. 54, 3.

Mast. JI3, quo under S 15.

Use as last.
1

with

MAR.

Pyr. 454 (w 563).

Ideo. or det. in
1

PUJ'. 53. 54.

:::qQ~
2

var.
GARD.

~ mnU' bead-necklace', 'mettat '.2
Sin. 100.
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S 19 [jU cylinder-seal attached I deo. in .aD} var. .aD S41wty (?) 2 'treasurer', pIur. .aD,} ~)!r:3
to bead-necklace 1

20

g

cylinder-seal attached
to bead-necklace (as
seen from the front) 1

S41wtyw (?), and in the related
I

Az. 35, 106.

3

Munich 3, 15, quo §

2

2 I 2.

~4

s41W (?) 'precious '.

Reading doubtful; see Az. 32, 66; 36, 14:6; 37, 86.
• GAllD. Sin. 11 I.

Ideo. or det. in ~~g var. g 2 !Jtm 'seal' and related words.
Det. seal, in ~ A~ 4~g 3 s41J't ' seal'; ~ g46 rt 'signet-ring '.
=0 g I~I I ,)rty
X
,
. 0f
· g ClI var. -..JI\\
Ideo. or d et. In
sea l' , a umt
value (§ 266, 4). Also as substitute for fi\J S 19, ex. ~g
S41wty (?) bit), ' treasurer of the king of Lower Egypt' ; 4
also as substitute for ~ E 31 (S(~).6
1 Az. 35, 106.
2 Cairo 20056, c, in the title sJ ~r !JIm.
, Already PETll. R T. i. I I, 14; 31, 43; JUNKER, Giza I, 149·
exx. Pyr. 219; Cairo 20520, d6; BUDGE, 241,3.

2

lOring (possibly a plain
finger-ring)

Det. ring, ex. ~}}O iwrw, var.
similar, if not identical, sign In
silver).
1

22

1'=1 1 shoulder-knot I

Wh. i.51.

2

~}o
::

x,} 0

Siut 5, 7.
Wb. iv. 49,

3

6

rrw, 'ring'.l
2

A
sSw 'ring , (of

Urk. iv. 701, 12.

H:::

Phon. s{ (s{), ex. H=:~ S{t, var.
Sit, (I) 'Asia',
(2) 'Sehel " an island in the First Cataract; 3 also st in
4 var. "to:::; sti 'pour'.
Also, for unknown reason,
ideo. or det. in O.K. H~ 6 var. :3i;:...H 6 tl-wr t larboard';
here later apparently replaced by M 0 17. 7

H:::;
1
5

7

17* fOIlli3l1 girdle as worn by
various gods (Pyr.) 2

Puy. 36.
2 A"". 29, 33.
I Az. 45, 24
• Brit. Mus. 1164, S.
Ti 78. 79. See BOREux, Alums de naulique 435, n. 8.
d L. D. ii. 96.
Already Dyn. VI, Gtbr. ii. 7.

Ideo. in name of the goddess ::~:~~ 3 Ssmtt (Szmtt)
'Shesmetet'. Phon. Ism in ~=o4 Ismt 'malachite'; also
in ::"ifID')~6 TI-Ssmt' To-Shesmet', a region E. of Egypt.
1 Pyr. II36. In M.E. the form varies greatly (two varr. in above text), sometimes
approximating to H S 22 or even to ,...., S 12.
2 Griff. Siud. 316.
I OJ. cit.
31S; Rec.lrav. 24, 19S.
• Urk. iv. 875.
6 BIRCH, AI"w;ck Castle, Pl. 4.

23 ~ knotted strips of cloth!

Ideo. or det. in ~~ dmd, var. ~ var. Pyr. =~"~2 dmti,
'unite' and derivatives. Different from M Aa 6.
1

24

t:-<!

girdle knot 1

rcJ\ 1 a garment

Az. 39,84.

I

Pyr. 1036.

Ideo. in ~ 2 {st (I) 'knot', (2) 'vertebra'. Hence semi
. -_ \ - J~ I _s,
t
't"le, 'b·Ind' an d
t var. Pyr. _= - 3 _z,
I'deo. in
derivatives.
1

2S

This conventionalized form, Reith. 3; earlier forms,

Az. 49,

120.

• M.u. K. 8,3.

I

Pyr. 1805.

Cf. O.K. 4-..J1~ ir/, var. 4~-..JI iJr, 'skirt (?) '.2
varr. 1Dt}, fL1)}~, fL1) rw 'dragoman'.
1 PSBA. 37, 117. 246.

The sign varies considerably in form.
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Sign-list

Ideo. or det. in L=QQ a l6l var.l6l o l slzdyt, var. Pyr. ::'I~16l2
sndwt, 'apron '.
I

(N 18)= I a garment

ReRk.4.

2

I deo. or det. in

Pyr.369.

~T

2

var.

-= ~ Q~= S d,iw

'loin-cloth'.

1 A·z. 49, 106. A form !CD also occurs, Dend. 3.
I Peas. Butler ~9; Wes/c.
10, l.
S P. Berl. 10003, ~4, in M6LL. Pal. i. Pl. 5.

27

28

ill

horizontal strip of cloth Ideo. or det. in ~~11 S var. 11 • mnlJt 'clothing'.
I Sometimes with three CUrk. iv. '75,3) or more strands.
I JEQ.38.
with two strands of
the vertical signs are strands, not single threads, is shown by Medu", 16.
a fringe 2
sTurin 1447.
t See p. 17 3 •

9? stripofcloth with fringe,

combined with the
folded cloth ~ S 29 I

That

Det. in LHT I.zbs (~bS) 'clothe " 'clothing'. Det. cloth,
ex. Q~~\\T insy 'red cloth'; i~ ~T nms 'head-cloth' ;
notions connected wi th clothing, exx. t ~ QQT ~'y 'naked';
t~T ~p 'conceal'; ~T kji 'uncover'.
I O.K. forms supporting this interpretation are: DAV. Ptak. i. 14, no. a88; StZqtf.
Mast. i. ax; L D. ii. 1°3, tI. For varilUlt forms appearing to combine b V 33 and
~ S ~9 see Ti III; PETRIE, Ciuk and Rifek 13 G.

r

29

folded cloth I

Phon. s (S); the originating word is unknown. Abbrev. for
snb in the formula .If! ~ rnlJ wil mb 'may he live, be
prosperous, be healthy' (§§ 55. 313)'

r'T

1 A·z. 44, 76.
This cloth is seen in the hands of many statues and was probably
used as a handkerchief, Rec. aI, a6. See too A·z. 58, 151.

30

1- combination of ~ S 29

Phon. sf in

+0 sf' yesterday'.

and -- I 9
3 I ~ combination of ~ S 29
and> U 1
32

=

I

piece of cloth with
fringe 2

Phon. sm/, ex. ..jJ.5;-'9riJ 1 sml ' fighting bull '.
lUrk. iv. a, 13.

Ideo. or det. in ~ 3 silt, var. Pyr. ~ Q~':' iilt, 'piece of
cloth '. Hence phon. sil (iii) in -== ~~ sil, var. O.K.
rq-== ~6 iii, 'recognize '.
1 Thebes, tomb 55.
e Urk. i. 138, 5.

33

W sandal

I

JEQ. 33-

• LAC.

Sarc. i. III.

4

Pyr.

204+

Ideo. or det. in W7 1 var. Pyr. a=.JaW 2 tot, var. Dyn. XVIII
aJaW 3 tbt, •sandal'. Hence semi-phon. or phon. det. tb,
later tb, in a=.J W
• to ' be shod'; W
~i 6 tow · sandal-maker'.
1 Cairo 20318, IJ 7.
I P),r. 578.
23, 19; Dyn. XVIII. /IJ. Leyd. V 38.

S

Urk. iv. 390,16.
·,LAC. TR.
HL. i. 18, quo p. 354, n. 4.

D MOLL.
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tie or strap, especially
sandal- strap 1
(as
symbol ofHfe known
as 'the ankh ')

Ideo. in sr 12 (n/J 'sandal-strap'; semi-ideo. (from resemblance)
in sr h 3 (n/J ' mirror', etc. Hence phon. (n/J, ex. sr-; (n/J
, live'; for the initial ( cf. Ptolemaic var. ~~sr 4 (n/Jy and
demotic.
1 HASTINGS, Encyclopedia 0/ Religion and Ethics, art. Life (Egyptian); Revue
arcneologique, 1925, 101; against this view, SCHAFER, Griff. Stud. 426.
2 LAC.
Sarc. ii. 158.
3 Adm. 8, 5.
' DUMICHEN, TempelinschriJien i. 37, 2.

tie or straps with a
different
arrange
ment of the same
elements as Sf.. S 34

35

cr

sunshade of
feathers

ostrich

Ideo. in

172 late var.

~713

tit 'the tyet-amulet',4

Griff. Stud. 426; Milt. Kairo iv. 2. From Dyn. III found as decorative symbol
in company with f S 34 and
R IIt to signify' life', 'welfare', or like.
S BUDGE, p. 403, 3. 7.
8 B. 0/ D. ed. LEPSIUS, Pl. 75; also as enigmatic sign
for .t(/) in writing of the name of Sethos I, Ann. 40,310.
'Of red jasper or glass
'
in B. 0/ D. eh. 156 connected with Isis, see A·Z. IS, 33; 6;, 108.
1

f

Ideo. in f~l var. Pyr. =}01'2 swt 'shadow', 'shade'.
Ideo. or det. in =qqof3 var. f4 sryt' (military) standard'.
lUrk. iv. 1165, 16. Whether this writing has ever to be read tHyb!, another word
for' shadow' found in Dyn. XX and perhaps earlier, is very doubtful; see Az. 39, 120.
The actual word for' sunshade' bhl is not attested before Dyn. XIX; the older njt
(Wb. ii. 250, 10) means 'fan'.
2lJtr. .l487.
8 Th. l:S. iii. 21.
'Th. T.S.
iii. 23.

36

11 O.K. form of last (com
mon also in M.E.2)

Use as last. In the rare divine name '10'1 QP(wy) ' Hepui',
doubtless a personification of the two sunshades accom
panying the king;3 the reading is ascertained from varr. of
a very late word showing the signs ~ before that of the fan.'
1 Leyd. Denkm. i. 7.

3

37

T

short-handled fan

1

2.Dyn. XII, Az. 39, I 17, 8; Dyn. X VIII, Th. T. S. i. 23·
• Wb. iii. 69, II.

J EA. 30, 29, with n. 4; AZ. 77, 24.

Ideo. or det. in

!n}t

2

var.

t 3IJw 'fan '.

See the pictures Th. T. S. iii. 12. 28.
I Tk. T. S. iv. 38,. G.
so in the title [IY bw ' fan.bearer', ex. Amarn. i. 34.
1

I

1 crook

0

8

Commonly

Ideo. ordet. in 1~ varr.l~V 17 !t~(J)t2' ~ceptre '. Hence phon.
!t~J, exx. 1Ll~~ var. TLl M:J 'rule'; 1~,.m !t~Jt 'I;e~at
measure' (§ 266, I). Also usually replaces the awet-sceptre
1S 39 3 in hieroglyphic writing, exx. 1}O~,4 (wt 'flock(s)';
Pyr.·....aT} 6 ('wt awet-sceptre '. From the stem iJiI found
in two Pyr. words 6 comes the rare divine name HY var.
~Ll~-Q-i} 7 J~s ' A~es', personification of some part of the
royal apparel, later reading /fils. 8
0

OSee NEWBERRY,JEA. 15,84,
1 Cairo 28087, no. 73.
2 On the radical
be understood here see Ret:. 25, 142.
3 Even in the pictures of the awel-sceptre,
see Cairo 28083, no. 59; 28087;no. 74, both in LAC. Sare. i. PI. 'IS.
' Exx. O.K.,
Gemn. i. 15; Dyn. X II, Bet's". i. 7; Dyn. X VIll, Th. T. S. i. 9.
G Pyr. 202.
• .. Wb. i. 33, 14. 15.
' DE BUCK, i. 184 f.
• JEA. 30, 29, n. 3; 31, 1I6;
AZ. 77, 24.
I [0
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S 39

crook (N. B.
1 peasant's
not curved backward
like T S 38)

Cf. .....n}e rwt, name of the sceptre of the shape V Usually
replaced in hieroglyphic writing by i S 38, but occasionally
phon. rwt, ex. ntC>~! rwt 'flocks '.2
1 Cairo 28034, no. 69 = LAC. Sarc. i. Pl. 45.
iiI. i. p. 76, I ; DA V. Ptak. ii. 18.

40

with straight
1 sceptre
shaft and head of
Seth (?)-animal l (cf.
too R 19)

r

Sign-list

I

Benk. i. 27. Sim. O.K., Berl

Ideo. or det. in 11 WIS, var. Pyr. -f\ r1 2 WIS, 'uas-sceptre';
hence phon. or phon. det. WIS (WIS), ex. -f\ ~ n~ varr.
1~, 1~~ a wlsi 'decay'. In hieroglyphic writing 1
usually represents also the djam-sceptre 1S 4 1 , exx. ~~ 1
arm '~iam-sceptre ',4 whence phon. drm in 1~1'""'I varr.1R,
r4n drm 5 'fine gold'. Phon. Wlb (?) in 1J 11 Wlb( wy) (?)
'the Oxyrhynchite nome', on the evidence of a twice found
name of a locality ftJ}t.o 6 Wlbwt. Phon. lltt in 1:5 7
8,
varr.
9 iltt 'milk', 'cream '.10

1:5 t:5

JEQ. 176.
2 FyI". I 156.
3 Urk. iv. 765, 13
For .~his curious var. see
AZ. 41, 75.
4 FyI". '456; LAC. TR.I9,50.
6 Reading,AZ. 41, 73; H,132;
see too under S 41.
• Uamm. 114, II; 192,13; see KEES, Gott. Nackr. 1932, 107.
7 Munich 3, 3.
8 BU. i. 17.
9 Turin 1513.
10 Wb. i. 27; reading from
the name ofa goddess 'Jlt, see FyI". 131.
.. 1

For
41

r

see R 19; for ~ see S 14*·

with spiral shaft
1 sceptre
and head of Seth (?)
animal l

Cf. ~~ qrm, name of a sceptre of the form VI Hence
phon. drm, occasionally in inscriptions of Dyn. XVIII in
1~}ff1a qrmw 'fine gold '.
1 JEQ. 176; the spiral is well seen in DE MORGAN, Dakckour r894, p. 96, Fig. 224.
I Ex. Cairo z8034,no.65 =LAC. Sarc. i. PI. 45.
s Urk. iV.421, I I . SeeAZ.H,132.

42

t

sceptre of authority 1
(it is impossible to
distinguish separate
forms for the various
uses)

I deo. or det. in .....nJ]'" t var. t 1 2 rbl 'aba-sceptre'; hence
phon. or phon. det. rbI, exx . .....nJ3r~ a var. ~ 4 rbl 'stela';
.....nJ thl (b(l) 'shine '. From a sceptre named r~~v- 5 slJm
(slJm), 'sekhem-sceptre', phon. slJm (slJm), exx. ~ Ii var. 6
slJm 'have power'; tl very late var. -;TY slJm 'sistrum '.7
Ideo. or det. in +t~ var. IJrp 'be at head', 'control'
and related words, cf. w D 44. In titles
is possibly
always to be read IJrp; at all events this reading is
. some cases, exx. <=>~~
~ 0 -em
ven'fi a bl e ill
\\m var. ~m
I m h rp
llsty 'controller of the two seats', a priestly title; 8 t'd~
IJrp kit 'controller of works', cf. c}tlJj IJrp kIt 'to
undertake works', 'constructions '.9

t

t

t

t

t

t

v

1 JEQ. 181; as hieroglyph, Hier. p. 57.
2 Pyr. 866.
s Leb.63.
4 Cairo
ao061. Sim. Brit. Mus. 101.
6 LAC. Sarc. ii. p. 168.
6 Rekk. 2,9,
7 GARD. Sin. 102-3.
8 )lZ.47, 91. Sim.iJ,rp sr,ft'controllerofti}e scorpion',
PSBA. 39, 34; iJ,rp 1n1jwt nbl ' controller of all aprons', PETRIE, Gizek and Rifek
270, recto 2, compared with Rekk. 4.
9 See Louvre C 172, qu. Exerc. XIII, (a).
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~

S 43

walking-stick 1

Ideo. in I"':'" II var. Pyre ~e:.1 S md(w} 'walking-stick', 'staff'.
Hence phon. md in Ie:.}t var. Pyre ~Ie:.} 4 m(w)dw S
, speak' and derivatives.
I JtQ. 159. Important for the use as a walking-stick is the title mdw Irw • stnfl of
old age', GRIFFITH, KaliuM Pap),ri, p. 30.
I LAC. TR. 33, u.
8 FyI'. II .....
t Pyr. 1014.
• Reading, Verbu", i. § ..81.

44

~

walking-stick with fla
gellum ;\ S 45 II

1

4S ;\ flagellum ;

perhaps
originally an instru
ment used by goat
herds for collecting
ladanum 1

Ideo. or det. in ~m~~ var. ~ Jms (Ims) 'ames-sceptre'.
1

Ex. Medu"" frontispiece.

I

JtQ. 163; Wb. L

II.

Ideo. or det. in ;;};\ 2 tZQQW, varr. -l~l~,s
'flagellum '.
I NEWBERRY,JEA.

is here retained.
'shake', Pyr. 3304'

h- 4 nIlJQJ,

15,86; see too JtQ. 187; the conventional name'flagellum'
I NAV. ch. 18a, I...
• LAc. Sare. ii. 16+ cr. n!JIlJl
' Leyd. Dmk".. iv. 38.

Sect. T. Warfare, Hunting, Butchery

1

T

«>-1

prehistoric mace with
cup- or dish-shaped
head II

=0

cr.

m1ZW 'mace', name of this type of mace on M.K.
coffins. 8 Hence phon. m,/,w, exx. - : ; var. Pyre ~~ aa
m n·k 'take to thyself' (§336); t}C-}@var. :t};:o}
Swmnw, var. ~;: o}@ Smnw, 'Sumenu', a town where Sobk
was worshipped, possibl y Er- Rizeils:~t, 14 km. N . ofGebeMn. 4
• LAC.

2

3

,1
I

mace with pear-shaped Det. in ~< s~r (s~r),3 var. ~~q=, s~(r)i, 'smite '.
head II in act ofsmiting
I Ex. O.K., Sd. I.
I WOLF,Bewajfou"C+
8 Urk. iv. 780,11

mace with pear-shaped
head 1 (vertical)

I WOLF,

5

~

i1

For

Bl'Waifoung 6.

Use as last.

combination of Y T 3
and "1 I 10

Use as last,

cp see 0

2 i

3

I

LAc. San. ii. 18, no. 99.

8

Milt. viii. PI. 3.

I, 22+

the same with a strap
to pass round hand 1

6 ~ combination of Y T 3
and two "1 I 10

1"1

M 'mace '. Hence phon. M. exx.
Y"1~ var·l~ 4 luji 'damage' i Y01 M'be bright', 'white',

Ideo. in YII var.
, Siul

4

s.n. ii. 162 i

I WOLF, Bewajfoung6. Exx. LAC. Sore. i. 94> no. 66 (~rI'mace'); Bier. 7, no.
85 =Bersll. i. 30 (in name SII·l/rJlJtp) i D. el B. 110 (friw 'onions ').

Phon. ~4rJ, ex. ~~,~,l MtJwt' brightness'.
1

Brit. Mns. 553, quo Exerc. XXV, (a).

for ~ see S 14.
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Det. in O.K. tj~I m1bt I axe " which is undoubtedly related
to M.K. ::jD 3 var. ::,''O'jD' m1nb 'axe '. Det. in
~~lu-.., 5 mdl;, var. ql~ 6 mil;, 'hew', and ideo. in the
related word u-..,7 var. ql8 milf(w) 'carpenter', 'shipwright'.

I Ex. O.K., DA v. Piall. i. 13. no. 380. This type was used alike for battle and
for hewmg wood, WOLF. Bnvaffnung 8.
t Ti 119.
S Sin. R 160.
f LAc.
Sare. ii. 13. no. 20 (collated). beside picture of an axe. See CARD. Sin. 51. 159.
• Urk. iv. 778, 14.
• See under S 10.
7 Cairo 20268. a; 20528. 4.
8 See under S I 0.

7*

1

8

~

axeofmorerecenttype 1 Det. in ~L1l}' a Jlflfw 'axe '.
I From Dyn. XII onwnrd, WOLF. BewaJlnung, P.I. 3.
also without handle. ib. 39, 3·

tUrk. iv. 39. I;

dagger of archaic type 1 Det. of ~~7 mtptlt 'dagger '.2 Phon. in n var. ct:?, tpy
, chief', 'first', 'being upon' (§ 80), value probably derived
from an obsolete word tp 'dagger' found only once (written
fill) s and obviously related to mtpnt mentioned above.

1 JtQ. I9/i; WOLF, BewaJlnung. PI. 13 (""PI. 4, I); worn, Sinai. Pl.!. As
hieroglyph, PETR. Eg. Hier. nos. 757-61; outstanding features the ",,·sbaped knob
and rib-less blade.
2 Legend to picture on M.K. coffins, eXL LAC. Sare. i, Pl. 43.
nos. 264, 265, 2~; Wh. ii. 170,6 renders 'dagger-sheath' probably on account ofthe
formative mo.
S Mitt. viii. PI. 5.

8*

9

~
u=I

dagger of M. K. and Det. in j fit}V b(J)gsw 'dagger '.s
later type 1
.1 JtQ.. '97; WOLF. B~waJlnung. PI. 4. nos.

6 ff.;. often with crescent~shaped:or
pierced CIrcular top and nbbed blade.
'Urk. IV. 38, 15; also as picture With
legend mJgsw=h(/)J?SW on M.K. coffins, LAC. Sare. i. PI. 43, nos. 255. 257, 259, 361
there often contrasted with the dagger mtpnt. see above T 8.

bow consisting of oryx Ideo. or det. in 0 ~= :I var. :-;v- 3 Pit' bow'. Hence phon.
(semi-ideo.) or phon. det. pi, later pd, in Pyr.
var.
horns joined by a
Dyn. XVI II Jr5 pi, later var. .!:.J;" 6pd, 'stretch' and
wooden cen tre-piece 1
the related words.

'l='

1 WOLF, Bewaffnung IS, 27; actual speci~ens in Dyn. ~. tombs, ~ETR. RT. Ii.
Pl. 7 A (p. 26); pl. 36, 35-6 (p. 38).
LAC. Sare. n. 161. Slm.}>yr. 67~
Sin. H 127. This bow regularly in hieratic.
• Pp.650.
6 Urk. iv. 977. I.
I BUDGE, p. 38, 7.
S

9* ~ better O. K. form of Use as last.

=T9 1
IO "=""='

1 DAV. Ptak. i. I~, no. 3~8=ii. 23. Also among dets. ocr~Jw'wea.pons'.S4A. '7·
The curved ends suggest the horns of a gazelJe rather than those of an oryx, but lee T to
n.1.

composite bow with Det. in Pyr. g",,~21wnt' bow'. From Dyn. XII on preferred
to == T 9 in the hieroglyphic writing of:=; 3 var. --. ptJI
middle tied to bow
'bow', 'foreign people', 'troop'; ~\.....4 5 pity' bowman'.
string when out of
use 1
while -=- is preferred for phon. pi. pd. 6

1 WOLF, BewaJlnung, 14, 26.
Of Asiatic origin and at first reservrd for tile DIe
and high personages. So depicted already BISSING, Re-Heiligtu11l ii. 130
• ,..,.
1644.
s Amado 3.
f BH. i. 7 (Pdl9' Nine Haws').
6 A~ 30
•
particularly Urk. iv. 977. 2.

s..

SII
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(Aa 32) [ archaic type of bow 1 Ideo. or det. in ~[~ 3 TJ-St(i), varr. Pyr. ~];',' =[o~ 6
(sometimes written
TJ-Zt(i), , Nubia'; [~I ~ 16 var.l~···7 sty, a Nubian mineral. 8
1, from Dyn. XVI I I Also as var. of - T I I with value ssr and obscure sense
also ....... 2)
in offering-list. 9
1 MONTET, Kemi 6, 43; SCHARFF, 38, 139; depicted QUIBELL, Hierakonpolis, I,
Pl. 19; II, PI. 58; CAI'ART, Dlbuts de l'Art, PI. I. Later appa!.ently surviving
only in Nubia.
2 Urk. iv. i, 3, quo Exerc. XXXI!, (a).
S AZ. 45, Pl. 6, 7.
• Pyr.994.
6 Pyr. 1867; see tooA:Z. 45,128.
6 BUDGE, p. 284, 12.
7 Urk. iv. 1099, 1 I.
8 See Rec. 39, 22.
• Kem; 6, 57.

TIl - -

Det. in ~_1 rip' arrow'; {) ~= 2 ssr (sir) 3 'arrow'; from
the latter, phon. det. in ~:::: sllr ' overlay'. Doubtless
from an obsolete zin, zwn 'arrow', phon. or phon. det.
sin, swn (zin, zwn), exx. ~~i:' swn, var. Pyr. 00 5 zin,
, perish'; ~~ Co ~ 6 var. '7 ~ swnt ' sale'; ~1t 'physician'
swnw, var. O.K. 0' zinw(?) , the M.E. reading swnw on
the evidence of a var. ~~7} 7 wr swnw 'chief of
physicians " but Coptic has satin.

arrow

1
I
6

12

()\

bow-string 1

Urk. iv. 190, 12.
I P.Kak. 1,4.
s Pyr. 1866.
• Adm. 5,
Pyr. 617. 725; 0 may here read Ill, see Sits. Berl. Ak. 1912, 962.
GRIFFITH, Kahun Papyri, p. 35.
7 Wb. iii. 417, 13.

2.

Ideo. ordet. in <::>}~2 rwd, varr. Pyr. <::>~0'3, 0\' rwrj,
'string', 'bow-string '. Hence phon. or phon. det. rwrj,
rwd, exx. <::>}~~ rwd, var. Pyr. <=>~O\ 5 rwrj, 'be hard',
'firm'; <::>}~ ~ rwdt, var. 0\::::' 6 rwt;lt, 'sandstone '.
Ideographic det. in ~~ Jr ' restrain'; hence phon. det.
Jr, Ji, exx.
~ q~~ l1ul(r) 'wretched'; = ~ q~~
dJi(r), abbrev. O\~ 7 dIY, 'subdue '.

>

1 WOLF, Bewaffnung 48.
See ib. 56-7 against the theory, supported PSBA. 22,
65, that the sign as represented depicts a sling.
2 P. Kak. I, 5 certainly meaning
'bow-string'.
a Pyr.2080.
• Pyr.684'
6 Pyr.197.
• Urk.iv.845,14.
7 Sin. B 50, cf. ib. R 74; Sn. S. 132.

13

pieces of wood joined
and lashed at the
joint I

Semi-ideo. (?) in <::>~),Q,... var. l~ rs (rs) 3 'be wakeful',
'vigilant' and derivatives; phon. rs in )ol~I' var. f(c.1tl!5
rst ' foreign hordes'.
1 Rekn. 22. O.K. form Ti 80. For a later degraded form due to hieratic see
U 40.
I Associated with the bow in Pyr. 921. 1245 and evidtntly part of the bow
man's equipment. On the other hand, from writings like Pyr. 502. 597. 1502
several appear to fonn a shelter. A set of four, with names p4-rbr, nw-n-ntr,
lr(y)-ntr, rjbl-ntr, is depicted on M. K. coffins. One may perhaps compare the
mantlet or shelter used by the Babylonian archers. Discussed JtQ. 223.
S For!
see Pyr. 126.
<I Amada 5.
Sim. Ann. 39, PI. 25, 2; Urk. iv. 200, 17.
a Louvre C 14, 10.
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TI4

I

,2 rmrJt ' throw-stick' with the related
verb rmrl 'throw'; also in Ll>
'throw' and the
kindred Ll> I~ varr. Ll>~l"t~, 14 ~ml 'create', 'form' and

(1) throw-stick, (2) club (I) Det. in
as a foreign weapon
of warfare 1

Sign-list

-.JI~-.JI~O

I~

8

~ml

derivatives. The combination l"t in ~ml above-quoted
and in :::I"t tni 'distinguish' (from a o:rraf 'Aeyop..€VOv
~ 14a ?) indicates that 1 is here the throw-stick, not
the club; see on "t G 41. (2) As club, ) is found in
)=: /) var. Pyr. c=H=: 6 TI}1t'W 'Libya'; ::~)j, varr.
)~, O.K. ~)~~ 7 rim' Asiatic'. Extended gradually as
det. to all foreign peoples and countries, exx. l~l q) ~~~ 8
Tm~i 'Tem~i-Iand'; i:H,,)1t 9 var. )~"lO N~sy' Nubian'.
(3) ) takes the place of various other signs, partly due to
identity or close similarity in hieratic; thus it takes the
place (a) of ~ Aa 26 in Uq)j, 11 sbi 'rebel'; (b) of f M 3
in ~ l./ll2 tirr 'search for'; (c) of ~ P II in =q)~ 18
m(i)ni 'moor' j (d) of 1T 13, see under that sign j (e) prob
ably also of ~ D 50 in gll1b1t 14 mtr • witness' and the
like, though examples of such confusions in modern publi
cations may sometimes be due to inexact copying.

::q

1 WOLF,BewaJlmmg7.f,7.
I LAC. TR. 22,69; W6.i.186.
S LAC. TR.2?7I.
Urk.iv. 1044,5.
4& Urk. i. 127. 2.
oD.dB.IIf. Allex.withoutthevasesona
palette of Dyn. I, )/Z. 52,57.
e Pp.455.
7 Urk. i. lor, 9.
For the various
8 Sin. R 12;
spellings oethis word sec W. MAX MULLER,As,en und Europa 131.
lUrk. iv. 84, I. Siro. M.K.
det. oftbis word already in O.K., Urk. i. 125. 16.
as m. personal name, Cairo 20680. In O.K. and as a rule in M.K. the club is absent
from N~sy.
10 Before Dyn. XIX only in the personal name PI-Nlpy, ex. Sinai 22 r.
11 Exx. Ham",. fl4, 12; /(0pl. 8, 7.
11 Cairo 20254. a; 20765.
IS Palzeri 3.
14 Hieratic consistently shows the finger D 50, exx. Sin. B 33; P. Kalz. 13, 30.
4

15 ) 1 O.K. form of last

Use as last.
1

16 \::r'" 1 scimetar

Det. in
1

17

~ chariot

~

crook 1 S 39 with a
package containing
a knife, etc. lashed
to it 1

I

C17mw).

:!v- /J}l ' scimetar'.

Exx. DAV• ./fen. i. 20; Urk. iv. 726, 17. See WOLF, B_ffnung66.

Ideo. or det. in
1

18

Salz.

~~~ 1

Ex. Urk. iv. 704, 15.

var.

~

2

wrr! 'chariot '.

lUrk. iv. 712, 10.

Ideo. in ij~./l rare var. =~~~./l 2 lms, Pyr. var. =~~ 3 lms,
, follow', 'accompany' and derivatives.
1 The sign probably depicts the equipment of an early chieftain's attendant, Bull. 3,
12, n. 2; so too SCHARFF 45; however, SETHE, Commentary on Pyr. 23g c. adheres
to CAPART'S explanation as an instrnment for the execution of criminals AZ. 36, 125.
I Cairo 20001, quo § 217.
s Pyr.953.
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T I 9 ~ harpoon-head of bone

Det. in Ll~~ 1:S (#) 'bone', <harpoon '.0 Hence phon. or phon.
det. 1:S (#), in Ll~~~ var. Dyn. XVIII ~~ 1:sn 'be
irksome'; 1:rs (1:rs), in ",~J ~ 1=:1 1:rs 'bury' and derivatives.
F or reason unknown, phon. or phon. det. gn in .! o}'" ~ :(1
var. ~~;(I.g-nwt 'annals'; possibly also in ~~ var. ~~~
l[nwty (?) 'sculptor' (in relief), reading not fully established. 1
Det. bone, ex. fJ ~ Jb 'ivory'; tubular, exx. >~~ 2
mJwt 'shaft'; o~~ 3 twr 'reed (?)', whence phon. det. in
o~Q H 4 tw(r)i 'be pure'.

____

o In sense • harpoon', Pyr. 13 r 2.
' Urk. iv. 752,

s Eb. 55, 16.

20

~

1

O.K. form of last

1

See MONTET 291.

lUrk. iv. 666, IS.

II.

Use as last.
1 Ex. DAV. Plak. i. IS, no. 339. Of bone or metal, PETRIE, Tools and WeaptmS,
PIs. 43, 44.

2I

22

...6- one - barbed

harpoon
(rarely vertically i 1)

Ideo. in

~ two·barbedarrow-head1

Ideo. in
like

1

~

var. Pyr.

Ex. Urk. iv. 194,

2.

}--II7 wr 'one' and derivatives.
2

" Pyr.

1226.

~R

snw, O.K. var. ~~;;-:,2' two' and in related words
sn (sn) 'brother'. Hence phon. sn (Sn),2a exx. f;8
S1Z (Sit). var. Pyr. ~Q:;' 4 sill, 'smell', 'kiss'; i[~, 71 sntr

ri

'incense '.
1 Not a spear-head, but an arrow-head, SCHARFF 33; among earliest exx. (PETR.
Eg. Hier. 753-6) is one with quite short shaft; for later lengthening cr. the sign
for (foot' (D 58); the two barbs yiel<l the notion of duality, contrast the sign for
lUrk. i. 147, 3.
2& For I see Inl 'loose', Pyr. IIOO.
( one' (T 21). A"Z. 47, 36.
S So already Pyr. 1323.
' Pyr. 1027, unless a different word.

~l alternative form of last
(Dyn. XVIII)
24 (C 1 fishing-net 2

Use as last.
I

Ex. Tk. T. S. iii.

21.

Det. in --IIX (C~ 3 rtt, var. H (C 4 itt, 'net' animals. Hence
phon. rtt or itt, exx. (C: rttt 'field', 'holding'; (C}~
rttwty, iftwty 'field-labourer', 'tenant-farmer '.6
1 Rekh. 3, 18; reversed, ib. 5.
I PSBA. 22, 152; in hisloric times, however,
S Urk. iv. 248, 2.
only used of netting desert animals; see too MONTET 89.
• Bersh. i. 7; see Spkinx Il, 107.
I For the two senses see lEA. 27, 21.

reed-floats used in fish
ing and hunting the
hippopotamus 1

Cf. AJ},~ <lbJW 'floats '.2 Phon. <lbl, exx. AJf var. Pyr.
'nA1l3 <lbl 'clothe', 'adorn'; AJ~ <lbJ, var. <=>j)rllA~4
dbJ, 'replace '.
1

DAV. Plak. i. p. 37.

I BUDGE,

p. 390, 13.
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T 26 ~ 1 bird-trap 2

Ideo. or det. in ~!~ var.
(birds) , and derivatives.

~!\-JI

Sign-list
sIft (s/;t) 'trap,' 'snare

I Exx. Dyn. XVIII, Hier. 5, no. 52; Rekn.21.

27 ..cS 1 O.K. form of last

See

MONl'El'

53.

Use as last.
I

28 @.

2

DAV. Plan. i. 15, no. 335, adapted to suit reduction in size.

butcher's block 1 (to be Semi-ideo. (?) in .!. var. 1m !Jr 2 'under' (§ 166). Phon. !Jr,
distinguished from m
exx. k.!.n m!Jr' storehouse'; ~~ !Jrt 'portion', 'due '.
I Deduced from T 29.
2 Reading due mainly to the consideration that this
W I I and ,t;1 W 12)

preposition never interchanges with /}r (§ 167). The hieroglyphic evidence is con
flicting, 1m being substituted for ~ in !J.rp = /}rp 'control', pYl". 1143, and in sl1r= s/}r
'counsel', Cairo 20026, but for ~ in !J.rd· child', BR. Tnes. 1527; Vienna 64.

29

'?iF

For

l

combination of ~ T 30
and 1m T 28

For ~ see D 57
~

"i"~

1 var. iio "i"2 nmt' place of slaughter'.

lUrk. iv. 163,8; see Pyr. 214, where the knife is over the block, whereas elsewhere
2 Urk. v. 80, J4.
(exx. Pyr. 8I1. 865) the two signs are written as a monogram.

see RIo; for.!J7 see W 5; for ~ see N 7.

30 ~ knife (used early 1 also
as substitute for the
saw ~)

31

Ideo. in

knife-sharpener (?)1

Det. knife, ex. =~~ ds 'knife' (semi-ideo. in ~~ ds' flint');
sharp, in -= ~~ dm 'be sharp', ' pronounce (name) '; cut,
exx. ::~\-JI srd 'cut down'; ~~~ r/;s 'slaughter';
~~ /;tl 'carve '.
Note the abbrev. ~ dmt 2 'knife '.
1 Ti 133, as det. of wit and if.
2 In !J.ry.dlllt 'sufferer (1)', Eo. 40, 1\;
reading from Metternich stela 82, see Hitr. p. So.
the surgeon's knife, but this seems doubtful.

1-Vb. v. 450 takes as referring to

Phon. ssm (Ssm) in ~~~.Il varr. ~=~,2 ~~~.Il ssm (Ssm)
'guide', 'lead' and derivatives.

3

I This description rests on the supposition that the sign was originally identical
with T 33, as would appear from Pyr. 70; see below on that hieroglyph.
2 Siut I,
247.
S Reading, Ree. 14, 18.
For f see Pyr. 70.

32

')r

combination of~ T 3 1
and.ll D 54

33 '=="ill knife - sharpener
as
carried by butcher
(O.K.) 2

34

11

butcher's knife

Phon. ssm in

~~~.Il

ssm (ssm) 'guide " 'lead '.

Ideo. in --s ssm (?) 3 'butcher '.
lYIedum.I4. Sim. L. D. ii. 4 (tomb oi Metjen).
2 MONTET 158.
The reading ISm rests on the assumption that ~ T 31 was originally of this
form. In the tomb of Metjen (D)'n. III) the sign for ISm (L. D. ii. 6) is almost
identical with the butcher sign (see above n. I). P.ossibly we have here to do
with a single sign which is becoming differentiated for distinct uses.
I

S

Ideo. in iii 12 nm 'knife (?) '. Hence phon. nm, exx. iil~~
nmlf 'orphan'; !.i~~1i~ /;mns 'friend '.
I BH. iii. 5, nos. 63. 65.
Sim. Dyn. XVIII, D. eI B. 74.
! .Karnak, chamber
of Annals, Tuthmosis III, in offering list immediately before /}pJ 'foreleg of ox '. Sim.
GAVEl', Temple de Lfn4:xor 26.

35

~

1

alternative form of last

Use as last.
I

Exx. O.K., Gemn. i.

I I;

Dyn. XVIII, Tk. T. S. i. 7.
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Sect. U. Agriculture, Crafts, and Professions
Ideo. in -f' 2 ml ' sickle-shaped end' of the wil-boat ~ P 3.
Hence phon. ml,a exx. ~~~ mil 'see'; ">~fT bm
'mat '. In group-writing (§ 60) ~ is used for m.4 A
sign similar, but not quite identical, in shape is used as
det. in ~-;d5Islf'reap'; also perhaps in 1~JJ~6
Iflbb, var. ~JJ17 lilbo, 'crookedness '.

sickle l

>

Medtlm, frontispiece, no. 8; DAV. Plait. i. 13, no. 282.
I LAC. TR. 27, 1.2;
p. 212, 7.
3 For the initial m cf. Coptic me' truth', mu; 'lion', mu;'
'bum '.
• BURCHARDT § 56.
D U1'k. v. 161, 16.
sPeas. B I, 107.
7 Adm. p. 107; possibly both here and in Peas. the lower part of the sickle only.
Bib is a name of the sickle, see Wb. iii. 361, 14.
I

BUDGE,

2

~ alternative form of last

3

~

combination of
and.c.. D 4

4

~

combination of
and -= Aa I I

5

~

alternative form of last

>U
>U

Use as last.
I n ~ ~ ~ mil ' see'.

I

In

~~~~ nZirt

'truth' and the related words.

Use as last.

F or ~ see G 3; for ~ see G 46; for ~ see S 3 I.

6 \

Det cultivate, hack up, exx. :::5 rd' hack up'; 0.•H:5 IJbs
'cultivate " 'hoe
F or unknown reason,l phon. mr,2 exx.
~~ mri ' love'; ~Jo mr~t 'unguent '. Sometimes in
place of '- U 8, phon. ~n, ex. ~::::~..I:J. ~n ' go', 'depart '.

hoe

I.

I Wh. ii. 98, I I quotes as gloss in the Sign Pap. PI. 4 the otherwise unknown word
m1'lw 'hoe', but only a very ullcertain trace of ~ is there.
I For the initial 111,
cf. Coptic me' love', mou1' 'bind I, em1'o ' harbour '.

7 'C. alternative form of last
8

9

~

1

~.·rn

Use as last.
Hence phon. ~n, ex. ~So} ~ 8

hoe, without the rope
connecting the two
pIeces

Det. in Pyr. ~='-I 2 'hoe '.
~nw '~nw-bark '.

corn·measurewithgrain
pouring out

Det. grain, exx. '~lCD bdt 'emmer'; (5 Il~1 sfr (old sfr) 2 'corn';
measure, exx. 01~,,Q] 1 Ifl! 'measure'; T~,··rn abbrev. ~!flt
, ~e*at-measure' (§ 266, I).

1

1

Already Dyn. IV, Medum IS.

Cairo 20500.

Sim. U1'k. iv. 64,

I

I.

PY1'.1394.

2

S NAV.

ch.

1,21.

Reading, see Bull. 30, 179.
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..

•

m the

same beneath , ....
M 33

Ideo. in li:l:i var. Pyr. Q~ 1 it 'barley', 'corn '. Sometimes
in Dyn. XVIII instead of ..-rn U 9 as det. grain, ex.• ~(~ t
bly (from bd/) 'emmer '.
Pyr.1880.

I

~ 1 combination of

I I

..'

and

I 2 ••~ 1

.

lID

T S 38

1 pitchfork

(0 30 )

In

1

In

• Paheri 3.

J. {z~/t ' {ze~at-measure'

U 9

combination of ~ D 50
and to(]) U 9

Sign-list

J

(§ 266, I).

PUY.35.

{z~Jt '{ze~at-measure'

(§ 266, I).

PUY.36.

I

Det. in -nJol rbt 'fork '.1 Possibly not a pitchfork as phon.
or phon. det. stib (Stib), later sdb, in l~ sib, var. Pyr. ~nl 2
sib, later ~Jl~ sdb, hindrance', ' obstacle '.
I

1 MONTET 2.27.

13 ~ plough

Sometimes with three prongs, WO. i. 176.

~1

IS P

8

Leyd. V 88, quo Exerc. XXVI, (a).

~

two branches of wood
joined at one end 2
(O.K.)

Old sign for sur later replaced by

U 13.

sledge

Cf. ;.~~ 1 'sledge'. Hence phon. 1m, exx. ~~ 1m 'be
complete' (§ 342); l;'~ ~~ {ztm 'perish '.

Medum 15 in a place· name Sn(l; slightly different, io. 12. Elsewhere in O.K.
replaced by the plough, exx. Ti 86; Pyr. 1209.
2 This possibly represents a
contrivance for straightening or bending wooden staves, Ti 132 = MONTE1' 311.
I

I BUDGE,

16

Pyr. 3 1 5.

Det. plough, in roJ~ hb 'plough' (n.); ~U~ ~~ skI' plough'
(vb.); alsoin~~,7, var. ~prt 'seed'. Fromhb 'plough',
phon. hb, exx. ~.!. var. O. K. roJSlI hbny 'ebony';
~-;:5 var. roJ:5 Z hbnt, a liquid measure (§ 266, I). From
Dyn. V onwards replaces ~ U 14 as phon. or phon. det.
snr in 1.~~ snr 'repel'; l.}~./.\s snrw 'policing'; ~LJ
var. ~ LJ snr 4 'magazine' 'ergastulum'.
I Ti 66.
lUrk. iv. 748,17.
, Reading, Ret. 24, 93.

J4

I

p. 38, 14. Sim. ib. p.

alO, 12.

with head of a Det. in ~=ia wns 'sledge ',sa Ideo. (?) in Pyr. JCjia~Q s
bill 'of copper' (adj.). Hence perhaps phon. or phon. det.
jack.al (Copt. wonesh)
btl in j~Q~~ var. ia~ by (orig. bi/) 'wonder' and related
bearing a load of
words;
for the reading cf. J~ ~~ /; bill' wonder' (n.).
metal (?) S

1e: 1 sledge

1 Puy. 30; a rather different form Pyr. 800.
2 Az. 53, 51, n. 2.
2< Ann.
39, 189; see too J EA. 3 [, 38.
3 Pyr. 800. However, this sign is seldom written
in this word, and never in the noun hlP copper', rendering the explanation doubtful,
4

I

7

~

pick excavating a pool
E3N38

Urk. iv. 6u, 6.

5

Hamm,

IlO,2.

Ideo. in ~~ 1 varr. ~m~~, l:. grg 'found', 'establish',
'snare '. Hence phon. det.grg in ~:b~I varr. ~ml:.~,
~ 2 grg 'falsehood', 'lie '.
1

Spellings, Verb,,", i. § 338.

I

U"k. iv. 1031, 10.
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U 18 ~ 1 O.K. form of last

Use as last.
I

0::=

Ideo. in Pyr. 77 1 var.
11lwty 'the two adzes '. Hence
phon. 1/,W in the group ~ or "cy}, exx. ~ 1tW 'this' (§ 110) ;
3- }l~ 1/,W!t 'rope '. In group-writing (§ 60) ~ is used
for 1t. 2

19 ~ adze

I

20 I - - 1

L. D. ii. 7 (tomb of Metjen, Dyn. III).

O.K. form of last

Pyr.3 11 • A ceremonial adze called nw, Tk. T. S. i. 17.

1 GWIn. i. II.
K~lIIi iv.

J'--..-

adze at work on a block
of wood

9

~

Ex. Ti

127.

'Urk. v. 147,4.

B

Pyr.947.

Det. in O.K. :::®~ 1 11InO 'fashion', 'carve' and ::®~ 2 1111/,0
'chisel '. Hence semi-ideo. in ::::~
'be efficient' and
the related words.

chisel

mno

1

23

A somewhat similar sign in O.K. as det. of rnt 'nail', 'claw', Wb.
179.

Det. in O.K. ~~.r-.. Hp 1 'cut up' ox. Hence semi-ideo. or
phon. stp (Stp), in ~~~ var. "';'~ stp 'choose' and deriva
tives; inaccurately also slP, in r~~ 2 sfP, var.. Pyr. ~"':.A 3
slP, 'leap up'.
1

22

BURCHARDT § 69.

Use as last.
i. 188;

2I

I

chisel (?)

Ex. Ti

120.

• Leyd. Denk11l. iv. 14.

For unknown reason, phon. mr,1 exx. i~~ mr 'be ill'; ~~
smr' friend', 'courtier '. Also for unknown reason, phon.
Jb, 2 exx. i J ~ Jbi ' desire'; i J ~ JbO 'be united in'.

0

o A similar object is seen used as hair-pin on a Dyn. XI coffin, Griff. Stud. 134;
Reisner, however, preferred the explanation as a chisel, since no such hair-pins are
found early; so too SCHARFF 43; oldest forms, PETR. Eg. Hier. 801-8.
1 Rearling
2 Reading from varr. of Jbljw
from varr. of 11Ir' pyramid', l'yr. 1649. 1671.
'Abydus', Pyr. 794. 798. The view that the original form of the sign, when it has
the value Ib, was a leopard's hide (see Rec. 9, 158) is very doubtful, in spite of the
word Iby , leopard', since from the earliest times the phonetic value of the leopard's
(really cow's) hide was hb, not Ib; see on F 28.

For

24

!, ~ see Aa
f stone - worker's

21,22.

1

drill
weighted at the top
with stones (Dyn.
XVIII) 2

Ideo. in 17~ var. O.K. ~tit
related words.

3

!tmt4

'craft', 'art' and the

1 Thebes, tomb 93. Sim. ReM. 16.
I See the pictures Gebl'. i. 13'; Rekk. 17.
a U,-k. i. 53, 13, in collective sense for • body of craftsmen '.
• Rending, Rec.
9, 164. For this see too Coptic f<!>.u~£ = ~m-bt • worker in wood'; f~lloTl!! =
~m-nbw 'gold·worker '.

5 18
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I

O.K. form of last

Use as last.
1

26

27

28

%1

~

~

1

1

Sign-list

Saqq. Mast. i. 39, no. 65.

tJ

1.J ~ var.

drill being used to bore
a hole in a bead I
(Dyn. XVIII)

Ideo. in
~~ var.
and derivatives.

O.K. form of last (also
used later 2)

Use as last.

fire-drill2 (Dyn. XVII I)

Cf. !~';"3 dJ 'fire-drill '. Hence phon. dl,4 exx. !~~ dli
'ferry across'; X-'JA ~ \:h lzrdJ 'pillage'; 1,7, dJt Ii 're
mainder'. A bbrev. for wdJ in the formula Sf- A~ (itO wdl
Sftb 'may he live, be prosperous, be healthy' (§§ 55. 3 I 3).
In group-writing (§ 60) A~ or Ais phon. d. 6

""

Pyr. }.J~~ 3 wIn' open up'

1 Exx. Rec. 22, 107, Plate; Tk. T.S.iii. 5.
a Pyr. u0 5.

1 Ex. Gebr. i. 13.

I

2

See the picture Ge6r. i.

13.

Dyo. XII, Bersn. i. '7; Dyn. XVIIT, Puy. 54.

1 Exx. Puy. 9; Tk. T. S. iii. 26, 6.
I lIier. p. 50.
aSk. S. 54; see )/Z.
43, 161; 45, 85·
' Reading partly from varr. of glti" • council' (Pyr. 309. 1713),
partly from Coptic equivalences, ex. oT'Xa.J = wil 'be hale', 'sound'.
I Wo. i.
40 4, 2 accepts wglt as the N.K. reading on the evidence of L.E. variants, see
SPII!GELBERG, Reckmtngen au! der ZdI &Iis I, p. 40; but the relation of L.E. will
to older till may be like that of L.E. wslJ 'breadth' to o.E. low, and WO. v. 517 is
probably right in taking gil as the M.E. reading.
6 BURCHARDT § 150 •

29 ~

30

O.K. form of last (also
common later 2)

1

f1 potter's kiln

Use as last.
1 DAV. Ptan. i. 13, no. 387.
Tk. T. S. i. I.

1

~

1

instrument employed in
baking (?)

Exx. Dyn. XII, BH. i. 8,

10;

Dyn. XVIII,

Ideo. in O.K. Bl "'kiln'. Hence phon. tI, exx. B~U. II
'be hot'; ":B ~ ~ !tJ 'mysterious', 'difficult'. I n the
geographical name ·Blv~2.(f1 'Hittite land' B~ should
be read simply t, not tI, cf. Hebrew nr,l (§ 60}.3
Ti 84; see too the pictures io.; B H. i.

S BURCHARDT

31

I

I I.

2

Urk. iv. 701, II.

§ 131•

Ideo. or det. in ~~ var. ~l~~1t2 rtlzty3 'baker'. Hence
det. in the related words ~l~~ rllz 'restrain'; Qol b
itlz 'prison'. Probably for some reason connected with
its use ideo. or det. in ~Q t; on(r)i 'restrain'; ~4 onrt,
var. ~::~ LJ ont, 'harim'. Through similarity in hieratic,
sometimes substituted for ~ D 19 or #- D 20, ex. ~r::~5
ssnt •breathe'.
1 In Dyn. Ill-IV the ends are curved, not angular, Saqq. Mast. i. r; sim. Mei,
ii.7. Later the shaft is sometimes shown as double.
2 Unpublished P. Ram.
S Reading, Rec. 39, ao.
' See Adm. p. -47 and above, p. 201, n. I.
lUrk.
iv. ,6, 8.
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-n

Det. of rt1~l....JIla s!,tm. O.K.
lb z!,tm, 'pound'; also of
O. K. r~ 1 2 smu, ~ zmn 28 'press down' bread with a
stick; from this latter 2b phon. or phon. det. smn (zmn)
in ~~11 7I abbrev. 11 ~ I !,tsmn 'natron'; h:;;;?ll ~ I abbrev.
1:? !,tsnl1t 'bronze' ; 3 r=l~ 4 sm1Z (old smn) 'establish '.
Det. pound, also in
~ 117 I !,tmlt 'salt'; heavy, in
=n~ dns 'heavy'; }::l = wdn 'heavy'.

pestle and mortar 1

1> ""

1 See the hietoglyphs Medum 15; Pyr. 249; and the picture, Leyd. Denkm. i. 10.
la Eb. 86,10; cf. EH ii. 6.
Ib Ti 83.
However, Wb. iii. 464, I interprets this
2 Ti 85.
2& Leyd.
as zlJ and reaus the preceding word as fl;m with 1.
Denkm. i. 10; see MONTET 240; Az. 61, 13.
2b Not, as Wb. iii. 453, 3. from
the homonym SImI' tarry' Pyr. 533. 1418.
s .liZ. 30, 31.
• Vrk. iv. 1187,
10, an early instance of a writing that is usual in L.E.

33

~

Ideo. in ]",,1 = 0 tit' pestle (?)' of red granite (mit); hence (?)
phon. ti, exx. ~Uq hr·/i 'thou art content' (§3 0 9); f-~
rn!J'ti 'may she live!' (§ 3 [ 3); more rarely phon. t, especially
p !,tts ' inaugu~
beside ~ !,t, exx. H:-11i\ ~ ,,!,tnt I fayence';
rate (a feast) '. In group-writing (§ 60) ~ or ~q or ~qq IS
phon. t,2 ex. ~qqq~~3 Ti, name ofa Syrian locality.

pestle

nr

34

35

t

o MOLL. Pal. i. PI. 5, left, 16; meaning doubtful.
2 BURCHARDT § 134.
S Vrk. iv. 784', 74.

er,

1

Siut

I,

244.

'spin '. Hence semi-ideo. or phon. IJsf
(IJif) in the related verb e~t--~ var. 4-~ lfsf (lfif) 2
'repel I, 'oppose' and its derivatives.

Ideo. in

spindle

4- combination of, U 34

1

I

IJsf

BH. ii. 4, in scene of spinning.

I

For 1 see Pyr. 253.

Use as last.

and -- I 9
(Aa 23)

f="ifl warp stretched between
two uprights Ia

Det. in ~L.II:J.v=v~ 2 varr. !;!.3 1;f='i14 var. Pyr. ~::;:'o-u /; mid
, hit (a mark) " 'adhere to (a path) , and derivatives.
1 Thebes, tomb 85. Very various in form; exx. M.K., Brit. Mus. 614,8; Siut I,
221; Dyn. XVIII,.Puy. 68; Th. T. S. i. 17.
1& DAVIES, Seven Private Tombs,
PI. 35 (p. 50). Perhaps this suggests as the original sense of the stem 'make straight'.
2 Vrk. iv. 484, !i.
Sim. Peas. B 1,212.
S Brit. Mus. 581.
• Louvre C 174.

D

(Aa 24)

\F'I1 1

O.K. form of last

Pyr.

20..8.

Use as last.
1 Sinai 7.

club used by fullers
washing l

In

See )iZ. 30, 5~; 62, I.

Ideo. in ~}}2var. ~=3~mww'fulIer(?)'. Hence(?) phon.
!,tm! in ~ I it !,tm ' slave' and the related words; also in ii,
isolated late var. ~~,'~ !,tm 'Majesty' (p. 74).
1 )iZ. 37, 82.
I BII. i. 29.
8 lb.
• Reading from proper names
ending in m and from 'the name Pa1Jamlt~ta = PI-~"'-nt.,. in the EI-Amarna letters
(see above p. 428), besides late writings in which the sign interchanges with N 41 ;
see )iZ. 46, 109; Sphinx 14, 143.
D Bull. 28, 103.

t1

For

37

<p see D

ce

31

razor 1

Det. in ::;Ll<tJ 2 !ir/f 'shave '.
1

Razors, see PETRIE, Tools anti Weapons 61.
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Ideo. or det. in ~--n[~'~~Ef12 var. Ef13 m/Ft' balance '.

balance

I

39

Sign-list

1 post of balance

Thebes, tomb 76.

2

Exx. Palzeri 9, 30; D. el B. 81.

8

)iZ. 59, 44-.

:-1

1 wtst 'post (of balance)' and in the related
Det. in .!,
verb 1>::1 2 wts 'lift ", ' carry', ' wear '. Secondarily also
det. in
3 tsi (tzi) 'raise', 'lift '.
3 In Pyr. the det. of [zl is a sack1 PIEHL, IH. iii. 82.
2 D. et B. 81.

::1

like receptacle, ex. Pyr. 960, but our sign already appears exceptionally, ex. lb. 29+.

40

semi-hieratic alterna Use as last, ex. 1>::). j) ~ 2 wtsw 'those who have worn '.
tive to last (Dyn.
Also, owing to similarity in hieratic, used for ls T 13, ex.
XVIII)1
j) ®. 4 rs-tp 'vigilant '.

J

For the hieratic see MOLL. Pal. i. no. 405; ii. no. 405.
MOLL. Pal. i. no. 588.
4 Leyd. Denkm. iv. 28, 4 c. 3.
897,6.
1
3

41

0

1

plummet used in con- Det. in ;v tlJ 'plummet '.
nection with the
1 Dyn. XII, Leyd. V 103 = Denk11l. ii.
balance 2

13.

2

lUrk. iv. 85, H.
81m. sn, Urk. iv.

lEA. 9, 10, n. 4.

Sect. V. Rope, Fibre, Baskets, Bags, etc.
V

I

~

coil of rope

Det. rope, exx. "o-}' 1~ nwlJ 'rope'; ~ I{ lJltt 'front-rope' of
ship; actions with rope or cord, exx. qoL~ itlJ 'drag' ;
--': ts' tie'·, ~e
': 1 mnl,
_~ --.. "--D
U 'string' beads', 51 I{ Ini 'en
circle', ' surround'. Probably from 1.. o}.~ Inw 'network',
phon. or phon. det. In in 1.. ~ var. ~2 Int' dispute', the
relations of which with JL~ Ini 'exorcise', 'litigate' and
with 51::10 3 Inl ' contend' require further study. Another
possibly related word is ~ It (Int?) 4 'hundred' (§§ 259.
260). A similar, but doubtless different, sign is det. in
~ I{ Il !JIb' bent appendage' (of metal ?) belonging to the
crown V.
/WWNII.

1 M. u. K. I, 3.
' Cairo 20393. 20562, d, in the title Imy-r tnt; cf. too II title
Jnt discussedJEA. 9, 15, n. 2.
3 )iZ. 36, 138.
' )iZ. 36, 135·
a Urk. iv. 200, 15.

For ~ as substitute for,} G 43, see Z 7.
2

~ bolt -

034 combined
with the cord ~ V I
used for drawing it 1

Ideo. in r~~ sll (sM, later rB~ j; sll, 'drag', 'draw';
hence phon. stJ in ~ slit' aroura' (§ 266, 3). For an un
known reason det. in ~
IS 'hasten '.

r1;'

1 Jiz. 35, 105, confirmeo by DAV. Reklz~ ii. 26, 12. The sense of the verb agrees
so well with the Dyn. XVIII form just quoted that the suggestion (Hier.44) that
this is secononry seems unlikely. An alternative explanation, MONTET 304·
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the same sign wi th Phon. sllw in 7~ 1 R-s{lw'necropolis',2 particularly that of
three cords (Dyn.
the Memphitic god Sokar.
1 Ex. Tk. T. S. iv. 38, G.
2 AZ. 59, 159; W6. ii. 398, 9. 10.
XVIII)

-fl Jasso

Cf. f\~J(!l WIW 'lassoes'. Hence phon. WI,II exx.
WI 'far'; f\l\l t~ W/~ 'place', 'endure'.

f\l\:f;;'l:

I BUDGE, p••5.,)' Cf. too wit' cord ' (W6. i. 2044) and wlflllt' cord' (Urk. iv.
166, I2).
I For the initial w see a var. of wlr ' tie up', MONTKT 207.

5

~ looped rope

Det. in ~='FP sn{ (snl) 'plan', 'plot out', 'found '.
I

6

(5

cord (in early exx.
double and looped
at top on left) I

17r.6#; Meir i.

II;

D. el B. 37.

Ideo. or semi-ideo. or det. in l~ var. 15 2 ss, var. O.K. =~15 8
U, 'cord', 'rope'. Hence phon. ss (U), exx.l = var. 15
(p. 17 2 ) ss 'alabaster'; qlQ~ iss/-' what?' (§ 500). There
has been much confusion with 1l V 33: 'a (I) in the words
~9? 'linen', 'cloth', i! 'thing', 'concern', and ~ {~ 'corn',
all originally reading ssr; however, the fact of the confu
sion, together with certain writings with metathesis ssr
(see V 33, nn.4. 9), make the usually accepted reading ss
(so in the 1st edition) still just defensible, for final r
usually falls; (2) as det. in ~15~ rr/' tie up', 'pack';
(3) as phon. g in hieratic, where the two signs are not
distinguished in early times;' (4) as det. clothes, ex.
q«rqq!'\15!5 isywt 'rags'; however, this employment to
replace l? S 28 does not appear before Dyn. XIX.
I Early forms, Medum 13; Sagq. Mast. i. I. 2.
Ptan. i. 25.
4 MOLL. Pal. i. DOS. 515. 510.
G Adm. 3, .; the MS. is probably of Dyn. XIX.

loop of cord with the
ends downward

7

I

alternative form oflast
(Dyn. XVIII)

9 Q cartouche in original
round form I
10 0

cartouche in secondary
oval form (po 74)

'Urk. iv. 885,7.
S DAV.
Full discussion, Bull. 30, 161.

Cf. .!.= var. Pyr. = j/ sni 'encircle '. Hence phon. sn,
exx. .!.O Sn. 'tree'; 1..~~ Sn.r 'repel '.
Pyr.

I

8 ~

4&

21

3.

Use as last.
I

Puy. 57; ReM. 3, 28. So too already Pyr. 5.

Det. in

1..oloo Sn.w 'cartouche' (po

74).

See p. H for explanation as a double rope encircling (Inl) the entire region ruled
over by the sun or by the king as later embodiment of the sun.
1

::0

1 rn 'name'; also in
Det. in .!.0 loOl snw 'circuit';
names of kings and other royal personages, in which case
the component signs are written inside it, ex. C0E5~)
Mn-tJpr-Rr 'Menkheperrec', i. e. Tuthmosis III.
1

GAVET,

Temple de Louxor, p. ' ••

• BRUGSCH, Tau. 1077, 19.
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::q

c II d1li 'dam off', 'restrain'. The hieratic
probably later Det. in
taken to be a car
equivalent of the same sign S serves also as det. in ~l ~~ 4
touche cut in half
PIJI 'split '. It seems doubtful whether the hieratic word
and reversed 1
usually transcribed as cq q.", I : I dyt (dwyt?) 'shriek' was
originally written with this sign. 5

VII C sign

1 So at least it appears to be in Dyn. XVIII.
Early hieroglyphic exx. are lacking,
for the det. o( tinl in Pyr. 278. 716, namely a kind of hoe, cannot easily be the
prototype of our sign. IJnl, later tinl, may originally have meant· cut of['; cr. the
2 Urk. iv. 312,
later word tinll' portion I, 'fraction', see SF..THE, Zaklworte 89.
II; 445, 17.
S MOLL. Pal. i. no. 584; ii. no. 584.
• PI. 283; E6. 36, 16.
• In hieroglyphic of Dyn. XIX it has the same det. with which ani is written. For
the reading see VOG. Bauer 69-70; GARD. Sin. 99.

I2 ~

band of string or linen

Det. bind, exx. ~~"'" ssd 'head-band'; -9-~ rnIJ ' garland' ;
'''eJ'IIJ, 'loose', whence J'1 IIJ 'depart'; from the last,
phon. det. in ~7"},71~ ~,~ IJw FnIJw' Phoenician lands'.
Det. papyrus-books, exx. ~}"", ifdw ' papyrus'; :"'" snn
'deed'. Phon. or phon. det. rr~ (from rr~ 'bind on ') in
?"",1g rr~ 'swear'; ~q q~ var. ?q q0 rr~y 'last day' of
the month (§ 264).
Sinai go, 16; see GARD. Sin.

1

13

== rope for tethering anI
mals 1

Cf. Pyr. =~ ttt' fetterer (?) '.11 Phon. l.s Sometimes also, by
a false archaism, for'" t (§ 19, OBS. 2).
1

14

g:=I

the last, with an added
diacri tical tick

20.

PSBA. 22,65.

I

PJlr. 672, epithet ofa cat-goddess.

S

SETHF.., Alpha6et i 56.

Phon. l, both in hieroglyphic and hieratic, but apparently
only in a few words, doubtless words in which the value l
had not changed into t, exx. ::1 1 lsi 'lift'; ~q II Ttl
, Tjetji " a man's name.
Sitt. B 23; P. Kan. 2,7. Sim. w{s 'raise', Weste. 12, 23; S{SW'supports',
Hymn. 1,2.
I Brit. Mus. 614,3; ib. vert. 2; lsi, ;6.13. In other words
in this inscription l is written without the tick, exx. Sl '10',4; Ill' seize " 10.
1

ERM.

15

5r

16 _

combination of==:. V 13
and.A D 54

In 5.r~ var. Pyr. q5f'l itl, in M.E. often ~~

looped cord serving as
hobble for cattle

Ideo. in O.K. w- 1 SI
'""' SI ' protection'.

1

See Verbum i. § 397, 5.

2

(Z/)

Reading, see p. 214, bottom.

'hobble '.

Hence phon.

1 L. D. Ergiinsungs6and 40, with the picture.
• guard', Pyr. 1203. 175:1.

17 ~1 rolled up herdsman's
shelter of papyrus II
(Dyn. XVI II)
18

~

1

O.K. form oflast

Ideo. in
I

XI

var. '""'

D. d. B. 13.

SI,
2

var. Pyr.

_~

I

3 2/,

)/Z. 14, 77: Nee. 30, 39.

Use as last.
I DAV.

ut," 'seize '.

Plan. i. 16, no. 353.
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SI (Z/)

2

in

Reading from varr. of ZIW

'protection'.
a Pyr. 1470.
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V 19

ft

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
hobble for cattle I

Ideo. or det. in ft I varr. 'fn~,3 ~ ":\ft 4 mtit 'stable',
'(cattle-)stall'. For unknown reasons, det. in ~ ~ ft5 varr.
~M,6 ~~~~7 tml (from t11U?) 'mat', whence phon.
or phon. det. tml (Im/) in =>ft~8 varr. =>M,9 ft~ 10
{m/, 'cadaster (?)' or kind of land (?); in::ft var. ft !lIY
'sack' as measure of capacity (§ 266, I); and in other names
of woven or wickerwork objects. By confusion with an
older sign for a palanquin or portable shrine,l1 det. in
,.!qft- 111 lint 'palanquin', whence also in ,.!qft 13 lint
, sheaf'; so too in l:'fi 14 k,y 'shrine'; possibly also
in ::q q.ft. 16 s{y!, name of the sanctuary of Sokar in
Memphis. I6 To be distinguished carefully from Aa 19.

n

Made of cord, with a wooden cross-bar to be hidden below the earth, MONTET 95.
2 Bersn. i. 18.
8 Cairo 20104, m t ; R!tind 84.
4 Meir iii. 4. Sim. P)'r.
~ 202.
I Rec. 39, J 20.
8 BH. ii. 13.
7 Weslc. 7, 15.
8 ReM. 3,18,
quo Exerc. XXX (iii); ssw nw t11ll, ib. p. 25 = Iml, ib. 3, 26.
9 Brit. Mus. 828,
quo § 450.
10 Ss n £ml, Cairo ~0056; Leyd. V 3.
11 P)'r. 300 (klr) ;
cf. the picture San. 65.
11 Westc. 1 1,7; differently determined, ib. 7, 14.
IS Paner; 3.
14 LAC. TR. 21, 3.
II D. eI B. II.
18 STOLK, Plan
(Berlin, 1911),27.
1

20 n

the same without the
cross-bar (cf. V 21)

Cf. Dyn. XIX n~ 1C(1 1 mtiwt 'stables '.
in n mtiw ' 10' (§§ 259. 260).
1 MAR. Abyd.

21

of
'A1 combination
and ", I

10

n

V 20
(Dyn.

XII onward)

Hence phon. mtill

i. 53.

Ideo. in 'fi~ 1 mtil 'stable',.'cattle-stall'. Hence phon. mti
in 'fn~ I mti 'be deep' and derivatives.
1

See V 19, n. 3.

I

BUDGE, p. 458, 9. Sim. 11ltjt t depth " Kuban 32.

For:r see M 28.
22",",\! whip II (Dyn. XVIII)

For unknown reason,3 phon. mlz, exx. ~ var. Pyr. ~l\'
mlz' fill'; ::,Jq qQ~ m{znyl' the coiled one', name of a snake.
1 Ex. Bier. 6, no. 77.
I
has been suggested, Hier. p. 63.

23 \

1

O.K. form oflast

Exx.

DAV.

Plak. i. 17, nos. 371. 372. 377; San. 30; Ti

II2.

For unknown reason, phon. wi (later wd), exx. t}~1 var.
t}:::J wti 'command'; t}l~ 2 wilz (for wdlz) 'table of
offerings'; ~ J~ var. Pyr. } Jl= 3 wib ' turn'.
1 Exx. O.K.,
SPy,.. Ij 2 3.

alternative form of last
(Dyn. XVIII)

35, 106.
8 A derivation from «wi' strike'
• P)'r. 1682.

Use as last.
1

cord wound on stick
(O.K. and M.K.
form)!

A:z.

DAV.

Plan. i. 14,

DO.

296; M.K., BH. iii. 4, no. 51.

Use as last.
1.Ex. ReM.

2,

17.

http://www.facebook.com/groups/per.medjat

2

BH. i. J7.

V 26 =

1

ROPE, FIBRE, BASKETS, BAGS, ETC.
http://www.facebook.com/per.medjat
netting needle filled Ideo. in 7--- var.tf::= ri, also ::::~

rd, 'spool', 'reel'.
Hence phon. or phon. det. rd, later rd, ex. ~= 5 rd, var.
=~ 6 rd, 'be in good condition'; also rnd or rnd,T proved
only in the case of :: c.1Jlt mrndt, var. Pyr. I~:::'~ IJlt 8
mrnqt, 'the morning-bark' of the sun-god.
3

with twine 2

Sign-list

4

4

1 Rekh. 2, 6; Puy. 20,6.
2 See the picture BH. ii. 4 =BI,lI. 9, 5.
8 BUDGE, p. 391, 2.
4 NAV. ch. 153, 15.
5 BU. i. 8, If;.
• Sh. S. 7.
7 See Sitz. Berl. Ak. 1912, 958.
8 Pyr. 335. 336; siro. i/J. 661.

27

O.K. form oflast

_1

Use as last.
I

Xl

28

wick of twisted flax

Medum 13. Sim. Saqq. l'rlast. i.

I.

le

Cf. with a similar sign,
!trt 'wick'; 2 hence 3 phon.
As late det. once in U1tk, 'candle '.4

!to

1 Detailed ex., Saqq. Mast. i. 40, no. 68.
See too tile picture CAPART, Rue 37.
Dyn. XIX, WI>. iii. 39; a hieroglyphic ex. in the Hypostyle Hall, Karnak (Nelson).
s Az. 73, 8, n. 2; Ann. 43, 309.
4 MOGENSEN, Musle nat. Copenhague. PI. 24;
see SETHE. Zur Geschichfe der Einbalsamierung, 11*.
2

!l swab made from a hank

29

of fibre (down to
Dyn. XVIII identi
cal for all uses 2)

Det. in O.K. ~'='r 3 sk' wipe'; hence phon. sk (Sk), ex. ~r~
ski' perish'. For unknown reason, phon. or phon. det.
WJ/:t, ex. -f\~l r~ 4 var. H WJ/:t ' place', 'endure '. Also
det. in
dsr, var. Pyr. e~~6 dsr, 'ward off'. As
corruption of a sign resembling 0 M I, det. in ~~r 7 mrr
'fortunate '.

r

.:.r\-D5

I Detailed ex. Ti 132 (wllz).
2 W,lz and Ik in proximity, see O.K. Gemn. i.
B Rec. 28, 178; cf. Sah. 39. The interpretation as
22; Dyn. XVIII, Rekh. 2.
a swab depends on the meaning of Ik and on its other determinatives in Pyr.
4 Peas. B I, 209.
D Urk. iv. 269, 7.
• Pyr.908.
' Amada 8.

30

'C7

wickerwork basket

Ideo. in ~1 var. Pyr. ~JQ ~2 nbt' basket'. Hence phon.
in a few words reading nb, exx. 'C7j var. O.K. ;;;~3 nb
, lord'; 'C7 nb ' every', 'all '.
lUrk. iv. 896,

For
3I

31*

rn

~

UC7

10.

2

F-yr.557.

S

Urk. i. 126,9.

see 0 9.
wickerwork basketwith
handle

For unknown reason, phon. k.

the last, butwith handle Regularly in hieratic except in rare O.K. examples. I
1 MOLL. Pal. i. nos. 5I1, SII B. Hieroglyphic exx. have not been sought, but
on opposite side
must be extremely rare; in Dyn. I-II the few exx. have handle as in V '31, PETR.
Eg. Uier. nos. 975-9.
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V 32 ~ 1 wickerwork frai1 z (pos Det. in
sibly also used as a
float by hippopota
mus-hunters) 3

-

m~ ~' msnw, yare Dyn. I ~ ~ ~ 5 msn, 'har
pooner'; hence (?) phon. msn (msn) in
late yare m~::@T
Msn, a Lower Egyptian town near I~an~arah. 8 Possibly, but
not certainly, the same sign 9 in m~~i: 10 gIWt 'bundles',
, tribute'; hence phon. det. glw in m~}~ glw 'be
narrow', and related words.

-:6

1 Exx. O. K., QUID. SfZfJ'l. 19I1-2, 32 (Min); Ti 115 (111m ?).
I See the pictures
Ti 38. 39; Geflln. ii. I.
S Guess based partly on the use of the sign to deter
mine msnw ' hippopotamus-hunter', partly on the occurrence of a very late word "",
with this det., mentioned among the equipment (spears, ropes, etc.) of the msnw; see
A"z. 54, 53 and compare the fisherman's reed· floats T 25. But possibly the sign is
really the det. of mIn • weave',' plait '. though not so actually found, in which case
it would only be phon. det. in msnw 'hippopotamus-hunter'.
4 LAC. TR. 20,34.
& A"z 57.138.
• Liskt p. 36.
7 See A"z. 54,52.
• JEA. 5,242.
9 Before Dyn. XVIII it lacks the tie and so resembles to:! W 8, see WEILL, Dtcrets,
10 D. Ifl B. 77.
PIs. 2.3; Dmd. 8; Cairo 20539, i. " 8.

33

'b 1 bag of linen 2

Ideo. or det. in 'h ssr, yare O.K. ~~'h 3 $Sr, Yare Dyn. XVIII
l..'h' ssr, 'linen " 'cloth', cf. especially the compound
tb 5 ssr-nsw, yare O.K. ~~t': 6 ssr-nzw, 'royal linen',
'byssus', Coptic !D£nc; thevar. t~T7 with 15 V6 makes
the hitherto accepted reading Is-nsw possible for Dyn.
XVIII, as final r frequently fell away. Hence phon.
ssr (read as 5S in the 1st edition) in i! yare Dyn. XII
~.l..~8 sIr, yare O.K. ~~'h9 $Sr, 'thing', 'concern'; also
in l51{~ 10 varr. ~i\{l),l1 ~l..~ 19 sIr 'corn'. Perhaps
through connection with the stem found in m~~~ glwt
'bundles' (see on V 32) or else with m m~ggt 'kidney (?) ',I2a
phon. g in a few words, exx. }'h'h~ yare }l:H~ 13 wgg
'misery'; 'hJl: Gbtyw 'Coptus', a town in Upper Egypt.
Det. tie up, in E:'hli rrf' tie up', ' pack', 'envelop'; also
perfume, because kept in bags of linen,14 ex. ~~ yare ~~\:)
sty 'perfume', cf. i R 9. As det. clothes not before Dyn.
XIX,I5 and then mainly in the form 1) V 6 (see on that
sign). Note that in M. K. hieratic 'h is indistinguishable
from 1) V 6 ; lG in hieroglyphic the two are very often con
fused.
1 In O.K. and sometimes later the shape varies greatly. Sometimes like our type,
but thiuner and inclined at nu nngle, exx. L. D. ii. 22.23; sometimes almost triangular,
see below. V 35. Full discussion, BuD. 30, 161.
2 Described as Jsrw rifw
'tied-up cloths', Urk. iv. 1143, 13.
S Ti II5.
• Urk. iv. 1143, 13, Jsrw,plur.
lUrk. iv. 195. 16. Sim. O.K.• San. 61.
• L. D. ii. 100,&.
7 Urk. iv. 74 2 , 15.
8 Cairo 20538, ii. '9.
• Urk. i. 149,9, For writings of possibly the same
word with the metathesis 'Jsr see Adm. p. 101.
10 Urk. iv. 743, I.
11 Urk.
iv. 3i2. 14.
12 R.IIl. 178,3.'
120 Suggested by Dawson; see fVb. v. 208,7;
also Sign Pap. 11.4.
1. PSBA. 18, 202, 9.
14 See the picture D. If! B. 78.
n See, however, O.K. Qnkwt, Geb... i. 8; also the alternative form of S 28 seen in
PF:TRIE, Giun and RYln 23 G.
16 MOI.L. Pal. i. no. 520, without recob'uizing
that V 6 and V 33 are different signs.
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V 34

35

36

t:> 1
t41

fr
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alternative form of last
(Dyn. XVIII)

Use as last.

O.K. form of last
(rarely also Dyn.
XVIII) II

Use as last.

receptacle ofsome kind

Det. in 1::~ lip" «(ent ?), name of a receptacle given to a
temple. Hence (?) phon. or phon. det. (en, exx.l~~o~1l
var. 11'171 3 (ent 'occupations'; l~~~g ~ yare ~~ II (enty
~ period 'J 'end' (§ 77, I).

D. el B. 94

1

D

0

1

bandage (?)

, perfume ').

1 DAV. Ptak. i. 14, no. 318= (E.R.A.) 37, in Im~-rflr 'overseer of linen'.
This
form of the bag is carried by an attendant, Ti I J 5; cf. too L. D. ii. 23,6. Other
O.K. exx. of the same form of the sign, in flr 'thing', 'concern', Urk. i. 136, 5 ;
WEILL, Dlcrds, PI. 3.
I In s'Jr 'com " UrR. iv. 372, If, quo under V 33, n. I J.

1

37

(s/~

MAlt. A6. i. 10,6.
Urk. iv. 369, IS.

I

Rtkll. 16.

• Pak,ri 3.

Det. in q::o II idr 'bandage', 'bind '. Phon. or phon. det.
ldr in Q::O~ 8 yare ?~' idr 'herd'; note that ~~ II
appears to read ~I-Oo lu n ldr 'bull of the herd'. For
the confusion of 0 and 1:1 N 41 see AEO. ii. 2"58*.
Karnak, Tuthmosis III unpublished.
Sm. 9, 8.10. H.
a Bersk. i. 18.
• Ur/i. iv. 195, 10; Ig6, I.

1
I

38

0

1

bandage (O.K.)

, Urk. iv. 364, 12.

Rather different, Dyn. XII, Bersk. i. 18.
' Cairo 30001.
D UrR. iv. 699, 13.

Det. in }oO wt 'bandage', 'mummy-cloth '.
placed by 0 Aa 2.
1

Later re

Pyr. 1303 (NII97).

Sect. W. Vessels of Stone and Earthenware
W

I

Y1

sealed oil-jar

Det. oil, unguent, exx. ::;:1
~~i1 mrJI 'ointment '.
1

Q

it

Urk. iv. 9If, 9; for the reading cf. Cairo

yare

Ii

30720,

a 3.

1

11Irttl 'unguent';

sealed oil-jar, like WI,
but not showing tied
ends

Det. in J)rnp Ins (bls) 'jar'. Phon. blS (blS) in if: \I Blstt,
var. O.K. ~)r~ 8 BIstt, '(the cat-goddess) Bastet '. ,

3 '&7 1 basin of alabaster as
used in purifications II

Det. in O.K. =~J. var. ~ IS' alabaster' (p. 172).' Perhaps
on account of the purifications characteristic of feasts, det.
in IJW var. Dyn. XVIII IJ~ (t,b 'feast'; hence semi
ideo. 01' phon. IJb in l~J~ 8 (z6 'mourn '. Abbrev. of
lJ~~ /fbI 'ritual book' in .!A), W 5. Det. feast, eD.
e}.~' /JSlintyw 'New-moon festival'; .f\:' I WJg· W~
festival '.

2

11

1 LAC. Sare. ii. 13, no. 23.

I

Ex. UrR. iv. 432, 9.

s Ti 33.

Showing the markings of alabaster, Bier. 2, no. 9; 9. no. 178; X'II."
RIC. 39, 54.
• Sin. B 14-2.
4 BH. i. 24.
• Si.ti. 399- . . .B.
i. 35. 90-5.
t

I
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CD combination ofm 0

W 4

and

'::ll7

22

W3

Ideo. or det. in XJIlJ var. IlJ /:to 'feast '. Det. feast (much
rarer in M.E. than '::ll7 alone), ex. lllfllJ 1 tp-rl1pt 'feast of
the first of the year '.
1 BII. i. 24. Sim. W'K, Brit. Mus. 162.

~

5

combination of!EJ T 28
and '::ll7 W 3

In

~

'lector-priest', lit. 'he who is under (i. e.
carries) the ritual book'.
1

6

0

70

1

O.K. sign for a parti

1

cular vessel
granite bowl
XVIII)

In

Already M.K., AZ. 39, 117,6.

X};
1

(Dyn.

11 1 !Jry-/,eot I

W{zt 'cauldron '.

Saqq. Mast. i.

2.

t:e::::::l 1

deformation of the last
(Dyn. XI)

IlP

stone jug with handle

io. I;

(J

Aa

2.

Medum 13 (here of copper).

Det. in -!Ol mlf, var. O.K. ~02 mJt, 'red granite'; hence
phon, det. mJt in d:o 3 nut' proclaim '. Det. in ~}& 4
var. @ 5 Jbw 'Elephantine', as source of the red granite;
hence phon. det. JO in f J;"~I~ 0 var. fj~7 Jot' family'.
8

Urk. iv. 261, 3.
LAC. TR. 2, I.

4

G

Rekh. 5. Sim. Urk. iv.
f Brit. Mus. 159, II.

In Jow 'Elephantine' and Jot' family', see on W 7. The
same sign may serve as the earlier form of -.. gJW V 32 •2
1

9

Reading, see p. 51, n. 4.

Later replaced by

Rather different,

I D. el B. 156.
lUrk. i. 107, 2.
843,4,
D Brit. Mus. 614, 4.

8

I

Brit. Mns. 614, 4(lbvI' Elephantine'). Sim. Cairo

20512,

cc.

I

See V 32, n. 9.

Det. in -'/}'I} 1 nllnm, var. Pyr. -=~I(P llsJZm, 'the nllnm
vase' with its specific oil. Hence (?) phon. llnm, exx. 6111
Unmw '(the ram-headed god) Chnum'; 'I}~~ llnm 'join '.
o ScHARFF 49.
I BH. i. 17; Pyr. 5 I (N 311 a).
I P)'r. 5 I (W S9 a).
In O.K. = I interchanges with later -=- j, see Verbum i. § 260.

10 \J

cup (probably some
times also a basket,
c£ .& A 9)

Det. in Q-..IIjo 1 iro, var. :::Jo 2 rro, 'cup'; hence phon. or
phon. det. iro, ex. Q~j iro' unite'; ro, ex. ~-.Jljo m-ro' in
the company of' (§ 178). Det. in } ~~ 3 wsIJ (wJIJ) 'cup' ;
hence phon. or phon. det. wsIJ (wJIJ), exx. } ~~ wsIJ ' be
wide'; ~ 4 var. ~ (O IS) wsIJt 'hall'; sIJw, in ~@}~
sOw' width '. Det. in
5 /,en! 'cup'; hence phon. /:tnt
in ~6 var. X~ti /:tnwt'mistress'. Det. in -;/7 r 'cup'. In
words reading oil 0 sometimes replaces older tl N 4 I, ex.
j~}'i8 biJw' rare treasures '.

r:o

1 WO. i. 40; JtQ. 115; LAC. Sart. ii. 156.
lUrk. iv. 770,15'
• JiQ. lIS;
evidently very rare, not in W6. i. nor in LAC. Sarf.
4 Urll. iv. I2~O, 16.
I BH. i. 17.
6 Urk. iv. 391,13.
7 WIJ. i. 158.
8 BH. i. 8, I I. Sim.
D.tlB. 81; 84,6.
.

10*

t7 1 pot perhaps used

also as lamp (O.K.)

Phon. 011 in conjunction with 51- G 29, ex. 5I-'O~s 01 'soul "
or with 11I E 10, ex. t7111~ BI-pf(i) 'Baptl', a god. 1 Later
superseded in these uses by 0 R 7.
1 Ann. "Ja, 309.
I
(M386); 1378 (NIIH)·

(Aa 4) "'t7 1 alternative form of last
(Pyr.)

ce. a vessel called OI'W named Eo. 4, 9.

Use as last.
1

Pyr.854(N657); 1098(N IaS3); 1378(P616).
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ring-stand for jars, ( I) Ideo. or det. in S myare ma nst 'seat'.

WI 1 ill 1 (I)
(2) red earthenware
pot (Dyn. XVI II
form, round at bot
tom)

12

IAl I ring-stand (0. K. form,
straight at bottom)

13 D red earthenware pot
(O.K. form, round at
bottom and plain)

14

2 tall water-pot

F or unknown
reason,8& phon.g. (2) Ideo. or det. in ~m yare ~ II dIrt
'red pot'. (3) Occasionally substituted for ta 0 45 in
Dyn. XVIII, ex. t~8 ipt nsw 'king's harlm'.
II

Use as last, in O.K.
1

water-pot with water
pouring from it

{f[

the same in a ring-stand
JOt W 12

1

7 ~ 1 water-pots in a rack
(Dyn. XII-XVIII)

I

Pla"- (E.R.A.}32.

Pyr.2"49.

I

• Ti 128 (K#/).

In M.K. a sign

lEA. 4. PI. 9.

Ideo. or det. in 271 "'st, var. O.K. 12-:-2 II "'zt, 'water-pot';
hence phon. "'s (IJz), ex. U~ yare 2~~ lJsi 'praise'. Det.
also in rIP S1l0{t), var. Pyr. =...I0~' ZMt, 'jar'.
95;

LAC. Stlrc.

ii. 166.

I

MONTET 3930

• U,'~ iv. 874. 3.

Pyr. II790

Det. in L1.. 1. .1 (21 #0 'be cool' and derivatives j II also in L1...11(2:3
'libate'.

#'"

Uri. iv. 970, 15

(~/J).

I

Ex. s;6/J, Uri. iv. 65, 6.

• Amarn. iv. 3. 8.

Ideo. or det. in L1...11)tr 1 varr. {f),1 tr: 2 1f6",w 'libation'
and the related words. Much more rarely det. in L1...1...1tr a
1f66 'be cool '.
1

I

nit 'seat' and as phon. g.a

Use as W II, in O.K. ~[jt dIrt 'red pot'.
of this appearance is used for D N 34.lI

1

16

S~lI

D.w. Pld. i. 13. nos. 255. 258 (nil, K).

1 AZ. 37,

f9.

'

1 Ex. R,IlA. 2, 2 (K); D.,I B. 36 (ns/). In Dyn. XII still sometimes with bottom
straight as K (BersA. i. 31), while curved as nst (i/J. 19).
• JfZ. 47, 91.
• D.rIB. 36, in Nswt-Ilwy.
.. According to-Grdselofi' (Ann. 43,310) from
an O.K. word gw (Ann. 16, 196) j but this is described as an altar.
f R,IlA. 1 I.
I D. el B. 1 r.
I lEA. 1 I, 4.

f

15

Sign-list

Meir iii. 17.

I

BH. i. 17.

• Ex. P. Kd.

7, 41

(~/J).

*'

Ideo. in If!IIII ~n1w • racks for water-pots'. Hence phon. ont,
ex. 117 yare
~1It • in front of' (§ 174) and derivatives.
Hi". a, no. 6. With three pots, not infrequent in M.K., exx. BH. i. 8. 15;
J..eyd. Va; usual in Dyn. XVIII. en. R,"A. 4; PaAeri 4.
I Uri. iv. 8~4, 3.
1

J

Slfill O.K. form of last

Use as last.
1 With (our pots, usual in O.K., exx. Sa". 1; SfllJfJ. Mast. i. aOj more often than
not in M.K., exx. J..eyd. V 3. 4. 6. 7 j only rarely in Dyn. XVIII, ex. Uri. iv. 874. 7·

19 ~ milk-jug as carried in
a net 1

Det. in ~~g II mhr 'milk-jug'. From a probably obsolete
word :;0 I 8 mr ' milk-jug', phon. mi (old mr), exx. gq mi,
yare Pyre ~g<>' mr, 'like' (§ 170); ~gq7 dmi 'town' j
g,"; yare gq'0 II min' to-day' (§ 205).6
I See the picture Meir i. II =ii. 18, no. U.
I Meir ii. 6.
I Pyr. 3a; cr.
the place-Dame Mrt determined by a sign like W ao, MerJum u.
• Pyr.I665·
• CHASS. Ass. 77.
• The use in Pyre .1IIn (W/J. iii. 453) is un-explained.
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

~

milk-jug with a leaf Det. in Q::~ 2 irtt, var. O.K. Q~~ 8 irlt, 'milk'.
covering the milk 1
I See the pictures Ti J 14; DAV. Plan. i. J6.
I D. el B. 94.
-& twin wine-jars 1
Det. in Q-; ~ 2 irp 'wine'.
I

22

e

I

beer-jug

For the O.K. form see the picture Ti
D. el B. 105.

J I .. ;

e

1

Urk. iv. 427. 8.

lUrk. iv. 429. 7.

bowl

S See SCHXFER-LANGE, GralJ- una
• Pyr. 120. 124. See too Sebek". 7. 9.

Use as last, but not specially in connection with beer. Exx.
~Jol *r~t 'vessel'; ~l~2 wr~ 'anoint'. Also in O}8
wdpw 'butler', see on W 22.
1

24 0

also SlZIJfJ. il'last. i. 39, no. 55.

I deo. or det. in l ~ 6 var. 6 !m#' beer'. Det. pot, measure,
exx...;~J 1 *r~t ' vessel'; ::: 6 ds (O.K. dS) 'des-measure'
(§ 266, I, end); offerings generally, in ~ I ~ ,2 l,zw 'tribute' ;
notions connected with fluids, ex. 06 tlJi 'be drunken'.
As det. in the group Q6 'food and drink', see on Q X 2.
Ideo. in 6}8 var. Pyre }~}6t wdpw 'butler'.
Denksteine. iii. 58; PSBA. 13.451.

23 -0 jar with handles

a L. D. ii. 66.

TA. T. S. iii.

12.

I

TA. T. S. iii. 4.

S

Meir iii. 25.

Phon. nw, exx. ? nw (1ryW) 'of', m. plur. (§ 86); ~ Nwl
'(the goddess) Nut', probably so to be read in spite of
the obscure Pyre var. o~ ~; 1 l~ 0}6 ~nw 'vessel '. Initial
nw is preferably written ;;::c} or "o-}, see on U 19; final
nw is sometimes written 000, exx. ~ mnw ' monument' ;
~= T~nw' Libya'. Great difficulty is caused by
•primeval waters', which may have existed in two distinct
forms (I) niw or nww or 1ZW, (2) nnw or nwnw; J& for (I) see
Pyre var. -Q} Ib and a Dyn. XVIII enigmatic equivalent
- } } ;lC for (2) see Pyre var. =OOO},ld also the female
counterpart -++~ nnt • the lower heaven', further the
personal name °o°ft presumably to be read Nnw on account
of=ft 3 nn(l) 'child', and lastly Copt. 1tO't1t • abyss'. Phon.
also in (cf.] W 25) in ~ var. Pyre Q:;t ink' I' (§64). Phon.
det. in AA~,~, varr. Pyr.. U~,5 1&1 5
'council';
whether the former writing has anything to do with
A~A~ ~6 8
'pot' is doubtful. So too from M.K.
1~ replaces O.K. f~~ in such words as 1~1M var. Pyre
~ D~ 7 ~d ' build •; 1:1: var. O.K. ~~ 8 ~ , form •; the old
phon. det. 0 here is due to the stem-meaning of *di ' go
round " while the later 0 may be connected with Ifd
'fashion' pots. From M.K. onwards 0 inexplicably ac
companies Aa 27, exx. to':t
'protect' ; t010 n4 'ask' ;
and is found also in +..J~9 NtJbt '(the goddess) Nekhbet'.

==

2

«lfi,1

«'«IW

t

n«
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Sign-list

the interior (of)'
(§ 178) has been explained as a rebus m(w) o(r) nw ' water
under pot '.10 Lastly, 0 occurs as occasional alternative
to 5 or '0 as det. pot; hieratic often fails to distinguish
these signsY

0

I Pyr. 1184' 1+54'
I_ Fuller collection of relevant writings, SETHB, Amun
und die adu Urgotter §§ 61, 127.
Ib Pyr. a07. H6.
Ie Rev. d'Eg. i. 5.
Id Pyr. 1078. 177 8• 1780.
I Pyr. 1691.
8 GRIFFITH, Cataltlguo/tlle Demotic
Papyri i" tile Rylands Library iii. aao, n. 1+.
« Pyr. 141. 1098. See SitlS. d.
Berl. Ak. I9I:1, 962.
8 Pyr. 1713.
• Eb. 66, 17.
7 Pyr. 1597.
• D. el D. 35. Also in the related place-name Nbb 'EI·Kib',
• Urk. i. 101, 10.
Palleri I.
10 AZ. 59, 61.
11 MI:SLL. Pal. i. nos. +95. 497.

com bination of 0 W
and..J). D 54

25 ]

24

In

1.. var.

Pyre

L! ini
1

2

'bring', 'fetch '.

Pyr.9 1 3.
I Reading, cf. 0 W 24 with the value In and see Sil1s. d. Berl. Ak.
1913, 962; also Coptic elite.
I

Sect. X. Loaves and Cakes
X

I

Q

For
2

bread l

i see M 5·
G loaf

Ideo. (or semi-phon. t) in Gvarr. G~' '" I rare yare Pyre 7a
t ' bread'; the accepted reading II (so in the I st edition)
has no justification. Hence phon. t. Note the spellings
oi,' i ... ' for iQ~ it-ntr 'god's father', name of a class of
elder priests. In group-writing (§ 60) G~ or ~ is used
for t/,
1 SETH£, AlpWel 156. Cf. the Pyr. var. ofn. 3. and the later writing of 1I-n!.r with
the loaf X a.
I Common in compounds like I-rtf} 'b."lked bread', t-fIIr 'large
bread', I-nbs' bread of the neb~-tr~', eu. DH. i. J 7 ; cf. the varr. oft-ftW, Pyr. 19+6.
219+.
S Pyr. J 723.
f See A:z. 47. 9+; +8, 21-2.
D BURCHARDT § 130.

Det. bread, exx. Gyare G~ t 'bread'; lJ GIns' Ins-loaf'.
For G~ or ~ as t in group-writing (§ 60) see on X I.
The groups G5 or ~, representing bread and beer with
or without another sign for bread, occur as generic det.
prt-lJrw 'invocation offerings' (p. 172);
food, exx.
~~J~ 1 lib' meal'; expanded still further in i*~ II
IJtp(w)-ntr 'divine offerings'. On M. K. coffins G~ is some
times substituted for ~ ~ l)lJwty , Thoth' for superstitious
reasons,3 and a similar or identical group serves also rarely
for ~j~ Gb '(the earth-god) Geb" or for ~ 'Inpw
, Anubis '.6 From the end of Dyn. XVIII GI6 is found
as var. of iQ~, i o it-1ztr 'god's father', a priestly title,
see above under X I.

rn

1 Munich 3, 17.
Possibly the cursive hieratic ligature seen in. fIIn",1 • food'. Sin.
104, is to be re~olved similarly.
2 D. el B. 14. Sim.
To S. i. 8.,
8 LAC.
TR. u, 8; see AZ. 51, 59.
« LAC. TR. 29, I. 26.38.
• LAC. TR. 5. I.
I L. D., Text, iii. 15; see A·z. 48, u.

n.

B
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X 3 Q alternative form of last Use as last.

For 0 as the earliest form of D N 34 see on

that sign.
4

roll of bread

ClD

Det. bread, food, exx. '0 ~ 1 t 'bread'; cP 2! 2 prt-lJrw ' in
vocation offerings'; =o} ~ 3 (Dyn. XVIII), var. M.K.
~~~=4 snw 6 'food-offerings '. From this last, phon. det.
6 var.
sn (zn) , exx.
sni 'pass by';
7 Snt
Senet " a fem. personal name; cf. also Pyr. Q~Q Q8 iznii
'are opened '. In sni 'pass by' and snt 'likeness' =
is subsequently replaced by t = X 5, while Pyr. = in zn
'open' later takes the form = N 37, see on that sign.
Also from ~l\ = flp 'cake " phon. det. flp in ~l\::
f*1 reward '. As det. so;netimes takes the place of Q!7 W 3
(Dyns. XI. XII), ex. m~ #w festivals '.9

='Jl =Jl'

=c:,

I

I

I

MeidL 8. Sim. Jbt I food', ib.
2 BH. i. 33.
• BUDGE, p. 159, 7.
, D. el B. (XI) i. ~4.
3 This word chances not to have been found before M.K.,
in which period its spellings are influenced by In' smell '. Neverthc)e", the original
value was probably znw and this must be regarded as the origin of the phoRt'tic value
In; see Rec. 35, 61.
8 BH. i. 8, 8.
7 Tk. T. S. ii. 7.
• PYT. 1408.
• Brit. Mus. 580. Sim. ib. 337 (WIg 'Wag-festival'); CL.-VAND•• 33,10 (Ibd
, month.festival ').
1

(N 18)
5

=

t==

alternative form of last

Use as last.

semi-hieratic form of Det. bread, food (in hieratic only), exx. 'O~ 1 I 'bread';
~~~2 r*w' provisions'. From Dyn. XI I usually takes
=X4
the place of = as phon. det. sn S in hieroglyphic =:1'
sni 'surpass'; ~~=<:> 5 m-snt-r 'in the likeness of' (§ 180).
1 Fr. 1,4.
I Fr. 17, 7.
Mus. 461 j Tit. T. S. ii. 38.
iv. 168, 10.

6

Gi)

a round loaf bearing
mark of the baker's
fingers 1

1

half-loaf of bread

I See the intermediate forms in the name Snl, Brit.
Urk. iv. 101, + Sim.' pass by', Sit. S. 9.
G Urk.

Det. in j){G; 2 pll 'loaf'. Hence phon. det. in ~~ SPIt
'antiquity', 'primeval times' and the related words. Apt
to be confused with e N 9.'
I

7 LI

4

1 DAV. Plak. i. 18, no. 403 and p. 34; Ann. 9, II 1 ; also depicted D. ei B. 135.
Tk. T. S. i. 18.
8 Urk. iv. 165, 14.
' Ex. Plly, UrJe. iv. 1168,6.

In O.K. offering-lists described as III ~ }=.1j gsw 'half-loaves'
or !.}~ Ptiw ' (pieces) spread out '.la In Pyr. ~'l or ~ is
ideo. or det. food, exx. }=j~'ll wlb' eat'; +~3 var. ~'ls
wn.m 'eat '. After O.K. LI becomes indistinguishable from
A N 29 and is practically confined to the word +~~ 4 var.
~to 6 wnm 6 'eat '. Exceptionally, however, as det. in
-.11.11.117
'3"FR snw Ir100d-0ffi'
ermgs ,.
807 (M 113). Often, but not always, taller and narrower than A ~ N 29.
Ten, a07,n.l.
l.P;yr. 80's. Sim.6r#'haveabundancc'• .o.
3Pyr.
807. 'Dena. u. Sim. Mnnich 3, 7. • Brit. Mus. 574, 17; Palled 3. 6 For the
reading see on M 43 and Z II.
7 Uri. iv. 481, 13.
1 .P;yr.

1& GUNN,
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& conical loaf? (in M. E.

more often replaced
by L.JJ D 37)

Sign·list

Ideo. give, in y 1'di, & di 'give' (§ 289, I) and also in
Pyr. /), rare varr. &~L.JJ,1 Q/),2 for the more usual imperative
QL.JJ var. M.E. Q~::: imi 'give' (§ 336). The use in
both sterns seems conclusive for the ideographic character
of the sign. 3 Possibly the earliest reading of the later
stem rdi was 1'gi, cf. the personal name ~/), var. ~ ~ and
the Pyr. var. y",.... 5 for ~} ...... 1'gw 'efflux'; but verb
forms with repetition of the sign (ex. /),/),'=') doubtless
indicate the reading dd; so in Pyr. already 5a and see
above § 289, I. From the same stem, phon. d (very rare),
ex. &iJ~1 I II d*(r) 'fruit'. The word &I{~I 7 'provisions'
probably reads di; in hieratic the inner markings are not
shown, so that the sign there resembles ~, see before Z 9,
and the word has, therefore, often been read spd. S

n

1 Pyr. 381.
i Pyr.392.
S Verbum i. § 454.
' A'Z. 39, 135.
p)'Y. 788.
Go Pyr. 608. jI6. 824'
6 Cairo 20350, a.
7 Sebekn. 7, 13;
Urk. iv. 64, I; flaremfJab, right side 9; see GARDINER, l.gyptian n/eradc 'l"exts,:'

G

16*, n. 7.

8

So still Wb. iv.

lIZ.

Sect. Y. Writings, Games, Music
y

I

~

papyrus rolled up, tied,
and sealed (from
Dyn. X I I on also
vertically ~)

Ideo. in ~71 var. Pyr. ~L: 2 mgJt' papyrus-roll', 'book '.
Hence phon. mglt 3 in -:=: ~ varr. ~AQ1(,5 ~D 6 mgtt
'(sculptor's) chisel '. Det. 7 writing and things written, exx.
"!H ss 'write'; ~~~ m(w)dt ' word'; lu~~ ft,kl 'magic';
also abstract notions, exx. ~-::~~I mlrt • truth';
~}~
mlw(y) • be new'; ::: 1'1J ' know'; ::~~ rl ' great '. In
mathematical books and accounts ~ is often abbrev. for
~= dmd 'total'.s

>

Eb. 30,7.
I Pyr.491.
s PSBA. 21, 269.
' Two Sculptors 8.
Leyd. Denkm. iv. 14.
6 Common in Dyo. XIX. XX.
7 Old uses,
liz. 57, 75.
8 Compare P. Kak. 8, 13. 14. with ib. 8,62.
Sim. P. Louvre ]326,
10, 8. This use arises from the habit of separating ~ {rom the phonetic signs for
dmgin M.K. papyri, see Exerc. XX, (a), end.
1

D

2 ~1

O.K. form oflast (also Use as last.
1 DAV. Plak. i. 15. no. 341.
Sim. in Dyn. XI, exx. Brit. Mus. 614; Louvre C 14.
vertically ~ from Pyr.
In Dyn. XII, one thread is apt to be shown, not none as here, nor yet on eacp side as
on in specific cases) 2
in.- Y I, exx. Brit. Mus. 581 i Louvre C I.
I Pyr. iv. § 131; Dyn. XI, POL. § 29.
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
scribe's outfit, consist
ing of palette, bag
for the powdered
pigments, and reed
holder

Ideo. or det. in :::~~ 1a mnhd 'scribe's outfit'; also in
~~ var. =~I S!W 'writings' and the related words, cf.
O.K. =~ s z! ' write '. Perhaps because pigments were
ground fine and smooth, det. in ~~~' 1Zrr 'smooth '; in
the Ebers medical papyrus ~~ /) is abbrev. for =~~ 8
snrr 'made smooth',' ground fine '. Also det. of the Pyr.
word 11= ~~~7 tms 'red' with its later derivative ~m}~~8
tmsw 'injury', 'harm '.
1 This form is commonest at all periods, exx. O.K., Saqq. Mast. i. 4. 8. 20; M.K.,
Bersh. i. 15. 18.20; Dyn. XVIII, Th. T. S. i. I; Rekh. 5; Puy. 20,7. So too in
hieratic, MOLL. Pal. i. no. 537. For the leather bag see SCHARFF 54; QUIB. Saqq.
'911-12, Pl. 29; later apparently interpreted as a water-bowl.
10 1¥o. ii. 83,3.
2 ReM. 2, 16, cf. p. 25.
S Sah. I ; Pyr. 906.
4 Herdsm. 5: Eo. 108, 20.
Sim. nr, Urll. iv. 7'7,12.
6 Exx. Eo. 4, Ij;. 19; 6, I.
8 P. Kah. 5, 50;
Hearst I, 17. In O.K. scenes In rr means' polish', MONTET 29°.306; snrr 10' make

calm', lit.• smooth the heart " Pt. 276; BUDGE, p.
8 BUDGE, p. 110, 2; 262, 5; cf. A·z. 60, 74.

4

~1

rarer alternative form
of last

5 E5 draught-board (znt)

1

26~,

14.

7

Wo.

v. 369.

Use as last.
1 Exx. O.K., Ti 23. 46; M.K., BH. i. 29. 30.35; Dyn. XVIII, Cairo 34017 =
LACAU, PI. II. GUNN, Teli, '47, n. I points out that this alternative form occurs
especially often in texts written from le{t to right, the scribe having omitted to make
the customary reversal. So too with certain other signs.

For unknown reason, phon. m1z,2 exx. =~ m1Z 'remain';
Q=~ '1mn ' (the god) Amun ';
71 mn{t , wax '.

:::t

For this word, see L. D. ii. 61, a; when it has the draught-board as det., this is
2 Reading
much more elaborately made than the sign for mn, ex. Urk. v. 4, 12.
from a large number of Coptic equivalents, exx. moun • remain'; AlIloun • Amiin '.
1

6

iJ1

draughtsman

Ideo. or det. in Qj~O 2 var.. O2 iO(/) 'draughtsman '. Hence
phon. ibl in qj~O 3 varr. QjOOO,3 000' iOJ(w), 'dances '.
1

7 ~1 harp
8

CAPART, Rue

Det. in

V sistrum
1

1

j7P

2

69.

2

Rec. 16, 129, Dyn. XX.

S

BH. ii. 7.

'BH. ii. 17.

bitt (bint) 3 'harp '.

Thebes, tomb 50.

I

Urll. iv. 174, 13.

8

$addic ooinl.

Ideo. or det. in ~oy var. y sUt ' sistrum '. Between Dyn.
XIII-XVIII occasionally phon. sfJm (because oft' sfJm, a
kind of sistrum 2), ex. y~ ~~~ 3sfJm-ir(y)f 'potentate'.
1

Thebes, tomb 93.

2

GARD. Sin. p. 102.

a KOjl. 8, 8. Cf. Cairo 20539, i. 0 I I.

Sect. Z. Strokes, Signs derived from Hieratic, Geometrical Figures

Z

I

stroke (perhaps pro
perly a
wooden
dowel) 1

. exx. --,I
~
'1111"
Ideo. or d et. one, umty,
var. I wr ,one,
III 7 seven,
lit. 'seven units' (§ 259). Following an ideogram I denotes
that this means the actual thing that it depicts (§ 25), exx.
"7' r 'mouth'; '¥ dw 'mountain'; so too in duals and
Plurals , exx• .....JI1Q,.\\
1 ..l( 2 fW1J
/ ' the two arms'·,
1 1I 13 SOIW ' stars' ,.
~I'I 14 fJJswt 'countries'; in fern. nouns the fern. ending

*
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(continued)

Sign-list

27 lzst 'water-jar '. Such writings
were often preceded in O.K. by phonetic signs; /I M.E.
survi vals of this practice are ~ s 'man'; ~} <p 6 hrw
, day'. Ideo. with I is occasionally followed by a det., ex.
<p~ Rr ' Re( '. Misunderstanding of the function of I often
leads to its displacement, exx. ~ 1 for 'if. s 'man'; ~ 8
for ~ s ' pool '. It is strange that ~ 9 is a later writing
of tl 'earth', while ;-; 10 (also found in Dyn. XVII I) 11
is the usual writing in Dyn. XII; =2Q7 12 dmi 'town' is
likewise difficult to explain, as also are many later exx.
of the stroke. Already in Pyre cases occur of ideo. with I
being together transferred to a phonetic use; 13 so often
in M.E., exx. (lr / upon' (§ 165); ~ var. ~~ Sl 'son';
so particularly in group-writil1g (§ 60), exx. 7 r; '/::;,' t.
Along similar lines !, occurs as det. towns in place of @,
ex. +~fo=o@' 14 Nn-1ZSw ' Heracleopolis '. Occasionally
in Dyn. XII I serves merely to fill an empty space, exx.
7 15 n 'for'; A~ ~"i 16 til-n·i ' I ferried across '. In
Pyre I was sometimes used (like' and 0) to replace human
figures, these being regarded as magically dangerous 17 ;
so in M.K. coffins, exx. Q' 18 for Qi i ' 0 '; ~ ~J::' 19 for
~ ~J::A Ssnb·n:f, a man's name; extensions of this use
appear to be the rare employment of I as suffix 1st pers.
sing. ·i 'I'; 20 perhaps also the fairly common writing
--:- 21 for j , ~, or ~ S ' man '.
t often intervenes, ex.

r

t Hier. p. 37.
• Cairo 2053S, ii. c 7.
8 Sin. B 271.
4 Sin. B 45.
A'Z. 45,46.
• Urk. iv. SI, 4.
7 EH. i. 8, S.
8 Urk. iv. II65, 10.
9 Urk. iv. 102, 15; 615, II.
10 Sin. B43.
11 Urk. iv. 96,3; cr. ib. 149,14.
12 Sin. B 306.
13 )/Z. 45, 50.
14 Peas. Bt. 17.
Sirn. EH. i. 25, 79.
]5 Louvre C I, II.
18 Brit. Mus. 562, 7,
I? A'Z. 51, 22.
18 LAC. TR. I, 6;
7, 1; 8, I.
19 A'Z. 51, 51.
20 Cairo 2,0057, q, qu. § 505, I; ib. 2053S, ii. c 4.
Already in O.K., Urk. i. 126, 2.
21 Cairo 20538, i. c 4; Urk. iv. Ir4S, 12.

5

2 I I I

stroke I Z I thrice re Det. plurality (§ 73, 3), common from Dyn. I X onwards,
following an ideo. or det. to show that it should be
peated (also written
understood three times, exx. f! 1 rnpwt 'years' for O.K.
III' ! Z 3; for the ver
Hf; 'S~}~,~, 2 1UjSW 'poor men' for O.K. ;:;~~~:it~.
tical writing :: see
Examples occur already in Pyr., but very rarely, ex.
below end of text
:;:~ 3 mrw 'canals'; these suggest as origin of the use
and in Z 3)
a contraction of plurals like C(C(C(l4 into ,C(" but since
00., : are found as plur. det. from Dyn. VI onward (exx.
f\~ Ii WJwt 'roads', -;:;~1t:6 ndsw ' poor men ') the use of
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

(continued)

I I I as plur. det. cannot be dissociated entirely from the
employment of I, ' or 0 in Pyr. as substitutes for signs
representing human figures which were regarded as
magically dangerous; 7 see on I Z I ; \. Z 5; 0 N 33. In
M.E. I I I is found also with purely phonetic signs, exx.
~I I IS wrw 'great ones'; ~}.'19 nJrw 'beautiful', m. plur.;
~~ 10 nJrt' beautiful " f. plur. Sometimes it marks plural
meaning in words that are not themselves plural, exx.
~ ~ 11 sn ' their' ; ~ qq<=> 1t! I i Ilnyt ' sailors', a fern. collective
(§ 77, 3); ~~I I 1 13 r!J 'many'; such plural meaning was
probably felt by the Egyptians in words denoting foodstuffs,
materials, etc., though singular in form, exx. Q~ 14 t
, bread'·, ~Jrl
n~ ~
iwl"
0
16 hd ' silver'· so too
I I111:
; flesh'·'IR
I I I
• ,
in fern. participles with neuter. meaning, ex. ~~ dddt
'what was said " '(things) said' (§ 354). Lastly, I I I is
found with abstracts ending in w (§ 77, I), whether these
are really plurals or not, exx. ~~11117 smsw 'following';
"S~}~ 18 ntisw 'poverty'; so too with fern. infinitives, if
such they be (§ 298, end), ex. m~~I~' mswt 'birth '.19 For
the same sign vertically written :: in hieratic, see under
Z 3; for ~, :: and in numbering the days in dates, see
§ 259; :: occurs also as phon. det. in ~::t lImt 'think '.

=

I Siu/ 4, 22.
2 Si"! 3. 12.
S Pyr. 508; siro. ib. 396. See AZ. 51, 18, n. I.
• Pyr. 292.
6 U,·k. i. 127, 9.
6 Urk. i. 151, II.
7 AZ. 51, 18.
8 Leyd.
V 4, 12. Siro. #/(11)), Meir iii. +; n~!w, Urk. iv. 65+, 14.
g Cairo 20086,
b 12. Siro. Leb. 61.
10 Cairo 20086, b 14.
11 Dots already in Pyr. 287, cf. Ree.
35,67.
11 Urk. iv. I, 16.
13 Sin. B I.n, as predicate.
14 Cairo 20024. b 8.
16 Leyd. V 4, 3.
11 Urk. iv. 423, 10.
11 BUDGE, p. 80, 1+.
18 Pt. 428.
10 Verbum ii, § 603.
•

stroke I Z J, thrice re
peated vertically

3

For
see on N 33.
4 \\ two diagonal strokes
(less often written II)
0

0

Use as last, common in hieroglyphic from Dyn. XII,t rarer
in hieratic, where the original form was ::.11
1 Exx. Leyd. V +. V 88; Brit. Mus. 572.
2 MOLL. Pal. i. nos. 562. 563.

0

In Pyr. only as det. duality, exx. ~ 1 tn(i) , you two' (cf. for
the ending ~_q2 ini 'they two '); -: 3varr. .....JI},' -:} 6
rw(l), also -:Q Q6 rw(y), 'the two arms'; and in O.K., ex.
~} 7 p(tw(i) 'end' (§ 77, I). I n some cases \\ replaced
human figures, these being deemed to be magically
dangerous, exx. ~~ 8 l!Jt(i) 'the two glorious ones' for
~o~~; ~~~~ 9 sJt(i) 'son and daughter'; :}Q" 10
t(w)twi ' the two images '. The last use survives in M.E.
~\\ 11 Sdty' Crocodilopolite', where, however, the hieratic
\\ replaces, not dangerous signs, but signs difficult to
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draw; 12 see below'\. Z 5. Elsewhere in M.E. \\ is always
phon. y, through its constant association earlier with
words of dual form, i. e. ending in i (y); exx. are 7 fy,
var. Pyr. -Q IS fi, 'his two' (§ 75, 2); J~~imnty 'western';
.tJ ~~7 sdmtyfy 'who will hear' (§ 364).
Except in
compounds like the last \\ y is always final consonant; it
has its distinct uses, and qQ is seldom interchangeable
with it. u
1 J}r.2200. Sim. but with dots,ln(I), Pyr. 631.
I J}r. 1424; ~eRec. 35,68.
Pyr. 1588.
' Pyr. 1533.
• Pyr.I965.
• Pyr. 1235.
'Urk. i. 126,14.
e Pyr. 1425.
D Pyr. 1248. Sim.lnt(l), J}r. 628.
10 J}r. J 329.
II ERM.
HY"I". 1,4, quo Exerc. XXXI, (a).
12 Hee. 38, IS3; most similar en. belong to
IS Pyr. 204S; see /?ee. 35,69.
If Verbum i. § uS.
Dyn. XIX or later.
B

5

"-

1

diagonal stroke as made
in hieratic (some
times also ,)

Identical in origin with the stroke' used in Pyr. as substitute
for human figures, these being considered magically
dangerous, ex. ~ ~ i-.}, II smsw 'elder' for ~ ~ '}ll
In M.E. hieratic used only to replace dets. that were
difficult to draw,S exx. ~~0' It 'moment' for ~~0;
5 snit' base' for -o(5)JI.
In hieratic texts of Dyn.
~Q~
~o.!K'U
X VI I I sometimes in personal names without preceding
phon. signs for 4) B 3, ex . .-."-i I 'lrf:z-ms(w) ,cAbmose'
for .-.m~e'\.i.T Only very rarely to replace complicated
or unusual signs in Dyn. XVI II hieroglyphic, ex. ~'\. 8
idt (?) 'cow', possibly for ~T. Hieratic \\ as substitute
for two dets. (see on \\ Z 4) is merely a doubling of '\..

t.

-0

'\.

1 See below n. S.
2 Pyr. 60S.
See AZ. 51, 20.
3 MOLL. Pal. i. no. 559.
• Pro 1,4; Leo, 32. Il6.
• Hhind60, I.
I NORTHAM PT. IS, 7·
1 NORTHAMPT. 23, 33.
8 Urk. iv. 1020, 10. Sim. in ~ftt 'glory', ib. 385,4. As
det. in smdt' staff' (of temple), Palleri 9, 39d>erhaps by confusion for ~ D 13·

6

~

1

hieratic substitute for
j, A 13 or ~ A 14. 2

Det. death, enemy, exx. ~ ~ 3 m(w)t 'die'; o·o""""-c· IJpt
, decease'; ~~""""-c 5 IJft(y) 'enemy'. In hieroglyphic
barely distinguishable from ~ F 20.
1 MOLL. Pal. i. no. 49, B.
For the hieroglyphic form here adopted, see the ex.
quo below n. 4.
I It is doubtful whether this is abbrev. of A 13 or A 1+
Mutilation for superstitions reasons has clearly played a part, see A."z. 51, 51.
S LAc. T/? p. 9,1. 4.
' Cairo 20003, 2 -Musec egyptien i. IS.
• E6. 109,17.

7

~

hieroglyphic adaptation
of the hieratic abbre
via ted form of .} G43

The hieratic abbreviation of.} G 43, best transcribed by ~,
occurs with increasing frequency from Dyn. IX onwards. 1
In hieroglyphic ~ 'lV does not become really common until
the reign of Akhenaten. 2 Not to be confused with ~ V I.
1

I

MOLL. Pal. i. no. 200, B. Early exx. at Hat·Nub and in the Bershah coffins.
Early exx' J Urk. iv. 2, I2; 14S, 8, beginning of Dyu. XVIII.

For \) as hieroglyphic adaptation of the more cursive hieratic form of ~ G 39, see on H 8.
For

..J as hierogiyphic equivalent of the hieratic forms of l T

13 and
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oval

Det. round, in ~ 2: 1 snw 'circuit' and the related words.
A different sign from = N 18.

circle

Det. round, from O.K.l onwards common in words from the
stem *d(i) 'go round', exx. q1~} ITi} it! 2 i*dw 'builders';
1~ 3 *d 'character'. From Dyn. XI increasingly often
replaced by 0 W 24.

I

(N 33)

0

D.e/B. 15 6.

Exx. ~d'form', Urk. i. 101,10.12; [ui'mould',Pyr. 1597.
s Cairo 20609, a 6.
a Brit. Mus. 6.14, 8.

I

(M 44) ~ triangle?

Ideo. or det. in r~~ var. Mspd (Spd) 'sharp', unless it is
there a thorn, as in r~~ srt 'thorn', see on M 44. In
QI ~ 1 t-lui' white bread' it signifies a loaf of triangular shape.
1

Z 9

x

two sticks crossed

Urk. iv. 770, 9.

Det. break, exx. J~ 1 luli 'damage'; ~ ~ "':i"1\ x 2 gmgm
, break'; divide, exx. X wpi 'divide'; -.:~ pss 'divide' ;
~jx bbi ' lessen " ' subtract'; actions involving something
crossed or encountered, exx. A~ ~ 3 rlli 'cross'; }=j x 1o"
wsb ' answer'; fj ~ ~ 6 1b!J 'be united'; also in many words
where the reason is not apparent,1l exx. ::; 7 nkt 'matter "
, trifle'; B~~ tiS 'boundary'; }~10 8 wdi 'emit
(sound) '. In Hj~ f:tsb, var. O.K. HJx f:tsb, 'reckon', lit.
'break up (numbers) '9 X (Z 10), the prototype of x, has
become t) Aa 2 ; but in x f:tsb 'i-' (§ 265) the sign has
survived as an ideo. Owing to its use as det. in certain
stems, x has acquired special phon. or semi-phon. values
as follows: (I) SWI, in rf\~blO varr. b,ll ~ 12 sWli (fwd)
'pass by', from "1\~x 13 var. ~ 14 SWI (ZW/) 'cut off';
(2) sri, in ~~ 15 var. Pyr. r~~ 16 srlt 'flame', from ~~ 17
sdi
Lbs in ...x111 18 var• ~:.dIJ'
I nXI
VI... xI I19 uv
J.I,sw ' plough
- 'break" , (3) a,
lands' ., (4) sbn in x 20 var• AX 21 sbn 'mixed' , 'various" ,
23 wp st 'specify
(5) wp, in c~J",22 var. Dyn. XX Yc:;JI 71
it', a phrase serving to introduce details of accounts;
(6) wr (reason unknown), exx. r~ Q=1o 24 sw(r)i 'drink';
~ .
x 0 25 var. 'Ilt-=-~I
~
~
0 26 1,,,,
w<=>
-=-1 I 1
I 1
arr-wr, a me d'Icament.
,~

1 Siut I, 224.
e See A·z. 49, II9.

=.-

LAC. TR. 10, 9.
• Sin. B 13:
4 LeIJ. ...
a Sin. R 8.
' Rekk. 3, I~.
8 Sin. B 140.
9 A"Z. 49, 116;
SETHE, Zalzlworle 77.
10 Peas. B I, 8.
11 Sin. B 14.
) I Sin. R 39.
11 LAC. TR. 7,4.
Sim. in O.K., Ti IlO.
u....!!.eklz. 3, 13.
16 Sk. S. 56; for
the reading see DAV. Plak. i. p. 29 aud Akhm. cf!ikeT£ 'holocaust', A"Z. 48, 36.
18 Pyr.124.
Sim. Dem. 37F.
17 LAC. TR. 10, 7.
18 Tk. T.S. i. 30.
It Tk. T. S. i. 7.
20 P. Kak. 15, 68; Urk. iv. 769, 9.
So usually written in
II Hat-Nub I I, 14.
II P. Gurob A
phrases like t Jbn 'various loaves '.
21 P . .ltan. 40, 3; cf.
(unpublished), VB. 2, 18, end of Dyn. XVIII; so often later.
wPt 'specification', GRIFFITH, Kakun Papyri, p. 20. S4 EIJ. 3[, 13-14. 115 EIJ.
9</, 3. Sim. J/·wr, ib. 9, 13.
If EIJ. 96, 10.
I
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>< 1 O.K. form of last

Use as last.
1

t

two planks crossed and
joined 0

Sign-list

Exx. Medum 15 (I}Jo); Ti

110

(zw/).

See AZ. 49. 116.

+

Ideo. (?) in q+~\ varr. +~,
imy 'who is in' (§ 79) and
derivatives. Hence (?) phon. imi, ex. ~ vat. q~"'"'
imi ' not be' (§ 342). Since in hieratic is often identical
with + M 42, Dyn. XVIII hieroglyphic writes +~~ 1
var. O.K. +~ II for old +~ var. ~~~ wnm r eat'; so too
t}"'~,~3 for ,±,~}O~~4 wmiwt 'subjects'.

+ ....
+

o Hier. p. 37.
1 Urk. iv. 497, 17; BUOGE, p. '00, 14.
not a careless form of
S BUDGE, p. 18, IS; '9, 2.
30, a8, where U is wrongly written for ~.

+;

I A·Z. 43, 10, if
, MAR• .do~d. ii.

Sect. Aa. Unclassified
Aa 1

e

1

human placenta? 2

Cf.

G,
1

2

~

pustule or gland? 1

31; 4placenta (?)'.

Ex. Five Tk. T. 3.

Hence (?) phon. 1;.

• Sak. Text, 77; lEA. iii. 235.

• lEA. iii. 243.

Det. bodily growths or conditions, especially of a morbid
kind, exx. ~.J;-;Q 2 wbnw 'wound'; 1~qq~~3 1;l)'t
'disease'·'e::.dOa
~ e Q 4 wl.d
'suffer'·, -=-"'M'~
Q5 kl'l
(J
0 V)lo. ~
-r 'navel'
(whence phon. l1P(/) in 7},9,6 var. ,9, T l1pw 'sculp
tured reliefs '); fat, distended, exx. ::t~Q8 tid/ 'fat';
~Qg ifw' swell '. Replaces a number of O.K. signs that
have become obsolete :-( I) Q= Pyr. 0V 38, as ideo. or det.
in Qt;'
~ "'11 wt 'embalmer" , n=e
Q 111
'" ;I':l1.A
TJ! 10 wt 'bandage'·, XQ
I' ~ """=
sdw1; 'treat', 'embalm'. (2) Q=O.K. >< Z 10, as det. in
snj ~
C) 13 abbrevv
Q 14 Q15 hsb ' reckon' ., everywhere else
1..11
.~'.
>< has survived as x Z 9. (3) Q= Pyt. ~ F S2 or O.K.
C1 N 32, as det. excrement, in H,9/ 6 lz,s 'excrement';
smell, in r~Q IT sty 'odour'; clay, in r Q"O" n 18 sin 'clay'.
(4) Q=O.K. 0 W6, as ideo. ordet. in }t~<;j19var. ~D20
wlz,1t 'cauldron'; hence phon. Wlz,1 in ~ it var. O.K.
}1~~!l2 Wlz,lt'Oasis'. (S)Q=oW7,asdet. in>~23
mit 'granite'; ~Qj ~ 24 Jbw 'Elephantine '. (6) Q=..
V 32, det. in m},9,25 gw, prob. for m~~:l:26 glwt
, bundles'; hence phon. det. g/ in m~ ~27 g/w 'be
narrow'. (7) Q= -- M 41, det. in ~Q 28 (s 'cedar '.
Conjectnred from the very frequent use in the medical papyri and from I\) Aa 3.
2.
S Eo. 36, 14.
' Adm. p. 104.
• Eo. 100, 19. Cf. JEA.
iii. 203.
• Urk. iv. 432, II.
7 Urk. iv. 4'5, 2.
• Peas. B I, 63.
e Eo. 108, 3.
10 Eb. 39, 18.
11 BH. i. 18.
II Eb. 6, 17. For the
reading sdwIJ, not slwIJ, see Urk. iv. 913, 17.
IS D. el B. 79.
14 Tk. T. S. i. 27.
lG Cairo 20a¢, i.
11 BUDGE, p. 123, 7.
17 Eo. 71,17.
18 LAC. TN. 7',42.
It NAV. ch. '7,68.
10 Eo. 65, 18.
21 Pu~. 31; reading, see Az. 56,44.
tI Urk. i. uS, 14.
10 Urk. iv.6a3, 5.
2, D. el B. 154.
10 Urk. iv. 138,6.
18 D.eIB. 77.
17 EIJ. 102, 10.
28 Urk. iv. a3, 12 j 4211. 2.
I

I

Eo. 70,
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EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR
pustule or' gland (?) 0
Aa 2 with liquid
issuing from it

Rarer alternative of 0 in its medical or anatomical use, as
det. when soft matter or a liquid is meant, exx. }t~.l
wsSt ' urine'; ~ ~ .~. 2 IS 'soft inner parts (?) '. Also det.
in ~~ 3 Sf 'odour'.
1 D. el B. 110. Sim. lfny , bulging', P. Ka". 7, 60.
Eb. 97, 8; see now JEA 33,48.
S Bers". ii. 17.

For 'U Aa 4 (Pyr.) see after 't7 W
5

A

1

part of the steering
gear of ships?

, Urk. iv. 84, 8; cf. Is,

10*

Ideo. or det. in Pyr. ~2 var.l~~3 {zpt in the phrase 5f'~
iLi {zpt 'take the {zpt " i. e. 'proceed by boat', r to a place;
cf. M.K.
tisr {zfrwt 'direct the {zpwt' (plur.), i.e.
'sail'4. From M.K. there is a word ~p {zpt 'oar', but
the writing!,,; in Pyr. makes it fmpossible to interpret
that word as meaning' oar' from the start. 6 Hence phon.
{zp, exx. X~ ~ ~ 117 ijpy , Bepy', one of the four sons of
Horus; L\ 8 {zp 'Apis-bull '. The full stem may have
been {zip, cf. Pyr. X~ 0 r.Jl 9 {zip 'hasten'.

nvtti

1 Apparently made of rushes bound together.
See for various forms, KEES,
Opfertanz des ii/{. Kiini/{s (Leipzig, 19u), Pl. 5; PETRIE, Royal Tombs ii. 24, no.
210; L. D. ii. 6; Sa". 31; Meir ii. 17, no. 66.
I £'yr. 873.
3 Pyr.I346.
4 Az. 62,4, n. 3.
• a Brit. Mus. 6655, quo KEES, op. cit. UI.
8 See KEES,
oj. cit. 74 foIl.
7 PETRIE, Gize" and Rift" 13 G.
8 Meir i. II.
9 £'yr. 1081.

6 !Y'\ 1 doubtful (different from
~ S 23)

Det. in JM 2 tmJ (from fmJ?) 'mat '. Hence (?) phon. det.
fml in
M 3 var.
ft 4 tml 'cadaster (?) , or kind of
land (?).

=>

=>

I Brit. Mus. 828.
2 BH. ii.
18, qu. Exerc. XXX (iii).

<:::)

13.

3

Brit. Mus. 828, quo § 450.

• RtH. 3,

7 =:!II doubtful
(in
Dyn.
XVIII often re
versed ' b 2)

Det. or phon. det. s*r (#r) in ~.! ' b S varr. ~<,4 c=d,5 ~~~6
sp- (#r) 7 ' smite'.

8

Ideo. or det. in
1 var. :: 2 tiltt 'estate' in the title
~~
'steward of the estate'; the meaning of ti"t
and the interpretation of .......... here depend on the not
improbable identification of this title with ~-=-~_~ a
(var. ~)' in another tomb of Dyn. XII; the word:; 5
var. ~ 6 'estate' would in this case read tiltt. Hence
phon.det. in Dyn. XVIII H~I~,7 var. O.K. !:::tititit 8
tiltilt 'magistrates', 'assessors'. F or an unknown reason,

I-f--i

irrigation runnels as in
lI!lII N 24?

1 Exx. O.K., Ti 60; Sa". I. The sign has been supposed to represent a mat of
papyrus, Rec. 26, 48. From Dyn. XIX onwards interpreted as a claw or hoof, so
already perhaps D. el B. 100; in Gebr. i. 14 (Dyn. VI) it looks like an arm. The
sign is not fonnd in hieratic.
2 Exx. Urk. iV.9, 14; 659, 15.
S Urk. iv. 895,5.
4 D. elB. 100; Urk. iv. 780, II.
tUrk. iv. 36, 7 in s!n'-(n~w 'prisoners of war'.
S Sin. R 14. 15.
7 In O.K. regularly written without r, exx. Ti 60; CAPART,
Rile 33; P),r. 1138. 143I.

-!:.:

A:.. . . . .
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Sign-list

Phon. kn
. , 9 exx.......... ,1] 10 kn ' complete' , 'be complete" , .........
".,.,. ft 11
~n ' mat'. In hieratic ......... stands not only for itself but
also for certain other signs, whence confusions have re
sulted both in modern transcriptions and in actual hiero
glyphic texts. Thus ......... is found (I) for HIlI! 1"2 N 24 in
hierogl. ~ IS SPJt 'district'; (2) for " = V 26 in hieratic
"1714 yare '7;15 ri 'desert edge' which hierogl. varr.
show should be equated with ~7 16 and :",17 respectively.
Possibly through some confusion with - 0 34 :&!8 is
found in Dyn. X V I II hieroglyphic for -:- ~ smt ' desert',
'necropolis', as a mediating yare t~::~19 proves; for
20 yare (=~) 21 var.
this reason the name of king
Dyn. I ~ 22 is possibly to be read Zmty rather than
.(;!Jsty,23 the writing (HIlI! HIII!) 011 the Table of Abydus and
the OVCTacpa,,> of Manetho being probably due to mistaken
interpretation of the hieratic.
~1I.

C:J

I BH. i. 30. 35I BH. i. 29.
S Bersk. i. 18. See GRIFFITH, Kakun
Papyri, p. 31.
4 Bersk. i. 27.
• Peas. B I, 24; P. Kak. II, 21; 15,63.
• Peas. R66.
T Rekk. 3,18.
8 Ti 121.
• Reading from Boh. ken 'finish',
, cease' = Eg. ~n • complete', see next note; also from varr. of a very late word
lin • throne', compare CHASSINAT, Mammisi 76 with ROCHEMONTIIIX, Edfuu i. 375.
10 Pt. 2~. Common in L.E., see BRUGSCH, WiirlerIJuck, Suppl. USI.
11 Adm.
10, S. Sim. Rekll. a, I.
11 Not in M(jLL. Pal. i. ii; perhaps only found Peas.
R 66, see above n. 6. 18 Urk. iv. 484, 2. The reading of ........ Sebekkllu I is more
14 Sin. B 9.
U Sin. R 34.
16 Cf. Louvree l l vert. 7.
17 Cf.
doubtful.
Hamm. 48, 9.
18 Especially in the title of Hatbor, I;ri-tp smt ' chief over tbe
desert', ex. Cairo 588 compared with ib. 593; see too Urk. iv. 1003, 5.
11 Rec.
28, I6!)20 EIJ. 103, 2.
il BUDGE p. 145; cf. the dual smfJI • the two deserts',
Urk. iv. 383, 15.
12 Unto iii. 24; GAtTTHIER, Livre des Rois, i. 6.
IS Sethe
and Gunn, however, preferred (fllty, see Ann. 28, 155".

9

=< 1

Det. in o):: 1 1;wd' rich '.

doubtful

1 Exx. D. el B 110; Rifek 7,23. Cerny conjectures that this may be an abbreviated
form of the O.K. sign for bwdl, •portable chair', WIJ.iii. 250, 3.

10

_1

doubtful

Det. in
I

II

==

doubtful 1 (sometimes
vertically ~ or

n

~::

1

drf' writing'.

Exx. BH. i. 7.

Rather different forms, Siul I, 263; Urk. iv. 776, 10.

For an unknown reason, phon. mlf in ~~~ yare :[ mJft
'truth' and the related words. Note specially often the
writing::: mlr-1;rw 'true of voice' (§ 55). As a pedestal
I tntt 'raised platform', a unique writing (?).
det. in

=::

Neither the form nor the value suits the identification with the flute (mJl) some
times upheld. According to Kristensen (Het /roen uit den dood 71) and others (Griff.
2 Urk. iv. 200, 9.
Stl!d. ,*5; Klmi i. 127) a platform or pedestal.
1

12 =

1

O.K. form of last

Use as last.
1 Leyd. Denkm. i. 5. Also in Dyn. XII, Leyd. V6-Denlm. ii. 3. Often tapers
from right to left, ex. DAV. Ptak. i. 17, no. 393.

For

;J;;, :::JP see U 4· 5·
54 1
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-== Ihardly the two ribs

of Ideo. or det. in O.K. Q~= im, plur. ~ imw, a part of the
an oryx as has been body.2 Hence (?) phon. im, exx. Q~~ imi' give', imper.
suggested 2
(§ 336); Q.=~}'" imw 'boat'; also,from Dyn. XVIII
on, phon. m.S Ideo. also in -= var. cgs, varr. Pyr. m~=,4
~ 5 g1, 'side', 'half'. Hence phon. gs, exx. :::o\:1j 6 v~r.
!!:. --.117 gs 'anoint'; ~~~v- 8 var. ~~Q 9 gsti 'palette '.

Aa 13

1 Exx. Dyn. XII, Meir iii. 23 (1m); Drn. XVII, Xcpt. 8, 5 (1m); Dyn. XVIII,
ReM. 3, 29 (gs); D. el B. I16 (1m); there is no difference between 1m andgs.
2 ;t:Z.
64,10. 3 A·z. 35, 170. • Pyr.925. 5 Pyr.l092. e Hearst 10,16. 7 Sin. B 293.
I Peas. B I, 305.
II MASPERO, Trois Annles de Fouilles, PI. 2 ; see Sphinx 12,117.

14 -=:::::1 O.K. form of last

Use as last.
1

15

=

1

16 c::.

Exx. DAV. Plak. i. 17, nos. 380-2 (1m).

alternative form of ==
AaI3 (Dyn. XVIII)

Use as last.

short form of .c= Aa 13

Used only in

1 Exx. Paher; 3; Amarn. i. 26 (prep. 111). This straight form is llsllal from late
Dyn. X VIII on.

c 1

var.

c

12

gs 'side', 'half' and as phon. gs.

1 Exx. UrN. iv. 429, 12; 630, 17.

17 6

1

2

Urk. iv. 367, 9; D. el B. 113.

back of something 2 Ideo. in l' Sl (S/) 'back', Coptic soi. Hence phon. Sl (5/),3
(O.K. and M.K.
exx. ~.6~}ODDD 4 SIWt 'walls'; ~e,~~ sli 'be satiated';
form)
= ~.6 ~};6 ~ 5S1 'be skilled'.
1 O.K. forms, Saqq. it/ast. i. 2; Sah. I ; MONTET 215; Dyn. XI-XII, Brit. Mus.
6[4,9; Leyd. V 4,5; Sebekkhu 4. See also on Aa 18; there i$ great variety in detail.
2 Inferred from the use of I in IJ' back', AZ. 45,45; full discussion, MONTET 225-6;
Grdseloff adheres to Borchardt's explanation as a razor, Ann. 43, 310.
s lior /
see Pyr. 959 (1J1,z).
• Siul I, 235.

18

19

6

1

n

1

Dyn.XII-XVIII form
of last

Use as last.

5
1

r¢ is used for S.I

doubtful (different from F or unknown reason, phon. det. !.zr, exx. !,.~ 1 !.zr 'prepare' ;
-A- V 19)
!"~~0~ !.zryt 'dread '. Also det. in ~~<>~ fIr' pre
serve (?)' and derivatives. 2
1

20

In group-writing (§ 60) 6 or

Exx. Dyn. XII, Bersh. i. 18; Berl. A'I. i. p. 25S, 12; Dyn. xvnr, ReM. 2, 2 ;
Paheri 9, 48. This exact form as cover of a quiver, Medinet Habu (Chicago) I, 25, B,
but this explanation is hard to apply to the earlier counterpart.
t llURCHA RDT § 105.
1

doubtful 2

D. el B. 69.

2

Wb. v. 355; Adm. p. 89;

For unknown reason, phon. rpr in
and derivatives.

Az. 68,

21.

B::: var. ~B rpr 'equip'
3

1 O.K. forms, Sah. 5~ (elaborate as in Dyn. III, see WEILL, lIe. et IIle. Dynasties,
PI. 4); Ti 25; Dyn. XVIII, Ddt B. 91; Puy. 12.
2 Clearly not identical with
the counterpoise mrnllt, for which see ]tQ. 65-6.
s PYI·. 1465; Louvre C 14, 7.

21

~1

a carpenter's tool?

Ideo. (?) or det. in !~ varr. -;tn, }~! 2, O.K. }",! 3
wrjr ' sever', 'judge '. In M.K. coffins! or !~ is some
times used as a substitute for the god 1tJ Stll ' Seth '.4
1 Exx. O.K., DAV. Plah. i. 17, no. 387; Ti 132; Dyn. XVIII, Rekh. 10, 14.
The lo:wer part looks like a mitre square; see DAV. Rekh. ii. 55 for an object ofthis
shape 10 a scene of carpentering.
2 Urk. iv. 1079, 2.
3 Ti 13"
' Exx.
Ann. 5, 23 1 • 232. 245.
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Sign-list

Aa2 2 ~ combination of! Aa 2 I Use as last.
and.....JI D 36

v=v Aa 23 and \J-t1 Aa 24 see after 4- U 35·
25 + doubtfupa
Ideo. (?) in +:it

For

var. ~~ 2a sml, var. O. K. ~+ a s(ml ?),' title
of a priest whose function consisted in clothing the god
(Min, Horus, etc.), cf. Gk. CTTO~'crrr]~.

1

,2

1 Ex. San. 32.
I> According to Grdseloff (Ann. 43, 357) a phallus sheath
conventionalized; but the connexion with the word sm! (U,.k. iv. 2, 16) is very far
I Ikke,.". 16. Sim. Siul I, 268.
Ia Cairo 20538, ii. c 6, cou
from certain.
firmed by the writing sml-II of the later form of the word smlly, GARDINER, Late
Eg. Miscellanies 112, 16.
S Annals of A,.cnaelllogy (Liverpool), iv. 103.
• On
account of I apparently not derived from the stem Sf/II • unite '.

Phon. det. sbi (sbi) in Uq~JJ, 2 sbi Ubi) 'rebel '.
replaced by ) T 14.

doubtful

26 ~ 1

1

27

i

1

D.dB.

I1 5'

Sim.Py,..81.17 lJ•

Often

D.dB.ITS. Sim. MAR.Abyd.ii. 29,18.

2

F or an unknown reason, phon. nd, exx. i 0 ~ varr. ;:;i o~, 3
t~' nd 'ask', 'inquire';
o~ var.
o~ 5 minti
'take counsel '. Except in qt::t~ inti !zy 'hail to' (§ 27 2)
is usually accompanied in M.E. by 0 W 24.

doubtful 2

tot

;:;;:;i

t

I Exx. O.K., Medum II; DAV. Plan. i. 17, no. 376; Dyn. XII, Th. T. S. ii. 14;
Dyn. XVIII, Rekn. 2, 5.
I The view that the sign depicts a winder for thread
(Hie,.. p. 61) is not supported by the earlier forms. It has 3150 been thought to
represent a porridge-stirrer, Man 1909, no. 96.
• Sin. B 166.
t Rek". ~. 5.
~ Sin. B 113.

28

29

30

~

r
r

an instrument used by
bricklayers ? 1 (dif
ferent from ~ M 40
and ~ P II)

Ideo. (?) in i'OlJi var. c~jrrrol
related words.

O. K. form of last

Use as last.

-=oa) s
31

8

1

San. 54.

Sim. DAV. Plan. i. 13, no.

~7r.

I deo. or det. in g ~ , llkr 'be adorned'; ~}.:':': 5 llkrw ' orna
ment', 'adornment' and the related words.
1 Ex. Th. T. S. iii. 12.
2 See the picture BISSING, Re-Heiligtum ii. 9; in
Dyn. I, PETR. R T. ii. 3. 4; 7, 8. Later shown as frieze in tombs. Discussions,
Ancient Egypl 1920, II I ; Deulscne Lileratur Zeitung 1926, 1879; SCHARFF 22.
However, the O.K. form of the hieroglyph (see Aa 31) is quite different.
S E,,
D. e/ B. 60, 6.
• Benn. i. 14. 9. Sim. D. eI B. 60, 6.
6 Urk. iv. 657, 6.

Use as last.

O.K. form of last

I

For [ Aa 32 see after,=",=" T

'build', 'fashion (pots)' and

1 This view is favoured by the fact that the sign sometimes stands alone in the
sense of' builder', ex. San. 54. Other suggestions are a plasterer's float (Hier. p. 49)
and a striker used in measuring corn (QUID. SlIiJiJ. 1911-12, PI. 17 and p. 26).
Z Siu/ i. ~36. Sim. Dend. 11.

1

ornamental chevaux de
frise on tops of walls,
cf. ~ 0 I 12 (sometimes
written horizontally

*"

DAV. Plan. i. 17, no. 392.

See A'z. 34, 16J.

10.
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INDEX TO THE FOREGOING SIGN-LIST
Sect. A.

~ ~ ~ ~

MAN AND HIS OCCUPATIONS

3

2

~

\

4

5

6

All ~
8

»

~ ~ ~

9

10

II

12

13

~~~~fop~~~~~~~~fi~rl'lf~~~
14*
15
16
17
17* IR
19
20
21
22 23
24
25 59 26
28 29 30 31 3
33 34
35
I{

JA \1tJ
36

2

27

(!3
38

37

Sect. B.

m ~ Ji AJi ;8 ~ Jf ~ 12I ~ ~ A lF1 ~ j ~ n
40

39

41

42

43

44

46

45

Jli

~

"TOMAN AND HER OCCUPATIONS

43

47

49

52

4

3

2

9' ~

6)

PARTS OF THE HUMAN BODV

5

4

I

6

7

6

54

55

7

f J JJ. ~
8

L.O:::-

2Q::;...

Li5::l-.

4

!i

6

3

2

53

j ~

5

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

ANTHROPOMORPHIC DEITIES

1

Sect. D.

51

if

~ ~
3

Sect. C.

50

9

10

~

1tl j

~ ~

12

17

19 20

II

18

~ ~ 1(?- ~ <l.
7

8

9

10

II

0
12

~~L....ll/L..[JQ.-lJ\-Il~,.,..-DA,-IJWV
35

36

38

37

40

39

41

42

4.0

45

44

49

50

51

'/)L\.l~J:tOfutmn
54

55

Sect. E.

56

57

58

MAMMALS

59

61

63

62

~ ~ kR ~ ~
1

Sect. F.

60

PARTS OF MAMMALS

W 1=R

3

4

5

6

eJ

'tI

~

.,1)

I

2

3

4

2

~ ~ ~ 'tJt ~

7

8

~ ~
5

6

8·

7C>
7

9

10

II

");:r
12

}n
13

')r]
14

1Y ~ 111 V W~
8

544
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9

10

II

12

[3

[4

15
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Sect. G.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

BIRDS

3

4

6

5

7

7*

7**

8

10

9

L... ~

fl

II

13

13

14

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
26*
37
28
29
30
31
3
33
24-

2

~~~~~~~~~}~~~~~~~~~~~
6
8
34

35

Sect. H.

40

39

373

3

PARTS OF BIRDS

41

42

43

7 1/1

l'

3

Sect. I.

?6

mmtIi"

4

5

46

4S

44

6

6*

7

iJ\tL

Vim

14

15

Sect. K.

~ V ~

3

Sect. L.

51

S2

53

54

~ ~ LJ ~ ~ ~

'Sl:::::.

3

2

S'

4

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

FISHES AND PARTS OF FISHES

So

8

I

11

49

P~ J-. \)

AMPHlBlOUS ANIMALS, REPTILES, ETC.

~
~ ~
~
10
12 13

48

47

6

7

8

9

<)

7

6

W~ ~ ~ 1r

~ ~

INVERTEBRATA AND LESSER ANIMALS

5

4-

5

3

4

5

6

7

0 itt f i i ~ ~ ~ ~ I ! il t t ~ ~
~ lllifi ~ t :t ±~ ~ -+ ;r ~ [ 0 ~ ~~~ , n ~ D ' " 0 ~ ~ + 141 ~

Sect. M.

TREES AND PLANTS

19

20

Sect. N.

21

22

23

24

25

26

te=

Y'>-

4-

5

33

17

c=:::J

I:E::::3I

mnmmm

5r

tJ

t)

37

38

39

40

41

42

Sect. O.

4

6

e

n

28

10

36

0.

5

BUILDINGS, PARTS OF BUILDINGS, ETC.

9

34 35

=~=<:::::1C=:>:D: BHH ~ MQ]
21
22
26 27
18
20
24
23
25
19

16

8

~TT W0
3

~

7

6

28 2930 3 1 32

27

SKY, EARTH, WATER

3

2

I

37

38

Xl

]J
35

13

14

IS

0l::::::7
[F
37

36

38

CJ

39

17

18

19

~

6

Jttt

:ttttt.
43
44

41

42

14

39

40"P

42

IS

43

Q

ee~~

7

8

9

10

0

D_

29

33

34

31

cp m

32

It]

Ln

4-

5

Q~
6

7

44

--

13

LI ~ £:;?: (';
30

17 18

-J?*®

12

11

16

14

15

:r::::::I:

36

(3S)

3S

+ If ~ ~
8

9

10

II

fill JllI m W L1 nil [fl] g -= I ~ n In __

16

40

13

I2

~

3

+ ru r ~ ~ n n b

11

20

f

21

2Z

ca ca6

23

24 25

em

® ® ®

47

48

45 4

49

So

26

27

JJ1
51

545
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28

29

30

31

32

33

34
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Sect P.

SHIPS AND PARTS OF SHIPS

(I)

Sect. Q.

DOMESTIC AND FUNERARY FURNITURE

3

~ -4

5

4

6

..x. [;: : : ;]

D
3

Sect. R.

.y ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~

~ ~ ~~ ~

7

i:=!

fl

6

7

~

4

TEMPLE FURNITURE AND SACRED EMBLEMS

CROWNS, DRESS, STAVES, ETC.

d 4 ?;/ J;£ ~ Jft
3

5

4

r=

4

5

10

7

6

8

II

~ b

4 !!J

C(j

6

9

~

3

Sect. S.

8

I i

7

8

9

q ® R

9

10

12

I I

WflcrlTl111t~ ~;\
33

34 (V 39) 35

Sect. T.

36

37

38 39 40 4 1 4 2 43

45

44

WARFARE, HUNTING, BUTCIIERY

(>---

~

I ~ i1 ~
3

4

5

I

-0--..

6

7·

~ ~

-==

~

8 8*

9

9*

'="'=

10

[_Q\ll)~~~~~d-~~(CA~~LmfBf~~ )r-=-o~~

(Aa32)

II

12

Sect. U.

13 14 15

16

17

18 19 20

21

22 23

24

25

AGRICUL TURE, CRAFTS, AND PROFESSIONS

26

27

28

ROPE, FIBRE, BASKETS, BAGS, ETC.

~ -+- ~

-f\

3

~

'4

5r_ ~ ~ ft n 'fh\,~~ =
26
22
16
17 .8
19 20
24 25
23
15
2I

~ '\5
6
3

37

33

31

33

3435

> ....> ~ ~ :::dP \- ' - ~
4

3

Sect. V.

30

29

27

4

l

28

r
29

5

~ 0 ~ ~
5

6

7

8

6

7

Q 0
9

C

10

"C7

~

~

D2fl:x,

30

31

3 1*

32

0

38
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8

/OJ
9

~~

II

•2

13

0 'e~
33

34

35
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VESSELS OF STONE AND EARTHENWARE I1IT~CIJ~oo

Sect. W.

3

\J ill
(Aa4)

II

Sect. X.

m

[J

13

13

III Ii"

~

14

rftil g ~~80

rkW1

16

15

18

17

LOAVES AND CAKES

19

G0

a

WRITINGS, GAMES, MUSIC

21

~

(N 18)

4

6

7

c::c:::::J
8

'5

'CJ 't1

9

10 10*

25

&

G Ll
6

8

7

~~~fij~[J~V
4

6

5

7

8

I

Sect. Z.
4

5

o ]
24

5

3

\\

23

22

=

C3!::)

3

Sect. Y.

20

4

STROKES, SIGNS DERIVED FROM

\.~~c:::>
5
6
7
8

Sect. Aa.

33) (M

I
I

I I I

9

44)

10

0

0

0

3 (N 33)

xx+

~

0

(N

HIERATIC, GEOMETRICAL FIGURES

II

U NCLASSIFIED ~ CJ fCJ
3

A

dV\ ==:!l

5

t-+---i

7

6

..c:::::::H~~

9

8

10

II

=

12

= . -==:::::: c:=:::::.

C.

I.~

16

13

IS

c£6nB~~+~t~~~a
17
18
19 20 21
22
25
26 27 28 29 30 31
For reasons explained p. 442, top, the following signs have been removed from the place
to which they were originally assigned and now stand at some distance from the positions
indicated by the attached letter and number: A 59 f, see after A 25; S 17* r1ml, see after S 22 ;
V 39 I, see after S 34; Aa 4 ~, see after W 10*; Aa 23 'rV. Aa 24 u-u, see after U 35;
Aa 32 [, see after T 10. A few hieroglyphs are treated in more than one place: M 44 ~ also
before Z 9; N 18 = also after S 26 and X 4; N 33 (smaller than 0 D 12) also after Z 8;
o 30 T also reversed 1 after U 12. Minor divergences of position like A 46* after A 47,
instead of after A 46, need no further notice than is given to them in the Index above.
0

A SELECTION OF SIGNS GROUPED ACCORDING TO SHAPE
This list aims at facilitating the finding of particular signs in the Sign-list or the Index
thereto. Hieroglyphs the subject of which is immediately recognizable, e.g. animals, boats,
most buildings and some pots, have been excluded.
TALL NARROW SIGNS

~

~

~

~

~

~

M 40 Aa 28 Aa 29 PI 1 D 16 T 34

~ ~ ~
M 17 H 6 H 6*

i 1 I

838839

TI4

f 1 r

M4

M 12

) )
TIS

1'13

S 29

~

Aa26

~

~

M 29 M 30

I

~

030 Aa2I

~

,
~

T 35 U 28

l 1

U 29

U 32

~

~

U 33 S43

~

U 36

~

T8

1 r 11
1 i f t 1 1 I I ~

T
S 37

r t

R I4

U39

R 15

1'45

R 16

044

~

RI7

Aa27

~

P6

R8

840

R 19

841

R9

1'7*

T3

547
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Flo

T4

~

!
1

1'8* MI3

~

F

II

~

V24

F 12

~

V2f
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Low

BROAD SIGNS

=N 18

F=J

NI

=

Aan

=

..:::=::::.
Au 13

=

I--+-i

I::Q::l
WB

V 26

Aa8

Aa 15

N 16

~

NII

~

~

-,

Z6

V22

R6

.r-....

<>--

Tr

=-=

U 21

~

C>c==
MIl

T 10

1a:
U 16

rFtJ

:f::;;3:

Aa24

N,V

.-:=

Aa II

VI

'"\,
T Il

'=--

Aa 10

~

F 20

-

=N 20

F 18

D 22

'\3DA~1!J1.:m:tt._
W 3

Low

S 12

N 30

0 42

o

c::J

Q3

039

NARROW SIGNS

r:l:,

LJ

Aal7

16

'\J

0-

F34

W6

V 16

~

c:::>
Z8

N

2I

:IT

"'\J

6

\J

'C'J

~

~

D

R7

M39

M36

1'43

F41

N34

't7

'CJ

o
W7

I!J:

L6

~ 0

't ~ ~ g () IT

(j

W 21 W 20 V 6 V 33 V 34

F2I

~

0

D26

N33

0

0

DI2 S2I

L]

Ll

0

e

N9

6

ca

Ll [jOG

fj

ill

.lbl

D

U30

WII

WIZ

WI3 T28

n

CJ

V 7 V 8 S 20 V 20 V 19 Aa 19 Aa 2

N5

Ul

N 23 N 29 X 7. 045 046 V 6 M 35 X 3

WIOWIO· Aa4

<1{)~dJ
Dn K6

0 43

~

N 32 F 52

® @ ® Q

N 10 Aa r 0 50 0 49 0 48

X6

M42

F38

VI

Z7 AaI6 Z9

Zro
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0
2

X

I

tJ

d

\5 (j

N41

N42

V37 M31

~ fJ ~ ~

Aa 3

®+~~~c:xx

NI5

fill.

X

\J

V 35 H 8

-=
M 41

0. Q ®
N6

N8

S

II
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EGYPTIAN-ENGLISH VOCABULARY
The main purpose of this much enlarged Vocabulary is indicated in the Preface to the Second
Edition, p. vii. Though some rare words have been included, it has proved impracticable to
deal completely even with such well-known texts as the Story of Sinuhe and the Shipwrecked
Sailor. In order to economize space the words have been subsumed under their stems so far
as appeared justifiable and convenient, and hieroglyphic spellings have been dispensed with
when deemed unnecessary. Students should realize that the majority of words can be written
in several different ways, and that here only typical variants could be shown. As regards the
order in which the words are presented, flexional endings like -y, -'lV, -t have been disregarded;
the Old Kingdom distinction between sand z is ignored, both being entered under the common
head s; in choosing between !J and b, t and I, d and d, the form more characteristic of, or earlier
in, Middle Egyptian has so far as possible dictated the choice. Causatives and reduplicated
forms have been entered under the simple stems.
Simultaneously this Vocabulary has to serve as Index to the hieroglyphically written
individual words discussed in the Grammar, as well as to the values and uses of the various
hieroglyphs enumerated in the Sign-list-these here indicated by letter and number, e.g. W 7.
By no means all the words cited in the Sign-list receive references of the kind, the indispensable
cases being those where students may desire to know the source of a given writing or the
reasons for reading it in the way it has been read. The indexing of the Sign-list has necessi
tated the inclusion of certain words not belonging to Middle Egyptian, but in all such cases
the period to which these belong has been recorded.
~~~

~ I (G I)
~ I,

~ I

JJ,

see under ilt.

i J...1 JO (U 23; D 54) stop, cease; Ibwcessation;
-i J~ Sib cause to tarry.
i J ~ lbi desire (vb.), foIl. by infin., § 303.
i Jo~r?l! var. U~~,~ Jbt (W8) family, kindred.

weak consonant, apt to be replaced by
Q i or QQy, § 20, end; final, lost in some
vbs., § 279.
encl. part. with exclamatory force, § 245.

UQQtim. abbrev. tim. Jby (E

~~

var. ~~0 It (F 3) moment, attack (of
cobra), striking power.
f1IlI\}~ Iwi (F 40) extend, stretch out; no det.
or ~ (be) long; (of heart) old perf., joyful,
lit. expanded; JIIIl..~ IW deceased, lit. ex
tended; J'lV det. ~ length; r Iwi entire,
§ roo, 3; Jwt det. ~ oblations, offerings;
/'lot-r (-;j presents; Jwt-ib joy; slWilength
en, prolong; SJwi ib rejoice heart (of).

24) panther, leo

pard.

U} ~

(E 26) elephant; det. ~ (1' 19)
ivory; det. & abbrev. . . lbw (W 7. 8)
Elephantine, island in the First Cata
ract.
iJ}u' Ibw (Q 7) brand (vb.), § 279·
lOW

U~~ IbIJ join together, unite,

*0

abbrev. -

m with.

Ibd (N II) month, p. 203·
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HYJ~s (S 38) A~es, a divinity
personifying some part of the royal
apparel.
~~~ Mr Aker, an earth-god.
~Ll r.}t var.

~j~

Jbdw 'Arabah el-Madfftnah, Abydus, a
town in Upper Egypt.
~~ ~ abbrev. i' (p. 172) Ipd goose, bird j
plur. fowl.
~~~ ifr (be) greedy; greed.
~~(l 1m burn; sim burn up.

-4 It! (S 8) atef-crown.
~~jli abbrev. j--Jl ItP (A9), later lip, load,

~~

~2~li Imi mix, compound, ftr with.
~~~'C:> Imm

m, with; Itpw det. .&~ load (n.).
~= Jd (I 3) be aggressive, angry.

(D 49) seize, grip; Immt grasp

(n.).
~ m~ ~ Ims ~ 44), a royal sceptre or staff.
~m r~ Ims (E 5) show solicitude.
~~li Ir

~m}~ Ihw
~m~

i, semi-vowel with two values i and I, § 20 ;
often omitted in grammatical endings,
ib. ; tends to replace ~ I or c::> r, £b. end;
as immutable consonant in some vbs.,
§ 270, OBS.; initial, omitted in some deri
vatives, § 290; prothetic, § 272. See too
under ~~ y.
·i, suffix-pron. I st sing. c., I, me, my; varr.
~, ~, ~, ~,
I or omitted, § 34.
~~ var. ti (A 26) i 0 (in vocative), §§ 87.258.
~

(T 12) restrain, hold back, ftr from.
pain, trouble.

Ihd (be) feeble, faint.

~X; var. X~;
~.!. Ilf

1# (§ 56) field.

(G 25) be beneficial, advantageous;

11ft something advantageous, usefulness;
~ Ilf blessed spirit; ~@}Q var. Q}~
I/;W (N 8) sunshine; 11ft det. ~ the royal
uraeus; det. =-- the Beneficent one, i.e.
the eye of Re(; SI/; det. ~ beatify, render
blessed; sllfw det. ~ beatific spells,
glorifications.
9, var. ~~ 11ft (N 27) horizon; ~ 11ft tomb;

it

qit,

~~ var. ~

i say, p. 344, bottom; § 437; see
too below under itt.
~I' i (M 17. 2) reed.
Q~':;'~ abbrev. ~ ilt

(N 30) mound; iu det.
I~I' ilt det. I~I' u det. ~, ruin(s).
Q~.;- ilt (R 12) standard, banner, for support
ing religious symbols.
Q~~ abbrev. 1iIfl7 ilt (F 37) back.

:8l

var. :: Ilfty belonging to the horizon,
see under ~ ljr.
~ l!Jt, il~@ l/J-bU, see under illf.
~:::: l!Jr scratch (vb.).

'f7 var.

~r-:t IS (V 2) hasten, overtake; IS tw haste
thee, § 337, I ; IS quickly, § 205, 4.
~ ~o~o is (Aa 3), soft inner parts (?) of body.

q~'f ilt

Q~~.: iut

Q~}

il ~~ var. ~~ Jst (Q I;

1 var.

(0 44) rank, office.

stick, rod.
QII~ ilw (A 30) praise (n.).

Q~}~ abbrev. ~ ilwi

(A 19) (be) old; iIWY,
old man; ilyt old woman.
tJ~ ilb)' (R J 5; D 41) left-hand (adj. and n.);
tj~ ilbt, later ilbtt, east; ilbty eastern,
easterner.
O~O ilm (M I). unidentified tree.

F 51) the goddess Isis.
~ -;"""" var. dct. ~ IS/J (U I) reap.

ilwt old age; ilw

~~~ Isr roast (vb.); Isrt roast meat.
~~ I~ perish.

~LlX}' Ilfftw (T 7*; p. 439) axe.
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O~~ ilm, varr. q>~O iml, Q>~~O im(/)
(§ 279), (be) gracious, charming; ilmt

graciousness, charm; ilmw det.
dour, brilliance

I

~I

t:~o}~

splen

irnw lamentation, sorrow, woe.

q:;;:6 var. t~f:u3: irr (041; N 3 I), later:::f:u3:
rr, ascend, mount up, approach; rrw det.
~ neighbourhood; Q:;;:o~ if,-t (I 12)
cobra, uraeus; srr det. ~ make to ascend,
offer up.
Q-JJD var. det. ( abbrev. - irl.z (N II. 12)
moon.
Q}. iw, rare var. Qi, § 468,6, is, are; the w before
sing. suffixes prob. merely graphic, § 46 I,
OBS. 2; perhaps derived from ./.\}, §§ 29.
46 I ; sometimes has value of copula, § 29;
as such replaced by wmz in other tenses
and moods, § I 18, 2; wider use with
suffix subj. than with nom. subj., §§ 37.
I 17, 2; in sents. with adv. pred., §§ 29.
37. I 17; presence or absence of, in these,
§ I 17; with nom. subj., § I 17, I ; with
suffix subj., § 117,2; do., introducing cl.
of time or circumstance, §§ I 17, end; 2 14;
here perhaps originally with parenthetic
force, § 1 I 7, OBS.; not used in sent. with
nom. pred., § 125; rare in sent. with adj.
pred., §§ 142. 467; introducing pseudo
verbal iwf I,tr srim, iwf srim(w), § 323;
iwfm srim, § 33 [ ; iwf r srim, § 332; with
impers. vb. of motion, § 466; with words
of adj. meaning, § 467; as aux. vb.,
§§ 461-8; iw srimf, § 462; iwf sdmf,
§ 463; iw srim·nf, §§ 68. 464; iw + pass.
sdmf, §§ 422, 1 ; 465; omitted after ist,
m", nty, § 107,2; however, late exx. after
1m and nty, § 468, 4; very rare after ....A
n, § J 20; use to mark strong contrast,
§ J 17, I ; p. 248, top; §§ 394, end; 468, 2 ;
expressing detachment before indep.
pron., § 468, 3; in affirmations preceded
by oath, §468, I; questions introduced by

inJt, var. Q>~~C"J im(/) , tent.
~~-=-}~~~ iJrw reeds.
~~~ i(J)rrt (M 43) vine; Q~~~, ilrrt

grapes.
~~. it i/~i (M 15) be inundated; ~ var. 70
I~t (M 8) inundation season, p. 203;
,~@ J!J-bit (M IS) Chemmis, town in
extreme N. of Delta; cf. too WJ!Jy below.
Q~rJ lis (A 28) bald.
q~=~ iJs, later var. ~~ rs, call, 1Z (someone);
call (n.); see too under Sd1/Z below.
q~~'\.! b# leeks, leek-like vegetables.
Q~~j"

lIkb (D 3), val'. q~j" ikb, mourn.
iJU (S 40) milk, cream.

Q~c=~

ill CD 57), var. ilt, be mutilated,
missing; silt purloin, cheat; silty abbrev.
~~i cheat (n.).
q~~1fff' abbrev. 1fff' lIdt (N 4), var. Q":1fff'
idt, dew.
q~~tt iidt net.
~q./.\

U (M 18) come, § 289. 2; welcome!, old
perf., § 3 I 3; ii·w)! how welcome (is), wel
come!, § 374; peculiarities of srimf forms,
§ 459; aux. vb., § 483. I; ~QQ~ iyt mis
hap, harm.
q-JJ ~ in (S 25, O.K.), var. q~-JJ ilr, skirt (?);
cf. 7fj) rw below.
Q-JJ:1i iri wash; iriib ('\() slake (one's) desire.
appetite, wrath.
q~.J irb (W 10), var. =::Jo rrb, cup.

q--:J

i

Q~j£r irn (E 32) sacred baboon.

O~LJ

1:6

~

irb unite; q-JJJ~~-" irbt Ipt, var.
-JJj~~~~c., ~ I rbt-illt interment, lit. unit
ing corpse (with earth); ~......o.Jo var.
~ '=J m-rb (F 16) in the companyof,§ 178.
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r:'@ 'lwnt

in iw,

§ 492; iw 'lOn, there is, are, § 107,
2; do. foIl. by parts., § 395 ; do. in ques
tions, § 492, 2; q}m~~ iw-ms, untruth,
misstatement, lit. but there is, § 194.
~} iw come, § 289, 2; peculiarities of stimi
forms, § 459; aux. vb., § 483,2; ~}-2
iwf-rlf a crescit eltlldo, one who rises in
rank, § 194; for
see 1tmtt.
~ iw (N 18) island.

Denderah, Tentyra, a town 10
Upper Egypt.
g-qq@ lwnyt Esna, Latopolis, a town 1Il
Upper Egypt.
~~Ji iwr (B 2) conceive, become pregnant.
~}ILl~

~}

;;:1

iwh load (vb.), m or lJr with.

l=11i iw~ water (vb.),

irrigate.

~}t}--- iwsw balance (n.).
~~

iwty (D 35), varr. -::-}~ iwlw, B. of D.

~}t:g

iw (E 9. 14) dog.

~}~

iw wrong, crime; iwyt wrongdoing.

§§ 202-3; origin and forms, § 202; with

~}~

iw complaint; slw bring a complaint,

adv. pred., § 203, I ; with noun + suffix,
who has not, § 203, 3; with infin. + suffix,
§ 3 0 7, 2 ; foIl. by imperf. simf, § 443 ; by
sim·nf, §§ 203, 6; 418, end; iwty nf,
iwty sw, who has nothing, § 203, I. 2; nit
iwtt what exists and does not exist, i. e.
everything, § 203, 4; !zr-iwtt because not,

~~ It)', who ... not, which ... not,

r against.
~}"'Ii!k iw(y) one without a boat.
~}qq~

iwyt street.

q.f\~~

iWlox.

~~

iwr (F 44) thigh (of beef), femur.

~~

iwr inherit; iwrt, iwrrt heritage, inheri
tance; iwrw heir.
~\.-JI hvr reward (vb.), m with.

§ 223·
~~ iwtn ground, floor.

~qQcl~1

...., rand, § 180.
'V ib (F 34) heart, wish (n.); as seat of intelli
gence, etc., second clement in many epi
thets, exx. wl~-ib patient; wmt-ib stout
hearted; jj; st-ib affection; ~~y !Jrt-ib
wish, desire (n.); rdi ib JIl-SJ be anxious
about; di m ibf determine, infin. to,
§ 30 3; rdi ib !Jnt pay attention to; 'V ib
wish (vb.), § 292.
~ j'Ji1l~ ib (E 8) kid.

~}51

iwryt garrison, soldiery; cf. wrw

below.
~}}O

iUlrw (5 2 r), var. ~}o rrw, ring.

~}~ iwf (properly
~~\\\.

gl

if, § 59) meat, flesh.

iw1t colour, complexion, nature.

iwn (0 28) column; gl~~~ 'fwn-mwtf

Pillar-of-his-Mother, a name of Horus,
p. 26 9, n. I ; ggg~ var. ~}TI ~ iumyt
(0 28) hall of columns.
g7 iwnt (0 28) bow (n.); g[oJi', 'IWIl(ty)-S~)'
(T 10) Nubian. foreigner, lit. bowman,
p. 398, n. I.
g~ 'lWllW EI-Matariyah, Heliopolis, On of the
Bible; g~ifi}@ 'lWllW Smrw On of Upper
Egypt, an epithet given to Thebes.
r~@ 'fwny Armant, Hermonthis, a town in
Upper Egypt.

iwd separate (vb.); r-iwd between

Qj'Ji1l' ib suppose, imagine.
Qj'Ji1l=~ ibi (be) thirsty; ibt thirst (n.).

Qj'Ji1l}n ibw refuge.
~j

f

var. ~j II ib(/) (A 32; Y 6) dance (vb.).

qb)r.7h ibr

qj ill ~ =

(E 6) stallion, Hebr. ,·~tt.

ibhty, a stone llsed for beads, etc.,

from I bhet. a Nubian region.
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tH-- ib!t (F 18) tooth.
'JoIl ==:it ib!t (E 8), a priest who poured liba

imytw, also m-imytw, r-imytw, prep. be
tween, § 177.
Q~~ var. q==~ imi (Aa I3) give, place,
cause, as imper. of rdi give, § 336; foIl.
by (perf., § 452, I) simf, § 338. 2; by
obj. + old perf., § 315.
~ var. q~..A.. imi negative vb., § 342; posi
tion of subj., § 343; simf form of, in
wishes and commands, §§ 34 2 • 345;
imper. ~ 11'1 negating imper., § 340, I;
later replaced by ~ 4bo- m ir, § 340, 2;
~::; m rdi + s<lmf let him not (hear),
§ 34 0 ,3.
Q= ~~ imi mourn; imw mourning.

tions or the like.
Q'!' ip count, calculate, reckon; ip <ltf (~--)
take stock of (one's) person, i.e. grow up;
ipt reckoning; q~llllllo Jpt-swt I pet-sut,
Most·select-of-Places, name of the tern pIe
of Karnak; sip revise, inspect, assign, 1t
to; siPty revision.
q~ •..m iPt,oije, Gk. o!1>t, a measure of capacity
= 4 !;ellat or IS litres. § 266, I.
y~~ ipt (F 13) mission, message, occupation;
ipwty det. ~:it messenger. See wpi below.
qo} ipw (m.), Q~} iptw (f.), archaic plur. of
o} pw that; Q~ ipn (m.), Q~ iptn (f.),
do. of ~ pn th is, § I] 0.
q~t.a varr. t.a~, t.a (0 45. 46), also ~ (W 11),
iP(/)t hartm, private apartments.
q~,~, ifdt a four, quartet, § 260; Q:;:.Jl ifd
flee; q:;;:~ 9? ifdy,a cloth,squareof cloth.
Q~ im', form of prep. 11'1 used before suffix
prons., § 162.
Q~ im, adv. from prep. m (§ 205, I), there,
therein, thence, therewith; apparent varr.
~ (G I 8), ~~Q.....II 11'111'1, £b.; also probably
Q~ qq, q~ -imy in n·i-imy, n·k-imy, etc., of
mine, thine, etc., §§ 113. 3, OBS.; 205, I,

t ....

~

q> l\~O im(/), etc., see under ilm above.
Q~" var. ~~

inllO (F 39) spinal cord.

Q~"

var. ~ imlO venerated state; imlOw
imilly revered, honoured.
Q::~ var. det. Ii imn (A 4. 5) hide (vb.).

Q:;::J) '/m1t Amlin, the god of Thebes, Gk.
"Ap.p.wv.
t~ var. ,~ imnt (R 14. 13), later imnlt,
west; inmty western; see too wnmy
below.
~1~ im!tt netherworld.

q=

Q- ill, rare initial form of prep. -,

OBS.

q+ ~\ imy being in, adj. from prep.

var. Q=~}"Ii1k imw (P I) boat.

11'1,

§§ 79.

§§ 148, 5,

end; 155, end; 164.
Q- var. li (A 27) ilt, prep., by (of agent),
§§ 39, end; 168; 227, 4; 300.
Q- il1,. non-encl. part., indeed, § 227; in +
noun + (perf. § 450, 5, e) Jimf, § 227, 2 ;
in + noun + part., §§ 227, 3 ; 373; element
in indep. prons .• §§ 64. 227; relation to
prep. in, § 227, 4; introducing n. already
represented by apron., § 227, 5; intro
ducing questions, §§ 227, I ; 49 I, 3 ; in iw,
§ 492; in alone, § 493; in nit is it the

8o; of, following adjs., with superlative
meaning, §97; ~~ imy-wrt west side;
+~~7 imyt-pr estate, property, will,
lit. content of house; ~<> varr. ~~, ' \
(F 20) imy-r overseer, superintendent,
§ 79;
~~ imy-rnf list of persons;
t ~ ~ imy-!tlt prototype, example;
Q+~\;:Jl imy-Ot. adj. from prep. moot
(§ 178), who goes after, accompanies;
t~i imy-si attendant, bodyguard; +~\~

+

+
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r:

.
case t hat ....?, § 494, I. 2,. 'tn n tp
- W .IS It
the case that?, §494. 3; i1t mwho?, §§ 227,
3; 49 6.
in, var. Q~Q- i In, says, parenthetic,
§§ 436-7; see Q~ i say, above.
~ int (K I) the bu/#-fish.

2ae gem. vbs., § 444, 4; perf., other mu
table vbs., § 454, 5; negated by tm/,
§ 347, 6); if, unfulfilled condition, foIl.
by sdm·nf, §§ 151. 414,3; q<=> ir', occa
sional form of prep. l' before suffix, § 163,
cf. below iif encl. part.; Q~ iry, vat.
Q~ irw, adv. from prep. r, §§ 113, 2;
205, OBS.; ~~\tl (A 48. 47) relating to,
connected with, adj. from prep. r, § 79 ;
see too under rl, rI. nfr-fut, ssm; ~:-\tl~
irt duty.
~ irt (D 4) eye; :::~" reading uncertain
(irwy?, brwy?), eyes.
-=- iri make, do. act, acquire; wriLings, § 281 ;
as aux. vb., § 485; foIl. by infin., £b.;
§ 338, 1 ; m ir do not, § 340, 2; part. ir
achieving, § 367, 2; ir It, f. irt 1t, engen
dered by, §§ 361. 379, 3; ir 1~tP:-- m amount
ing to, § 422, 3; iri n act 'W1 behalf of,
help; lri r act against, oppose; Q-=-}. ~~
irw form, nature.
var. det. i4b irp (W 2 I; M 43) wine.

Q:::..Il ht delay (vb.); sin, same sense.
~~~

1.

int valley.
ini (W 25) bring, fetch, remove; ]~~I
var. ]

191 i,ZW gifts, tribute; l.L~~ varr.

]~, ~ 'In-!lrt (N 31) OnUris, the god
of This, N. of Abydus. Gk. 'OVOVpL~.
~~.JD abbrev. Diltb (0 36) wall; also inbt
det. ..-. or D.
~";}~ varr. det.~, ~ 'Inpw (E 15.16; C 6)
the dog-headed god Anubis, Gk. ~vov
f3L~;
fo (A 18) var. det. ~ illp crown
prince, royal child.
Q~i~\\ inm skin.

r;

Q~iTl' ~,~, bl/" (late writings) indep. pron.

r:(J;

1st plur. c., we, § 64.
(0 39; N 37) stone; inr 1/4 (I)
white stone: 11 r(i)nw of (Ainu (D 8), i. e.
limestone; 11 rwdt of hard stone, i.e. sand
stone.
Q~l::::::: ilr,ft (D 13) eyebrow(s).

Q:: irf, var. :: if, encl. part. used for empha
sis, § 252.
Q-=- ~~! irtyw mourning.

Q~l~

i/lIZ surround, enclose.

QILl}LJ ikw (military) camp.

Q~ro1

ilzst shank.

Q:: = iTzr

Q~L10

q::~ irtt (W 20), O.K. Q~~ irtt, milk.

QILl ~~ ihm hold back, detain; det...Il lag, go
slow.
Q~QQ! ilthy jubilation.

in* envelop, embrace.

,g, ink (W 24) indep. pron. 1st sing. c., I, § 64;
varr. ~,g" Q~it, ,g,Qit, etc.; belonging

QI ~ ift, see ~c::: rft·
QI (C ift, etc., see under ~l (C rft·

to me, § 114, 3; ink pw, §§ 190, I ; 3 2 5.
Q~~ iltd, earlier ind, (be) ill; illness; sind
make ill.
Qt:J.r illd ftr foIl. by suffix, hail to, § 272; see
too under nd below.
Q<=> ir initial form of prep. 1', § 163; as to,
§ 149; if, foIl. by sdmf, § 150 (imperf.,

Ql~

ift ox.

QI}LJ iftw stable (for horses).
q~

iftms, see under ftnl<5i below.

Q'!' iIJ

non-encl. part., then, therefore, intro
ducing desired future consequence, ex
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hortation or command, §§ 40, 3; 228;
foIl. by simi (perf. ,§ 450, 5, a; rarely
imperf., § 440, 4; negated. tmi, § 346, 4 ;
wnj. § I IS, 2), ib.; interrog., what?, § 501.
q! ilJt, O.K. writing of ~~ lJt things, see there.

q.~...... ~ 1'* i!Jm-sk,
Q.~;I

~~;I

rlJm/, river

bank.

Q!.7""'I ilJr,

non-encl. part., see under IJr.

Ql..o~ iSst what?, § 500; IJr .ry iSst wherefore?,

q:}liI ilJlJw, later var. ~~T rlJlJw (N 2), dusk,

§ 500, 4; iSst I.ry, § 500,

twilight.
q~ is encl. part., § 247; after indep. pron.,
§§ 127,4; 136; as interrog. part., §§ 247,
4; 49 1, 2; like, §247, 5; ...... q~ 1t is ste
under ...... n below; Qr~ ~ isw rare non
encl. part., § 232.
Q1r is go (imper.) § 336, see too under 1r s;
Q1rt~~ is-!u/f plunder (n.).
U;;; later var. ~i~" ~ is chamber, tomb, tombchamber.
qf~ isi (M 2) (be) light (in weight).

its fruit.
t~J #w (be) excellent, precious; excellence,
virtue, also bw i*r; n-i*r (1l) by virtue
of, § 181 ; l' i*r exceedingly, § 20 5, 5;
si/fr advance, promote (a person), adorn
(a place).
q1'3'IH, see under below.

*d

q<:::::>o~

var. ~qq iky (A 19) miner, hewer of
stone.
QLJ~t:t ikm (I 6) shield.

ist gang, crew.
qf r~I"" isw (M 40) reeds.
qf ~~ is (be) old; ~
var. qH~'\.~ lswt
old times, antiquity; isywt del. I5l (V 6)

q:::~

r},

q~~

~~

early var. of ~ grt, encl. part., § 255.

igrt, see under gr below.

abbrev. ~' it (M 33; U 10) barley.

~.:.:it

it, var. .:. (i)t (p. 43, n. I), father; often
without -- in It. var. 0.1 it-ntr god's

father, name of a class of elder priests.
~~~qJi var. ::: ity (I 3) sovereign, p. 75·

Q~ ~":"~

var. q~~ iift evil, wrongdoing;
isfty sinner.
Q~C::;::OO isr tamarisk.
qrLlj.l.l is/f linger, delay, restrain.

;.~

rare var. ~~~ 'ltm (D 38) the sun-god
Atum.
qP~«'~ itmw lack of breath.

Q": 0 Un sun's disk, sun.
q..:~ Un oppose, thwart,

isk, var. r<:::::>o sk, 10, archaic var. of ist,
§§ 119, 3; 230.
iSf, varr. ~e:::> Sf, later

ikn draw (water).

q~ ~{[rt,

rags.
~}~ var. ~~r}~ lsw (F 44) exchange, pay
ment; m-isw, rarely r-isw, in return for,
§ 17 S.
q~ ~'- lSPI qu~ver (n.).

qr~

s·

Q:dO lSd, unidentified tree; det. i4'1 ~ 1(M 43),

~7,t

Qr<:::::>o

i

in sent. with adv. pred., § 119, 2; with
nom. pred., § 133; with adj. pred., § 142;
before pseudo-verbal construction, § 324;
introducing virt. cls. of time and circum
stance, before simi, § 2 I 2 ; before sim·n/,
§§ 2 I 2. 414, I ; before pass. simi, § 422,
I; before n simti, § 4°2; enclitically,
§ 248.
q,:,~ iSt property, belongings.

see under IJm below.

ilJmt, later var.

~

obj. (something), m
(someone); Unw det. t:J1t1 opponent,
enemy; itnw det. ~~ difficulties.

qr", lsi, etc., non

encl. part., 10 (or sirn.), § 231; origin, ib.;
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n~1Q...-=l
~_Jt
ater

d et.

-=.
=.., ztrw
I

(N 35) .
river,

Nile; also measure oflength = 10'5 km.,
the Gk. schoen us, § 266, 2.
~~illI itrt (0 20) row (of shrines), particularly
of those of Upper (det.
0 19) and
Lower (det . .Iil1 0 20) Egypt as seen at the
Sed-festival, p. 291, n. 3; collectively, the
gods of these shrines; itrty det. n ~
the two sides, rows, aisles.
~ol~ itl; drag, draw, stretch (a bow).

tr

~olh
7f'~

VI; (U 31) prison.
iti (V 15), var. ~~ iti (§ 28 I), take away,
seize; take possession, m of; iti (ttt, see
uncler (tpt below.

~~~~:it
~~

itl thief.

idi (F 21) be deaf.

~=~ ~o' idJlt girl, maid.
~i var. i~ idt

~~

:y: after duals before suffix 1st sing., § 75,
I; in certain plur. impers., § 335; ending

3rd sing. plur. ill certain old perfs., § 309;
m. ending in imperf. act. parts., § 357 ;
rare in imperf. pass. parts., § 358; in 111.
sing. plm. perf. pass. parts., § 361; alleged
ending m. sing. in perf. reI. form with
prospective meaning, § 387, 2; in pass.
sqmjbefore suffixes, § 420; in perf. sqmf
of certain vbs., § 448.
\\ :y: origin and nature, §§ 20. 73, 4; after
duals added to suffixes 2nd m., 3rd m., f.,
§ 75, 2; do. after ns. dual only in meaning,
§ 76, 2; ending m. sing. of adjs. derived
from preps. and I1S., §§ 79-81; in imytw,
§ 177; rare ending m. sing. of imperf. act.
parts., § 357; in perf. pass. parts. of 2-/£t.
vbs., § 36o; in sqmtyjy form, § 363; in

Br(y)fy, § 437·

(F 45; N 41) vulva, cow.

r: var. r: 'ffii' idt (D 46*) fragrance.

~ ~=~ J'm sea, Hebr. Cl~, § 62

~=}'ffii'

~

idw pestilence.

i.e. Egypt.
~=~ var. ~J idlt (F 21) replace; ~ o}
idnw deputy, substitute.
~::cJ idr (V 37) bind; bandage; ~::cJ~ var.
?~ idr (V 37) herd, flock.

7

~=l}l

idl;w (M IS), the marshlands of the
Delta; id!zy Delta man.

~ ~, \\ Y (M 17; Z 4)
QQ

y

tn

grammatical endings representing

O.E. ~ i or ~Q ii, §§ 20, end; 270, OBS.;
as initial consonant hardly except in
group-writing where equivalent of Hebr.
" p. 481, M 17; use of ~~ and \\ distin
guished, §§ 20, end; 73, 4, OBS.

(Add. p. 422).

H.JJ )'1;, interj., hey!, § 25 8.

~=j""" abbrev. ~ idb

(N 21) bank (of river),
cultivated area; idbw)' the two banks,

A

--D (

(D 36)

~

( arm, hand; in compound preps. lll-(, r-(,
!Jr-(, § 178; advs., I;r (, {tr (wy immedi
ately; qr ( long ago, § 205, 3; ( piece,
pair (IL of), action, position, state, see too
Itt·(, r-(, r-(wy, I;ry-(; ~;; ~ st· (activity,
stroke; ~ var. --.II ( affairs, business.
-;: ( (W 10) cup.

irn varr.

f'O'I},

f'O'I}~ (w

terpreter; see too i
~ (t limb, member.

(S 25) dragoman, in
(I

above.

~ (t room, department, house;

iry (t official,

attached to the department (of).
(I (0 29) column.

::::v-

::::~:f?:

(I

: : abbrev.

(N 31) here, § 205,

=

(I

I.

(0 3 I) door; iry (I doorkeeper.
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rl (E 7) ass, donkey.

var. ~ r,i (be) great; rlW greatly, § 205,
4; r rlt greatly, § 20j, 5; rlt greatness;
n- rlt-Il(t), m- r,t-lt so greatly (did, etc.), in
asmuch as, § 181; 7= rJt (valuable)
stone (for vessels, etc.); sr, enlarge, ex
alt, enrich.
::;~..J0~~ var. ~c: rlbt (M 19) offering,
pile of offerings; rJb det. fT\ ~ (hieratic)
be desirable; rJbt self-seeking, selfishness.
::~ ) J, abbrev. )~it var. det. ~ r lllt (1' 14;
A 49) Asiatic, f. r,mt.
::~mJ.....JI rJg flog, Leat feet of.
~}>w~7n

cattle), goats.
rWJt rob, steal; robber; one robbed;
N!tmt-rwJY, see under lz!tm below; 1\~
.....JIe rWI-ir(y)f brigand.
.....JI~1i rwn (be) rapacious; defraud, !tr, m of;
rwn-ib of rapacious disposition.
.....JI~.:. rwnt stick, club.
1\~ ~

.....JIJ'=- abbrev. "= rb

(F 16) horn; metaphori
cally, (archer's) bow.
.....JIJO' rb, see under irb above.

.....JIj)r ~ t
.....JIj)rt =

s~e

~~--

rJdt, older rJdt, box, chest.

rmrJt (T 14. IS) throw-stick.
~3Z9 var.det. Q;;. rlt, r(i)1t (D 8. 7)(be) beautiful;
det. .::it the good man; C: 3Z9 r(i)llW
cAinu, the limestone quarries at Turah.
~.: rnt (D 51) finger-narl, claw; ~ var. ~
rnty (G 7*. 7**) CAnty, a god, lit. He-with
the-claw(s) .
~I\.. rnn (D 55) turn back; rnw one who
(always) return~; det.l (A 31) (face)
averted.
~I rill] (S 34) sandal·strap.
~ -; rlll; live; live, m on (food, truth); rll/l n(·i)
as (god, king) lives for me, in oaths, § 218;
~ H rlll;(w) wd/(w) S1J,O(W) may he live, be
prosperous, be healthy, §§ 55· 3 13; ~3
rnl;(w) tit may he live eternally, § 3 1 3;
do. after
iri, § 378; Ii. ~ di rll!; given
life, § 378; rnIJ life; det. ~ swear, oath,
§ 2 I 8; Pr-rn!;, see under pr; nb rn!J, see
under lib;
rnl; n(i) one living in,
attached to, with foIl. noun (niwt town,
msr army, {t ~*I the Ruler's table); rll!;w
del.
the living; ~ I ~ r1l(;w victuals;
5(- ,,eo f~ r?ll;tt means of subsistence; srnlj
make to live; srllIJ (portrait-)sculptor.
~~ rill; garland.

(S 38. 39; E 8) flock, herd (small

(hair).
.....JIJ} ~ rbw,

rjitt (royal) head-dress.

.....JI~.....JI~o)

38, Pyr.) awd-sceptre.

-nJal rbt (0301 p. 517) fork;

~:-l?

rm (F 10) swallow (vb.); with ib obj.,
rm ib lose consciousness, faint; rIn ib !tr be
thoughtless, negligent about; srm swallow
down, wash down (food), m with (drink).
.....JI~.....JI~ rmr smear; rmrt det. I~I mud.

rrll)' tent.

.1~~! rwt

3) fly (n.).

.....JI~~~

rrw(y) sleep (vb.).

.....JI1}a rwt (5

'IiJ' encam pmen t.

~& rJf(L

::~~

~r

Q>.

r-;-.

~..J~ rrb comb

under wrb below.

,*,

(bJ (5 42) aba-sceptre.

t

abbrev. ~ rbJ (S 42) stela, table
of offerings.
, .....JI.J~~ rbr boasting, exaggeration.

~

~::

rpr (Aa 20) equip, m with; learn, master;
rprwequipment.
~JA var. \i1~ rfty (A 36• 37) brewer.

h

~;;:

rill; (S 34) mirror.

1n rlll;t goat.

~5(-'$

rnl;wy (F 21) the two ears.
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r,,#,

sim·n/, § -+ 79; rl;r./t sr;/llIf, § 480: rl;r./t +
pass. sr;/mf, § 481 ; r!zr./t + pseudo-verbal

the goddess Anukis of Aswan, Gk.

:'\.VOVKtS'.

~'i!SI

rntyw myrrh.

~~

'n

rnd, older rJUi, (be) few; rlldt a few
(people); srJld make few, depreciate.
---'
l £;;:3: rr, see 11 nder irr above.
<=>
~~

,}o.

rrt sheet (of papyrus or leather).

:;g;...dJ rrt (F
~.l:I\

'}0 rl;rw period, space (of time), lifetime.

rr reed (for writing).

~=\'lt

construction; sr~r erect (obelisk, monu
ments); r~r'Wdet. 111 position, attendance.
r(t r (1\1 3S) heap; lib rhrw wealthy man,
lit. lord of heaps.
r~rw

'}~

19) jaw.

~A

rrt (F 22) hind-quarters.

var. det. cl5l 'If (V 6. 33) envelop, tie
liP; bag, bundle.
~f rrrt (0 38), varr. rrrwt, rrryt, gate, place
of judgement.
<1~ rr* (V 12) bind, n on (someone); det.
~~ understand; det. ~, :;:, (be) under

rl;rw (P 6. I), older

j}~

Ijrw, ships.

rIJ brazier, tire (for cooking).

~~ 151

eol5l

(0 26) stela.

rIJi (N I) hang lip.

~~~

r/jlll extinguish (fire); det. ::: quench
(thirst).
~~:I rl;mt, see iljmt above.
~~T

rIJIJw, see i!J!FlO above.
~- rl!i (H S), var. ~-- rIJi, fly (vb.).
:::::~~ rl!m (G I I). varr. ~~~ rSIIl, "i'~~
rIJIIl, divine image.

standing, wise; det. ~~ swear, take an
oath; ~~ ~'@' var. ?~ ~0 rr*y last day (of
the month), § 264; srrlf det. ~ put an end
to (enemies).
~~ r~ (OIL-Ii), var. ~U l~, palace.

~~
((''\. rhmw
~~ 1 1 1 

branches.

~;-:]L.J

r-I!muty inner appartments, audience
chamber; see too under (pt below.
~...,., later det. ~ rs (M 41 ; Aa 2) pine, fir,
the' cedar' of the Bible, p. 123, n. 5.
~~ (S, see i!s above.

---'lh:

r(1 (T 24), var. 4l (C i!t, net, catch, snare
(animals).
(C: r!tt field, holding, domain; (C)~ var.
~~~ r~wty (1\1 2), var. ~l}~ i~lOty,
tenant farmer, field labourer.
~~ 151 var. ff:j rlu (D 34. 34*) tight, r against,
I;llr with (against); rl;it, rfii tw beware,
§ 338, 3;- r~JZuty warrior; r~i det. __
(T I I) arrow.
~-.t r~r (P 6) stand up, arise, stand fast; attend,
!lr to; r~r I1l ibd start on month's service
(as priest); r!t r fimsz pass one's life, lit.
stand up and sit down; rfir aux. vb.,
§§ 476-82; rl;r sr;/l1lf, § 477, 1 ; rfir + pass.
Sdmf, § 477, 2; rl;r+subj.+old perf.,
§ 477, 3; r~r'n sr;/m'llf, § 478; r!zr'll!

~~
~

(S(/) (I I) lizard.

rSI (I I) (be) many, abundant, ordinary;
C~~)

(Si-1/

chatter, § 288; adv., often, § 20 5, 4;
(Sit multitude; S(Si multiply; det.15l curb
(vb.) lit. scatter (?).
~~
(G 35) enter, r into (a place.) !zr, 7ll
before, among (persons); (*(yw) det.
Ij,~ intimates; r*yt female servant; ~}~
r*zu provisions, revenue (in food); sr*
cause to enter.
'"t~~~~ r*i (D 50) (be) precise, accurate; del.
~ e<1uality, level; det. ~~~ adjust, (*nu
the right rope (in the ferry-boat); r-r*i

(*
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r

on a level with, § 178; sr/p put, set
order.
:E:~ (tl; strain (vb., in beer-making).

7-- var.

}. ~ W

111

'1:: ri (V 26. 27) spool, reel.

rdw (K 3) the buri-nsh.

::c rd (U 6), var. O.K. ri, hack up;

~ r«
mr (K 3) administrator of a province.
prob. lit. excavator of canal(s).
=
n
......... :n:J • n f:_d (A a 8) ,ater
I
..., I var. =
n' h'leratlc...,
=~ rd, desert-edge.
: : , ~ I rd (V 26) fat.

-fl~-fl~~ WIWI ponder, deliberate.
-fl-fl~ WIUJ/t Wawat, region at

1J11

WJb(wy)? (S 40), name of the 19th

nome (Oxyrhynchite) of Upper Egy.pt.
-fl~lH var. lU WI[z (V 29) I. place, put
down; permit, foil. by sdmf, § 184, I;
WI[z tp bow the head (in submission); with
111, multiply, § 338, I ; WI[z bt (~~) make
offerings; 2. endure, (be) enduring, lastil'ig;
wltz-ib patient, well-disposed; S'Z£lI[z make
to endure.
llQQol~ 7.v1{ryt increase, abundance (of corn).

(be) guilty; guilt, crime.

},

N. end of

Lower Nubia.

(m)r(n)dt below.

ril

wnwt, coil of
in fOundation cere

==

0-+-1

-"rit,~

-fl-fl ~

rope, let loose (w~r)
momes.
-fl~:f:? 'ZVli (N 31) (be) far, distant, r from;
fall, r into (decay, etc.); 'l£lIW, adv., afar;
Wit, abbrev. ~, way, road, side; r (7)
-wit path, place of passage; SWli det. ~
var. det. or abbrev. ~ (Z 9) pass, [zr by;
pass, of time; SWIW passing (n.).
-fl~}'
WIW wave.

tion.

=~, see

district, region.

-fl~ ~ Wit (V 4), also

'1= ri, later ~ (d, perceive, recognize.
'1:: ri (V 26), var. =~ rd, be in good condi
::~~

}W

~ W (G 43; Z 7)

semi-vowel, § 20; often omitted in gram
matical endings, ib.; immutable in (e.g.)
Ibw 'brand', § 279; initial, omitted in
some derivatives, § 290.
}. -W, ending 3rd sing. or plur. m. of old perf..
§ 3°9; of pillr. in impers., § 335; of neg.
complement, § 341; m. in imperf. act.
part., § 357; in imperf. pass. part., § 358 ;
in some perf. act. parts., § 359; in imperf.
reI. form. § 387, 1 ; in StjIlZUNZj reI. form,
§ 387, 3; ending of pass. simj form be
fore nom. subj., § 420.
}.! -w, plur. m. ending of ns. and adjs., § 72;
}"'I -wi, plur. f., ib. ; ~\ -wy, dual m., £6.;
~ -ty, dual f., ib.
}" var. I ~ I ·w, from Dyn. XVI I I occasional
suffix-pron. 3rd plur. c., they, them, their,
}. 'lV,

-fll}.q

WI[zW

(S 10) wreath.

-fl~~itLJ

Willy (M 15) hall of the Inundation,
reception hall in Palace; cf. too III; above.
WIS (S 40) ttas-sceptre.

1,
1 WIS

dominion, lordship, only in fixed ex
pressions like 1'~1 rll(;. ddt, WIS life, stabi
lity, dominion.

1@

Wist

(R 19) WIse, Thebes.

-fl~~1~ val'. 1~

wisi (5 40) he ruined, de
cay; rl1in (n.).
-fl ~ =J WIS (A 28) be exalted; SWIS var. det.
'jj (A 30) extol.
-fl~ I-Vlg (W 3) Wag-festival, celebrated
on the 18th day of the I st month.

§ 34·
}. w, very rare encl. part., not, § 352 A.
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T. M 13 incorrectly used for! V 24, see under

0'= var./i wrb (D 60;

A 6) (be) pure, clean;
swrb purify, cleanse; O'it 'lvrb (ordinary)
priest; wrbw det. T clean clothes; wrbt
det. ~ place of embalmment, tomb,
sanctuary; det. ~ meat; -...!IJ }. ~ abbrev..
~~ rbw (F 17) purification; row-r. C~)
breakfast.
}.~~ wrJ bend, curb.

wti below.
l~ wJ(i (M 13) (be) green, fresh; r Wlti
vigorously, § 205, 5; 'f1~ wJti success,
good fortune; T Wlti (M 13) papyrus
column; QQ~ wltiyt colonnade; ~
wJ(j a pale green stone, felspar (?); Tag
T-Vltit (I 12. 13), the cobra-goddess Edjo,
p. 73, n. 18 ; 11 ~= Wllj-wr the sea,
lit. the great green; =Q Qat dyt (M 15),
O.K. tiyt papyrus-marsh; semti make
green, renew.
}.it varr. }.Q,}. wi dep. pron. 1st sing. c., I,
me, my, § 43; as subj. in ll(y)-'wi I belong
to, § 114, 2; with other adj. preds., rare,
p. 109, n. 6; with pass. parts., doubtful,
p. 4 2 5, Add. to § 374.
}'Q~ wi (A 53) mummy, mummy sheath.

I

T

}.::""'" wrll (M 41) juniper (?).
}.~j

}.~j P..

abbrev.j: wrrt (D 56) administra
tive district; j ~ it wrrtw district official.
}..-JlX::-: abbrev. ~ wr!z (N II) carob-beans.
1J5r-~ var. lJ~ wo,

}'Q~.....:.

~

wil (P 3) sacred bark.

Y; wPt (F 13) vertex, brow.

win reject, decline.

:!I wr (T

~

21; Z I) m., ~7 wrt f., one, alone;
§§ 260. 262, I ; wr 1't as indef. art., § 262,
I; foIl. by adj., yielding superlative sense,

wpi divide, open, judge; wpw-f;r except,
but, § 179; wPt det. x~ specification;
wp st (Z 9) lit. specify it, intro
ducinO"
list of items; connected with this
l:>
stem are ipt message, ipwty messenger,
see above; W var. -..£r wpt-rnpt (F 14·
15) New Year's day, p. 204; ~~ var.
~ TVpt-tl Earth's Beginning, name given
to the extreme south; ~~t 71~ Wp-WJwt
(E 18) the jackal-god (Gk. wolf) Wepwa
wet of AsyClt, G k. ·o~[;w;.

.:t

§ 97; as numeral, one, usually written I,
§ 259; wr .... ky, wr .•... sn-nwl one
.... other, § 98; wr '1lb everyone, § 103 ;
wr m one of (several), § 262, I ; wri det.
~

be alone; ~, ;;;-; wrty sole, unique;
~"( var. det. LJ wrrw privacy, soli
tude.
~}.~ wr'lt' soldier, cr. iwryt above.
}.::;~~ wr,

(U 26.27) open up; wbl

ib, wb,.!zrintelligent, capable,enlightened;
swbl !zr initiate,. r into (work); 1,J 5r-@J
wb, open court (of temple); 15r- var.l oJ
wb, butler.
}.J~ var. det. 0 wbn (N 8. 5) shine forth,
rise (of sun); det. Cl (M 35) overflow;
}.J;:;Cl var. Qo}.~ wbllw (Aa 2; N 8)
wound (n.).
}.J=u' wbd burn (vb.).

ending J st pIur. c. of old perf., § 309.

}. Q~~ var. det.

wrr flee; fl1gitive; wryt flight.

}.~j:

}." 'wy, ending added to adj. preds. with ex
clamatory force, how, § 49; do. added to
parts., § 374, with Add. p. 425; prob.
originated in dual m. ending, § 49, OBS.
~' -wy, see under }.! -w above.
~:71 'wyn,

wrrt (D 56) leg, shank.

}._ ~ ~~ wi' talk, talk about, discuss.

speak abuse.
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}w

}. ~~ wmt (be) thick; wmt-ib stout-hearted;

§470; wll·lJrf, wnl1··lJrf do., § 47 I; wn·in
simf, §472 ; wll·inf simf, wn·lJrfsimf,
§473; other forms from wnn before stimf,
§ 474; before siinmf, § 475 ; iw W1l there
is, are, § 107,2; foil. by parts., § 395; in
questions, § 492, 2; 1tn wn, n Wtzt there is,
are, not, §§ 108, I. 2; 109; nn wn, n wnt,
before simI, § 188, 2; i1' wn if there be,
p. 427, Add. to p. 358, n. I I;'±' var. ~wn
being (n.) in phrase 11. (m) wn mJr (d:::::)
in reality, lit. of (in) true being, § 205, 3 ;
~
-, ~
wn1lt, Wllt encl. parts., indeed,
-.co
.co
really, §§ 127,4; 249; Wllt non-encl. part.,
that, §§ 187. 233; foIl. by subj. +old perf.,
§ 329; Wilt in -,-~, see above; &=~~
W1l11-njr(w) Onnophris, He-who-is-con
tinually-happy, a name given to the
resurrected Osiris, cf. p. 307, bottom.

}. ~LJ wmt gateway; wmtt det. t:::l (0 36)
fortification, bulwark.
;!=11} W1l (03 I) open (vb.); wII-~r instructed,
expert; wn ~rn light is given to (some
one, that he may see), lit. face (i.e. sight)
is gi ven to, etc.
~j~ wlli (E 34) pass by, disregard; wn det.
~ fault, failing.
~o}.@ T¥nw EI-Ashmtlnen, Hermopolis. a
town in Upper Egypt.
~~~ var.
wnwt (N 14· 5) hour, p. 206;
riestly
duties
; det. :it priesthood; ~o~
P
wnwt(y) hour-watcher, star-watcher.
~--l? wIt/be glad, gay.

t,

III

}w

_.0_

+~~ varr. +~, ~~, ~~~ 1£JIlm (Z II;
M 42; X 7) eat; +o~~l Wllmt food;
+~qqQ~

wnmyt the consumer, i.e. fire;
mm (G 52) feed (someone), eat,
feed on; det. .a~ greed; snmw det.
6?-~ food.
J~~ 1.Cmmy (R 14) right hand (n. and adj.).
~= Wn1t exist, be, § 107; supplies missing
partsofiw,§§ 118,2; 142. 150. 157, I; 326.
395. 396. 469; in sents. with adv. precl.,
§ 118,2; notin sents. with nom. pred.,§ 125;
in sents. with adj. pred., § 142; in pseudo
verbal construction, § 326; do., itself in
old perf. or infin., § 326; wllnf r sim,
§ 332; parts. of, as equivalents of reI. adj.,
§ 396 ; wnnf with future reference, §§ I 18,
2; 326; 440, 3; W1tnf after ir, §§ I So.
395· 444, 4; W1lf expressing purpose,
§ I 18, 2; after ilJ, £b.; as obj. after rdi,
ib.; after other vbs., § 186, 2; Wllf, wmzf
afterpreps.,§§ 157,1. 2. 3; 326,end; 444,
3; wnf, wnnf in virt. adv. cls., §§ 21 4.
215. 219; wnn as aux. vb., §§ 469-75;
wrl'inf in pseudo-verbal construction,
~ ~6r~

~~ WIl~

be clad, obj. in, § 84 A, p. 423.

&;::1( wns jackal or wolf-like animal; det.
ia,

~

(U 16) sledge.

Ii?'I wntiw (M 42;

E 3) short-horned cattle.

±.~~ 'ft,~ var. with ~ (Z I I) w1tljwt subjects,

people.
~ wrr (G 36) (be) great, important, much;
~ wr, adj.; wr, wrt, aclv., much, very,
§ 205, 4; wr how much ?, § 502; 1t-Wr-n
inasmuch as, § 181 ; ~~ var. ~:it wr
(A 19) prince; ~~ wr mJW greatest of
seers, title of the high-priest of Heliopolis;
~-Q~ wr-ll-lf haunch (of beef); wrrt
det. .4" .£t (5 2. 6) great crown; det. or
abbrev. ~ (1' 17) chariot; Wrt det. ~
the Great one, designation of a goddess;
Wrt-~klW, see under ftkJ.
~l~ wr~ (W 23) be anointed with, obj.,
§ 84 A, p. 423; see too 111r~t below.
~~.x. wrs (Q 4) head·rest, pillow.
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~~ wrI spend all day, pass time; foIl. by

1~:: var. det.

subj. +old perf., § 316; wrsy watchman.
~=Al wrd (A 7), O.K. wrej, be weary.

1~:: wsr

}ro~

whi, escape, miss, fail.

}~~~

}t~~

tribe!'men.

Wl.zl pull up (papyrus, flax), hew

(stones).
}t~u var. ~D whIt (Aa 2). var. O.K. l}~
wl.zt (W 6). cauldron; ~~ var. }l t~
Wl.zlt Oasis region; WI.zI/yW Oasis
dwellers.
!5~ wl.zr (P 4) loose, break off work; det.
'(~ unravel. explain; det. ~it fisherman,
fowler.
.J7 W/pllt (F 25) hoof.
l~ var. det. ~

wl.zm repeat; foIl. by infin.,
§ 30 3; wl.zm rnIJ repeating life, living a
second time, § 5S; m wl.zm, m w~m-r a
second time, adv.; wl.zmw det. ~:it herald,

also a provincial official in charge of
judicial matters.
}e' wlj (R 16), fetish of the Upper Egyptian
town Cusae.
}eT wI! (N 2), also wIJt, night; swff make dark.

}l--

wff; (M 3) (wooden) column; det. n
hall of columns.
}1~.Jl wff; require, demand.
}1~~

wffl (be) ignorant; fool (n.); swff;
make foolish.
}!"C) wffd (Aa 2) suffer, bear patiently; pain

(n.).

.rl7 varr. !:i, fE, earlier

~11 FVsir

(Q

1.

2;

F S I) Osiris, local god, king of the dead,
the dead king, Gk. 'OUl.pt ...
}::\'.Jl wsf be idle; idleness.

17 wsrt (F

12,

Pyr.) neck.

12;

P 8) oar.

(F 12) (be) powerful, wealthy; power.
wealth; swsr make powerful.
}~~ wsff (W 10) cup.
}~ ~~

whit (0 37) overthrow.

}HQ""I ~~ wl.zyl tribe,

I wsr (F

wsIJ (W 10) (be) wide, broad; breadth,
with older var. re}~ sffw; swsff det.
~ var. ~ (5 II) widell! enlarge; wsIJ det.
or abbrev. ~ (5 1I) collar;
varr.
} ~ ~~. ~n wsfft (0 I S) broad hall, court;
wsIJt det. ~, later wsff, barge.
}:;;r=;;, wsI, var. }~r=;;, wIS, urinate.

m

} r::.Jl

'lUS/.ll, later } ~.Jl wstJt, stride, move
freely.
}~ wI fall out (of hair), be bald; free, un
occupied (of time); "':5t'" gm wI (D 3)
found defective .
}t!!S~:: var. ~ wII (G 42) fatten; det. ~
heap (praises).
}::'-£O wI( bite, chew.

}=Jx~

wsb (Z 9) answer,

It

(someone);

answer (n.).
}=~ T'\
T~}6

wsm (H 2) ear (of corn).
wsmw (H 2), a vessel for beer.

2 wsn (G 54; H I) wring
neck (of bird); make offering of.
}~~ wIr dry up, be barren.
}::~ val'. det.

}:J~ wId

(F 30) address, question (vb.).

}:~ var. }'h'h~

wgg (V 33) misery, want.

}a ~ val'. ~ wt (Aa 2) wrap (mummy), bandage
(vb.); det. :it embalmer; det. T, O.K.
o(V 38). var. }tl~~T, : I wt;w, bandage.
};1.Jl wtIJ flee; wtljw fugitive.
}~

wtt, O.K. wt/., beget.

~:-1

w/.st (V 39) post (of balance).

.J w/.s (U 39. 40) lift up, carry,
wear; det. ~lodgeacomplaint,denounce;
cf. too /.si.

}~1 val'. det.
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}~ wdi (D 46) put, push, shoot, inflict, emit

U= var. U~ wdb (N 20), var. Tj}::', w(/)dbw

(sound).
6} i wdpw (W 22) butler.

(M .3. I I), sandbank, shore.
}~o}= wdnw torrent, ilood.

}~~.J\ wdf, later occasionally

}::JA wd/,
lag, delay; ir wdJ if (something) delays,
i. e. does not happen, § 352; wdf, adv.,
tardily, § 205, 4.
}::~ var. ::~ wd1t (M I I) offer, make offer
ings; offering (n.).
}~l t:::J wdlt (U 32) (be) heavy.

1t~

}=H2

t7'I1l~ BJ-P/(i) (W 10*,
Pyr.) Bapfi, a god.
~ var. ~ bJ (G 29. 53), old Sr-t7~ (W 10*,
Pyr.), soul, external manifestation, Gk.
{3at, p. 173; , . bJW (G 30) spirits, souls
(plur.), might (sing. or plur.).
j Sr-~ ~....ak I bJw, boat, pleasure-boat.

wdft, child, weanling; var. det. fo (A 18)
princeling.
11}~ wd!tw, see under wdh above.

J
j" see bw below.

wd{z (O.K.), later written H~ wdft"
pour; det. ~ (Q 7) cast (metal objects);
}=l}~ abbrev. ~ wdft,w, later, l}~
wd/tw (V 25), table of offerings.
~}~ wd (V 24. 25), later wd, e.g. p. 277, n. 2,
command (vb.); foIl. by sdmf (imperf.
§ 442, I), § 184; by infin., § 303; ~ i~ wd
mdw give command, n to; wd, wdt, wdt
mdw command (n.); ~}
abbrev. wd
(026) stela; ~ ~}~ swd, later ~ 'fl~sw(J)d
(M 14), hand over, bequeath.
l}A 7iJdi send forth, set forth; 1~t~ wdyt
(military) expedition; l}}~ wdww wan
dering herds.
}r~~ wdJ (be) whole, sound, prosperous;
abbrev. i, see under rll!J; swdl ib send a
communication, write, Il to, lit. make easy
the heart (of), § 225; swdJ ib communica
tion, letter; }r~Q~ abbrev. ~ wdJt
(D 10) the WdJt-(wedjat-) eye, the sound
uninjured eye of Horus, § 266, I; A171 dJt
(U 28, n. 5) remainder.
}l~A wdJ proceed; cf. too sdJ below.
}l~LJ wdJ magazine, storehouse.
} ~U wdr (Aa 21) divide, sever, judge, judge
between; wdr, 1yt (no) judge (vb.); wdrt
det. ~ ~ divorced woman.
1j~ wdb (V 25; F 46), var. }=j~ wdb,
turn, trans. and intr.

"l.o.

b (D 58)

.o.

tt"f1l bJ (R 7; E 10) ram;

j

5r ~ ~ b!! bush.

J~J~o

bJbJ hole, hiding-place.

bJb!!, var. Jje bbt, flowing
stream, swirl.
j 5r ~l ~ bJft, foreskin (?); det. or abbrev.
~ or f=I> in m-bJ!t, also m-blft,-f', in the
presence of, § 178; do., adv., formerly,
§ 205, 2; dr-bJft formerly.
J5rrrr bls (W 2) jar.
j5r~j~o=

rr: Blstt (W 2) the cat-goddess Baste(t), Gk.
-ovf3a(}"n~.

~O

bllf, an oil-bearing tree (not olive ?).

Sr'="1i bJk work, n for,i. e. serve; blkw del. ~
work, produce (n.); bJkdet. it manservant;
blk im this (thy) servant, lit. the servant
there, p. 58, n. I ; § 509, 2; bJk/ det. ~
maidservant.
J ~ l, mAl bJgi, var. j mA bgi, be remiss,
slack.
j~ ~mt }DbJgsw, varr. J mt}V bgsw (T8*),
>mt}D 11UgSW, dagger.
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~7 bit (L

2) bee; ~ol ~ I bit honey; ~Q det.

or abbrev.M (A 45) bUy king of Lower
Egypt; see too under 1tSW below.
JQ~ varr. JqQ~, J~~co~ bit (W IO; F 18)
character, qualities.
J Q~ bil (N 4 I) copper; the synonymous D. ~.
(N 34) is provisionally likewise read as
bil; JQ~~ var. JQ~}I~I bilw (N 41;
F IS) mine; JoF='l bil firmament.
JQ~ia~ bili (U 16), var. JQQ~ by, wonder, n
at.; JQ~~ biJt, var. JQ~QQ~~ biJyt,
marvel, wonder (n.).
JQi: bill (G 37) (be) bad, miserable, act evilly;
bin, bbt! bad (11.); so too bw-bin, see under
bw below.
J Q='~ bil.' (G 6) falcon.
J.......nj ~=abbrev. ~ brlti (G 32) beinllndated;
inundation.
J} var. JI bw (058) place, position; det. ~~
bw1tbeveryone,everybody,§ I03; bwllr)lf
the place where he is, § 204, I ; used to
form abstracts, bw bin bad (n.), misery;
bw nfr good (n.), prosperity; sim. with
i/fr, l1ur, (zwrw, dw.
J}~ bwt (K 2) abomination.

Jft}l1li bwnu magnates.
J .J"'= bbt, see blbJt above.
J~~ bllW

(G 31) phoenix.
j:-1I bnt (Y 7) harp.
J.;} ~ buwt millstone.
.!.!co bnbnt pyramidion.
j::~ abbrev. ~ ~ bllr (M 30), var. j::Q ~ ~ bll(r)i,
(be) sweet.
j::}n bllrw outside (n.).
jro~.J) bhl flee; bhlw fugitive; sbhl det. ~
(0 55) make to flee.
~'jj:n b(zs (F IS; E 3) calf.
jHi varr. det. \........II, .J) blts hunt (vb.).

~@

B/:tdt Tell el-Balamun, Bel)det, the nor
thernmost town of Egypt; secondarily,
Edfll in Upper Egypt; B/:tdt(y), the
Bel)detite, epithet of the winged solar
Horus.
j.!. n b/Jn tower, fortress; also f., b!Jllt.

j.!.o} =

b!JJlw greywacke, a hard dark stone
found in the Wady I:lammamat.
j ~~ bs (K 5) introduce; be initiated, /:tr into;
det. ~, ~ mystery, mysterious form.
j~~ bsi (K 5) flow, come forth in abundance.
j~

bSi (0 26) vomit.

j~.a

bU, older bS{, (be) rebellious.

julft

bkl (B 2) be pregnant.

jm~

bgi, see blgi above.

..Jm ~}=:it bg'JW one shipwrecked.
j~~

j
j

bgs (be) bad, fractious.

fi~i.J)

fi~~

bIJ run.

btJ(w) crime, wrong, wrong-doer.

j5f bt, var. j:r.J) bt, abandon, forsake.
j::.a btll, var. j':".a ~ btn, be disobedient,
rebel against; bbt-ib rebel, adversary.
j~i abbrev. i bd (R 9), a kind of natron.
j~' varr. det. ,..en, ,-ill bdt (M 34; U 9. IO),
var. '~'" bty, emmer, a kind of coarse
wheat.
j~~ bds (A 7) faint, languish.

op
~

(Q 3)

p (Q

3) base, pedestal.
g P Pe, Kom Farafin, Buto, a town in Lower
Egypt, p. 73.
~ abbrev. F='I pt (N I) sky, heaven.

};,{ Pi

(G 40), in hieratic always, and in hiero
glyphic sometimes, replaced by ~~
G 41. 1.
o~~- Pi (G 40; H 5) fly (vb.).
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!.

~ varr. D"t~, hieratic "t~,I)J this, the, sing.

m., § 110; construction of, § I I I j mean
ings of, § I 12; jtQ Qit, hieratic "1.~~ ~it,
PJ)"i, poss. adj. 1st sing. m., my; so too
ply·k, pJ)'j, etc., § I 13, I ; ~ qQ PlY for
...! p-n he of, § I I I, OBS.

.! p-n

he of, § I I I, OBS.; see too under PI
above.
~~ pnr (P I) upset, overturn.

..!o)I( pnw mouse.
~L1~ P1llf bale out.
C( pr (0 I) house, f. collective

Djt~

PI(W?) have done in the past, aux. vb.,
§ 484; ~G pH (X 6) antiquity, primeval

Pr-r/ Great House, Pharaoh, p. ,5;
EfLJ Pr-rnfJ House of Life, scriptorium
where books were written; ~b Pr-wr

I~T PI/ft (H 2), var. ~QT P/ft, fine linen.
"t~-=1'\ Pld, var. ~1'\ pd (D 56), knee.

pis bring in corn (on back of donkeys).

~~~ var. ~~~~

~qqolC(IPryt;

~

times; plwty belonging to primeval times.
Djt~~ /JJIf (H 3), var. ~)o Plfw, a kind of cake.

~

pn, this, sing. m., § 110; construction of,
§ I I I ; meaning of, § I I 2.

jtG PIt (X 6) loaf, bread-offering.

D Q~

OJ

prt

(H 8) mankind, patri
cians; see too r-prt below.
~ pw this (obsolescent), sing. m., § 110; con
struction of, § 1 11; meaning of, § 112 ;
use as pron. 3rd pers., § 128; do. antici
'pating nom. subj., §§ 130. 189, 2; position
of, §§ 129. 130; use in sents. with adj.
pred., §§ 140. 141; in questions after in iw,
§ 49 2, 4; do. after i,l, alone, § 493, 1 ; d.
with pw after gmi 'find', § 186, 3; in simi
pw, § 189; meaning c'est que, §§ IljO. 325 ;
imperf. sim:! as pred. of, § 442, 3; perf.
sim:!do.,§452, 4; in r-pw'or', §9I, 2; in
nt-pw, § 190, 2; in negation nfr pw, § 351,
2; D}~ ~ pwy this, that, sing. m., later
substitute for pw, § 1 IO; meaning of, § I 12;
~ interrog., who?, what?, § 498; see too
under ptr; whichever, Add. p. xxviii.
o~~ Pwnt Pwene(t), popularly known as
Punt, the coast-line S. of the Red Sea.
::""pf, var. ~ PlY, that (yonder), sing. m., § 110;
construction of, § I I I; meaning of, § 112;
~~~ pfl (N 31), later form of pf, § 110.
~~, see under psi below.

(0 19), name of the oldest national shrine
of Upper Egypt at Hieraconpolis; ~ llfi
Pr-nw (0 20), C( S::.Ill1 Pr-nsr (0 20),
alternative names of the oldest national
shrine of Lower Egypt at Buto; t": c(
pr-nsw palace; nyn var. cp pr-I;i (02)
treasury, lit. white house; C(~ pr-it
estate; imy-r pr overseer of a house,
steward; nbt pr mistress of a house,
married lady; see too r-pr under 7 1"
below.
~./l pri go forth, go up; pri 1" 1;/, 1" fJltt, go
forth abroad, see under 1;/, fJnt; as aux.
vb., § 483, I; pry det. ./lit champion;
det. ./l~ champion bull; pr-r (--;-n), ener
getic, valorous; prowess; prw det. ~
excess; det. ./l a coming forth, outcome;
prw 11, r (7) utterance; mprt-fJrw (03)
invocation-offerings, lit. a going or send
ing forth of the voice, later sometimes
interpreted as prt-r-!vw, p. 172 ; S;~ prt
.
n
wlOter
season, p. 203; ~~I
I I a bb rev.
':ifl prt (U 13) seed.
~H7 pri (M 6. 5) battlefield.
~~\ Pl;wy (F 22) hind-quarters, end; pl;wy-r
down to, § 179; pl;t-r northwards to, § 179;
~~\qq~ pl;wyt stern-rope; ~~~~ varr.
~~~, ~ Pl;ww (N 41) distant marshlands.
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.&l-/.\ p~ (F 22) reach, attack.
~~i abbrev. i p~ty (F 9) strength.
~ var.

Dr::./.\p~rr

~ 1~.E.

run.

pIp (V

11) split, break open.

~~

var. ::./.\ Pllr (F 46) turn, go round;
serve, n (someone);
Pllrt remedy,
medicament; det. ~ ,~, frontier guards;
spllr var.
(F 50) cause to circulate,
copy, write down; ~= Pllr-wr, Pekher
wer, Eg. name of the Euphrates.

::0.7.

+

~~

Nine Bows, traditional name given to
the peoples neighbouring Egypt; pdly
det. tit bowman, foreigner, see too r-pdt
under 7 r below.
~j./.\ pd (vb. showing confusion with pd' knee'
and pd ' stretch ') 1. kneel, 2. run.
c~J j--- varr. J~---, j"':" Pds (D 56) box.
o~J}ol.~.

pdswt dunes (of the Delta coast).
'J; Pd, ;:j--- Pdt, see under pd above.

psi (see § 281) cook, boil.

_~J'-~ ps~

'I!w-

bite (vb. and n.).

~~

psIJ be in disorder, distraught.
~ ~~ pss (Z 9) divide; psSw divider (of pro
perty) ; psst division, share.
~m~ psg (D 26) spit, spit upon.
~~ varr. det. \\\, "', ~ psd (F 37. 38. 39. 41),
O.K. psd, back (n.).
!,Q. psd, O.K. psd, shine.
~iii psdt (N 9) company of nine gods, ennead,
p. 291, n. 8.

:! ~ 'll7 psdntyw (N 9;
~

~oT,

W 3), varr.

:!'ll7 psdn,

e psdn, New-moon festival.
spread out, unfold; det.

-- as det. in ~~ it father, p. 43, n. 1; not to
be read in ~~ psi, see under this above.
-- f suffix-pron. 3rd sing. m., he, him, his, it,
its, § 34; ~ fy do. after duals, § 75, 2 ;
after words dual in form but sing. in
meaning, § 76, 1 ; after sing. words with
dual implication, § 76, 2; in the sdmtyfy
form, § 364; not an obsolete dep. pron.,
§ 4II, 1.
7 var. "'--It (I 9, O.K.) viper.
};:j~ abbrev.

'f opening

};:~ Ilk, var. ~~

Ik, (be) bald, bare.
~~ In (be) weak, infirm; sfn make weak,

~~~

ptpt tread down, crush.
~f~ ptr, var. oD\\f~ ply, who?, what?, from
interrog.pw+part. tr, §§ 256.497.
~f =- ptr, rare det.
(D 7), behold, see.
Q;,.

ptIJ

~j~,

~'J;

j-o fii (A 9) carry, lift, weigh;

fii tlw (9}) sail (vb.), Ii t. carry the wind.
fiw magnificence, splendour.

(n.).

~l~ Pt~

I (1 9)

A}~

see under PI*, above.

&~ 0 pgl

~~

~I

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

PtaQ, god of Memphis, Gk.

<pea.

overthrow.

see under pJd above.

abbrev. 'J; pd (T 9), earlier Pd, stretch,
(be) wide; ;:jv- var. :i pdt (T 9. 10)
bow, foreign people, troop; rw;r; pdt 9 the

afflict.

'7'}.(. FnIJw, a term for Syrians, cf. Gk.
<POLV(IC€~ •

~~

abbrev. ~ Ind (D 19), O.K.lnd, nose.

~:2' abbrev.

:2' IIJ

(V 12) loose, depart;
unloose, take off (garments).
~~ = lip (X 4), a kind of cake.
~~:::

lip (X 4) reward (vb. and n.).

~~

Ik, see under Ilk above.
~~./.\ Itft leap, see too nltft below.
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~f

~~ fdi

true, real, just; n (m) wn mlr in reality,
§ 205, 3; bw mlr truth, right; mJr-1J1'w
(§ 55) justified, deceased; smlr-lJrw justify,
make triumphant, r over (enemies);
~C>.~.!!!:o var. ~7 mJrt (H 6) truth, right,
justice; det. ~ (C 10) Ma<e(t), the goddess
of Truth and Right; mlrty righteous.
~~ mlr be offered (of offerings), 11. to; mJrw
offerings, tribute; smlr offer (vb.).
~ mlr send, dispatch; m l1lJrW (det. ~) nfr

pluck (vb.).

:;:a fdt sweat (n.).
:;:~

~m

fdlp tear asunder; piece, fraction.

~ m (G 17)
~

m- as formative prefixed to some nouns,
§ 290 .
~ m prep., with suffixes ~~ im·, in, as, by,
with, from; as conj., when, as, though,
§ 162; m-'b, m-!plZ£1, etc., see under rb,
!Jnw, etc.; m-r, see before (m)r(n)dt below;
m-lJt, see under IJt; m tid saying, § 224;
before infin. of vbs. of motion, in, §§ 304,
2; 331; see too Predication, m of, in the
Grammatical Index.
~1l....JJ varr. ~.L..II, ~--D m non-encl. part., behold,
§ 234; foIl. by dep. pron., ib.; mostly
combined with suffix-pron. 2nd pers.
(mk, mt, mtn), ib.
~1l....JJ var. ~ m interrog. pron., who?, what?,
§§ 227.3; 496; J...~ in mas subj., §§ 227,
3; 496 ; m m wherewith?, mi m how?, r
m to what purpose?, ltr m why?, § 496.
~ m imper. of the negative vb. imi, see there.

with good dispatch, with a good wind.
::!:nT mlr (H 2) temple (of head); tp-mJr ac
companying, escorting, § 178.
~"f mlr edge, bri nk.

>

~}\\~ mlwy, var.

>

~~ mJ(w), be new,
fresh; ml fresh, new; m mlwt anew,
freshly; smlwy renew.
ltl"l"l}QI mlwt rays.

~~ ~~ mlr, var. ~Q~~ mli(r), wretched;

mli(r)w misery; smlr afflict, harm.
~l'\ mIlt wreath (of flowers, etc.).

>

>i~ ml-ltti (E 28) oryx.
>~-U- ml!J, var.

>:heU- mllJ, burn, be con

sumed.
~jj""1 mISt thighs, lap; tp-ltr-mJst head-on
lap, i.e. in mourning, § 194.
>m:t}D mlgsw, see blgsw above.

~

>

>, -f'ml (U I), sickle-shaped end of a sacred

~o mIt (W 7, O.K.), later

m imper., take, n·k to thyself, also written
with - mn (T I), § 336.
~ encl. part., see m(y) below.

-:l'o, -:l'a mJt
(Aa 2), red granite (from Elephantine).
~o mIt proclaim.

boat (wiJ).
~~ ~ mil (U 2; D 4) see, see to; foIl. by
stimf(imperf. §442, I), § 184,2; byinfin.,
§ 303; by obj. + stimf, § 213; by obj. + ltr
+ infin., § 304, I; by obj. + old perf., § 3 15;
rarely in imperf. stimf after rdi, § 442, I ;
wr-mJW, see under wrr above; ~re mlw
sight; r-mlw (n) in the sight of, § 178.
~~k var. det.
mli (D 4; E 22) lion.

~~.Jl var. ~Q.Jl mi imper., come, § 336.
2~ mi

(W 19, Pyr. mr) prep., like. according
to, as well as; conj., as when, according
as, §170; mi /fd-j entire, § 100,2; mi m
how?, § 496; 2"" mU(y) copy (n.); g~~
mity, var. g~ mitw (§ 79, OBS.), like (adj.),
equal; mitt likeness, the like; m mitt
likewise, § 205, 3; 2~ ~ my, var. 2~~ mi,

rt

~::;: varr. ~~, =

mlr (Aa

I I;

U 4. 5) (be)
56 7
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likewise, accordingly, § 205, I; ~gq1o smi
report (vb.), § 275; report (n.), acknow
ledgement (of letter).
gq} ~ miw (E 13) cat, f. mit.
g-; very rarely g~-; min (W 19), to-day,
§ 205, I ; used enclitically, § 208; m min
to-day, § 205, 3.
~~ ~Ij} m(i)ni, see under mni.

m n·k take to thyself, see m imper., take,
above.
~~ mn (Y 5) be firm, remain, be established;
r-mn-m as far as, § 180; r-mn together
with, § 180, OBS.; smn det. l~ (U 3 2 )
establish, make firm; halt, stand down
(from office); mn det. 'f such a one, f.
nmt det. T; mnt det. o!!!=> such an amount
(see pp. 201-2); m1t, milt example, a
similar case; ~ mnw monument(s);
=.~.6.0 Mn-l1fr Memphis, p. 183, n. I.
::::~ mn be ill, obj. of (something), § 84 A,
p. 4 2 3.
mnt: m mnt daily.

::'jD minb (N 34; T 7) axe.
~~ mist (N 36) liver.
~ var. ~~ m(y) encl. part. after imper. or

simi in wishes,

pray, § 250; rarely non

encl., ib.
m-r prep., together with, in the hand of,
from, owing to, § 178; mr-1ltt seeing that,
§ 223·
=~ (m)r(11)dt (V 26), O.K. mrnit, the morn
ing bark (ship) of the sun, p. 29 I. n. 5.
~~O~ var. det. t mrr (M I; V 29) (be)
fortunate, successful.
~
mrl,trt, var. ~'::CJ mil,trt (N 36),
tomb.

::0

~--n

::~ mitt (G 36) swallow (n.).
~1

m11t (D 56) thigh.

::q ~Ij}

var. ~q)"'IIi1k mni (appar. origrnally
m(i)ni. § 285; P I I ; T 14) moor, land;
attach, join (someone), m to (something,
a wife); det. ~, -.. (A 14. 54) die;
death; :::Qo~ mnit mooring post.
::::q ~ mni, a measure for oil or incense, § 266, I.

'::CJ

=: mw (N 35) water; I,tr mw 1t loyal to, lit.
on the water of; =:~ Q=: mwy, also f.
mwyt, urine, seed, saliva.
=:}} mww (N 35) muu-dancers, in funerary

=qQ~

mnit (5 18) necklace with counter
poise, mmat.
~} varr. :::q}~, ~ mniw (appar. originally
m(i)niw; A 47. 33) herdsman.
M1ew (R 22; C 8) Min, the god of Pano

:;.r

ceremonies.
~o~ mwt (G 14) mother; Mwt, var. ~
(G 15). M ut, the chief goddess at Karnak.
~}::: mWllf helper, champion.

polis(Akhmtm)andCoptus(~ift),Gk.MLv.
~~

mnwt pigeon.

~OOO m1eW (M

~~ var. det. ~

m(w)t (A 14; Z 6) die, § 279;
death; m(w)t, m(w)tt dead man, woman.
~tr:~o mfklt, var. ~~o~o mfkt, turquoise.
~~ var. ~~ mom prep., among, § 178.
~ (G 18) var. ~~~ mm, prob. mere varr. of
adv. q~ im, see there.
~\tt var. ~~~ mmy giraffe.
-- mnw (T I), a kind of mace; in writing of

I) trees.

~i

mnr (D 27; B 5) nurse, suckle; mnrt
nurse, foster-mother; mnry tutor.
~~~0'hi mnfyt (A 12) soldiers.

:::::.J)

mnm1t move about, be disturbed;
mnmnt det. ~, I¥I (E 8) herds, cattle;
smnm1t remove.
~o}CJ mnnw, var. ~n mllW, fortress.
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~m

:::~~ mnhd(Y 3), O.K.

mnhrj, writing outfit.

::: t 7 mn!.z wax.
:::l'\. mn!.z papyrus plant.
I

~.I(

mnIJ (U 22) chisel; fashion, carve

god, § 442,8; ~}O~ mrwt love, wish
(n.); n-mrwt, m-mrwt in order that, § 181 ;
mrwyty the beloved.
::;:U@ md in .....::;;Qf@ TJ-1twi (M 5.6) Ta
meri, a name of Egypt.
~q
mryt river-bank, coast, harbour.

q;

(O.K.).
::::~ abbrev. I(

mnIJ (U 22) (be) efficient, bene
ficent, excellent; r mnIJ thoroughly, § 205,
5; smnIJ fashion excellently, put in order,
honour, advance (someone).
:;:e/f ': mnIJ string (beads), fasten (amulet on
neck).
~·!ll abbrev. 11 mnljt (5 27) clothing.

:::0 mns (L.E.) cartouche, p. 74.
mn-# bed-chamber.

~=}~

Mntw Mont, the falcon-headed god

of Hermonthis (Armant), Thebes, etc.
~} l,~, Mnt(y)w: nw Stt Beduins of Asia.

J::o bndt, O.K.

=~ mnd (D 27. 27*), var.
mnd, breast.
:2 t~ ft mndm basket, crate.
~c:::> is read imy-r,

'i'l:i mryn Syrian magnate, Babyi.
martannu.
~}~ mrw desert
:::;;}.......-. mrw (M 41), a red wood from Syria.
~-.Jl7~ ~

::;; ~~ var. Ul ~~ Mr-wr (0 5) Mnevis,
the sacred bull of Heliopolis.

':-::Ui n

mrh(w) decay (n.).
:;;xo abbrev. Ii mr!.zt (W I) unguent, oil;
cf. wr!.z above.
~Q....JJ~~ mhy be forgetful, negl.igent, !.zr about.

rr

-km}a~~

~

not mr, see under imy above.

mr (U 23) (be) ill, painful; mrt disease;
mrw painfully, § 205, 4.
~ALl mr (U 23; 0 24) pyramid, tomb.
~ ~ mr bind; mrw band.
~ mr (N 36) canal, channel.

:J

Q

mhr (W 19) milk-jug.
m!.z (V 22) fill, be full, m of j as formative
in ordinal numbers, § 263, 3; m!.z ib (be)
trusty, trusted j m!.z det. ~ seize, m (some
one or something); m!.zw a filling.
varr. :J, .-1\, ---JI m!.z cubit, linear measure

of 523 mm., § 266,2; as measure of area,
27'3 sq. metres, § 266, 3.
:J ~ later var. :J L~~ ml.z(y) be anxious,
grieve, !.zr about; grief, care (n.).
:J X~,';t, var. :J XIT m!.z (?), mr!.z (?) (M 38 ) flax.

friend(s), partisans;
t~}~=1tI~ !.zJW-mr the multitude,
the masses.
=it~l yare ~ ~,~ mrt (N 36, f.) weavers.
:'£~J
I I I

mhwt family, household.

~~g

~A~

mr

var. ~ ~fF mrrt (0 5. 38) street.

~X~

~L1j~n

~:i~l

~m

(N 36)

,ES m!t(£?) drown.

'6 mht dish.
a

.

"'=' var. :J m!.zt north;

mrt serfs, slaves.

= mri (U 7. 6; N 36) love,
wish (vb.); foIl. by sdmf(2aegem. imperf.,
§442, I; other vbs. perf., § 452, I), § 184;
by infin., § 303; Mrrf irrf Whenever
he-likes-he-does, a name of the supreme

§ 179

~~ varr. ':-~,

j

m!.zyt det.

m!.zt-r northward to,
north wind j m!.zty

IfI

northern, § 79.
,X};t m!.zw (M 15. 16) papyrus clump, in
~X};t varr. ~t, ;t TJ-m!.zw the Delta,
Lower Egypt; m!.z-s det. 'r;/, Ji (S 3· 4)
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crown of Lower Egypt; mtt(l?) det. t
or
Lower Egyptian.
\l}~1t mttw fish-spearer; ~,J~~o~ mttyt
fishes.

m~'='Q~ mski rumour.

:JQ Qo~ mttnyt the Coiling one, i. e. the uraeus

m~~.:. mstpt bier (at funeral).

on head of sun-god and king.
~1~~~~ ml}J balance, equal (vb.); ~l~QEP
abbrev. EP m~Jt (U 38) balance (n.); cf.
~Ji below.
~;:.Jl m-~t, see under ~t below.

m~=~,f, msdmt, see under sdm.

t

~~ ~
~.!.n

(m)skit the evening bark (ship) of the
sun-god, p. 29 1 , n. 5.
mr~~ mstiwty descendant (of a god).

m~'l~ n2Stji, var. m~~ msdi, hate (vb.).

var. det. §>, abbrev. f mscjr (F 21;
D 18) ear.
11,*, var. ~::II msr (A 12) army; det....
expedition.
:k::~}T msrwevening.
mr~.t1

m!Jnt; m!Jnty, see under !Jnl below.
m!Jr storehouse.

~.!.}~

~:F.Jl

rf~~

m!Jrw administration, governance.

~:!..,°l

var. ~:F ms bring.

~~

varr. ~ ="', ~~ mk non-encl. part. from
m (see above), behold, § 234; used in
addressing a male person, ib.; foll. by
dep. pron. as subj., § 44, 2; in sent. with
adv. pred., § 119, I; in sent. with nom.
pred., § 133; in sent. with adj. pred., § 142;
in pseudo-verbal construction, § 324; mk
scjm·nf, § 414, I; mk+pass. stim/. § 422,
I; mk stim/. §§ 234; 450, OBS.; with
sense of Fr. voici, § 234; curiously sub
stituted for IJr, § 234, OBS.

mo mst (F 3 I) apron of foxes' skins.
m~4l

msi (F 3 1 ; B 3. 4) bear, give birth;

form, fashion (statue); m~- ms n, f. mst
n born to (mother), §§ 361. 379, 3; ms
det. 'fo child; '\. writing of -msw in personal
names (Z 5); smsi deliver (in childbirth).
m~~ ms encl. part. expressing surprise or re
proof, § 251 ; iw-ms, see under iw, at end.
m~~~oT~ msyt supper, evening meal.

@ kIm (V 32) Mesen, a town near

~an~arah

~~~ var. ~~~ mki (D 38) protect; mkt

in Lower Egypt.
m;;-1t msnw (V 32) harpooner, hippopota
mus-hunter.
m~ -l t\.. msntt turn backwards.

det. ~ protection; mkty protector.
~~.:. mkt right place.
~~ts

mkttJ neglect, obj. (someone, some
thing).
~ID ~'fo mg(J ?), a class of young recruits.

~T~

mstt (I 3) crocodile.
m~!..n ms~n, also ms~Jtt, resting-place; see
too under ~Ili below.
m"~ ~ ms~tyw adze.
mr€:}~},*~ Ms~tyw (F 23) the Foreleg, i.e.
the constellation of the Great Bear, re
placing earlier conception as Adze.
m~ ~D var. det.
mss corselet.

~~ mt. earlier ~~ m', non-encl. part. from

m (see above), behold, in addressing a
female, §§ 119, I ; 234.
~~, see m(w)t above.
~'\

rt

m~urt

msdt ford.

mt vein, muscle, vessel of body.

~~~~

mty (D 52. 50) (be) regular, correct,
trustworthy, loyal; mit nib rectitude, lit.

mskJ hide (of ox).
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~m

regularity (?) of heart; m mit nt ibf fol
lowing his natural bent (or sim.); mty
regulator (?) of a phyle (S/) of priests.
~ }cf"=i;) mtwt seed, poison.

mdw (V 20) ten, §§ 259. 260; construction
of, § 261.
1M nuj (V 21) (be) deep; mtjwt depth.
~c'; var. ~':\fT mtjt (V 19.20.21) stable,

mtwll, O.K. m{wlt, place of combat
for bulls.
~Q....JJ '"
~,Q....JJ=
~
tii mtn, earl'ler ~
tii m{ll, non-enc1. part.
from m (see above), behold, in addressing
several persons, §§ 1 19, I; 234.
~~7 m/pnt (T 8) dagger of the form ~.
mtn reward (vb.); mtnwt det.

~

cattle-stall.
~~i1mdt (W
~7

I) ointment.

mtjlt (Y I) papyrus-roll, book.

~D var. ~i"'9 mtjJt (Y

reward

ql~ mdft (5 10), var. ~~

~H~ var. det. n~ mtr (D So; T 14) bear

00-.. mdlt (T 7),
hew; mdft(w) carpenter.
~Q....JJ~"\-U abbrev.
mdd (Aa 23, p. 520)
hit (a mark), adhere to (a path).

witness to; mtrw witness (person); mtrt
testimony.
~~0 m/rt midday.

tt,"

non-encI. part., see under mt above.
MNVW\

~lz>~~ m{J flout, insult (vb.).

~lz>~~

T

I) sculptor's chisel.

~L~QQ),~, Mtjo'wMedjay, a Nubian people,
p. 183, n. 2; police.
q val". q1 mdft, (5 10) fillet.

(n.).

~::: m{

Jt

n

~~\:it~

~

MNVW\

It

-

(N 35)

n afformative prefix in some reduplicated
verb-stems, § 276.
- n prep., var. -'-, rare initial form .lIlt, to,
for, belonging to (§ 1 14, I), through, in
(of time); as conj., because, § 164; in
compound preps., §§ 178.181; in n·l-imy,
n·k-lmy, etc., §§ 113, 3; 114,4; after adjs.,
indicating possession, §§ 138 141; possibly
sometimes to introduce qualifying noun,
§ 95; in negative nfr n, § 351, I ; by, of
agent after pass. parts., p. 279, top; § 379,
3; element in sdmw·nf reI. form, §§ 380.
386, 2; in narrative sdm"t/, § 41 I, 2; .n
lttl because, § ,223.
\\ ny adv., therefor, for (it), § 205, I ; with
varr. - It, ~I n(w?) prob. in cases of n
sdm'lt for n stjm·nf he does not hear,
§ 486, OBS. 2.
- n(y) genitival adj. § 86; forms, £b.; use
in indirect genitive, ib.; Add. to § 86,
p. 423; in geniti~e between noun and

m{lm, see under {1m.

~Q....JJI~

m{n, non-end, part., see under mtn
above.
~~:f;5: m{n, varr. ~:f;5:, ~"::f;5: mh-t (G 14),
road; ~~r'-"it mht nomad.
~~~ lI-f{1t Mitanni, a kingdom E. of the
Euphrates.
L~ mdw (S 43) staff; mdw n ilw staff of old
age, epithet applied to a son taking over
his aged father's work.
~'i'~ mdw (mwdw, § 285) speak, talk; mdw m
speak against; mdw dispute, litigate, ft,nr
with (someone), ft,r about (something);
mdw word, saying; 1m abbrev. 1~ mdw
n{r the god's words, p. I; ::J~I : Iabbrev.
il dd mdw (words) to be recited; or
placed at top of columns containing spells,
etc., § 306, I; wd mdw, wdt mdw, see
under wd; mdt speech, matter.
~:::~ mds keen, alert.
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-n

adj. epithet, § 94; mediating adj. epithet,
§ 94, I. 2; introducing noun used like
Latin accusative of respect, § 95; after
demonstratives in n-, p. 86, top; as
pred., § 114, 2; introducing prep. + noun,
§ 158, I; after compound preps. when
governing noun, p. 131, bottom; foIl. by
st;/mf, §§ 19 1 ; 44 2 , 5 (imperf.); 45 2, 5
(perf.); by st;/m"lf, § 192; by infin., § 305;
9 ItiW (nw), pI. 111. of 1t(y) belonging to,
§ 86; -:~~, see below under nt-f.
~ n

II

active, § 403; forms, pass., § 404; ongm,
§ 405. N before iw' is', 'are', very rare,
§ 120; 1t wnnf referring to future, § 120;
It before indep. pron., § 134; rarely negat
ing infin., § 307, I, end. ..J...Q ~ It is in sent.
with adv. pred., § 120; in sent. with nom.
pred., § 134; negating adv., § 209; before
st;/m'llf with meaning' if not', 'unless',
§ 216, end; with infin., 'except(?)', § 307,
1 ; negating a word or phrase, §§ 247, 2,
cf. 505, 5, end. ..J... ~ 1l wnt there is not,
§§ 108, 2; 1 IS; without, § 109; in sent.
with adv. pred., § 120; with St;/mf as subj.,
§ ISS, 2; with infin. as subj., § 307,1; with
part. or reI. form as subj., § 394; n wnt
Wit there does not exist, ib.
-'- n, writing of prep. - n, see above.

suffix- and dep. pron. I st pI. c., we, us,
our; rarely -, §§ 34. 43; 7' ·ny dual of
do., early obsolete, § 34.

'llY

possibly rare suffix-pron. 3rd dual in
imytw·ny between them, § 34,

+~

-;

OBS·3·

..J...

1t

-n

-::o:~

lVt (R 24) Neith, the goddess of Sais,
Gk. N1]tO.
-:Jd nt (S 3. 4), the red crown of Lower
Egypt.
~= nt water, see under 1lWy below.

not (shortened form of:: nn, see there),
varr. discussed, § 104. N st;/mf, with
perf. st;/mf form, § 455; negates st;/m'nf
in reference to past events, § 105, I ; less
commonly negates present (§ 455, 2; adj.
vbs. § 144, I) or future (§ 455, 3) events;
with past reference after mk, § 455, I;
in unfulfilled wish after !tl, §455, I; rarely
translatable as' cannot', §455,4; in sub
ordinate cIs., § 455, 5; in virt. reI. cIs.,
§ 196, 2; after nty, § 201 ; n sp scjmf,
showing a distinctive form of perf. scjmf,
§§ 106; 456. N st;/m·nf, §§ 105, 3; 418,
common in characterizations, statements
of custom, and generalizations: present,
§ 418, 1 ; past, § 418, 2; future, § 4 I S, 3 ;
in virt. reI. cls. and after nty, £b.; with
adj. vbs., § 144, 3; negating statements
with old perfect., §§ 31 I, OBS.; 41 S. N +
pass. sdmf, § 424; with past and present
reference, § 424, 1. N st;/mmf, § 426. N
1t;/mtf, §§ 402-5; meaning, § 402; forms,

1: 1lJ this, the, properly with neuter sense, hut
used as plur. c., § 110; construction of,
§ 1 I I; meanings of, § I 12; concord of,
§ 51 I, 3; 1:~QJi llIy·i poss. adj. plur. c.,
foIl. by 1l, my; so too 1lIy·k thy, etc.,
§ I 13, I.
A~ nlw (E 30), var. =~~~ ttY/w, ibex.

T.. . :. 1ti (D 41) reject.
~

var. q}.....:.e niw (D 41) bowl.

~}1y
0.@1

var. ""t~ 1liw (D 41 ; G 34) ostrich.

niwt (0 49) town, village; Niwt rst the
Southern City, i. e. Thebes; imy-r niwt
overseer of the (pyramid-)city, traditional
title of the vizier; : 1liwty (§ 79, end)
belonging to (one's own) town, local;
@"Q.,. j
townsmen.
Q""I
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? ltiw (nw) , pI. m. of genitival adj., see under l' var. ' ; nb lord, master;

-n

use in letters,
p. 239, n. 8; owner of (property, attribute),
§ I 15 A, p. 423; 'C7~ nb the Lord, i. e.
the king, p. 75; <::::7= nb tJwy lord of the
two lands, do., ib.; ,zb-r-dr lord (nbt-Iady)
of the universe, § 100, I; ~~ 1tbwy the
Two Lords, i. e. Horus and Seth; 1zb rnIJ
det. /1\=01 (A 54) sarcophagus; 1lbt mistress,
lady; 1lbt pr, see under pr; ~ 1lbry (G 16)
Two Ladies, title of the king, p. 73;
:;:Q ~~ var. Nbt-ftwt, Nbt-ftyt (0 9)
the goddess Nephthys, Gk. NE~eVI).
<::::7 1tb every, all, any, f. ;: ,zbt, pI. m. }I I I Ilbw
(uncommon), p. 47, n. 0; <::::7 common for
both genders and numbers, § 48, I ; use
after nry, § 199; after parts., § 375, OBS.;
after reI. forms, § 381 ; s 1lb everyone, each
one, § 103; bw nb everyone, ib.; ftr nb
everyone, £b.; wr 1lb everyone, each, £b. ;
tJt 1tbt everything, anything, £b.
T~ Q"" 1lbyt (S 12), the collar depicted as R.

==

- n(y) above.
perhaps with two distinct readings I. 1tiW
or 1tWW, 2. nnw or nwnw (W 24), primeval
waters, Copt. noun.
nis (A 26) call, obj., r, It (a person); 10
funerary cult, invoke, p. 170.
771] nyll)' do homage.

n1

=~ nri

travel by boat.
:::::z~ nrr (Y 3) (be) smooth; SIlrr polish, grind
fine.
1lwti (U 19. 20, Pyr.) the two adzes.

m

;;::=

~o} nw

(U 19) this, these, properly with
neuter sense, but used as plur. c., § 110;
construction of, § I I I ; concord of, § 5 I I, 3.
~ O}0 1lW time.
~o}fo nw (be) weak, limp.
~o}.h

nwi return (also reflex.), r to (a place);
var. det. ~~ collect, tend.
see under niw above.
Nwt Nut, the sky-goddess.

=::::::'
~

:c::

0}

~ nbw

(S 12) gold; det. ~ Gold, name given
to the goddess Hathor; ~~ 1zM (S 13)
gild, fashion; R~ Q nby goldsmith.
~@ Nbt Ombos, near TClkh in Upper Egypt;
Nbt(y) the Ombite, epithet of Seth.

~ ~:::::: nwy water, flood; also f. nwyt, 1twt,

nt.
~o}~

nww hunters.

-fl~=-

nWJ,

later ~o}=-

1lW,

look, see.

:c::0l ~ nw!t (V

I) rope; IJt (:;:) n nw!t rod of
cord, a measure of 100 cubits,s 2' 3 metres,
§ 266, 2; nw!t bind (vb.).
~, see under i1tk.
~ o} ~ nwd move crookedly, aslant; nwdw
crookedness.
~,g, Ii nwd ointment, perfume.
~

-n

~Q~@ Nbyt Kom Ombo, Ombi, a town some

distance N. of Elephantine.
J)r~"- nbJ, var. J'Q..- ,zbl, pole; nbiw, a
linear measure larger than I cubit, § 266,2.
Jl 0 nbs Christ's thorn, neb*-tree.
J"f~1~~t~! nbdw-*d perverse (O.K. nbd)

of character, epithet given to foreign
enemIes.
:g:q~ Npri, the corn-god Nepri.

nbt (V 30) basket or like; plur., name of
distant indeterminate foreign regions;
t~~~,~ var. t~ f:bw-nbwt, the
Hau- N ebwet, inhabitants ofthose regions,
in Graeco-Roman times interpreted to
mean the Greeks.

7~ ~

nprt edge, brim (of sheet of water).

:: nl that, § 110;

properly with neuter sense,
but used as plur., §§ I I 1-12; construction
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of, § I I I; :::.~ ~ var. :::~ nfl, later
form of n/, § 310.
.::~ nf wrong (n.).
.y}~

nfw (P 5) skipper, reis; snf relieve,

release.
:::.--;: nfr remove, drive away.
*~ nfr (F 35) (be) good, beautiful, happy;

nfr n·i it went well with me, i. e. I died,
§ 307, bottom; nfr adv., happily, well,
§ 205, 4; T¥nn-nfr(w) , see under U'1zn;
nfrt det. J1 beautiful woman; nfrw det.
'}I! recruits; nfr(w)t det. ~ cows; ~ ~
nfrw, also ~I, t~"' nfY, beauty, goodness;
bw nfr goodness; b:£.lnfr-{ut diadem, or
like; iry lIfr-{ut keeper of the diadem;
srifr embellish. Probably connected are

*

the following words, see § 35 I :
~}~ nfrw shortage; n~c'-J nfrw innermost
room; ~ nfr(w) zero; ~~Q qo lifryt end;
llfryt r down to, § 179; ~~q q~ nfryt
rudder-rope; nfr pw as negation, § 35 I,
2; nfy n as negation, § 35 I, I.
~~ 'ltft, later var. ~ x~ ntf, loose, slacken.
~~./l

nftft leap, cC.fift above.

'i:'......JI rare var. ~ll-D n-m, for in m who?, what?,
as subj., §§ 227, 3; 496.
fi~J I nm (T 34) knife (?); ~o~ var. ~~
1tmt (T 29) place of slaughter.
~q~ nml (0 5) traverse; Nmlw-!r Sand
farers, i. e. Beduins.
~qlJl~ nmi (0 5) cry aloud; low (vb., of
cattle).
ii:-il~ nmr act partially, show partiality, n to
(someone).
~X'}l~ nm/.t poor man, orphan, waif, f. llm/.tyt;
mm/.t abase oneself, pray, n to.
~~T 1tmS, a royal head-dress.
ii:~o

-n

EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR

-1t

./l7

nmtt (D 54), plur.

ii:,11 var.

./l./l./l,

walk,

steps.
::: nn non-encl. part., not, § 235; distinguished
from -'- only after Dyn. IX, §§ 104. 235;
negates sents. with adv. pred., §§ 118, I;
120; with nom. pred. when pw is subj.,
§ 134; in questions introduced by in i~,
with indep. pron. as subj., § 492,7; as pred.
of sents. with infin.ils subj., § 307, I; with
part. or rel. form as subj., § 394; negating
sent. with pseudo-verbal construction,
§ 334; 1t1t sami (perf.) with future refer
ence, §§ 105, 2; 144, 2; 457; nn sam·n/,
obscure, § 418 A; at beginning of sents.,
§ 66, end; foll. by dep. pron. as subj.,
§ 44, 2; lw suppressed after, § 107, 2; :n
questions with sense of 1tOnne, § 49 1 , 3 ;
negating single word or phrase, § 50 S, 5;
with meaning 'no', § 258; expressing
non-existence, § 108, 3; 'without', § 109;
do. with infin., § 307, I. -'-~ 1l1l wn
'there is (are) not " § 108, ;-;-~ithout',
§ 109; in sent. with adv. pred., § 120;
with sami form as subj., § 188, 2; with
part. or reI. form as subj., § 394.
var.
nn (M 22) this, these, properly
with neuter sense, but used as plur., § 1 10;
construction of, § 1 1 1; meaning of, § 1 I 2 ;
concord of, § 5 I I, 3.
:t':'}IT Nlti-nsw (A 17; W 24) Ihmlsyah
el-Medinah, Heracleopolis, a town in
Upper Egypt.
nlti be tired, slothful; nniw weariness.
000
' a bave.
~ nnw, see und
er nzw

tt

tt-

tt=A

=t~~

1t1tm

err, go wrong.

tt'7f'~~ var. :::'7f'~~ 1znsm (D 35) spleen.
~

nnk belong(s) to me,

§ 114,

3; after infin.,

on my part, § 300, end.
~~, Pyr. =~o, nrt (G 14) vulture.

nmst jug (for water).
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-n

::111

nri be in terror, n at; ::} ~111! var.

opened up field; nllbt det. x~ protocol,
titulary, p. 71.
+'J~ Nllb EI-K~b, Eileithyias polis, a town in
Upper Egypt; 1.J~~ Nllbt(M 22; W24;
G 16) the vulture-goddess Nekhbet, p. 73.
; var. ~ N!Jn (0 47. 48) K6m el-Al).mar,
H ieraconpolis, a town in Upper Egypt;
" r-N!Jn mouth of (or iry attached to)
Nekhen; ~~ minw N!Jn herdsman (i.e.
ruler) of N ekhen, two distinct titles; see
too under lfr below.
If!, n!Jn (be) young; child; nllnw, 1zIInt
childhood.
;;}.,t\ abbrev. h- nll!Jw (5 45), earlier nllllll,
flagellum (conventional rendering).
~~ abbrev. \-II nllt (D 40) (be) strong, mighty,
victorious; strength, victory; n!Jtwvictory,
hostages; nlltw det. IL?l strongholds; snllt
make strong. strengthen.
-55 n!Jnm (W 9), one of the seven ritual oils
and jug for same.
~ ns (F 20) tongue.

::}.I ~ I 1lYW (G 14; H 4) terror.
nht (M I) sycomore-fig, tree.

;;:0
;;:n nht shelter (n.).

ro~I ~

I

nhy a little, a few, § 99; nhw loss.

nhp rise early; nhpw early morning; snhp
det. .Il spur on.
ro~~ 1zhm jubilate.
;;;; 0

ro7~Nk"n

Nahrin, i.e. Mitanni, a kingdom

E. of the Euphrates.
ro~

J=-- nits wake up

~I~ ntt

(G

21)

(vb.).

guinea-fowl.

~l~ var. 1:'l~ 1ztti

(G 2I) pray for (some

thing); ntt, nttt prayer.
Tt ~ a 1Zttl (be) hard, rough, dangerous.
~lJx

1zM yoke together, unite; equip, m
with; Nttb-klw det. =1 (D 30) Uniter-of
attributes, name of a mythical serpent;
det. '3!7 Nel).eb-kaw, feast of the month
later called Khoiak, see p. 205.
~lJ~ nMt neck.
~lJ~ nttbt

.s mvarr.

(M 10) lotus bud.

0' ~ ~

nttm take a way, rescue, m-r from
(someone); Nttmt-rwly 5he-who-rescues
the-robbed, consort of the god Thoth at
H ermopolis.
O'~::::: nttmn non-encl. part., surely, assuredly,

!! nst (W 1 I. 12) seat (of office);

:t":J varr. :t":~, t,~ nsw (p. 50, n. J) king
of Upper Egypt, king; plur. :tN:J~}'i
var.:t..:~~~! lzsyw(§72); :tJ~~nswy(?),
n~ (?) be king, § 29 2 ; :tQ
1l.~t(?) king
ship; ~ n-sw-bit (§55) king of Upper
and Lower Egypt, p. 73; pr-1tSW, see
under pr; :tt SI-nsw king's son; sim.
with Sit, mwt, sn, mt, ttmt daughter,
mother, brother, sister, wife.
S}.o(l. nswt flame, fire, cf. nsrt below.

t:

§§ 119, 6; 236.

l0l ntttt eternity.

~H\\j) var. ~~\\ Nttsy (T 14) Nubian.
~l~'-1zttdt tooth, molar; see too mittt below.
" ; ' \-II

~\

nb nswt tlwy lord of the Thrones of the
Two Lands, epithet of Amen-Re c•
S:t}' nsw, for ny sw he belongs to, § 114, 2.

~L~ nttP potter's wheel.

~ll0 var.

-n

1z11 defend, protect; 1zllw protector.

S'J nsb lick.

-;~~\

nll'wy how grievous (is)!; llftwt plaint,
mournmg.
";'Jx nllb open up (mine, fields); det. ~ newly

=: nsr in Pr-1lsr, see under r"'r;
-=:;::::.0

the uraeus-goddess.
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s r<=>(l. nsr burn, blaze (vb.);

~

='A

Z

nsrt flame, cf.
nswt above.
ns supplant, drive away, flr from.

=Dt)~ nIp breathe.
=~~

Nsmt, the sacred bark of Osiris at
Abydus.
=~6 abbrev. {l nsmt (K 6) fish-scale.

::71J nhty rage
-;~::=:

(vb. and n.).

lZ/f(wt (D 51) notched sycamore figs.

-; ~ i?l n/fm be in pain, sorrow.

'""""t::= n/fdd, see under /fdd below.

:::F9:> nk copulate.
;;;;;;:~ ~

nk/(Y) reflect, m upon; cf. kli below.

§~

nkn (D 57) damag,e (n.).
:::; nkt (m.) a little, a trifle.
~~

~x

ng a species of bull.
ngi break open; ngt breach.

;;;~

ngsgs overflow, § 276.
~---.lI"""'"
t
b
o
I I I I n -( custom, a servances.

:: & nt-pw it is the fact that, §§ 190, 2; 494, 3.
nty who, which, §§ 199-201; antecedent
0\\

mainly defined, § 199 ; origin, forms, and
writing, ib.; fall. by nb, ib.; fall. byadv.
pred., § 200, I; do. with inserted subj.,
§ 200, 2 ; in pred. of cl. with pw as subj.,
§ 200 A (p. 424); fall. by dep. pron.; § 200,
2; by suffixes, £b.; iw suppressed after,
§ 107, 2; fall. by simf (imperf. § 443),
§ 201; by sim·ni, ib.; do. negated by
n, p. 334, top; with construction n
sqmti, § 402; fall. by pseudo-verbal con
struction, § 328; nty wn, § 201, OBS.; ntyw
im those who are there, i.e. the dead,
p. 123, n. 6; ntt iwtt what is and is not,
i. e. everything, § 203, 4.
::J~ ntb be parched.
...A...

_n

ntf indep. pron. 3rd sing. m., he, § 64; be
long(s) to him, § 114, 3.

ntf = ntyf which he ...., § 200, 2.
~=~ ntf irrigate, water (vb.).
~x~, see above under nft.
I ~~ ntry, see under ,I ntr below.
::r var. ~ nts indep. pron. 3rd sing. f., she,
§6+

::r:71 varr. ::r-,

~~

ntsn, indep. pron.

3rd pI. c., th(!y, § 64.
~=~ ntS besprinkle.
& ntk indep. pron. 2nd sing. m., thou, § 64;
belong(s) to thee, § 114, 3.
& ntk = nty·k which thou ...., § 200, 2.
:: ntt conj., that, § 237; fall. by dep. pron. as
stibj., § 44, 2; introducing noun cIs., § 187 ;
after preps., § 223; r-ntt, flr-ntt, etc., see
under r, flr, etc.; fall. by subj. + old perf.,
§ 329; fall. by parts. and reI. forms, § 400;
in interrog. in ntt, § 494, I. 2.
~ ntt, later:: ntt, indep. pron. 2nd sing. f.,
thou, § 64.
1zttn, later ::171 nttn, indep. pron. 2nd
pI. c;, you, § 64.
II varr.II~, 1'~ ntr(R 8) god; 1~:: ntrf,
O.K. writing with suffix-pron., p. 432,
n. 3; 1~ ntr nfr the good god, title of
the king, p. 75; it-ntr, see under it; flwt
ntr, see under flwt; TI-ntr, see under tl;
I~~ ntrt, var. I~~ ntrt, goddess;

::r:n

1~~

ntry, O.K. ntr(i), (be) divine; sntr
make divine; I!::= mtr, var. I!~~ sntr
(R 7), incense.

::J::: ndb cover, overlay, m with (metal).
::J};!

ndbwt area, full extent.

t~ ltd (Aa 27;

W 24) grind; miller.
to~ nd ask, inquire, m-( from (someone); ni
r (7) take counsel, flrfor; ndwt-r counsel
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_n

7~ 1', a species of goose.

(n.); nrj 1;1' greet, n(i) someone, see too
inrj 1;1' above; nrjt-I;r homage, gifts; nrj
fjrt inquire the health of; nrj (det........) ilt
confer rank, 1;1' on (someone); nrjnrj det.
~ converse, take counsel.
t ~ nrj save, m-r from (someone); nrjty pro
tector.
nrj thread (n.).

7

toT

~,~,

vaT.

5i nrjt subjects, serfs;

cf. rjt below.

'S' ~ ~ o~ ntiyt baseness.
T~

t nrjl be parched, stifled.

~~~

to

nrjm (M 29) (be) sweet, agreeable; nrJm
ib joy, happiness; i 0 nrjm, a species of
tree; snrjm sweeten, make pleasant; det.
)1 sit, § 275·
to~ nrjnrj, see under nrj above.

j

]:\1} nrjri catch hold of, hold firm; nrjrt im

l'

abbrev. <p, rr (N 5. 6) sun;
~ var.::~ rr 1zb every day; ::;0~ varr.
det. ~, ~ (C I. 2) Rr Ree, the sun-god;
SI Rr son of Ree, as epithet of king, p. 74;
~ Rr-lfr-Ifjty (G 9) Ree-Barakhti.
}' ~ rwl (N I) gateway, outside; rwt)' double
doors, outside; !:~ qr:'; later var. ~~ ~ r:';
rwyt (E 23) gateway, place of judgement.
}'~.J) rwi cease, make to cease; depart, r from
(place, something); var. det. ~ (A 33)
wander.
}'~ var. ::~ rwd (0 40) stairway.

(D 21)

prep., with suffixes rarely ~<:::> ir-, to, at,
concerning, more than, from; as conj., so
that, until, according as, § 163. Before
noun or infin. conveys futurity or purpose,
§§ 84· 122. 16 3, 4· IO; 30 4, 3; 33 2. 333;
rm to what purpose?, § 496; in compound
preps., §§ 178-81; to form advs., § 205, 5;
rlwf, l' rjrf entire, § 100, I. 3; r-ntt in
asmuch as, § 223; to the effect that, §§ 187 ,
Ons.; 225; rrjdthat,saying,§224. See
too ir, irf, rj.
<=> l' part, in fractions, § 265; 1'0, smallest
measure of capacity = 3~O I;elfal, § 266, I.

<=>

(originally rJ, p. 429, bottom) mouth,
utterance, spell, language, door; ~n-==:=
st-r occasion for speech, authority; tf7
tp-r utterance; -==:=- A}~ R-Iw Turah,
location of the great limestone quarries,
Gk. Tpota; : : r-r place, state; as prep.,
b'd
§ 17 8 ; -...10
<=>v
var. <>--n
~ I I r-r-r, est e, near,
I
r-r-fjt warfare, see under fjrw below; -==:=-:=:
r-rwyhands, activity of hands; -==:=- f\~~
r-wlt path, place of passage; 7o} var.
~} r-pw or, § 91, 2; 7c( r-pr temple,
chapel, shrine; 7~~ ,:f, r-pljt foreign
bowmen; -==:=-~ R-stJW (V 3) necropolis,
particularly that under the protection of
the god Sokar of Memphis; -==:=-1~}\1}1
r-IjJw fight, battle.
r·i, as encl. part. with 1st sing., § 252, I.
l'

::0 var. det.

prisonment.
~l~ nrjl;t, O.K. nl;rjt, tusk; see too nl;dt
above.
'S'~~ abbrev. ~nrjs (G 37) (be) small, poor,
feeble; dim (of eyes); det. :it poor man,
commoner; nrjsw poverty.
<=>

<=>1'

l'

10.

<=>} ~ rwd (T 12), O.K. rwq, bow-string.
<>}~~

rwd, O.K. rwrj. (be) hard, vigorous,
flourishing; srwd (srwrj) make to flourish
(varr. with =2~ rd by confllsion with
vb. for 'grow'); <>}~~= abbrev. ~~
rwdt hard stone, sandstone.
(j'.)~ rwi control, administer; controller,
executor.
7Q Qo~ rpyt statue (of female).
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~ var.

--: -:: r-prt (iry-prt) prince, hereditary
prince; -::;: rt-prt (irt-prt) princess.

=:: rf, var. q=:: irf, encI. part. used for emphasis,
also with wishes, commands, questions,
etc., §§ 66. 152. 252, 3; after pI. imper.,
§ 337,3; after perf. srimiin wishes, § 450,
4; ist rf sentence-adv., now, §§ 119, 2;
15 2 •
C>~~ rm (K 5) fish (n.).
'i"'=" var. det. and abbrev. 1??'" rmi (D 4. 9)
weep, beweep; rmyt weeping (n.).
-=-E5 r-mn, see under mn above.

-

;;;:: varr. ::......to, ~rmn (D 41) arm, shoulder;
side (one of the two sides); ;;;:: rmn
carry (on shoulder); ......to rmn, measure of
area, i aroura (stlt) , § 266, 3.
;;;=~ Rmmt Lebanon, Hebr. Tili?
=:~,~ rare var. !~~

rmt (H 4) men, people;
also as collective, var. ~,Jf, rmt/, § 77,4.

name; as logical subj., § 127, I; var.
det. a (V 10) king's name; r1t wr great
name (of king), p. 71; rn n nbw name of
gold, i. e. golden Horus name, p. 73;
imy-rn{, see under imy above.
rn young (of cattle, antilopes, etc.).

: : 1'1t

=:

1rq~ rnpi (M

7. 4) (be) young, vigorous; rnpwt
det. and abbrev. ~I 'Y I (M 39) vegetables
and fruit; f7 rnpt (M 4) year; f;, see
under (ut below; \£1, see under wpi above.
rnn praise, belaud; rnnwt jubilation,
§ 28 7.
rnn (B 6) nurse, rear (vb.).
=}:~ Rnnwtt Ernute(t}. the cobra-goddess
of the harvest, Gk. -PJLov(h.
:::q")j:;:f r1'i (E 12) pig; rrt sow.
var. det. 15l rhn (A 19) lean, !zr upon.
rhdt jar, cauldron.
c>l},~, abbrev. ,~, r!zw (A I) men, fellows.

=10

=tM

m::

m:5'

<::::>

.~

r

ro learn, become acquainted with, know;
foIl. by srimi (imperf. § 442, I), § 184; by
infin., § 303; by nit, § 452, 2; with active
sense in old per(, §§ 312, I; 320; with
pres. meaning' know' in srim·n{, § 414,
4; in reI. #/mw·n{, § 389, 3; in negation
n ro{, p. 376, top; ro-ot (~~) learned
man; r-rot to the knowledge of, § 178 ;
t':" var. 1:, old title interpreted in
M.E. as 'acquaintance of the king'; sro
det. 10 denounce, accuse; sroy accuser.
.qqo~~~ var. det. ~~~ royt (G 23. 24)
people, common folk.
.~~ rOs (T 30) slaughter (vb.).
;:~ rot (m.) amount, number.
~~it roty (G 50) fuller, washerman.
c>~ rs encl. part., § 25 2, 4.
::).=.. var. )=-- r'S (T 13, also inaccurately
with J] U 40) (be) wakeful; )~ rs tp
vigilant; rswt dream; srs awaken.
)Q,~, var. 1fo J,! rst (T 13) foreign hordes.
7~~ r-,ry (N 31), var. <>~ ~~ rs-sy, entirely,
quite, at all, § 205, I.
±~ rsy (M 24) southern; south; rsw det. ?
south wind.
=.a~ rIw (D 19) rejoice; rsw/ det. .a~ joy;
=.a~ rsrs (§ 274) rejoice.
--;......to r# (0 41) incline (intrans.); bend; r#-ib
envy, hostility; r/iw, also r/i-ib, det. ~
disaffected one, rebel; r/iw det. -;: tilting
(n., of scale of balance).
~ r·k, as encl. part. with 2nd sing. m., § 252, 2.
~0 rk time, period.
~l ~ rk!z (Q 7) burning, heat.
~~ rare var.
~~it rt!zty (U 31) baker.
-:lt~ rt!z restrain.
r'l, var.
ir·t, as encl. part. with 2nd
sing. f., § 252, 2.

-:1

=:

q-:
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r

<:::>

fLl ~~~

<=>itJ, see rmt above.
~rll



n =.
'h
-=- =
_ r'!n, var. 'I-=_ zr'!n, as enc1. part. Wlt
2nd plur., § 252, 2.
=~~ R!nw Retjnu, Eg. name for Palestine
and Syria.

roh

hikr, name of a feast.

fLl~m~./\

hl-ms: m hl-ms approaching in humble
attitude.
ru~ Q~ hy interj., hail, § 258; ru~ Q~o}f hy-hnw
(A 32) jubilation, jubilate.

:;'1 rd (D 56) foot; 11 rdwy the two feet;
!f1 tp-rd rules, order, principles.

ruQQ7' hy (D 53), var. ru~Q~7' hly, husband.
ruJ./\ hb enter, penetrate into; hbhb traverse,

:;,O~ var. det. Q~

explore.
ruJ4'- hb (G 26. 26*) ibis.

=: ce:J rd, see rwd above.

rd (M 31. 32) grow; also
inaccurate for rwd, see above; srd cause
to grow, plant.

y

fLl.J~
~:-5

var. fLlJ:5 hblZt (U 13), a liquid measure,
§ 266, I.
~~ hb1ZY ebony.

var. :: rdl, with related forms It:, , '--JJ dl
(X 8; D 37), give, place, § 289, 1; cause,
foIl. by simi (perf. § 452, I; imperf. only
2ae l{em. rarely, § 442, I), §§ 70. 184; by
Wllf, § 118, 2; by sqmi of adj. vbs.,
§ 143; by obj. + old perf., § 3 I 5; give,
grant, foIl. by infin., § 303; special uses
and phrases, see under lb, l,uw, Ifr, Iftp,
Sl, gs, tl; It:, I ~ ~ ~ dy gift, gratuity; It:, I (~
di(w) (X 8) provisions, rations.

~

ru~

ru~./\

hmt fare, payment to ferryman.

ilJ~fLl~~

~o==;)

hmhmt roaring, war-cry.

var. det. I==t hn (Q. 5. 6) box, chest.

~O}5

hnw, a liquid measure of about! litre,
hin, § 266, I.
~ o}8 hnw (A 8) jubilation.
ilJ 0 'iI.. it~

=fil
~

Jrlll

hnw neighbours, associates.

var. ro=~ hnn nod, bow; attend to;
rely, n, Ifr, m on.
~J hri (hrw?) be content, pleased, quiet;
hrt contentment, quiet; shri make con
tent.
~}G var. ~ hrw day, day-time; irt hrw ll/r
make holiday; brt-hrw, see under br
below; hrwyt det. 7' journal.
~1J=hrpsink, be submerged; hrpib suppress
thoughts.
ilJ
LJ hrmw enclosure for poultry, pen.

(0 4) room (?).

var.

hp law.

ilJ ~~

ro It (0 4)
ru~ h

hb (U 13) plough (n.).

hi ha, ho, §§ 87. 258.

ru ~./\ hli go down, descend, fall; attack (vb.) ;
shli send down, cause to fall.
ru~}~ hiW environment, neighbourhood,
time; m-hiw in the neighbourhood of, at
the time of, § 178; det. ft,~ neighbours,
kindred.
ro~~ hit (N I) ceiling, roof.

=

~ var. rp~~~oC( hiyt

(N I), var. ro~~~ hyt,
portal; smsw hyt elder ofthe portal, usher
(in the Palace).
fLl~J./\ hib send, n to (someone), Ifr about
(something), i.e. send a message (in writ
ing or otherwise).

~-

~(l

hh hot breath.

~ ~~

hlfs be deficient; stint.

~~

hd punish, defeat; (victorious) attack.

=-.-

ru
=


hdmw footstool.
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l [t (V 28)
~ ~,

(a road); [tii II (~) go a-wandering; [tii
det.
flow; l~ ~ ~:: [tyt rain; [tii scjb,
see under sdb.
X~ [tr piece of flesh, member; pl., abbrev. ~
(F 5 I) flesh, body; -self, wi th suffixes, § 36.
X~ ltrt (V 28, Dyn. XIX) wick.
X--n'f ltri rejoice; [trrwt joy, § 287; s[tri make
to rejoice.
X--D}~ [trw (P I) ships.
Xl ~Jt.- [trJ (0 29) child, lad.

=:

see under [twt below.

~~ Ifl (N 25) the desert-god Ba.
t~~ var. X~

[tJ non-encl. part., would that!,
§ 238; in sents. with adv. pred., § 119, 7;
with nom. pred., § 133; foIl. by perf. scjmf,
§ 45 0 , 5, b; by scjm·nf, § 4 I 4, 3; by pseudo

verbal construction, § 324, end; as noun
'wish', 'would that', § 238, end.
t~fil [tJ (D I) back of head; prep., behind,
around, § 172; ,S2.Jl<=>t ~ pr 1" [tJ go forth
abroad; t~~~~ IfJw-nbwt, see under
nbt above.
t~~ [tJt tomb.

l~~=: var. X~

(of Nile); f;iaCpy, the god of the Inunda
tion.
X--nA~ ~

[trdJ pillage, plunder; plunderer.

X}'=~

t ~Ol 9S fnt-ib grief, sad ness.

Ifw (F 18) Bu, deity personifying
Authoritative Utterance; t}~ ltw food,

~

[til (F 4) front; m-[tJt, 1"-[tJt.Il1"-[tJt in front
of, before, § 178; !!:1"-[tJt formerly, § 205,
2; imy-[td prototype, example; imyw-[tJt
det. .AI ancestors; ~ [tlt-r beginning, m
of (a book, instruction); fG: [td-sp regnal
year, p. 204; ~'O' [tHy heart, breast; ~~
[tdt prow-rope (of a ship); ~ [tJty-r (§ 55)
local prince, mayor, pI. ~~,~, [t1tyw-r.
t~~~T [try (S 28) naked; [tIWt nakedness;
s[try lay bare. reveal.
t~}~ var. t} [tJW excess; 1"di ltJW [t1" in
crease (vb.); m-ltlw in excess of, 178;
m-[tlw-[tr in addition to, except, § 178;
'V-.. ~""""'=itJ hlw-m1", See under m1".
.ll\\Jtllllll

sustenance.
nt~~

[twY-I non-encl. part., would that!,

§§ 1 19, 8; 238.
~~

[twt (0 6) house, temple, tomb; walled
village, in [t*I-[tWt, see under [t¥J; i ~ ~
[twt-n{1" temple; iF~ [twt-rJt (08) castle,
also of temples; ~ ULJ [twt-kl soul-house,

tomb-chapel; ~ var. ~Q.!.~ var. det. J
Ift-lt1" (0 10; c 9) the goddess Hathor,
Gk. 'A(}wp; Nbt-[twt, see under nb.
X-fl~a [tWI rot, decay (vb.).
l}~

t

t~--n~ ~O~

[trpy (N 36. 37) inundation

ltwr (be) short; s[twr shorten.

X~fo var.

L±.fo

[twn (be) youthful; youth;

.

[twnt maiden.
l~} 'Jt.- [twrw (be) poor, helpless, wretched;
wretch; bw [tw1"w wretchedness, misery;
sl.!w1" abuse, vilify.
l}'::~ [twtf rob, plunder (vb.).

[tJryt strife, civil war.

tl\T~ [tIP conceal, hide.
t~~C;t;~

ltJm (G 51) catch fish, fowl, etc.
t~~ [tJ¥ plunder (vb. and n.); is-ltl*, see
under is.
t~}T ltltyW linen.

XJ~

CD ltb

(W 3· 4) feast, festival;
CD~~flI ltb-sd(O 23) jubilee, Sed-festival;
XJ~~ IJ,bt ritual book, see too ll1"y-ltbt
under 111" below; X~J ltb triumph (vb.) ;

X~ varr·l~~, hieratic l~~

[tii, [twi (A 25. 1 9),
strike, beat, drive in (mooring post); tread

var. det.
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l~

l~j ~ ~b mourn, n for (someone); shb
make festal.
lJ~~J~~/.\ /pblbl waddle (of goose).

clever, skilful.
1> ~'" AI 7I {tmlt (U 32 ) salt.

1J ~T

1>~~, ~ I ~nugt, a red stone from Nubia.

ft~, {tmwt body of craftsmen; t}~~
~mw-ib

/pbs (S 28) clothe, cover; /pbsw clothes,
clothing.
lei ijP(wy) (S 36) Bepuy, a deity personi
fying the king's two sunshades.
~! ~Pt (Aa 5; P 8) oar.

~~ {tmsl

(A 3. J 7*) sit down, sit, dwell;
besiege, {tr (a town); r~r ~msi, see under
r{tr above; {tmst session (e.g. of king and
courtiers); {tmsw sloth; q~ i{tms occu pan t
(in ti tIes).
t~..Q' {tnt (M 2) rush (n.).

[\. {tpt (Aa 5), literal meaning obscure;
ill {tpt proceed by boat; fisr {tpt row
(vb.).
lA ~ ~p (Aa 5) Apis bull.
l~O

l~

§ 262, 2.

(U 36) male slave, f. {tmt det. r?l;

see too {tn{tn below.

given to a temple.
l~~~ {tn (V 36) command; commend (some
one), n to (someone); supply, equip, m
with; {tilt var. l~':, abbrev. 1J'0, occu
pation.
l~~ IJ'$ var. frfr {tnty period, end, § 77, I.

serpent; {t/lt det. .1] crawling (n.).
{tfft (I 8) 100,000, § 259; construction of,

~11ft {tm

/.\ {tn go;

l.=:rr {tn (U 8; V 36; Dyn. XIX), a receptacle

{tpt (D 32) embrace (vb. and n.).

l~}"lIlI\.{tf'w(1 14)snake; l--~,;:{tfltfemale
~

l~

~I

var. ~ I ~ {tm Majesty, foll. by suffix-prons.
or genitival adj., p. 74; i~ 11ft abbrev. i~
{tm-ntr prophet, the highest grade of
priests; ~ var. ~ {tm-kl (D 31) soul-priest,
ka-priest, appointed to tend the funerary
cult of private persons.
~}} ~mww (U 36) washerman, fullet:.

1':0 {tnt (W
l~r?l

10) cup.

var. ~ {tnwt (W 10) mistress.

l~~ ~nt swampy lake.
l~o}~

{tnw vessel; pl., chattels, belongings.

'"'= {tnt (F

l~

16) horn.

l'=:o}~

{tnw (U 8; G 10), name of the sacred
bark of the god Sokar.
C: {tnr, rare var·l- {tn, prep., together with,
and (§ 9 I, I); as conj., and, § 171; foIl. by
infin., § 300, OBS.; adv., var. 1;;:1 ~nrw
therewith, together with them, § 205, I.
5;1~~;t,~ var. 5;1, 71 ~nmmt (N 8), the sun-folk
of Heliopolis; mankind.
1=,-, {tnn (U 8, Pyr.) hoe (n.).

o~

varr. o~~, o~ (zm (N 41) encl. part.,
assuredly, indeed, § 253.
O~L\. {tml flee, retire; o~;:L\. ~m-lJt retreat,
§ 288.
~r?l

{tmt woman, wife; {tmt nsw king's wife,
queen; st-~mt, see under s (st) below.
~T, see under ldt above.
t:J ~ '=Q {tm poltroon.
t:J~} ~

{tmw (P 10) steering oar; ~my steers
man.
D, 7I perhaps later read {tmt (?) (N 34) copper,
bronze; see too under btl above.
f}} {tmww (U 24) craftsman;
{tntt craft;

1~1"""\) {tnn

(D 53) phallus.

1~1~L\. {tn{tlt

be detained.

l~~~ {tns (G 37) (be) narrow.

t:.

t~J~ {tmkt

lock of hair.
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l~ 5 abbrev. tl

l~~

!tn# (W 22.;

§ 205,3; !..~ varr. ~,~~

§ 59) beer.

!tnk (D 39) present, offer;

~

!tnkt

offerings (or meat and drink).

l '1\ =4 4~T ,!tnkyt bed, couch.
l~~

!tnt(y) (I 3) be greedy, covetous.

~

r

ij"r (G 5) the falcon-god Horus; ~ Hr
!!Jty (N 19) Horus-of-the-horizon, Hara
khti; see too under Rr; 1,.;' ljr N!Jny
(G 13) H ortis of N ekhen; ljt-!tr, see
under !twt above.
!tr (D 2) face, sight; m !tr! in his sight;
rdi m !tr n charge, command (someone),
r to (do something); lJr st-!tr! (~ ~ ~'6..)
under his supervision; !tr 1zb everyone,
§ 10 3.

~

!tr prep., with suffixes

~

!tr', upon, in, at,
from, on account of, through, and (§ 91, 1),
having on it; as conj., because, § 165 ;

before infin., on, in, §§ 3. 165, 10; 304, 1;
319.320.482; do., from, after, § 165, 10;
infin. omitted, say(s), said, § 321 ; !tr-nlt
because, § 223; !tr m why?, § 496; com
pound preps. !tr-!Jw, !tr-tp, etc., see under
second word; advs.,!tr r, !tr r'lOY immedi
ately, § 205, 3; ~~ var. = !try adj.
(§ 79) who, which, is over, upon; captain;
~;. !trt (N 1) heaven; ~~ !trt (N 31)
road, see too !tr 'be far' below; ~~./\
!trty travel by land; ~~= s!tr fly aloft;
~~ !trt upland tomb; f~=Q} 5 !try'lO
rnpt the five epagomenal days, p. 203;
!..~ lft!try-prmenial (orlike); !..=~'6..~
ij"ry-s! H e-who-is-upon-his-Iake, Arsa
phes, the ram-god of Heracleopolis, Gk.
ApCTa1>-ri'>; ljryw-sr Beduins, lit. those
upon-the-sand; ~ var. !..~ !try-Ip chief,
chieftain; .!. i.:t! !tr),-r, also !trt-r, arrears;
!..}= !trw upper part; r-!trw adv., up,

!tr(y)-ib middle

(n.); m-!try-ib in the midst of, § 178; ~
var. ~ !try-ib(y) adj., who is at (a town),
localizing deities worshipped away from
their own home.
.!.~ var. det. 1b !tr be far, r from; !tr·ti,
!tr·tiwny r, keep away from, avoid, § 313;
!tnu-r abbrev. :;: apart from, besides,
§179; ~44~1~ !tryt dread (n.); r~f
s!tr (A 59) drive away, banish.
l~nli /:tr (Aa 19) prepare.

!..--:'- !trrt (M 2) flower.
!..r"", ~ !trst carnelian.
l0L see n!t/:t above.
lft' lj/:t (C 11), one of the eight
I

Bel.1-gods who

hold aloft the sky.
lft' /:t/:t a great number, million, § 259; con
struction of, § 262, 2; !t!t n many, § 99.
l L~ !t!ty seek.
HI ~I /:ts (Aa 2, cf. F 52; N 32) excrement.

27 !tst (W
H r.!fI /:ts

14) water-pot.

freeze.

l2 r./\ !ts turn back, intrans. or reAexive;

turn
in homeward direction; m !ts in meeting
(someone), in front of (someone).
U~ !tsi (O.K. /:tzi) praise, favour (vb.); !tst
praise, favour (n.).
l2r~ /:tsi (O.K. /:tsi) sing; !tsw singer, f. /:tsyt.
l~c>~

ij"S!t (E 4) sacred Hesa(t)-cow.

HJ~ abbrev. ~, '0

/:tsb (Aa 2) count, reckon;
tP-/:tsb right calculation, right order; x /:tsb
(hieratic) -1, § 26 5; i aroura, § 266, 3·
/:tsp (N 24) garden.

r;mm

H~ll ~

abbrev. 1171 /:tsmn (U 3 2 ) natron;
amethysts; det. or abbrev. l.<'? bronze.
1r~ /:ts* cut off, hew off:
I

l~5, see

!tn# above.
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l~~

If# (I

r· IJrI (T 3) mace.

7) the frog-goddess I:IeI.<e(t).

17 var. 1~1 ~;(J)t (S 38) sceptre.
TLI~~ ~;J rule (vb.); TLlj abbrev. T!t;(/) chief
tain; det. ~ Ruler, i.e. the king; Tg ~;J
~wt

village headman.
(S 38; U 9. I I. I 2) ~;at-measure,
gallon, § 266. I.
l~~ var. det. ~ ~;r (be) hungry; ~;rw
hunger.
lu1\1A I;kl magic; I;kl)' magician; Wrt-[tk1W
Great-of-Magic, goddess identified with
the royal crown, p. 190, n. I.
1::: var. det. ~ I;kn exult, m at; IJkmv exulta
tion, praise (n.).
1:[""] IJtl rare var. g~ ~tl (0 6) mine (n.).
1"'~~"'! IJtyt (F 10) throat, wind-pipe.
H;1\}~ ltilw (P 5) sail (n.).
~ var. hieratic 1..b~ ~tP (R 4) rest, go to rest,
set (of sun); (be) at peace, pleased, ~r
with; forgive, n (someone); rest, obj.
upon, § 84 A, p. 423; ~tP, ~tpw peace (n.);
~ var. O.K. -=T' #P (R 4) altar, table of
offerings; ~tP(w), ~tpt det. ~ offerings;
~tpw-ntr offerings to the gods; ~tPt-rifl
food-offerings; db~t-~tP, see under db~ ;
~~!e. IJtp dl nsw a boon which the king
gives, opening words of the formula of
funerary offerings, p. 170; s~tP propitiate,
pacify.
l~': IJtmt (Q I, Dyn. XIX) chair.
1~,.m ~;It

l;'~ \.~ var.

Ill'" \.~

IJtm (G 38) perish;

i~ ~d (be) white, bright; f:trI-~r cheerful,

bright; ~~,~, IJrirlwt (T 6) brightness,
light; ~d-!J (~) dawn (vb.), lit. the earth
becomes light; dawn, morning (n.) j s(!,q
illumine, make clear; ~ i slJri in titles, in
structor (?); ~ var. ~. ~ • ~i (S 12. 14)
silver; i ",j !tit (S I. 2) the white crown
(of Upper Egypt); i "'9? !tdt white cloth;
see too under t bread.
i';l~ var·l';l ~qi (T 3; Z 9) damage, destroy.

r

e:t~~~ !tqn (L. Eo) be vexed; S!td1l (M. K.) vex.
@ ~

(Aa I)

o /J, in some words substituted, usually later,
for -=- lJ, under which must be sought
writings not found here.
!U- (Q 7) fire.
!~ var. without det. /Jt (O.K. i/Jt) things,
property, f., § 92, 2; /Jt 1tbt everything,
anything, § 103; something, anything,
m., § 92, 2.
I. :. /JIW (M 12; § 5) lotus-plants; plants
(generally).
1 /JI 1000, § 259; construction of, § 262, 2;
1;;- /JI-tl, var. 1 (p, measure of area of
10 arouras (stlt), § 266, 3.
1~1rn /JI (0 27) administrative office, diw§.n.
11\jU1/J11 (U 9) measure (vb.); /JIW measurer;
/JI)' det. ~ measuring cord; see too m/JI,
m/JII above.
11\ ~ abbrev.~/Jli (D40) examine (a patient).

"t

s#m destroy; s~tmw destroyer.
1;'£~ IJtr (M 6) tax (vb.), assess; tax (n.).

11\ qq C;~ /Jl)'t (Aa 2), var. oI1\"'~ /Jlt, illness.

1;'1;}

1~QQ~

~tr

(E 6) pair of horses; det.
of oxen (for ploughing).
IH ~ ~ts (U 33) celebrate (a feast).
1~?: ~b

~

/Jl)'t slaughter, massacre.
ol~}oor !pwl (R I), varr. ~or /Jlt (L 6),
I~QQllf /Jly(t) (R 2), table of offerings.
l~~\T /JIWY, var.e}Irn/J(/)w(y)(O 27),night,

pair

throw down, be prostrate; det.
make a halt, ~r at (a place).

.J.\

late evening.
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!Jlr throw, put, leave, desert; throw
down (hippopotamus).
l~J~ !pb (E 25) hippopotamus,
1~~***

!jJ-bJ'S the starry sky.
!~~,)~ {;/Jrw Khor, name of Palestine or
a part of it (Dyn. XVIII); .thr det.
)~ Khorians.
!~~ !pIJ hasten, move quickly; SIJIIJ hasten
(trans.).
~ var. H~ (N 25) Ipst hill-country, foreign
land; IJIStyW desert-dwellers.
::a~ bri (N 28) shine, appear (of sun, gods, or
king); IJrw det. ~ appearance in glory;
<::::7 '~I ltb IJrw lord of the crowns, epithet
of the king; sIJri make shine forth.
::al-,.i?, IJrw (N 34) weapons,
nw r-r-IJt
of warfare.
IJrr rage (vb.).

?:::::-;

::a::

~l-~

IJwi (D 43) protect; ~l-l IJw (5 37) fan
(n.); ~~~ bw (Aa I) exclusion, in wr f:tr bwf
unique; f:tr-!Jw except, § 178.
~l- l-~ IJww (D 43) evil (n.).
~l-r~ bwsi (A 34) build, accomplish; sb71JS
det. ~ deck out.
@l-:: IJwd (Aa 9) (be) rich; r~= sIJwd en
rich.
@jf IJbi (A 32) dance (vb.).
ejx !;bi (Z 9) lessen, subtract.
eJ~~:S!;bI, var. eJ::5IJb,destroy, overwhelm;
eJ~ ~Q~! IJbyt destruction, slaughter.
ej"; IJbn (be) guilty; !;bllt crime; IJbnty
criminal.

ejr:s IJbs (U 6. 7) cultivate, hoe (vb.); IJbsw
det. I ~ I' abbrev. "'~II (2 9) ploughlands.
ej:-\\ bbst tail, beard; bbstyw det. \\ )\1l!
the bearded ones, i.e. the inhabitants of
Pwene(t).
ej~ !;bd blame, disapprove of.

IJpi walk, encounter; IJpt det. n, ~ (A 55;
Z 6) decease, death; sIJpl bring (offerings);
oeo~ IJPP strange.
tJl, IJprr (L I) dung-beetle, scarab.
Jl very rare var. ~ IJpr (0 I) come into
~./)

existence, become, happen; sometimes
used as pass. of =-- iri make; IJprt occur
rence; Qprl det. i1 Khepri, the sun-god
at his rising; bprw det. J~ forms, stages
of growth; IJpr-tisf lees, dregs; slJpr
create, bring to pass, train.
IJprs (5 7), the blue crown.
~/'O var. det. D\. bps (F 23. 24) foreleg (of ox),
arm, strength; det. '="" (T 16) scimetar.
~~ var. det. 'D IJfr (D 49) seize; grip, grasp

a=:9

(n.).

?

var. ~ bft prep, in front of, in accordance
with, corresponding to; as conj., when,
according as; with in fin., at the time of,
when. § 169; r-l;ft, r-l;ft-f:tr in front of,
§ 178; IJft-ntt in view of the fact that,
§ 223; IJft-f:tr presence (n.); in front of,
§ 178; bltw, !JIt, adv., accordingly, § 205,
1 ; IJfty det. ~, "-( (A 14; Z 6) enemy.
e~ ........ IJm not know, (be) ignorant of; ~e~...A..
~t* lbm-sk Indestructible, lit. not-know
ing-destruction, name given to a circum
polar star, § 272; ~ -;'l.. m-IJmt in the
absence of, without, § 178; see too smIJ
and sIJmIJ-lb below.
e~ y IJm be dry; IJmw dust.
!.~@ varr. -;-, !..~@ .(;1m (R 22. 23) Ausim,
Letopolis, a town in Lower Egypt.
.!.~ffi1 var. .!.~c; IJm (R 22; 0 20. 34;
D 35) shrine.
@~ -;: __ bmrt handle (of oar).

~~;}@

Qmllw EI-Ashmtlnen, H ermopolis, a
town in Upper Egypt, § 260.
~~:-~ ~ IJmntyw, ships of a special kind.
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etJ
~I

7 tJmt three, § 260; do for third time, § 29 2 ;
~ b tJmt-nw third, § 263; -rrr tJmt rw (?)

slli (P 2) sail south, upstream; go farther
south than, obj. (earlier kings).
1kWl7 ~LJ, see under !;nr above.

I

I

I

three quarters, § 265.
~: ~ !;mt foretell; expect, think, foil. by sr/mf,
§ 184, I.
!., ~jj !;ni (G 41) alight, halt; !;nw det. ~~
utterance, saying; IPlW det.
LJ dwell
ing-place, .chapel; !;nt -v:.~ expense,
expenditure; !;nyt det. ~ jjA (strolling
female} dancers, musicians; s!;ny settle
down, alight, halt, ~r at; see too ms!;n
above.
+~ tJnp I. rob, despoil; 2. offer.

11::""'" tJnty (1

IJnt-s wooded country, garden.
!.,C::~ IJntS take pleasure, m, lzr in.
!.=jjj !;nd (D 56) tread, lzr upon.
.!.!;r prep., with, near; under (a king); (speak)
to, § 16'1; by (of agent), § 39, end; n(y)
tJr nsw from (Fr. de par) the king, § 158,
I ; !;rt det. ~ what belongs to (someone
or something); !;rt-ib desire, wish.
!.~ tJr (A IS) fall (vb. and n.); .!}.~
abbrev. ~.} IJrw fallen one, i.e. conquered
em~my, see too !;rwy below; s!;r abbrev.

I

!;nm

3) crocodile.

11~ 'f

-v:.

!.i~~

etJ

smell (vb.); !;nmw smell (n.);
2. give pleasure to (someone), m with;
IJnmw in friendly, cheerful fashion, § 205,4.
!.~I ~ I IJnmt, var. !!.~. m!;lIt, red jasper or
carnelian.
!"U~.~Ii:it !;nms (A 21), O.K. det. i (A I I),
friend; det. Ii associate with (obj.).
!.~Ii !;nr (U 3 1 ), var. !J~ tJni (0 19), re
strain; !;n(r)i det. ~l" prisoner; ~
!;"rt, varr.1kWl7 ~LJ,~~ !;nt(p. 201, n. I),
harim, prison.
I.

~

overthrow (vb.).
.! !;r, O.K. ~.!.~ i!;r, non-encl.
part., and, further, § 239; in sent. with
adv. pred., § I 19, 5; with nom. pred.,
p. lOS, n. 6; with adj. pred., § 142; in
1J1' tr/mf, !;rf sr/mf, § 239; relation of
these to tr/m·!;rf, § 427.
.!.I~ !;rw cry (vb.), §§ 427. 437; I'}~ varr.
I}" I !;rw (P8) voice, sound; mJr"-!;rw, see
under mlr" above;
varr.I~,
IJr(y)fy
+ dep. pron. and/or noun, parenthetic,
says, § 437; .!. !;r + suffix, parenthetic,
says, § 436 .
.!.I.}Q QJ, !;rwy enemy; IJrwyt det. ~ war.
.!.~ varr.

*,

!..b ~ var. 1:7'1~ ~ !;nrw reins.
~ jj !;ns fare through (marshes, etc.); !. t }. ~
ijnsw Khons, the moon-god at Karnak.
!. ~~ IJnl stink (vb.).
r1Rl! tJntw (W 17) racks for water-pots.

+

+tli var. .!~ IJrp (54 2 ;

D 44) be at head
of, undertake, make offering of; ~t
abbrev. !;rp director, leader; IJrp 1lsty
controller of the two seats (thrones), a
priestly title; !;rp kIt director of works,
builder, architect; .!~ !;rpw mallet.
.!. ='\. IJ1'1 bundle (of vegetables).

r1Rl7 ~ tJnt (W 17.18; 0 19) face; m-!;nt (no
det.) within, out of, § 178; +r1Rl var. ~rkiJ
imy-!;/tt, a priestly title; 1kWl7 var. ~ !;nt
prep., in front of, among, from, § 1'14;
IJnty adj., to the fore in, in front of, § 79;
!;ntt-r southward to, § 179; SlJltt advance
(someone, in rank, etc.); !;nt det. :D: front
part; pri l' !;nt go forth abroad; !;ntw
adv., before (of time), § 205, I; IJnti det.

t

:~

earlier det.1!;!; (F 10.

II)

throat.

.!. Q~' !;sl)', var. +, !;sy, bribe (n.).
585
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@U~ ~sbd

~

lapis lazuli.

!i (F 32 )
-!i: see here for various words also written
(usually later) with ~ ~; &=!i also often
represents earlier = s.
~ !it (F 32) body, belly, f., rarely 01., § 9 2, 4;
det. 'fr.~ body of people, generation.
<q" !ilt (K 4, O.K.) oxyrhynchus, a fish.

G~f ~sf (U 34) spin.

~ y~ var. 4-~ ~sf (U 34· 35) repel, oppose;

punish, n (someone); ~sfw approach (n.);
m-~sfw at the approach of, § 17 8 ; 4-....M
var. det. tli ~sfi travel upstream.
!-1\c;, !-1\@, see under ~m, .(1m above.

r

~ ~ ~sr (V 29), var. ~r~

~n varr. det.

!isr, dispel, drive

<Dol,

a !ilt (A 55. 54; Aa 2)

corpse; irbt !ilt, rbt !ilt, see under irb
above.
~ !ill quarry, mine.

a wa y, ward off.
~ ~ ~t fire, ~~ ~t things, see at beginning of
letter ~ ~ above.
;;fJ~~ .(It (U 30) Khatti, the land of the
Hittites.
~ ~t (M 3) wood, stick, tree (m., § 9 2 , 3);
abbrev. for ~t n nwlJ" see under nwlt
above; :::~ r-r~~t, see under ~rw above;
~~..- ~t-tlw, also abbrev. ~ ~t, mast;
r-~t under the authority of, § 178.
;:.Il ~t prep., through, pervading, § 175 ;
:-:- ~t-~t prep., throughout, § 178.
;:.Il ~t: 1\;:.1:\ m-~t prep., accompanying,
after; before infin., when; as conj., before
srjm/, after, when; before stim·n/, after,
§§ 156. 178; before pass. sqm/, after,
§ 423, 3; before stimt/, after, § 407, 2;
before noun + old perf., § 327; adv., after
wards, § 205, ·2; see too under imy
above.
;;:.Il ~ti retreat, retire; see too under Itmi
above; ;:;: l\. ~t~t retreat, be reversed.
;:"'=.~ ~ti carve, sculpture (vb.).

<q,,~;

!ilt, var. l~;, ~it, swamp, marsh.

~~

!ilbt (V I), bent appendage of the red
crown ~; <q,,~.J.J~ !ilbb (V I. 2), var.
l~J.Jj: ~/bb, crookedness.
<q,,~1\O ipmi, var.l~1\O ~/mi, bow down,
bend (arms, back); !ilmt-~t (;;~) pile of
offerings.
~~ fi abbrev. f\- !ill' (V 19) sack, a large
measure of capacity, § 266, I.
<q,,~~\\~ !ilrt, var. 1~~\\~ t;Jrt (D 3),
widow.
<q,,~<q,,~~'ffii' !il!ilti tempest.
<q,,~

"="Yj, !ilk-ib disaffected, rebellious; rebel.

::1\.Il !irm, var. ~1\.Il ~rm, approach (obj.,
with hostile intent).
::L1<£=l !ir* (U 37) shave (vb.); !irlp,v barber.

7}1? I abbrev. I? I !iPW (Aa 2) sculptured re
liefs.
7~~a

!ipl (Aa 2) navel, navel-string.

Y't:! !ipn, var. ~o ~pn, fat (adj.).

;:~~

abbrev. LI ~tyw (0 40) terrace, ter
raced hill.
;:~ ~ ~tyw threshing-floor.

-=1\r--l\ !ims bend, obj. (the back).

:§.::.f( !int (F 26) hide, skin (n.).
:§I? !in tent.

~1\g~ ~tm (S 20) shut, close; seal (vb. and

n.); det. n fortress; ~tmt det. .! con
tract (n.).
.:,~ ~di (P I) fare downstream, travel north.

~.Il!in approach, m (someone);

:§o}n !inw
interior, inside; det. @(royal) Residence;
m-!inw (det. n), rare var.
(W 24), in

a
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I}

r, -

the interior of, inside, § 178; see too
r-!lnwty above.
:§o}:= bnw (N 35) stream, brook.

5, - z, signs for distinct consonants in O.K.,

7

are no longer so distinguished in M.E.,
and are here treated as a single consonant
s. Note that the sequences S5 and 5S are
particularly liable to metathesis. F or the
causatives in s- (§ 275, I) see under the
sim pIe stems.
-- S (0 34) bolt (n.).

~ varr.

6;

val'.
I}nmt (N 41) well (in the
desert).
~=y I}nn destroy, disturb; flnnw det. y~
turmoil; cf. too sflnn.
~ I}r (T 28) prep., under, carrying, at (head
or foot), § 166; I}r-r in the charge of,
§ 178; br-I}!t, see under lut above; I}r(y)-r
assistant, subordinate; bw flryfthe place
where he is, § 204, I; !JJ~it varr.
IMlj, ~ I}r(y)-!zbt (W 5; p. 51, n. 4) lector
priest, lit. holder of the ritual book; :t~
I}ry tp nsw he who is at the head of the
king, a title; ~o~ I}rt (a man's) due,
duty; m flrt-hrw (var. ~ N 7) nt rr nb in
the course of every day; 1~~ val'. 1
flr(t)-ntr (R 10; p. 5 I, n. 4) necropolis;
flrty-ntrdet. ~ necropolis-worker; ~}~,~
I}ryw kinsfolk, household; ~} :Il: I}rw
lower part; f.tr-m-flrw abashed, lit. face
downcast, § 194, end.
~, abbrev.
I}rd (A 17) child.

-:-~,

(G 39) son, in filiations written with a
hieratic sign giving rise to Dyn. XIX
\) (H 8); Sl mrf son-who-Ioves, epithet
of Horus, king, or priest impersonating
one of these, p. 145, n. 2 a; Sl S (i';) a
man of rank, lit. son of man; ~::: SI-tJ
snake, lit. son of earth; see too under
1ZSW, Rr; ~~ sli daughter.
~ (hieratic) Sl, land-measure of ~ aroura (stli) ,
§ 266, 3.
older val'. l' Sl (Aa 17. 18) back; in preps.,
sometimes also as conj., m-S/, r-SI, f.tr-si
after, § 178; do. as advs., § 205, 2; rdi SI
turn the back, i. e. flee; put a stop, r to.
~~ var.
SI cattle-pen, door (?), outside.

::J

'9

(be) weak, feeble; of enemies, vile.

~:: flkr (Aa

see smyt below.

~it Sl

'it

=~ flsi

j , 7 s (si A I) man (mostly indefi

nite, a man); someone, anyone, § 102; s
nb everyone, each, § 103; ~ st (B I)
woman; st-f.tmt woman.
jj ~ rare val'. 1} st (Q I. 2) seat, place; in
compounds with parts of body forms
equivalents of Engl. abstracts, indicating
activity of the part, ex. ~; st-ib affection,
lit. place of heart; see also under r, r, f.tr,
drt; ~C> ~ Isis, see under Jst; ~ JO>. Osiris,
see under Wsir.
-:-~ st (G 39) pintail duck.

Gk. XVOV!3Lfi.
'5~o:

s (S 29; 0 34)

~

!...

bni (D 33) row, convey by boat; bnyt
det. ,f, sailors; ~:§~ mbnt ferry-boat;
mflnty ferryman; !.o./i var. det. Ii flnt(y)
(A 22. 21) statue (originally portable?).
6~ !l,tm (W 9) join, become joined, obj. or m
with; 6~ ~,~ flnmw house-mates, associates.
6}~ val'. ~'f:B .Bnmw (W 9; C 4; E 10)
Chnum, the ram-god of the First Cataract,

r, --- s

30) be adorned; ~}~ flkrw

:to

ornament, also flkryt;
I}kryt nsw king's
ornament, title of a royal concubine; sflkr
adorn.
~ !Jdb kill.

'9

~~<~oil Sit (Aa 17. 18) outer wall.
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of, § 178; SI!t det. 111- *~, the constella
tion Orion.
~ 6.}.. ~ 6 }...Il SISI overthrow.

<i?SIWY (D 22; § 265) two-thirds.
~I

var. _, see under SIW below.

~6}.. ~

sli I. be sated, m with; SIW satiety;
SSli sate, feed; 2. (be) wise, understand
ing, cf. too sirt below.
\:"}.. ~.Il SJi linger, lag; SIW iwtf (.Il)~ var.
~~ itf) slow (as regards) his coming,
i.e. impatiently awaited.
\:"}..}~ latervar. ~}..}~ SIW (A47) guard,
protect; imper. foIl. by sclm /beware lest,
§§ 184. 338, 3, varr. sit, perhaps for SI tw,
and SII·ti old perf., § 3 I 3; foIl. by infin.
(rare), § 303, or by noun, § 338, 3; SIW
guardian; ~ I var. _ SI (V 16. 17) protec
tion, esp. magical; see too under stp;
~,~, SI phyle of priests (Lesson XX I I I,a;
p. 247, n. 2), corps, regiment; ~}:j SIW
magician; imy-sl, see under i11lY.
\:"}..}--- SIW beam, plank.

't'}..}@ SIW Sa el-I:Iagar, Sais, a town

~ 6 }..JJ~~ SI* (I 5) collect. gather together;

with reflex. pron., gird oneself, r against.
~}..~ ~ later var. ~~I~I SltW ground, earth.
7l si (035) in imper. Q7l is go; det. ~ perish.
7lQQ var. 7l.:., 7l sy who?, what?, which?,
§ 499; !tr sy iSst wherefore ?, § 500, 4.
,;[~, see under so-two

7, - sy, dep. pron. 3rd sing. f.,
she, her, it, § 43; part. + sy replacing 3rd
f. old perf., § 374, end; use in archaistic
texts before sclmf, p. 424, Add. to § 148, I.
~,\ sy she, it, pron. compound, § 124.
~\\ varr. ~,

~ var. Pyr. ~Q}"':

silt (S 32) piece of cloth.
..::::::::I}..~ sil perceive, recognize; ..::::::::I~ SiJ Sia,
deity personifying Perception.
~ Q~-a sin smear (vb.).

In

~Q~ii

Lower Egypt.
~}; Slwt Asyt1t, Lycopolis, a town in Upper
Egypt.
~U~7~ SIO §Wt, rare writing for ~p (F 28)
variegated of feathers, epi thet of the solar
Horus.
h SIO (E 17) jackal; dignitary, worthy.
61~""'\\

sin (Aa 2) clay, plaster.

~ Q~.Il

sin I. hasten;
above.
~-aJ"""'- sro castrate.

2.

delay, see under in

~ltr var. ~lg SI!t (E 31; S 20) (be) noble;

rank, dignity; nobleman, worthy (n.);
det. , mummy.

t 7'\ swt (M 23), a

plant, perhaps sedge or
sdrpus-reed, p. 73, n. 10.
t} sw dep. pron. 3rd sing. m., he, him, it, § 43;
use in archaistic texts before sclmf, p. 424.
Add. to § 148, I ; do. as non-encl. part .•
§ 240; +-}O swt old indep. pron. 3rd sing.
m., he, very rarely f., she, § 64, with OBS.;
as encl. part., but, § 254.
+-} sw pron. compound, he, it, § 124.

simt mourning.

~6}..~~ sir need, requirement; ~6}.. Q~~

't

sli(r)w need (n.); sir det.
needy one.
~e}.. -:~~ sirt wisdom, understanding, cr.
Sli, 2. above.
~6}"1 __ ~ var. m.~ SI!t (D 61) toe.
~e,}"l~.Il

SI!t approach, touch, reach, obj. or
r; det. ~ endow, m with; det. __ ~
land given as reward; SI!tW det. • ~,~
neighbours; m-sl!tt in the neighbourhood

+-}~

swt (F 44) leg of beef, tibia.

~~~}I~I var. 7l}I~1 sww(?) dates, particular
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r,~s

u~ Usbty (0 36) surrounding wall.

days; probably plur. of 0 sw 'day', as used
in dates, p. 203.
~-f\~ ~ sWli, see under WJi above.

Jb sbt, var.

1\~x var. ~ SWI

; : IS)

(Z 9) cut off (limb); cut

down (tree).
(T I J) perish, suffe-r; sSW/I- consume,
destroy.
~it SW/lW (T IT), var. O.K. ;0 Zill, physician.
~~i: SWIt

r~::::

abbrev. :::: s'Wn barter (vb.); swnt
barter, price: iri SWllt trade (vb.); r-swJtt
in exchange for, § 178.
r~~=~ sw(r)i (N 35; rarely with';" Z 9)
drink, § 279; ssw(r)i make to drink.
r}ro~ var. det. y~ swh boast, n about.

r} X~ sw~t (H 8) egg.
r}oy S"dlt breeze (01.).
~}~~

r,~s

U~~ sbt (F 18), laugh, m at ;

ssM make laugh.
spt (0 50) threshing-floor.

;; sp happen, in ...A...;; it did not happen, never,
foIl. by stim/, §§ 106.456; time, occasion,
blameworthy action; 1t sp together, at
once, § 205, 3; ~ sf 2 after group of signs
to be repeated, e. g. after advs., § 207 ;
to indicate reduplication, § 274; f~, see
under ~Jt above.
;e spi remain over; spyt remainder.

:=-;

no c>
spt (D 24) lip, edge (of pool, etc.) ; 1'0\\
abbrev. c> spry (D 25) lips.
-;~~- SPI (L 5) centipede.
r~varr. ~,~ sPJt(N

r~

24; Aa8) district, nome.

-

var. ~ spr (F 42) rib.
::.Il spr approach, r (place or person); det.
~ petition (vb.), n (someone); sprt peti
tion (n.); sprw, sprty petitioner.
~ oX ~ sPlt lasso (vb.).

swtwt walk, promenade (vb.).

1rJ.Il sbi (0 35) go, pass, send; load (ship);
sbt det. .Il ~ load, transport (n.).
~~ sb-tw (?), si-tw (?) in quest of, seeking for,
foIl. by infin., § 18 I.
U* abbrev. t sbl (N 14) star.
U* ~ \.jj var. * ~ ~ sbJ teach, r concerning,
§ 84; sbJ)'t det. ~ teaching, (book of)
instruction; ~ sblt(y) pupil.
abbrev. U sbJ (0 32) door.
UQ ~~ later det. i~ sbi (Aa 26; T 14) rebel
(vb.), ~r against: det. iJ, rebel (n.).
U;;: var. det. ../\ Sbft slip, go astray.

ro X; sPltt (F 43) ribs of beef.
r~~ var. det. or abbrev. Mspd (M 44, p. 538)
(be) sharp, clever, ready; sspd make ready;
spdd supply (vb.), § 274.
~}.h Spdw (G 13) the god Sopd.

r*J n

~*

Spdt the dog-star Sirius; Sothis, the dog
star as a goddess, Gk. 't.WO£~, p. 205.

r~ var.

UX'-~ sb~

(F 18) cry aloud; cry (n.).
U®~
sbIJ (0 14) wall in, enclose; sb!;t varr.
det.
(0 13· 32) gateway.
rJLlj sblf (D 56, Pyr.) leg.
r.JLl~ var. j~ sb/f (D 56) (be) excellent, success
ful; ssb/f honour (vb.).
U~ var. det. ~ Sbk (I 4. 5*) the crocodile
god Sobk, Gk. Iovxo~.

+0 sf (N 5; S 30) yesterday; m sf

adv., yesterday, § 205, 3.
sf (be) mild.

:=t)~

m, n

~""""

sft sword (f.).

~t)~

r~ti

sfn (be) gentle, kind.

sft, O.K. ift, an oil for anointing.

~ """" sft, O.K. zit, slaughter (vb.); slaughterer.
r~,

see stm below.
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~ ~~ '\

var. ~~ '\ sm (M 21) herb, plant.

~~~ var. ~~~ sm (M 21; F 37)

I.

succour,

~ ~~

=
=: =::-1;Jl7

r Eb= snw (X 4) food-offerings.

snt feast of the sixth day (of the
month).
~= var. =~ S1l (N 37; 0 31) open (vb.).

=c;:

var. =~ sni (X 4.5) pass by, surpass;
~~=o~ sny-m1lt distress, calamity.
=~ snt (X 5) likeness; m-snt-r in the like
ness of, in accordance with, § 180; o\\H
snty image, duplicate;
snn image,
portrait; cf. too Snit document.
OJ) sllb overleap (wall); snbt det. 0 wall.

+

=J
=J

lash (n.).

r~~~ smwn non-encl. part., probably, surely,
§ 241.

-++,

~ snb(t) (W 14), jar of shape ~.

~J~

snb (be) healthy, rarely trans. heal, § 274:
health; abbrev. ~ in stU, see under ('n!J;
W'I'Y' mb-ib famine; snbb det. ~ converse
(vb.); sstlb preserve, keep in health.
ff~ sl1f (M 4) last year.

~ =~ sm1Z, kind of goose.

(U 23) friend

(of king), courtier.
"\1 ~ sml; skiff, light boat.
~~.!.~ sm!J

(D 35) forget (caus. of !Jm ?).
r~~})j} abbrev. )j} smsw (A 19. 20) eldest,

r::.y sl1f (caus.), see under 1ifw above.

;;;::,r;, snj (D 26) blood.

elder; see too hyt above.
r~~i! smdt subordinates, staff (e.g. of
temple).
r~, varr. l., later (Ti,
sn, rarely ~!. ~ s,
suffix-pron. and dep. pron. 3rd pl. c., they,
them, their, §§ 34. 43; as obj. usually re
placed by st, § 44, I, 0 BS.; in archaistic
texts foIl. by sam·sn, p. 424, Add. to
§ 148, I; ~:- sny, dual, they two, them
two, early obsolete, § 34.
~R, usually written II, S1tw (T 22) two, § 260;
VII
Mil var. 0 sn-nw second, § 263, 2; I;r sn

=

snt base-block.

o}~ var.

~~ smJ, var. ~>~~~ sm(/) (§ 279), slay;
~'9i1J smJ (S 31) fighting bull.
smJ (Aa 25), a priest of Min, Horus, etc.,
whose function was to clothe the god.
~gQ~ smi, see under mi above.

H~i varr. ~i~riit, r~ smr

r:-

r;

tend; 2. occupation, pastime.
~ varr. ~QQ~, ~, :& smyt (N 25; Aa 8)
desert, necropolis.
->~~ var. r~ ~ sml (F 36) lung.
=>~ var. ~ld sml unite, (be) united, m with;
take part, m in (holiday); smrycompanion,
participant, n(y) in, lit. of; smryt det. 'i,~,
confederates; smJ-tJ(;;:) reach land, i. e.
be buried; burial; verge (of river).
~ >~ smJ locks, hair-covered part of head.

~gQ ~ smi

ri

nw'sy adv., a second time;
sn brother;
~ snt sister; snm det. ~ fraternize.
m smell, kiss (vb.); sn tJ kiss the ground,
n before (god or king); ssn, later usually
snm, sniff, breathe.
~ 7 snt flagstaff.

~ U~f.ir

SImi,

see under wnm above.

=i~ "t~ snm (be) sad; grief.

r,

=t~

="'"

Y"iffi' snm(w) torrential rain.

document, deed; see too under snt
, likeness' above.
~~ \\~ Sllhy muster (troops, workmen, etc.).

t.

~-1 ~

S1t1t

Sill; bind.

=o~~ var. det. ~ ml;m (L4; G 38) locust,

grasshopper.
r""-~1 sns(y) praise, adore; snswadoration.
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~!noo. var.

=~ SIZ* (D

1':::

memory.
~.~~

by infin., § 303; by l' + infin., § 163, 10;
sndw, sndt fear (n.); m-snd through fear
(that), § 181 ; sndw the timid man.
::\. sr, kind of goose.

r.
t

abbrev. 'f sryt (S 35) military stan
dard.
~<>}.~ srwlJ tend (of physician).

::QQQ1'

sif (be) warm; also abbrev.

11.

(Q 7)

warmth, temperature, passion.
~~ sr/(l) take rest; repose (n.).
~~lifim

srIJ (0 33) banner, to contain Horus
name, p. 72.
~~~ s1'* relieve, admit breath to (I;tyt wind
pipe); W~:~~ var. ~ Sr*t (L 7), the

11=

scorpion-goddess Ser~e( t).
srd glean.

~ro~

=41

ill shl disorder, lawlessness.

~lm var. m~

t.

t

sr (E 27) foretell.
abbrev. Ii sr (A 2I) official, noble; srt

office, magistracy.
~-:-A srt (M 44) thorn.

~::11.

SIJ:Wll (caus.) dispute (vb. and n.).
~ t var. det. ..- sIJm (S 42), sceptre of au

thority.
~ 151 var. ~ ~ ~ sIJm have power, mover;
(be) powerful; power (n.); t I sl/11t a Power,
epithet of deities; ss(;m strengthen; I
sIJm (S 42) sistrum; t~~ S(;mt the lioness
headed goddess Sakhme(t). Gk. -craxp-L'i);
~t.~~ var. y. ~ 151::~ s(;m-ir(y)j (Y 8)
potentate, magnate; t~.\~ sIJmty (S 5. 6)
the double crown of Upper and Lower
Egypt, Gk. tfix£JI'T.
~~~ s(;mIJ-ib recreation, sport, lit. distraction
of heart, s(;m!J caus. half-reduplication
(§ 274) from 8m, see under this above.
'1:>::.1 SIJltt (0 30) post, support (of heaven).
~:!: sIJr plan, counsel, will, way of acting, state;
sIJry manager, commander.
.!-.Il sIJs run (vb.).
~~~ var. ~!~ sIJt (T 26. 27) trap, snare
(birds); weave; make, form ({fbt bricks).
r!'l sIJd (A 29) (be) upside down.
sll, var.
so, (be) deaf; sll-I;r(j) turn
a deaf ear, l' to.
r~~ ="TI51 s/pk strain, empty to the last drop.

::"i1l sr (E 10) sheep, ram, f. srt.
~<::>Ii

noo.;

sift (M 20) marshland, country;
sift)' peasant, fowler.
~1~~ sIJI (probably caus., with f. inf.) re
member; foIl. by stim:/, § 184, I ; by infin.,
§ 303; recall, 1/ to (someone); s!J" SIJIW

27) suckle.
~=~ snt (V 5), var. ~~ snt, plan, plot out,
found; mt, snit det. ~li ground-plan.
sntr, see under ntr.
~:::~ var. ~t Stu! (G 54) fear, n (someone);
foIl. by s{fmi (imperf., § 442, I), § 184;

~<>h

~,-s

sI,t (022) booth, arbour, council

chamber; 1lDI var. 1TlDI sl;-ntr (0 21)
divine booth, shrine of Anubis; ~ lm~ sl;
counsel.
rl~\")f~ sl;wy (G 41) collect, assemble; assem
blage.
~o~l....Jl sl;m, O.K. zl;m (U 32), pound (vb.).

-;41

~--=.J~

sllb, var. r7~ sill, swallow (food,

drink).
=~ 151

sllm exert oneself, act violently, cope
with,obj.
r=~~ somt (0 37), var. ~=~ S8mt, de
molish; caus. of Ilnn (?), see above.
sllr cover, coat (a surface), m with (gold,
etc.).

r:::::

-;~

so beat; sIJt blow (n.).
~.}t7 slJw, see under wsIJ above.
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=~Qh ssmt (E 6) horse.

r~.d' varr. ~~, ~~~ s*r (Aa 7; T 2) smite;

s*r-rnll det. ~ living captive.
s*di travel by water, fare upon (river,
sea); det. ~ (A 10) sailor, traveller.
~=- sk, see under isk above.

~ n~o ss1tljm (M 29), a species of tree.

n~ ~

~ ~ l~ var. det. ~ ss/; smash, destroy.

::~ var. det. ~ var. ~ ss (G 48. 49) bird-

pool, nest.
see un d er sn.

~=-r

sk (V 29, O.K.) wipe, sweep; sk (M.E.)
empty (IJt body, of what one wishes to
say).
~ r~ ski perish, destroy; pass (time); illm-sk,
see under Ifm above; skw det. ~,~, var.
det. ~ squadrons, companies; battle;
=~ ~ r}~ ts skw draw up in line of
battle; sksk det. ~ destroy.
r!~~, see (m)sktt above.

-=

=~,

::~ ss spread out.
~~ 5S

(Y 3) write, draw, paint; writing, book,

letter,.var. pI. ::~; ~it ss scribe.
'o~ Sslt (R 20. 21) Sesha(t), the goddess of

writing.
~l!!5~\~~ sSI)' pray, n to (god); supplication

(n.).

::x}o sSw (S 21) ring or disc (of metal).

~U~~~ ski (U 13) plough (vb.).

..tgt~,

~£J~" skm

see ssp below.

~~

.tgr0 var. ~~Q ssp (0 42) daylight.
~~~.Il var. ~~~.Il ssm (T 31. 32) lead,guide;
show, WIt the way; conduct, l;b a festival;

skn (1 3) be greedy, lust, rafter.
~~ var. det. ~ Skr (G 10), the god Sokar
of Memphis.
r~1D sgr quiet (n.); cf. too gr below.
~Q later var. :: st, dep. pron. 3rd sing. f. and
pI. c., it, them, § 43; as obj. of vb., § 46, I;
of infin., § 300; as obj. in it!t·tw st, p. 41,
n. 2; relation to O.K. indep. pron. 3rd
sing. f. sU, p. 46, n. 8; after particles,
§ 46, 2; treated as m., § 51 1,5.
~I 71 st, pron. compound 3rd pI. c., they, § 124.

det. ~ guidance, scheme, state of affairs;
iry ssm the proper official; ssmw, ssmy
leader; det. ~ divine shape, form.
-s ssm (?) (T 33, O.K.) butcher.
=~

abbrev. ~I ssn (M 9) lotus.

~T ssr

(V 6. 33) linen; t~ var. t~ ssr-nsw
royal linen, byssus; lJ(.~. ssrw (N 33)
bags; see too under ss.

~

tt var. -if ~ sti (F 29;

O.K. sti) shoot, obj.
(arrow); r or obj. at (a person, a mark);
det. =~ pour (water); det.,c... stare at;
latervar. ~B~' kindle (torch); 't¥~ shilt
rays.
"t,~~o~, see under stl below.
~ -t ~ ).~, Styw Asiatics; see too under Stt
below.
~-if:~ Stt(F 29), the goddess Satisworshipped
at the First Cataract; see too under Stt
below.

lJ ssr, var. i! ssr or SS (V 6. 33), thing, con

cern; ml ssr (or ss) in good condition;
ssr (or ss) mlr a genuine remedy.
~~1D ssr. var. ~1D ssr, recount, announce.
~~l~ varr. 15lr~, \14,.m ssr, later SS (V 33· 35),

corn.
abbrev.

§Qy

y ssst (Y

8) sistrum.

~:n~~ ss", see under stl below.
~:!-

(D 3) grey-haired .

ssd gleam, glitter (like a star).

~~"" sSd head-band.
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~, - s
[~Sti

(Aa 32, p. SI2): -[~ TI-Sti, Nubia,
properly I st nome of Upper Egypt;
[Q~ ~I~I Styw Nubians; [~,7 var. ~~I ~
sty (D 19) red (?) Nubian (?) pigment.
r~.I'-.. stp (U 21), O.K. stp, 1. cut up (ox, O.K.);
stpt pieces of meat; stp det. ~ dis
memberment, ruin; 2. var. ~~ choose,
/Jnt out of; stpw the choicest, best; stp Sl
(flfl» extend (magical) protection, rover,
~I around; stp-sl det. LJ the Palace.
~ ~ Iatervar. ~a~it stm, a priest who attended
to the toilet of a deity or deceased person.

I

I

~~ Q.

~~

sdlw trem

var. ~ Q. sqt (Z 9) fire, flame.

~~,

sqty child, foster-child.

~A~..1

sql (probably caus.) go, pass by, pass
away (die), cf. wql above.
~A~~r sql)'-~r (caus.), see under ql.

! q g sql)'t

~ ~ ~

(S 20), var. ~ A}og SqlWt, seal
(n.); IiU var. g sqlwty (?) (S 19) treasurer;
!i2. sqlw (?) precious.
~J11 var. det.l~sqb (0 30 , p. S1 7) hindrance,
obstacle, harm;!zil sqb imposeanobstacle;
dr sqb remove an obstacle.
41~ sqm (F 21) hear; obey, n (someone);
sqmyw judges; 411 sqm-r5 (A 26) servant.
r~n abbrev. n sqr (A SS) lie, spend all
night; foIl. by old perf., § 316; ClS aux.
vb.. § 483, 1.

JI

Stl, drag, draw,
flow; ~= stlt (N 37). aroura, a field
measure of about .~ acre, § 266, 3; see too
R-s£lw under 7 r above.
~::11~' s£sw support, supporting (n.), see too
lsi below; s£sw Sw the supports of Shu,
p. 380, n. 3.
~~ ~l s£sy upside down (adj. pl.).
--JI

(G 33) egret.

var. 41~.<tl>o sdm (F 21) paint (eye
brows); mr=~I~' msdmt (F 31), var.
mWt.lo~::: msqmt (D 7), black eye-paint.

H::

::T

sql, break.

r=~.a;..

engender, beget; YJqQ~ styt procrea
tion (n.).
~~ varr. det. ~, ~ st.i (V 33; Aa 2. 3), later
r~o sty, perfume, odour; ~~~7~ sty-r
time for breakfast, p. 206, n. S.
H=:~ St.! (S 22), later var.
Stt (N 18),
1. Asia; 2. Seh€:l, an island in the First
Cataract; hence perhaps 1. Styw Asiatics,
and certainly 2. Stt the goddess Satis, see
above.
~ fs>~ 6 S£I, a measure of capacity, § 266, 1.
~fJ~

r~ ~ Jrl sdl

~";t

~=..J14 sdb swallow (vb.).

~~ s(i, M.K. infin. ~C:Y st.t, later ~o-rl"""tl sti

2), later

::x sdi (Z 9), earlier var.

bling (n.).
~=}G~ sdw/J (Aa 2) embalm.

StIJ (E 20), later var. }~~ St
(C 7; § 60), the god Seth. Gk. !.1}O.
st., see under ist. above.

~~~ St.1 (V

sd (N 20) in f:tb-sd, see under f:tb above.

r= ~ jr. sdl (also Sdldl) tremble;

+

1Y var. :;:~

r=

~=

=I

=

5 (N 37)

a;

= 5, of O.K. later often replaced by e-=
the
combinations S5 and Is are particularly
liable to metathesis.
~ var. ~ I (N 37. 38. 39) pool. lake; ~~
TI-I To-she, Lake-land, i.e. the Fayyum;
see too lfry-I/ under !zr above.
~ It (V 1), perhaps originally Int, hundred, § 260.

sd be clad, ne in.

t!!!3~ II (M 8) lotus pool. meadow, country (as

sd (F 33) tail; sdty, a title of unknown
meaOlng.

opposed to nlwt town).
S93
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~~~

Sl appoint, command; foIl. by in fin.,
§'303; ~~qq~ slyt dues, taxes; SIW
extent, bulk, fate; ~~~ slty equivalent,

Swlbt(y), funerary figure later known as
wsbty 'answerer', perhaps origin all y made
of persea wood.
= J x ~ sbi change, alter; sbt det. x ~ exchange,
price; sbsb det. ~ regulate, transform.
= J}~ sbw food; from Pyr. wsb eat, cf. too

equal.
J..o~ S,t (H 7) Shae(t), a country in the ex

treme south.
(E 12), also SIW, pig.

~~~<)j:;r s!l

slbwabove.
= JJ x~ sbb knead (in brewing).

~~~

SIr begin; fall. by infin., § 303; slr-m
beginning from, § 179; SIr-I', also r-slr-r,
as far as, §§ 179. 180.
~~J}~! slbw food, meal, cf. sbw below.
~~~}T'

I I

=

~.Q>.

var. det.

.lC:>-

sp (D 4. 5) (be) blind.

1H~ var. c~::lA

slmw linen to be washed.

spsi (A 50.51. 52) (be) noble,
rich; trans., enrich, Dyn. XIX, § 274;
sps(w) nobleman; spst det. ~ noble lady;
spsw, spssw det. ~ riches.

~~

spt (K 7) (be) discontented, r with.
::~ ifw (Aa 2) swell (vb.).
~o~ ift (F 7.8) ram's head (?).
::Q Qc~ ifyt worth, dignity; ififJ1t dignity.

::~

sr cut off (heads, etc.); ::~~ abbrev.
~'T srt (F 41) slaughter, ferocity.
: : ' \ ~ I sry (N 33) sand; Nmiw-sr, see under
lZtlti; ijryw-sr, see under !zr.
: : ; srt dispatch, letter.

~}~

ifdw (V 12) papyrus roll.

5f'~.Jl

sm (N 40) go, depart,

=>~~}ii.~,

§ 278.

sm(/)w (A 33) wanderers,

strangers.
i-}HlIII varr. -iP'@, i- Smrw (M 26. 27; N 24)
Upper Egypt; see too under 'IW1ZW above;
Tp (~) -Smrw, the southern end of Upper
Egypt from AsyCtt or Thebes to Ele
phantine; 3f:...-iP'1 ~ I var. 3f:...1- wr mdw
Smr(w) (M 28) greatest of the tens of
Upper Egypt, a title; i--4 smr-s (S I)
the crown of Upper Egypt.
i-~~ var. O.K. =~-lli- smr make music;
=lo~~o var. -iP' smryt (M 26.27) chantress,
sInger.
==0 smw summer, p. 203; det. lill harvest

g~ var. ::~g~

srty (520), measure of weight
and value = l2 debm, § 266, 4.
::~~ var. ::'i'~ srd (T 30; F 4.1) cut off,
cut up, cut down.
P7 swt (H 6) feather; swty det. I!J (S 9) double
plumes.
P}~ swi (be) empty, free, m of, from; swt
emptiness; P}~ Sw, the air-god Shu,

Gk. ~6k
P}0 Swi (be) dry; SW det. 0, );/ sun, sun-light.
c.r7 swt (5 35. 36) shadow, shade, p. 173·
P}}~

Sww, a herb or gourd.
=f\~~ SWI (be) poor; det. ~1t poor man;
SSWI impoverish, rob, m of.
Swlb persea-tree;

J:- var. ,.: Ibn (Z 9) (be) mixed, !zr with;
vanous.

~~ r.Jl SIS go, travel; ~~ ~~@ SIS-!ztp Shutb,
Hypselis, a town in Upper Egypt.
~+ }~ S,SW Shasu, the desert region adjoin
ing Egypt to the E.; without det., Beduin
of the Shasu-desert,
lS~c=,~ SId, var. ::!~ sd, dig, dig out.

=f\J 0

=s
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-

III

(n. ).
=~~u.

smm be hot; sm, var.
ssmm heat (vb.).

~~t\~J':
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c:::::::J.§

, boy, son; srit det.
ssrr diminish.

~~A

sms (T 18) follow, accompany; smsw det.
it follower; smsw det,,""?, following, suite;
~~A~ Al\A sms-wrjl funeral procession.
..8..0 sn tree.
..8.. ~ var. det. C3 SJli (V I; Z 8) surround, en
circle; .l~~ varr. det. 0, CJ snw (Z 8;
V 9. 10) circuit; cartouche, p. 74; ..8..~
Sn-wr, the Ocean supposed to sur
round the earth; ..8..~IiI~1 Sllwt (A 21),
var. snyt, courtiers.
L ~~ s1zi (V I) exorcise, conjure; ask about
(something); snt enchantment, spell.
~ 1nt (?), see St above.
L ""\\\ sny (D 3) hair.
L QQ<=>1ffi' Sl1yt (N 4) rain-storm, cf. htr below.
Lo}~ snw (V I) network, net.

l-~

l-

~~.ll1

ff!.n
ff!.,7

~::o

ssmt (5 17*) malachite.

1) ~=

ssr (T I I) arrow.
~fl1\~ stJ (be) secret, difficult; stJW secret (n.);
~~~~ sstJ (be) secret; secret (n.); /.trJI
sStI varr. ~. ~ (E 15. 16) over the
secrets (of), introducing various titles.
styw (I 2) turtle.

silty (G 31) heron.

~~-o

snt,

~~~ Stnt (be) insolent; det.lA abuse (some

to (someone else).
Qfi styt (V 19), sanctuary of the god 50kar
at Memphis .
:!}Jt sdw (F 30) water-skin, cushion.

::Q

Nile acacia,

Arab. ~Ultt.
~~ srt (D 19) nose, nostril.

one),

'It

~~

sdi draw forth, rescue, educate; also in
place of sId' dig out', see above; det. ~
recite, read aloud.
~o Sdt, Medinet el-Fayytlm, Crocodilopolis;

::QU\-JI sri stop up, close.
~~

I

dess.

snbt (G II) breast.

.!.':to snrjt, later L ~O sudt, the

sspt room, chamber.

sspt cucumber.
::~:~~ Ssmtt (5 17*) 5hesmete(t), a god

later L ~~ Silt, resent, feel hostility
towards; Silt !Jt vent anger, r, 1t on (some
one).
.!.-=-Q Q<=>al abbrev. @sl1,dyt (S 26) apron.
~::~

(F 5) bubalis, hartebeest.

tgtQ, see under ssp above.

() SitS, kind of cake or loaf.

!.~~

.i abbrev. 1) SS (W 3)

tgtJ

E 23) repel,
deter, turn back (trans.); snrw det. if
policing, control.
~n var. ~n sll,r (U 13.14; E 23) magazine,
ergastulum.
L ~1ffi' sur storm-cloud, cf. sl1yt above.
.!.~

(V 6) alabaster;

tion, recipe.
tgt~ ssp, in M.E. possibly usually ssp, later sp
(0 42. 43), receive, accept.
tgt...-.. ssp (N I I) palm, a measure of length =
} cubit, § 266, 2.
Ssp image, statue, sphinx.

.!.~~ var. .!.:;;:~ snr (U 13. 14;

~

SS

c:::J

=~ 61\ ~ abbrev. ~~ var. det. ~~ SSI (F 5. 6)
(be) skilled, m in; ~}~ SSIW prescrip

illness, disease.

var. det.

girl, daughter;

abbrev. 15 SS (V 6) cord, rope.

=~ 6l\} SSIW

var. .ll1 SltWt (0 51) granary.

l.j~

~~

S

vessels of alabaster, p. 172.
~r, i!, 1)lr"'~' ~~, see under ssr above.

==

Lo}~ SltW

c:::::J

srr, later ~Q~ sri, (be) small; sri det.
595
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Sdty, the Shedtite, epithet of the crocodile
god Sobk.
~} I t Stiw plot of ground.

LlgQQ "t17.

:lQQ:,

~~

Ll~

*

(N 29)

'1 *'i (A 28) (be) high, tall, loud;

long (of
time); lpw height (abstract); *JJ, *,(y)t
det. ~ (N 29) hill, high ground;
det.
6 (041) high place; s*'i raise on high,
exalt.
Lllt.}1 71 abbrev. *'w (D 5 I) grains (?).

*'Y

::=:

Ll~ ~

*,r (D 26), var.

~~

var. ~QQ1?1 *myt (G 41) gum,

reSin.

Ll ~ =

~ *md devise.

*,ei

(be) strong; prevail over; strong
man; *'tt valour; s*,zi strengthen; *n*".
det. x~ beat.
=~ *1t (Aa 8) complete, (be) complete.

Stl,yt mound; also sdy.
Ll

O

=

-A- *n (Aa 8) mat.

~ QO

*lli embrace (vb. and n.); *Jtiw det.
(M 3) palanquin, carrying-chair.
~ Q-A- *lli (V 19) sheaf.
~Jrr

*1tbt (0 38, O.K.) corner, angle; det.
magistrates; *Jtbty magistrate.

n=,~,

kr, spew out.

Ll~J~ *,b (F 46) intestine; m-*,b det. ~ in

~~

the midst of, § 178; LlJ~ *(,)b double (vb.).
Ll~K= *,1; earth, plaster (n.); s*'f;, plaster (vb.).

.,!.: *rt, earlier Iprt, bolt (of door).
.,! Q'hi *ri cloud, storm.

Ll~ ~ ~ *'s bind; string (a bow).

g~

Ll~Ll~}~

LlQ1 #

*'*JW, a kind of boat.

(A 53) form, image; mi

#1 entire,

§ 100, 2.

m.

~ varr.
Ll~~@ Kis (A 38.39), later ~~c
J{s)', EI-~u~iyah, Cusae, a town in Upper

Egypt.
~l-l\ *r!z bend the arm; elbow; det. ~ angle,
corner; *rf;,t det. ~ district.
LlJJf2 var. det. #b (W 15. 16) (be) cool,
calm, secure (as adj. #); s*bb cool (vb.).
refresh oneself; s#bwy det. f2=n bath
room.
LlJ Kf2 var. det. #f;, (W 15· 16) libate; #!tw
libation; det. rr=~ ~ebl), the region of
the First Cataract; #f;,w det. ~=~
birds of the marshes.
4.~ lfn bake; det. = cake, biscuit.

rr

rr

*mJ

Ll>~ r~~ var. Ll>~ ~
(T 14; G 41)
throw (throw-stick); var. Ll> ~~~"t~
*m(') (§ 279) create; nature, form.

0-

!md (E 32) be furious, angry.

*rr (I 7, Dyn. XX) frog.

Ll

<=>n
<=> 0

krrt cavern.
•

.,!Xi5 var. det. '0 *rf;,t (W
.!.lQ~

22.

23) vessel.

*rf;,t local divinity. ancestral spirit.

.,!~~I==!
Ll~~

*rs (T 19; Q 6) bury; *rst burial;
*rsw coffin, sarcophagus.
*s (T 19. 20) bone, harpoon.

Ll~~§:

*Sll (T 19) (be) irksome, difficult.

1!H *d (Aa 28. 29;
W 24; N 33, p. 538; A 35) build, fashion
(pots); i*dw (N 33, p. 538) builders, § 27 2 ;
1:g: *d form, character; Itb *d the man
of character, virtuous man; mi *df entire,
§ 100, 2 j I;r *d completely; 1=}o~
*dwt outline (of a drawing).
t~~ *dd sleep, slumber (vb.); *ddw sleep
(n.); -1~=--II*dd sleep (n.); s*dd cause
to sleep, let sleep.
1~ *dt, kite, a weight of f'o- debm = 9 I grammes,
§ 266,4·
1~!H varr. 1~!H, rarely ~
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~k

~

'='~ ~ki' ky monkey.

k (V 31)

(V 31*).
'=' ·k suffix-pron. 2nd sing. m., thou, thee, thy,
§ 34·
'=' ·k, ending 1st sing. old perf., see ·kwt, below.
'=' ~ ~ var. '=' ~ kl non-encl. part., so, then,
§ 242; in kl stimf, kli Mmi (perf., § 450,
5, d), § 242 ; before tmf, § 34 6, 5; relation
to stim·kli form, § 427.
'=' ~~ kit, -devise, think out, plan; foIl. by
infin., § 3°3; kJi he will say, §§ 43 6. 437 ;
'=' ~Q kit, var. ~ kt,device, thought; Il~
abbrev. ffD kJt (A 9) work, construction;
klwty porter, workman. Cf. too nkJy
above.
y var. Jf- kJ (D 28. 29) soul, spirit (p. 172),
mood, attribute, fortune, person(ality);
see too under /.t:wt house, ftm slave.
~~ varr. ~, ~, ?:1 kJ (E I; F 1) bull, ox,
p. 172;
kJ n!Jt (E 2) victorious bull,
epithet of the king, § 55.
Y= kJ, var. Y;=:=: kJw, food.
';'~ var. O. K. ~~ kJP (R 5. 6) fumigate.
';'n abbrev. t=- kJP harim, nursery.
t=- kJP cover (in building), m with.
gf'l' kmw(O.K.) garden; 1!J414' var. r!N~
kmy (M 43) gardener, cf. too kJrY below.
Jd. ~ fj var. det. -A- kl(r)l (0 18; V 19) cha pel,
shrine.
Jd. ~ 4i4' kJry gardener, cf. too under khtw
above.
,=,~rurY klhs (be) harsh, overbearing.
= ~~ Kis (f.) Cush (of the Bible), Ethiopia.
'='4 ~ ki cry aloud, complain, hr about.
=4 ~ ky sing. m., ~ kt sing. f., ~~\ kywy
plur. m., other, another, preceding noun,
§§ 48, I; 98; do. with numeral, § 26 I; wr
(or ky) ..... ky one ..... other, § 98 ;
~~Vft, kt-lJt others, § 98.
';;;:::" k, in hieratic regularly written

illg

=}~

varr. ,=,}~ ·kwi, '=' ·k, ending 1st sing.
old perf., § 309.
r;7~ Kpny (R 5), older,=,.J;:; Kbn, Jebel,
Byblus, a coast-town in Syria.
~r kfi (S 28) uncover, despoil (someone),
ftr of; plunder (a place).
~~~ kfJ (F 22) bottom (of vase, etc.).

IC7

'7 abbrev. ~'7 kjl-ib (F 22) trusty, care
ful.
~~ kfr capture (vb. and n.).
~~~

~~}~ Kftiw Crete.
LJ~

km (I 6) black (adj.); LJ~@ Kmt the
Black Land, Egypt; LJ~~:t:;:z: Km-wr
th«7 Bitter Lakes E. of Egypt.
LJ~~ km complete (vb.), be complete; com
pletion, success; skm make complete.
~r~ abbrev. ~ kns (F 51) pubic region.

a

'=' ~.1Jj

ksi (A 16) bow down; ksw bowing down,
crouching down (n.).
~~~ ksm thwart, treat defiantly.
~}

T

~~

kkw(y) (N 2) darkness.

ktt (be) small, trifling; little one.
ill g (W II)

ill ~~~ gJwt (V

32) bundles.

ill~~ varr. det. tj, ~gJW (V 32; Aa

2) lack,

(something), be narrow, short of breath;
deprive, m of (breath); gJt, gJW lack, n
of; n-./{JW through lack of, § 178; gwlWJ
det. ~ (D I) throttle, choke.
ill.JJ~ gbb (G 38, O.K.) white-fronted goose.
l'

1l.J.J Gbb, the earth-god
Geb, Gk. Kijf3.
1l.J~@ Gbtiw (V 33) ~ift, Coptus, a town in
Upper Egypt.
illJ1r~--I\ gbl (D 4l) arm; deL ~ side (of
room).
~Jl1 Gb, older var.
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m.Jm.J)-I gbgb fall prostrate; gbgbyt headlong
fall.
~..:iOl gf, varr. glf, gwf (E 33), monkey.
ill ~6gfn

(D 19), var. ~6i)gnf, rebuff (vb.);
gfnw rebuff (n.).
m~ gmt (G 28, O.K.) black ibis.

~~

/.tr-gs, beside, in the presence of, § 178 ;
c.-.
) . IIts
: .two
· · SI
d es, § 75, 2; ~I~c.I
I \\ gs ( wy"/y
di /.tr gs I. dispose of, kill; 2. show parti
ality; "::;=}~,4 gsw neighbours; m~}=-'2f
gsw (X 7, O.K.) half-loaves; ~ gs-pr
administration (?), in 'title imy-r gs-pr.
:::o~ var. !!.......JI gs (Aa 13) anoint, m with.

gmi (G 28) find; foll. by simj (perf.,
I), § 184, I. 2; by sim·nf, § 185;
by obj. + simj or sim·n/, § 2 I 3; by obj.
+ /.tr + infin., § 304, I; by obj. + old perf.,
§ 3 1 5.
~~~~gmw mourning.

:::.Jl gsi run (vb.).

~ ~l.za:,.. gm/.t espy,

ffi ~ ggt (V

§ 452,

look at; sgm/.t, same sense.

~~lQT gm/.tt wick.
~~~~xgmgm (Z

9) break up, break.

'h'h~~

Gsy ~tl~, Apollonos polis, a town m
Upper Egypt.
m ~ 6 ~ ~ gSI (0 37) tilt, slant (intrans.).

..::;=~q..-

var..!Jq gsti (Aa 13) palette.
33) kidney (?).

mm~\.za:,.. ggwy, var. 'h'h}Q;7; ggwt (V 33),
dazzled amazement, IJr at.

!:.o1ft;. var. ~~I'7lgnwt (N 33; T 19) annals;
~~ var. ~~ gnwty
~6i)

o

(?) sculptor.

gnf, see gfn above.

Q

~~

gnn (A 7) be soft, weak; sgnn soften,
weaken.
~~ gr (A 2) be silent; silence; grw silent,
calm one; q~~ igrt, var. q}~~ iwgrt
(p. 209, n. 7), the necropolis, lit. the silent
one; sgr silence (someone); silence, quiet

(n.).

Q

~ g1't, older ~ gr, early varr. 19rt, 19r, encl.

~~ varr. ~m.l:., ~ grg (U 17)

I.

snare

(vb.); 2. found, establish.
~:s:.~ var. ~m~~grg falsehood, lie.

mHltR varr.

jf~ltR, mHjf~ g/.ts (E 29; D 56)
gazelle, f. g/.tst.
~ gs (Aa 13-16) side; half, § 265; r-.r::s, rarely

t, often replaces earlier c= f, which is later
sometimes written for by a false archa
ism, § 19, Ons. 2.
-t f. ending in nouns, adjs., and parts., etc.,
§§ 26. 354; in certain infins., §§ 267. 299;
early lost in status absolutus, p. 34, n. l a ;
p. 43 2, n. 4.
·t suffix-pron. 2nd sing. f., for earlier c= ·f,
thou, thee, thy, § 34.
Q

Q

part., moreover, now, §§ 66.255; as adv.,
further, either, §§ 205, I; 255.
~l.......s. gr/.t (D 41) cease, m from; finish, m
(something); sgr/.t make to cease, quell.
:!IT abbrev. T gr/.t (N 2) night.

t (X 1)

Q

Q

<=>

t formative in srjmtyjy form, § 363; in
simtjform, § 401.
-t summary writing for ~ ·tt in old perf., see
~ ·tt below.
t, see under q~1t it above.

Gvarr. G~'
i

2. 4) bread; G1 ~ t-J.tri
(M 44, p. 538) white bread.
tl this, the, sing. f., § 1 IO; construction of,
§ I I I ; meanings of, § 112; tqqj by·l
poss. adj. sing. f., my; so too tl)'·k, by/,
etc., § 113, I; c~ tJ for
tn-t she of,
<=>

t (X

I.

r:"'

§III,OBS.
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=

;;; varr. ::i, - etc., tJ (N 16.17) earth, land;
=: tJwy the two lands, i.e. Egypt;
tJw
lands (as opposed to !pswl deserts), coun
tries; ~ var. = ~! TJ-wr (R 17. 18), the
nome of Abydus and This; 1~ n-nt.r
God's Land, generic term for foreign
tribute-producing lands, esp. in N.E. and
S.E.; ::~ TJ-s Lake-land, i.e. the Fay
yum; TJ-mri, TJ-m~w, n-isr, see under
mri, mtzw, isr; L..Jl<=O ~ diw l' IJ putting
(lit. it was put) to land.
TJ-t.nn Tatjenen, a Memphite earth-god.

~

nIf (U 30, O.K.) kiln.
n~~ If (Q 7) (be) hot.
n~ If

(0 16. 17, Oyn. XIX), var. B~Q4o~
Iryl, curtain; B~ QQ""~ Tryl Taye(t), the
goddess of weaving; ~: tlty he of the
curtain, epithet of the vizier; M~ var.
~H TJ-wr (0 17; S 22) larboard.

tis (Z

'] tWJ (A 30) claim, obj. (something), It
from (someone); det. J]:it poor man, in
ferior.
""f\~/jl Iw; support (vb.), support oneself.
""f\~

9) boundary.

~ol = lit (U 33) pestle (?).
~

varr. ~4 ·Ii, "" -I, endings 2nd sing. c., 3rd
sing. f. old perf., § 309.
~ writing for"" -I, f. ending in perf. reI. form,
§§ 380. 387, I. 2; Add., p. 426; in Simi!
form, § 409.
~ var. ~Q Ii, non-encl. part. with same sense as
ist., §§ 119, 4; 243; in sent. with adv.
pred., § 119, 4; in virt. cls. of time with
vb. pred., § 212; in pseudo-verbal con
struction, § 324.
~c:'~ tiw interj., yes, § 258.
~71 var.

""~~ Iwr (T 19) reed
o~Q~~ Iw(r)i
o~J]

~ lit

(T 19) be pure.

Iwr show respect, obj. or tzr for, cf. too

~]

~

(D 17) figure, image.

H, 1'>~ tisw stick (n.).
lA~O

(?).

11' below.

17 lit (V 39, p. 508) the tyet-amulet.

c.Q t:.. abbrev.

·Iiwnyending 2nd plur. c. old

perf., § 309.
~ tw later form of ==1'> t.w, dep. pron., see
t.w below.
~ Iw indef. pron., one, Fr. on, §§ 39. 47; after
various particles, § 47; lIses, § 47, 0 BS. ;
as subj. to 1'+ infin., § 333; appended to
infin. as subj., p. 230, n. 6; in anticipatory
emphasis before sim·lw, unique ex., Add.
to § 148, I, p. 424; forming pass. of SimI,
§ 39; of sim·n/, § 67; of other forms of
suffix conjugation, § 410; in supposed
pass. of reI. forms, § 388; in !Jr·lw sim·lw/,
§ 239; in kJ·lw sdm·lw/, § 242; in !Jr·lw
one says, § 436; treated as m., § 51 I, 5.
~ Iw this (obsolescent), sing. f., § 110; con
struction of, § III; meaning of, § 112 ;
~QQ Iwy, later form of Iw, §§ 110-13.
~:it Iw·i, ~=- Iw·k, etc., pron. compound, § 124.

::++

B~~

7' var. ~ -

0.1

li-sps, a tree and a spice.

"+:,4111 var. det. .J.\ lili crush, trample down.

twl (A 53) I. (be) like, n (someone); statue;
slwl make resemble, l' (someone, some
thing); 2. (be) fair, appropriate; 3. be
assembled.
Ip (D I) head, chief; beginning (of year,
season, morning); Ip 11/1' good beginning;
tzry-Ip chief, chieftain; Ip det. :it with
numeral, x persons; Ip-tzr-mlSl, Ip-r, Ip-rd,
Ip-hsb, see under mJsI, etc.; r-Ip, r-Ip-r
into presence of, § 178; tzr-Ip on behalf
of, § 178; Ip-m in front of, in the direction
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of, § 179; ~ tp prep., upon, § 173; tp-mlr
accompanying, § 178; ~~ tp-r conj., be
fore, § 18 [ ; O~\' ~ tpy (T 8) who, which, is
upon, § 80; first, § 263; first (month),
§ 264; ~,}~~ i tpyw-r those of former
times, the ancestors; ~,}"""'" tpyw-ti those
upon earth, the living; o~5 tpt first
quality oil.
~~c5 tPi (D 19) sniff, breathe in.

in parts., stimtyfy form and reI.
forms, § 397; in pass. Stim! form, § 424, 2;
in Stim·IJr! form, § 432; summary, § 350.
[J var. ;.,il tm (0 38) in obscure title /try tm.
§ 348;

.J,M var. J~~ ttl tmJ (from tmJ?, V 19;
Aa 6) mat.
.: tit this, sing. f., § 110; construction of,
§ I 1 I; meaning of, § I I 2; see too [11 below.
.: tit dep. pron., later form of :: tn, see [1t
below.
l-Ti ·ht suffix-pron. and dep. pron., later form of
·tn, see tn below.
t-Itt she of, § III, OES.; see too tJ above.

±

~h;

tP/tt, O.K. tP/tt, var.
/ttpt, cavern,
hole (of snake, 1'\ ile).
::... if, also ::"'~£;;:'I ifl, that (yonder), sing. f.,
§ I 10; construction of, § I I 1; mean 109
of, § 112.
see under ~::...it it father.

m

r:
.:r~ tn, ':o,} I~~ tltW, see tit, tltW below.

::...it,

~~it

.:~~

ifn orphan.

::...~~ Tint,

.:J 7

the goddess Tefene(t), Gk. -(}¢'Yjv£f),

P·435·
~~.:. tmt (U 15) sledge.
~~,

tnt (A 19) (be) old, decrepit.
tubIJ shrink, recoil.

':1~l\..

t1lm go astray; shtm lead astray.

.:t~5

t1lm beer-jug.

varr. det. f0, 10 tr (M 4. 5. 6) season,
time.
":1~ tr, varr. :' "'1 ty, encl. part., forsooth,
I suppose, § 256; in questions, pray,
§ 49 I, 3; see too ptr above.
':'fJl tr (A 30), var. ":HJl~ t(r)i (§ 279), show
respect for, awe of, cf. twr above; stifj
tryt, see under tifJ below.
ml./'J thi (D 56) wander, transgress, disobey
(command); cause to wander.
t/tut, see t/tnt below.

":10

see under 'ltm.

~~~ 1m

(U 15) be complete, perfect, be
closed, § 342 ; old perf., complete, § 3 I 7 ;
tmw det. ~~ the totality (of mankind).
;.,~ 1m negative vb., §§ 342-4; 346-50;
nature and origin, § 342; uses analogolls
to those of wnn, § 346, end; position of
subj., § 343; foIl. by infin. replacing earlier
negatival complement, § 344; stim! or
stim·nl form of, in main clauses, § 346 ;
in questions for specification, §§ 346, 1;
495, end; in double negatives, § 346, 3 ;
after iIJ, § 346, 4; after kJ, § 346, 5; in
subordinate cls., § 347; virt. noun cls., as
obj., § 347, I ; as pred. of pw, § 347, 2;
virt. cls. of time and condition, § 347, 3 ;
of purpose, § 347, 4; after preps., § 347,5;
in stimt! form after preps., § 408; after
ir 'if', § 347, 6; as negation of infin.,

u:-m

;0 tIJ (U 41) plummet.
;5 tlJi (W 22) be drunken;

tIJw drunkard.

:J=~ tIJb immerse, soak.

:;:nabbrev. ntIJn (0
::1./'J

25) obelisk.

LSi be missing, stray, r from.

"'~~ LSJ, var. ::~ LS, smash, crush.
~~

tkJ (Q 7) torch.
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Dt
~

A tkn (be) near, m to; approach, obj. (some

==>ft('

varr. ==>M, ft~ {mJ (V 19; Aa 6)
cad aster (?); kind of land (?).
==~n1ft TmJ.t (O.K.), var. u~.ntt,~ Tm/.tw,
Libyan(s).
a:=~~~ {ms (Y 3, Pyr.) red; ~m}~~ tmsw
hurt, injury.
: : tn, spurious archaistic writing for :.. til,
sing. f., this, see tn above.
: : tn, later:: tn, dep. pron. 2nd sing. f., tholl,
thee, § 43; very rarely used for suffix
pron. == t, § 43, OBS. 2.
'(n, later ,41 ·tn, suffix-pron. and dep. pron.
2nd pI. c., you, your, §§ 34. 43; rare var.
as dep. pron. ~m tw{n, § 43, OBS. 2;
~ '(1l)' dual, early obsolete, you, your, § 34.
Tny, This, town near Girga in Upper
Egypt.
=Q ~ ~ {nil (T 14, O.K.) throw-stick (?).
tn, var. :.. r't~ tn, where ?, whence ?,
§ 503; r {n whither ?
=~~ {ni (T 14; G 41), later .:J~ tni, raise
up, distinguish, r over (others), tJnt out
of (a number); s{nl, almost synonymously;
tnt distinction, difference.
=o}~~ (ttw, later ':o})~~ t1lW, number
(n.); foIl. by noun, each, every, § 10I ;
r-f1tw-sp every time that, foIl. by sqmf,
§ 181 ; f1/,w, do., see Add. p. xxviii; {nwt
number (n.).
=++o~ Tmzt Tjenene(t), goddess worshipped
at Hermonthis.
=lz>0~ {n{lt, rare var. == {ntt (Aa I I),
baldachin, raised platform for throne.
=D~ {rp, species of goose.

one); stkn bring near.
~~)l tks pierce, penetrate.
8~ tkk

attack, violate (frontier).
::=

{(V 13)

a:= {, often original of M.E. "" t; sometimes

==

written for the latter as a spurious archa
ism, § 19. OBS. 2; form with tick ==> (V 14)
found sometimes in hieratic and hiero
glyphic of Dyn. XI in words where the
old value { persisted.
.{, later"" ·t, suffix-pron. 2nd sing. f., thou,
thee, thy, § 34.

m

A7 {t table (for food).

~A

var.

~ {I

(G 47) nestling, child.

k>o {I (N 33) pellet.
k>}JfI abbrev. JfI {IW

::@

::r't

(P 5), wind, air, breath;

tJt-{IW, see under ~ tJt.
k>~ QQr-,;, try (D 53) man, male.

k>71ft (Jt(y)

vizier, p. 43, n. 2.

k>~:: {Ii I. take, gird on; 2. rob; lz>~~~
{Jwt theft.
lz>~Jollli

lz>~~

r

={

{lbt loan (of corn).

{1m be veiled; {1m J.tr .1/' show in
dulgence to (someone); m{lm det. T
clinging dress (for girls); det. ~ foreskin.
k>~ ~ {IY (Aa 19) fasten, make fast; {Irt
det. A cabin.
==} {w, later ~ tw, dep. pron. 2nd sing. m.,
thou, thee. § 43; a:=}"" {wt old indep. pron.
do., used very rarely also for f., § 64, with
OBS.
W7 var. Pyr. ==.J::.W {bt (5 33), later oJoW tbt.
sole (of foot), sandal; {b be shod; {/no
sandal-maker.
{mJ-f' with powerful arm, epithet of
Horus or king.

==l'; {/.tn draw near (to fight), /.t1[( with.
==U\:;: (S IS· [6. [7, O.K.), later m:-, ~ ,(/.tnt,
var. ~r:m: t/.ttlt, fayence, glass.
)= T/.tnw (T 14; N 18) Libya; m;-;~~~ T/.tnw
Libyans.

==>--0
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a=H"-~

=~./l

dWlt stretch out.
=}~~ dws, see tiws below.

t!z!z exult; t!zw, t!z!zwt exultation,

§ 28 7.

:-; tst (524) knot, vertebra; =~ [S, var. Pyr.
~- tz, tie, bind, arrange; ts skw, see
under ski; =~ [S saying, utterance; tsw
det. ~i commander; [st det. "f hill.
var. det. J tsi (V 14; U 39.40) raise, lift,
recruit (vb.); rise, mount (vb.); tsi m
feel resentment at, blame; tswt det. J~
complaints; see too wts, sfsw above.
::~ 'FJi tsm (E 14) hound.

9~

9-J1 dbi stop up,

var. det. ::: tif overflow, pour forth.

=~

ttt (V

lOgS.

~'"'\~
~

c::::.d (D 46)
d, often replaces earlier '{ ti, § 19.

~

hand, to be read tirt, see there.

>

~ ~jT4\ ~ I dlb (M 43) figs.

=~~-J.

dmi (§ 270, OBS.) touch, arrive at; ac
crue, r to; det. ~ abode, town; sdmi
attach, annex (one place), n to (another).
~~ dmd (5 23), O.K. dmti, unite; old perf.,
entire (§ 317); var. abbrev. ~ (Y I) total

==- ~r~~~

dli(r) (T 12; § 279), abbrev. Q\~,
originally dlr, subdue, suppress.
L-Jl di, see under rdi above.
dyt, see under Wlfj.

IIIII~I diwt a set of five, § 26o; ~=i~ d(iw)t

(n.).

=""'" dn cut off (heads, etc.).

field-labourers.·

I dyt shriek, cry

=~c~

(n.), cf. tiwi below; later ',', I is here re
placed by c (V I I).
*~0dwl morning, to-morrow; rise early, r+
infin. to do (something), § 163, 10; ~ ~ ~~
dWl)'t, var. ~~ dWlt (N 14), morning;
*1 var. det. ~ dWI (A 30. 4) adore
(deity) in the morning; dWJ'lvt adorations;
dWI ntr praise (i.e. thank) god, n for
(someone).

*

part of the Delta town of Buto.

= ~ ""'" dm (T 30) (be) sharp; det. """'~ dm
pronounce, rn name (of someone); dmt
abbrev. ~ knife.
~ ~ dml (M 36. 38) bind together.

cloth.

'I"'}o~ diwt var. 1111'~~o~l:

Dp Dep,

dpt ship, boat; 1~ dpt-ntr (P I) god's
ship, divine bark.
~Q ~ ~ dpy crocodile.

~p var. ~~~~= dliw (N 18, p. 507) loin

=~ ~ol

dp (F 20) taste (vb.); dpt taste (n.).

~~

®~ var. *~ dlt (dwlf, N 14.15) netherworld.

&'

:=

circle, circuit;
=, also with <==, db,t
(0 39; F 48) deben-weight, of about 91
grammes, § 266, 4.
~Jl~ db!z beg for, request (vb.); db!zw re
quest (n.), requirement; ~~~ db!zt-Iztp
the requisite offerings, full menu of offer

13, Pyr.) fetterer (?).

~

block (vb.); cf. tibl below.

J:: var. :=./l dbu (F 46) go round; dbnw

~

::1

~./l

db (E 25) hippopotamus.

dni (V I I) dam off, restrain; dllit det.
dam (n.); for c}O~1 see under diwt.
dn!z (H 5), O.K. tin!z, wing.

c~

::l..-

::n =

*

=~

dns (U 32) (be) heavy; dlls-ib reticent.

dr remove, quell, drive out.

=~ drp (D 39) offer food, n to; feed (some

one).
drf (Aa 10) writing (n.).

~::::

ro:-

fil

dhnt (D I) forehead; dhn tJ touch
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~d

~g

§ 180; !~~ gst, var. A~~t~~ gsyt, trans

ground with forehead; dhn promote
(someone), r to (a rank).
=l~ dl;t (be) low, lowly; sdl;t det. i;! bring
low.
~.::.~ dfzr (be) bitter; det. ~ (F 27) hide,
leather.
~ 5 ds (W 22) beer-jug, beer-measure, § 266, I·

gressIOn, wrong.
i ~ q~ ~ f gsy-fzr divert onself, amuse oneself;
~i~~r sgsy-I,tr, same sense.
1,7, glt, see under wgs above.
!~~ ~~

gsis contend, fznr with; glisw disput

ant.

=~""" ds (T 30) knife; det. ~ flint.

i~ ~ ~,~, glis, an unidentified plant.

~"jjl-

A~~'~! glmw youths, troops, generations.

dsr (G 27; Add. p. xxviii) flamingo.

~~

dsr (G 27) (be) red; dIrt det. ~ the
Red land, the desert; det. and abbrev.
'r;/ (S 3), the red crown of Lower Egypt;
det. m (W I I. 13) red pot.
~~ d/ir (D 51) press (?), move, expel.

1~-=-~ varr. det. -~, ~ glrw need, re

quirement.
A~ .{)Ihy Djahy, a name for Phoenicia.

A:: possible varr. :;, ~ gltt (?)

:t::=: abbrev. ::: d/irw (D 51) fruit.

!~=<~·rrn gldw

(0 27) hall of audience.
A~A~6) abbrev. ~ glgl (D I) head.
!~!~ ~5 qlglW (W 24). pot.
H2.:,:Jft, glglt (Aa 8) magistrates, assessors.

var. det. Ai dg (A 4) hide (trans. and
intr.); sdg, var. ~ffi~l.ll sdg(/), hide
oneself, r from; conceal (r from); det. ..!!!b
hidden place or thing.
m4l:>- var. det. =- dgi (D 4. 5) look, n at; see.

ffil

~}@, ~}@

~~~

l~A~": glgst harp.

Ddw, see .{)dw below.

~~.Il

Ddwn Dedwen, a Nubian god.
~

~9

3
~

J "", 7, grbt charcoal.
~~ 1var. det. 1qrm (S 40. 4 I) djam-sceptre,

original of M.E. = d; sometimes
written for the latter as a spurious archa
ism, § 19, OBS. 2.
gt body, self; ip gtf, see under ip above;
n gtf his own.
gt (N 17) estate; det. 'f1.~ serf(s), cf. ngt
above.
gt (N 17) eternity.

A~~

gr (M 3, n. 5) spear (vb.), harpoon (fish).
gr (P 5) storm.

~

g (I 10)

..., g, often
~

(Aa 8; 0 49)

estate.

of spiral shape.
1~1"'""I varr. 11"'""1, ~ grm (540.41. 12. 14*)
fine gold.
~~.Il var. det. f grr (T 14; M 3) seek, search
out.
~f {/w (N 26) mountain.
(',dJ}~

gw (be) bad, evil; sad (of heart); gwt
evil, sadness.
(',dJ}~i gwi call (someone); cf. too diwt above.

gl (U 28) fire-drill.

1~~ gl stretch forth,

(',dJ}~

gws, var. =}r~ dws, malign (someone),
1t to (another).
~J ~ gbt (G 22) brick.

(arm -:).

A~~

gli ferry across (trans. and intr.); gli tl
(~) r interfere with, lit. cross land to;
<>1~ r-glt in return for, corresponding to,

AJ}:7r gblw (T

25) floats.
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'A J ~

tibl (T 25) 1. clothe, adorn; 2. var. = J
~ ~ 'A ~ dbl replace; r-tibl instead of,
§ 180; tiblw payment, bribe.
'AJ~ tibJ stop up, block (vb.), cf. dbi above.

'AJ@

ObJ Edfu, Apollonos polis, a town in
Upper Egypt.
~ tiM (D so) finger; finger-breadth, as measure
= 218 cubit, § 266,2; ~g tibrt (5 20) signet
ring; ~}~ tibrw reproach, lit. a finger
pointing.
~ tibr 10,000, § 259; construction of, § 262.
2~~ var. ::t~ ti/(J)

(G 42) provisions;
±~~~ lztPt-ti/(J), see under lztp
above; SUI equip with provisions, pro
vide, m with; stifi tryt C: Qq £1~) swear.
~:1'0\ tilti (D 12) pupil (of eye).
Q

~t:r

tiltd (F 2) rage (vb. and n.).

~ rare var. ~.:. tirt (D 46. 47), also

L:

tilt,
hand; trunk (of elephant); ~ ~~ st-tirt
the way to act, how to handle things.
~ tir (M 36) end, aux. vb. foIl. by old perf.
§ 316; by #m·nf, § 483, 1 ; as adv., at an
end, § 205, I ; ~}~ tirw end, limit (n.);
ini t;irw reach boundary (of a country);
<::> e,- r-drf entire
§ 100 l ' 1tb-r-dr
<=>
" ,
,
see under nb above; ~~ tir-r end (n.) ;
as adv., originally, long ago, § 20 5, 3;
tir-r-r right down to, § 179; ~ <11" prep.,
since; as conj., since, before, ulltil, § 176;
tir-ntt since, because. § 223; ~~~!
tirtyw those of yore, the ancestors.
!.O til', later var. ~ ti(r)i(t), wall, enclosure
wall (?).
~q\-ll t;iri (L.E.) (be) hard, firm; adv. (Dyn.
XVI II) hard, stoutly.
~}~ t;irw side (of body, chariot. etc.).

q.:

1 tirtiri foreigner. foreign.

~!. q

~~ varr. n}~,

Jj, G~ I;)lzwty (G 26; C 3 ;
X 2) the ibis-god Thoth, Gk. 8wv8.
rjs. with suffix-pron., -self, by (him-)self. § 36.
~~ tisr (D 45) set apart, clear (a road); be
private, holy; tisr lzpt, see under lzpt;
V~ TJ-tisr the Sacred Land, i.e. the
necropolis; tisrw privacy.
::J tid say, think; foIl. by stimf, § 184; by infin.,
§ 303; abbrev. 'l in
see under mdw; m
tid namely, as follows, § 224; 1" tid (saying)
that, § 224; tidw nf called, introducing
second name (m.), f. tidt n's; stid det. ~
relate, converse, lzltr with.
tid (R I I) djed-column.

n

n,

nl
n:: tidi (be) stable, enduring;

n~ abbrev. ft
tidt stability, duration.
n~@ .(}dt Tell er-Rub'a, Mendes, a Delta
town.
nn}@pdw, varr. ::!}@, ~}@ Ddw (§ 289, I).
Abu!;>ir Bana, Busiris. a Delta town.
~~~ var. det. Cl tidJ (Aa 2) (be) fat.
:JJ~

tidb sting, incite.

:J":-~

tid/t (I 14) snake.

:Jl~ tidlz imprison.
WORDS OF DOUBTFUL READING

::}" (D 4) eyes, see under irt.

"TV (0
~T

23) three-quarters, see under

Omt.

(F 45; N 4 I) vulva. see under idt.

+J ~~ (M 23) be king, see under nsw.
-R' (N 13) half-month festival.
D, ~

I

~~

(N 34) copper, see under biJ and lzmt.
(0 35) in quest of, see under sb-tw.

.£ru} (S 19) treasurer, see under stiJyt.

~~'. ~ I t;irwy colour (n.).

~~

f

:; var. :; (Aa 8; N 24) estate. see under tiJtt.

late var. !,.'If tirti (F 21) leaf (of tree).

(T 19) sculptor, see under gnwt.
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F or the restricted scope of this Vocabulary see the Preface to the Second Edition, p. vii.
adze mG ~ ""
affair: state of -s ~~ ~~
§ 178 ''
after ~;':.Il § 178; ~~, <::>¢.
Y, 96
I I
~ § 165, 10.
afterwards ~~.Il § 205, 2.
again ~j~~~; r~~\\ § 26 3.
against -=- § 163, 9.
age: old - ~~~/j}
aged ~~}/j}, .:J/j}
aggressive, be ~~
agreeable\, be U~~
alabaster ~~ var. (5
alight (vb.) !, ~.Il
all ~
allow T var. ~; &var. .......,
alone, be ::;;-~
also ~ var. ~} § 205, I.
altar ~~
among ~7 § 174,2; ~~ § 17 8•
amount ;:~
amulet ~ var. ~I

A

::;1-

I.

A, omitted, § 21 ; later
§ 262,
abandon J 5f' var. j ~.Il
abide ::;;;:, I~
able, be ""Jr ~ foIl. by stimf, § 184, I.
abomination J}:"
about ~ § 16 5, 7.
above .!.~ § 79.
absence: in the - of ~ ~l § 17 8.
absent oneself ~l
abundant
Abydus U~
accept tgt~
accompany ~~.Il
accompanying ~;:.Il § 178; ~~r§ 178; one
who accompanies ~+ ~O:.Il
accordance: in -with ~ § 169, 2; g~ § 17°,2;
~=~<::> § 18o.
according as -=- § 163, I I (d); g~ § 170,5 (6) ;
~ § 169, 6 (6).
according to g~ § 170, 2; ~ § 169, 2.
accordingly g~~ § 205, I ; ~} § 205, I.
accurate, be -t~ ~ ~ ~
accl1sation ~.....JI}~
accuse r;~
acquainted: become - with -:-~
act """"
added to ~ § 165, 8.
addition: in - to ~ }~~ § 17 8.
address } :l.~
adore *1
adorn nE:!!leJi
11-.911' "iJJI.
II 'lI' be -ed , ~c:::oo
..:;:>~

tn

Amlin ~=~
amuse oneself ~ A~ ~r
amusement r.~Y
an, omitted, § 21 ; later:,:; 1- § 262, I.
ancestors ~~~!
and, omitted, §§ 30; 91, I; ~ §§ 91, I; 165,8;
§§ 9 1, I; 17 1 ,2.

c:

t

anew ~>~~
angry, be ~.::, ~Ji:jt, ~~
annals m 0.:1:
~ I
announce rg~~, r:::~
anoint ~l~, ::o~
another "="~ ~ m., ~ f., § 98.
/'NNNI.CJr.

advantageous, be ~!..
o}.al1
adversary ~~~,

t:
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answer }=jx~
antiquity ~
2«9
Anubis ~-;}~
anxious: be - about ~?~~
any '<;7 § 48, I.
anyone, after negation, ~ § 102.
anything !~ §§ 92,2; 103; !~~ § 103.
apart from :;'$<:::> var. ;;: § 179.
appear ~~
appearance in glory ~}~
appoint m®, ~1\~
apprehension :;.~ ~~~
approach
~~, r~1\xm..A, :;.-;;
apron JL=~~oa1
are ~} §§ 29. I 17.
arise tt
arm ~, ~::. ~~~, mj5r-]&~
army ih,~, var. ~::ij
around t]&t:Y § 172,2.
aroura =, var.--+-=
""""
arrow 15
~as ~ § 162, 6. I I ; - well - g~ § 170, 3 ;
- when g~ § 170, 5 (a).
ascend ~<=>
~.........JJ6 var. .........JJ~
c:::>
Asia H=
Asiatic::~)~ var. I~it; -s yo ~ I~,~
ask (j~; - for o=jX~~
ass ::;'b
assent (vb.) ~~ var. ~t:Y
assessors MrnJkl-+-ll
n00 :l!tI I
assuredly t;'~~ §§ 119. 6; 23 6 ; t:JJ\ § 253.

audience chamber ~~~n
authority: under the - of
avaunt (from) :;.~~~ § 31"3.
axe ~jD

r}(,

B

Baboon ~~~
back ~1\~,~, ~~
bad j~§:
baker ~'i(
balance ~}.t } ......, ~l ~rp; (of accounts) 1,7,
bald }~
bandage (vb.) }~Ij} var. ~;
(vb. and n.).
bank (of river) ~=J~, ~j~, ~~~:
barge }r!~
bark, sacred }~]&~
barley 1',_ -ill,

::...1,

t:o

basket ~
Baste(t)
battlefield ~J.r7
be ~= § 107; - not ;..~ § 342.
beam, wooden ~~} ......
bear (a child) m~~ var. ~
beat XIj}, ::~m llj}
beautiful ~~, ~~
beauty U~ var. ~,
because - § 164, 9,' 9I § 16 5, I I '' I9~"M
oc.'

i1:

r::.

00

t

C)

C:::>!JO

§ 223·

because of ~ § 165, 7; ~.........JJ § 178.
become fll
Beduins ~~q~~
~ ~t}. I.~,
bee ~7
beer ~~5
beer-jug ~5 § 266, I.
beetle ~,
before (prep.) ~f=i;) § 178; ~~. <=~, ~~

1.*,:::, "

<:::>

Asyu~ ~}@

at, of time c:::> § 163, 3; of place ~ § 165,
at all ~r~ § 205. I.
attach =~ ~Ij}
attack ~'8~
attend to ~~
attendant ~}. it
Atum ;,.,~~ var. q~~

c>:; § 178.

I.

§ 178 ;

:.:-r

§ 178 ; ~~ § 179; ~~§ 181.

before (adv.) rW17}~ § 20 5, I;
§ 205, 2.
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block up AJ D~, ::~D~
blood EI1",
boasting -nJ~~
boat ~ ~; without a - ~l>-..lk
body ~, ~~! ; - of men ~I,~o
bolt 7v
bone Ll~~
book ~}"\', ~
boon: a - which the king gives +;"'Il p. 170.
booth Tm
born to, m.
f.
§ 361.
bottom ~~\, ~~~
boundary B~~
bow (n.) :-:, ~7
bow down ~~~O var. 1~--.:., -=-Pll
bowman ~~i
box ~!:=I, ~~v-, c~Jlv- varr·1rv-, 1";""
brand (vb.) U}(1.
brave, be ~~
bread oQ
=
breadth }~~~, r®}o
break r';t~ var. ~~; "'jf> ~ "'jf> ~x
breast =~, ..8..j~, ~'O'
breath y}
breathe ~r-:a, ~~tl
brewer \i1~ var. ~JA
brick ~J ~
brigand '"-0~-n~
bright, be 101
brightness 1~}O, ~
brilliance O~},~O
bring 1. § 28 9,3; r~~;
nigh r~~
brink -nl
~""=>
broad, be } ~~~
bronze ~§l, 7I var. l:!?
brother ~7
brow Yr
bud ~LJ~
build 1~!Ii var. !Ii ; e}~~

beg '~::.J~~~
beget }~
begin~~~

beginning from ~~~~ § 179.
behalf: on - of~~ § 178.
behind ~til § 172, I.
behold ~~, ~~, ~Q-D~ § 234.
behold (vb.) ~f Qs.., "'jf>~~Qs.., ffi'=o..
belly ~
belonging to - §§ 86; 1 14, I. 2; he belongs
to '\ +} § 1 14, 2; belongs to me, thee,
etc. "i~~~~, :;:4~~4 § 114, 4; ~i
var. ~; ~ § 114, 3; what belongs to
someone or something ~~
belongings t~O}, ~ 0' ~~~
bend }~~; - the arm ~~--.:.
beneath.!. § 166.
beneficent =~~
beneficial, be ~!"
bequeath ~~}~ var. r11 ~
<::>1' <::> =I ' 9=
8
beSl'd e (near) ......
I I § 17·
besides
9
~
£;;3:<::>
§
179'
9®®
§
17
8•
.
<=>n
, I ®
besprinkle ~=~
best, the ~~}~
between +}l\~; also .=+~, ~ ~ ~ § I 77 ;
between .... and <::>~51 •••• <:::> § 180.
beware (lest) ~~}~ §§ 184; 338,3; ~£;;3:~M,
\tl~~1i~4 § 3 1 3; ~l\~~, ~1\~
§ 33 8 , 3·
beweep <::>~ 1n'"
bind: - (things) =~~, :::4; - (person)
h~; - together
~~
bird ~.!.~
birth mr}17,; give - m~4)
bite (vb.) ...':J'-~
bitter ~~
black, be .£]~ \\
Black Land, i. e. Egypt.£] ~@
blind, be ~ Qs..

t

m-, m.:

+

=

B

I

=>

-
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B

bull ~~ varr. ~, ~ p. 17 2 ; fighting bulwark } ~t:::l
burden (vb.) ~ ~~~ var. ~-JJ
burden (n.) ~":}~~

cease U~, }4~, ~1D, ~l-.l\,; make to 
cedar :;::-- (properly I pine ')
[Y ~.J)
centipede -;h{~cessation U}~
chamber ~; audience - ~~~[']
channel ~
chantress -+'~Q""'~ var. iP'
chapel 7C(l, 1!Jf1
character: good - ti:, J t:~
charge jjc'; 'T; in the - of ~--.JI, .!.~ § 178 ;
chariot ~~~
L!~c';
charm O~~
chattels l~ C}I ~ I
chatter (vb.) ~7~
chief (adj.) D~\ var. ~; !}f
chief (n.), chieftain~, jLlit, ~)j},!..lf
child ~~ var. ~~; m~~; ~~~; ::y~
childhood -;-;: ~
chisel -:7D var. ~A ~
Chnum II}~}~ var. !}'b
choicest, the ~~}~
choose ~~~
circuit l.,o}=
circulate ~~,
~
cistern II}~':
city"",@,

~'9riJ

burn>r~
bury .~J ~ t==I
bush J1--~D'

business y ~
but (prep.) y}x'f § 179.
but (encl. part.) +}"'" § 254.
bu tIer 6} ~, 11-- ~
by (of agent) 1. §§ 39· 168; !, §§ 39· 16 7, 3;
- (of measurement) <= § 16 3, 5; means of ~ § 162, 7.

r

Byblus77~

C
Cake Dh{~~=, ~~=; -s 7}~
calculate ~~. lrJ~
calf ~1JJ
call 'OJ, ~~=~, ~}~)}
called (of names), m. :J}::: f. ~.:~ § 377, 1.
canal ~
candle U~
capture t~Ll ~
care.. '111 t Ile - 0 flll!.lJD9
=:>dJL-] I
careful ~~~? var. iJ\
careless, be ~LlI~ ~
carpenter (vb.) ql~
carry ~~~, }::l
carrying.!. § 166.
carve ;:~~
case: is it the - that .... ? q -. ~ -D~
.1:t
castle gc';
[§ 494·
cat 2~}~
catch --.JIl (C ; - fish Jt~~{t;~
cattIe E:'5~""'~
cauldron }t~G var. ~D
cause ::. &-IJ § 70.
Ll
g
cavern <::> c> [ ' ] , o,i,[,]
""""""" . 0 0 '

__

<::::>

i'NN'M.

-=

clay ~~~~
clean, be
clear: - (a canal) ~~; - (the road) ~~
clever r~~n, f}~?
close ~~g~
closed, be ~~~
cloth ~~I?, ~ Q~~
clothe :AJ~, jJ rl?; - oneself ~~
clothes lJrl?:
clothing :::!il var. il
cobra ~~~
coffin ~J~}t==I
collar }r~~ var. ~

a=

0

111

0

c

.0
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collect rBi' ~~, ~ 6 ~~~
column gI,
}.!-; hall of -s ggg

::v-,

copy (n.) ~~~
cord 1..~, ~o}~~
corn 15lr~1
corps A01 i
corpse ~n
corresponding to ~ § 16 9, 4.
council ~cUH-+--4t
~ A 00 i
I I

n var.

~}~n
come .Jl}, ~~.Jl § 289, 2; as imper. ~~.Jl var.
~~.Jl § 336.
comfortable: make oneself - ~~~i'4
coming forth (n.) ~}.Jl
command ~}~, t'!S~~, ::~~(-)
commander =}I1l, ~~!
common p.eople -;~ ~oAA
commoner 'S~~11t
Companion, Sole (title) ~ f:'l
company: in the - of ~---jC7 § 178.
complete, be Ll~~, ;"~~. =~
complete (adj.) <=>~, g~1'~"~, <:>A}~ § 100;
completion Ll~~
[~,;"~ § 317.
complexion ~~,.
conceal t~
~
conceive ~dS.
concern (n.) i!, ~:n-~~
concerning § 16 5, 7; (speak) - <=> § 163. 6.
condition ~~~~; be in good - :: var. ~
confine :JL~
consisting of ~ § 162, 5.
constrict mft~ft~~
construct ~r ~
construction IzJ j
content, be ~~, ~
control (vb.) .!~ var. ~tl1l; lL ~Ii
controller ~, t var. -ttli
conversant, be =~6~~~
converse to~' ~jj~
convey by water ~.~
cook ~~
cool: be - Ll,Jj~=; make - ~Ll.Jj~=
cool (adj.) Ll,J~
copper J~~. D, 71
Coptus -o,J~@
copulate ::~

I I I

to

counsel r.!~; take 
to~
count ~UlL t!
country .ill:liin
fiM'" var• r@fiM.
t'!S.
foreign ~lli::ll:l'
n
'
court (in temple or palace) }~~~
courtier rf~j var. r~; - 5 lJq"'r1l,~,
cow ~lo~,~T; -s ~:-~!
cowardly, be =~
craft t~
craftsmanship f~
create ~jL Ll>I~ var. Ll>~~ I~~
Crete ~~}~
crew ~~,~,

r

~
0

I

crime~}~, JB~~

r

crocodile ~ Tcross!~~

crown: - of Osiris ~-=-4; blue - tl\;::(d ;
- of Upper Egypt l°tJ var. tJ; ~rtJ;
~~,4,; of Lower Egypt ~~'r;/
var. 'r;/; t r'r;/; the double o~\ ~
crush ::~, ~~Ii
[var. ~.
cry (n.) c~ ~0~1 : 1
cry out r.J~~~
cubit :J § 266, 2.
cultivate eJ~:5, rU~":J~
cultivated lands @,Jr }I~I var. "'~II
curb }~~
curse r1~11D
Cusae Wr~ varr. 1M, Ll~ r@
Cush "=" ~~
custom :---:~ (f.).
cut: - off H~, ::~~; - down (trees)

t

to

c::::::J~

--b~~'

-x

x

f\ ~ var. """"
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desire (vb.) ~~, U~, Y
destine ~~~
destroy r~~, ~J5r~:S, ~=1T!,
r1~'-ll
determine ~~? §§ 184, I; 303.
device 1d~
devise =-~~
dew ~ ~~ 1iif var. 1m'
diadem ~~
die ~~ var. ~~
difference ~)~~
difficult ':'fJ ~~, Ll -~~

D
Dagger J5r~mt}D
daily ~~0
dam ~~~~
dam off=~c
damage (vb.) I~~
damage (n.) §~
dance (vb.) ~Jf
dance (n.) ~JClClO
dappled
~ var. ~
darkness ~} T
daughter ~~
dawn (vb.) I~:=:

ru

rr=-li,

r

dig~~~

dignitary r-nXtr var. tr;
dignity r-nxtr
dim, be sr~
diminish ~Jx
disaffected ~ --'l>? ~
disagreeable, be Llr-~~
discreet =r17
disease Q1<=>1
~ ~, 'i'~ nn.:::~
;k~~~\J'

day~0var.~; ~}0; (indates)0pqrr},~,;

pass the - ~~
day-time ~}0, ~~}0 var. ffi
dazzling, be H~m
dead ~~ var. ~~
deaf ~~,
death ~~ var. ~ ~; D~",M; =~"=='
deben, a weight of 91 grammes,
var.
§ 266,4·
decease o@", M
deed ;;;
deep, be "Al ~
defeat ='-11
Ii]--'l>
defective }~ var. , .
delay }:::~~ var. }:::J~ § 35 2 •
deliver (in child-birth) rmr~
Delta ~X}l®
demolish r=~
Denderah g:: ®
depart '7f'~.Jl
department ~
departure '7f' ~~
depth 'Al ~:::
deputy !!,.0 } ~
descend 1i]~.Jl
<:::>
~ -
desert ~~,
'"
I' c:. ~

=dJ

== ==

I

I

I

h

I

disk (of sun) ~ ~
disobedient, be J::.a
disobey fiJi.Jl
dispatch (n.) : : ;
dispel .;. Iii
dispose of (kill) ~~~
distinguish ::r~, r=~~
district } ~ ~i ; var. i;
divide ~~t ~, }~H
divine: be - 1~~
diwan 1~ [fl]l
do """"'-j - not ~-'- § 345 j - - not (imper.) ~
§ 340; have -ne in the past Dh{~ § 484.
doctor ;-";'i
dog ~}~, ::~ ~
domain ~, C(~, A::
donkey:: i:n
door ::' 7, U* ~ n j double -s y~~
I }

t
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door-keeper ~::
double (vb.) LlJ::
down'• - to @c:::>'l'l'<::>
t - n no<::>
1").......l!<::>
I
•
go - fi]~.J)
downstream: fare - !....ak
drag ~Qt~, rB~ 1'" var. A
dragoman ~ var. f\J)}~
°
.......l!
dra w n1'gh<:>.Jl,!!!!..Jl.
~.J),
<=>:f;;3:
dread !JQ~~
dream <=>r }OlQ<.

~-=- §
II

elephant ~ J}M1
Elephantine f J}& var. @
embalm r~~~, }C;1j}
embalmer }~
embrace l~O, ~~O
emit (sound) }~~

179 .'

em mer J~'
empty, be ~}j;:..
empty out (!# body) r!~
encircle );! = var. );! ~
enclose n~~
~
~~
~.....-...x~, '=
encounter ~.Jl
end (vb.) ~ §§ 316; 483, I.
end (n.) Si~" ~i'?:
endow ~6~l:!!
endue ij~
endure lU, =~
enduring !H
enemy ~~~, .!.})=I, !J}QtltJ
engendered by, m. :::' f. ~ § 36 I.
enjoyment, have .!,~.a
ennead ei lI
enter ~j5
entire <==> ~ - , gQ~~~-, -=-f11lI\}::: § 100.
entirely 7r~ var. <:>r r~ § 20 5, I.
envelop ~~LlO, ~'O
envious ~...s.y~
environment fi]~}~
envoy Vox~
0 \\.Jl l![
equal g~~
equip E:::, ~lJ x, ~l:
erect (vb.) r~1j}
ergastulum ~n var. ~n
establish r~, ~l:~; be -ed =~
estate ~, C(~,
(property) +~~C(
eternally ~. l0l
eternity~; ~H0 var. H0
Ethiopia c:;>o ~~
evening ~::~} T

=

drink r~Q=~
drive: - away ~!~;

'l=

drown
drunken, be : G
duck :-~
due (n.) ~~
durability ~.:, var.
duty Q-:-\tl
dwell .:;.. 'if

-

-

out ~Ij}

~

E
var. ':o} ~~~

Each ::o} ~~
§ 101;
.,6..
it Ie:>, - ' Ie:> § 10 3.
ear mr~47 var. ~; -s f-f-~
earlier (adv.) ~-:} § 205. I.
earth -;;
Earth-god ~J~

-

one

-

Q

easttJ~

eastern tJ~
eat ~~ varr. +~. ~~, ~~~
ebony 2!~
edge .......l!
~":::,
I
educate ~Ij}
efficient =~~
egg r}l~
Egypt LJ~~, c;;;=o~H@; Upper - +"}H!iH var.
Lower - ~U} I var. it
elder r~ t } rjl var. JjJ; - of the portal A var.
r~~}fi]~Q~

+

L::;

+;
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F

family ~riJ}O~,~, ~ j~ ~,~
fan ...!a}t
far: be-~&r, f\~£;;"t:; as-as ~~~<=
§ 179; -=-:;;;:~ § 180.
fare: (upon river) n~~; northwards ~~
fare upstream, southwards ~7 ~
fashion (vb.) mr~, ~\.-Jl
fat (adj.) ::J~~
father ~'!i, ~~'!i; - of the god, a priestly
fatten }~~ ~111
[title, i t var. ,,,I
fault ~~,;Q
favour (vb.) U~
favour (n.) Uo~, O~~, ~f(
fayence ~r:m~ var. ffl7171
fear (vb.) ~~
fear (n.) ~}~, ~~; through - of ~~~
feather ~7
[§ 18 I.
feeble, be =~
feed (trans.) ~1'i:~
femur ~~
ferry across l~~
ferry-boat ~]2l~
festal, make rlJQ;J
festival lJ'lV var. Q;J
fetch .!.
r
-."
lew riJ~1 I 1- § 99·
field ~l:,
~: var. ~!DM
fight ~~111
figs =~Jn\ 71
figure oq~
fill "\
fi n d ""Jr ~
fine linen T~ T
finger ~I; (as measure) § 266, 2.
finger-nail ~.:
fire !~, r':t~ var. ~~; --dri1ll~~
firm, be ::~, -=-!O\
firmament ..fs=
first off.\ var. ~ §§ 8o; 263, 1.

evening meal mrqqoT~
evening bark of the sun-god ~! ~~
everlasting (n.) ~
every'C7
everybody ;r,'C7, J}'C7,~~. ~~,4 § 103.
everyone ~'C7, J}'C7I:&,~, ~,~4 § 103.
everyt h ·tng 01 1 1 0 § 1 °3.
evil: be ~}~; - one q~~~~
evil (n.) J}J~§:, ~~~~~, ~}~
exact, be ':'~~~
exaggeration --nJ~~
examine q!" ~ q.!; - (a patient) I ~ 111 var. \.-Jl
excavate ~~~
exceedingly <=>q~ § 20 5, 5.
excellent q~~, :: ~~, ULll~
~ §
~ <ii\>~~9 §
8 ~oo
excep t V~
IJ XX 1
179; ~
1'1 Jtl I I I
17;
I ~
§17 8 ; -=-~§178.
excess t}; in - of 1\ t } § 17 8.
exchange: in - for 1\~}~ § 178.
excremen t H1 ~ I
exist ~= §§ 1°7; 118, 2.
exorcise 1.. ~
expect ~:~
expedition (military) If,~" lqqA
explain !5~ ~
extend ~}111, =~.Il
extinguish ~1\~
extol rf\~=1, ~Ll~'f~
extract :J11I
exultation =}O,~,
eye ~; sound - of Horus } l~~; - -paint
[m~=~I?'
eyebrows q~l;:::
@~'C7

0

(C:,

~

F
Face ~
failing (n.) ~ ~
faint J~~
fall riJ~.Il ; - into (decay, etc.) f\~£;;"t:-=
falsehood <:::>
ill ~~
612
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forsooth ':'f~ varr. ~, of §§ 25 6 ; 49 1, 3·
fortification }::t::::1
fortress ~~ var. 7LJ ; ~~~
fortunate ~~O~, ULl1~
foster !J~
found ~l:.~, ~=~
foundation ~:'"
fowl ~,!,,~, var. 1>
fowler MD.~it
fraction <::> § 265.
fraternize ..LJJ
free ~}~
fresh, be !~. >~}~ var. >~4
friend .!..t~~tiit; - (of the king) ~i~<=>~
var. ~~
from ~ § 162, 8; ~ § 178; c:::> § 163, 8;
~ § 16 5,2.3; 1!17 § 174, 3·
front ~,
9). in of ~Q1'~'
~ 9) <::> 9J Ill\ 9) § 17 8 ' Oc
<:>~
, '=
169
I
'
mr,-§I74
I ' "=€§)",OQ <::>®Q§178'
§
, '1011 0
"
I ,
~
,

fish <:::>1\~
fisherman ~~it
flagellum ;;};\ var. A\
flagstaff ~~
flame ~~a, ::;:~<=>a
fledgling 1;5
flee }~l..1l, };l..1l, t11\L\.
flesh Q}~, l~
flint ~~
-=

flock 1~~!
flourish <=>} ~~, :: D~
flourishing <=>}( ~~
flower .!.~,
fly (vb.) ~ __, o~~ .....
fly (n.) E&
follow ~~..Il ; - upon (road) ~~M; as -s
1\~ § 224·
follower ~}
following (n.) ~~}t?,
following after ~ ¢ § I 78.
food ,±~o~~i.l}~. =J}~, ~~~
fool }[~~it
foot
for - § 164, 2;
§ 16 5, 7·
forasmuch as
§ 223·
forehead Y;, m:®
foreign country ~
foreigner =
~ i1, ::i:st
foreleg (of ox) ~~
foremost O~\ var. ~ § 80.
foretell ~<=> h
forget ~~~~
forgetful, be ~~~
forgive c!:,_
00
form (vb.) i~Ih1~, m~~
form (n.) tr, Ll>I~' ~~}~~, LlQJ~; -s
A}J~
formerly ~f=i:>, ~~, <::>~, .!.~, ~-: § 20 5,2.
forsake j5f' var. j:['..Il

it

::1

F

.
firUlt

~f=i:> § 178; ~~ § J 79.
~<:>

LJ Fa:.

bi es an d var. 0-=
III; vegeta

full, be ~
fuller 1?~it
fumigate c;;;o ~,!.
furious, be ~j;jI
furnish ~l:.. ~::
further !..)=I varr.

r
r::

>

c:::>

0 [ 1:7

_QI~JI

I I

[var. ~;

.!., Q.!)=I § 239.
G

Gallon 1~:-cn § 266, I.
garden ~7~,
gardener g Q" ~ 1'4b ~ var. 14' Qq
garland ~c;
gate g}~, u~m
gather together ~~~Ll~~, l} ~~
gazelle ill 1r~
Geb ~j~
gentle, be ~.tl ~
Ii-~
110
gl'fts JJO}",
var. 11111

r;HIII!

r
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Y var. ::; &var.

H

289, I; as imper.
6
Q~~ § 33 ; -n life &Sf § 378.
glad, be =~~
gladden r~}~~; (with tidings) r}A~~'9'
gladness =}6~' It=H~~
glass ~r:-m: var. m71 7I
glorify ~~.!
glorious, be ~.!
go 5f'~..Jl, ~}!~..Jl, ::FJ; (imper.) Q::n..Jl;
-- down ill '\lo..
forth <=>
LJ..Jl',  round
~ ..Jl ,. ~..Jl ~..Jl' to rest . bD ., - up <:>'
LJ..Jl .
c::::>
'
-well with ~:::- § 141; let-l~--n'i;
cause to - t:p 1'<:>
n--n:f;;3:.
one who -es
.Jl ,
after Q+~@:..Jl
goats i}OI~1
god i I var. i~
goddess i~~
gold ~; fine - 1~1
good, be ~:::
good (n.) J}~:::
goose 7~, ~~, ~!, ~
government ~~}~
gracious, be Q>O varr. Q>~~O, O~~
granary L o}O oill.
granite ~O var. -!o
grapes Q~~~I 71
grasp (vb.) ~~~\-JI
grasshopper o~~
great, be :::;~~, ~
greatly :::;~}~ § 205,4; <:>]: § 205, 5·
green, be T~
greet to~+~
grey-haired rLJ~ ~
grind to'i
ground (n.) ~~I~I
grow ::.: tl ~
guard (vb.) ~ ~}~Ii var. ~ ~}Ii
guide r"",,~..Jl
gum LliQqo:
/M#M.

L.JI

§

Ha (interj.) 1Ll~ §§ 87. 258.
l;Ia, god of the desert ~
habt't ---n~
01111
habitation ~iQ 7
hail (interj.) ILlqq~ §258.
hair L~,
half~ § 265.

r>\\

halll~rrn; }~~~; -ofcolumnsA~c:=}m1
hand ~ var. ~~; in the - of ~ § 178.

hand over H}~ var. W'fl~
hang up 0=1i
happen .!.
happily ~ § 205,4.
happy, be ~:::, ~~O~
l;Iarakhte l:
hard stone <:>}~Q\ c::l
harim Q~Ul varr. Ul~, Ul; ~LJ; ":LJ
harm ~QQl;.., l~ var. rc:=jl~
harp J7~
harsh, be <:::::"~lLlr~
haste thee ~1\.}(
hasten 1~~
hate mr'l~ var. mr~
have, §§ 114-1S.
he-§34; +}§43; ::)64; +}O§64; ~§128.
head €f, A~ A~6); back of- t ~6); ---band
r:!~; be at the 
of -ttli
head-rest ~r.x
health r'J~
healthy, be J ~
heaps ~I?I
hear 47~
hearken to &1~

0.

'

=

r

heart~, ~~

heat;;J ~
heaven 0 ° 9 °
heavy ::r'l c::l, }::l c::l
Ii]
Ii]......s.
heed =6)
var. =\-JI
~,

<=;>r:===:;I
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height L1~} J4; (hill) L1~~~
heir ~}~
Be~e(t), goddess 1~~
Heliopolis gg
hel per t·O~·
.:,,',.

H

horn -aj\"" var. \,.,,; ~j\""
horse ~ ~ ~ 19; pair of -s 1':19
Horus ~
hot, be =~~~, n~U.
hot breath ~~
hound =~ 1r.g
hour &. 0
var.
-""
""
house C(, g~
how (with adj.) ~' § 49.
how? (interrog.) iq~ §496; § 502.
however ~ § 254.

her ~, - § 34; ~'" ~ §43; ~~qq~ § 113, I.
Herac1eopolis t':;ro=o
herb .~,
herd :::::Q~, q=~~, T~~!
herdsman ~} varr. ::q}", "
here ::~$ § 205, I.
heritage !::~
Hermopolis !!o}o, ~~o}o
heron .!.~~
hers, of =q~qq§ 113, 3.
hew: - (stones) } t ~~
hey (interj.) qQl.Jl § 258.
hide (vb.) q::l, t~l?~, ~ml.l.Jl
hide (n.) mU~, ~!. ~
high LI ~ J; - -priest i IV
hill L1ll~
hill-country ~
hill-side e:~~
him - § 34; t} § 43·
hin, a liquid measure, ~ O}6 § 266, t.
hind-quarters ~~'
hippopotamus ~jQ
his_§34; ~~qq-§II3,1; :::q~qq§II3,3.
Hittite land ~f1~~
ho (interj.) m~
hold fast X~
holding ~ § 166, 2; - of land
holiday ~}0~~, Ij"P var. III
holy; be ~4
honey ~QI~I
honour (vb.) .u~
honoured q~qq
hoof J7
horizon ~; belonging to the - ~ § 79.

*0

*0

much?

~

t

l:Iu

1}-~

humble: man of - birth ~~~:it; this thy
- servant 1J.'=':itq~ p. 58, n. I.
hundred ~ §§ 259. 261 ; - thousand ~ § 259.
hunger (n.) l~~
hungry, be 1~1A
hunter: hippopotamus-- m~;;-:it
hurt (vb.) y~
husband mqqr-; var. m~qq~
I

I :it §34; }:it § 43; ~ §64; ~i § 124.
ibex ~~ var. ::~~~
ibis mj~
idle, be }::\".Jl
idol1[ft~

if, omitted, § 216; .l §§ 150.151; - not J-q~
§ 216, end.
ignorant, be o~J-, }l~~
ill, be t~~, :::~
image .tgt~,~" ""q~; divine -.~~ var.

C:

~~~

.
d'lateI y ~-a~"
lmme
I I X,
important ~
imprison ::tl~
in ~ § 162; being 61 5
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inasmuch as

c::::<: § 223 ;

judge. judge between } ~!~,
judges .t1~QQ}I~1

§ 181.

incense 1E~ I ~ I
incite :::tJ~
incline "';:t
indeed 1. § 227; ~--:, ~-;;: § 249; ~ ~ § 247 ;
t:1~ ~ § 253.
indict ~~~
inhabitants .!.} ~I~
inherit ~~
inheritance ~~
iniquity ~}QQ~!
initiated, be j ~~
inquire to~;
after the health of to~+~
inspection ~ Q~~
instead of <.:>"A J ~ § 180.
instruction rJ ~ qq.:,
interior ~o}c.~
in terpret ~ ~ ~
introduce j r~, rfl~Jl var. Jl
inundated, be Ql:l. j-JIl=~ var. ~
inundation l~5; - -season ~ var. ~0
irksome, be
L1~~~
is Q} §§ 29. 117.
Isis jo~
island ~
it -- (m.) § 34;
(f.) § 34; ~o § 46;
§ 43; ~,
§ 64; t}o § 64; o} § 128.
its -- (m.) § 34; ~,- (f.) § 34.
ivory U}~

jug~6

just ~~
justice ~o~~
justified:: var.

Karnak Q~J~j @
keen, be ~c!.M
Khepri '!Q~
Khons !.t}~
kill =j~, ~~~, L..Jl~~
kindle ttvar. ~B~U.
king t':J varr. t':~, tO~; - of Upper
Egypt t': ~ var. J; - of Lower Egypt
~o~ var.M; - of Upper and Lower
Egypt ~
king, be toQ Q~
kingship +QQ.:,.
kiss ~~ var.
k£t~ 1~ § 266, 4.
knee !J
knife =~""""
knot (vb.) =~
knot (n.) :-:
know ~~ j - how to ~~; not - e~-,
knowledge: to the - of <:>;:~ § 178.
ko1:tl mr=~,f,

*

=6

::n=,

r, -

ij!
K

-

--:r

r"

~us

'b'br@

J
Jackal 1iA
jar =jo~.
•

Jaw

......0

•

L
Lack: through - of - i l l ~};: § 17 8.
lag }~ ~ var. }::5?.Il
lake ~
land (vb.) :;Q ~~
land (n.) ;-;; foreign - ~
languish J~A

27

<g-..1'J

join ~~
c::>~

,II

NIH:!

g-JI}WI

JOY =Xo 6 11, g l ' A-Jlo.JJ

X

I

jubilation ~o}1
jubilee c.Dr~Ill
616
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L

link together ~lJx
lion >~~h.
lip :-;
little ~~; a - (of something) ~~- §99;
live S(-";
[~
liver ::~
10 ~r= varr. Qro'
§§ 119,2; 23 1 ;
var. r,=,§230; ~re~ §23 2 ; ~~ §247·
load (vb.) ~=:~~
load (n.) ~~}~~
loaf ~Q
local ~; - prince ~
loiter ~~.Jl
long ago ~~ § 205,3.
look ~=- var. ~~=-; - at ~~l=Ioose -.JJ\...Jl'
~ ~ -"'"
e.Jl
lord ¥ var. ~; of the king, -=rTI p. 75.
loss ~}~
lotus §~
love (vb.) ~~ varr. \::' =
love (n.) ~~~
low (of cattle) fi:Q~
Lower Egypt ~n?t val'. It; king of 
~0sf1 var. ·rK
lower part ~}rr
lowly, be e;o,l~
lungs ~~<::;

lap>~~oi

lapis lazuli eU~
large ::~~, ~
lasso (vb.) rDl~
last day of the month ?~ ~0 § 264.
last year ff~
later (adv.) ~~ § 205, 2.
laugh U.:~
law fLlo

r=

~

lead r~~.n
Iean on <=>-<';1'
ILl ---" ;
leap --./).
o
learn ~~
leather ~!. ~
lector-priest .!JJ'0i var. lallJ
left(-hand) tJ~
leg }~i,::i; - of beef :t}~
length I'I\}~
leopardf j ~ ~ ~
Letopolis ~~@ var. !-~@
letter re 1~~?; (official)::;
libation LlJ l{;I}
Libya
lie down ~!!,.M
lie (n.) ~~~
liegeman )r..~:it-~
life S(-";
lift }::L ~~~, ::1
light, be (in weight) ~~~
light: (n.) tgt0; grow - I~
like, be ¥H
like: (prep.) 2~ § 170; (adj.) 2~ § 80; the 
[2:~
likeness 2:~
likewise ~2:~
0

,=

M
Mace II
magazine }1~["J, ~LJ var. ~n
magic lu~~
magistrates H~,lft" ~Jrr,lft,
magnificence );'}~
magnify r::~
maid-servant ~C::~, ~o~
Majesty ~I~ var. ~I, p. 74·
make -=
male £&~~~f=tl

limb~

limestone ~~n-~t=
limit <::>
C'f :f:;;:'I:
linen 91?; fine - {~I?,
linger ~ ~.Jl

L

ttl?
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M

-

-

sri;
>

mirror
miserable .JQ~, >~Q~~
misery ~~~~. }ffi~ var. }'tl'tl~
mishap ~~~~
missing, be ~~

man :il varr. l :i, I
man-servant ~="l1t, ~ 1 l1t
management ~.!.}~
mankind ~jJ,
~nn",,~
o
"i~
many ~; it'- § 99·
marshlands (of Delta) ~=l}l, ~W varr.
~,W
marvel (vb.) J ~ ~ ia,~ var. J ~ ~~
marvel (n.) J~~': var. J~~~~~~
master ¥ var. '('
mat ,j,M Nar. J ~ ft
matter (n.) !~~
I

I

I

9

I I I

..

miSSIOn

0 ~

l ~~
<:7LJ

mistress
""

varr. ~,

I

l ~; -

of the house

Mitanni ~:;;;:~
mix ~2~11l
Mnevis ~~
moment ~.:1
monarch Q~~Ql!
monkey '='~~~, ~5iJt
Mont :::=}~
month
monument :;;;
moon ~-nl~
moor (vb.) =~~11l var. :::~l
mooring-post =~o~
more than <=> § 16 3, 7.
moreover ~ § 255.
morning *~0' *~0
morning bark of the sun-god ::~
mother l\~
mound ~ var. Q~~(
mount up ~:f;;3:
mountain 7
mourning Q-=-~~!, Q'='J"~, Q-=~}~i
mouse ~o}~
mouth 7
much (adj.) ~; (adv.) ~ § 205.4.
multiply 1H~
mummy }Q~
Mut o~
my l1t § 34; 25;{~QQl1t, o~~Q:it, 1:.'~Q:it§ II3, I.
myrrh ~~I?I
mysterious ~fl~~

mayor~

me :it § 34; }:it § 43·
meadow lS~

*'0

meallS~J~!

means: by - of ~ § 162, 7.
measure (vb.) 1~~
meat ~}~, (]~
0
med ·Icament <==
<::>°1 1 I
Medjay ~A~~~),~,
-s of household
member (of body)
~44,~,
memory rl~}1ll
Memphis::: r:;;.I1@
men ::~~, <=>l},~" ~~~a~, ~~~
menat =~""~
X.Jl
messenger va
0 \\..Ill![
midst: in the - of ~~ § 177,2; ~~ § 178 ;
~L1 ~J= § 17 8.
might ~~ (pl.), i'>\~~,
mighty, be
mild, be ~.a ~
milk ~~~ var. ~::~
million it'
Min 1 var. ~f
mine (n.) J~..z.~ var. J~~}I~I; l:LJ
mine, of 'i'~~QQ § I 13, 3·
miner Q="~ var. ~Q~

+

=!I1l, 1r::

VO

1r::
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N

nose :;;;~ var. '1 ; ~~
nostril ~~
not -'-, ::: §§ 104. 235; } § 35 2A ; (vb.) t~,
..::~ § 34 2 •
nourish r·r;
now Q~=:: § 119, 2;
§ 255.
Nubia [~, =[~
Nubian ~H\\j" g[oj,
number ::~, ::o} l"t~
nurse (vb.) =i
nurse (n.) =--:9~
Nut 0""

N
Naked lf~qql?
name <=>
narrow, be ill ~~ var. ill~~; t~.r~
natron H=ll 71 var. 11 ~ I; J=i var. i
nature q-=-}~~, L1>I~' Q~\\
navel-string 7~~ ~
neck i-Jj~
necklace =q0<@, }~~~
Ill\
9
necropo1·IS 9I<=>~
var. w;
° ~; <=>~
I ~ var.

+

<::>~
I~

neglectful, be W~~, ~~tfi)
neighbourhood 1LJl\}~; in the of
~ILJ~}~, ~ ~ § 178.
Neith - ) q
""
Nephthys ~g;;~ var.
N epri :g: q~ ~
nest =~
netherworld
var.
network Lo} ~
never -'-, ::: § 106; ---;; §§ 106. 456.
new, be >~}~ var. >~~
New Moon festival ~ ~ 'lV
New Year's Day \II
newly ~>~~
. h d raw <=o..ll
-- , ~.I)
°
mg,
night ~JT, }eT, l~~\T
Nile: high - l~~= var. l!x; - -god
~= var. L~
no ::: § 258.
no one::: .... ~ § 102.
noble ~<>Ii var. Ii; ~lin var. in; the-s

~

o
o Q~ var. Q1 §§ 87. 258.

rn

*;;

N

oar 1~~
Oasis ~~
oath .!f-;~
obelisk ~n
obey 47~oblations pr..} ~
obstacle rnl var. l~
occasion ;;
occupation l~o~~ var. ~o; r ~~~
occur <>
fil
occurrence J,,, ~ I
of - § 86; consisting - ~ § 162, 5.
offer =~, l~~, ~~, +t~, }::~
.
~ °
:::dP ~"..... ~ = -=1;)... D fg() =
o ffienngs
Axm,
::nXI I I' ",0",1 I I' --n~..dI°'f'll1 I I
var. ffiJ ~; - to the gods 1~} ~ ;
table of- H}~ var. ~; ~~
office r~[flJ; (rank) f7 var. Q~o f
official r-=-Ii var. Ii; \tl r~ ~~
officials,. body of '!.Jf'I~1
often
§ 205, 4·
oil (for anointing) ~Jo, r':-o
ointment ~"d jj
old Ql\}1i var. rj}; ':Q)j}; - age Ql\}OIi;
- times Q~}{

®;;

n-:

LqQoli,~,

noble, be 11 r~
nomad
~ '1l
nome ~ ~ var. ~
north :J
north wind , l QQ0=?
northern d
northwards: fare - !" ~

=>

tn
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o

P

Ombos ~;
on ~ § 165, I; t:p § 173.
once, at - ; ; § 205,3.
one ~ §§ 260; 262, 1 ; - of (several) =.~
§ 262, I ; the - .... the other ~ .... =-qq,
=-qq .... =-qq. ~ .... g-- §98.
one (impersonal) ~ § 47.
Onnophris 4=.~
Onuris .!l!.~
open ~, ~=~. j.J~~~. ~= var. ::~
oppose C: t~ var. 4-~
opposite ~ § 169, I.
opponent .!.~~
or: not expressed, § 91, 2; 70} § 91, 2.
order (vb.) ~~~. t}~. ::;~~order: in - that -~}", ~~ § 181.
Orion ~6~lm.
ornament ~}~
orphan ~l'~ , ~~i
oryx >1~
Osiris .d"l"
ostrich ~}~ var. '"t~
other =-q q (m.), ~ (f.), § 98; g § 98; -s

Pacify ~~, ~.~.l...A
pack up E:'h~
pain ~ITl}~
pair (of horses) l':h
painful, be fA~
palace ~c=:f,
c(,
palanquin .! Qft
palette ~~Q--palm (as measure) 1ff- varr. - , =- § 266, 2.
panther UQQ'SD\.
papyrus-roll ~}~ , ,,~U
pardon ~part c::::> § 265.
pass ~fl~ ~ var.~; =~;
(time):FJ.Il;
- the day ~~; - the night r!.M;
- in review rq!,.; - by ~ fl~~~
pavement \o.~I~1
cA. ,.&,. ~ ......
e a t - 0.0
cA.
peace co'
0.0..1%'1 II; b
ecom
peasant llM ~i; -s ~~~
peer g~ § 79, OBS.
pellet ~o
people =~~; common -.Q Qo.AA; (as indef.
pron.) ~ § 47.
perceive . .~,
-= ~ ~
perfect, be ;..~~
perfume ~~ var. ~~o
period ,}0, ~0. ':10
perish ~~, rl~, l;"~~~,:F~
permit H. ::;
pervading (prep.) e;:.Il § 175.
petition (vb.) ::.Il
petitioner ::~i
phallus l~1"'9;>
Pharaoh ;2 p. 75·
Phoenix .J;}~
physician ~i
pierce with looks r
pig ::Q<mr, ~~q<mr

+..: .C"J

-

*

=-eJlj
o

..,==--,

c1l111

our :7'1 § 34; ~~QQ:7'1' o~QQ~, l:QQ:7'I
§ I I 3, I.
out (adv.) <::>I1:}~ § 20 5, 3·
out of ~ § 162, 8; 117 § 174. 2; ~!?!O}LJ
§ 17 8.
outside (prep.) ~~ § 178.
outside (n.) }~~, e,~
overlay ~::::;
overleap (wall) =Jil.ll
overseer ~c::::> varr. ~ 7, '"\ § 79.
overthrow r.!.~, ~..iL }~~~, r=~
overturn ~~
owing to ~~ § 17 8.
ox Qfl~, Ql~, ~~ varr. ~,~ (p. 17 2 ).

r

-r.: . .
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p

r

precious ~; - things 1l r~
precise "'t~~~~, ~~~~
predilection ~ '{
pregnant, become ~~dft, jUdi
prepare L!. n Ii. rr'!'M
prescription }6}~
presence: in the -- of ~ § 169; ~f"'9.).
~ f"'9.)---Il ~'" 9
<=> = § I 78
~~I' ~,I'
I
•
present (vb.) L~~
preserve rrT~
prevent ~?Ii, ::Ii, ;- ~ Ii
previously ~Q~ § 205, 2.
priest 1~'i var. Ii; IQ""; high- - I~L
Iector- -ltlllJ; ordinary - r.1=i ; soul
- t!l var. <f
priesthood ~~*I~' var. 1'1
'.
I : - tImes
.
~""
cco
pnmeva
i7lJlt. Gi); waters F=l
prince t": ~; hereditary - !:; local -- ~
princess t": ~; hereditary - ~
. . 10&\\ § 80.
pnnclpa
principles ~::1~
prison Q""lh, ~ var. ~
prisoner r~~sr j,
privacy::;'} n
private, be ~~
probably r~~~ § 24 r .
procedure r~~~
proceed .}! ~.Il
prominent, make r~::
promote r~::-, ril&
pronounce (name) =::. ~~,
property "" 1 I I
prosper -=-} ~~
prosperous, be }1~~, 6~
protect "Ii, ~~Ii,
~}~
protection ~ var. ~ I
protector t ""~\ Ii
province ~
prow-rope ~~

pillage l---n! ~ Ii
pillar gl, }!__
Pillar-of-his-Mother gI~~~
pillow ~r.x.
place (vb.) L-n, : : . !H ; (imper.) Q~~
place (n.) J}, ~ ~
plan {vb.} ~=~. r=~, '=~~
plan (vb.) '=~~; (in building) r=~
plank ~ ~} ___
plant (n.) ~~ '
plaster (vb.) rLl~l\-ll
pleasant ~~~
pleasure, take .!~tl, r~'(
plentiful tn
plot out r=~
plough (vb.) rU~ ~Ii
plough (n.) rLJj~
plummet ;'{}
plunder l-nA~ Ii; take as - t~LlIi
poison ~ }C>f"'9.)
poltroon 0 ~ =,.,
pool ~; bird- -;;:~
poor, be .,r~ var. ~
poor man .,r~i, l~'}~i, =f\~}~i
portal ~ var. rLlQQ~; !:QQ~
•
portloll ~ 111
possess, see § I 14.
possessor of 'C7
potent =,~
pound (vb.) ~}r8i
pour r",,'"'f
poverty .,7~
power: divine r~~ t~ var. t~; have
- over t~li~
powerful, be l\, Ii, i
praise (vb.) U10
praise (n.) Q~}'j, U""~, r~o}~
pray (vb.) ~J' r~~\"t'
pray (part.) ~ § 250; ":£10 § 25 6.
Ilfl~

~~

r::

t

p

t

,

eli.
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rebel (vb.) UQ~~; (n.) Q':ClJtt}~, ~~="~~
rebuff (vb.) ~~~
rebuff (n.) ~;;~~
recall r1~ o€
receive tgt~
recite ~~
recitation h § 306, I.
reckon UJ2" var. 2,,; ~.!
recognize = ~ ~
recollect rl~~
red ~-=Red Land~:&
reeds ~ II,,"" ~~<=>}~ ~~, Q~r~I,,"'
refresh oneself
refuge (n.) ~j~}n, ;;:n
regiment l\.01 :it
region Jt~
reis :yJt~
rejoice
~, :;;t}~, l.......o'f
rejuvenated, be
relate r~~
relating to
§ 79·
• E5J1

remam _'Il; - over D0
remainder AI 7I
52
0
reme dy -=- ""I I I
remember rl~~
remembrance rl~}~
remiss) be j ~~ m.A~ yare J mA
remove,.!, ~~
renew r>~~\~
renewed, be ~}~
repair r>~}\\~, r=~~
repeat j~~
repel ~?~ yare 4-~ j 51::~
replace t:.!, yare ~~
report r2Q~
repress 4-~
reproach (n.) ~--.I1Jt~
rescue o~~, :l~, to~

prudent, be rEi~~
Ptah ~l~
pull up (corn) }t~~
punish 4-~-, ~~
pure, be f1=, ,;:,~Q ~ ~
purification .........0JJt P:
push }~
put }~,::; - down lH
Pwene(t) (' Punt ') D~~
pyramid ~ ~11

Q
Qualities j ~~~, 1~~
quarter x § 265.
quartet 4:;:1 ~ 1§ 260.
quest: in-of]:~§I8I.
question (vb.) Jt:l~
quickly ~ rj; § 20 5,4.
quiet, be ~~
quiet (n.) r~~
quite 7r~ var.
~~ § 205.

-=-r

rLljJt1=

I

:;;.a

J.

R
Rage (vb.) ::71J, ~::, ~5Jjr
rain l/j}~ ~ ,;:,
raise up :: 1~
ram 3'1l, =~
rank 'f7 var. Q~Q 'f; r.. . . . ol tr
rapacious, be .........o~~
rays r:-!fg, ltJ!lll\~g!
Re( ::0~ varr. ~, ~
reach ~
read aloud :!10
ready, be
make r~~~
real ->--.11
=~
reality, in -~~~ § 20 5, 3.
really ~-;:, ~-;: § 249.
reap ~-;~

r.!.H;

I I

t±'
r:\1l

>

r
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resent 5(=~
resentment, show ~::
Residence (of the king) mr'O}@
resin Ll2~~01 ~ I var. ~~~ol ~ I
respect: in - of <=> § 163, 6; show -

R

row !.~
rudder o~}~
rug muIt
ruin (n.) -f\~~1~ var. 1~
ruined, be f\~r1~
rule rLl~~
ruler rLl~
rule(s) ~=i~
run ..!..1), ,!,i.1)
rush (n.) t~J'\.

for,

":[1~
rest (vb.) ~, ~=.1)
restore ~ ~~\~
• -=-g,,~,
~
~ -==/1
restrain
_~~, _'it::
retire ~=.Jl, O~L\.
Retjnu, i. e. Palestine and Syria ::~ ~
retreat o~~~
return: in - for ~~}~, -=-~~~}~ § 178;
<::::> A
~ § I 80.
revenue ~}~
revered ~~~~
reversed, be ;::;,:: ~
revise ~~.!
reward (vb.) ~~=
rib ~ var. ~.!.-.; -s of beef ~Dl;
rich, be ~, jAr ~~
riches jA r~
right, be ~~
right (n.) ~o~~
right(-hand) ~ ~~
righteous ~~~
ring ~}}O var. :=:}o; (as weight) g ~ var.
=0
~ § 66·
~o
~"gl I I 2
,4; slgnet- - ug
rise }j'ir
river
river-bank @~;,~q~;, ~=J~
road -f\~~ var. ~; ~~Y'tI!;;3:
roaring ro ~ ro ~ ~
roast ~::~
rob 1\~~, l-oA~~, ~~~~
rod (as measure of length) :;:--; § 266, 2.
room - 0
rope ~o}l':, .!.':
e <:::>
<==
roun d, go .....
c==.1) var. <:::>.1)

>
0

S
Sack (as measure) ~fT var. fT § 266, I.
sad M}~
safe, be :: var. ~
sail (vb.) ::~ ; - (upon river, sea) ~~~~;
- downstream, northward d! ~; - up
stream, southward ~:- ~
sail (n.) 05}:Y
sailor ~i~tiDlft; -s, !.~qo,~,
Sais ~~}@
. -~
I 1'n~e~
sae
___ 111 var. ~III
salt
~o 11 ~ I
sanctuary ~} LJ, .!.~ LJ, ~ ~ill!
san d ="
~ III
sandal =.J oW
sandstone <=>} ~Q\ =
sarcophagus 'C7.!f~-..
satiated, be ~6~~
satisfied, be ~J
say :J; -ing <;::>~, ~~ § 224; (he) -s ~\
§ 437·
scale (of fish) =~O var. 6
sceptre 17, ~~1, AI, -nJ)rt
schoen us ~..:}=~ § 266, 2.
scimetar ~ """'
scribe ~lft
sculptor ~~. var. ~~~
sculpture (vb.) ;::~~

r

l>

=

0

q..:}=

eLl
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sea 4l~=
seal (vb.) ~~g~
seal (n.) !~g, rr~~~~g, ~g
search out ~f.ll
season ':1°
m.JI
seat ~m var. 00; .lJ n var. .4
second r~}11 var. 8 § 263·
secret r~tl~~
Sed-festival CD r~llJ
see ~~~, ~1=-, ffi=-
n,.
see d "2i"'.:1:$1 1 1 var. .:1:$1 1 1
seek U)l. }!.Il
seer: 'Greatest of -s', title of high-priest of
H eliopolis ~~
SehelH=
seize 5f'~, ~~~, ~::!
self, not expressed § 36; "n, X~! with suffixes,
§ 36.
send ro ~ j.ll, ::Fj.ll
sensible, be rr6~~
sentence =~
serf ~~~ var. ~ (f.).
_0

0

0

,.

0

00

Ser~e(t) r~1r~

servant: man- - ~~, ~~~; maid-
)r..~~; this thy humble - ~=-~~~
serve ~r.ll
Sesha(t) 'Q~
set (of sun) ~; be - apart ~~
Seth y~ varr. t};Y, t~~
shadow 1'7 p. 173·
shape Ll~U, i~~
share .!.o~
sharp, be r'!'M, = ~~
shave =Ll'fJ
shawabti figure ~f\J~'
she r, - § 34; r" § 43; :-r § 64; r" (pron.
compound) § 124; o} § 128.
sheep
shield ~£]~ ~

::"f1l

-

shine :=a~;
forth }j~, ~);l
ship }~~~, ~ . . ; -s, X.....o}~, '-)!"M
shoot ~o -tt, }~
[abbrev. ~
shore U~
short-horned cattle it ~
shriek (n.) C~~o~1 : 1
shrine 7C(, .kL ~
Shu P}~
shut ~~g~; - in ~t~
Sia -=~
'd _C\~
:f;;:'l:-=
SI e o\~:f;;5: var.
I;
1
sight
in the - of <:>~e § 178.
signet-ring ~ g
silent, be ~~
silver 1:.-!
since';;' § 176.
sing
~ var.
~
singer 2}~; female - -.lt~~o~ var. -.It
sister ~:-~
sistrum ~ c. V
sit .::'..ft, r~~~;
down ~ft
skilled, be =r6~~~
skin ~~1~", mU~
skipper :y}~
skirt L ~~Qc.a1
'9
s k Y 1==1' <:::>1==1
slack, be J~~mA1~ var. JmA1
slaughter (vb.) ~~, -;-r~
slaughter (n.) :':;c.~~ var. ~'T ; placeof- ii: 'mf
slave (male) ~ 1 ~; female - ~7~
slaves ~)t~
slay r~ var. r>~~~
sledge ;..~.:, ~=1
sleep ~}\\=-, 1~=
sloth ~}jl\,~,
small, be ~~ var. ~~~
smash r"';111l var. r~~, ~~~~x
smell !J~.a, r:;,
smite l~~,
varr.
r.!~

n

0

0

r;

nr

n-:-

00

0

0

.0 I

I

I

r.!<
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smooth 3~~; make - =:::~~
snake l)i\,}mn.
snare (vb.) ~~~
so =" ~~ § 242; - that <> § 163, 11.
Sobk U~~
soft, be:'::A
Sokar~~

soldier ,}'}\-II; -s, :eqq0t;!
sole (of foot) =joi
sole (adj.) ~ § 260.
someone 'i: § 102.
someth·mg e~
01 11§ 103·
son ~i
Sopd ~,}k
Sothis A,*
soul Yp. 17 2 ; ~ var. ~ p. 173.
soul-priest t!J var. q>
sound (n.) !J'}~ varr. !,},'-o
sound, be ,} A~~
sour~~
south ±~

south wind ±,}~
southern ±~
sovereign q~ qqIf var. :::~
space (of time) ',}0
speak ::J, !)~
speech I~~, 7, .!~~
spell (n.) 7
spend: - all day ~0; - all night ~!.r4
spew out .J~, L1~-n~ var. ~~.
spirit y (p. 1 72), ~
spit ~m~
spleen ++5f'~ ~ var. :::5f'~~
splendour O~,}'~I' ~,}~
split ~1~.E,
spring (vb.) 77.1l
stable, be W:::
stability ~~~ var. ~
staff ~~

s

staircase O:~,tj
stairway <=>,} ~
stable: (for horses) U,}['"J; (for cattle) ~C;
stall ~C;
stand til
standard q~ ~; (military) - ~<>q qo~
star U* var.
statue ~.." ~~Jj
steal f\~~
steering oar o~,} ~
steersman o~qq~i
stela -nJ3z..t=, l'}=
steps ii:.Il varr. !-., .if.ll
stern-rope ~,}\\qq~
sting :::U~
stink _OQC
G=~
stone q:: = ; precious - 7 =
stop .!.~.Il; - up 1..m~
storehouse ~~['"J, ~LJ var. ~['"J, '}A~n
storm ~=?
stout, be ,} ~~
street :;::--Ul ['"J
strength ~~ ~
strengthen ~ ~ t ~~
stretch '1= var. ~=; - out c=.~.Il
stride ,}~=.Il var. ,}-:--:;
strike l~ var. l'j)~
strong, be ~~, 1~:::, <>t~, t~~
subdue =:. ~ q~~ var. ~~
subjects -;-q qoAA
subsequently r~ § 205, 2.
subtract ejx
succour ~~.
suck, suckle ~";Q
suffer ,}.!.o, ~~
suite ~~,}"''?I
summer-season ==o
summon 471
sun::0 var. o; q":0; ~,}0

t
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sun-god ::0~
sunder "--Ll
=x

supper mr~Q""T~
supply (vb.)
!!~~, r~~
support (n.) r~Y; -s r::l!
suppress = ~ Q~11i var. Q\11i
surely ~:!~ § 241; mr~ § 25 I.
surround Q~t~, !. =
surV1ve [J 0
sustenance X} ~
swallow (vb.) -"~~~, r=J~
swallow (n.) ~~

H::.

r

swamp~~:

test (vb.) ~Q.!.
testament +~~IC(
testify to ~~ ~ ~
than c::> § 163, 7.
that (demonstrative) ~, ~~.:E;? § I 10.
that (conjunction) :: § 237; ~:: § 233; In
order - , omitted, § 40.
the, omitted, § 2 I; ~~ § 110.
Thebes
thee (m.) "='" § 34; ~}, ~ § 43.
thee (f.) ==, "" § 34; ::' :::.. § 43.
their
§ 34·'
theirs, of -~:7:~~~~ § 113,3.
them r~, §§ 34· 43;
§ 4 6 ; - two
§ 34·
then ~!" § 228; "="'~~ § 242; :tl- § 240.
thence ~~ § 205, I.
there ~~, ~ § 205, I; - is, was, ~l-~ § 107;
- is not -'-~,
-,-~-, -'- § 108; t"--o\l...
~
~
Q
J:t
therefore ~.! § 228.
[§ 35 I, 2.
therefrom U~. § 205, I.
therein Q~ § 205, I.
thereof Q~ var. ~~ § 113,2.
thereupon t:~ §§ 478-482.
§ 205, I.
therewith Q~.
these Q~, Qol-,
;C:o}- § 110.
h
n-~"
nn""
t ey 1'1 I I' .1t § 34; 1'1 I I § 43; -n"" I', I , § 64; I'",
§ 124; ol- § 128.
they two
§ 34·
thick, be } ~~
thigh: - (of beef) ~~; -s ~JJ
thine, of :;;Q~ Q~ § I I 3, 3.
thing!~, £..!; expressed by fern. gender, § 5 I.
think ~; (expect) ~:~
third ~IOI var. '~I § 263, 2.
thirst (vb.) QJ'hi!=~
thirst (n.) ~ J 'hi!': o€
thirsty QJ 'hi!=~
this ~ (m.), ::... (f.); ol- (m.), ~ (f.); ~}~ ~
(m.), ~Q~ (f.) § 110; (neuter)~,
§ I I I.

1;

r:7:

r""

e

swear Sf- o€ , ~""'~
sweat "-- ""
sweet, be ~ ~ ~
sweetness ~~~'9'
sycamore :;:0

==

,--.

T

Table of offerings H}~ var. ~; l~l-°llf
tail r~
take 7f'11i. 'W11i, :;J~, ~~ ~; (imper.) ~
§ 336; -- away 7f'~, ;-~~. 1.; 
counsel t (l t (1 ~
talk ~"f~
tall Ll~ 'f
tardily l-::J./.\ § 20 5, 4·
taste (vb.) ~\~; (n.) ~\
Taye(t) fl~QQoT
teach U*~~
teaching U* ~ QQ,:.
temperature r::~
in""
""
tempI e C::>LJ
I
I'
to LJ, ...Eb.
llJLJ
ten () § 259; - thousand ~ § 259.
tend r~~
tent O~LJ
terrace e:~LJ
terror ::} 't;.11i! var. ::1l}

r:-

<=;>

Ct.

X=

++-,

r:-
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touch c=.~Q~<::>
town o@" =gQ7
trample down oQoQJ.11
transgress raJ.11
transfix (with look)
trap (vb.) r!.&
@ - -\..
travel ~ ~ r.11; - downstream ="""'"
upstream ~:-~; - overland !.~.J.);
(by water) n~~
traveller r~~linft
tra verse ~ Q.Il
treasure IN':'
treasurer IN
treasury LJ I LJ
tree :-;, ;;':0, l.0; -s ~OOO
tremble
~ jr.
tribute ..3;}~, ~}~
trifling (adj.) ~~
trouble ~ro}~
true ~::::; - of voice ::::
~'O'
\!
trusty =""Q...
_..AlI\~, var. ~ ,
truth ~o~~
tumult ~=o}y~
turn ~JJ.l, ~J.l var.:=.11; - back =~
back (trans.)
Ii
turquoise ~
two ;8 var. "
tyrannical, be =" ~ ro r~

thoroughly <>:::,~~ § 20 5, 5.
those::, ::~~ § 110.
Thoth ~~~
thou =" (m.), ==,
(f.) § 34; =}, ~ (m.);
::, ~ (f.) § 43; ~ (m.), ~ (f.) § 64;
=}"', ~QH § 64; ~ (m.), ~~ (f.) § 12 4.
though ~ § 162, II,C.
thousand 1§ 259·
three ~,~, var. , , , § 260.
three-quarters '0/ § 26 5.
throat :~, l"'QQo~
throne ~,. J;;}&:-.If-} p. 65, n. 8a •
through - § 164, 5; ~ § 166, 3; ~ § 17 8 ;
v§
8
eo.11
175,. vo-vo- § 17·
throw
l~-Jl\.jj, Ll>~~~
throw-stick -'I~.....n ~'" ~
thrust }~
thy=" (m.), =, '" (f.)§ 34; U~Q Q=", "'~QQ=",
i:QQ<:::::'II- etc., § 113, 1.
tibia :t}~
tie (vb.) =~, ~~\.jj
tilt m~6~~
•
<=>
-Vl.,
"Q...Vl.,~of
h
tIme
="0, ~
El x 0 , ro ..AlI\X, , ,,<=> 0, 00; at t e
- of ~ro~}~ § 178; every - that
<=> ~~~~~~ § 181.
tired, be j~~mAt~, ~=At~, +t.=~
to - § 164;
§ 163; .! § 167, 2 ; ~ § 169, 1.
to-day g'0' var. gQ'0' § 20 5, I; ~g'0' § 20 5, 3·
toe m..~
together - ; ; § 205, 3; - with
§ 17 I, 1 ;
~ § 178.
tomb Qr;;; ~'~LJ var. ='~LJ; L~.~
to-morrow ~*~0 § 20 5, 3.
tongue ~
too -=- § 16 3, 7.
tooth 4J l"=' ;:;
torch U~
tortoise ~~-o
total ~=
0

0

r",-r,

T

r-r;:;,.

0



-

r=

u.:.

<>

5(::

;

u

r::

Uncover ~p
under ~ § 166; .! § 167, I.
undertake +tli
unfold &~O
unguent ~l5
unique ~ § 260.
unite ~lJx; U~; Q~J; r~~~ var. J~; ~~
united, be U~
unless -'-4 r § 216, end.

t:
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unloose ~@"'"
untie ~@""" ~':~
until <:> § 163, 11.12.13.
upon § 165; tp § 173; r~ § 17 8 ; (adj.) D~\
upper ~~ var. =; - Egypt ~;;: var. iF';
King of - Egypt
~ var. ~; King
of - and Lower Egypt ~
upset ~Ifi"'upside down, be ~'!'l
uraeus q~~
urinate }::i"=9:> var. }~i"=9:>
us ~ §§ 34. 43·
us two '7 § 34·
utterance 7, ;::}..Il-7, .!'t ~, =~

r

+.:

v
Various = j"; var. ,.:
vegetables ::~!,91 var. !;
vein ~~
verily qr= var. ~= § 23 I; q~c:;>o var. rc:;>o § 230.
vertebra :-:
very ~o § 205, 4.
vessel (of body} ~~; - (pot) t~.O}5, i!Je
victorious =!~
•
vlctory v-oJr'1 I I
victuals st I ~
view: in - of the fact that ~= § 223.
vigilant )';'
vigorous, be )~~
vile (of enemy) =~
vine ~~:: ° i4'
violate rr:J1..1l ; - (frontier) gli
virtue 1:i:; by - of -t~J § 18 I.
vizier fI>7it
voice !J}~ var. !}
void ~}~
vomit J~
vulture ~~
vulva ~i var. i~
-@Vi..~

W
Waif fi:l:-~
wake !KQo..
wakeful, be ::)-=- var. )Qo..
walk ~..Il, 'E~..Il ; - about r}O}'" j..ll
walk (n.) ~:..Il varr. !:.. :!ill
wall q~jil var. ill; ~E.1\il; U~il
want (n.) }:~ var. }'b'b~
war-cry ITJ ~ fTI ~ ~
warmth
wash q-..Jl=~
washerman 1i?-~it
water =, ~o}=; primeval-s
water-skin :!} It
wave fl~}=
wax::t 71
way fl ~~ var. ~
we 171 §§ 34· 43 j q~m var. qt-n § 64 j ~II I
§ 124; - two '7 § 34·
weak: be - =A j make -li=A
wealthy, be 1~::
weapons ~~};-;;, ~}~
weary, be j5r~mA~, ~=A~, ll-=Al
weavers ~~,~ var. ~
<:>
<:>
weep ~ -=- var. ~ ~
welcome ~ q~ ! q§ 3 I 3 j ~ q..ll ~\ § 374·
welfare 1
well: it goes - with *~- § 141 j as - as
gq § 170,3·
well (n.) 6~5
Wepwawet g,71~
west ~~, ~~
western ~~
what? ~ § 49 6 ; ~f var. o~\f~ § 497; o}
§498 j z-qq §499j tr.°~ §5 00 ; q!,
§ 50 I; to - purpose? <:> ~ § 49 6.
when: not expressed, § 30; ~ § 162, 1 I. 12;
~ § 169. 6.8.
whence? ::y~ var. .: r't~ § 50 3, 3·

r::1l.
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where? =~~ var. ..: ~~~ § 503, I.
wherefore? rZ.!.Q.1. § 500, 4·
wherewith? ~~ §496.
which:: §§ 199-201.
which? ZQQ § 499, I.
while + infin., § 165, 10.
white Y'01; the - crown of Upper Egypt
Yotj
whither? <>..: ~~~ § 503, 2.
who:: §§ 199-201.
who? ~; .i~ var. -~ §49 6 ; ~f var.
o~\f~ § 497; o} § 49 8.
whole <> ~"-, gQt~~"-, <>!'\}:: § 100.
whole, be }A~~
why? ~~ § 496.
wide, be }P~~
widow ~~ --:"'\\\~ var. l~--:\\\~
wife ~~
wind y}
wine r:~
wing ~l- var. ::1-
winter-season ~0
wise, be ~~~~
wish (vb.) ::;~, 'V, U~; (n.) 'V
with (of instrument) ~ § 162,7; (of persons)
c! §16 7, I; together -1:: § 171, I; ~
§ 178 ; ~ § 162, 7 a.
withdraw :d~
within ~117, ~]Z!o}LJ § 178.
without ..A..., ..A...&, -"-&- §§ 109. 307 " .Ei\\
~ ..!a ::
§ 178.
0

r

IHHNt.

INNM. /W##ft\

0

0

.....A...

w

witness (n.) ~}H~:it
wolf (or jackal) «::Jt
t'-'
woman -_,
o~' c~, o~c~
wonder JQ~~ var. JQ~JQ~~

-0'

wood~

work (vb.) ~'='~; (n.) IJj
workman U ~}~j\-ll:it
worm :::t":- '1110..
worship =~'JJ, *~'JJ
worth ~~
would that! t~~, l~'~~ § 23 8.
wrath ::t't:r
wrathful, be ~'t:r
wreath ! l}q, q
wretched ~~~~
wring neck of (bird) }::~
write ~~
••
fit J1 e::.,,
wrltmg EPIl1' <>_
wrong (n.) ~}~, JB~~' ::~
wrongdoing Q~~":-~ var. q~~, ~}QQ~!
Y

Year f7; regnal - f0; last - ff "0
yes !~~ § 258
yesterday (n.) ~"0; (adv.) ~~"0 § 20 5, 3·
you
iTi §§ 34· 43
§ 64 i-two ~ § 34·
young, be I'fo J l±'fo
your
iTi § 34; n:~qQI~' o~QQiTi,
i\qQiTi- § 113, I.
youth ~7'fo

m,
m,
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INDEXES
I. GRAMMATICAL AND ORTHOGRAPHIC
For words written in hieroglyphs see the Egyptian-English Vocabulary
Abbreviations, § 55.
Absence, see Non-existence.
Absolute use of infinitive: in headings, titles, etc.,
§ 306, I; in' narrative, § 306, 2.
Absolute use of nouns: to express time, § 88, I ; with
function of a sent., § 89; after adjs., § 88, 2; after
prohibitions from adj.-vbs., § 340, 1.
Absolute use of participles and relative forms, m
headings or narrative, § 390.
Abstracts ending in -w, § 77, 1; Sign-list, Z 2.
Accent: in Coptic, p. 429; in fern. ns., § 78, OBS.
Accumulation of particles, § 257.
Active voice, § 293.
Adjectival parts of verb: parts., sgmty1y form and
reI. forms, p. 222, top; § 353.
Adjectival predicate: sents. with, §§ 28, 3; 135-45;
this preceded by indep. pron. 1st pers. as subj.,
§§ 65, 2; 136; very rare with other persons, p. 108,
n. 6; exceptionally after mi, § 154, end; is inserted
to emphasize pron., § 136; related construction
with parts., §§ 136, OBS.; 373; foIL by n. as subj.,
§§ 48 , 2; 137; by dep. pron., §§ 44, 3; 137; by st,
§ 46, 3; by pw, §§ 140. 141; by dep. pron. with n.
in apposition, § 139; adj. with ending 'uy 'how',
§§ 49. 137· 139; parts. as adj. pred., § 374, with
Add. p. 425; adj. pred. combined with dative
indicating possession, § 138; n(y) 'belonging to'
foIl. by dep. pron. even of 1st pers., § 114, 2;
sim. ink, ntk, etc. 'belonging to me, thee, etc.',
§ 114, 3; sim. n·i-im(y), etc., § II4, 4; adj. pred.
impersonal, foIl. by dative of person affected,
§ 141; preceded by iw and wnn, § 142; by mk or
isl, § 142; replaced by adj.-vb., see under this;
subj. omitted, § 145, cf. too § 467; negated, § 144.
Adjective clauses, see under Relative clauses.
Adjective-verbs, §§ 135. 291, 2, b; sgm1 form of,
used in same cases as sgmj of wnn and of tm,
§§ 143. 342 ; as obj. of certain vbs., §§ 143. 186, I;

(imperf.) p. 355, n. 8; in virt. cl. of purpose,

§§ 143. 21 9; after preps., § 157, 4; 'after ir 'if,
§ IS0, end; sgm'n1 form of, after -'-, §§ 141,
OBS. I; 144,3, OBS.; old perf., when pred. follow
ing its subj., §§ 137, I; 320, end; p. 252, n. 8; with
omitted subj., § 467; expresses state of things,
§ 3 II, end; in 1st pers. narrative, § 3 12, 4; as
negatival complement followed by qualifying n.,
§ 340, I.
Adjectives, § 48; probably are mostly parts. from
adj.-vbs., § 135; some ending in -y (less often -w,
§ 79, OBS.) derived from preps. or ns., so-called
nisbe-adjs., §§ 7<)-81 ; some from f. ns. ending in -ty
are written as duals, § 79, end; genitival adj. n(y),
see in Eg.-Eng!. Vocab.; nb 'every', 'any', 'all'see
in Eg.-EngL Vocab.; equivalents of Eng!. adjs.,
§§ 98-103; number in, § 72; no degrees of com
parison, § 50; these, how indicated, §97. See further
Demonstrative adjectives, Possessive adjectives.
Adjectives, uses and syntax of: as epithet follow n.,
agreeing in number and gender, § 48, I; do.,
sometimes separated from n. by genitive or adv.,
but sometimes adhere closely, forming compound
n., § 94; m. form when following several ns. of
which first is m., § 5Il, I; rarely precede n., this
introduced by n(y), § 94, I; or follow n., them
selves introduced by n(y), § 94, 2; foIl. by qualify
ing n., § 88, 2 (cf. §§ 340, I; 345); or such a n.
introduced by n(y) or prep. n (?), § 95 ; adjs. in -y
may govern n. or suffix-pron., § 80; sometimes
with intercalated word, § 80, end; adj. epithet may
bear emphasis without external mark (§ 96, I); or
may be introduced by m of predication, § 96, 2;
adj. epithet employed like a rel. form, p. 308, top.
Use as ns., usually followed by appropriate deter
minative, § 48, 3; adjs. felt as ns., hence treated
as of 3rd pers., §§ 136. 509, I. Use as preds.,
§ 48, 2; see too under Adjectival predicate.
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Adverb clauses, §§ 210-23: one of three kinds of
subordinate cl., § 182; nature defined~ § 210;
three types~ I. virtual (details below), 2, a. preposi
tional without ntt (§ 222), 2, h. prepositional with
ntt (§ 223), § 210; difficulties in connexion with
type I., § 2 I 1 ; virt. cls. of time with verbal pred.,
§ 212; virt. clio of circumstance with verbal pred.~
§ 213; use of old perf. as, § 314; pass. sgmj used
as~ § 423, I; virt. cls. of time and circumstance
with non-verbal pred., § 214; virt. cIs. of circum
stance used as pred., § 215; virt. cls. of condition~
§ 216; 'whethr-r ... or whether' cls.~ § 217; virt. cls.
of asseveration, § 2 I 8; virt. cls. of purpose, § 2 19 ;
virt. cls. of result, § 220 ; virt. cls. of cause, § 22 I.
Adverbial phrase, i.e. preposition+noun, §§ 28, I;
116; common en., § 205, 3; position at end of
sentence, § 27; dative, however, as far forward as
possible, § 66; if needful for convenience, others
too may precede subj. or obj., § 507~ 2.
Adverbial predicate, sents. with, §§ 28, I; 116-24;
rare with indep. pron. as subj., § 116, end; presence
or absence of iw in, with n. subj., § II7, I; with
suffix-pron. subj., § II7, 2; expressing wish or
command, § II8, I; with emphasized pred. with
out subj. in exclamatory wishes, § 153; other cases
of omitted subj., § 123; themselves serving as adv.
pred., § 215 ; tense and mood made explicit by use
of wnn, § lIS, 2; so too after 10, § 118, 2; also as
virt. n. cl. (obj.) after rdi and other vbs., § IIS~ 2;
186~ 2; adv. pred. after participles of wnn, § 396, 1 ;
parts. mk, is1, br, nftmn, Ip, ftWY-J used before sents.
with adv. pred., § 119; pronominal compound
tW'i, etc., used in, § 124; introduced by in iw in
questions for corroboration, § 492, 1 ; with interro
gative word in pred. in questions for specification,
§ 495; theory that imperf. sdmj serves as subj.
to such sentences in wishes and questions~ etc.,
§§ 440, 5. 6; 446; this certainly true in questions
with tmj, § 346~ I ; also elsewhere, § 346, 2; ways
of negating such sents., § 120; m of predication as
adv. pred., §§ 38. 125; r of futurity, § 122; prep. n
to indicate possession, § II4, I; adv. pred. may
intervene within a composite subj., § 121; pseudo
verbal construction conforming to mode] of sents.
with adv. pred., § 319.
Adverbial use: of ns., see there; of infin. after negative
nn or n, § 3°7; of old perf., §§ 311. 314.
Adverbs, §§ 205-9; derived from (nishe-) adj. 10

-y, § 205, I; corresponding to compound preps.,
§ 205, 2; consisting of prep.+n., § 205, 3; derived
from adj. or verbal stems, § 205, 4; formed with
help of r, § 205, 5; ns. used as, §§ 86. 205, 6;
syntax of, § 206; to qualify a vb. or entire sent.,
§ 206; to qualify ns., equivalent to adjs., § 206;
phrases for 'entire', § 100; degrees of comparison,
how expressed, § 207; position of, § 208; nega
tion of, § 2°9; resumptive, § 195. See too under
Sentence..adverb.
Afformative prefixes: causative s, § 275; n~ § 276; m
in ns., § 290.
Agent: defined, § 297, 2; introduced by in or IJr after
passives, § 39, end; after infin., § 300; after pass.
parts., § 379, 1; expressed sometimes by indep.
pron. after infin., § 300.
Alphabet, the, § 18; p. 27; later alternative forms,
p. 27, OBS.
Alphabetic (or uniliteral) signs, § 17, I.
'And', how expressed, § 91, I.
Anomalous verbs, § 289.
Answers to questions: introduced by pw, § 190, I;
3 2 5; often elliptical in form, § 506, I.
Antecedent: meaning of term, § 195; when un
defined, foIl. by virt. reI. cl., § 196; rarely so when
defined, § 198; when defined, nty usual, § 199;
nty less common when ant. undefined, § 199; rare
exx. of ant. being absent before virt. reI. d., § 197;
term also used for the word with which pass. parts.
(or reI. forms) agree, § 376; cases where a resump
tive pron. is not needed, § 382; where it is needed,
§ 383; presence or absence of resumptive pron. in
certain cases, § 385.
Anticipatory emphasis, defined, § 146; in non-verbal
sents., § 147; in verbal sents., § 148; by means of
ir 'if', § 149; by means of Tj, § 15 2 .
Aphorisms~ use imperf. sgm1~ § 440, I.
Apposition, § 90; used to indicate material of which
objects are made, § 90, I; used of measures and
numbers~ § 90, 2 ; in indications of locality, § 90, 3 ;
adj. used as n. in app. emphasized by m of predica
tion, § 96, 2; n. in app. to dep. pron. as subj.,
§§ 13 2. 139; in app. to pw, § 130; n. in app. after
suffix-pron., § 90.
Archaism, false, in writings of 1 for t and rJ. for d,
§ 19, OBS. 2.
Article, usually unexpressed, § 21; but see under
Definite article, Indefinite article.
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Asseveration, virt. clauses of, § 218.
Attendant circumstances, usually expressed by n. +
adv. pred., § II7, 1. See too Circumstance, clauses
of.
Auxiliary verbs, §§ 460-85. Details, see in Eg.-Engl.
Vocab.

Badal-apposition, p. 68, n. 4 a.
'Be', two stems iw and wnn used to express, § lI8,
end.
Biliteral signs, §§ 17, 2; 31. 41. 53. 71. 82. 93; how
to be transliterated, § 19, OBS. I.
Biliteral verbs, § 278.
Body, parts of: apt to be in singular, if single in the
individual person, § 510, 3.
'Bring', anomalous verb, § 289, 3.
Cardinal numbers, see Numbers, cardinal.
Case-endings not found in Egyptian, § 83.
Case-names, use of in connexion with Egyptian
convenient, but not scientific, § 83, OBS.
Causatives in s, § 275, I; of a-lit. vbs., § 282; of
3-lit. vbs., § 283; of 2ae gem. vbs., § 284; of 3ae inJ.
vbs., § 285; of 4-1it. vbs., § 286; of 4ae info vbs.,
§ 287.
Cause, virt. clauses of, § 22 I.
Characterizations: use imperf. simi form, § 440, I;
negated by n sgm·ni, §§ 105, 3; 418.
Circumstance, clauses of: virt., with verbal pred.,
§ 213; with non-verbal pred., §§ 117. 214; old
perf. used as, § 314; pass. sgmi used as, § 423, I;
in pseudo-verbal construction, §§ 322. 323.
Clauses, subordinate, defined, § 182. See under
Adverb clauses, Noun clauses, Relative clauses;
also under Circumstance, Condition, etc.
Collectives, feminine, § 77, 3. 4; referred to by f.
adjs., but sometimes by plur. suffix-prons., § 5 10,2.
'Come', anomalous vbs., § 289, 2.
Commands: expressed by imper., § 335; negative,
§ 340; sometimes expressed by ib+limi, § 228;
sents. with adv. pred. expressing, § 1I8, 1.
Comparative degree, absent from adjs., § 50, and
advs., § 2°7; meaning expressed with help of
prep. r, §§ 50. 97. 163, 7; 20 7.
Comparisons: apt to be much abbreviated, § 506, 4;
tend to be focussed on things rather than actions,
§ 398 ; construction with part. + noun or dep. pron.
common in, § 374, with Add. p. 425.

Complementary infinitive, § 298, OBS.
Compound narrative verb-forms, §§ 460-85. De
tails, see in Eg.-Eng!. Vocab.
Compound verbs, § 288.
Concord, §§ 508-11: defined, § 508; of person,
§ 5°9; of number, § 510; of gender, §§ 92. 5 I I ;
with parts., § 354.
Condition, clauses of: virt. ds. of condition, § 216;
using n is for 'if noC, 'unless', § 216, end; with
imperf. sgmi, § 444, 2; after ir 'if', with sgmi
form, § ISO; with imperf. sj,mi of 2ae gem. vbs.,
§ 444, 4; also of 3ae inf. vbs. if another sdtmi pre
cedes, ib.; with perf. sj,m-j in other verb-classes,
§ 454, 5; negated by tmi, § 347, 6; by nfr n,
p. 266, n. 10; by nfr pw, p. 267, n. 2; by IT wdf,
§ 352; unfulfilled, with ir+sj,m'ni, §§ 151. 4 1 4, 3.
Conjunctive tense of L.E. and Coptic, origin of,
§ 300, OBS.
Consequence, future, expressed by 1!J+Jj,mi, §§ 40,
3; 228.
Consonantal changes, § 19.
Consonants: alone represented in hieroglyphic
writing, § 19; how to be rendered in transliterating
proper names, p. 436.
Consonants, weak, § 20.
Continued action, expressed by imperf. tense, § 295 ;
in act. parts., §§ 366. 367; in pass. parts., § 369, 2;
imperf. simi, § 440; negated by n Ij,m'ni, § 418.
Contrast, iw employed to express, § II7, I; p. 248,
top'; §§ 394, end; 468, 2.
Co-ordination, how expressed, § 91.
Copula: often left unexpressed, §§ 28; in certain
cases expressed by iw, and in others by some form
of wnn; in sents. with nom. (more rarely adj.)
pred. expressed by pw; see under these words in
the Eg.-Eng!. Vocab.
Custom, pres., past or fut., expressed by imperf.
sgmi, § 440, I. 2. 3; by iw sgmi, § 462; by iw-j
sgm'f, § 463; negated by n sgm'ni, § 418. See too
under Continued action.
Dates: absolute use of nouns in, § 88, I; numbers
used in, §§ 259. 264; examples of, p. 203.
Dative: expressed by means of prep. n, §§ 52; 164;
precedence in word-order before other adv.
phrases, § 66; serves to indicate possession,
§§ 114, I; 138; possible use after adj. to express
qualifying n., § 95, end; use after adj. pred. to
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final element of compound phrases, §§ 61. 354;
added to parts. used as ns., § 354.
Direct genitive, see under Genitive, direct and in
direct.
Direct speech, § 224.
Direction of writing, § 16.
Disjunction, how expressed, § 91.
Doubtful readings, § 63.
Dual appearance of some adjs. ending in -ty, § 79,
end, cf. also § 77, I.
Dual of adjectives, § 72; omission of ending, § 74;
dual of n(y) rare and archaistic, § 86.
Dual of nouns, §§ 72. 73, I. 2. 4; omission of end
ings, § 74; treated as m. sing., § 5Il, la; apparent
duals, § 77, I; forms of suffix-prons. after, § 75,

express contingent or temporary quali6cation,
§ 141; indicating agent after pass. parts., p. 279;
§ 379, 3; so used also as element in reI. igmw'nj
(§ 386, 2) and narrative sgm·nf, § 411, 2; reflexive
use after imper., § 337, 2.
Defective writings, § 59.
Definite article, § II2, end; usually dispensed with,
§ 21 ; rnasc. Pl with neuter sense before reI. form
an anticipation of L.E. usage, § 5 I I, 4, end.
Degrees of comparison, absent in Eg., §§ 50. 97;
meaning of, how conveyed, §§ 50. 97. 207.
Demonstrative adjectives and pronouns: enumerated,
§ I 10; construction of, § I I I ; meaning of, § I 12 ;
as subj. of sent. with adv. pred., §§ Il6. II7; with
nom. pred., this preceding, § 127, 2 (see too esp.
under pw in Eg.-Eng!. Vocab.); plur. (really
neuter in meaning) nJ, nw etc. treated as m., but
referred back to with f. suffix-prons., §§ I I I.
5Il, 3; demo adj. has precedence over other adjs.,
§ 48, 1.
Denominative verbs, § 292.
Dependence (of verbs and clauses) often not marked,
§ 30 .
Dependent pronouns, §§ 33, 2; 43; main uses, § 44 ;
as obj. of all verb-forms except infin., § #, I;
with infin. in exceptional cases, § 301; obj. of
imperative, § 339; of negatival complement, § 341 ;
retained obj. after pass. parts., §§ 377, 2; 386
(disputed by de Buc~, Add. p. 425); as subj. after
adj. pred., §§ #, 3; 48, 2; 137; after adj. anticipat
ing n., § 139; after interrogatives, §§ 127, 3; 132.
497, I; 498 . 503,4; after words signifying 'belong
ing to', n(y), § II4, 2; ink, ntk, etc., § II4, 3;
n·i-lmy, etc., § I14, 4; 1St pers. hardly used as
subj. except after n(y), § 137, and possibly with
pass. parts., Add. p. 425 to § 374; 2nd pers. after
imperatives, § 337, I; 3rd pers. f. sy replacing
ending -ti of old perfect., § 374, end; dep. pron.
as subj. after many non-enclitic parts., §§ 44, 2;
2#; after nty, § 200, 2; after ntt, § 237; reflexive
use, § 45. For st and tw see in Eg.-Eng!. Vocab.
Determinative of dual, § 73, 4.
Determinative of plurality, § 73, 3; added to some
sing. ns., § 77, 1. 2. 3; to collectives, § 77, 3; to f.
parts. with neuter meaning, § 354.
Determinatives, § 23; only rarely absent from words,
ib.; inaccuracy of term, § 23, OBS.; p. 440; generic,
§ 24; p. #1; stroke § 25; phonetic, § 54; after
w

1. 2.

Dual of pronouns, early obsolete: suffix-prons.,
§ 34; dep. prons., p. 45, n. 5h .
Dynamic sense of construction with .(lr+ infin. ,
§ 320.

Ellipses, § 506; definition, ib.; in questions and
answers to questions, § 506, I; in exclamatory
wishes, etc., § 506, 2; in label mode of statement,
§ 506, 3; in comparisons, § 506, 4; omission of
prons., § 506 , 5.
Emphasis: often rests on indep. pron. I st sing. before
adv. pred., § 65, end; on subj. in participial state
ment, §§ 373. 391; on adj. without external mark,
§ 96, I ; do., conveyed by m of predication, § 96, 2;
of sents. by means of rJ, § 152. See too under
Anticipatory emphasis.
Enc1itic particles, §§ 66. 245-57; defined, §§ 208.
226; position in sent., § 66. For the individual
particles see the Eg.-Eng!. Vocab.
Epithet, adjectives as, §§ 48, I; 94. See too under
Laudatory epithets.
Exclamations: use of old perf. in, see under Exhorta
tions. See too under Interjections.
Exclamatory ending 'u!y, §§ 49· 137· 139· 14I. 374·
Exhortations: expressed by 2nd and 3rd pers. of old
perf., § 313; use of imperf. i!lmj in, § 440, 5; use
of perf. sgmj in, §§ 40, 2; 450, 4; do., after i!J,
§ 450, 5, a.
Existential sentences, §§ 107-8; use of wnn in, § 107,
I; lw wn 'there is', 'was', § 107, 2; iw omitted in,
after nty and certain particles, §§ 107, 2 ; 20 I, OBS. ;

,
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or else iw changed into wnn, § 107, 2, OBS.; ne
gated, see under Non-existence.
Feminine ending -t, § 26; attached to ideograms,
§ 25 ~ fallen already in O. K. in status absolutus,
p. 34, n. I a; p. 432, n. 4; falls also in status con
struetus, p. 66, n. 2 a ; retained in status pronomi
nalis, §§ 78, OBS. ~ 62, end.
Feminine gender used to express neuter, § 51 ; so too
in pron. st, § 46.
Feminine plural: ending -wt, § 72 ; the w never shown
in adjs., §74; referred to by m. old perfs. and parts.,

§5 II ,2.
Filiation: s/+direct genitive, § 85, end; do., early
with graphic inversion, ib.; expressed by ir n,
ms n, p. 279, top; § 379, end.
Flexional endings in verbs, § 296.
Fractions: expression of, § 265; in the corn-measure,
§ 266, I; in other measures, § 266, 2. 3; in weights,
§ 266,4,
Future participle: represented by stimtyjy, §§ 363.
364, 365, 3; rarely by an actual part., § 368.
Future, reference to, in perf. reI. form, § 389, 2, b.
Future, statements with regard to: expressed with
wnnj in sents. with adv. pred., §§ 118, 2; 440, 3;
do., in existential sents., § 107, I; using r of futur
ity, § 122; do., in pseudo-verbal construction,
§§ 332. 333; in verbal sents., with imperf. stimj,
of custom and the like, § 440, 3; with perf. 19mj,
§ 45 0 , 3; do., preceded by in+n. or by indep.
pron., §§ 227, 2; 45 0 , 5, e; do., preceded by mk,
§ 234; by br or lJrj, §§ 239. 450, 5, e; by kl or kJj,
§§ 242. 450, 5, d; using stim'inj, § 429,2; sgm·lJrj,
§ 43 I, I; S9m'kl j, § 434. Negated, mainly nn igmj;
see under nn in Eg.-Eng!. Vocab:; Im'brj sgm,.
§ 43 2 •
Futurity, r of, see under last entry and r prep. in
Eg.-Engl. Vocab.
Geminating verb-forms: imperf. parts., §§ 356. 357.
358; 1{jmtyjy, in 2ae gem. only, § 364'; imperf. rel.
form, §§ 380. 386. 387, 1; imperf. irjmj, §§ 271.274,
OBS. I; 438. 439; wnn·/jrj, §§ 430. 471, I; old
perf., § 310, end.
Geminating verbs, §§ 269. 274, Ons. I; 2ae gem.,
§ 280; 3ae gem., § 284.
Gemination: term misleading, § 277; possible ex
planation of, §§ 269. 356, Ons.; distinguished from

reduplication, § 274, end; found in weak vbs. end
ing in -lor -w, § 270.
Gender: of ns. and adjs., §§ 26. 72. 79. 92; of adj.
as epithet and pred., § 48; concord of, § 5 I I. See
too under Infinitive, Participles, and Relative
forms.
Generalizations: affirmative, expressed by imperf.
sgmj, § 440, I; by Iw sgmj, § 462; by lwj sf/mj,
§ 463. Negated by n stim'nj, §§ 105, 3; 418, I;
possibly expressed by geminating forms of old
perf., § 310.
Generic determinatives, § 24; p. 441.
Genitival adjective, see under n(y) in Eg.-EngJ.
Vocab.
Genitive, direct and indirect, § 85. Direct, uses, ib.;
changed to indirect when adj. intervenes, Add. to
§ 86, p. 423; suffix-prons. used as, §§ 35, I; 85;
do., as semantic obj. after infin., § 300; as semantic
subj. after intrans. infins., rarely elsewhere, §§ 301.
306, 2; as semantic subj. after pass., § 379, 2.
Indirect, see under n(y) in Eg.-Engl. Vocab.
'Give', anomalous vbs., § 289, 1.
Glosses introduced by pw, §§ 189, I; 325; do., with
neg. vb. tm, § 347, 2.
Grammatical predicate, defined, § 126; normally
follows gramm. subj., ib.
Grammatical subject, defined, § 126; normally pre
cedes gramm. pred., ib.
Greetings: expressed by 2nd or 3rd pers. of old
perf., § 313; by part., with ending 'wy, § 374; by
adv. pred., § 153.
Group-writing, § 60; p. 437, n. lb.
Headings: n. used in, § 89, I; infin., § 306, I; parts.
and reI. forms, § 390.
Hieratic writing, § 8; mode of transcribing, § 63 A,
see Add. p, 422.
Hieroglyphic signs: generalities, § 6; pp. 438-4 I ;
details in the Sign-list.
Hieroglyphic writing, see in General Index.
Horizontal lines, writing in, § 16.
Ideograms or sense-signs, §§ 6, I; 22; after phonetic
signs called determinatives, § 23; ambiguity of
term, § 42, OBS.
Ideographic writings, accompanied by stroke-deter
minative, § 25 ; ambiguity of designation, p. 440.
Idiomatic phrases used as nouns, § 194.
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Immutable verbs, § 26';.
Imperative, §§ 335-40; meaning and endings, § 335 ;
forms from mutable vbs., § 336; use and adjuncts
of, § 337; periphrasis with iT, § 338, I; 3rd pers.
equivalent uses imi, § 338,2; 'beware lest', § 338,
3; obj. of, § 339; negation of, § 340.
Imperfective relative form, § 38o; origin, § 386, I;
forms of, § 387, I; tense-distinction in, § 389, I.
Imperfective tense, implies repetition or continuity,
§§ 295. 355· 365. See below under Participle,
Relative form, 8gmj form.
Impersonal use: with adj. pred., § 145; do., adj. foIl.
by prep. n, § 141; in iw+old perf. with adj. mean
ing, § 467; perhaps sometimes with actual adj., ib.;
§§ 422. 465; in iw+vb. of motion, § 466; with
different forms of suffix-conjugation, § 486; esp.
with pass. sgmj, §§ 422.465.
Indefinite article, usually unexpressed, § 21; later
expressed by wr n, § 262, I.
Indefinite pronoun, see under tw in Eg.-Engl. Vocab.
Independent pronouns, §§ 33,3; 64; main uses, § 65;
as subj. in sents. with nom. pred:,- §§ 125. 127,4;
128. 499, 3 (with interrog. pron.); with adj. pred.
(mainly 1st pers. sing.), § 136; very rare with adv.
pred., § 116, end; with meaning 'belongs to me',
etc., § 114, 3; as agent after infin., § 300; do.,
giving rise to conjunctive tense in L.E. and Copt.,
§ 300, DBS.; before parts. in participial statement,
§§ 227, 3; 373; in anticipatory emphasis before
Jrlmj, § 148, I; do., future sense, § 227, 2; do.,
perfect. sr/mj, § 450, 5, e; before ir/m'nj, § 148, I;
in cl. with nom. or adj. pred., preceded by prep.,
§ 154, end; rarely follow iw, § 468, 3; negated by
n, § 134.
Indirect genitive, see under n(y) in Eg.-Engl. Vocab.
Indirect questions, § 504; not differing from direct,
§ 504, I; without interrogative word, § 504, 2;
sense rendered by part. or reI. form, §§ 399· 50 4, 3.
Indirect speech, § 224.
Infinitive, §§ 298-308; nature defined, § 298 ; excep
tionally with passive sense, § 298; nominal and
verbal, § 298; complementary, § 298, OBS.; forms,
§ 299; forms in Coptic, p. 431; gender of, § 299;
subjs. and objs., how expressed, §§ 300. 301; as
obj. of certain verbs, § 303; in this use alternating
with sdmj form, §§ 184. 298. 302; after genitival
adj., § 305; after preps., § 304, see too under I;zT,
m, and T in Eg.-Engl. Vocab.; after I;zT, meaning

contrasted with that of old perf., §§ 304, I; 320;
use in headings, etc., § 306, I; in narrative, §306,2;
later replaces negatival complement after tm, § 344 ;
tm itself as, §§ 308. 348; with preceding nn, n, and
iwty, see in Eg.-Engl. Vocab.
Inflexion of verbs, § 296.
Interjectional comments, often elliptical in form,
§ 506 ,2.
Interjections, § 258.
Interrogative adverbs, see under WT'T and 1n in Eg.
Engl. Vocab.
Interrogative partic1es, see in Eg.-Engl. Vocab. under
in, Tf, and tT.
Interrogative pronouns, see in Eg.-Engl. Vocab.
under fIJ, ilst, pw, PtT, m, and .ry.
Interrogative words: sometimes absent in questions,
§ 491 (direct); § 504, 2 (indirect); not necessarily
at beginning of question, but occupy same place
as in statement, § 495; often close to an interrog.
encl. particle, ib.
Intransitive verbs, § 291, 2; pass. parts. from, § 376;
reI. forms from, § 384; some apparent, take obj.
§ 84 A, see Add., p. 423.
Inversion of subject and predicate, §§ 126. 127. 130.
137, OBS.
Juxtaposition, direct, of subject and predicate: in
sents. with nom. pred., §§ 125. 127. 130. 497.
Label mode of statement, § 506, 3.
Late Egyptian: defined, § 4; def. art. in, § I 12, end;
indef. art. in, § 262, I; pronominal compound,
§ 124; higher numbers foll. by n(y), § 262, 2; con
junctive tense in, § 300, OBS.; m. gender of infin.
in, p. 223, bottom; neuters in, expressed by m.,
§ 5 I I, 4; m. def. art. before reI. form with neuter
sense, p. 417, bottom.
Laudatory epithets: may employ either imperf. or
perf. parts., § 367; doubt whether imperf. reI.
form in, is to be rendered as past or present,
§ 389, I.
Letters: imperf. Jgmj in address of, § 440, 7; gd, f.
gdt, in opening words, § 450, I; formula SWr/l ib
pw, § 298; nh without suffix for '(my) lord' in, p. 239,
n. 8; concluding formula nfT sr/m·k, § 188, 3.
Lists, absolute use of nouns in, § 89, I.
Logical predicate: defined, § 126; normally follows
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log. subj., ih.; cases where it precedes, § 127;
parts. and reI. forms used to indicate, § 391.
Logical subject, § 126.
M of predication (term substituted for former 'm of
equivalence', p. viii), see below Predication, m of.
Masculine fonns written where fern. expected,
§ SII, 4. 6.
Masculine gender, § 26; of infin. in L.E., p. 223,
bottom; used for neuter in L.E., § 5 I l , 4.
Medical prescriptions: pass. sgmj common in,
§ 422, 2.
Middle Egyptian, defined, §§ 2. 4.
l\10nograms: with J'J, § 58 (1); others, § 58 (2).
Mood: not clearly expressed in M.E., §§ 30. 294;
Add., p. 426 to p. 303, n. 23 ; how indicated in
sents. with adv. pred., § 118; with nom. pred.,
§ 133; with adj. pred., § 142. 143.
l\iotion, verbs of, § 291, 2, a; old perf. in, describes
position reached as result of the movement, p. 238,
top; sdm·n·f form in, lays stress on the movement
itself, § 4 1 4, 4.
Multiple sentences, § 505.
Mutable verbs, §§ 267. 268.

Narrative: verb-forms, p. 222, top; p. 324, bottom;
compound verb-forms in past, §§ 460-85; n. used
absolutely for purpose of, § 89, 2; infin. do.,
§ 306, 2; parts. and reI. forms do., § 390.
Negation, §§ 104-6: of sents. with adv. pred., § 120;
with nom. pred., § 134; with adj. pred., § 144; of
advs., § 209; of preps., § 160; of parts., reI. forms
and sgmtyjy by tm, § 397; effected by nfr n,
§ 351,1; by nfr pw, § 351,2; paraphrased by wdj,
§ 352. See too the next entries, under Non-exist
ence below, and under n, nn, and 'tV in Eg.-Eng!.
Vocab.
Negatival complement, § 341; forms, use, and origin,
ib.
Negative verb, §§ 342-50: two stems, imi and tm,
§ 342; subj. of, § 343; foIl. by negatival comple
ment, § 34 1 ; later by infin., §§ 343· 344.
Negative universal propositions with parts. and reI.
forms, § 394.
Negatives, double, § 346, 3.
Neuter: expressed by f., § 51; in L.E. by m., § 5I l , 4;
meaning of, treated syntactically as m. already in
M.E. in old perf., parts., and reL forms, ib.;

demonstratives in n- properly neuter in meaning,
§ I I I; treated syntactically as m., §§ I I I; § 5 I I,
2. 3; f. parts. with plur. strokes with sense of~
§ 354·
Nim, Coptic for 'who ?', 'whom?', § 496.
Nishe-adjectives, derivatives in -y from preps. or ns.,
§§ 79-81; may govern a n. or suffix-pron., § 80;
used as ns., § 81; from preps., introducing epi
thets, § 158; at base of Idmtyjy, § 364.
Nominal: use of term defined, § 28, 2; parts of verb,
p. 222, top; infins. that are, § 298..
Nominal predicate, sents. with, §§ 125-34; questions
with, introduced by In iw, § 492, 3. 4; by In alone,
§ 493, 1 ; virt. n. cls. with, § 186, 3.
Nominative: suffix-prons. as, §§ 35, 3; 83; termcon
venient, but not strictly scientific, for Eg., § 83,
4

OBS.

Non-enclitic particles, §§ 227-44; defined, § 226;
position in sentence, § 66; foIl. by dep. prons.,
§ 44, 2. For the individual particles see the Eg.
Eng!. Vocab.
Non-existence, how expressed, § 108; srimj form as
subj. of phrases expressing, § 188, 2; parts. and
reI. forms do., § 394.
N on-geminating forms: of vb., §§ 269. 270; of
sgmj form, § 271; of perf. parts., § 356; of perf.
reI. form, § 387, 2.
Non-verbal sentences, § 28; anticipatory emphasis
in, § 147.
Noun clauses, §§ 69; 182-93; defined, § 183; verbal
commoner than non-verbal, -ib.; virtual, as obj.,
introduced by s!lmj, § 184; by sgm·nj, § 185;
virt. with adj., adv., or nom. pred., § 186; intro
duced by ntt or wnt, § 187; virt. as subj., § 188;
as pred., with pw as subj., §§ 189. 190; after
genitival adj., introduced by sgmi, § 191; do.,
introduced by sgm-n'j, § 192; after preps., §§ 154.
193 ; see for these too under Adverb clauses.
Nouns: gender of, §§ 26. 92; number of, §§ 72-7;
adjs. used as, § 48, 3; adjs. felt as, §§ 136. 509, 1 ;
nisbe-adjs. used as, § 81 ; do., ending in -ty, at base
of sgmty-jy, § 364; derived from verb-stems with
initial i or w, § 290; derived from parts., p. 274,
top; § 359; parts. and reI. forms used as, §§ 354
390; idiomatic phrases used as, § 194; syntax of,
§§ 83-92; as subj. and obj., § 83; do., place of, in
sent., § 66 (exceptions, § 5°7); as subj. of sents.
with adv. pred., § 116; in pseudo-verbal construc
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exclamatory use of 2nd and 3rd pers., § 313; 3rd
pers. f. sometimes replaced by part.+sy, p. 290,
top; as cl. of circumstance, § 314; do., exception
ally preceding main cI., § 314, end; expressing
result, p. 240, n. 7 a ; qualifying obj. of vbs., § 315;
qualifying subj., § 316; in virt. reI. cIs., § 317;
other uses, § 318; in pseudo-verbal construction,
§§ 319. 320. 322-30. 334; explanation of this
term, § 319; relation to sents. with adv. pred., 'lb.;
contrast of, in this construction, with br+infin"
§ 320; preceded by subj. with adj. vbs., p. 245,
bottom; with adj. vbs., after lw, subj. omitted,
§ 467; sim. with vb. of motion, § 466. See further
under Pseudo-verbal construction.
Omission of subject: in sents. with adv. pred., § 123;
with adj. pred., §§ 145. 467; in verbal sents.,
§§ 466 . 486. 487.
'Or', how expressed, § 91, 2.
Ordinal numbers, see Numbers, ordinaL

tion, §§ 319. 322. 323; in suffix conjugation, § 410;
in reI. forms, § 380; in sgmtf, § 405; after infin.
from intransitive vbs., § 301; do., rarely from
transitive vbs., ib.; as pred., see under Sentences
with nominal predicate; as predicative adjunct,
§ 84; in genitive, §§ 85. 86; in dative, § 52; in
vocative, § 87; adverbial uses of, §§ 88. 205, 6;
with the function of a sent., § 89; governed by
nisbe-adjs., § 80.
Number of nouns and adjectives, § 72, see too under
Adjectives, Nouns, Singular, Dual, and Plural.
Numbers, cardinal: names of, § 260; construction
of, §§ 26 I. 262; use as ordinals, § 264.
Numbers, ordinal, § 263; use of cardinals as, § 264
Numerals, writing of, § 259.

Oaths: how expressed, § 2 I 8 ; use of iw in statements
introduced by, § 468, I.
Object: dep. pron. as, except after infin., § 44, I;
suffix-prons. as, after infin., § 300; of infin., con
formed to use with suffix-conjugation, § 301 ; after
parts. and sgmtyjy, § 375; retained, after pass.
parts., § 377, but see Add. pp. 425-6; not shown
with reI. forms whose subj. is identical with ante
cedent, §§ 382. 386; exceptional cases, § 385; no
vbs. with two objs., §§ 84. 291, I ; after vbs. appar
ently intrans. in sense, § 84 A, see Add. p. 423;
igmf as, §§ 184. 442, 1 (imperf.); 452, I (perf.);
do., negated by tmj, § 347, I; sgm·nj form as,
§ 185; infin. as, § 303.
Object, retained: see above under Object.
Object, semantic: defined, § 297, I; direct, ib.; in
direct, ib. See too in various paragraphs quoted
above under Object.
Objective genitive, suffix-prons. as, p. 90, n. 4.
Obligation, sometimes expressed by parts., § 371.
Old Egyptian: defined, § 4; dual suffix-prons. in,
§ 34; indep. prons. !.Wt and hot in, § 64; plur.
demonstratives lpn, etc., in, § 110; particles ISk and
ik in, § 230; ....Jt- used for both n and nn in, § 104;
,gm·klj form belongs to, § 434.
Old perfective, §§ 309-18; endings, § 309; affinities,
§ 309, OBS. I; transliteration of, § 309, OBS. 2;
forms in mutable vbs., § 310; rare geminating
forms, ib.; meaning and use, § 3 I I; with pass.
sense from transitive vbs., ib.; rare act. sense from
same, § 312; independent use of 1st pers., § 312;

Parentheses, virt. adv. cIs. sometimes as, § 507, 6.
Parenthetic, cIs. of circumstance introduced by lw
originally perhaps felt as, § II7, OBS.
Participial statement, §§ 227, 3; 373·
Participle, imperfective active: endings and forms
from mutable vbs., § 357; implies repetition or
continuity, ,§§ 355. 365; with like implication in
reference to past, § 366; better adapted for refer
ence to present, § 365 ; so especially in participial
statement, § 373, 2; use in laudatory epithets,
§ 367; rare use in reference to future, § 368. See
further under general heading Participles.
Participle, imperfective passive: endings and forms
from mutable vbs., § 358; use in reference to con
tinued or repeated action in past, § 369, 2; in
present, § 369, 4; in future, § 369, 6; use as adj.
pred., § 374 and Add. p. 425. See further under
general heading Participles.
Participle, perfective active: endings and forms
from mutable vbs., § 359"; free of any particular
implications, § 355; specially suited to refer to
past action, § 365; so particularly in participial
statement, § 373, I; use in laudatory epithets,
§ 367, I; expresses vigour and immediacy with
some vbs. better than imperf. part., § 367, 2;
rarely in reference to future events, § 368. See
further under general heading Participles.
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Participle, perfective passive: forms with reduplica
tion from 2-1it. vbs., § 360; normal forms from
other verb-classes, § 361; various derivatives,
§ 361, OBS. I; use in reference to past occurrences,
§ 369, I; in reference to present states, § 369, 3.
See further under general heading Participles.
Participle, prospective: separate existence of such a
participle denied, § 355, OBS.
Participles, §§ 353-62; 365-79; §§ 227, 3; defined,
§ 353; use as epithet or as n., ib.; have meaning
of Engl. reI. cls., ib.; most adjs. are, from adj.
vbs., § 135; number and gender, § 354; with
additional determinative when used as ns., ih.;
four kinds of, § 355; cannot be distinguished in
immutable vbs., § 356; general rule as regards
gemination, §§ 356. 362; partial exceptions, perf.
pass. part. from 2-1it. vbs., £b.; general rule as
regards endings, § 362; distinction of meaning in
tenses, §§ 365. 370; how tending to express dis
tinctions of time, § 365; both kinds of act. part.
in laudatory epithets, § 367; act. parts. in refer
ence to future events, § 368; tense-distinction in
pass. parts., § 369; summary as regards tense
distinction, § 370; lise to express obligation,
§ 371 ; uses as predicate, §§ 372-4; in participial
statement, §§ 227, 3; 373; as adj. pred., § 374 and
Add. p. 425; expression of obj. and dative with,
§ 375; extended use of pass. parts., § 376; these
with retained obj., § 377, but see Add. pp. 425-6;
omission of resumptive pron. with, § 378 ; semantic
subj. after pass. parts., § 379; reL forms derived
from pass. parts., § 386; sfl.mt1 form derived do.,
§ 405; verb-forms of suffix conjugation derived
do., §§ 411. 421. 425. 427. 438.447; absolute use
of parts., § 390; use to point to logical pred.,
§ 391 ; emphatic or emphasized, § 393; in negative
universal propositions, § 394; after iw fon, § 395 ;
parts. of wnn as equivalent of reI. adj., § 396;
negation of parts., § 397; use in comparisons,
§ 398 ; in virt. indirect questions, §§ 399· 50 4, 3;
as pred. in reI. cls. with nU, § 400.
Particles, see above Enclitic particles, Non-enclitic
particles; also Accumulation of particles.
Passive: of forms of suffix conjugation, mediated by
-tw, §§ 39. 67. 410; sense of most old perfs. from
transitive vbs., p. 237, bottom; some exx. of intin.
must be translated as, § 298; as means of avoiding
expression of semantic subj., § 486; supposed, of

reI. forms, § 388. See too under Participle(s),
Passive sfl.m1 form, 8fl.mm1 form, Passive voice.
Passive sgm1 form, §§ 419-24; defined, § 419; end
ings and forms from mutable vbs., § 420; origin
and relations of, § 421; used in past narrative,
§ 422, I; do., impersonally, p. 340, top; after iw
as pass. of iw sgm'n1, § 422, I; after mk as pass.
of mk sgm'n1, ib.; after rlzr·n as pass. of r/:lr'n
sfl.m·n1, §§ 422, I; 481; after is!, ib.; in reference
to future events, § 422, 2; do., impersonally, ih.;
do., after br, § 422, 2, end; in reference to present,
§ 422, 3; in subordinate cls., § 423; m virt. cl. of
circumstance parallel to old perf., § 423, I; with
sense of cl. of condition, § 423, 2; very rare after
preps., § 423, 3; negated by n, § 424, I; by tm in
virt. cl. of circumstance, § 424, 2; doubtful exx.
after nn, § 424, 3.
Passi ve voice, § 293; defined, § 376.
Past: Engl. tense, § 295, OBS. I; how expressed in
Eg., §§ 295.31 I, end; 355· 407.414.422, 1 ; 450, I;
p. 383. Negated mainly by nsgm1, §§ 105, 1. 455.
Past perfect: Engl. tense, § 295, OBS. I; expressed
in Eg. by sgm·n1, §§ 67. 414, 2; do. in virt. d. of
time, § 212.
Peculiarities of hieroglyphic writing, §§ 54-63.
Perfect tense, Engl.: see under Past perfect, Present
perfect.
Perfective relative form, formerly called Prospective,
p. 297, n. 4; forms of, § 387, 2; use in reference
to past action, § 389, 2, a; to prospective action,
§ 389,2, b.
Perfective tense, Eg., distinguished from Engl.
Perfect, § 295, OBS. I; see too §§ 355. 365 and
under Old perfective.
Person: concord of, § 509; special uses of 1st, in old
perf., § 312; exclamatory use there of 2nd and 3rd,
§ 31 3
Personal pronouns, see under Pronouns, personaL
Phonetic complements, § 52.
Phonetic determinatives, § 54.
Phonetic signs, preceding ideograms foIl. by stroke
det., § 25, OBS. 2.
Phonograms or sound-signs, §§ 6, 2; of three kinds,
uniliteral or alphabetic, biliteral and triliteral,

§ 17·
ptel-forms in Hebrew, possible analogy of Eg.
geminating verb-forms to, §§ 269, OBS.; 274· 35 6 ,
OBS.; 438, OBS.
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155· 4#, 3; 454, 4; before sgm·nj form, §§ 15 6.
417; rarely before pass. sgmj, § 423, 3; before
sgmtj form, §§ 407-9.
Present perfect: Engl. tense, § 295, OBS. I; ex
pressed in Eg. by sgm'nj, §§ 67. 414, 2; do. in
virt. d. of time, § 212.
Present time, expressed in Eg. mainly by imperf.
forms, §§ 355. 365, 2; 367. 370. 373, 2; 389, I;
440, I; but sometimes by perf., §§ 367. 369, 3;
§373 (b); 450,2; negated mainlybynsgm·nf, §§ 10 5,
3; 418, I; but sometimes by n igmj, § 455, 2.
Prohibitions, §§ 338, I. 2; 340.
Pronominal compound (tw'i, etc.), § 124; origin, t'b.,
OBS.; as subj. of sents. with adv. pred., £b.; after
ntt, § 223; in pseudo-verbal construction, § 330 ;
with r+ infin., § 332, end.
Pronouns, demonstrative, §§ 110-12.
Pronouns, interrogative, §§ 496-502.
Pronouns, personal: three kinds, § 33. See under
Dependent pronouns, Independent pronouns,
Suffix-pronouns, Occasionally omitted, § 506, 5;
ordinarily do not precede n. to which they refer,
§ 507, I; 3rd sing. used with blk im and J.rm·i,
more rarely 1st sing., § 509, 2. See too Reflexive
use of pronouns.
Proper nouns, transcription of, Appendix B, pp.
434-7·
Prospective: reference of verb-forms, see Future;
relative form, term abandoned in this edition,
§ 295, OBS. 2; p. 298, top.
Prothetic ~ i, § 272.
Pseudo-participle, name given by others to verb
form here called old perfective, § 309, OBS. I.
Pseudo-verbal construction, §§ 319-34; defined,
§ 3 19; conforming to model of sentence with adv~
pred., ib.; meaning in, of old perf. as compared
with ~r+infin., § 320; without introductory word,
§ 322; intr. by {w, § 323; by wnn, § 326; by parts",
of wnn, § 396, 2; by non-enclitic particles, § 324;
containing pw, § 325; after m-bt, § 327; after nty,
§ 328; after ntt and wnt, § 329; after the pro
nominal compound, § 330; with m+infin., § 331;
with r+infin., §§ 332-3; negation of, § 334; in
questions intr. by in iw, § 492, 6; by in ntt,
§ 494, 2.
Psychic activities, vbs. expressing, § 29 I, I.
Pu la/-form in Hebrew, Egyptian analogies to,
§§ 274· 360. 4 2 5.

Pi'lel-forms in Hebrew, Eg. verb-forms analogous
to, § 274; related nouns, § 274, OBS. 2.
Place-names: gender of, § 92, I; fonns best to use in
Egyptological books, p. 435.
Plural: of prons., §§ 34. 43. 64; of nb 'air, § 48 ; of ns.
and adjs., §§ 72--4; ns. denoting foodstuffs and
materials, written as plur., Sign-list Z 2; of demon
stratives, § IIO; of old perf., § 309; of imper.,
§ 335; of parts., §§ 354. 357-9. 361 ; of sgmtyjy,
§ 364; f. collectives sometimes referred to by plur.
suffix-prons., § 510, 2.
Plurality, determinative of, § 73, 3; see too Z 2. 3 in
the Sign-list.
Plurals, apparent, § 77.
Possession, sentences expressing, §§ 114-15; 115A
(Add. p. 423)'
Possessive adjectives, equivalents of Engl., § 113.
Predicate: three kinds of non-verbal sentence, dis
tinguished according as they have adverbial
(§§ 116--24), nominal or pronominal (§§ 125-34),
or adjectival (§§ 135-45), § 28; virt. cls. of circum
stance used as, § 2 I 5.
Predicate, grammatical and logical: distinguished
and defined, § 126.
Predicate, logical: cases where it precedes logical
subject, §§ 127. 128. 130
Predication, m of (formerly called m of equivalence,
p. viii), § 162, 6; used where Engl. has nominal
pred., §§ 38.44,2; II6. II7; p. 151, n. 8; used to
emphasize adj. as epithet, §§ 96, 2; 2°4, 2; do.,
parts., § 393; before reI. cls. introduced by nty,
§ 199, end; in cls. of time, circumstance, and con
dition, §§ 133, OBS.; 150. 214.
Predicative adjunct: introduced by m after vbs. of
'becoming', 'making', by rafter vbs. of 'appoint
ing' and like, § 84.
Preposition+noun, used as epithet of ns., § 158, I;
used as n., § 158, 2.
Prepositional adverb clauses: without ntt, § 222;
with ntt, § 223; former negated by tmj, § 347, 5.
Prepositions, simple or compound, § 161; simple,
§§ 162-77; compound, §§ 178-81; suffix-prons.
after, § 35, 2; compound, often with genitival adj.
n(y) before n., p. 13 I, bottom; rarely at begin
ning of sent., § 159; negation of, § 160; use before
n., suffix-pron. or infin., § 154; before virt. n. cl.
with indep. pron. as subj. and nom. or adv. pred.,
§ 154, end j as conjunction before sgm·f, §§ 154.

f
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Purpose: virt. cIs. of, with sgml (perf. § 454, 3),
§§ 40, I; 219; with wnl, § 118, 2; negated by tmI,
§ 347, 4; cls. of introduced by n mrwt, §§ 181. 222, 5.

Quadriliteral verb(s), § 283; causatives of 3-lit. vbs.
belong to these, ib.; swtwt 'walk', doubtful causa
tive of, § 286.
Qualitative, Coptic verb-form, p. 43 I, n. I.
Quartae infirmae vbs., § 285; causatives of 3ae info
belong to these, ib. ; causatives of, § 287.
Questions, §§ 490-504; various kinds of, § 490 ;
often elliptical in form, § 506, I; for corrobora
tion, defined, § 490; indicated only by tone of
voice, § 491, I; using particle is, § 491, 2; intro
duced by in, §§ 491, 3; 493 ; when negative nor nn
precedes, answer 'yes' suggested, 491,3; introduced
by in iw, § 492; by in ntt, § 494; for specification,
defined, § 490; position of interrogative word in,
§ 495; introducing parts. irf, rf, tT, ib.; interroga
tive prons. and advs. used in, §§ 496-503, see
too in Eg.-Engl. Vocab.; imperf. sdmj used in,
§ 440, 6; negated by tm-f, § 346, I; indirect,
§§ 490. 504; these sometimes not different in form
from direct, § 504, I ; without interrogative word,
§ 504, 2; sense rendered by part. or reL form,
§§ 399· 504, 3 ; rhetorical, §§ 489. 490; answers to,
pw used in, § 190, I.
Quinquiliteral verbs, § 286.

R of futurity, § 122.
Rank of officials considered abstractly, how ex
pressed, p. 336, n. 5.
Reduplication, § 274; half-, ib.; of final con
sonant only, ib.; do., in some pass. verb-forms,
comparable to Hebr. pu'lal, ib.; §§ 360. 425; of
second radical, comparable to Hebr. prel, § 274;
how distinguished from gemination, ib., end; in
names of small animals, etc., § 274, OBS. 2.
Reflexive use of pronouns: of suffix-prons., § 36; of
dep. prons., § 45; in dative after imper., § 337, 2;
phrases reinforcing reflexive sense, § 36.
Relative adjective, see Eg.-Engl. Vocab. under nty;
negative, ib. under iwty.
Relative cIauses, §§ 195-204; definition, § 195 ;
virtual, defined, opposed to those using reI. adjs.,
ih.; not used for making additional statements,

§ I95, OBS.; virt., used when antecedent un
defined, § 196; do., without expressed antecedent,
§ 197; rare when antecedent defined, § 198; in
latter case usually with rel. adjs., § 199, see above
under Relative adjective: other ways of rendering
sense of Eng. reI. cls., § 204; old perf. in virt.,
§ 317; pseudo-verbal construction in do., § 323.
See too under Participles, Relative forms.
Relative forms of verb, §§ 380-9; definition and
endings, § 380; three kinds, ih., and see under
Imperfective reI. form, Perfective reI. form, and
Sgmw·nl reI. form; origin of, from pass. parts.,
but nevertheless felt as active, § 386, see too Add.
p. 425; supposed pass. of, § 388; with direct
semantic obj. identical with antecedent, § 382;
different from antecedent, § 383; reI. forms from
intrans. vbs., § 384; tense-distinction in} § 389;
abso~ute use of, § 390; used to point to logical
pred., § 391 ; in the construction sgm pw ir(w)·nj,
§ 392; in negative universal propositions, § 394 ;
in comparisons, § 398; from wnn with adv. pred.,
p. 314, n. 4; with pseudo-verbal construction,
p. 314, n. 4 a, but see correction p xxviii; negated
by tm, § 397, 3; in reI. cIs. with ntt, § 400.
Relative past time, conveyed by sgm·nj form, §§ 156.
212. 4 1 4, 2; 4 15. 417.
Relative present or future time, conveyed by sgm/,
§§ 155· 212. 441. 451.
Repeated action, sometimes implied in reduplicated
verb-stems, § 274; conveyed by imperf. tense,
§ 295; so in imperf. act. parts., §§ 365-7; do.,
pass., § 369, 2; in imperf. reI. form, § 389, I; in
imperf. sgmj, §§ 440-4. 446; perhaps in rare
geminating old perf., § 310, end; conveyed also by
iw sgml, § 462; by iwj sdmj, § 463.
Repetition: of like consonants, avoided, § 62; do.,
with other signs, § 62 A (p. 422); of the same con
sonant, to indicate its retention in pronunciation,
p. 53, top; of a prep., suffix-pron. or adj., to in
dicate co-ordination, § 91, I ; do., to indicate dis
junction, § 91, 2. See too Repeated action.
Result: expressed by sgm'lnj, § 429; by sgm'hr/,
§ 431; by old perf., p. 240, n. 7 a ; of movement,
expressed by old perf. in vbs. of motion, §§ 31 I.
414, 4; virt. cIs. of, § 220, 6; cIs. of, introduced by
T, §§ 163, I I (a); 222,6.
Resumptive adverb, §§ 195. 200, 2; 377, I; 378.
Resumptive pronoun, defined, § 146; in reI. cIs.,
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pass. parts. and reI. forms, § 4II, I; forms in
mutable vbs., § 439; implies repetition or con
tinuity, § 440; statements with present reference,
§ 440, I; past custom, § 440, 2; with future
reference, § 440,3; after tb (unique ex.), § 440, 4;
in exhortations and wishes, § 440, 5; in questions
for specification, § 440, 6; in address of letters,
§ 440, 7; in subordinate cIs., § 441; as obj. of
certain vbs., § 442, I; as subj. of adj. pred.,
§ 442, 2; as pred. of pw, § 442, 3; after genitival
adj., § 442, 5; after nty and iwty, § 443; in virt.
adv. cls., § 444, I. 2; after preps., § 444, 3; 2ae gem.
after ir 'if, § 444, 4; also 3a£ info when preceded
by another sgmj, § 444, 4; negation of, § 445·
Sgmj form, perfective, §§ 447-59: probably con
ceals more thau one form, § 447; forms in mutable
verbs, § 448; meaning of, § 449; in past state~
ments, § 450, I; with present reference, § 450, 2;
future reference, § 450, 3; in wishes and exhorta
tions, § 450, 4; after ib, § 450, 5, a; I;tl and tt'WJ,
§ 450, 5, b; br, § 450, 5, c; kl, § 450, 5, d; in ntf
(or in X) sgmf, future sense, § 450, 5, e; hr·!
stimj, future sense, § 450, 5,!; klj sgmj, future
consequence, § 450, 5,g; in subordinate cIs., § 45 1 ;
in n. cIs., § 452; as obj. of certain verbs, § 452, 1.2;
after ntt, § 452, 2; as subj., § 452, 3; as pred. 'of
pw, § 452, 4; after genitival adj., § 452, 5; in reI.
cIs., § 453 ; in adv. cls., § 454; in virt. cls. of time,
circumstance, condition, § 454, I; of asseveration,
§ 454, 2; of purpose, § 454, 3; after preps., § 454,
4; after ir 'if, § 454, 5; forms from ii, iw 'come',
§ 459; concluding remarks, § 458. Negated, see
Eg.-Eng!. Vocab. under n, nn. For the Passive
Jrjmj form see under this above.
Sgm'brj form, §§ 427. 430-2: origin, § 427; forms
in mutable vbs., § 430; with future reference,
§ 43 1 , I; present, § 431, 2; past, § 431, 3; negated
by tm, § 432; wn·!J.rj and wnn'brj in the pseudo
verbal construction, § 471 ; wnn'brj trJmj of future
habit, § 473 ; summary, § 435.
Sflm·{nj form, §§ 427-9: origin, § 427; forms in
mutable vbs., § 428; in past narrative, § 429, I; in
future consequences and injunctions, § 429, 2;
wn·injin compound verb-forms, §§ 47°.472.473;
concluding remarks, § 435.
Sgm·klj form, §§ 427. 433-4: origin, § 427; forms
in mutable vbs., § 433; to express future conse
quences or injunctions, § 434.

§§ 195. 200, 2; after pass. parts. in extended use,
§§ 376. 377; cases where omitted in do., § 378; not
found with reI. forms whose semantic object is
identical with antecedent, § 382; elsewhere is
necessary, §§ 383. 384; exceptional cases of omis
sion, § 385; importance of omission for origin of
reI. forms, § 386, I.
Retained object after pass. parts.) § 377; this inter
pretation disputed, p. 425, Add. p. 294, n. 3.
Rhetorical questions, §§ 4 89. 490.
'Said he', etc., phrases expressing, §§ 43 6. 437.
8gm 'hear', verb used as paradigm, § 39.
8gm pw ir(w)·nj, with pass. JrJm pw Iry, construction
used in narrative, § 392.
8rJmj form; preliminary account, §§ 39-40 ; belongs
to suffix conjugation, § 410, I; endings, ib.; origin,
§ 41 I, I; at least two forms, § 41 I, I; imperfective,
§§ 438-46; perfective, §§ 447-59 [see separate
entries below]; in statements, § 39; wishes and
exhortations, § 40,2; continuing imperative, § 337;
from adj. vbs., §§ 143. 144, I; 150, end; 157, 4;
from wnn and tm, see Eg.-Engl. Vocab.; as obj. of
certain vbs., §§ 70. 184; do., alternates with infin.,
§§ 184. 298. 302; as subj., § 188, 1. 3; do., after
phrase expressing non-existence, § 188, 2; sgmj
pw, § 189; after genitival adj., § 191 ; in virt. rttI.
cIs., §§ 196, 2; 197; after nty, § 201; after iwty,
§ 203, 5; in virt. cIs. of time, §§ 30. 212; of circum
stance, § 213; of condition, § 216; of asseveration,
§ 218; of purpose, §§ 40, I; 219; of result, § 220;
in 'whether ... or whether' cIs., § 217; after nit
and wnt, § 187; after prep.
nit, § 223; after
preps., §§ ISS. 157; (in detail) 161-81 ~ after ir
'if', § 150; after in or indep. pron., future sense,
§ 227, 2; after lb, future consequence or exhorta
tion, §§ 40, 3; 118, 2; 228; ist, in cls. of time or
circumstance, § 212; mk, future sense, § 234; }p
and I;twy, § 23 8 ; br Jrjmj, brj sgmj, future sense,
§239; sw (archaic), §24o; smwn, §24I; kl sdmj,
klj sgmj, future consequence, § 242; in questions
introduced by in iw, § 492, 5 ; by in alone, § 493, 2;
after archaic prons. sw, s(y), S7l, p. 424, Add. to
§ 148, I. Negated, see Eg.-Engl. Vocab. under
n, nn; also ib. under imy and tm.
Srjmj form, imperfective, §§ 438-46: introductory,
§ 438 ; various theories about, § 446; relation to
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Sgmmj form, §§ 425-6: nature and meaning,
§ 425; forms in different verb-classes, ib.; pass.
meaning and uses, § 426.
8gm·nj form, narrative, §§ 412-18 A: preliminary
account, § 67; belongs to suffix conjugation, § 410;
endings, ib., 412; origin, §4II, 2; forms from mu
table vbs., §413; affirmative uses, §414; with past
reference, § 414, I; do., after iw, §§ 68. 464; do.,
after rbr'n, § 478; do., after rbr'nj, § 479; do., after
mk, isl or subj. in anticipatory emphasis, § 414, 1 ;
expressing reI. past time, §§ 67. 414, 2; after 'p,
§ 4 14, 3; after ir 'if', §§ 151. 4 14, 3; from vbs. of
motion, § 414, 4; from rb and sbJ., § 414, 4; to
express actions simultaneously spoken of and per
formed, § 414, 5; in virt. n. cIs., with reI. past
reference, § 415; as obj. of vbs., § 185; after
genitival adj., § 192; in virt. reI. cIs., §§ 196, 2;
416; after nty, § 201; after iwty, §§ 203, 6; 418,
end; in virt. adv. cls., § 417, I; with reI. past
reference as virt. cI. of time, §§ 67, end; 212; as
virt. cl. of circumstance, § 213; after preps.,
§§ 156. 417, 2; in questions introduced by in iw,
§ 492, 5; by in alone, § 493, 2. Negated, see Eg.
Engl. Vocab. under n, nn.
$tjmtj form, §§ 401-9: three uses, possibly not of
same origin, § 401; I. n stjmtj, negative, use, § 402 ;
forms in mutable vbs., § 403 ; passive forms, § 404;
origin, § 405; 2. narrative itjmtj form, doubtful,
§ 406 ; 3. after preps., § 407; negated by tm, § 408;
forms in this use, § 409.
8gmtyjy form, §§ 363-4; equivalent to future act.
part., ib.; object of, § 375; very rarely with pass.
sense, § 363; structure of, § 364; forms of, ib.;
negated by tm, § 397, 2.
Sgm'W'nj relative form, p. 297, n. 4; origin, § 386, 2;
relation to narrative sgm·nj form, § 411, 1. 2;
endings and forms in mutable vbs., § 387, 3;
mainly past meaning, § 389, 3; meaning in verbs
rb, bm, mri, § 389, 3.
Secundae geminatae verbs, § 280 ; causatives of, § 284 ;
use of imperf. itjmj perhaps sometimes due to
inherent meaning of stem, § 446, end.
'-self', how expressed, § 36.
Semantic object, defined, § 297, I; direct, ib.; in
direct, ib. ; agent a special case of indirect, § 297, 2;
with infin., how expressed, §§ 300. 301; after
active parts., § 375; inherent in pass. parts.,
§§ 376. 377; in reI. forms, §§ 382. 383.

Semantic subject, defined, § 297, I; with infin., how
expressed, §§ 300. 301; p. 231, n. 5; after pass.
parts., expressed as agent, § 379, I; by direct
genitive, § 379, 2; by n, whether genitival adj. or
prep., § 379, 3; in reI. forms, § 386, 1.
Semi-vowels, § 20; proofs of consonantal character,
pp. 43 0. 431.
Sense-signs, see under Ideograms.
Sentence-adverb, more appropriate designation of
particles, §§ 226. 244.
Sentences: verbal, defined, § 27; non-verbal, de
fined, § 28; with adv. pred., §§ I I 6-24 ; with nom.
or pronom. pred., §§ 125-34; with adj. pred.,
§§ 135-45; existential, §§ 107-8; expressing posses
sion, §§ 114. I 15; multiple, defined and exempli
fied, § 505 ; classification of, according to intention
of the speaker, § 489, see too under Statements,
Questions, Commands, Wishes, Exhortations,
Exclamations, and Interjections.
Sexiliteral verbs, only in O.K., p. 216, n. 6.
Singular number: with ns. and adjs., § 72; . see too
under Pronouns, Participles, etc.
Sound-signs, see under Phonograms.
Spelling, conforms to definite habits, § 54; special
cases, §§ 54-62.
Spellings, defective, § 59.
Statements, arising from desire to give information,
§ 489; label form of, § 506, 3 ; seen in absolute use
of ns., § 89; of infins., § 306; of parts. or reI. forms,
§ 390 .
Static sense of old perfective, p. 238, top.
Status absolutus, § 78, OBS.; f. ending -t fallen in this
already in O.K., p. 34, n. I a; p. 432, n. 4; final r
apt to disappear in, p. 432, n. 3; in Coptic infins.,
p. 431, top.
Status constructus: in relation of direct genitive, § 85,
OBSA; involves reduction of vowel and loss of f.
ending -t, ib.; in Coptic infins., p. 431, top.
Status pronominalis in f. ns., § 78, OBS.; in Coptic
infins., p. 431, top.
Stroke as determinative, § 25; extended use of, § 25,
OBS. I; see too the Sign-list under ZI.
Subject: pronouns as, see under Suffix-pronouns,
Dependent pronouns, and Independent pronouns;
ns. as, see under Nouns. See too under Gram
matical subject, Logical subject, and Semantic
subject; also under Omission of subject, Trans
position of subject.
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Subordinate clauses: defined, § 182; see under Ad
verb clauses, Noun clauses, and Relative clauses;
sense of, sometimes conveyed by actual sents.,
§489·
Suffix conjugation: definition, enumeration of forms,
and common features of these, § 410; concluding
remarks, §§ 486-8.
Suffix-pronouns, § 34: chief uses, § 35; (a) as subj.,
in srJmj form, §§ 35, 3; 39; in srJm·nj form, § 67 ;
in all forms of the suffix conjugation, § 410; in reI.
forms, § 380; in sgmtj form, § 4°5; after lw as
copula in sentences with adv. pred., §§ 37. 117;
do., in pseudo-verbal construction, § 323; after
infin. from intrans. vbs., § 3°1; do., rarely from
trans. vbs., ib.; after nty, § 200, 2; after ntt, § 223;
(b) as genitive after ns., §§ 35, I; 85, end; after preps.,
§§ 35, 2; 159; nouns followed by suffixes are not
necessarily defined, §§ 35, OBS.; 115; (c) as seman
tic subj. (properly subjective genitive) after pass.
parts., § 379, 2; (d) as semantic obj. (properlyob
jective genitive) after infin., § 300; of 2nd and 3rd
pers. sing. rarely after pass. parts., § 377, end.
Summary writings, i.e. omission of inflexions and
like, §§ 20. 296.
Superlative.: of adjs., meaning conveyed by genitival
adj., § 97; by lmy, ib.; by wr or wrt, ib. ; a suffix;
pron. may help to indicate, ib.; of advs., indicated
by wrt or by phrases like T bt nbt, § 207.
Syntax of nouns and pronouns, §§ 83-<)t; of ad
jectives, .§§ 94-'7; of verbs, after § 298, passim.

Transitive verbs, § 291, I; old perf. of, with act.
meaning, §§ 31I. 312, I; do., usually with pass.
meaning, §§ 31 I. 3 I 2, 2; construction with infin.
of, § 301.
Transcription: of hieratic, § 63 A, see Add. pp.
422-3; of Egyptian proper names, Appendix B,
Pp·434-7·
Transliteration of Egyptian words, § 19; of particu
lar letters, ib. ; of biliteral and triliteral signs, § 19,
OBS. I; use of dot and hyphen in, §§ 19, OBS. 3;
309, OBS. 2; minimum transliterations generally
advisable, § 63, end.
Transposition of subject: of negative vb., when an.,
to position after the negatival complement or
infin., § 343; a possibly similar case after iT wnn,
§ 474, 1. See further under Word-order.
Transpositions, graphic, § 56; with honorific intent,
§ 57; p. 65, bottom; in expression of filiation,
p. 66, top.
Triliteral signs, § 17, 3; relation to ideograms, § 42,
OBS.; accompanied by phonetic complements,
§ 42; how then transliterated, § 19, OBS. I.
Triliteral verbs, § 279; causatives of, § 283.
Undefined antecedent in reI. cls., § 196; rare with
nty, § 199.
U niliteral signs, see under Alphabetic signs.
Universals, negative, how expressed, §§ 144, 4; 394·

Variants (variant writings), § 22', OBS.; p. 549.
Verbal sentences, defined, § 27 ; anticipatory emphasis
in, § 148; word-order in, §§ 27. 66. 507.
Verb-classes, § 277; in detail, §§ 278-89.
Verb-forms, § 296; verbal and other, § 297, 3. See
in detail under Infinitive, Old Perfective, 8g,mj
form, etc.
Verbs: introductory, §§ 267-97; different classes
of, § 267; mutable and immutable, ib.; mutable,
discussed, § 268; geminating, § 269; weak, § 270 ;
reduplicated, § 274; causative, § 275; with pre...
fixed n, § 276; compound, § 288; anomalous,
§ 289; with initial I and w, § 290; classification of,
according to meaning, § 29 I.
Verb-stems, general characteristics of, § 273 ; usually
triconsonantal, ib.; classification according to
number and nature of radical consonants, § 277.
See too under Verb-class~s.

Tense, not dearly expressed in Egyptian, §§ 30. 295;
distinction of, in parts., §§ 365-'70; how indicated
in sents. with adv. pred., § II8; with nom. pred.,
§ 133; with adj. pred., § 142. 143. See too under
Imperfective tense, Perfective tense.
Tertiae infirmae verbs, § 281; causatives of, § 285.
Time, virt. clauses of, verbal, § 212; negated by
tmj, § 347, 3; use imperf. sgmj, when with
notion of repetition, § 444, I; do., non-verbal,
§ 214; verbal ds. of, after prepositions, § 222, I.
Titles: of sections of books, etc., indicated by n.
used absolutely, § 89, I; by infin., do., § 306, I;
of persons, often use direct genitive, § 85 ; see too
under Laudatory epithets.
Transitive meaning of some usually intransitive vbs.,
§ 274·
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Vertical columns: writing in, § 16; exceptional order
of, p. 25, n. I.
Vetitive m, §§ 338, end; 340, I; later expanded into
m ir, § 340, 2; m rdi as neg. of imi, § 340 , 3.
Virtual subordinate clauses, defined, § 182. See in
detail under Adverb clauses, Noun clauses, Rela
tive clauses; also under Circumstance, Con
dition, etc.
Vocalization of Middle Egyptian, for most part un
known, § 19; means of ascertaining, Appendix A,
pp·428-33·
Vocative, § 87 ; position in sentence of, ib. ; introduced
by lor hJ, ib.; pw attached to, p. 87, top.
Voice, § 293; see too under Active voice, Passive
voice.
Vowels: omitted in hieroglyphic writing, §§ 7. 19;
changes of, found in Coptic, p. 433. See too under
Semi -vowels.

II.

Weak consonants, § 20.
Weak verbs, § 270.
'Whether ... or whether' clauses, § 217.
Wishes: introduced by 1)1 or fi,wy, § 238; do., with
perfect. J!!m/, § 450, 5, b; without particle, Jdm/
expressing, § 40, 2; imperf. Jdm/ in, § 440, 5;
perf. Jdmj in, § 450, 4; negative, with J!!mj form
of Imi, § 345; sentences with adv. pred. having
meaning of, § I 18, I; exclamatory, often elliptical
in form, §§ 153. 313. 506, 2.
'Without', how expressed, § 109; with infin., § 307;
see too Engl.-Eg. Vocab.
Word-order: in sentences with adv. pred., §§ 29. 66.
116; with nom. or pron. pred., §§ 125-7; with adj.
pred., §§ 135-'7. 139; in verbal sentences, §§ 27.
66; final remarks on, and exceptions, § 507.
Writing, nature of hieroglyphic, § 5; direction of,
§ 16.

GENERAL

Akerblad, J. D., pp. 12. 14.
Akhmimic dialect of Coptic, p. 6.
Akhtoy, son of Duauf, Instruction of, p. 24 b.
Am Duat, p. 20.
Amen-Rec as sun-god, p. 90, n. 5.
Ameny, prophetic book concerning king, p. 24 b.
Ammenemes I, Instruction of, p. 24 b.
Area, measures of, § 266, 3.
Aroura, a measure of area, § 266, 3.
Aten, hymns to the, p. 21.
Babylonian transcriptions of Egyptian words, p. 428.

Bai, soul, external manifestation, p. 173.
Bankes, W. J., p. 14.
Banner-name, p. 72.
Birch, Samuel, p. 16.
Black ink substituted for red for superstitious
reasons, p. 268, n. 2.
Bol:tairic dialect of Coptic, p. 6.
Book of the Dead, p. 19.
Breasted, James Henry, p. 17.
Breath, as symbol of Hfe, p. 91, n. 1.
Brugsch, Heinrich, p. 16.
Buto, early capital, p. 73; Sign-list, under 0 20.

Buto, goddess, better called Edjo, p. 32, n. I;
p. 73, n. I a •
Calendar, pp. 204-5.
Cartouche, pp. 13. 33, n. I; p. 74·
Caverns, Book of, p. 20.
Chabas, Fran~ois, p. 16.
Champollion, Jean Fran~ois, pp. 12-15.
Charade, principle of the, p. 6.
Chronology, pp. 204-5.
Clement of Alexandria, p. I I.
Cleopatra, p. 14.
Coffin Texts, p. 19.
Coptic, pp. 5-6; early books on, p_ I I ; value of, for
study of Eg. vocalization, pp- 428-33
Corn-measure, § 266, 1.
Corpse, p. 173.
Crocodilopolis, p. 381 , n. 3.
Crum, Walter Ewing, p. 17.
Cubit, measure of length, § 266, 2.
Dating, pp. 203-5.
Decans, p. 206.
Decipherment of the hieroglyphs, pp. 12-15.
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Deben, a weight, § 266, 4.
Demotic, defined, pp. 5. 10; writing, latest examples
of, p. I I; sample of, PI. II.
Destruction of Mankind, p. 20.
Dictionary, the Berlin, p. 17.
Didactic treatises, p. 24 a.
Digit, measure of length, § 266, 2.
Diversion of offerings, p. 172, n. I.
Divine Cult, Ritual of the, p. 20.
Divine names: how best represented in English,
p. 435; as first element in Eg. personal names,
PP·43 6-7·
Dot, use of, in transliteration, § 19, OBS. 3; § 309,
OBS.2.

Hieratic writing, p. 10; § 63 A, see Add. pp. 422-3;
samples of, PI. II.
Hieroglyphic writing: principles of, § 5; latest ex
amples of, p. I; students' need of good, p. 33;
autography best mode of publishing texts, p. 438;
different styles of, PI. I (Frontispiece).
Hin, liquid measure, § 266, 1 (p. 199).
Historical records, p. 24.
Horapollo, p. I I.
Horus, god, p. 32, n. 3; incarnate in the king, p. 3:2,
n. I; p. 72; p. 90, n. 2.
Horus name of king, p. 73.
lfotp~di-nesu formula, pp. 170-3.
Hours, p. 206.
Hymns to the gods, p. 20.
Hyphen, use of, in transliteration, § 19, OBS. 3.

Ebers medical papyru s, p. 22.
Edjo, better form of the name of the goddess usually
called Buto, p. 32, n. I ; p. 73, n. I a ; together with
Nekhbet reincarnate in king, p. 73.
Edwin Smith medical papyrus, p. 22.
Egyptian language: affinities of, § 3; character of,

Ipuwer, Admonitions of, p. 24 b.

Ka, spirit, p. 172.
Ka-priests, p. 172.
Kagemni, Instruction addres:;ed to, p. 24 b.
Khackheperracsonb, writing by, p. 24 b.
King, designations of the, pp. 71-6.
Kircher, Athanasius, p. II.
Kite, a weight, § 266, +

P·4·
Eloquent Peasant, story of the, p. 24 a.
Enchorial writing, now called Demotic, p.
Ennead, the Great, p. 291, n. 8.
Epagomenal days, p. 203.
Erman, Adolf, pp. 16-17.

10.

Language, Egyptian, see under Egyptian language.
Late Egyptian, defined, p. 5. See too in Gram
matical Index.
Lebensmiide, pessimistic composition known as,
p. 24 c.
Legal documents, p. 23.
Length, measures of, § 266, 2.
Letters, private, p. 24.
Lepsius, Richard, p. 16.
Lexicographical book, p. 23.
Litany of the Sun, p. 20.
Literature, Egyptian, pp. 18-24 c.

Falcon of gold, p. 73.
Fayy-umic dialect of Coptic, p. 432, n. 2.
Filiation, how expressed, see in Grammatical Index.
Finger(..breadth), see Digit above.
Foreign words, § 60.
Fractions, ideas underlying, § 265.
Funerary Cult: Ritual of, p. 20; formula of offering
used in, pp. 170-3
Gates, Book of, p. 20.
Golden Horus, name of king, p. 73.
Goodwin, Charles Wycliffe, p. 16.
Griffith, Francis Llewellyn, p. 17.
Gunn, Battiscombe George, pp. viii. ix. xi.

Magical papyri, p. 21.
Manetho, pp. II. 15. 76 . 435.
Mariette, Auguste, p. 16.
Maspero, Sir Gaston, p. 16.
Mathematical papyri, p. 23.
Measures, Egyptian, § 266.
Medical papyri, p. 22.
Menes, p. 73.

17.

Hamitic languages, relation of Egyptian to, p. 2.
Harpers, songs of the, p. 24 c, n. 4.
lJe~at, a corn-measure, § 266, I.
Hieraconpolis, early capital, p. 73; Sign-list, under
a 19· 47.
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Merikare(~ Instruction addressed to king~ p. 24 b.
Middle Egyptian, defined, § 2; p. 5.
Month-names, p. 205.
Names~

see under King, Month-names, Personal
names, Place-names.
Narmer, slate palette of, p. 7.
lVebiu, measure of length, § 266, 2.
Nebty-name of king, p. 73.
Neferrohu, prophesyings of, p. 24 b; different read
ings of name, see Add. p. xxviii.
Nekhbet~ goddess, p. 73.
Netherworld, Book of what is in the, p. 20.
Nomen of king, p. 74.
Oaths, see in the Grammatical Index.
Offering, formula of, pp. 170-3.
Official documents, pp. 23-4.
Oipe, a corn-measure, § 266, I.
Old Egyptian, defined, p. 5; see too in the Gram
matical Index.
Ombos, p. 73, n. 4.
Osiris, god, 'p. 32, n. 3; p. 70, n. 2; p. 90, n. 2.

Ritual: of Divine Cult~ p. 20; of Funerary Cult,
p.20.
Rod of cord, measure of length, § 266, 2.
Rosetta Stone, pp. 12-13.
Rouge, Emanuel de, p. 16.
$acidic dialect of Coptic, p. 6.
Sack, a corn-measure, § 266, I.
Sacy, Silvestre de, p. I'::;.
Schoenus, measure of length, § 266, 2.
Seal, as a weight, § 266, 4.
Sedge or scirpus reed, symbol of Upper Egypt,
P·73·
Semitic languages, relation of Egyptian to, p; 2.
Seth, god, p. 32, n. 3; p. 73; p. 90, n. 2; p. 197;
p. 268, n. 2.
Sethe, Kurt, p. 17.
Shadow, p. 173.
Shipwrecked Sailor, story of the, p. 24 a.
Siniihe, story of, p. 24 a.
Sirius, heliacal rising of, p. 205.
Sothis, goddess, p. 205.
Soul, pp. 172-3.
Soul-priests, p. 172.
Spiegelberg, Wilhelm, p. 17.
Spirit, p. 172.
Stein dorff, Georg, p. 17.
Stelae, p. 21.
Stern, Ludwig, p. 16.
Stories, Middle Egyptian, p. 24 a.
Supports of Shu, the, p. 380, n. 3.

Palm, measure of length, § 266, 2.
Pe, a town, p. 73.
Peasant, see under Eloquent Peasant.
Personal names, how best transcribed and quoted,
Pp·434-7
Pessimistic literature, p. 24 b.
Petrie, Sir (William Matthews) Flinders, p. 16.
Pharaoh, the term, p. 75.
Philae, demotic inscriptions at, p. 1I; Obelisk of,
P·14·
Place-names, how best quoted, p. 435.
Plutarch, p. II.
Poetry, secular, p. 24 c.
Preno11U!n of king, pp. 73-4.
Prophetic books, p. 24 b.
Ptal)l)otpe, Instruction oft p. 24 a.
Ptolemy, p. 14.
Pyramid Texts, p. 18.

Wed,jat-eye, § 266.
Westcar papyrus, p. 24 a, n. 5.

Ramesses, p. 15.
Rebus, principle of the, p. 6.
Regnal years, p. 204.

Year, Egyptian, pp. 203-4.
Young, Thomas, p. 12.

Thompson, Sir Herbert, p. 17.
Thoth, pp. 113. 197.
Time, divisions of, pp. 203-6.
Titulary of king, pp. 71-6.
Tuthmosis, pp. IS· 75·
Typhon, see under Seth.
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